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P R E F A C E  

T H E  F I R S T  E D I T I O N .  

I DELIVER tl~is book to the world with all the diffidence and anxiety 
natural to an author on publishing his first performance. The time I have 
employed, and the pains I have taken, in order to render it worthy of the 
public approbation, it is, perhaps, prudent to conceal, until it be known 
whether that approbation shall ever be bestowed upon it. 

But as I have departed, in many instances, from former historians, as I 
have placed facts in a different Iight, and have drawn characters with new 
colours, I ought to account for this conduct to my readers ; and toproduce 
the evidence on which, at the distance of two centuries, I presume to con. 
tradict the testimony of less remote, or even of contemporary historians. 

The transactions in Mary's reign gave rise to two parties, which were 
animated against each other with the fiercest political hatred, embittered 
by religious zeal. Each of these produced historians of considerable merit, 
who adopted all their sentiments, and defended all their actions. Truth 
was not the sole object of these authors. Blinded by prejudices, and 
heated by the part which they themselves had acted in the scenes they de 
scribe, they wrote an apology for a faction, rather than the history of their 
country. Succeeding historians have followed these guides almost im- 
plicitly, and have repeated their errors and misrepresentations. But as the 
same passions which inflamed parties in that age have descended to their 
posterity; as almost every event in Jlaly's reign has become the object of 
doubt or of dispute ; the eager spirit of controversy soon discovered, that 
without some evidence more authentic and more impartial than that of 
such historians, none of the points in question could be decided with cer- 
tainty. Records have therefore been searched, original papers have been 

roduced, and public archives, as well as the re ositories of private men 
Rave been ransacked b the zeal and curiosity o?writers of different par- 
ties. The attention o?cecil to collect whatever related to that period, in 
which he acted so conspicuous a part, hath provided such an immense store 
of original papers for illustrating this part of the English and Scottish his- 
tory, as are almost sufficient to satisfy the utmost avidit of an antiquary. 
Sir Robert Cotton (whose libra is now the ofthe public) made 
r a t  and valuable additions to %ci17s collection ; and from this ma azine, 

igges, the compilers of the Cabbala, Anderson, Keith, Ha nes, fiorben, 
have drawn most of the papers which they have printed. Klo history of 
Scotland, that merits any degree of attention, has appeared since these 
collections were published. By consulting them, I have been enabled, in 
many instances, to correct the inaccuracies of former historians, to avoid 
their mistakes, and to detect their misrepresentations. 

But many important papers have escaped the notice of those industrious 
collectors ; and, after all they have produced to Iight, much still remained 
in darkness, unobserved or unpublished. It was my duty to search for 
these ; and I found this unpleasant task attended with consider~ble utilit . 

The library of the Faculty of Advocates at Edinburgh contains not on& 
a large collection of original papers relating to the affairs of Scotland, but 
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copies of others no less curious, which have been preserved by Sir Robert 
Cotton, or are extant in the public offices in England. Of all these the 
curators of that library were pleased to allow me the perusal. 

Though the British museum be not yet open to the public, Dr. Birch, 
whose obliging disposition is well known, procured me access to that noble 
collect~on, which is worthy of the magnificence of a great and polished 
nation. 

That vast and curions collection of papers relating to the reign of Eliza- 
beth, which was made by Dr. Forbes, and of which he published only 
two volurnes, having been purchased since his death by the Lord Viscoun' 
Royston, his lordship was so good as to allow me the use of fourteen vol- 
umes in quarto, containing that part of them which is connected with my 

A .  

subject. 
Sir Alexander Dick communicated to me a very valuable collection of 

original pa ers, in two large volumes. They relate chiefly to the reign of 
James. &ny of them are marked with Archbishop Spotiswood's hand ; 
and it appears from several passages in his History, that he had perused 
them with great attention. 

Mr. Calderwood, an eminent presbyterian clergyman of the last century, 
compiled a Histor of Scotland from the beginmng of the reign of James 
V. to the death of fames VI. in six large volumes : wherein he has inserted 
many of consequence, which aFe no where else to be found. Thie 
History has not been published, but a copy of it, which still remains in 
manuscript, in the possession of the church of Scotland, was put into m 
hands by my worthy friend the Rev. Dr. George Wishart, principal derg 
of the church. 

Sir David Dalrymple not only communicated to me the papers which 
he has collected relating to Gowrie's conspiracy ; but, by explainin to me 
his sentiments witkregard to that pmblematlcal passage in the Jcottish 
history, has enabled me to place that transaction in a light which dispels 
much of the darkness and confusion in which it has been hithertoinvolved. 

Mr. Goodall, thougb he knew my sentiments with regard to the conduct 
and character of Queen Mary to be extremely different from his own, com- 
municated to me a volume of manuscripts in his possession, which contains 
a great number of valuable papers copied from the originals in the Cot- 
tonian Library and Paper Office, by the late Reverend Mr. Crawford, 
Regius Professor of Church History in the University of Edinburgh. I 
likewise received from him the original Register of letters kept by the 
Regent Lennox durin his administration. 

I have consulted a% these papers, as far as I thought they could be of 
any use towards illustrating that periodof which I write the history. With 
what success I have employed them to confirm what was already known, 
to ascertain what was dubious, or to determine what was controverted, the 
Public must judge. 

1 might easily have drawn, from the different repositories to which I had 
access, as many papers as would have rendered my A pendix equal in 
size to the most bulky collection of my predecessors. gu t  I have satis- 
bed myself with publishing a few of the most curious among them, to which 
I found it necessary to ap eal as vouchers for my own veracity. None of 
these, as far as I can recoRect, ever appeared in any former collection. 

I have added B Critical Dissertation concerning the Murder of King 
Henry, and the Genuineness ofthe ueen's Letters to Botl~well. The facts 8 and observations which relate to ary's letters, I owe to my friend Mr. 
John Davidson, one of the Clerks to the Signet, who hath ewamined this 
point with his usual acuteness and indnstry 
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TI1E E L E V E N T H  E D I T I O N  

IT is now twenty-eight years since I published the History of Scotland. 
During that time I have been favoured by my friends with several remarks 
upon it ; and various strictures have been made by persons who entertained 
sentiments different from mine, with respect to the transactions in the reign 
of Queen Mary. From whatever uarter information came, in whatever 
mode it has been communicated, ?have considered it calmly and with 
attention. Wherever I perceived that I had erred, either in relating 
events, or in delineating characters, I have, without hesitation, corrected 
those errors. Wherever I am satisfied that my original ideas were just and 
well founded, I adhered to them ; and resting upon their conformity to 
evidence already produced, I enter into no discussion or controversy in order 
to support them. %'herever the opportunity of consulting original papers, 
either in print or in manuscript, to which I had not formerly access, has 
enabled me to throw new light upon any part of the History, I have made 
alterations and additions, which, I flatter myself, will he found to he of some 
~mportance. 

COLLEGE O F  EDINBURGH, 
March 5, 1787 



BOOK I. 

CONTAINING A REVIEW OF THE SCOTTISH HISTORY PREVIOUS T O  THE 
DEATH O F  JAMES V. 

THE first ages of the Scottish History are dark and fabulous. Natiors, 
as well as men, arrive at maturity by degrees, and the events which hap- 
pened during their infancy or early youth, cannot be recollected, and 
deserve not to be remembered. The gross ignorance which anciently 
covered all the north of Europe, the continual migrations of its inhabit- 
ants, and the fre uent and destructive revolutions which these occasioned, 
render it imposs%le to give any authentic account of the origin of the dif- 
ferent kingdoms now established there. Every thing beypnd that short 
period to which well attested annals reach is obscure ; an immense space 
is left for invention to occupy; each nation, with a vanity inseparable 
from human nature, hath filled that void with events calculated to display 
its own antiquity and lustre. History, which ought to record truth and to 
teach wisdom, often sets out with retailing fictions and absurdities. 

The Scots carry their pretensions to antiquity as high as any of their 
neighbours. Relying upon uncertain legends, and the traditions of their 
bards, still more uncertain, they reckon up a series of kings several ages 
before the birth of Christ ; and give a particular detail of the occurrences 
which happened in their reigns. But with regard to the Scots, as well as 
the other northern nations, we receive the earliest accounts on which we 
can depend, not from their own, but from the Roman authors [81 
the Romans, under Agricola, first carried their arms into the nort ern when parts 
of Britain, they found it possessed by the Caledonians, a fierce and war- 
like people ; and having repulsed rather than con uered them, they erected 
a strong wall between the Firths of Forth and d y d e ,  and there fixed the 
boundaries of their empire [121]. Adrian, on account of the difficulty OA 
defendin such a distant frontier, contracted the limits of the Roman pro- 
vince in firitain, b building a second wall, which ran between Newcastle 
and Carlisle. TKe ambition of succeeding emperors endeavoured to 
recover what Adrian had abandoned; and the country between the two 
walls was alternately under the dominion of the Romans and that of the 
Caledonians. About the beginning of the fifth century, the inroads of the 
Goths and other barbarians obliged the Romans, in order to defend the 
centre of their empire, to recall inose legions which guarded the frontier 
provinces; and at that tirne they quitted all their conquests in Britain. 

421. Their long residence in the island had polished, in some d e g ~ e ,  
the ru d e inhabitants, and the Britons were indebted to their intercourse 
with the Romans, for the art of writing and the use of numbers, without 
which it is impossible Ion to preserve the memory of past events. 

North Britain was, by tfeir retreat, left under the dominion of the Scors 
and lt'icts. The former, who are not mentioned by any Roman author 
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before the end of the fourth century, were probably a colony of the Celtse 
or Gauls ; their affinity to whom appears from their language, their man- 
ners, and religious rites ; circumstances more decisive with regard to the 
origin of nations than either fabulous traditions or the tales of 111-informed 
and credulous annalists. The  Scots, if we may believe the common 
accounts, settled at first in Ireland ; and extending themselves by degrees, 
landed at last on the coast opposite to that island, and fixed their habitations 
there. Fierce and bloody wars were, durin several ages, carried on 
between them and the Picts [838]. At lengtb,%enneth II., the sixty-ninth 
king of the Scots (accordiu to their own fabulous authors), obtained a 
complete victory over the $icts, and united under one monarch all the 
country from the wall of Adrian to the Northern Ocean. The hngdom 
henceforward became known by its present name, which is derived from 
a people who at first settled there as strangers, and remained long obscure 
and inconsiderable. 

From this period the History of Scotland would merit some attention, 
were it accompanied with any certainty. But as our remote antiquities 
are involved in the same darkness with those of other nations, a calamity 
peculiar to ourselves has thrown almost an equal obscurity over our more 
recent transactions. This was occasioned by the malicious policy of Ed- 
ward I. of Engl d. Towards the end of the thirteenth century, this 
monarch called i??cpestion the independence of Scotland ; pretending that 
the kingdom was held as a fief of the crown of England, and subjected 
to all the conditions of a feudal tenure. In order to establish his claim, 
he seized the public archives, he ransacked churches and monasteries, and 
getting possession, by force or fraud, of many historical monuments, which 
tended to prove the antiquity or freedom of the kingdom, he carried some 
of them into England, and commanded the rest to be burnt." A universal 
oblivion of past transactions might have been the effect of this fatal event, 
hut some imperfect chronicles had escaped therage of Edward ; foreign 
writers had recorded some ~rnportant facts relat~ng to Scotland ; and the 
traditions concerning recent occurrences were fresh and worthy of credit. 
These broken fragments John de Fordun, who lived in the fourteenth cen- 
tury, collected with a pious industry, and from them gleaned materials 
which he formed into a regular history. His work was received by his 
countrymen with applause: and, as no recourse could be had to more 
ancient records, it supplied the place of the authentic annals of the king- 
dam. It  was copied in many monasteries, and the thread of the narrative 
was continued, by different monks, through the subse uent reigns. In the 
beginning of the sixteenth century, John Major, and dector Boethius pub 
lished their histories of Scotland, the former a succinct and dry writer, the 
latter a copious and florid one, and both equally credulous. Not many 
years after, Buchanan undertool~ the same work ; and if his accuracy and 
impartiality had been, in any degree, equal to the elegance of his taste, 
and to the purity and vigour of his style, his history inlght be placed on 
a level with the most admired compositions of the ancients. But, instead 
of rejecting the improbable tales of chronicle writers, he was at the 
utmost pains to adorn thein ; and hath clothed, with all the beauties and 
graces of fiction, those legends, which formerly had only its wildness and 
extrava ance. 

- 

The $istor of Scotland may properly be divided into four 
The first reacxes from the origin of the monarchy Jo the reign of 
11. The second, from Kenneth's conquest of the Picts to the death of 
Alexander 111. The third extends to the death of James V. The last, 
from thence to the accession of James VI. to the crown of England. 

The  first period is the region of pure fable and conjecture, and ought 
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to be totall neglected, or abandoned to the industry and credulity of anti- 
quarw. &uth begins to dawn in the second period, with a light, feeble 
at first, but gradually increasing, and the events which then happenedmay 
be slightly touched, but merit no particular or laborious inquiry. In the 
third period, the History of Scotland, chiefly by means ot records pre- 
served in England, becomes more authentic: not only are events related, 
hut their causes and effects explained; the characters of the actors are 
displayed; the manners of the age described; the revolutions in the con- 
stitution pointed out : and here every Scotsman should begin not to read 
only, but to study the history of his country. During the fourth period, 
the affairs of Scotland were so mingled with those of other nations, its 
situation in the political state of Europe was so important, its influence on 
the operations of the neighbouring kingdoms was so visible, that its history 
becomes an object of attention to foreigners ; and without some knowledge 
of the various and extraordinary revolutions wliich happened there, they 
cannot form a just notion with respect either to the most illustrious evcnts, 
or to the characters of the most distinguished personages in the sixteenth 
century. 

The following history is coniined to the last of these periods : to give 
a view of the political state of the kingdom during that which imme- 
diately preceded it is the design of this preliminary boolr. The imper- 
fect knowledge which strangers have of the affairs of Scotland, and the 
prejudices Scotsmen themselves have imbibed, with regard to the various 
revolutions in the government of their country, render such an introduction 
equally necessary t o  both. 

The period fivm the death of Alexander 111. to the death of James V 
contains upwards of two centuries and a half, from the year one thousand 
two hundred and eighty-six, to the gear one thousand five hundred and - - 
forty-two. 

It opens with the famous controversy concerning the independence of 
Scotland. Before the union of the two kingdoms, this was a question of 
much importance. If the one crown had been considered, not as imperial 
and independent, but as feudator to the other, a treaty of union could 
not have been concluded on equafterms, and every advantage which the 
dependent kingdorn procured must have been deemed the concession of a 
sovereign to his vassal. Accordingly, about the beginning of the present 
century, and while a treaty of union between the two kingdoms was nego- 
tiating, this controversy was awitated with all the heat which national ani- 
mositles naturally inspire. \%'%at was then the subject of serious concern, 
the union of the two ltingdolns has rendered a matter of mere curiosity. 
But though the objects which at that time warmed and interested both 
nations exist no longer, a question which appeared so momentous to our 
ancestors cannot be altogether indifferent or uninstructive to us. 

Some of the northern counties of England were early in the hands of the 
Scottish kings, who, as far back as the feudal customs can be traced, held 
these possessions of the kings of En land, and did homage to them on that 
account. This homage, due only for the territories which the held in 
England, was in nowise derogatory from their royal dignity. Xothing is 
more suitable to feudal ideas than that the same person should be both a 
lord and a vassal, independent in one capacity, and dependent in another.* 
The crown of England was, without doubt, imperial and independent, 

* A very singular proof of this occurs io the French History Arpin sold the vicomte of the city of 
Boorges to Plillip I., wllo didhornaxe to the count of Ssncerri for a part of these lands, which held 
oftl~alnoblcman A. D. 1100. I l~elieve thatno exnniple of a kiog'sdoing1iorna:e to one of his own 
subjects is to be ;let with in tlle histories either of Englandor Scotland. Philip le Bel abolished this 
practice in Francr, A. U. 1302. Ilenaidt. Abvege Chronol. Somcwhat similar to this, is a charter 
of t t ~ e  Abbotnf Melross, A. D. 1535, conslituting James V. the Bailiff or Slewardof that Abbey,vest- 
ingin him all the powers which pertained to that office, and requiring him to be answerable to the 
A bllot for his exercise of tlie same. A ~ c k i v .  publ. Edin. 
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though the princes who wore it were, for many ages, the vassals cif th.3 
kings of France ; and, in consequence of their possessions in that kingdom, 
bound to perform all the services which a feudal sovereign has a title to 
exact. The same was the condition of the monarchs of Scotland : free 
and independent as kings of their own country, hut, as possessing English 
territories, vassals to the kings of England. The English monarchs, satts- 
fied with their legal and uncontroverted rights, were, during a long perio,i, 
neither capable nor had any thoughts of usur ing more. England when 
conquered by the Saxons, being divided by &em into many small king- 
doms, was in no condition to extend its dominion over Scotland, united at 
that time under one monarch. And though these petty principalities were 
gradually formed into one kingdom, the reigning princes,esposed to con 
tinual invasions of the Danes, and often subjected to the yoke of those 
formidable pirates, seldom turned their arms towards Scotland, and were 
little able to establish new rights in that country. The first kings of the 
Norman race, busied with introducing their own laws and manners into the 
kingdom which they had conquered, or with maintaining themselves on the 
throne which some of them possessed by a very dubious title, were as little 
solicitous to acquire new authorit or to form new pretensions in Scotland. 
An unex ected calamity that befepone of the Scottish kings first encouraged 
the ~ng!sh to think of bringing his kingdom under dependence. William, 
surnamed the Lion, being taken prisoner at Alnwick, Henry II., as the price 
of his liberty, not only extorted from him an exorbitant ransom, and a 
promise to surrender the places of greatest strength in his dominions, but 
compelled him to do homage for his whule kingdom. Richard I., a gene- 
rous prince, solemnly renounced this claim of homage; and absolved 
William from the hard conditions which Henr had imposed. Upon the 
death of Alexander III., near a century after, ddward I., availing himself 
of the situation of affairs in Scotland, acquired an influence in that kingdom 
which no English monarch before him ever possessed, and imitating the 
interested policy of Henry, rather than the magnanimity of Richard, revived 
the claim of sovereignty to which the former had pretended. 

Magaret of Norway, granddaughter of Alexander, and heir to his crown, 
did riot long survive him. The right of succession belonged to the descend- 
ants of David earl of Huntingdon, third son of King David I. Among 
-these, Robert Bruce, and John Baliol, two illustrious competitors for the 
crown, appeared. Bruce was the son of Isabel, earl David's second 
daughter ; Baliol, the grandson of Afargaret the eldest daughter. Accord- 
ing to the rules of succession which are now established, the right of Baliol 
was preferable ; and notwithstar~ding Bruce's plea of being nearer in blood 
to earl David, Baliol's claim, as the representative of his mother and grand- 
mother, would be deemed incontestable. But in that age the order of suc- 
cession was not ascertained with the same precision. The question 
appeared to be no less intricate than it was important. Though the pre- 
udices of the people, and perhaps the laws of the kingdom favoured 

bruce, each of the rivals was supported by a powerful faction. Arms 
albne, it was feared, must terminate a dispute too weighty for the laws to 
decide. But, in order to avoid the miseries of a civil war, Edward was 
chosen umpire, and both parties agreed to acquiesce in his decree. This 
bad well nigh proved fatal to the independence of Scotland ; and the nation, 
by its eagerness to guard against a civil war, was not on1 exposed to that 
calamity, but almost subjected to a foreign yoke. ~ ~ a r d  was artful, 
brave, enterprising, and commanded a powerful and martial people,,at 
peace with the whole world. The anarchy which prevailed in Scotland, 
and the ambition of competitors ready to sacrifice their count~y in order to 
obtain even a depender~t crown, invited him first to seize and then to suh- 
ject the lrirtgdom. The authority of' an umpire, which had been unwarily 
bestowed upon him, and from which the Scots dreaded no dangerous con- 
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sequences, enabled him to execute his schemes wlth the greater facility. 
Under pretence of examining the question with the utmost solemnity, he 
summoned all the Scottish barons to Norham ; and, having gained some 
and intimidated others, he prevailed on all who were present, not except- 
ing Bluce and Baliol, the competitors, to acknowledge Scotland to be a fief 
of the English crown, and to swear fealty to him as their Sovereign or Liege 
Lord. This step led to another still more important. As it was vain to 
pronounce a sentence which he had not power to execute, Edward 
demanded possession of the kingdom, that he might be able to deliver it to 
him whose ri ht should be found preferable; and such was the pusillanim- 
ity of the nobqes, and the impatient ambition of the compet~toa, that both 
assented to this strange demand, and Gilbert de Umfraville, earl of Angus, 
was the only man who refused to surrender the castles in his custody to the 
enemy of his country. Edward, finding Baliol the most obsequiou3 and 
the least formidable of the two compeYitors, soon after gave 'udgment in 
his favour. Baliol once more professed himself the vassal of dngIand, and 
submitted to every condition which the sovereign whom he had now 
aclcnowledged was pleased to prescribe. 

Edward, having thus placed a creature of his own upon the throne of Scot- 
land, and compelled the nobles to renounce the ancient liberties and inde- 
pendence of their country, had reason to conclude that his dominion was 
now fully established. But he began too soon to assume the master : his 
new vassals, fierce and independent, bore with impatience a yoke to which 
they were not accustomed. Provoked by his haughtiness, even the passive 
spirit of Baliol began to mutiny. But Edward, who had no longer use for 
such a pageant king, forced him to resign the crown, and openly attempted 
to seize it as fallen to himself by the rebellion of his vassal. At that critical 
period arose sir William Wallace, a hero, to whom the fond admiration of 
his countrymen hath ascribed many fabulous acts of prowess, though his 
real valour, as well as integrity and wisdom, are such as need not the 
heightenings of fiction. He, almost single, ventured to take arms in defence 
of the kingdom, and his boldness revived the spirit of his countrymen. At 
last, Robert Bruce, the grandson of him who stood in competition with 
Baliol, appeared to assert his own rights, and to vindicate the honour of his 
country. The nobles, ashamed of their fonner baseness, and enraged at 
the many indignities offered to the nation, crowded to his standard. In 
order to crush him at once, the English monarch entered Scotland at the 
head of a mighty army. Many battles were fought, and the Scots, though 
often vanquished, were not subdued. The ardent zeal with which the 
nobles contended for the independence of the kingdom, the prudent valour 
of Rruce, and above all, a national enthusiasm inspired by such a cause, 
baffled the repeated eiforts of Edward, and counterbalanced all the advan- 
tages which he derived from the number and wealth of his sul~jects. 
Though the war continued with little intermission upwards of seven 
years, Bruce and his posterity kept possession of the throne of ~ c o t l a n x  
and reigned with an authority not inferior to that of its former monarchs. 

But while the sword, the ultimate judge of all disputes between contend- 
ing nations, was employed to terminate this controversy, neither Edrrard 
nor the Scots seemed to distrust the justice of their cause ; and both appealed 
to history and records, and from these produced, in their own favour, such 
evidence as they pretended to be unanswerable. The letters and memo- 
1131s addressed by each party to the pope, who was then reverenced as the 
common father, and often appealed to as the common judge of all Christian 
princes, are still extant. The fabulous tales of the early British history, 
the partial testimonyof ignorant chroniclers, supposititious treaties and char- 
ters, are the proofs on which Edward founded his title to the sovereignty 
of Scotland ; and the homage done by the Scottish monarchs for their lands 
In England is preposterously supposed to imply the subjection of their 
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whole 1tingdom.k I11 founded, however, as their right was, the English 
did not fail to revive it, in all the subsequent quarrels between the two 
kingdoms ; while the Scots disclaimed it with the utmost indignation. T o  
this we must impute the fierce and i~nplacable hatred to each other,mhich 
long inflamed both. Their national antipathies were excited, not only by 
the usual circumstances of frequent hostilities, and reciprocal injuries ; but 
the Enzlish considered the Scots as vassals who had presumed to rebel ; 
and theScots, in their turn, regarded the English as usurpers who aimed 
at enslaving their country. 

1306.1 At the time when Robert Rruce began his reign in Scotland, the 
same form of zovernment was established in all the kingdoms of Europe. 
This surprisini silnilarity in their constitution and laws'demonstrates chat 
the nations which overturned the Roman empire, and erected these king- 
doms, though divided into different tribes and distinguished by different 
names, were either derived ori inally from the same source, or had been 
placed in similar situations. \&en we take a view of the feudal system 
of laws and policy, that stupendous and singular fabric erected by them, 
the first object that strikes us is the king. And when we are told that he 
is the sole proprietor of all the lands within his dominions, that all his 
subjects derive their possessions from him, and in return consecrate their lives 
to his service ; when we hear that all marlts of distinction and titles of 
dignity flow from him as the on1 fountain of honour; when we behold 
the mast potent peers, on their {ended knees, and with folded hands, 
swearing fealty at his feet, and aclrnowledging him to be their Sovereign 
and their Liege Lord; we are apt to pronounce him a powerful, nay, an 
absolute monarch. No conclnsion, however, would he more rash, or worse 
founded. The genius of the feudal government was purely aristocratical. 
With all the ensigns of royalty, and with man appearances of despotic 
power, a Ludal king was the most limited of ail princes. 

Before they sallied out of their own habitations to cpnquer the world, 
Inany of the northern nationc; seem not to have been subject to the govern- 
ment of kings ;? and even where monarchical government was established, 
the prince possessed but little authority. A general, rather than a Iring, 
his military command was extensive, his civil jurisdiction almost nothing.$ 
The army which he led was not composed of soldiers, who could be 
conipelled to serve, but of such as voluntarily followed his standard.$ 
These conquered not for their leader, but for themselves ; and, being free 
in their own country, renounced not their liberty when they acquired new 
settlements. They did not exterminate the ancient hhabitants of the 
countries which they subdued ; but, seizing the greater part of their lands, 
they took their persons under protection. The difficulty of maintain- 
ing a new conquest, as well as thk danger of being attacked by new 
invaders, rendering it necessary to be alwa s in a posture of defence, the 
form of government which they establishedVwas altogether military, and 
nearly resembled that to which they had been accustomed in then native- 
country. Their general still continu~ng to be the head of the colony, part oi 
the conquered lands were allotted to him ; the remainder, under the name 
of benejicia or Jiefs, was divided among his principal officers. As the 
common safety required that these officers should, upon all occasions, be 
read to appear in arms, for the common defence, and should continue 
obe3ent to their general, they bound tliemselves ro talre the field, when 
called, and to serve him with a nurnber of men, in proportion to the extent 
of their territor . These great officers again parcelled out their lands 
among their fol&wers, and annexed the same condition to the grant. A 
fcudal kingdom was properly the encampment of a great army military 

+ Andereon's Historical Essay concerning the Independency, &c. t L'res. lib, vi. c. 23. 
t Tacit, de Nor. Germ. c 7.11 9 Cces. lib. vi. c. 23. 
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~deas  predominated, military subordination was established, and the pos- 
sessi~n of land was the pay which soldiers received for their personal 
servlce. In consequence of these notions, the possession of land was 
granted during pleasure only, and kings were elective. In other words, 
an officer disagreeable to his general was deprived of his pay, and the 
person who was most capable of conducting an army was chosen to com- 
mand it. Such were the first rudiments or infancy of feudal government. 

But long before the beginning of the fourteenth cenlury, the feudal 
system had undergone many changes, of which the following were the 
most considerable. Kings, formerly elective, were then hereditary ; and 
fiefs, granted at first during pleasure, descended from father to son, and 
were become perpetual. These changes, not less advantageous to the 
uobles than to the prince, made no alteration in the aristocratical spirit of 
the feudal constitution. The king, who at a distance seemed to be invested 
with majesty and power, appears on a nearer view to possess almost none 
of those advantages which bestow on monarchs their grandeur and authority. 
His revenues mere scanty ; he had not a standing army; and the jurisdic- 
tion he possessed was circumscribed within very narrow limits. 

At a time when pomp and splendour were little known,"even in the 
palaces of kings; when the officers of the crown received scarcely any 
salary besides the fees and perquisites of their office ; when embassies to 
foreign courts were rare ; when armies were coln osed of soldiers who 
serve,d without pay; it was not neceaaxthat  a i n g  should possess a 
great revenue ; nor did the condition of urope, in those ages, allow its 
princes to be opulent. Commerce made little progress in the kingdoms 
where the feudal government was established. Institutions which had no 
other object but to inspire a martial spirit, to train men to be soldiers, and 
to make arms the only honourable profession, naturally discouraged the 
commercial arts. The revenues, arising from the taxes imposed on the 
different branches of commerce, were by consequence inconsiderable ; and 
the prince's treasury received little supply from a source, which, among a 
trading people, flows with such abundance as is almost inexhaustible. A 
fixed tax was not levied even on land : such a burden would have appeared 
intolerable to men who received their estates as the reward of their valour, 
and who considered their service in the field as a full retribution for what 
they possessed. The king's demesnes, or the portion of land which he 
still retained in his own hands unalienated, furnished subsistence to his 
court, and defrayed the ordinary expense of government.* The only 
stated taxes which the feudal law obliged vassals to pay to the king, or 
to those of whom they held their lands, were three : one when his eldest 
son was made a knight ; another, when his eldest daughter was married ; 

a third, in order to ransom him if he should happen to be taken 
yr~soner. Besides theire, the king received the feudal casualties of the 
ward, marriage, &c. of his own vassals. And, on some extraordinary 
qccasions, his subjects granted him an aid, which they distinguished by 
the name of a benevolence, in order to declare that he received it not in 
consequence of any right, but as a gift flowing from their good will.? All 
these added together produced a revenue so scanty and precarious as 
naturally incited a feudal monarch to aim at diminishing the exorbitant 
power and wealth of the nobility, which, instead of enabling him to carrj 
Jn his schemes with full effect, kept him in continual indigence, anricty, 
and dependence. 

Nor could the king supply the defect of his revenues b the terror of 
nis arms. Mercenarv t roo~s and standinz armies were rlncnown as lonz 

the feudal govern&ent Gbsisted in via&. Europe was peopled witg 

* Craiq. de Feud. l ~ b ,  i. Die& 14. Du Canse Gloss. voc. Dominicum. * Du Cange, vnr 
Aurilium. 
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soldiers. The vassals of the king, and the sub-vassals of the barons, were 
all obliged to carry arms. While the poverty of princes prevented them 
from fortifying their frontier towns, while a campaign continued but a few 
weeks, and while a fierce and impetuous courage was impatient to bring 
every quarrel to the decision of a battle, an army without pay, and with little 
discipline, was sufficient for all the purposes both of the security and of the 
glory of the nation. Such an army, however, far ii-om being an engine at the 
king's disposal, was often no less formidable to him than to his enemles. 
The more warlike any people were, the more independent they became ; 
and the same persons being both soldiers and subjects, civil privileges and 
immunities were the consequence of their victories, and the reward of 
their martial exploits. Conquerors, whom mercenary armies, under our 
present forms of government, often render the tyrants of their own people, 
as well as the scourges of mankind, were cornrnonly under the feudal 
constitution the most indulgent of all princes to their subjects, because they 
stood most in need of their assistance. A prince, whom even war and 
victories did not render the master of his own army ossessed hardly any 
shadow of military power during times of peace. @S disbanded soldiers 
mingled with his other subjects ; not a single man received pa from him ; 
many ages elapsed even before a guard was appointed to deznd his per- 
son ; and destitute of that great instrument of dominion, a standing army, 
the authority of the king continued always feeble, and was often con- 
em tible. 

d r  were these the only circumstances which contributed toflrrds 
depressing the regal power. By the feudal system, as has been already 
observed, the king's judicial authority was extremely circumscribed. At 
first, princes seem to have been the supreme judges of their people, an<, 
In person, heard and determined all controversies among then). The 
multiplicity of causes soon made it necessary to appoint judges, who, in 
the king's name, decided matters that belonged to the royal jurisdiction. 
But the barbarians, who overran Europe, having destnryed most of the 
great cities, and the countries which they seized being cantoned out among 
powerful chiefs, who were blindly followed by numerous dependents, 
whom, in return, they were bound to protect from every injury; the 
administration of justice was greatly interrupted, and the execution of any 
egal sentence became almost impracticable. Theft, rapine, murder, and 
disorder of all kinds prevailed in every kingdom of Europe, to a degree 
almost incredible, and scarcely compatible with the subsistence of civil 
society. Ever offender sheltered himself under the protection of some 
powerful chielain, who screened him from the pursuits of justice. T o  
ap rehend and to punish a criminal often required the union and effort of 
ha& a kingdom." In order to remedy these evils, marry persons of dis- 
tinction were intrusted with the administration of justice within their own 
territories. But what we may presume was, at first, only a temporary 
grant, or a personal privilege, the encroaching spirit of the nobles gradually 
co~~vcrtcd into a right, and rendered hereditary. The lands of some were, 

* A  remarkable instance of this occurs in the following history, so late as the year one thousand 
five hundred and sixty-one. hlary, havingappointed acouit of justice to he heldon the bordeis, the 
inhabitants of no less than eleven counties were summoned to guard the person who was to act a s  
judgq, and to enable him to enforce his decisions. The  words of a proclamation, wilich afford such 
co~tv~ncing proof of the feebleness of the feudal government, deserve our n~tice- '~ And because 
it ia ncmwary for the execution of Her Highnes~' commandments and service that her justice be 
well accompanied and her authority sufficiently fortified, by the concurrencefof a good powei of 
her faithful subjec~s- heref fore commands and charges all and sundry Earls, Lords, Barons, Free- 
holders, Landed men, and other Gent!emen, dwelling within the said counties, that they and every 
one of them with their kin friends servants and household men, well hodin in feir of war in the 
moat substaAtial manner, [i.'e. cornptletely arded and provided,] and with twenty days' victuals, to 
meet and to pass forward with him to the borougl~ of Jedburgh, and there to remain during the said 
space of twenty days, and to receivesuch direction and commands as shall be given to them in our 
Sovereign I,adyls name for quietness of the country : and to put the same in execution under the 
pain of Inling their life,iands, and goode." Iceith's Hist. of Scotland, 198. 
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!an process of time, erected into Baronies, those of others into Regalaties. 
The jurisdiction of the former was extensive ; that of the latter, as the 
name implies, royal and almost unbounded. A11 causes, whether civil or 
criminal, were tried by judges, whom the lord of the regality appointed ; 
and if the king's courts called any person within his territory before them, 
the lord of regality might put a stop to their proceedings, and by the 
grivilege of repled*, remove the cause to his own court, and even punish 

is vassal if he subm~tted to a foreign jurisdiction." Thus almost every 
question, in which any person who resided on the lands of the nobles was 
interested, being determined by judges appointed by the nobles themsclves, 
their vassals were hardly sensible of being in any degree subject to the 
crown. A feudal kingdom was split into many s~nall principalities, almost 
independent, and held together by a feeble and commonly an impercepti- 
ble bond of union. The king was not only stripped of the authorit 7 annexed to the person of a supreme judge, but his revenue suffered no sma 1 
diminution b the loss of those pecuniary emoluments which were in that 
age due to t L  person who administered justice. 

In the same proportion that the king sunk in power, the nobles rose 
towards independence. Not satisfied w ~ t h  having obtained an hereditary 
right to their fiek, which they formerly held during pleasure, their alnbi- 
tion aimed at something bolder, and, by introducing entails, endeavoured, 
as far as human ingenuity and invention can reach that end, to render their 
possessions unalienable and everlasting. As they had full power to add to 
the inheritance transmitted to them from their ancestors, but none to dimi- 
nish it, time alone, by means of marriages, legacies, and other accidents, 
brought continual accession3 of wealth and of dignity; a great family, like 
a river, became considerable from the length of its course, and, as it rolled 
on, new honours and new propert flowed successive1 into it. Whatever 
influence is derived from titles ofYhonour, the feudal garons likewise pos- 
sessed in an ample manner. These [narks of distinction are, in their own 
nature, either ofhcial or personal, and being annexed to a particular charge, 
or bestowed by the admiration of mankind upon illustridus characters, 
ought to be appropriated to these. But the son, however unworthy, could 
not bear to be stripped of that appellation by which his father had been 
distinguished. His presumption claimed what his virtue did not rnerit ; 
titles of honour became hereditary, and added new lustre to noblee already 
in possession of too much power. Something more audacious and more 
extravagant still remained. The supreme direction of all affairs, both 
civil and military, being committed to the great officers of the crown, the 
fame and safety of princes, as well as of their people, depended upon the 
fidelity and abilities of these officers. But such was the preposterous 
ambition of the nobles, and so successful even in their wildest attempls to 
aggrandize themselves, that in all the kingdoms where the feudal institu 
tions prevailed, mdst of the chief officers of state were annexed to great 
families, and held, like fiefs, by hereditary right. A person whose unduti- 
ful behaviour rendered him odious to his prince, or whose incapacity 
exposed him to the contempt of the people, often held a place of power 
and trust of the greatest importance to both. In Scotland, the offices 
of Lord Justice General, Great Chamberlain, High Steward, H i ~ h  Con- 
stable, Earl Marshal, and High Admiral, were all hereditary; and m many 
counties, the office of Sheriff was held in the same manner. 

Nobles, whose property was so extensive, and whose power was so 
great, could not fail of being turbulent and formidable. Nor did the want 
instruments for executing their boldest designs. That portion o f  their 
lands, which they parcelled out among their followers, supplied them with 
a numerous band of faithful and determined vassals ; while that which 

Craig. lib is. Dieg. 7. 
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they retained in their own hands enabled them to live with a princely 
splendour. The great hall of an ambitious baron was often more crowded 
than the court of his sovereign. The strong castles, in which they resided, 
afforded a secure retreat to the discontented and seditious. A great part 
of their revenue was spent upon multitudes of indigent but bold retainers. 
And if at any time they left their retreat to appear in the court of their 
sovereiwn, they were accompanied, even in times of peace, with a vast 
train ofarmed followers. The usual retinue of William, the sixth Earl of 
Douglas, consisted of two thousand horse. Those of the other noble: were 
magnificent and formidable in proportion. Impatient of subordination, and 
forgetting their proper rank, such potent and haughty barons were the 
rivals rather than the subjects of their prince. They often despised his 
orders, insulted his person, and wrested from him his crown. The history 
of Europe, during several ages, contains little else but the accounts of the 
wars and revolutions occasioned by their exorbitant ambition. 

But, if the authority of the barons far exceeded its proper bounds in the 
other nations of Europe, we may affirm that the balance which ought to 
be preserved between a king and his nobles was almost entirely lost in 
Scotland. The Scottish nobles enjoyed, in common with those of other 
nations, all the means for extending their authorit which arise from the 
aristocratical genius of the feudal government. &sides these, they pos- 
sessed advantages peculiar to themse!ves : >the accidental sources of their 
power were considerable ; and singular circumstances concrlrred with the 
spirit of the constitution,to aggrandize them. T o  enumerate the most 
remarkable of these will serve both to explain the political state of the 
kingdom, and to illustrate inany irnportar~t occurrences in the period now 
under our review. 

I. The nature of their country was one cause of the power and inde 
endence of the Scottish nobilit . Level and open countries are formed 

g r  servitude. The authority orthe supreme magistrate reaches with ease 
to the most distant corners; and when nature has erected no barrier, and 
affords no retreat, the guilty or obnoxious are soon detected and punished. 
Mountains, and fens, and rlvers, set bounds to despotic power, and amrdst 
these is the natural seat of freedom and independence. 1.n such places did 
the Scottish nobles usually fix their residence. By retiring to his own 
castle, a mutinous baron could defy the power of his sovereign, it being 
almost impracticable to lead an army, through a barren country, to places 
of difficult access to a single man. The same causes which checked the 
progress of the Roman arms, and rendered all the efforts of Edward I. 
abortive, often protected the Scottish nohles frorn the vengeance of their 
prince; and they owed their personal independence to those ver moun- 
tains and marshes wliich saved their country f m  being conquereX 

11. The want of great cities in Scotland contributed not a little to 
increase the power of the nobility, and to weaken that of the prince 
Wherever numbers of men asse~nble together, order must be established 
and a regular form of government instituted ; the authority of the rriagis 
trate must be recognised, and his decisions meet with prompt and full 
obedience. Laws and suborciination take rise in cities : and where there 
are few cities, as in Poland, or none, as in Tartary, there are few or no 
traces of a well arranged police. But under the feudal governments, 
commerce, the chief means of assembling mankind, was neglected ; the 
nohles, in order to strengthen their influence over their vassals, resided 
among them, and seldom appeared at court, where they found a superior, 
or dwelt in cities, where they met with equals. In Scotland, the fertile 
counties in the South lying open to the English, no town situated there 
could rise to be reat or populous, amidst continual inroads and alarms ; 
the residence o f  our monarchs was not fixed to any particular place 
many parts of the county were barren and uncultivated; and ih conse 
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quence of these peculiar clrcumstances, added to the general causes flow 
ing from the nature of the feudal institutions, the towns in Scotland were 
extremely few, and very inconsiderable. T h e  vassals of every baron 
occupied a distinct portion of the kingdom, and formed a separate and 
almost independent society. Instead of giving aid towards reducing to 
obedience their seditious chieftain, or any whom he took under his pro- 
tection, they were all in arms for his defence, and obstructed the opera 
tions of justice to the utmost. The  prince was obliged to connive at  
criminals whom he could not reach ; the nobles, conscious of this advan- 
tage, were not afraid to offend; and the difficulty of punishing almost 
assured them of impunity. 

111. T h e  division of the count into clans had no small effect in render- 
mng the nol~les considerable. f i e  nations which overran Europe were 
original1 divided into many small tribes ; and when they came to parcel 
out the cnds  which they had conquered, it was natural for every chief- 
tain to bestow a portion, in the first place, upon those of his own tribe or 
family. These all held their lands of hirn; and as the safety of each indl- 
vidual depended on the general union, these small societies clung together, 
and were distinguished by some common appellation, either patronymical 
or local, long before the introduction of surnames, or ensigns armorial. 
But when these became common, the descendants and relations of every 
chieftain assumed the same name and arms with him ; other vassals were 
proud to imitate their example, and by degrees they were communicated 
to all those who held of the same superior. Thus clanships were formed; 
and in a generation or two, that consanguinity, which was, at first, In agreat 
measure imaginary, was believed to be real. An artificial union was con 
verted into a natural one ; men willingly followed a leader, vvhom tbe 
regarded both as the superior of their lands and the cbief of their blood 
and served birn not only with the fidelity of vassals, but n i th  the affectior 
of friends. In the other feudal kingdoms, w e  may observe such unions a. 
we have described, imperfectly formed; but in Scotland, whether thej 
were the production of chance, or the effect of policy, or introduced by thc 
Irish colony above mentioned, and stlengthened by carefully preservin~ 
their genealogies both genuine and fabulous, clanships were universal 
Sllch a confederacy mi ht be overcome, it could not be broken ; and no 
change of manners or of government has been able, in some parts of the 
kingdom, to dissolve associations which are founded upon prejudices so 
natural to the human mind. How formidable were nobles at the head of 
followers, who, counting that cause just and honourable which their chief 
approved, rushed into the field at his command, ever ready to sacrifice 
their lives in defence of his person or of his fame ! Against such men a 
king contended with great disadvantage; and that cold service which 
money purchases, or authority extorts, was not an equal match for their 
ardour and zeal. 

IV. T h e  smallness of their number may be mentioned among the causes 
of the grandeur of the Scpttish nobles. Our annals reach not back to the 
first division of property III the kingdom ; but so far as we can trace the 
;natter, the original possessions of the nobles seem to have been extensive. 
I'he ancient T!ianes were the equals and the rivals of their prince. Mapy 
of the earls and barons, who succeeded them, were masters of territories 
no less ample. France and England, countries wide and fertile, affordec! 
settlements to a numerous and powerful nobility. Scotland, a kingdolr 
neither extensive nor rich, could not contain many such overgrown propri 
etars. But the power of an aristocracy always diminishes in proportion 
to the increase of its numbers ; feeble if divided among a m~iltitude, irre- 
s~stible if centred in a few. When nobles are numerous, their op,?rations 
nearly resemble those of the people; they are roused only by what they 
feel, not by what they apprehend; and submit to many arbitrary and 
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oppressive acts, before they take arms against their sovereign. A small 
body, on the contrary, is more sensible and more impatient; quick in 
discerning, and prompt in repelling danger, all its motions are as sudden 
as those of the other are slow. Hence proceeded the extreme jealousy 
with which the Scottish nobles observed their monarchs, and the fierceness 
with which they opposed their encroachments. Even the virtue of a 
prince did not render then1 less vigilant, or less eager to defend their 
rights; and Robert Bruce, notwithstanding the splendonr of his victories, 
and the glory of his name, was upon the point of experiencing the vigour 
of their res~stance, no less than his unpopular descendant James III 
Besides this, the near alliance of the great families, by frequent intermar- 
riage~, was the natural consequence of their small number; and as con- 
sanguinity was, in those ages, a powerful bond of union, all the kindred 
of a nobleman interested themselves in his quarrel as a common cause; 
and every contest the king had, though with a single baron, soon drew 
upon him the arms of a whole confederacy. 

V. Those natural connections, both with their equals and with their 
inferiors, the Scottish nobles strengthened by a device, which, if not peculiar 
to themselves, was at least more frequent among them than in any other 
nation. Even in times of profound peace, they formed associations, which, 
when made with their equals, were called leagues of mut~cal dtfince; and 
when with their inferiors, bonds of manrent. By  the former, the contracting 
parties bound thenlselves mutually to assist each other, in all cause's and 
against all persons. By the latter, protection was stipulated on the one 
hand, and fidelity and personal service promised on the other." Self-pre- 
~servation, it is probable, forced men at first into these confederacies ; and, 
while disorder and rapine were universal, while government was unsettled, 
and the authority of laws little known or regarded, near neighbours found 
i t  necessary to unite in this manner for their sec~lrity ; and the weak were 
%obliged to court the patronage of the strong. By  degrees, these asso- 
ciations became so many alliances offensive and defensive against the 
throne ; and as their obligation was held to be more sacred than any tie 
whatever, they gave much umbrage to our ltjngs, and contributed not a 
little to the power anti inde endence of the nobility. In the reign of James 
II. William, the eighth earf of Douglas, entered into a league of this kind 
with the earls of Crawford, Ross, Murray, Ormond, the lords Hamilton, 
Balveny, and other powerful barons; and so formidable was this combi- 
nation to the Icing, that he had recourse to a measure no less violent than 
unjllst, in order 6 dissolve it. 

VI. T h e  frequent wars between England and Scotland proved another 
cause of augmenting the power of the nobility. Nature has placed no 
harrier between the two kingdoms; a river, almost every where fordable, 
divides them towards the east;  on the west they are separated by an 
imaginary line. T h e  slender revenues of our kings prevented them from 
fortifying or placing garrisons in the towns on the frontier- nor would the 
jealousy of their subjects have permitted such a method ofdefence. The  
barons, whose estates lay near the borders, considered themselves as bound, 
both in honour and interest, to repel the enemy. The  mardensl~@s of the 
different marches, offices of great power and dignit were generally 
bestowed on them. This gained them the leading of 1;; warlike counties 
in the south; and their vassals, living in a state of perpeiital hostility, or 
enjoying at best an insecure peace, became more inured to war than even 
the rest of their countrymen, and more willing to accompany their chieftain 
in  his most hardy and dangerous enterprises. I t  was the valour, no les? 
than the number of their followers, that rendered the Do~~glases great 
The nobles in the northern and midland counties were often dut~ful ann 

* Act 30, Pad. 1424. Act 43, Par1 1555 
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obsequious to tne crown, but our monarchs aIways found it irnpractica;,e 
to subdue the mutinous and ungovernable spirit of the borderers. In all 
our domestic quarrels, those who could draw to their side the inhabitants 
of the southern counties, were almost sure of victory; and conscious of k i s  
advantage, the lords who possessed authority there, were apt to forget tile 
duty which they owed their sovereign, and to aspire beyond the rank 3t' 
sub ects. 

d11. The calamities which befell our lrings contributed more than any 
other cause to diminish the royal authorit . Never was any race of 
monarchs so unfortunate as the Scottish. 0Tsix successive princes, from 
Robert 111. to James VI., not one died a natural death ; and the minorities, 
during that time, were longer and more frequent than ever happened n 
any other kingdom. From Robert Bruce to James VI., we reclton ten 
princes; and seven of these were called to the throne while the were 
minors, and almost infants. Even the most regular and best estatlished 
pvernments feel sensibly the pernicious effects of a minority, and either 
Iecome languid and inactive, or are thrown into violent and unnatural con- 
vulsions. But under the imperfect and ill-adjusted system of government 
in Scotland these effects were still more fatal; the fierce and mutinous 
spirit of the nobles, unrestrained hy the authority of a king, scorned all 
subjection to the delegated jnrisdiction of a regent, or to the feeble com- 
mands of a minor. The royal authority was circumscribed within narrower 
limits than ever; the prerogatives of the crown, naturally inconsiderable, 
were reduced almost to nothing; and the aristocratical power gradually 
rose upon the ruins of the monarchical. Lest the personal power of a 
regent should enable him to act with too much vigour, the authority 
annexed to that ofice was sometimes rendered inconsiderable by being 
divided; or, if a single regent was chosen, the greater nobles, and the 
heads of the more illustrious families, were seldom raised to that dignity. 
It was often conferred upon men who possessed little influence, and excited 
no jealousy. They, conscious of their own weakness, were obliged to 
overlook some irregularities, and to permit others; and, in order to support 
their authority, wh~ch was destitute of real strength, they endeavoured to 
gain the most po~verful and active barons, by granting them possessions 
and immunities, which raised them to still greater power. When the king 
himself came to assume the reigns of government, he found his revenues 
wasted or alienated, the crown lands seized or given away, and the nobles 
so accustomed to independence, that, after the struggles of a whole reign, 
he was seldom able to reduce them to the same state in which they had 
been at the beginning of his minority, or to wrest from them what they had 
usurped during that time. If we take a view of what happened to each 
of our lrings, who was so unfortunate as to be placed in this situation, the 
truth and importance of this observation will fully appear. 

The minority of David 11. the son of Robert Bruce, was disturbed by 
the pretensions of Edward Baliol, who, relying on the aid of England, and 
on the support of some disaffected barons among the Scots, invaded the 
kingdarn. The success which at first attended his arms obliged the y o ~ ~ n  
king to retire to France ; and Baliol took possession of the throne. A arnafi 
body of the nobles, however, continuing faithful to their exiled prince, 
drove Baliol out of Scotland; and after an absence of nine years David 
returned from France, and took the government of the lringdom into his 
own hands. But nobles, who were thus wasting their blood and treasure 
in defence of the crown, had a right to the undisturbed possession of their 
ancient privileges; and even some title to arrogate new ones. It seems to 
have been a maxim in that age [1329], that every leader might claim as 
his own the territory which his sword had won from the enemy. Great 
acquisitions were gained b the nobility in that way: and to these the 
gratitude and liberality of havid added, by distributing anlong such a. 
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adhered to him the vast possessions which fell to the crown by the forfeiture 
of his enemies. The famil of Douglas, which began to rise above the 
other nobier in t l~e  reign o f  his father, augmented both its power and its 
propert during his minority. 

.h during the continuance of a 1405.5 James I. was seized by the Er~gli. 
truce, and ungenerously detained a prisoner almost nineteen years. During 
that aeriod the lrinadom was aoverned, first bv his uncle Robert, Duke of 
~ l b a ' n ~ ,  and then -hy ~ u r d o y  the son'of RoLert. Both these hoblemen 
aspired to the crown; and their unnatural ambition, if we may believe 
most of our historians, not only cut short the days of pr in~e David, the 
king's eldest brother, but prolonged the captivity of James. rhey flattered 
themselves that they might step with less opposition into a throne, when 
almost vacant; and dreading the king's return as the extinction of their 
authority, and the end of their hopes, they carried on the negotiations for 
obtalnlng his liberty with extreme remissness. At the same time they 
neglected nothing that could either soothe or bribe the nobles to approve 
of their scheme. They slackened the reins of government; they allo~ved 
the prerogative to be encroached upon; they suffered the most irregular acts 
of power, and even wanton instances of oppression, to pass with impunity; 
they dealt out the patrimony of the crown among those whose enmity they 
dreaded or favour they had gained; and reduced the royal autho- 
rity to a state of imbecility, from which succeeding monarchs laboured in 
vain to raise it. 

1 4 7 . 1  During the minority of James 11. the administration of affairs, 
as well as the custody of the king's person, were committed to Sir William 
Crichton and Sir Alexander Livingston. Jealousy and discord were the 
effects of their conjunct authority, and each of them, in order to strengthen 
himself, bestowed new power and privileges upon the great men whose 
aid he courted ; while the young earl of Douglas, encouraged by their 
divisions, erected a sort of independent principality within the kingdom ; 
and, forbidding his vassals to acknowledge any authority but his own, he 
created knights, appointed a privy council, named officers civil and miii- 
tary, assumed every ensign of royalty but the title of king, and appeared 
in public with a magnificence more than royal. 

1460.1 Ei ht persons were chosen to govern the kingdom during the 
minority of fames 111. Lord Boyd, however, by seizing the person of the 
young king, and by the ascendant which he acquired over him, soon en- 
grossed the whole authority. He formed the ambitious project of raising 
his family to the same pitch of power and grandeur with those of the prime 
nobility; and,he effected it. While intent on this, he relaxed the vigour 
of government, and the barons became accuston~ed once more to anarchy 
and independence. The power which Boyd had been at so much pains 
to acquire was of no long continuance, and the fall of his family, according 
to the fate of favourites, was sudden and destructive; but upon its ruins 
the family of Hamilton rose, which soon attained the hi~hest rank in the 
kingdom.- 

- 

As the minority of James V. was longer, it was likewise more turbulent: 
than those of the preceding kings. And the contending nobles, encouraged 
or protectedeither by the king of France or of England, formed them- 
selves into more regular factions, and disregarded more than ever the 
restraints of order and authority. The French had the advantage of see~ng 
one, devoted to their interest, raised to be regent. This was the duke 
of Alhany, a native of France, and a grandson of James 11. But Alexan- 
der Lord Home, the most eminent of all Scottish peers Gho survived the 
fatal battle of Flowden, thwarted all his measures during the first years of 
his administration j and the intriaues of the queen dowager, sister of 
Henry VIII. rendered the latter part of it no less feeble. Though sup- 
ported by French auxiliaries the nobles despised liis authority, and, 
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regardless either of his threats or his entreaties, peremptorily refused two 
several times to enter England, to the borders of which kingdom he had 
led them. Provoked by these repeated instances of contempt, the regent 
abandoncd his troublesome station, and, retiring to France, preferred the 
tranquillity of a private life to an office destitute of real authority. Upon 
his retreat, Douglas, earl of Angus, became master of the king S person, 
and governed the kingdom in his name. Many efforts were made to 
deprive him of his usurped authority. But the numerous vassals and 
friends of his family adhered to him, because he divided with them the 
power and emoluments of his oEce ; the people reverenced and loved the 
name of Douglas ; he exercised, without the title of regent, a fuller and 
more absolute authority than any who had enjoyed that dignity ; and 
the ancient but dangerous pre-eminence of the Douglases seemed to be 
restored. 

- 

T o  these, and to many other causes, omitted or unobserved by us, did 
the Scottish nobility owe that exorbitant and uncommon power, of which 
instances occur so frequently in our history. Nothing, however, demon- 
strates so full the extent of their power as the length of its duration. 
Many years ager the declension of the feudal system in the other king- 
doms of Europe, and when the arms or policy of Princes had, every 
where, shaken or laid it in ruins, the foundations of that ancient fabric 
remained, in a great measure, firm and untouched in Scotland. 

The powers which the feudal institutions vested in the nobles soon 
became intolerable to all the princes of Europe, who longed to ppssess 
something more than a nominal and precarious authority. Their impa- 
tience to obtain this precipitated Henry 111. of England, Edward 11. and 
some other weak princes, into rash and premature attempts against the 

rivileges of the barons, in which they were disappointed or perished. 
grinces of greater abilities were content to mitigate evils which they 
could not cure; they sought occupation for the turbulent spirit of their 
nobles in frequent wars ; and allowed their fiery courage to evaporate in 
foreign expeditions which, if they brought no other advantage, secured at 
least domestic tranquillity. But time and accidents ripened the feudal 
governments for destruction. Towards the end of the fifteenth century, 
and beginning of the sixteenth, all the princes of Europe attacked, as if 
by concert, the power of their nobles. Men of genius then undertook 
with snccess what their unskilful predecessors had attempted in vain. 
Louis XI. of France, the most profound and the most adventurous genius 
of that age began, and in a single reign almost completed the scheme of 
thcir destruction. The sure but concealed policy ot'Henl VII. of Eng- 
land, produced the same eilect. Tile means, indeed, enlpfoyed by these 
monarchs were very different. The blow which Louis struck was sudden 
and fatal. The artifices of Henry resembled those slow poisons which 
waste the constitution but become not mortal tilI some distant period. 
Nor did they produce consequences less opposite. Louis boldly added to 
the crown whatever he wrested from the nobles. Ilenry undermined his 
barons by encouragiug them to sell their lands, which enriched the coni- 
mons, and gave them a weight in the legislature unknown to their prede- 
cessors. But while these great revolutions were carrying on in two lring- 
doms with which Scotland was intimately connected, little alteration bap- 
pened there; our kings could neither extend their own prerogative nor 
enab!e the commons to encroach upon the aristocracy; the nobles not only 
retained most of their ancient privileges and possessions, but cont~nued to 
rnake new acquisitions. 

This was not owing to thc inattention of our princes, or to their want 
of ambition. They were abundantly sensible of the exorbitant ower of 
the nobility, and extremely solicitous to humble that order. *hey did 
not, however, possess means sufficient for accomplishing this end. The  
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resources of our monarchs were few, and the progress which they made 
was of course inconsiderable. But as the number of their followers, and 
the extent of their jurisdiction, were the two chief circumstances which 
rendered the nobles formidable ; in order to counterbala~~ce the one, and 
to restrain the other, all our kings had recourse to nearly the same ex- 
pedients. 

I. Among nobles of a fierce courage and of unpolished manners, sur- 
rounded with vassals bold and licentious, whom they were bound oy 
interest and honour to protect, the causes of discord were many and 
unavoidable. As the contending parties could seldom agree in acknow- 
ledging the authority of any common superior or judge, and their impa- 
tient spirit would seldom wait the slow decisions of justice, their quarrels 
were usually terminated by the sword. The offended baron assembled 
his vassals, and wasted the lands or shed the blood of his enemies. T o  
forgive an injury was mean; to forbear revenge infamous or cowardly." 
Hence quarrels were transmitted from father to son, and, under the name 
of dead1 feuds, subsisted for many enerations with unmitigated rancour. 
It was &e interest of the crown to kment rather than to extinguish these 
quarrels ; and by scattering or cherishing the seeds of discord among the 
nobles, that union, which would have rendered the aristocracy invincible, 
and which must at once have annihilated the prerogative, was effectually 
prevented. T o  the same cause our kings were indebted for the success 
with which they sometimes adacked the most powerful chieftains. They 
employed private revenge to aid the impotence of public laws, and arming 
against the person who had incurred their displeasure those rival families 
which wished his fall, they rewarded their service by sharing arnong them 
the spoils of the vanquished. But this expedient, though it served to 
humble individuals, did not weaken the body of the nobility. Those 
who were now the instruments of their prince's vengeance became, in a 
short time, the objects of his fear. I-Iaving acquired power and wealth 
by servirlg the crown, they, in their turn, set up for independence: and 
though there might be a fluctuation of power and of property ; though old 
families fell, and new ones rose upon their ruins ; the rights of the aristo- 
cracy remained entire, and its vigour unbroken. 

11. As the administration of justice is one of the most powerful ties 
between a king and his subjects, all our monarchs were at the utmost 
pains to circumscribe the jurisdiction of the barons, and to extend that of 
the crown. The external forms of subordination natural to the feudal 
system favoured this attempt. An appeal lay from the judges and courts 
of the barons to those of the king. The right, however, of judging in 
the first instance belonged to thz nobles, and they easil found means to 
defeat the effects of appeals, as well as of many other zudal regulations. 
T h e  royal jurisdiction was almost confined within the narrow limits of the 
king's demesues, beyond which his judges claimed indeed much authority, 
bu,t possessed next to none. Our kings were sensible of these limitations, 
and bore them with impatience. But it was impossible to overturn in a 
moment what was so deeply rooted; or to strip the nobles at once of 
privileges which they had held so long, and which were wrought almost 

* TIIC spirit o i  ~ C V C I I "  1vn3 encourn~eil, nn~t only 11). 1111: In;inorls, hut, \shot is more rct~~;~rk;tl~le 
by 1111. 1.1ru (81" 111<1?c nxca. l i  ; I I I ~  ~ I ~ I I ~ Y I ~ I I T I I ~ I I C I L ~  1111. 11r1 . ~ V L I ~ ~ ~ ) I I  of' ~ I I I  illjury ~fE'rttI to Ilid 1~11lil; 
toll trolll~h~i~llne ol too ~lanl:crtlus, tllr: ;iali~lllr lal\'s Ir.lt!l;ttt,d l11111 llul!lll lv llldtis1 tiulll dt ' t~~it~dinz 
vengeance; but the same laws, in order to punish his cowardice a id  wani of affectioil to his fanlil; 
deprived him of tire right of succession. 13cnault's Abrege Chronol. p. 81. Among the Anglo- 
Saxons w e  find a singular institutioll distinguished by the name of sodalitil~m; a voluntaly ?H,O- 
ciation, the object whcreof was the pcrsol~al security of those who joined in it, and xcrn.xr the 
Webleness of government at that time rendered necessary. Among other regulations which are 
contained in one of these stillextant, the following deserves notice : " If any associate $hall cither 
eat or drink with a person who has lulled any member of the sodalitium, unless in the presence of 
thc Icing, the bishop, or the count, and unlcss hecan prove that he did not know the person, iet lli~ta 
pay agreat fine." Ilickes, Disscrt. Epistolar. apud Thesaur. Ling. Septentr. vol. i. p. 21 
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into the frame of the feudal constitution. To  accomp~ish this, however, 
was an object of uniform and anxious attention to all our princes. James 
I. led the way here, as well as in other instances, towards a more regular 
and perfect police. He made choice, among the estates of parl~ament, of 
a certain number of persons, whom he distinguished by the names of 
Lords of Sesszon, and appointed them to hold courts for determining civil 
causes three times in the year, and forty days at a time, in whatever place 
he pleased to name. Their jurisdictlon extended to all matters which 
formerly came under the cognizance of the king's council, and, being a 
committee of parliament, their decisions were final. James 11. obtained 
a law, annexing all resalities which should be forfeited to the crown, and 
declaring the r~gllt of jurisdiction to be unalienable for the future. James 
111. imposed severe penalties upon those judges appointed by the barons, 
whose decisions should be found on a review to be unjust ; and, by many 
other regulations, endeavoured to extend the authority of his own court." 
James IV., on pretence of remedying the inconveniences arising from the 
shoit terms of the Court of Session, appointed otherjudges called Lords o j  
Dail Council. The Session was an ambulatory court, and met seldom : 
the ?faily council was fixed, and sat comtar~tly at Edinburgh ; and, though 
not composed of members of parliament, the same owers which the 
Lords of Session enjoyed were vested in it. At last Zmes V. erected a 
new court that still subsists, and which he named the College of Justice, 
the judges or Senators of which were called Lords of Council and Session. 
This court not only exercised the same ~urlsdlction which formerly be- 
longed to the Session and Daily Council, but new rights were added. 
Privileges of great importance were granted to its members, its forms 
were prescribed, its terms fixed, and regu!arity, power, and splendour con- 
ferred upon it.1 The persons constituted judges in all these different courts 
had, in niany respects, the advantage of those who presided in the courts 
of the barons; they were more emlnent for their skill in law, their rules 
of proceeding were more uniform, and their decisions more consistent. 
Such judicatories became the objects of confidence and of veneration. 
Men willingly submitted their property to their determination, and their 
encroachments on the jurlsdictiorls of the nobles were popular,.and for that 
reason successful. By devices of a similar nature, the jurisdictlon of the 
nobles in criminal causes was restrained, and the authority of the Court 
of Justiciary extcnded. The crown, in this particular, gaining insensibly 
upon the nobles, recovered more aniple authority ; and the kinq, whose 
jurisdiction once resembled that of a baron rather than that of a sovereign,$ 

* Act 26. P 1469. Act 94.P. 1493 Act 99. P. 1437 7 I ie~th,  App 75, &c. : T h e  most peifect Idea of thefeudal system of government may be atlained by attending to the 
state of Germany, and to the Instory of France. In the former, the feudal lnstlturlons sllll subslst 
wlth great vigour, and though altogether abolished In the latter, the pub l i~  recolds have heell so 
carefully piese~ved, that the Fiench lawyels and antlqoailes have bee11 enabled, wlthmore certatntj 
and precialon tliau those of any other country in Eu~ope,  to trace its use, its piogiess, and levo- 
lutlons. In Germany every princ~pality may be consrdered as  a fief, and all ~ t s  Bleat pilnces as  
vassals holding of tlie Emperor. Tliey possess all the feudal prrvileges; their fiefs ale peipetual , 
thew j;rlsdicllona wltlrln tlielr own teriltolles sepaate  and cxtenslve , iuld the peat  offices of the 
emplre are all hereditary nnd arnltxed to paltlculai fannhcs. At  the same tlme the empeior rptains 
rnaliy ot tlie pierob.at~ve: of tlie feudal rnonalchs. Llke them, hls claims and pletcnslons are inno- 
inerable and tlls powers small; hrs jurlsdlctlon wlthln 111s own demcsnes or heredItaly countlies 
is compiete, beyond the hounds of these lt is almost nothol%; and so peimanent ale feudal prm- 
cxples, that although the feudal system be o%e~turned 111 almost every particular state In Germdny, 
and although the gleatcr pait of its princes have bccolne absolute, the arlgloal feudal coiistllunon 
of the Emp~res t~ l l  loloalns, and ldcas peculiar to that folm of govelnment illil?ct all ~ t s  operations 
and detetulnre the rights of all its plinces Our observations, with rcga~d to the hnlited Im~s2.c! 
tlon of kings under the feudal gov6'rnrnenls are greatly illustrated by what happened 111 France. 
The  feebleness and dotage of the descendants of Charlemaene encou~aged the peels to usurp an 
indzpeiident jur~sdlct~on. Nothlng remalned in the hands of the crown; all was selzed hy them 
Whet] Ifugh Capel ascended the throne, A. D. 987, he kept possesqlon of h ~ s  pllvate patrimony, 
&he Comte of Pans , and all the jllrlsdlctlon which the kings his snccessotsexerclsed for soine tlme, 
was w l l h l ~ i ~ t s  terrltorlcs There were only four towns in Frailcc whele he could estabhsh Grand8 
Bazllzs, or royal judges all the other lands towns and ba~ lha~es .  belonged to the nobles The  
methods to whlch the French n~onarclls had iecours; fur extendtag their jurisdiction were exactly 
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came more and more to be considered as the head of the community, and 
the suprenie dispenser of justice to his people. These acqnisitinna of nlir 
kings, however, though comparatively great, were in reality inconsidera- 
ble ; and, notwithstanding all their efforts, many of the separate jnrisdic- 
tions possessed by the nobles remained in great vigour ; and their final 
abolition was reserved to a distant and more happy period. 

But besides these methods of defending their prerogative and humbling 
the aristocracy, which nlay be considered as common to all our princes, 
we shall find, by taking a view of their reigns, that almost every one of 
our kings, from Robert Bruce to James V., had formed some particular 
system ior depressing the authority of the nobles, which was the object 
both of their jealousy and terror. This conduct of our monarchs, if we 
rest satisfied with the accounts of their historians, must be considered as 
flowing entirely from their resentment against particular noblemen ; and 
all their attempts to hurnble them must be viewed as the sallies of private 
passion, not as the consequences of any general plan of policy. But though 
some of their actions may be imputed to those passions, though the different 
genius of the men, the temper of the times, and the state of the nation, 
necessarily occasioned great variety in their schemes; yet, without being 
chargeable with excessive refinement, we may affirm that their end was 
uniformly the same ; and that thc project of reducing the power of the 
aristocracy, sometimes avowed and pursued with vigour, sometimes con 
cealed or seemingly suspended, was never altogether abandoned. 

No prince was ever more indebted to his nobles than Robert Bruce 
Their valour conquered the kingdom, and placed him on the throne. His 

ratitude and generosity bestowed on them the lands of the vanquished. 
Bmperty has seldom undergone greater or more sudden revolutions than 
those to which it was subject at that time in Scotland. Edward I. having 
forfeited the estates of most of the ancient Scottish barons, granted them 
to his English subjects. These were expelled by the Scots, and their 
lands seized by new masters. Amidst such rapid changes confiision was 
unavoidable ; and many possessed their lands by titles extremely defective. 
During one of those truces between the two nations, occasioned rather by 
their being weary of war than desirous of peace, Robert formed a scheme 
for checking the growing power and wealth cif the nobles. He summoned 
them to appear and to show by what rights they held their lands. They 
assembled accordingly; and the question being put, they started up at 
once, and drew their swords ; "By these," said they, "we acquired our 
lands, and with these we will defend them." The king, irjtimidated by 
their boldness, prudently dropped the project. But so deeply did they 
resent this attack upon their order, that, notwithstanding Robert's popular 
and splendid virtues, it occasioned a dangerous conspiracy against his life. 

David his son, at first an exile in France, afterward a prisoner in Eng- 
land, and involved in continual war with Edward 111. had not leisure to 
attend to the internal police of his liingdom, or to think of retrenching the 
privileges of the nobility. 

Our historians have been more careful to relate the military than the 
civil transactions of the reign of Robert 11. Sliirmishes and inrcads of 
little consequence they describe minutely : but with regard to every thing 
that happened during several years of tranquillity, they are altogether 
silent. 

The  feeble administration of Robert 111. must lilrewise be passed over 
slightly. A prince of a mean genius, and of a frail and sick1 constituticn, 
was not a fit person to enter the lists with active and martiarbamns, or to 
attempt wresting from them any of their rights. 

m u a r  W fiose emoiouen ov our or?nces. iieuamt's Abreee, n. 617. hr. De 1'Esunr aeoi201x. liv. 
XXX. cn. 21). &c. 
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The civil transactions in Scotland are better known since the beginning 
of the reign of James I., and a complete series of our laws eupplles the 
defects of our historians. The English made some amends for their in- 
justice in detaining that prince a prisoner, by their generous care of his 
education. During his long residence in England, he had an opportun~ty 
of observing the feudal system in a more advanced state, and refined from 
many of the imperfections which still adhered to it in his own kingdom. 
He saw there, nobles great, but not independent ; a king po>verful, though 
far from absolute : he saw a regular administration of government ; wlse 
laws enacted; and a nation flourishing and happy, because all ranks of 
men were accustomed to obey them. Full of these ideas, he returned 
into his native country, which presented to him a very different scene. 
The royal authority, never great, was now contemptible, by having been 
so long delegated to regents. The ancient patrimony and revenues of the 
crown were almost totally alienated. During his long absence the name 
of lang was little known, and less regarded. The license of many years 
had rendered the nobles independent. Ul~iversal anarchy prevailed. 
The weak were exposed to the rapine and oppression of the strong. In 
every corner some barbarous chieftain ruled at pleasure, and neither feared 
the king nor pitied the people.* 

James was too wise a prince to employ open force to correct such 
rnveterate evils. Neither the men nor the times wouid have borne it. H e  
applied the gentler and less offensive remedy of laws and statutes. In a 
parliament held immediately after his return, he gained thc confidence of 
his people by many wise laws, tending visibly to re-establish order, tran- 
quillit and justice in the Iringdom. But at the same time that he endea- 
vourefto secure these blessings to his subjects, he discovered his intention 
to recover those possessions of which the crown had been urljustly bereaved ; 
and for that purpose obtained an act by which he was empowered to sum- 
mon such as had obtained crown lands during the three last reigns, to produce 
the rights by which they held them.? As this statute threatened the pro- 
perty of the nobles, another which passed in a subsequent parliament 
aimed a dreadful blow at their power. By it the leagues and combinations 
which we have already described, and which rendered the nobles so 
formidable to the crown, were declared un1awful.T Encouraged by this 
success in the beginning of his enterprise, James's next step was still 
bolder and more decisive. During the sitting of parlianlent he seized, at 
once, his cousin iYInrdo, duke of Albany, and his sons; the earls of 
Doug!as, Lennox, Angus, March, and above twenty other peers and barons 
of prime ranli. T o  all of them, however, he was immediately reconciled, 
except to Albany and his sons, and Lennox. These were tried by their 
peers, and condemned; for what crime is now unknown. Their execution 
struck the whole order with terror, and thek forfeiture added considerable 
possessions to the crown. I le  seized, liliewise, the earldoins of Buchan 
and Strathern, upon different pretexts; and that of Mar fell to him by 
inheritance. The patience and inactivity of the nobles, while the king 
was proceeding so rapidly towards aggrandizing the crown, are amazing. 
The only obstruction he met with was froin a slight insurrection headed 
by the duke of Alba~y's youngest son, and that was easily suppressed. 
Tfre ~plsndour and presence of a king, to which the great lncn had been 
long unacchstomed, inspired reverence: James was a prince of great 
abilities, and conducted his operations with much prudence. He was in 

Acotemporary monkish writer describes these calamities very feelingly in his rurle Latin: In 
diebus illis, non erat lex in Scotia, sed quilihet potentiorum juniorem oppresslt; et totun] regnum 
fuit unmn latrocinium; homicidia, deprcedationes, incendia, et ccetera maletic~a remanserunt irn 
punila; et jostitia relegata extra terminos regrri exulavit." Chartular. Ivlorav. apud I n n e a b a y ,  
vol. i p. 272. 

t Act 9. P. 1424. : Act 30. P. 1424. 
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friendship with England, and closely allied with the French king: he was 
adored by the people, who enjoyed unusual security and happiness under 
his administration: and all his acquisitions, however fatal to the body of 
the nobles, had been gained by attacks upon individuals ; were obtained 
by decisions of law, and, being founded on circumstances peculiar to the 
persons who suffered, might excite murnlurs and apprehensions, but 
afforded no colourable pretext for a general rebellion. I t  was not so with 
the next attempt which the king made. Encouraged by the facility with 
which he had hitherto advanced, he ventured upon a measure that irritated 
the whole body of the nobility, and which the events show either to have 
been entered into with too much precipitancy, or to have been carried on 
with too much violence. T h e  father of Geor e Dunbar, earl of March, 
had taken arms against Robed 111. the hing's i t h e r  ; but that crime had 
been pardoned, and his lands restored by Robert dulte of Albany. James, 
on pretext that the regent had exceeded his power, and that it was the 
prerogative of the king alone to pardon treason, or to alienate lands 
annexed to the crown, obtained a sentence declaring the pardon to be void, 
and depriving Dunbar of the earldom. Many of the great men held lands 
by no other right than what they derived from grants of the two dukes of 
Albany. Such a decision, though they had reason to expect it in conse- 
quence of the statute which the king had obtained, occasioned a general 
alarm. Though Dunbar was at  present the only sufferer, the precedent 
might be extended, and their titles to possessions which they considered 
as the rewards of their valour, inight be subjected to the review of courts 
of law, whose forms of proceeding and jurisdiction were in a martial age 
little known, and extremely odious. l error and discontent spread fast 
upon this discovery of the king's intentions ; the common danger called on 
the whole order to unite, and to make one bold stand before they were 
stripped successively of their acquisitions, and reduced to a state of poverty 
and insignificance. The  prevalence of these sentiments among the nobles 
encouraged a few desperate men, the friends or followers of those who 
had been the chief sufferers under the king's administrztion, to form a con- 
spiracy against his life. T h e  first uncertain intelligence of this was brought 
him while he lay in his camp before Roxburgh castle. H e  durst not con- 
fide in nobles, to whom he had given so many causes of disgust, but in- 
stantly dismissed them and their vassals, and retiring to a monastery near 
Perth, was soon after murdered there in the most cruel manner. All our 
historians mention with astonishment this circumstance, of the king's dis- 
banding his army at a time when it was so necessary for his preservation. 
A king, say they, surroundedwith his barons, is secure from secret treason, 
and may defy open rebellion. But those very barons were the persons 
whom he chiefly dreaded; and it is evident, from this review of his ad- 
ministration, that he had greater reason to apprehend danger than to expect 
defence from their hands. I t  was the misfortune of James, that his maxims 
and mann'ers were too refined for the age in which he lived. Happy! had 
he reigned in a kingdom more civilized ; h ~ s  love of peace, of justlce, and 
of elegance, would have rendered his schemes successful ; and, instead of 
perishing because he had attempted too much, a grateful people woula 
have applauded and seconded his efforts to reform and improve them. 

Crichton, the most able man of those who had the direction of affairs 
during the minority of James II., had been the minister of James I., and 
well acquainted with his resolution of humbling the nobility. He did r,ot 
relinquish the desi n, and he endeavoured to inspire his pupil with the 
same sentiments. g u t  what James had attempted to effect slowly and by 
.egal means, his son and Crichton pursued with the impetuosity natural !c 
Scotsmen, and with the fierceness peculiar to that age. William, the sixtl; 
earl of Douglas, was the first victim to their barbarous policy. That young 
nobleman (as we have already observed), contemning the authority of ar 
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lnfant prince, ?lrnost openly renounced his allegiance, and aspired to inde- 
pendence. Cr~chton, too high spirited to bear such an insult, but too weak 
to curb or bring to justice so powerful an offender, decoyed him by many 
promises to an interview in the castle of Edinburgh, and, notwithstanding 
these, murdered both him and his brother. Crichton, however, gained little 
by this act of treachery, which rendered him universally odious. lTTilliam, 
the eighth earl of Douglas, was no less powerful, and no less formidable to 
the crown. By fornming the league which we already mentioned with the 
earl of  Crawford and other barons, he had united against his sovereign 
almost one half of his kingdom. But his credulity led him into the same 
snare which had been fatal to the former earl. Relying on the king's 
promises, who had now attained to the years of manhood, and having 
obtained a safe conduct under the great seal, he ventured to meet him in 
Stirling Castle. James urged him to dissolve that dangerous coufederac 
into which he had entered; the earl obstinately refused. "If you rvi8 
not," said the enraged monarch, drawing his dagger, " this shall ;" and 
stabbed him to the heart. An action so unworthy of a king filled the nation 
with astonishment and with horror. The  earl's vassals ran to arms with 
the utmost fury, and dragging the safe conduct, which the liing had granted 
and violated, at a horse's tail, they marched towards Stirling, burned the 
town, and threatened to besiege the castle. An accornlnodation however 
ensued ; on what terms is not known. But the king's jealousy, and the 
new earl's power and resentment, prevented it from being of long continu- 
ance. Both took the field at the head of their armies, and met near ilber- 
corn. That of the earl, composed chiefly of borderers, was far superior to 
the Icing's both in number and invalour ;,and a single battle must, in all pro- 
bability, have decided whether the house of Stuart or of Douglas was 
henceforth to possess the throne of Scotland. But while his troops impa- 
tiently expected the signal to e?gage, the earl ordered them to retire tc 
their camp ; and sir James I-Iamllton of Cadyow, the person in whom he 
placed the greatest contidence, convinced of his want of genius to improve 
an opportunity, or of his want of courage to seize a crown, deserted him 
that very night. This example was followed by many; and the earl, 
despised or forsalien by all, was soon driven out of the liingdom, and obliged 
to depend for his subsistence on the friendship of the king of England. 
T h e  ruin of this great family, which had so long rivalled and overawed the 
crown, and the terror -with which such an example of unsuccessful ambition 
filled the nobles, secured the king, for some tirne, from opposition ; and the 
royal authority remained uncontrolled and almost absolute. James did not 
suffer this favourable interval to pass unimproved ; he procured the consent 
of parliament to laws more advantageous to the prerogative, and more sub- 
versive of the privileges of the aristocracy, than were ever obtained by any 
former or subsequent monarch of Scotland. 

B y  one of these, not only all the vast possessions of the earl of Douglas 
were annexed to the crown, but all prior and future alienations of crown 
lands mere declared to be void; and the king was empowered to seize 
them at pleasure, without any process or form of law, ar~d oblige the pos- 
sessors to refund whatever they had received from thrm." A dreadfui 
instrument of oppression in the hands of a prince ! 

Another law prohibited the wardenship of the marches to be granted 
hereditarily ; restrained, in several instances, the jurisdiction of that office ; 
and extended the authority of the king's c0urts.t 

By a third, it was enacted that no regality, or exclusive right of adminis- 
tering justice within a man's own lands, should be granted in time to come, 
without the consent of parliament ;l a condition which implied almost an 
txpress prohibition. Those nobles who already possessed that great pri- 

* AcS41. P. 1455. t Ibid. Act. 42. 1: Act 43, P.1455. 
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vilege would naturally be solicitous to prevent it from becoming common, 
by being bestowed on m q .  Those who had not themselves attained it 
would envy others the acqu~sition of such a flattering distinction, and both 
would concur in rejecting the claims of new pretenders. 

By a fourth act, all new grants of hereditary offices were prohibited, and 
those obtained since the death of the last king were revoked.* 

Each of these statutes undermined some of the great pill~rs on which the 
power of the aristocracy rested. During the remainder of his reign this 
prince pursued the plan which he had begun with the utmost vigour ; and 
had not a sudden death, occasioned by the. S linter of a cannon which burst 
near him at the siege of  oxb burgh, prevented%s progress, he wanted neither 
genius nor courage to perfect i t ;  and Scotland might, in all probability, 
have been the first kingdom in Europe which would have seen the subver- 
sion of the feudal system. 

James 111. discovered no less eagerness than his father or grandfather to 
humble the nobility; but, far inferior to either of them in abilities and 
address, he adopted a plan extreme1 impolitic, and his reign was dis- 
astrous, as well as his end tragical. fJnder the feudal governments, the 
nobles were not only the king's ministers, and possessed of all the great 
offices of power or of trust ; they were lilrewise his companions and favour- 
ite:, and hard1 any but they approached his person or were entitled to his 
regard. But /ames, r h o  both feared and hated his nobles, kept them at 
an unusual distance, and bestowed every mark of confidence and ageclion 
upon a few mean persons, of professions so dishonourable as ought to have 
rendered them unworthy of his presence. Shut up with these in his castle 
of Stirling, he seldom appeared in public, and amused hirnself in architec- 
ture, music, and other arts, which were then little esteemed. The nobles 
beheld the power and favour of these minions with indignation. Even the 
sanguinary measures of his father provolied them less than his neglect. 
Individuals alone suffered by the former ; by the latter, every man thought 
himself injured because all were contemned. Their discontent was much 
heightened by the Icing's recalling all rights to crown lands, hereditary 
offices, regalities, and every other concession which was detrimental to his 
prerogative, and which had been extorted during hisminorit . Combinations 
among themselves, secret intrigues with England, and a y  the usual pre- 
parative~ for civil war, were the effects of their resentment. Alexander 
duke of Albany, and John earl of Mar, the king's brothers, two young men of 
turbulent and ainbitiousspirits,and incensed against Jarnes,who treated them 
with the same coldness as he did the other great men, entered deeply into 
all their cabals. The Icing detected their designs before they were ripe 
for execution, and, sei?ing his two brothers, committed the duke of Alban 
to Edinburgh Castle. Fhe earl of Mar, having remonstrated with too mucK 
boldness against the king's conduct, was murdered, i f  we may believe our 
historians, by his command. Albany, apprehensive of the same fate, made 
his escape out of the castle and fled into France. Concern for the Icing's 
honour, or indignation at his measures, were perhaps the rnotives which 
first induced him to join the malecontents. But James's attachment to 
favourites rendering him every day more odious to the nobles, the prospect 
of the advantages which might be derived from their general disaffection, 
added to the resentment which he felt on account of his brother's death and 
his own injuries, soon inspired Albany with more aulbitious and criminal 
thoughts. He concluded a treaty with Edward IV. of England, in which 
he assumed the name of Alexander lring of Scots ; and, in return for the 
assistance which was promised him towards dethroning his brother, he 
hound himself, as soon as he was put in possession of the kingdom, to swear 
fealty and do homage o the English monarch, to renounce the ancient dlli- 
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ance with France, to contract a new one with England, and to surrender 
some of the strongest castles and most valuable counties in Scotland." 
That aid, which the duke so basely purchased at  the price of his own 
llonour and the independence of his country, was punctually granted him, 
and the dulte of Gloucester with a powerful army conducted him towards 
Scotland. The  danger of a foreign invasion obliged James to implore the 
assistance of those r~obles whom he had so long treated with contempt. 
Some of them were in close confederacy with the duke of Albany, and 
approved of all his pretensions. Others were impatient for any event 
which would restore their order to its ancient pre-eminence. They seemed, 
however, to enter with zeal into the measures of their soverei n for the 
defe \ce of the kingdom a ainst its invaders,! and took the fie7d at  the 
head of a powerful army oftheir followers, but with a stronger disposition 
to redress their own grievances than to annoy the enemy; and with afixed 
resolution of punishing those minions whose insolence they could no longer 
tolerate. This resolution they executed in the camp near Lauder, with a 
military despatch and rigour. Having previously concerted their plan, the 
earls of Angus, Huntly, Lennox, followed by almost all the barons of chief 
note in the army, forcibly entered the apartment of their soxereign, seized 
all his favourites except one Ramsay, whom they could not tear from the 
king, in whose arms he took shelter, and, without any form of trial, hanged 
them instantly over a bridge. Among the most remarkable of those who 
had engrossed the king's affection, were Cpchran, a mason ; Hommil, a 
tailor ; Leonard, a smith; Rogers, a muslclan; and Torsifan, a fencing 
master. So despicable a retinue discovers the capriciousr~ess of James's 
character, and accounts for the indignation of the noblss when they beheld 
the favour due to them bestowed on such unworthy objects. 

Jalnes had no reason to confide in an army so little under his command, 
and, dismissing'it, shut himself up in the castle of Edinburgh. After 
various intrigues, Albany's lands and honours were at length restored to 
him, and he seemed even to have regained his brother's favour by some 
important services. Rut their friendship was not of long cluration. James 
abandoned himself once more to the guidance of favourites; and the fate 
of those who had suffered at  Lauder did not deter others from courting 
that dangerous pre-eminence. Albany, on pretext that an attempt had 
been made to take away his life by poison, fled froin court, and, retiring to 
his castle at Dunbar, drew thither a greater number of barons than attended 
on the king himself. At the same time he renewed his former confederacy 
with Edward;  the earl of Angus openly negotiated that infamous 
treaty; other barons were ready to concur with i t ;  and if the sudden 
death of Edward had not prevented Albany's receiving any aid from En$ 
land, the crown of Scotland would probably have been the reward of thls 
unworthy combiriatiori with the enemies of his countv. But, instead of 
any hopes of reigning in Scotland, he found, upon the death of Edward, 
that he could not reside there in safety; and flying first to England and 
then to France, he seems from that time to have taken no part in the affairs 
of his native country. Emboldened by his retreat, the king and his minis- 
ters multiplied the insults which they offered to the nobility. A standing 
guard, a thing unknown under the feudal governments, and inconsistent 
with the familiarity and confidence with which monarchs then lived amidst 
them nobles, was raised for the king's defence, and the command of it 

iven to Ramsay, lately created earl of Bothwell, the same person who 
%ad so narrowly escaped when his companions were put to death at Lau- 
der As if this precaution had not been sufficient, a proclamation was 
issued, forbidding any person to appear in arms within the precincts of the 
court ;$ which, at a time when no man of rank left his own house without 

* Aberer. Mart. Atch. vol. ii. p. 143. t Black Acts, Col. 6.5 : Ferrerius, 398 
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a numerous retinue of armed followers, was, in effect, debarring the nobles 
from all access to the kin . James, at the same time, became fonder or 
retirement than ever, a n t  sunk in indolence or superstition: or attentive 
only to amusements, devolved his whole authority upon his favourites. So 
many injuries provoked the most considerable nobles to take arms ; and 
having persuaded or obliged the duke of Rothesay, the Icing's eldest son, 
a youth of fifteen, to set himself at their head, they openly declared their 
intention of depriving James of a crown, of which he had discovered 
himself to he so unworthy. Rous-d by this danger, the Icing quitted his 
retirement, took the field, and encountered them near Bannockburn ; but 
the valour of the borderers, of whom the army of the malecontents was 
chiefly composed, soon put his troops to flight, and he himself was slain in 
the pursuit. Suspicion, indolence, immoderate attachment to favourites, 
and all the vices of a feeble mind, are visible in his whole conduct; but 
the character of a cruel and unrelenting tyrant seems to be unjustly affixed 
to him by  our historians. His neglect of the nobles irritated, but did not 
weaken them ; and their discontent, the immoderate ambition of his two 
brothers, and their unnatural confederacies with En land, were suficient 
to have distnrbed a more vigorous administration, an8 to have rendered a 
prince of superior talents unhappy. 

T h e  indignation which many persons of rank expressed against the con- 
duct of the conspirators, together with the terror of the sentenceof eucommu- 
nication which the pope pronounced against them, obliged them to use their 
victory with great moderation and humanity. Being conscious how detest- 
able the crime of in~bruing their hands in the blood of their sovereign 
appeared, they endeavoured to regain the good opinion of their country 
men, and to atone for the treatment of the father by their loyalty and duty 
towards the sun. They  placed him instantly on the throne,and the whole 
kinvdorn soon united in aclinowledging his authority. 

~:mes IV. was naturally generous and brave ; he felt in a high degree 
all the passions which animate a young and noble mind. H e  loved mag- 
nificence, he delighted in war, and was eager to obtain fame. During his 
reign, the ancient and hereditay enmity between the king and nobles 
seems almost entirely to have ceased. He envied not their splendour, 
because it contributed to the ornament of his court ; nor did he dread their 
power, which he considered as the security of his kingdom, not as an object 
of terror to himself. This confidence on Itis part met with the proper 
return of duty and affection on theirs ; and, in his war with England, he 
experienced how much a king beloved by his nobles is able to perform. 
Though the ardour of his courage and the spirit of chivalry, rather than 
the prospect of any national advantage, induced him to declare war against 
England, such was the zeal of his subjects for the king's 'lory, that he 
was followed by as gallant an army as ever any of his ancestors had led 
upon English ground. But though James himself formed no scheme dan- 
gerous or detrimental to the aristocracy, his reign was distinguished by 
an event extremely fatal to i t ;  and one accidental blow humbled it more 
than all the premeditated attacks of preceding kings. In the rash and 
unfortunate battle of Flowden a brave nobility chose rather to die than to 
desert their sovereign. Twelve earls, thirteen lords, five eldest sons of 
noblemen, and an incredible number of barons, fell with the king." T h e  
whole body of the nobles long and sensibly felt this disaster; and if a 

oe had then ascended the throne, their consternation and ~ r i n c e  of full a, 
eebleness would-have afforded him advantages which no former monarch 

ever possessed. 
But Jarnes V., who succeeded his father, was an infant of a year o ld;  

and though the office of regent was conferred upon his cousin the duke of 
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Albany, a man of genius and enterprise, a native of France, and accustomed 
to a government mhcre the power of the king was already great ; though 
he made many bold attempts to extend the royal authority ; though he put 
to death lord Home, and banished the earl of Angus, the two noblemen of 
greatest influence in the kingdom, the aristocracy lost no ground under hls 
administrayion. A stranger to the manners, the laws, and the language ot 
the people whom he was called to rule, he acted, on some occasions, rather 
like a viceroy of the French king than the governor of Scotland ; but the 
nobles asserted their own privileges, and contended for the interest of 
their country with a boldness which convinced him of their independence, 
and of the impotence of his own authority. After several unsuccessful 
struggles, he voluntarily retired to France ; and the king being then in his 
thirteenth year, the nobles agreed that he should assume the government, 
and that eight persons should be appointed to attend him by turns, and to 
advise and assist him in the administration of public affairs. The earl or 
Angus, who was one of that number, did not long remain satisfied with 
such divided power. H e  gained some of his colleagues, removed others, 
and intimidated the rest. When the term of his attendance expired, he 
still retained authority, to which all were obliged to submit, because none 
of them mere in a condition to dispute it. T h e  affcction of the oung 
king was the only thing wanting to fix arid perpetuate his power. g u t  an 
ac t~ve  and hiqh-spirited prince submitted with great impatience to the 
restraint in which be was kept. It ill suited his years or his disposition to 
be confined as a prisoner within his own palace ; to be treated with no 
respect, a?d to be deprived of all power. H e  could not on some occasions 
conceal his resentment and indignation. Angus foresaw that he had much 
to dread from these ; and as he could not galn the king's heart, he resolved 
to make sure of his person. James was continually surrounded by the 
earl's spies and confidants ; many eyes watched all his motions, and ob- 
served every step be took. But the'king's eagerness to obtain liberty 
eluded all their vigilance. He escaped from Falkland, and fled to the 
castle of Stirling, the residence of the queen his mother, and the only 

lace of strength in the kingdom which was not in the hands of the Doug- 
fases. The  nobles, of whoin some were influenced by their hatred to 
Angus, and others by their respect for the king, crowded to Stirling, and 
his court was soon filled with persons of the greatest distinction. T h e  
earl, though astonished at this unexpected revolution, resolved at  first to 
make one bold push for recovering his authorit by marching to Stirling 
at the head of his follo\vers ; but be wanted eitper courage or strength to 
execute this resolution. In a parliament held soon after, he and his adhe- 
rents were attainted, and, after escaping from many dangers, and endurir~g 
much misery, he was at length obliged to fly into England for refuge. 

James had now not only the name, but, though extremely young, the 
full authority of a Icing. H e  was inferior to no prince of that agc in 
gracefulness of person, or in vigo~lr of mind. His understanding was 
good, and his heart warm ; the former capable of great irnprovcment, and 
the latter susceptible of the best impressions. But, according to the usual 
fate of princes who are called to the throne in their infancy, his education 
had been neglected. His private preceptors were more ready to flatter 
than to instruct him. I t  was the interest of those who governed the king- 
dom to prevent him from knowing too much. T h e  earl of Angu~,  in order 
to divert him from business, gave him an early taste for such plezor~res as 
afterwards occupied and engrossed him more than became a Icing. Ac- 
cordingly, we discover in J a ~ n e s  all the features of a great but uncultivated 
spirit. On the one hand, violent passions, implacable resentment, an 
lrnnloderate desire of power, and the utmost rage at  disappointment. On 
the other, love to his people, zeal for the punishment of private oppress- 
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ors, confidence in his favourites, and the most engaging openness and 
affability of behaviour. 

What he himself had suffered from the exorbitant power of the noble8 
led him early to imitate his predecessors in their attempts to humble them. 
T h e  plan he formed for that purpose was more profound, more systematic, 
and pursued with greater constancy and steadiness, than that of any of his 
ancestors: and the influence of the events in his reign upon those of the 
subsequent period renders it necessary to explain his conduct at reater 
length, and to enter into a more minute detail of his actions. f i e  had 
penetration erlough to discover those defects in the schemes adopted by  
former liings, which occasioned their miscarriage. The  examples of 
James I. had taught him that wise laws operate slowly on a rude people, 
and that the fierce spirit of the feudal nobles was riot to be subdued by 
these alone. The  effects of the violent measures of James 11. convinced 
him that the oppression of one great family is apt either to excite the sus- 
picion and resentment of the other nobles, or to enrich with its spoils some 
new family, which would soon adopt the same sentiments, and become 
equally formidable to the crown. H e  saw, from the fatal cnd of James III., 
that neglect was still more intolera!~le to the nobles than oppression, and 
that the ministry of new men and favourites was both dishonourable and  
dangerous to a prince. At the same time, he felt that the authority of the 
crown was not sufficient to counterbalance the power of the aristocracy, 
and that without some new accession of strength he could expect no better 
success in the struggle than his ancestors. In this extremity he applied 
himself to the clergy, hoping that they would both relish his plan, and 
concur, with all their influence, in enabling him to put it in execution. 
Under the feudal government, the church, being recltoned a third estate, 
had its representatives in parliament; the number of these was consider- 
able, and they possessed great influence in that assembly. The  super- 
stition of former kings, and the zeal of man ages of ignorance, had 
bertowed on ecclesiastics a grezt proportion o?tlle national wealth; and 
the authority which they acquired by the reverence of the people was 
superior even to that which they derived f~oru their riches. ?'his power- 
ful body, however, depended enti~ely on the crown. The popes, not- 
withstanding their attention, to extend their usurpations, had neglected 
Scotland as a distant and poor kingdom, and permitted its kings to exercise 
powers which they disputed with more considerable princes. The  Scot- 
tish rnonarchs had the sole right of nomination to vacant bishoprics and 
abbeys ;* and James naturally concluded, that men who expected prefer 
ment from his favour would be willing to rnerit it by promoting his 
designs. Happily for him, the nobles had not yet recovered the blow 
which fell on their order at  Flowden ; and if we may judge either from 
their conduct or from thc character given of them by Sir Ralph Sadler, 
the English envoy in Scotland, they were men of little genius, of no expe- 
r i ~ n c e  in business, and incapable of acting either .with unanimity or with 
v~gour. Many of the c:elgy, on the other hand, were distinguished by 
their great abilities, and no less by their ambition. Various causes of 
disgust subsisted between them and the martial nobles, who were apt to 
view the pacilic character of ecclesiastics with some degree of contempt, 
and who envied their power and wealth. By acting in concert with the 
Ling, they not only would gratif him, but avenge themselves, arid hoped 
t? aggrandize their own order depressing those who were their sole 
r~vals. Secure of so powerful a concurrence, James ventured to proceed 
with greater boldness. In the first heat of ~esentment he had driven the 
+arl of Angus out cf the kingdom; and, sensible that a person so far supe- 
rior to the otller nobles in abilities, might create many obstacles which 

* Epiet. Reg. Scat. i. 197. hr. Act 125. P. 1540. 
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would retard or render ineffectual all his schemes, 11e solemnly swore that 
he would never permit him to return into Scotland; and, notwltlistantling 
the repeated solicitations of the king of England, he adhered to his vow 
with unrelentin obstinacy. He then preceeded to repair the fortifications 
of Edinburgh, 8tirlin.g-, arid other castles, and to 611 his magarin S with 
arms and ammunition. Having taken these precautions by way of 
defence, he began to treat the nobility with the utmost co!dness and 
reserve. Those offices which they were apt from long posseseion to con 
sider as appropriated to their order, were now bestowed on ecclesiastics, 
who alone possessed the king's ear, and, together with a few gentlemen of 
inferior rank to whom he had cotnmunicatetl his schemes, were intrusted 
with the management of all public affairs. These ministers were chosen 
with judgment ; and cardinal Beatoun, who soon became the most emi- 
nent among them, was a man of superior genius. These served the Icing 
with fidelity ; they carried on his measures ~ i t h  vigour, with reputation, 
and with success. James no longer concealed his distrust of the nobles, 
and suffered no opportunity of mortifying them to escape. Sliqht offences 
were aggravated into real crimes, and punished with severity. Every 
accusation against persons of rank was heard with pleasure, every appear- 
ance of guilt was examined with rigour, and every trial proved fatal to 
those who were accused : the banishing Hepburn, earl of Bothwel!, for 
reasons extremely frivolous, beheading the eldest son of lord Forbes with- 
out sufficient evidence of his guilt, and the condemning lady Glamis, a 
sister of the earl of ilngus, to be burned for ,the crime of witchcraft, of 
which, even that credulous age believed her innocent, are monuments both 
of the king's hatred of the nobility, of the severity of his government, aiid 
of the stretches he made towards absolute power. By these acts ok 
authority he tried the spirit of the nohles, and how much they were will- 
ing to bear. Their patience increased his contempt for them, and added 
to the ardour and boldness with which he pursued his plan. Meanwhile 
they observed the tendency of his schemes with concern and with resent- 
ment; but the king's sagacity, the vigilance of his ministers, and the want 
of a proper leader, made it dangerous to concert any measures for their 
defence, and i~npossible to act with becoming vigour. James and his 
counsellors, by a false step which they took, presented to them, at length, 
an advantage which they did not fail to improve. 

Motives, which are well known, had prompted Henry VIII. to disclaim 
the pope's authority, and to seize the revenues of the regular clergy. His 
system of reformation satisfied none of his subjects. Some were enraged 
because he had proceeded so far, others murmured because he proceeded 
no farther. By his imperious temper, and alternate persecutions of the 
zealots for popery and the converts to the protestant opinions, he was 
eclually formidable to both. Henry was afraid that this general dissatis- 
faction of his people might encburage his enemies on the continent to 
invade his kingdom. He knew that both the pope and the ernperor 
courted the friendship of the king of Scots, and endea-voured to engage 
him ir: an alliance against England. He resolved, therefore, to disappoint 
the eirects of their negotiations, by entering into a closer union with his 
nephew. In order to accomplish this, he transmitted to James an elabo- 
rate memorial, presenting the numerous encroachments of the See of 
Rome upon the rights of sovereigns ;S and that he might induce him more 
certainly to adopt the same measures for abolishing papal usurpation, 
which had proved so elEcacious in England, he sent ambassadors into 
Scotland, to propose a personal interview with hiin at York. It was 
plainIy James's interest to accept this invitation; the assistance qf so 
powerful an ally, the high honours which were promised him, and (1% 

* Strype, Eccles. Mem. 1. App 155 
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liberal subsidies he might have obtained, would have added no little dig- 
nity to his domestic government, and must have greatly facilitated the 
execution of his favourite plan. On the other hand, a war with England, 
which he had reason to apprehend if he rejectedHcnry7s offers of friendship, 
was inconsistent with a11 his views. This v~ould bring him to depend on 
his barons ; an army could not be raised without their assistance : to call 
nobles incensed against their prince into the field was to unite his enemies, 
to make them sensible of their own strength, and to afford them an oppor- 
tunity of revenging their wrongs. James, who was not ignorant that all 
these consequences rnight follow a breach with England, listened at first 
to Henry's proposal, and consented to the interview at York. But the 
clerg dreaded a union which must have been established on the ruins of 
the clurch. Henry had taken great pains to infuse into his nephew his 
own sentiments concerning religion, and had frequeritly solicited him, by 
ambassadors, to renounce the usurped dominion of tbe pope, which was 
no less dishonourable to princes than grievous to their subjects. The 
clergy had hitherto, with great address, diverted the king fro~ri regardin 
these solicitations. But in an amicable conference Henry expected, an8 
Lhey feared, that James would yield to his entreaties, or be convinced by 
his arguments. They knew that the revenues of the church were an 
alluring object to aprince who wanted money, and who loved it ; that the 
pride and ambition of ecclesiastics raised the indignation of the nobles ; 
that their indecent lives gave offence to the people; that the protestant 
opinions mere spreading fast throughout the nation ; and that a universal 
defection from the established church would be the consequence of giving 
the smallest depree of encouragement to thcse principles. For these rea- 
sons they empyoyed all their credit with the king, and had recourse to 
every artifice and insinuation, in order to divert him from a journey which 
must have been so fatal to their interest. They endeavoured to inspire 
him with fear, by magnifying the danger to which he would expose his 
person by vcnturing so far into England without any security but the word 
of a prince, who, having violated every thing venerable and sacred in reli- 
gion, was no longer to be trusted; and by way of compensation for the 
sums which he might have received from Henry, they offered an annual 
donative of fifty thousand crowns ; they promised to contribute liberally 
towards carrying on a war with England, and flattered him with the pros- 
pect of immense riches, arising from the forreiture of persons who were to 
be tried and condemned as heretics. Influenced by thcse considerations, 
James broke his agreement with Henry, who, in expectation of meeting 
him, had already come to York ; and that haughty and impatient monarch 
resented the affront, by declaring war against Scotland. His army was 
soon ready to invade the kingdom. James was obliged to have recourse 
to the nobles for the defence of his dominions. At his command they 
assembled their followers, but with the same dispositions which had ani 
mated their ancestors in the reign of James III., and with a full resolution 
of imitating their example by punishing those to whom they iyputed, the 
glevances of which they had reason to complain ; and if the liinq's minis- 
ters had riot been men of abilities, superior to those of James III., and of 
considerable interest even with their enemies, who could not agree among 
themselves what victims to sacrifice, the camp of Fala would have been as 
remarkable as that of Lauder, for the daring encroachments of the nobility 
on the prerogative of the prince. But though his ministers were saved 
by this accident, the nohles had soon another opportunity of discovering 
to the king their dissatisfaction with his government, and their contempt 
of his authority. Scarcity of provisions, and the rigour of the season, 
having obliged the English army which had invaded Scotland to retire, 
James imagined that he could attack them with great advantage in their 
retreat: but the principal harms, with an obstinacy and disdain which 
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greatly aggravz ed their disobedience, refused to advance a step beioncl 
the limits of their own country. Provoked by this insult to himself, and 
suspicious of a new conspiracy against his min~sters, the king instantly d i e  
banded an army which paid so little regard to his orders, and returned 
abruptly into the heart of the kingdom. 

An ambitious and high-spirited prince could not brook such a mortifying 
affront. His hopes of success had been rash, and his despair upon a dis- 
appointment was excessive. He felt himself engaged in an unnecessary 
war with England, which, instead of yielding him the laurels and triumphs 
that he expected, had begun with such circumstances as encouraged the 
insolence of his subjects, and exposed him to the scorn of his enemies. 
He saw how vain and ineffectual all his projects to humble the nobles had 
been; and that, though in times of peace a prince Inay endeavour to 
depress them, they will rise during war to their former importance and 
dignity. Impatience, resentment, indignation, filled his bosom by turns 
The violence of these passions altered his temper, and pcrhaps impaired 
his reason. He became pensive, sullen, and retired. He seemed through 
the day to be swallowed up in profound meditation, and through the 
night he was disturbed with those visionary terrors which make impressjon 
upon a weak understanding only, or a disordered fancy. In order to revwe 
the king's spirits, an inroad on the western borders was concerted by his 
ministers, who prevailed upon the barons in the neighbouring provinces to 
raise as many troops as were thought necessary, and to enter the enemy's 
country. But nothing could remove the Icing's aversion to his nobility, 
or diminish his jealousy of their power. He would not even intrust them 
with the command of the forces which they had assembled; that was 
reserved for Oliver Sinclair his favourite, who no sooner appeared to take 
possession of the dignity conferred upon him, than rage and indi nation 
occasioned a universal mutiny in the army. Five hundred ~ n g l i s t ,  who 
happened to be drawn up in sight, attacked the Scots in this disorder. 
Hatred to the king and contempt of their general produced an effect to 
which there is no parallel in history. They overcame the fear of death, 
and the love of liberty ; and ten thousand men fled before a number so far 
inferior, without striking a single blow. No man was desirous of a victory 
which would have been acceptable to the king and to his favourite ; few 
endeavoured to save themselves by flight the English had the choice of 
what prisoners they pleased to take ; and aimost every person of distinction 
who was engaged in the expedition remained in their hands." This 
astonishing event was a new proof to the king of the general disaffection 
of the nobility, and a new discovery of his own weakness and want of 
authority. Incapable of bearing these repeated insults, he found himself 
unable to revenge them. The deepest melancholy and despair succeeded 
to the furious transports of rage, which the first account of the rout of his 
army occasioned. All the violent passions which are the enemies of life 
preyed upon his mind, and wasted and consumed a youthful and vigorous 
constitution. Some authors of that age impute his untimely death to 
poison ; but the diseases of the mind, when they rise to a height, are :Aen 
mortal ; and the known effects of disappointment, angel; and resentment 
upon a sanguine and impetuous temper sufficiently account for his unhappy 
fate. "His death says Drummond) proveth his mind to have been r?ised 
to a high strain, an 6 above mediocrity; he could die, but could not d~gest 
a disaster." Had James survived this misfortune, one of two thinge lnust 
have happened: either the violence of his temper would have eng,, ed 
him openly to attack the nobles, who would have found in Henry a rviiRog 

* Acrording tonn : ~ c c o ~ ~ n t  of this event in l l ~ e  Hamilton 7~199. about tl~irty were kill011 oholJl: a 
tho?ls311d wrrr Inkell ~ ~ r i n ~ n e r s ;  tu i~ l  alllong tllell~ il 111111dred and liity prraolls .~f.wnd~t~on. Vol. 
ti. 2dG. The s~llall llulnber of ihe English pr : V L . I I ~ C ~  tllrir Iakiug llloro pri~ullerd 
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and po~verful rotector, and have derived the same assistal~ce from him 
which the mafkontents, in the succeeding reign, did from his daughter 
Elizabeth ; in that case, a dangerous civil war must have been the certain 
consequence. Or, perhaps, necessity might have obliged him to accept of 
Henry's offers, and be reconciled to his npbility. In that event, the church 
would have fallen a sacrifice to their u111on; a reformation, upon I-Ienly's 
plan, would have been established by law ; a great part of the temporal- 
ities of the church would have been seized ; and the friendship of the 
king and barons would have been cemented by dividing its spoils. 

Such were the efforts of our kings towards reducing the exorbitant power 
of the nobles. If they were not attended with success, we must not for 
that reason conclude that they were not conducted with pr~idence. Every 
circumstance seems to have combined against the crown. Accidental 
events concurred with political causes, in rendering the best concerted 
measures abortive. T h e  assassination of one king, the sudden death of 
another, and the fatal despair of a third, contributed, no 1t:ss than its own 
natural strength, to preserve the aristocracy from ruin. 

Amidst these struggles, the influence wh~ch  our liings possessed in their 
parliaments is a circumstance seemin ly ~nexplicable, a11d which merits 
particular attention. As these assembfies were compoted chiefly of the 
nobles, they, we are apt to irnagine, must have dictated all their decisions ; 
but, instead of this, every king found them obsequious to h ~ s  will, and 
obtained such laws as he deemed necessary fbr extending his authority, 
All things were conducted there wit11 despatch and unanirn~ty ; and in none 
of our historians do me find an instance of any opposition formed against 
the court in parliament, or mention of any difficult in carrying through 
the measures which were agreeable to the king. ib order to accoimt for 
this singular fact, it is necessary to inquire into the origin and constitution 
of parliament. 

r h e  genius of the feudal government, uniform in all its operations, pro- 
duced the same effects in small as in great societies ; and the territory of a 
baron was, in miniature, the model of a kingdom. H e  possessed the right 
of jurisdiction ; but those who depended on him being free men, and not 
slaves, could be tried by  their peers only ; and, therefore, his vassals were 
bound to attend his courts, and to assist both in passing and executing his 
sentences. When assembled on these occasions, they established, by mutual 
consent, such regulations as tended to the welfare of their small society ; 
and often granted, voluntarily, such supplies to their superior as his neces- 
sities required. Charge now a single name ; in place of baron substitute 
king, and we behold a parliament in ~ t s  first rudiments, and observe the first 
exertions of those powers which its members now possess as judges, as 
legislators, and as dispensers of the public revenues. Suitable to this 
idea, are the appellations of the king's court," and of the king's great 
council, by which parliaments were anciently distinguished ; anrl suitable 
to this, lilrewise, were the constituent members of which it was composed. 
In all the feudal Icingdonls, such as held of the king in chief were bound, 
by the condition of their tenure, to attend and to assist in his courts. Nor 
was this esteemed a privilege, but a service.t I t  was exacted likewise 
of bishops, abbots, and the greater ecclesiastics, who, holding vast posses- 
sions of the crown, were deemed subject to the same burden. Parliamerits 
did not continue long in this state. Cities gradually acquired wealth, a 
considerable shareof the public taxes were levied on them, the inhabitants 
grew into estimation, and, being enfranchised by the sovereign, a place in 

arliament was the consequei~ce of their libert , and of their importance. 
i u t  as it would have been absurd to confer SUCK a privilege, or to impose 

* Du Cange, voc. C111ia t Du Cange, voc. Placitum, col. 519. Magna Charta, art.)14. 
Act. Jacl. I. 1,125. cap. 52. 
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such a burden on a whole community, every borough was permitted to 
choose one or two of its citizens to appear in the name of the c~rporation ; 
and the idea of representation was first introduced in this manner. An 
~nnovation still more important naturally followed. The vassals of the 
crown were originally few in number, and extremely powerful ; but as it 
is impossible to render property fixed and permanent, many of their pos- 
sessions r?me, gradually, and by various methods of alienation, to be split 
ant1 parcelled out into different hands. Hence arose the distinction between 
the greater and the lesser barons. The former were those who retained 
their original fiefs undivided, the latter were the new and less potent vas- 
sals of the crown. Both were bound, however, to perform all feudal 
services, and, of consequence, to give attendance in parliament. T o  the 
lesser barons, who formed no inconsiderable body, this was an intolerable 
grievance. Barons sometimes denied their tenure, boroughs renounced 
their right of electing, charters were obtained containing an exemption 
from attendance ; and the anxiety with which our ancestors endeavoured 
to get free from the obligation of sitting in parliament is surpassed by that. 
only with which their posterity solicit to be admitted there. In order to 
accommodate both parties at once, to secure to the king a sufficient number 
of members in his great council, and to save his vassals from an unneces- 
sary burden, an easy expedient was found out. The obligation to personal 
attendance was continued upon the greater barons, from which the lesser 
barons were exempted, on condition of their electing in each county a 
certain number of represewtaiives, to appear in their name. Thus a par- 
liament became complete in all its members, and was composed of lords 
spiritual and temporal, of knights of the shires, and of burgesses. As 
ril:lny cauxe; cot~tril~utccl to I~ring g<r\.c.rnlneilt e:irlic:r to pcrltlctiun i r ~  Eng- 
lanil tll:in in Scotlnncl: as the rirour of the ~i.url;rl iri?titutions nb:itctl 
sooner, and its defects' were supplied with greater facility in the one 
kingdom than in the other ; England led the way in all these changes, 
and burgesses and knights of the shire appeared in the parliaments of 
that nation before they were heard of in ours. [1326.bBurgesses were first 
admitted into the Scottish parllnments by Robert ruce ;% and in the 
preamble to the laws of Robert III., they are ranked ainong the constituent 
members of that assembly. [1427.] The lesser barons were indebted to 
James I. for a statute exempting them frorn personal attendance, and per- 
mitting them to elect representatives : the exemption was eagerly laid 
hold on ; but the privilege was so little valued that, except one or twa 
instances, it  lay neglected during one hundred and sixty years ; and James 
VI. first obliged them to send representatives regularly to par1iament.t 

A Scottish parliament, then, consisted anciently of r a t  barons, of 
ecclesiastics, and a few representatives of boroughs. or were these 
divided as in England into two houses, but composed one assen~bly, in 
which the Lord Chancellor presided.1 In rude ages, when the science of 
government was extremely imperfect among a martial people, unacqrlainted 
with the arts of peace; strangers to the talents which nialre a figurc in 
debate, and despising them? parliaments were not held in the same esti- 
mation as at present ; nor d ~ d  haughty barons love those courts in which 
they appeared with such evident marks of inferiority. Parliaments were 

* Abercromby i. 635. t Essays on Brit. Antiq. Ess. 11. Dalrymp. Nist. of Feud. Prop. ch. 8. 
+ I n  England the peers and commons Beem early to have met in separate houses; and Jamos I., 

v ~ s f o n d  dfiznitating the English in alltheir customs, had probably an  intention of introducing 
sorne considerable distinction between the greater and lesser barons in Scotland; a t  least he d e t e ~  
mined that their consultations should not be carried on under the direction of the same president. 
for by his law, A. D. 1327, it is provided, that our of the comlnissioners of all the shires shall h 2  
chosen a wise and expert man, called the common speaker of the parliament, who shall propose all 
and sundry needs and causes pertaining to the commons in the parliament or general council." No 
euchspeaker it would seem, wasever chosen: and by a subsequent law the Chancellor was declared 
perpetual prlsident of parliament. 
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often hastily assembled, and it was, probably, in the king S power, by the 
manner in which he issued his writs for that purpose, to exclude such as 
were averse from his measures. At a time when deeds of violence were 
common, and the restraints of law and decency were little regarded, no 
man could venture with safety to oppose the king in his own court. The 
great barons, or lords of parliament, were extremely few ; even so late as 
the beginning of the reign of James W.," they amounted only to fifty- 
three. The ecclesiastics equalled them in number, and being devoted 
implicitly to the crown, for reasons which have been alread explained, 
rendered all hopes of victory in any struggle desperate. d r  were the 
nobles themselves so anxious as might be imagined, to prevent acts of par- 
liament favourable to the royal prerogative : conscious of their own 
strength, and of the king's inability to carry these acts into execution 
without their concurrence, they trusted that they might either elude or 
ventu~e to contemn them ; and the statute revolring the king's property, and 
annex~ng alienated jurisdictions to the crown, repeated in every reign, and 
violated and despised as often, is a standing proof of the impotence of 
laws when opposed to power. So many concurring causes are sufficient, 
perhaps, to account for the ascendant which our kings acquired, in parlia- 
ment. But, without having recourse to any of these, a single circumstance, 
peculiar to the constitutio~l of the Scottish parliament, the rnenti~ning~of 
which we have hitherto avoided, will abundantly explain this fact, seen; 
ingly so repugnant to all our reasonings concerning the weakl~ess of the 
king, and the power of the nobles. 

As far back as our records enable us to trace the constitution of our 
parliaments, we find a committee distinguished by the name of Lords of 
Articles. It was their business to prepare and to digest all matters which were 
to be laid before the parliament. There was rarely any business introduced 
into parliament, but what had passed through the channel of this com- 
mittee ; every motion for a new law was first made there, and approved 
of or rejected by the members of it;  what they approved was formed 
into a bill, and presented to parliament ; and it seems probable, that what 
they re~ected could not be introduced into the house. This committee 
owed the extraordinary powers vested in it to the military genius of the 
ancient nobles : too impatient to submit to the drudgery of civil business, 
too impetuous to observe the forms or to enter into the details necessary in 
conducting it, they were glad to lay that burden upon a small number, 
while they themselves had no other labour than simply to give or to refuse 
their assent to the bills which were presented to them. The lords of 
articles, then, not only directed all t b  proceedings of parliament, but pos- 
sessed a negative before dcbate. rhat  committee was chosen and con- 
stituted in such a manner as to put this valuable privilege entirely into the 
king's hands. It is extremely probable, that our kings once had the sole 
right of nominating the lords of articles.1 They came afterwards to be 
elected by the parliament, and consisted of an equal number out of each 

* And. Col:, vol. i. pref. 40. 
t It appears from authentic records, that a parliament was appointed to be hcld March 12, 1566, 

pnd that the lords of articles were chosen and met on the Ith, five days before the assembling of par- 
liament. If they could be r~gularly elected so long before the meeting of parlianlent, it is natural to 
conclude that the prince alone possessed the right of electing them. There are two different accounts 
of the manner of their election at that time one by Rlary herself, in a letter to the Archbishop of 
Glaszow : We, accompanied with our nodiliry for the time, past to the Tolbooth of Edinburgh 
for holdin? of our narliament on the 7th dav of this instant, and elected the lords articulars." d 
we sxnlain the~e  l<ords accordinn to lhe st~ict erammar. wk must conclude that the aueen herself 
eh:, t t . i  I ~ I ~ , I I I .  ~ It 15, l ~ o \ v c v ~ r ,  mire prul~al~le  tl;ht ?I:~ry ~ I C ~ I I I  csy, tlt:it the ~.ol)Ics '~III!II  111e>c11t 
will1 I~vr ,  viz. 11cr 111ivy cou~~scllurs alrtl ~ I I I I ' I ,  PICCICNI 1111. Ior1l6 01' z~tirlt'i. Iit'1111's Ilisl. ~i Scut- 
la11.1, p. :l.li. Tllc ~rrller ace0$1111 ia Lord R II~IV~.II 's ,  wllo c~~,lt.;;.;ly i l l t i l~~ls  tl1:11 (lte qtif2cli I I L ~ S C I ~  
clurrcd Illcm. I<citl~'s Append. 13d. \Vltetl~+!r wr vln1~r;ir I: t l~c one or t ~ t l ~ u r  of lh* ,~<!  O ~ I I I S ~ O I I I ~  is of 
no c ,nrrqllrnct7. If the privy co~~neullors a1111 l~oblev u t r e n d l n ~  t l~e  court hacl a ri:.l~t to elect 1116 
lord3 ot' ;~rticlrs, it wag equally advanlageouJ for tllu crolvn, nslt'tllc plince hod had the sole nomi . . 
nation of them.' 
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estate, and most commonly of eight temporal and eight spiritual lords, of 
eight representatives of boroughs. and of the eight great officers of the 
crown. Of this body, the eight eccies~astics, together with the officers of 
the crown, were entire1 at the king's devotion ; and it was scarce possible 
that the choice could %l on such temporal lords and burgesses as would 
unite in opposition to his measures. Capable either of influencing their 
election, or of gaining them when elected, the king cornmonly found the 
lords of articles no less obsequious t@ his will than his own privy council ; 
and, by irleans of his authority with them, he could put a negative upon 
his parliament before debate, as well as after it ; and, what may seem 
aliogether incredible, the most limited prlnce in Europe actually possessed, 
In one ~nstance, a prerogative which the most absolute could never attain." 

T o  this account of the internal constitution of Scotland, it will not be 
improper to add a view of the political state of Europe at that period, 
where the following history commences. A thorough knowledge of that 
general system, of which every liingdom in Europe forms a part, is not 
less requisite towards understanding the history of a nation than an 
acquaintance with its peculiar government and laws. The latter may 
enable us to comprehend domestic occurrences and revol~rtions ; but with- 
out the former, foreign transactions must be altogether mysterious and 
unintelligible. By attending to this, many dark passages in our history 
may be placed in a clear light; and where the bulk of historians have seen 
only the effect, we may be able to discover the cause. 

The subversion of the feudal government in France, and its declension 
in the neighbouring kingdoms, occasioned a remarkable alteration in the 

olitical state of Europe. Kingdoms, which were inconsiderable when 
Eroken, and parcelled out among nobles, acquired finnness and strenath by 
being united into a regular monarchy. Kings became conscious o? their 
own power and importance. They meditated schemes of conquest, and 
engaged in wars at a distance. Numerous armies were raised, and great 
taxes iniposed for their subsistence. Considerable bodies of infantry were 

* Iiaving deduced the his to~y of the Committee of Lords of Articles as low as the subject of 
this preliminary book required, it may be agleeable, perhaps, to some of mv readels, to know the 
subsequer~t variations in this singular institution, and the poiitic~i use which our kings made o f  
these. When ~arliameats became more numerous, and more considerable bv the admission of the 

act appointing four persone to be named oucof each estatr who sllould meet twenty'days before 
th~con~mencementof~arliame~~t,[a] to receive all supplicatidns, &c. and, rejeclingwhat they tlloughe 
frivolous, should engross in a book what they thought worthy the attention of the lords of articles. 
No provision is made in the act for the choice of this select body. and the king would of course 
have claimed that privilege. In1633 when CharlesI, was beginnibg to introduce those ihnosationi 
which gave so much otience to thendtion he dreaded the opposition of his parliament, and, inorder 
to prevent that, an  artifice was made us io f  to secure thelordsof articles for tne crown. The tem- 
poral peers were appointed to choose eighl bishops, and the bishops eight peers; these sixteen lneL 
together, and clected eight knights of the shire, and eight burgesses, and to these the crown offlcels 
'iveie added as usaal. If we  can only suppose eight persons of so numerous a body as the peers of 
Scotland were become by that time attached to the court, these, it is obvious, would be the men 
whom the bishops would choose and of eonseqnence the wliole lords of articles were the tools and 
creatures of the king. This prictiee, so inconsistent with liberty, was abolished dnring the civil 
w a r ;  and the statute of Janies VI. was repealed. After the restoration, parliaments brcame more 
servile than ever. What  was only a temporary device, in the reign of Charles I., was then COII- 
verted into a standing law. ' L F ~ r  my part;' says the author from whom I have borrowed many of 
these particulars "Ishould have thought it less criminal in our Restoration Parliament to have 
openly bestowed'npon the king a negative beforedebate than in such an underheard artifiEia~ man- 
ner to betray their con.tituents and the nation." I3ssAys on( Brit. Antiq. 55. I t  is probable, how- 
ev& from a letter of Randolpll's to Cecil, 10 Aug. 1560, printed in the Appendix, that this parlid- 
men; had some appearance of ancieat precedent to justify their unworthy conduct. Various questions 
concerninq the constituent rnembcrs of the Scottish parliarn~:nt; concerning the era at  which the 
representatives of boroughs were introduced into that assembly: and concemin: the origin and 
power of the committee of lords of articles, occur, and have b ~ e u  aqitated wit11 great warmth. 
Since the first publication of this work all these disputed points havebeen considered with calm 
neas and accuxacy in Yr. Wight's ~ n q i i r y  into the Rise and Progress of Parliament, &c. 4to edib 
p. n, t c .  

Fa1 Act 222. P. 1594. 
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kept in constant pay; that service grew to be lionourable; and cavalry, in 
which the strength of European armies had hitherto consisted, though 
proper enough for the short and voluntary excursions of barons who served 
at their own expense, were found to be unfit either for making or defending 
any important conquest. 

I t  was in Italy that the powerful monarchs of France and Spain and 
Germany lirst appeared to niake a trial of their new strength. The 
division of that country into many small states, the luxury of the people, 
and their effeminate aversion to arms invited their more martial neighbours 
to an easy prey. The Italians,who had been accustomed to mock-battles 
only, and to decide their interior quarrels by innocent and bloodless victo- 
ries, were astonished, when the French invaded their country, at [he sight 
of real war;  and, as they could not resist the torrent, they suffered it to 
take its course, and to spend its rage. Intrigue and policy supplied the 
want of strength. Necessity and self-preservation led that ingenious peo- 
ple to the great secret of modern politics, by teaching them how to balance 
the power of one prince, by throwing that of another into the opposite 
scale. By this happy device, the liberty of Italy \r7as long. p:eserved. 
The scales were poised by very sliilful hands ; the smallest var~at~ons were 
attended to, and no prince was allowed to retain any superiority that could 
be dangerous. 

A system of conduct, pursued with so much success in Italy, was not 
long confined to that country of political refinement. The maxim of pre- 
serving a balance of power is founded su much upon obvious reasoning, 
and the situation of Europe rendered it so necessary. that it soon became 
a matter of chief attention to all wise politicians. Every step any prince 
took was observed by all his neighbours. Ambassadors, a kind of honoura- 
ble spies, authorized by the mutual jealousy of kings, resided almcst con- 
stantly at every different court, and had i t  in charge to watch all its motions. 
Dangers were foreseen at a greater distance, and prevented with more 
ease. Confederacies were formed to humble any power which rose above 
its due proportion. Revenge or self-defence were no longer the only 
causes of hostility, it became common to take arms out of policy ; and war, 
both in its commencement and in its operations, was more an exercise of 
the judgment than of the passions of men. Almost every war in Europe 
became general, and the most inconsiderable states acquired importance, 
because they could add weight to either scale. 

Francis I., who mounted the throne of France in the year one thousand 
five hundred and fifteen, and Charles V., who obtaincd the Imperial crown 
in the year one thousand five hundred and nineteen, divided between them 
the strength and affections of a11 Europe. Their perpetual enmity was not 
owing solely either to personal jealousy, or to the caprice of private pas- 
sion, but was founded so nluch in nature and true policy that it subsisted 
between their pwterity for several swes. Charles succeeded to all the 
dominions of the house of Austna. ~ b " f a m i l ~  had ever gained so inuch by 
wise and fortunate marriages. By acquisitions of this kind, the Austrian 
princes rose, in a short time, from obscure counts of I-Iapsbourg, to be 
archdulies of Austria, and kings of Bohemia, and were in possession of the 
Imperial dignity by a sort of hereditary right. Besides these territories 
in Germany, Charles was heir to the crown of Spain, and to all the domi- 
nions which belonged to the house of Burgundy. The Bur undian pro- 
vlnces engrossed, at that time, the riches and commerce ofone half of 
Europe ; and he drew from them, on many occasions, those immense surns, 
which no people without trade and liberty are able to contribute. Spain 
furnished hirn a gallant and hardy infantry, to whose discipline he was 
indebted for all his conquests. I t  the same time, by the discovery of the 
new world, a vein of wealth was opened to him, which all the extrava 
gance of ambition could not exhaust. These advantages rendered Charles 
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the first prince in Europe + but he wished to be more, and openly aspired 
to universal monarchy. d i s  genius was of that kind which ripens slowly, 
and lies long concealed; but it grew up, without observation, to an unex- 
pectcd height and vi our. H e  possessed, in an eminent degree, the 
characteristic virtues of  all the different races of princes to whom he was 
allied. In forming his schemes, he discovered all the subtlety and pene- 
tration of Ferdinand his grandfather; he pursued them with that obstinate 
and inflexible perseverance which has ever been peculiar to the Austrian 
blood; and in executing them he could employ the magnanimity and bold- 
ness of his Burgundian ancestors. His abilities were equal to his power; 
and neither of them would have been inferior to his designs, had not Pro- 
vidence, in pity to mankind, and in order to preserve them from the worst 
of all evils, universal monarchy, raised up Francis I. to defend the liberty 
of Europe. His dominions were less ettensive, but more united than the 
emperor's. I-Iis subjects were numerous, active, and warlilre, lovers of 
glory, and lovers of their Iring. T o  Charles, power was the only object of 
desire, and he pursued it with an unwearied and joyless industry. E rancls 
could mingle pleasure and elegance with his ambition; and, though he 
neglected some advantages, which a more phlegmatic or more frugal prince 
would have improved, an active and intrepid courage supplied all his 
defects, and checked or defeated many of the emperor's designs. 

T h e  rest of Europe observed all the motions of these mighty rivals with 
a jealocs attention. On the one side, the Italians saw the danger which 
threatened Christendom, and, in order to avert it, had recourse to the expe- 
dient which they had often employed with success. They endeavoured 
to divide the power of the two contending monarchs into equal scales, and, 
by the union of several small states, to counterpoise him whose power 
became too great. But what they concerted with much wisdom, they 
were able to execute with little vigour; and intrigue and refinement were 
feeble fences against the encroachments of n~i l i tar~  power. 

On the other side, Henry VIII. of England hefd the balance with less 
delicacy, but with a stronger hand. H e  was the third prince of the age 
in dignity and in power; arid the advantageous situation of his dominions, 
his domestic tranquillity, his immense wealth and absolute authority ren- 
dered him the natural guardian of the liberty of Europe. Each of the 
rivals courted him with emulation; he Itnew it to be his interest to keep 
the balance even, and to restrain both by not joining entirely with either 
of them. But he was seldom able to reduce his ideas to practice; he was 
governed by caprice more than by principle ; and the passions of the man 
were an overrnatch for the maxims of the king. Vanity and resentment 
were the great springs of all his undertakings, and his neighbours easily 
found the way, by touching these, to force him upon many rash and incon- 
sistent enterprises. His reign was a perpetual series of blunders in 
politics; and while he esteemed himself the wisest prince in Europe, he 
was a constant dupe to those who found it necessary, and could submit to 
flatter him. 

In this situation of Europe, Scotland, which had hitherto wasted her 
strength in the quarrels between France and England, emerged from her 
obscurity, took her station io the system, and began to have some influence 
upon the fate of distant nations. Her  assistance was frequently of conse- 
quence to the contending parties, and the balance was often so nicely 
adjusted that it was in her power to malte it lean to either side. The  part 
assigned her, at this juncture, was to divert Henry from carrying his arms 
~ n t o  the continent. That prince having routed the French at Guinegat and 
invested Teroue~ine, Francis attempted to divide his forces, by engaging 
James IV. in that unhappy expedition which ended with his life. For the 
same reason Francis encouraged and assisted the duke of Alban to ruin 
the families of Angus and Hoiue, which were in the interest of Edand, 
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and woul willingly have persuaded the Scots to revenge the death of their 
king, and to enter into a new war with that kingdom Henry and Francis 
having united not long after against the emperor, it was the interest of both 
kings that the Scots should continue inactive; and a long tranquillity was 
the effect of their union. Charles endeavoured to break this, and to 
embarrass Henry by another inroad of the Scots. For this end he made 
great advances to James V., flattering the vanity of the young monarch by 
electing him a Knight of the Golden Fleece, and by off'ering him a match 
in the Imperial family; while, in return for these empty honours, he 
demanded for him to renounce his alliance with France, and to declare 
war against England. But Jame?, who had much to lose, and who could 
gain little by closing with the emperor's pmposals, rejected them with 
decency, and keeping firm to his ancient allies, left Henry at full liberty to 
act upon the continent with his whole strength. 

Henry himself began his reign by imitating the example of his ancestors 
with regard to Scotland. He held its power in such extreme contempt 
that he was at no pains to gain its friendship ; but, on the contrary, he 
irritated tbe whole nation, by reviving the antiquated pretensions of the 
crown of England to the sovereignty over Scotland. But his own 
experience, and the examples of his enemies, gave him a higher idea 
of its importance. It was inlpossible to defend an open and extensive 
frontier against the incursions of an active and martial people. During 
any war on the continent, this obliged him to divide the strength of his 
kingdom. It was necessary to maintain a kind of arm of observation in 
the north of England ; and, after all precautions, the Bcottish borderers, 
who were superior to all mankind in the practice of irregular war, often 
made successful inroads, and spread terror and desolation over many 
coonties. He fell, at last, upon the true secret of policy, with respect to 
Scotland, which his predecessors had too little penetration to discover, or 
too much pride to elnploy. The situation of the country, and the bravery 
of the people, made the conquest of Scotland impossible ; but the national 
poverty, and the violence of faction, rendered it an easy mattcr to divide 
and to govern it. He abandoned, therefore, the former design, and resolved 
to employ his utmost address in executing the latter. It had not yet 
b-come honourable for one prince to receive pay from another, under the 
more decent name of a subsidy. But, in all ages, the same arguments 
have been good in courts, and of weight with m~nisters, factious leaders, 
and favourites. What were the arguments by which Henry brought over 
so many to his interest during the minority of James V. we know b the 
original warrant still extant,* for remitting considerable sums irrto ~cotKaad. 
By a proper distribution of these, many persons of note were gained to 
his party, and a faction, which he'd secret correspondence with England, 
and received all its directions fiotn thence, appears henceforward in our 
domestic contests. In the sequel of the history, we shall find Henry 
labouring to extend his influence in Scotland. His successors adopted the 
same plan, and improved upon it. The affairs of the two kingdoms 
became interwoven, and their interests were often the same. Elizabeth 
divided her attention almost equally between them ; and the authority 
which she inherited in the one was not greater than that which she acquired 
in the other. 

* Bmn. Hist. Ref. vol. i. p.7. 
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BOOI. PI. 
1542.1 MARY, Queen of Scots, the daughter of James V. and Ma of 

Guise, was born [Dec. 81 a few days before the death of her faxer. 
T h e  situation in which he left the kingdom alarmed all ranks of men 
with the prospect of a .turbulent and disastrous reign. A war against 
England had been undertaken without necessity, and carried on without 
success. Many persons of' the first rank had fallen into the hands of the 
E ~ ~ g l ~ s h ,  in the unfortunate rout near the frith o i  Solway, and were still 
prisoners at  London. Amoug the rest of the nobles there was little union 
either in their views or in their affections ; and the religious disputes, occa- 
sioned by the opinions of the Reformers, growing every day more violent, 
added to the rage of those factions which are natural to a form of' govern- 
ment nearly aristocratical. 

T h e  government of a queen was unknown in Scotland, and did not 
imprint much reverence in the minds of a martial people. The govern- 
ment of an infant queen was still more destitute of real authority ; and the 
prospect of a long and feeble minority invited to faction by the hope of 
impunity. James had not even pruvided the comnlon remedy against the 
disorders of a minority, by co~nlnitting to proper persons the care of his 
daughter's education, and the administration of affairs in her name 
Though he saw the clouds gathering, at?d foretold that they would quiclrly 
burst Into a storm, he was so little able to disperse them, or to defend his 
daughter and kingdom against the imminent calamities, that, in mere 
despair, he abandoned them both to the mercy of fortune, and left open 
to every pretender the office of regent, which he could not fix to his own 
satisfaction. 

Cardinal Beatoun, who had for many years been considered as prime 
minister, was the first that claimed that high dignity; and, in support of 
his pretensions, he produced a testament," which he himself had forged in 
the name of the late Iring ; and, without any other right, instantly assumed 
the title of regent. H e  hoped by the assistance of the clergy, the coun- 
tenance of France, the connivance of the queen dowager, and the support 
of the whole popish faction, to hold by force what he had seized on by 
fraud. But Beatoun had enjoyed power too long to be a favourite of the 
nation. Those among the nobles ~ v h o  wished for a reformation in religion 
dreaded his severity, and others considered the elevation of a churchman 
to the highest office in the kingdom as a depression of themselves. At 
their instigation, J,arnes Hamilton earl of Arran, and next heir to the queen, 
roused himself from his inactivity, and was prevailed on to aspire to that 
station to which proximity of blood gave him a natural title. T h e  nobles, 
who were assembled for that purpose, unanimously conferred on him the 
ofice of regent ; and the public voice applauded their, choice:t 

No two men ever differed more widely in disposition and character than 
the earl of Arran and cardinal Beatoun. The  cardinal was by nature of 
~mmoderate ambition : by long experience he had acquired address and 
refinement; and insolence grew upon him from continual success. His 
high station in the church placed him in the way of great civil employnlents ; 
his abilities were equal to the greatest of these : nor did he reckon any of 
them to be above his merit. As his own eminence was founded upon the 
power of the church of Rome, he was a zealous defender of that superstition, 
and for the same reason an avowed enemy to the doctrines of the Reformers. 

* Saddler's Lett. 161. Haynes, State Papers, 486. t Epist. Reg. Scot. vol. ii. p. 308 
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Political motives alone determined him to support the one or to oppose the 
other. His early application to public business kept him unacquainted 
with the learning and controversies of the age ; he gave judgment, how- 
ever, upon all points in dispute, with a precipitancy, violence, and rigour, 
which contemporary historians mention with indignation. 

The character of the earl of Arran was, in almost every thing, the reverse 
of Beatoun's. He was neither infected with ambition nor inclined to 
cruelty; the love of ease extinguished the former, the gentleness of his 
temper preserved him from the latter. Timidity and ir~esolution were 
his predomir~ant failings ; the one occasioned by his natural constitutiori, 
and the other arising from a consciousness that his abilities were not equal 
to his station. With these dispositions he might have erljoyed and adorned 
private life ; but his public conduct was without courage, or dignity, or 
consistence ; the perpetual slave of his own fears, and, by consequence, 
the perpetual tool of those who found their advantage in practising upon 
them. But, as no other person could be set in opposition to the car- 
dinal, with any probability of success, the nation declared in his favour 
with such ceneral consent that the artifices of his rival could not withstand 
its united gtrength. 

The earl of Arran had scarce talrcn possession of his new dignity, when 
a negotiation was opened with Er].-land, which gave birth to erents of 
the most fatal consequence to himeeltand to the Iringdom. After the death 
of James, Henry VIII. was no longer afraid of any interruption from 
Scotland to his designs against France ; and immediately conceived hopes 
of rendering this security perpetual, by the marriage of Edward his only 
son with the young queen of Scots. He communicated his intentions to 
the prisoners takcn at Solway, and prevailed on them to favour it, by the 
promise of liberty, as the reward of their success. In the mean time he 
fermitted them to retnrn into Scotland, that, by their presence in the par- 
in~nent which the regent had called, they might be the better able to per 

suade their countr men to fall in with his proposals. A cause intrusted to 
such able and zeatus advocates, could not well miss of coming to a happy 
issue. All those who feared the cardinal, or who desired a cl~arlge in reli- 
gion, were fond of an alliance which afforded protection to the doctrine 
which they had embraced, as well as to their own persons, against the 
ra e of that po\verful and haughty prelate. 

%ut Henry's rough and impatient temper was incapable of improving 
this favourable conjuncture. Address and delicacy in managing the fears, 
and follies, and interests of men were arts with which he was utterly unac- 
quainted. The designs he had formed upon Scotland were obvious fror  
the marriage which he had proposed, and he had not dexterity enough to 
disguise or to conceal them. Instead of yielding to the fear or jealousy of 
the Scots, what time and accident would soon have enabled him to recover, 
he at once alarmed and irritated the whole nation, by demanding that the 
queen's person should be immediately committed to his custody, and that 
the povernment of the kinxdom should be put into his hands during her 
mingrity. 

- - 

Henry could not have prescribed more ignominious conditions to a con- 
quered penple, and it is no wonder they were rejected, with indignation, 
hy mer W-to scorned to purchase an alliance with England at the price of 
their own liberty. E1543.1 The parliament of Scotland, however, influ- 
enced by the nobles who returned from England; desirous of peace with 
that kingdom ; and delivered, by the regent's confining the cardinal as a 
prisoner, from an opposition to which he might have given rise ; consented 
to a treaty of marriare and of union, but upon terms somewhat more 
equal [March 10-1. ~ k e r  some dark and unsllccessfill intrigues, by which 
his a~nhnss:tdor endeavoured to carry off the young queen and cardinal 
Keatoun into England, Henry was obliged tu give up his own proposals 
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and to accept of theirs. On hls side he consented that the queen should 
continue to reside in Scotland, and himself remain excluded from any 
share in the government of the ltingdom. On the other hand, the Scots 
agreed to send their sovereign into England as soon as she attained the full 
age of ten years, and instantly to deliver six persons of the first rhnK to 
be kept as hostages by Henry till the queen's arrival at his court. 

The treaty was still so manifestly of advantage to England, that the 
regent lost much of the public confidence by consenting to it. The cardi- 
nal, who had now recovered liberty, watched for such an opportunity of 
regaining credit, and he did not fail to cultivate and improve this to the 
utmost. He complained loudly that the regent had betrayed the kingdom 
to its most inveterate enemies, and sacrificed its honour to his own ambi- 
tion. He foretold the extinction of the true Catholic religion, under the 
tyranny of an excommunicated heretic; but, above all, he lamented to 
see an ancient kingdom consenting to its own servitude, descending into 
the ignominious station of a dependent province; and, in one hour, the 
weakness or treachery of a single man surrendering every thing for which 
the Scottish nation had struggled and [ought during so many ages. These 
remonstrances of the cardinal were not without effect. They were 
addressed to pye;judices and passions which are deeply rooted in the 
human heart. I he same hatred to the ancient enemies of their country, 
the same jealousy of national honour, and pride of independence, which, 
at the beginning of the present century, went near to prevent the Scots 
from consenting to a union with England, upon terms of great advantage, 
did, at that time, induce the whole nation to declare against the alliance 
which had been concluded. In the one period, a hundred and fifty years 
of peace between the two nations, the habit of being subjected to the 
same Icing, and governed by the sa.me maxims, had considerably abated 
old animosities, and prepared both people for incorporating. In the other, 
injuries were still fresh, the wounds on both sides were open, and, in thc 
warmth of resentment, it was natural to seek. revenge, and to be averse 
from reconcilement. At the union in one thousand seven hundred and 
seven, the wisdom of parliament despised the groundless murmurs occa- 
sioned by antiquated prejudices ; but in one thousand five hundred and 
forty-three, the complaints of the nation were better founded, and urged 
with a zeal and unaninlity, which it is neither just nor safe to disregard. 
A rash measure of the English monarch added greatly to the violence 01 
this national animosity. The Scots, relying on the treaty of marriage and 
union, fitted out several ships for France, with which their trade had been 
interrupted for some time. These were driven by stress of weather to 
take refuge in different ports of England ; and Henry, under pretext that 
they were carrying provisions to a kingdom witn which he was at war, 
ordered them to be seized and condemned as lawful prizes." The Scots, 
astonished at this proceeding of a prince whose interest it was manifestly 
at that juncture to court and to sooth them, felt it not only as an injury 
but as an insult, and expressed all the resentment natural to a high-spirited 
peop1e.t Their rage rose to such a height, that the English ambassado1 

* Keith 32. 34. Epist. Reg. Scot. ii. App. 311. Hamilton MSS. vol. i .  p. 380. 
t In the1&5S. collection of papers belongi~ig to the duke of Hamilton, Sir Ralph Ssdler desc~iuts 

the spirit of the Scots as extremely outrageous. In his letter from Edinburgh, September 1, 1543 
he uays, Tlie stag of the ships has brought the people of this town, both men and woinen and 
especiall,. thc merchants, into such a rage nod filry, that the whole town is cornmoved aRainsl me 
and swear great oaths, if their sllips are not restored, that they would have their amends of me a i d  
mine, and that they would set my house ltere on fire over my head, so that one of us should not 
escape alive. and also it hatli much incensed and provolred the people aeainst the governor, saying 
that he hath'coloured a peace with Your Majesty only to undo them. Thisis the unreasonablened 
of the people which live here in sucll a beastly liberty that they neither reeard God nor uoverlrur; 
nor yet justice, or any good policy, doth take place among them. assu~in*Yonr ~i-hnescthat ,  un- 
less the ships be delivered, there will be none abidinq here for 'me withEut danaeF..* Vol. i. 451. 
hr l ~ i s  letter of September 5, he writes that the rage of the people still continued so violent that 
neither I nor any of my folks dare go out of my doors; .md tlie provost of rlre town, wile hath 
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could hardly be protected from it. One spirit seemed now to animate a1 
orders of men. The  clergy offered to contribute a great sum towards 
preserving the church from the dominion of a prince, whose system of 
reformation was so fatal to their power. T h e  nobles, after having morti- 
fied the cardinal so lately in such a cruel manner, were now ready to 
applaud and to second him, as the defender of the honour and liberty of 
his country. 

Argyll, Huntly, Bothwell, a ~ ~ d  otl~er powerful barons, declared openly 
against the alliance with England. By their aszistance, the cardinal seized 
on the persons of the young queen and her mother, and added to his party 
the splendour and authority of the royal name." H e  received, at  the 
same time, a more real accession to his strength, by the arrival of Matthew 
Stewart earl of Lennox, whose return from France he had earnestly soli- 
cited. This young nobleman was the hereditary enemy of the house of 
Hamilton. He had many claims upon the regent, and pretended a right 
to exclude him, not only from succeeding to the crown, but to deprive h ~ m  
of the possession of his private fortune. T h e  cardinal flattered his vanity 
with the prospect of marrying the queen dowager, and affected to treat 
him with so much respect that the regent bccame jealous of him as a rival 
in power. 

This suspicion was artfully heightened by the abbot of Paisley, who 
returned into Scotland some time before the earl of Lennox, and acted in 
concert with the cardinal. H e  was a natural brother of thc regent, with 
whom he had great credit ; a q a r m  partisan of France, and a zealous 
defender of the established religion. He took hold of the regent by the 
proper handle, and endeavou~e~d to bring: about a chanwe in his setitin~ents 
by working upon his fears. I he desert1011 of the nobaity, the disaffection 
of the clergy, and the rage of the people ; the resentment of France, the 
power of the cardinal, and the pretensions of Lennox, were all represcnted 
with aggravation, and with their most threatening aspect. 

Meanwhile, the day appointed for the ratification of the treaty w ~ t h  
En land, and the delivery of the hostages approached, arid the regent was 
stilfundetermined in his own mind. H e  acted to the last with that irreso- 
lution and inconsistence hhich is eculiar to weal< men when they are so 
unfortunate as to have the chief part in the conduct of difficult affairs. 
On the 25th of August he ratified a treaty with Z-Tenry,t and proclaimed 
the cardinal, who still contitiued to oppose it, an enemy to his country. 
On the third of September he secretly withdrew from Edinburgh, met 
with the cardinal at  Callendar, renounced the friendship of England, and 
declared for the interests of France.$ 

Hepry, in order to gain the regent, had not spared the most magnificent 
promises. H e  had off'ered to give the princessElizabeth in marriage to his 
eldest son, and to constitute him kin of that part of Scotland which lies 
beyond the river Forth. But upon finding his interest in the kingdom to 
be less considerable than he Fad imagined, the English monarch began to 
treat himwith little respect. r h e  young queenwas now in the custody of his 
enemies, who grew eveiy day more numerous and more popular. They 
formed a separate court at Stirling, and threatened to elect another regent. 
The  French king was ready to afford them his protection, and the nation, 
out of hatred to the English, would have united in their defence. In this 
rii~latioti the regent could not retain his authority without a sudden change 
of his measures ; and though he cndcavoured, by ratifying the treaty, to 

much ado to stay them from assaulting me in my house and keepeth watch therefore nightly, hath 
eent tu me snnd~y times, and played me to keep myse:d and my follss within, for it is scant In hxs 
power to repless or rcsist the fury of thr people They say plainly, l shall never pass out of the 
town alive, except they have their ships restored. This is the rage and beastliness of this nation, 
which God keep all honest men from." Ib. 471. 

* Keith's Hist. of Scoll. 30. t Rymer, Ford. xv. p. 4. T Sadlar, 339.356. Hamilton MSS. 
i. 470, &C. 
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preserve the appearances of ood faith with England, he waa obliged to 
throw himself into the arms of the  party which adhered to France. 

Soon after this sudden revolution in his political principles, the regent 
changed his sentiments concerning religion. T h e  spirit of controversy was 
hen  new and warm ; booksof that kind were eagerly read by :;ten of every 
rank; the love of novelty, or the conviction of truth, had led the regent to 
express great esteem for the writings of the Reformen ; and having heell 
powerfully supported by those who had embraced their opinions, he, in 
order to gratify them, entertained, in his own family, two of the most noted 
preachers of the Protestant doctrine, and, in his first parliament, consented 
to an act, by which the laity were permitted to read the scriptures in a 
language which they understood." Truth needed only a fair hearing to be 
an overrnatch for error. Absurdities, which had long imposed on the igno- 
rance and credulity of mankind, were detected and exposed to public ridi- 
cule ; and, under the cour~tenance of the regent, the reformation made great 
advances. The  mrdinal observed its progress with concern, and was at 
the utmost pains to obstruct it. H e  represented to the regent his great 
imprudence in giving encouragement to opinions so favr,ara.ble to Lennox's 
pretensions ; that his own legitimacy depended upon the validity of a sen- 
tence of divorce, founded on the pope's authority; and that by suffering it 
to be called in question, he weakened his own title to the snccession, and 
furnished his rival with the only argument by which it could be rendered 
doubtfu1.t These insinuations made a deep impression on the regent's 
timorous spirit, ~ h o ,  at the prospect of such imaginary danger, was as 
much startled as the cardinal could have wished ; and his zeal for the pro- 
testant religion was not long proof against his fear. I l e  publicly abjured 
the doctrine of the reformers in the Franciscan church at Stirling, and 
declared not only for the political but the religious opinions of hi6 new 
co~fidents. 

The  protestant doctrine did not suffer much by his apostacy.. It had 
already taken so deep root in the kingdom that no discouragement or 
severity could extirpate it. T h e  regent indeed consented to every thing 
that the zeal of the cardinal thought necessary for the preservation of the 
established religion. T h e  reformers were persecuted with all the cruelty 
which superstition inspires into a barbarous people. Many were con- 
demned to that dreadful death which the  church has appointed for the 
punishment of its enemies ; but they sutfered with a spirit so nearly resem 
bling the patience and fortitude of the primitive martyrs that Inore were 
converted than terrified by such spectacles. 

The  cardinal, however, was now in possession of every thing his ambi- 
tion could desire ; and exercised all the authority of a regent, without the 
envy of the name. H e  had nothing to fear from the earl oi' Arran, who, 
having by  hls inconsistency forfeited the public esteem, was contenlned by 
one half the nation, and little trusted by the other. T h e  pretensions of thg 
earl of Lennox were the only thing which remained to embarrass him. H e  
had very successfully made use of that nobleman to work upon the regent's 
jealousy and fear ; but as tle no longer stood in need of such an instrument, 
he was willing to get rid of him with decency. Lennox soon began to sus- 
pect his intention ; promises, flattery, and respect were the only returns he 

* ICeith, p. 36 37. 
I The preten&ons of the earl of Lennox to the succession were thus foonded. Mary, the daughter 

of Jalnes [I., was married to James lord IIarnilton, whom James 111. created earl of A ~ r a n  on that 
account. Elizabeth a daughter of that marriase, was the wife of Matthew earl of Lennox and 
the present earl was'her glandson. The regent was likewise the grandson of the princess ilary. 
Hut his father having married Janet Beatonn the regcnt's mother after he had obtained a divorce 
fronl Elizabeth Home his former wife Lennox pretended that th; sentence of' divorce was unjust. 
and that the reKent, being born whid Elizabeth IIome was still alive, ought to he considered as 
illegitimate. CrawE Peer. 192. 
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had hitherto received for substantial services ; but at last the cardinal's 
artifices could no lorger be concealed, and Lennox, iristead of attaining 
power and dignity himself, saw that he had been employed only to pro- 
cure these for another. Resentment and disappointed ambition urged him 
to seek revenge on that cunning prelake, who, by sacrificing his interest, 
had so ungenerously purchased the earl of Arran's friendship. H e  with- 
drew, for that reason, from court, and declared for the party at  enmlty 
with the cardinal, which, with open arins, received a convert who added 
30 much lustre to their cause. 

The  two factions which divided the liingdom were still the same, without 
any alterations in their views or principles ; hut, by one of those stran e 
revolutions which were frequent in that age, they had in the course ofga 
few weeks changed their leaders. The  regent was at  the head of the par- 
tisans of France and the defenders of popery, and Lennox in the same sta- 
tipn with the advocates for the English alliance and a refo~.mation in reli- 
glon. The  one laboured to pull down his own work, which the other 
upheld with the same hand that had hitherto endeavoured to destroy it. 

Lennox's inipatierlce for revenge got the start of the cardinal's activity. 
He surprised both him and the regent by a sudden march to Edinburgh 
with a numerous army; and might easily have crushed them before they 
could prepare for their defence. But he was !veal< enough to listen to pro- 
posals for an acconimodatior~ ; and the cardinal amused him so artfully, and 
spun out the treaty to such a length, that the greater part of the'earl's 
troops, who served, as is usual wherever the feudal institutions prevailed, 
at their own expense, deserted him ; and in concluding a peace, instead of 
giving the law, he was obliged to receive it. A second attempt to retrieve 
his affairs ended yet more unfortunately. One body of his troops was cut 
to pieces, and the rest dispersed ; and with the poor remains of a ruined 
party, he must either have submitted to the conqueror, or have fled out of 
the kingdom, if the approach of an English army had not brought him a -. 
short relief. 

Henry was not of a temper to bear tamely the indign~ty with which he 
had been treated, both by the regent and parliament of Scotlancl, who, a\ 
the time when they renounced their alliance with him, had entered into a 
new and stricter confederacy with France. T h e  rigour of the season 
retarded for some time the execution of his vengeance. But, in the spring 
(1.5441, a considerable hod of infantry, which was destined for France, 
received orders to sail for Lotland, and a proper number of cavally was 
appointed to join it by land. T h e  regerit and cardinal little expected such 
a visit. They had trusted that the French war would iind employment 
for all Henr 'S forces, and, from an unaccountable security, were wholly 
unprovided 6 r  the defence of the kingdom. The  earl of Hertford, a leadel 
fatal to the Scots in that age, commanded his army, and larlded it, withou~ 
opposition, a few miles frorri Leith. I l e  was quiclily master of that plqce 
[May 31 ; and, marching directly to Edinburgh, entered it with the same 
ease. After plundering the adjacent country, the richest and most open ir; 
Scotland, he set on fire both these towns, and, upon the approach of some 
troops gathered together by the regent, put his booty on board the fleet, 
and with his land forces retired safely to the English borders ; delivering 
the kingdom in a few days from the terror of all invasion, concerted with 
little policy, carried on at great expense, and attended with no advantage. 
If Henry aimed at the conquest of Scotland, he gained nothing by this 
expedition ; if the marriage he had proposed was still in his view, he lost 
a great deal. Such a rough courtship, as the earl of Huntly huinorously 
called it, disgusted the whole nation ; their aversion for the match grew 
into abhorrence ; and, exasperated by sr niany indignities, the Scots were 
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never at any period more attached to France, or more alienated from 
En land." - 

Bhe earl of Lennox alone, in spite of the regent and French king, con- 
tinued a correspondence with En land, which ruined his own interest, 
without pmmoting Nenr .t b n ?  of his own vassals, preferring their 
duty to their country beg: their aiiection to him, refused to concur in 
any design to favour the public enemy. After a few feeble and unsuc- 
cessrul attempts to disturb the regent's administration, he was obliged to 
fly for safety to the court of England, where Henly rewarded service? 
which he had the inclination but not the power to perform, by giving him 
in marriage his niece the Lady Margaret Douglas. This unhappy exlle, 
however, was destined to be the father of a race of kings. He saw his 
son lord Darnly mount the throne of Scotland, to the perpetual exclusion 
of that rival who now triumphed in his ruin. From that time his posterity 
have held the sceptre in two kingdoms, by one of which he was cast out 
as a criminal, and by the other received as a fugitive. ' 

Meanwhile llostilities were continued by both nations, but with little- 
vigour on either side. The historians of that age relate minutely the cir- 
cumstances of several skirmishes and inroads, which, as they did not 
produce any considerable effect, at this distance of time deserve no 
rernembrance.1 At last an end was put to this languid and inactive war, 

* The  violence of national hatred between the English a11d Scots in the sixteenth century was 
such as can hardly be conceived by their posterity. A proof of the fierce resentment of the Scots 
is contamed in the note on page 45. The  instructions of the Privy Council of En:land to the 
earl of Hertford who conin~alided the flcet and army which invadcd Scotland, A. D. 1544, are dic- 
tated by nationil animosity no less excessive. I found them in tlrecollection of papers belonging ta 
the duke of Hamilton, and they rnerit$ublication, as  thcy exhibit a striking picture of the spirit of 
that period. 

The Lords  of the Council to the Eavl of Hertford, Lieutenant i n  S~ot land,  Jlpvi2 10,1544 

or any other place: 
' ~ B I I ~  only for that journey to put all to  fire and sword, burn Edinburgh town, so used and de- 

faced, that when you have gotten what  you can of it, it may remain for ever a perpetual memory 
of the vengeance of God lightened upon it, for their falsehood and d~sloyalty. Do what you can 
out of hand, and without long tarrying to beat down or overthrow the castle; sack all the houses 
and asmany towns and villages about Edinburgh as ye may conveniently. Sack Leith, and suh- 
vert it, and all the rest, putting man, woman, and child to fire and sword, without exception, when 
any resistance shall be made against you ; and this done, pass over to the Fifcland, and extend like 
extremities and destruct~on to a11 towns and villages whereunto you may reach convel~iently; not 
forgetting, among all the rest, so to spoil and turn upside down the cardinal's town of St. Andrew's 
as  the upper sort map be the nether and not one stoke stand upon another, sparlns no creature alive 
within the samc, specially such as kit~rer in friendship or blood be allied unto the cardinal; and if ye 
sec any li$elilrood to win the castle, give some stoat essay to the same, if it he your fortune to get 
it, raze and destroy i t  picccmeal; and after this sort, spending one month there, spoiling and de 
atroying as  aforesaid, with the wise foreslglrt that His Majesty doubteth not ye will use that your 
enemies take no advantage of you, and that you enterprise nothing hut what you shall see may be 
easily achieved, Iiis Majesty thinketh vcrily, and so all we, ye shall find this journey succeedetll 
this way most to His Majesty's honour " &c. 

These barbarous ordels seem to hov; been executcd with a rigorous and unfeeling exactness, as  
appears from a series of letters from lord Hertford, in the same collection, giving a frill account of 
all his operations in Scotland. They contain several curious particulars, not mentioned by the 
writersof that age, and with which hotlr the historians of the city of Edinburgh were unacquainted: 
)ut they are of too great leneth to be inserted here. 
t Itymer, xv. p. 22. 

Though this war was distinguished by no important or decisive action it was however ex- 
brenlely ruinous to individuals. Therc still remain two original papers, wlridh give& some id& of 
the miscries to ~%hich  some of the most fertile counties in the kingdom were ernosed hv the snrlrlen 
and dest,rlictive incursions of the bnrdrrers. The first seems to h% the renort mrarln to ~ e n r v  h;;<; 
EtqIi>l~ W : I ~ ~ C I I <  of I I IC  n!:,r< I K S  f,tr IIIP yc:ir 1.31 l, and u ~ ~ ~ t a i i t s  tllvir riI~lults i r , i~r  1 1 1 ~ 2 ~ l ~ o i ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ ~  
to tllr 17111 of Nov~tt111t.r. l'ltr :II'I I I I I I I I  i t  giws I J ~  t l l ~  diffcr~111 itlloildi, or ~ O ) . J . O I I Y  as Ill?). iim 
~pllr11, is vrrv mintlfe; nncl ill rnnclusio~l. lllc R I I I I I  IJI:II 01' nlii(.llit.i tl~c!y tlirl i.. l i~~rsvot~~lbt~led:  
I awns, lo!r.t&, stc~le;, hnrnekyll*, ~~ t i r i s l~  rlrurrlleq. t1:13ti~I-hn11+~3, C: IS~  IIO!VII t1r 1,11rt1I, 1W; SCOW 
nli~io, 403; prisoneta t:tli*.tl, $11;; 11011, I 0. 11.1rnrnl c a t t l ~  t:~kzn, 10,3RC,: sln~13l1. 12,.I'lL; nees and 
gcldill~e, I'2JG; p1at j ,2W; hollsof corn, $90; insir:ltt goer, i. r. ~ I J I I ? P I I ~ I I I I  ~ I I ~ I I I I I I ~ C ,  11r 1 reckol~ed. 

- - 
IIaynes's State Papen, 43. 

The  other contains an account of an inroad hy the earl of IIcrtford, between the 8th and 23d of 
September, 1545: the narrative is more general, but it appears that he had burnt, razed, and destroy- 
ed, in the counties of Berwick and Roxburgll only, monasteries and friar-houses, 7; castles, towe* 
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b a geace, in which England, France, and Scotland were comprehended. 
d n r y  laboured to exclude the Scots from the benefit of this treaty,.and 
to reserve them for that vengeance which his attention to the affairs of the 
continent had hitherto delayed. But although a peace with England was 
of the last consequence to Francis I., whom the Emperor was preparing 
to attack with all his forces, he was too generous to abandon allies who 
had served him with fidelity, and he chose rather to purchase Henry's 
friendship with disadvantage to hi~nself than to leave thein exposed to 
danger. By yielding some things to the interest, and more to the vanity 
of that haughty prince ; by submission, flattery, and address, he at length 
prevailed to have the Scots i.~cluded in the peace agreed upon. 

An event which happened a short time before the conclusion of this 
peace rendered it more acceptable to the whole nation. Cardinal Beatoun 
had not used his power with moderation equal to the prudence by which 
he attained it. Notwithstanding his great abilities, he had too many of the 
passions and prejudices of an angry leader of a faction to govern a divided 
people with temper. His resentment against one party of the nobility, 
his insolence towards the rest, his severity to the reformers, and, above all, 
the barbarous and illegal execution of the famous George Wishart, a Inan 
of honourable birth and of primitive sanctity, wore out the patience of a 
fierce age ; and nothing but a bold hand was wanting to gratify the public 
wish by his destruction. Private revenge, inflamed and sanctified by a 
false zeal for religion, quiclily supplied this want. Norman Lesly, the 
.eldest son of the earl of Rothes, had been treated by the cardinal with 
i~justice and contempt. It was not the temper of the man, or the spirit of 
the times, quietly to digest an affront. As the profession of' his adversary 8 

screened h ~ m  from the effects of what is called an honourable resentment, 
he resolved to take that satisfaction which he could not demand. This 
resolution deserves as ~nuch censure as the singular courage and conduct 
with which he put it in execution excite wonder. The cardinal at that 
time resided in the castle of St. Andrew's, which he had fortified at great 
expense, and, in the opinion of the age, had rendered it impregnable. His 
retinue was numerous, the town at his devotion, and the neighbouring 
country full of his dependents. In this situation, sixteen persons under- 
took to surprise his castle, and to assassinate himself; and their success 
was equal to the boldness of the attempt. [May 20, 1546.1 Early in the 
morning the seized on the gate of the castle, which was set open to the 
workmen tvgo were employed in finishing the fortifications ; and having 
placed sentries at the door of the cardinal's apartment, they awakened 
his numerous domestics one by one ; and turning them out of the castle, 
they without noise or tumult, or violence to any other person, delivered 
their country, though by a most unjustifiable action, from an ambitious man, 
whose pride was insupportable to the nobles, as his cruelty and cunning 
were great checks to the reformation. 

His death was fatal to the Catholic religion, and to the French interest 
in Scotland. The same zeal for both continued among a great part in 
the nation, but, when deprived of the genius and authority of so ski]& a 
leader, operated with less effect. Nothing can equal the consternation 
which a blow so unexpected occasioned among such as were attached to 
him; while the regent secretly enjoyed an event which removed out of 
his way a rival, who had not only eclipsed his greatness but alniost extin- 
guished his power. Decency, however, the l~onour of the church, the 
importunity of the queen dowager and her adherents, his engagements with 
France, and, above all these, the desire of recovering his eldest son, whom 

and pile ,  16; market tn\rrna, 5; villnps, 213; lllill~s, 13; I I O S I I ~ ~ ~ ~ ' , ~ ;  011 tllc'ce !I.PIP cnst dtlwn or 
burnt. Itnynvs, 52. As Illr dt.01~ Ivftrc 110 Is's* skilfi~l i l l  fllc (ir:rctit'#. uf irr1'R111:1r \v8r, \\'e may 
con~:ll~,lc tl~nt rllr clar~~nqc wl~h  11 t11c.y dill ill I . : I I ~ ! ~ I I ~  w;w 1n1t i~~cunaitlcr:!blc; and tlrat t l ~ ~ i r  ruids 
were no less wasteful tlian the fo7~ays of the English. 



$he cardinal had detained for some time at St. Andrew9s in pledge oc hia 
fidelity, and who, together with the castle, had fallen ~nto the hands of the 
conspirators, induced him to take arms in order to revenge the death of a*  
man whom he hated. 

He threatened vengeance, but was unable to execute it. One part of 
military science, the art of attacking fortified places, was then imperfectly 
understood in Scotland. The weapons, the discipline, and impetuosity of 
the Scots, rendered their armies as unfit for sieges as they were active in 
the field. A hundred and fiftv men, which was the greatest number the 
conspirators ever assembled, ;esisted all the efforts 07 the regent for five 
months,* in a place which a single battalion, with a few battering cannon, 
would now reduce in a few hours. This tedious siege was concluded by 
a truce. The regent undertool< to procure for the conspirators an absolution 
from the pope, and a pardon in parliament; and upon obtaining these, 
they engaged to surrender the castle, and to set his son at liberty. 

It is probable, that neither of them was sincere in this treaty. On both 
sides they sought only to amuse, and togain time. The regent had applied 
to France for assistance, and expected soon to have the conspirators at 
mercy. On the other hand, if Lesly and his associates werk not at first 
incited by Henry to murder the cardinal, they were in the sequel power- 
fillly supported by him. Notwithstanding the silence of contemporary 
historians, there are violent presumptions of the former; of the latter 
there is undoubted certainty.7 During the siege, the cqnspirators had 
received from England supplies both of money and provlslons ; and as 
Henry was preparing to renew his proposals concerning the marriage and 
the union he had projected, and to second his negotiations with a numerous 
army, they hoped, by concurrirlg with him, to be in a situation in which 
they would no longer need a pardon, but might claim a reward.$ 

* Epist. Reg. Scot. 2. 379. t ICeith, GO. 
t In the first edltion of this wolk I expressed nly suspicion of a conespondence between the 

murdereis of cardinal Beatoun and IJeniy VIII., prior to their comniitting that crime. In the 
papers of duke Bamilton is contained the clearest evidence of this, which I publish not only to 
establish that fact, but as an additional co~lfiimation of the remarlrs which 1 made upon the fre 
quency of assassination in that age, and the slight opinion which men entertained concerning it 

The Earl qf Hertford to the King's Najesty, Nezucastle, dpril 17,1544. 
Pleasethl-our Highness to understand, that this day arrived with me the earl of Hertford, a Scot. 

tishman called Wishart, and brought me a letter from the lord of Brinstone [i. e.  Crichton laird of 
Brunstan] which I send Your Highness herewith, and, according to his request, have taken order 
for the repair of the said Wishart to Your Majesty by post, both for the delivery of sucll letters as 
he hath to Your Majesty from the said Blinstone, and also for the declaration of his credence, which. 
as I perceive by him, consiatethin two points, one that the lord of Grange, late treasurer of Scotiand 
the master of Rotlles, the earl of Rothes' eldest son, and John Chal'trris, would attempt either to 
apprehend or slay the cardinal, at some time when he shall pass through the Fifeland, as he doth 
sundry times in his way to St. Andrew's, and in case they can so apprehend him will deliver him 
unto Your Majesty, which attemplale, he snitll tlley would enterprise,'if they knew Your Majesty's 
pleasure thcrein, and what supportation and mkintenance Your Majcsty would minister unto them, 
after the execution of the same. in case they should be pulsued by any of llreir enemies; the other 
is, that in case Your Majesty would grant unto them a convenient entertainment to keep 1000 or 
1500 men in wages for a month or two, they journeying with the power of the earl RParshal, the 
said Mr of Rothes, the laird of Caider, and the other the lord friends, will take upon 
them, at such time as your Majesty's army shdl be in Scotland, to destroy the abbey and town of 
Arbroath, being thc cardinal's, and all the other bishops' houses and countries on that side of the 
water thereabout, and to apprehend all those which they say be the principalimpugnators of amity 
between England and Scotland; for which they should have a good opportunity, as they say, when 
the power of the said bishops and abbots shall resort towards Edinburgh to resist Your Majesty's 
army. And for the execution of these things the said Wishart saith, that the earl Marshal afore- 
named and others will capitelate with Your ~ a j e s t y  in writing under their hands and seals, afore 
they sllall desire any supply or aid of money at Your Majesty's hands. This is the effect of his 
credence, with sundry other advertisements of the great division that is at this present within the 
realm of Scotland, whichwe doubt not he will declare unto Your Rlajcsty at good lengtlr. IIamilton 
XSS. vol. iii. p. 38. 
W. B. This is tlre letter of which Dr. Mackenzie, vol. iii. p. 18. and bishop ICeith, Ifist. p. 44 

published a fragment. It does not antholize us to conclude that Mr. George Wihart ,  known h i  
the name of the Martyr, was the person who resorted to the earl of Hertford. I t  was more pr- 
bably John Wishart of Pitarrow the chief of that name a man of abilities zcalously attached to 
the reformed doctrine, and d e e d  engaged in all the intrhues and operatio& of that busy period. 
Keith 96. 117. 119. 315. 
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Jan. 28, 1547.1 The death of Henry blasted all these hopes. It hap- 

pened in the beginning of next year, after a reign of greater splendour than 
true glory ; bustling, rather than active ; oppressive in domestic govern- 
ment, and in loreign politics wild and irregular. But the vices of this 

rince were more beneficial to nlanliind than the virtues of others. 
h i s  rapaciousness, his profusion, and even his tyranny, by depressing the 
anctent nobility, and by adding new property and power to the comrnons, 
laid or strengthened the foundations of the English liberty. His other 
passions contributed no less towards the doxvnfal of popery, and the esta- 
blishment of religious freedom in the nation. His resentment led him to 
abolish the power, and his covetousness to seize the wealth, of the church ; 
and by withdrawinv these supports, made it easy, in the following reign, 
to overturn the whc$e fabric of superstition. 

Francis I. did not long survive a prince who had been alternately his 
rival and his friend ; but his successor Henry 11. was not neglectful of the 
French interest in Scotland. He sent a considerable body of men, under 
the command of Leon Strozzi, to the regent's assistance. By their long 
experience in the Italian and German wars, the 'French had become as 
dexterous in the conduct of sieges as the Scots were ignorant ; and as the 
boldness and despair of the conspirators could not defend them against 
the superior art of these new assailants. they, after a short resistance, sur- 
rendered to Strozzi, who engaged, in the name of the Icing his master, for 
the security of their lives; and, as his prisoners, transported them into 
France. The castle itself, the monument of Beatoun's power and vanity, 
was demolished, in obedience to the canon law, which, with admirable 
policy, denounces its anathemas even against the houses in which the 
sacred blood of a cardinal happens to be shed, and ordains them to be - - 
laid in ruins." 

The archbishopric of St. Andrew's was bestowed by the regent upon his 
natural brother John Hamilton, abbot of Paisley. 

The dela of a fern weelts would have saved the conspirators. Those 
ministers o ikenry  VIII. who had the chief direction of affairs during the 
minority of his son Edward V[., corlducted themselves with regard to Scot- 
land, by the maxims of their late master, and resolved to frighten the Scots 
~nto a treaty which they had not abilities or address to bring about by any 
other method. 

But befare we proceed to relate the events which their invasion of 
Scotland occasioned, we shall stop to take notice of a circumstance unob- 
served by contemporary historians, but extremely remarkable for the 
discovery it makes of the sentiments and spirit which then prevailed 
among the Scots. The conspirators against cardinal Beatoun found the 
regent's eldest son in the castle of St. Andrew's ; and a? they needed the 
protection of the English, it was to be feared that they might endeavour to 
purchase it, by delivering to them this important prize. The presumptive 
heir to the crown in the hands of the avowed enemies of the kingdoni 
was a dreadfill prospect. In order to avoid it, the parliament fell upon a 
very extraordinary expedient. By an act made on purpose, they excluded 
"the regent's eldest son from all right of succession, public or private, so 
long as he should be detained a prisoner, and substituted in his place his 
other brothers, according to their seniority, and in failure of them, those 
who were next heirs to the regent."t Succession by an hereditary right 
is an idea so obvious and so popular that a nation seldom ventures to make 
a breach in it, but in cases of extreme necessity. Such 2 necessity did the 
parliament discover in the present situation. Hatred tci, England, founded 
on the memory of past hostilities, and heightened by the smart of recent 
injuries, was the national passion. This dictated that uncommon stalute, 

* Bum. Hist. Ref. 1. 338. t Epist. Reg. Scot. 2. 359. 
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by which the order of h e a l  succession was so remarkably broken. The 
modern theories, which represent this right as divine and unalienable, and 
that ought not to be violated upon any consideration whatsoever, seern to 
have been then altogether unknown. 

In the beginning of September, the earl of Hertford, now duke ot 
Somerset, and protector of England, entered Scotland at the head of 
eighteen thousand men ; and, at the same time, a fleet of sixty ships 
appeared on the coast to second his land forces. The Scots had for some 
time observed this storm gathering, and were prepared for it. Their army 
was alrnost double to that of the enemy, and posted to the greatest advan- 
tage on a rising ground above Musselburgh, not fay from the banks of the 
river Eske. Both these circumstances alarmed the duke of Somerset, who 
saw his danger, and would willingly have extricated himself out of it, by a 
new overture of peace, on conditions extremely reasonable. Bllt this 
moderation being imputed to fear, his proposals were rejected with the 
scorn which the confidence of success inspires ; and if the conduct of the 
regent, who commanded the Scottish army, had been, in any degree, 
equal to his confidence, the destruction of the English must have been 
inevitable. They were in a situation precisely similar to that of their 
countrymen under Oliver Cron~well in the following centuly. The Scots 
had chosen their ground so well that it was impossible to forcs them to 
give battle ; a few days had exhausted the forage and provision of a 
narrow country ; the fleet could only furnish a scanty and precarious sub- 
sistence : a retreat, therefore, was necessary: but disgrace, and perhaps 
ruin, were the consequences of retreating. 

On both these occasions, the national heat and impetuosity of the Scots 
saved the English, and precipitated their own country into the utmost 
danger. The undisciplined courage of the private men became impatient 
at the sight of an enemy. The general was afraid of nothine, but that 
the English might escape from him by flight ; and [Sept. 101, ?caving his 
strong camp, he attacked the duke of Somerset near Pinlrey, with m, 
better success than his rashness deserved. 'The protector had drawn up 
his troops on a gentle eminence, and had now the advantage of ground on 
his side. The Scottish army consisted almost entirely of infantry, whose 
chief weapon was a long spear, and for that reason their files were very 
deep, and their ranks close. They advanced towards the enemy in three 

reat bodies, and, as they passed the river, were considerably exposed to the 
gre of the English fleet, which lay in the bay of Musselburgh, and had drawn 
near the shore. The English cavalry, flushed with an advantage which they 
had gained in a skirmish some days before, began the attack with more 
impetuosity than good conduct. A body so firm and compact as the Scots 
easily resisted the impression of cavalry, broke them, and drove them off 
of the field. The English infantry, however, advanced; and the Scots 
were at once exposed to a flight of arrows, to a fire in flank from four 
hundred foreign fusileers, who served the enemy, and to their cannon, 
which were planted behind the infantry on the highest part of the eminence. 
The depth and closeness of their order making it impossible for the Scots 
to stand long in this situation, the earl of Angus, who commanded the van- 

uard, endeavoured to change his ground, and to retire towards the main 
L d Y  . Rut his friends, unhappily, mistook his motion for a flight, and fell 
into confusion. At that very instant the broken cavalry, having rallied, 
returned to the charge ; the foot pursued the advantage they had gained; 
the prospect of victory redoubled the ardour of both : and, in a moment, 
the rout of the Scottish army became universal and irretrievable. The 
encounter in the field was not long or bloody; but, in the pursuit, the 
English discovered all the rage and fierceness which national ant-pathy, 
~ i n c e d  by long emulation and inflamed by reciprocal iqiuries, is apt to 
insplre. The pursuit was continued for five hours, and to a great distance 
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All the three roads by which the Scots fled were strewed with spears, and 
swords, and targets, and covered with the bodies of the slain. Above ten 
thousand men fell on this day, one of the most fatal Scotland had ever 
seen. A few were taken prisoners, and among these some persons of 
distinction. The protector had it now in his power to become master of 
a kingdom, out of which, not many hours before, he was almost obliged 
to retire with infamy.* 

But this victory, however great, was of no real utility, for want of ski1 
or of leisure to improve it. Every new injury rendered the Scots more averse 
from a union with England ; and the protector neglected the only measure 
which would have made it necessary for them to have given their consent 
to it. He amused himself in wastinz the oDen country, and in taking or 
building several petty castles ; whereas, b "fortifying few places w6ich 
were accessible by sea, he would have Lid the kingdom open to the 
English, and in a short time the Scots must either have accepted of his 
terms, or have submitted to his power. By such an improvement of it, 
the victory at Dunbar gave Cromwell the command of Scotland. The 
battle of Pinkey had no other effect but to precipitate the Scots into new 
engagements with France. The situation of the English court may, 
indeed, be pleaded in excuse for the duke of Somerset's conduct. That 
cabal of his enemies, which occasioned his tragical end, was already 
formed ; and while he triumphed in Scotland, they secretly undermined 
his power and credit at home. Self-preservation, therefore, obliged him 
to prefer his safety before his fame, and to return without reaping the fruits 
of his victory. At this time, however, the cloud blew over ; the conspi- 
racy by which he fell was not yet ripe for execution ; and his presence 
suspended its effects for some time. The supreme power still remaining 
in his hands, he employed it to recover the opportunity which he had lost. 
April, 1548.1 A body of troops, by his command, seized and fortified L addingtoun, a place which, on account of its distance from the sea, and 

from any English garrison, could not be defended without great expense 
and danger. 

Meanwhile the French gained more by the defeat of their allies than the 
English by their victory. After the death of cardinal Beatoun, Mary of 
Guise, the queen dowager, took a considerable share in the direction of 
affairs. She was warmly attached, by blood and by inclination, to the 
French interest ; and, in order to promote it, improved with great dexterity 
every event which occurred. 'I he spirit and strength of the Scots were 
broken at Pinkey ; and in an assembly of nobles which rnet at Stirling to 
consult upon the situation of the kingdom, all eyes were turned towards 

* Tile following passage, i n s  curious and rare journal of the protector's expedition into Scotland, 
wiitten by V%'. Fatten, who was joined in commission with Cecil, as judgemartial of the airny, and 
printcd in 1548,dcserves our notice. as it gives a just idea of the military discipline of the Scots a t  
tliat time. lLBut what after I leaded S ecially touching their order, their armour, and their man- 
ner as well of going to offend, as  of ita!ding to defend, I have thought necessary here to utter. 
EIackbutters have they few or none, and appoint their fight most commolily always a foot. They 
oome to the field well furnished all with jack and skull, dasger and buckler, and swoids all broad 
and thin, of exceeding good temper, and universally so made to slice, that as I never saw none so 
good, so I think it hard to devise the better. Hereto every man his pike, and a great kercher wrapped 
twice or thrice about hid neck, not for cold, but for cutting. In their alray towards joining with 
the enemy, they cling and thrust so near in the fore rank, shoulder and shoulder together, with 
their pikes in both their hands straight afore them and their followers in that order so hard at their 
backs, laying their pikes over their foregoers' shbulders, that, if they do assail undiscoveied, no 
force can wcll withstand them. Standing atdefence they thrust shoiilders likewiseso nigh together 
the role ranks well nigh to kneeling, stoop low before, their fellows hehilid holding their pikes wit& 
both hands and therewith in their left their bucklers the one end of their pike qainst  their right 
foot, and tlie other against the enemy breast-high; tLeir followers crossing their pike points with 
them forward; and thus each with other so nigh as space and place will sutier, through the whole 
ward, so thick, lhat as easily shall a bare finger pielee through tlie skin of an angry hedgehog, as 
any encoiinter tlie front of their pikes." Other cr~rious particulars are found in this journal, from 
which Sir John EIavward has borrowed his account of this emedition. Life of Edward VI. 
B79 &c-. 

+he length of the Scotch pike or spear was appointed by Act 44. p. 1471, to be six ells. i e. 
ei~htrcrl fect six inches. 
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France, uo rospect of safety appearing but in assistance from that quar- 
ter. But d n r y  11. being then at peace with England, the queen repre- 
sented that they could not expect him to take part in their quarrel, but 
upon views of ersonal advantage ; and that without extraordinary con- 
cessions in his lvour, 110 assistance, in firopoition to their present erigen- 
cies, could be obtained. The prejudices of the nation powerfullp seconded 
these representations of the queen. What often happens to individuals 
took place among the nobles in this convention; they were swayed 
entirely by their passions; and in order to gratify them, they deserted 
their former principles, and disregarded their true interest. In the violence 
of resentment, they forgot that zeal for the independence of Scotland, 
which had prompted them to reject the proposals of Henry VIII. ; and, by 
affering, voluntarily, their young queen in marriage to the dauphin, eldest 
son of Henry 11. ; and, which was still more, by proposing o send her 
immediately into France to be educated at his court, they granted, from a 
thirst of vengeance, what formerly they would not yield upon any consi- 
deration of their own safety. T o  gain at once such a kin dorn as Scot- 
land was a matter of no small consequence to France. Ffenry, without 
hesitation, accepted the offers of the Scottish ambassadors, and prepared 
for the vigorous defence of his new acquisition. Six thousand veteran sol- 
diers, under the command of Monsieur Dess6, assisted by some of the 
best officers who were formed in the long wars of Francis I., arrived at 
Leith. They' served two campaigns in Scotland, with a spirit equal to 
their former fame. But their exploits were not considerable. The Scots, 
soon becpming jealous of their designs, neglected to support them with 
proper vigour. The caution of the English, in acting wholly upon the 
defensive, prevented the French from attempting any enterprise of conse- 
quence ; and obliged them to exhaust their strength in tedious sieges, 
undertalzen under many disadvantages. Their efforts, however, were not 
without some benefit to the Scots, by compelling the English to evacuate 
Haddingtoun, and to surrender several small forts which they possessed in 
different parts of the kingdom. 

But the egects of these operations of his troops were still of greater 
importance to the French king. The diversion which they occasioned 
enabled him to wrest Boulogne out of the hands of the English ; and the 
influence of his army in Scotland obtained the concurrence of parliament 
with the overtures which had been made to him, b the assembly of 
nobles at Stirling, concernin the queen's marriage witK the dauphin, and 
her education in the court of France. In vain did a few patriots remon- 
strate against such extravagaut concessions, by which Scotland was reduced 
to be a province of France ; and Henry, from an ally, raised to be master 
of the kingdom; by which the friendship of France became more fatal 
than the enmity of England ; and every thing was fondly given up to the 
one, that had been bravely defended against the other. A point of so 
much consequence was hastily decided in a parliament assembled [June 51 
In the camp before Haddingtoun : the intri ues of the queen dowager, the 
zeal of the clergy, and resentment against gngland, had prepared a great 
party in the nation for such a step ; the French general and afnbassador, 
by their liberality ancl promises, gained over many more. The regent 
hini~zlf was weak enou h to stoop to the offer of a pension from France, 
together with the title of duke of Chatelheiault in that kingdom. A con- 
siderable majority declared for the treaty, and the interest of a faction was 
preferred before the honour of the nation. 

Having hurried the Scots into this rash and fatal resolution, the source 
3f Inany calamities to themselves and to their sovereign, the French 
allowed them no time for reflection or repentance. The fleet which had 
brought over their forces was still in Scotland, and without delay convoyed 
the queen into France. Mary was then six years old, and by her educa 
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tion in that court, one of the politest but most corrupted in Europe, she 
acquired every accomplishment that could add to her charms as a woman, 
and contracted many of those prejudices which occasioned her misfortiines 
as a queen. 

From the time that Mary was'put into their hands, it was the irllerest 
of the French to suffer war in Scotland to languish. T h e  recovery of the 
Boulonnois was the ob'ect hich the French king had most at heart ; hut 
a slight diversion in britai; was suficient to divide the attention and 
strength of the English, whose domestic fac;ions deprived both their arms 
and councils of their accustonled vigour. The government of England 
had undergone a great revolution. The  duke of Somerset's power had 
been acqulred with too much violence, and was exercised with too little 
moderation to be of long continuance. Many good qualities, added to 
great love of his country, could not atone for his ambition in usurping the 
sole direction of athirs. Some of the most eminent courtiers combined 
against him ; and the earl of War~vick their leader, no less ambitious but 
more artful than Somerset, conducted his measures witfl so much dexterity 
as to raise himself upon the ruins of his rival. Without the invidious 
name of protector, he succeeded to all the power and influence of which 
Somerset was deprived, and he quicltly found peace to be necessary for 
the establishment of his new authority, and the execution of the vast 
desivns he had conceived. 

&nry was no stranger to Warwick's situation, and improved his know- 
ledge of it to good purpose, in coiiducting the negotiations for a general 
peace. I-Ie prescribed what terms he pleased to the English minister, who 
scrupled at nothing, however advantageous to that monarch and his allies. 
[&larch 24, 1550.1 England consented to restore Boulog~le and its depen- 
dencies to France, and gave up all pretensions to a treaty of marriage with 
the queen of Scots, or to the conquest of her country. A few small forts, 
of' which the English troops had hitherto kept possession, were razed ; 
and peace between the two kingdoms was established on its ancient 
foundation. 

Both the British nations lost power, as well as reputation, by  this 
unhappy quarrel. I t  was on both sides a war of emulation and resent- 
ment, rather than of interest ; and was carried on under the influence of 
national animosities, which were blind to all advantages. The  French, 
who entered into it with greater coolness, conducted it with more skill ; 
and by dexterously avaihng themselves of every circumstance which 
occurred, recovered possession of an important territory which they had 
lost, and added to their monarchy a new kingdom. The  ambition of the 
English minister betrayed to then1 the former ; the inconsiderate rage of 
the Scots against their ancient enemies bestowed on them the latter; their 
own address and ood policy merited both. 

Immediately aker the conclusion of the peace the French forces leit 
Scotland, as much to their own satisfaction as to that of the nation. T h e  
Scots soon found that the calling to their assistance a people more power- * 

ful than themselves was a dangerous expedient. T i ~ e y  beheld, with the 
utmost impatience, those who had come over to protect the kingdom 
taking upon them to command in it ; and on mtn occasions they repented 
the rash invitation which they had given. d e  peculiar genius of the 
French nation heightened this disgust, and prepared the Scots to throw off 
the yolte, before they had well begun to feel it. The  French were in that 
age, what they are in the present, one of the most polished nations in Eu  
rope. But it is to be observed, 111 all their expeditions into foreign coun- 
tries, whether towards the south or north, Lhat their manners have heen 
remarkably incompatible with the manners of every other people. Bar- 
barians are tenacious of their own customs, because they want knowledge 
and taste to discover the reasonableness and propriety of customs vvhich 
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d~ffer from them. Nations which hold the first rank in politeness are fre. 
quently no less tenacious out of pride. The Greeks were so in the anc:enr 
world; and the French are the same in the modern. Full of themselves. 
flattered by the imitation of their neighbours ; and accustomed to consider 
their own modes as the standards of elegance ; they scorn to disguise, or 
to lay aside, the distinguishing manners of their own nation, or to make 
any allowance for what may differ from them among others. For this 
reason the behaviour of their armies has, on every occasion, been insup- 
portable to strangers, and has always exposed them to hatred, and often 
to destruction. In that a e they overran Italy four several times by their 
valour, and lost it as oien by their insolence. The Scots, naturally an 
irascibie and high-spirited people, and who, of all nations, can least bear 
the most distant insinuation of contempt, were not of a temper to adinit 
all the pretensions of such assuming guests. The symptoms of alienation 
were soon visible ; they seconded the military operations of the French 
troops with the utmost coldness ; their disgust grew insensibly to a degree 
of indignation that could hardly be restrained ; and, on occasion of a very 
slight accident, broke out with fatal violence. A private French soldier 
engaging in an idle quarrel with a citizen of Edinburgh, both nations tool< 
arrrls with equal rage, in defence of their countrymen. The provost of 
Edinburgh, his son, and several citizens of distinction, were ltilled in the 
fray; and the French were obliged to avoid the fury of the inhabitants by 
retiring out of the city. Notwithstanding the ancient alliance of France 
and Scotland, and the long intercourse of good ofices between the two 
nations, an aversion for the French toolr its rise at this time among the 
Scots, ~ the effects whereof were deeply felt, and operated powerfully 
through the subsequent period. 

From the death of cardinal Beatoun, nothing has been said of the state 
of relicrion. While the war with England continued, the clergy had no 
leisurgto molest the proteetants; and they were not yet considera6le enough 
to expect any thing more than connivance and impunity. The new doc- 
trines were still in their infancy ; but during this short interval of tranquillity 
they acquired strength, and advanced by large and firm steps t0wards.a 
full establish;nent in the kingdom. The first preachers against opery 111 l' Scotland, of whom several had appeared during the reign of ames V., 
were more eminent for zeal and piety than for learning. Their acquaint- 
ance with the principles of reformation was partial, and at second hand ; 
some of them had been educated in England ; all of them had borrowed 
their notions from the books published there ; and in the first dawn of the 
new light, they did not venture far before their leaders. But in a short 
time the doctrines and writings of the foreign reformers became generally 
known ; the inquisitive genius of the ags pressed forward in quest of truth ; 
the discovery of one error opened the way to others ; the downfal of one 
impostor drew many after it ; the whole fabric, which ignorance and super- 
stition had erected in times of darkness, began to totter ; and nothing was 
wanting to complete its ruin, but a daring and active leader to direct the 
attack. Such was the famous John Knox, who, with better qualifications 
of learning, and more extensive views than any of his predecessor's in 
Scotland, possessed a natural intrepidity of mind, which set him above fear. 
He began his public ministry at St. dndrew's, in the year one thousand 
five hundred and fort seven, with that success which always accompanies 
a bold and popular egquence. Instead of arnusi~lg himself with lop ing 
the branches, he strucli directly at the root of popery, and attacked %oth 
the doctrine and discipline of the established church with a vehemence 
peculiar tb himself, but admirably suited to the temper and wishes of 
the age. 

An adversary so formidable as Knox would not have easily escaped the 
rage of the clergy, who observed the tendency and progress of his opinions 
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with the utmost concern. But, at first, lie retired for safety into the castle 
of St Andrew's, and, while the conspirators kept possession of it, preached 
~ b f i c l y  under their protection. The  great revolution in Et?gland, which 
ollowed upon the death of Henry VIII., contributed no less than the zeal 

of ICnox towards demolishing the popish church in Scotland. Henry had 
loosened the chains, and lightened the yoke of popery. The  ministers of 
his son Edward VI. cast them off altogether, and established the protestant 
religion upon almost the same footing whereon it now stands in that lting- 
dom. The  influence of this example reached Scotland, and the happy 
effects of ecclesiastical liberty in one nation inspired the other with an 
equal desire of recovering it. T h e  reformers had, hitherto, been obliged 
to conduct tllemselves with the utmost caution, and seldom ventured to 
preach, bui in private houses, and at a distance from court; they gained 
credit, as happens on the first publication of ever new religion, chiefly 
among e inns  in the lower and niiddle rank of l ig.  But several noble- 
men, o?the greatest distinction, having, about this time, openly espoused 
their principles, they were no longer under the necessity of acting W-ith the 
same reserve ; and, with more security and encouragement, the llad lilre- 
wise greater success. The  means of acquiring and spreading %nowledge 
became more common, and the spirit of innovation, peculiar to that period, 
grew every day bolder and rnore universal. 

Happily for the reformation this spirit was still under some restraint. 
It had not yet attained firmness and vigour sufficient to overturn a system 
founded on the deepest policy, and supported by the most hrmidable 
power. Under the present circumstances, any attenlpt towards action 
must have been fatal to the protestant doctrines ; and it is no small proof 
of the authority as well as penetration of the heads of the party, that they 
were able to restrain the zeal of a fiery and impetuous people, until that 
critical and mature juncture when evcry step they took was decisive and 
successful. 

Meanwhile their caust: received reinforcement from two different uar 
iers whence they never could have expected it. T h e  ambition 07 th; 
house of Guise, and the bigotry of Mary of England, hastened the subver- 
sion of the papal throne in Scotland ; and, by a singular disposition of Pro- 
vidence, the persons m7110 opposed the reformation in every other part of 
Europe with the fiercest zeal were made instruments for advancing it in 
that kingdom. 

Mary of Guise possessed the same bold and aspiring spirit which dis- 
t in~uished her family. But in her it was softened bv the female character. 
idu iccompanied w;th great tenlper and address. x e r  brothers, in order 
to attain the high objects at ~ ~ h i c h  they aimed, ventured upon such daring 
measures as suited their great courage. Her  designs upon the supreme 
power were concealed with the utmost care, and advanced by address and 
refinements more natural to her sex. By a dexterous application of those 
talents, she had acquired a considerable influence on the councils of a nation 
hitherto unacquaiuted with the goven~ment of women ; and, without the 
smallest right to any share in the administration of affairs, had engrossed the 
chief direction of them into her own hands. But she did not long rest 
satisfied with the enjoyment of this precarious power, which the ficltleness 
of the regent, or the ambition of those who governed him, might so easily 
disturb ; and she began to set on foot new intrigues, with a design of under 
mining him, and of opening to herself a way to succeed him in that high 
dignity. E e r  brotl~ers entered warmly into this scheme, and supported it 
with all their credit at the court of France. The  French liirig willingly 
concurred in a measure, by which he hoped to bring Scotland entirely 
under management, and, in acy future broil with England, to turn its whole 
force against tbat kingdom. 

In order to arrive at the desired elevation, the queen dowager had only 
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one of two ways to choose ; either violently to wrest the power out of the 
hands of the regent, or to obtain it by his conaent. Under a minority,and 
among a warlike and factious people, the former was a very uncertain and 
dangerous experiment. The latter appeared to be no less impractica7~le 
T o  persuade a manvoluntarily to abdicate the supreme power ; to descenri 
to a level with those above whom he was raised ; and to be content wlth 
the second place where he hath held a first, may well pass for a mild and 
chimerical project. This, however, the queen attempted ; and the pru- 
dence of the attempt was sufficiently justified by its success. 

The regent's inconstancy and irresolution, together with the calamities 
which had befallen the kingdom under his administration, raised the pre- 
judices both of the nobles and of the people against him to a great height ; 
and the queen secretly fomented these with much 111dustry. All who wished 
for a change met with a gracious reception in her court, and their spirit of 
disaffection was nourished by such hope; and promises as in every age 
impose on the credulity of the factious. The favourers of the reformation 
being the most numerous and spreading body of the regent's enemies, she 
applied to them with a particular attention ; and the gentleness of her dis- 
position, and seeming indifference to the religious polnts in dispute, made 
all her promises of protection and indulgence pass upon them for sincere 
Finding so great a part of the nation willing to fall in with her measures 
[Oct.], the queen set out for France, under pretence of visiting her daughter, 
and took along with her those noblemen who possessed the greatest power 
and credit among their countrymen. Softened by the pleasures of an ele- 
gant coort, flattered by the civilities of the French king and the caresses 
of the house of Guise, and influenced by the seasonable distribution of a 
few favours, and the liberal promise of Inany niore, they were brought to 
approve of all the queen's pretensions. 

While she advanced by these slow but sure steps, the regent either did 
not foresee the danger which threatened him, or neglected to provide 
against it. The first discovery of the train which was laid came from two 
of his own confidants, Carnegie of ICinnaird, and Panter bishop of Roes, 
whom the queen had gained over to her interest, and then employed as 
the most proper instruments for obtaining his consent. The overture was 
made to him in the name of the French king, enforced by proper threaten- 
ings, in order to work upon his natural timidity, and sweetened by every 
promise that could reconcile him to a proposal so disagreeable. On the 
one hand, the confirmation of hie French title, together with a considerable 
pension, the parliamentary aclinowledgment of his right of succession to 
the crown, and a public ratification of his conduct during his regency, were 
offered him. On the other hand, the displeasnre of the French king, the 
power and popularity of the queen dowager, the disaffection of the nobles, 
with the danger of an after reckoning, were represented in the strongest 
colours. 

It was not possible to agree to a proposal so extraordinary and unex- 
pected, without some previous struggje ; and, had the archbishop of St. 
Andrew's been present to fortify the irresolute and passive spirit of the 
regent, he, in all probability, would have rejected it with disdain. Hap- 
pily for the queen, the sagacity and ambition of that prelate could, at t h ~ s  
time, be no obstruction to her views. He was lying at the point of death, 
and in his absence the influence of the queen's agents on a flexible temper 
counterbalanced several of the strongest passions of the human mind, and 
obtained his consent to a voluntary surrender of the supreme power. 

Dec. 1551.1 After gaining a point of such difficulty with so much ease, 
the queen returned into Scotland, in full expectation of talring immediate 
possession of her new dignlty. But by this time the archbishop of St. 
Andrew's had recovered of that distemper which the ignorance of the 
Scottish physicans had pronounced to be incurable. This he owed to the 
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assistance of the famous Cardan, one of those irregular adventurers in phi- 
losophy, of whom Italy produced so many about this period. A hold 
genius led h l n ~  to some useful discoveries, wt~ich merit the esteem of a more 
discerning age ; a wild imagination engaged him in those chimerical sciences 
which drew the adnlirat~on of his contemporaries. As a retender to 
astrology and magic, he was revered and consulted by all $rope ; as a 
proficient in natural philosophy, he was but little Imown. The  archbishop, 
it is probable, considered hiin as a powerful magician, when he applied to 
him tor relief; but it was his knowledge as a philosopher, which enabled 
him to cure his disease.* 

Together with his health, the archbishop recovered the entire govern- 
ment of the regent, and quicldy persuaded hini to recall that dishonourable 

romise which he had been seduced by the artifices of the queen to grant. 
bowever great her surprise and indignation were, at this fresh instance of 
his inconstancy, she was obliged to dissemble, that she might have leisure 
to renew her intrigues with all parties; with the protestants, tvhom she 
favoured and courted more than ever; with the nobles, to whom she ren- 
dered herself agreeable by various arts ; and with the regent himself, in 
order to gain whom she employed every argument. But, whatever 
impressions her emissaries might have made on the regent, it was no easy 
matter to overreachor to intimidate the archbishop. Under his management 
the negotiations were spun out to a great length, and his brother main- 
tained his station with that address and firmness which its importance so 
well merited. The  universal defection of'the nobility, the growing power 
of the protestants, who all adhered to the queen dowager, the reiterated 
solicitations of the French king, and, above all, the interposition of the 
young queen, who was now entering the twelfth year of her age, and 
claimed a right of nominating w h o n ~  she pleased to be regent,? obliged 
him at last to resign that high oflice, which he had held many years. H e  
obtained, however, the same advanta~eous terms for himself, which had 
been for&erly stip;lated. 

It was in the parliament which met on the tenth of April, one thousand 
five hundred and fifty-four, that the earl of Arran executed this extraordi- 
nary resignation ; and at the same time Mary of Guise was raised to that 
dig!iity, which had been so long the object of her wishes. Thus, with 
thelr own approbation, a woman and a stranger was advanced to the 
supreme authority over a fierce and turbulent people, who seldom sub- 
mitted, without reluctance, to the legal and ancient government of their 
native nlonarchs. 

1553.1 While the queen dowager of Scotland contributed so much 
towards the progress of the reformation by the protection which she 
afforded it, from motives of ambition, the English queen, by her indiscreet 
zeal, filled the kingdom with persons active in promoting the same cause. 
Mary ascended the throne of England on the death of her brother Edward 
[Jvly 6) ~ d d o o n  after married Philip 11. of Spain. T o  the persecuting 
spirit o t le omish superstition, and the fierceness of that age, she added 
the private resentment of her own .and of her mother's sufrerings, with 
which she loaded the reformed religlon ; and the peevishness and severity 
of her natural temper carried the acrimony of all these passions to the 
utmost extreme. The  cruelty of her persecgtion equalled the deeds of 
those tyrants who h u e  been the greatest reproach to human nature. T h e  
bigotry of her clergy could scarce keep pace with the impetuosity of her 
zeal. Even the unrelenting Philip was c~hliged, on some occasions, to 

+ Cardan himself was more desirous of being considered as an astrologer than a philasopher ; in 
his book De Gel~nturis we Bud a calculationof the archt.lshop's nativity, fiom which 110 pretends 
both to have ored~cted iiis disease, a id  to have eeected hls cure. He received fiolll me archhihp  
a rewaldof 1800crowns! agreatsun~ in that age. Dc Vitasua, p. 32. 

t Lesley, de Reh. Gest. Scot. ap $ebb. l. 187. 
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mttlgate the rigour of her proceedings. Many among the most eminent 
reformers suffered for the doctrines which they had taught ; others fled 
from the storm. T o  the greater part of these Switzerland and Germany 
opened a secure asylum; and not a few, out of choice or necessity, fled 
into Scotland. What they had seen and felt in England did not abate the 
warmth and zeal of their indignation against popery. Their attacks were 
bolder and more successfiil than ever ; and their doctrines made a rapid 
progress among all ranks of men. 
l hese doctrines, calculated to rectify the opinions and to reform the 

manners of mankind, had hitherto produced no other effects ; but they 
soon began to operate wilh greater violence, and proved the occasion not 
only of subverting the established religion, but of shaking the throne and 
endangering the kingdom. The  causes which facilitated the introduc- 
,ion of these new opinions into Scotland, and w h ~ c h  disseminated them so 
rast fhrough the nation, merit, on that account, a particular and careful 
Inquiry. The  reformation is one of the greatest events in the history of 
mank~nd, and, in whatever point of light we view it, it is instructive and 
~nteres t in~.  ' 

T h e  revival of learning in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries roused 
the world from that lethargy in which it had been sunlz for many ages. 
The  human mind felt its own strength, broke the fetters of authority by 
which it had been so long restrained, and, venturing to move in a larger 
sphere, pushed its inquiries into every subject with great boldness and 
surprls~ng success. 

No sooner did mankind recover the capaclty of exercising their reason 
than religion was one of the first objects which drew their attention. Long 
before Luther published his famous Theses, which shook the papal throne, 
science and philosophy had laid open to many of the Italians the imposture 
and absurdity of the established superstition. That subtle and refined 
people, satisfied with enjoying those discoveries in secret, were little dis- 
goied to assume the dangerous character of reformers, and concluded the 

nowledge of truth to be the prerogative of the wise, while vulgar minds 
must be overawed and governed by popular errors. But, animated with 
a more noble and disinterested zeal, the German theologian boldly erected 
the standard of truth, and upheld it with an unconquerab!e intrepidity, 
which merits the admiration and gratitude of all succeeding ages. 

The  occasion of Luther's being first disgusted with the tenets of the 
Romish church, and how, from a small rupture, the quarrel widened into 
an irreparable breach, is linown to ever one who has been the least con- 
versant in history. From the heart of 6ermany his opinions spread, with 
astonishing rapidity, all over Europe; and, wherever they came, endan- 
gered or overturned the ancient but ill founded system. The vigilance 
and address of the court of Rome, co-operating with the power and bigotry 
of the Austrian family, suppressed these notlons on their first appearance 
in the southern k~ngdoms of Europe. But the fierce spirit of the north, 
irritated by multiplied irnpositions, could neither be mollified by the same 
arts nor subdued by the same force; and, encouraged by some princes 
from p~ety,  and by others out of avarice. it easily bore down the feeble 
opposition of an illiterate and immoral clergy. 

The superstition of popery seems to have grown to the most extravagant 
height in those countries which are situated towards the different extre- 
mities of Europe. The vigour of ima ination, and sensibility of frame, 
prcuS~ar to the inhabitants of sonthem cAmates, rendered them susceptii,le 
of the deepest impressions of superstitious terror and credulity. Ignorance 
and barbarity were no less favourable to the progress of the same spirit 
among the northern nations. They knew little, and were disposed to 
believe every thing. T h e  most glaring absurdities did not shocli theis 
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gross understandings, and the most improbable fictions were received with 
impliclt assent and admiration. 

Bccordingly, that form of popery which prevailed in Scotland was of 
-he most bigoted and illiberal kind. Those doctrines which are most apt 
to shock the human understanding, and those legends which furthest 
exceed belief, were proposed to the people without any attempt to pal- 
liate or disguise them ; nor did they ever cbll in question the reasonable- 
ness of the one, or the truth of the other. 

T h e  poxer  and wealth of the church kept pace with the progress of 
superst~tion; for it is the nature of that spirit to observe no bounds in its 
respect and liberality towards those whose character it esteems sacred. 
The Scottish liiugs early demonstrated how much they were under its 
influence, by their vast additions to the immunities and riches of the 
clergy. The  profuse piety of David I., who acquircd on that account the 
name of Saint, transferred almost the whole crown lands, which were at  
that time of great extent, into the hands of ecclesiastics. The  example of 
that virtuous prince was imitated by his successors. The  spirit spread 
among all orders of men, who daily loaded the priesthood with new pos- 
sessions. The  riches of the church all over Europe were exorbitant ; but 
Scotland was one of those countries wherein they had furthest exceeded 
the just proportion. T h e  Scottish clergy paid one-half of every tax im- 
posed on land ; and as there is no reason to thinli that in that age they 
would be loaded with an unequal share of the burden, we may conclude 
that, by the tirne of the rcfortnation, little less than one-half of the national 
property had fallen into the hands of a society, which is always acquiring, 
and can never lose. 

T h e  nature, too, of a considerable part of their property extended the 
Influence of the clergy. Many estates throughout the lringdom, held of' 
the church ; church lands were let in lease at an easy rent, and were pos- 
sessed by the younger sons and descendants of the best fam111es.* The  
connexion betwcen superior and vussal, between landlord and tenant, 
created dependencies, and gave rise to a union of great advantage to the 
church ; and, in estimating the influence of the popish ecclesiastics over 
the nation, these, as well as the real amount of their revenues, must be 
attended to, and taken into the account. 

This extraordinary share in the national property was accompanied with 
proportionable weight in the supreme council of the liingdom. At a time 
when the number of the temporal peers was extremely small, and when 

' 

the lesser barons and representatives of boroughs seldom attended parlia- 
ments, the ecclesiastics formed a considerable body there. It appears from 
the ancient rolls of parliament, and from the manner of choosing the lords 
of articles, that the proceedings of that high court must have been, in a 
great measure, under their direction.? 

T h e  reverence due to their sacred character, which was often carried 
incredibly far, contributed not a little towards the growth of their power. 
T h e  dignity, the titles, and precedence of the popish clergy are remarli- 
able, both as causes and effects of that dominion which they had acquired 
over the rest of mankind. They were regarded by the credulous laity as 
beings of a superior species ; they were neither subject to the same laws, 
nor tried by the same judges.: Every guard that religion could supply, 
was placed around their power, their possessions, and their persons; and 

* Keith, 521. Note ( h ) .  t Spots. Hist. of tile Church of Scotland 449. 
1: How far this claim of the clergy to exemption from Iav jurisdiction ehended appears from a 

remarkable transaction in the parliament held in 1546. When that court was proceeding to the 
forfeiture of the mulderers of cardinal Beatoun, and were abont to include a priest, who was one 
of ttre assassins, in the gcncral scntence of condemnation, odious as thecrime was to ecclesiastics, 
a dclegate appeared in name of the clerical courts, and ?.?pledged or claimed exemption of him 
from the judgment of parliament, as a spiritz~al man. This claim was sustained; and his name is 
not inscrted in the act of forfeitnre. Epist. Keg. Scot. ii. 350. 361. 
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endeavours were used, not without success, to represent them all a3 equally 
sacred. 

The reputation for learning, which, however inconsiderable, was wholly 
engrossed by the clergy, added to the reverence which they derived from 
rel~gion. l he principles of sound philosophy and of a ~ u s t  taste were 
altogether uclinown ; in place of these were substituted studies barbarous 
and uninstructive: but as the ecclesiastics alone were conversant in them, 
this procured them esteem ; and a very slender portion of knowledge drew, 
the admiration of rude ages, which knew little. War was the sole pro- 
fession of the nobles, and hunting their chief amusement; they divided 
their time between these : unacquainted with the arts, and unimproved 
by science, they disdained any employment foreign from military affairs, 
or which required rather penetration and address than bodily vigour. 
Wherever the former were necessary the clergy were intrusted ; because 
they alone were properly qualified for the trust. Almost all the high 
otlices in civil government devolved, on this account, into their hands. 
The lord chancellor was the first subject in the Iringdorrl, both in dignity 
and i i ~  power. From the earliest ages of the monarchy to the death of 
cardinal Beatoun, fifty-four persons had held that high office ; and of these 
forty-three had been ecclesiastics.* The lords of session were supreme 
judges in all matters of civil right; and, by its original constitution, the 
pres~dent and one half of the senators in this court were churchmen. 

To  all this we may add, that the clergy being separated from the rest 
of mankind by the law of celibacy, and undistracted by those carcs, and 
unincuinbered with those burdens which occupy and oppress other men, 
the interest of their order became their only object, and they were at full 
leisure to pursue it. 

The natjlre of their functions ave them access to all persons, and at all 
seasons. 1 hey could employ alf the motives of fear and of hope, of terror 
and of consolation, which operate most powerfully on the human mind. 
They haunted the weak and the credulous ; they besieged the beds of the 
sick and of the dying ; they suffered few to go out of the world without 
leaving marks of their liberality to the church, and taught them to com- 
pound with the Almighty for their sins, by bestowing riches upon those 
who called themselves his servants. 

When their own industry, or the superstition of mankind failed of pro- 
ducing this effect, the ecclesiastics had influence enough to call in the aid 
of law. When a person died intestate, the disposal of his effects was 
vested in the bishop of the diocess, after paying his funeral charges and 
debts, and distributing among his kindred the sums to which they were 
respective1 entitled; it bein? presumed that no Christian would have 
cliosen to i a r e  the world without destining some part of his substance to 

ious uses.? As men are apt to trust to the cor~tinuance of life with a 
End confidence, and childishly shun every thing that forces them to think 
of their mortality, many die without settling their affairs by will ; and the 
right of administration in that everit, acquired by the clergy, must have 
proved a considerable source both of wealth and of power to the church. 

At the same time, no matrimonial or testamentary cause could be tried 
but in the spiritual courts, and by laws which the clergy themselves had 
framed. 'The penalty, too, by which the decisions of these courts were 
enforced, added to their authority. A sentence of excommunication was 
no less formidable than a sentence of outlawry. It was pronounced on 
many occasions, and against various crimes ; and, besides excludin those 
upon whom it fell from Christian privileges, it deprived them of afi their 
rights as men or as citizens ; and the aid of the secular power concurred 

* Crawf. Office of State. t Essays on Bnt.Antiq. 174. Annals of Scotland, by Six 
David Dalry~nple vol. i. Append. No. ii. 
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with the superstition of mankind, in rendering the thunders of the church 
no less destructive than terrible. 

T o  these general causes may be attributed the immense growth both of 
tne wealth and power of the popish church ; and, without entering into 
any more minute detail, this may serve to discover the foundations on 
which a structure so stupendous was erected. 

But though the laity had contributed, by their own, superstition and 
profuseness, to raise the clergy from poverty and obscur~ty to r~ches  and 
eminence, they began, by degrees, to feel and to murmur at their encroach- 
ments. No wonder haughty and martial barons shonld view the power 
and possessions of the church with envy ; and regard the lazy and inactive 
character of churchmen with the utmost contempt; while, at the same 
time, the indecent and licentious lives of the clergy gave great and just 
offence to the people, and considerably abated the veneration which they 
were accustorned to yield to that order of men. 

Immense \vealtll, extreme indolence, gross ignorance, and, above all, the 
severe ~njunct~ons of celibacy, had concurred to introduce tills corruption 
of morals arnong many of the clergy, ~vho,  presuming too much upon the 
submission of the people, were at no pains either to conceal or to disguise 
their own vices. According to the accounts of the reformers, confirmed 
by several popish writers, the most open and scandalous dissoluteness ot 
rnanners prevailed among the Scottish clergy." Cardinal Beatoun, with 
the same public pomp which is due to a legitimate child, celebrated the 
marriage of I.lis natural daughter with the earl of Crawford's son ;t and, if 
we may believe Knox, he publicly continued to the end of his days a 
criminal correspondence wit11 her mother, who was a woman of rank. 
The other prelates seem not to have becn more regular and exemplary than 
their primate.$ 

Men of such characters ought, in reason, to have been alarmed at the 
first clamours raised against their own morals, and the doctrines of the 
church, by the protestant preachers ; but the popish ecclesiastics, either 
out of pride or ignorance, neglected the prqper methods for silencing then]. 
Instead of reforming their lives, or disquis~ng their vices, they affected to 
despise the censures of the people. While the reformers, Isy their mor- 
tification~ and austerities, endeavoured to resemble the first propagators 
of Christianity, the popish clergy were compared to all those persons who 
are most infamous in history for the enormity and scandal of their crimes. 

On the other hand, instead of mitigating the rigour, or colouring over 
the absurdity, of the established doctrines ; instead of attempting to found 
them upon Scripture, or to reconcile then1 to reason ; they left them without 
any other support or recommendation than the authority of the church, 
and the decrees of councils. The fables concerning purgatory, the virtues 
of pilgrirnnge, and the merits of the saints were the topics on which they 
insisted in their discourses to the people ; and the duty of preaching being 
left wholly to monlrs of the lowest and most illiterate orders, their compo- 
sitions were still more wretched and contemptible than the subjects on 
which they insisted. While the refbrmers were attended by crowded 
and admiring audiences, the popish preachers were either universally 
deserted, or listened to with scorn. 

+ Winzct. ap. I<cilh, Append. 202. 205. Leslcy de Beh. Gest. Bcot. 232. 
t The mattinge articles, subscribed with his own Ilnl~d, in which he calls her my daughtw, are 

si l l  extant. Il'tith, p. 42. 
$ A remaikable proof of tlre dissolute manners of thc clergy is found in  the pb l i c  records. A 

greater nnmber of lettcls of lcrritzmntioa was grantcd during the first thirty years after the re- 
formation than during the wirok period that has el:ilnzd since tlral time. Thcse were obtained by 
tlre sous of the popish clergy. The ecolesiastics, who wrvc allowed to retain their benefices 
alien?.ted thrll~ to their childrer~; who, when they ncrlr~ircd wealth, were dtsilous that the stain of 
illemitimacy might no longer remain upon theirfamiiies. In Rrith's Calalouxcof Scotf,ish Bishops 
vrcfind eevcral instances of such alienations of church lands, by the pop?sh incnnrbe?ts to thei; 
natural cl~ildrcn. 
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The only device which they employed, in order to recover their declining 
reputation or to confirm the waverirlg faith of the people, was equally 
imprudent and unsuccessfi~l. As many doctrines of their church had 
derived their credit at first from the authority of false mirac!es, they now 
endeavoured to call in these to their aid." But such lying wonrlers, as 
were beheld with unsuspicious admiration, or heard with in\pli(,it faith, 
In times of darltness and of ignorance, met with a very digerent reception 
in a more enlightened period. The vigilance of the reformers detected 
these impostures, and exposed not only them, but the cause which needed 
the aid of such artifices, to ridicule. 

As the popish ecclesiastics became more and more the objects of hatred 
and of contempt, the discourses of the reformers were listened to as so 
many calls to liberty ; and, besides the pious indignation which they 
excited against those corrupt doctrines which had perverted the nature of 
true Christianity; besides the zeal which they inspired for the knowledge 
of truth, and the purity of religion ; tbey wave rise also, among the Scot- 
tish nobles, to other views and passions. %hey hoped to shake off the 
yoke of ecclesiastical dominion, which they had long felt to be oppressive, 
and which they now discovered to be unchristian. They expected to 
recover possession of the church revenues, which they were now taught 
to consider as alienations made by their ancestors with a profusion no less 
undiscerning than unbounded. They flattered themselves, that a check 
would be given to the pride and luxury of the clergy, who would be 
obliged, henceforward, to confine themselves within the sphere peculiar 
to their sacred character. An aversion from the established church, which 
flowed from so many concurring causes, which was raised by considera- 
tions of religion, heightened by motives of policy, and instigated by pros- 
pects of private advantage, spread fast through the nation, and excited a 
spirit that burst out, at last, w ~ t h  irresistible violence. 

Religious considerations alone were suilicient to have roused this spirit. 
The points in controversy with the church of Rome were of so much 
importance to the happiness of mankind, and so essential to Christianity, 
that they merited all the zeal with which the reformers contended in 
order to establish them. But the reformation having been represented 
as the effect of some wild and enthusiastic frenzy in the human mind, this 
attempt to account for the eagerness and zeal with which our ancesiors 
embraced and propagated the protestant doctrines, by taking a view of 
the political motives alone which influenced them, and by showing how 
naturally these prompted them to act with so much ardour, will not, per- 
haps, be deemed an unnecessary digression. We now return to the course 
of the history. 

1554.1 The queen's elevation to the office of regent seems to have 
transported her, at first, beyond the linown prudence and moderation of 
her character. She began her administration by conferrinv upon forei ners 
several officer of trust and of dignity ; a step which, both from the inagility 
of strangers to discharge these offices with propriety, and from the erlv 
which their preferment excites among the natives, is never attended wit{ 
good consequences. Vilmort was made comptroller, and intrusted with 
the management of the public revenues ; Bonot was appointed governor 
of Orirney ; and Rubay honoured with the custody of the great seal, and 
the title of vice-chance1lor.t It was with the highest indignation that 
the Scots beheld offices of the greatest eminence and authority dealt out 
among strangers.$ By these pronlotions they conceived the queen to 
have offered an insult both to their understandings and to their courage; 
to the former, by supposing them unfit for those stations which their ances- 

Spotswood, 69. t Lesiey de Reb. Gest. Scot. 189. 
: The resentment of the nation agalnvt the Frencli lose to such a height, that an act of partia- 

mat was passed on purpose to restrain or moderate it. Pnrl. 6. Q. Mary, '10. 
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tors had filled with so much di nity ; to the latter, by imaginin that they 
were tame enough not to comjain of an affront, which, in no krmer age? 
would have been tolerated with impunity. 

While their minds were in this dispos~tion, an incident happened which 
ilnflamed their aversion from French councils to the highest degree. Ever 
since the famous contest between the houses of Valois and Plantagenet, 
the French had been accustomed to embarrass the English, and to divide 
their strepgth by the sudden and formidable incursions of their allies, the 
Scots. But, as these inroads were seldom attended with any real advan- 
tage to Scotland, and exposed it to the dangerous resentment of a powerfill 
neighbour, the Scots began to grow less tractable than formerly, and 
scrupled any longer to serve an ambitious ally at the price of the~r  own 
quiet and security. The change, too, which was daily introducing in the 
art of war rendered the assistance of the Scottish forces of less importance 
to the French monarch. For these reasons, Henry having resolved upon 
a war with Philip II., and foreseeing that the queen of England would 
take part in her husband's quarrel, was extremely solicitous to secure in 
Scotland the assistance of some troops, which would be more at his com- 
mand than an undisciplined army led by chieftains who were almost 
independent. In prosecution of this design, but under pretence of relieving 
$he nobles from the expense and danger of defending the borders, the 
queen regent proposed in parliament [1555], to register the value of 
lands throughout the kingdom, to impose on them a small tax, and to 
apply that revenue towards maintaining a body of regular troops in con- 
stant pay. A fixed tax upon land, which the growing expense of govern- 
ment had introduced into almost every part of Europe, was unlinown at 
that time, and seemed altogether inconsistent with the genius of feudal 
policy. Nothing could be more shocking to a generous and brave nobility 
than the intrusting to mercenary hands the defence of those territories 
which had been acquired or preserved by the blood of their ancestors. 
They received this proposal with the utmost dissatisfactioh. About three 
hundred of the lesser barons repaired in a body to the queen regent, and 
aepresented their sense of the intended innovation with that manly and 
determined boldness which is natural to a free people in a martial age. 
Alarmed at a remonstrance delivered in so firm a tone, and supported by 
such formidable numbers, the queen prudently abandoned a scheme which 
ahe found to be universally odious. As the queen herself was lmown 
perfectly to understand the circumstances and temper of the nation, this 
measure was imputed wholly to tbc suggestions of her foreign counsellors ; 
and the Scots were ready to proceed to the most violent extremities 
wainst them.  he French, instead of pntinguishing, added fuel to the flame. They 

nad now commenced host~lities against Spain, and Philip had prevailed 
on the queen of England to reinforce his army with a considerable body 
of her troops. In order to deprive him of this aid, Henry had recourse, as 
he projected, to the Scots ; and attempted to excite them to invade Eng- 
land. But as Scotland had nothing to dread from a princess of Mary's 
character, who, far from any ambitious scheme of disturbing her neigh- 
bours, was who11 occupied in endeavouring to reclaim her heretical 
,subjects ; the nobis, who were assembled by the queen regent at New- 
battle, listened to the solicitations of the French monarch with extreme 
coldness, and prudently declined engaging the kingdom in an enterprise 
.so dangerous and unnecessary. What she could not obtain by persuasion, 
the queen regent brought about by a stratagem. Notwithstanding the 

eace which subsisted between the two kingdoms, she commanded her 
French soldiers torebuild a small fort near Berwick, which was appointed, 
by the last treaty, to he razed. The garrison of Berwick sallied out, 
interrupted the work, and ravaged the adjacent country. This insull 
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soused the fiery spirit of the Scots, and their promptness to revenge the 
least appearance of national i ~ j u r y  dissipated, in a moment, the wise and 
pacific resolutions which they had so lately formed. War was determined, 
and orders instantly given for raising a numerous army. But before their 
forces could assemble, the ardour of their indignation had time to cool, 
and the English having discovered no intention to push the war with 
vigour, the nobles resumed their pacific system, and resolved to stand 
altogether upon the defensive. f1566.1 They marched to the bardss of 
the Tweed, they prevented the incursions of the enemy ; and having done 
what they thought sufficient for the safety and honour of their country, 
the queen could not induce them, either by her entreaties or her artifices, 
to advance another step. 

While the Scots persisted in their inactivity, D'Oysel, the commander 
of the French troops, who possessed entirely the confidence of the queer1 
regent, endeavoured, with her connivance, to engage the two nations in hos- 
tilities. Contrary to the orders of the Scottish eneral, he marched over 
the Tweed with his own soldiers, and invested #Jerk Castle, a garrison of 
the English. The Scots, instead of seconding his attempt, were enraged 
at his presumption. The queen's partiality towards France had long been 
suspected ; but it was now visible that she wantonly sacrificed ttie peace 
and safety of Scotland to the interest of that ambitious and assuming ally. 
Under the feudal governments, it was in camps that subjects were accus- 
tomed to address the boldest remonstrances to their sovereigns. While 
arms were in their hands they felt their own strength ; and at that time all 
their representations of grievances carried the authority of commands. On 
this occas;on the resentment of the nobles broke out with such violence, 
that the queen, perceiving all attempts to engage them in action to be vain, 
abruptly dismissed her army, and retired wlth the utmost shame and dis- 
gust ; having discovered the impotence of her orvn authority, without effect- 
in any thing which could be of advantage to France." 

t t  is observable that this first instance of contempt for the regent's 
authority can, in no degree, be imputed to the influence of the new opinions 
in religion. As the queen's preteilsions to the regency had been princi- 
pally supported by those who favoured the reformation, and as she still 
needed them for a counterpoise to the archbishop of St. Andrew's, and the 
partisans of the house of Hamilton ; she continued to treat them with great 
respect, and admitted them to no inconsiderable share in her favour and 
confidence. ICirkaldy of Grange, and the other surviving conspirators 
against cardinal Beatouo were about this time recalled by her from banish 
ment ; and, through her connivance, the protestant preachers enjoyed an 
interval of tranquillity, which was of great advantage to their cause. 
Soothed by these instances of the queen's moderation and humanity, the 
protestants left to others the oEce of remonstrating ; and the leaders of the 
opposite factions set them the first example of disputing the will of their 
sovereign. 

As the queen regent felt how limited and precarious her authority was, 
while it depended on the poise of these contrary factions, she endeavoured 
to establish it on a broader and more secure foundation, by hastening the 
conclusion of her daughter's marriage with the dauphin. Amiable as the 
queen of Scots then was, in the bloom of youth, and considerable as the 
territories were, which she would have added to the French monarchy; 
reasons were not wanting to dissuade Henry from con2pleting his first plau 
of marrying her to his son. The constable Montmorency had employed 
all his interest to defeat an alliance which reflected so much lustre on the 
princes of Lorrain. He had represented the impossibility of maintaining 
order and tranquillity among a turbulent people, during the absence of their 

* Strype's Memor. iii. Append. m4. L~sly, 196 
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sovereign ; and for that reason had advised Henry to bestow the young 
queen upon one of the princes of the blood, who, by residin in Scotland, 
rnight preserve that kingdom a useful ally to France, whic$ by a nearer 
union to the crown, would become a mutinous and ungovernable rovince." 
But at this time the constable was a prisoner in the hands of the haniards , 
the princes of Lorsain were at the height of their power ; and their'influ- 
ence, seconded by the charms of the oung queen, triumphed over the pru- 
dent but envious remonstrances of tleir rival. 

Dec. 14,1557.1 The French king accordingly applied to the parliament of 
Scotland, which appointed eight of its members7 to represent the whole 
body of the nation, at the marriage of the queen. Ainong the persons on 
whom the public choice conferred this honourable character were some of 
the most avowed and zealous advocates for the reformation; by which 
ma be estimated the de ree of respect and popularity which that party 
haynow attained in the tingdom. The instructions of the parliament to 
tl~sse commissioners still remain; and do honour to the wisdom and integ- 
rlty of that assernbly. At the same time that they manifested, with respect 
to the articles of marriage, a laudable concern for the dignity and interest 
of their sovereign, they employed every precaution which prudence could 
dictate, for preserving the liberty and independence of the nation, and for 
securing the succession of the crown in the house of Hamilton. 

With regard to each of these, the Scots obtained whatever satisfaction 
their fear or jealousy could demand. The young queen, the dauphin, and 
the king of France ratified every article with the most solernn oaths, and 
confirmed them b deeds in form under their hands and seals. But on the 
part of France, ail this was orle continued scene of studied and elaborate 
deceit. Previous to these public tratlsactions with the Scottish deputies, 
Mary had been persuaded to subscribe privately three deeds, equally unjust 
and invalid ; by which, failing the heirs of her own body, she conferred the 
kingdom of Scotland, with whatever inheritance or succession might accrue 
to it, in free gift upon the crown of France, declaring all promises to the 
contrary, which the necessity of her affairs, and the solicitations of her 
subjects, had ewt~rted, or might extort from her, to be void and of no 
obligation.$ As it ives us a proper idea of the character of the French 
court under Henry b., we may observe that the kin himself, the keeper 
of the great seals, the duke of Guise, and the cardinay of Lorrain were the 

ersons engawed in conducting this and dishonourable project. 
$he queen 07 Scots was tile only innocent actor in that scene of iniquity. 
Iier youth, her inexperience, her education in a foreign country, and her 
deference to the will of her ii!:cles, must go far towards vindicating her, 
in the judgment of every impartial person, from any imputation of blan~t 
on that account. 

This grant, by which Mary bestowed the inheritance of her lringdom 
upon strangers, was concealed with the utmost care from her subjects. 
They seem, however,not to have been unacquainted with the intentionof the 
French to overturn the settlement of the successsion in favour of the duke 
of Chatelherault. The zeal with which the archbishop of St. Andrew's 
oppcsed all the measures of the queen regent, evidently proceeded from 
the fears and suspicions of that prudent prelate on this head.\\ 

April 14, 1558.1 The marriagc, however, was celebrated with great 
pomp ; and the French, who had hitherto affected to draw a veil cver their 
designs upon Scotland, began now to unfold their intentions without any 

* Illelv. Mem. 15. 
t Vlz. The archbishop of Glasgow the hishopof Ross the bishop of Orkney the eiuls of Rotlies 

and Cassils, lord Fleming, lord seton: tile prior of St. ~hdrew's  and John ~ r i k i n e  of Dun. 
t Iceith, Append. 13. $ Corps Diplomat. tom. 4.21. Iceith. 73. 
I/ Ab?ut this time the French seem to have had some design of reviving the earl of Lennox'a 

reletlslons to the snccessiot~ in order to intimidate and alarm the dulcc of Chate1herault.-Haynos, 
gi5.219. Fo1bes.s Collect. ;ol. i. 189. 
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dlsgu~se. In the treaty of marriage, the deputies had a reed that the 
dauphin should assume the name of king of Scotland.  is they consi- 
dered on1 as an honorary title ; but the French laboured to annex to it 
some solidiprivileges and power. They insisted that the dauphin's title 
should be publicly recognised ; that the crown matrimonial should be con- 
ferred upon him ; and that all the rights pertaining to the husband of a 
queen should be vested in his person. By the laws of Scotland, a person 
who rnarried an heiress, kept possession of her estate during his own life, 
if he happened to survive her and the children born of the marriage." 
This was called the courtesy of Scotland. The French aimed at applying 
this rule, which takes place in private inheritances, to the succession ofthe 
kingdom; and that seems to be implied in their demand of the crown 
rnatri~r~onial, a phrase peculiar to the Scottish historians, and which the 
have neglected to explain.! As the French had reason to expect difficul 
tles In carrying through this measure, they began with sounding the deputies 
who were then at Paris. The  English, in the marriage articles between 
their queen and Philip of Spain, had set an example to the age,ofthat prudent 
jealousy and reserve with which 3 foreigner should be admitted so near 
the throne. Full  of the same ideas, the Scottish deputies had, in their 
oath of alle iance to the dauphin, expressed themselves with remarkable 
caution.$ gheir answer was in the same spirit, respectful but firm ; and 
discovered a fixed resolution of consenting to nothing that tended to intro- 
duce any alteration in the order of succession to the crown. 

Four of the deputies$ happening to die before they returned into Scot- 
land, this accident was universally imputed to the effects of poison, which 
was supposed to have been given them by the emissaries of the house of 
Guise. The historians of all nations discover an amazing credulity with 
respect to rumours of this kind, which are so well calculated to please the 
malignjty of some men, and to gratify the love of the marvellous which is 
natural to all, that in every age they have been swallowed without exami- 
nation, and believed contrary to reason. No wonder the Scots should easily 

ive credit to a srispicion which received such strong colours of proba- 
fihty, both from their own resentment and from the known character of 
the princes of Lorrain, so little scrupulous about the justice of the ends 
which they pursued, or of the means which they employed. For the 
honour of human nature, however, it must be observed, that as we can dis 
cover 110 motive which could induce any man to perpetrate such a clime, 
so there appears no evidence to prove that it was committed. But the 
Scots of that age, influenced by national animosities and prejudices, were 
Incapable of examining the circumstances of the case with calmness, or of 
~udging concerning them with candour. All parties agreed in believing 
the French to have been guilty of this detestable action ; and it is obvious 
how much this tended to increase the aversion for them, which was grow- 
ing among all ranks of men. 

Notwithstanding the cold reception which their proposal concerning the 
crown matrimonial met with from the Scottish deputies, the French ven- 
tured to move it in parliament. The parti:ans of the house of Hamilton, 
suspicious of their designs upon the succession, opposed it with great zeal 

+ Reg. Mag. lib. ii. 55. 
t As far as  I can judge, the l~usbnnd of the queen, by the grant of the crolon matrinlonial, a6 

qu~red a right to assume the title of king, to have his name stamped upon the current cnin, and to 
sign all public instruments together with the queen. In consequence of this, the subjects toolr an 
oath or  fidelity to him. Keith, Append. 20. His authority became in  son~e measure, CO-oldinate 
with that of the queen: and without his concurrence, manifested &y si:ning his name, no public 
deed seems to have been considered as  valid. By the oath of fidelity of the Scottish commis- 
$oners to the dauphin, it is evident that, in their opinion, the rights belonging to tlle crown ma- 
trimonial subsisted only during the continuance of the marriage. Keith, Append. 20. But the 
conspirators against Rizio bound themselves to procure a grant of the crown matrimonial to Darnly, 
during all the days of his life. Keith Append. 120. Good. i. 227. 

S Keith, Append. 80. Q $he bishop of Orkney, the earl of Rothes, the earl of C'wila, 
and lord Fleming. 
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But a party, which the feeble and unsteady conduct of their leader had 
brought under much disreputation, was little able to withstand the influ 
ence of France, and the address of the queen regent, seconded, on this 
occasion, by all the numerous adherents of the reformation. Besides, that 
artful princess dressed out the French demands in a less offensive garb, and 
threw in so many limitations as seemed to render them of small conse- 
quence. These either deceived the Scots, or removed their scruples; and 
in compliance to the queen they passed an act, conferring the crown 
mat&~r~onial on the dauphin ; and with the fondest credulity trusted to the 
frail security of words and statutes, against the dsngerous encroachments 
of power." 

The concurrence of the protestants with the queen regent, in promoting 
a measure so acceptable to France, while the popish clergy, under the 
influence of the archbishop of St. Andrew's, opposed it with so much 
violence,f is one of those singular circumstances in the conduct of parties, 
for which this period is so remarkable. It may be ascribed, in some 
degree, to the dexterous management of the queen, but chiefly to the 
moderation of those who favoured the reformation. The protestants were 
by this time almost equal to the Catholics, both in power and in number; 
and, conscious of their own strength, they submitted with impatience to 
that tyrannical authority with which the ancient laws armed the eccle- 
siastics against them. They longed to be exempted from this oppressive 
jurisdiction, and publicly to enjoy the liberty of professing those opinions, 
and of exercising that worship, which so great a part of the nation deemed 
to be founded in truth and to be acceptable to the Deity. This indulgence, 
to which the whole weight of priestly authority was opposed, there were 
only two ways of obtaining. Either violence must extort it from the 
reluctant hand of their sovereign, or by prudent compliances they might 
expect it frorn her favour or her gratitude. The former is an expedient 
for the redress of grievances, to which no nation has recourse suddenly; 
and subjects seldom venture upon resistance, which is their last remed 
but in cases of extreme necessity. On this occasion the reformers wise$ 
held the opposite course, and by their zeal in forwarding the queen's 
designs, they hoped to merit her protection. This disposition the queen 
encouraged to the utmost, and amused them so artfully with man promises, 
and some concessions, that, by their assistance, she sunounteJ  in pnriia- 
~nent  the force of a national and laudable jealousy, which would otherwise 
have swayed with the greater number. 

Another circun~stance contributed sotnewhat to acquire the regent such 
considerable influence in this parliament. In Scotland, all the bishoprics, 
and those abbeys which conferred a title to a seat in parliament, were in 
the gift of the crown.1 From the time of her accession to the regency, 
the queen had kept in her own hands almost all those which became 
vacant, except such as were, to the great disgust of the nation, bestowed 
upon foreigners. Among these, her brother the cardinal of Lorraln had 
obtained the abbeys of Kelso and Melross, two of the most wealthy 
foundations in the 1iingdom.g By this conduct she thinned the ecclesias- 
tical bench,ll which was ent~rely under the influence of the archbishop of 
St. Andrew's, and which, by its numbers and authority, usually had great 
weight in the house, so as to render any opposition it could give at that 
time of little consequence. 

* The act of parliament is worded with the utmost care, with a view to guard against any 
breach of the order of succession. But the duke, not relying on this alone, entered a solemn 1x0- 
testation to secure his own right. Iceith, 76. It is plain that he suspected the French of having 
some intention to set aside his ri~ht of succession; and, indeed, if they had no design of that kind, 
the eagerness with which they urged their demand was childish. 

t Melv. 47. $ See Book I. 5 Lesly 102. 
11 It appears from the rolls of this parliament, which ~esly'calls every full one, Ulot only seven 

bishops and sixteen abbots were oreaent. 
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The e x 1  of Argyll, and James Stewart, pnor of St. Andrew9s, one of the 
most powerful, and the other the most popular leader of the Protestants. 
were appointed to carry the crown and other ensigns of royalty to the 
dauphin. But from this they were diverted by the part they were called 
t o  act in a more interesting scene, which now begins to open. 

Before we turn towards this, it is necessary to observe, that on the 
seventeenth of November, nne thousand five hundred and fifty-eight, Jlary 
of England finished her short and inglorious reign. Her sister Elizabeth 
took possession of the throne without opposition ; and the protestant 
religion was once more established by law in England. The accession of 
a queen, who, under very difficult circumstances, had glven strong indica- 
tions of those en~inent qualities which, in the sequel, rendered her reign 
so illustrious, attracted the eyes of all Europe. Among the Scots, both 
parties observed her first motions with the utmost solicitude, as they easily 
foresaw that she would not remain long an indifferent spectator of their 
transactions. 

Under many discouragements and mucl1 oppression, the reformation 
advanced towards a full establishment in Scotland. All the low country, 
the most populous, and at that time the most warlike part of the kingdom, 
was deeply tinctured with the protestant opinions ; and if the same 
ilnpressions were not made in the more distant counties, it was owing to 
no want of the same dispositions among the people, but to the scarcity of 
preachers, whose most indefatigable zeal could not satisfy the avidity of 
those who desired their instructions. Among a people bred to arms, and 
as prompt as the Scots to act with violence ; and in an age when religious 
passions had taken such strong possession of the human mind, and nloved 
and agitated it with so much violence, the peaceable and regular dernean- 
our of so numerous a party is astonishing. From the death of Mr. Patrick 
Hamilton, the first who suffered in Scotland for the protestant religion, 
thirty years had elapsed, and during so long a period no violation of public 
order or tranquillity had proceeded from that sect ;" and though roused 
and irritated by the most cruel excesses of ecclesiastical tyranny, they 
did in no instance transgress those bounds of duty which the law prescribes 
to subjects. Besides the prudence of their own leaders, and the protection 
which the queen regent, from political motives, afforded them, the modera- 
tion of the archbishop of St. Andrew's encouraged this pacific disposition. 
That prelate, whose private life contemporary writers tax with great 
irregularities,t gpverned the church, for some years, with a temper and 
prudence of wh~ch there are few examples in that age. But some ti~qe 
before the meeting of the last parliament, the archbishop departed from 
those humane maxims by which he had hitherto regulated his conduct ; 
and, whether in spite to the queen, who had entered into so close a union 
with the protestants, or in cornpliance with the importunities of his clergy, 
he let loose all the rage of persecution against the reformed ; sentenced 
to the flames an aged priest, who had been convicted of embracing the 
protestant opinions ; and summoned several others, suspected of the same 
crime, to appear before a synod of the clergy, which was soon to convene 
at Edinburgh. 

Nothing could e q ~ ~ a l  the horror of the protestants at this unexpected 
and barbarous execution, but the zeal with which they espoused the defence 
of a cause that now seemed devoted to destruction. They had imme- 
diate recourse to the queen regent ; and as h'& success in the parliament, 
which was then about to meet, depended on their concurrence, she nc.1 
only sheltered them from the impending storm, but permitted them ibe 
exercise of their religion with rnore freedom than they had hitherto 

* The murder of cardinal ~eato"n was occasioned bp private revenge; and being contrived and 
executed by sixteen persons only, cannot with justice be imputed to the whole prolcstant party. 

t IEnox, Buchanan, ILeith, 208. 
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enjoyed. Unsatisfied with this precarious tenure by which they held 
their religious liberty, the protestants laboured to render their possession 
of it more secure and independent. With this view they determined to 
petitlon the par!iament for some legal protection against the exorbitant 
and oppressive urisdiction of the ecclesiastical courts, which, by their 
arbitrary method of proceeding, founded in the canon law, were led to 
sentences the most shocking to humanity, by maxims the most repugnant 
to justice. But the queen, who dreaded the effect of a debate on this 
delicate subject, which could not fail of exciting high and dangerous pas- 
sions, prevailed on the leaders of the party, by new and more solemn 
promises of her protection, to desist frorn any application to parliament, 
where their numbers and influence would, in all probability, have procured 
them, if not entire redress, at least some mitigation of their grievances. 

They applied to another assembly, to a convocation of the popish clergy, 
but with the same ill success which hath always attended every proposal 
for reformation addressed to that order of men. T o  abandon usurped 
power, to renounce lucrative error, are sacrifices which the virtue of indi- 
viduals has, on some occasions, offered to truth ; but from any society of 
men no such effort can be expected. The corruptions of a society recom- 
mended by common utility, and justified by universal practice, are viewed 
by its members without shame or horror ; and reformation never proceeds 
from themselves, but is always forced upon them by some foreign hand. 
Suitable to this unfeeling and inflexible spirit was the behaviour of the 
convocation in the present conjuncture. All the demands of the protes- 
tants were rejected with contempt ; and the popish clergy, far from endea- 
vouring, by any prudent concessions, to sooth and to reconcile such a 
numerous body, asserted the doctrines of their church, coscerning some 
of the most exceptionable articles, with an ill timed rigour, which gave 
new offence." 

1559.1 During the sitting of the convocation, the protestants first began 
to suspect some change in the regent's disposition towards therm. Though 
joined with them for many years by interest, and united, as they conceived, 
by the strongest ties of affection and of gratitude, she discovered, on this 
occasion, ev~dent symptoms, not only of coldness, but of a growing disgust 
and aversion. In order to account for this, our historians do little more 
than produce the trite observations concerning the influence of prosperity 
to alter the character and to corrupt the heart. The queen, say they, 
having reached the utmost point to which her ambition aspired, no longer 

reserved her accustomed moderation, but, with an insolence usual to the 
Fortunate, looked down upon those by whose assistance she had been 
enabled to rise so high. But it is neither in the depravity of the human 
heart nor in the ingratitude of the queen's disposition that me must search 
for the motives of her present conduct. Tl~ese were derived frorn another 
and a rnore remote source, which, in order to clear the subsequent trans- 
actions, we shall endeavour to open with some care. 

The ambition of the princes of Lorrain had been no less successful than 
daring; but all their schemes were distinguished by being vast and 
unbounded. Though strangers at the court of France, their eminent qua- 
lities had raised them, in a short time, to a height of power superior to 
that of all other subjects, and had placed them on a level even with the 
princes of the blood themselves. The church, the army, the revenue, 
were under their direction. Nothing but the royal dignity remained 
unattained, and they were elevated to a near alliance with it, by the mar- 
riage of the queen oi Scots to the dauphin. In order to gratify their own 
van~ty, and to render their niece more worthy the heir of France, they set 
on foot her claim to the crown of England, which was founded on pre- 
tences not unplausible. 

8 Keith, $1 
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The tra ical amours and marriages of Henry VIII. are known to all the 
world. hfoved by the caprices of his love or of his resentment, that 
impatient and arbitrary monarch had divorced or beheaded four ofthe six 
queens whom he married. In order to ratify him, both his daughters 
had been declared illegitimate by an act of  parliament; and yet, wi!h that 
fantastic inconsistence which distinguishes his character, he, in hls last 
will, whereby he was empowered to settle the order of succession, called 
both of the111 to the throne upon the death of their brother Edward, and 
at the same time, passing by the posterity of his eldest sister Margare 
queen of Scotland, he appointed the line of succession to continue in the 
descendants of his younger sister, the dutchess of Suffolk. 

In consequence of this destination, the validity whereof was admitted by 
the English, but never recognised by foreigners, Mary had reigned in Eng- 
land without the least complaint of neighbouring princes. But the same 
causes which facilitated her accession to the throne were obstacles to the 
elevation of her sister Elizabeth, and rendered her possession of it preca- 
rious and insecure. Rome trembled for the catholic faith under a protes 
tant queen of such eminent abilities. The sarne superstitious fears alarmed 
the court of Sphin. France beheld with concern a throne, to which the 
queen of Scots could form so many pretensions, occupied by a rival, whose 
birth, in the opinion of all good catholics, excluded her from any legal 
right of succession.. . The impotent hatred of the Roman pontiff, or the 
slow councils of P h ~ l ~ p  11. would have prodr;ced no sudden or formidable 
effect. The ardent and impetuous ambition of the princes of Lorrain, who 
at that time governed the court of France, was more decisive, and more to 
be dreaded. Instigated by them, Henry, soon after the death of Mary, 

ersuaded his daumhter-in-law and her husband to assume the title of 
Ring and queen of knglarid. They aRected to publish this to all Europe. 
They usedJhat style and appellation in public papers, some of which still 
remain." Fhe arms of England were enmraved on their coin and plate, 
and borne by them on all occasions. $0 preparations, however, were 
made to support this impolitic and premature claim. Elizabeth was 
alread seated un her throne ; she possessed all the intrepidity of spirit, 
and airthe arts of policy, which were necessary for maintaining that sta- 
tion. England was growing into reputation for naval power. The marine 
of France had been utterly neglected; and Scotland remained the on1 
avenue by which the territories of Elizabeth could he approached. 8 
was 'on that side, therefore, that the princes of Lorrain determined to make 
their attack ;t and, by using the name and pretensions of the Scottish 
queen, they hoped to rouse the English catholics, formidable at that time 
by their zeal and numbers, and exasperated to the utmost against Eliza- 
beth on account of the change which she had made in the national 
religion. 

It was in rain to expect the assistance of the Scottish protestants to 
dethrone a queen whom all Europe began to consider the most powerful 
guardian and defender of the reformed faith. T o  break the power and 
reputation of that party in Scotland became, for this reason, a necessary 
step towards the invasion of England. With this the princes of Lorrain 
resolved to open thew scheme. And as persecution was the only method 
for suppressi~~g religious opinions lrnown in that age, or dictated by the 
despotic and sanguinary spirit of the Itornish superstition, this, in its utmost 
violence, they determined to employ. The earl of Argyll, the prior of 
St. Andrew's, and other leaders of the party, were marked out by them 
for immediate destruction ;l and they hoped, by punishing them, to intimi- 
date their followers. Instructions for this purpose were sent from France 
to the queen regent. That humane and sagacious princess condemned a 

nders. Diplom. Scot. Nos. G8 and 164. t Forbrs's Collect. i. 253.2(39 279.404. f IB.i.153. 
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measure which was equally violent and impolitic. By long residence In 
Scotland, she had become acquainted with the eager and impatient temper 
of the nation ; she well knew the power, the number, and popularity of 
the protestant leaders ; and had been a witness to the intrepid and uncon- 
querable resolution which religious fervour could inspire. What then 
could be gained by rousing this dangerous spirit, which hitherto all the 
arts of policy had scarcely been able to restrain? If it once broke loose, 
the authority of a regent would be little ca able to subdue, or even tl) 
moderate its rage. If, in order to quell it, &reign forces were called In 
thi3 would give the alarm to the whole nation, irritated already at thq 
excessive power which the French possessed in the kingdom, and sus 
picious of all their designs. Amidst the shock which this niight occasion 
far from hopinw to exterminate the protestant doctrine, it would be well it 
the whole fabr"lc of the established church were not shaken, and perhaps 
overturned from the foundation. These prudent remonstrances tnade no 
impression on her brothers ; precipitant, but inflexible in all their resolu 
tions, they insisted on the full and rigorous execution of their plan. Mary, 
passionately devoted to the interest of France, and read on all occasions, 
to sacrifice her own opinions to the inclinations of her gothers, prepared 
to execute their commands with implicit submission;" and, contrary to 
her own judgment and to all the rules of sound policy, she became the 
instrument of exciting civil commotions in Scotland, the htal termination of 
which she foresaw and dreaded. 

From the time of the queen's competition for the regency with the duke 
of Chatelherault, the popish clergy, under the direction of the archbishop 
of St. Andrews, had set themselves in opposition to all her measures. Her 
first step towards the execution of her new scheme was to regain their 
favour. Nor was this reconcilement a matter of difficulty. The popish 
ccclesiastics, separated from tlie rest of mankind by the law of celibacy, 
one of the boldest and most successlhl efforts of human policy; and com- 
bined among themselves in the closest and most sacred union, have been 
accustomed, in every age, to sacrifice all private andparticular passions to 
the dignity and interest of their order. Delighted on this occasion with 
the prospect of triumphing over a faction, the encroachrnents of which they 
had long dreaded, and animated with the hopes of re-establishing their 

.declining grandeur on a firmer basis, they at once cancelled the memory of 
past injuries, and enga ed to second the queen in all her attempts to check 
the progress of the r e f  rmation. The queon, being secure of their assisi- 
ance, openly approved of the decrees of the convocation, by which the 
principles of the reformers were condetrined ; and at the same time she 
issued a reclamation, enjoining all persons to observe the approaching 
festival o f ~ a s t e r  according to the Romish ritual. 

As it was no longer possible to mistake the queen's intentions, the pro 
testants, who saw the danger approach, in order to avert it, en~ployed the 
earl of Glencairn, and sir Hugh Campbell of London, to expostulate with 
her concerning this change towards severity, which their former services 
had so little merited, and which her reiterated promises gave them no rea- 
son to expect. She, without disguise or apology, avowed to them her 
resolution of extirpating the reformed religion out of the kingdom. And, 
upon their urging her former engagements with an uncourtly but honest 
boldness, she so far forgot her usual moderation, as to utter a sentiment, 
which, however apt those,of royal condition may be to entertain it, pru- 
dence should teach them to conceal as much as possible. "The promises 
of princes," says she, '"ught not to be too carefully remembered, nor the 
performance ot thern exacted, unless it suits their own conveniency." 

The indignation which betrayed the queen into this rash expression was 

4 Melv. 48. Mem. de Castelnau, ap. Jebb, vol. ii. 446. 
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nothing In comparison of that with which she was animated upon hearing 
that the public exercise of the reformed religion Gad been introduced into 
the town of Perth. At once she threw off the mask, and issued a mandate, 
summoning all the protestant preachers in the kingdom to a court ofjustice, 
which was to be held a t  Stirling on the tenth of May. The  protestants, 
who, from their union, began about this time to be distinguished by the 
name of the CONGREGATION, were alarmed, but not intimidated by this 
danger; and instantly resolved not to abandon the men to whom they were 
indebted for the most valuable of all blessings, the L~nowledge of truth. At 
that time there prevailed in Scotland, with respect to criminal trials, a 
custom, introduced at  first by  the institutions of vassalage acd clanship, 
and tolerated afterwards under a feeble government: persons accused of 
any crime were accompanied to the place of trial by a retinue of their 
friends and adherents, assembled for that purpose from every quarter of 
the kingdom. Authorized by this ancient practice, the reformed convened 
in great numbers to attend their pastors to Stirling. T h e  queen dreaded 
their approach with a train so numerous, though unarmed ; and in order to 
prevent them from advancing, she empowered John Erslrine of Dun, a 
person of eminent authority with the party, to promise in her name that 
she would put a stop to the intended trial, on condition the preachers and 
their retinue advanced no nearer to Stirling. Erskine, being convinced 
himself of the queen's sincerity, served her with the utmost zeal ; and the  
protestants, averse from proceeding to any act of violence, listened with 
pleasure to so ~aci f ic  a proposition. The  preachers, with a few leaders of 
the party, remained at Perth;  the multitude which had gathered from 
different parts of the kingdo111 dispersed, and retired to their own 
habitations. 

But, notwithstanding this solemn promise, the queen, on the tenth of 
May, proceeded to call to trial the persons who had been summoned, and, 
upon their non-appearance, the rigour of justice took place, and they were 
pronounced outlaws. By  this ignoble artifice, so incompatible with regal 
dignity, and so inconsistent with that integrity which should prevail in all 
transactions between sovereigns and their subjects, the queen forfeited the 
esteem and confidence of the whole nation. T h e  protestants, shoclred no 
less at the indecency with which she violated the public faith, than at the 
danger which threatened themselves, prepared boldly for their own de- 
fence. Ersliine, enraged at having been made the instrument for deceiving 
his party, instantly abandoned Stirling, and repairing to Perth, added to 
the zeal of his assoc~ates, by his representations of the queen's inflexible 
resolution to suppress reli ion." 

T h e  popular rhetoric o B ~ n o x  powerfully seconded his representations ; 
he having been carried a risoner into France, together with the other per- 
sons taken in the castle oPSt. Andrew's, soon made his esca e out of that 
couniry ; and residing sometimes in England, sometimes in lcotland, had 
at  last been driven out of both kingdoms by the rage of the popish c!ergy, 
and was obliged to retire to Geneva. Thence he was called by the lead- 
ers of the protestants in Scotland ; and, in compliance with their solicita- 
tions, he set out for his native countr where he arrived a few days before 
the trial appointed at  Stirling. 2 hurried instantly to Perth, to share 
with his brethren in the common danger, or to assist them in the common 
cause. While their minds were in that ferment which the queen's per- 
fidiousness and their own danger occasioned, he mounted the pulpit, and 
by a vehement harangue against idolatry, inflamed the multitude with the 
otnlost rage. The indiscretion of a priest, who, immediately after I<nox's 
sermon, was preparing to celebrate mass, and began to decorate the altar 
for that purpose, precipitated them into immediate action. With tumultu 
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ary but irresistible violence they fell upon the churches in that city, over 
turned the altars, defaced the pictures, broke in pieces the images ; and 
proceeding next to the monasteries, they in a few hours laid those sump- 
tuous fabrics alrnost level with the ground. This riotous insurrection was 
not the effect of any concert or previous deliberation ; censured by the 
reformed preachers, and publicly condemned by persons of nlost power 
and credit with the party, it nlust be regarded merely as an accidental 
eruption of popular rage." 

But to the queen dowager these proceedin S appeared in a very differ- 
ent light. Besides their manifest contempt E r  her authorit the protest- 
ants had violated every thing in religion which she deerne8:enerable or 
l~oly ; and on both these accounts, she determined to inflict the severest 
vengeance on the whole party. She had already drawn the troops in 
French pay to Stirling ; with these, and what Scottish forces she could levy 
of a sudden, she marched directly to Perth, in hopes of surprising the pro- 
testant leaders before they could assemble their followers, whom, out ot 
confidence in her disingenuous promises, they had been rashly induced to 
dismiss. Intelligence of these preparations and menaces was soon con- 
veyed to Perth. The protestants would gladly have soothed the queen, 
by addresses both to herself and to the persons of greatest credit in her 
court; but, finding her inexorable, they with great vigour took measures 
for their own defence. Their adherents, animated with zeal for religion, 
and eager to expose themselves in so good a cause, floclied in such num- 
bers to Perth that they not only secured the town from danger, but within 
a few days were in a condition to take the field, and to face the queen, 
who advanced with an army seven thousand strong. 

Xeither party, however, was impatient to engage. The queen dreaded 
the event of a battle with men whom the fervour of religion raised above 
the sense of fear or dan er. The protestants beheld with regret the earl 8 of Argyll, the prior of ~ t .  Andrew's, and some other eminent persons of' 
their party, still adhering to the queen ; and, destitute of their aid and 
counsel, declined bazarding an action, the ill success of which might have 
proved the ruin of their cause. The prospect of an acco~nmodation was 
for these reasons hi hl acceptable to both sides: Argyll and the prior, 5 y who were the queen S comn~issioners for conducting the negotiation, seem 
to have been sincerely desirous of reconciling the contending factions ; 
and the earl of Glencairn, arriving unexpectedly with a powerful reinforce- 
ment to the congregation, augmented the queen's eagerness for peace. A 
treaty was accordingly concluded, in which it W-as stipulated that both 
armies should be disbanded, and the gates of Perth set open to the queen ; 
that indemnity should be granted to the inhabitants of that city, and to all 
others concerned in the late insurrection ; that no French garrison should 
be left in Perth, and no French soldier should approach within three miles 
of that place ; and that a parliament should immediately be held, in order 
to compose whatever difference might still remain.t 

May 29.1 The leaders oi the congregation, distrustful of the queen's 
s~ncerity, and sensible that concessions, flowing not from inclination, but 
extorted by the necessity of her affairs, couid not long remain in force, 
entered into a new association, by which they bound themselves, on the 
first infringement of the present treaty, or on the least appearance of dan- 
ger to their religion, to reassemble their followers, and to take arn:s in 
defence of what they deemed the cause of God and of their country.1 

The queeE, by her conduct, demonstrated these precautiol~s to be the 
result of no groundless or unnecessary fear. No sooner were the protest- 
ant forces dismissed than she broke every article in the treaty. She intro- 
duced French troops into Perth, fined some of the inhabitants, banished 

* Knox. Hist. 127, 118. t Keith, 89 f Knox, 238. 
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others, removed the magistrates out of ofice; and on her reliring to Stir 
ling, she left behind her a garrison of six hundred men, with orders to allow 
the exercise of no other religion than the Roman catholic. T h e  situation 
of Perth, a place at that time of sorne strength, and a town among the 
most proper of any in the kingdom for the station o i  a garrison, seems to 
have allured the queen to this unjustifiable and ill-judged breach of public 
falth ; which she endeavoured to colour by alleging that the body of men 
left at Perth was entirely composed of native Scots, though kept in pay 
by the king of France. 

T h e  queen's schen~e began gradually to unfold; it was now apparent 
that not only the religion but the liberties of the kingdom were threatened; 
and that the French troops were to he employed as instrun~ents for subdu- 
lng the Scots, and wreathing the yoke about their necks. Martial as the 
genius of the Scots then was, the poverty of their country made it irnpos- 
sible to keep their armies long assembled ; and even a very srnall body of 
regular troops might have proyed formidable to the nation, though consist- 
lng wholly of soldiers. But what number of French forces were then in 
Scotland, at what times and under wllat pretest they returned, al'ter having 
left fhe kingdom in one thousand five hundred and fifty, we cannot with 
any certair~ty determine. Contetnporary historians often select with  little 
judgment the circumstances which they transmit to posterily ; and with 
respect to matters of the greatest curiosity and importance, leave succeed 
ing ages altogether in the dark. W e  Inay conjecture, however, from some 
passages in Buchanan, that the French and Scots in French pay amounted 
at least to three thousand men, under-the command of Monsieur D'Oysel, 
a creature of the llouse of Guise ; and they were soon augmented to a 
much more formidable number. 

The  queen, encouraged by having so considerable a body of well dls- 
ciplined troops at her command, and instigated by the violent counsels of 
D'Oysel, had ventured, as we have observed, to violate the treaty of Perth, 
and by that rash action once more threw the nation into the most dangerous 
convulsions. T h e  earl of Argyll and the prior of St. Andrew's instantly 
deserted a court where faith arid honour seemed to them to be no longer 
regarded ; and joined the leaders of the congregation, who had retreated 
to the eastern part of Fife. The  barons from the neighbouring counties 
repaired to them, the preachers roused the people to arms, and wherever 
they came, the same violent operations, ~ h i c h ~ a c c i d e n t  had occasioned at 
Perth, were now encouraged out of policy. r h e  enraged multitude was 
let loose, and churches and monasteries, the ~nonuments of ecclesiastic 
pride and luxury, were sacrificed to their zeal. 

In order to check their career, the qileen, without losing a moment, put 
her troops in motion ; but the zeal of the congregalion got the start once 
more of her vigilance and activity. In that warlilre age, when all men 
were accustomed to arms, and on the least prospect of danger were ready 
to run to them, the leaders of the protestarlts found no difficulty to raise an 
army. Though they set out from St. Andrew's with a slender train of a 
hundred horse, crowds flocked to their standards from every corner of the 
country through which they marched ; and before they reached Falliland, 
a village .only ten miles distant, they were able to meet the queen with 
~uper ior  force.* 

The  queen, surprised at the approach of so formidable a body, whlch 
was drawn up by ~ t s  leaders in such a manner as added greatly in appear- 
ance to its numbers, had again rccourse to negotiation. She found, how- 
ever, that the preservation of the prot3stant religion, their zeal for whlcn 
had at first roused the leaders of the congregation to take arms, was not 
the only object they had now in view. They were animated with the 
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warmest love of civil liberty, which they conceived to be in imminent 
danger from the attempts of the French forces ; and those two passions 
mingling, added reciprocally to each other's strength. Together with 
more enlarged notions in religion, the reformation filled the human imind 
with more liberal and generous sentiments concerning civil government. 
T h e  genius of popery is extremely'favourable to the power of princes. 
The  implicit submission to all her decrees, which is exacted by the liomish 
church, prepares and breaks the mind for political servitude ; and the 
doctrines of the reformers, by overturning the established system of su- 
perstition, weakened the firmest foundations of civil tyranny. That bold 
spirit of inquiry, which led men to reject theological errors, accompanied 
them in other sciences, and discovered every where the same manly zeal 
for truth. A new study, introduced at the same time, added greater force 
to the spirit of liberty. Men became more acquainted with the Greelr and 
Roman authors, who described exquisite models of free government, far 
superior to the inaccurate and oppressive system established by the feudal 
law ; and produced such illustrious examples of public virtue as wonder- 
fully suited both the circulnstances and spirit of that age. Many among 
the most eminent reformers were themselves considerable masters in 
ancient learning; and all of them eagerly adopted the maxims and spirit 
of the ancients with regard to government.* T h e  most ardent love of 
liberty accompanied the protestant religion throughout all its progress ; and 
wherever it was embraced, it roused an independent spirit, which rendered 
men attentive to their privileges as subjects, and jealous of the encroach- 
ments of their sovereigns. ICnox and the other preachers of the reforma- 
tion infused generous sentiments concerning government into the minds of 
their hearers; and the Scottish barons, nat~~rally free and bold, were 
y m p t e d  to assert their rights with more freedon1 and boldness than ever. 
nstead of obeying the queen regent, who had enjoined them to lay down 

their arms, they demanded not only the redress of their religiousgrievances, 
but, as a preliminary toward settling the nation, and securing its liberties, 
required the immediate expulsion of the French troops out of Scotland. 
I t  was not in the queen's power to make so important a concession without 
the concurrence of the French monarch ; and as some time was requisite 
in order to obtain that, sbe hoped during this interval to receive such rein- 
forcements from France, as would insure the accornplishment of that design 
which she had twice attempted with unequal strength. [June 13.1 
Meanwhile, she agreed to a cessation of arms for eight days, and before 
the expiration of these, engaged to transport the French troops to the 
south side of the Forth ; and to send con!missioners to St. Andrew's, who 
should labour to bring all differences to an accommodation. As she hoped, 
by means of the French troops, to overawe the protestants in the southern 
countries, the former article in the treaty was punctually 'executed; the 
latter, having been inserted merely to amuse the congregation, was no 
longer remembered. 

By these reiterated and wanton instances of perfidy, the queen lost all 
credit with her adversaries; and no safety appearing in any other cause, 
they again tooli arms with more inflamed resentment, and with bolder and 
Inore extensive views. T h e  removing of the French forces had laid open 
tc them all the country situated between Forth and Tay. The  inhabitants 
oi Perth alone remaiiing subjected to the insolence a d  actions of the gar- 
rison which the queen had left there, implored the assistance of the con- 

.* The excessive admiration of ancimt policy was the occasion of Pinox's famous book con- 
cerning the Goaernmeat uf IVumen, wherein, conformat~lc to the maxims of the ancient legislators 
whicl. rnodt:m experience has proved to be ill fimnded, he pxonounces the elevation of women td 
the superne aot.h.ority to be utterly destructive of good government. His principles, autliorities 
and examples were all drawn froin ancient writers. The same observation may Ire made wit; 
re:ard to Buchanan's dialo:ne, De . J w e  liegni apud Scotos. It is founded, not on Lhe maxima of 
feudal, but of ancient republican government. 
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gregation for their relief. Thither they marched, and having without 
effect required the queen to evacuate the town in terms of the former 
treaty, they prepared to besiege it in form. The  queen employed the 
earl of Huotly and lord Erskine to divert them from this enterprise. 13ut 
her wonted artifices were now of no avail ; repeated so often, they could 
deceive no longer; and, without listening to her offers, the protestants 
continued the siege, and soon obliged the garrison to capitulate. 

After the loss of Perth, the queen endeavoured to seize Stirling, a place 
of some strength, and, from its command of the only bridge over the 
Forth, of great importance. But the leaders of the congregation, having 
~ntelligence of her design, prevented the execution of it by a hasty march 
thither with part of their forces. T h e  inhabitants, heartily attached to the 
cause, set open to them the gates of their town. Thence they advanced, 
with the same rapidity, towards Edinburgh, which the queen, on their 
approach, abandoned with precipitation, and retired to Dunbar. 

The  profestant army, wherever it came, kindled or spread tlie ardour 
of reformation, and the utmost excesses of violence were committed upon 
churches and monasteries. T h e  former were spoiled of every decoration, 
which was then esteemed sacred ; the latter were laid in ruins. Itre are 
apt, at  this distance of time, to condemn the furious zeal of the reformers, 
and to regret the overlhrow of so many stately fabrics, the mor~uments of 
our ancestors' magnificence, and among the noblest ornaments of the 
kingdom. But amidst the violence of a reformation, carried on in oppo- 
sition to legal authority, some irregularities were unavoidable ; and perhaps 
no one could have been permitted more proper to allure and interest the 
multitude, or more fatal to the grandeur of the established church. How 
absurd soever and ill founded the speculative errors of popery inay be, 
some inquiry and attention are requisite towards discovering them. T h e  
abuses and corruptions which had crept into the public worship of that 
church lay more open to observntion, and by striking the senses excited 
more universal disgust. Under the long reign of heathenism, superstition 
seemed to have exhausted its talent of invention, so that when a super- 
stitious spirit seized Christians, they were obliged to imitate the heathens 
in the pomp and magnificence of their ceremonies, and to borrow from 
them the ornaments and decorations of their temples. T o  the pure and 
simple worship of the primitive Christians there succeeded a species of 
splendid idolatr nearly resembling those pagan originals whence it had 
been copied. $he contrariety af such observances to the spirit of C h r i i  
tianity was almost the first thing, in the Romish system, which awakened 
the indi nation of tlie reformers, who, appl.ying to these the denunciations 
in the 6 l d  Testament against idolatry, ~magined that they could not 
endeavour at suppressing them with too much zeal. No task could he 
more acceptable to the multitude than to overturn those seats of superstition; 
they ran with emulation to perform it, and happy was the man whose 
hnnd was most adventurous and successful in executing a work deemed so 
PIOUS. Nor did their leaders labour to restrain this in~petuous spirit of 
reformation. Irregular and violent as its sallies were, they tended directly 
to that end which they had in view ; for, by derr~olishing the monasteries 
throughout the kingdom, and setting at liberty their wretched inhabitants, 
they hoped to render it impossible ever to rebuild the one, or to reassemble 
the otl~er. 

But amidst these irregular proceedin S, a circumstance which does 
honour to the conduct and humanity opthe leaders of the coogregation 
deserves notice. They so far restrained the rage of their followers, and 
were able so to temper their heat and zeal that few of the Roman 
Catholics were exposed to any personal insult, andnot a sillqle man suffered 
death." 

Lesley, aD. Jebb vol. i. 93l 
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At the same time w e  discover, by  the facility with which these great 
revolutions were effected, how violently the current of national favour ran 
towards the reformation. No more than three hundred men marched out 
of Perth, under the earl of Argyll and prior of St. Andrew's ;" with this 
inconsiderable force they advanced. But wherever they came the people 
joined them in a body; their army was seldorn less numerous than five 
thousand men ; the gates of every town were thrown open to receive them ; 
[June 291 and, without strilring a single blow, they took possession of the 
capital of the kingdom. 

This rapid and astonishing success seems to have encouraged the 
reformers to extend their views, and to rise in their demands. Not satisfied 
with their first claim of toleration for their religion, they now openly aimed 
at  establishing the protestant doctrine on the ruins of popery. For this 
reason they determined to fix their residence at  Edinburgh ; and, by their 
appointment, Icnox, and some other preachers, taking possession of the 
pulpits, which had been abandoned by the affrightened cler y, declaimed 
ag?i?it the errors of popery with such fervent zeal as co$d not fail ot 
galnlng many proselytes. 

In the mcan time the queen, who had prudently given way to a torrent 
which she could not resist, observed with pleasure that it now began to 
subside. T h e  leaders of the congregation had been above two months in 
arms, and by the expenses of a campaign, protracted so long beyond the 
usual time of service in that age, had exhausted all the money which a 
country, where riches did not abound, had been able to supply. T h e  
multitude, dazzled with their success, and concluding the work to be 
already done, retired to their own habitations. A few only of the more 
zealous or wealthy barons remained with their preachers at Edinburgh. 
As intelligence is procured in civil wars with little difficulty, whatever 
was transacted at Edinburgh was soon known at Dunbar. The  queen, 
regulating her own conduct by the situation of her adversaries, artrully 
amused them with the prospect of an immediate accomtnodation ; while, 
at  the same time, she l~y  studied delays spun out the negotiations for that 
purpose to such a length that, in the end, the party dwindled to an incon- 
siderable number ; and, as if peace had been already re-established, 
became careless of military discipline. The  queen, who watched for such 
an opportunity, advanced unexpectedly, by a sudden march in the night, 
with all her tbrces, and, appearing before Edinburgh, filled that city with 
the utmost consternation. r h e  protestxnts, weakened by the imprudent 
dispersion of their followers, durst not encounter the French troops in the 
open field ; and were even unable to defend an ill fortified town against 
their assaults. TJnwilling, however, to abandon the citizens to the queen's 
mercy, they endeavoured, by facing the enemy's army, to gain time for 
collecting their own associates. But the queen, in spite of all their resist- 
ance, would have easily forced her way into the town, if the seasonable 
conclusion of a truce had not procured her admission without the effusion 
of blood. 

Their dangerous situation easily induced the leaders of the congregation 
to listcn to any overtures of peace ; and as the qucen was 1ooli.ing daily 
for the arrival of a strong reinforcenient from France, and expected great 
advantage: from a cessation of arms, she also agreed to it upon no unequal 
condif~ons. Together with a suspension of hostilities, from the twenty- 
fourth of July to the tenth of January, it was stipulated in this treaty that 
on the one hand the protestants should open the gates of Edinburgh next 
morning to the queen regent ; remain in dutiful subjection to her govern 
ment ; abstain froin all futnre violation of religious houses ; and give no 
intei~uption to the established clergy, either in the discharge of their func- 
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hons, or m the enjoyme~it of their benefices. On the other hand, the 
queen agreed to give no molestation to the reachers or professors of the 
protestant religion ; to allow the citizens o?~dinburgh, during the cessa 
tion of hostilities, to enjoy the exercise of religious worship according to 
the form most agreeable to the conscience of each ~ndividual ; and to 
permit the free and public profession of the protestant faith in every part 
of the kingdom." The queen, by these liberal concesjions in behalf ot 
their religion, hoped to sooth the protestants, and expected, frcm indulging 
their favourite passion, to render them more compliant with resp6.ct to 
other articles, particularly the expulsion of the French troops out of Scot- 
land. The anxiety which the queen expressed for retaining this body of 
men ~endered them more and more the objects of national jealousy and 
aversion. The immediate expulsion of them was therefore demanded 
anew, and with greater warmth , but the queen, taking advantage of the 
distress of the adverse party, eluded the request, and would consent to 
nothing Inore than that a French garrison should not be introduced into 
EdinbGrgh. 

- 

The desperate state of their affairs imposed on the congregation the 
necessity of awreeinm to this article, which, however, was very far from 
glving thein :atisfaAion. Whatever apprehensions the Scots had coil- 
ceived, from retaining the French forces in the kingdom, were abundantly 
justified during the late commotions. A small body of those troops, main-, 
tained in constant pay, and rendered formidable by regular discipline, 
had checked the progress of a martial people, though animated with zeal 
both for religion and liberty. The srnallest addition to their number, and 
a. considerable one was daily expected, might prove fatal to the public 
liberty, and Scotland nligllt be exposed to the danger of being reduced 
frorn an independent liingdom, to the mean condition of a province annexed 
to the dominions of its powerful ally. 

In order to provide against this imminent calamity, the Duke of Chatel- 
herault and Earl of I-Iuntly, immediately after concluding the truce, 
desired an interview with the chiefs of the congregation. These two 
noblemen, the most potent at that time in Scotland, were the leaders of 
the party which adhered to the established church. They had followed 
the queen during the late commotions ; and, having access to observe 
more narrowly the dangerous tendency of her counsels, their abhorrence 
of the yolte which was preparing for their country surn~ounted all other 
considerations, and deterrnined them rather to endanger the religion which 
they professed than to give their aid towards the execution of her perni- 
cious designs. They proceeded filrther, and promised to Argyll, Glen- 
cairn, and the Prior of St. Andrew's, who were appointed to meet them, 
that if the queen should, with her usual insinceritj-, violate any article in 
the treaty of truce, or refuse to gratify the wishes of the whole nation, by 
dismissing her French troops, they would then instantly join with their 
countrymen in compelling her to a measure, which the public safety, and 
the preservation of their lrberties rendered necessary.t 

July D.] About this time died Henry 11. of France ; just when he had 
adopted a system, with regard to the affairs of Scotland, which would, in 
all probability, have restored union and tranquillity to that kingdom.: 
Towards the close of his reign, the princes of Lorrain began visibl to 
decline in fivour, and the constable Montmorency, by the assistance oqthe 
dutchezs of Valentinois, recovered that ascendant over the spirit of hi: 
master, which his great experience, and his faithful though often unfortu 
nate services seemed justly to merit. That prudent minister imputed the 
insurrections in Scotland wholly to the duke of Guise and the cardinal ot 
Lorrain, whose violent and precipitant counsels could not fail of transport- 

* Reith, 98. Maitland, Hist.ofEdin. 16, 17. t Knox, 154. : Melv 40. 
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ing beyond all bounds of moderation men whose minds were possessed 
with that jealousy which is inseparable from the love of civil liberty, or 
inflamed with that ardour which accompanies religious zeal. Montmo- 
rency, in order to convince Henry that he did not load his rivals with any 
groundless accusation, prevailed to have Melvil,* a Scottish gentleman of 
his retinue, despatched into his native country, with instructions to observe 
the motions both of the regent and of her adversaries ; and the king agreed 
to regulate his future proceedings in that kingdom by Melvil's report. 

Did history indulge herself in these speculations, it would be amusing tc 
inquire what a different direction might have been given by this resolution 
to the national spirit; and to what a different issue Melvil's report, which 
would have set the conduct of the malecontents in the most favourable 
light, might have conducted the public disorders. Perhaps, by gentle 
treatment and artful policy, the progress of the reformation mi ht have 
been checked, and Scotland brought to depend upon France. ??erhaps, 
by gaininw possession of this avenue, the French might have made their 
way into kngland ; and, under colour of supporting Maly's title to the 
crown, they might not only have defeated all Elizabeth's measures in favour 
of the reformation, but have re-established the Roman catholic religion, 
and destroyed the liberties of that kingdom. But into this boundless field 
of fancy and conjecture the historian must ~nalie no excursions ; to relate 
real occurrences, and to explain their real causes and egects, is his peculiar 
and only province. 

The tragical and untimely death of the French monarch put an end to 
all moderate and pacific measures with regard to Scotland. The dulte of 
Guise, and the cardinal his brother, upon the accession of Francis II., a 
prince void of g-enius and without expe~ience, assumed the chief direction 
a f  French affai~s. Allied so nearly to the throne, by the maniage of 
their niece the queen of Scots'~vith the young king, tke now wanted but 
little of regal dignity, and nothing of regal power. X i s  power did not 
or~g remain inactive in their hands. The same vast schemes of ambition, 
which they had planned out under the former reign, were again resurned ; 
and they were enable& by possessing such an~ple antho~ity, to pulsue them 
with more vigour and greater probability of success. The beheld, with 
infinite regret, the progress of the protestant religion in ~LotLnd ; and, sen- 
sible what an unsurmountable obstacle it would prove to their designs, they 
bent all their strength to check its growth before it rose to any greater height. 
For this purpose they carried on their preparations with all possible expe- 
dition, and encouraged the queen their sister to expect, in a short time, the 
arrival of an arn~y so powerful as the zeal of their adversaries, however 
desperate, would not venture to oppose. 

Nor were the lords of the congregation either ignorant of those violent 
counsels which prevailed in the court of France since the death of Henry, 
or careless of providing against the danger which threatened them from 
that quarter. The success of their cause, as well as their personal safety, 
depending entirely on the unanimity and vigour of their own resolutions, 
they endeavoured to guard against division, and to cernent together more 
closely by entering into a stricter bond of confederacy and mutual defence. 
Two persons concurred in this new association, who brought a great acces- 
sion both of,reputation and of power to the party. These were the duke 
01 Chatelherault, and his eldest son the earl of Arran. This young noble- 
man, having resided some years in France, whcrc he commanded the Scot- 
tish guards, had imbibed the protestant opinions concerning religior. 
Hurried along by the heat of youth and the zeal of a proselyte, he had 
uttered sentiments with respect to the points in controversy which did not 
suit the ternper of a bigoted court, intent at that juncture on the extinction 

* The author of the memoirs 
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of the protestant religion ; in order to accomplish which the greatest excesses 
of violence were committed. The church was suffered to wreak its 
utmost fury upon all who were suspected of heresy. Courts were erected 
in different parts of France to take cognizance of this crime ; and by their 
sentences several persons of distinction were condemned to the flames. 

But, in order to inspire more universal terror, the princes of Lorrain re 
solved to select, for a sacrifice, some persons whose fall might convince all 
ranks of men that neither splendour of birth nor eminence in station could 
exempt fi.om punishment those who should be guilty of this unpardonable 
transgression. The earl of Arran was the person destined to be the 
anhappy victim." As he was allied to one throne, and the presumptive 
heir to another; as he possessed the first rank in his own country, and 
enjoyed an honourable station in France ; his condemnation could not fail 
of making the desired impression on the whole kingdom. But the cardinal 
of Lorrain having let fall some expressions which raised Arran's suspicions 
of the design, he escaped the intended blow by a titnely flight. Indigna- 
tion, zeal, resentment, all prompted him to seek revenge upon these per- 
secutors of himself and of the religion which he professed ; and as he passed 
through England, on his return to his native country, Elizabeth, by hopes 
and promises, inflamed those passions, and sent him back into Scotland 
animated with the same implacable aversion to France which possessed a 
great part of his countrymen. He quickly communicated these sentiments 
to his father the duke of Chatelherault, who was already extremely dis- 
gusted with the measures carrying on in Scotland ; and as it was the fate 
of that nobleman to be governed in every instance by those about him, he now 
suffered himself to be drawn from the queen regent ; and, having joined the 
congregation, was considered from that tirne as the head of the party. 

But with respect to him, this distinction was merely nominal. Jan~es 
Stewart, prior of St. Andrew's, was the person who moved and actuated 
the whole body ofthe protestants, among whom he possessed that unbounded 
confidence which his strenuous adherence to their interest and his great 
abilities so justly merited. He was the natural son of James V., by a 
daughter of Lord Erskine ; and as that amorous monarch had left several 
others a burden upon the crown, they were all destined for the church, 
where they could be placed in stations of dignity and affluence. In con- 
sequence of this resolution the priory of St. Andrew's had been conferred 
upon Ja~nes ; but, during so busy a period, he soon became disgusted with 
the indolence and retirement of a monastic life ; and his enterpnsing genius 
called him forth to act a principal part on a more public and conspicuous 
theatre. The scene in which he appeared required talents of different 
kinds : military virture and political discernment were equally necessary 
in order to render him illustrious. These he possessed in an eminent 
degree. T o  the most unquestionable personal bravery he added great skill 
in the art of war, and in every enterprise his arms was crowned with suc- 
cess. His sagacity and penetration in civil affairs enabled him, amidst the 
reeling and turbulence of factions, to hold a prosperous course ; while his 
boldness in defence of the reformation, together with the decency and even 
severity of his manners, secured him the reputation of being sincerely 
attached to religion, without which it was impossible in that age to gain 
asce~idant over mankind. 

It was not without reason that the queen dreaded the enmi of a man so 'r capable to obstruct her designs. As she could not, with a1 her address, 
make the least impression on his fidelity to his associates, she endeavoured 
to lessen his influence, and to scatter among thein the seeds of jealousy 
and distrust, by insinuating that the ambition of the prior aspired b<yond 
the condition of a subject, and aimed at nothing less than the crown Itself 

* Thuan. lib. xxiv. p. 462. Edit. Fra~~coL 
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An accusation so improbable ained but little credit. Whatever thoughts 
of this kind the presumption of unexpected success, and h ~ s  elevation to 
the highest dignity in the kingdom, may be alleged to have inspired at any 
subsequent period, it is certain that at this junctpre he could form no such 
vast design. T o  dethrone a queen, who was lineal heir to an ancient race 
of monarchs ; who had been guilty of no action by which she could forfeit 
the esteem and affection of her subjects ; who could employ, in defence of 
her rights, the forces of a kingdom much more powerful than her own ; 
and to substitute in her place a person whom the illegitimacy of MS birth, 
by the practice of all civilized nations, rendered incapable of any inherit- 
ance either public or private ; was a project so chimerical as the most 
extravagant ambition would hardly entertain, and could never conceive to 
be practicable. The  promlse too, which the prior made to Melvil, of re- 
siding constantly in France, on condition the public grievances were 
redressed ;" the confidence reposed in him by the duke of Chatelherault 
and his son, the presumptive heirs to the crown ; and the concurrence oi 
almost all the Scottish nobles in promoting the measures b which he gave 
offence to the French court, go far towards his vindication Zom those illegal 
and criminal designs, with the imputation of which the queen endeavoured 
at that time to logd him. 

The arrival of a thousand French soldiers compensated, in some degree, 
for the loss which the queen sustained by the defection of the duke of 
Chatelherault. These were immediately commanded to fortify Leith, in 
which place, on account of its commodious harbour, and its situation in the 
nei hbourhood of Edinburgh, and in a plentiful country, the queen resolved 
to f x  the head-auarters of her foreign forces. This unpopular measure, 
by the manner of executing it, was' rendered still rrloie -unpopular. In 
order to bring the town entirely under their command, the French turned 
out a great part of the ancient inhabitants, and, taking possession of the 
houses which they had obliqed them to abandon, presented to the view of 
the Scots two objects equally irritating and offensive ; on the one hand, a 
number of their countrymen expelled their habitations by violence, and 
wandering without any certain abode ; on the other, a colony of foreigners, 
settling with their wives and children in the heart of Scotland, growing 
into strength by daily reinforcements, and openly preparing a yolre, to 
which, without some timely exertion of national spirit, the whole kingdom 
must of necessity submit. 

It  was with deep concern that the lords of the congregation beheld this 
bold and decisive step taken by the queen regent ; nor did they hesitate a 
moment, whether they should employ their whole strength in one generous 
effort, to rescue their religion and liberty from impending destruction. 
Bnt, in order to justify their own conduct, and to throw the blame entirely 
on their adversaries, they resolved to preserve the appearances of decency 
and respect towards their superiors, and to have no recourse to arms with- 
out the most urgent and apparent necessity. [Sept. 29.1 They joined, with 
this view, in an address to the regent, representing, in the strongest terms, 
their dissatisfaction with the measures she was pursuing, and beseeching 
her to quiet the fears and jealousies of the nation by desist~ng from fortifying 
Leith. The queen, conscious of her present advantageous situation, and 
elated with the hopes of fresh succours, was in no disposition for listening 
to demands utterly inconsistent with her views, and urged with that bold 
smportunity which is so little acceptable to princes.1 

The suggestions of her French counsellors contributed, without doubt, 
to alienate her still further from any scheme of accommodation. As the 
queen was read on all occasi~.ns to discover an extraordinary deference 
to the opinionsother countrymen, her brothers, who knew her secot d i r  

* Dlelvil, 54. t Haynes, 211. 
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a probation of the violent measures they were driving on, took care to 
pface near her such persons as betrayed her, by their insinuations, into many 
actions, which her own unbiassed judgment would have highly condemned. 
As their success in the present juncture, when all things were hastening 
towards a crisis, depended entirely on the queen's firmness, tne prmces of 
Lnrrain did not trust wholly to the influence of their ordinal agents; but, 
in order to add the greater weight to their councils, they ca%ed in aid the 
ministers of religion ; and, by the authority of their sacred character, they 
hoped effectually to recommend tc their sister that system of severity 
which they had espoused." With this view, hut unaer pretence of con- 
founding the protestants by the skill of such able masters in controversy, 
they appointed several French divines to reside in Scotland. At the head 
of these, and with the character of legate from the pope, was Pellev6 
bishop of Amiens, and afterwards archbishop and cardinal of Sens, a furi- 
ous bigot,t servilely devoted to the house of Guise, and a proper instru- 
ment for recommending or executing the most outrageous measures. 

Amidst the noise and danger of civil arms, these doctors had little oppor- 
tunity to display their address in the use of their theological weapons. 
But they gave no small offence to the nation by one of their actions. They 

ersuaded the queen to seize the church of St. Giles in Edinburgh, which 
pad remained ever since the late truce in the hands of the pmtestmts; 
and having, by a new and solemn consecration, purified the fabric from the 
pollution with which they srlpposed the profane ministrations of the pro 
testants to have defiled it, they, in direct contradiction to one article in the 
late treaty, re-established there the rites of the Rornish church. This, 
added to the indifference, and even contempt, with which the qaeen re- 
ceived their remonstrances, convinced the lords of the congregation, that it 
was not only vain to expect any redress of their grievances at her hands, 
but absolutely necessary to take arms in their own defence. 

The eager and impetuous spirit of the nation, as well as every consider- 
ation of good policy, prompted them to take this bold step without delay. 
It was but a small part of the French auxiliaries which had as yet arrived, 
The fortifications of Leith, though advancing fast, were still far from being 
complete. Under these circumstances of disadvantage, they conceived it 
y i b l e  to surprise the queen's party, and, by one sudden and decisive 

low, to prevent all future bloodshed and contention. [Oct. 6.1 Full of 
these expectations, they advanced rapidly towards Edinburgh with a nume- 
rous army. Rut it was no easy matter to deceive an adversary as vigilant 
and attentive as the queen regent. With her usual sagacity, she both fore- 
saw the danger, and took the only proper course to avoid it. Instead of 
keeping the field against enemies superior in number, and formidable on 
a day of battle by the ardour of their courage, she retired into Leith, 
and determined patiently to wait the arrival of new reinforcements. Slight 
and unfinished as the fortifications of that town then were, she did not 
dread the efforts of an army provided neither with heavy cannon nor with 
militar stores, and little acquainted with the method of attacking any 
place Lrtified with lnore art than those ancient towers erected all over the 
kingdom in defence of private property against the incursions of banditti. 

Nor did the queen meanwhile neglect to have recourse to those arts 
which she had often employed to weaken or divide her adversaries. By 
private solicitations and prorriises she shook the fidelity or abated the ardour 
of some. By open reproach and accusation she blasted the reputation and 
diminished the authority of others. Her emissaries were every where at 
work, and, notwithstanding the zeal for religion and liberty which then 
animated the nation, they seem te have laboured not without success, 
We find Knox, abont this period, abounding in complaints of the lukewarm 

* Lwley, 015. Castelnau, ap. Jebb. vol. ii. 446. 473. t Davi!a, Brantome 
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and languid spirit which had begun to spread among his party.+ But ik 
their zeal slackened a little, and suffered a momentary intermission, it soon 
blazed up with fresh vigour, and rose to a greater height than ever. 

The queen herself gave occasion to this, by the reply which she made 
to a new remonstrance from the lords of the congregation. Upon their 
arrival at Edinburgh, they once more represented to her the dangers arising 
from the increase of the French t~oops, the fortifying of Leith, and her 
other measures, which they conceived to be destructive to the peace and 
liberty of the kingdom ; and in this address they spoke in a firmer tone, 
and avowed more openly than ever their resolution of proceeding to the 
utmost extremities, in order to put a stop to such dangerous encroachments. 
T o  a remonstrance of this nature, and urged with so much boldness, the 
queen replied in terms no less vigorous and explicit. She pretended that 
she was not accountable to the confederate lords for any part of her con- 
auct ; and upon no representation of theirs wo111d she either abandon mea- 
sures which she deemed necessary, or dismiss forces which she found use- 
ful, or demolish a fortification which might prove of advantage. At the 
same time she required them, on pain of treason, to disband the forces 
which they bad assembled. 

This hau hty and imperious style sounded harshly to Scottish nobles, 
impatient, f!om their national character, of the slightest appearance of 
injury; accustomed, even from their own monarchs, to the most respectful 
treatment ; and possessing, under an aristocratical form of government, 
such a share of power, as equalled at all times, and often controlled, that 
of the sovereign. They were sensible at once of the indignity offered to 
themselves, and alarmed with this plain declaration of the queen's inten- 
tions; and as there now remained but one step to take, they wanted 
neither public spirit nor resolution to take it. 

But, that they might not seem to depart from the established forms of 
the constitution, for which, even amidst their most violent operations, men 
always retain the greatest reverence, [Oct. 21.1 they assembled all the 

eers, barons, and representatives of boroughs, who adhered to their arty. 
bhese formed a convention, which exceeded in rwmber, and equalfed in 
dignity, the usual meetings of parlian~ent. The leaders of the congrega- 
tion laid before them the declaration which the queen had given in answer 
to their remonstrance ; represented the unavoidable ruin which the mea- 
sures she therein avowed and justified would bring upon the kingdom ; 
and requiring their direction with regard to the obedience due to an ad- 
ministration so unjust and oppressive, they submitted to their decision a 
question, one of the most delicate and interesting that can possibly fall 
under the consideration of subjects. 

This assembly proceeded to decide with no less despatch than unanimity. 
Strangers to those forms which protract business, unacquainted with the 
arts which make a figure in debate, and much more fitted for action than 
discourse, a warlike people always hasten to a conclusion, and bring thei~ 
deliberations to the shortest issue. It was the work but of one day to 
examme and to resolve this nice problem, concerning the behaviour of sub- 
jects towards a ruler who abuses his power. But, however abrupt their 
proceeding may appear, they were not destitute of solemn~ty. As the 
determination of the point ~ J J  doubt was conceived to be no less the office 
of divines than of laymen, the former were called to assist with their 
opinion. Iinox and Willox appeared for the whole order, and pronounced, 
without hesitation, both from the precepts and examples in Scripture, that 
it was lawful for subjects not only to resist tyrannical princes, but to deprive 
them of that authority which, in their hands, becomes an instrument for 
destroying those whom the Almighty ordained them to protect. The 
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Qecision of persons revered so highly for their sacred character, but more 
for their zeal and their piety, had great weight with the whole assembly. 
Not satisfied with the common indiscriminate manner of signifying con- 
sent, every person present was called in his turn to declare his sentiments ; 
and rising up in order, all ave their suffrages, without one dissenting voice, 
for depriving the queen o f t h e  office of regent, which she exercised so 
much to the detrimerit of the kingdom." 

This extraordinary sentence was owing no less to the love of liberty 
than to zeal for religion. In the act of deprivation, religious grievances 
are slightly mentioned ; and the dangerous encroachments of the queen 
upon the civil constitution are produced by the lords of the congregation, 
in order to prove their conduct to have been not only just but necessary. 
T h e  introducing foreign troops into a kingdom at peace with all the world ; 
the seizing and fortifying towns in different parts of the country; the 'pro- 
moting strangers to offices of great power and dignity ; the debasing the 
current coin :$ the subverting the ancient laws ; the imposing of new and 
burdensome taxes ; and the attempting to subdue the kingdom, and to op- 
press its liberties, by  open and repeated acts of violence, are enumerated 
at  great length, and placed in the strongest light. On all these accounts, 
the congregation maintained, that the nobles, as counsellors by birthright 
to their monarchs, and the guardians and defenders of the constitution, had 
a rigbt to interpose ; and therefore, by virtue of this right, in the name of 
the king and queen, and with many expressions of dut and submission 2 towards them, they deprived the queen regent of her o ce, and ordained 
that, for the future, no obedience should be given to her c0mmands.f 

Violent as this action may appear, there wanted not principles in the 
constitution, nor precedents in the history of Scotland, to justify and to 
authorize it. Under the aristocratical form of government establieed 
among the Scots, the power of the sovereign was extremely limited. Fhe 
more considerable nobles were themselves petty princes, possessing exten- 
sive jurisdictions, almost independent of the crown, and followed by nume- 
rous vassals, who, in ever contest, espoused their chieftain's quarrel, in 
opposition to the lring. d n c e  the many instances of the impotence of 
regal authority, which are to be  found in the Scottish history. In every 
age, the nobles not only claimed, but exercised, the right of controlling the 
king. Jealous of their privileges, and ever ready to take the iield in de- 
fence of them, every error in administration was observed, every encroach- 
ment upon the rights of the aristocrac excited indignation, and no prince 
ever rentured to transgress the boun&ries which the law had prescribed 
to prerogative, without meeting resistance, which shook or overturned his 
throne. Encoura ed by the spirit of the constitution, and countenanced 
by the example of their ancestors, the lords of the congregation thought it 
incumbent on them, at  this juncture, to inquire into the maleadministration 
of the queen regent, and to preserve their country from being enslaved 
or conquered, by depriving her of the power to execute such a pernicious 
scheme. 

T h e  act of deprivation, and a letter from the lords of the congregation 
to the queen regent, are still extant.$ They discover not only that mascu- 

* I<nox 184. 
t The dandard of money in Scotland was continually varying. In the 16th of Jarnea V., A.  D 

1520 a pound weight of gold when coined, produced £108 of current money. But under the 
quedn regent's administratiod A. D. 1556, a pound weight of gold, althougl~ the quantity of alloy 
was considerably increascd, produced £144 of current money. Jn 1520, a pound weight of silver 
when coined rodured £9 2s. ; but in 155fi, it produced £13 current money. Ruddmlan.  roef fat: 
ad Andets. n'i$omat. Scotie. p. 80 81. fiom which it appears, that this complaint, which the 
malecorltcnts oAen repeated was nbt aitogether destitute of foundation. 

$ M. Castelnau, after colldemning the dannerons counsels of the princes of Lorrain, with regard 
to the affairs of Scotland, acknowledges, wkh  his usual candour, that the Scots declared war 
ryainst the queen regent, rather from a desire of vindicating their civil liberties than from aav 
motive of religion. Menk. 446. g Knox, 184. 
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line and undaunted spirit, natural to men capable of so bold a resolution, 
but are remarkable for a precision and vigour of expression, which we are 
surprised to meet with in an age so unpolished. The same observation 
may be made with respect to the other public papers of that period. The  
Ignorance or bad taste of an age may render the compositions of authors 
by profession obscure, or affected, or absurd : but the language of business 
1s nearly the same at all times ; and wherever men think clearly, and are 
thoroughly interested, they express themselves with perspicuity and force. 

BOOK 111, 
1559.1 The lords of the cbngregation soon found that tlieir zeal had 

engaged them in an undertaking which it was beyond their utmost ability 
to accomplish. The French garrison, despising their numerous but irre- 
gular forces, refused to surrender Leith, and to depart out of the kingdom ; 
rior were these sufficiently skilful in the art of war to reduce the place by 
force, or possessed of the artillery or magazines requisite for that purpose ; 
and their followers, though of undaunted courage, yet, being accustomed 
to decide every quarrel by a battle, were strangers to the fatigues of a 
long campaign, and soon became impatient of the severe and constant duty 
which a siege requires. The queen's emissaries, who found it easy to 
mingle with their countiymen, were at the utmost pains to heighten their 
disgust, which discovered itself at first in murmurs and complaints, but, on 
occasion of the want of money for paying ttie army, brolre out into open 
mutiny. The most eminent leaders were hardly secure from the unbridled 
insolence of the soldiers ; while some of inferior rank, interposing too 
rashly in order to quell them, fell victims to their rage. Discord, conster- 
nation, and perplexity reigned in the camp of the reformers. The duke, 
their general, sunk, with his usual timidity, under the terror of approach- 
ing danger, and discovered manifest symptoms of repentance for h ~ s  rash- 
ness in espousing such a desperate cause. 

In this situation of their affairs, the congregation had recourse to Eliza- 
beth, from whose protection they could denve their only reasonable hope 
of success. Some of their more sagacious leaders, having foreseen that 
the party might probably be involved in greal diffculties, had early endea- 
voured to secure a resource in any such exigency, by entering into a secret 
correspondence with the court of En land." Elizabeth, aware of the 
dangerous designs which the princes o f   orr rain had formed against her 
crown, was e&ly sensible of how much importance it would be, not only 
to check the progress of the French in Scotland, but to extend her own 
influence in that kingdom ;t and perceiving how effectually the present 
insurrections would contribute to retard or defeat the schemes formed against 
England, she listened with pleasure to these applications of the malecon- 
tents, and gave them private assurances of powerful support to their cause. 
Randolph; an agent extremely proper for conducting any dark intrigue, 
was despatched into Scotland, and residing secretly among the lords of the 
congregation, observed and quiclreued their motions. Money seemed to 
be the only thing they wanted at that time ; and it was owiw to a seasona- 
ble remittance from England,$ that the Scottish nobles had-been enabled 
to talze the field, and to advance towards Leith. But as Elizabeth was 
distrustful of the Scots, and studious to preserve appearances with France, 

* Burn. Hist. Ref. 3. Append. 278. Keith, Append.21. 
Append. 29. -$ Knox, 214. Keith, Append. 44. 

t See Append. No. 1. : Keith, 
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her subsidies were bestowed at first with extreme frugality. The subsist- 
ence of an army, and the expenses of a siege, soon exhausted this penurious 
supply, to which the lords of the congregation could make little addition 
from their own funds ; and the ruin and dispersion of the party must have 
instantly followed. 

In order to prevent this, Cockburn of Ormiston, was sent, with the 
utmost expedition, to the governors of the town and castle of Berwick. 
As Berwick was at that time the town of greatest importance on the 
Scottish frontier, sir Ralph Sadler and sir James Crofts, persons of consi- 
derable figure, were employed to coininand there, and were intrusted with 
a discretionary power of supplying the Scottish malecontents, according 
to the exigency of their $airs. From them Cockburn received folr 
thousand crowns, but little to the advantage of his associates. The earl 
of Bothwell, by the queen's instigation, lay in wait for him on his return, 
dispersed his followers, wounded him, and carried off the money. 

This unexpected disappointment proved fatal to the party. In mere 
despair, some of the more zealous attempted to assault Leith; but the 
French beat them back with disgrace, seized their cannon, and, pursuing 
them to the gates of Edinburgh, were on the point of entering along with 
them. All the terror and confusion which the prospect of pillage or of 
rvassacre can excite in a place taken by storm, filled the city on this occa- 
slon. The inhabitants fled from the enemy by the opposite gate ; the 
forces of the congregation were irresolute and dismayed ; and the queen's 
partisans in the town openly insulted both. At last, a few of the nobles 
ventured to face the enemy, who, after plundering some houses in the 
suburbs, retired with their booty, and delivered the city from this dreadful 
alarm. 

A second skirmish, which happened a few days after, was no less unfor- 
tunate. The French sent out a detachment to intercept a convoy of 
provisions which was designed for Edinburgh. The lords of the congre- 
gation having intelligence of this, marched in all haste with a considerable 
body of their troops, and falling upon the enemy between Restalrig and 
Leith, with more allantry than good conduct, were almost surrounded by 
a second party o f ~ r e n c h ,  who advanced in order to support their own 
men. In this situation a retreat was the only thing which could save the 
Scots; but a retreat over marshy ground, and in the face of an enemy 
superior in number, could not long be conducted with order. A body of 
the enemy hung upon their rear, horse and foot fell into the utmost con- 
fusion, and it was entirely owing to the overcaution of the French that 
any of the party escaped being cut in pieces. 

On this second blow, the hopes and spirits of the congregation sunk 
altogether. They did not thinlr themselves secure even within the walls 
of Edinburgh, but instantly determined to retire to some place at a great 
distance from the enemy. In vain clid the prior of St. Andrew's, and a 
few others, oppose this cowardly and ignominidus flight. This dread of 
the present danger prevailed over both the sense of honour and zeal for 
the cause. [Nov. 6.1 At midnight they set out from Edinburgh in great 
confusion, and marched without halting till they arrived at Stirling." 

During this last insurrection, the great body of the Scottish nobility 
joined the congregation. The lords Seton and Borthwick were the only 

ersons of ranlr who took arms for the queen, and assisted her in defending 
Eeith.? Bothwell openly favoured her cause, but resided a! his own house 
The earl of Huntly, conformable to thd crafty policy which distinguished 
his character, amused the leaders of the congregation, whom he had 
engaged to assist, with many fair promises, but never joined the111 with a 
single man.1 The earl of Morton, a member of the congregation, fluctuated 

* Iceit?). Appcnd. 21-45. t Ibid. Append. 31. d Ibid. Append. 33. Knox, 222. 
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~n a state of irresolution, and did not act heartily for the common cause 
Lord Ersliine, governor of Edinburgh castle, though a protestant, main 
tained a neutrality, which he deemed becomil~g the dignity of his office, 
and having been intrusted by parliament with the command of the principal 
fortress in the kingdom, he resolved that neither faction should get it into 
their hands. 

A few days before the retreat of the congregation, the queen suffered 
an irreparable loss by the defection of her principal secretary, William 
Maitland of Lethington. His zeal for the reformed religion, together with 
his warm remonstrances against the violent measures which the queen was 
carrying on, exposed him so much to her resentment, and $0 that of her 
French counsellors, that he, suspecting his life to be in danger, withdrew 
secretly h m  Leith, and fled to the lords of the congregation ;" and they 
with open arms received a convert, whose abilities added both strength 
and reputation to their cause. Maitland had early applied to public busi- 
ness admirable natural talents, improved by an acquaintance with the 
liberal arts ; and, at a time of life when his countrymen of the same 
quality were followii~g the pleasures of the chase, or serving as adventurers 
in the armies of France, he was admitted into all the secrets of the cabinet, 
and put upon a level with persons of the most consummate experience in 
the management of affairs. He possessed, in an eminent degree, that 
intrepid spirit which delights in pursuing bold designs, and was no less 
master of that political dexterity which is necessary for carrying them on 
with success. But these qualities were deeply tinctured with the neigh- 
bouring vices. His address sometimes degenerated into cunnil~g ; his 
acuteness bordered upon excess ; his invention, overfertile, suggested to 
him, on some occasions, chimerical systems of policy, too refined for the 
genius of his age or country; and his enterprising spirit engaged him in 
projects vast and splendid, but beyond his utmost power to execute. All 
the cotemporary writers, to whatever faction they belong, mention him 
with an admiration which nothing conld have excited but the greatest 
superiority of penetration and abilities. 

The precipitate retreat of the congregation increased to such a degree 
the terror and confusion which had seized the party at Edinburgh, that 
before the army reached Stirling it dwindled to an inconsiderable num- 
ber. The spirit of Ihox  however still remained undaunted and erect; 
and having mounted the pul it, he addressed to his desponding hearers an 
exhortation which wonderfufiy animated and revived them. The heads 
of this discourse are inserted in his history,? and afford a strikin example 
of the boldness and freedom of reproof assumed by the first reknners, as 
well as a specimen of his own skill in choosing the topics most fitted to 
influence arid rouse his audience. 

A meeting of the leaders being called, to consider what course they 
should hold, now that their own resources were all exhausted, and their 
destruction appeared to be unavoidable without foreign aid, they turned 
their eyes once more to England, and resolved to implore the assistance of 
Elizabeth towards finishing an enterprise, in which they had so fatally 
experienced their own weakness, and the strength of their adversaries. 
Maitland, as the most able negotiator of the party, was ernployed in this 
embassy. In his absence, and during the inactive season of the year, it 
was agreed to dismiss their followers, worn out by the fatigues of a cam- 
paign which had so far exceeded the usual time of service. Rut, in order 
to preserve the counties most devoted to their interest, the prior of St. 
Andrew's, w ~ t h  part of the leaders, retired into Fife. The duke of Chatel- 
herault, with the rest, fixed his residence at Hamilton. There was little 
bleed of Maitland's address or eloquence to induce Elizabeth to take his 

* Knox 192. t Ibid. 193 
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country under her protection. She observed the prevalence of the French 
counsels, and the progress of their arms in Scotland, with great concern ; 
and as she well foresaw the dangerous tendency of their schemes in that 
kingdom, she had already come to a resolution with reward to the part she 
herself would act, if thelr power there should grow stfil more formidable 

In order to give the queen and her privy council a full and distinct view 
of any important matter which might come before them, ~t seems to have 
been the practice of Elizabeth's ministers to prepare memorials, in which 
they clearly stated the point under deliberation, laid down the grounds of 
the conduct which they held to be most reasonable, and roposed a method 
for carrying their plan into execution. T w o  papers o?this hind, written 
by sir William Cecil with his own hand, and submitted by the queen to 
the consideration of her privy council, still remain ;" they are entitled, 

A short discussion of the weighty matter of Scotland," and do honour 
to the industry and penetration of that great minister. T h e  motives which 
determined the queen to espouse so warmly the defence of the congrega 
tion, are represented with perspicuity and force; and the corlsequences of 
suffering the French to establish themselves in Scotland are predicted with 
great accuracy and discernment. 

I l e  lays it down as a principle, agreeably to the laws both of God and 
of nature, that every society hath a right to defend itself, not only from 
present dangers, but from such as may probably ensue ; to which he adds, 
that nature and reason teach every prince to defend hiniself by the same 
means which his adversaries employ to distress him. Upon these grounds 
11e establishes the right of England to interpose in the affairs of Scotland, 
and to prevent the conquest of that kingdom, at  which the Frebch openly 
aimed. T h e  French, he observes, are the ancient and implacable enemies 
of Ehgland. Hostilities had subsisted between the two nations for many, 
centuries. No  treaty of peace into which they entered had ever been 
cordial or sincere. No good effect was therefore to be expected from the 
peace lately agreed upon, which, being extorted by present necessity, 
would be negligently observed, and broken 011 the slightest pretences. In 
a very short time France would recover its former opulence ; and though 
now drained of men and money by a tedious and unsuccessful war, it would 
quiclrly be in a condition for acting, and the restless and martial genius of 
the people render action necessa . The  princes of Lorrain, who at that 
time had the entire direction of Trench affairs, were animated with the 
most virulent hatred against the English nation. They openly called in 
question the legitimacy of the queen's birth, and, by advancing the title 
and pretensions of their niece the queen of Scotland, studied to deprive 
Elizabeth of her crown. With this view they had laboured to exclude 
the English from the treaty of Chateau en Cambresis, and endeavoured to 
conclude a separate peace with Spain. They had persuaded Henry 11. 
to permit his daughter-in-law to assume the title and arms of queen of 
England ; and even since the conclusion of the peace, they had solicited 
at  Rome, and obtained a bull, declaring Elizabeth's birth to be illegitimate. 
Though the wisdom and moderation of the constable Montmorency had 
for some time checked their career, yet these restraints being now removed 
by the death of Henry II. and the disgrace of his minister, the utnlost 
excesses of violence were to be dreaded from t h e ~ r  furious ambition, armed 
with sovereign power. Scotland is the quarter where they can attack 
England with most advantage. A war on the borders of that country 
exposes France to no danger; but one unsuccessful action there may 
hazard the crown, and overturn the government of England. In political 
conduct, it is childish to wait till the designs of an enemy be ripe for 
execution. The  Scottisn nobles, after their utmost efforts, have been 

* Burn. vol. iii. Append. 283. Forbes, i. 387 c. Keith, Append. 21. 
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obliged to quit the field ; and, far from expelling the invaders of their 
liberties, they behold the French power daily increasing, and must at last 
cease from struggling any longer in a contest so unequal. The  invading 
of England will immediately follow the reduction of the Scottish male- 
contents, by  the abandoning of whom to the mercy of the French, Eliza- 
beth will open a way for her enemies into the heart of her own kingdom, 
and expose it to the calamities of war and the danger of conquest. 
Nothing therefore remained but to meet the enemy while yet at a distance 
from England, and, by supporting the congregation with a powerful army 
to render Scotland the theatre of the war, to crush the designs of the 
princes of Lorrain in their infancy, and, by such an early and unexpected 
effort, to expel the French out of Britain, before their power had time to 
take root arid grow up to any fornlidable height. But as the matter was of 
as much importance as any which could fall under the consideration of an 
English monarch, wisdom and mature counsel were necessary in the first 
place, and afterwards vigour and expedition in conduct; the dan er was 5 urgent, and by losing a single moment might become unavoidable. 

These arguments produced their full effect upon Elizabeth, who was 
jealous, in all extreme degree, of every pretender to her crown, and nc 
less anxious to preserve the tranquillity and happiness of her subjects. 
From these motives she had acted in granting the congregation an early 
supply of money; and from the same principles she determined, in thew 
present exigency, to afford them more effectual aid. One of Maitland's 
attendants was instantly despatched into Scotland with the strongest assu- 
rances of her protection, and the lords of the congregation were desired 
to send co~nmissioners into England to conclude a treat , and to settle the 
operations of the canipaign with the dulie of ~o r fo l l i . 7  

Meanwhile the queen regent, from whom no motion of the congregation 
could lon be concealed, dreaded the success of this negotiation with the 
court of &gland, and foresaw how little she soii ld be able to resist the 
united efforts of the two kingdoms. For this reason she determined, if 
possible, to get the start of Elizabeth ; and by venturing, notwithstanding 
the inclemency of the wintcr scason, to attack the malecontents in their 
present dispersed and he!pless situation, she hoped to put an end to the 
war before the arrival of their English allies. 

A considerable body of her French forces, who were augmented about 
this time by the arrival of the Count de Martigues, with a thousand veteran 
foot, and some cavalry, were commanded to march to Stirling. Having 
there crossed the Forth, they proceeded along the coast of Fife, destro ing 
and plundering, with excessive outrage, the houses and lands of those d o m  
they deemed their enemies. Fife was the most populous and powerful 
county in the ltingdom, and ~ r ~ o s t  devoted to the congregation, who had 
hitherto dfawn from thence their most considerable supplies, both of men 
and provlslons ; and therefore, besides punishing the disntkction of the 
inhabitants by pillaging the country, the French p r ~ ? s e d  to seize and 
fortify St. t.ndre,>v's, and to leave in it a garrison su lc~ent  to bridle the 
mutinous spirit of' the province, and to keep possession of a port situated 
on the main ocean.! 

But on this occasion the prior of St. Andrew's, lord Ruthven, Kirlraldy 
of Grange, and a few of the most actite leaders of the congregation, 
performed, by their bravery and good conduct, a service of the utmost 
importance to their party. Having assembled six hundred horse they 
infested the French with continual incursions, beat up their quarters, inter- 
cepted their convoys of provisions, cut off their straggling parties, and so 

* The arguments which the Scots employed, in order to obtain Elizabeth's assistance, are uracd 
with great force in a paper of Maitland's. See Append. No. 11. 
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harassed them with perpetual alarms that they prevented them for more 
than three weeks from advancing." 

1560.1 At last the prior, with his feeble party, was constrained to retire, 
and the French set out froin Kirkalc! 7 ,  and began to move along the coast 
towards St. Andrew'n. [Jan. 23.1 ihey  had advanced but a few miles 
when, from an eminence, they descried a powerfill fleet steering its course 
up the Frith of Forth. As they knew that the Marquis D'Elbeuf was at 
that time preparing to sail for Scotland w ~ t h  a numerous army, they 
hastily concluded that these ships belonged to them, and gave way to the 
most immoderate transports of joy on the prospect of this long ex ected 
succour. Their great guns were already fired to welcome their f!ie?ds, 
and to spread the tidings and terror of their arrival among their enemies, 
when a small boat from the opposite coast landed, and blasted their pre- 
mature and shortlived triumph, by informing them that it was the fleet of 
England which was in sight, intended for the aid of the congregation, 
and was soon to be followed by a formidable land army.7 

Throughout her whole reign Elizabeth was cautious, but decisive ; and, 
by her promptitude in executing her resolutions, joined to the deliberation 
w ~ t h  which she formed them, her administration became remarkable no 
less for its vigour than for its wisdom. No sooner did she determine to 
afford her protection to the lords of the congregation, than they expe- 
rienced the activity, as well as the extent of her power. The season of 
the year would not permit her land army to take the field; but lest the 
French should, in the mean time, receive new reinforcements, she instantly 
ordered a strong squadron to cruise in the Frith of Forth. She seems, by 
her instructions to Winter her admiral, to have been desirous of preserving 
the appearances of friendship towards the French.1 But these were only 
appearances; if any French fleet should attempt to land, he was com- 
manded to prevent it hy every act of hostility and violence. It was the 
sight of this squadron which occasioned at first so much joy among the 
French, but which soon inspired them with such terror as saved Fife from 
the effects of their vengeance. Apprehensive of being cut off from their 
cornpanions on the opposite shore, they retreated towards Stirling with 
the utmost precipitation, and in a dreadful season, and throu h roads almost 
impassable, arrived at Leith, harassed and exhausted with 

The English fleet cast anchor in the road of Leith, and continuing in that 
station till the conclusion of peace, both prevented the garrison of Leith 
from receiving succours of any kind, and considerably facilitated the 
operations of their own forces by land. 

Feb. 27. Soon after the arrival of the English squadron, the commis- 
sioners of t L e congregation repaired to Berwick, and concluded with the 
duke of Norfollr a treaty, the bond of that union with Elizabeth which 
was of so great advantage to the cause. T o  give a checlr to the dangerous 
and rapid progress of the French arms in Scotland was the professed design 
of the contracting parties. In order to this the Scots engaged never to 
suffer any closer union of their country with France ; and to defend thern- 
selves to the uttermost against all attempts of conquest. Elizabeth, on 
her part, promised to emplo in Scotland a powerful army for their 
assistance, which the Scots un&rtoolr hjoin with all their forces ; no place 
in Scotland was to remain in the hands of the English; whatever should 
be taken frorn the enemy was either to be razed or ke t by the Scots at 
their choice; if any invasion should be made upon &,gland, the h o t s  
were obliged to assist Elizabeth with part of their forces; and, to ascer- 
tain their faithful observance of the treaty, they bound themselves to 
Fleliver hostages to Elizabeth, before the march of' her army ~nto Scobland : 
m conclusion, the Scots made many protestations of obedience and loyalty 

* Icnox, 202. 7 Ibid. : ICeith, Append. 45. Haynes, YJI. $ Knox, 203 
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towards their own queen, in every thing not inconsistent with their 
relicion and the liberties of their country." 

T h e  English army, consisting of six thousand foot and two tllousand 
horse, under the command of lord Gray of Wilton, entered Scotland early 
in the spring. The members of the congregation assembled from all parts 
of the kingdom to meet their new allies ; and having joined them, wjth 

reat multitudes of their followers, they advanced together towards Lelth 
fApril 21 . T h e  French were little able to keep the field against an enemy 
so rnuch superior in number. A strong body of troops, destined for their 
relief, had been scattered by a violent storm, and had either perished on 
the coast of France, or with difficulty had recovered the ports of that 
1ringdorn.t But they hoped to be zble to defend Leith till the princes of 
Lorrain should make good the magnificent promises of assistance with 
which they daily encouraged them; or till scarcity of provisions should 
constrain the English to retire into their own country. In order to hasten 
this latter went, they did not neglect the usual, though barbarous precaution 
for distressing an invading enemy, by hurning and laying waste all the 
adjaceni country.$ The  zeal, however, of the nation frustrated their inten- 
tions : eager to contribute towards removing their oppressors, the people 
produced their hidden stores to support their friends ; the neighbouring 
counties supplied every thing necessary; and, far from wanting subsist- 
ence, the English found in their camp all sorts of provisions at a cheaper 
rate than had for some time been known in that part of the kingdom.§ 

On the approach of the English army the queen regent retired into the 
castle of Edinburgh. Her health was now in a dechning state, and her 
mind brolten and depressed by the misfortunes of her administration. T o  
avoid the danger and fatigye of a siege, she committed herself to the pro- 
tection of ford Erskine. 1 his nobleman still preserved his neutrality, and 
by his inte rity andlove of hiscountry meritedequally the esteem of both 
parties. l f e  received the queen herself with the utmost honour and 
respect, but took care to admit no such retinue as might endanger his com- 
mand of the castle.11 

April 6.1 A few days after they arrived in Scotland, the En lish invested 
Leith. The garrison shut up within the town was almosthalfas numerous 
as the army which sat down before it, and hy an obstinate defence pro- 
tracted the siege to a great length. The  circumstances of this siege, related 
by cotemporary historians, men without knowledge or experience in the 
art of war, are often obscure and ~mperfect, and at  this distance of time 
are not considerable enough to he entertaining. 

At first the French endeavoured to keep possession of the Hawk Hill, a 
rising ground not far distant from the town, but were beat from it with 
great slau htcr [April 151, chiefly by the furious attack of the Scottish 
cavalry. k i t h i n  a few days the French had their full revenge; having 
sallied out with a strong body, they entered the English trenches, broke 
their troops, nailed part of their cannon, and killed at least double the 
number they had lost in the former skirmish. Norwere the English more 
fortunate in an attemptwhich they made to take the place by assault [May 71 ; 
they were met with equal courage, and repulsed with considerable loss. 
From the detail of these circumstances by the writers of that age, it is easy 
to observe the different characters of the French andEnglish troops. T h e  
former, trained to war during the active reigns of Francis I. and Henry II., 
defended themselves not only with the bravery but with the skill of rete- 
rans. The  latter, who had been m ~ r e  accustomed to peace, still pre- 
served the intrepid and desperate valour peculiar to the nation, but dis- 
covered few marks of military genius or of experience in the practice of 

* Knox,217. Haynee, 253, &c. t Mem. de Castel. 450. : Knox, 225. 9 Id. ibid. 
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war. Every misfortune or disappointment during the siege must be 
Imputed to manifest errors in conduct. The success of the besieged in 
their sally was owing entirely to the security and negligence of the Eng- 
lish ; many of their officers were absent ; their soldiers had left their sta- 
t~cins; and the$_ 'renches were almost without a guard.* The ladders, 
which had been plwided for the assault, wanted a great deal of the neces- 
sary length ; and the troops employed in that service were ill supported. 
The trenches were opened at first in an improper place; and as it was 
found expedient to change the ground, both time and labour were lost. 
The inability of their own generals, no less than the strength of the French 
garrison, rendered the progress of the English wonderfully slow. The 
long continuance, however, of the s'iege, and the loss of part of their maga- 
zines by an accidental fire, reduced the French to extreme distress for 
want of provisions. which the prospect of relief made them bear with 
admirable fortitude. 

While the hopes and courage of the French protracted the siege so far 
beyond expectation, the leaders of the congregation were not idle. By 
new associations and confederacies they laboured to unite their party more 
perfectly. By publicly ratifying the treaty concluded at Berwick, they 
endeavoured to render the alliance with England firm and indissoluble. 
Among the subscribers of these papers we find the earl of' Iluntly, and 
some others, who had not hitherto concurred with the congregation in any 
of their measures.? Several of these lords, particularly the earl of Huntly, 
still adhered to the popish church; but, on this occasion, neither theirreli- 
gious sentiments nor their former cautious maxims were regarded ; the tor 
rent of national resentment and indignation against the French hurried 
them on.1 

June 10.1 The queen regent, the instrument rather than the cause of 
involvinv Scotland in those calamities under which it groaned at that time, 
died duping the heat of the siege. No princess ever possessed qualities 
more capable of rendering her administration illustrious, or the kingdom 
happy. Of much discernment and no less address; of great intrepidity 
and equal prudence ; gentle and humane, without weal~ness; zealous for 
her religion, without bigotry; a lover of justice, without rigour. One 
circumstance, however, and that too the excess of a virtue rather than any 
vlce, poisoned all these great qualities, and rendered her government 
unfortunate and her name odious. Devoted to the interest of France, her 
native country, and attached to the princes of Lorrain, her brothers, with 
most passionate fondness, she departed, in order to gratify them, from 
every maxim which her own wisdom or humanity would have approved. 
She outlived, in a great measure, that reputation and popularity which had 
smoothed her way to the highest station in the kingdom; and many exam- 
ples of falsehood, and some of severity, in the latter part of her administra- 
tion, alienated from her the aEections of a people who had once placed in 
her an unbounded confidence. But, even by her enemies, these unjusti- 
fiable actions were imputed to the facility, not to t!le malignity of her 
nature; and while they taxed her brothers and French counsellors with 
rashness and cruelty, they still allowed her the praise of prudence and of 
lenity.$ A few days before her death she desired an interview with the 
prior of St. Andrew's, the earl of Argyll, and other chiefs of the congre- 

the instructionsof Elizabeth to Randolph her acent p ~ l t  it bcyon ~d all doubt that many zealcuspapists 
thought the alliance with England to be necessary for preservir~,o the liberty and indrpend6nce of 
the kinqdom. ICeilll, 158. Huutly himself began a correspondence with Elizabeth's ministers, 
hcfore the march of tlie Ennlish armv into Scotland. Havnes's State Pancrs, 261. 263. See 
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gation. T o  them she lamented the fatal issue of those violent counsels 
which she had been obliged to follow ; and, with the candour natural to a 
r r o u s  mind, confessed the errors of her own administration, and begged 
orgireness of those to whom they had been hurtful; but at the same t ~ m e  

she warned them, amidst their struggles' for liberty and the shoclt of arms, 
not to lose sight of the loyalty and subjection which were due to their 
sovereign."- The remainder of her time she ernployed in religious n~edi- 
tations and exercises. She even invited the attendance of Wiilox, one of 
the most eminent among the reformed preachers, listened to his instructions 
with reverence and attention,? and prepared for the approach of death 
with a decent fortitude. 

Nothing could now save the French troops shut up in Leith but the imme- 
diate conclusion of a peace, or the arrival of a powerful army from the 
continent. The  princes of Lorrain amused their party in Scotland with 
continual expectations of the latter, and had thereby kept alive their hopes 
and their courage; but, at last, the situation of France, rather than the ter- 
ror of the English arms, or the remonstrances of the Scottish malecontents, 
constrained them, though with reluctance, to turn their thoughts towards 

acific counsels. The  protestants in France were at  that time a party 
grmidable by their number, and more by the valour and enterprising ge- 
nius of their leaders. Francis 11. had treated them with extreme rigour, 
and discovered, by every step he took, a settled resolution to extirpate their 
religion, and to ruin those who professed it. At the prospect of this danger 
to themselves and to their cause, the protestants were alarrned, but not 
terrified. Animated with zeal, and inflamed with resentment, they not 
only prepared for their own defence, but resolved, by some bold actlon, to 
anticipate the schemes of their enemies; and as the princes of Lorrain 
were deemed the authors of all the king's violeut measures, they ~narlred 
them out to be the first victims oS their indignation. [March 15.1 Hence, 
and not from disloyalty to the lilng, proceeded the famous cor~spiracy of 
Amboise ; and though the vigilance and good fortune of the princes of 
Lorrain discovered and disappointed that design, it was easy to observe 
new storms gathering in every p~ovince of the liingdo~n, and ready to burst 
out with ail the fury and outrage of civil war. In this situation the ambi- 
tion of the house of Lorrain was ca!led off from the thoughts of foreign 
conquests, to defend the hol~our and digt~ity of the French crown ; and, 
instead of sending new reinforcements into Scotland, it became necessary 
to withdraw the veteran troops already empl~yed  in that kingdom.$ 

In order to conduct an affair of so much importance and delicacy, the 
prlnces of Lorrain made cl~oice of illonluc, bishop of Valence, and of the 
sienr de Randan. As both these, especially the former, were reckoned 
lnferior to no persons of that age in address and political refinement, Eliza- 
beth opposed to them ambassadors of equal abilities; Cecil, her prime 
minister, a man perhaps of the greatest capacity who had ever held that 
office; and Wotton, dean of Canterbury, grown old in the art of nego- 
tiating under three successive monarchs. r h e  interests of the French and 
English courts were soon adjusted by men of sogreat dexterity in business ; 
and as 1"rance easily consented to withdraw tbose forces which had been 
the chief occasion of the war, the other points in dispute between that 
kingdom and England were not matters of tedious or of difficult discussion. 

T h e  grievances of the congregation, and their demands upun their own 
sovcreigns for redress, employed longer time, and required to be treated 
with a more delicate hand. After so many open attempts, carried on by 
command of the king and queen, in order to ovefturn the ancient constitu- 
tion, and to suppress the religion lvhich they had embraced, the Scottish 
nobles could not think themselves secure without fixing some new barrier 
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agalnst the future encroachments of regal power. But the legal steps 
towards accomplishing this were not so obvious. The French ambassa- 
dors considered the entering into any treaty with subjects, and with 
rebels, as a condescension unsuitable to the dignity of a sovereign; and 
their scruples on this head might have put an end to the treaty, if the 
impatience of both arties for peace had not suggested an expedient, which 
seemed to provide for the security of the subject, without derogating from 
the honour of the prince. The Scottish nobles agreed, on this occasion, to 
pass from the point of right and privile e, and to accept the redress of 
their grievances as a matter of favour. ghatever additional security their 
anxiety for personal safety or their zeal for public liberty prompted them 
to demand was granted in the name of Francis and Mary, as acts of their 
royal favour and indulgence. And, lest concessions of this kind should 
seem precario~ts, and liable to be retracted by the same power which had 
made them, the French ambassador agreed to insert them in the treaty 
with Elizabeth, and thereby to bind the king and queen inviolably t e  
observe them." 

In relating this transaction, cotemporary histo~ians have confounded the 
concessions of Francis and Mary to their Scottish subjects, with the treaty 
between France and England ; the latter, besides the ratification of former 
treaties between the two kingdoms, and stipulations with regard to the 
time and manner of removing both armies out of Scotland, contained aa 
article to which, as the source of many important events, we shall often 
have occasion to refer. The right of Elizabeth to her crown is thereby 
acknowledged in the strongest ter~ns ; and Francis and Mary solemnly en- 
gaged neither to assume the title nor to bear the arms of king and queeir 
of England in any time to come.? 

July 6.1 Honourable as this article was for Elizabeth herself, the con- 
ditions she obtained for her allies the Scots were no less advantageous to 
them. Monluc and Randan consented, in the r~ame of Francis and Mary, 
that the French forces in Scotland should instantly be sent back into their 
own country, and no foreign troops be hereafter introduced into the king- 
dom without the knowledge and consent of parliament ; that the fortifica- 
tions of Leith and Dunbar should immediately be razed, and no new fort 
be erected without the permission of parliament ; that a parliament should 
be held on the first day of August, and that assembly be deemed as valid 
in all respects as if it had been called by the express comtnandnrent of the 
king and queen ; that, conformable to the ancient laws and customs of the 
country, the king and queen should not declare war or conclude peace 
without the concurrence of parliament; that, during the queen's absence, 
the administration of government should be vested in a council of twelve 
persons, to be chosen out of twenty-four named by parliament, seven of 
which cou~~cil to be elected by the queen, and five by the parliament ; that 
hereafter the king and queen should not advance foreigners to places of 
trust or dignity in the kingdom, nor confer the offices of treasurer or comp- 
tsoller of the revenues upon any ecclesiastics ; that an act of oblivion, 
abolishing the guilt and memory of all offences committed since the sixth 
of March, one thousand five hundred and fifty-eight, should be paysed in 
the ensuing parliament, and be ratified by the king and queen; that the 
king and queen should not, under the colour of punishin any violation of 
their authority during that period, seek to deprive any of  their subjects of 
the offices, benefices, or estates which they now hold ; that the redress due 
to churchmen, for the injuries which they had sustained during the late 
insurrections, should be left entirely to the cognizance of parliament. 
With regard to religious controversies, the ambassadors declared that they 
would not presume to decide, but permitted the parliarnent, at their first 
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meeting, to examine the points in difference, and to represent their sense 
of them to the king and queen." 

T o  such a memorablr: period did the lords of the congre ation, by. their 
courage and perseverance, conduct an enterprise which at 8rst promlxd a 
very different issue. From beginnings extremely feeble, and even con- 
temptible, the party grew by degrees to reat power ; and, being favoured 
by many fortunate incidents, baPicd sly the efTorts of their awn queen, 
aided by the forces of a more considerable kingdom. The sovereign 
authority was by this treaty transferred wholly into the hands of the con- 
gregation ; that limited prerogative which the crown had hitherto pos- 
sessed, was almost entirely annihilated; and the aristocratical power, 
which always predominated in the Scottish government, became supreme 
and incontrollable. By this treaty, too, the influence of France, which 
had long been of much weight in the affairs of Scotland, was greatly 
diminished ; and not only were the present encroachments of that ambitious 
ally restrained, but by confederating with England, protection was provided 
against any future attempt from the same quarter. At the same time, the 
controversies in religion being left to the consideration of parliament, the 
~ t e s t a n t s  might reckon upon obtaining whatever decision was most 
I avourable to the opinions which the professed. 

A few days after the conclusion orthe treaty, both the French and Eng- 
Sish armies quitted Scotland. 

The eyes of every man in that kingdom were turned towards the ap- 
proaching parliament. A meeting, summoned in a manner so extraordinary, 
a t  such a critical juncture, and to deliberate upon matters of so much con- 
sequence, was expected with the utmost anxiety. 

A Scottish parliament suitable to the aristocratical genius of the govern 
nent, was properly an assembly of the nobles. It was composed of 
bishops, abbots, barons, and a few cornrnissioners of boroughs, who met 
all together in one house. The lesser barons, though possessed of a right 
to be present, either in person or by their representatives, seldom exercised 
it. The expense of attending, according to the fashion of the times, with 
a numerous train of vassals and dependants ; the inattention of a martial 
age to the forms and detail of civil government; but, above all, the ex- 
orbitant authority of the greater nobles, who had drawn the tvhole power 
into their own hands, made this privilege of so little value as to be 
almost neglected. It appears from the ancient rolls that, during times of 
tranquillity, few cornrnissioners of boroughs, and almost none of the lesser 
barons, appeared in parliament. The ordinary administration of govern- 
ment was abandoned, without scruple or jealousy, to the king and to the 
greater barons. But in extraordinary conjunctures, when the struggle for 
liberty was violent, and the spirit of opposition to the crown rose to a 
height, the burgesses and lesser barons were roused from their inactivity, 
and stood forth to vindicate the rights of their country. The turbulent 
reign of James 111. affords er ta~ples  in proof of this observati0n.f The 
public indignation, against the rash designs of that weak and ill-advised 
prince, brought into parliament, besides the greater nobles and prelates, a 
considerable number of the lesser barons. 

T l ~ e  same causes occasioned the unusual confluence of all orders of men 
to the parliament, which met on the first of August. The universal pas- 
fiion for liberty, civil and religious, which had seized the nation, suffered 
few persons to remain unconcerned spectators of an assembly, whose acts 
,.were likely to prove decisive with respect to Loth. From all corners of 
the kirgdonl men flocked in, eager and determined to aid, with their voices 
in tie senate, the same cause which they had defended with their swords 
zn the field. Besides a full convention of peers, temporal and spiritual, 
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there appeared the representatives of almost all the boroughs, and anove 
a hundred barons, who, though of the ltsser order, were gentlemen of the 
first rank and fortune in the nation." 

The parliament was ready to enter on business with the utmost zeal, 
when a difficulty was started concerning the lawfulness of the meeting. 
No commissioner appeared in the name of the king and queen, and no 
signification of their consent and approbation was pet received. These 
were deemed by many essential to the very being of a parliament. 13ut 
in opposition to this sentiment, the express words of the treaty of Edin- 
burgh were urged, by which this assen~bly was declared to be as valid, iu 
all respects, as if it had been called and appointed by the express con+ 
mand of the king and queen. As the adherents of the congre~ation greatly 
outnumbered their adversaries, the latter opinion prevailed. Their biddest 
leaders, and those of most approved zeal, were chosen to be lords of the 
articles, who formed a committee of ancient use and of great importauce 
in the Scottish parliament.7 The deliberations of the lords of the articles 
were carried on with the most unanimous and active zeal. The act of 
oblivion, the nomination of twenty-four persons, out of whom the counc3, 
intrusted with supreme authority, was to be elected ; and every other thing 
prescribed by the late treaty, or which seemed necessary to render it 
effectual, passed without dispute or delay. The article of religion em- 

loyed longer time, and was attended with greater difficulty. It was 
Erought into parliament by a petition fm those who adopted the prin- 
ciples of the reformation. Many doctrines of the popish church were a 
contradiction to reason, and. a disgrace to religion ; its discipline had 
become corrupt and oppresswe ; and its revenues mere both exorbitant 
and ill applied. Against all these the protestants remonstrated with the 
utmost asperity of style, which indignation at their absurdity, or experience 
of their pernicious tendency could ~nspire ; and, encouraged b the num- 
ber as well as zeal of their friends, to improve such a favourab~ juncture, 
they aimed the blow at the whole fabric of popery, and besought the par 
liament to interpose its authority for rectifying these multiplied abuses.:: 

Several prelates, zealously attached to the ancient superstition, were 
present in this parliament. But, during these vigorous proceedings of the 
protestants, they stood confounded and at gaze ; and persevered in a silence 
which was fatal to their cause. They deemed it impossible to resist or 
divert that torrent of religious zeal, which was still in its full strength ; 
they dreaded that their opposition would irritate their adversaries and ex- 
cite them to new acts of violence ; they hoped that the king and queen 
would soon be at leisure to put a stop to the career of their insolent sub- 
jects, and that, after the rave and havoc of the present storm, the former 
tranquillity and order wouyd be restored to the church and Itingdom- 
They were willing, perhaps, to sacrifice the doctrine, and even the power 
of the church, in order to ensure the safety of their own persons, and to 
y s e r v e  the possession of those revenues which were still in their hands. 

rom whatever motives they acted, their silence, which was irn uted to 
the consciousness of a bad cause, afforded matter of great triump% to the 
protestants, and encouraged them to proceed with more boldness and 
alacrity.$ 

The parliament did not think it enough to condemn those doctrines men- 
tioned in the petition of the protestants ; they moreover gave the sanction 
of their approbation to a confession of faith presented to them by the 
reformed teachers ;l\ and composed, as might be expected from such a per- 

* Keith 14G. 
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formance at  that juncture, on purpose to expose the absurd tenets and prac 
tices of the Romish church. By another act the jurisdiction of the eccle- 
siastical courts was abolished, and the causes which formerly came under 
their cognizance were transferred to the decision of civil judges." By a 
third statute, the exercise of religious worship, according to the rites of the 
Romish church, was prohibited. T h e  manner in which the parliament 
enforced the observation of this law discovers th,e zeal of that assembl 
the first transgression subjected the ofender to the forfeiture of his goois! 
and to a corporal punishment at the discretion of the judge ; banishment 
was the penalty of the second violation of the law ; and a third act of dis- 
obedience was declared to be capital.? Such strangen were men at that 
time to the spirit of toleration, and to the laws of humanity; and with such 
indecent haste did the very persons who had just escaped the rigour of 
ecclesiastical tyranny, proceed to imitate those examples of severity of 
which they themselves had sojustly complained. 

T h e  vi orous zeal of the parliament overturned in a few days the ancient 
system ofreligion, which had been established so many ages. In reform- 
ing the doctrine and discipline of the church the nobles kept pace with the 
ardour and expectations even of Rnox himself. But their proceedings 
with respect to these were not more rapid and impetuous than they were 
slow and dilatory when they entered on the consideration of ecclesiastical 
revenues. Among the lay members, some were already enriched with the 
spoils of the church, and others dcvoured in expectation the weal!hy bene- 

' fices which still remained untouched. T h e  alteration in religion had 
afforded many of the dignified ecclesiastics themselves an opportunity of 
gratifying their avarice or ambition. The  demolition of the monasteries 
having eet the monlre at  liberty from their confinement, they instantly dis- 
persed all over the liingdom, and -commonly betook themselves to some 
secular employment. T h e  abbot, if he had been so fortunate as to embrace 
the principles of the reformation from conviction, or so culining as to espouse 
them out of policy, seized the ~vhole revenues of the fraternity; and, ex- 
cept what he allowed for the subsistence of a few superannuated monks, 
applied them entirely to his own use. The  proposal made by the reforme 6 
teachers, for applying these revenues toward2 the maintenance of ministers, 
the education of youth, and the support of the poor, was equally dreaded 
by all these orders of men. They opposed it with the utmost warmth, and 
by  their numbers and authority easily prevailed on the parliament to glve 
no ear to such a disagreeable demand.§ Zealous as the first reformers 
were, and animated with a spirit superior to the low considerations of 
interest, they beheld these early symptoms of selfishness and avarice among 
their adherents with amazement and sorrow ; and we find I h o x  expressing 
with the utmost sensibility of that contempt with-which they were treated 
by many from whom he expected a more enerous concern for the success 
of relivion and the honour of its ministers.f 

A d?&culty hath been started with regard to the acts of this parliament 
concerning religion. This difficulty, which at  such a distance of time is of 
no importance, was founded on the words of the treaty of Edinburgh. By 
that the parliament were permitted to take into consideration the state of 
religion, and to signify their sentiments of it to the king and queen. But. 
instead of present~ng their desires to their sovereigns in the humble form of 
a supplication or address, the parliament converted them into so many acts; 
which, although they never received the royal assent, obtained all over the 
kingdom the wei ht and authority of laws. In compliance with their in- 
<junctions the estz%lished system of religion was every where overthrown, 
and that recomrncnded by the reformers introduced in its place. The  par 
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t~akty and zea. of the people overlooked or supplied any defect in the 
form of these acts of parliament, and rendered the observance of them more 
universal than ever had been yielded to the statutes of the most regular or 
constit~ltional assembly. Ly those proceedings it must, however, be con- 
fessed that the parliament, or rather the nation, violated the last article in 
the tleaty of Edinburgh, and even exceeded the powers which belong to 
subjects. But when once men have been accustomed to break through the 
common boundaries of subjection, and their minds are inflamed with the 
passions which'civil war inspires, it is mere pedantry or i~norance to mea- 
sure their conduct by those rules which can be appliedonIy where govern- 
ment is in a state of order and tranquillity. A nation, when obliged to 
employ such extraordinary efforts in defence of its liberties, avails itself cf 
every thing which can promote this great end; and the necessity of the case, 
as well as the importance of the object, justify any departure from the 
common and established.rules of the constitution. 

In consequence of the treaty of Edinburgh, as well as by the ordinary 
forms of business, it became necessary to lay the proceedings of parliament 
before the king and queen. For this purpose sir James Sandilands of 
Caldel; lord St. John, was appointed to repair to the court of France. 
After holding a course so irregular, the leaders of the congregation had no 
reason to flatter themselves that Francis and Mary would ever approve 
their conduct, or confirm it by their royal assent. The reception of their 
ambassador was noother than they might have expected. He was treated 
b the king arid queen with the utmost coldness, and dismissed without 
oztaining the ratification of the parliament% proceedings. From the princes 
Lorrain, and their partisans, he endured all the scorn and insult which 
it was natural for them to pour upon the party he represented.* 

Though the earls of Morton, Glencairn, and Maitland of Lethington, the 
ambassadors of the parliament to Elizabeth their protectress, met: with a 
very different reception, they were not more successful in one part of the 
negotiation intrusted to their care. The Scots, seusible of the security 
which they dqived from their union with England, were desirous of ren- 
dering it indissoluble. With this view they empowered these eminent 
leaders of their party to testify to Elizabeth their gratitude for that season- 
able and effectual aid which she had afforded them ; and at the same time 
to beseech her to render the friendship between the nations perpetual, by 
condescending to marr the earl of Arran, who, though a subject, was 
nearly allied to the royaffamily of Scotland, and, after Mary, the undoubted 
heir to the crown. 

T o  the former part of this commission Elizabeth listened with the utmost 
satisfaclion, and encouraged the Scots, in any future exigency, to hope fo~, 
the continuance of her good offices ; with regard to the latter, she discovered 
those sentiments to which she adhered throughout her whole reign. Averse 
from marriage, as some maintain, through choice, but more probably out 
of policy, that ambitious princess would never admit any partner to the 
throne ; hut, delighted with the entire and uncontrolled exercise of power, 
she sacrificed to the enjoyment of that the hopes of transmitting her crown 
to her own posterity. The marriage with the earl of Arrarl could not be 
attended with any such extraordinary advantage as to shake this resolu- 
tion ; she declined it therefore, but with many expressions of good will 
towards the Scottish nation, and of respect for Arran himself.? 

Towards the conclusiorl of this year, distinguished by so many remark- 
able events, there happened one of great importance. On the fourth of 
December died Francis II., a prince of a feeble constitution, and of a mean 
understanding. As he did not leave any issue by the queen, no incident 

* ICnox : Burn. 3.' 
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could have been more fortunate to those who, during the late commotions 
in Scotland, had taken part with the congregation. Mary, by the charms 
of her beauty, had acquired an entire ascendant over her husband : and as 
she transferred all her influence to her uncles the princes of Lorrain, Fran- 
cis followed them implicitly in whatever track they were pleased to lead 
him. The power of France, under such direction, alarmed the Scottish 
malecontents with apprehensions of danger no less formidable than well 
founded. The intestine disorders which raged in France, and the season- 
able interposition of En land in behalf of the congregation, had hitherto 
prevented the princes o f ~ o r r a i n  from carrying their designs upon Scotland 
into execution. But, under their vigorous and decisive administrations, it 
lyas impossible that the commotions in France could be of long continu- 
ance, and many things ini ht fall in to divert Elizabeth's attention, for the 
future, from the affairs oF~cotland. In either of these events, the Scots 
would stand exposed to all the vengeance which the resentment of the 
French court could inflict. The blow, however long suspended, was una- 
voidable, and must fall at last with redoubled weight. From this pros- 

ect and expectation of danger, the Scots were delivered by the death of 
'Eirancis ; the ancient confederacy of the two kingdoms had already been 
broken, and by this event the chief bond of union which remained was 
dissolved. Catherine of Medicis, who, during the minority of Charles 
IX. her second son, engrossed the entire direction of the French councils, 
was far from any thoughts of vindicating the Scottish queen's authority. 
Catherine and Mary had been rivals in power during the reign of Francis 
If., and had contended for the government of that weak and inexperienced 
prince ; but as the charms of the wife easily triumphed over the authority 
uf the mother, Catherine could never forgive such a disappointment in her 
favourite passion, and beheld now, with secret pleasure, the difficult and 
perplexing scene on which her daughter-in-law was about to enter. Ma 
overyhelmed with all the sorrow which so sad a reverse of fortune coxcl 
occaslon ; slighted by the queen-mother ;" and forsaken by the tribe of 
courtiers, who appear on1 in the sunshine of prosperity, retired to Rheims, 
and there in solitude induged her grief, or hid her indignation. Even the 
princes of Lorrain were obliged to contract their views ; to turn them from 
foreign to domestic objects ; and, instead of forming vast projects with 
regard to Britain, they found it necessary to think of acquiring and estab- 
lishing an interest with the new administration. 

I t  is impossible to describe the emotions of joy which, on all these 
accounts, the death of the French monarch excited anlong the Scots. 
They regarded it as the only event which could give firmness and stability 
to that system of religion and government which was now introduced ; 
and it is no wonder cotemporary historians should ascribe it to the imme 
diate care of Providence, which, by unforeseen expedients, can secure the 
peace and happiness of kingdoms, in those situations where human pru- 
dence and invention would utterly despair.7 

About this time the protestant church of Scotland began to assume a 
regular form. Its principles had obtained the sanction of public authority, 
and some fixed external policy became necessary for the government and 
preservation of the infant society. The model introduced by the reformers 
differed extremely from that which had been long established. The 
motives which induced them to depart so far from the ancient system 
deserve to be explained. 

The licentious lives of the clergy, as has been already observed, seen. 
Zo have been among the first things that excited any suspicion concerning 
the truth of the doctrines which they taught, and roused that spirit of 
inquiry which proved fatal to the, popish system. As this disgust at the 
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vices of ecclesiastics was soon transferred to their persons, and shifting 
from them, by no violent transition, settled at last upon the offices which 
they en'oyed ; the effects of the reformation would naturally have extended 
not on$ to the doctrine, but to the form of government in the pop~sh 
church ; and the same spirit which abolished the former would have over- 
turned the latter. But in the arrangements which took place in the 
different kingdoms and states of Europe, in consequence of the reforma- 
tion, we may observe something similar to what happened upon the first 
establishment of Christianity in thg Roman empire. In both periods, the 
form of ecclesiastical polic was modelled, in some measure, upon that 
of the civil government. &hen the Christian church was patronised and 
established by the state, the jurisdiction of the various orders of the 
ecclesiastics, distinguished by the names of patriarchs, archbishops, and 
bishops, was rnade to correspond with the various divisions of the ernpire : 
and the ecclesiastic of chief eminence in each of these possessed authority, 
inore or less extensive, in proportion to that of the civil magistrate who 
presided over the same district. When the reformation took place, the 
episcopal form of government, with its various ranks and degrees of 
subordination, appearing to be most consistent with the genius of monarchy, 
it was continued, with a few limitations, in several provinces of Germany, 
In England, and in the northern Itingdorns. But in Switzerland and some 
parts of the Low-Countries, where the popular form of government allowed 
more full scope to the innovating genius of the reforination, all pre-eminence 
of order in the church was destroyed, and an equality established more 
suitable to the spirit of republican polic . As the model of episcopal 
government was copied from that of the Zhristian church as established 
in the Itoman empire, the situation of the primitive church, prior to its 
establishment by civil authority, seems to have suggested the idea, and 
furnished the model of the latter system, which has since been denominated 
Presbyterian. The first Christians, oppressed by continual persecutions, 
and obliged to hold their religious assemblies by stealth and in corners, 
were contented with a form of government extremely simple. The 
influence of religion concurred with the sense of danger, in extinguishing 
among them the spirit of ambition, and in preserving a arity oi rank, 
the effect of their sufferings, and the cause of many o?their virtues. 
Calvin, whose decisions were received among many protestants of that 
age with incredible submission, was the patron and restorer of this 
scheme of ecclesiastical policy. The church of Geneva, formed under 
his eye and by his direction, was deemed the most perfect model of 
this .government; and Icnox, who during his residence in that city, had 
studled and admired it, warmly recommended it to the imitation of his 
countrymen. 

Among the Scottish nobility, some hated the persons, and others coveted 
the wealth.of the dignified clergy. By abolishing that order of men, the 
former indulged their resentment, and the latter hoped to gratify their 
avance. The people, inflamed with the most violent aversion td popery, 
and ap roving of every scheme that departed farthest from the practice 
of the gomish church, were delighted with a system so admirably suited 
to their predominant passion : while the friends of civil liberty beheld with 
pleasure the protestant clergy pulling down with their own hands that fabric 
of ecclesiastical power which their predecessors had reared with so much 
art and industry; and flattered themselves that, by lending their aid to 
strip churchmen of their dignity and wealth, they might entirely deliver the 
nation from their exorbitant and oppressive jurisdiction. The new mode 
of government easily made its way among men thus prepared, by their 
various interests and passions, for its reception. 

But, on the first introduction of his system, Knox did not deem it expedient 
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to de  art altogether from the aricient form." Instead of bishop 3, he pm 
ose8  to establish ten or twelve superintendents in different p; rts of the 

Ringdom. These, as the name implies, were empowered to inspect the 
life and doctrine of the other c l eqy  They presided in the inferior judi- 
cator~es of the church, and performed several other parts of the episcopal 
function. Their jurisdiction, however, extended to sacred things only; 
they claimed no seat in parliament, and pretended no right to the dignity 
or ;:venues of the former bishops. 

I he number of inferior clergy, to whom the care of parochial duty 
could be committed, was still extremely sniall; they had ernbraced the 
principles of the reformation at different times, and from various motives ; 
during the public comrnotions, they were scattered, merely by chance, 
over the different provinces of the liingdom, and in a few places only were 
formed into regular classes or societies. [Dec. 20.1 T h e  first general 
assembly of the church, which was held this year, bears a11 the marks cf 
an infant and unforined society. The members were but few in number, 
and of no considerable rank ; no uniform or consistent rule seems to have 
been observed in electing them. From a qreat part of the kingdom no 
representatives appeared. In the name of soine entire counties but one 
person was present ; while, in other places, a single town or church sent 
several members. A convention so feeble and irregular could not possess 
extensive authority ; and, conscious of their own weakness, the members 
put an end to their debates, without venturing upon any decision of much 
importance.? 

1561.1 In order to give greater strength and consistence to the presby- 
terian plan, ICnox, with the assistance of his brethren, composed the first 
book of discipline, which contains the model or platform of the intended 

[.Jan. 15.1 They presented it to a convention of estates, which 
was pO1icy.i he d in the beginning of this year. Whatever regulations were pro- 
posed, with regard to ecclesiastical discipline and jurisdiction, would have 
easily obtained the sanction of that assembly; but a design to recover 
the patrimony of the church, which is there insinuated, met with a very 
different reception. 

In vain did the clergy display the advantages which would accrue to 
the public by a proper applicat~on of ecclesiastical revenues. Tn vain did 
they propose by an impartial distribution of this fund, to promote true 
religion, to encourage learning, and to support the poor. In vain did they 
even intermingle threatenings of the divine displeasure against the unjust 
detainers of what was appropriated to a sacred use. The  nobles held 
fast the prey which they had seized ; and, bestowing upon the proposal 
the name of a devout imagination, they affected to cansider it as a project 
altogether visionary, 2nd treated it with the utmost scorn.§ 

This convention appointed the prior of St. Andrem's to repair to the 
queen, and to invite her to return into her native country, and to assume 
the reins of government, which had been too long committed to other hands. 
Though some of her subjects dreaded her return, and others foresaw dan- 
gerous consequences with which it might be a:tended,ll the bulk of them 
desircd it with so much ardour that the invitation was given with the 
greatest appearance of unanimity. But the zeal of the Roman catholics 
got the start of the prior in paying court to Rlary ; and Lesly, afterwards 
bishop of Ross, \v110 was commissioned by them, arrived before hirn at  
the place of her residence.% Lesly endeavoured to infuse Into tile queen.s 
mind suspicions of her protestant subjects, and to persuade her to throw 
herself entirely into the arms of those who adhered to her own religion. 
For this purpose he insisted that she should land at Aberdeen ; and, as the 
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r i e s t a n t  doctrines had made no considerable progress in that part of the 
ingdom, he gave her assurance of being joined in a few days by twenty 

thousand men ; and flattered her that, with such an army, encouraged by 
her presence and authority, she mi ht easily overturn the reformed church, 
before it was firmly settled 011 its foundations. 

But, at this juncture, the princes of Lorrain were not disposed to lirteo 
to this extravagant and dangerous proposal. Intent on defending themse vcs 
against Catherine of Medicis, whose insidious policy was employed 111 
undermining their exorbitant powers, they had no leisure to attend to the 
affairs of Scotland, and wished their niece to take possession of her king- 
aom with as little disturbance as possible. The French officers too, who 
had served in Scotland, dissuaded Mary from all violent measures ; and, 
by representing the power and number of the protestants to be irresistible, 
determincd her to court them by every art ; and rather to employ the 
-eading men of that party as ministers than to provoke them, by a fruitless 
o~position to become her enemies." Hence proceeded the confidence and 
asection with which the prior of St. Andrew's was received by the queen. 
His representation of the state of the kingdom gained great credit ; and 
Lesly beheld with regret the. new channel in which court favour was 
lilrely to run. 

Another convention of estates was held in May. The arrival of an 
ambassador from France seems to have been the occasion of this meeting. 
He was instructed to solicit the Scots to renew their ancient alliance with 
France, to break their new confederac with England, and to restore the 
popish ecclesiastics to the possession oPtheir revenues and the exercise of 
their functions. It is no easy matter to form any conjecture concerning the 
intentions of the French court in making these extraordinary and ill-t~med 

ropositions. They .were rejected with that scorn which rnight well have 
geen expected from the temner of the nati0n.t 

In this convention, the protestant clergy did not obtain a more favourable 
audience than formerly, and their prospect of recovering the patrimony of 
the church still remained as distant and uncertain as ever. But with regard 
to another point, they found the zeal of the nobles in no degree abated. 
The hook of discipline seemed to require that the monuments of popery, 
which still remained in the kingdom, should be demolished ;f and; though 
neither the same pretence of policy, nor the same ungovernable rage of 
the people, remained to justify or excuse this barbarous havoc, the con- 
vention, considering every religious fabric as a relic of idolatry, passed 
sentence upon them by an act in form ; and persons the most remarkable 
for the activity of their zeal were appointed to put it in execution. 
Abbeys, cathedrals, churches, libraries, records, and even the sepulchres 
of the dead, perished in one common ruin. The storm of popular insur- 
rection, though impetuous and irresistible, had extended only to a few 
counties, and soon spent its rage ; but now a deliberate and universal rapine 
completed the derastation of every thing venerable and magnificent which 
had escaped its violence.$ 

In the mean time Mary was in no haste to return into Scotland. Accus- 
tomed to the elegance, splendour, and gayety of a polite court, she still 
fondly lingered in France, the scene of all these enjoyments, and contem- 
plated with horror the barbarism of her own country, and the turbulence 
of her subjects, which presented her with a very different face of things. 
The impatience, however, of her people, the persuasions of her uncles, 
but, above all, the studied and mortifying neg ect with which she was 
treated by the queen-mother, forced her to think of beginning this disagree 
able voyage.11 But while she was preparing for it there were sown 
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between her and Elizabeth the seeds of that personal jealousy and discord 
which imbittered the life and shortened the days of the Scottish queen. 

The ratification of the late treaty of Edinburgh was the immediate 
occasion of this fatal animosity; the true cause of it Jay much deeper. 
Almost every article in that treaty had been executed by both parties 
with a scrupulous exactness. The fortifications of Leith were demolished, 
and the armies of France and England withdrawn within the appointed 
time. The grievances of the Scottish malecontents were redressed, and 
they had obtained whatever they could demand for their future security. 
Wit11 regard to all the~e? Mary could have little reason to decline, or 
Elizabeth to urge, the rat~fication of the treaty. 

The sixth article remained the only source of contest and difficulty. 
No minister ever entered more deeply into the schemes of his sovereign, 
or pursued them with morc dexterity and success, than Cecil. In the 
conduct of the negotiation at Edinburgh, the sound understanding of this 
able politician had proved greatly an overmatch for Monluc's refinements 
in intrigue, and had artfully induced the French ambassadors, not on1 to 
ackuowledge that the crowns of England and Ireland did of right becng 
to Elizabeth alone, but also to promise, that in all times to come Mary 
should abstain from using the title or bearing the arms of those kingdoms. 

The ratificationof this article would have been of the most fatal conse- 
quence to Alary. The crown of England was an object worthy of her 
ambition. Her retensions to it gave her great dignity and importance in 
tile eyes of all iurope. By many, ller title was esteemed preferable to 
that of Elizabeth. Among the English themselves, the Roman catholics, 
who formed at that time a numerous and active party, openly espoused 
this opinion ; and even the protestants, who supported Elizabeth's throne, 
could not deny the queen of Scots to be her immediate heir. A proper 
opportunity to avail herself of all these advantages could not, in the course 
of things, be far distant, and many incidents might fall in, to bring this 
opportunity nearer than was expected. In these circu~nstances, Mar b 
ratifying the article in dispute, would have lost the rank she had hitter; 
held among neighbouring princes; the zeal of her adherents must have 
gradual1 cooled ; and she might have renounced from that moment, all 
bo es o?ever wearing the English crown.* 

&one of these beneficial consequences escaped the penetrating eye of 
Elizabeth, who, for this reason, had recourse to every thing by which she 
could hope either to sooth or frighten the Scottish queen into a compliance 
with her demands; and if that princess had been so unadvised as to ratify 
the rash concessions of her ambassadors, Elizabeth, by that deed, would 
have acquired an advantage which, under her management, must have 
turned to great account. J3y such a renunciation, the question with regard 
to the right of succession would have been left altogether open and unde- 
cided; and, by means of that, Elizabeth might either have kept her rival 
in perpetual anxiety and dependence, or, by the authority of her parlia- 
ment, she might have broken in upon the order of lineal succession, and 
transferred the crown to some other descendant of the ro a1 blood. The 
former conduct she observed towards James VI., who cLring his whole 
reign she held in perpetual fear and subjection. The latter and more 
rigorous method of proceeding would, in all probability, have been 
employed against Mary, whom for many reasons she both envied and 
hated. 

Nor was this step beyond her power, unprecedented in the history, or 
inconsistent with the constitution of England. Thorigh succession by 
nereditary right be an idea so natural and so ~ p u l a r  that it has been esta- 
blished in almost every civilized nation, yet ngland affords many memo- 
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rable instances of deviation from that rule. T h e  c r o k  of that kingdom 
having once been seized by the hand of a conqueror, this invited the bold 
and enterprising in every age to imitate such an illustrious example of 
fortunate ambition. From the time of William the Norman, the regular 
course of descent had seldom continued through three successive reigns. 
Those princes, whose intrigues or valour opened to them a way to the 
throne, called in the authority of the great council of the nation to con- 
firm their dubious titles. Hence parliamentary and hereditary right became 
in England of equal consideration. That great assembly claimed and 
actually possessed a power of altering the order of regal succession ; and 
even so late as Henry VIII, an act of parliament .had authorized that 
capricious monarch to settle the order of succession at his pleasure. T h e  
English, jealous of their religiousliberty, and averse from the dolninion of 
strangers, would have eagerly adopted the passions of their sovereign, and 
might have been easily induced to exclude the Scottish line from the right 
of succeeding to the crown. These seem to have been the views of both 
queens, and these were the difficulties which retarded the ratification of 
die treat of Edinburgh. 

But, i r t h e  sources of their discord were to be traced no higher than 
this treatv. an inconsiderable alteration in the words of it might have 
brought &k present question to an amicable issue. T h e  indehrnite and 
ambiguous expression, which Cecil had inserted into the treaty, might 
have been changed into one more limited but more precise ; and Mary, 
instead of promising to abstain from bearing the title of queen of England 
in all times to come, might have engaged not to assume that title during 
the life of Elizabeth, or the lives of her lawful posterity." 

Such an amendment, however, did not suit the views of either queen. 
Though Mary had been obliged to suspend for some time the prosecution 
of her title to the English crown, she had not however relinquished it. 
She determined to revive her claim on the first prospect of success, and 
was unwilling to bind herself, by a positive engagement, not to take advan 
tage of any such fortunate occurrence. Kor would the alteration have 
been more acceptable to Elizabeth, who, by agreeing to it, would have 
tacitly recognised the right of her rival to ascend the throne after her 
decease. But neither the Scottish nor English queen durst avow these 
secret sentiments of their hearts. Any open discovery of an inclination to 
disturb the tranquillity of England, or to wrest the sceptre out of Eliza- 
beth's hands, rriight have proved fatal to Mary's pretensions. Any sus- 
picion of a design to alter the order of succession, and to set aside the 
claim of the Scottish queen, would have exposed Elizabeth to much and 
deseryed censure, and have raised up against her rnany and dangerous 
enemles. These, however carefully concealed or artfully disguised, were, 
in all probability, the real motives which determined the one queen to 
solicit, and the other to refuse, the ratification of the treaty in its original 
form; while neither had recourse to that explication of it, which, to a 

* This expedient for terminating the differences between Elizabeth and Mary rvasso obvious that 
it could not f'dil of presenting itself to the view of the English ministers. 

'<There hath been a matter secretly thought of (says Cecil in a letter to Tlirokmort~n: July 14 
1561,) which 1 dare coin~nunicate to you, althoudh I mean never to be ananthor thereof; and thal 
is if ari accord might he made betwixt our mistress and the Scottish queen, that this should by 
pirliament in Scotland, &c. surrender unto the queen's Majesty all matters of claim, and unto the 
heirs of her body. and in considelation thereof, the Scottish queen's interest should be acknow- 
ledgrd in default Af heirs of the body of the queen's Majesty. Well. God send our miatress a hus- 
band, and by time a son, that we  may hope our posterity shall have a rnasc~iline snccession. This 
mattur iq too biS for weak folks and top deep for simple. The  Queen's Majesty knoweth of it." 
Hardw. State Pap. 1. 174. ~ u t ' w i t h  regard to every point relaling to the succession, Elizahethwas 
so jealous and so apt to take offence, that her most confidential ministers durst not urge her to  
advance onc step farther than she herself chose to go. Cecil, mentioning somc scheme about the 
succession, if the queen sl~ould not marry or leave issue, adds, with his usual caution: Thisaong 
hath many parts; but, for my part, I have no skill but in plain song." Ibid. 178. 
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heart unwarped ~y political interest, and sincerely desirous of union and 
concord, would have appeared so obvious and natural. 

But, though considerationsof interest first occasioned this rupture between 
the British queens, rivalship of another kind contributed to widen the 
breach, and female jealousy increased the violence of their political hatred. 
Elizabeth, with all those extraordinary qualities by which she equalled or 
surpassed such of her sex as have merited the greatest renown, discovered 
an admiration of her own person, to a degree which wornen of ordinary 
understandings either do not entertain, or prudently endeavour to conceal. 
Her  attention to dress, her solicitude to display her charms, her love of 
flattery, were all excessive. Nor were these wealrnesses confined to tnat 
period of life when they are more pardonable. Even in very advanced 
years, the wisest woman of that, or perhaps of any other age, wore the 
garb and affected the manners of a girl." 'rhough Elizabeth was as much 
inferior to Prlary in beauty and gracefulness of person, as she excelled her 
in political abilities and in the arts of government, she was weak enough 
to compare herself with the Scottish queen;? and as it was in~possible 
she could be altogether ignorant how much Prfary gained by the contparison, 
she envied and hated her as a rival by whom she was eclipsed. In judging 
of the conduct of princes, w e  are apt to ascribe too much to political 
motives, and too little to the passions which they feel in common with the 
rest of manliind. In order to account fbr Elizabeth's present as well as 
subsequent conduct towards Mary, we must not always consider her as a 
queen, we must sometimes regard her merely as a woman. 

Elizabeth, though no stranger to Mary's difficulties with respect to the 
treaty, continued to urge her, by  repeated applications, to ratify it.f 
Mary, under various pretences, still contrived to gain time, and to elude 
the request. But while the one queen solicited with persevering importu- 
nity, and the other evaded with artful delay, they both studied an extreme 
pliteness of behaviour, and loaded each other with professions of sisterly 
ove, with reciprocal declarations of unchangeable esteem and amity. 

I t  was not long before Mary was convinced, that among princes these 
expressims of friendship ale colnmonly far distant from the heart. In 
sailin from France to Scotland, thc course lies along the English coast. 
In orger to be safe from the insults of the English fleet, or in case of tem- 

estuous weather, to secure a retreat in the harbours of that liingdom, 
&ary sent M. D'Oysel to demand of Elizabeth a safe conduct during her 
voyage. This request, which decency alone obliged one prince to grant 
to another, Elizabeth rejected, in such a manner as gave rise to no slight 
suspicion of a design, either to obstruct the passage, or to intercept the 
person of the Scottish queen.$ 

Mary in a long conference with Throkmorton, the English ambassador 
in France, explained her sentiments concerning this ungenerous behaviour 
of his mistress, in a strain of dignified expostulation, which conveys an idea 
of her abilities, address, and spirit, as advantageous as any transaction in 
her reign. Mary was at that time only in her eighteenth year; and as 
Throltmorton's account of what passed in his interview with her, is 
addressed directly to Elizabeth,// that dexterous courtier, we Inay be well 
assured, did not embellish the discourse of the Scottish queen with any 
colouring too favourable. 

Whatever resentment Mary mlght feel, it did not retard l ~ e r  departure 
from France. She was accompanied to Calais, the place where she 
enlbarlted, in a manner suitable to her dignity, as the queen of two pow- 
erful lringdoms. Six rinces of Lorrain, her ur,cles, with many of the most 
eminent among the &ench nobles were in her retinue. Catherine, who 

4. Johnston, Hist. Rer. Britan. 346, 347. Carte, vol. iii. 699 Catalogue of Ray@ and Noble 
Authors article Essez. 1 Melvll, 98. 4 Iieitll, 157. 160, &c. Ibid. 171. Camdell 
See ~ ~ ; e n d i u ,  No. VI. 11 Cabbala, p. 374. ICerth, 170, &c. 
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had aained an ascendant over all its councils. The  Scottish monarchs did 
not Zerive more splendour or power from the friendship of the former than 
they had reason to dread injury and diminution from the interposition of 
the latter. Ever consideration, whether of interest or of self-preservation, 
obliged ~I izabetK to depress the royal authority in Scotland, and to create 
the prince perpetual diffculties, by fomenting the spirit of dissatisfaction 
among the people. 

In this posture were the affairs of Scotland when the administration fell 
into the hands of a young queen, not nineteen years of age, unacquainted 
with the manners and laws of her country, a stranger to her subjects, with- 
out experience, without allies, and almost without a friend. 

On the other hand, in Mary's situation w e  find some circumslances 
which, though they did not balance these disadvantages, contributed how- 
ever to alleviate them ; and, with slrilful management might have produced 
great effects. Her  subjects, unaccustorned so long to the residence of' their 
prince, were not only dazzled by the novelty and splendour of the royal 
presence, but inspired with awe and reverence. Besides the places of 
power and profit bestowed by the favour of a prince, his protection, his 
familiarity, and even his smiles, confer honour and win the hearts of men. 
From all corners of the kingdom the nobles crowded to testify their duty 
and ankction to their sovereign, and studied by every art to wipe out the 
memory of past misconduct, and to lay in a stock of future merit. T h e  
amusements and gayety of hey court, which was filled with the most 
accomplished of the French nobility, who had attended her, began to soften 
and polish the rude manners of the nation. Mary herself possessed many 
of those qualifications which raise affection and procure esteem. T h e  
beauty and gracefulness of her person drew universal admiration, the ele- 
gance and politeness of her manners commanded general respect. To all 
the charms of her own sex she added many of the accomplishments of the 
other. The  progress she had made in all the arts and sciences, which 
were then deemed necessary or ornamental, was far beyond what is com- 
monly attained by princes; and all her other qualities were rendered more 
a reeable by a courleous affability, which, without lessening the dignity 
of  a prince, steals on the hearts of subjects with a bewitching insinuation. 

From these circumstances, notwithstanding the threatening aspect of 
affairs at  IkIary's return into Scotland ; notwithstanding the clouds which 
gathered on ever hand, a political observer would have predicted a very 
direrent issue ofYher reign ; and, whatever sudden gusts of faction he 
might have expected, he would never have dreaded the destructive vio- 
.ence of that storm which followed. 

While all parties were contending who should discover the most dutiful 
attachment to the queen, the zealous and impatient spirit of the age broke 
out in a remarlrable instance. On the Sunday after her arrival the queen 
commanded mass to be celebrated in the chapel of her palace. The  first 
rumour of this occasioned a secret murmuring anlong the protestants who 
attended the court ; complaints and threatening soon followed; the servants 
belonsing to the chapel were insulted and abused ; and, if the prior of St. 
-4ndrew's had not seasonably interposed, the rioters might have proceeded 
to the utmost excesses." 

It is impossible, at this distance of time, and under circumstances so 
very different, to conceive the violence of that zeal against popery which 
then possessed the nation. Every instance of condescension to the papists 
was deemed an act of apostacy, and the toleration of a single mass pro- 
nounced to be more formidable to the nation than the invasion of ten 
thousand armed men.? Under the influence of these op~n~ons many pro- 
testants would have ventured to go dangerous lengths; and, without 

* Knox, 284. Haynes, Knox, 2E7. 
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attempt~ng to convince their sovereign by argument, or to ~eclaim her by 
indulgence, would have abruptly denied her the liberty of worshipping 
God in that manner which alone she thought acceptable to him. But the 
prior of St. Andrew's, and other leaders of the party, not only restrained 
this impetuous spirit, but, in spite of the niurmurs of the people and the 
exclamations of the preachers, obtained for the queen and her domestics the 
und~sturbed exercise of the Catholic relig~on. Near a hundred years after 
this period, when the violence of religious animosities had begun to sub- 
side, when time and the pro ress of learning had enlarged the views of 
the human mind, an English house of Commons refused to indulge the 
wife of their sovereign in the private use of the mass. The protestant 
baders deserve, on this occasion, the praise both of wisdom and of mode- 
ration for conduct so different. But, at the same time, whoever reflects 
upon the encroaching and sanguinary spirit of popery in that age, will be 
Lar from treating the fears and caution of the more zealous reformers as 
altogether imaginary, and destitute of any real foundation. 

The leaders of the protestants, however, by this prudent compliance 
with the prejudices of their sovereign, obtained from her a proclamation 
highly favourable to their religion, which was issued six days after her 
arrival in Scotland [Aug. 251. The reformed doctrine, though established 
over all the lringdom by the parliament, which met in consequence of the 
treat of pacification, had never received the countenance or sanction of 
myaTauthority. In order to quiet the minds of those who had embraced 
that doctrine, and to remove any dread of molestation which they might 
entertain, Mary declared, that until she should take final orders concerning 
religion, with advice of parliament, any attempt to alter or subvert the 
religion which she found universally practised in the realm, should be 
deemed a capital crime."" Next year a second proclamation to the same 
effect was published.? 

The queen, conformably to the plan which had been concerted in Fracce, 
committed the administration of affairs entirely to protestants. Her counc~l 
was filled with the most eminent persons of that party ; not a single papist 
was admitted into any degree of confidence.$ The prior of St. Andrew's 
and Maitland of Lethington seemed to hold the first place in the queen's 
affection, and possessed all the power as well as reputation of favourite 
ministers. Her choice could not have fallen upon persons more acceptable 
to her people ; and, by their prudent advice, Mary conducted herself with 
so much moderation, and deference to the sentiments of the nation, as could 
not fail of gaining the affection of her subjects,. the firmest foundation of 
a prince's power, and the only genuine source o ! his happiness and glory. 

A cordial reconcilement with Elizabeth was another object of great 
importance to Ma.ry; and though she seems to have had it much at heart, 
in the beginning 01 her administration, to accomplish such a desirable con- 
junction, yet many events occurred to widen rather than toclose the breach. 
The formal offices of friendship, however, are seldom neglected anlong 
princes; and Elizabeth, who had attempted so open1 to obstruct the 
queen's ro age into Scotland, did not fail, a few days ager her arrival, to 
command &andolph to congratulate her safe return. Mary, that she might 
be on equal terms with her, sent Maitland to the English court, with many 
ceremonious expressions. of regard for Elizabeth.11 Both the ambassadors 
mere received with the utmost civility; and on each side the proiessions 
of kindness, as they were made with little sincerity, were listened to with 
proportional credit. 

Both were intrusted, however, with something. more than mere matter 
of ceremony. Rand01 h nrged Mary, with fresh ~mportunity, to ratify the 
treaty of Edinburgh. haitland endeavoured to amuse Elizabeth, by apo- 

* Iceith, 501. t Ibid. 510 Knox, 285 $ Lecley, 235. 11 Iceith, 181, &c. 
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logizing for the dilatory conduct of nis mistress with regard to that point 
The multiplicity of public affairs slnce her arrival in Scotland, the im 
portance of the question in dispute, and the absence of many noblemen, 
with whom she was obliged in decency to consult, were the pretences 
cbffered in excuse for her conduct; the real causes of it were those which 
have already been mentioned. But, in order to extricate herself out of 
these ditficulties, into which the treaty of Edinburgh had led her, Mary 
was brought to yield a point, which formerly she seenled determined never 
to give up. She instructed Maitland to signify tier willin%ness to disclaim 
any right to the crown of Eng!and, during the life of Eiizabetli, and the 
lives of her posterity; if, in failure of these, she were declared next heir 
by an act of parliament." 

Reasonable as this proposal m i ~ h t  appear to Mary, who thereby pre- 
cluded herself from disturbing Elizabeth's possession of the throne, nothing 
could be inore inconsistent with Elizabeth's ir~terest, or more contradictory 
to a passion which predominated in the character of that princess. Not- 
withstanding all the great qualities which threw such lustre on her reign, 
we may observe, that she was tinctured with a jealousy of her right to 
the crown, w111ch often betrayed her into mean and ungerrerous actions. 
T h e  peculiarity of her situation heightened, no doubt, and increased, but 
did not infuse, this passion. It descended to her from Henry VII. her 
grandfather, whom, in several features of his character, she nearly resem- 
bled. Like him, she suffered the title by whlch she held the crown to 
remain arrrbiguous and controverted, rather than submit it to parliamentary 
discussion, or derive any addition to her right from snch authority. Like 
him, she observed every pretender to the succession, not only with that 
attention which prudence prescribes, but with that aversion which suspicion 
lnsplres. Tbe present uncertainty with regard to the right of successioi~ 
operated for Elizabeth's advantage, both on her subjects and on her rivals. 
Among the fbrmer, every lover of his country regarded her life as the 
great security of the national tranquillity; and chose rather to acknow1:dwe 
a title -which was dubious than to search for one that was unlinown. rRe 
latter, while nothing was decded, were held in dependence, and obliged 
to court her. The manner in which she received this' ill-timed proposal 
of the Scottish queen was no other than nright hal-e been expected. She 
rejected it in a peremptory tone, with many expressions of a resolution 
never to perrnit a point of so much delicacy to be touched. 

Sept. 1 .] Abuut this time the queen rnade her public entry into Edinburgh 
with great pump. Nothing was neglected ihat could express the duty and 
affection of the citizens towards their sovereign. But, amldst these tie- 
monstrations of regard, the genius and sentiments of the nation discovered 
themselves in a circunlstance, which, though inconsiderable, ought not be 
overloolzed. As it was the rrrorle of the tirnes to exhibit many pageants at  
every public solemnity, most of these, on this occasion, were contrived to 
be representations of the vengeance which the Almighty had inflicted upon 
idolaters.? Even while they studied to amuse and to flatter the queen, her 
subjects could not refrain from testitling their abhorrence of that religlon - - 
\vh;ch she professed. 

To restore the r e~u la r  administration of iustice. and toreform the internal 
~ o l i c y  of the c ~ u n ? ~ ,  became the next ohject i f  the queen's care. The  
aws enacted for preservation of public order, and the security of private 

property, wcre nearly the same in Scotland as in every other civilized 
country. But the nature of the Scottish constitution, the feebleness of 
regal authority, the exorbitant power of the nobles, the violence of factionl, 
and the fierce manners or̂  the people, rendered the execution of these laws 
feeble, irregular, and partial. In the counties which border on England, 

* Camden, 3P7. Rucli. 3!B. t ICeith, 189. 
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th~s defect was most apparent ; and the consequences of it most sensibly 
felt. Tile inhabitanls, strangers to industry, averse from labour, and un- 
acquainted with the arts of peace, subsisted chiefly by spoil and pillage, 
and, be~ng confederated in septs or clans, committer]. these excesses not 
only with impunity, but even with honour. During the unsettled state of 
the kingdom from the death of James V. this dangerous license had grown 
to an unusual height ; and the inroads and rapine of those freebooters were 
become no less intolerable to their own countrymen than to the English. 
T o  restrain and punish these outrages was an action equally popular in 
both li-ingdoms. The prior of St. Andrew's was the person chosen for this 
important service, and extraordinary powers, together with the title of the 
queen's lieutenant, were vested in him for that purpose. 

Nothing can be more surprising to men accustomed to regular govern- 
ment, than the preparations made 011 this occasion. They were such as 
might be expected in the rudest and most imperfect state of society. The 
freeholders of eleven several counties, with all their followers completely 
armed, were summoned to assist the lieutenant in the discharge of his 
office. Every thing resembled a m~litary expedition, rather than the pro- 
gress of a court of justice.* The prior executed his commission with such 
vigour and prudence as acquired him a great increase of reputation and 
popularity among his countrymen. Numbers of the banditti suffered the 
punishment due to their crimes; and, by the impartial and rigorous ad- 
ministration of justice, order and tranquillity were restored to that part of 
the kingdom. 

During the absence of the prior of St. Andrew's, the leaders of the 
popish faction seem to have taller1 some steps towards insinuating them- 
selves into the queen's favour and confit1ence.t But the archbishop of St, 
Andrcw's, the most remarltable person in the party for abilities and political 
address, was received with little favour at court; and, whatever secret 
partiality the queen might have towards those who professed the same 
religion with herself, she discovered no inclination at that time to take the 
administration of affairs out of the hands to which she had already com- 
mitted it. 

The cold reception of the archbishop of St. Andrew's was owing to his 
connexion with the house of Hamilton; from which the queen was much 
alienated. The duke of Guise and the cardin:jl could never forgive the 
zeal with which the duke of Chatelherault and his son the earl of Arran 
had espoused the cause of the congregation. Princes seldom view their 
successors witbout jealousy and distrust. The prior of St. Andrew's, per- 
haps, dreaded the duke as a rival in power. All these causes concurred 
in infusing into the queen's mind an aversion for that family. The duke, 
indulging his love of retirement, lived at a distance from court, w~thout 
taking pains to insinuate himself into favour; and though the earl of Arran 
openly aspired to marry the queen, he, by a most unpardonable act of 
imprudence, was the only nobleman of distinction who opposed Mary's 
enjoying the exercise of her religion; and, by rashly entering a public 
protestation against it, entirely forfeited her favour.1 At the same time, 
the sordid parsimony of his father obliged him either to hide himself in 
some retirement, or to appear in a manner unbecoming his dignity as first 

rince of the blood, or his high pretensions as suitor to the queen.$ His 
Po5-e inflamed by disappointment, and his im atience exasperated by 
neglect, preyed gradually on his reason, and, ager many extravagancies, 
broke out at last in ungovernable frenzy. 

Dec. 202 Towards the end of the year, a convention of estates was 
held, chie y on accourt of ecclesiastical affairs. The assembly of the 
church, which sat at the same time, presented a petition, containing many 

* Keith, l98. t Ibid. 203. 1 Keitb, 201. 204. Knox, 286. Q Kelth, 196. 
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demands with respect to the suppressing of popery, the encouraging the 
rotestant religion, and the providing for the maintenance of the clergy * 

!'he last was a matter of great importance, and the steps taken towards it 
deserve to be traced. 

Though the number of protestant preachers was now considerably 
~ncreased, many more were still wanted, in every corner of the liingdom. 
No legal provision having been made for them, they had hitherto drawn a 
scanty and precarious subsistence fro111 the benevolence of their people. 
T o  suffer the ministers of an established church to continue in this state of 
indigence and dependence was an indecency equally repugnant to the prin- 
ciples of religion and to the maxims of sound policy; and would have 
justified all the itnputations of avarice with which the reformation was then 
ioaded by its enemies. The revenues of the popish church were the only 
lund which could be employed for their relief; but, during the three last 
years, the state of these was greatly altered. A great lnqjority of abbots, 
priors, and other heads of religious houses, had, either from a sense of dut , 
or  froin views of interest, renounced the errors of popery; and, nolwitg 
standing this change in their sentiments, they retained their ancient reve- 
nues. Almost the whole order of bishops, and several of the other dignita- 
~ i e s ,  still adhered to the Rotnish superstition ; and, though debarred horn 
every spiritual function, continued to enjoy the temporalit~es of their bene- 
fices. Some laymen, especially those who had been active in promoting 
the reformation, had, under various pretences, and amidst the license of 
civil wars, got into their hands posseesions which belonged to the church. 
'Thus, before any part of the ancient ecclesiastical revenues could be applied 
towards the maintenance of the protestant ministers, many different interests 
,were to be adjusted ; rnany claims to be examined ; and the prejudices and 
passions of the two contending parties required the application of a delicate 
'hand. After much contention, the following plan was approved by a 
majority of voices, and acquiesced in even by the popish clergy thern- 
selves. An exact account of the value of ecclesiastical benefices throughout 
the kingdom was appointed to be taken. The present incumbents, to 
whatever party they adhered, were allowed to lrecp possession ; two-thirds 
,of their whole revenue were reserved for their own use, the remainder was 
annexed to the crown ; and out of that tbe queen undertook to assign a suffi- 
cient maintenance for the protestant clergy.1 

As most of the bishops and several of the other dignitaries were still 
firmly attached to the popish religion, the extirpation of the whole order, 
rather than an act of such extraordinary indulgence, might have been 
expected from the zeal of the preachers, and from that spirit which had 
hitherto animated the nation. But, on this occasion, other principles 
obstructed the operations of such as were purely religious. Zeal for 
liberty, and the love of wealth, two passions extremely opposite, concurred 
in determining the protestant leaders to fall in with this plan, which 
deviated so manifestly from the maxims by which they had hitherto regu 
lated their conduct. 

If the reformers had been al!owed to act without control, and to level all 
d~stinctions in the church, the great revenues annexed to ecclesiastical dig- 
nities could not, with any colour ofjustice, have been retained by those in 
whose hands they now were ; but must either have been distributed among 
the protestant clerg who performed all religious offices, or must have 
hllen tc the queen, &m the bounty of whose ancestors the greater part of 
thein was originally derived. The former scheme, however suitable to the 
religious spirit of many among the people, was attended with mamfold 
danger. The popish ecclesiastics had acquired a share in the national 
property, which far exceeded the proportion that was consistent with the 

* Keith, 21" t Ibid Append. 175  ino ox, 104. 
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happiness of the kingdom ; and the nobles were determined to guard against 
this evil, b preventing the return of those possessions into the hands of the 
church. ?for was the latter, which exposed the constitution to more immi- 
nent hazard, to be avoided with less care. Even that circumscribed prero- 
gative, which the Scottish kings possessed, was the object of jealousy to 
the nobles. If they had allowed the crown to se~ze  the spoils of the 
church, such an increase of power must have followed that accession of 
property as would have raised the royal authority above con rol, and have 
rendered the most limited ~rince in Europe the most abso f ute and inde- 
pendent. The reign of d e w y  VIII. presented a recent and alarming 
example of this nature. The wealth which flowed in upon that prince, 
from the suppression of the monasteries, not only changed the maxims of 
his government, but the temper of his mind ; and he who had formerly sub- 
mitted to his parliaments, and courted his people, dictated from that tinie 
to the former with intolerable insolence, and t rannized over the latter with 
unprecedented authority. And if his policy {ad not been extremely short- 
sighted, if he had not squandered what he acquired, with a profusion equal 
to his rapaciousness, and which defeated his ambition, he might have 
established despotism in England c91 a basis so broad and stronw as all the 
efforts of the subjects would never have been able to shake. G Scotland, 
where the riches of the clergy bore as great a proportion to the wcalth of 
the kingdom, the acquisition of church lands would have been of no less 
importance to the crown, and no less fatal to the aristocracy. The nobles, 
for this reason, guarded against such an increase of the royal power, and 
thereby secured their own independence. 

Avarice mingled itself with their concern for the interest of their order 
The reuniting the possessions of the church to the crown, or the bestowing 
them on the protestant clergy, would have been a fatal blow, both to those 
nobles who had, by fraud or violence, seizea part of these revenues, and to 
those abbots and priors who had totally renounced their ecclesiastical cha- 
racter. But as the plan which was proposed gave some sanction to their 
usurpation, they promoted it with their utmost influence. The popish 
ecclesiastics, though the lopping off a third nf their revenues was by no 
means agreeable to them, consented, under their present circumstances, to 
sacrifice a part of their possessions, in order to purchase the secure enjoy- 
ment of the remainder; and, after deeming the whole irrecoverably lost, 
they considered whatever they could retrieve as so much gain. Many of 
the ancient dignitaries mere men of noble birth ; and, as they no longer 
entertained hopes of restoring the popish religion, they wished their own 
relations, rather than the crown or the protestant clergy, to be enriched 
with the spoils of the church. They connived, for this reason, at the 
encroachments of the nobles ; they even aided their avarice and violence ; 
they dealt out the patrimony of the church among their own relations, and, 
by granting feus and perpetual leases of lands and tithes, gave, to the 
utmost of their power, some colour of legal possession to what was formerly 
mere usurpation. Many vestiges of such alienation still remain." The 
nobles, with the concurrence of the incumbents, daily extended their en- 
croachments, and gradually stripped the ecclesiastics of their richest and 
most valuable possessions. Even that third part, which was given :p In 
order to silence the clamours of the protestant clergy, and to be some equl 
valent to the crown for its claims, amounted to no considerable sum. The  
thirds due by the more powerful nobles, especially by such as had embraced 
the reformation, were almost universally remitted. Others, by producing 
fraudulent metals ; b estimating the corn, and other payments in kind al  
an under value ; andlby the connivance of collectors, greatly diminisged 
+he charge against themselves :t and the nobles had much reason to be satis 

Keith, 507. Spotsw. 175. t Ibid. Append. 188. Spotelv. 183 
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fied with a devlce which, a t  so small expense, secured to them such valu- 
able possessions. 

Nor were the protestant clergy considerable gainers by this new regu- 
lation ; they found it to be a more easy matter to kindle zeal than to extin- 
guish avarice. Those very men, whom formerly they had sw:yed with 
absolute authority, were now deaf to all their remonstrances. 1 he prior 
of St. Andrew's, the earl of Argyll, the earl of Morton, and Maitland, all the 
most zealous leaders of the congregation, were appointed to assign, or as 
it was called, to modify their stipends. A hundred merks Scottish was the 
allowance which their liberality afforded to the generality of ministers. 
To a few three hundred merks were granted.* About twenty-four thou- 
sand pounds Scottish appears to have been the whole sum allotted for the 
ntaintenance of a national church established b law, and esteemed 
throu.hout the kingdom the true church of God.? &en this sum was paid 
with ?ittle exactness, and the ministers were kept in the same poverty and 
dependence as formerly. 
1562.1 T h e  gentleness of the queen's administration, and the elegance 

of her court, had mitigated, in some deqree, the ferocity of the nobles, and 
accustomed them to greater mildness and humanity; while, at  the same 
time, her presence and authority were a check to their factious and tumul- 
tuary spirit. But, as the state of order and tranquillity was not natural to 
the feudal aristocracy, it could not be of long continuance ; and this year 
became remarkable for the most violent eruptions of intestine d i~cord and 
animosity. 

Among the great and independent nobility of Scotland, a monarch coulc! 
possess little authority, and exercise no extensive or rigorous jurisdiction, 
The  interfering of interest, the unsettled state of property, the frequency 
of public commotions, and the fierceness of their own manners sowed 
among the great fkmilies the seeds of many quarrels and contentio~~s 
These, as we have already observed, were frequently decided not by law 
but by violence. T h e  offended baron, without having recourse to tht 
monarch, or aclinowledging his supenor authority, assembled his own fol- 
lowers, and invaded the lands of his rival in a hostile manner. Together 
with his estate and honours, every noblernan transmitted some hereditary 
feud to his oosteritv. who were bound in honour to adopt and to Drosecute 
it with una6ated rincour. 

Such a dissension had subsisted between the house of Hamilton and the 
earl of Bothwell, and was heightened by mutual injuries during the late 
commotions.f T h e  earl of Arran and Bothwell happening to attend the 
court at the same time, their followers quarrelled frequently in the streets 
of Edinburgh, [February] and excited dangerous tumults in that city. At 
last, the mediation of their friends, particularly of Knox, brought about a 
reconcilement, but an unfortunate one to both these noblemen.$ 

A few days after, Arran came to Icnox, and, with the utmost terror and 
confusion, confessed first to him, and then to the prior of St. Bndrew's, that, 
In order to obtain the sole direction of affairs, Bothwell, and his kinsrrlen 
the Hamiltons, bad conspired to murder the prior, filaitland, and the other 
favourites of the aueen. The  duke of Chatelherault reparded the vrior 
as a rival, who h a  supplanted him in the queen's favour, and who Alled 
that place at  the helm, which he imagined to be due to hin~self, as first 
prince of the blood. Bothwell, on account of the personal injuries which 
he had received from the prior during the hostile operations of the two 
contendinv parties, was no less exasperated against him. But whether he 
and the Ifamiltons had agreed to cement their new alliance with ttre blood 
of their common enemy, or whether the conspiracy existed only in the 
fimtic and disordered imagination of the earl of Arran, it is impossible, 

* I<nor, 301. t I<citli, Append. 188. $ ICeith, 216. $ Iuid. 305. 
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amidst the contradiction of historians and the defectiveness of reccrds, 
positively to determine. Among men inflamed with resentment and impa- 
tient for revenge, rash expressions might be uttered, and violent and cri- 
mlnal expedients proposed ; and on that foundation Arran's distempered 
fancy might rear the whole superstructure of a conspiracy. All the per- 
sons accused denied their guilt with the utmost confidence. But the 
known characters of the men, and the violent spirit of the a P, added 
greatly to the probability of the accusation, and abundantly justify the con- 
duct of the queen's ministers, who confined Bothwell, Arran, and a few ot 
the ringleaders in separate prisons, and obliged the duke to surrender the 
strong castle of Dumbarton, which he had held ever since the time of his 
re? ning the office of regent." 

file designs of the earl of Huntly against the prior of St. Andrew's wer; 
deeper laid, and produced more memorable and more tragical events. 
George Gordon earl of Huntly, having been one of the nobles who COII- 
spired against James III., and who raised his son James IV. to the throne, 
enjoyed a great share in the confidence of that generous prince.? By his 
bourPty, great accessions of wealth and power were added to a family 
already opulent and powerful. On the death of that monarch, Alexander 
the next earl, being appointed lord-lieutenant of all the counties beyond 
Forth, left the other nobles to contend for offices at court ; and retiring to 
the north, where his estate and influence lay, resided there in a kind of 
princely independence. The  chieftains in that part of the kingdom dreaded 
the growing dominion of such a dangerous neighbour, but were unable to 
prevent his encroachments. Some of his rivals he secretly undermined, 
others he subdued by open force. His estate far exceeded that of any 
other subject, and his superiodies and jurisdictions extended over many 
of the northern counties. With power and possessions so extensive, under 
two long and feeble minorities, and amidst the shock of civil commotions, 
the earls of Huntly might have indulged the. r?ost elevated hopes. But, 
happily for the crown, an active and entcrpr~sln spirit was not the cha- 
racteristic of that family ; and, whatever object $eir ambition might have 
in view, they chose rather to acquire it by political address than to seize 
it openly and by force of arms. 

The conduct of George the present earl, during the late commotions, 
had been perfectly suitable to the character of the farnily in that age, 
dubious, variable, and crafty. While the success of the lords of the con- 
gregation was uncertain, he assisted the queen regent in her attempts to 
crush them. When their affairs put on a better aspect, he pretended to 
join them, but never heartily favoured their cause. He was courted and 
feared by each of the contending parties ; both connived at his encroach- 
ments in the north ; and by artifice and force, which he well knew how to 
employ alternately and in their proper places, he added every day to the 
exorbitant power and wealth which he possessed. 

fIe observed the growing reputation and authority of the prior of St 
Andrew's with the greatest jealousy and concern, and considered him as a 
rival who had engrossed that share in the queen's confidence, to which his 
own zeal for the popish religion seemed to give him a preferable title. 
Personal injuries spon increased the misunderstanding occasioned by rival- 
ship in power. I'he queen havinr determined to reward the serviccs of 
the prior of St. Andrew's, by cre&ng him an earl, she made choice o i  
Mar, as the place whence he should take his title ; and, that he migh" he 
better able to support his new honour, bestowed U on him at the same 
time the lands of that name. There were part of t ie  royal demesnes,f 
but the earls of Huntly had been permitted, for several years, to keep 
possession of them.$ [Feb. l.] On this occasion the earl not only com- 

* Knox. 307, 308. t Crawf. Officers of State, 56. f Crawf. Peer. 297. $ Buch. 334. 
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plained, with some reason, of the loss which he sustained, but had rea 
cause to he alarmed at the intrusion of a formidable neighbour into the 
heart of his territories, who might be able to rival his power, and excite his 
op ressed vassals to shake off his yoke. 

$ne L?.] An incident, which happened soon after, increased and con- 
firmed Huntly's suspicions. Sir Johri Gordon, his third son, and lord OgiI- 
vie, had a dispute about the property of an estate. This dispute became 
a deadly quarrel. They happened unfortunately to meet in the streets of 
Edinburgh; and being both attended with armed followers, a scuffle 
ensued, in which lord Ogilvie was dangerously wounded by Sir John. 
The magistrates seized both the offenders, and the queen commanded 
them to be strictly confined. Under any regular government, such a 
breach of public peace and order would expose the person offending to 
certain punishment. At this time some severity was necessary in order to 
vindicate the queen's authority from an insult the most heinous wh~ch had 
been offered to it since her return into Scotland. But in an age accustomed 
to license and anarchy, even this moderate exercise of her power, in order- 
ing them to be kept in custody, was deemed an act of intolerable rigour; 
and the friends of each party began to convene their vassals and depend- 
ents, in order to overawe or to frustrate the decisions of justice." Mean- 
while Gordon made his escape out of prison, and flying into Aberdeenshire, 
complained loudly of the indignify with which he had been treated ; and 
as all the queen's actions were a t  this juncture imputed to the earl of Mar, 
this added not a little to the resentment which Huntly had conceived 
against that nobleman. 

Aug.] At the very time when these passions fermented, with the utmost 
violence, in the minds of the earl of Huntly and his family, the queen hap- 
pened to set out on a progress into the northern parts of the kingdom. 
She was attended by the earls of Mar and Morton, Maitland, and other 
leaders of that party. The resence of the queen in a country where no 
name greater than the earl o f ~ u n t l ~ ' s  had been heard of, and no rnver 
superior to his had been exercised, tor many years, was an event of itself 
sbundantly mortifying to that haughty nobleman. But while the queen 
was entirely under the direction of Mar, al1.her actions were more apt to 
be misrepresented, and construed into injuries ; and a thousand circum- 
stances could not but occur to awaken Huntly's jealousy, to offend his 
pride, and to inflame his resentment. Amidst the agitation of so many 
violent passions, some eruption was unavoidable. 

On Mar 'S arrival in the north, Huntly employed his wife, a woman 
capable o?executing the commission with abundance of dexterity, to sooth 
the queen, and to intercede for pardon to their son. But the queen peremp- 
torily required that he should again deliver himself into the hands of jus- 
tice, and rely on her clemency. Gordon was ersuaded to do so ; and 
being enjoined by the queen to enter himselfprisoner in the castle of 
Stirling, he pron~ised lilrewise to obey that command. Lord Erskine, 
Mar's uncle, was at that time governor of this fort. The queen's severity 
and the place in which she appointed Gordon to be confined, were inter- 
preted to be new marks of Mar's rancour, and augmented the hatred of 
the Gordons a ainst him. 

Sept. 1.1 $an time, sir John Gordon set out towards Stirling; but 
mstead of performing his promise to the queen, made his escape from hls 
guards, and returned to take the command of his followers, who were 
rising in arms all over the north. These were destined to second and 
improve the blow, by which his father proposed, secretly and at once, to 
cut off Mar, Morton, and Maitland, his principal adversaries. The tirne 
and place for perpetrating this horrid deed were frequently appointed. 
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but the executing of it was m-onderfully prevented, by some of those unfore- 
seen incidents which so often occur to disconcert the schemes and to intimi 
date the hearts of assassins.% Huntly's own house, at Strathbogie, was 
the last and most convenient scene appointed for committing the intended 
violence. But on her journey thither, the queen heard of young Gordon's 
fl~ght and rebellion, and, refusing in the first transports of her indignation 
to enter under the father's roof, by that fortunate expression of her resent- 
ment saved her ministers from unavoidable destruction.t 

The ill success of,these efforts of private revenge precipitated Huntly into 
open rebellion. As the queen was entirely under the direction of his rivals, 
it was i~npossible to compass their ruin without violating the allegiance 
which he owed his sovereign. On her arrival at Inverness, the command- 
ing officer in the castle, by Huntly's orders, shut the gates against ner 
Mary was obliged to lodge in the town, which was open and defenceless 
but this toorvas quickly surrounded by a multitude of the earl's followers.$ 
The utmost consternation seized the queen, who was attended by a very 
slender train. She every moment expected the approach of the rebels, 
and some ships were already ordered into the river to secure her escape. 
The loyalty of the Munroes, Frasers, Dlaclrintoshes, and some neighbour- 
ing clans, who took arms in her defence, saved her from this danger. By 
their assistance, she even forced the castle to surrender, and inflicted on the 
governor the punishment which his insolence deserved. 

This open act of disobedience was the occasion of a measure more gall 
ing to Huntly than any the queen had hitherto taken. Lord Exkine 
having pretended a right to the earldom of Mar, Stewart resigned it in his 
favour; and at the same time Mary conferred upon him the title of earl of 
Murray, with the estate annexed to that dignity, which had been in the 
possession of the Earl of Huntly since the year 1548.P From this encroach- 
ment upon his domains he concluded that his family was devoted to 
destruction ; and, dreading to be stripped gradually of all those possessions 
which, in reward of their services, the gratitude of the crown had bestowed 
on himself, or his ancestors, he no longer disguised his intentions, hut, in 
defiance of the queen's proclamation, openly took arms. Instead of yield 
ing those places of strength, which Mary required him to surrender, his 
followers dispersed or cut in pieces the parties which she despatched to 
take possession of them ;l/ and he himself advancing with a considerable 
body of men towards Aberdeen, to which place the queen waS now 
returned, filled her small court with consternation. Murray had only a 
handful of men in whom he could con6de.T In order to form the appear- 
ance of an army, he was obliged to call in the assistance of the neighbour- 
ing barons ; but as most of these either favoured I-Tuntly's designs, or stood 
in awe of his power, from them no cordial or effectual service could be 
expected. 

Oct. 28.1 With these troops, however, Murray, whocould gain nothing 
by delay, marched briskly towards the enemy. He found them at Cori- 
chie, posted to great advantage; he commanded his northern associates 
instantly to begin the attack; but on the first motion of the enemy they 
treacherously turned their back; and Huntly's followers, throwing aside 
their spears and breaking their ranits, drew their swords and rushed for- 
ward to the pursuit. It was then that Murray gave proof, both of ste:dp 
courage and prudent conduct. He stood immoveable on a rising ground 
with the small but trusty body of his adherents, who, presenting thew 
spears to the enemy, received them with a determined resolution which 
they little expected. The Hivhland broad sword is not a weapon fit tc 
encounter the Scottish spea?. Pn every civil commotion, the superiority of 

* Keith, 230 t Knox, 318. $ Crawf. Officers of State, 87,SB. 5 Crawf. Peer. 239 
11 Knox, 319. lI ICeilh, 230. 
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the latter has been evident, and has always decided the contest. On this 
occasion the irregular attack of Huntly's troops was easily repulsed by 
Murray's firm battalion. Before they recovered from the confusion occa- 
sioned by this unforeseen resistance, Murray's northerri troops, who had 
fled so shamefully in the beginning of the action, willing to regain their 
credit with the victorious party, fell upon them, and completed the rout 
Hr~ntly himself, who was extremely corpulent, was trodden to death in the 
pursuit. His sons, sir John and Adam, were taken, and Murray returned 
in triumph to Aberdeen with his prisoners. 

The trial of men taken in actual rebellion against their sovereign was 
extremely short. Three days aster the battle, sir John Gordon was 
beheaded at  Aberdeen. His brother Adam was pardoned on account of 
his youth. Lord G'ordon, who had been privy to his father's designs, was 
seized in the south, and upon trial fbund guilty of treason; but, through 
the queen's clemency, the punishment was remitted. The  first parliament 
proceeded against this great family with the utmost rigour of law, and 
reduced their power and fortune to the lowest ebb." 

As the fall of the earl of Huntly is the most important event of this year, 
it would have been improper to interrupt the narrative by taking notice of 
lesser transactions, which may now be related with equal propnety. 

In the beginning of summer, Mary, who was desirous of' entering into a 
more intimate correspondence and familiarity with Elizabeth, employed 
Maitland to desire a personal interview with her, somewhere in the north 
of England. As this proposal could not be rejected with decency, the 
lime, the place, and the circunlstances of the meeting were instantly 
agreed upon. But Elizabeth was prudent enough not to admit into her 
kingdom a rival who outshone herself so far in beauty and gracefulness of 
person; and who excelled so eminently in all the arts of insinuation and 
address. Under pretence of being cor~fined to London, by the attention 
which she was obliged to give to the civil wars in France, she put off the 

* This conspiracy of the earl of Huntly is one of the most intricate and mysterio~~s passages in 
the Scottish history. As it was a tratisaction purcly domestm, and m whichthe Engl~sli were little 
interested, few original papers concerning i t  have been found in Cecil's collection, the great store- 
house of evidence and information with regard to the affairs of this period. 

Buchanan supposes Mary to have formed a design about this tirne of destroying Murray, and of 
employing Lhe power of the earl of Huntly for this purpose. But his account of this whole trans- 
actiort appears to be so void nf truth, and ever1 of probability, as to deserve no serious ex3.mination. 
At  that time Mary wanted power, and seems to have had no inclination to commit any act of 
violence upon her brother. 

T w o  other hypotheses liave been advanced, in order to explain this matter; but they appear tobe 
~ - 

equally rernovi&fiotn ttuth. 
I. It cannot he #ell conceivbd that the queen's journey to the north was a scheme conccrted by 

Murray, in order to ruin the earl'of Huntly. 1. Buntly had resided at  court almost ever since the 
queen's return. Keith, 108, Append. 175, &c. This was the proper place in which to have seized 
him. T o  attack him in Abcrdeenshi~c, the seat of his Dower and in the midst of his vassals, was - ~ -  -~ 

a project equally absurd and hazardous: 2. The queenAwas not accompa~iied with abody of iroops 
capahlaof attemptit~g any thing against Huntly hy violer~ce: her train was not more numerous than 
was usual in times of gieatest tranquillity. lceith, 380. 3. T h e ~ e  remain two otiginal lettets with 
~.egard to this conspiracv one fionl Randolplr the English resident, and another fioln llaitland 
both directed to Cecil.  he^ talk of Huntly's measures as  notoiiously treasonable. ~ a n d o l p d  
meotiorls his repeated attempts to assassinate hlurray, &c. No hint is glven of any prevlous reso- 
lotion formed by hlary'sministets to ruin Huntly and his family. Had any suchdrsig~r ever existed, 
it was Randolph's duty to have discovered it; norwould htaitland have laboured to conceal it from 
the Ei~glish secretary. I<eitli 220. 232. 

11. To  suppose that the eari of Huntly had laid any plan for seizing the queen and lrer ministers 
seems to be no less improbable. 1. On the queen's arrival in the north, belaboured, in good earnest, 
to gain her favour, and to obtain a pardon for his son. Icnox, 318. 2. Me met the queen, first at 
Aberdeen, and then at Rothemay, wliitlter he would not have ventured to come, had he harboured 
any such treasonable resolution. ICnox 318 3. His conduct was irresolute and wavering, like 
that of a mandisconcerted hy an unforesien dancer, not like one executing a concerted plan. 4. The 
most considerable persons of his clan submitted to the quecn, and found surcty to obey her com- 
mands. Iceitb. 226. Had the earl been ureviouslv determined to rise in arms against the nueen. 
nr to seize her'ministers, it is probable lie would have imparted it to his princiG1 followe;s, no; 
wotllrl thcv have rleaerterl him in this rnannpr. . . . . . . . - > - -  - - -  - - -  - .  

I.'ror I ~ I I ~ C P  I P X Z I ~ S  1 l~nvcv, ,811 tllr. nnr 11a1ti1, 1 icilirotcd tllc cnrl of 3lltrmy fron~ ally d~~libcmte 
i~t tcl~t to~t  o:' r u i l ~ i t ~ ~  IIIC Ihnlily U!' (:0rdut1: all11 on tllc otllt r lool~d, 1 Ilnsc~ ilnl~tltril 111~ violrnt COII- 
~l-tcl (o:' I I I C  earl o i  l11111fly ro a s~ldile~t stnrt of rcsvlltmi,nI, \vill~out cltltrgl~~:: Itin1 wit11 any pro. 
meditated purpose of rebellion. 
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mtervlew for that season,% and prevented her subjects from seeing the 
Scottish queen, the charms of whose appearance and behaviour she envied, 
and had some reason to dread. 

Durin this year, the assembly of the church met twice. [June 2, 
Dec 257 In both these meetings were exhibited many complaints of the 
poverty and dependence of the church; and many murmurs against the 
negligence or avarice of those who had been appointed to collect and to 
distribute the small fund appropriated for the maintenance of preachers.7 
A petition, craving redress of their grievances, was presented to the queen ; 
hut without any effect. There was no reason to expect that Mary would 
discover any forwardness to grant the request of such suppliants. As her 
ministers, though all most zealous protestants, were themselves growing 
rich on the inheritance of the church, they were equally regardless of the 
~ndigence and demands of their brethren. 

1563. Mary had now continued above two years in a state of widow 
hood. h er gentle administration had secured the hearts of her subjects, 
who were impatient for her marriage, and wished the crown to descend in 
the right line from their ancient monarchs. She herself was the most 
amiable woman of the age ; and the fame of her accomplishments, together 
with the favourable circumstance of her having one lringdom already in 
her possession, and the prospect of mounting the throne of another, 
prompted many different princes to solicit an alliance soillustrious. Scot- 
and, by its situation, threw so much weight and power into whatever 

scale it fell that all Europe waited with solic~tude for Mary s deter- 
mination ; and no event in that age excited stronger political fears and 
jealousres; none interested more deeply the passions of several princes, 
or cave rise to more contradictory intrigues, than the marriage of the 
Scdtish queen. 

- 

The minces of the house of Austria remembered what vast proiects 
the ~ r e r k h  had founded on their former alliance with the queen of Scots ; 
and though the unexpected death, first of Henry and then of Francis, had 
hindered these from taking effect, yet if Mary should again make choice 
of a husband among the French princes, the same designs might be revived 
and prosecuted with better success. 

Ir. order to prevent this, the eniperor entered into a negotiation with the 
cardinal of Lorrain, who had proposed to marry the Scottish queen to the 
archdulre Charles, Ferdinand's third son. The matter was communicated 
to Mary ; and Melvil, who at that time attended the elector Palatine, 
was commanded to inquire into the character and situation of the arch- 
du1re.f 

Philip II., though no less apprehensive of May's falling once more into 
the hands of France, envied his uncle Ferdinand the acquisition of so 
important a prize ; and, as his own insatiable ambition grasped at all !he 
Bingdoins of Europe, he employed his ambassador at the French court to 
solicit the princes of Lorrain in beha!f of his son Don Carlos, at that time 
the heir of all the extensive dominions which belonged to the Spanish 
monarchy.$ 

Catherine of Medicis, on the other hand, dreaded the marrlage of the 
Scottish queen with any of the Austrian princes, rvhich wc8~ld have added 
so much to the power and pretensions of that arnbitic~lj race. Her 
je+ousy of the princes of Lorrain rendered her no less averse from an 
all~ance which, by securing to them the protection of the emperor or king 
of Spain, would give new boldness to their enterprising spirit, and enable 
hem to set the power of the crown, which they already riralled, at open 
defiance : and as she was afraid that these splendid propcaals of the Aus- 

* IEeith 216. t Knox 311. 393. $ Melv. 63 65. IEeith, 239. See Append. No. VIL 
castelnAu, 161. Addit. a iabour. 501.503. 
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d the secret was reserved for some future negotiation. Meanwhile she 
threw out some obscure hints, that a native of Britain, or one not of princely 
rank, would be her safest and most inoffensive choice." An advice, offered 
with such an air of superiority and command, mortified, no doubt, the pride 
of the Scottish queen. Rut, under her present circumstances, she was 
obliged to bear this indignity. Destitute of all foreign assistance, and 
intent upon the English succession, the great object of her wishes and 
ambition, it became necessary to court a rival, whom, without manifest 
lm, rudence, she could not venture to offend. 

g h e  inclination of her oivn subjects was another, and not the least 
considerable circumstance, which called for Mary's attention at t h ~ s  con- 
juncture. They had been taught, by the fatal experiment of her former 
marriage, to dread a union with any great prince, whose power might be 
employed to oppress their religion and liberties. They trembled at the 
thoughts of a match with a foreigner; and if the crown should be 
strengthened by new dominions and alliances, they foresaw that the royal 
y r o g a t i i e  would soon be stretched beyond its ancient and legal limits. 

heir eagerness to prevent this could hardly fail of throwing them once 
more into the arms of England. Elizabeth would be ready to afford them 
her aid towards obstructing a measure so disagreeable to herself. It was 
easy for them to seize the persou of the sovereign. By the assistance of 
the English fleet, they could render it difficult for any foreign prince to land 
in Scotland. The  Roman catholics, now an inconsiderable party in the 
Iringdom, and dispirited by the loss of the earl of Huntly, could give no 
obstruction to their designs. T o  what violent extremes the national 
abhorrence of a foreign yoke might have been carried is manifest from 
what she had already seen and experienced. 

For these reasons Mary laid aside, at that time, all thoughts of foreign 
alliance, and seemed willing to sacrifice her own ambition, in order to 
remove the jealousies of' Elizabeth, and to quiet the fears of her own 
subjects. 

T h e  parliament met this ear, for the first time since the queen'sreturn 
into Scotland. [May i 6 . f  Mary's administration had hitherto been 
extremely popular. Her  ministers possessed the confidence of the nation ; 
and by consequence, the proceedings of that assembly were conducted 
with perfect unanimity. T h e  grant of the earldom of Murray to the 
prior of St. Andrew's was confirmed ; the earl of Huntly, and several of 
11is vassals and dependants, were attainted : the attainder against Kirlraldy 
of Grange, and some of his acco~nplices in the murder of cardinal Beatoun, 
was reversed :'f the act of oblivion, mentioned in the treaty of Edinburgh, 
received the royal sanction. But Mary, who had determined never to 
ratify that treaty, tool< care that this sanction should not be deemed any 
acltnowledgment of its validit ; she granted her consent merely in con- 
descension to the lords in parlament, who on their lmees besought her to 
allay the jealousies and apprehensions of her subjects by such a gracious 
l a w 4  

No attempt was made in this parliament, t? procure the queen's assent 
to the laws establishing the protestant religion. Her  ministers, though 
zealous prqtestants themselves, were aware that this could not be urged 
without manifest danger and imprudence. She had consented, through 
their influence, to tolerate and protect the reformed doctrine. They had 
even prevailed on her to imprison and prosecute the archbishop of St. 
Andreds ,  and prior of Withorn, for celebrating mass contrary to her 
yclamation.$ Mary, ho~vever, was still passionately devoted to the 

omish church; and though, from political motives, she had granted a 
temporary protection of opinions which she disapproved, there were no 
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grounds to hope that she would agree to establish them for perpetuity. 
Phe moderation of those who professed it was the best method for recon- 
ciling the queen to the protestant religion. Time might abate her bigotry. 
Her prejud~ces m~ght wear off gradually, and at last she might yield to 
the wishes of her people, what tlbeir importunity or their violence could 
never have extorted. Many laws of importance were to be proposed in 
parliament; and to defeat all these, by such a fruitless and ill-timed 
application to the queen, would have been equally injurious to individuals 
and detrimental to the publ~c 

The zeal of the protestant clergy was deaf to all these considerations of 
prudence or policy. Eager and impatient, it brooked no delay: severe 
and intlexible, it would condescend to no compliances. The leading men 
cnf that order insisted, that this opportunity of establishing religion by law 
was not to be neglected. They pronounced the moderation of the courtiers 
apostacy ; and their endeavours to gain the queen they reckoned criminal 
and servile. Knox solemnly renounced the friendship of the earl of Mur- 
ray, as a man devoted to ~llary, and so blindly zealous for her service as 
to become regardless of those objects which he had hitherto esteemed 
most sacred. This rupture, which is a strong proof of Murray's sincere 
attachment to the queen at that period, continued above a year and a half." 

The preachers, being disappointed by the men in whom they placed 
the greatest confidence, gave vent to their indignation in their pulpits. 
These echoed more loudly than ever with declanlations against idolatry; 
with dismal presages concerning the queen's marriage with a foreigner; 
and with bitter reproaches against those who, from interested motives, had 
deserted that cause which they once recltoned it their honour to support. 
The people, inflamed by such vehement declamations, which were 
dictated by a zeal more sincere than prudent, proceeded to rash and 
unjustifiable acts of violence. [Aug.] During the queen's absence, on a 

rogress into the west, mass continued to be celebrated in her chapel at 
&olyrood-house . The multitude of those who openly resorted thither 
gaye great offence to the citizens of Edinburgh, who, being free from the 
restraint which the royal presence imposed, assembled in a riotous manner, 
interrupted the service, and filled such as were present wlth the utmost 
consternation. Two of the ringleaders in this tumult were seized, and a 
day appointed for their tria1.t 

Oct. 8.1 Knox, who deemed the zeal of these persons laudable, and 
their conduct meritorious, considered them as sufferers in a good cause ; and 
In order to screen them from danger, he issued circular letters, requiring 
all who professed the true reliwion, or were concerned for the preservation 
of it, to assemble at ~d inburg t ,  on the day of trial, that by their presence 
'they might coinfort and assist their distressed brethren.1 One of these 
letters fell into the queen's hands. T o  assemble the subjects without the 
authority of the sovereign was construed to be treason, and a resolution 
was taken to prosecute Knox for that crime, before the privy council. 
[Dec. 15.1 Happily for him, his judges were not only zealous protestants, 
but the very men who, during the late commotions, had openly resisted 
and set at defiance the queen's authority. It was under precedents drawn 
from their own conduct that Rnox endeavoured to shelter himself. Nor 
would it have been an easy matter to these counsellors to have tbund out 
a distinction, by which they could censure him without condemning them- 
selves. After a long hearing, to the astonishment of Lethington and the 
other courtiers,§ he was unanimously acquitted. Sinclair, bishop of Ross, 
and president of the Court of Session, a zealous papist, heartily concurred 
with the other counsellors in this decision;(( a remarkable fact, which 
ehows the unsettled state of governrrent in that age ; the low condition to 
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whlch regal authorit was then'sunk , and the impunity with which sub- 
jects m i ~ h t  invade ttose rights of the crown which are now held sacred. 

1564.1 The marriage of the Scottish quecn continued still to he the 
object of attention and ~ntrigue. Though Elizabeth, even while she wished 
to direct Mary, treated her with a disgustful reserve ; though she kept her, 
without necessity, in a state of suspense ; and hinted ofien at the person 
whon~ she destined to be her husband, without directly mentioning his 
name ; yet Mary framed all her actions to express such prudent respect for 
the Enghsh queen, that foreign princes bevan to imagine that she had given 
herself up implicitly to her direction." ?'he prospect of this union alarmed 
Catherine of Medicis. Though Catherir~e had taken pleasure all along iil 
doing ill offices to the queen of Scots ; though soon after the duke of 
Guise's death, she had put upon her a most mortifying indignity, by stopping 
the payment of her dowry, by depriving her subject the duke of Chatel- 
herault of his pension, and by bestowing the command of the Scottish 
guards on a Frenchman ;t she resolved, however, to prevent this dangerous 
conjunction of the British queens. For this purpose she now en~ployed 
all her art to appease Mary,f to whom she had given so many causes of 
offence. T h e  arrears of her dowry were instantly paid ; more punctual 
remittances were promised for the future ; and offers made, not only to 
restore but to extend the privileges of the Scottish nation in France. It 
was eas for Kary to penetrate into the motives of this sudden change ; 

m- aw, and laid little stress she weir lrnew the character of her mother-: 1 
upon professions of friendship which came from a princess of such a false 
and unfeeling heart. 

The negotiation with England, relative to the marriage, suffered no 
interru~tion from this auulication of the French queen. As Marv, in com- 
pliance with the wish'& of her subjects, "nd hressed by th; strongest 
motives of interest, determined speedily to marry, Elizabeth was ohlised 
to break that unaccountable silence which iihe had hitherto affected. The 
secret was disclosed, and her favourite lord Robert Dudley, afterwards 
earl of Leicester, was declared to be the happy man whom she had 
chosen to be the husband of a queen courted by many princes.$ Eliza- 
beth's wisdom and pcnetratioo were remarkable in the choice of her 
ministers ; in distinguishin? her favourites, those great qualities were less 
conspicuous. She was influenced in two cases so opposite, by merit of 
very different kinds. Their capacity for business, their knowledg~, their 
prudence, were the talent5 to which alone she attended in chopsing her 
ministers ; wliereas beauty ;tnJ gr:~cefulncss o i  person, polisl~etl rn:ltlilers, 
: c t ~ i i  c o ~ ~ ~ t l v  address, wc1.e the a c c o ~ r ~ ~ ) l i ~ i l ~ t ~ ~ c ! ~ t ~  I)II ~vl~ich S I I C  hestowed 
her favours. She acted in the one cAse with the wisdorn of a queen, in 
the other she discovered the weakness of a woman. T o  this Leicester 
owed his grandeur. Though remarkable neither for eminencc in virtue 
nor superiorjty of abilities, the queen's partiality distinguished him on 
every occasion. She raised hill1 to the highest honours, she bestowed 
on him the most inlportant emplnyments, and manifested an affection so 
disproportionate to his merit, that, in the opinion of that age, it could be 
accounted for only by the power of planetary influence.11 

The high spirit of the Scottish queen could not well bear the first over- 
ture of a.match with a sub'ect. Her own ranlr, the splendour of her 
former marriage, and the soiicitations at this time of so many powerful 

rinces, crowded into her thoughts, and made her sensibly fcel how hum- 
&ing and disrespectful Elizabeth's proposal was. She dissembled, how- 
ever, with the English resident ; and though she declared, In strong terms, 
what a degradation she would deem this alliance, which brot~ght along 
with it no advantage that could justify such neglect of her own dignity, 
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she mentioned the earl of Leicester, notwithstanding, in terms full of 
res ect.* 

- 

&izabeth, w e  may presume, did not wish that the proposal should be 
received in any other manner. After the extraordinary marks she had 
given of her own attachment to Leicester, and while he was still in the 
very height of favour, it is rlot probable she could think seriously of 
bestowing him upon another. It was not her aim to persuade, but only to 
amuse Mary.1 Almost three years were elapsed since her return into Scot- 
land ; and though solicited by her subjects, and courted by the greatest 
princes in Europe, she had hitherto beer1 prevented from marrying, chiefly 
by the artifices of Elizabeth. If at  this time the Engli~h queen could have 
engaged Mary to listen to her proposal in favour of Leicester, her power 
over this creature of her own would have enabled her to protract the 
~iegotiation at  pleasure ; and, by keeping her rival unmarried, she would 
have rendered the prospect of her succession less acceptable to the 
English. 

Leicester's own situation was extremely delicate and embarrassing. T o  
gain possession of the most amiable woman of the age, to carry away this 
prlze frorri so many contending princes, to mount the throne of an ancient 
kingdom, might have flattered the ambition of a subject much more consi- 
derable than him. I l e  saw all these advantages no doubt; and, in secret, 
they made their full impression on him. But, without offending Elizabeth, 
he durst not venture on the most distant discovery of his sentinlents, or 
take any steps towards facilitating his acquisition of objects so worti~y of 
desire. 

On the other hanil, Elizabeth's partiality towards him, which she was 
at no pains to conceal, might inspire him with hopes of attainir~g the a supreme rank in a king om more illustriouv than Scotland. Elizabeth had 
often declared that nothing but her resolution to lead a single life, and his 
being born her own subject, would have hindered her from choosing the 
earl of Leicester for a husband. Such considerations of rudence are, X however, often surmounted by love ; and Leicester might atter himself, 
that the violence of her affection would at length triumph both over the 
maxims of policy and the scr~iples of pride. 'These hopes induced him, 
now and then, to conclude the proposal of his marriage with the Scottish 
queen to be a project for his destruction; and he imputed it to the malice 
of Cecil, who, under the specious pretence of doing him honour, intended 
to ruin him in the good opinion both of Elizabeth and Maly.4 

A treaty of marriage, proposed by one queen, who dreaded its success, 
listened to by another, who was secretly determined against i t ;  and 
scarcely desired by the man himself, whose interest and reputation it was 
calculated, in appearance, to promote ; could not, under so many unfavour- 
able circumstances, be brought to a fortunate issue. Both Elizabeth and 
Mary continued, however, to act with equal dissimulation. The  former, 
notrvithstanding her fears of losing Leicester, solicited warnily in his behalf. 
T h e  latter, though she began about this time to cast her eyes upon anotlier 
subiect of England, did not at  once venture finally to reject Elizabeth's 
favourite. - 

T h e  person towards whom Mary began to turn her thoughts was Henry 
Stewart lord Darnly, eldest son of the earl of Lennox. That nobleman, 
having been driven out of Scotland, under the regency of the duke of 
C.natelherault, had lived in banishment for twenty years. His wife, lady 
Nargaret Douglas, was Mary's most dangerous rival in her claim upon the 
E ~ ~ g l i s h  succession. She was the daughter of Margaret, the eldest sister 
of Her~r  VIII. by the earl of Angus, whom that queen married after the 
death o f h e r  husband Jarnes IV. In that age, the right and order of suc- 
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Cession was not settled with the same accuracy as at present. Time, and 
the decision of almost every case that can possibly happen, have at last 
introduced certainty into a matter, which naturally is subject to all the 
variety arising from the caprice of lawyers, guided by obscure and often 
imaginary analogies. The countess of Lennox, though born of 5 second 
marriage, was one degree nearer the royal blood of England than Mriry. 
She was the daughter, Mary only the granddaughter of fifargaref Phis 
was not the only advantage over Mary which the countess of Lennox 
enjoyed. She was born in England, and, by a maxim of law in that cou~l- 
try, with regard to private inheritances, "whoever is not born in England, 
or at least of parents who, at the time of his birth, were in the obedience 
of the Icing of England, cannot enjoy :.AY inheritance in the kingdom."" 
This maxim, Hales, an English lawyer, produced in a treatise which he 
published at this time, and endeavoured to apply it to the right of succes- 
sion to the crown. In a private cause these pretexts might have given 
rise to a long and doubtful litigation ; where a crown was at stake, such 
nice disputtrs and subtilties were to be avoided with the utmost care. If 
Darnly should happen to coatra~t an alliance with any of the powerful 
families in England, or should publicly profess the protpstant religion, 
these plausible and popular topics might be so urged as to prove fatal to 
the pretensions of a foreigner and of a papist. 

Mary was aware of all this ; and, in order to prevent any danger from 
that quarter, had endeavoured to cultivate a friendly correspondence with 
the family of Lennox. In the year one thousand five hundred and sixty- 
two,? both the earl and tlie lady Margaret were taken into custody by 
Elizabeth's orders, on account of the~r  holding a secret correspondence 
with the Scottish queen. 

From the time that Mary became sensible of the difficulties which 
would attend her marryinw a foreign prince, she entered into a still closer 
connexion with the earl o r ~ e n n o x , ~  and invited him to return into Scot- 
land. This she endeavoured to conceal from Elizabeth ; but a transaction 
of so much importance did not escape the notice of that discerning prin- 
cess. She observed but did not interrupt it. Nothing could fall in more 
perfectly with her views co~icerning Scottish affairs. She was pleased to 
see the pride of the Scottish queen stoop at last to the thoughts of taking 
a subject to her bed. Darnly was in no situation to excite her jealousy 01 
her fears His father's estate lay in England, and by rneans of this pledge 
she hoped to keep the negotiation entirely in her own hands, to play the 
same game of artifice and delay, which she had lanned out, if her recom- 
mendation of Leicester had been more fa.rourabry received. 

As before the union of the two crowns no suhject of one kingdom could 
pass into the other without the permission of both sovereigns; no sooner 
did Lennox, under pretence of prosecuting his wife's claim upon the earl- 
dom of Angus, apply to Elizabeth for her license to go into Scotland, than 
he obtained it. Together with it, she gave hinl letters, warmly recom- 
mending his person and cause to Mary's friendship and protection.$ But 
at the same time, as it was her manner to involve all her transactions with 
regard to Scotland in some degree of perplexity and contradiction, she 
warned Mary, that this indulgence of Lennox might prove fatal to herself, 
as his return could not fail of reviving the ancient animosity between him 
and the house of Hamilton. 

Tllis admonition gave umbrage to Mary, and drew from her an angry 
rep1 , which occasioned for some time a total interruption of all corres- 
ponience between the two queens./] Mary was not a little alarmed at 
th~s  , she both dreaded the effects of Elizabeth's resentment, and felt sen- 
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s1b.y the disadvantage of being excluded born a free intercourse with Eng- 
land, where her ambassadors had all along carried on, with some success. 
secret negotiations, which increased the number of ner partisans, and 
paved her way towards the throne. In order to remove the causes of the 
prese1.3t difficulty, Melvil was sent express to the court of England. H e  
tbund it no difficult matter to bring about a reconcilement ; and soon re- 
established the appearance, but not the confidence, of friendship, which 
was all that had subsisted for some time between the two queens. 

During this negotiation, Elizabeth's professions of love to Mary, and 
Melvil's replies in the narr~e of his mistress, were made in the language of 
the warmest and most cordial friendship. But what Melvil truly observes 
with respect to Elizabeth, may be extended without injustice to both 
queens. " There was neither lain dealing nor upright meaning, but great 
dissimulation, envy, arid fear.''E 

Lennox, however, in consequence of the license which he had obtained, 
set out for Scotland, and was received by the queen, not only with the 
respect due to a nobleman so nearly allied to the royal family, but treated 
him with a distinguished familiarity which could not fail of irispiring him 
with more elevated hopes. T h e  rumour of his son's marriage to the queen 
began to spread over the kingdom; and the eyes of all Scotland were 
turned upon him as the father of their future master. The duke of Cha- 
telherault was the first to take the alarm. H e  considered Lennox as the 
ancient and hereditary enemy of the house of Hamilton ; and, in his gran- 
deur, saw the ruin ot himsell and his friends. But the queen interposed 
her authority to prevent any violent rupture, and e~nployed all her influ- 
ence to bring ?bout an accommodntion of the differences.1 

T h e  powerful family of Douglas no less dreaded Lennox's return, from 
an apprehension that he would wrest the earldom of Angus out of their 
hands. But the queen, who well knew how dangerous it would be to irri- 
tate illorton, and other great men of' that name, prevailed on Lennox to 
purchase their friendship by allowing his lady's clairn upon the earldom 
of Angus to drop.$ 

After these preliminary steps, Mary ventured to call a meeting of par- 
liament. [Decd T h e  act of forfeiture passed against Lennox in the year 
one thousand ve hundred arid fortg-five was repealed, and he was pub 
licl restored to the honours and estate of his ancestors.$ 

3)iune 25, Dec. 25.1 Tlle ecclesiastical tmnraclions of this year were not 
considerable. In the assemblies of the churcli, the same con~plainls of 
the increase of idolatry, the same representations concerning the poverty 
of the clergy were renewed. The  reply which the queen made to these 
and her p r o ~ ~ i s e s  of redress, were more satisfying to the protestants than 
any they had hitherto obtained.\/ But notwithstand~ng hey declaration: in 
their favour, they could not I~elp harbouring many suap~c~or~s concerning 
Mary's designs against their religion. She had never once consented to 
hear any preacher of the reformed doctrine. She had abated nothing of 
her bigoted attachment to the Rolnish faith. T h e  genius of that supersti- 
tion, averse at all times from toleration, was in that age fierce and unrelent- 
ing. Mary had given her friends on the continent repeated assurances of 
her resolution to re-establish the catliolic church.$[ She had industriously 
avoided every opportunity of ratifying the acts of parliament one thousand 
five hundred arid sixty, in favour of the reformation. Even the protectiori 
which, ever since her return, she had afforded the protestant religion, was 
merely temporary, and declared, by her on-n proclamation, to be of force 
only "till she should take some final order in the matter of religion.""* 
T h e  vigilant zeal of the preachers was inattentive to none of these circum- 
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stances The coldness of their principal leaders, who were at thi; time 
entirely devoted to the court, added to their jealousies and fears. rhese 
they uttered to the people, in !anguage which they deemed suitable to the 
necessity of the times, and which the queen reckoned disrespectful and 
insolent. In a meeting of the general assembly, Maitland publicly accused 
Knox of teaching seditious doctrine, concerning the right of sub; lects to 
resist those sovereigns who trespass against the duty which they owe to 
the people. Iinox was not backward to justify what he had taught, arid 
upon this general doctrine of resistance, so just in its own nature, hut so 
delicate in its application to particular cases, there ensued a debate, which 
admirably displays the talents and character of both the disputants ; the 
acuteness of the former, embellished with learning, but prone to subtilt?. 
the vigorous understanding of the latter, delighting in bold sentiments, and 
superior to all fear.* 

1565.1 Two years had already been consumed in fruitless negotiations 
concerning the marriage of the Scottish queen. Mar7 had full leisure and 
opportunity to discern the fallacy and deceit of all Ehzabeth's proceedings 
with respect to it. But, in order to set the real intentions of the En lish 
queen in a clear light, and to brlng her to bome explicit declaration ofher 
sentiments, Mary at last intimated to Randolph [Feb. 51, that, on condition 
her right of succession to the crown of England were publicly aclinorv- 
led ed, she was ready to yield to the solicitations of his mistress in behalf 
of feicester.t Nothing could be further than this from the mind and inten- 
tion of Elizabeth. The right of succession was a mystery, which, during 
her whole reign, her jealousy preserved untouched and unexplained, She 
had promised, however, when she first began to interest herself in the 
marriage of the Scottish queen, all that was now demanded. How to 
retreat with decency, how to elude her former offer, was on that account 
not a little perplexing. 

The facility with which lord Darnly obtained permission to visit tile 
court of Scotlaud, was owing, in all probability, to that embarrassment. 
Frotn the time of Melvil's embass the countess of Lennox had warmly 
solicited this liberty for her sun. &izabeth was no stranger to the ambi- 
tious hopes with which that young nobleman flattered himself. She had 
received repeated advices from her ministers, of the sentiments which Mary 
began to entertain in his favour.$ It was entirely in her power to prevent 
his stirring out of London. In the present conjuncture, however, nothing 
could be of more advantage to her than Darnly's journey into Scotland. 
She had already brought one actor upon the stage, who under her manage- 
ment had, for a long t~me, amused the Scottish queen. She hoped, no less 
absolutely, to direcbthe motions of Darnly, who was likewise her subject - 
and again to involve Mary in all the tedious intricacies of negotiation. 
These motives determined Elizabeth and her ministers to yield to the 
solicitations of the countess of Lenuox. 

But this deep laid sc,herne was in a moment disconcerted. Such unex- 
pected events, as the fancy of poets ascribes to love, are sometimes really 
prr~duced by that passion. An affair which had been the object of so many 
political intrigues, and had moved and interested so many princes, was at  
ast decided by the sudden liking of two young persons. Lord Darnly 

was at this time in the first bloom and vigour of youth. In beauty and 
gracefulness of person he surpassed all his contemporaries ; he excelled 
eminently in such arts as add case and elegance to external form, and 
which enabled it not only to dazzle but to please. Mary was of an aFe, 
and of a temper, to feel the full power of these acco~nplishmenta. 'I ha 
impression which Lord D a d y  made upon her was visible from the time 
of their first interview [Feb. 131. The whole business of the court was to 
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amuse and entertain this illustrious guest ;* and in all those scenesof gayety, 
Darnly, whose qualifications were altogether superficial and showy, 
appeared to great advantage. His conquest of the queen's heart became 
complete ; and inclination now prompted her to conclude her marriage, the 
first thoughts of which had been suggested by considerations merely political. 

Elizabeth contributed, and perhaps not without deslgn, to increase the 
violence of this passion. Soon after Darnly's arrival in Scotland, she, in 
return to that message whereby Mary had signified her willingness to accept 
of Leicester, gave an answer in such terms as plainly unravelled hcr or]- 
ginal intention in that intrigue.? She promised, if the Scottish queen's 
marriage with Leicester should take place, to advance him to great honours ; 
but, with regard to Mary's title to the English succession, she would neither 
suffer any legal inquiry to be made concerning it, nor permit it to be pub- 
licly reco nised, until she herself should declare her resolution never to 
marry. fiotwithstanding ~lizabeth's former promises, Mary had reason to 
expect every thing conta~ned in this reply ; her high spirit, however, could 
not bear with patience such a cruel discovery of the contempt, the artifice 
and mockery, with which, under the veil of friendship, she had been so long 
abused. She burst into tears of indignation, and expressed, with the utmost 
bitterness, her sense of that disingenuous craft which had been employed 
to deceive ber.1 

'The natural effect of this indigr~ation was to add to the impetuosity with 
which she pursued her own scheme. Blinded by resentment as well as 
by love, she observed no defects in the man whom she had chosen ; and 
began to take the necessary steps towards accomplishing her design, with 
.all the impatience natural to those passions. 

As Darnly was so nearly related to the queen, the canon law made it 
.necessary to obtain the pope's dispensation before the celebration of the 
marriage. For this purpose she early set on foot a negotiation with 
the court of Rome.$ - - 

She was busy, at the same time, in procuring the consent of the French 
king and his mother. Having communicated her design, and the motives 
wnich determined her choice, to Castelnau the French ambassador, she 
employed him, as the most proper person, to bring his court to fall in with 
her views. Amour other arguments to this Duraose. Castelnau mentioned 
Mary's attachmencto ~ a r n l y ,  which he repies&nted to be so violent and 
deep-rooted, that it was no longer in her own power to break off the 
mat!h.ll Nor were the French ministers backward in encouraging Mary's 
pass~on. Her pride would never stoop to an alliance with a subject of 
France. By this choice they were delivered from the apprehension of a 
match with any of the Austrian princes, as well as the danger of too close 
a union with Elizabeth ; and as Darnly professed the Roman Catholic reli- 
gion, this suited the bigoted schemes which that court adopted. 

While Mary was endeavouring to reconcile foreign courts to a measure 
which she had so much at heart, Darnly and his father, by their behaviour, 
were raising up enemies at home to obstruct it. Lennox had, during the 
former part of his life, discovered no great compass of abilities or political 
wisdom ; and appears to have been a man of a wealr understanding and 
violent passions. Darnly was not superior to his father in understanding, 
and all his passions were still more impetuous.8 T o  these he added that 
insolence, which the advantage of external form, when accompanied with 
no quality more valuable, is apt to inspire. Intoxicated with the queen's 
favour, he began already to assume the haughtiness of a lring, and to put 
on that im erious air, which ma'esty itself call scarcely render tolerable. 

It  was % the advice, or at least with the consent of Murray and his 

* Knox, 369. t Ketth, Append. 158. f Ibid. Append. 159 Q Camd 396. 11 Cas 
I n ,  464. 11 Keith, 272,273. 
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arty, that Lennox had been invited into Scotland :* and yet, no sooner did & acquire a firm footing in that kingdom than he began to enter into secret 
cabals with those noblernen who were known to be avowed enemies to 
Murray, and, with regard to religion, to be either neutrals, or iavourers ot 
popery.7 Darnly, still more imprudent, allowed some rash expressions 
concerning those favours which the queen's bounty had conferred upon 
Murray to escape him.$ 

But, above all these, the familiarity which Darnly cultivated with David 
Rizio, contributed to increase the suspicion and disgust of the nobles. 

The low birth and indigent condition of this man placed him in a sta- 
tion in which he ought naturally to have remained unknown to posterity. 
But what fortune called him to act and to suffer in Scotland, oblives his- 
tory to descenJ 50n. its dignity, and to record his adventures. h e  was 
the son of a musician in Turin, and having accompanied the Piedmont-se 
ambassador into Scotland, gained admiss~on into the queen's family by his 
skill in music. As his dependent condition had taught him suppleness of 
spirit and insinuating manners, he quicltly crept into the queen's favour, and 
(her French secretary happening to return at that time into his own 
country) was preferred by her to that ofice. He now brgan to make a 
fi ure in court, and to appear as a man of consequence. The whole train 
ofsuitors and expectants, who have an extreme sagacity in discovering the 
paths which lead most directly to success, applied to him. His recom- 
mendations were observed to have great influence over the queen, and he 

rew to be considered not only as a favourite, but as a minister. Nor was 
Wizio careful to abate that envy which always attends such an extraordi 
nary and rapid change of fortune. He studied, on the contrary, to display 
the whole extent of his favour. He affected to talk often and familiarly 
with the queen in public. He equalled the greatest and most opulent sub- 
jects, in richness of dress, and in the number of his attendants. He dis- 
covered, in all bis behaviour, that assuming insolence with which unmerited 
prosperity inspires an ignoble mind. It was with the utmost indignation 
that the nobles beheld the power, it was with the utmost difficulty that 
they tolerated the arrogance of this unworthy minion. Even in the queen's 

resence they could not forbear treating him with marks of contempt. 
Kor was it his exorbitant power alone which exasperated the Scots. 
They considered him, and not without reason, as a dangerous enemy to 
the protestant religion, and suspected that he held, for this purpose, a secret 
correspondence w ~ t h  the court of Rome. 

It was Darnly's misfortune to fall un 4 er the management of tnls man, 
who, by Battery and assiduity easily gained on his vanity and inexperi- 
ence. All Rizio's influence with the queen was employed in his behalf, 
and contributed, without doubt, towards establishing liim more firmly in 
her aiTect~ons.ll But whatever benefit Darnly might reap from his patron- 
age, it did not counterbalance the contempt, and even infamy, to which he 
was exposed on account of his familiarity with such an upstart. 

Though Darnly daily made progress in the queen's affection, she con. 
ducted herself, however, with such prudent reserve, as to impose on Ran- 
dolph, the English resident, a lnan otherwise shrewd and penetrating. Jt 
appears from his letters at this period, that he entertained not the lead 
suspicion of the intrigue which was carrying on; and gave his court 
repeated assurances, that the Scottish queen had no design of marryirg 
Darnly.7 In the midst of this security, Mary despatched Maltland to slg- 
nify her intention to Elizabeth, and to solicit her consent to the marriage 
with Darnly. This embassy was the first thing that opened the eyes or 
Randolph. 

* Knox, 367. Keith 274. t Keith 272. 
Melv. I l l .  II ieith,  %73, and ~ p p l n d .  159. 
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April 18.1 Elizabeth affected the greatest surprise at this sudden reso- 

lution of the Scottish queen, but without reason. T h e  train was laid by  
herself, and she had no cause to wonder when it took effect. She expressed 
at  the same time her disapprobation of the match in the strongest terms; 
and pretended to foresee many dangers and inconveniencts arislng from it 
to both kingdoms. But this too was mere affectation. Mary had often 
and plainly declared her resolution to marry. I t  was impossible she could 
make any choice more inoffensive. T h e  danger of introducing a foreign 
interest lnto Britain, which Elizabeth had so justly dreaded, was entirely 
avoided. Darnly, though allied to both crowns, and possessed of lands in 
both kingdoms, could he formidable to neither. I t  is evident from all these 
circumstances, that Elizabeth's apprehensions of danger could not possibly 
be serious; and that in all her violent declarations against Darnly, there 
w%s much more of grimace than of reality.* 

rhe re  were not wanting, however, political motives of much weight to 
~nduce that artful princess to put on the appearance of great displeasure. 
Mary, intimidated by this, might perhaps delay her marriage; which 
Elizabeth desired to obstruct with a wealrness that little suited the dignity 
of her mind and the elevation of her character. Besides, the tranquillity 
of her own lringclom was the great object of Elizabeth's policy; and, by 
declaring her dissatisfaction with Mary's conduct, she hoped to alarm that 
party in Scotland which was attached to the Englistl interest, and to 
encourage such of the nobles as secretly disapproved the match,openly to 
oppose it. The  seeds of discord would by this means be scattered 
through that kingdom. Intestine commotions might arise. Amidst these, 
Mary could forin none of those dangerous schemes to which the union of 
her people might have prompted her. Elizabeth would become the 
umpire between the Scottish queen arid her contending subjects; and 
England might loolr on with security, while a storm which slie had raised, 
wasted the only kingdom which could possibly disturb its peace. 

May 1.1 In prosecution of this scheme, she laid before her privy council 
the message from the Scottish rqueen, and consulted them with regard to 
the answer she should return. 1 heir determination, it is easy to conceive, 
was perfectly conformable to her secret views. They drew up a remon- 
strance against the intended match, full of the imaginary dangers with 
which that event threatened the kingd0m.t Nor did she think it enough 
to signify her disa probation of the measure, either by Maitland, Mary's 
ambassador, or by knndolph, her own resident in Scotland : in order to add 
more dignity to the farce which she chose to act, she appointed sir Wicho- 
las Throgmorton her ambassador extraordina~y. She commanded him to 
declare, in the strongest terms, her dissatisfaction with the step which 
Mary proposed to take ; and at the same time to produce the determina- 
tion of the privy council as an evidence that the sentiments of the nation 
were not different frorri her own. Not long after she confined the countess 
of Lennox as a prisoner, first in her house, and then sent her to the T0wer.f 

Intelligence of all this reached Scotland before the arrival of the English 
ambassador. In the first transports of her indignation, Mary resolved no 
longer to keep any measures with Elizabeth ; and sent orders to Maitland, 
who accompanied Throgmorton, to return instantly to the English court, 
and in her name to declare to Elizabeth that, after having been amused so 
long to so little purpose; after having been fooled and imposed on so 
grossly by her artifices; she was now resolved to gratify her own inclina- 

ment of it, appears fiom the letters of herown ambassadors 

t Keith, 274. See Append. No. X t Ibid. Appe~~d. 161. 
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t~on, and to ask no other consent but that of her own subjects, in the choice 
of a husband. Maitland, with his usual sagacity, foresaw all the effects of 
such a rash and angry message, and ventured rather to incur the displeasure 
of his mistress, by-disobeying her commands, than to be made the instru- 
ment of tearing asunder so violently the few remaining ties which still 
linked together the two queens.* 

Mary herself soon became sensible of her error. She received the Eng- 
lish ambassador with respect; justified her own conduct with decency; 
and though undterable in her resolution, she affected a wonderful solicitude 
to reconcile Elizabeth to the measure ; and even pretended out of com- 
plaisance towards her, to put off the consummation of the marriage for 
some 1nonths.t It is probable, however, that the want of the pope's dis- 
pensation, and the prospect of gaining the consent of her own suhects, 
were the real motives of this delay. 

This consent Mary laboured with the utmost industry to obtain. The  
Earl of Murrav was the Derson in the kinedoin, whose concurrence was of 
the greatest ikportance; but she had reason tb fear that it would not be 
procured without extreme difficulty. From the time of Lennox's return 
into Scotland, Murra perceived that the queen's affections began gradu- 
ally to be estranged zom him. Darnly, Athol, Rizio, al l  the court favour- 
ites, combined against him. His ambitious spirit could not brook this dimi- 
nution of his power, which his foriner serv~ces had so little merited. H e  
retired into the country, and gave way to rivals with whom he was unable 
tocontend.:: The return of the earl of Bothmell, his avowed enemy, who 
had been accused of a design upon his life, and who had resided for some 
time in foreign countries, obliged him to attend to his own safety. No 
entreaty of the queen could persuade him to a reconcilement with that 
nobleaan. He insisted on having him brought to public trial, and pre- 
vailed, by his in~portunity, to have a day fixed for it. Bothmell durst not 
appear in opposition to a man, who came to the place of trial attended by 
five thousand of his followers on horseback. He was once more con- 
strained to leave the kingdom ; but, by the queen's command, the sentence 
of outlawry, which is incurred by nonappearance, was not pronounced 
against him.$ 

fifary, sensible, at the same time, of how much importance it was to gain 
a subject so powerful and so popular as the earl of Murray, invited him 
back to court [May 81, and received him with many demonstrations of 
respect and confidence. At last she desired him to set an example to her 
other subjects by subscribing a paper containing a formal approbation of 
her marriage with Darn1 Murray had many reasons to hesitate, and even 
to withhold his assent. $arnly had not only undermined his credit with the 
queen, but discovered, on every occasion, a rooted aversion to his person 
By consenting to his elevation to the throne, he would give him such an 
accession of dignity and power as no man willingly bestows on an enemy. 
The unhappy consequences which might follo~v upon a breach with Eng- 
land, were likewise of considerable welght with Murray. He had always 
open1 preferred a confederacy with England, before the ancient alliance 
with Lance. By his means, chiefly, this change in the S stem of national 

olitics had been brought about. A league with ~n%lan$had been ertab- 
Eshed ; and he could not think of sacrificing, to a rash and youthful passion, 
an alliance of so much utility to the kingdom ; and which he and the other 
nobles were bound by every obligation to maintain.11 Nor was the interest 
of religion forgotten on this occasion. Mary, though surrounded by pro- 
testant counsellors, had found means to hold a dangerous correspondence 
with foreign catbolics. She had even courted the pope's protection, who 

* ICeith, Append. 160. t Keith, 278. $ Ibid. 272.274. Append. i59. Ibid. 160 
Ibid. l09 
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had sent her a subsidy of eight thousand crowns." Though Mary had 
hitherto endeavoured to bridle the zeal of the reformed clergy, and to set 
the queen's conduct in the most favourable light, yet her obstinate adher- 
ence to her own religion could not fail of alarming him ; and bv her reso- 
lution to marry a papist, the hope of reclaiming her, by a un"ion with a 
protestant, was for ever cut off.7 Each of these considerations had its influ- 
ence on Murray, and all of them determined him to decline complying at 
that time with the queen's request. 

The convention of nobles, which was asse~i~bled a few days after 
lMay 141, discovered a greater disposition to gratify the queen. Many 01 
them, without hesitation, expressed their approbation of the intended 
match ; but as others were startled at the same dangers which had 
alarmed Murray, or were influenced by his example to refuse their consent, 
another convention was appointed at Perth, in order to deliberate more fully 
concerning this matter.$ 

Meanwhile Mary gave a public evidence of her own inclination, by 
conferring upon Darnly titles of honour peculiar to the royal family. 
The opposition she had hitherto met with, and the many contrivances 
employed to thwart and disappoint her inclination, produced their 
usual effect on her heart, they confirmed her passion, and increased its 
violence. The simplicity of that age imputed an affection so excessive to 
the influence of witchcraft.§ It was owing, however, to no other charm 
than the irresistible power of youth and beauty over a young and tender 
heart. Darnly grew giddy with his prosperity. Flattered by the love of 
a queen, and the applause of many among her subjects, his natural haughti- 
ness and insolence became insupportable, and he could no longer bear 
advice, far less contradiction. Lord Ruthven happening to be the first 
person who informed him that nlary, in order to sooth Elaabeth, had de- 
ayed for some time creating him duke of Albany, he, in a frenzy of rage, 

drew his dagger, and attempted to stab him.[/ It required all Mary's 
attention to prevent his falling under that contempt to which such beha- 
viour deservedly exposed him. 

In no scene of life was ever Mary's own address more remarkably dis- 
played. Love sharpened her invention, and made her study ever method 
of gaining her subjects. Many of the nobles she won by her add;:ess, and 
more by her promises. On some she bestowed lands, to others she gave 
new titles of h0nour.T She even condescended to court the protestant 
clergy; and having invited three of their superintendents to .Stirling, she 
declared, in strong terms, her resolution to protect their religion, expressed 
her willingness to be present at a conference upon the points in doctrine 
which were disputed between the protestants and papists, and went so far 
as to show some desire to hear such of their preachers as were most remark- 
able for their moderation.** By these arts the queen gained wonderfully 
upon the people, who, unless their jealousy be raised by repeated inju- 
ries, are always ready to view the actions of their sovereign with an indul- 
gent eye. 

On the other hand, Murray and his associates were plainly the dupes of 
Elizabeth's policy. She talked in so high a strain of her displeasure at the 
intended match ; she treated lady Lennox with so much rigour ; she wrote 
to the Scottish queen in such high terms ; she recalled the earl of Lennox 
and his son in such a peremptory manner, and with such severe denuncia- 
tions of her vengeance if they should presume to disobey ;It that all these 
expressiors of aversion fully persuaded them of her sincerity. T h ~ s  belle 
fortified their scruples with respect to the match, and encouraged them to 
oppose it. They began with forming among themselves bonds of con- 

Keith 245 YPIv. 114 7 ICeith, Append. 160. 1 Keith 283. Kilnx 373. $ Kei* 
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federacy and mutual defence ; they entered into a secret correspondence 
with the English resident, in order to secure Elizabeth's assistance when it 
shoald become needful ;* they endeavoured to fill the nation with such 
apprehensions of danger as m i ~ h t  counterbalance the influence of those arts 
which the queen had employd. 

Besides these intrigues, there were secretly carried on, by both parties, 
dark designs of a more criminal nature, and more suited to the spirit of the 
a e. Darnly, impatient of that opposition, which he imputed wholly to 
$urray, and resolving at any a t e  to get rid of such a powerful enemy, 
formed a plot to assassinate him during the meeting of the convention at 
Perth. Murray, on his part, despairing of preventing the marriage by any 
other means, had, together with the duke of Chatelherault and the earl of 
Argyll, concerted measures for seizing Darnly, and carrying him a prisoner 
~ n t o  England. 

If either of these conspiracies had taken effect, this convention might 
have been attended with consequences extremely tragical ; but both were 
rendered abortive by the vigilance or good fortune of those against whom 
they were formed. Murray, being warned of his danger by some retainers 
to the court, who still favoured his interest, avoided the blow by not going 
to Perth. Mary, receiving intelligence of Murray's enterprise, retired with 
the utmost expedition, along with Darnly, to the other side of Forth. 
Conscious, on both sides, of guilt, and inflamed with resentment, ~t was 
impossible they could either forget the violence which themselves had 
meditated, or forgive the injuries intended against them. From that 
moment all hope of reconcilement was at an end, and their mutual enmity 
burst out with every symptom of implacable hatred.1 

* Iceith, 289. 292.298. 
t The  reahty of these two opposite conspiracies has given occasion to many disputes and much 

contradiction. Some deny that any design was formed against the life of Murray; others call i n  
question the truth of the conspiracy against Uarnly. Thereseems, however, to be ~~IausiMereasons 
for believin: that there is some foundation for what has been asserted with regard to both; thoilgh 
the zeal and credulity of party-writers have added to each many exaggerated circumstances. The  
following atyuments render it probable that some violence was intended against Murray: 

I. 1. This  is positively asserted by nuchanan, 341. 2. The English resident writes to Cecil, that 
blurray was assuredly informed that adesign was formed of murdering him at  Perth, and mentions 
various circumstances concerning the manner in which the crime was to be committed. If the 
whole had been a fiction of his own, or of Murray, it is impossible that he could have written in 
this strain to such a discerning minister. IZeith, 287. 3. BIurray himself constantly and publicly 
persisted in affirming that such a design was formed againsl his life. Keith, App. 108. He  was 
required by the queen to transmit in writing a n  accouut of the conspiracy whiclr he pretended had 
been formed against his life. This he did accordingly: but, "when it was brought to Her Majesty 
by her servants sent for that pilrpose it appears be Her Highuess and her council ttnlt his purgation 
in that behalf was not so sufficient As the matterrequired." lieith App. 109. ' He was therefore 

=e; and, in  order to en summoned to appear within three days before the queen in ~olyroAd-hou- 
courase him to do so, a safe conduct was offered to him. Ibid. Though he had once consented to 
appear, heafterwalds declined to do so. But whoever considers Blurray's situation, and the cha- 
racter of those who directed Nary's councils a t  that time, will hardly deem it a decisive proof of 
his suilt, that he did not choose to risk his person on such security. 4. The furious passions of 
Darnly, the fierceness of his resentment, which scrupled at  no violence, and the manners of the age, 
render the imputations of such a crime less improbable. 

11. That  Murray and hisassociates had resolved to seize Daroly, on his return from Perth, appears 
with still greater certainty; 1. From the express teslimony of Melvil, 112; although Buchanan! p. 
341 and IZnox, p. 377 affect without reason to represent this s s  an  idle rumour. 2. The  quesllon 
vva; put to ~ a n d o l ~ h , ' ~ h e t h e r  the governo:of Berwickwould receive Lennoxand his son if they 
were delivered at  that place? His answer was, that they would not refnse their own, i.'e. their 
own suldects, in whatsoever sort they came unto us, i. e. whelher they returned to England volun- 
tarily, as they had been required or were brought thither by force." This plainly shows, Illat some 
suchdesign was in hand, and ~ i n d o l ~ h d i d  not discourage it by the answerwhich he gave. Keith 
290. 3. The precipitation with which the queen retired, and the reason she gave for this sudde; 
flight, are mentioned by Randolph. Kdth ,  291. 4. A great part of the Scottish nolles, and among 
these the earls of Arrvll and Rothes, who were themselves privy to the design, assert the reality of . . 
Lhe conspiracy. Good: vol. ii. 358. 

' 

All these circumstances rendered the truthof both conspiracies probable. But we  may observe 
how far this proof though drawn from public records falls short on both sides of legal and firnlaE 
evidence. ~ u c h a n a n  and Randolph, in their accodnt8 of the )conspiracy a&inst Murray, differ 
widely in almost every circurnstance. The  accou.lts of the attempt upon Darnly are not more e3n- 
aistent. Melvil xlleoea. that the rlesim nf theennsniratnrs was to carrvDarnlv a~r i soner  into Ene- 
land; ih i~;"$&i%~dbt in i~i&i~h"h"i~iee i i i th  this. Randolph ss& that ihef intended to car;y 
the queen to St. Andrew's, and Darnly to castle Camphell. The lords,'in their declaration, affirm 
&c design of the conspirators to have been to murder Darnly and his father, to confine tlie queen 
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On Mary's return to Edinburgh, she summoned her vassals by proclama- 
tion, and solicited them by her letters to repair thither in arms, for the 
protection of her person against her foreign and domestic enemies.* She 
was obeyed with all the promptness and alacrity with which subjects run 
to defend a mild and popular administration. rh i s  popularity, however, 
she owed in a great measure to Murray, who had directed her administra 
tion with great prudence. But the crime of opposing her marriage obli- 
terated the memory of his former services ; and Mary, impatient of conlra- 
diction, and apt to consider those who disputed her will as enemies to her 
person, determined to let him feel the whole weig!~t of her vengeance. 
For this purpose she summoned him to appear before her upon a short 
warning, to answer to such things as should be laid to his charge.t At 
this very time, Murray and the lords who adhered to him were assembled 
at Stirling, to deliberate what course they should hold in such a difficult 
conjuncture. But the current of popular favour ran so strongly againat 
them, and, notwithstanding some fears and jealousies, there prevailed in 
the nation such a general disposition to gratify the queen in a malter which 
so nearly concerned her, that, without coming to any other conclusion than 
to implore the queen of England's protection, they put an end to their 
ineffectual consultations, and returned every man to his own house. 

Together with this discover of the wealmess of her enemies, the con- 
fluence of her sub'ects from alrcorners of the kingdom afforded Mary an 
agreeable proof o/ her own strength. While the queen was in this pros- 
perous situation, she determined to bring to a period an affair which had 
so long engrossed he1 heart and occupied her attention. On the twenty- 
ninth of July she married lord Darnly. The  ceremony was performed in 
the queen's chapel, according to the rites of the Komish church ; the pope's 
bull dispensing with their marriage having been previously obtained.# 
She issued at the same time proclamations, conferring the title of lting of 
the Scots upon her husband, and commanding that henceforth all writs at 
law should run in the joint names of king and queen.6 Nothing can be a 
stronger proof of the violel~ce of Mary's love, or the weakness of her coun- 
sels, than this last step. Whether she had any right to choose a husband 
without consent of parliament, was, in that age, a matter of some dispute ;[l 
that she had no right to confer upon him, by her private authority, the title 
and dignity of lting, or by a simple proclaination to raise her husband to 
be the master of her people, seems to he beyond all doubt. Francis II., 
indeed, bore the same title. It was not, however, the gift of the queen, 
but of the nation; and the consent of parliament was obtained before he 
ventured to assume it. Darnly's condition, as a subject, rendered it still 
more necessary to have the concurrence of the supreme council in his favour. 
Such a violent and unprecedented stretch of prerogative, as the substitunng 
a proclamation in place of an act of parliament, might have justly alarmed 
the nation. But at that time the queen possessed so entirely the confidence 
of her subjects, that notwithstanding all the clamours of the malecontents, 
no symptoms of general discontent appeared on that account. 

Even amidst that scene of joy which always accompanies successfi~l 

in Lochleven during life, and to nsurpthe government. T o  believe implicitly whatever they findin 
an ancient Imper is a folly towhich, in every age,antiquaries are extlemely prone. Ancient papers 
however, oilerr contnin no more than the slatide~s of a party, and the lie of the day. The declara! 
tion of t5e nobles referred to is of this kind; it is plainly rancorous, and written in the very heat 
of faction. Many things asserted in it are evidently false or exaggerated. Let Rlurray and his con- 
federates be as ambitious as we can suppose, tiicy mnst have had some pretences, and plausible 
ones too before they codld venture to imprison their sovereign for life, and to seize the reins of 
governlient; but, at that time the queen's conduct had afforded no colourable excuse for proceding 
to soch extremities. It is 1il;ewise remalkable, that iu all the proclan~ations against Rlurray, of 
which so many are published in ICeith, Appendix, 108, &c. neither the violent attempt upon Uarnly, 
nor that wllich he is alleged to have fornied against the queen hersclf, is ever once mentioned. 

* Keith, 298. t Ibid. Append. 108. f Iieith, 302. $ Anderson, i. 33. See Append 
No. XI l1 Buchan. 341 
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bve, Mary did not suffer the course of her vengeance against the malecon- 
tent nobles to be interrupted. Three days after the marriage, Murray 
was again sumaioned to court, under the severest penalties, and, upon his 
non-appearance, the rigour of justice took place, and he was declared an 
outlaw." At the same tiine the queen set at  liberty lord Gordon, who, 
ever since his father's insurrection in the year one thousand five hundred 
and sixty-two, had been detained a prisoner; she recalled the earl 01 
Sutherland, who, on account of his concern in that con>piracy, had fled Into 
Flanders ; and she permitted Bothwell to return again into Scotland. The  
first and last of these were among the most powerful subjects in the king- 
dom, and all of them animated with implacable hatred to Murray, whom 
they deemed the enemy of their families and the author of their own 
sufferings. This common hatred became the foundation of the strictest 
union with the queen, and gained them an ascendant over all her councils. 
Murray hiinself considered this confederacy with his avowed enemies, as 
a more certain indication than any measure she had yet taken, of her inexo- 
rable resentment. 

T h e  malecontents had not yet openly taken up arms.? But the queen 
having ordered her subjects to march against them, they were driven to the 
last extremity. They found thernselves unable to make head against the 
numerous forces which Mary had assembled ; and fled into Ar~yleshire, 
in expectationof aid from Elizabeth, to whom they had secretly despatched 
a messenger in order to implore her immediate assistance.$ 

Meanwhile Elizabeth endeavoured to embarrass Mary by a new decla 
ration of disgust at  her conduct. She blamed both hcr choice of lord 
Darnly, and the precipitation with which she had concluded the marriage. 
She required Lennox and Darnly, whom she still called her subjects, to 
return into England ; and at the same time she warmly interceded in behalf 
of Murray, whose behaviour she represented to be not only innocent but 
laudable. This message, so mortifying to the pride of the queen, and so 
full of contempt for her husband, was rendered still mure insupportable by 
the petulant and saucy denleanour of Tamworth, the person who delivered 
it.$ Mary vindicated her own conduct with warmth, but with great 
strength of reason ; and rejected the intercession in behalf of Murray, 
not without signs of resentment at Elizabeth's pretending to intermeddle 
in the internal government of her kingdom.ll 

She did not, on that account, intermlt in the least the ardour with which 
she pursued Murray and his adherents.¶ They now appeared openly in 
arms ; and, having received a small supply in money from Elizabeth,"" 
were endeavouring to raise their followers in the western counties. But 
Mary's vigilance h~ndered thein from assembling in any considerable body. 
All her n~ilitary operations at that time were concerted with wisdom, 
executed with vigour, and attended with success. In order to cncoura e 
her troops, she herself marched along with them, rode with loaded pistolsgi 
and endured all the fatiguesof war with admirable fortitude. Her alacrity 
inspired her forces with an invincible resolution, which, together with their 
superiority in number, deterred the malecontents from facing them in the 
field : but, having artfully passed the queen's army, they marched with 

* Keith 309 310. 
t After iheir'fruitless consukation in Stirling, the lords retired to their own houses. lieit11 304. 

Blurray wasstill at St. Andrew's on July 92. ICeith, 306. By the places of rendezvous, appdinted 
for the inhabitants of the different cou~ties  A u ~ ~ t s t  4, lt appears that the queen's intention was to 
marell into Fife the coutlty in which ~ u r r j ~  Rothes, Iiirkaldy and other chiefs of the malecon- 
tents res~ded. iCcith 310. Their flight intoithe west, Keith, 3i2, prevented this expedition, and 
the fbrmer rendezvouk was altered. Ifeith, 310. 

t. lieith 312. ICnox, 380. Q Camd. 398. 11 Iceith Append. 99. 
11 The Lost considerable persons who joined Murray were the(dukeof Chatelhcrault thc earls 

of Argyll Glcneairn Rothes lord Boyd and Ochiltree; the'lairds of Grange Cnnninghamhead 
~aleornie: ~ a r n ~ ~ l i e , ' ~ a w e r ~  Bar, Dreghorn, Pitarrow, Comptroller, and tie Tutor of p iotd  
Unox, 382. 

** Knox, 380, I t  Iieith, Append. 164 
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great rapidity to Edinburgh, and endeavoured to rouse the inhabitants of 
that city to arms. [Aug. 31.1 The queen did not suffer them to remain 
long unmolested i and on her approach they were forced to abandon that 
place, and retire In confasion towards the western borders.* 

As it was uncertain, for some time, what route they had taken, Mary em 
~ l o y e d  that interval in providing for the security of the counties in the 

eart of the kingdom. She seized the places of strength which belonged 
to the rebels ; and obliged the considerable barons in thoss shires whlch 
snt- most suspected, to join in associations for her defence.1 Having thus 
left all the country behind her in tranquillity, she, with an army eighteen 
thouisand strong, marched towards Dumfries, where the rebels then were. 
During their retreat, they had sent letters to the queen from almost every 
place where they halted, full of submission, and containing various over- 
tures towards an accommodation. But Mary, who determined not to let 
slip such a favourable opportunity of crushing the mutinous spirit of her 
subjects, rejected them with disdain. As she advanced, the malecontents 
retired; and having received no effectual aid from E1izabeth;J they 
despaired of any other means of safety, fled into England [Oct. 201, and 
put themselves under the protection of the earl of Bedford, warden of 
the marches. 

Nothing which Bedford's personal friendship for Blurray could suppl 
was ranting to render their retreat agreeable. But Elizabeth heneff 
treated thern with extreme neglect. She had fully gained her end, and, 
by their means, had excited such discord and jealousies among the Scots 
as would, in all probability, long distract and weaken Mary's councils. 
Her business now was to save appearances, and to 'ustify herself to the 
ministers of France and Spain, who accused her of &menling the troubles 
in Scotland by her intrigues. The expedient she contrived for her vindi- 

, cation strongly displays her own character, and the wretched condition of 
exiles, who are obli ed to depend on a foreign prince. Murray, and 
Hamilton, Abbot of Ri~winning, being appointed by the other fugitives 
to wait on Elizabeth, instead of meeting with that welconle reception which 
was due to men who, out of confidence in her promises, aqd in order to 
forward her designs, had hazarded their lives and fortunes, could not even 
obtain the favour of an audience, until they had meanly conser~ted to 
acknowledge, in the presence of the French and Spanish ambassadors, that 
Elizabeth hadgiven them no encouragement to take arms. No sooner did 
they make this declaration than she astonished them with this reply : " You 
have declared the truth ; I am far from setting an example of rebellion to 
my own subjects, by countenancing those who rebel against their lawful 
prince. The treason of which you have been guilty is detestable ; and as 
traitors I banish you from my presence."$ Notwithstanding this scene of 
farce and of falsehood, so dishonourable to all the persons who acted a part 
in it, Elizabeth permitted the malecontents peaceably to reside in her 
dominions, supplied them secretly with money, and renewed her interces- 
sion with the Scottish queen in their favour.11 

The advantage she had gained over them did not satisfy Mary ; she 
resolved to follow the blow, and to prevent a party which she dreaded 
from ever recovering any footing in the nation. With this view, she called 
a meeting of ~arliament : and, in order that a sentence of forfeiture might 
be legal$ pronounced against the banished lords, she summoned them.-by 
public proclamation, to a pear before it.T 

Dec. L.] The duke of Ehate~herau~t, on his humble application, obtained 
a separate pardon ; but not without difficulty, as the king violently opposed 
it. He was obliged, however, to leave the Iringdom, and to reside for some 
time in France.*% 

* Keith, "5. t Ibid. 113. $ See Append. No. XII. XIII. 6 Melv. 11% 
[I Knor, 889. lI Ikith, 320 ** I<nnx, 389. 
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'The numerous forces which Mary brought into the field, the vigour with 
which she acted, and the length of time she kept them in arms, resemble 
the efforts of a prince with revenues much more considerable than those 
which she possessed. But armles were then levied and maintained by 
princes at small charge. T h e  vassal followed his superior, and the superior 
attended the monarch, at  his own expense. Six hundred horsemen, how- 
ever, and three companies of foot, besides her guards, received regular pay 
from the queen. This extraordinary charge, together with the disburse- 
ments occasioned by her marriage, exhausted a treasury which was far 
from being rich. In this exigency, many devices were fallen upon for 
ralslng money. Fines were levied on the towns of St. Anclrew's, Perth, 
and Dundee, which were suspected of favouring the malecontents. An 
unusual tax was imposed on the boroughs througllout the kingdom ; and a 
great sum was demanded of the citizens of Edinburgh, by wa of loan. 
Phis unprecedented exaction alarnled the citizens. They h a d  recourse 
to delays, and started difficulties, in order to evade it. These Mary 
construed to be acts of avowed disobedience, and instantly committed 
several of them to prison. But this severity did not subdue the undacnted 
spirit of liberty which prevailed among the inhabitants. T h e  queen was 
obliged to mortgage to the city the superiorily of the town of Leith, by 
which she obtained a considerable sum of money." The  thirds of ecclesi- 
astical benefices proved another source whence the queen derived some 
supply. About this time w e  find the ~ o t e s t a n t  clergy complaining more 
bitterly than ever of their poverty. l he army, it is probable, exhausted 
a great part of that fund which was appropriated for their maintenance.? 

T h e  assemblies of the church were not unconcerned spectators of the 
comlnotions of this turbulent year. In the meeting held the twenty-fourth 
of June, previous to the queen's marriage, several of the malecontent 
nobles were present, and seem to have had great inHuence on its decisions. 
T h e  high strain in which the assembly addressed the queen can be imputed 
only to those fears and jealousies with regard to religion, which they 
endeavoured to infuse into the nation. T h e  assembl complained, with 

aress of the some bitterness, of the stop which had been put to t l e  pro, 
reformation by the queen's arrival in Scotland ; they required not only 
the total suppression ot the popish worship throughout the kingdom, but 
even in the queen's own chapel ; and, besides the legal establishment ot 
the protestant religion, they demanded that Mary herself should publicly 
embrace it. The queen, after some deliberation, replied, that neither her 
conscience nor her interest would perinit her to take such a step. T h e  
former would for ever reproach her for a change which proceeded from 
no inward conviction; the latter would suffer by thf: offence which her 
apostacy must give to the king of France, and her other allies on the 
cbntinent.$ 

I t  is remarl<able, that the prosperous situation of the queen's affairs during 
this year, began to work some change in favour of her religion. The  earls 
of Lennox, Athol, and Cassils, openly attended mass; she herself afforded 
the catholics a more avowed protection than formerly; and, by her per- 
mission, some of the ancient monks ventured to preach publicly to the 
people.$ 

Knox, 383.386. tMdtl. H I .  of Edinburgh, 27. : Xnox, 376 Ibid. 389,390 
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1566.1 As the day appointed for the meeting of parliament approached, 
Mary and her ministers were employed in deliberating concerning the 
course which it was most proper to hold with regard to the exiled nobles. 
Many motives prompted her to set no bounds to the rigour of justice. 
The  malecontents had laboured to defeat a scheme, which her interest con- 
spired with her passions in renderin dear to her ; they were the leaders 
of a party whose friendship she had teen  obliged to court, while she held 
their principies in abhorrence ; and they were firmly attached to a rival, 
whom she had good reason both to fear and to hate. 

But, on the other hand, several weighty considerations might be urged. 
T h e  noblemen whose fate was in suspense, were among the m,ost powerful 
subjects in the kingdom ; their wealth great, their connexions extensive, 
and their adherents numerous. They were now at her mercy, the objects 
of compassion, and suing for pardon with the most humble submission. 

In those circumstances, an act of clemency would exalt the queen's cha- 
racter, and appear no less splendid among foreigners than acceptable to 
her own subjects. illary herself, though highly incensed was not inexora- 
ble; hut the king's rage was implacable and unrelenting. They  were 
solicited in behalf' of the fiu itives from various quarters. Morton, Ruthven, 
Maitland, and all who ha! been members of the congregation, were not 
forgetf~l of their ancient union with Murray and his fellow-sufferers ; nor 
neglectful of their safety, which they deemed of great importance to the 
kingdom. Melvil, who at  that time possessed the queen's confidence, 
seconded their solicitations. And Murray, having stooped so low as to 
court Rizio, that favourite, who was desirous of securing his protection 
against the kin whose displeasure lie had lately incurred, seconded the 
intercessions o f i i s  other friends with the whole of his influence." T h e  
interposition cf Sir Nicholas Thro morton, who had lately been Elizabeth's 

Q was of more wei ht than ambassador in Scotland, in behalf of the exileL, 
all these, and attended with more success. Throgmorton, out o f  enmity 
to Cecil, had embarked deeply in all the intrigues which were carried on 
at  the English court, in order to undermine the power and credit of that 
minister. H e  espoused, for this reason, the cause of the Scottish queen, 
towards whose title and pretensions the other was known to bear little 
favour; and ventured, in the present critical juncture, to write a letter to 
Mary, containing the most salutary advices with regard to her conduct. 
H e  recommended the pardoning of the earl of Murray and his associates, 
as a measure no less prudent than popular. 'LAn action of this nature," 
says he, " the ure effect of your majesty's generosity, will spread the 
fame of your Enity and moderation, and engage the English to look 
towards your accession to the throne, not only without prejudice, but with 
desire. By  the same means, a perfect harmony will be restored alnon 
your own subjects, who, if any rupture should happen with England, s i E  
serve you with that grateful zeal which your clemency cannot fail of 
Ins iring.7" 

4hese prudent remonstrances of Throgmorton, to which his reputation 
for wisdorn and known attachment to the queen added great authority, 
made a deep impression on her spirit. Her c,ourtiers cultivated this happ 
disposition, and prevailed on her, notwithstanding the king's inflexibg 
temper, to sacrifice her own private resentment to the intercession of her 
subjects and the wishes of her friends.: With this view the parliament, 

* Melv. 125. t Ibid. 119, $ Ik id. 1%. 
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which had been called to meet on the 4th of February, was prorogued to 
the 7th of April;" and in the mean time she was busy in considering the 
manner and form in which she should extend her favour to the lords who 
were under disgrace. 

Though Mary discovered on this occasion a mind naturally prone to 
humanity and capable of for iving, she wanted firmness, however, to 
resist the influence which was fatally em~loved  to disa~ooint the effects of 
this amiable disposition. About this t i ie ,Znd at no great distance from 
each other, two envoys arrived from the French king. The  foririer was 
intrusted with matters of mere ceremony alone ; he congratulated the 
queen on her marriage, and invested the king with the ensigns of the order 
of St. Michael. ?'he instructions of the latter related to matters of more 
importance, and produced greater effects.7 

An interview between Charles IX. and his sister :he queen of Spain had 
been often proposed ; and after many obstacles arising from the opposition 
of political interest, was at last appointed at  Bayonne. Catherine of 
Medicis accornpanled her son : the duke of Alva attended his mistress. 
Amidst the scenes of public pomp and pleasure, which seemed to be the 
sole occupation of both courts, a scheme was formed, and measures con- 
certed, for exterminating the Hugonots in France, the protestants in the 
Low Countries, and for suppressing the reformation throughout all Europe. j 
The  active policy of pope Pius IV. and the zeal of the cardinal of Lorrain, 
confirmed and encouraged dispositions so suitable to the genius of the 
Romish religion, and so beneficial to their own order. 

It was an account of this holy league which the second French envoy 
brought to Mary, conjuring her at the same time, in the name of the king 
of France and the cardinal of Lorrain, not to restore the leaders of the 

wdom to power and favour, at the very time when the p t e s t a n t s i n  her kinb 
atholic princes were combined to destroy that sect in all the countries ol 

Europe.§- 
Popery is a species of false religion, remarkable for the strong possession 

it takes of the heart. Contrived by men of deep insight in the human 
character, and improved by the experience and observation of many suc- 
cessive ages, it arrived at last to a degree of perfection which no iorme~ 
system of superstition had ever atta~ned. 'There is no power in the 
understanding, and no passion in the heart, to which it does not present 
objects adapted to rouse and to interest them. Neither the love of plea 
sure which at  that time prevailed in the court of France, nor the pursuits 
of' ambition which occu ied the courtof Spain, had secured them fiom the 
dominion of bigotry. %aymen -and courtiers were agitated with that 
furious and unmerciful zeal which is commonly considered as peculiar to 
ecclesiastics; and kings and ministers thought themselves b ~ u n d  in con- 
science to extirpate the protestant doctrine. Mary herself was deeply 
tinctured with all the prejudices of popery; a passionate attachment to that 
superstition is visible in every part of her character, and runs through all 
the scenes of her life ; she was devoted too with the utmost suhrnission 
to the princes of Lorrain, her uncles ; and had been accuston~ed lion1 her 
infancy to listen to all their advices with a filial respect. The prospect 
of restoring the public exercise of her own religion, the pleasure of coni- 
plying with her uncles, and the hopes of gratify~ng the French monarch, 
whom the present situation of her affairs in England made it necessary to 
court, counterbalanced all the prudent considerations which had formerly 
weighed with her. She instantly joined the confederacy, which had been 
ibrmed for the destruction of the protestants, and altered the whole plan of 
her conduct with regard to Murray and his adherents. I/ 

* Good vol. i. 224. t ICeith, 325, Append. 167. $ Thuan. lib. 37. Melv. 26. 
11 See Append. No XTV. 
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T o  this fatal resolution may be imputed all the subsequent calamities of 
Mary's life. Ever since her return into Scotland, fortune may be said to 
have been propitious to her rather than adverse; and if her prosperity did 
not rise to any grea height, it had, however, suffered no cons~derable inter- 
ruption. A thick and settled cloud of adversity, with few gleams of hope, 
and none of real enjoyment, covers the remainder of her days. 

T h e  effects of the new system which Mary had adopted mere soon 
visible. The time of the prorogation of parliament was shortened ; and 
by a new proclamation the 12th of March was fixed for its meeting." 
Mary resolved, without any further delay, to proceed to the attainder 01 
the rebel lords, and at the same time determined to take some steps 
towards the re-establishment of the Romish religion in Scotland:t . T h e  
lords of the Articles were chosen, as usual, to prepare the business which 
was to corne before the parliament. They were all persons in whom the 
queen could confide, and bent to promote her designs. The  ruin of Mur- 
ray and his party seemed now inevitable, and the danger of the reformed 
church imminent, when an event unexpectedly happened which saved both. 
If w e  regard either the barbarity of that age, when such acts of violence 
were common, or the mean condition of the unhappy person who suffered, 
the event is little remarkable ; but if we reflect upon the circumstances 
with which it was attended, or upon the consequences which followed it, 
it appears extremely memorable; and the rise and progress of it deserve 
to be traced with great care. 

Darnly's external accomplishments had excited that sudden and violent 
passion which raised him to the throne. But the qualities of his mind cor- 
responded ill with the beauty of his person. Of a weak understanding, 
and without experience, conceited, at the same time, of his own abilities, 
and ascribing his extraordinary success entirely to his distinguished merit ; 
all the queen's favour made no impression on such a temper. All her gen- 
tleness could not bridle his imperious and ungovernable spirit. All her 
attention to place about him persons capable of directing his conduct, 
could not preserve him from rash and imprudent actions.$ Fond of all the 
amusements, and even prone to all the vices of youth, he became by degrees 
careless of her person, and a stranger to her company. T o  a woman, and 
a queen, such behaviour was intolerable. The  lower she had stooped in 
order to raise him, his behaviour appeared the more ungenerous and crimi- 
nal ; and in proportion to the strength of her first affection was the violence 
with which her disappointed passion now operated. -4 few months after 
the marria e their domestic quarrels began to be observed. The  extrava- 
gance of barnly9s ambition gave rise to these. Instead of being satisfied 
with a share in the administration of government, or with the title of king, 

by an unprecedented stretch of power had conferred on him, 
P E % Z d  the crown matrimonial wit11 most insolent importunity.$ 
Though Mary alleged that this gift was beyond her power, and that the 
authority of parliament must be interposed to bestow it, he wanted either 

* ICeith 326. 
f It is nbt on the authority of Knor alone that we  charge the queen with the design of re-esta 

blishing the Ro~nan  Catholic religion, or at l&t of exempting the professors of it from the rigour of 
those penal laws to which they were subjected. He indeed asserts tlrdt the altars, which would 
have beenerected in thechurch of St. Giles, werealready provided,394. l. Mary herself, i n a  letter 
to the archbishop of Glasgow, her ambassador in France, acknowledges, "that in that parliament 
she intended to have done some goad, with respect to ~estoring the old religion." Heith, 331. 2. 
The spiritual lords, i. e. the popish ecclesiastics, had, by her authority, resumed their ancient placein 
that assembly. Ibid. 3. She had joined theconfederacy at Bayonne. I<eith,Append 1 6 7 . 4 .  She 
allowed mass to he celebrated in diferent parls ~f tile kingdom ibid.. and declared that she would 
have mass free for all men that would hear it. Gaod. vol. i.'274. '5. Blackwood, who was fur- 
nished by the archbisllop of Glasgow with matelials for writing his .Ma?,tyre de Narie, affirms, that 
the queen intended to have procured, in this parliament, if not the re-establishment of the catholic 
religion, a t  least something for the ease of Catholics. Jebb, vol. ii. 201. t. Good, vol. i. 222. 

$ Keith! 329. Id. App. 165, 166. I<no+, 401. l'he eagerness of the king to obtain the crown 
at~imwllal  is not sarprising, when the extcnt of the powers which that title conveyed, as explain 

ed in the text and note, p. 69, is taken in- consi\leration. 
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understanding to comprehend, or temper to admit so just a defence ; and 
often renewed and urged his request. 

Rizio, whom the king had at first taken into reat confidence, did not 
humour him in these follies. By this he incurred%lenry'r displeasure ; and 
as it was impossible for &Iary to behave towards her husband with the 
same affection which distinguished the first and happy days of their union, 
he imputed this coldnessi not to his own behaviour, which had so well 
merited it, but to the insinuations of Rizio. Mary's own conduct confirmed 
and strengthened these suspicions. She treated this stranger with a farni- 
liarity, and admitted him to a share in her confidence, to which neither his 
first condition nor the office she had lately bestowed on him gave him any 
title. He was perpetually in her presence, intermeddled in every business, 
and, together with a few favourites, was the companion of all her private 
ard~sements. The haughty spirit of Darnly could not bear the intrusion 
of such an upstart ; and impatient of any delay, and unrestrained by any 
scruple, he instantly resolved to get rid of him by violence. 

At the same time another design, which tool< its rise from very different 
motives, was carrying on against the life of Rizio. Morton, Ruthven, 
Lindsay, and Maitland, were the contrivers of it. In all former commo- 
tions they had been strictly united with Murray, though in the late insur- 
rection they had deserted him for various reasons. filorton was near1 
allied to the famil of Angus ; and, during the minority of the preaent ear[ 
acted as chief of the name of Douglas. Ruthven was married to the 
king's aunt. Lindsay's wife was of the same blood. All these had warmly 
conc~~rred with the queen in promoting a marriage which did so much 
honour to the house of Douglas, and naturally ex ected that, under a king 
of their own blood, the chief management of a$?airs would be committed 
to them. Maitland, with his usual sagacity, foresaw that Murray's oppo- 
sition to the match would prove dangerous and ineffectual ; but whoever 
ruled at court, he hoped, by his dexterity and talents, to render himself 
necessary and of importance. They were all equally disappointed in their 
expectations. The king's headstrong temper rendered him incapable of 
advice. The queen could not help distrusting men who had been so long 
and so int~mately connected with Murray, and gave herself up entirely to 
such counsellors as complied with all her inclinations. The return of' that 
nobleman and his followers was therefore the only event which would re- 
store Morton, Plaitland, and their associates, to their former ascendant over 
the queen's councils. For this reason, nothing could be more mortifying 
to them than the resolution which Mary had taken to treat the exiles with 
nwour. This they imputed to Rizio, who, after he had engaged to aid 
Pfurray with all his interest, was now the most active instrument in pro- 
moting the measures which were concerted for the ruin of that nobleman. 
This oflicious zeal completed the disgust which they had conceived against 
k ~ m ,  and inspired them with thoughts of vengeance in no wise suitable to 
justice, to humanity, or to their own dignity. 

While they were ruminating U on their scheme, the king communicated 
his resolution to be avenged of Rizid to lord Ruthven, and implored his 
assistance, and that of his friends, towards the execution of this design. 
Nothing could be more acceptable to them than this overture. They saw 
at once all the advantages they would reap b the concurrence of such an 
associate. Their own private revenge upon Sizio would pass, ,bey hoped, 
for an act of obedience to the king; and they did not despair of obtaining 
the restoration of their banished friends, and security for the protestant 
religion, as the price of their compliance with his will. 

But as Henry was no less ficlrle than rash, they hesitated for some time, 
and determined to advance no further, without taking every possible pre- 
caution for their own safety. They did not, in the mean time, suffer the 
king's resentxent to  bate. Morton, who was inferior to no man of that 
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mtriguing age in all the arts of insinuation and address, took the young 

rince under his management. He wrought upon his ruling passion, am- 
Fition, to obtain the ~natrimonial crown. H e  represented Kizio's credit 
with the queen to be the chief and only obstacle to his success in that 
demand. This minion alone, he said, possessed her confidence ; and out 
of co~nplaisance to him, her subjects, her nobility, and even her husband, 
were excluded from any participation of her secret councils. Under the 
appearance of a confidence rnerely political, he insinuated, and the ltin 5 perhaps believed, that a familiarity of a quite different and very crimina 
nature mi.ght be concealed.* Such various and complicated passions raged 
in the klng's bosom wit11 the utmost fury. I-le became more inipatient 
than ever of any delay, and even threatened to strike the intended blow 
with his own hand. At last, preliminaries were settled on both sides, and 
articles for their mutual security agreed upon. T h e  king engaged to pre- 
vent the attainder of the banished lords, to consent to their return into 
Scotland, to obtain for them an ample remission of' all their crimes, and to 
support, to the utmost of his power, the religion which was now established 
in the kingdom. On their parts, they undertaoli to procure the crown 
matrimonial for Henry, to secure his right of succession if the queen should 
die before him without issue, and to defend that right to the uttermost 
against whatever person should presume to dispute it ; and if either Rizio 
or any other person should happen to be liilled in prosecuting the design, 
the king promised to acknowledge himself to be the author of the enter- 
prise, and to protect those who were embarked in it.'/ 

Nothing now remained but to concert the plan of operation, to choose 
th: actors, and to assign them their parts in perpetrating this detestable 
crlme. Every circu.tnstance here paints and characterizes the manners and 
men of that age, and fills us tvitli horror at both. The  place chosen for 
committ:ng such a deed was the queen's bedchamber. Though Mary was 
now in the sixih month of her pregnancy, and though Rizio might have 
been seized elsewhere without any difficulty, the liing pitched upon this 
place that he might enjoy the nlalicious pleasure of reproaching Rizio with 
his crimes before the queen's face. The  earl of Morton, the lord hi6h 
chancellor of the kingdom, undertook to direct an enterprise, carried on 111 

defiance of all the laws of which he was bound to be the guardian. T h e  
lord Kulhven, who had been confined to his bed for three nionths by a very 
dangerous distemper, and who was still so feeble that he could hardly 
walk, or bear the weight of his own armour, was intrusted with the exe- 
cutive part;  and while he himself needed to be supported by two men, 
he came abroad to colnmit a murder in the presence of his sovereign. 

On the 9th of March, Morton entered the court of the palace with a 
hundred and sixty men : and without noise, or meeting with any resist- 
ance, seized all the gates. While the queen was at supper with the 

* Of all our historian@, Ruchanan alone avo\vedly accuses RIaly of a criminal lose for Rizio, 
340. 344. I<nox sliglltly insinuates that such a s u s j ~ ~ c ~ o ~ l  was enteltnined, 391. Rlelvil, in a con- 
versation with the queen, ~ntimates that he was afinid her familiarity with Rizio might be liable to 
rnisconstr~iction, 110. Tlie king l~imself seems, both bp Melv~i 's account, and by his expostulation 
with tile queen, mlnch Ruthvrn menlions, to have givcn crcdit to these suspicions. Melv. 127. 
I<eilll, Append. 123, 124. Tllat the king's suspie~ons were strong, is lilrewise evident froin tl'e 
paper published, Append. No. XV. But in op~~ositinn to these suspicions, and tlley are not hi^ g 
more, ne may observe that Ranlet, the queen's Frenc.1 secletary, was dismissed from her servic.! 
and Rizio advanced to that office, i n  December, 1564. lieith, 268. It was in consequence of l11 A 
preferment, that Ire acquired his great credit with the qutmn. Melv. 107. IJar111y arrived in Scot- 
land about two rnonths after. Iceith, 269. The qllern immrdiately conceived for him a passioat, 
which had all the symptoms of genuine and violent love. Rizio aided this passion, and promotsl 
the marriage with all his interest. hlelv. 111 Du~ingsomemonths after the rnarriaae, the queen 3 
fondness far Darnly continued. She soon proved with chlld. Frorn this enulneration of circus- 
stances, it appears almost ~n~possible that the queen, unless we suppose her to have been a wolnan 
utterly ahandnncd, could carry on any criminal intrigue with Riz~o. But the silence of Randolph 
the English resident, a man abundantly ready to mention and to aggtavate Alary's faults, and who 
does not once insinuate that her confidence in Rizio concealed any  thing criminal, is in itself a sus 
ficient vindication of her inxrocence. t Good, vol. i. 266. 
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countess of Argyll, R~zio, and a few other persons, the king suddenly 
entered the apartment by a rivate pzssage. At his back was Ruthven, 
clad in complete armour, anBwith that ghastly and horrid loolc which long 
sickness had given him. Three or four of his most trusty accomplices 
followed him. Such an unusual appearance alarmed those who were 

Rizio instantly apprehended that he was the victim at whom the 
ei%%as aimed; and in the utmost consternation retired behind the 
queen, of whom he laid hold, hoping that the reverence due to her person 
might prove some protection to him. The conspirators had proceeded too 
far to be restrained by any considerations of that kind. Numbers of armed 
men. rushed into the chamber. Ruthven drew his dagger, and with a 
furious mien and voice cotnmar~ded Rizio to leave a place of which he 
was unworthy, and which he had occupied too Ion . Mary employed 
fears, and entreaties, and tbreatenings, to save her favourite. But not- 
withstanding all these, he was torn from1 her by violence, and before he 
could be dragged through the next apartment, the rage of his enemies put 
an end to his life, piercing his body with fifty-six wounds.* 

Athol, Huntly, Bothwell, and other confidants of the queen, who had 
apartments in the palace, were alarmed at the uproar, and filled with the 
utmost terror on their own account ; but either no violence was intended 
against them, or the conspirators durst not shed the noblest blood in  the Irinv- 
dom inthe same illegal manner with which they had ventured to take the liye 
of a stranger. Some of them were dismissed, and others made their escape. 

The conspirators in the mean tirrte kept posjession of the palace, and 
guarded the queen with the utnlost care. A proclamation was published 
by the king, prohibiting the parliament to meet on the day appointed ; and 
measures were taken b him for preventing any tumult in the city.1 Mur- 
ray, Rothes, and their &lowers, being informed of every step taken against 
Rizio, arrived at Edinburgh next evening. Murray was gracious1 re- 
ceived both by the king and queen: by the former, on account o l t h e  
articles which had been agreed upon between them ; by the latter, becausc 
she hoped to prevail on him, by gentle treatment, not to take part with the 
murderers of Kizio. Their power she still felt and dreaded ; and the insult 
which they had offered to her authority, and even to her person, so far 
exceeded any crime she could impute to Murray that, in hopes of wreak- 
ing her vengeance on them, she became extremely willing to be reconciled 
to him. The obligations, however, which Murray lay under to men who 
had hazarded their lives on his account, engaged him to labour for their 
safety. The queen, who scarce had the liberty of choice left, was per- 
suaded to admit Morton and Kuthven into her presence, and to grant them 
the promise of pardon in whatever terms they should deem necessary for 
their own security. 

The king, meanwhile, stood astonished at the boldness and success ot 
his own enterprise, and uncertain what course to hold. The queen obverved 
his irresolution, and availed herself of it. She employed all her art to 
disengage him from his new associates. His consciousness of the insult 
which he had offered to so illustrious a benefactress inspired him with un- 
common facility and complaisance. In spiteof all the warnings he received 
to distrust the quezn's artifices, she prevailed on him [March 111 to dismiss 
the guards which the conspirators had placed on her person ; and that 
same night he made his escape along with her, attended by three persona 
only! and retired to Dunbar. The scheme of their fli ht had been com- 
rnun~cated to Huntly and Bothwell, and the were quic$ly joined by them 
and several other of the nobler. ~ ~ t h ~ ~ H ~  estate lay in that corner of 
the kingdom, and his followers crowded to their chief in such numbers as 
i;oon enabled the queen to set the power of the conspirators at defiancr 

* See Appendix, No. XV. t Keith, Appendix, 1%. 
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This sudden flight filled them with inexpressible consternation. They 

nad obtained a promise of pardon ; and it now appeared from the queen s 
conduct, that nothing more was intended by this promise than to amuse 
them and to gain time. They ventured, however, to demand the accom- 
plishment of i t ;  but their messenger was detained a prisoner, and the 
queen, advancing towards Edinburgh at the hcad of eight thousand men, 
talked in the highest strain of resentment and revenge. She had the 
address, at  the same time, to separate Murray and his associates from the 
conspirators against Rizio. Sensible that the union of these parties would 
form a confederacy which might prove formidable to the crown, she ex- 

pressed great willingness to receive the former into favour ; towards the 
atter she declared herself inexorable. Alurray and his followers were no 

less willing to accept a pardon on her terms T h e  conspirators a ainst 
Rizio, deprived of every resource, and incapable of resistance, fief pre- 
cipitately to Newcastle [March 10j;having thus changed situations with 
Murray and his party, who left that place a few days before. 

No man so remarkable for wisdom, and even for cunnin as the earl of 
Morton, ever engaged in a niore unfortunate enterprise. Beserted basely 
by the king, who now denied his knowledge of the conspiracy by public 
proclamations, and abandoned ungcnerously by Murray and his party," he 
was obliged to fly from his native country, to resign the highest ofice, and 
to  part with one of the most opulent fortunes in the kingdom. 

On her return to Edinburgh, Mary began to proceed against those con- 
,cerned in the murder of Rizio with the utn~ost rigour of law. But, in 
praise of her clemency, it must be observed, that only two persons, and 
these of no considerable rank, suffered for this crime.? 

In this conspiracy there is one circumstance which, though somewhat 
detached, deserves not to be forgotten. In the confederacy between the 
king and the conspirators, the real intention of which was assassination, the 
preserving of the reformed church is, nevertheless, one of the most consi- 
derable articles; and the same men, who were preparing to violate one of 
the first duties of morality, affected the highest regard for religion. His- 
tory relates these extravagances of the human mind, without pretending 
to justify, or even to account for them ; and, regulating her own opinions by 
the eternal and immutable laws of justice and of virtue, points out such in- 
consistencies as features of the age which she describes, and records them 
for the instruction of ages to come. 

As this is the second instance of deliberate assassination wllich has 
occurred, and as we shall hereafter meet with many other instances of the 
same crime, the causes which gave rise to a practice so shocking to 
humanity deserve our particular attention. Resentment is, for obvious and 
wise reasons, one of the strongest passions in the human mind. T h e  
natural demand of this passion is, that the person who feels the injury 
should hiinself inflict the vengeance due on that account. The  permitting 
this, however, would have been destructive to society; and punishment 
would have known no bounds, either in severity or in duration. For this 
reason, in the very infancy of the social state, the sword was taken out of 
private hands, and committed to the magistrate. But at  first, while laws 
aimed at restraining, they really strengthened the principle of revenge. 
T h e  earliest and niost simple punishment for crimes was retaliation ; the 
offender forfeited limb for Iimb, and life for life. T h e  payment of a com- 
pensation to the person injured succeeded to the rigour of the former insti- 
tution. In both these the gratification of private revenge was the object 
of law; and he who suffered the wrong was the on1 person who had a 
right to pursue. to exact, or to remit the punishment. f ~ h i l e  laws allowed 
such full scope to the revenge of one party, the interests of the other were 

+ Melv. 130. t Keith, Appendix, 130.334. 
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not neglected. If the evidence of his guilt did not amount to a full proof, 
or if he reckoned himself to be unjustly accused, the person to whom a 
crime was imputed had a right to challenge his adversary to single cornbat, 
and, on obtaining the victory, vindicated his own honour. In almost every 
considerable cause, whether civil or criminal, arms were appealed to, in 
defence, either of the innocence or the property of the parties. Justice 
had seldom occasion to use her balance ; the sword alone decided every 
contest. T h e  passion of revenge was nourished by all these means, and 
grew, by daily indulgence, to be incredibly strong. I\.lankcind became 
habituated to blood, not only in times of war, but of peace ; and from this 
as well as other causes, contracted an amazing ferocity of temper and of 
manners. This ferocity, however, made it necessary to discourage the 
trial by combat; to abolish the payment of compensations in criminal 
cases; and to think of some milder mcthod of terminating disputes con 
cerning civil rights. T h e  punishments for crimes became more severe, 
and the regulations concerning property more fixed ; but the princes whose 
province it was to inflict the one, and to enforce the other, possessed little 
power. Great offenders despised their authority; smaller ones sheltered 
theinselves under the jurisdiction of those from whose protection they 
expected impunity. The administration of justice was extremely feeble 
and dilatory. An attempt to punish the crimes of a chieftain, or even of 
his vassals, often excited rebellions and civil wars. T o  nobles, haughty 
and independent, among whom the causes of discord were many and 
unavoidable, who werz quiclr in  discerning an injury, and impatient to 
revenge it ; who deemed it infamous to submit to an enemy, and cowardly 
to forgive him; who consideked the right of punishing those who had 
injured them as a privilege of their order and a mark of independence ; such 
slow proceedings were extremely unsatisfactor The  blood of their 
adversary was, in their opinion, the only thing wl;ch could wash away an 
affront: where that was not shed, their revenge was disappointed, their 
courage became suspected, and a stain was left on their honour. Tha t  
vengeance, which the impotent hand of the magistrate could not inflict, 
their own could easily execute. Under governments so feeble, men 
assumed, as in a state of nature, the right of judging and redressing their 
own wrongs; and thus assassination, a crime of all others the most 
destructive to society, came not only to be allowed, but to be reckoned 
honourable. 

T h e  history of Europe, during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, 
abounds with detestable instances of this crime. I t  prevailed chiefly among 
the French and Scots, between whom there was a close intercourse at that 
time, and a surprising resemblance in their national characters. In 1407, 
the only brother of the king of France was murdered publicly in the streets 
of Paris ; and so far was this horrible action from meeting with proper 
punishment, that an eminent lawyer was allowed to plead in defence of it 
before the peers of France, and avowedly to maintain the lawfulness of assas- 
sination. In 1417, it required all the eloquence and authority of the famous 
Gerson, to prevail on the council of Constance to condemn this proposition, 
"That  there are some cases in which assassination is a virtue more merit- 
orious in a knight than in a squire, and more n~eritorious in a king than in 
a knight."* The  number of eminent persons who were murdered in 
France and Scotland, on account either of private, or political, or religious 
quarrels, during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, is almost incredible 
Even after those causes, which first gave rise to this barbarous practice, 
were removed; after the jurisdiction of magistrates, and the authority of 
laws, were better established, and become more universal ; after the pro- 
gress of learning and philosophy had polished the manners and humanized 

I,'Enfant, Hist. Cone, dc Consr 
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the minds of men, this crime contrnued in some degree. I t  was tow?:ds 
the close of the seventeenth century before it disappeared in France. I he 
additional vigour, wllich the royal authority acquired by the accession of 
James VI. to the throne of Engiand, seems to have but a stop to it in 
Scotland. 

T h e  influence, however, of any national custom, both on the understand- 
lng and on the heart, and how fir it may go  towards perverting or extin- 
guishing moral principles of the greatest importance, is remarkable. The  
authors of tl~ose ages have perfectly imbibed the sentiments of t h e ~ r  
contemporaries with regard to assassination; and they who had leisure to 
reflect and to judge appear to be more shocked at this crime than the 
persons who committed it durinv the heat and impetuosity of passion. 
Buchanan describes the murder ofcardirlal Beatoun and of Rizio, without 
expressing those feelings which are natural to a man, or that indignation 
which became an historian.* ICnox, whose r n i ~ ~ d  was fiercer and Inore 
unpolished, relates the death of Beatonn and of the duke of Guise, not 
only without censure, but with the utmost exultation.t Or? the other hand, 
the bishop of Ross, merltions the assassination of the earl of i'vlurray with 
some degree of applause.: Blaclrwood dwells I I ~ O I I  it with the most 
indecent triumph, and ascribes it directly to the hand ef God.$ Lord 
Ruthven, the principal actor in the conspiracy nq2inst Rizio, wrote all 
account of it some short time before his own death, a td  in all his long 
narrative there is not one expression of regret, or oue sy:yn!ptom of (:on]- 
punction, for a crime no less dishor~ourable than barbarolls.!! Korton, 
equally guilty of the same crime, entertained the same sentltnents concern- 
ing it ; and in his last moments, neither he himself nor thc ~~iiriisters who 
attended him seem to have considered it as an sctio~: nrhicll called for 
repentance ; even then he talks of Dad's  s l a u g l ~ t e r  as cool1 as if it had 
been an innocent or commendal,le deed.¶ 'I.lie vices o?amlher age 
astonish and shoclr us ; the vices of our own become familiar, and excite 
little horror.** I return from fhis digression to the course of tlle Iristow 

The  charm which had at first attached the queen to Darnly, and held 
them for some time in a happy union, was now entirelv dissolvrd : and 
love no longer covering his follies and vices with its 6iendly veil; they 
appeared to Mary in their full din~ension and deSormity.tt Th~t ig l l  i - leny 
published a proclamation disclaiming any kno\vledge bf the col~spiracy 
against Rizio, the queen was Sully convinced that he was not only acces- 
sary to the contrivance, but to the commi.~sio:~ of that odious crime.$f That  
very power which, with liberal and unsuspiciouv fondness, shc had can- 
ferred upon him, he had employed to insult her authority, to limit her 
prerogative, and to endanger her person. Such an outrage it was itnpos- 
sible any womarl could bear or forgive. Cold civilities, secret distrust, 
frequent quarrels, succeeded to their former transports of' affection and con- 
fidenc,e. The  queen's favours were no longer conveyed through his hands. 
T h e  crowd of expectants ceased to court his patronage, which they found 
to avail so little. Among the nobles, some dreaded his furious temper, 
others complained of h ~ s  perfidiousness; and all of them despised the 
weakness of his understanding and the inconstancy of h ~ s  heart. The 

* Buchan. 295. 345. t Knox. 334. 5 Anders. 3. 84. p Jebb. ii. 263 11 IEeith, 
Append. 119. l i  Crawf. Mem. Append. 

** In the first accounts of Rizio's murder sent to England there seem to llava been mingled (W is 
usual in relating extraurdinary evcnrs) some circumstances bhich afterwards appeared to he false: 
amnimg others, that a fiiar named Black had been slain at the same time with Rlaio. Packhurst, 
bishop of Norwich, in communicatin,a this intelligence to his correspondent Bullinger, an eminent 
reformed divine of Zuricli, expresses no condenmation of the mnrder of Rizio, and exulls over the 
supposed death of the friar in terms which, in our times will appear as shocking as they ore 
pl~erile: LLFratercuh~s quidam, nomine Black, papislarnln hesignanus,  eodeln tempore in aula 
occiditnr: Sic niger hic nchulo, nigra quoque lnorte peremptus, invitus nigruln subito desrendit in 
Omum." Burn. Hist. of Reform. iii. App. 360. 

I t  See Appendix, No. XVI. $1 Keith, 350. 
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people themselves observed some parts of his conduct which little suited 
the dignity of a king. Addicted to drunkenness, beyond what the rnanners 
of that age could bear, and indulging irregular passions, which even the 
licentiousness of youth could not excuse, he, by his indecent behaviour, 
provoked the queen to the utmost; and the passions which it occasioned 
often fcrced tears from her eyes, both in public and private." Her aver- 
sion for hinl increased every day, and could be no longer concealed. He 
was often absent from court, appeared there with little splendour, and was 
trusted with no power. Avo~ded equally by those who endeavoured to 
please the queen, who favoured Morton and his associates, or who adhered 
to the house of Hamilton, he was left almost alone in a neglected and 
unpitied so1itude.t 

About this time a new favourite grew into great credit with the queen, 
and soon gained an ascendant over her heart, which encouraged his enter- 
prising enius to form designs that proved fatal to himself, and the occa- 
sion of a b  Mary's subsequent misfortunes. This was James Hepburn, earl 
of Bothwell, the head of an ancient family, and, by his extensive posses- 
sions and numerous vassals, one of the most powerful noblemen in the 
kingdom. Even in that turbulent age, when so many vast projects were 
laid open to an aspirin mind, and invited it to action, no man's ambition 
was more daring than 5 othwell's, or had recourse to bolder or more sin- 
gular expedients for obtaining power.$ When almost every person of 
distinction in the kingdom, whether papist or protestant, had joined the 
con regation in opposing the dangerous encroachments of the French upon 
thehert ies  of the nation, he, though an avowed protestant, adhered to 
the queen regent, and acted with vigour on her side. The success which 
attended the arms of the congregation having obliged him to retire into 
France, he was taken into the queen's service, and continued with her till 
the time of her return into Scotland. Frorn that period, every step of his 
conduct towards Mary was remarka \ ly dutiful; and, amidst all the shift- 
ings of faction, we scarcely ever find him holding any course which could 
he offensive to her. When Murray's proceedings with regard to her mar- 
riage gave umbrage to the queen, she recalled Bothwell from that banish- 
ment into which she had been obliged with reluctance to drive him, and 
considered his zeal and abilities as the most powerful supports of her 
authority. When the conspirators against Rizio seized her person, he 
became the chief instrument of recovering her liberty, and served her, on 
that occasion, with so much fidelity and success as made the deepest 
impression on her mind, and greatly increased the confidence which she 
had hitherto placed in him.11 Her gratitude loaded him with marks of 
her bounty; she raised him to ofices of rofit and trust, and transacted no 
matter of irn ortance withouthis advice.! By complaisance and assiduity 
he confirmej and fortified t h e ~ e  disposit~ons of the queen in his favour, 
and insensibly paved the way towards that vast project which his immo- 
derate ambition had perhaps aheady conceived, and which, in spite of 
many dificulties, and at the expense of many crimes, he at last accom 
plished. 

The hour of the queen's delivery now approached. As her palace was 
defended only by a slender guard, it seemed imprudent to expose her 
person, at this time, to the insults she might suffer in a kingdom torn by 

* Xieith 321). T Meiv. 131 &c. 
$ The ehtprprising spirit of ~ o t h k e l l  was so conspicuous as to procure him several marks o f  

distinctioo during his residence in France. Flardwick's State Papers, i .  143. Throgrnorton, the 
English ambassador at Paris, and one of the moat sagacious ministers employed by Elizabeth, points 
him out as a person who was to be dreaded and ohserved. '<The earl of Hothwell," says he in a 
etter, Nov. 23 1560 "is departed to return intoScotland,?nd hath made boast that he wlll dogreat 
ihings, anrl lide in bcotland in despite of all men. He 1s a glorious, rash, nud nazardous young 
man; and therefore it were meet that his adversaries should both have an eye to him, and also keeg 
him short." Ibid. p. 149. 

Anders i 00. 11 Ibid. 92, 93. (IYelv. 133. Knox, 396. 
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factions and prone to mutiny. For this reason the privy council advised 
the queen to fix her residence in the castle of Edinburgh, the strongest 
fortress in the kingdom, and the most proper place for the security of her 
person." In order to render this security more perfect, Mary laboured to 
extinguish the domestic feuds which divided some of the principal nobles. 
Murray and Argyll were exasperated against Huntly and Bothwell by 
reciprocal and repeated injuries. The queen by her authority and entrea 
ties, effected a reconcilement among them, and drew from them a promise 
to bury their discords in everlasting oblivion. This reconcilement Mary 
had so much at heart that she made it the condition on which she again 
received Murray into favour.7 

On the 19th of June, Mary was delivered of her only son James, a 
prince whose birth was happy for the W-hole island, and unfortunate to her 
alone. His accession to the throne of England .united the two divided 
kingdoms in one mighty monarchy, and established the power of Great 
Britain on a firm foundation; wh~le she, torn early from her son by the 
cruelty of her fate, was never allowed to indulge those tender passions, 
nor to taste those joys which fill the heart of a mother. 

Melvil was instantly despatched to London with an account of this event 
It struck Elizabeth, at first, in a sensible manner, and the advantage and 
superiority which her rival had acquired by the birth of a son forced tears 
from her eyes. But before Melvil was admitted to an audience, she had 
so far recovered the command of herself, as to receive him not only with 
decency but with excessive cheerfulness ; and willingly accepted the invi 
tation which Mary gave her, to stand godmother to her son.: 

As Mary loved splendour and magnificence, she resolved to celebrate the 
baptism of the young prince with great pomp; and for that purpose sent 
invitations of the same kind to the French king, and to the duke of Savoy, 
the uncle of her former husband. 

The  queen, on her recover discovered no change in her sentiments 
with respect to the king.$ TYbh death of Rizio, and the countenance h 
had given to an action so insolent and unjustifiable, were still fi.es11 in her 
memory. She was frequently pensive and dejected.\/ Though Henry 
sometimes attended at court, and accompanied her in her progresses 
through different arts of the kingdom, he met with little reverence from 
the nobles, whib%ary treated him with the greatest reserve, and did not 
suffer him to possess any auth0rity.T The breach between them became 
every day more apparent."* Attempts were made towards a reconcile- 
ment, particularly by Castelnau, the French ambassador; but, after such a. 
violent rupture, it was found no easy matter to bind the nuptial knot anew ; 
and, although he prevailed on the king and queen to pass two nights 
together,tt we may, with great probability, pronounce this appearance of 
union, to which Castelnau trusted, not to have been sincere ; we know with 
certainty that it was not lasting. 

Bothwell, all this while, was the queen's prime confidant. Without his 
participation no business was concluded, and no favour bestowed. Toge- 
ther with this ascendant over her councils, Bothwell, if we may believe 
the cotemporary historians, acquired no less sway over her heart. But at 
what precise time this ambitious lord first allowed the sentiments of a lover 
to occupy the place of that duty and respect which a subject owes his 
sovereign ; or when Mary, instead of gretitude for his faithful services, felt 
a passion of another nature rising in her bosom, it is no easy matter to 
determine. Such delicate transitions of passion can be discerned only by 
those who are admitted near the persons of the parties, and who can view 
the secret workings of the heart with calm and acute observation. Neither 

t Ibid. 336. Append. 139. 
7l Keith, 350 Melv l32 

: Melv. 138. \I See Append. No. XVII. 
+* Reith Append. 169. *t lCeitl1,169. 
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Knox nor Buchanan enjoyed these advantages. Their humble station 
allowed them only a distant access to the queen and her favourite. And 
the ardour ,of their zeal, as well as the violence of their prejudices, ren- 
dered their opinions rash, precipitate, and inaccurate. It is by the effects 
of this reciprocal passion, rather than by their accounts of it, that subse- 
quent historians can judge of its reality. 

Adventurous as Bothwell's project to gain the queen may appear, it was 
formed and carried on under very favourable circumstances. Mary was 
young, gay, and affable. She possessed great sensibility of temper, and was 
capable of the utmost tenderness of affection. She had placed her love on 
a very unworthy object, who requited it with ingratitude, and treated her 
with neglect, with insolence, and with brutality. All these she felt and 
resented. In this situation, the attention and complaisance of a man who 
had vindicated her authority and protected her person, who entered into all 
her views, who soothed all her passions, who watched arid improved every 
opportunity of insinuating his design and recommending his passion,'* could 
hardly fail of making an impression on a heart of such a frame as Mary's. 

The haughty spirit of Darnly, nursed up in flattery and accustomed to 
command, corild not bear the contempt under which he had now fallen, 
and the state of insignificance to which he saw himself reduced. But, in 
a country where he was universally hated or despised, he could never hope 
to form a party which would second any attempt he might make tc 
recover power. He addressed himself, therefore, to the pope, and to the 
kings of France and Spain, with many professions of his own zeal for the 
Catholic religion, and with bitter complaints a ainst the queen, for neg- 
lecting to promote that interest :t and, soon ajer, he took a resolution, 
equally wild and desperate, of embarking on board a ship which he pro- 
vided, and of flying into foreign parts. It is almost impossible to form any 
satisfactory conjecture concerning the motives which influence a capricious 
and irregular mind. Ilc hoped, perhaps, to recommend himself to the 
Catholic princes on the continent by his zeal for religion, and that they 
would eniploy their interest towards reinstating him in the possession of 
that power which he had lost. Perhaps he expected nothing more than 
the comfort of hiding the disgrace, under which he was now fallen, among 
strangers, who had never been witnesses of his former prosperity. 

He communicated the design to the French ambassador, Le Croc, and 
to his father the Earl of Lennox. They both endeavoured to dissuade him 
from it, but without success. Lennox, who seems, as well as his son, to 
have lost the queen's confidence, and who, about this time, was seldom at 
court, instantly communicated the matter to her by a letter. Henry, who 
had refused to accompany the queen from Stirling to Edinburgh, was like- 
wise abserit from court. He arrived there, however, on thz same day she 
received the account of his intended flight. But he was more than usually 
wayward and peevish ; and, scrupling to enter the palace unless certain 
lords who attended the queen were dismissed, Mary was obliged to meet 
him without the gates. At last he suffered her to conduct him into her 
own apartment. She endeavourcd to dram from him the reasons of the 
strange resolution which he had taken, and to divert him from it. In spite, 
however, of a11 her arguments and entreaties, he remained silent and 
inflexible. Next day the privy council, by her direction, expostulated 
with h i n ~  on the same head. g e  persisted, notwithstanding, in his sullew 
nesa and obstinacy ; and neither deigned to explain the motives of his con- 
duct, nor signified any intention of altering it. As he left the apartment, 
he turned towards the queen, and told her that she should not see his 
tace again for a long time. A few days after, he wrote to Mary, and men 
tioned two things as grounds of his disgust. She herself, he said, no longer 

Andera. i. 93 94, j Knox, 390. 
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admitted him into any gonfidence, and had deprived him of all power; 
and the nobles, after her example, treated him with open neglect, so that 
he appeared in every place without the dignity and splendour of a king. 

Nothing could be more mortifying to Mary than this intended flight of 
the king's, which would have spread the infamy of their domestic quarrel 
all over Europe. Compassion for a monarch, who would then appear to 
be forced into exile by her neglect and ill usage, might have disposed man- 
kind to entertain sentiments, concerning the causes of their discord, little 
to her advantage. In order, therefore, to prepossess the ininds of her allies, 
and to screen her reputation from any censure with which Darnly might 
endeavour to load it, the privy council transmitted a narrative of this ~vhole 
transaction both to the king and to the queen-mother of France. It was 
drawn with great art, and sets Mary's conduct in the most favourable 
point of view." 

About this time the license of the borderers called for redress ; and 
Mary resolving to hold a court of justice at Jedburgh, the inhabitants of 
several adjacent counties mere summoned to attend their sovereign in 
arms, according to custom.t Bothwell was at  that time lieutenant or 
warden of all the marches, an oflice among the most important in the 
kingdom; and, though usually divided into three distinct governments, 
bestowed by the queen's favour upon him alone. In order to display his 
own valour and activity in the discharge of this trust, he attempted to 
seize a gang of banditti, who, lurking among the marshes of Liddesdale, 
infested the rest of the country. But while he was laying hold upon one 
of those desperadoes [Oct. 161, he was wounded by him in several places, 
so that his followers were obliged to carry hirn to Hermitage castle. 
Mary instantly flew thither with an impatience which has been considered 
as marking the anxiety of a lover, but little suited the dignity of a queen.$ 
Finding that Bothwell was threatened with no dangerous symptom, she 
returned the same day toJedburgh. The fatigue of such a journey, added 
to the anguish of mind she had suffered 011 Bothwell's account, threw her 
next morning into a violent fever.$ Her life was despaired of;  but her 
youth, and the vigour of her constitution, resisted the malignity of her 
disease. During the continuance of the queen's illness, the king, who 
resided at Stirling, never came near Jedburgh :l\ and when 11e afterwards 
thought kit to make his appearance there [Nov. 51, he met with such a 
cold reception as did not encourage him to make any long stay.T Mary 
soon recovered strength enough to return along the eastern borders to 
Bunbar. 

While she resided in this place, her attention was turned towards Eng- 
land. Elizabeth, notwithstanding her promise and even proclamations to 
the contrary, not only allowed, but encouraged Morton and his associates 
to remain in England."* Mary, on the other hand, offered her protection to 
several English fugitives. Each queen watched the motions of the other 
with a jealous attent~on, and secretly countenanced the practices which were 
carrying on to disturb the administration of her rival. 

For this purpose Mary's ambassador, Robert Melvil, and her other 
emissaries were extremely active and successful. W e  may ascribe, in a 

* Keith, 315. 314. t Ihid. 353. Good. vol. i. 302. 
$ The distance between Jedburgh and IIermitage is eightecn Scottish milcs, through a country 

aln~ost irnuassnblr. The season of tile year was far advanced. Bothwell seems to have been 
wounded ih a scuffle, occasioned by the despair of a single man, rather than any open insurrertion 
of the borderers. It does not appear that the qtiecn was attended by any considerable train. Ilad 
any military operation been necessary, as is supposed, Good. vol. i. 301, it would have beell ex- 
tre~.ely improper to risk the queen's person in anexpedition against thieves. As soon as the queen 
found Uotl~well to be in no danger, she instantly returned ; and after this we hear no lnore of the 
insurrection, nor have w e  any proof that the rioters took refugc in England. As there is no further 
evidence with respcct to tlre motives of this extraordinary journey, the reader must judge what 
degree of cledit is due to Knox and Buchanan, who ascribe it to the queen's love of Bothwell. 
9 Keitl~, 351, 352 11 Ibid. Append. 133. 11 Knox, 400. *' Cald.vol. ii. p. 15. 
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good degree, to their intrigues, that spirit which appeared in the parliament 
of England, and which raised a storm that threatened Elizabeth's donlestic 
tranquillity more than any other event of her reign, and required all her art 
and dexterity to allay it. 

Elizabeth had now reigned eight years without discovering the least 
~ntention to marry. A violent distemper with which she had lately been 
seized, having endangered her life, and alarmed the nation with the 
prospect of all those calamities which are occasioned by a disputed and 
dubious successior~, a motion was made, and eagerly listened to in both 
houses, for addressing the queen to provide against any such danger in 
times to come, either by signifying her own resolution to marry, or by con- 
senting to an act establishing the order of succession to the crown." Her 
love to her subjects, her duty to the public, her concern for posterity, it 
was asserted, not only called upon, but obliged her to take one of these 
steps. The insuperable aversion which she had all along discovered fox 
marriage made it improbable that she would choose the former; and if 
she complied with the latter request, no title to the crown could, with any 
colour of justice, be set in opposilion to that of the Scottish queen. Eliza- 
beth was sagacious enough to see the remotest consequences of this motion, 
and observed them with the greatest anxiety. Mary, by refusingsooften 
to ratify the treaty of Edinburgh, had plainly intimated a design of em- 
bracing the first promising opportunity for prosecuting her right to the 
English crown ; and, by her secret negotiations, she had gained many to 
favour her tit1e.t All the Roman Catholics ardently wished for her succes- 
sion. Her gentleness and humanity had removed many of those aprpre- 
hensions which the protestants entertained on account of her religion. r h e  
court faction, which envied the power of Cecil, and endeavoured to wrest 
the administration out of his hands, advanced the pretensions of the Scot- 
tish queen in opposition to him. The union of the two liingdoms was a 
desirable object to all wise nicn in both nations ; and the birth of the young 
prince was a security for the continuance of this blessing, and gave hopes 
of its perpetuity. ' 

Under these circumstances, and while the nation was in such a temper, 
a parliamentary declaration of Mary's title would have been highly detri- 
mental to Elizabeth. The present unsettled state of the succession left 
much in her power. Her resentment alone might have gone far towards 
excluding any of the competitors from the crown ; and the dread of this 
had hitherto restrained and overawed the ambition of the Scottish queen. 
Rut if this check should be removed by the legal aclmowledgment of her 
title, Bfary would be more at liberty to pursue her dangerous designs, and 
to act without fear or reserve. Her partisans were aiready meditating 
schemes for insurrections in different parts of the kingdom ;f and an act of 
parliament recognising the rights of that princess, whose pretensions they 
favoured, would have been nothing less than a signal to arrns; and, not- 
withstanding Elizabeth's just title to the affections of' her subjects, might 
have shaken and endangered her throne. 

While this matter remained in suspense in both houses, an account of it 
was transmitted to Mary by Melvil, hcr ambassador. As she did not want 
advocates for her right, even among those who were near Elizabeth's 
person,she endeavoured to cultivate the disposition which appeared towards 
settling the ri6ht of succession in her favour, by a letter to the privy 
co~insellors of Lngland. She expressed in it a grateful sense of Elizabeth's 
friendship, which she ascribes chietl to their good offices with their 
sovereign in her behalf. She declaredher resolution to live in perpetual 
amity with England, without urging or pursuing her claim upon the crown 
any further than should be agreeable to the queen. But, at the same time 

* D'Ewes' Journ of Parl. 105. t Melv. 136. t Ibid. 147. 
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as her right of succession was undoubted, she hoped it would be examined 
with candour, and judged of with impartiality. The nobles who attended 
her wrote to the English privy council in the same strain.* Mary artfully 
gave these letters the air of being nothing more than a declaration of her 
own and of her subjects' gratitude towards Elizabeth. But, as she could 
not be ignorant of the jealousy and fear with which Elizabeth observed the 
proceedings of parliament, a step so uncommon as this, of one prince's 
entering into public correspondence with the privy counsellors of another, 
could not be otherwise construed than as talien with an intention to encourage 
the spirit which had already been raised among the English. In this light 
it seems to have appeared to Elizabeth herse1f.t But the disposition of 
her people rendering it necessary to treat Mary's person with great decency, 
and her title with much regard, she mentioned it to her only in the softest 
1a ruage. 

- 

??othing, however, could be a more cruel mortification to a princess of 
Elizabeth's character than the temper which both houses of parliament 
disc,overed on this occasion. She bent all her policy to defeat or elude 
the motion. After allowing the first heat of their zeal to evaporate, she 
called into her presence a certain number of each house. She soothed and 
caressed them ; she threatened and promised; she remitted subsidies 
which were due, and refused those which were offered ; and, in the end, 
prevailed to have this formidable motion put off for that session. Happily 
for her, that conduct of the Scottish queen, and the misfortunes which 
befell her, prevented the revival of such a motion in any future parlia- . - 
ment.1 

Meantime, in order to preserve the reputation of impartiality, and that 
she might not drive Mary into any desperate measure, she committed to 
the tower one Thornton who had published something derogatory to the 
right of the Scottish line ;$ and signified her displeasure against a member 
of the house of commons, who seemed by some words in a speech, to 
glance at Mary.11 

Amidst all her other cares, Afary was ever solicitous to promote the 
interest of that religion which she professed, T h e  re-establishment of the 
Rolnish doctrine seems to have been her favourite passion ; and though the 
design was concealed with care and conducted with caution, she pursued 
it with a persevering zeal. At this time she ventured to lay aside some- 
what of her usual reserve ; and the aid which she expected from the 
popish princes, who had engaged in the league of Bayonne, encouraged 
her to ta le  a step which, if we consider the temper of the nation, appears 
to be extremely bold. Having formerly held a secret correspondence 
with the court of Rome, she now resolved to allow a nuncio from the pope 
publicly to enter her clominions. Cardinal Lacrea, at that time bishop o. 
Mondovi, was the person on whom Tius V. conferred this office, and along 
with him he sent the queen a present of twenty thousand crowns.7 It is 
not the character of the papal court to open its treasury upon distant or 
imaginary hopes. T h e  business of the nuncio into Scotland could be no 
other than to attempt a reconciliation of that kingdom to the Romish see. 
Thus Mary herself understood it ; and, in her answer to a letter whic,h 
she received from the pcpe, after expressing her grateful sense of his 
paternal care and liberality, she promises that she would bend her whole 
strength towards the re-establishnlent and propagation of the Catholic faith ; 
that she would receive the nuncio with every possible demonstration of 
respect, and concur with the utmost vigour in all his designs towards pro- 
moting the honour of God, and restoring peace to the liingdom ; that she 
would celebrate the baptism of the prince according to the ceremonies 

* Keith 351. Append. 136. t Keith, 357. : D'Ewes' Jomn. 104-130. Camd. 309. 
Fdelv. 119.' Haynes, 446. Carnd. 401. 11 Raynes, 449. l i  Vita Cald. Laur. ap. Burn 
vol. iii, p. 325. 
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whkli the Romish ritual prescribes, hoping that her subjects would be 
taught, by this example, again to reverence the sacraments of the church, 
which they had so long treated with conte~npt; and that she would be  
careful to instil early into her son the principles of a sincere love and attach- 
ment to the Cathohc faith." But though the nuncio was already arrived 
at  Paris, and had sent over one of his attendants with part of the money, 
the queen ?d not think the juncture proper for his reception. Elizabeth 
was preparing to send a magnificent en~bassy into Scotland, against the 
time of the pnnce's baptism, and, as it would have been improper to offend 
her, she wisely contrived, under various pretences, to detain Laurea at  
Paris.1 The  convulsions into which the kingdom was thrown soon after 
made it impossible for him to pursue hisjourney any further. 

-4t the very time that Mary was secretly carrying on these negotiations 
for subverting the reformed church, she did not scruple publicly to employ 
her authority towards obtaining for its ministers a more certain and com- 
fortable subsistence.1 During this year she issued several proclamations 
and acts of council fur that purpose, and readily approved of every scheme 
which was proposed for the more effectual payment of their stipends 
This part of her conduct does little honour to B ary's integrity; and though 
justified by the example of princes, who often reckon falsehood and deceit 
among the necessary arts of government, and even authorized by the per- 
nicious casuistry of the Roman church, which transfers breach of fail11 to 
heretics from the list of crimes to that of dqties; su:h dissimulation, how- 
ever, must be numbered among those blem~shes w h ~ c h  never stain a truly 
great and generous character. 

As neither the French nor Piedmontese ambassadors were yet arrived, 
the baptism of the prince was put off from time to time. Meanwhile, 
Mary fixed her residence at Craigmi1lar.g Such retiremeat, perhaps, 
suited the present temper of her mind, and induced her to prefer it before 
her own palace of Holyrood-house. Her aversion for !he king grew every 
day more confirmed, and was become altogether incurable. A deep 
melancholy succeeded ,to that gayety of spirit which was natural to her. 
The  rashness and levity of her own choice, and the king's ingratitude and 
obstinacy, filled her with shame and with despair. A variety of passions 
preyed at once on a mind, all whose sensations were exquisite, and all its 
emotions strong, and often extorted from her the last wish of the unfor- 
tunate, that life itself might come to an end.\\ 

But as the earl of Bedford, and the count dc  Rrienne, the English and 
French ambassadors, whom she had long expected, arrived about this 
time, Mary was obliged to snppress what passed in her bosom, and to set 
out for Stirling, in order to celebrate the baptism of her son. Bedford was 
attended by a numerous and splendid train, aud brought presents from 
Elizabeth, suitable to her own dignity, and the respect with which she 
affected, at that time, to treat the queen of Scots. Great preparations had 
been made by Mary, and the magnificence displayed by her on this occa- 
sion exceeded whatever had been formerly known ill Scotland. Thc  
ceremony itself was performed [Dec. 171, according to the rites of the 
Rolnish church But neither Bedford nor any of the Scottish nobles, who 
professed the protestant religion, entered within the gates of the chapel.7 
T h e  spirit of that age, firm and uncomplying, would not, upon any induce- 
ment, condescend to witness an action which is deemed idolatrous. 

I-len~y's behaviour at this juncture perfectly discovers the excess of his 
caprice, as well as of his folly. He chose to reside at Stirling, but con- 
fined hirn.w!f to his own apartment; and, as the queen distrusted every 
nobleman who ventured to converse with him, lie was left m absolute soli- 

* Consi Vita Maria?, ap. Jebb, vol. ii. p. 51. t I<eith, Append. 135. 1: ICeith, 561, 
HBoox. 401 6 Kcich, 355 Ibid. Pref vii II ICeith. 360. 
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tude. Nothing could be more singular, or was less expected, than his 
choosing to appear in a manner that both published the contempt under 
which he had fillen, and, by  exposing the queen's donlestic unhappiness to 
the observation of so many foreigners, looked like a step taken on purpose 
to mortify and to offend her. friary felt this insult sensibly ; and notwith- 
standing all her efforts to assume the gayety which suited the occasion, 
and which was necessary for the polite reception of her guests, she was 
sometimes obliged to retire, in order to be at liberty to indulge her sorrow, 
and give vent to her tears.% The  king still persisted in 11is design of 
retiring into foreign parts, and daily threatened to put it into execution.t 

T h e  ceremony of witnessing the prince's baptism was not the sole business 
of Bedford's embassy. His~instructions contained anoverture which ought 
to have gone far towards extinguishing those jealousies which had so lon 
subsirted between the two queens. The  treaty of Edinburgh, which ha8 
been so often mentioned, was the principal occasion of these. The  spirit, 
however, which had risen to such a height in the late parliament, the 
power of the party which favoured the Scottish queen's title, the number 
and activity of her agents in different parts of the kingdom, alarmed Eliza- 
beth, and induced her to forego any advantage which the ambiguous and 
artful expressions in that treaty rnight afford her. Nothing was now 
demanded of Mary, but to renounce any title to the crown of England 
during Elizabeth's life and the lives of her posterity; who, on the other 
hand, engaged to take no step which might prove injurious to Mary's 
claim upon the succession.# 

Mary could not with decency reject a proposition so equitable; she 
insisted, however, that Elizabeth should order the right upon which she 
claimed, to be legally examined and publicly recognised, and particularly 
that the testament of'Henry VIII., whereby he hadexcluded the descend- 
ants of his eldest sister, the queen of Scotland, from the place due to them 
in the order of succession, might be produced, and considered by the 
English nobility. Mary's ministers had credulously embraced an opinion, 
that this testament, which they so justly conceived to be injurious to their 
mistress, was a Inere forgery; and on different occasions had urged Eliza- 
beth to produce it. Mary would have suffered considerably by gaining 
this point. The  original testament is still extant, and not the least doubt 
can be entertained of its genuineness and authenticity. But it was not 
Elizabeth's intention to wealten or to set aside the title of the house of 
Stuart. She aimed at nothing more than to keep the question concerning 
the succession perplexed and undecided; and by industriously eluding this 
request, she did, in one respect, real service to Mary's cause.§ 

* Iceith, Pref. vii. 
t Camden affirms, 401. that Bedford was commanded by Elizabeth not to give Darnly the title of 

king. As this was an indignity not to be bornceither by Mary or ller Irusband, it hath been asserted 
to he the cause of the king's absence fiom the ceremony ol'his son's baptism. Keith, 360. Good. 
319. ,But, 1. Xo sue11 thing is to be found among Bedfold's instluctions the original of which still 
rercalns. Keilh, 350. 2. Bedfc~~d's advice to the queen hy Melvil is uttdrly inconsistent with Cam- 
den's assertion. Melv. 153. i\lelvil's account is confiim,:d by Elizabeti~'sinstructions to Sil Henry 
Norris, where she afirms that s l ~ c  con~rnanded Bedford t( en~ploy h ~ s  best offices towalds reconc~liiig 
Mary to her husband, whicl~ she had auempted to no pi tpase. Digges's Compl. Ambas, p. 13. A 
paper publislreti, Appendix No. XVIII. proves the san e thing. 3. Le Croc the French resident 
mentions the king's absence butwithout givingthat reason for it which has been founded on 6an1- 
den's words, thougll, if that' had been the real one it is hardly bossiblc to conceive that he sl~ould 
have neglected to mention it. Le Croc's first lett& is dated December 2, some time prior to the 
arrival of the earl of Bedford in Scotland: and when his ir~structions. either nublic or secrcl. could 
hardly bc known. Le Croc plainly snpp"ses that the discord between the kibg and queer] was the 
cause of his absence from the baptism, and his account of this matter is that which I have followed. 
KC'::?, Pref. vii. 4. Ile informs his court, that cn account of the difference bctween the king and 
the auoen. he had refused to hold anv further corresnnndence with the former. tho~lnh he anneals. in 
&an> inst'ances, 10 have been his &eat confidant.' Ihid. 5. As thek&-$ak"z p&lGtit-ihi 
baptism, Ile scems to have been excluded from any share in the ordinary administration of business. 
T w o  acts of privy council, one on the 20th, and 111s other on the 2lst of December, ale found in 
Keitb, 580. They both run in the queen's name alone. The  king seems not to have been present. 
This could not h? owing to Elizabctli's instructions to Bedford. 
i Keith, 356 Q Rymer, xv. p. 110. Keith, 355. Note [c). Murden, 368. 
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A few days after the baptism of the pnnce, Morion and all the other 
cons irators against Rizio obtained their pardon, and leave to return into  cotr rand. Afary, who had hitherto continued inexorable to ever treaty 
in their behalf, yielded at last to the solicitations of Bothwell." &e could 
hope for no success on those bold designs on which his ambition resolved 
to venture, without drawing aid from every quarter. By procurrng a 
favour for Morton and his associates, of which they had good reason to 
despair, he expected to secure a band of faithful and determined adherents. 

The king still remained at Stirling in solitude and under contempt. 
His impatience ir. this situation, together with the alarm given him by the 
rurnour of a design to seize his person and confine him in prison,t was the 
occasion of his leaving that place in an abrupt manner, and retiring to his 
father at Glasgow. 

Two assemblies of the church were held during this year [June 25, 
Dec. 251. New complaints were made, and upon good grounds, of the 
y t y  and conternpt under which the protestant clergy were sufered to 
anguish. Penurious as the allotment for their subsistence was, they had 

not received the least part of what was due for the preceding year.1 
Nothing less than a zeal ready to endure and to suffer every thing for a 
good cause, could k v e  persuaded men to adhere to a church so indigent 
and so neglected. The extraordinary. expenses occasioned by the prince's 
baptism had exhausied the queen's treasury, and the sums appropriated 
for the subsistence of the clergy were diverted into other channels. The 
queen was therefore obliged to prevent the just remonstrances of the 
assembly, by falling on some new method for the relief of the church. 
Some sympt.oms of liberality,some stretch towards munificence, might have 
been expected in an assignment which was made with an intention of 
soothing and silencing the clergy. But both the queen and the nobles held 
fast the riches of the church which they bad seized. A sum which, at the 
highest computation, can hardly be reckoned equal to nine thousand 
pounds sterling,$ was deerned sufficient for the maintenance of a whole 
national church, by men who had lately seen single monasteries possessed 
of revenues far superior in value. 

The ecclesiastics in that age bore the grievances which affected them- 
selves alone with astonishing patience ; but, wherever the reformed religion 
was threatened, they were extremely apt to be alarmed, and to proclaim, 
in the loudest manner, their apprehensions of danger. A just occasion of 
this kind was given them a short time before the meeting of the assembly. 
The usurped and oppressed jurisdiction of the spiritual courts had been 
abolished by the parliament in the year one thousand five hundred and 
sixty, and commissaries were appointed to hear and determine the causes 
which formerly carne under their cognizance.(l Among the few acts of that 
parlia~nerlt to which Ma had paid any regard, this was one. She had 
confirmed the authority oTthe commissaries, and had given them instruc- 
tions for directing their proceedings,T which are still of great authority in 
that court. From the time of their first appointment, these judges had con- 
tinued in the uninterrupted exercise of their function, when of a sudden the 
queen issued a proclatnation, restoring the archbishop of St. Andrew to his 
ancient juri.sdiction, and depriving the corrimissaries of all a~thori ty .~* 

.4 motive, which cannot be justified, rendered the queen not unwilling to 
venture upon thi? rash action. She had been contriving for some tiine how 
to re-establish the popish religion ; and the restoring the ancient eccle- 
siastics to their former jurisdiction seemed To be a considerable step 
towards that end. The motive which prompted Bothwell, to whose iriflu- 
ence over the queen, this action must be chiefly irriputed,tt was still more 

* Good. vol. i. 140. Melv. 154. 
(1 Ibid. 152. T Ibid. 251. 

t Keith, Pref.viii. : Keit11,Bb. 
** Knox 403. tt Id. ibid 
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criminal. His enterprising amhition had already formed tnat hold design, 
which he soon after put in execution ; and the use which we shall hereafter 
find him making of that authority which the popish ecclesiastics regaioed, 
discovers the reasons of his present conduct in contributing to revive their 
power. T h e  protestant clergy were not unconcerned spectators of' an 
event which threatened their religion with unavoidable destruction ; but, 
as they despaired of obtaining the proper remedy from the queen herself, 
they addressed a renlonstrance to the whole body of the protestant nobility, 
full of that ardent zeal for religion, whicti the danger to which it was 
exposed at that time seemed to require." What effects this vehement 
exhortation might have produced, w e  have no opportunity of judging, the 
attention of the nation being quickly turned towards events of another and 
more traqical nature. 

Iinrnediately upon the king's leaving Stirl~ng, and before he could reach 
Glasgow. he was seized with a dangerous distemper. The  svmptoms 
which atiended it were violent and u&sual, and in ihat  age it was-com- 
monly imputed to the effects of poison.7 It is impossible, amidst the con- 
tradictions of historians, to decide with certainty concerning its nature or its 
cause.$ His life was in the utmost danger; hut, after lingering for some 
weeks, the vigour of his cor~stitution ~urmounted the malignity of h ~ s  disease. 

Mary's neglect of the king o? this occasion was equal to that with which 
he had treated her during her illness at Jedburgh. She no longer felt that 
warmth of conjugal agection which prompts to sympathy, and delights in 
all those tender offices which sooth and alleviate sickness and pain. At 
this juncture she did not even put on the appearance of this passion. Not- 
withstanding the king's danger, she amused herself with exc~~rsions to dif 
ferent parts of the country, and suffered near a month to elapse before she 
visited h i n ~  at Glasgow. By that time the violence of the distemper was 
over, and the liing, though weak and languishing, was out of all danger. 

T h e  breach between Mary and her husband was not occasioned by any 
of those slight disgusts which interrupt the domestic union, without dis- 
solving it altogether. Almost all the passions which o erate with greatest 
~ iolence  on a female mind, and drive it to the mast gangemus extremes, 
concurred in raising and fomenting this unhappy rluarrel. Ingratitude for 
the favours she had bestowed, contempt of her person, violations of the 
marliage-vow, encroachmerits on her power, conspiracies against her 
favourites, jealousy, insolence, and obstinacy, were the injuries of which 
Mary had great reason to coinplain. She felt them with the utmost sensi- 
bility; and, added to the anguish of disappointed love, they produc,ed those 
symptonis of despair which we have already described. Her resentment 
against the king seetns not to have abated from the time of his leaving Stir- 
ling. In a letter written with her own hand to her ambassador in France, 
on the day before she set out for Glasgow, no tokens of sudden reconcile- 
ment appear. On the contrary [Jan. 201, she mentions, with some bitter- 
ness, the king's ingratitude, the jealousy with which he observed her 

* Keith 567. t Melv. 154. Knox, 401. : ~ u c b i n a n  and Knox ale pueitive thar the king had been poisoned. They mention the black 
and putrid pustules which brolre out all over his body. Ruchanan adds, that Abernethy, the king's 
physician, plainly declared that poison was the cause of these symptoms, and that the queelx refused 
to allow ller own physiciau to attend him. Ruch. 349. ICnox, 401. 2. Blackwood, C a u ~ i i ~ ,  &c. 
Jebh, vol. ii. 59.214, assert that the small poxwae the disease withwhich the bingwas se~zed. Ele 
is called a PokisA man in the queen's letter. Good. vol. i i .  15. The reason given by E'rench Paris 
for lodging the Icing at  the Kirk of Eieid, viz. lest the young prince should calch the infection if he 
staid in the palace, seems to favour thls opinion. Anders. vol. ii. 193. Carle mentions it a s a  proof 
of hlary's tenderness to her husband thar though she never had the small-pox herself she ventured 
to attend him, vol. iii. 446. This, if'it had heen true, would llave afforded a good pr6tence for not 
visiting him sooner; but Mary had t h ~  small-pox in her infancy. Sadler's Letters, p. 330. .In ad- 
ditional proof of this is producrd from a pocm of Adrian Turnebus, by the puhlislier of ancient 
Scottish poems, p. 308. 3. Bishop Lesley affirms, that the king's disease was the French pox. 
Keith, 364. Note ( b ) .  I n  that ace this disease was esteemed socontagious that persons infected with 
it were remox.ed without the walls of cities 
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actlons, and the indination he discovered to disturb her goy ernment ; and 
at the same time talks of all his attempts with the utmost scorn." 

After this discovery of Mary's sentiments, at  the time of her departure 
from Edinburgh to Glasgow, a visit to the king, which had been neglected 
when his situation rendered it most necessary, appears singular ; and it 
could hardly be expected that any thing but i naks  ofjealousy and distrust 
should appear in such an interview. This, however, was far from being 
the case ; she not only visited Henry, but, by all her words and actions, 
endeavoured to express an uncon~mon affection for him : and though this 
made impression on tlre credulous spirit of her husband, no less flexible on 
some occasions than obstinate on others ; yet to those who are acquainted 
with the human heart, and who know how seldom and how slowly such 
wounds in domestic happiness are healed, this sudden transition will appear 
with a very suspicious air, and will be considered by thern as the effect " + 

of artifice. 
But it is not on suspicion alone that Mary is charged with dissimulation 

in this part of her conduct. T w o  of her famous letters to Bothwell were 
written during her stay at  Glasgow, and fully lay open this scene of ini- 
quity. H e  had so far succeeded in his an~bitious and criminal design, as to 

ain an absolute ascendant over the queen ; and, in a situation such as 
bsry's,  merit not so conspicuous, services of far inferior importance, and 
address much less insinuating than Bothwell's, may be supposed to steal 
imperceptibly on a female heart, and entirely to overconle it. Unhappily, 
among those in the higher ranks of life, scruples with regard to con'ugal 
fidelity are, often, neither rnany nor strong : nor did fbe manners o/ that 
court in which Mary had been educated contribute to increase or to fortify 
them. The  amorous turn of Francis I. and Henry Il., the licentiousnessof 
the military character in that age, arld the liberty of appearing in all com- 
panies, which began to be allowed to women, who had not yet acquired 
that delicacy of sentiment and those polished manners which alone can 
render this liberty innocent, had introduced among the French an astonish- 
ing relaxation in domestic morals. Such examples, which were familiar to 
Mary from her infancy, could hardly fail of diminishing that horror of vice 
which is natural to a vii.tuous mind. T h e  king's behaviour would render 
the first approach of forbidden sentiments less shocking; resentment and 
disappointed love would be apt to represent whatever soothed her revenge 
as justifiable on that account ; and so many concurring causes might, alinost 
imperceptibly, kindle a new passion in her heart. 

But, whatever opinion we Inay form with regard to the rise and progress 
of this pas:ion, the letters themselves breathe all the ardour and tenderness 
of love. r h e  affection which Mary there expresses for Bothwell, fully 
accounts for every subsequent part of her conduct ; which, without admit- 
ting this circumstance, appears altogether mysterious, inconsistent, and 
inexplicable. That  reconcile~nent with her husband, of which, if we allow 
~t to be genuine, it is impossible to give any plausible account, is discovered, 
by the queen's own confession, to have been mere artifice and deceit. As 
her aversion for her husband, and the suspicious attention with which she 
observed his conduct, became universally known, her ears were o!Eciously 
filled, as is usual in such cases, with groundless or aggravated accounts ot 
his actions. By  some she was told, that the king intended to seize the 
person of the prince his son, and in his name to usurp the government ; ty 
others she was assured that he resolved instantly to leave the kingdom ; 
that a vessel was hired for this purpose, and lay in the river Clyde ready 
to receive hirn.7 T h e  last was what Mary chiefly dreaded. Henly,s 
retlring into a foreign country rnust have been highly dishonourable to the 
queen, and would have entirely disconcerted Bothwell's measures. While 

* Keith.Pref. viii. t Ib. ibid. 
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be resided at  Glasgow, at a distance from her, and in that part of the king, 
dom where the interest of his family was greatest, he might with more 
facility accomplish his designs. In order, therefore, to prevent his exe- 
cuting any such wild scheme, it was necessary to bring him to some place 
where he would be more im~nediately under her own eye. For this pur- 
pose, she first employed all her art to regain his confidence, and then pro- 
posed to remove him to the neighbourhood of Edinburgh, under pretence 
that there he would have easieg access to the advice of physicians, and that 
she herself could attend him without being absent from her son." T h e  
king was weak enough to surer himself to be persuaded ; and, being still 
feeble and incapable of bearing fatigue, was carried in a litter to Edinburgh. 

T h e  place prepared for his reception was a house belonging to the pro- 
vost of a collegiate church, called ICirlr of Field. It stood almost upon 
the same spot where the house be1ongin.g to the principal of the university 
now stands. Such a situation, on a ris~ng ground, and at that time in an 
open field, had all the adva~itages of heaithful air to recomnlend it ; but, 
on the other hand, the solitude of the place rendered it extremely proper 
for the comn~ission of that crime, with a view to which it seems manifestly 
to have been chosen. 

hlary continued to attend the king with the most assiduous care. She ael- 
do~ri was absent froni hirn through the day; she slept two nights in the cham- 
ber under his apartment. She heaped on him so many marks of tenderness 
and confidence, as in a great measure quieted those suspicions which had 
so long disturbed hirn. But while he was fondly indulging in dreams of 
the return of his former happiness, he stood on the very brink of destruc- 
tion. On Sunday, the 9th of February, about eleven at night, the queen 
left the ICirli of Field, in order to be present at a masque in the palace. 
At two next morning the house in which the king lay was blown up with 
gunpowder. The  noise and shock which this sudden explosion occasioned 
alarmed the whole city. The inhabitants ran to the place whence it came. 
The  dead body of the king, with that of a servant who slept in the same 
room, was found lying in an adjacent garden without the city wall, 
untouched by fire, and with no bruise or mark of violence. 

Such was the unhappy fate of Henry Stewart lord Darnly, in thc twenty- 
first year of his age. T h e  indulgence of fortune, and his own external 
accornplishments, without any other merit, had raised him to a height of 
dignity of which he was altogether unworthy. By his folly and ingrati- 
tude, he lost the heart of a volnan who doted on him to distraction. HIS 
insolence and inconstancy alienated from bin1 such of the nobles as had 
contributed most zealously towards his elevation. Ilis levity and caprice 
exposed him to the scorn of the people, who once revered him as the 
descendant of their ancient kings and heroes. Had he died a natural death, 
his end would have been unlamented, and his memory have been forgot- 
ten ; but the cruel circunstances of his murder, and the shameful remiss- 
ness in neglecting to avenge it, have made his name to be remembered 
with regret, and have rendered him the object of pity, to which he had 
otherwise no title. 

Every one's imzgination was at work to guess who had contrived and 
executed this execrable deed. The  suspiclon fell, with almost general 
consent, on Bothxvell ;t and some reflectFns were thrown out, as if the 
p e e n  herself were no stranger to the crlme. Of Bothwell's guilt there 
remains the fullest evidence that the nature of the action will admit. The  
queen's linown sentiments with regard to her husband gave a great appear- 
ance of probability to the inlputat~on with which she was loadecl.1 

T w o  days after the n~urder a proclamation was issued by the queen, 

* Good. vol. ii. 8 t Melv. 155. .4nders. vol. ii. 156. : See dissertation concerang the 
murder o; Henry Darnly, and the genuineness of filary's letters tc~ Bothwell. Appendix. 
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offer~ng a considerable reward to any person who should discover those 
who had been guilty of such a horrid and detestable crime ;* and though 
Bothmell was now one of the greatest subjects in the kingdom, formidable 
on account of his own power, and protected by the queen's favour, it was 
~mpossible to suppress the sentiments and indi nation of the people. 
Papers were affixed to the most public places o f  the city; accusing him 
of the murder, and natning his accomplices; pictures appeared to the 
same purpose ; and voices were heard in the middle of the night charging 
him with that barbarous action. But the authors of these rumours did not 
confine their accusations to Bothwell alone ; they insinuated that the queen 
herself was accessary to the crime.t This bold accusation, which so directly 
attacked Mary's reputation, drew the attention of her council ; and, by 
engaging them in an inquiry after the authors of these libels, diverted them 
from searching for the murderers of the king.1 It could scarce be ex- 
pected that Mary herself would be extremely solicitous to discover those 
who had rid her of a husband whom she had so violently hated. It was 
Bothwell's interest, who had the supreme direction of this, as well as of 
all other affairs, to stifle and suppress whatever evidence should be offered, 
and to cover, if possible, the whole transaction under the veil of darkness 
~ I I U  of silence. Some inquiry, however, was made, and sorne persons 
called before the council ; but the examination was conducted with the 
most indecent remissness, and in such a manner as to let in no light upon 
that scene of guilt.§ 

It was not her own subjects alone who suspected Mary of having been, 
accessary to this unr~atural crime ; nor did an opinion so dishonourable to 
her character owe its rise and progress to the jealousy and malice of her 
factious nobles. The report of' the manner and circumstances of the king's 
murder spread quickly over all Europe ; and even in that age, which was 
accustomed to deeds of violence, it excited universal horror. As her 
unhappy breach with her husband had long been matter of public dis- 
course, the first con'ectures which were formed with regard to his death 
were extremely to i e r  disadvantage. Her friends, at a loss what apolo y 
to offer for her conduct, called on her to prosecute the n~urderers with tge 
utmost diligence, and expected that the rigour of her proceedings would 
prove the best and fullest vindication of her innocence.11 

Lennox at the same time incited Mary to vengeance with incessant im- 
portunity. This nobleman had shared in his son's disgrace, and being 
treated by Mary with neglect, usually resided at a distance from court. 
Roused, howcver, by an event no less shocl<ing. to the heart of a father, 
than fatal to all his schemes of ambition, he ventured to write to the queen 

iF eb. 211, and tooffer his advice with respect to the most effectual method 
or discovering and convicting those who had so cruelly deprived him of 

a son, and her of a husband. He urged her to prosecute those who were 
guilty with vigour, and to brin them to a speedy trial ; he declared his 
own suspicion of Both~vell, an% of those who were named as his accom- 
plices ; he required that, out of regard to decency, and in order to encou- 
rage evidence to appear against them, the persons accused of such an atro- 
cious crime should be committed to custody, or at least excluded from her 
court and presence.T 

Mary was then at Seaton, whither she had retired after the burial of the 
king, whose body was deposited among the monarchs of Scotland, in a 
private but decent manner."" The former part of the earl's delnand could 
not on any pretence be eluded ; and it was resolved to bring Bothwell 
immediately to trial. But, instead of confining him to any prison, Mary 
admitted him into all her councils, and aliomed a person, universally 

* Anders. vol. i. 36. 7 Ibid. 156. 
11 Keith, Pref. ix. T Ibid. 369, &c. 

: Ibid. 38. 6 Ibid. vol. iv. part ii. 167, 
** Anders. vol. i. .B. 
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reputed the murderer of her husband, to erjoy all the securit , the dignity, 
and the power of a favourite.* The  ofices which ~ o t h w e K  already pos- 
sessed, gave him the command of all the south of Scotland. T h e  castle 
of Edinburgh, however, was a place of so much consequence, that he 
wished earnestly to have it in his own power. The  queen, in order to 
prevail on the earl of Mar to surrender it, consented to put the person of 
the young prince in his hands [March 191, and immediately bestowed the 
government of that important fortress upon Eothwell.7 So many steps in 
her conduct inconsistent with all the rules of prudence and of decency, 
must be  imputed to an excess either of folly or of love. Mary's known 
character fully vindicates her from the former; of the latter many and 
strikiug proofs soon appeared. 

No direct evidence had yet appeared against Bothwell ; but as time 
might bring to light the circumstances of a crime in which so many accorn- 
plices were concerned, it was of great importance to hurry over the trial, 
while nothing more than general suspicions, and uncertain surmises, could 
be produced by his accusers. For this reason, in a meeting of privy coun- 
cil held on the 28th of March, the 12th of April was appointed for the day 
of trial. Though the law allowed, and the manner in which criminal 
causes were carried on in that age, required a much longer interval, it 
appears from several circumstances that this short space was considerably 
contracted, and that Lennox had only eleven days' warning to prepare for 
accusing a person so far superior to himself both in power and in favour.$ 
No man could be less in a condition to contend with an antagonist who 
was thus supported. Though Lennox's paternal estate had been restored 
to him when he was recalled into Scotland, it seems to have been consi- 
derably impaired during his banishment. His vassals, while he resided in 
Kngland, had been accustomed to some degree OS independence, and he 
had not recovered that ascendant over them which a feudal chief usually 
possessed. H e  had no reason to expect the concurrence o'f any of those 
factions into which the nobles were divided. During the short period of 
his son's prosperity, he had taken such steps as gave rise to an open breach 
with Murray and all his adherents. The  partisans of the house of' Hamilton 
were his hereditar and mortal enemies. Huntly was linked in the closest 
confederacy with dothwell ; and thus, to the disgrace of the nation, Lennox 
stood alone in a cause where both honour and humanity called so loudly on 
his countrymen to second him. 

I t  is remarkable too, that Bothwell himself was present, and sat as a 
member of that meeting of privy council which gave directions with regard 
to the time and manner of his own trial ; and he still enjoyed not only full 
liberty, but was received into the queen's presence with the same distin- 
guished familiarity as formerly. 

Nothing could be a more crue ! disappointment to the wishes and resent- 
ment of a father than such a premature trial ; evely step towards which 
seemed to be taken by directions from the person who was himself accused 
of the crime, and calculated on purpose to conceal rather than to detect his 

* Anders. vol. i. 40 &c. 1 Ibid. vol. i. Pref. lxiv. IZeith 379. 
1 The  act of ptivy)council, appointing the day of Bothwell's trid, bears date Isarch the 18th 

which happened on a Thursday, Andrrs. vol. i. 50. The  queen's warrant to the messenge?.s, em! 
powering tlien~ to summon Lennox to be present, is dated on the 29th. Ande~s. vol. ii. 97. He 
was sun~moned by public p~.oclamation at  the cross of Edinburgh on the same day. Ibid. 100. IXe 
w a s  summoned at  his dwellins-houses in Glasgow and Ilu~nbarton the 30th of March, the 1st and 
Pd  days of April. Ihid. 101. He was summoned at  Perth, April 1st. Ihid. 10'2. T l io~~g l i  Lennox 
resided at lhat time forty miles from Edinburgh, the citation might have been given llim sooner. 
,Such an unrlecessary delay affords some cause for suspicion. h i s  true, Mary, in her letter, March 
%th, in?!trd 1,ennox to come to Edinburgh the ensuing week; this gave llim warning some days 
soonkr, t l a t  she intended to bring on the trial without dday. Gut the precise time could not be 
legally or certainly known to Lennox sooner than ten or tweive days hefore the day on which he 
was required to appear. Bp the law and practice of Scotland, a t  that time, parties were su~nmoned 
i n  cases of treason, forty days previous to the trial. 

Anders. vol. i. 50. 52. 
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guilt. Lennox foresaw what would be the issue of this mock inquiry, and 
with how little safety to himself, or success to his cause, he could venture 
to appear on the day prefixed. In his former letters, though under ex- 
presslons the most respectful, some symptoms of his distrusting the queen 
may be discovered. He spoke out now in plain language. He complained 
of the in'ury done him, by hurrying on the trial with such illegal precipi- 
tation. h e  represented once more the indecency of allowing Bothwell not 
only to enjoy personal liberty, but to retain his former influence over her 
councils. He again required her, as she regarded her own honour, to give 
some evidence of her sincerity in prosecuting the murderer, by confining 
the person who was on good grounds suspected to be the author of it ; 
and, till that were done, he signified his own resolution not to be present 
at a trial, the manner and circumstances of which were so irregular and 
unsatisfactory.* 

He seems, however, to have expected little success from this application 
to Mary ; and therefore at the same time besought Elizabeth to interpose, 
in order to obtain such a delay as he demanded.7 Nothing can be a 
stronger proof how violently he suspected the one queen than his subrriitting 
to implore the aid of the other, who had treated his son with the utmost 
contempt, and himseIf and family with the greatest rigour. Elizabeth, who 
was never unwilling to interpose in the affairs of Scotland, wrote instantly 
to Mary, advised her to delay the trial for some time, and urged in such 
strons terms the same arguments which Lennox had used, as might have 
conv~nced her to what an unfavourable construction her conduct would bet 
liable, if she persisted in her present method of proceeding. i Neither her entreaties, however, nor those of Lennox cou d prevail to 
have the trial put off. On the day appointed Bothwell appeared, but with 
such a formidable retinue, that it would have been dangerous to condemn, 
and impossible to punish him. Besides a numerous body of his friends 
and vassals, assembled, according to custom, from different parts of the 
kingdom, he was attended by a band of hired soldiers, who marched with 
flying colours along the streets of Edinburgh.$ A court of justice was 
held with the accu~tomedformalities. An indictment was presented against 
Bothwell, and Lennox was called upon to make good his accusation. 111 111s 
name appeared Kobert Cunningham, one of his dependants. He excused 
his master's absence, on account of the shortness of the time, which pre- 
vented his assembling his friends and vassals, without whose assistance he 
could not, with safety, venture to set himself in opposition to such a power- 
ful antagonist. For this reason, he desired the court to stop proceeding, 
and protested, that any sentence which should be passed at that time ought 
to be deemed illegal and void. Bothwell, on the other hand, insisted that 
the court should instantly proceed to trial. One of Lennox's own letters, 
in which he craved of the queen to prosecute the murderers without delay, 
was produced. Cunningham's objections were overruled ; and the jury, 
consisting of peers and barons of the first rank, found Bothwell not guilty 
of the crime. 

No person appeared as an accuser, not a single witness was examined, 
nor any evidence produced against him. under these circum- 
stances, could do nothin else but acquit Z E j ~ e i r  verdict, however, 
was far from gratifying t%e wishes or silencing the murmurs of the people. 
Every circumstance in the trial gave grounds for suspicion, and excited 
indiqnation ; and the judgment pronounced, instead of bein a proof of 
Bothwell's innocence, was esteemed an argument of his guilt. $asquinades 
and libels were affixed to different places, expressing the sentiments of the 
public with the utmost virulence of language. 

* Anders. vol. i. 52. t Good. vol. ii. 352. : Anders. Prcf. 60. Bee Appendix, No. XIX 
6 Antlers. v01 i. 135 
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The jury themselves seem to have been aware of the censure to which 

their proceedings would be exposed ; and, at the same time that the 
returrled their verdict acquitting Both~vell, the earl of Caithness protested: 
in their name, that no crime should be imputed to them on that account, 
because no accuser had appeared, and no proof was brought of the indict- 
ment. He took notice liltewise, that the 9th instead of the loth of February 
was mentioned in the indictment, as the day on which the murder had 
been committed : a circum~stance which discovers the extreme inaccuracy 
of those who prepared the indictment; and at a time when men were 
disposed, and not without reason, to be suspicious of every thing, this small 
matter contributed to confirm and to increase their suspicions." 

Even Bothwell himself did not rely on the judgment which he had 
obtained in his favour as a full vindication of his innocence. Immediately 
after his acquittal, he, in compliance with a custom which was not then 
obsolete, published a writing, in which he offered to fight in single combat 
any gentleman of good fame, who should presume to accuse him of being 
accessary to the murder of the king. 

Mary, however, continued to treat him as if he had been cleared by the 
most unexceptionable and satisfactory evidence. The ascendant he had 
gained over her heart, as well as over her councils, was more visible than 
ever ; and Lennox, who could not expect that his own person could be safe 
in a country where the murderer of his son had been absolved without 
:.egard tojustice, and loaded with honours in contempt of decency, fled 
with prec~pitation towards England.1 

Two days after the trial [April 141, a parliament was held, at the open- 
ing of which the queen distinguished Bothwell, by appointing him to carry 
the sceptre before her.$ Most of the acts passed in this assernbly were 
calculated on purpose to strengthen his party, and to promote his designs. 
He obtained the ratification of all the possessions and honours which the 
partiality of the queen had conferred upon him ; and the act to that effect 
contained the strongest declarations of his faitliful services to the crown in 
all times past. The surrender of the castle of Edinburgh by Mar was 
confirmed. The law of attainder against Huntly was repealed, and he 
and his adherents were restored to the estates and honours of their ancestors. 
Several of those who had been on the jury which acquitted Bothwell 
obtained ratifications of the grants made in their favour; and as pasquinades 
daily multiplied, a law passed whereby those into whose hands any paper 
of that kind fell, were commanded instantly to destroy it ; and if, through 
their neglect, it should be allowed to spread, they were subjected to a 
capital unishment, in the same manner as if they had been the original 
authors.! 

But the absolute dominion which Bothwell had acquired over Mary's 
mind appeared in the clearest manner, by an act in favour of the protestant 
reli ion, to which at this time she gave her assent. Mary's atiachment to 
the5tomish faith was unilbrm and superstitious ; she had never laid aside 
the design, nor lost the hopes, of restoring it. She had of late come under 
new engagements to that purpose, and in consequence of these had ven- 
tured upon some steps more ublic and tigorous than any she had formerly 
taken. Rut though some ofthese circ"instances were unknown to Botlr- 
well, there were powerful motives which prompted him at this juncture 
to conciliate the good will of the protestants, by exerting himself in order 
b procure for them some additional security in the exercise of their religion. 
That which they enjoyed at present was very precarious, being founded 
entirely on the royal proclamation issued soon after the arrival of the quecn 
in Scotland, which in express terms was declared to be only a temporary 
regulation. From that period, neither the solicitations of the general 

* Bcthw. Trial, Anders. vol. ii. W, &c. t Keith, 378. Note (d). 1 Id. Ibid. Q Ibid. 386. 
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assemblies of the church, nor the entreaties of her people, could extort 
from Mary any concession in favour of the protestant religion, on which 
the professors might rest with greater confidence. This, however, by the 
more powerful influence of Bothwell, they now obtained. An act was 
passed in this parliament, repealing all the laws, canon, civil, and municipal, 
adverse to the reformed religion, and exempting such as had embraced it 
from the penalties to which they might have been subjected by these laws, 
either on account of their past conduct or present profession ; declaring at 
the same time that their persons, estates, honours, and benefices, were 
taken under public protection against every court, civil or ecclesiastical, 
that might attempt to molest them on account of their religious sentiments. 
Thus the protestants, instead of holding their sacred rights by no better 
tenure than a declaration of royal indu!gence, which might be revoked at 
pleasure, obtained legal and parliamentary protection In the exercise of 
their religion. By prevailing on the queen to assent to this law, Bothwell 
seems to have flattered himself that he would acquire such merit, both 
with the clergy and with the people, as might induce them to Sabour his 
ambitious schemes, and to connive at what he had done, or might do, in 
order to accompl~sh them. The protestants accordingly, though t h ~ s  act 
was far from amount~ng to a legal establishment of the reformed Sa~th 
seem to have consideled it as an additional security of such importance 
that it was published among the laws enacted in a parliament held towards 
the close of this year, under very different leaders.* 

" I am Indebted to the accuracy of B r  Davld Dalrymple, fol polntlng out (Remarkson the HIS- 
tory of Scotla~td, ch. 9 ) a cons~delat~le erlor lilt0 WIIILI I  I had lallen w ~ t h  respect to thls act, b) 
supposing tt to be so favoulable to the doct~inr of the reformation that the parl~ament, wlllch Inet 
Dec. 15 could subsfitute notlnno stronwer or more explicit In I& place, and thought ~t suffic~ent to 
ratlfy ~ i w o ~ d  for word Thls gror  I Eave now coirected, but, after cons~derlng the act w ~ t h  palL 
tlcular attenuon, thongh I am satisfied that 11 ncithe~ establtbhed the reformed rel~gion or the le- 
I ~ g ~ o n  of the ctatp, norabohshed popety, yet ~ t g ~ a n t e d  a u ~ h  new and legal secullty to the plotestants 
as was deemed In that age, an acqnlsltlon of gleat value The framersof the law seem manifestli 
to have mewed ~t m that lyht. Af te~  reciting, c' that the queen, stnce her atrlval, had attempted 
nothmg contrary to the state of teliglon whlcli she found publicly and univelsally standmg on 
which account she was mod worthy to be served, honoured, and obryed, &C.-"the act go t ion  
Illhat as she Intends to conllnue the bame goodness and government III all tlmes cornlng, lhe 
fessorsof the rehmlon aforesad rnay and shall have occaslo~l topralse God for herhappy and graclous 
government &c .  and to effect that thc professor8 of the rellglon afolesald inay assure them.elves 
to be In full$urety thereof and of thelr lands hves &c and mdy wrth the better wlil jeopard and 
hazard their l~ves  and godds In I-Iez ~ l ~ h n e s s ' s  selvice, agalnst all ellcrnles to her, and to the corn- 
monweal of !Ills realm, &c tlierefole on1 sovereign, 1~1th the ad!lce of the whole eslates In par- 
liament, &C." then follow the statutory clauses mentioned nt the text The ~n ten t~on  ofpasslng the 
act 1% apparont and I! 1s drawn wlth great alt. Thls art 1s p~cullarly manlfest tn the conclud~ng 
clause. In he; first proclamation the queen iiad declared, that I! should contlnue m fo~ce only un t~ l  
she should take final orderconcernlng lellgion wlth the advlce of parlqament In thls act the inten- 
tlon of taklng futther order concerning rehglon IS ment~onetl, probably wlth a vlew to ple,ice the 
qucen, but I! 13 worded with such atudlcd dexterity, that the protection granted by thn l a w ~ s  no 
bngel to be reqarded as temporary, or deper~dn~g up011 the queen takrng such final ordel Pall 1 
l<. J a  V1 c 31. In  the same light of an Important acqulsltlon of securlty to the reformed rellglon, 
this aLt 1s represented by the pllvy rouncll In a proclalnatlon lsmed May 23, 15b7. Kelth, 571 
Mary's pllncipal adherents, In a paper subscribed by them, Sept 12, 1568, declare, that she by 
the advlce of the three eststes, had satisfied the deslre of the whole nob~llly ln an act conceLm;lg all 
the po~nts of rellglon passed tn the parlialncnt held Aprll 1567 " Good~ll, II 357 The same 1s 
asse~tcd to bo the intention and effect of this act In ano t~ le~~ubl lcpaper  In the year 1570 Haync.: 
621. This act 1s perfectly conformable to that system of pollcy by whlch Bothwell seems to lrn;; 
regulated h ~ s  conduct both befo~e and after thls ttme w ~ t h  a vlew of galnlng the Protestants, par- 
tlcularly the clergy, by acts of ~ndulgence and favoir On the 3d of October, 1566 when Both- 
well's credlt wasvery conslde~able, the queen In a meetlng of privy council, where hAwas plesent 
took measures for securing to the pintestant cle~gy nlore regular payment of thelr stipends, and or: 
the 20th of December of that year, granted an asslgnatlon of a cons~derable sum to be appllcd for 
the support of the nllnlstry I<elth, 360 361 362 In a meetlng of piivy council Jan 10, 1567 
when all pilbllc transactions were entlle& cohucted by Bothwell, a n  act was pasled In order t i  
provlde for the sustentatlon of mlnlsters m boroughs, and Rothwell la named as one of the cam 
missloners fot catrylng ~t lnto executloi~ wrU1 power to irnpose a tax on such boronghs as had no 
mmistels, for ratslng a stlpend ICelth, 570 In another mPeting of privy eouncll, May 23, 1557 
the queen, after menttoi~inq the decla~xt~onwh~ch she had made m the year 1561, of her resoluclod 
to malotatn that rellqon whlch site found estahhslied m the kmgdom, and after taking notlce of 
what adrtlt~onal secu~lty tt had acqulred by the late act of Aprll 10, w ~ t h  a view of glving still 
fur the^ bsrlsfacuon to the prole-tants, slip declared that all llcenser wh~ch  had been ohtamed from 
her by any p~lsons, perlnlttlng tlleln to exerclse the nghts of pnp~sh worshlp were now revoked and 
anln~lled I<e~th, 570-572 It deserves to be remarked, that, favourable As all these acts were t@ 
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Every step taken by Bothwell had hitherto been attended with all the 
success which his most sanguine wishes could expect. He had entirely 
gained the queen's heart ; the murder of the king had excited no public 
commotion ; he had been acquitted by his peers of any share in that crime ; 
and their decision had been in some sort ratified in parliament. But in a 
kingdom where the regal authority was so extremely limited, and the 
power of the nobles so formidable, he durst not venture on the last action, 

This paper contained the strongest declarations of Bothwell's innocence 
and the most ample acknowledgment of his good services to the lringdom 
If any future accusation should be brought against him on account of the 
king's murder, the subscribers promised to stand by him as one man, and 
to hazard their lives and fortunes in his defence. They recomtnended 
him to the queen as the most proper person she could choose for a husband : 
and if shd" should condescend to bestow on him that mark of her regard, 
they undertook to promote the marriage, and to join him with all their 
forces in opposing any person who endeavoured to obstruct it.$ Among 
the subscribers of this paper we find some who were the queen's chief 
confidar~ts, others who were strangers to her councils, and obnoxious to her 
displeasure ; some who faithfully adhered to her through all the vicissitudes 
of her fortune, and others who became the principal authors of her suf- 
fering~ ; some passionately attached to the Romisb superstition, and others 
zealous advocates for the protestant faith.$ No common interest can be 
supposed to have united men of such opposite principles and parties, in 
recommending to their sovereign a step so injurious to her honour, and so 
fatal to her peace. This strange coalition was the effect of much artifice, 
and must be considered as the boldest and most masterly stroke of Both- 
well's address. I t  is observable, that amidst all the altercations and 
mutual reproaches of the two parties which arose in the kingdom, this un- 
worthy transaction is seldom mentioned. conscious, on both sides, that in 
this particular their conduct could ill bear examination, and would redound 
little to their fame, they always touch upon it unwillingly, and with a 
the reformation, some bishops, whose ardent zeal for the olddochines h i s t o y  rccovds were present 
in those meetingsof privy councilin which they !\,ere passed. From consideling all ~liese particu- 
lars, one need not wonder that a law anent cnssing (as its title bears), annulling, and abrogating 
of all laws, acts, and constitutions, conone, civile, and municipal with other constitutions, contl are 
to tlie religion now professit wit11i11 the realme," confirrned by th; royal assentof the queen should 
be published among the statutes securing the protestant religion. We  find accordingly, i; a very 
rare edition of the acts of parliament, imprintit at Edinburgh by Robert Lekprevik, printar to the 
king's majeetie, 6day of April, 1568, the act of Aprill9, inserted among the acts of the regent's pas 
lia~nent in December. 

* Good. vol. ii 141 t Andem. vol. i 94. : Ibid. 177. $ Keitb, 382. 
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and tlie officer by whom he was seized informed hirn that nothing was 
done without the queen's own consent." If w e  rnay rely on the letters 
published in Maly's name, the scheme had been communicated to her, and 
every step towards it was taken with her participation and advice.1 

Both the queen and Bothwell thought it of advantage to ernploy this 
appearance of violence. I t  afforded her a decent excuse for her conduct; 
and while she could plead that it was owing to force rather than choice, 
she hoped that her reputation, among foreigners at  least, would escape 
without censure, or be exposed to less reproach. Bothwell could not help 
distrusting all the methods which had hitherto been used for vindicating 
him from any concern in the murder of the Icing. Something was still 
wanting far his security, and for quietirlg his guilty fkars. 'I'his was a 
pardon under the great seal. By the laws of Scotland the most heinous 
crime must be mentioned by name in a pardon, and then all lesser offences 
are deemed to be included under the general clause, and all other chmes 
whatsoever.$ T o  seize the person of the prince, is high treason; and 
Both\vell hoped that a pardon obtained for this would extend to every 
thinp of which he had been accused.$ 

~ % h w e l l  having now got the queen's person into his hands, it would 
have been unbecoming either a politician or a man of gallantry to have de- 
layed consummating his schemes. The first step towards this was to have 
his marriage with Lady Jane Gordon, the earl of Huntly's sister, dissolved. 
In order to accomplish that, in a manner consistent with the ideas of the 
queen on one hand, and with the sentiments of his countrymen on the other, 
two different processes became necessary; one founded on the maxims of 
the canon law, the other accommodated to the tenets of the reformed 
church. Bothwell accordingly commenced a suit, in his own name, in the 
spiritual court of the archbishop of St. Andrew's [April 271, the jurisdic- 
tion of which the queen had restored, by a special commission granted 
for this purpose, and pleaded that Lady Jane and himself, being cousins 
within the prohibited degrees, and having married without a papal dis- 
pensation, their union was null from the beginning4 At the same time he 
prevailed with Lady Jane to apply to the protestant Court of Commissaries 
for a divorce, on account of his having been guilty of adultery. T h e  in. 
fluence of Bothwell was of equal weight in both courts. In the course of 
four days, with the same indecent and suspicious precipitancy, the one 
declared the marriage to be illegal and null, the other pronounced a sen- 
tence of div0rce.T 

While this infamous transaction was carrying on, the queen resided at  

house unfortified, and of easy access, the queen might have been rescued 
without dilficttlty out of his hands. In a place of strength she was secured 
from all the attempts of his enemies. 

* Melv. 158. t Good. vol. ii. 37. 1 Parl. G. Jac. IV. c. 62. 6 Anders. vol.iv. part ii.61. 
I /  In her own time, it was urged as an aggravation of the queen's guilt, that she gave her consent 

to marry the husband of another woman: and the charge has been often repoated since. But ac- 
cording to Maiy's own idpas, consonnnt to the principles of her religion, the ~narriage of Bothwell 
with lady J a r ~ e  Gordon was unlawful and void, and she considered them as living together not in 
the hallowed bonds of matrimony, but in a state of criminal intercourse. -Bothweli's addresses 
which struck her protestant subjects not only as indecent but flagitious, couid not appear in th; 
same light to her; and this may be pleaded in extenuation of the crime imputed to her of having 
listened to them. But it will not exempt her from tlle charge of great imprirdence in this unfor- 
tunate step. Mary was well acquainted with the ideas of her suhjects and knew what theywould 
think of her giving ear for a moment to thecourtship of a oian lately darried under her owneye !s 
the church of her palace. Appendix, No. I X .  Every consideration should have restrained her 
from this union, which M her people must have appeared odious and shocking. Remarks on the 
History of Scotland, p. 109, &c. 1I Anders. i. 132. Append. No. XX. 
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One small difficulty still remained to be surmounted. As the queen was 
kept in a sort of captivity by Bothwell, a marriage concluded in that con- 
dition might he imputed to force, and he held invalid. In order to obviate 
this, Mary appeared in the court of session, and in presence of the chan- 
cellor and other judges, and several of the nobility, declared that she was 
now at full liberty; and thougli Bothwell's violence in seizing her person 
had at first excited her indignation, yet his respectful behaviour since that 
time had not only appeased her resentment, but determined her to raise him 
to hi her honours.*  fat these were soon became public. The tide of duke of Orkney 
was conferred upon Bothwell ; and on the 15th of May his marriage with 
the queen, which had so long been the object of his wishes, and the motives 
of his crimes, was solemnized. The ceremony was performed in public, 
according to the rites of the protestant church, by Adarn Bothwell, bishop 
of Orkney, one of the few prelates who had embraced the reformation, and 
on the same day was celebrated in private according to the forms prescribed 
by the popish religion.7 The boldness with which Craig, the minister 
who was commanded to publish the banns, testified against the design ; the 
small number of the nobles who were present at the marriage, and the 
sullen and disrespectful silence of the people when the queen appeared in 
public, were manifest S mptoms of the violent and general dissatisfaction 
of her own subjects. '&he refusal of Du Croc, the French ambassador, to 
be present at the nuptial ceremony or entertainment discovers the sentl- 
ments of lier allies with reward to this part of her conduct ; and although 
every other action in ~ a r 3 s  life could be justified by the rules of pru- 
dence, or reconciled to the principles of virtue, this fatal marriage would 
remain an incontestable proof of her rashness, if not of her guilt. 

Mary's first care was to offer some apology for her conduct to the courts 
of France and England. The instructions to her ambassadors still remain, 
and are drawn by a masterly hand. But, under all the artificial and false 
colouring she employs, it ir easy to discover, not only that many of the 
steps she had taken were unjustifiable, but that she herself was conscious 
that they could not be justified.1 

The title of lring was the only thing which was not bestowed upon Both- 
well. Notwithstanding her attachment to him, Mary remembered the 
inconveniences which had arisen from the rash advancement of her former 
husband to that honour. She agreed, however, that he should sign, in token 
of consent, all the public writs issued in her name.$ But, though the queen 
withheld from him the title of lring, he possessed, nevertheless, regal power 
in its full extent. The queen's person was in his hands; she was surrounded 
more closely than ever by his creatures ; none of her subjects could obtain 
audience without his permission; and, unless in his own presence, none 
but his contidents were permitted to converse with her.]] The Scottish 
monarchs were accustomed to live among their subjects as fathers or as 
equals, without distrust, and with little state ; armed guards standing at the 
doors of the royal apartment, difficulty of access, distance and retirement, 
were things unknown and unpopular. 

These precautions were necessary for securing to Bothwell the power 
whict he had acquired. But, without being master of the person of the 
young prince, he esteemed all that he had gained to be precarious and 
uncertain. The queen had committed her son to the czre of the earl oi 
Mar. The fidelity and loyalty of that nobleman were too well lrtiown to 
expect that he would be willing to put the prince into the hands of the 
man who was so violently suspected of having murdered his father. Eoth- 
well, however, laboured to get the prince into his power, with an anxiety 
which gave rise to the blackest suspicions. All his adlress, a3 well as 

Anders. i ,  87. t Ibid. 136, ii, 276. $ Ibid. 89. 9 Good. ii. 60. 11 And. i. 136 
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authority, were employed to persuade or to force Mar into a compliance 
with his demands." And it is no slight proof both of the firmness and dex- 
terity of that nobleman, that he preserved a life of so much importance to 
the nation, from being in the power of a man, whom fear or ambition might 
have prompted to violent attempts against it. 

T h e  eyes of the neighbouring nations were fixed, at that time, upon the 
great events which had happened in Scotland during three months ,: a kin0 
murdered with the utmost cruelty, in the prime of his days, and in h$ 
capital c,ity; the person suspected of that odious crime suffered not only tc 
appear publicly in every place, but admitted into the presence of the 
queen, distinguished by her favour, and intrusted with the chief direction 
of her affairs ; subjected to a trial which was carried on with most shame- 
less partiality, and acquitted by a sentence which served only to confirm 
tho suspicions of his guilt ; divorced. from his wife, on pretences frivolous 
or indecent; arid, after all this, instead of meeting with the ignominy due 
to his actions, or the punishment merited by his crimes, permitted openly, 
and without opposition, to marry a queen, the wife of the prince whom he 
had assassinated, and the guardian of those laws which he had been guilty 
of violatin.. Such a quick succession of incidents, so singolar and so 
detestable:& the space of three n:onths, is not to be found in any other 
history. They left, in the ppinion of foreigners, a mark of infamy on the 
character of the nation. The Scots were held in abhorrence all over 
Europe ; they durst hardly appear any where in public; and, after suffer- 
ing so many atrocious deeds to pass with impunity, they were universally 
reproached as men void of courage, or of humanit as equally regardless 
of the reputation of their queen and the honour of t k r  cou111ry.t 

These reproaches roused the rrobles, who had been hitherto amused b 
Bothwell's artifices, or intimidated by his power. The  manner in mhicz 
he exercised the authority which he acquired, his repeated attempts to 
become master of the prince's person, together with son~e  rash threatenings 
against him, which he let fall, added to the violence and promptitude of 
their resolutions. A considera I le body of then1 asembled at Stirling, and 
entered into an association for the defence of the prince's person. Ar~yl!, 
Athol, Mar, Morton, Glencairn, Home, Lindsay, Boyd, Murray of Tulh- 
bardin, IIirlialdy of Grange, and Maitland the secretaly, were the heads of 
this confederacy.$ Stewart, earl of Athol, was remarliable for a uniform 
and bigoted attachment to popery; but his indignation on account of the 
murder of the liing, to whom he was nearly allied, and his zeal for the 
safety of the prince, overcame, on this occasion, all considera.tions of reli- 
gion, and united him with the most zealous protestants. Several of the 
other nobles acted, without question, from a laudable concern for the safety 
of the prince and the honour of their country. But the spirit which some 
of them discovered during the subsecluent revolutions leaves little room to 
doubt, that ambition or resentment were the real motives of their conduct; 
and that, on many occasions, while they were pursuing ends just and 
necessary, they were actuated by principles and passions altogether 
unjustifiable. 

T h e  first accounts of this league filled the queen and Bothwell with great 
consternation. They were no strangers to the sentiments of the nation with 
respect to their conduct ; and though their marriage had not n ~ e t  with public 
opposition, they knew that it had not been carried on without the secret 
dis ust and murmurings of all ranlis of men. They foresaw the violence 
w i h  wlrich t h ~ r  indignation would burst out, after having been so long sup- 
pressed ; and, in order to prepare for the storm, Mary issued a roclama 
tion [May 281, requiring her subjects to take arms, and to atten% her bus- 

* Blelv. 1GO. Buch. 361. t Anders. vol. i. 128. 134. Melv. 163. See Appendix, No. XXB 
8 Malv. 101. $ Pcith, 394. 
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band by a day appointed. At the same time she published a Fort of mani- 
festo, in which she laboured to vindicate her governmeht from those impu- 
tations with which it had been loaded, and enlployed the styongest terms 
to express her concern for the safety and welfare of the pnnce her son. 
Neither of these produced any considerable effect. Her proclamation was 
ill obeyed, and her manifesto met with little credit." 

The confederate lords carried on their preparations with no less activity, 
and with much more success. Among a warlike people, men of so much 
power and popularity found it an easy matter to raise an army. They 
were ready to march before the queen and Bothwell were in a condition to 
resist them. The castle of Edinburgh was the place whither the queen 
ought natural1 to have retired, and there her person might have been per- 
fectly safe. &t the confederates had fallen on mims to shalre or connpt 
the fidelity of sir James Balfour, the deputy governor, and Bothwell durst 
not corr~mit to him such an important trust. He conducted the queen 
[June 61, to the castle of Borthwick ; and on the appearance of lord Home, 
with a body of his followers, before that place, he fled with precipitation 
to Dunbar, and was followed by the queen disguised in men's clothes. 
The confederates advanced towards Edinbcrgh, where Huntly endeavoured, 
in vain, to animate the inhabitants to defend the town agairist them. They 
entered without opposition, and were instantly joined by many of the 
citizens, whose zeal became the firmest support of their ca11se.t 

In order to set their own conduct in the most favourable light, and to 
rouse the public indignation against Bothwell, the nobles published a 
declaration of the motives which had induced then1 to take arms. All 
Bothrvell's past crimes were enumerated, all his wicked intentions dis- 
played and aggravated, and every true Scotchman was called upon to join 
them in aveuglng the one and preventing the other.: 

bfeanwhile Bothwell asselnbled his forces at Dunbar; and as he had 
many dependents in that corner, he soon gathered such strength that he 
ventured to advance towards the confederates. Their troops were not 
nurnerous ; the suddenness and secrecy of their enterprise gave their friends 
at a distance no time to join them; and, as it does not appear that they 
were supported either with money or fed with ho es by the queen of 
England, they cbuld not have Ire t long in a body. d t ,  on the other hand, 
Bothwell durrt not risk a delay.{ His army followed him with reluctance 
in this quarrel, and served him with no cordial affection; so that his only 
hope of success was in surprising the enemy, or in striking the blow before 
his own troops had leisure to recollect themselves, or to imbibe the same 
unfavourable opinion of his actions which had spread over the rest of the 
nation. These motives determined the queen to march forward with an 
inconsiderate and fatal speed. 

On the first intelligence of her approach, the confederates advanced to 
meet her. They found her forces drawn up almost on the same ground 
which the English had occupied before the battle of Pinltie [July 151. 
The  numbers on both sides were nearly equal; but there was no equality 
in point of discipline. The queen's army consisted chiefly of a multitude, 
hastily assembled, without courage or experience 111 war. The troops of 
the confederates u7ere composed of entlemen of rank and reputation, fol- 
.owed by their most trusty depen$ents, who were no less brave than 
zea~ous./l 

Le Croc, the French ambassador, who was in the field, laboured, by 
negotiating both with the queen and the nobles, to put an end to the 
quarrel without the effusion of blood. I-Ie represented to the confederates 
the queen's inclination towards peace, and her willingness to pardon the 

* ICaith, 387'. JYS, 396. f Ibid, 398. # Anpers:,vol. I. 1 8 .  $ Keitli, 421 
I Calder. vol. ii. 48,49 
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offences which they had committed. Morton replied with warmth, that 
they had taken arms not against the queen, but against the murdererof her 
husband; and if he were given up to justice, or banished from her presence, 
she should find them ready to yield the obedience which is due from sub- 
jects to their sovereign. Glencairn added, that they did not come to ask 
pardon for any offknce, but to punish those who had offended. Such 
hau hty answers convinced the ambassador that his mediation would be 
inebtuai ,  and that their passions were too high to allow them io .IS 1' ten to 
any pacific propositions, or to think of retreating after having proceeded 
so far.* 

The queen's army was posted to advantage on a rising ground. The 
confederates advanctd to the attack resolutely, but slowly, and with the 
caution which was natural on that unhappy field. Iler troops were alarmed 
at their approach, and discovered no inclination to fight. Mary endea- 
voured to animate them; she rvept, she threatened, she reproached them 
with cowardice, but all in vain. A few of Bothwell's immediate attend- 
ants were eager for the encounter; the rest stood wavering and irresolute, 
and some began to steal out of the field. Bothwell attempted to inspirit 
them, by offering to decide the quarrel, and to vindicate his own innocence, 
in single combat with any of his adversaries. ICirlcaldy of Grange, Murray 
of Tullibardin, and lord Lindsay, contended for the honour of entering the 
lists against him. But this challenge proved to be a rnere bravado. Either 
the consciousness of guilt deprived Bothwell of his wonted courage, or the 
queen, by her authority, [orbad the combat.? 

After the symptoms of fear discovered by her followers, Mary would 
have been inexcusable had she hazarded a battle. T o  have retreated in 
the face of an enem who had already surrounded the hill on which she 
stood with part of t e i r  cavalry, was utterly impracticable. In this situ- 
ation, she was under the cruel necessity of putting herself into the hands 
of those subjects who had taken arms against her. She demanded an 
interview with I(irkaldy, a brave and generous man, who commanded an 
advanced body of the enemy. He, with the consent and in the name of 
the leaders of the party, promised that, on condition she would disnljss 
Bothwell from her presence, and govern the Irirgdom by the advice of her 
nobles, they would honour and obey her as their sovereign.' 

During this parley, Bothwell took his last farewell of tke queen, and 
rode off the field with a few followers. This dismal reverse happened 
exactly one month after that marriage which had cost him so many crimes 
to accomplish, and which leaves so foul a stain on Mar ' S  memory. 

As soon as Bothwell retired, Mary surrendered to $ilhaldy, who con- 
ducted her towards the confederate army, the leaders of which received 
her with much respect; and Morton, in their name, made ample professions 
of their future loyalty and obedience.$ But she was treated by the com- 
mon soldiers with the utmost insolence and indignity. As she marched 
along, they poured upon her all the opprobrious names which are bestowed 
only on the lowest and most infamous crin~inals. Wherever she turned 
her eyes, they held up before her a standard, on which was pa~nted the 
dead body ot the late king, stretched on the ground, and the young prince 
kneeling before it, and uttering these words, "Judge and revenge my cause, 
0 Lord!" Mary turned with horror from such a shocking sight. She 
began already to feel the wretched condition to which a captive prince is 
reduced. She uttered the rnost bitter con~plaints, she melted into tears, 
and could hardly be kept from sinking to the ground. The confederates 
conducted her towards Edinburgh; and, in spite of many d~lays, and after 
looking, with the ioiidness and credulity natural to the unfortunate, for sorne 
extraordinary relief, she arrived there. The streets were covered with 

* Keith, 401. t Cald. vol. ii. 50. t Good. vol, ii..lG4. Melv. 1G5. $ Ibid. voL ii, 165 
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multitudes, whom zeal or curiosity had drawn together, to behold such an 
unusual scene. The queen, worn out with fatigue, covered with dust, and 
bedewed with tears, was exposed as a spectacle to her own subjects, and 
led to the provost's house. Notwithstanding all her arguments and 
entreaties, the same standard was carried before her, and the same insults 
and reproaches repeated.* A woman, oung, beautiful, and in distress, is 
naturally the object of compassion. %he comparison of their present 
misery with their former splendour, usually softens us in favour of illustrious 
sufferers. But the people beheld the deplorable situation of their sove- 
reign with insensibility; and so strong was their persuasion of her guilt, 
and so great the violence of their indignation, that the suffering of their 
queen did not, in any de ree, mitigate their resentment, or procure her 
that sympathy which is s3dom denied to unfortunate princes. 

BOOK v. 
1567.1 THE confederate lords had proceeded to such extremities agalnst 

their sovereign that it now became almost impossible for them either to 
stop short or to pursue a course less violent. Many of the nobles had 
refused to concur with them in their enterprise ; others openly condemned 
it A small circumstance might abate that indignation with which the 
~nultitude were at present animated against the queen, and deprive them 
of that popular applause wliich was the chief foundation of their power. 
These considerations inclined some of them to treat the queen with great 
lenity. 

But, on the other hand, Mary's affection for Both~veli continued as,vio- 
lent as ever ; she obstinately refused to hearken to any proposal for dis- 
solving their marriage, and determined not to abandon a man, for whose 
love she had already sacrificed so much.? If they should allow her to 
recover the supreme power, the first exertion of ~t would be to recall 
Bothwell; and they had reason, both from his resentment, from her con- 
duct, and from their own, to expect the severest effects of her vengeance. 
These considerations surmounted every other motive ; and, reckoning 
themselves absolved by Mary's incurable attachment to Bothwell, from the 
engagements which they had come under when she yielded herself a 
prisoner, they, without regarding the duty which they owed her as their 
queen, and without consulting the rest or the nobles, carried her next eve- 
ning, under a strong guard, to the castle of Lochlevin, and signed a warrant 
to JVilliam Douglas, the owner of it, to detain her as a prisoner. This 
castle is situated in a small island in the rniddle of a lake. J>ouglas, to 
whom it belonmed, was a near relation of Morton's, and had married the 
earl of ~ a r r a ~ ' s  mother. In this place, undecstrict custody, with a fcw 
attendants, and subjected to the insults of a haughty woman, who boasted 
daily of being the lawful wife of James V., Mary suffered all the rigour 
and miseries of captivity.$ 

Immediately after the queen's imprisonment the confederates were at 
the utmost pains to strengthen their party; they entered into new bonds of 
association; they assumed the title of Lords of the Secret Council, and 
without any other right arrogated to themselves the whole regal authority. 
One of their first acts of power was to search the city of Edirlk>urgh for such 
as had been concerned in the murder of the king. This show of zeal 

* nlelv. 166. ~ u c h .  364. t Keith, 419.446. 449. Melv. 167. See Append. No. XXII, 
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gained reputation to themselves, and threw an oblique reflection on the 
queen for her remissrless. Several suspected persons were seized. Cap- 
tain Blackadder and three others were condemned and executed. But no 
discovery of iniportance was made. If w e  believe some historians, they 
were convicted by sufficient evidence; if we give credit to others, their 
sentence was unjust, and they denied, with their last breath, any Imow- 
ledge of the crime for which they suffered." 

An unexpected accident, however, put into the hands of Mary's enemies 
what they deemed the fullest evidence of her guilt. Bothwell having left 
in the castle of Edinburgh a casket containing several sonnets and letters 
written with the queen's own hand, he now sent one of his confidents to 
bring to him this precious deposite. But as his messenger returned, he 
was intercepted, and the casket seized by Morton.7 T h e  contents of it 
were always produced by the party as the most ample justification of their 
own conduct ; and to these they cor~tinually appealed as the most unan- 
swerable proof of their not having loaded their sovereign with the imputa- 
tion of imaginary crimes.1 

But the confederates, notwithstanding their extraordinary success, were 
still far from being perfectly at ease. Tha t  so small a part of the nohles 
should pretend to dispose of the person of their sovereign, or to assume 
the authority which belonged to her, without the concurrence of the rest, 
was deemed by  many of that body, to be unprecedented and presump- 
tuous. Several of these were now assemhlcd at Hamilton, in order to 
deliberate what course they should hold in this difficult conjuncture. T h e  
confederates made some attempts towards a coalition with them, but with- 
out effect. They employed the mediation ol" the assembly of the church, 
to draw them to a personal interview at,Edinburgh, but with no better 
success. That party, however, though its numbers were formidable, and 
the power of its leaders great, soon lost reputation by the want of unani- 
mity and vigour: all its consultations evaporated in murmurs and com- 
plaints, and no scheme was concerted for obstructing the progress of the 
confederates.$ 

There appeared some prospect of danger from another quarter. This 
reat revolution in Scotland had been carried on without any aid from 

glizabeth, and even without her 1tnowledge.ll Though she was far frorn 
being displeased at  seeing the affairs of that kingdom embroiled, or a rival 
whom she hated reduced to d~stress; she neither wished that it should be 
in the power of the one faction entirely to suppress the other, nor could 
she view the steps talren by the confederates without great ogence. Not- 
withstanding the popular maxims by which she governed her own sub- 
J ~ C ~ S ,  her notions of royal prerogative were very exalted. The  con- 
federates had, in her opinion, encroached on the authority of their sove- 
reign, which they had no right to control, and had orered violence to her 
person, which it was their duty to esteem sacred. They had set a dan- 
gerous exarnple to other subjects, and Mary's cause became the common 
cause of princes.T If ever Elizabeth was influenced with regard to the 
affairs of Scotland by the feelings of her heart, rather than by considera- 
tions of interest, it was on this occasion. Mary, in her present condition, 
degraded frorn her throne, and covered with the infamy attending an 
accusation of such atrocious crimes, could be no longer the object of 
Elizabeth's jealousy, either as a woman or as a queen. Syrnpathy with 
a sovereign In distress seems, for a moment, to have touched a heart net 
very susceptible of tender sentiments; and while these were yet warm, she 
despatched Throkmorton into Scotland, [June 30,] with power to negotiate 
both with the queen and with the confederates. In his instructions there 

* Cald. vol. ii. 53. Crawf. illern. 35. t Anders. vol. ii. 99. Good. vol. ii. 90. : See Dia 
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appears a remarkable solicitude for Mary's liberty, and even for her repu- 
tatic 1; and the terms upon which she proposed to re-establish concord 
between the queen and her subjects, appear to be so reasonable and well 
digested, as might have ensured the safety and happ~ness of both. Zea- 
lous as Throl~morton was to accomplish this, all his endeavours and 
address proved ineffectual. H e  found not only the confederate nobles, but 
the nation in general, so far alienated from the queen, and so much offended 
with the indecent precipitancy of her marriage with the reputed murderer 
of her former husband, as to be incapable of listening to any proposition in 
her favour. 

During the state of anarchy occasioned by  the imprisonment of the 
queen, and the dissolution of the established government, which afforded 
such ample scope for olitical speculation, four different schemes had been 
proposed for the settbment of the nation. One, that Mary should be re- 
placed upon the throne, but under various and strict limitations. T h e  
second, that she should resign the crown to her son, and, retiring out of 
the kingdom, should reside, during the rernainder of her days, either in 
Endand or in France. T h e  third, that Mar should be brought to public 
t r i a  for her crimes, and, after conviction, orwhich no doubt was enter- 
tained, should be kept in perpetual imprisonment. T h e  fourth, that after 
trial and condemnation, capital punishment should be inflicted upon her. 
Throkmorton, though disposed, as well by his own inclination as in con- 
formity to the spirit of his instructions, to view matters in the light most 
favourable to Mary, informed his court, that the milder schemes, recom- 
mended by Maitland alone, would undoubtedly be reprobated, and one of 
the most rigorous .carried into execution. 

In justification of this rigour, the confederates maintained that Rlary's 
affection for Bothwell was still unabated, and openly avowed by her;  that 
she rejected with disdain every proposal for dissolving their marriage; 
and declared, that she wou!d forego every comfort, and enaure any 
extremity, rather than give her consent to that measure. MThile these 
were her sentiments, they contended, that concern for the public welfare, 
as well as attention to their own safety, rendered it necessary to put it out 
of the queen's power to restore a daring man, exasperated by recent inju- 
ries, to his former station, which must needs prove fatal to both. Notwith- 
standing their solicitude to conciliate the good will of Elizabeth, they fore- 
saw clearly what would be the effect, at this juncture, of Throkmorton's 
interposition in behalf of the queen ; and that she, elated with the prospect 
of protection, would refuse to listen to the overtures which they were 
about to malre to her. For this reason they peremptoril denied Throk- 
morton's access to their prisoner ; and what propositions l e  made to them 
in her behalf, they either refused or eluded.% 

Meanwhile they deliberated with the utmost anxiety concerning the 
settlement of the nation, and the future disposal of the queen's person. 
Elizabeth, observing that Throkmorton made no progress in his negotia- 
tions with them, and that they would listen to none of his demands in 
Mary's favour, turned towards that party of the nobles who were assem- 
bled at Hamilton, incited them to take arms in order to restore their queen 
to liberty, and promised to assist them in such an attempt to the utmost of 
her p0wer.t But the discovered no greater union and vigour than for 
merly, and, behaving Eke men who had given up all concern either for 
their queen or their country, tamely allowed an inconsiderable part of 
their body, whether we consider it with respect to numbers or to power, to 
settle tlie government of the kingdom, and to dispose of the queen's per- 
son at pleasure. Many consultalions were held, and various opinions 
arose with regard to each of these. Some seemed desirous of adhering to 

* Keith, 417 427. t See Append. No. XXII. 
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?he plan on which the confederacy was at  first formed; and after punish- 
~ n g  the murderers of the king, and dissolving the lnarria e with Eothwell; 
after providing for the safety of the young prince, and t%e security of the 
protestant religion; they proposed to re-establish the queen in the posses- 
sion of her legal authority. The success with which their arms had been 
accompanied inspired others with bolder and more desperate thoughts, 
and nothing less would satisfy them than the trial, the condemnation, and 
prlnishrnent of the queen herself, as the principal conspirator against the 
life of her husband and the safety of her son :" the former was Maitland's 
system, and breathed too much of a pacific and moderate spirit, to be 
agreeable to the temper or wishes of the party. T h e  latter was recom- 
mended by the clergy, and war~nly adopted by many laics; but the 
nobles durst not, or would not, venture on such an unprecedented and auda- 
cious deed.? 

Both parties agreed at  last upon a scheme, neither so moderate as the 
one, nor so daring as the other. Mary was to be persuaded or forced to 
resign the crown; the young prince was to be proclaimed king, and the 
earl of Murray was to be appointed to govern the ltingdo~n, (luring his 
minority, with the name and authority of regent. With regard to the 
queen's own person, nothing was determined. I t  seems to have been the 
Intention of the confederates to keep her in perpetual imprisonn~ent ; but, 
in order to intimidate herself, and to overawe her partisans, they still 
reserved to the~x~selves the power of proceeding to more violent extremes. 

It was obvious to foresee ditticulties in the execution of this plan. M y y  
was young, ambitious, high spirited, and accustomed to command. i'o 
induce her to acltno~vledge her own incapacity for governing, to renounce 
the dignity and power which she was born to enjoy, to become dependent 
on her own subjects, to consent to her own bondage, and to invest those 
persons whom she considered as the authors of all her calamities with that 
honour and authority of which she herself was stripped, were points hard 
to be gained. These, however, the confederates attempted, and they did 
not want means to ensure success. Mary had endured, for several wcelts, 
all the hardships and terror of a prison ; no prospect of liberty appeared ; 
none of her subjects had either taken arms, or so much as solicited her 
relief;; no person, in whom she could confide, was admitted into her 
presence ; even the ainbassadors of the French lting, and queen of England, 
were refi~sed access to her. In this solitary state, without a counsellor or 
a friend, under the pressure of distress and the apprehension of danger, it 
was natural for a woman to hearken almost to any overtyes. The  con- 
federates tooli advantage of her condition and of her fears. They einployetf 
lord Lindsay, the fiercest zealot in the party, to communicate their scheme 
to the queen, and to obtain her subscription to those papers which were 
necessary for rendering it effectual. He executed his commission with 
l~arshness and brutality. Certain death was before Maly's eyes if she 
refused to compl with his demands. At ttie same time she was informed 
by Sir Robert d ~ v i ~ ,  in the name of Athol, Maitland, and Kirltaldy, the 
persons among the confederates who were most attentive to her interest, 
that a resignation extorted by fear, and granted during her imprisonment, 
$as void in law, and might be revoked as soon as she recovered liberty. 
rhroktnorton, by a note which he found means of conveying to her, 
suggested the same thing.$ Deference to their opinion, as well as concern 
for her own safety, obliged her to yield to every thing which was required, 
and to sign all the papers which Lindsay presented to her. By one of 

* Kcith, 420, 421,422. 5B2. 
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these she resigned the crown, renounced all share in the go~xarnment of 
the kingdom, and consented to the coronation of the young king. BY 
another [July 241, she appointed the earl of Murray regent, and conferred 
upon him all the powers and privileges of that high office. Ry a third, 
she substituted some other noblemen in Murray's place, if he s1.1ouId refuse 
the honour which was designed for him. Mary, when she subscribed these 
deeds, was bathed in tears ; and while she gave away, as it were with her 
own hands, the sceptre which she had swayed so long, she felt a pang of 
~ r i e f  and indignation, one of the severest perhaps which can touch the human 
heart." 

The  confederates endeavoured to give this resignation all the weight an& 
va!idity in their power, by proceedine; witbout delay to crown the young 

rlnce. The  ceremony was performed at  Stirling, on the twenty-ninth of 
!uly, with much solemnity, in presence of all the nobles of the party, s 
considerable number of lcsser barons, and a great assembly of the people. 
From that time all ublic writs were issued, and the government carried 
on, in the name of Xmes  VI.+ 

No revolution so great was ever effected with more ease, or hy means 
so unequal to Bhe end. In a warlike age, and in less time than two months, 
a part of the nobles who neither possessed the chief power, nor the greatest 
wealth in the nation, and who never brought three thousand men into !he 
field, seized, impriscned, and dethroned their queen, and, without sheddlng 
a single drop of blood, set her son, an infant of a year old, on the throne. 

During this rapid progress of the confederates, the e es of all the nation 
were turned on them with astonish~nent ; and variousandcontradictory opin- 
ons were formed concerning the extraordinary steps which they had taken. 

Even under the aristocratical form of government which prevails in 
Scotland, said the favourers of the queen, and notwithstanding the ewor- 
bitant privileges of the nobles, the prince possesses considerable power, and 
his person is treated with great veneration. No encroachments should b e  
made on the former, and no injury offered to the latter, but in cases where 
the liberty and happiness of the nation cannot be  secured by any other 
means. Such cases seldom exist, and it belongs not to any part, but to the 
whole, or at  least to a n~ajority of the societ to judge of their existence 
By what action could it be pretended that &rY had invaded the rights or 

roperty of her subjects, or what scheme had she formed against the 
sdom 1 Were fears, and suspicions, and 8bsrty and constitution of the kin, 

surmises, enough to justify the imprisonment and the deposing a queen to 
whom the crown descended from so long a race of monarchs ? T h e  prin- 
cipal author of whatever was reckoned culpable in her conduct was now 
driven from her presence. T h e  murderers of the king might have been 
brought to condign punishment, the safely of the prince have been secured, 
and the protestant religion have been established, without wresting the 
sceptre out of her hands, or condemning her to perpetual imprisonment. 
Whatever ri ht a free parliament might have had to proceed to such a 
rigorous concfusion, or whatever name its determination might have merited, 
a sentence of this nature, passed by a stnall party of the nobility, without 
acknowledging or consulting the rest of the nation, must be deemed a 
rebellion against the government, and a conspiracy against the person of 
their sovereign. 

T h e  partisans of the confederates reasoned very differently. It is evi- 
dent, said they, that Mary either previously gave consent to the king's 
murder, or did afterwards approve of that horrid action. I ler attachment 
to Bothwell, the power and honours which she has conferred upon him, 
the manner in which she suffered his trial to be carried on, and the inde- 
cent speed with which she married a mm stained with so many crime% 
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raise strong suspicions of the former, and put the latter beyond all doubt 
T o  have suffered the supreme power to continue in the hands of an ambi- 
tious man, capable of the most atrocious and desperate actions, would have 
been disgraceful to the nation, dishonourable to the queen, and dangerous 
to the prince. Recourse was therefore had to arms. The  queen had 
been COL-ipelled to abandon a husband so unworlhy of herself. But her 
affection r, ward  him still continuing unabated ; her indignation against the 
authors of this separation being visible, and often expressed in the strongest 
terms ; they, by restoring her to her ancient authority, would have armed 
her with power to destroy themselves, have enabled her to recall Bothwell, 
and have afforded her an opportunity of pursuing schemes fatal to the 
nation -with greater eagerness, and with more success. Nothing therefore 
remained, but by one bold action to deliver themselves and their country 
from all future fears. T h e  expedient they had chosen was no less respect- 
ful to the royal blood, than necessary for the public safety. While one 
prince was set aside as incapable of governing, the crown was placed on 
his head who was the undoubted representative of their ancient lcings. 

Whatever opinion posterity may fbnn on comparing the arguments of 
the two contending parties, whatever sentiments w e  may entertain con- 
cerning the justice or necessity of that course which the confederates held, 
rt cannot be denied that their conduct, so far as regarded themselves, was 
extremely prudent. Other expedients, less rigorous towards Alary, might 
have been found for settling the nation ; but, after the injuries which they 
had already offered the queen, there was none so effectual for securing 
their own safety, or perpetuating their own power. 

T o  a great part of' the nation, the conduct of the confederates appeared 
ziot only wise, but just. T h e  king's accession to the throne was every 
?here proclaimed, and his authority submitted to without opposition. 
Fhough several of the nobles were still assembled at  Hamilton, and 

seemed to be entering into some combination against his government, an 
association for supporting it was formed, and signed by so many persons 
of power and influence throughout the nation, as entirely discouraged the- 
attempt." 

The  return of the earl of Murray, about this time, added strength to the 
party, and gave it a regular and finished form. Soon after the murder of 
the king, this nobleman had retired into France, upon what pretence his- 
torians do not mention. During his residence there, he had held a close 
correspondence with the chiefs of the confederacy, and, at their desire, he 
now returned. H e  seemed, at first, unwilling to accept the office of regent, 
This hesitation cannot be ascribed to the scruples either of diffidence or of 
duty. Mnrray wanted neither the abilities nor the ambition which might 
lncite him to aspire to this high dignity. H e  had received the first accounts 
of his promotion with the utmost satisfaction ; but, by appearing to continue 
for some days in suspense, he gained time to view with attention the 
ground on which he was to ac t ;  to balance the strength and resources of 
the two contending factions ; and to examine whether the foundation, on 
which his future fame and success must rest, were sound and finn. 

Before he declared his final resolution, he waited on Mary at  Lochlevin. 
This visit, to a sister, and a queen, in a prison, from which he had neither 
any  tentio ion to relieve her, nor to mitigate the rigour of her confinement, 
may be mentioned among the circumstances which discover the great 
want of delicacy and refinement in that age. Murray, who was naturally 
rough and uncourtly in his manner,t expostulated so warmly with the 
queen concerning her past conduct, and charged her faults so home upon 
her, that Mary, who had flattered herself with more gentle and brotherly 
treatment from him, melted i n t ~  tears, and abandoned herself entirely to 

* Anders. vol. ii. 232 t KeiW, 96. 
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despair." This interview, from which Murray could reap no political 
advantage, and wherein he discovered a spirit so severe and unrelentin 
may he reclconed among the most bitter circumstances in Mary's lif, 
and is certainly one of the most unjustifiable steps in his conduct. 

Soon after his return from Lochlevin, Murray accepted the office 
regent, and began to act in that character without opposition [Aug. 221. 

Amidst so many great and unexpected events, the fate of Bothwell, the 
chief cause of them all, hath been almost forgotten. Afier his Right fro= 
the confederates, he lurked for some time among his vassals in the neigh- 
bourhood of Dunbar. But finding it impossible for him to make head, in 
that country, against his enemies, or even to secure himself from their pur- 
suit, he fled for shelter to his kinsman the bishop of' Murray ; and when 
he, overawed by the confederates, was obliged to abandon him, he retired 
to the OrGney Islcs. Hunted from place to place, deserted by his friends, 
and accompanied by a few retainers as desperate as himself, he sufered at 
once the miseries of infamy and of want. His indigence forced h ~ n l  upon 
a course which added to his infamy. He armed a few small ships, which 
had accompanied him from Dunbar, and, attacking every vessel which fell 
in his way, endeavoured to procure subsistence for himself and his fol- 
lowers by piracy. Icirkaldy and &furray of Tullibardin were sent out 
against him by the confederates; and, surprising him while he rode at 
anchor, scattered his small fleet, took a part of it, and obliged him to fly 
with a single ship icmards Norway. On that coast he fell in with a vessel 
richly laden, al:d i~cmediately attacked i t ;  the Norwegians sailed with 
armed boats to its assistance ; and, after a desperate fight, Bothwell and 
all his crew were taken prisoners. His name and quality were both 
unknown, and he was treated at first with all the indignity and rigour 
which the odious crime of piracy merited. His real character was soon 
discovered ; and though it saved him from the infamous death to which his 
associates were condemned, it could neither procure him liberty, nor miti- 
gate the hardships of his imprisonment. He languished ten .ears in this 
unhappy condition ; melancholy and despair deprived him oireason, and 
at last he ended his days unpitied by his countrymen, and unassisted by 
strangers.? Few men ever accomplished their ambitious projects by 
worse means, or reaped from them less satisfaction. The early part of his 
life was restless and enterprising, full of danger and of vicissitudes. His 
enjoyment of the grandeur, to which he attained by so many crimes, was 
extremely short, imbittered by much anxiety, and disquieted by many 
fears. In his latter years, he suiTered the most intolerable calamities to 
which the wretched are subject, and from which persons who have moved 
in so high a sphere are commonly exempted. 

The good effects of Murray's accession to the regency were quickly 
felt. The party forming for the queen was weak, irresolute, and disunited ; 
and no sooner was the government of the kingdom in the hands of a man 
so remarkable both for his abilities and popularity, than the nobles oi 
whom it was composed, lost all hopes of gaining ground, and began to 
treat separately with the regent. So many of them were brought to ac- 
knowledge the king's authority that scarce any appearance of opposition 
to the established governmentwas left in the kingdom. Had they adhered 
to the queen with any firmness, it is probable, from Elizabeth's disposition 
at that time, that she would have afforded them such assistance as might 
have enabled thern to face their enemies in the field. But  the^ appeared 
so little vigour or harmony in their councils that she was discouraged irolr. 
espousing their cause ; and the regent, talring advantage of their situation, 
obliged them to submit to his government, without granting any terms 
either to themselves or to the queen.$ 
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T h e  regent was no less successful in his attempt to get into his hands the 
places of strength in the kingdom. Balfour, the deputy governor, surren- 
dered the castle of Edinburgh ; and as the reward of his treachery, in 
deserting Bothwell his patron, obtained terms of great advantage to him 
self. T h e  governor of Dunbar, who discovered greater fidelity, was soon 
forced to capitulate : some other small forts surrendered without resistance. 

This face of tranquillity in the nation encouraged the regent to call a 
meeting of parliament [Dec. 151. Nothing was wanting to confirm the 
king's authority, and the proceedings of the confederates, except the 
approbation of this supreme court; and after the success which had 
attended all their measures, there could be little doubt of obtaining it. 
T h e  numbers that resorted to an assembly which was called to deliberate 
on matters of so much importance, were great. T h e  meeting was opened 
with the utmost solemnity, and all its acts passed with much unanimity. 
Many, however, of the lords who had discovered the warmest attachment to 
the queen were present. But they had made their peace with the regent. 
Argyll, Huntley, and Herdes, acknowledged, openly in parliament, that 
their behaviour towards the king had been undutiful and criminal.* Their 
compliance, in this manner, with the measures of the regent's narty was 
either the condition on which they were admitted into favour, o;intended 
as a proof ofthe sincerity of their reconcilement. 

T h e  parliament granted every thing the confederates could demand, 
elther for the safety of their own persons, or the security of that form of 
government which they hadestablished in the kingdom. Mary's resignation 
of the crown was accepted, and declared to be valid. The  Icing's autho- 
rify, and Murray's election, were recognised and confirmed. The  impri- 
soning the queen, and all the other proceedings of the confederates, were 
pronounced lawful. T h e  letters which Mary had written to Bothwell 
were produced, and she was declared to be acces;sary to the murder of 
the Icing.? At the same time, all the acts of parliament of the year 1560, 
in favour of the protestant religion, were publicly ratified ; new statutes to 
the same purpose were enacted ; and nothing that could contribute to root 
out the remains of popery, or to encourage the growth of the reformation, 
was neglected 

I t  is observable, however, that the same par:imonious spirit prevailed in 
this parliament as in that of the year 1560. r h e  protestant clergy, not- 
withstanding many discouragements, and their extreme poverty, had for 
seven years performed all religious offices in the kingdom. The  expedients 
fallen upon for their subsistence had hitherto proved ineflectual, or were 
intended to be so. But notwithstanding their lrnown indigence, and the 
warm remonstrances of the assembly of the church, which met this year, 
the parliament did nothing more for their relief than prescribe some new 
regulations concerning the ayrnerrt of the thirds of benefices, which did 
not produce any considerabfe change in the situation of the clergy. 

A few days after the dissolution of parliament [Jan. 31, four of Both- 
well's dependents were convicted of bein guilty of the king's murder, 
and suffered death as traitors. Their conPhssions brought to light many 
circumstances relative to the manner of committing that barbarous crime ; 
but they were persons of low rank, and seem not to have been admitted 
into the secrets of the conyiracy.J 

Notwithstanding the un~versal submission to the regent's authority, there 
still abounded in the kingdom many secret murmurs and cabals. 'l he par- 
tisans of the house of Hamilton reckoned Murray's promotion an injury to 
the duke of Chatelherault, who, as first prince of the blood, had, instheir 
oplnion, an undoubted right to be regent. The length and.dgour of Mary's 
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suffermngs began to move many to commiserate her case. All who leaned 
to the anc ent opinions in religion dreaded the effects of Murray's zeal. 
And he, though his abilities were great, did not possess the talents requi- 
site for soothing the rage or removing the jealousies of the different fac- 
tions. By insinuation, or address, he rnight have gained or softened many 
who had opposed him ; but he was a stranger to these gentle arts. His 
virtues were severe; and his deportment towards his equals, especially 
after his elevation to the regency, distant and haughty. This behaviour 
offended some of the nobles, and alarmed others. The queen's faction, 
which had been so easily dispersed, began again to gather and to unite, 
and was secretly favoured by some who had hitherto zealously concurred 
with the confederates." 

Such was the favourable disposition of the nation towards the queen, 
when she recovered her liberty, in a manner no less surprising to her 
friends than unexpected by her enemies. Several attempts had been made 
to procure her an opportunity of escaping, which some unforeseen accident, 
or the vigilance of' her keepers had hitherto disappointed. At last, Mar 
employed all her art to gain George Douglas, her keeper's brother, a youtc 
of eighteen. As her manners were naturally affable and insinuating, she 
treated him with the most flattering distinction : she even allowed him to 
entertain the most ambitious hopes, by letting fall some expressions, as if 
she would choose him for her hus'0and.t At his age, and in such circum- 
stances, it was impossible to resist such a temptation. He yielded, and 
drew others into the plot. On Sunday, the nd of May, while his brother 
sat at supper, and the rest of the family were retired to thelr devotions, 
one of his accomplices found means to steal the keys out of his brother's 
chamber, and, opening the gates to the queen and one of her maids, locked 
them behind her, and then threw the keys into the lake. Mary ran with 
precipitation to the boat which was prepared for her, and, on reaching the 
shore, was received with the utmost joy by Douglas, lord Seaton, and Sir 
Ja~nes Hamilton, who with a few attendants waited for her. She instant1 9 mounted on horseback, and rode full speed towards Niddrie, lord Seaton s 
seat in West Lothian. She arrived there that night without being pursued 
or interrupted. After halting three hours, she set out for Hamilton; and 
travelling at the same pace she reached it next morning. 

On the first news of Mary's escape, her friends, whom, in their present 
disposition, a much smaller accident would have roused, ran to arms. In a 
few days, her court was filled with a great and splendid train of nobles, 
accompanied by such numbers of followers as formed an army above six 
thousand strong. In their presence she declared that the resignation of the 
crown, and the other deeds which she had signed during her imprisonment, 
were extorted from her by fear. Sir Robert Melvil confirmed her decla- 
ration; and on that, as well as on other accounts, a cout~cil of the nobles 
and chief men of her part ronounced all these transactions void and ille- 
gal. At the same time an association was formed for tbe defence 
of her person and authox?ty, and subscribed by nine earls, nine bishops, 
eighteen lords, and many gentlemen of distinction.:: Among them were 
several who had been present in the last parliament, and who bad signed 
the counter-association in defence of the king's government : but such sud- 
den changes mere then so cornrnon as to be no matter of reproach. 

At the time when the queen made her escape, the regent was at Glae- 
gow, holding a court of justice. An event so contrary to their expecta- 
tions, and so fatal to their schemes, gave a great shock to his adherents. 
Many of them appeared wavering and irresolute ; others began to carry 
on private negotiations with the queen ; and some openly revolted to her 
side. In so difficult a juncture, where his own fame and the being of the 
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party depended on his choice, the regent's most faithful associates were 
divided in opinion. Some advised him to retire, without loss of time, to 
Stirling. The queen's army was alread strong, and only eight miles dls- 
tant ; the adjacent country was full of t%e friends and dependants of the 
house of Hamilton, and other lords of the queen's faction ; Glasgow was 
a large and unfortified town ; his own train consisted of no greater number 
than is usual in times of peace ; all these reasons pleaded for a retreat. 
But, on the other hand, arguments were urged of no inconsiderable weight 
The  citizens of Glasgotv were well affected to the cause ; the vassals of 
Glencairn, Lennox, and Semple, lay near at hand, and were both nume- 
rous and full of zeal ;. succours might arrive from other parts of the lring- 
dom in a few days ; in war, success depends upon reputation, as much as 
upon numbers ; reputation is gained, or lost, by the first step one takes : 
on all these considerations, a retreat would be attended with all the igno- 
ininy of a flight, and would at once dispirit his friends, and inspire his ene- 
mies with boldness. In such dan erous exi ences as this, the superiority 
of Murray's genius appeared, anfenab~ed f im both to choose with wis- 
dom and to act with vigour. He declared against retreating, and fixed his 
head-quarters at Glasgow. And while he amused the queen for some 
days by pretending to hearken to some overtures which she made for ac 
commodating their differences, he was employed with the utmost industr 
in drawing together his adherents from different parts of the kingdom. & 
was soon in a condition to take the field ; and, though far inferior to the 
enemy in number, he confided so much in the valour of his troops and the 
experience of his officers, that he brolre off the negotiation, and determined 
to hazard a battle." 

At the same time [May 131, the queen's generals had commanded her 
army to move. Their intention was, to conduct her to Dumbarton castle, 
a place of great strength, which the regent had not been able to wrest out 
of the hands of lord Fleming the governor ; but if the enemy should en- 
deavour to interrupt their march, they resolved not to decline an engage- 
ment. In Mary's situation, no resolution could be more imprudent. A 
part only of her forces was assembled. Huntly, Ogilvie, and the north- 
ern clans, were soon expected ; her sufferings had removed or diminished 
the prejudices of many among her subjects; the address with which she 
s~irmounled the dangers that obstructed her escape, dazzled and interested 
the people ; the sudden confluence of so many nobles added lustre to her 
cause; she might assuredly depend on the friendship and countenance of 
France ; she had reason to expect the protection of England ; her enemies 
could not possibly look for support from that quarter. She had much to 
hope from pursulng slow and cautious measures ; they had every thing to 
fcnr. 

But Mary, whose hopes were naturally sanguine, and her passions im- 
petuous, was so elevated, by her sudden trans~tion from the depth of dis- 
tress to such an unusual appearance of prosperip, that she never doubted 
of success. Her army, which was almost double to the enem in cumber, 
consisted chiefly of the Hamiltons and their dependants. 6 f  these the 
archbishop of St. Andrew's had the chief direction, and hoped, by a vic- 
tory, not only to crush Mnrray, the ancient enemy of his house, but to get 
the person of the queen into his hands, and to oblige her either to marry 
one of the duke's sons, or at least to commit the chief direction of her 
affairs to himself. His ambition proved fatal to the queen, to himself, and 
to his fami1y.t 

Mary's imprudence in resolving to fight was not greater than the ill con- 
duct OS her generals in the battle. Between the two ardies, and on the 
road towards Dumbarton, there was an eminence called Langside Hill, 
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This the regent had the precautio~~ to seize, and posted his troops In a 
small village, and among some gardens and enclosures adjacent. In this 
advantageous situation, he waited the approach of the enemy, whose supe- 
riority In cavalry could be of no benefit to then on such broken ground. 
The Hamiltons, who composed the vanguard, ran so eagerly to the attack, 
that they put themselves out of breath, and left the main battle far behind. 
The encounter of the spearmen was fierce and desperate ; but as the forces 
of the Hamilton's were exposed, on the one flank, to a continued fire from 
a body of mnsqueteers, attacked on the other by the regent's most choice 
troops, and not supported by the rest of the queen's army, they were soon 
obliged to give ground, and the rout immediately became universal. Few 
victories in a civil war, and among a fierce people, have been pursued 
with less violence, or attended with less bloodshed. Three hundred fell 
in the field : in the flight almost none were killed. The regent and his 
principai officers rode about, beseeching the soldiers to spare their country- 
men. The number of prisoners was great, and among them many per- 
sons of di~tinction. The regent marched back to Glasgow, and returned 
public thanks to God for this great, and, on his side, almost blpodless 
victory .* 

During the engagement, Mary stood on a hill at no great atstance, and 
beheld all that passed in the field, with such emotions of mind as are not 
easily described. When she saw the army, which was her last hope, 
thrown into irretrievable confusion, her spirit, which all her past misfor- 
tunes had not been able entirely to subdue, sunk altogether. In the utmost 
consternation, she began her flight ; and so lively were her impressions of 
fear, that she never closed her eyes till she reached the abbey of Drun- 
drenan in Ga!lowy, full sixty Scottish miles from the place of batt1e.t 

Theee revolutions in Mary's fortune had been no less rapid than singular. 
In the short space of eleven days she had been a prisoner at the mercy of 
her most inveterate enemies; she had seen a powerful army under her 
command, and a numerous train of nobles at her devotion : and now she 
was obliged to fly, in the utmost danger of her life, and to lurk, with a few 
attendants, in a corner of her kingdom. Not thinking herself safe even in 
that retreat, her fears impelled her to an action, the most unadvised, as 
well as the most unfortunate, in her whole life. This was her retiring into 
England : a step, which, on many accounts ought to have appeared to her - . . 

rasL and 'dangeious. 
Before Mary's arrival in Scotland, qutual distrust and jealousies had 

arisen between her and Elizabeth. -411 their subsequent transactions had 
contributed to exasperate and intlame these passions. She had endeavoured, 
by secret negotiations and intrigues, to disturb the tranquillit of Elizabeth's 
overnment, and to advance her own pretensions to the Hngiish crown. 

Elizabeth, who possessed great power, and acted with less reserve, had 
openly supported Mary'srebellious subjects,and fomented all the dissensions 
and troubles in which her reign had been involved. The maxims of policy 
still authorized that queen to pursue the same course ; as, by keeping Scot- 
land in confusion, she effectually secured the peace of her own kingdom. 
The regent, after his victory, had marched to Edinburgh, and, not know- 
ingwhat course the queen had taken, it was several days before he thought 
of pursuing her.$ She mighl have been concealed in that retired corner 
aniong subjects devoted to her interest, until her party, which was dipersed 
rather than broken by the late defeat, should gather such strength that she 
could again appear with safety at their head. There was not any danger 
which she ought not to have run, rather than throw herself into the hands 
of an enemy, from whom she had already suffered so many injuries, and 
who was promptdd, both by inclination and by interest, to renew them 
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But, on the other hand, during Mary's confinement, Elizabeth had 
declared against the proceedings of her subjects, and solicited for her 
liberty, with a warmth which had all the appearance of sincerity. She 
had invited her to take refnge in England, and had promised to meet her in 
person, and to give her such a reception as was due to a queen, a kins- 
woman, and an ally." Whatever apprehension Elizabeth might entertain 
of Mary's designs while she had power in her hands, she was at present the 
object, not of tear, but of pity; and to take advantage of her situation 
would be both ungenerous and inhuman. The  horrors of a prison were 
fresh in Mary's memory; and if she should fall a second time into the hands 
of her subjects, there was no injury to which the presumption of success 
might not embolden them to proceed. T o  attempt escaping into France 
was dangerous, and, in her situation, almost impossible ; nor could she bear 
the thoughts of appearing as an exile and a fugitive in that kingdom where 
qhe had once enjoyed all the splendour of a queen. England remained her 
only asylum ; and in spite of the entreaties of lord I-lerries, Flemiag, and 
her other attendants, who conjured her, even on their lruees, not to confide 
in Elizabeth's promises of generosity, her infatuation was invincible, and 
she resolved to fly thither. Herries, by her command, wrote to Lowther 
the deput governor of Carlisle, to lino~v what reception he would give 
her ; and, {eforc his answer could return, her fear and impatience were so 
great that she got into a fisher-boat [illay 161, and, with about twenty 
attendants, landed at Wirlrington in Cumberland, and thence she was con- 
ducted with many marks of respect to Carlis1e.t 

As soonas Mary arrived in England, she wrote a long etter to the queen, 
representing, in the strongest terms, the injuries which she had suffered 
from her own subjects, and imploring that pity and a~sistance which her 
present situation den~anded.f An event so extraordinary, and the conduct 
which might be proper in consequence of it, drew the attention, and 
employed the thoughts of Elizabeth and her council. If their delibera- 
tions had been influenced by considerations of justice or generosity alone, 
they would not have found them long or intricate. A queen, vanquished 
by her own subjects, and threatened by them with the loss of her liberty 
or of her life, had fled from their violence, and thrown herself into the arms 
of her nearest neighbour and ally, from yhom she had received repeated 
assurances of friendship and protection. 1 hese circumstances entitled her 
to respect and to compassion, and required that she should either be 
restored to her own Iringdom, or at least be left at full liberty to seek aid 
from any other quarter. But with Elizabeth and her counsellors the 
question was not, what was most just or generous, but what was most benefi- 
cial to herself and to the English nation. Three different resolutions might 
have been taken, with regard to the queen of Scots. T o  reinstate her in her 
throne was one ; to allow her to retire into France was another; to detain 
her in England was a third. Each of these drew consequences after it, of 
the utmost importance, which were examined, as appears from papers still 
extant,$ with that minute accuracy which Elizabeth's ministers employed 
in all their consultations upon affairs of moment. 

T o  restore Mary to the full exercise of the royal authority in Scotland, 
they observed, would render her more powerful than ever. The nobles 
who were most firmly attached to the English interest would quickly feel 
the utmost weight of her resentment. As the gratitude of princes is seldom 
strong or lasting, regard to her own interest might soon efface the memory 
of her obligations to Elizabeth, and prompt her to renew the alliance of the 
Scottish nation with France, and revive her own pretensions to the English 
crown. Nor was it possible to fetter and circumscribe the Scottish queen, 
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by any conditions that would prevent these dangers. Her  party in Scot- 
land was numerous and powerful. Her return, evsn without any support 
from England, would inspire her friends with new zeal and courage; a 
single victory might give them the superiority, which they had lost by a 
single defeat, and render Mary a more formidable rival than ever to 
Elizabeth. 

The  dangers arising from suffering Mary to return into France were no 
less obvious. T h e  French king could not refuse his assistance towards 
restoring his sister and ally to her throne. Elizabeth would, once more, 
see a foreign army in the island, overawing the Scots, and ready to enter 
her kingdoin; and, if the commotions in France, on account of religion, 
were settled, the princes of Lorrain might resume their ambitious projects, 
and the united forces of France and Scotland might invade England where 
~t is wez?;rc'r and most defenceless. 

LI U 

Nothing ;herefore remained but to detain her in England ; and to permit her 
either to 11re at libertv there. or to confine her in a ~ r i son .  The  former was 
a dangerous experimGnt.   er court would becdme a place of resort to 
all the Roman Catholics, to the disaffected, and to the lovers of innovation. 
Though Elizabeth affected to represent Mary's pretensions to the Englisk 
crown as ill rounded, she was not ignorant that they did not appear in tha. 
light to the nation, and that many thought them preferable even to her own 
title. If the activity of her emissaries had gained her so many abettors, 
her own personal influence was much more to be dreaded! her beaut 
her address, her sufferings, by the admiration and pity which they woufd 
excite, could not fail of making many converts to her party.% 

I t  was indeed to be apprehended, that the treating Mary as a prisoner 
would excite universal indignation against Elizabeth; and that by this 
unexarnpled severity towards a queen, who implored and to whom she had 
promised her protection, she would forfeit the praise of justice and 
humanity, which was hitherto due to her administration. But the English 
monarchs were often so solicitous to secure their kingdom against the Scots, 
as to be  little scrupulous about the means which they employed for that 
purpose. Henry IV. had seized the heir of the crown of Scotland, who 
was forced by the violence of a storm to take refuge in one of the ports of 
his kingdom ; and, in contempt of the rights of hospitality, without regard- 
ing his tender age, or the tears and entreaties of his father, detained him a 
prisoner for many years. This action, though detested by posterity, Eli- 
zabeth resolved now to imitate. Her virtue was not more proof than that 
of Iienry had been, against the temptations of interest ; and the possession 
of a present advantage was preferred to the prospect of future fame. T h c  
satisfaction which she felt in mortifying a rival, whose beauty and accom- 
plishments she envied, had, perhaps, no less influence than political 
consideration. in bringing her to this resolution. Brit at the same time, in 
order to screen herself from the ccusure which this conduct merited, and 
to make her treatment of the Scottish queen looli like the effect of necessity 
rather than of choice, she determined to assume the appearance of concern 
for her interest, and of deep sympathy with her sufferings. 

With this view [May 201, she instantly despatched Lord Scrope, warden 
of the west marches, and sir Francis Knollys, her vice-chamberlain, to the 

ueen of Scots, with letters full of expressions of kindness and condolence. 
k ~ t ,  at the same time, they had private instructions to watch all her motions, 
and to take care that she should not escape into her own kingdom.7 On their 
arrival, Mary demanded a personal interview with the queen, that she 
might lay before her the illjuries which she had suffered, and receive from 
her those friendly offices which she had been encouraged to expect. They 
answered, that it was with reluctance, admission into the presence of their 
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sovereign was at  present denied her ; that while she lay under the imputa- 
tion of a crime so horrid as the murder of her husband, their mistress, to 
whom he was so nearly allied, could not, without bringing a stain upon her 
own re utation, admit her into her presence ; but as soon as she had cleared 
herselffrom that aspersion, they promised her a reception suitable to her 
di nity, and aid proportioned to her distress." 

%othlng could be more artful than this pretence ; and it was the occasion 
of leading the queen of Scots into the snare in which Elizabeth and her 
ministers wished to entangle her:. hfary expressed the utmost surprise at 
this uriexpected manner of evading her request; but, as she could not 
believe so many professions of friendship to be void of sincerity, she frankly 
offered to submit her cause to the cognizance of Elizabeth, and undertook 
to produce such proofs of her own innocence, and of the falsehood or  the 
accusations brought a ainst her, as should fully remove the scruples, and 
satisfy the delicac of the English queen. This was the very point to 
which Elizabeth Laboured to bring the matter. In consequence of this 
appeal of the Scottish queen, she now considered herself as the umpire 
between her and her subjects, and foresaw that she would have it entirely 
in her own power to protract the inquiry to any length, and to perplex and 
involve it in endless difficulties. In the mean time, she was furnished with 
a plausible reason for keeping her at a distance from court, and for refusing 
to contribute towards replacing her on the throne. As Mary's conduct had 
been extremely incautious, and the presumptions of her guilt were many 
and strong,, it was not impossible her subjects might mslre good their 
charge aga~nst her ;  and if this should be the result of the inquiry, she 
would thenceforth cease to be the object of regard or of compassion, and 
the treating her with coldness and neglect would merit little censure. In 
a matter so dark and mysterious, there was no probability that Mary could 
bring proofs of her innocence so incontested as to render the conduct of the 
English queen altogether culpable ; and, perhaps, impatient under restraint, 
suspicion of Elizabeth's partiality, or the discovery of her artifices, might 
engage Rlary in such cabals as ~vould justify the using her with g rea te~  
rigour. 

Elizabeth early perceived many advantages which would arise from ae 
inquiry into the conduct of the Scottish queen, carried on under her direc 
tion. There was some danger, however, that Mary might discover her 
secret intentions too soon, and, by receding from the offer which she had 
made, endeavour to disappoint them. But, even in that event, she de- 

+ and had thouqht of several different termined not to drop the inquir 
expedients for carrying it on. he countess of Lennox, convinced that 
Mary was accessary to the m~lrder of her son, and thirsting for that ven- 
geance which it was natural for a mother to demand, had implored Eliza- 
beth's justice, and solicited her, with n~any tears, in her own name and in 
her husband's, to bring the Scottish queen to a trial for that crime.? T h e  
parent of the unhappy prince had a jnst right to prefer this accusation ; For 
could she, who was their nearest kinswoinan, be condemned for listen~ng 
to so equitable a demand. Besides, as the Scottish nobles openly accused 
Mary of the same crime, and pretended to be able to confirm their charge 
by  suficient proof, it would be no difficult matter to prevail on them to 
petitinn the queen of England to take cognizance of their proceedings 
against their sovereign; and it was the opinion of the English council, that 
it would be reasonable to comply with the request.$ At the same time, 
the obsolete claim of the superiority of England over Scotland began to 
be talked of;  and, on that account, it was pretended that the decision of 
that contest between Mary and her subjects belonged of right to Eliza- 
beth.§ But, though Elizabeth revolved all these expedients in her mind, 
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and kept them in reserve to be made use of as occasion might require, she 
wished that the inquiry into Mary's conduct should appear to be u?der- 
taken purely in compliance with her own demand, and in order to v~ndi- 
cate her innocence ; and so long as that appearance could be preserved, 
none of the other expedients were to be en~ployed. 

When Mary consented to submit her cause to Elizabeth, she was far 
from suspectinw that any bad consequences could follow, or that any dan- 

erous pretenzons could be founded on her offer. She expected that 
Elizabeth herself would receive and examine her defences ;" she meant 
to consider her as an equal, for whose satisfaction she was willing to 
explain any part of her conduct that was liable to censure, not to acknow- 
ledge her as a superior, before whom she was bound to plead her cause. 
But Elizabeth put a very different sense on Mary's offer. She considered 
herself as chosen to be judge in the controversy between the Scottisl~ queen 
and her subjects, and began to act in that capacity. She proposed to 
appoint comn~issioners to hear the pleadings of both parties, and wrote to 
the regent of Scotland to empower proper persons to appear before them 
in his name, and to produce what he could allege in vindication of his 
proceedings against his sovereign. 

Mary had hitherto relied with unaccountable credulity on Elizabeth's 
rofessions of regard, and expected that so many kind speeches would at 

fast be accompanied with some suitable actions. But this proposal 
entirely undeceived her. She plainly perceived the artifice of Elizabeth's 
conduct, and saw what a diminution it would be to her own honour to 
appear on a level with her rebellious subjects, and to stand together with 
them at the bar of a superior and a judge. She retracted the offer which 
she had made, and which had been perverted to a purpose so contrary to 
her intention. She demanded, with more earnestness than ever, to be  
admitted into Elizabeth's presence ; and wrote to her [July 131, in a strain 
very different from what she had formerly used, and which fully discovers 
the grief and indignation that preyed on her heart. " In  my present situ- 
ation," says she, C C  I neither will nor can reply to the accusations of Iny 
subjects. I am ready, of my own accord, and out of friendship to you, to 
satisfy your scruples, and to vindicate my own conduct. My subjects are 
not my equals; nor will I, by submitting my cause to a judicial trial, 
acknowledge them to be so. I fled into your arms, as into those of m 
nearest relation and most perfect friend. I did you honour, as I inlnglned: 
in choosing you'preferably to any other prince, to be the restorer of an 
injured queen. Was it ever known that a prince was blamed for hearing 
in person, the complaints of those who appealed to his justice, against the 
false accusations of their enemies ? You admitted into your presence my 
bastard brother, who had been guilty of rebellion ; and you deny me that 
honour! God forbid that I should h e  the occasion of bringing any stain 
upon your reputation ! I expected that your manner of treating me would 
have added lustre to it. Suffer me either to in~plore the aid of other 
princes, whose delicacy on this head will be less, and their resentment of 
m wrongs greater; or let me receive from your hands that assistance 
wi ich  it becomes you, more than any other prince, to grant; and, by that 
bepefit, bind me to yourself in the indissoluble ties of gratitude.? 

r h i s  letter somewhat disconcerted Elizabeth's plan, but did not divert 
ber from the prosecution of it. She laid the matter before the privy coun- 
cil [June 201, and it was there determined, notwithstanding the entreaties 
and remonstrances of the Scottish queen, togo on with the lnquiry into her 
conduct; and, until that were finished, it was agreed that Elizabeth could 
not, consistently with her own honour, or with the safety of her govern- 
ment, either give her the assistance which she demanded, or permit her to 
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cetlre out of the kingdom. Lest she should have an opportunity of 
escaping, while she resided so near to Scotland, it was thought advisable 
to remove her to some place at a greater distance from the borders." 

While the English court was occupied in these deliberations, the re ent 
didnot neglect to inlpmve the victory at Langside. That event wasofthe 
utnlost importance to him. It not only drove the queen herself out of the 
kingdom, but left her adherents dispersed, and without a leader, at his 
mercy. H e  seerrled resolved, at first, to proceed against them .n itb the 
utmost rigour. Six persons of some distinction, who had been taken pri 
soners in the battle, were tried and condemned to death, as rebels against 
the Icing's overnment. They were led to the pIace of execution. but, by 
the powerkl intercession of Knox, they obtained a pardon. Hamilton of 
Bothwelhaugh was one of the number, who lived to give both the regent 
and Knox reason to repent of this commendable act of lenit .t 

Soon after the regent marched with an army, consisting oTf011r thousand 
horse and one thousand foot, towards the west borders. The nobles in 
this part of the kingdom were all the queen's adherents ; but as they had 
no force sufficient to obstruct his progress, he must either have obliged 
them to submit to the king, or would have laid waste their lands with fire 
and sword. But Elizabeth, whose interest it was to keep Scotland in con- 
fusion, by preserving the balance between the two parties, aud who was 
endeavouring to sooth the Scottish queen by gentle treatment, interposed 
at her desire. After keeping the field two weeks, the regent, in compli- 
ance to the English ambassador, dismissed his forces; and an expedition, 
which might have proved fatal to his opponents, ended witha fkw acts of 
severity .$ 

T h e  resolution of the English privy council, with regard to Mary's per- 
son,was soon carried into execution ; and, without regarding her remon- 
strances or complaints, she was conducted to Boldon, a castle of lord 
Scrope's, on the borders of Yorlrshiretj [July 131. In this lace her cor- 
respondence with her friends in Scotland became more diffcult, and my 
prospect of making her escape was entirely cut off. She now felt herself 
to be completely in Elizabeth's power, and though treatedas yet with the 
respect due to a queen, her real condition was that of a prisoner. Mary 
knew what it was to be deprived of liberty, and dreaded it as the worst 
of all evils. While the remembrance of her late irnprisonment was still 
lively, and the terror of a new one filled her mind, Elizabeth thought it a 
proper juncture to renew her former proposition [July 281, that she ~vould 
suffer the regent and his adherents to be called into England, and consent 
to their being heard in defence of their own conduct. She declared it to 
be  far from her intention to claim any right of judging between Mary and 
her subjects, or of degrading her so far as to require that she should answer 
to their accusations. On the contrary, Murray and his associates were 
sumnioned to appear, in order to justify their conduct in treating their 
sovereign so harshly, and to vindicate thernselves from those crimes with 
which she had cha~gcd them. On her part, Elizabeth promised, whatever 
should be the issue of this inquiry, to en~ploy all her power and influence 
towards replacing Mary on her throne, under a few limitations by no means 
unreasonab:~. Mary, deceived by this seeming attention to her dignity 
as a queen, soothed, on one hand, by a pronlise more flattering than any 
which she had hitherto received from Elizabeth, and urged on the other, 
by  the feelinvs which were natural on being conducted into a more inte- 
rior part of &ngland, and kept there in a more rigorous confinement, com- 
plied at  length with what Elizabeth required, and promised to send com- 
missioners to the confererlces appointed to be held at York.11 
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In order to persuade Elizabeth that she desired nothing so much as to 
render the union between them as close as possible, she showed a dispo- 
sition to relax son~ewhat in one point ; with regard to which, during all her 
past and subsequent misfortun?~, she was uniformly inflexible. She 
expressed a great veneration for the liturgy of the church of' England; she 
was often present at religious worship, according to the rites of the 
reformed church; made choice of a protestant clergyman to be her chap- 
lain; heard hirn preach against the errors of popery with attention and 
seeming pleasure; and discovered all the symptoms of an approaching 
conversion.* Such was Mary's known and bigoted attachment to the 
popish religion that it is impossible to believe her sincere in this part of 
her conduct ; nor can any thing mark more stror~gly the wretchedness of 
her cond~tion, and the excess of her fears, than that they betrayed her into 
dissimulation, in a matter concerning which her sentiments were, at all 
other times, scrupulously delicate. 

At this time the regent called a parliament [Aug. 181, in order to pro 
ceed to the, forfeiture of those who refused to acknowledge the Irinm's 
authority. Phe queen's adherents were alarmed, and Argyll and ~ u n t y ~ ,  
whom Mary had appointed her lieutenants, the one in the south, and the 
other in the north of Scotland, began to assemble forces to obstruct this 
meeting. Compassion for the queen, and envy at  those who governed in 
the king's name, had added so much stren th to the part that the regent 
would have found it diRicult to witlistan% its efforts. J u t  as Mary had 
submitted her cause to Elizabeth, she could not refuse, at her desire, to 
command her friends to lay down their arms, and wait patiently until 
matters were brought to a decision in England. By procuring this cessa- 
tion of arms, Elizabetll afforded as seasonable relief to the regent's faction, 
as she had formerly given to the queen's.? 

T h e  regent, however, would not consent, even at Elizahetl~~s request, to 
put off the meeting of parlia1nent.f But we may ascribe to her influence, 
as well as to the eloquence of &hitland, who laboured to prevent the one 
half of his countrymen from exterminating the other, any appearances of 
moderation which this parliament discovered in its proceedings. T h e  
most violent opponents of the king's overnment mere forfeited; the rest 
were allowed still to hope Sor fav0~r.f  

No sooner did the queen of Scots submit her cause to her rival, than 
Elizabeth required the regent to send to York deputies properly instructed 
for vindicating his conduct, in presence of her commissioners. I t  was not 
without hesitation and anxiety that the regent consented to this measure. 
His authority was already established in Scotland, and confirmed by par- 
liament. T o  suffer its validity now to be called in question, and subjected 
to a foreign jurisdiction, was extremely mortifying. T o  accuse his sove- 
reign before strangers, the ancient enemies of the Scottish name, was an 
odio~ls task. T o  fail ir? this accusation was dangerous; to succeed in it 
was disgraceful. But the strength of the adverse faction daily increased. 
I Ie  dreaded the interposition of the French Icing in its behalf. In his situ- 
ation, and in a matter which Elizabeth had so much at  heart, her com- 
mands were neither to be disputed nor disobeyed.11 

The  necessity of repairing in person to York added to the ignominy oi 
the step which he was obliged to take. All his associates declined the 
ofice ; they were unwilling to expose themselves to the odium and dangel 
with which it was easy to foresee that the discharge of it would be 
attended, unless he himself consented to share these in common with them. 
[Sept. 18.1 The  earl of illorton, Bothwell bishop of Orkney, Pitcairn com- 
rnendator of Dunfermling, and lord Lindsay, were joined with him in com- 
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mission. Macgill of Rankeilor, and Balnaves of Hallhill, two eminent 
civilians, George Buchanan, &Iurray's faithful adherent, a man whose 
genius did honour to the age, Maitland, and several others, were appointed 
to attend them as assistants. Maitland owed this distinction to the reqent's 
fear, rather than to his affection. He had warmly remonstrated against this 
measure. He wished his country to continue in friendship with England, 
but not to become dependent on that nation. I l e  was desirous of re-estab- 
l i shin~ the queen in some degree of power, not inconsistent with that which 
the k ~ n g  possessed; and the regent could not, with safety, leave behind 
him a man, whose views were so contrary to his own, and who, by his 
su erior abilities, had acquired an influence in the nation, equal to that 
w&ch others derived from the antiquity and power of their families.' 

Mary empowered Lesley bishop of Ross, lord Lavingston, lord Boyd, 
lord IIerries, Gavin IIamilton conimendator of ICilwilnning, sir John Gol.don 
of Lochinvar, and sir Jalnes Cocltburn of Stirling to appear in her name.7 

Elizabeth nominated Thomas Howard duke of Norfolli, Thomas Rad- 
cliff earl of Sussex, and sir Ralph Sadler, her commissioners to hear both 
parties. 

The  4th of October was the day fixed for opening the confeerence. The  
great abilities of the deputies on both sides, the dignity of the judges before 
whom they were to appear, the high rank of the persons whose cause was 
to be heard, and the importance of the points in dispute, rendered the 
whole transaction no less illustrious than it was singular. The  situation in 
which Elizabeth appeared on this occasion strikes us with an air of mag- 
nlhcence. Her  rival, an independent queen, and the heir of an ancient 
race of monarchs, was a prisoner in her hands, and appeared, by her 
ambassadors, before her tribunal. T h e  regent of Scotland, who repre- 
sented the majesty, and possessed the authority of a king, stood in person 
at  her bar. And the fate of a kingdorn, whose power her ancestors had 
often dreaded, but could never subdue, was now at her disposal. 

T h e  views, however, with which the several parties consented to this 
conference. and the issue to which thev e x ~ e c t e d  to bring it, were " L W .  

extremely different. 
Mary's chief object was the recovering her former authority. This 

induced her to consent to a measure against which she had long struggled. 
Elizabeth's promises gave her ground for entertaininv hopes of being 
restored to her king-dom ; in order to which she wourd have willingly 
made many concessions to the Icing's party ; and the influence of the Eng- 
lish aueen. as well as her own impatience under her present situation, 
might' ha& led her to many m0re.t T h e  regent aim& at nothing but 
securing Elizabeth's protection to his party, and seems not to have had 
the most distant thoughts of coming to any composition with Mary. Eliza- 
beth's views were more various, and her schemes more intricate. She 
seemed to be fill1 of concern for Mary's honour, and solicitous that she 
should wipe off the aspersions which blemished her character. This she 
pretended to be the intention of the conference ; amusing Mary, and eluding 
the solicitations of the French and Spanish ambassadors in her behalf, by 
repeated promises of assisting her, as soon as she could venture to do so 
without bringing disgrace upon herself. But under this veil of friendship 
and generosity, Elizabeth concealed sentiments of a different nature. She 
expected that the regent would accuse Mary of being accessary to the 
murder of her husband. She encouraged him, as far as decency would 
permit, to t ~ k e  this desperate step.$ And as this accusation might terml- 
nate in two different ways, she had concerted measures for her luture con- 
duct suitable to each of these. If the charge against Mary should appear 
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to be well founded, she resolved to pronounce her unworlhy of wearing a 
crown, and to declare that she would never burden her own conscience 
with the uilt of an action so detestable as the restoring her to her liing- 
dom." 1f i t  should happen, that what her accusers alleged did not amount 
to a proof of guilt, but only of maleadministration, she determined to set on 
foot a treaty for restoring her, but on such conditions as would renrler her 
hereafter dependent, not only upon England, but upon her own subjects.? 
As every ste in the progress of the conference, as well as the final result 
of it, was in Elizabeth's own power, she would still be at liberty to choose 
which of these courses she should hold; or, if there appeared to be any 
danger or inconveniency ill pursuin either of them, she might protract the 
whole cause by endless delays, an$: involve it in inextricable perplexity.$ 

T h e  conference, however, was opened with much solenlnity. But the 
very first step discovered it to he Elizabeth's intention to inflame, rather 
than to extinguish, the dissensions and animosities among the Scots. No 
endeavours were used toreco~~cile the contending parties, or to mollify the 
fierceness of their hatred, by bringing the queen to offer pardon for what 
was past, or her subjects to promise more dutiful obedience for the future. 
On the contrary, Mary's commissiocers were permitted to prefer a com- 
plaint against the regent and his party, containing an enumeration of their 
treasonable actions, of their seizing her person by force of arms, commit- 
ting her to prison, compelling her to resign the crown, and making use of 
her son's name to colour their usurpation of the whole royal authority; and 
of all these enormities they required such speedy and effectual redress as 
the injuries of one queen demanded from the justice of another.$ 

I t  was then expected that the regent would have disclosed all the cir- 
cumstances of that unnatural crime to which he pretended the queen had 
veen accessary, and would have produced evidence in support of his charge. 
But, far from accusing Mary, the regent did not even answer the complaints 
brought against himself. He discovered a reluctance at undertaking that 
office, and started many doubts and scruples, with regard to which he 
demanded to he resolved by Elizabeth herself.§ His reserve and hesita- 
tion were no less surprising to the greater part of the English comrnissionerr 
than to his own associates. They knew that he could not vindicate his 
own conduct without charging the murder upon the queen, and he had 
not hitherto shown any extraordinaly delicacy on that head. An intrigue, 
however, had been secretly carried on, since his arrival at  York, -which 
explains this mystery. 

T h e  duke of Norfolk was, at that time, the most powerful and most 
popular man in England. His wife was lately dead ; and he began already 
to form a project, which he afterwards more openly avowed, of mounting 
the throne of Scotland by a marriage with the queen of Scots. H e  saw 
the infamy which would be the consecluence of a public accusation against 
M a ~ y ,  2nd how prejudicial it might be to her pretensions to the English 
succession. In order to save her from this cruel mortification, he applied 
to Maitland, and expressed his astonishment at seeing a man of so much 
reputation for wisdom, concurring with the regent in a measure so dis- 
honourable to themselves, to their queen, and to their country ; submitting 
the public trausactionsof thenation to thejudgmentof foreigners; andpublish- 
ing the ignominy and exposing the faults of their sovereign, which they were 
bound, in good policy, as well as in duty, to conceal aud to cover. I t  was 
easy for Maitland, whose sentiments were the same with the duke's, to 
vindicate his own conduct. Hc assured him that he had employed all his 
credit to dissuade his countrymen from this n~easure ; and would still contri- 
bute, to the utmost of his power, to divert them from it. This encouraged 
Norfolk to communicate the matter to the regent. H e  repeated and 
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enforced the same arguments which he had used with Maitland. He 
warned him of the danger to which he must expose himself by such a 
violent action as the public accusation of his sovereign. Nary would 
never forgive a man who had endeavoured to fix such a hrand of infamy 
on her character. If she ever recovered any degree of power, his destruc- 
tion would be inevitable, and he would justly merit it at her hands. Nor 
would Elizabeth screen him from this, by a public approbation of his 
conduct. For, whatever evidence of Mary's guilt he might produce, she 
was resolved to give no definitive sentence in the cause. Let him only 
demand that the matter should be brought to a decision immediately after 
hearing the proof, and he would he fully convinced how false and insidious 
her intentions were, and, hy consequence, how improper it would be for 
him to appear as the accuser of his own sovereign." The  candour which 
Narfolk seemed to discover in these remonstrances, as well as the truth 
which they contained, made a deep impression on the regent. He daily 
received the strongest assurances of IYIary's willingness to he reconciled 
to him, if he abstained from accusing her of such an odious crime, together 
with the denunciations of her irreconci1e:ihle hatred, if he acted a contrary 
part.? All these considerations concurred in determining him to alter his 
pur ose, and to make trial of the expedient which the duke had suggested. 

Efe demanded, therefore [Oct. 91, to be informed, before he proceeded 
further, whether the English commissioners were empowered to declare 
the queen guilty, by a judicial act ; whether they ~vould promise to pass 
sentence, without delay ; whether the queen should be kept under such 
restraint, as to prevent her from disturbing the government now establibhed 
in Scotland ; and whether Elizabeth, if she approved of the p~oceedings 
of the king's party, would engage to protect it for the future I f  The paper 
containing these demands was signed by l~imself alone, without communi- 
cating it to any of his attendants, except Maitland and Me1vil.S But, lest 
so many precautions should excite any suspicion of their proceedings, from 
some consciousness of defect in the evidence which he had to produce 
against his sovereign, Murray empowered Lethington, Macgill, and Bu- 
chanan, to wait upon the duke of Worfblli, the earl ot Sussex, and sir Ralph 
Sadler, to lay befbre them, not in their public ctlaracters as co~nmissioners, 
but as private persons, Mary's letters to Bothwell, her sonnets, and all the 
other papers upon which was founded the charge of her being accessary 
to the murder of the king, and to declare that this confidential communi- 
cation was made to them, with a view to learn whether the queen of 
England v~ould consider this evidence as sufficient to establish the truth of 
the accusation. Nothing could be more natural than the regent's solicitude 
to know on what footing he stood. T o  have ventu~ed on a step so uncom- 
mon and dangerous, as the accusing his sovereign, without previously 
ascertaining that he rnight take it with safety, 1~ou1d have been unpardon- 
able imprudence. But Elizabeth, who did not expect that he would have 
moved any such difficulty, had not empowered her commissioners to give 
him that satisfaction which he demanded. I t  became necessary to transmit 
the articles to herself, and by the light in wl~ich Norfolk placed them, it 
is easy to see that he wished that they should nlalre no slight impression 
on Elizabeth and her ministers. " Think not the Scots," said he, "over- 
scrupulous or precise. Let us view their conduct as we would wish our 
own to be viewed in a like situation. The game they play is deep ; their 
estates, their lives, their honour, are at stalre. It 1s now in their own 
power to be reconciled to their queen, or to offend her irrecoverably ; and, 
In a matter of so much importance, the utmost degree of caution is not 
cxcessive."jl 
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While the English commissioners waited for fuller instructions with 
~ e g a r d  to the regent's demands, he gave an answer to the complaint which 
had been offered in the name of the Scottish queen. I t  was expressed in 
terrns perfectly conformable to the system which he had at that t i n e  
adopted. It contained no insinuation of the queen's being accessary to the 
murder of her husband; the bitterness of style peculiar to the age was 
onsiderably abated; and though he pleaded, that the infamy of the 

marriage with Bothwell made it necessary to take arms in order to dissolve 
~t ; though Mary's attachment to a man so odious justified the keeping her 
for some time under restraint ; yet nothing more was said on these subjects 
than was barely requisite in his own defence. The  queen's cotnm~ss~oners 
did not fail to reply." But while the article with respect to the murder 
remained untouched, these were only sliirmishes at a distance, of no con- 
sequence towards ending the contest, and were little regarded by Elizabeth 
or her commissioners. 

T h e  conference had, hitherto, been conducted in a n~anner which d i s a p  
pointed Elizabeth's views, and produced none of those discoveries which 
she had expected. The  distance between York and London, and the 
necessity of consulting her upon every difficulty which occurred, consumed 
much time. Norfolk's negotiation with the Scottish regent, however 
secretly carried on, was not, in all probability, unknown to a princess to  
remarliable for her sagacity in penetrating the designs of her enemies, 
and seeing through their deepest schemes.1 Instead, therefore, of returning 
any answer to the regent's demands, she resolved to remove the confkrence 
to Westminster, and to appoint new commissioners, ir! whom she could 
more absolutely confide. Both the queen of Scots and the regent were 
brought, rvi(hout dificulty, to approve of this resolution.$ 

W e  often find Mary boasting of the superiority in argument obtained 
by her corrimissioners during the conference at York, and how, by the 
strength of their reasons, they confounded her adversaries, and silenced 
all their cavils.§ The  dispute stood, at that time, on a footing which ren- 
dered her victor not only apparent, but easy. Her participation of the 9 guilt of the king S murder was the circumstance upon which her subjects 
must have rested, as a justiiication of their violent proceedings against h e r ,  
and, while they  industrious!^ avoided mentioning that, her cause gained 
as much as that cf her adversaries lost by suppressing this capital argument 

Elizabeth resolved that Mary should not enjoy the same advantage ir 
the conference to be held at Westnlinster. She deliberated with tht 
utmost anxiety, how she might overcome the regent's scruples, and persuadt 
hirn to accuse the queen. She considered of the most proper method fot 
bringlng Mary's commissioners to answer such an accusation ; and as shr 
foresaw that the promises with which it was necessary to allure the regent 
and which it was impossible to conceal from the Scottish queen, vvoulT 
naturally exasperate her to a great degree, she determined to guard her 
more narrowly than ever ; and, though lord Scrope had given her no reason 
to distrust his vigilance or fidelity, yet, because he was the duke of Ncr- 
follr's brother-in-law, she thought it proper to remove the queen as soon a s  
possible to Tuthbury in Staffordshire, and commit her to the keeping of 
the car1 of Shrewsbury, to whom that castle belonged.11 

Mary began to suspect the design of this second conference ; and, not- 
withstanding the satisfaction she expressed at seeing her cause taken more 
immerliately under the queen's own eye,'f[ she framed her instructions to 
her comniissioners in such a manner as to avoid being brought under the 
necessity of answering the accusation of her subjects, if they should be so 
desperate as to exhibit one against her."" These suspicions were soon con- 
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firmed by a circumstance estremely mortifying. The regent having 
arrived at London, in order to be present at the conference, was imme- 
diately admitted into Elizabeth's presence, and received by her, not only 
with respect, but with affection. This Mary justly considered as an open 
declaration of the queen's partiality towards her adversaries. In the first 
emotlons of her resentment [Nov. 221, she wrote to her comrnissloners, and 
commanded them to complain, in the' presence of the English nobles, and 
befbre the ambassadors of foreign princes, of the usage she had hitherto 
met with, and the additional injuries which she had reason to apprehend. 
Her rebellious subjects were allowed access to the queen, she was ex- 
cluded from her presence ; they enjoyed full liberty, she languished under 
a long imprisonment; they were encouraged to accuse her, in defending 
herself she laboured under every disadvantage. For these reasons she 
once more renewed her demand, of being admitted into the queen's pre- 
sence ; and if that were denied, she instructed them to declare, that she 
recalled the consent which she had given to the conference at Westminster, 
and protested, that whatever was done there should be held to be null and 
invalid." 

This, perhaps, was the most prudent resolution BIary could have taken. 
The pretences on which she declined the conference were pIausible, and 
the juncture for offering them well chosen. But either the queen's letter 
did not reach her co~nniissioners in due time, or they suffered themselves to 
be deceived by Elizabeth's professions of regard for their mistress, and 
consented to the opening of the conference.t 

T o  the commiscioners who had appeared in her name at YorB [Nov. 251, 
Elizabeth had added Sir Nicholas Bacon, keeper of the great seal, the 
earls of Arundel and Leicester, lord Clinton, and Sir William Ceci1.f The 
difliculties which obstrucred the proceedings at York were quickly re- 
moved. A satisfying answer was given to the regent's demands ; nor was 
he so much disposed to hesitate, and raise objections as formerly. His 
negotiation with Norfolk had been discovered to Morton by some of Mary's 
attendants, and he had cornmuriicated it to Cecil.5 His crsonal safety, 
as well as the continiiance of his power, depended on Elizabeth. By 
favouring Mary, she [night at any time ruin him ; and by aqueslion which 
she artfully started, concerning the person who had a right, by the law of 
Scotland, to govern the liingdom during a minority, she let him see, that 
even without restoring the queen, it was an easy matter for her to deprive 
him of the supreme direction of affairs.11 These considerations, which 
were powerfully seconded by most of his a.ttendants, at length determined 
the regent to produce his accusation against the queen. 

He endeavoured to lessen the obloquy with which he was sensible this 
action would be attended, by protesting that it W A S  with the utmost reluc- 
tance he undertook this disagreeable task ; that his party had long suffered 
their conduct to be misconstrued, and had borne the worst imputations in 
silence, rather than expose the crimes of their sovereign to the eyes of 
strangers ; but that now the insolence and importunity of the adverse fac- 
lion forced them to publish what they had hitherto, though with loss to 
themselves, endeavoured to conceal.91 These pretexts are decent ; and the 
considerations which he mentions had, during some time, a real Influence 
upon the conduct of the party; but, since the meeting of parliament held 
in December, they had discovered so little delicacy and reserve with respect 
to the queen's actions, as renders it impossible togive credit to those studied 
professions. The regent and his associates were drawn, it is plain, paltly 
by the necessity of their affairs, and partly by Elizabeth's artifices, Into a 
situation where no liberty of choice was left to them; and they were 
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obliged elther to acknowledge themselves to be guilty of rebellion, or to 
charge Mary with having been accessary to the commission of murder. 

T h e  accusation itself was conceived in the strongest terms. Mary was 
charged, not only with having consented to the murder, but with being 
accessary to the contrivance and execution of it. Bothwell, it was pre- 
tended, had been screened from the pursuits of justice by her favour; and 
she had formed designs no less dangerous to the life of the young prince, 
than subversive of the liberties an$ constitution of the Iringdom. If any 
of these crimes should be denied, an offer was made to produce the most 
ample and undoubted evidence in confirmation of the charge." 

At the next meeting of the commissioners [Nov. 291, the earl of Lennox 
appeared before them ; and after bewailing the trasical and unnatural mur- 
der of his son, he implored Elizabeth's justice agalnst the queen of Scots, 
whom he accused upon oath, of being the author of that crime, and 
produced papers, which, as he pretended, would make good what he 
alleged. The  entrance of a new actor on the stage so opportunely, and 
at  a juncture so critical, can scarce be imputed to chance. This contri- 
vance was maniikstly Elizabeth's, in order to increase, by this additional 
accusation, the infamy of the Scottish queen.7 

Illary's commissioners expressed the utmost surprise and indignation at 
the regent's presumption in loading the queen with calrininies [Dec. 41, 
which, as they affirmed,she had so little merited. But, instead of aitempt- 
ing to vindicate her honour, by a reply to the charge, they had recourse to 
an article in their instructions, which they had fbrmerly neglected tomen- 
tion in its proper place. They  demanded an audience of Elizabeth; and 
having renewed their mistress S request of a personal interview, thcy pro- 
tested, if that were denied her, against all the future proceedings of the 
commissioners.f A protestation of this nature, offered just at the critical 
time when such a bold accusation had been preferred against Mary, and 
when the proofs in support of it were ready to be examined, gave reason 
to suspect that she dreaded the event of that examination. This suspicion 
received the strongest confirmation from another circumstance : Ross and 
Herries, before they were introduced to Elizabeth, in order to make this 
protestation, privately acquainted Leicester and Cecil, that as their mistress 
had, from the beginning, discovered an inclination towards bringing the 
differences between herself and her subjects to an amicable accommoda- 
tion, so she was still desirous, notwithstanding the regent's audacious accu- 
sation, that they should be terminated in that manner.$ 

Such moderation seems hardly to be compatible with the strong resent- 
ment which calumniated innocence naturally feels ; or with that eagerness 
to vindicate itself which it always discovers. In Mary7s situation, an offer 
so ill timed must be considered as a confession of the weakness of her 
cause. T h e  linown character of her commissioners exempts them from 
the imputation of folly, or the suspicion of treachery. Some secret con- 
viction, that the conduct of their niistress could not bear so strict a scrutiny 
as must be made into it, if they should reply to the accusation preferred 
by Murray against her, seems to be the most probable motive of this im- 
prudent proposal, by  which they endeavoured to avoid it. 

I t  appeared in this light to Elizabeth [Dec. 41, and afforded her a pre- 
tence for rejecting it. She represented to Mary7s commiseioners, that in 
the present juncture, nothing could be so dishonourable to their mistress as 
an accommodation ; and that the matter would seem to be huddled up in 
this manner, lnerely to suppress discoveries, and to hide her shame ; nor 
was it possible that Mary could be admitted, with any decency, into her 
presence, while she lay under the infamy of such a public accusation. 

+ Anderson, vol iv part ii. 119r t Id ibitl 12.2. Id. ibid. 133.158, &c. 6 Ibid, iv 1% 
Cabbala, 157. 
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Upon this repulse Ma~y's  commissioners withdrew; and as they had 

deciined answering, there seemed now to be no further reason for the re- 
gent's producing the roofs in support of his charge. But without getting 
these into her h'ands, elizabeth's schemes were incomplete ; and her arti- 
fice for this purpose was as mean, but as successful, as an she had hitherto 
employed. She commanded her commissioners to test& her indignation 
and displeasure at the regent's presumption in forgetting so far the duty of 
a subject, as to accuse his sovereign of such atrocious crimes. He, in order 
lo regain the good opinion of such a powerful protectress, offered to show 
that his accusations were not malicious or ill grounded. Then were pro- 
duced and submitted to the inspection of the English commissiorlers, the 
acts of the Scottish parliament in confirmation of the regent's authority, 
and of the queen's resignation ; the confessions of the persons executed for 
the king's murder; and the fatal casket which contained the letters, son- 
nets, and contracts that have been so often mentioned. 

As soon as Elizabeth got these into her possession, she laid them hefore 
her privy council [Dec. 141, to which she joined on this occasion several 
noblemen of the greatest eminence in her kingdom ; in order that they 
might have an opportunity of considering the mode in which an inquiry of 
sucil public i~nportanEe had been hitherto conducted, as well as the an~ount 
of the evidence now brought against a person who claimed a preferable 
right of succession to the English crown. In this respectable assenlbly all 
the proceedings in the conferences at  Yorli and Westminster were review- 
ed, and the evidence produced by the regent of Scotland against his sove- 
reign was examined with attention. In particular, the letters and other 
papers said to he written by the queen of Scots, were carefully corn ared, 
.'for the manner of writing and oflhography," with a variety of &t tea  
which Elizabeth had received at different times from the Scottish queen ; 
and, as the result of a most accurate collation, the n~embers of the privy 
council, and noblemen cotljo~ned with them, declared that no difference 
between these could be discovered.* Elizabeth having established a fact 
so unfavourable to her rival, began to lay aside the expressions of friend- 
ship and rcspect which she had hitherto used in all her letters to the Scot- 
tish queen. She now wrote to her in  such terms, as if the presumptions of 
her guilt had amorinted almost to certainty ; she blamed her for refusing to 
vind~cate herself from an accusalion which could not be left unanswered, 
without a manifest injury to her character; and plainly intimated, that 
unless that were done, no change would be made in her present situatio11.t 
She hoped that such a discovery of her sentiments would intimidate Mary, 
who was hardly recovered from the shocli of the regent's attack on her 
reputation, and force her to confirm her resignation of the crown, to ratify 
Murray's authority as regent, and to consent that both herself and her son 
should reside in England, under English protection. This scheme Eliza- 
beth had much at heart ; she proposed it both to Mary and to her commis- 
sioners, and neglected no argument or artifice that could possibly recom- 
mend it. Mary saw how fatal this would prove to her reputation, to her 
pretensions, and even to her personal safety. She rejected it without hesi- 
tation. '' Death," said she, " is less dreadful than such an ignolninious 
step. Rather than give away, with my own hands, the crown which de- 
scended to nle from my ancestors, I will part with life ; but the last ~vords 
I utter, shall be those of a queen of Scotland."S 

At the same time she seems to have been sensible how open her repu- 
tation lay to censure, while she suffered such apublic accusation to remain 
unanswered ; and though the conference was now dissolved, she empow- 
ered her commissioners to present a reply to the allegations of her eae- 

* Anderson, vol. iv. part ii. 170, Rrc. i Id. ibid. 179. 183. Good. vol. ii. 260. 
4DY. Bee Append. No. XXX. Good. vol. ii. 274.301. 
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mles, in which she denied in the strongest terms me crimes imputed to 
her ; and recriminated upon the regent and his party, by accusing thern of 
having devised and executed the rnurder of the Icing" [Dec. 241. The 
regent and his pssociates asserted their innocence with great warmth. 
Mary continued to insist on a personal interview, a condition which she, 
knew would never be granted.1 Elizabeth urged her to vindicate her owrl 
honour. But it is evident from the delays, the evasions, and subterfu es to 
which both queens had recourse by turns, that Nary avoided, and %];a- 
beth did not desire to make any further progress in the inquiry. 

The regent was now impatient to return into Scotland, where his adver- 
saries were endeavouring, in his absence, to raise some commotions. Be- 
fore he set out [Feb. %], he was called into the privy council to receive a 
final declaration of Elizabeth's sentiments. Cecil acquainted him, in her 
name, that, on one hand, nothing had been objected to his conduct, which 
she could reckon detrimental to his Ilonour, or inconsistent with his duty; 
nor had he, on the other hand, produced any thing against his sovereign, 
on which she could found an unfavourable opinion of her actions; and, for 
this reason, she resolved to leave all the affairs of Scotland precisely in the 
same situation in which she had found them at the beginning of the con- 
ference. The clueen's commissioners were dismissed much in the same 
manner.$ 

After the attention of both nations had been fixed so earnestly on this 
conference upwards of four months,such a conclusion of the whole appears, 
at first sight, trifling and ridiculous. Nothin , however, could be more 
favourable to Elizabeth's future schemes. Atwithstanding her seeming 
impartiality, she had no thoughts of continuing neuter; nor was she at 
any loss on whom to bestow her protection. Before the regent left Lon- 
don, she supplied him with a considerable sum of money, and engaged to 
support the king's authority to the utmost of her power.$ Nary, by her 
own conduct, fortified this resolution. Enraged at the repeated instances 
of Elizabeth's artifice and deceit, which she had discovered during the 

rogress of the conference, and despairing of ever obtaining any succour 
goom her, she endeavoured to rouse her own adherents in Scotland to arms, 
by imputing such designs to Elizabeth and Murray, as could not fail to 
inspire every Scotchman with indignation. Murray, she pretended, had 
agreed to convey the prince her son into England ; to surrender to Eliza- 
beth the places of reatest strength in the kingdom ; and to acknowledge 
the dependence of  the Scottish upon the English nation. In return for 
this, Murray was to be declared the lawful heir to the crown of Scotland; 
and, at the same time, the question with regard to the English succession 
was to be decided in favour of the Earl of Hartford, whq had promised 
to marry one of Cecil's daughters. An account of these wlld and chimeri- 
cal projects was spread industriously among the Scots. Elizabeth, per- 
ceiv~ng it was calculated on purpose to bring her government into d~sre- 

utation, laboured to destroy its effects by a counter proclamation, and 
gecame more disgusted than ever with the Scottish queen.]) 

The regent, on his return, found the kingdom in the utmost tranquillity. 
But the rage of the queen's adherents, which had been suspended in 
expectation that the conference in England would terminate to her advan- 
tage, was now ready to break out with all the violence of civil war. They 
were encouraged too by the appearance of a leader, whose high quality 
and pretensions entitled him to great authority in the nation. This was 
the duke of Chatelherault, who had resided for some years in France, and 
was now sent over by that court with a small suppl of money, in hopes 

om would strengthen that the presence of the first nobleman in the kin.$ 

* Good. ii. 985. 
Carte iii. 478. 
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the queen s party. Elizabeth had detained him in England for some 
months, under vanous pretences, but was obliged at last to suffer him to 

roceed on his journey. Before his departure [Feb. 251, Mar invested 
&m with the high dignity of her lieutenant general in scotlanb; together 
with the fantastic title of her adopted father. 

The regent did not give him time to form his party into any regular 
body. He assembled an army with his usual expedition, and marched to 
Glasgow. The followers of Argyll and Huntly, who composed the chief 
part of the queen's faction, being seated in corners of the kingdom very 
distant from each other, and many of the duke's dependants having been 
killed or taken in the battle of Langside, tlie spirit and strength of his 
adherents were totally broken, and an accommodation with the regent was 
the only thing which could prevent the ruin of his estate and vassals. This 
was effected without difficulty, and on no unreasonable terms. The dulre 
promised to aclrnowledge the authority both of the liing andof the regent ; 
and to claim no jurisdiction in consequence of the commission which he 
had received from the queen. The regent bound himself to repeal the 
act which had passed for attainting several of the queen's adherents : to 
restore all who would submit to the king's government to the possession of 
their estates and honours ; and to hold a convention, wherein all the differ- 
ences between the two parties should be settled by mutual consent. The 
duke gave hostages for his faithful performance of the treaty; and, in 
token of their sincerity, he and lord Herries accompanied the regent to 
Stirling, and visited the young king. The regent set at liberty the pri- 
soners taken at Langside." 

Argyll and Huntly refused to be included in this treaty. A secret ne- 
gotiation was carrying on in England, in favour of the captive queen, 
with so much success that her affairs began to wear a better aspect, and 
her return into her own kingdom seemed to be an event not ve distznt. 
The French king had lately obtained such advantages over the %ugonots, 
that the extinction of that party appeared to be inevitable, and France, by 
recovering domestic tranquillity, would be no longer prevented from pro- 
tecting ber friends in Britain. These circumstances not only influenced 
Argyll and Huntly, but made so deep au impression on the duke, that he 
appeared to be wavering and irresolute, and plainly discovered that he 
wished to evade the accomplishment of the treaty. The regent saw the 
danger of allowing the dulre to shake himself loose, in this manner, from 
his engagements ; and instantly formed a resolution equally bold and po- 
litic. Qe commanded his guards to seize Chatelherault in his own house 
in Edinburgh, whither he had come in order to attend the convention agreed 
upon ; and, regardless either of his di nity as the first nobleman in the f kingdom and next heir to the crown, or o tlie promises of personal security, 
011 which he had relied, committed him and lord Herries prisoners to the 
castle of Edinburgh.t A blow so fatal and unexpected dispirited the party. 
Argyll submitted to the king's government, and made his peace with the 
regent on very easy terms ; and Huntly being left alone,was at last obliged 
to lay down his arms. 

Soon after, lord Boyd returned into Scotland, and brought letters to the 
regent, both from the English and Scottish queens. A convention was held 
at Perth, in order to consider them. Elizabeth's letter contained three 
different proposals with regard to Mary ; that she shouldeither be restored 
to the full possession of her former authority; or be admitted to reign 
iointlv with the kinr her son : or at least be allowed to reside in Scotland 
rn soAe decent retiyement, without any share in the administrahon of o- 
vernment. Thew overtures were extorted by the importunity o i  ~eneyon 
the French ambassador, and have some appearance of being favoura1)le 

* Cabbala, !61. Ctawf. Mem. 108 t Crnwf. Mem. Ill. Melv. M2. 
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to the captive queen. They were, however, perfectly suitable to Eliza- 
beth's general system with regard to Scottish affairs. Anlong propo- 
sitions so unequal and disproportionate, she easily saw where tne cholce 
would fall. The two former were rejected ; and long delays must ne- 
cessarily have intervened, and many dilficulties have arisen, before every 
circumstance relative to the last could be finally adjusted." 

Mary, in her letter, demanded that her marriage with Bothwell should 
be reviewed by the proper judges, and, if found invalid, should be dis- 
solved by a leval sentence of divorce. This fatal marriage was the prin- 
cipal source o? all the calamities she had endured for two years; a divorce 
was the only thing which could repair the injuries her reputation had suf- 
fered by that step. It was her interest to have proposed it ezrly ; and it is not 
easy to account for her long silence with respect to this point. Her par- 
ticular motive for proposing it at this time began to be so well known, 
lhat the dernand was rejected by the convention of estates.7 They im- 
puted it not so much to any abhorrence of Bothwell, as to her eagerness 
to conclude a marriage with the duke of Norfollr. 

This marriage was the object of that secret negotiation in En.gland 
which I have already mentioned. The fertile and projecting genlus of 
Maitland first conceived this scheme. During the conference at York, he 
communicated it to the duke himself, and to the bishop of Itoss. The 
former readily closed with a scheme so flattering to his ambition. The 
latter considered it as a probable device for restoring his mistress to liberty, 
and replacing her on her throne. Nor was Mary, with whom Norfolk 
held a correspondence by means of his sister lady Scrope, averse from a 
measure, which would have restored her to her kingdom with so much 
splendour.$ The sudden removal of the conference from Yorlr to West- 
minster suspended, but did not break off this intrigue. Maitland and 
Ross were still the duke's prompters and his agents ; and many letters and 
love-tokens were exchanged between him and the queen of Scots. 

But as he could not hope, that under an administration so vigllant as 
Elizabeth's such an intrigue could be kept long concealed,he attempted to 
deceive her by the appearance of openness and candour, an artifice which 
seldom fails of success. He mentioned to her the rumour that was spread 
of his marriage with the Scottish qneen ; he complained of it as a groundless 
calumny; and disclaimed all thoughts of that Irind, with many expressions 
full of contempt both for Mary's character and dominions. Jealous as 
Elizabeth was of every thing relative to the queen of Scots, she seems to 
have credited these professions.$ , But, instead of discontinuing the nego- 
tiation, he renewed it with greater vigour, and admitted into it new asso- 
ciates. Among these was the regent of Scotland. He had given great 
offence to Norfolk, by his public accusation of the queen, in breach of the 
concert into which he had entered at York. He was then ready to return 
into Scotland. The influence of the duke in the north of England was 
great. The earls of Northumberland and Westmorland, the most powerful 
noblemen in that part of the kingdom, threatened to revenge up011 the 
regent the injuries which he had done his sovereign. Murray, in order to 
secure a safe return into Scotland, addressed himself to Norfblk ; and after 
some apology for his past conduct, he insinuated that the duke's scheme of 
marrying the queen his sister was no less acceptable to him than beneficial 
to both lringdorns, and that he would concur with the utiiiost ardour in 
promoting so desirable an event.11 Norfolk heard him with the credulity 
natural to those who are passionately bent upon any design He wrote to 

* Spotswond, 230. 
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the two earls to desist from any hostile attempt against ~ u r r a $  and to that 
he owed his passage through the northern counties without disturbance. 

Encouramed by his success in gaining the regent, he next attempted to 
draw the knglish nobles to approve his design. The  nation began to 
despair of Elizabeth's marrying. Her jealousy kept the question with 
regard to the right of succession undecided. T h e  menlory of the civil 
wars which had desolated England for more than a century, on account oi 
the disputed titles of the houses of York and Lancaster, was still recent. 
A1n:ost all the ancient nobility had perished, and the nation itself had been 
brought to the brink of destruction in that unhapp contest. The  Scottish 
queen, though her right of succession was genera$ held to be undoubted, 
might meet with formidable competitors. She might marry a foreign and 
a popish prince, and bring both liberty and religion into danger. But, by  
marrying tier to an Engl~shman, a zealous protestant, the most powerful 
and ntost universally beloved of all the nobility, an effectual remedy seemed 
to be provided against all these evils. The  greater part of the peers, either 
directly or tacitly,approvedof it,as a salutary project. Theearlsof Arundel, 
Pembroke, Leicester, and lord Lumley, subscribed a letter to the Scottish 
queen, written with Leicester's hand, in which they warmly recom~nended 
the match, but insisted, by way of preliminary, on Mary's promise, that 
she should attempt nothing, in consequence of her pretensions to the Eng- 
lish crown, prejudicial to Elizabeth, or to her posterity; that she should 
consent to a league, offensive and defensive, between the two kingdoms ; 
that she should confirm the present estabiishment of religion in Scotland, 
and receive into favour sucli of her subjects as had appeared in arms 
against her. Upon her agreeing to the rnrrrriage and ratifying these articles, 
they engaged that the English nobles would not only concur 111 restoring her 
immediately to her own throne, but in securing to her that of England in 
reversron. Mary readily consented to all these proposals, except the 
second, with regard to which she demanded some time for consulting her 
ancient ally the French king.* 

T h e  whole of this negotiation was industriously concealed from Eliza- 
beth. Her jealousy of the Scottish queen was well lmown, nor could it 
be expected that she would willingly come into a measure which tended 
so visibly to save the reputation and to increase the power of her rival. 
But, in a matter of so much consequence to the nation, the taking a few 
steps rvithout her knowledge could hardly be reckoned criminal ; and 
while every persGn concerned, even Mary and Norfolk themselves, de- 
clared, that nothing should be concluded without obtaining her consent, 
the duty and allegiance of subjects seemed to be fully preserved. T h e  
greater part of the nobles regarded the matter in this light. Those who 
conducted the intrigue had further and more dangerous views. They saw 
the advantages which Mary would obtain by this treaty, to be present and 
certain ; and the execution of- the promises which she came under, to be 
distant and uncertain. They had early communicated their scheme to the 
kings of France and Spain, and obtained their appr0batiorl.t A treaty 
concerning which they consulted foreign princes, while they concealed ~t 
from their own sovereign, could not be deemed innocent. They  hoped, 
however, that the union of such a number of the chief persons in the 
kingdom would render it necessary for Elizabeth to comply ; they flattered 
themselves that a combination so strong would be altogether irresistible ; 
and such was their confidence of success, that when a plan was concerted 
in the north of England for rescuing Mary out of the hands of her lreepers, 
Norfolk, who was afraid that if she recovered her liberty her sentiments 
in his favour might change, used all his interest to dissuade the conspiraton 
from attempting it.$ 

' Andera. vol. iii. 51. Camd. 420. .Andera. vol. iii. 63. t Camd.@I 
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In this situation did the affair remain, when Lord Boyd arrived from 
England; and, besides the letters which he produced publicly, brought 
others in ciphers from Norfolk and Throkmorton, to the regent, and to 
Maitland. These were full of the most sanguine hopes. All the nobles 
of England concurred, said they, in favouring the design. Every prelimi- 
nary was adjusted ; nor was it possible that a scheme so deep laid, con- 
ducted with so much art, and supported both by power and by numbers, 
could miscarry, or be defeated in t h ~  execulion. Xothing was now wanting 
but the concluding ceremony. It depended on the regent to hssten that, 
by procuring a sentence of divorce, which would remove the only obstacle 
that stood in the way. This was expected of him, in consequence of his 
promide to Norfolk ; and if he regarded either his interest or his fame, or 
even his safety, he would not fail to fulfil these engagements." 

But the regent was now in ver different circumstances from those which 
had formerly induced him to a&ct an approbation of Norfolk's schemes. 
He saw that the downfall of his own power must be the first consequence 
of the duke's success ; and if the queen, who considered him as the chief 
author of all her misfortunes, should recover her ancient authority, he could 
never expect favour, nor scarce hope for inlpunity. No wonder tie declined 
a step so fatal to himself, and which would have established the grandeur 
of another on the ruins of his own. This refusal occasioned a delay. 
But, as every other circu~nstance was settled, the bishop of' Ross, in the 
name of his mistress, and the dulre, in person, declared, in presence of the 
French ambassador, their n~utual consent to the marriage, and a contract 
to this purpose was signed, and intrusted to the keeping ot the ambassador.? 

The intrigue was now in so many hands, that it could not long remain 
a secret. It began to be whispered at court; and Elizabeth calling the 
duke into her presence [Aug. 131, expressed the utmost indignation at his 
conduct, and charged him to la aside all thoughts of prosecuting such a 
dangerous design. %on after Licester, who perhaps had countenanced 
the project with no other intention, revealed all the circumstances of 
it to the queen. Pembroke, Arundel, Lumley, and Throlrmorton, were 
confined and examined. Mary was watched more narrowly than ever ; 
and Hastings, earl of Huntingdon, who pretended to dispute with the 
Scottish queen her right to the succession, being joined in comniission with 
Shrewsbury, rendered her in~prisonment more intolerable by the excess 
of his vigilance and rigour.$ The Scottish regent, threatened with Eliza- 
beth's displeasure, meanly betrayed the duke ; put his letters into her 
hands, and furnished all the intelligence in his power.$ The duke himself 
retired first to Howard House, and then, in contem t of the s~~mnlons to 
appear before the privy council, fled to liin seal in fiorfolk. Intimidated 
by the imprisonment of his associates; coldly received by his friends in that 
county; unprepared for a rebellion; and unwilling perhaps to rebel ; he 
hesitated for some da S, and at last obeyed a second call, and repaired to 
Windsor [Oct. 31. d was first kept as a prisoner in a private house, and 
then sent to the tower. After being confined there upwards of nine months, 
he was released upon his humble submission to E!izabeth, giving her a 
promise, on his allegiance, to hold no further correspondence with the 
queen of Scots.ll During the progress of Norfolli's negotiations, the queen's 
partisans in Scotland, who made no doubt of their issuing in her restoration 
to the throne, with an increase of authority, were wonderfully elevated. 
Maitland was the soul of that party, and the person whose activity and 
ability the regent chiefly dreaded. We had laid the plan of that intrigue 
which had kindled such combustion in England. He continued to foment 
the spirit of disaffection in Scotland, and had seduced from the regent lord 

* Hayn~s, 520. Spotsw. 230. See Append. No. XXXII. t Carte, vol. iii. 486. t Haynes 
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Home, Kirkaldy, and several of his former associates. While he enjoyed 
liberty, the regent could not reckon his own power secure. For this 
reason, having by an artifice allured Maitland to Stirlin he employed 
Captain Crawford, one of his creatures, to accuse him of feing accessary 
to the murder of the king; and under that pretence he was arrested and 
carried as a prisoner to Edinburgh. He mould soon have been brought to 
trial, but was saved by  the friendship of Kirkaldy, governor of the castle, 
who, by  pretending a warrant for that purpose from the regent, got him 
out of the hands of the person to whose care he was committed, and con- 
ducted him into the castle, which from that time was entirely under Mait- 
land's command." The  loss of a place of so much importance, and the 
defection of a man so eminent for military skill as Kirlialdy, brou~ht  the 
regent into some disreputation, for which, however, the success of his ally 
Elizabeth, about this time, abundantly compensated. 

T h e  intrigue carried on for restoring the Scottish queen to liberty having 
been discovered and disappointed, an attempt was made to the same ur- 
pose by force of arms ; but the issue of it was not more fortunate. $be 
earls of Northumberland and Westmorland, though little distinguished 
by  their personal abilities, were two of the most ancient and powerful of 
the English peers. Their estates in the northern counties were great, and 
they possessed that influence over the inhabitants, which was hereditary 
in the popular and martial families of Percy and of Nevil. They  were 
both attached to the popish religion, and discontented with the court, 
where new men and a new system prevailed. Ever since Mary's arrival 
In England, they had warmly espoused her interest ; and zeal for popery, 
opposition to the court, and commiseration of her sufferings, had engaged 
them in different plots for her relief. Notwithstanding the vigilance of 
her keeper, they held a close correspondence with her, and communicated 
to her all their designs.? They were privy to Norfolk's schemes ; but the 
caution with which he proceeded did not suit their ardour and impetuosity. 
T h e  liberty of the Scottish queen was not their sole object. They aimed 
at  brinving about a chan. e in the religion, and a revolution in the govern- 
ment o? the kingdom. $or this reason they solicited the aid of the king 
of Spain, the avowed and zealous patron of popery in that age. Nothing 
could be more delightful to the restless spirit of Philip, or more necessary 
towards facilitating l ~ i s  schemes in the Netherlands t)an the involving 
England in the confusion and miseries of a civil war. l'he duke of Alva, 
by his direction, encouraged the two earls, and promised, as soon as they 
either tool< the field with their forces, or surprised any place of strength, 
or rescued the queen of Scots, that he would supply them both with 
money and a strong body of troops. La Mothe, the governor of Dunltirlc, 
in the dis uise of a sailor, sounded the ports where it would be most 
proper to ?and. And Chiapini Vitelli, one of Alva's ablest officers, was 
despatched into England, on pretence of settling some comn~ercial differ- 
ences between the two nations ; but in reality that the rebels might be sure 
of a leader of experience as soon as they ventured to take arrns.T 

T h e  conduct of this negotiation occasioned many meetings and mes- 
sagss between the two earls. Elizabeth was informed of these; and 
though she suspected nothing of their real design, she concluded that they 
were among the number of Norfolk's confidants. They  were summoned, 
for this reason, to repair to court. Conscious of guilt, and afraid of discovery, 
they delayed giving obed~ence. A second and more peremptory order 
was ~ssuec! [Nov. g]. This they could not decline, without shaking ofl 
their alleg~ance ; and, as no time was left for deliberation, they instantly 
elected their standard against their sovereign. 'l'he re-establishing the, 
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Catholic religion ; the settling the order of succession to the crown ; the 
defence of the ancient nobility; were the motives which they alleged to 
justify their rebellion." Many of the lower people flocked to them with such 
arms as they could procure ; and, had the capacity of their leaders been 
in any degree equal to the enterprise, it must have soon grown to be 
extremely formidable. Elizabeth acted with prudence and vigour, and 
was served by her subjects with fidelity and ardour. On the first rumour 
of an insurrection, Mary was removed to Coventry, a place of strength, 
which could not be taken without a regular siese ; a detachment of the 
rebels, which was sent to rescue her, returned without success. Troops 
were assetnbled in different parts of the kingdom ; as they advanced, the 
malecontents retired. In their retreat their numl~ers dwindled away, and 
their spirits sunk. Despair and uncertainty whitlicr to direct their flight, 
ke t together for some time a small body of the111 amorlg the mountains 
of %orthumberland ; but they were at length obliged to disperse, and the 
chiefs took refuge among the Scottish borderers [Dec. 211. The two earls, 
logether wit11 the countess of Northun~berland, wandering for some days 
in the wastes of Liddisdale, were plundered by the banditti, exposed to 
the rigour of the season, and left destitute of the necessaries of life, 
West~norland was. concealed by Scott of Buccleugh and Ker of Ferniherst, 
and afterwards conveyed into the Netherlands. Northumberland was 
seized by :he regent, who had marched with some troops towards the 
borders, to prevent any impression the rebels might make on those mutinous 
provi11ces.t 

Amidst so many surprising events, the affairs of the church, for two 
years, have almost escaped our notice. Its general assemblies were held 
regularly; but no business of much importance employed their attention. 
As the number of the protestant clergy daily increased, the deficiency of 
the funds set apart for their subsistence became greater, and was more 
sensibly felt. Many efforts were made towards recovering the ancient 
patrimony of the church, or at least as much of it as was possessed by the 
popish incumbents, a race of nlen who were now not only useless but 
burdensome to the nation. But though the manner in which the regent 
received the addresses and complaints of the general assernblies was very 
diEerent from that to which they had been accustomed, no effectual remedy 
was provided ; and while they suffered intolerable oppression, and groaned 
under extreme poverty, fair words and liberal promises were all they 
were able to obtain.: 

Elizabeth now began to be weary of keeping such a prisoner as the 
queen of Scots. During the former year, the tranquillity of her govem- 
ment had been disturbed, first by a secret combination of some of her 
nobles, then b the,rebellion of others ; and she often declared, not without 
reason, that l d r y  was the hidden cause of both. Many of her own subjects 
favoured or pitied the captive queen ; the Roman catholic prlnces on the 
continent were warmly interested in her cause. The detaining her any 
longer in Engiand, she foresaw, would be made the pretext or occasion of 
perpetual cabals and insurrections among the former ; and might expose 
her to the hostile attempts of the latter. She resolved, therefore, to give 
up Mary into the hands of the regent, after stipulating with him, not only 
that tier days should not be cut short, either by a judicial sentence or by 
secret. violence, but that she should be treated in a manner suited to her 
rank ; and, in order to secure his observance of this, she required that six 
of the chief noblemen in the kingdom should be sent into England as 
hostages.$ With respect to the safe custody of the queen, she relied on 
Murray'c vigilance, whose security, no less than her own, depended on 
preventi1.g Mary from re-ascending the throne. The negotiation for this 
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purpose was carried some length, when it was discovered by the vigilance 
of the bishop of Ross, who, together with the French and Spanish ambassa- 
dors, rerno~~strated against the infamy of such an action, and represented the 
surrendering the queen to her rebellious subjects to be the same thing as if 
Elizabeth should, by her own authority, condemn her to instant death. 
This procured a delay ; and the murder of the regent prevented the revival 
of that design." 

Hamilton of Bothwellhaugh was the person who committed this bar- 
barous actlon. H e  had been condemned to death soon after the battle of 
Langside, as I have already related, and owed his life to the regent's 
clemency. But part of his estate had been bestowed upon one of the 
regent's favourites, who seized his house, and turned out his wife naked, 
in a cold night, into the open fields, where, before next morning, she 
became furiously mad. This injury made a deeper impression upon him 
than the benefit which he had received, and from that moment he vowed 
to be revenged upon the regent. Party-ra e strengthened and inflarned his 
private resentment. His limsmen, the dmil tons ,  applauded the enter- 
prise. T h e  maxims of that age justified the most desperate course which 
he could take to obtain vengeance. H e  followed the regent for some time, 
and watched [or an opportunity to strike the blow. H e  resolved at last to 
wait till his enemy should arrive at Linlithgow, through which he was to 
pass in his way from Stirling to Edinburgh. H e  took his stand in a wooden 
gallery, which had a window towards the streets ; spread a feather bed on 
the floor, to hinder the noise of his feet from being heard ; hung up a black 
cloth behind him, that his shadow might not be  observed from without ; 
and after all this preparation calmly expected the regent's approach, who 
had lodged during the night in a part of the town not far distant. Some 
indistinct information of the danger which threatened him had been con- 
veyed to the regent, and he paid so much regard to it that he resolved to 
rcturn by the same gate through which he had entered, and to fetch a com- 
pass round the town. But as the crowd about the gate was great, and he 
himself unacquainted with fear, he proceeded directly along the street; 
and, the throng of the people obliging him to move very slowly, gave the 
assassin time to take so true an aim, that he shot him with a single bullet 
through the lower part of his belly, and killed the horse of a gentleman 
who rode on his other side. His followers instantly endeavoured to break 
into the house whence the blow had come, but they found the door strongly 
barricaded; and before it could be forced open, Hamilton had nlounted a 
fleet horse, which sto$ ready for him at a back passage, and was ot far 
beyond their reach. Phe regent died the same night of his wound$ 

rhe re  is no person in that age about whom historians have been more 
divided, or whose character has been drawn in such opposite colours. 
Personal intrepidity, military skill, sagacity, and vigour in the administra- 
tion of civil affairs, are virtues which even his enemies allowed him to have 
possessed in an eminent degree. His moral qualities are more dubious, 
and ought neither to be praised nor censured without great reserve, and 
many distinctions. In a fierce age he was capable of using victory with 
humanity, and of treating the vanquished with moderation. A patron of 
learning, which, among martial nob&, was either unknown or despised. 
Zealous for religion, to a degree which distinguished him even at a time 
when professions of that kind were net uncommon. His confidence in his 
friends was extreme, and inferior only to his liberality towards them, which 
knew no bounds. A disinterested passion for the liberty of his country, 
prompted him to oppose thc pernicious system which thc princes of Lor- 
rain had obliged the queen-rnother to pursue. On Mary's return into 
Sootland, he served her with a zeal and affection, to which he sacrificed 
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the friendship of those who were most attached to his person. Rut, on the 
other hand, his ambition was immoderate ; and events happened that 
opened to him vast projects, which allured his enterprising genius, and led 
h i n ~  to actions inconsistent with the duty of a subject. His treatment of the 
queen, to whose bounty he was so much indebted, was unbrotherly and 
ungrateful. T h e  dependence on Elizabeth, under which he brou ht 
Scotland, wai  disgraceful to the nation. H e  deceived and betrayed d r -  
folk with a baseness unworthy of a man of honour. His elevation to such 
unexpected dignity inspired him with new passions, with haughtiness and 
reserve ; and instead of his natural manner, which was blunt and open, he 
affected thc arts of dissimulation and refinement. Fond, towards the end 
of his life, of flattery, and impatient of advice, his creatures, by soothing 
his vanity, led him astray, while his ancient friends stood at a distance, and 
predicted his approaching fall. But amidst the turbulence and confusion 
of that factious period, he dispensed justice with so much impartiality, he 
repressed the licentious borderers with so much courage, and established 
such uncomlnon order and tranquillity in the country, that his administration 
was extremely popular, and he was long and affectionately remembered 
among the commons, by the name of the g o o d  r e g e n t .  

1570.1 THE unexpected blow, by which the reqent was cut off, strucn 
the king's party with the utmost consternation. hlizabeth bewailed his 
death as the most fatal disaster which could have befallen her kingdom ; 
and was inconsolable to a degree that little suited her dignity. Mary's 
adherents exulted. as if now her restoration were not only certain, but near 
at  hand. T h e  infamy of the crime naturally fell on tliose who expressed 
such indecent joy at the comrr~ission of it : and, as the assassin 111ade his 
escape on a horse which belonged to lord Claud Hamilton, and fled 
directly to Hamilton, where he was received in triumph, it was concluded 
that the regent had fallen a sacrifice to the resentment of the queen's party, 
rather than to the revenge of a private man. 0 1 1  the day after the murder, 
Scott of Buccleugh, and ICer of Ferniherst, both zealous abetters of the 
queen's cause, entered En<land in a hostile manner, and plundered and 
burned the country, the inhabitants of which cxpectcd no such outrage. 
If  the regent had been alive, they ~vould scarce have ventured on such an 
irregular ~ncursion, nor could it well have happened so soon after his 
death, unless they had been privy to the crime. 

This was not the only i r~egular~ty  to which the anarchy that followed the 
regent's death gave occasion. During such general confusion, men hoped 
for universal impunity, and broke out into excesses of erery Itind. As it 
was impossible to restrain these without a settled form of government, a 
convention of the nobles was held, in order to deliberate concerning the 
election of a regent [Feb. 121. The  queen's adherents refused to be pre- 
sent  at +he meeting, and protested against its proceedings. T h e  lrin ' S  

own party was irresolute, and divided in opinion. Maitland, whom I&- 
kaldy had set at liberty, and who obtained from the nobles then assembled 
a declaration acquitting him of the crime which had been laid to his charge, 
endeavoured to bring about a coalition of the two parties, by proposing to 
admit the queen to the joint administration of government with her son. 
Elizabeth, adhering to her ancient system with regard to Scottish affairs, 
laboured, notwithstanding the solicitations of Mary's f r ie l~ds ,~  to multiply 
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and to perpetuate the factions which tore in pieces the kingdom. Ran- 
dolph, whom she despatched into Scotland on the first news of the regent's 
death, and who was her usual agent for such services, found all parties so 
exasperated hy mutual injuries, and so full of irreconcilable rancour, that it 
cost him little trouble to inflame their animosity. The convention broke 
up without coming to any agreement ; and a new meeting, to which the 
nobles of all parties were invited, was appointed on the 1st of May." 

Meantime, Maitland and ICirkaldy, who still continued to acbnon~ledge 
the Icing's authority, were at the utmost pains to restore some degree of 
harrnor~y among their countrymen. They procured for this purpose an 
amicable confereuce among the leaders of the two factions. But while the 
one demanded the restoration of the queen, as the only thing whch could 
re-establish the public tranquillity; while the other esteemed the king's 
authority to be so sacred that it was on no account to be called in question 
or impaired; and neither of them would recede in the least point from 
their opinions, they separated without any prospect of concord. Both were 
rendered more averse from reconcilement, by the hope of foreign a ~ d .  
An envoy arrived from France with promises of powerful succour to the 
queen's adherents ; ?nd, as the civil wars in that kingdom seemed to be 
on the point of termmating in peace, it was ex ected that Charles would 
soon be at l i b r t y  to fulfil what he promised. Rn  the other hand, the earl 
of Sussex was assembling a powerful army on the borders, and its opera- 
tions could not fail of adding spirit and strength to the king's party.t 

Though the attempt towards a coalition of the factions proved ineffec- 
tual, it contributed somewhat to moderate or suspend theirrage ; but they 
soon began to act with their usual violence. Morton, the most vigilant and 
able leader on the king's side, solicited Elizabeth to interpose, without 
delay, for the safety of a party so devoted to her interest,and which stood 
so much in need of her assistance. The  chiefs of the queen's faction, 
assembling at Linlithgow [April 101, marched thence to Edinburgh ; and 
Iiirkaldy, who was both governor of the castle and provost of the town, 
prevailed on the citizens, though with some difficulty, to admit them 
within the gates. Together with Kirkaldy, the earl of Athole and Mait- 
land acceded almost openly to their party ; and the duke and lord Her- 
ries, having recovered liberty by Rirkaldy's favour, resumed the places 
which they had formerly held in their councils. Encouraged by  the 
acquisition of persons so illustrious by their birth, and so eminent fur their 
abilities, they published a proclamation, declaring their intention to sup- 
port the queen's authority, and seemed resolved not to leave the city 
before the meeting of the approaching convention, in which, by their num- 
bers and influence, they did not doubt of securing a majority of voices on 
their side.1 

At the same time they had formed a design of Itindling war between 
the two kingdoms. If they could engage them in hostilities, and revive 
their ancient emulation and antipathy, they hoped not only to dissolve a 
confederacy of great advantage to the Iting's cause, but to reconcile their 
countrymen to the queen, Elizabeth's natural and most dangerous rival. 
With this view they had, immediately after the murder of the regent, 
prompted Scott and I<er to commence hostilities, and had since instigated 
then] to continue and extend their depredations. As Elizabeth foresaw, 
on the one hand, the dangerous consequences of rendering this a national 
quarrel; and resolved, on the other, not to suffer such an insult on her 
government to pass with impunity; she issued a proclamation, declaring 
that she imputed the outrages which had been committed on the borders 
not to the Scottish nation, but to a few desperate and ill designin persons; 
that with the former she was resolved to maintain an inviolable &iendship, 
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whereas the duty which she owed to her own sub'ecls obliged her to 
cl~astise the licentiousness of the latter.* Sussex and Scrope accordingly 
entered Scotland, the one on the east, the other on the west borders, and 
laid waste the adjacent countries with fire and sword.7 Fame magnified 
the number and progressof their troops ; and Mary's adherents, not thinli- 
ing themselves safe In Edinburgh, the inhabitants whereof were ill affected 
to their cause, retired to Linlithgow [April 281. There, by a public pro- 
clamation, they asserted the queen's authority, and forbad giving obedi- 
ence to any but the duke, or the earls of Argyll and Huntly, whom she 
had constituted her lieutenants in the Iringdom. 

The nobles, who continued faithful to the l<ing,.though considerably 
weakened by the defection of so n~any of their fr~ends, assembled at 
Ed~nburgh on the day appointed. They issued a counter proclamation, 
declaring such as appeared for the queen enemies of their country; and 
charging them with the murder both of the late king and of the regent 
[May 11. They could not, however, presume so much on their own 
strength as to venture either to elect a regent, or to take the field against 
the queen's party ; but the assistance which they received from Elizabeth 
enabled them to do both. By her order sir William Drury marched into 
Scotland with a thousand foot and three hundred horse ; the Icing's adherents 
joined him with a considerable body of troops ; and advancing towards 
Glasgow, where the adverse party had already begun hostilities by attack- 
Ing the castle, they forced them to retire, plundered the neighbouring 
country, which belonged to the Hamiltons, and after seizing some of then 
castles, and razing others, returned to Edinburgh. 

Under Drury's protection the earl of Lennox returned into Scotland. 
It was natural to commit thegovernment of the kingdom to him during the 
minority of his grandson. His illustriou~ birth, and alliance with the royal 
family of England as well as of Scotland, rendered him worthy of that 
honour. His resentment against Mary being implacable, and his estate 
lying in England, and his family residing there, Elizabeth considered him 
as a man who, both from inclination and from interest, would act in con- 
cert with her, and ardently wished that he might succeed Murray in the 
office of regent. But, on many accounts, she did not thin1 it prudent to 
discover her own sentiments, or to favour his pretensions too openly. The 
civil wars in France, which had been excited partly by real and partly by 
pretended zeal for religion, and carried on with a fierceness that did it real 
dishonour, appeared now to be on the point of coming to an issue ; and 
after shedding the best blood and wasting the richest provinces in the king 
dom, both parties desired peace with an ardour that facilitated the nego- 
tiations which were carrying on for that purpose. Charles IX. was linown 
to be a passionate admirer of Mary's beauty. Nor could he in honour 
suffer a queen of France, and the most ancient ally of his crown, to languish 
in her present cruel situa.tion without attempting to procure her relief. He 
had hitherto been obliged to satisfy himself with remonstrating, by his 
ambassadors, against the indignity with which she had been treated. But 
if he wsre once at full libert to pursue his inclinations, Elizabeth would 
have every thing to dread &m the impetuosity of his temper and the 
power of his arms. It therefore became necessary for her to act with some 
reserve, and not to appear avowedly to countenance the choice of a regent, 
in contempt of Mary's authority. The jealousy and prejudices of the 
Scots required no less management. Had she openly supported Lennox's 
claim ; had she recommended him to the convention, as the candidate of 
whom she approved ; this might have roused the independent spirit of the 
nobles, and by too plain a discovery of her intention she might have 
defeated its success. For these reasons she hesitated long, and retrryed 
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alnhiguous answers to all the messages which she received from the Icing's 
party. A more explicit declaration of her sentirner~ts was at last obtained, 
and an event of an extraordinary nature seems to have been the occasion 
of it. Pope Pius V. havin issued a hull, whereby he excommunicated 
IiXizabeth, deprived her o f h e r  lringdom, and absolved her subjects from 
their oath of allegiance, Felton, an Englishman, had the boldness to affix it 
on the gates of the bishop of London's palace. In former ages a pope, 
moved by his own ambition, or pride, or bigotry, denounced this fatal sen- 
tence against the nlost powerful nlonarchs ; but as the authority of the court 
of Rome was now less regarded, its proceedings were more cautious ; and 
~t was on1 when they were roused by some powerful prince that the 
thunders oYthe church were ever heard. Elizabeth, therefore, imputed this 
step which the pope had talien, to a combination of the Roman catholic 
princes against her, and suspected that some plot was forrned in favour of 
the Scottish queen. In that event she knew that the safety of her own 
lrir~gdom depended on preserving her influence in Scotland ; and in order 
to strengthell this she renewed her promises of protecting the Icing's ad- 
herents, encouraged them to proceed to the election of a regent, and eve11 
ventured to point out the earl of Lennox as the person who had the best 
title. That  honour was accordingly conferred upon him in a convention 
of the \vhole party held on the 12th of July." 

T h e  regent's first care was to prevent the meeting of the parliament, 
which the queen's party had sumlnoned to convene at Linlithgow. Having 
effected that, he marched agair~st the earl of Huntly, Blary's lieutenant in 
the north, and forced the garrison which he had placed in Brechin to sur- 
render at discretion. Soon after he made himself master of some other 
castles. Emboldened by this successful beginning of his admirlistration, 
as well as by the appearance of a considerable army, with which the earl 
of Sussex hovered on the horders, he deprived Maitland of his office of 
secretary, and proclaimed him, the duke, Huntly, and other leaders of the 
queen's party, traitors and enemies of their country.7 

In this desperate situation of their afhirs, the q-een's adherents had 
recourse to the ]ring of Spain,: with whom Mary had held a close corres- 
pondence ever since her confinement in England. They prevailed on the 
duke of Alva to send two of his officers to take a view of the country, and to 
examine its coasts and harbours; and obtained from them a small supply 
of money andarms, which were sent to the earl of Huntly.$ But this aid, 
so disproportionate to their exigencies, would have availed the111 little. 
They were indebted for their safety to a treaty which Elizabeth was 
carrying on, under colour of restoring the captive queen to her throne. 
T h e  first steps in this negotiation had been talien in the rnonth of May; 
but hitherto little progress was made in it. The  peace concluded between 
the Roman catholics and Hugonots in France, and her apprehensions that 
Charles would interpose with vigour in behalf of his sister-in-law, quiclt- 
ened Elizabeth's motions. She afected to treat her prisoner with more 
indulgence, she listened Inore graciously to the solicitations of foreign 
ambassadors in her favour, and seemed fully determined to replace her on 
the throne of her ancestors. As a proof of her sincerity, she laboured to 
procure a cessation of arms between the two contending factions in Scot- 
land. Leunox, elated with the good fortune which had hitherto attended 
his administration, and flattering himself with an easy triumph over enemies 
whose estates were wasted, and their forces dispirited, refused for some 
tupe to come into this measure. It was not safe for him, however, to dis- 
putt the will of his protectress. A cessation of hostilities during two 
months, to comrnence on the third of September, was agreed upon; and, 
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be~ng renewed fiom t ~ m e  to time, it continued till the first of April next 
year." 

Soon after, Elizabeth despatched Cecil and sir Walter Mildmay to the 
q11een of Scots. The dignity of these ambassadors, the former her primc 
minister, the latter chancellor of the exchequer and one of her ablest coun- 
sellors, convinced all parties that the negotiation was serious, and the hour 
of Mary's liberty was now approaching. The propositions which the Y made to her were advantageous to Elizabeth, but such as a prince in Mary S 

situation had reason to expect. The ratification of the treaty of Edin- 
burgh; the renouncing any pretensions to the English cromrn, during 
Elizabeth's own life, or that of her posterity; the adherlng to the alliance 
between the two kingdoms; the pardoning her subjects who had talreil 
arms against her; and her promising to hold no corresponderice, and to 
countenance no enter rise, that might disturb Elizabeth's government; 
were among the chierarticles. By way of security for the accomplisb- 
rnent of these, they demanded that some persons of rank should be given as 
hostages, that the prince her son should reside in England, and that a fern 
castles on the border should be put into Elizabeth's hands. To  some of 
these propositions Mary consented; some she endeavoured to mitigate ; 
and others she attempted to evade. In the mean time, she transmitted 
copies of them to the pope, to the kings of France and Spain, and to the 
duke of Alva. She insinuated, that without some tilnely and vigorous 
interposition in her behalf, she would be obliged to accept of these hard 
conditions, and to purchase liberty at any price. But the pope was a dis- 
tant and feeble ally, and by his great efforts at this time against the Turlrs, 
his treasury was entirely exhausted. Char!es had already begun to medi- 
tate that conspiracy against the Hugonots, which marks his reign with such 
infamy; and it required much leisure and perfect tranquillity to bring that 
execrable plan to maturity. Philip was employed in fitting out that fleet 
which acquired so muchrenown to the Christian arms, by the victory over 
the infidels at Lepanto ; the Moors in Spain threatened an insurrection ; 
and his subjects in the Netherlands, provoked by much oppression and 
many indignilies, were breaking out into open rebellion. All of them, for 
these direrent reasons, advised Mary, without dependin on their aid, tn 
conclude the treat on the best terms she could procure.f 

Mary according$ consented to many of Elizabeth's demands, and dis- 
covered a facility of disposition which promised still further concessions. 
Eut no concession she could have made would have satisfied Elizabeth, 
who, in sp~te of her repeated professions of sincerity to foreign ambassadors, 
and notwithstanding the solemnity with which she carried on the treaty, 
had no other object in it than to amuse fifary's allies, and to gain time.:: 
After having so long treated a queen, who fled to her for refuge, in so 
ungenerous a manner, she could not now dismiss her with safety. Under 
all the disadvantages of a rigorous confinement, Mary had fbund means to 
excite commotions in England which were extremely formidable. What 
desperate effects of herjust resentment might be expected, if she were set 
at liberty, and recovered her former power? What engagements could 
bind her not to revenge the wrongs which she had suffered, nor to take 
advantage of the favourable conjunctures that might present themselves ? 
Was it possible for her to give such security for her behaviour in times to 
come, as might remove all suspicions and fears ? And was there not good 
cause to conclude, that no future benefits could ever obliterate the memory 
of past injuries ? It was thus Elizabeth reaso~~ed ; though she continued 
to act as if her views had been entirely different. She appointed seven ot 
her privy counsellors to be commissioners for settlin the articles of the 
treaty; and as Mary had already nanred the bishops of koss and Galloway, 
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and Lord Livingston, for her ambassadors, she required the regent to 
empower proper persons to appear in behalf of the king. T h e  earl of 
Morton, Pitcairn abbot of Dumfermling, and sir James Macgll, were the per- 
sons chosen by the regent. They prepared for their journey as slowly as 
Elizaoeth herself could have wished [Feb. 19, 15711. At length they 
arrived at  London, and met the commissioners of the two queens. Mary s 
ambassadors discovered the strongest inclination to con~ply with e v e 7  
thing that would remove the obstacles which stood in the way of t h e ~ r  
mistress's liberty, But when Morton and his associates were called upon 
to vindicate their conduct, and to explain the sentiments of their party, 
they began, in justification of their treatment of the queen, to advance 
such maxims concerning the limited powers of princes, and the natural right 
of subjects to resist and to control them, as were extremely shoclting to 
Elizabeth, whose notions of regal prerogative, as has been formerly 
observed, were very exalted. With regard to the authority which the king 
now possessed, they declared they neither had, nor could possibly receive, 
instructions to consent to any treaty that tended to subvert or even to impair 
it in the least degree." Nothing could be more trifling and ridiculous than 
such a reply from the commissioners of the Icing of Scots to the queen of 
England. His party depended absolutcly on her protection; it was by 
persons devoted to her he had been seated on the throne, and to her power 
he owed the continuance of his reign. With the utmost ease she could 
have brought them to bold very different language ; and whatever condi- 
tions she might have thought fit to subscribe, they would have had no other 
choice bat to submit. This declaration, however, she affected to consider 
as an insuperable difficulty; and finding that there was no reason to dread 
any danger from the French king, who had not discovered that eagerness in 
support of Mary which was expected, the reply made by Morton [March 
241, furnished her with a pretence for putting a stop to the negotiation, 
until tlie regent should send ambassadors with Inore ample powers. Thus, 
after being amused for ten months with the hopes of liberty, the unhappy 
,queen of Scots remained under stricter custody than ever, and without any 
prospect of escaping from it ; while those subjects who still adhered to her 
were exposed, without ally or protector, to the rage of enemies, whom 
their success in this negotiation rendered still Inore insolent.? 

On the day after the expiration of tlie truce, which had been observed 
w ~ t h  little exactness on either side, Captain Crawford of Jordan Hill, a gal- 
lant and enterprising officer, performed a service of great importance to the 
regent, by surprising the castle of Dumbarton. This was the only fortified 
place in the kingdom of which the queen had kept possession ever since 
the comrnencenient of the civil wars. Its situation, on the top of a high 
and almost inaccessible rock which rises in the middle ot a plain, rendered 
it extremely strong, and, in the opinion of that age, impregnable : as it 
commanded the river Clyde, it was of great consequence, and was deemed 
the most proper place in the kingdom for landing any foreign troops that 
might come to Mary's aid. The  strength of the place rendered lord Flem- 
ing, the governor, more secure than he ought to have been, considering 11s 
importance. A soldier who had served in the garrison, and had been dis- 
g ~ s t e d  by some ill usage, proposed the scheme to the regent, endeavoured 
do denionstrate that it was practicable, and ofikred himself to go the fore- 
most man on the enterprise. It was thought prudent to risk any danger 
'6r  so great a prize. Scaling-ladders, and whatever else might be neces- 
sary, were prepared with the utmost secrecy and despatch. All the avenues 
$0 the castle were seized, that no intelligence of the design might reach the 
governor. Towards evening Crawford marched from Glasgow with a 
small but determined band. By midnight they arrived at the bottom of the 

* Cald. ii. 234. Digges, 51. Haynes, 523, 524. t Andars. iii. 91, &G 
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HOPB. The moon was set, and the sky, which had hitherto been extremely 
clear, was covered with a thick fog. It was where the rock was highest 
that the assailants made their attempt, because in that place there were 
few sentinels, and they hoped to find them least alert. The first ladder 
was scarcely fixed, whcn the weight and eagerness of those who mounted 
brought it to the ground. None of the assailants were hurt by the fall, and 
none of the garrison alarmed at the noise. Their guide and Crawford 
scrambled up the roclr, and fastened the ladder to the roots of a tree which 
rew in a cleft. This place they all reached with the utmost difficulty, 

i u t  were still at a great distance frun the foot of the wall. Their ladder 
was made fast a second time ; but in the middle of the ascent they met 
with an unforeseen difficulty. One of their coalpanions was seized with 
some sudden fit, and clung, seemingly without life, to the ladder. All 
were at a stand. It was impossible to pass him. T o  tumble him head- 
long was cruel ; and might occasion a discovery. But Crawford's presence 
of mind did not forsalre him. He ordered the soldier to be bound fast to 
the ladder, that he might not fall when the fit was over; and turning the 
other side of the ladder, they mounted with eaae over his belly. Day now 
began to break, and there still remained a high wall to scale ; lsut after 
sur~nounting so many great difficulties, this was soon acco~nplished. A sentry 
observed tlie first man who appeared on the parapet, and had just time 
to give the alarm, before he was knocked on the head. The officers and 
soldiers of the garrison ran out naked, unarmed, and more solicitou~ about 
their own safety than capable of making resistance. The assailants rushed 
forwards, with repeated shouts and with the utmost fury ; took possession 
of the magazine ; seized the cannon, and turned them against their enemies. 
Lord Fleming got into a small boat, and fled all alone into Argyllshire. 
Crawford, in reward of his valour and good conduct, remained master oi 
the castle ; and as he did not lose a single man in the enterprise, he enjoyed 
his success with unmixed pleasure. Lady Flerning, Vernc, the French 
envoy, and Hamilton, archbishop of St. Andrew's, were the prisoners of 
greatest distinction.* 

Verac's character protected him from the usage which he merited by 
his activity in stirring uo enemies aeainst the kine. The recent treated 
the lady Gith greatupd~iteness andchumanity. Bi t  a very different fate 
awaited the archbishop ; he was carried under a strong guard to Stirling ; 
and as he had former1 been attainted by act of parliament, he was, without 

wed ; and on the fourth day after he any formal trial, condiemned to be han, 
was taken, the sentence was executed. An attempt was made to convict 
him of being accessary to the murder both of the king and regent, but these 
accusations were supported by no proof. Our historians observe, that he 
was the first bishop in Scotland who died by the hands of the executioner. 
The high offices he had enjoyed, both in church and state, ought to have 
exempted him from a punishment inficted only on the lowest criminals. 
But his zeal for the queen, his abilities, and his profession, rendered him 
odious and formidable to the king's adherents. Lennox hated him as the 
person by whose counsels the reputation and power of the house of Hamil- 
ton were supported. Party rage and personal enmity dictated that inde- 
cent sentence, for which some colour was sought by imputing to him such 
odious crin1es.t 

The loss of Dumbarton, and the severe treatment of the archbishop, per- 
plexed no less than they enraged the queen's party : and hostilities were 
fenewed with all the fierceness which disappointment and indignation can 
Inspire. Icirkaldy, who, during the truce, had talren care to increase the 
number of his garrison, and to provide every thing necessary for his defence, 
issued a proclamation declaring Lennox's authority to be unlawful and 
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usurped ; commanded all who favoured his cause to leave the town within 
six hours ; seized the arms belonging to the citizens ; p!anted a battery on 
the steeple of St. Giles's, repaired the walls, ant1 fortihed the gates of the 
city; and, though the affections of the inhabitants leaned a different way, 
held out the metropolis a ainst the regent. The Duke, Huntly, Home, 
Harries, and other chiefs ofthat faction, repaired to Edinburgh with their 
follom~ers ; and, having received a small sum of money and some am~nuni- 
tion from France, formed no conten~ptible army within the walls. On the 
other side, Morton seized Leith and fortified it ; and the regent joined him 
with a considerable body of men. While the armies lay so near each 
other, daily skirmishes happened, and with various success. The queen's 

arty was not strong enough to take the field against the regent, nor was 
gis superiority so great as to undertake the siege of the castle or of the 
town." 

Some time before Edinburgh fell into the hands of his enemies, the regent 
had summoned a parliament to meet in that place. In order to prevent 
any objection against the lawfulness of the meetitlg, the members obeyed 
the proclamation as exactly as possible (May 141, and assembled in a 
house at the head of the Canongate, which, though without the walls, lies 
within the liberties of the city. I<irkaldy exerted himself to the utmost to 
interrupt their meeting; but they were so stron4y guarded that all efforts 
were vain. They passed an act attaintiog &faitland and a few others, 
and then adjourned to the 28th of August.t 

The other party, in  order that their proceedings might be countenanced 
b the same show of legal authority, held a meeting of parliament soon 
aKer. There was produced in this assembly a declaration by the queen 
of the invalidity of that deed whereby she had resigned the crown, and 
consented to the coronation of her son. Conformable to this declaration, 
an act was passed pronouncing the resignation to have been extorted by 
fear; to be null in itself, and in all its consequences : and enjoining all 
good subjects to acknowledge the queen alone to be their lawful sovereign 
and to support those who acted in her name. The present establishment 
of the protestant religion was confirmed by anotbcr statute ; and, in imi- 
tation of the adverse party, a new meeting was appointed on the 26th of 
August.$ 

Meanwhile all the miseries of civil war desolated the kingdom. Fellow 
citizens, friends, brothers took different sides, and ranged themselves under 
the standards of the contending factions. In every county, and almost in 
every town and village, king's men, and queen's men were names of dis- 
tinction. Political hatred dissolved all natural ties, and extinguished the 
reciprocal good will and confiilence which holds mankind together in 
society. Rcligiogs zeal mingled itself with these civil distinctions, and 
contributed not a little to heighten and to inflame them. 

The factions which divided the ki.lgdom were, in appearance, only two; 
but in both these there were persons with views and principles so different 
from each other that they ought to he distinguished. With some, con- 
siderations of religion were predominant, and they either adhered to the 
queen, because they hoped by her means to re-establish popery, or they 
defended the king's authority as the best support of the protestant faith. 
Among these the opposition was violent and irreconcileable. Others were 
influenced by political motives only, or allured by views of interest : the 
regel,! aimed at uniting these, and did not despair of gaining, by gentle 
arts, many cE Mar 's adherents to acknowledge the Icing's authority. 
Maitland and ~ i r k a h ~  had formed the same design of a coalition, but on 
such terms that the queen might be restored to some share in the govern 
went, and the kingdom shake off its dependence upon England. Morton 

* Cald. ii. 333, &c. t Crawf. Mem. 177. t. Id. ibid. 
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the ab!est, the most ambitious, and the most powerful man of the king's 
party, held a particular course; and, moving only as he was prompted by 
the court of England, thwarted every measure that tended towards a recon- 
cilement of the factions ; and as he served Elizabeth with much fidelity, he 
derived both power and credit from her avowed protection. 

The time appointed by both parties for the meeting of their parliaments 
now approached. Only three peers and two bishops appeared in that 
which was held in the queen's name at Edinburgh. But, contemptible as 
their numbers were, they passyd an acr for attaintin.. upwards of two hun- 
dred of the adverse faction. r h e  meeting at ~ t i r l y n ~  was numerous and 
splendid. The regent had prevailed on the earls 01 Argyll, Eglington, 
Cassils, and lord Boyd, to acknowledge the king's authority. The three 
earls were among the most powerful noblemen in the kingdom, and had 
hitherto been zealous in the queen's cause. Lord Boyd had been one of 
May's commissioners at York and Westminster, and since that timt had 
been admitted into all her most secret councils. But, during that turbulent 
period, the conduct of individuals, as well as the principles of factions, 
varied so often, that the sense of honour, a chief preservative of consistence 
in  character, was entirely lost ; and, without any regard to decorum, men 
suddenly abandoned one party, and adopted all the violent passions of the 
other. The defection, however, of so many persons of distinction, not only 
weakened the queen's party, but added reputation to her adversaries. 

After the example of the parliament at Edinburgh, that at Stirling 
began with framing acts against the opposite faction. But in the midst of 
all the security, which confidence in their own numbers or distance from 
danger could inspire, they were awaliened early in the morning of Se 
tember tlie third by the shouts of the enemy in the heart of the town. Pd 
a moment the houses of every person of distinction were surrounded, and 
before they knew what to think of so stran e an event, the regent, the 
earls of irgyll,. Morton, Glencairn, Cassils, fglington, Montrose, Buchan, 
the lords Sempil, Cathcart, Ogilvie, were all made prisoners, and mounted 
behind troo ers, who were ready to carry them to Edinburgh. ILirkaldy 
was the aut\or of this daring enterprise ; and ~f he had not been induced 
by the ill-timed solicitude 0 5  his friends abot~t his safety, not to bazard his 
own person in conducting it, that day m~ght have terminated the contest 
between the two factions, and have restored peace to his country. B his 
d i ~ ~ t i o n ,  four hundred men, under the cornn~and of Huntly, lord &ud 
Hamilton, and Scott of Buccleugh, set out from Edinburgh, and, the better 
to conceal their design, marched towards the south. But they soon 
wheeled to the right, and, horses having been provided for the infantry, 
rode straight to Stirlir~g. By four in the morning they arrived there ; not 
one sentry was posted on the walls, not a single man was awake about the 
place. They met with no resistance from any person whom they attempted 
to seize, except Morton. He defending his house with obstinate valour, 
they were obliged to set it on fire, and he did not surrender till forced out 
of it by the flames. In performing this, some time was consumed; and 
the private men unaccustomed to regcllar discipline, left their colours, and 
began to rifle the houses and shops of the citizens. The noise and uproar 
in the town reached the castle. The earl of Mar sallied out with thirty 
soldiers, fired briskly upon the enemy, of whom almost none but the officers 
kept together in a body. The townsmen took arms to asssist their 
governor; a sudden panlc struck the assailants; some fled, some sulen- 
dered themselves to their own prisoners ; arid had not the borderers, who 
followed Scott, prevented a pursuit, by carr ing off all the horses within 
the place, not r man would have escaped. & (be regent had not unfortu- 
nately been killed, the loss on the Icing's side would have been as incon- 
siderable as the alarm was great. Think on the archbishop o St. Jlndrew's, f was the word among the queen's soldiers; and Lennox fe I a sacrifice to 
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his memory. The officer to whom he surrendered, endeavounng to pro- 
tect him, lost his own life in his defence. He was slain according to the 
general opinion, by command of lord Claud Iiamilton. Kirlraldy had the 
flory of concerting this plan with great secrecy and prudence ; but Morton7s 
ortunate obstinacy, and the want of discipline among his troops, deprired 

him of success, the only thing wanting to render this equal to the most 
applauded military enterprises of the ]rind.* 

As so many of the nobles were assembled, they proceeded without 
delay to the electionof a regent [Se t. 61. Argyll, Morton, and Mar were 
candidates for the oftice. Mar was cIosen by a majority of voices. Amidst 
all the fierce dissensions which had prevailed so long in Scotland, he had 
distinguished himself by his moderation, his humanity, and his disinterest 
edness. As his power was far inferior to Argyll, and his abilities not so 
great as Morton's, he was, for tliese reasons, less formidable to the other 
nobles. His merit, too, in having so lately rescued the leaders of the party 
from imminent destruction, contributed not a little to his preferment. 

While these things were carrying on in Scotland, the transactions in 
England were no less interesting to Mary, and still more fatal to her cause. 
The parliament of that kingdom, which met in April, passed an act, by 
which it was declared to be high treason to claim any r~ght to the crown 
during the life of the queen ; to affirm that the title of any other person 
was better than hers, or to maintain that the ~arliament had not power to 
settle and to limit the order of succession. l his remarkable statute was 
intended not only for the security of their own sovereign, but to curb the 
restless and intriguing spirit of the Scottish queen and her adherents.t 

At this time a treaty of marriage between Elizabeth and the duke of 
Anjou, the French king's brother, was well advanced. Bothcourts seemed to 
desire it with equal ardour, and gave out, with the utmost confidence, that 
it could not fail of taking place. Neither of them, however, wished it 
success; and they encouraged it for no other end, but because it served to 
cover or to promote their particular designs. The whole policy of Cathe- 
rine of Medicis was bent towards the accon~plishment of her detestable 
project for the destruction of the Hugonot chiefs ; and by carrying on a 
negotiation for the marria e of her son with a princess who was justly 
esteemed the protectress of that party, by yielding some things in point of 
religion, and by discorering an indiEerence with regard to others she hoped 
to amuse all the protestants in Europe, and to lull asleep the jealousy even 
of the Hugonots themselves. Elizabeth flattered herself with reaping 
advantages of another kind. During the dependence of the negotiation, 
the French could not with decency give an open assistance to the Scot- 
fish queen: if they conceived any hopes ozsuccess in the treaty of mar- 
riage, they would of course interest themselves but coldly in her concerns; 
Mary herself must be dejected at losing an ally, whom she had hitherto 
reckoned her most powerful protector; and, by interrupting her corres- 
pondence with France, one source, at least, of' the cabals and intrigues 
which disturbed the kingdom would be stopped. Both queens succeeded 
in their schemes. Catherine's artifices imposed upon Elizabeth, and 
blinded the Hugonots. The French discovered the utmost indifference 
about the interest of the Scottish queen ; and Mary, considering that court 
as already united with her rival, turned for protection with more eagerness 
than ever towards the king of Spain.$ Philip, whose dark and thoughtful 
mind delighted in the mystery of intri ue, had held a secret correspondence 
with Mary for some time, by means oftbe bishop of Ross, and had supplied 
both herself and her adherents in Scotland with small sums of money. 
Ridolphi, a Florentine gentleman, who resided at London under the cha- 
racter of a banker, and who acted privately as an agent for the pope, was 
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the person whom the bishop intrusted with this negotiation. Mary thoLght 
it necessary likewise to communicate the secret to the duke of' Ncrfolk, 
whom Elizabeth had lately restored to liberty, upon his solemn promise 
to have no further intercourse with the queen of Scots. This promise, 
however, he regarded so little that he continued to keep a constant cos- 
respondence with the captive queen; while she lal~oured to nourish his 
ambitious hopes, and to strengthen his amorous attachment by letters 
written in the fondest caressing strain. Some of these he must have re- 
ceived at the very time when he made that solemn promise of holding no 
further ~ncercourse with her, in consequence of which Elizabeth restored 
him to liberty. Mary,still considering him as herfuture husband, took no 
step in any matter of moment without his advice. She early communicated 
to him her negotiations with Ridolphi ; and in a long letter, which she 
wrote to him in ciphers," after complair~ing of the baseness with which 
the French court had abandoned her interest, she declared her intention of 
imploring the assistance of the Spanish monarch, which was now her only 
resource; and recommended Ridolphi to his confidence, as a person 
capable both of explaining and advancing the scheme. The  duke com- 
manded Hickford, his secretary, to decipher, and then to burn this letter; 
but, whether he had been already gained by the court, or resolved at  that 
time to betray his master, he disobeyed the latter part of the order, and 
hid the letter, together with other treasonable papers, under the duke's 
owl] bed. 

Ridolphi, in a conference with Norfo!, omitted none of those arguments, 
and spared none of those pronlises whlch are the usual incentives to re- 
bellion. T h e  pope, he told him, had a great sum in readiness to bestow 
in so good a cause. T h e  duke of Alva had undertalien to land ten thousand 
man not far from London. The  catholics, to a man, would rise in arms. 
Many of the nobles were ripe for a revolt, and wanted only a leader. 
Half their nation had turned their eyes towards him, and called on him 
to revenge the unmerited injuries which he himself had suffered; and 
to rescue an unfortunate queen, who offered him her hand and her 
crown as the reward of his success. Norfolk approved of the design, and 
thoue;h he refused to give Ridolphi any letter of credit, allowed him to 
use his name in negotiating with the pope and A1va.t T h e  bishop of 
Ross, who, from the violence of his temper, and impatience to procure 
relief for his mistress, was apt to run into rash and desperate designs, ad- 
vised the duke to assemble secretly a few of his followers, and at  once to 
seize Elizabeth's person. But this the duke re'ected as a scheme equally 
wild and hazardous. Meanwhile, the ~ n g l i s d  court had received some 
imperfect information of the plot, by intercepting one of Ridolphi's agents ; 
and an accident happened, which brought to light all the circumstances of 
it. The  duke had ernployed Hickford to transmit to lord Herries some 
money, which was to be distributed among Mary's friends in Scotland. A 
person not in the secret was intrusted with conveying it to the borders ; 
and he, suspecting it from the w ~ i g h t  to be gold, whereqs he had been 
told that it was silver, carried it d~rectly to the privy counc~l. T h e  duke, 
his dornestics, and all who were privy or could be suspected of being 
privy to the design, were taken into custody. Never did the accomplices 
in a conspiracy discover less firmness, or servants betray an indul ent 
master with greater baseness [Sept. 11. Every one confessed the wgole 
of what he knew. Iliclrford gave directions how to find the papers which 
he had hidden. T h e  duke h~mself, relying at  first on the fidelity of his 
associates, and believing all dangerous papers to have been desiroyed, con- 
fidently asserted his own innocence; but when their depositions and the 
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apers themselves were produced, astonished at  their treachery, he ac- 
inowled, wed his guilt, and implored the queen's mercy. His offence was 
too heinous, and too often repeated, to obtain pardon; and Elizabeth 
thought it necessary to deter her subjects, by his punishment, from holding 
correspondence with the queen of Scots or her emissaries. Being tried by 
his peers, he was found guilty of high treason, and, after several delays, 
suffered death for the crime." 
' 

The  discovery of this conspiracy produced many effects extremely de- 
trimental to Mary's interest. The  bishop of Koss, who appeared, by the 
confession of all concerned, to be the prime mover in every cabal against 
Elizabeth, was taken into custody, his papers searched, himself comnlitted 
to the tnwer, treated with the utmost rigour, threatened with capital 
punishment, and, after a long confinement, set at  liberty on condition that 
he should leave the kingdom. Mary was not only deprived of a servant 
equally eminent for his zeal and his abilities, but was denied from that 
time the privilege of h a v i n ~  an ambassador at the Englisl~ court. T h e  
Spanish ambassador, whom the power and dignity of the prince he repre- 
sented exernpted from such insults as Floss had suffered, was commanded 
to leave Eng1and.t As there was now the clearest evidence that Mary, 
from resentment of the wrongs she had suffered, and impatience of the 
captivity in which she was held, would not scruple to engage in the most 
hostile and desperate enterprises against the established government and 
religion, she began to be regarded as a public enemy, and was kept under 
a stricter guard than formerly; the number of her domestics was abridged, 
and no person pern~itted to see her but in presence of her keepers.$ 

At the same time, Elizabeth, foreseeing the storm which was gathering 
on the continent against her kingdom, began to wish that tranquillity were 
restored in Scotland; and, irritated by iMary's late attempt against her 
government, she determined to act without disguise or ambiguity in favour 
of the king's party. This resolution she intimated to the leaders of both 
factions [Oct.?3]. Mary, she told them, had held such a crirnir~al cor- 
respondence with her avowed enemies, and had excited such dangerous 
conspiracies both against her crown and her life, that she would henceforth 
consider her as unworthy of protection, and would never consent to restore 
her to liberty, far less to replace her on her throne. She exhorted them, 
therefore, t~ unite in acknowledging the king's authority. She promised to 
procure, by her mediation, equitable terms for those who had hitherto 
opposed it. But if they still continued rekactorp she threatened to employ 
her utmost power to compel them to submit.$ rhough this declaration did 
not produce an immediate effect; though hostilities continued in the 
neighbourhood of Edinburgh ; though Htlntly's brother, Sir Atlam Gordon, 
b his bravery and good conduct, had routed the king's adherents in the 
d r t h  in many encounters ; yet, such an explicit discovery of Elizabeth's 
sentiments contributed not a little to animate one party, and to depress the 
spirit and hopes of the other.11 

1572.1 As %orton, who commanded the regent's forces, lay at Leith, and 
Iiirkaldy still held out the town and castle of Edinburgh, scarce a day 
passed without a slcirmish; and while both avoided any decisive action, 
they harassed each other by attacking small parties, beating up quarters, 
and intercepting convoys. These operations, though little memorable in 
themselves. kept the passions of both factions in perpetual exercise and 
agitation, and wrought them up, at last, to a degree of fury which ren- 
dered them regardless not only of the laws of war, but of the principles 
of humanity. Nor was it in the field alone, and during the heat of combat 
that this implacable rage appeared; both parties hanged the prisoners 
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which they toolr, of whatever rank or quality, without mercy and without 
trial. Great numbers suffered in this shocking manner ; the unhappy vic- 
tlms were led by fifties at a time to execution ; and it was not till both 
sides had smarted severely that they discontinued this barbarous practice, 
so reproachful to the character of the nation." Meanwhile, those in tlre 
town and castle, though they had received a supply of money from the 
duke of Alva,t began to sukfer for want of provisions. As Morton had 
destroyed all the mills in the neighbourhood of the city, and had planted 
srnall garrisons in all the hauses of strength amund it, scarcity daily 
increased. At lagt all the miseries of famine were felt, and they must 
have been soon reduced to such extremities as would have forced them to 
capitulate if the English and French ambassadors had not procured a sus- 
pension of hostilities between the two parties.$ 

Though the negotiation for marriage between Elizabeth and the duke 
of Anjou had been fruitless, both Charles and she were desirous of con- 
cluding a defensive alliance between the two crowns. He considered such 
a treaty not only as the best advice for blinding the protestants, against 
whom the conspiracy was now almost ripe for execution ; but as a good 
precaution, liliewise, against the dangerous consequences to which that 
atrocious measure might expose him. Elizabeth, who had hitherto reigned 
without a single ally, now saw her kirigdom so threatened with intestine 
commotions, or exposed to invasions from abroad, that she was extreme1 
solicitous to secure the assistance of so powerful a neighbour. The d i 2  
culties arising from the situation of the Scottish queen were the chief oc- 
casions of any delay. Charles demanded some terms of advantage for 
Mary and her party. Elizabeth refused to listen to any propositionof that 
kind. Her obstinacy overcame the faint efforts of the French monarch. 
Mary's name was not so much as mentioned in the treaty; and with regard 
to Scottish affairs, a short article was inserted, in general and ambiguous 
terrns [April 111, to this purpose: ' T h a t  the parties contracting shall 
make no innovations in Scotland ; nor suffer any stranger to enter and to 
foment the factions there ; but it shall be lawfi~l for the queen of England 
to chastise, by force of arms, those Scots who shall continue to harbour 
the English rebels now in Scotland."$ In consequence of this treaty, 
France and England affected to act in concert with regard to Scotland, and 
Le Croc and Sir Wiliiam Drury appeared there in the name of their re- 
spective sovereigns. By their mediation, a truce for two months was agreed 
upon, and durlng that time conferences were to be held between the 
leaders of the opposite factions, in order to accomrnodate their differences, 
and restore peace to the kingdom. This truce afforded a seasonable 
interval of tranquillity to the queen's adherents in the South ; but in the 
North it proved fatal to her interest. Sir Adarn Gorrlon had still main- 
tained his reputation and superiority there. Several parties, under differ- 
ent oficers, were sent against him. Some of thern he attacked in the 
field ; against others he employed stratagem ; and as his courage and 
conduct were equal, none of his enterprises failed' of success. He made 
war too with the humanity which became so gallant a man, and gained 
ground by that, no less than by the terror of his arms. If he had not been 
obliged by the truce to suspend his operations, he would in all probabilit~ 
have brought that part of the kingdom to submit entirely to the queens 
authority.11 

Notw~thstanding Gordon's bravery and success, May's interest was on 
the decline, not only in her own kingdom, but among the English. Nothing 
could he more offensive to that nation, jealous of foreigners, and terrified at 
the prospect of the Spanish yoke, than her negotiations with the duke of 
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Alva. The  parliament which met in May, proceeded against her as the 
most dangerous enemy of the kingdom ; and, after a solemn conference 
between the lords and commons, both houses agreed in bringing in a bill to 
declare her guilty of high treason, and to deprive her of all ri ht of suc- 
cession to the crown. This great muse, as it was then ca l l e t  occupied 
them during the whole ~ession, and was carried on with much unanimity. 
Elizabeth, though she applauded their zeal, and approved greatly of the 
course they were taking, was satisfied with sh~wing  Mary what she might 
expect from the resentment of the nation ; but as she did not yet thinlr it 
time to proceed to the most violent extremity against her, she prorogued 
the parliament." 

These severe proceedings of the English parliament were not more mor- 
tifying to Jlary than the coldness and neglect of her allies the French. 
T h e  duke of Montmorency, indeed, who came over to ratify the league 
with Elizabeth, made a show of interesting himself in favour of the Scot- 
tish queen : but, instead of soliciting for her liberty, or her restoration to 
her throne: all that he demanded was a slight mitigation of the rigour of 
her imprisonment. Even this small request he urged with so little warmth 
or importunity that no regard was paid to it.? 

T h e  alliance with France afforded Elizabeth much satisfaction, and she 
expected from it a great increase of security. She now turned Iler whole 
attention towards Scotland, where the animosities of the two factions were 
still so high, and so many interfering interests to be adjusted, that a general 

acification seemed to be at a great distance. But while she laboured to 
%ring them to some agreement, an event happened which filled a great 
part of Europe with astonishment and with horror. This was the massacre 
of Paris ; an attempt, to which there is no parallel in the history ~f man.. 
kind, either for the long train of craft and dissimulation with which it was 
contrived, or for the cruelty and barbarity with which it was carried into 
execution. By the most solemn promises of safety and of favour, the 
leaders of the protestants were drawn to court, and though doomed to 
destruction, they were received with caresses, loaded with honours, and 
treated, for seven months, with every possible marlr of familiarity and of 
confidence. In the rrlidst of their security [Aug. 241, the warrant for their 
destruction was issued by their sovereign, on whose word they had relied, 
and, in obedience to it, their countrymen, their fellow-citizens, and com- 
panions imbrued their hands in their blood. Ten  thousand protestants, 
without distinction of age, or sex, or condition, were murdered in Paris 
alone. T h e  same barbarous orders were sent to other parts of the lring- 
dom, and a like carnage ensued. This deed, which no popish writer In 
the present age mentions without detestation, was at  that time applauded 
in Spain ; and at Konie solemn thanksgivings w-ere offered to God for its 
success. But among the protestants it excited incredible horror ; a striking 
yicture of which is drawn by the French ambassador at the court of Eng- 
and, in his account of his first audience after tile massacre. " A gloomy 

sorrow," says he, "sa+ on every face ; silence, as in the dead of night, 
reigned through all the chambers of the royal apartment; the ladies and 
courtiers were ranged on each side, all clad in deep mourning, and as I 
raised through them, not one bestowed on me a civil look, or made the 
east return to rrly salutes."f 

But horror was not the only passion with which this event inspired the 
protestant* it filled them with fear. They  considered it as the prelude 
to some greater blow, and believed, not without much probability, that all 
the po ish princes had conspired the destruction of their sect. This opinion 
was o f  no small disservice to Mary's affairs in Scotland. Many of her ad- 
heregts were protestants ; and, though they wished her restoration, were 

* IYEwes, Joorn. 206, &c. t Jebb ii. 512. 5 Carte, iii. 522. 
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not willing, on that account, to sacrifice the faith which they professed. 
They  dreaded her attachment to a religion which allowed its votaries to 
violate the most solemn engagements, and prompted them to perpetrate the 
most barbarous crimes. A general confederacy of the protestants seemed 
to them the only thing that could uphold the reformation against the league 
which was formed to overturn it. Nor could the present establishment of 
religion be long maintained in Britain, but by a strict union with Eliza- 
beth, anti by the concurrence of both nations in espousing the defence of'it 
as a common cause.* 

Encouraged by this general disposition to place confidence in her, Eliza 
beth resumed a scheme which she had formed during the regency of the 
earl of &furray, of sending Rlary as a prisoner info Scotland. But her sen- 
timents and situation were now very different fru~n what they had been 
during her negotiation with Murray. Her  animosity asainst the queen of 
Scots was greatly augmented by recent experience, wll~ch taught her that 
she had inclination as well as power, not only to disturb the tranquillity of 
her reign, but to wrest from her the crown ; the party in Scotland, favour- 
able to Mary, was almost entirely broken ; and there was no reason to 
dread any danger from France, which still contiri~~ed to court her friend- 
ship. She aimed, accordingly, at something very different from that which 
she had in view three years before. Then she discovered a laudable 
solicitude, not only for the safety of Mary's life, but for securing to her 
treatment suited to her rank. Now she required, as an express condition, 
that immediately after Mary's arrival in Scotland, she sl~ould be brought 
to public trial; and, having no doubt that sentence ~vould be passed ac- 
cording to her deserts, she insisted that, for the good of both kingdorris, it 
should be executed without de1ay.t No transaction, perhaps, in Eliza- 
beth's reign, merits more severe censure. Eager to cut short the days of 
a rival, the object both of her hatred and dread, and no less anxious to 
avoid the blame to which such a deed of violence might expose her, she 
laboured, with timid and unge!erous artifice, to transfer the odium of it 
from herself to Mary's own subjects. The  earl of Mar, happily for the 
honour of his cocntry, had more virtue than to listen to such an ignominious 
proposal; and Elizabeth did not venture to renew it. 

While she was engaged in pursuing this insidious measure, the regent 
was more honourably employed in endeavouring to negotiate a general 
peace among his countrymen. As he laboured for this purpose with the 
utmost zeal, and the adverse faction placed entire confidence in his integrity, 
his endeavours could hardly have failed of being successful. Maitland 
and Kirkaldy came so near to an agreement with him that scarce any thing 
remained, except the formality of signing the treaty. But Morton had not 
forgotten the disappoinhnent he bad met with in his pretensions to the 
regency; his abilities, his wealth, and the patronage of the court of 
England, gave him greater sway with the party than even the regent 
himself; and he took pleasure in thwarting every measure pursued by 
him. He was afraid that, if Maitland and his associates recovered any 
share in the administration, his own influe~~ce would 5e considerably 
diminished ; and the regent, by their means, would acquire that ascendant 
which belonged to his station. With him concurred all those who were 
in possession of the lands whictl belonged to any of the queen's party. 
His amhition, and their avarice, frustrated the regent's pious intentions, 
and retarded a blessinz so necessary to the Iringdom as the establishment 
of peace.1 

- 

Such a discovery of the selfishness and ambition which reigned among 
his party made a deep i~press ion on the re~ent , 'who loved his country, 
and wished for peace with much ardour. rh i s  inward grief lxoke hh 

* Digges, 244. 267 f &furdin, 2-24. Melv. 233. Caawf. Mam. 237. 
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spirlt, and by  degrees brought on a settled melancholy, that ended in a 
distemper, of which he died on the twenty-ninth of October. H e  was 
perhaps, the only person in the kingdom who could have enjoyed the 
office of regent without envy, and have left it without loss of reputation 
Notwithstanding their mutual animosities, both factions acknowledged his 
yiews to be honourable, and his integrity o ?e unco~~upted.* 

No coivlpetitor now appeared against Morton. The queen of England 
powerfully supported his claim, and, notwithstanding the fears ot the 
people, and the jealousy of the nobles, he was elected regent [Nov. 

; the fourth who, in the space of five years, had held that dangerous 
S e .  

As the truce had been prolotlged to the first of January, this gave him 
an opportunity of continuing the negotiations with the opposite party, 
which had been set on foot by his predecessor. They produced no effects, 
however, till the beginning of the next year. 

Before we proceed to these, some events, hitherto untouched, deserve 
our notice. 

The  earl of Northumberland, who had been kept prisoner in Lochlevin 
ever since his flight into Scotland, in the year one thousand five hundred 
and sixty-nine, was given up to lord Hudson, governor of Berwiclr ; and, 
being carried to York, suffered there the punishment of his rebellion. 
The  king's party were so sensible of their dependence on Elizabeth's 

rotection that it was scarcely possible for them to refuse putting into her 
k n d s  a person who had talien up arms against her ; but, as a sum of money 
was paid on that account, and shared between JIorton and Douglas of 
Lochlevin, the former of whom, during his exile in England, had been 
much indebted to Northumberland's friendship, the abandoning this unhappy 
nobleman, in such a manner, to certain destruction, was ur~iversally con- 
demned as a most ungrateful a r~d  mercenary action.7 

This year was remarkable for a considerable innovation in the govern- 
ment of the church. Soon after the reformation, the popish bishops had 
been confirmed by law in possession of part of their benefices; but the 
spiritual jurisdiction, which belonged to their order, was exercised by 
superi~~terldants, though with more moderate authority. On the death of 
the archbishop of St. Andrew's Morton obtained from the crown a grant 
of the temporalities of that see. But as it was thought indecent for a lay- 
man to hold a benefice to which the cure of souls was annexed, he pro- 
cured Douglas, rector of the university of St. Andrew's, to be chosen 
archbishop ; and, allotting him a small pension out of the revenues of the 
see, retained the remainder in his own hands. The  nobles, who saw the 
advantages which they might reap from such a practice, supported him in 
the execution of his plan. I t  gave great offence, however, to the clergy, 
who, instead of perpetuating an order whose name and power were odious 
to them, wished that the revenues which had belonged to it might be em- 
ployed in supplying scch parishes as were still unproeided w ~ t h  settled 

astors. But, on the one hand, it would have been rash in the clergy to 
Rave irritated too much noblemen, on whom the very existence oi the 
protestant church in Scotland depended ; and Morton, on the atljer, con- 
ducted his schemes with such dexterity, and managed them with so much 
art, that it was at last agreed, in a convention composed of the leading men 
among the clergy, together with a comtnittee of privy council, "That  the 
name and ofice of archbishop and bishop sllould be continued during the 
king's minority, and these dignities be conferred upon the best qualified 
amonm the protextant ministers; but that, with regard to their spiritual 
jurisdyctions, they should be subject to the general assembly of the church." 
The rules to be observed in their election, and the persons who were to 

* Crawf. Nem. 241. t Ibid. 55. 222. Cnmd. 445 



supply the place and enjoy the privileges which belonged to the dean1 and 
chapter in times of popery, were likewise particularly specified." T h e  
whole being laid before the general assembly, after some exceptions to 
the name of archbishop, dean, clrapter, &C., and a protestation that it should 
be considered only as a temporary constitution, until one more perfect 
could be introduced, it obtained the approbation of that c0urt.t Even 
Icnox, who was prevented from attending the assembly by the ill state of 
his health, though he declaimed loudly against the simoniacal paction to 
which Douglas owed his ~rgferrnent, and blamed the nomination of a 
person worn out with age and infirmities, to an office which required unim- 
paired vigour both of body and mind, seems not to have condemned the 
proceedings of the convention ; and, in a letter to the assenibly, approved 
of some of the regulations with respect to :he election of bishops, as worthy 
of being carefully observed.1 In consequence of the assembly's consent 
to the plan agreed upon in the convention, Douqlas was installed in his 
office, and at the same time an archbishop of Glasgow and a bishop of 
Dunlreld were chosen from among the protestant clergy. They were all 
admitted to the place in parliament which belonged to the ecclesiastical 
order. But in imitation of the example set by hforton, such bargains were 
made with them by different noblemen, as gave them possession only of a 
very small part of the revenues which belonged to their sees.$ 

Soon after the dissolution of this assembly LNov. 471, ICnox, the prime 
insirurnent of spreading and establishing the reformed religion in Scotland, 
ended his life in the sixty-seventh year of his age. Zeal, intrepidity, 
disinterestedness, were virtues rvhich he possessed in an eminent degree. 
He was acquainted too with the learning cultivated among divines in that 
age ; and excelled in that species of eloquence which is calculated to 
rouse and to inflame.11 His maxims, however, were often too severe, and 
the inipetuosity of his temper excessive. Rigid and uncomplying himself, 
he showed no indulgence to the infirmities of others. Regardless of the 
distinctions of rank and character, he uttered his admonitions with an 
acrimony and vehemence ir~ore apt to irritate than to reclaim. This often 
betrayed him into indecent and undutiful expressioos with respect to 
the queen's person and conduct. Those very qualities, however, which 
now render his character less amiable, fitted him to Le the instrument of 
Providence for advancing the reformation among a fierce people, and 
enabling him to face dangers, and to surmount opposition, from which a 
person of a more gentle spirit would have been apt to shrink back. By 
an unwearied application to study and to business, as well as by the 
frequency and fervour of his public discourses, he had worn out a constitn- 
tion naturally robust. During a lingering illness he discovered the utmost 
fortitude ; and inet the approaches of death with a magnanimity inseparab!e 
from his character. H e  was constantly employed in  acts of devotion, and 
comforted himself with those prospects of immortality which not only 

* Cxld. ii. 305. t Id. 354. t See Annendix. No. XXXVTTT. 6 Snnta~v. 261 - 

11 A str iki~gdescri~t ibn of that  speci;s ksof kloi;enci h; &liichiGi?r&as diGirC&fshed:isgiven 
by one of his cotemporaries, Mr. Jarnes Dlelvillc, minister of Anstruti~er. "But of ail the berlefits 
I had that year [1571], was the comin~  of that most notable prophet and apostle of our nation, Mr. 
John IKnox, to Bt. Andrew's, who by the faction of the queen occupy i r~~  the castle and tow11 of 
Edinburgh was compelled to remove therefia wit11 a number of the best and cllused to come to 
St. ~nd!e$'s. I heard him teach there the prophec~es of Daniel that Amliner and the winter 
followino. I had my Den and little buike. and took awaysic things as I could comprel~cnd. In tile 
opelliilg%f his text,-116 was lnoderate the'space of half' an llnur 7 bdt wllen he erdcred to applica- 
tlon, hc made me so to p '7~e  [thrill] and treinble that I could llot liald the pc11 to \1~1ite.-He was 
very weak. 1 saw him every day of hls doctrir~e g-ol~zrlie [slowly] and fair, with a furring of mar- 
ticks about his neck, a staff in the one Band, and good godlie Riehart Balleilrlerl holding hirn up by 
the ozter [under tile arm From the abhcy to the paiisll lrirk; and he the said Richart and another 
servant lifted him up to t i e  pulpit, where lie behoved to lean at  his first entrie; but ere Ire wasdone 
with his sermon, hr  was so active and vigorous, that lie was like to ding the palpit in blads [beat 
the pulpit to pieces]. and fly out of it." MS. Life of Mr. James R.lelvilie, cornrnunicated to me by 
Mr. Paton of the Custom-house, Edinburgh, p. 14. 21. 
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Preserve g m d  men from desponding, but fill them with exultation in their 
ast moments. The earl of Morton, who was present at his funeral, pro. 

nounced his eulogium in a few words, the more honourable for ICnox, as 
they came from orle whom he had often censured with peculiar severity. 
"'I here lles He, who never feared the face of n~an."* 

1573.1 Though nforton did not desire peace from such generous motives 
as the former regent, he laboured, bowerer, in good earnest, to establish it. 
The  public confusions and calamities, to which he owed his power and 
importance when he was only the second person in the nation, were 
extremely detrimental to him now that he was raised to be the first. While 
so many of the nobles continued in arms against him, his authority as regent 
was partial, feeble, and precarious. Elizabeth was no less desirous of 
extinguishing the flame which she had kindled and kept so long alive in 
Scot1and.t She had discovered the alliance with France, from which she 
had expected such advantages, to be no foundation of security. Though 
appearances of friendship s t~l l  subsisted between her and that court, and 
Charles daily renewed his protestations of inviolable adherence to the 
treaty, she was convinced, by a fatal example, how little she ought to rely 
on the promises or oaths of that perfidious monarch. Her  ambassador 
warned her that the French held secret correspondence with Mary's 
adherents in Scotland, and encouraged them in their obstinacy.$ T h e  duke 
of Alva carried on his intrigues in that kingdom with less disguise. She 
was persuaded that they would embrace the first serene interval, which 
the coinmotions in France and in the Netherlands would allow them, 
and openly attempt to land a body of men in Scotland. She resolved, 
therefore, to prevent their getting any footing in the island, and to cut off 
a11 their hopes of finding any assistance there, by uniting the two parties. 

T h e  situation of Mary's adherents enabled the regent to carry on his 
negotiations with them to great advantage. They were now divided into 
two factions. At the head of the one were Chatelherfult and Huntl . 
Maitland and Kirkaldy were the leaden of the other. Ihe i r  high ran$, 
their extensive property, and the numbers of their followers, rendered the 
former considerable. T h e  latter were indebted for their importance to 
their personal abilities, and to the strength of the castle of Edinburgh, 
which was in their possession. The  regent had no intention to compre- 
hend both in the sanle treaty; but as he dreaded tliat the queen's party, 
if it remained entire, would be able to thwart and embarrass his aclministra- 
tion, he resolved to divide and wealien it by a separate negotiation. He 
made the first overture to Kirkaldy and his associates, and endeavoured to 
renew the negotiation with them, which, durine the lib of his predecessor, 
had been broken off by his own artifices. BLt ICirlialdy knew Morton's 
views, and system of government, to be very different from those of the 
former regent. Maitlarld considered 11in1 as a personal and implacable 
enemy. They received repeated assurances of protection from France ; 
and though the sie e of Rochelle employed the French arms at tliat time, 
the sarne hopes, wfich had so often deceived the party, still amused them, 
and they expected that the obztinacy of the Hugonots would soon be sub- 
dued, and that Charles would then be at  liberty to act with vigour in 
Scotland., Meanwhile a supply of money was sent, and if the castle could 
be held out till Whitsunday, effectual aid was promised.§ Maitland's 
genius delighted in fortiling schemes that were dangerous ; and Kirkaldy 
possessed the intrepidity necessary for putting them in execution. The 
castle, they linew, was so situated that it might defy all the regent's power. 
Elizabeth, they hoped, ~vould not violate the treaty with France, by send- 
ing forces to his assistance ; and if the French should he able to land any 
considerable body of men, it might be possible to del~ver the queen from 

* Ppotsn. 266. Cald ii. 273 t Digges 299. f Ih. 2'36. 312. 9 Ib.[314. 
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captivity, or at least to balance the influence of France and England in 
such a manner as to rescue Scotland from the dishonourable dependence 
upon the latter, under which it had fallen. This splendid but chimerical 
project they preferred to the friendship of Morton. They encouraged the 
negotiation, however, because it served to gain time ; they proposed, for 
the same purpose, that the whole of the queen's party should be compre- 
hended in it, and that ICirlraldy should retain the command of the castle 
six months after the treaty was signed. His interest prompted the regent 
to reject the Sormer ; his penetration discovered the danger of complying 
with the latter ; and all hopes of accommodation vanished." 

As soon as the truce expired, Ilirlraldy began to fire on the city of 
Edinburgh, which, by the return of the inbahitants whom he had expelled, 
was devoted as zealously as ever to the lring's cause. But, as the regent 
bad now set on foot a treaty with Chatelherault and Iluntly, the cessation 
of arms still continued with then]. 

They were less scrupulo~~s than the other party, and listened eager1 to 
his overtures. T h e  duke was naturally unsteady, and the approach oLld  
age increased his irresolution, and aversion to action. T h e  miseries of 
civil discord had afflicted Scotland alrnost five years, 3 length of time far 
beyond the duration of any former contest. T h e  war, instead of doiug 
service, had been detrimental to the queen ; and more ruinous than any 
foreign invasion to the kingdom. In prosecuting it, neither party had gained 
much honour ; both had suffered great losses, and had exhausted their own 
estates in wasting those of their adversaries. 'She corninons were in the 
utmost misery, and longed ardently for a peace, which might terminate this 
fruitless but destructive quarrel. 

A great step was talren towards this desirable event, by the treaty con- 
cluded at Perth [Feb. 231,between the regent on one band, and Chatelhe- 
rault and Huntly on the other, under the mediation of Ilillegrew, Eiiza- 
beth's ambassador.1 T h e  chief articles in it were these: That all the 
parties comprehended in the treaty should declare their approbation of the 
reformed religion now established in the Itingdorn ; that they should sub- 
mit fo the king's government, and own Morton's authority as regent ; that 
they should aclcnowledge every thing done in opposition to the liing, since 
his coronation, to be illegal ; that on both sides the prisoners who had been 
talren should be set at liberty, and the estates which had been forfeitpd 
shorild be restored to their proper owners ; that the act of attainder passed 
against the queen's adherents should be repealed, and indemnity granted 
for all the crimes of which they had been guilty since the fifteenth of June, 
one thousand five hundred and sixty-seven ; and that the treaty should be 
ratified by the common consent of both parties in parliament.$ 

ICirlraldy, though abandoned by his associates, who neither discovered 
solicitude nor made provision for his safely, did not lose courage, nor enter- 
tain any tbouglrts of accommodation.j Though all Scotland had now sub- 
mitted to the Icing, he still resolve to derend the castie in the' queen's 
name, and to wait the arrival of the promised succours. T h e  revent was 
in want of every thing necessar for carrying on a siege. But nizabeth,  
who, determined at  any rate to ir ing the dissensions in Scotland to a pedod 

* Melv. 235 &c. t See Appendix No. XXXIX. : Crawf. Rlcm. 251. 
Q Welvil, w k e  brother, sir Robprt, was 'one of thoae who joined witii I<iikaldy ln the defence 

of the castle, and who was Iihnself st~ongly attnclied to their party, nsseits that Iii~kaldv offered to 
accept of any reasonable terms of composition, hat that all his oifirs were rcjectcd hy the regent 
Mclv. 940. But as  Elizabeth was at that time extremely desiloris of restnrirrg peace in Scc)tland 
and her ambassidor ICillegrew, as  well a* the earl of Rothes, used their utmost endeavours to per! 
suade Icirkaldy to accede tothelreaty of Perth, it seemsmore credihle to iniputc the continua ace of 
hostilities to ICirkaldy's obstinacy, his distrust of hlorton, or his hope of foreign aid, thoii to any 
other cause. 

That  this was really the case is evident from the positive testimony of Spotsw. 269,270. Camd. 
448. Johnst. Hist. 3, 4. Digges, 334. Crawfard'a account agrees, i n  the main, with theirs. 
Mem. 263. 
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hefore the French could find leisure to take part in the quarrel, soon 
afforded him sufficient supplies. Sir Wil1ia:n Drury marched into Scot- 
land with fifteen hundred foot, and a considerable train of artillery. T h e  
regent joined him with all his forces; and trenches were opened and 
apprxches regularly carried on against the castle [April 151. ICirkaldy, 
though discouraged by the loss of a great sum of money remitted to him 
from France, and which fell into the regent's hands through the treacher 
u i  sir Jamrs Balfour, the most corvpt  mm of that age, defended himsefi 
with bravery augmented by despalr. Th~ee-znd-thlrty days he resisted 
all the efforts ol'the Scotch and English, who pushed on their attacks with 
courage and with emulation: Nor dld he demand a parley, till the forti- 
fications were battered down, and one of the wells in the castle dried up, 
and the other cholred with rubbish. Even then, his spirit was unsubdued, 
and he determined rather to fa11 glorio~~sly behind the last entrenchment 
than to yield to his inveterate eneinics. But liis garrison was not animated 
with the sanie heroic or desperate resolution, and, rising in a mutiny, 
forced him to capitulate. H e  surrendered himself to Drury May 291, 
who promised? in the name of his mistress, that he should be i avourably 
treated. Together with him, Jarncs Kirlialdy his brother, lord Home, 
Maitland, sir Robert Melvil, a few citizens of Edirlburgh, and about one 
hundred and sixty soldiers, mere made prisoners.* 

Serreral of the officers, who hat1 been kept in pay dnring the war, pre 
vailed on their men to accompany them into the Low-Countries, and en te r  
Ing into the service of the States, added, b their gallant behaviour, to the 
reputition for military virtue rvbich has always been the cliaracteristic of 
the Scottish nation. 

Thus by the treaty with Chatelherault and Huntly, and the surrender 
of the castle, the civil wars in Scotland were brought to a period. When 
we review tbe state of the nation, and colripare the strength ot the two 
factions, Mary's partisans among the nobles appear, manifestly, to have 
been superior both in nu~nbers and in power. But these advantages were 
more than countcrbalartced by others, which their antagonists enjoyed. 
Political abilities, military slrill, and all the talents which times of action 
form, or call forth, appeared chiefly on the king's side. Nor could their 
enemies boast of any man, who equalled the intrepidity of M~nray, tem- 
pered with wisdom; the profound sagacity of Morton; the subtle genius, 
and insinuating address of Maitland ; or the si~ccessful valour of Kirlraldy ; 
all of' which were at first employed in laying the foundation of' the king's 
authority. On the one side, nleasures were concerted wit11 prudence, and 
executed with vigour; on the other, their resolutions were rash, and their 
conduct feehle. T h e  people, animated with zeal forreligion, and prompted 
by indienation against the queen, warmly ~upported the king's cause. 
T h e  threw the whole weight of their popularity into the same scale. 
By means of these, as well as by the powerful interposition of England, the 
king's government was finally established. Mary lost even that shaclow 
of sovereignty which, amidst all her sufferings, she had hitherto retained 
anlong part of her own subjects. As she was no longer permitted to have 
an ambassador at  the court of England, the only mark of dignity which 
she had for some time ei~joyed there, she must henceforth be considered 
as an exile stripped of all the ensigns of royalty; guarded with anxiety in 
the one kingdom, and totally deserted or forgotten in the other. 

ICirkaldy ar~d his associdtes remaIned in Drury's custody, and were 
treated by him with great hurnanity, until the queen of Engl-tnd, whose 
prisoners they were, should determine their fate.. Morton insisted that 
they should suffer the pllnishrnent due to their rebel!ion and obstinacy; and 
declared that, so long as they were allowed to live, he did not reckon his 

* Cald. ii. 408. MeIv. 240. Crawf. Mem.265 
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awn person or authority secure ; and Elizabeth, without regarding Drury's 
honour, or his promises in her name, gave them up to the regent's disposal. 
H e  first contined them to separate prisons [Aug. 31 ; and soon after, with 
Elizabeth's consent, condemned Kirkaldy and his brother to be hanged at  
the cross of Edinburgh. Maitland, who did not expect to be treated more 
favourably, prevented the ignominy of a public execution by a voluntary 
death, and " ended his days," says Melvil, " after the old Roman fashion."% 

While the regent was wreaking his vengeance on the remains of her 
party in Scotland, Mary, incapable of affording them any relief, bewailed 
their misfortunes in the solitude of her prison. At the same time her health 
began to be much impaired by continement and want of exercise. At the 
entrenty of the French ambassador, lord Shrewsbur her keeper, was 
permitted to conduct her to Buxton Wells, not far &m Tuthbury, the 

ace of her imprisonment. Cecil, who had lately been created baron of 
gurlei gh, and Lord High Treasurer of England, happened to be there at 
the same time. Though no minister ever entered more warmly into the 
views of a sovereign, or gave strollger proofs of his fidelity and attachment 
than this great man, yet such was Elizabeth's distrust of every person who 
approached the queen of Scots that her suspicions, in consequence of this 
interview, seem to have extended even to him; and while Mary justly 
reckoned him her most dangerous enemy, he found some dificulty in per- 
suading his own mistress that he was not partial to that unhappy queen.1 

T h e  dulre of Alva was this year recalled from the government of' the 
Netherlands, where his haughty and oppressive administration roused a 
spirit, in attempting to subdue which Spain exhausted its treasures, ruined 
its armies, and lost its glory. Requesens, who succeeded him, was of a 
milder temper, and of ;? iess enterprising genius. This event delivered 
Elizabeth from the perpetual disquietude occasioned by Alva's negotiations 
with the Scott;r;ll queen, and his zeal for her interest. 

1574.1 T:lough Scotlar~d was now settled in profound peace, many of the 
evils wkich accompany civil war were still felt. T h e  restraints of law, 
which in times of public confusion are little regarded even by civil- 
izcd nations, were totally despised by a fierce people unaccustomed 
to a regular administration of justice. The disorders in every corner of 
the kingdom mere become intolerable; and, under the protection of the 
one or the other faction, crirnes of every kind were committed with impu- 
nity. T h e  regent set himself to redress these, and b his industry and 
vigour, order and security were re-established in the Kingdom. But he 
lost the reputation due to this important service, by the avarice which he 
discovered in performing it ; and his own exactions became more pernicious 
to the nation than all the irregularities which he restrained.$ Spies ant1 
informers were every where employed; the remembrance cif old offences 
was revived ; imaginary crirnes were invented; petty trespasses were 
aggravated; and delincluents were forced to compound for their lives by  
the payment of exorbitant fines. At the same time the current coin was 
debased;$ licenses were sold for carrying on prohibited branches of com- 
merce ; unusual taxes were imposed on commodities ; and all the refine- 
ments in oppression, from which nations so imperfectly polished as the 
Scots are usually exempted, were put in practice. None of these were 
complained of more loudly, or with greater reason, than his injustice 
towards the church. T h e  thirds of benefices, out of which the clergy 

* Melv. 242. t Strype, ii. 248.218. $ See Appe~ldix, No. XL. 
Q The  corruptionof the coin, during Rlorton's adn~inistration was very great. Although the 

quantity of current lnaney coined out of a pound of bullion wds gradually increased by fornler 
princes, the standard or fineness sutiered little alteration, and the mixture of alloy was nearly the 
same with what is now used. But Morton mixed a fourth part of alloy wit11 every pound of silver 
and sunk, by consequence, the value of coirl in  proportioil. In  the year 1581, all the money coined 
by him was called in, and appointed to be reeoined. The  fitandard was reetored to the samppuritr 
as formeliy. Ruddim. Praf. to Andels. Diplom. p. 74. 
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received their subsistence, had always been slowly and irregularly paid to 
collectors appointed by the general assembly; and during the civil wars, 
no payment could be obtained in several parts of the kingdpm. Under 
colour of redressing this grievance, and upon a promise of ass~gning every 
minister a stipend within his own parish, the regent extorted from the 
church the thirds to which they had right by law. But the clergy, instead 
of reaping any advantage from this alteration, found that payments became 
more irregular and dilatory than ever. One minister was con~monly bur- 
thened with the care of four or five parishes, a pitiful salary was allotted 
him, and the regent's insatiable avarice seized on the rest of the fund.% 

The death of Charles IX., which ha pened this year, was a new mis- 
fortune to the Scottish queen. ~ e n r ~ 7 1 1 . ,  who succeeded him, had not 
the same attachment to her person ; and his jealousy of the house of Guise, 
and obsequiousness to the queen mother, greatly alienated hini from her 
interest. 

1575.1 The death of the duke of Chatelherault [Jan. 221, must likewise 
be considered as some loss to Mary. As the parliament had frequently 
declared him next heir to the crown, this entitled him to great respect 
amon* his countrymen, and enabled him, more than any other person in 
'the kyngdom, to counterbalance the regent's power. 

Soon after, at one of the usual interviews between the wardecs of the 
Scottish and English marches, a scuffle happened, in which the English 
were worsted; a few killed on the spot; and sir James Forrester, the 
warden, with several gentlemen who attended him, taken prisone~s. But 
both Elizabeth and the regent were too sensible of the advantage which 
resulted from the good understanding that subsisted between the two 
.kingdoms, to allow this slight accident to interrupt it. 

The domestic tranquillity of the kingdom was in some danger of being 
disturbed by another cause. Though the persons raised to the dignity of 
bishops possessed very small revenues and a very moderate degree of 
power, the clergy, to whom the regent and all his measures were become 
extremely odious, began to be jealous of that order. Knowing that cor- 
ruptions steal into the church gradually, under honourable names and upon 
decent pretences, they were afraid that from such small beginnings, the 
hierarchy might grow in time to be as powerful and oppressive as ever. 
The chief author of these suspicions was Mr. Andrew Melvil, a man dis- 
tinguished by his uncommon erudition, by the severity of his manners, and 
the intrepidity of his mind. But, bred up in the retirement of a college, 
he was unacquaintedwith the arts of life; and bein2 more attentive to the 
ends which he pursued than to the means which he employed for pro- 
moting them, he often defeated laudable designs by the impetuosity and 
imprudence with whiz11 he carried them on. A question was moved by 
him in the assembly, "Whether the oilice of bishop, as now exercised in 
the kingdom, were agreeable to the word of God ?" In  the ecclesiastical 
judicatories continrial colnplaints were made of the bishops for neglect of 
duty, many of which their known remissness too well justified. The 
bishop of Dunkeld, being accused of dilapidating his benefice, was found 
guilty by the assembly. The regent, instead of che~liing, connived at  
these disputes about ecclesiastical government, as they diverted the zeal 
of the clergy from attending to his daily encroachments on the patrimony 
.of the c11uGh.t 

- 

1576.) The weight of the regent's oppressive administration had hitherto 
fallen c liefly on those in the lower and 111iddle rank ; but he began now to 
take such steps as convinced the nobles that their dignity would not long 
exempt them from feeling the effect of his power. An accident, which 

X Crawf. illem. 272. Spotsw. 873. Cald. ii. 420. 427. t Cald. Assemblies, 1574, &G 
Johnst. Hist. 15. 
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was a freqwnt cause of dissension anlong the Scottish nobles, occasioned 
a difference between the earls of Argyll and Athol. A vassal of the former 
had made some depredations on the lands of the latter. Athol took arms 
to punish the offenaer-Argyll to protect him j and this ignoble quarrel 
they were ready to decide in the field, when the regent by interposing bis 
authority obliged them to disband their forces. Both of them had been 
guilty of irregularities, which, though common, were contrary to thc letter 
of the law. Of these the regent took advantage, and resolved to found on 
them a charge of treason. This design was revealed to the two earls by 
one of Morton's retainers. The comnlon danger to which they were 
exposed compelled them to forget old quarrels, and unite in a close con- 
federacy for their mutual defence. Their junction rendered them formi- 
dable; they despised the summons which the regent gave them to appear 
before a court of justice; and he was obliged to desist from any further 
prosecution. But the injury he intended made a deep impression on their 
minds, and drew upon him severe vengeance.* 

Nor was he more successful in an attempt which he made to load lord 
Claud I-Iamilton with the guilt of having formed a conspiracy against his 
life. Though those who were supposed to be his accon~plices were seized 
and tortured, no evidence of any thing criminal appeared; but, on the 
contrary, many ciicumstances discovered his innocence, as well as the 
regent's secret views in imputing to him such an odious design.: 

1577.) The Scottish nobles, who were almost equal to their monarchs in 
power, and treated by thein with much distinction, observed these arbi- 
trary proceedings of the regent with the utmost indignation. The people 
who, under a form of government extremely simple, had been little accus- 
tomed to the burden of taxes, complained loudly of the regent's rapacity ; 
and all began to turn their eyes towards the young Icing, from whom they 
expected the redress of all their grievances, and the return of a more gentle 
and more equal administration. 

James was now in the twelfth year of his age. The queen soon after 
his birth had committed him to the care of the earl of &far, and during 
the civil wars he had resided securely in the castle of Stirling. Alexander 
Erskine, that nobleman's brother, had the chief direction of his education. 
Under him the famous Buchanan acted as preceptor, together with three 
other masters, the most eminent the nation afforded for skill in those 
sciences which were deemed necessary for a prince. As the young Iring 
showed an uncommon passion for learning, and made great progress in it, 
the Scots fancied that they already discovered in him all those virtues 
which the fondness or credulity of subjects usually ascribes to princes 
during their minorit But as James was still far from that age at which 
the law permitted &un to assume the reins of government, the regent did 
not sufficiently attend to the sentiments of the people, nor reflect how 
naturally these prejudices in his favour might encourage the king to antici- 
pate that period. He not only neglected to secure the friendship of those 
who were about the Icing's person, and who possessed his ear, but had 
even exasperated some of them by personal injuries. Their resentment 
concurred with the ambition of others, in infusing into the king early sus- 
picions of Morton's power arid designs. A icing, they told him, had often 
reason to fear, seldom to love a regent. Prompted by ambition and by 
interest, he would endeavour to keep the prince in perpetual infancy, at a 
distance from his subjects, and unacquainted with business. A small 
degree of vigour, however, was sufficient to break the yoke. Subjects 
naturally reverence their sovereign, and become impatient of the tempo- 
rary and delegated jurisdiction ot a regent. &Torton had governed with 
r i p u r  unknown to the ancient monarchs of Scotland. The nation groaned 

* Crawf Men. 255. t Ibid. 261. 
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under his oppressions, and would welcome the first prospect of a milder 
administration. At present the Icing's name was hardly mentioned in Scot- 
and, his friends were without influence, and his favourites without honour. 

But one effort would discover IiTorton's power to be as feeble as it was 
arbitrary. The  same attempt would put himself in possession of his just 
authority, and rescue the nation from intolerable tyranny. If he did not 
regard his own rights as a king, let him listen at  least to the cries of his 
people." 

These suggestions made a deep impression on the youn Icing, who was 
trained up in an opinion that he was born to command. h i s  approbation 
of the design, however, was of small consequence without the concurrence 
of the nobles. T h e  earls of Argyll and Athol, two of the most powerful of 
that body, were animated with implacable resentment against the regent. 
T o  them the cabal in Stirling Castle cornrnunicated the plot which was on 
foot ; and they entering warmly into it, Alexander Erskine, who, since the 
death of his brother, and during the minority of his nephew, had the com- 
mand of that fort and the custody of the king's person, admitted them 
secretly into the king's presence. They wave him the same accouut of the 
miser of his subjects, under the regentPs arbitrary administration ; they 
compfained loudly of the injustice wiih which themselves had been treated, 
and besought the king, as the only means for redressing the grievances of 
the nation, to call a council of all the nobles. James consented, and letters 
were issued in his name for that purpose ; but the two earls toolr care that 
they should be sent only to such as were known to bear no good will to 
Morton.7 

T h e  number of these was, however, so considerable, that on the day 
appointed far the greater part of the nobles assenrbled at Stirling ; and so 
hig!lly were they ince~sed against Morton, that although, on receiving in- 
t e l l ~ ~ e n c e  of Argyll and Athol's interview with the king [ Ib rch  24, 15781, 
he had made a feint as if he would resign the regency, they advised the 
king, without regarding this offer, to deprive him of his office, and to take 
the administration of government into his own hands. Lord Gla~nis the 
chancellor, and Herries, were 2-pointed to signif7 this resolution to Mor- 
ton, who was at that time in ~ a k e i t h ,  his usual place of residence. No- 
thing could equal the joy with which this unexpected resolutiou filled the 
nation, but the surprise occasioned by the seeming alacrity with wl~ich the 
regent descended from so high a station. He neither wanted sagacity to 
foresee the danger of resigning, nor inclination to keep possessior~ of an 
oflice, for the expiration of which the law had fixed so distant a term. But all 
the sources whence the faction of which he was head derived their strength 
had either failed, or now supplied his adversaries with the means of hum- 
bling him. The  commons, the city of Edinburgh, the cler y, were all totally 
alienated from him hy his multiplied opprersions. ~lizagbeth, having lately 
bound herself by treaty to send a considerable body of troops to the assist- 
ance of the irthabitants of the Netherlands, who were struggling for liberty, 
bad little leisure to attend to the affairs of Scotland ; and as she had nothing 
to dread from France, in whose councils the princes ofLorrain had not at that 
time n~ucb influence, she was not displeased, perhaps, at  the birth of new 
factions in the kingdom. Even those nobles who had long been joined wit11 
Morton in faction, or whom he had attached to his person by benefits, 
Glamis, Lindsay, Ruthven, Pitcairn the secretory, Murray of Tullibardin, 
comptroller, all deserted his falling fortunes, and appeared in the council 
at  Stirlin So rnany concurri~lg circumstances convinced Morton of his 
own we2ncss,  and determined him to give way to a torrent which was 
too impetuous to be resisted. H e  attended the chancellor and Herries to 
Edinburgh [March 121; was present when the king's acceptance of the 



government was proclaimed and, in the presence of the people, surrendered 
to the king all the authority to which he had any claim in virtue of his office. 
This ceremony was accom~anied with such excessive joy and acclamations 
of the multitude, as added, no doubt, to the anguish which an ambitious 
spirit must feel, when compelled to renounce supreme power ; and con- 
vinced Morton how entirely he had lost the affections of his countrymen. 
He obtained, however, from the king an act containing the approbation of 
every thing done by him in the exercise of his o&ce, and a pardon, in the 
most ample form that his fear or caution conld devise, of all past offences, 
crimes, and treasons. The nobles, who adhered to the king, bound thern- 
selves under a great penalty, to procure the ratificati~n of this act in the 
first parliament.* 

A council of twelve peers was appointed to assist the king in the admin- 
lstration of a@airs. Morton, deserted by his own party, and unable to 
struggle with the faction which governed absolutely at court, retired to one 
of his seats, and seemed to enjoy the tranquillity, and to be occupied only 
in the amusements of a country life. His mind, however, was deeply dis- 
quieted with all the uneasy reflections which accompany disappointed 
ambition, and intent on schemes for recovering his former grandeur. Even 
in this retreat, which the people called the lion's den, his wealth and abili- 
ties rendered him formidable ; and the new counsellors were so imprudent 
as to rouse him, by the precipitancy with which they hastened to strip him 
of all the remains of power. They required him to surrender the castle of 
Edinburgh, which was still in his possession. He refused at first to do so, 
and began to prepare for its defence ; but the citizens of Edinburgh havin 
taken arms, and repulsed part of the garrison, which was sent out to guars 
a convoy of provisions, he was obliged to give up that important fortress 
without resistance. This encouraged his adversaries to call a parliament 
to meet at Edinburgh, and to multiply their demands upon him in such a 
manner as convinced him that nothing less than his utter ruin would satisfy 
their inveterate hatred. 

Their power and popularity, however, began already to decline. The 
chancellor, the ablest and most moderate man in the party, having been 
killed at Stirling in an accidental rencounter between his followers and 
those of the earl of Crawford ; Athol, who was appointed his successor in 
that high office, the earls of Eglington, Caithness, and Lord Ogilvie, all the 
prime favourites at court, were either avowed papists, or suspected of lean- 
ing to the opinions of that sect. In an age when the return of popery was 
so much and so justly dreaded, this gave universal alarm. As Morton had 
always treated the papists with rigour, this unseasonable favour to persons 
of that religion made all zealous protestants remember that circumstance in 
his administration with great praise.t 

Morton, to whom none of these particulars were unknown, thought this 
the proper junctyre for setting to work the instruments which he had been 
preparing. Havmg gained the confidence of the earl of Mar, and of the 
countess his mother, he insinuated t3 them, that Alexander Ersliine had 
formed a plot to deprive his nephew of the government of Stirling Castle, 
and the custody of the Icing's person; and easily induced an ambitious 
??man, and a youth of twenty, to employ force to prevent this supposed 
~njnry. The earl repairing suddenly to Stirling [April 261, and being 
admitted as usual into the castle with his attendants, seized the gates early 
in the morning, and turned out his uncle, who dreaded no danger from h ~ s  
hands. The soldiers of the garrison submitted to him as their governor, 
and, with little danger and no effusion of blood, he became master both of 
the king's person and of the fortress.$ 

An event SO unexpected occasioned great consternation. Though MOI 

* Syotsw 278. Crawf. Mem.283. Cald. ii. 8 2 .  t Spotsw. 283. : Cald. i t  535. 
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ton's hand did not appear in the execution, he was universally believed to 
be the author of the attempt. The new counsellors saw it to be necessary, 
for their own safety, to change their measures, a ~ d ,  instead of pursuing him 
with such in~placable resentment, to enter into terms cf accommodation 
with an adversary still so capable of creating them trouble. Four were 
named on each side to adjust the differences, They met not far from Dal 
lteith ; and when they had brought matters near to a conclusion, Morton, 
who was too sagacious not to improve the advantage which their security 
and their attention to the treat afforded him, set out in the night-time for 
Stirling, and, having gained Hurray uf Tullihardin, Mar's uncle, was 
admitted by him into the castle [May 241 ; and, managing matters there 
with his usual dexterity, he soon had more entirely the command of the fort 
than the earl himself. He was likewise admitted to a seat in the privy 
council, and acquired as complete an ascendant in it." 

As the time appointed for the meeting of parliament at Edinburgh now 
approached, this gave him some anxiety. He was afraid of conducting the 
young king to a city whose inhabitants were so much at the devotion of the 
adverse faction. He was no less unwilling to leave James behind at Stir 
ling. In order to avoid this dilemma, he issued a proclatnation in the king's 
name, changing the place of meeting from Edinburgh to Stirling Castle. 
This Athol and his par@ represented as a step altogether unconstitutional. 
The Icing, said they, is Morton's prisoner ; the pretended cou~isellors are his 
slaves ; a parliament, to which all the nobles may repair without fear, and 
where they may deliberate with freedom, is absolutely necessary for 
settling the nation after disorders of such long continuance. But an assem- 
bly called contrary to all form, held within the walls of a garrison, and 
overawed by armed men, what safety could members expect ? what liberty 
could prevail in debate ? or what benefit result to the public ? The par- 
li~rnent met, however, on the day appointed [July 251, and, notwithstand- 
ing the protestation of the earl of Montrose and lord Lindsay, in the name 
of their party, proceeded to business. The king's acceptance of the 
government was confirmed; the act granted to Morton, for his security, 
ratified ; some regulations with regard to the numbers and authority of the 
privy council were agreed upon; and a pension for life granted to the 
countess of Mar, who had been so instrumental in bringing about the late 
revo1ution.f 

Meanwhile Argyll, Athol, and their followers took arms, upon the spe- 
cious prete~ce of rescuing the king from captivity, and the kingdom from 
op resslon. James himself, impatient of the servitude in which he was 
he& by a man whom he had long been taught to hate, secretly encouraged 
their enterprise ; though at the same time he was obliged not only to drsa- 
vow them in publjc, but to levy forces against them, and even to declare, 
by proclan~at~on, that he was perfectly free from any constraint, either 
upon his person or his will Aug. 111. Both sides quickly took the field. 
Argyll and Athol were at t 6 e head of seven thousand men ; the earl of 
Angus, Morton's nephew, met them with an army five thousand strong ; 
neither party, however, was eager to engage. Morton distrusted the fidel- 
ity of his own troops. The two earls were sensible that a single victor 
however complete, would not he decisive ; and, as they were in no con$ 
tion to undertake the siege of Stirling Castle, where the king was kept, 
their strength would soon be exhausted, while Morton's own wealtl~, and 
the patronage of the queen of England might furnish him with endless 
resources. By the mediation of Bowes, whom Elizabeth had sent into 
Scotlmd to negotiate an accommodation between the two factions, a treaty 
was concluded, in consequence of which Argyll and Athol were admilted 
into the Icing's presence ; some of their party were added to the pr1v7 coun- 

* Cald. ii. 536 f Ibid. ii. 547. Pzrl. 5. Jac, 6, 
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ell ; and a convention of nobles called, in order to bring all remaining diE 
ferences to an amicable issue." 

As soon as James assumed the government into his own hands, he des- 
patched the abbot of Dunfermling to inform Elizabeth of that event; to 
offer to renew the alliance between the two kingdoms ; and to demand pos- 
session of the estate which had lately fallen to him by the death of his 
grandmother the countess of Lennox. That lad 'S second son had left one 
daughter, Ambella Stewart, r h o  was born in dg land .  And as the chief 
objection against the pretensions of the Scottish 11ne to the crown of Eng- 
land was that maxim of English law which excludes aliens from any right 
of inheritance within the kingdom, Elizabeth, by granting this demand, 
would have established a precedent in James's favour, that might have 
been deemed decisive with regard to a point which it had been her con- 
stant care to keep undecided. Without suffering this delicate question to 
be tried, or allowing any new light to be thrown on that which she consi- 
dered as the great mystery of her rcjgn, she commanded lord Burleigh, 
master ofthe wards, to sequester the rents of the estate ; and, by this method 
of proceeding, gave the Scottish king early warning how necessary it would 
be to court her favour, if ever he hoped for success in claims of greater 
importance, but equally liable to be cotltroverted.t 

1579.7 After many delays, and with much difficulty, the contending 
nobles were at last brought to some agreement. But it was followed by a 
tragical event. Morton, in token oi reconcilement, having invited the 
leaders of the opposite party to a great entertzinrnent, Athol the chancellor 
was soon after taken ill, and died within a few days [tipril 241. T h e  
symptoms and violence of the disease gave rise to strong suspicions of his 
being poisoned ; and thou h the physic~ans who opened his body differed 
iu opifiion as to the cause ofthe distemper, the chancellor's relations poblicly 
accused Morton of that odious crime. The  advantage which visibly accrued 
to hinl by the removal of a man of great abilities, and averse from all his 
measures, was deemed a sufficient proof of his guilt by the people, who 
are ever fond of imputing the death of eminent persorls to extraordinary 
causes.$ 

T h e  office of chancellor was bestowed upon Argyll, whom this prefer 
ment reconciled, in a great measure, to Morton's administration. H e  had 
now recovered all the authorit which he possessed during his regency, 
and had entirely broken or bad;ed the power and cabals of his enemies. 
None of the great families remained to be the objects of his jealousy or to 
obstruct his designs, but that of Hamilton. T h e  earl of Arran, the eldest 
brother, had never recovered the shock which he received from the ill suc- 
cess of his passion for the queen, and had now altogether lost his reason. 
Lord John, the second brother, was in possession of the fanlily estate ; lord 
Claud was commendator of Paisley ; both of them young men, ambitious and 
enterprising. Morton dreaded their influence in the lringdom ; the courtiers 
hoped to share their sp.iils among thern ; and as all princes naturally view 
their succejsors with 'ealousy and hatred, it was easy to infuse these pas- 
sions into the mind ot tbe  young Icing. A pretence was at hand to justify 
the most vlolent proceedings. T h e  pardon, stipulated in the treaty of 
Perth, did not extend to such as were accessary to the murder of the 
regents Murray or Lennox. Lord John and his brother were suspected of 
being the authors of both these crimes, ancl had been included in a general 
act of attainder on that account. Without summoning them to trial, or 
examining a single witness to prove the charge, this attainder was now 
thought sufficient to subject them to all the enalties which they wonld have 
incurred by being formally convicted. $he earls of Morton, Mar, and 
Eglington, together with the lords Ruthven, Boyd, and Cathcart, received 
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a commission to seize their persons and estates. On a few hours' warning 
a considerable body of troops was ready, and marched towards Han~ilton 
in hostile array. Happily the two brothers made their escape, though 
with great difficulty. Hut their lands were confiscated ; the castles of 
Hamilton and Draffan besieged; those who defended them punished. T h e  
earl of Arran, though incapable from his situation of committing any crime, 
was involved, by a shameful abuse of law, in the common ruin of his 
family; and, as if he too could have been guilty of' rebellion, he was con- 
fined a close prisoner. These proceedings, so contrary to the fundamental 
principles of justice, were all ratified in the subsequent parliament." 

About this time Mary sent, b Naue her secretary, a letter to her son, 
together with some jewels of vaiue, and a vest embroidered with her own 
hands. But, as she gave him only the title of prince of Scotland, the 
messenger was dismissed without being admitted into his presence.t 

Though Elizabeth had at this time no particular reason to fear any 
attempt of the popish princes in Mary's favour, she still continued to guard 
her with the same anxious care. The  acquisition of Portugal on the one 
hand, and the defence of the Netherlands on the other, fully employed the 
councils and arms of Spain. France, torn in pieces by intestine com- 
motions, and under a weak and capricious prince, despised and distrusted 
by his own subjects, was in no condition to disturb its neighbours. Eliza- 
beth had long amused that court by carrying on a treaty of marriage with 
the duke of Alencon, the king's brother. But whether, at the age of forty- 
five, she really intended to marry a prince of twenty; whether the plea- 
sure of being flattered and courted nlacle her listen to the addresses of so 
young a lover, whom she allowed to visit her at two different tirnes, and 
treated with the most distinguishing respect: or whether considerations of 
interest predominated in this as well as in every other transaction of her 
reign, are problems in history which w e  are not concerned to resolve. 
During the progress of this negotiation, which was drawn out to an extra- 
ordinary length, M a ~ y  could expect no assistance from the French court, 
and seems to have held little correspondence with it ; and there was no 
period in her reign, wherein Elizabeth enjoyed more perfect secur.ity. 

.Morton seems at this time to have been equally secure ; but his security 
was not so well founded. H e  had weathered out one storm, had crushed 
his adversaries, and was again in possession of the sole direction of affairs. 
But as the king was now of an age when the character and dispositions of 
the mind begin to unfold themselves, and to become visible, the smallest 
attention to these might have convinced him, that there was reason to 
expect new and more dangerous attaclrs on his power. James early dis- 
covered that excessive attachment to favourites, which accompanied him 
through his whole life. This passion, which naturally arises from inex- 
perience and youthful warmth of heart, was, at his age, far from being 
culpable ; nor could it be well expected that the choice of the ob'ects on 
whom he placed his affections should be made with great skill: l'he 
most considerable of them was Esme Stewart, a native of France, and 
son of a second brother of the earl of Lennox. H e  was distinguished by 
the title of lord D'Auhigne, an estate in France, which descended to him 
from his ancestors, on whom it had been conferred in reward of their valour 
and services to the French crown. H e  arrived in Scotland abollt this time 
Sept. 81, on purpose to demand the estate and title of Lennox, to which L e pretended a legal right. H e  was received at first by the king with the 

respect due to so near a relation. T h e  gracefulness of his person, the 
ele ance of his dress, and his courtly behaviour, made a great impression 
m Sames, who, eveu in his more mature years, was little able to resist 
these frivolous charms ; and his affection flowed with its usual rapidity and 
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profusion. Within a few days after Stewart's appearance at court, he was 
created lord Aberbrothock, soon after earl and then duke of Lennox, go- 
vernor of Dumbarton castle, captain of the guard, first lord of the bed- 
chamber, and lord high chamberlain. At the same time, and without any 
of the envy or emulation which is usual among candidates for favour, cap- 
tain James Stewart, the second son of lord Ochiltree, grew into great con- 
fidence. But, notwithstanding this union, Lennox and captain Stewart 
were persons of very opposite characters. The former was naturally 
gentle, humane, candid; but- unacquainted with the state of the country, 
and misled or misinformed by those whom he trusted ; not unworth to he 
the companion of the young king in his amusements, but utter$ dis- 
qualified for acting as a minister in directing his affairs. The latter was 
remarkable for all the vices which render a man f~rmidable to his country, 
and a pernicious counsellor to his prince ; nor did he possess any one virtue 
to counterbalance these vlces, unless dexterity in conducting his own de- 
signs. and an enterprising courage, superior to the sense of danger, may 
pass by that name. Unrestrained by religion, regardless of decency, and 
undismayed by opposition, he aimed at objects seemingly u~iattainable; 
but, under a prince void of experience, and blind. to all the defects of those 
who had gained his favour, his audacity was successful, and honours, 
wealth, and power, were the reward of his crimes. 

Both the favourites concurred in employing their whole address to un- 
dermine Morton's credit, which alone obstructed their full possession of 
power. As James had been bred up with an aversion for that nobleman, 
who endeavoured rather to maintain the authority of a tutor, than to act 
with the obsequiousness of a minister, they found it no difficult matter to 
accomplish their design. illorton, nrho could no longer keep the king shut 
up within the walls of' Stirling Castle, having called a parliament [Oct. 171 
to meet at Edinburgh, brought him thither. Jatnes made his entry into the 
capital with great solemnity; the cirizens received him with the loudest 
acclamations of joy, and with many expensive pageants, according to the 
mode of that age. After a long period of thirty-seven years, during which 
Scotland had been subjected to tlie delegated power of regents, or to the 
feeble government of a woman; after having suffered all the miseries of 
civil war, and felt the insolence of foreign armies, the nation rejoiced to 
see the sceptre once more in the hands of a king. Fond even of that 
shadow of authority, which a prince of fifteen could possess, the Scots 
flattered themselves, that union, order, and tranquillity, would now be re- 
stored to the kingdom. James opened the parliament with extraordinary 
pomp, but nothing remarkable passed in it. 

1580.1 These demonstrations, however, of the people's love and attach- 
ment to their sovereign, encouraged the fjvourites to continue their insinua- 
tions against Morton ; and as the king now resided in the palace of EIolyrood 
house, to which all his subjects had access, the cabal against the earl grew 
dail stronger, and the intrigue which occasioned his fail ripened gradually. 

&&?on began to be sensible of his danger, and endeavoured to put a 
stop to the career of Eeonox's preferment, by reprenenting him as a 
formidable enemy to the reformed religion, a secret agent in favour of 
popery, and a linown emissary of the house of Guise. The clergy, apt 
to believe every rumour of this Irind, spread the alarm among the people. 
But Lennox, either out of complaisance to his master, or convinced by the 
argnments of some learned divines whom the king a pointed to instruct 
him in the principles of the protestant religion, pullficly renounced the 
errors of popery, in the church of St. Giles, and declared himself a member 
of the church of Scotland, by signing her confession of faith. This, though 
it did not remove all suspicions, nor silence some zealous preachers, abated, 
in a great degree, the force of the accusation." 

X Crawf. Mem.319. Spotsw. 308 
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On the other hand, a rumour prevailed that Morton was preparing 

to seize the Icing's person, and to carry him into England. Whether 
despair of maintaining his power by an other means, had driven him to 
make any overture of that kind to the d g l i s h  court, or whether it was a 
calumny invented by his adversaries to render him odious, cannot now be 
determined with certainty. As he declared at his death that scch a design 
had never entered into his thoughts, the latter seems to be most probable. 
It afforded a pretence, however, for reviving the office of lord chamberlain, 
which had been for some time disused. That honour was conferred on 
Lennox. Alexander Erskine, Morton's capital enemy, was his deputy; 
they had under them a band of gentlemen, who were appointed constantly 
to attend the king, and to guard his person." 

Morton was not ignorant of what his enemies intended to insinuate by  
suc.h unusud precautions for the king's safety; and, as his last resource, 
applied to Elizabeth, whose protection had often stood him in stead in his 
greatest difficulties. In consequence of this application, Bowes, her envoy, 
accused Lennox of practices against the peace of the two liingdoms, and 
insisted, in her name, that he should instantly be removed from the priv 
council. Such an unprecedented demand was considered by the counsel 
lors as an affront to the Icing, and an encroachn~ent on the independence of 
the kingdom. They  affected to call in question the envoy's powers, and 
upon that pretence refused him further audience : and he retiring in disgust, 
and without taking leave, Sir Alexander Horne was sent to expostulate 
with Elizabeth on the subject. After the treatment which her envoy had 
received, Elizabeth thought it below her dignity to admit I-Iome into her 
presence. Burleigh, to whom he was commanded to impart bis commis- 
sion, reproached him with his master's ingratitude towards a benefactress 
who had placed the crown on his head, and required him to advise the 
king to beware of sacrificing the friendship of so necessary an ally to the 
giddy humours of a young man without experience, and strongly ~uspected 
qf principles and attachments incompatible with the happiness of the 
Scottish nation. 

This accusation of Lennox hastened, in all probability, Morlon's fall. 
The  act of indeinnitv, which he had obtained when he resigned the re- 
y n c y ,  was worded Gith such~crupulous exactness, as almost icreened him 
rom any legal prosecurion. r h e  murder of the late king was the only 

crime which could not, with decency, be inserted in a pardon granted by 
his son. Here Blorton still lay open to the penalties of the law, and Capt. 
Stewart, who shunned no action, however desperate, if it led to power or 
to favour, entered the council-chamber while the king and nobles were 
assembled, and [Dec. 30,] falling on his knees, accused Morton of being 
accessary, or, according to the language of the Scottish law, ar t  and part ,  
in the conspiracy against the life of his ~nrrjesty's father, andoffered, under 
the usual penalties, to verify this charge by legal evidence. Morton, who 
was present, heard this accusation with firrnness ; and replied with a dis- 
dainful smile, proceeding either from contempt of the irifamous character 
of his accuser, or from consciousness o i  his own innocence, " that his own 
zeal in punishinq those who were suspected of that detestable crime, might 
well exempt himself from any suspicion of being accessary to i t ;  never- 
theless, he would cheerfully submit to a trial, either in that place or in any 
other court ; and doubted not but his o ~ v n  innocence and the malice of his 
enemies would then appear in the clearest light." Stewart, who was still 
on his knees, began to inquire how he would reconcile his bestowing so 
many honours on Archibald Douglas, whom lie certainly knew to be one 
of the murderers, with his pretended zeal against that crime. Morton was 
ready to answer. But the king commanded both to be  removed [1581]. 
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T h e  earl was confined, first of all to his own house, and then committed 
to the castle of Edinburgh, of which Alexander Erskine was governor; 
and, as if it had not been a sufficient indignity tosubject hirn to the power 
of one of 11is enemies, he was soon after carried to Dumbarton, of 
which Lennox had the command. d warrant was lil<ewise issued, for 
apprehending Archibald Douglas ; hut he, having received timely intelli- 
gence of the approaching danger, fled into England.% 

The  earl of Angus, who imputed these violent proceedings not to hatred 
against Morton alone, but to the ancient enmity between the houses of Stew- 
art and of Douglas, and who believed that a conspiracy was now formed for 
the destruction of all who bore that name, was ready to take arats inorder 
to rescue his kinsman. But Morton absolutely forlnde any such attempt, and 
declared that he would rather suffer ten thousa~id deaths than bring an 
imputation upon his own character by seeming to decline a tria1.t 

Elizabeth did not fail to interpose, with warmth, in behalf of a man who 
had contributed so much to preserve her influence over Scotland. T h e  
late transactions in that kingdom had given her great uneasiness. T h e  
power which Lennox had acquired irrdepcndent of her was dangerous; 
the treatment her arnhassadors had met with differed greatly from the re- 
spect with which the Scots were in use to receive her rriinisters ; and the 
attack now made on Morton fully convinced her that there was an intention 
to sow the seeds of discord between the two nations, and to seduce James 
into a new alliance with France, or into a marriage with some popish prin- 
cess. Full of these apprehensions, she ordered a considerable bod of 
troops to be assembled on the borders of Scotland, and despatched l a n -  
dolph as her ambassador into that kingdom. H e  addressed himsclf not 
only to James, and to his council, but to a convention of estates met at that 
time. He began with enumerating the extraordinary benefits which Eliza- 
beth had conferred on the Scottish nation: that without demanding a single 
foot of land for herself, without encroaching on the liberties of the king- 
dom in the slnallest article, she had, at the expense of the blood of her 
subjects and the treasures of her crown, rescued the Scots from the do- 
minion of France, established among the~n true religion, arld put them in 
possession of their ancient rights : that frorrl the ,eginning of civil dissen- 
sions in the lrinqdom, she had protected those who espoused the king's 
cause, and by her assietarlc~ alor~e, the ,rown tz-3 been preserved on his 
head, and all the a!tempts of the adrerce faction baffled : that a union, un- 
lmown to their ancestors, but equally beneficial to both Itin~doms, had sub- 
sisted for a long perioc! of years, and though so many poplsh princes 11ad 
combined to disturb this happy state of things, her care, and their con- 
stancy had hitherto defeated all these efforts : that she had observed oi 
late an unusual coldness, distrust, and estrangement in the Scottish council, 
which she could impute to none but to Lennox, a subject of France, a 
retainer to the house of Guise, bred up in the errors of popery, and still 
suspected of favouring that superstition. 1 r ~ t  satisfied with having mounted 
so fast to an uncommon height of power, which he exercised with all the 
rashness of youth, and all the ignorance of a stranger; nor thinking it 
enorrgh to have deprived the earl of Morton of the authority due to his 
abilities and experience, he had conspired the ruin of that nobleman, who 
had often exposed his life in the king's cause, who had corltributed more 
than any other subject to place him on the thror~e, to resist the encroach- 
ments of popery, and to preserve the union between the two kingdoms. 
If any zeal for religion remained among the nobles in Scotland, if they 
wished for the continuance of amity with England, if they valued the pri- 
vileges of their own order, he called upon them, in the name of his mis- 
tress, to remove such a pernicious counsellor as Lennox from the presence of 
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the young king, to rescue Morton out of the hands of his avowed enemy, 
and to secure to him the benefit of a fair and impartial trial : and if force 
was necessary towards accomplishing a desi n so salutary to the king and 
Itingdom, he promised them the protection oBhis mistress in the enterprise, 
and whatever assistance they should demand, either of lrien or rr!oney.* 

But these extraordinary remonstrances, accompanied wit6 such an un- 
usual appeal from the king to his subjects, were not the only means em- 
ployed by Elizabeth in tavorlr of hlorton and against Lennox. Shc per- 
suaded the prince of Orarlge to send an agent into Scotlana, and, under 
colour of cornplimenting Jarnes on account of the valour which many of 
his subjects had displayed in the service of the states, to enter into a long 
detail of the restless eriterprises of the popish princes against the protestant 
religion; to beseech hirn to adhere inviolably to the alliance with England, 
the only barrier which secured his kingdom against their dangerous cabals; 
and, above all things, to distrust t l ~ e  insinuatious of those who endeavoured 
to wealten or to dissolve that union between the British nations, which all 
the protestants in Europe beheld with so much p1easure.t 

James's counsellors wele too intent upon the destruct;on of their enemy 
to listen to these remonstrances. The  officious interposition of the prince 
of Orange, the haughty tone of Elizabeth's message, and her avowed 
attempt to excite subjects to rebel against their sovereign, were considered 
as unexampled insults on the majesty and independence of a crowned 
head. A general and evasive answer wasgiven to Kandolph. James pre- 
pared to assert'his own dignity with spirit. All those suspected of favour- 
Ing Morton were' turned out of office, some of them were required to sur- 
render themselves prisoners ; the men capable of bearinw arrns throughout 
the kingdom were colnrnauded to be in readiness to ta%e the field ; and 
troops were levied and posted on the borders. T h e  English anibassador, 
finding that neither the public rnaniresto which he had delivered to the 
convention, nor his private cabals with the nobles, could excite them to 
arms, fled in the night time out of Scotland, where libels against him had 
been daily published, and even attempts made upon his life. In both 
kingdoms every thing wore a hostile aspect. But Elizabeth, though she 
wished to have intimidated the Scottish king by her preparations, had no 
inclination to enter into a war with him ; and the troops on the borders, 
which had given such umbrage, were soon dispersed. 

T h e  greater solicitude Elizabeth discovered for l lorton's safety, the 
more eagerly did his enemies drive on their schemes for his destruction. 
Captain Stewart, his accuser, was firsf appointed tutor to the earl of Arran, 
and soon after both the title and estate of' his unhap y ward, to which he 
advanced some frivolous claim, were conferred upon gim. T h e  new-made 
peer was commanded to conduct Morton from Dumbarton to Edinburgh ; 
and by  that choice the earl was not only warned what fkte he might ex- 
r c t ,  but hadthe  cruel mortification of seeing his deadly enemy already 
oaded wit11 honours, in reward of the malice with which he had contri 

bu!ed to his ruin. 
Fhe records of the court of justiciary at this period are lost. T h e  ac- 

count which our historians give of Morton's trial is inaccurate and unsatis- 
factory. The  proceedings against him seem to have been carried. on with 
violence. During the trial, ?reat bodies of armed inen were drawn up ill 
different parts of the city. r h e  jury was composed of the earl's known 
enenlies ; and though he challenged several of them, his obiections were 
overruled. Afe r  a short consultation, his peers found him guilty of con- 
cealing, and of being art andpart in the conspiracy against the life of tlle 
\ate king. T h e  first part of the verdict did not surprise him,b~tt he twice 
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repeated the words art and part with some vehemence, and added, "God 
knows it is not so." T h e  doom which the law decrees against a traitor 
was pronounced. T h e  king, however, remitted the cruel and ignominious 

art of the sentence, and appointed that he should suffer death next day, ey being beheaded.' 
Durinw that awful interval, Morton possessed the utmost com osure of 

mind. 8 e  supped cheerfully; slept a part of the night in his usualmanner, 
and employed the rest of his time in religious conferences, and in acts 
of devotion with some ministersof the city. The  clergymen who attended 
him, dealt freely with his conscience, and pressed his crimes home upon 
him. What he confessed with regard to the crime for which he suffered 
is remarkable, and supplies, in some measure, the imperfection of our 
records. I l e  acknowledged, that on his return from England, after the 
death of Rizio, Bothwell had informed him of the conspiracy against the 
king? which the queen, as he told him, lrn w of and approved; that he 
sohcited him to concur in the execution of it, which at  that tirne he abso- 
lutely declined ; that soon afterBothwel1 himself and Archibald Douglas, in 
his name, renewing their solicitations to the same purpose, he had required 
a warrant under the queen's hand, authorizinv the attempt, and as that had 
neverbeen produced, he had refused to be any Purther concerned in the matter. 
" But," continued he, "as I neither consented to this treasonable act, nor 
assisted in the committing of it, so it was impossible for me to reveal or to 
prevent it. T o  whom could I make the discovery? The  queen was the 
author of the enterprise. Darnly was such a changeling, that no secret could 
be safely communicated to him. Huntly and Bothwell, who bore the chief 
sway in the kingdom, were themselves the perpetrators of the crime." 
These circumstances, it must be confessed, go some length towards euten- 
uating Morton's guilt ; and though his apology for the favour he had shown 
to Archibald Douglas, whom he knew to be one of the conspirators, be far 
less satisfactory, no uneasy reflections scerri to have disquieted his own 
mind on that acconnt.t When his lreepers told him that the guards were 
attending, and all things in readiness, " I  praise my God," said he, " I  am 
ready likewise." Arran commanded these guards ; and even in those 
moments, when the most implacable hatred is apt to ~.elent, the malice of 
his enemies could not forbear this insult. On the scaffold, his behaviour 
was calm ; his countenance and voice ~~nal tered ; and, aftzr some time  pent 
in devotion, he suffered death with the intrepidity which became the name 
of Douglas. His head was placed on the public jail of Edinburgh ; and 
his body, after lying till sunset on the scaffold, covered with a beggarly 
cloak, was carried by colnmon porters to the usual burial-place for crimi- 
nals. None of his friends durst accompany it to the grave, or discover their 
gratitude and respect by any sy~nptoms of sorrow.$ 

Arran, no less profligate in private life than audacious in his public con- 
duct, soon after drew the attentionof his countrymen by his infamous mar- 
riage with the couutess of March. Before he grew into favour at court,.he 
hat1 been often entertained in her husband's house, and without regarding 
the lams of hospitality or of gratitude, carried on a criminal intrigue with 
the wife of his benefactor, a woman young and beautiful, but, according tc 
the description of a cotemporary historian, "intolerable in ail the imperfec- 
tions incident to her sex." Impatient of any restraint upon their mutual 
desires, they with equal ardour, wished to avow their union publicly, and 
to legitimate, by a marriage, the offspring of their unla~vii~l passion. T h e  
countess petitioned to be divorced from her husband, for a reason which 
no modest woman will ever plead. T h e  judges, overawed by Arran, 
passed sentence without delay [July 61. This infamous scene was con- 
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cluded by a marriage, solemnized with great pomp, and beheld by all 
ranks of inen with the utmost horror.* 

A parliament was held this year [Oct. 241, at the opening of which 
some disputes arose between Arran and the new created duke of Lennox. 
Arran, haught by nature, and pushed on by his wife's ambition, began to 
affect an equagty with the duke, under whose protection he bad llitherto 
Seen contented to place himself. After various attempts to form a party 
In the council against Lennox, he found him fixed so tirn~ly in the king's 
affections, that it was impossible to shake him ; and, rather than lose all 
interest at court, from which he was banished, he made the most humble 
submissions to the favourite, and again recovered his former credit. This 
rupture contributed, however, to render tlie duke still more odious to the 
nqtion. During the continuance of it, Arran affected Lo court the clergy, 
pretended an extraordinary zeal f:,r the protestant religion, and laboured 
to confirm the suspicions which were entertained of his rival, as an emis- 
sary of tbe house of Guise, and a favourer of popery. As he was supposed 
to he acquainted with the duke's most secret designs, his calumnies were 
listened to with greater credit than was due to his character. T o  this rival- 
ship between Lennox and Arran, during the continuance of which each 
endeavoured to conciliate the good will of the clergy, we must ascrtbe 
several acts of this parliament uncommonly favourable to the church, par- 
ticularly one which abolished the practice introduced by Morton, of appolnt 
ing but one minister to several pnrishes. 

No notice hath been taken for several years of ecclesiastical affairs. 
While the civil government underwent so many extraordinary revolutions, 
the church was not free from convulsions. T w o  objects chiefly engrossed 
the attention of the clergy. The  one was, the forming a system of disci- 
pline, or ecclesiastical polity. After long labour, and many difficulties, this 
system was at last brought to some degree of perfection. The  assembly 
solemnly approved of it, and appointed it to be laid before the privy coun- 
cil in order to obtain the ratification of it in parliament. But Morton, during 
his administration, and those who, after his fall, governed the lring, were 
equally unwilling to see it carried into execution ; and, by starting diEcul- 
ties and throwing in objections, prevented it from receiving a legal sanction. 
The  other point in view was the abolition of the episcopal order. The  
bishops were so devoted to the icing, to whom they owed their promotion, 
that the function itself was by some reclroned dangerous to civil liberty. 
Being al!owed a seat in parliament, and disti~lguisned by titles of honour, 
these not only occasioned rcdny avocations from their spiritual functions, 
but soon rendered their character and rnanr~ers extremely different from 
those of the clergy in that age. The  nobles viewed their power with 
~enlousy; the populace considered their lives as profane ; and both wished 
their downfall with equal al.dour. The personal emulation between Mel- 
vil and Adamscn, a man of learning and eminent for his popular eloquence, 
who was promoted, on the death of Douglas, to be archbishop of St. 
Andrew's, minded itself with the passions on each side, and hei~lltenec! 
them. Attacks were made ill every assembly on the order of b~shops; 
their privileges were gradually circumscribed ; and at last an act was 
passed, declaring the office of bishop, as it was then exersised within the 
realm, to have neither foundation nor warrant in the word of God;  and 
requiring, under pain of excommunication, all who now possessed that office, 
instantly to resign it, and to abstain fi-om preaching or administering the 
sacraments until they should receive permission from the general a s sen~b l~ .  
The  court did not acquiesce in this decree. A vacancy happening soon 
after in the see of Glasgow, Montgomery minister at Stirling, a man vain, 
fickle, presumptuous, and more apt, by the blemishes in his character, to 
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have aliei~ated the people from an order already beloved, tban to reconcile 
them to one which was the object of their hatred, made an infamous simo- 
niacal bargain with Lennox, and on his recommendation was chosen arch- 
bishop. The  presbytery of Stirling, of which he was a member, the pres- 
b y t e ~ y  of Glasgow, whither he was to be translated, and the general assembly 
vied with each other in prosecuting him on that account. In order to 
screen Montgomery, James made trial both of gentle and of rigorous rnea 
sures, and both were equally ineffectual. The  gencral assembly was just 
ready to pronounce against him the sentence of excommunication, when a 
herald entered, and commanded them in the king's name, and under pain 
of rebellion, to stop further proceedings. Even this injunction they tlespised ; 
and though Montgomery, by his tears and seeming peni~ence? procured a 
shurt respite, the sentence was at last issued by their appointment, and 
published in all the churches througho~it the kingdom. 

The  firmness of the clergy in a collective body was not greater tban the 
boldness OS some individuals, particularly of the ministers of Edinburgh. 
They  mvelghed daily against the corruptions in the administration ; and, 
with the freedom of speech admitted into the pulpit in that age, named 
Lennos and Arran as the chief authors of the grievances under which the 
church and lringdorn groaned. The  courtiers, in their turn, complained to 
the Ling of the insolent and seditious spirit of the clergy. In order to 
check the boldness of their discourses, Jalnes issued a proclamation com- 
,nanding Dury, one of the most popular ministers, not only to leave the 
.own, but to abstain from preacl~ing in any other place. Dury complained 
to the judicatories of this encroachment upon the irnmunities of his office. 
They  approved of'the doctrine which he had delivered ; and he determined 
to disregard the royal proclamation. But the magistrates being determined 
to compel him to leave the city, according to the king's orders, he was 
obliged to abandon his charge, after protesting publicly at the cross of 
Edinburgh against the violence which was put upon him. The  people 
accompanied him to the gates with tears and lamentations ; and the dergy 
denounced the vengeance of heaven against the authors of this outrage." 

In this perilous situation stood the church, the authority of its judicators 
called in cluestion, and the liberty of the pulpit restrained, when a sudden 
revolution of the civil government procured them unexpected relief. 

T h e  two favourites, by their ascendant over the Icing, possessed uncon- 
trolled power in the kingdom, and exercised it with the utmost wantonness. 
James usually resided at  Dalkeith or ICinneil, the seats uf Lennox and of 
Arran, and was attended by such company, and employed in such amuse- 
ments, as did not suit his dignity. The  services of those n.110 had con- 
tributed most to pl-ace the crown on his head were but little remembered. 
Many who had opposed him with the greatest virulence enjoyed the 
rewards and honours to which the others were entitled. Exalted notions 
of regal prerogative, utterly inconsistent with the constitution of Scotland, 
being instilled by his favourites into the mind of the young monarch, unfor- 
tunately made at  that early age a deep impression there, and became the 
source of almost all his subsequent errors in the government of both king- 
doms.? Courts of justice were held in almost every county, the proprietors 
of land were called before them, and upon the slightest neglect of any of 
the numerous forms which are peculiar to the feudal holdings, they were 
fined with unusual and intolerable rigour. T h e  lord chamberlain revived 
the obsolete jurisdiction of his office over the boroughs, and they were 
subjected to actions no less grievous. A design seemed likewise to 
have been formed to exasperate Elizabeth, and to dissolve the alliance 
with her, which all good protestants esteemed the chief security of their 
religion in Scotland. A close correspondence was carried on between the 
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king and his mother, and considerable progress made towards uniting their 
titles to the crown by such a treaty of association as Maitland bad pro- 
jected; which could not fail of endangering or dimirlishing his authsrity 
and must have proved fatal to those who had acted against her wit11 the 
greatest vigour.% 

All these circumstances irritated the impatient spirit of the Scottish 
nohles, who resolved to tolerate no longer the insolenck of the tw'o minions, 
or to stand by while their presumption and inexperience ruined both the 
king and the kingdom. Elizabeth, who, during the admirlistratioli of tlle four 
regents, had the entire direction of the aff'airs of Scotland, felt herself 
deprived of all influence in that liihgclom ever since the death of Morton, 
and was ready to countenance any attempt to rescue the king out of the 
hands of favourites who were 'leading hi111 into measures so repugnant to 
all her views. T h e  earls of Mar, and Glencairn, lord Ruthven, lately 
created earl of Gocvrie, lord Lindsay, lord Boyd, the tutor of Glanlis, the 
eldest son of lorc! Oliphant, with several barons and gentlcnien of distinction, 
entered into a combination for that purpose; and as changes in adminis- 
tration, which among polished nations are brought about slo~vly and 
silently by artifice and intrigue, were in that rude age effected suddenly 
and by violence, the king's situation, and the security of the favourites, 
encouraged the conspirators to hare immediate recourse to force. 

James, after having resided for so~ne time in Athol, where he enjoyed 
his favourite amusement of hunting, was now returning towards Edinbargh 
with a srnall train. Hc was invited to Ruthven castle, which la in h ~ s  
way;  and as he suspected no danger, he went thither in hopes offurther 
sport [Aug. l?]., T h e  nlultitude of strangers whom he found there gave 
him some uneasiness; and as those who were in the secret arrived every 
moment from different parts, the appearance of so many new faces 
increased his fears. Ilre concealed his uneasiness, however, with the 
utmost care ; and next rnornin~ prepared ibr the field, expecting to find 
there some opportunity of mak~ng  hls escape. But just as he was ready 
to depart, the nobles entered his bedchamber in a hody, and presented a 
memorial against the illegal anrl oppressive actions of his two favourites, 
whom the represented as most dangerous enemies to the religion and 
liberties o?tbe nation. Jarnes, though he received this remonstrance with 
the complaisance which was necessary in his present situation, was 
extretrlely impatient to be gone; but as he approached the door of his 
opartrr~eut, the tutor of Glamis rutlely stopped him. The  Icing complained, 
expostulated, t!lreatened, a d ,  findinc a11 these without efl'ect, burst into 
tears: "No rnatter," said C;larnis fiercely, "better children weep than 
bearded men." These words made a deep impression on the king's mind, 
and were never forgutten. 'Tile conspirators, without regarding his tears 
or indignation, dismissed such of his fbllowers as they suspected; allowed 
none hut persons of their own party to have access to him ; and, though 
they treated hirn with great respect, guarded his person with the utmost 
care This enterprise is usually callecl, by our llistorialls, The Raid o j  
Rutf~ven.7 

Lennox and Arran were astonished to the last degree at  an event so 
unexpected, and so fatal to their power. The  former endeavoured, byt 
without succecs, to excite the inhabitants of Edink~urgh to take arms In 
order to rescr:e their sovereign from capti~ity.  The  latter with his usual 
impetuosity n!;ur~tedon horsetacli the moment he heard what had hefallell 
the king, and with a few followzers rode towards Ruthven castle ; and as a 
considerable body of the conspirators, under the command of the earl of 
Mar, lay in his way ready to oppose him, he separated hirnself from his 
cnmpa~lions, and with two attendants arrived at the gate of the castle. At 
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the sight of a man so odious to his country the indignation of the con- 
spirators rose, and instant death must have been the punishment of his 
rashness, if the friendship of Gowrie, or some other cause not explained by 
our historians, had not saved a life so pernicious to the kingdom. He was 
confined, however, to the castle of Stirling, without being admitted into the 
king's presence. 

The king, though really the prisoner of his own subjects, with whose 
conduct he could not help discovering many symptoms of disgust, was 
obliged to publish a proclamation, signifying his approbation of their 
enterprise, declaring that he was at full liberty, without any restraint or 
violence offered to his person; and forbidding any attempt against those 
concerned in the Raid of Rutl~ven, under pretence of rescuing him out of 
their hands [Aug. 231. At the same time he commanded Lennox to leave 
Scotla~ld before the 20th of September." 

Soon after, sir George Carey and Robert Bowes arrived as ambassadors 
from Elizabeth. The pretext of their embassy was to inquire after the 
king's safety; to encourage and countenance the conspirators was the real 
motive of it. By their intercession the earl of Angus, who, ever since 
he death of his uncle Morton, had lived in exile, obtained leave to return. 

And the accession of a nobleman so powerful and so popular strengthened - 
the facti0n.t 

Lennox, whose amiable and gentle qualities had procured hiin many 
friends, and who received private assurances that the Icing's favour towards 
him was in no degree abated, seemed resolved at first to pay no regard id 
a command extorted by violence, and no less disagreeable to James than 
it was rigorous with regard to himself. But the power of his enemies, 
who were masters of the king's person, who were secretly supported by 
Elizabeth, and openly applauded by the clergy, deterred him from any 
enterprise the success of which was dubious, and the danger certain both 
to himself and to his sovereign. He put off the time of his departure, 
however, by various artifices, in expectation either that James might make 
his escape from the conspirators, or that fortune ,might present some more 
favourable opportunity of taking arms for his rellef. 

On the other hand, the conspirators were extremely solicitous not only 
to secure the approbation of their countrymen, but to obtain some legaI 
sanction of their enterprise. For this purpose they published a long 
declaration. containing the motives which had induced them to venture on 
such an irregular step, and endeavoured to heighten the public indignation 
against the favourites, by representing in the strongest colours their inex- 
perience and insolence, their contempt of the nobles, their violation of the 
privileges of the church, and their oppression of the people. They obliged 
the Icing, who could not with safety refuse any of their demands, to grant 
them a remission in the most ample form ; and, npt -satisfied with that, they 
applied to the assembly of the church, and easlly procured an act [Oct. 
31, declaring, "that they had done good and acceptable service to God, to 
their sovereign, and to their native countr ." and requiring all sincere 
pr$estants to concur with them in carrying k r a r d  such a laudable enter- 
prise. In order to add the greater weight to this act, every minister was 
enjoined to read it in his own pulpit, and to inflict the censures of the 
church on those who set themselves in opposition to so good a cause. A 
convention of estates assembled a few days after, passed an act to the same 
effect, and granted full indemnity to the conspirators for every thing they 
had d0ne.f 

James was conducted by them first to Stirling, and afterwards to the 
palace of Holyrood house ; and though he was received every where with 
the external marks of respect due to his dignity, his motions were care- 
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fully observed, and he was under a restraint no less strict than at the first 
moment when he was seized b the conspirators. Lennox, after eluding 
many commands to depart out ofthe kingdom, war at last obliged to begin 
h ~ s  ourney. He lingered, however. for some time in the neighbourhood 
of hdinhurgh, as if he had still intcnded to make some effort towards 
restoring the king to liberty. But either from the gentleness of his own 
disposition, averse to bloodshed and the disorders of civil war, or from 
some other cause unknown to us, he abandoned the design and set out for 
France by the wa of England. The king issued the order for his 
departure [Dec. 10{with noless reluctance than the duke obeyed it; and 
both mourned a separation which neither of them had power to prevent. 
Soon after his arrival in France, the fatigue of the journey, or the anguish 
of his mind, threw him into a fever. In his last moments he discovered 
such a firm adherence to the protestant faith as fully vindicates his memory 
from the imputation of an attachment to popery, with which he had been 
vncharitabl loaded in Scotland." As he was the earliest and best beloved, 
he was, pergaps, the most deserving, though not the most able of all James's 
favourites. The warmth and tenderness of his master's affection for him 
were not abated by death itself. By many acts of kindness and generosity 
,towards his posterity, the king not only did great honour to the memory of 
Lennox, but set his own character in one of its most favourable points of view. 

The success of the conspiracy which deprived James of liberty made 
great noise over all Europe, and at last reached the ears of Mary in the 
prison to which she was confined. As her own experience had taught her 
what injuries a captive prince is exposed to suffer ; and as many of those 
who were now concerned in the enterprise against her son were the same 
persons whom she considered as the chief authors of her own misfortunes, 
it was natural for the tenderness of a mother to apprehend that the same 
calamities were ready to fall on his head ; and such a prospect did not fail 
of adding to the distress and horror of her own situation. In the anguish 
of her heart she wrote to Elizabeth, complaining in the bitierest terms of 
the unprecedented rigour with which she herself had been treated, and 
beseeching her not to abandon her son to the mercy of his rebellious sub- 
jects ; nor permit him to be involved in the same nlisfortunes under which 
she had so long groaned. The peculiar vigour and acrimony of style, for 
which this letter is remarlrable, discovered both the high spirit of the 
Scottish queen, unsubdued by her sufferings, and the violence of her indig- 
nation at Elizabeth's artifices and severity. But it was ill adapted to gain 
$he end which she had in view, and accordingly it neither procured any 
mitigation of the rigour of her own confinement, nor any interposition in 
favour of the king..? 

1583.1 Henry I'I., who, though he feared and hated the princes of Guise, 
was often obliged to court their favour, interposed with warmth, in order 
to extricate James out of the hands of a party so entirely devoted to the 
English interest. He commanded M. de la Motte Fenelon, his ambassador 
at the court of England, to re air to Edinburgh, and to contribute his utmost 
eitdeavours towards placing&mes in a situation more suitable to hii dignity. 
As Elizabeth could not with decency refuse him liberty to execute his 
commission, she appointed Davison to attend him into Scotland as her 
envov. under colour of concurring with him in the negotiation, but in realitv 
to bg a spy upon his motions a;d to obstruct his success. James, who& 
91tle to the crown had not hitherto been recognised by an of the princes 
on the continent, was extremely fond of such an honmrabL embassy from 
the French monarch ; and on that account, as well as for the sake of the 
errand on which he came, received Fenelon with great respect [Jan. 7 
The nobles, in whose power the king was, did not relish this interposition 
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of the French court, which had long lost its ancient influence over the 
affairs of Scotland. The clergy were alarmed at the danger to which 
religion would be exposed, if the princes of Guise should recover any 
ascendant over the public councils. Though the king tried every method 
for restraining them within the bounds of decency, they declaimed against 
the court of France, against the princes of *Guise, against the ambassador, 
against entering into any alliance with such notorious persecutors of the 
church of God, with a vehemence which no regular government would 
now tolerate, hut which was then extreme1 common. The ambassador, 
watched by Davison, distrusted by the nobis, and exposed to the insults 
of the clergy and of.the p~ople,  returned into England witllout procuring 
any change in the k~ng's situation, or receiving any answer to a proposd 
which he made, that the government should be carried on in the joint 
names of James and the queen his mother." 

fileanwhile James, though he dissembled with great art, became every 
jay more uneasy under his confinement; his uneasiness rendered him 
continually attentive to find out a proper opportunity for making his 
escape ; and to this attention he at last owed his liberty, which the k ~ n g  
of France w3s not able, nor the queen of England willimg, to procure for 
him. As the conspirators had forced Lennox out of the kingdom, and 
kept Arran at a distance fi-oni court, they grew secure; and imagining 
that time had reconciled the king to them and to his situation, they watched 
him with little care. Some occasions of discord had arisen among them- 
selves ; and the French ambassador, by fomenting these during the time 
of his residence in Scotland, had weakened the union in which alone their 
safety consisted.1 Colonel William Stewart, the commander of the band 
of gentlemen who guarded the lting's person, being gained by James, had 
the principal merit in the scheme for restoring his master to liberty. Under 
pretence of paying a visit to the earl of fiarch, his grand-uncle, James 
was permitted to go from Falkland to St. Andrew's [June 271. That be 
might not create any suspicion, he lodged at first in an open defenceless 
house in the town; but pretending a curiosity to see the castle, no sooner 
was he entered with some of his attendants whom he could trust, than 
colonel Stewart commanded the gates to be shut, and excluded all the rest 
of his train. Nest morning the earls of Argyll, Huntly, Crawford, Mont- 
rose, Rothes, with others to whom the secret had been communicated, 
entered the town with their followers ; and though Mar, with several of 
the leaders of the faction, appeared in arms, they found themselves so far 
outnumbered that it was in vain to think of recovering possession of the 
king's person, which had been in their power somewhat longer than ten 
months. Jan~es was naturally of so soft and ductile a temper that those 
who were near his person commonly made a deep impression on his heart, 
which was formed to be under the sway of favourites. As he remained 
implacable and unreconciled to the conspirators during so long a time, and 
at a period of life when resentments are rather violent than last~ng, they 
must either have improved the opportunities of insinuating themselves into 
favour with little dexter.ily, or the indignation, with which this first insult 
to his person and authority filled him, must have been very great. 

HIS joy at his escape was youthful and excessive. He resolved, how- 
ever, by the advice of sir James Melvil, and his wisest counsellors, to act 
with the utmost moderation. Having called into his presence the leaders 
of both factions, the neighbouring gentry, the deputies of the adjacent 
boroughs, the ministers and the heads of colleges, he declared, that 
although he had been held under restraint for some time by violence, he 
would not impute that as a crime to any man, but, without remembering 
the irregularities which had been so frequent during his minority, would 
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pass a general act of oblivion, and govern .all his subjects with undistin 
guishing and equal affection. As an evidence of his sincerity he visited 
the earl of Gowrie at Ruthven castle, and granted him a full pardon of 
an guilt he had contracted by the crime committed in that very place." 

&ut James did not adhere long to this prudent and moderate plan. His 
former favourite, the earl of Arran, had been permitted for polne time to 
reside at ICinneil, one of his country seats. As soon as the king felt hin~self 
at liberty, his love for him began to revive, and he expressed a strong 
desire to see him. The courtiers violently opposed the return of a m i n ~ n ,  
whose insolent and overbearing temper they dreaded as rr~uch as the 
nation detested his crimes. James, however, continued his importunity, 
and promising that he should continue with him no longer than one day, 
they were obliged to yield. This interview rekindled ancient dection; 
the Icing forgot his promise ; Arran regained his ascendant over him ; and 
within a few days resumed the exercise of power, with all the arrowafice 
of an undeserving favourite, and all the rashness peculiar to himself.? 

The first effect of his influence was a proclamation with regard to those 
concerned in the Raid of Ruthven. They were required to aclrnowledge 
their crime in the humblest manner ; and the king promised to grant them 
a full pardon, provided their future conduct were such as did not oblige 
him to remember past miscarriages. The tenor of this proclamation was 
extremely different from the act of oblivion which the conspirators had 
been encouraged to expect. Nor did any of them reckon it safe to rely 
on a promise clogged with such an equivocal condition, and granted by a 
young prince under the dominion of a minister devoid of faith, regardless of 
decency, and transported by the desire of revenge even beyond the usual 
ferocity of his temper. Many of the leaders,who had at first appearedopenly 
at court, retired to their own houses ; and foreseeing the dangerous storm 
which was gathering, began to look for a retreat in foreign countries.$ 

Elizabeth, who had all along protected the conspirators, was extremely 
disgusted with measures which tended so visibly to their destruction, and 
wrote to the king [Aug. l ] ,  a harsh and haughty letter, reproaching him,. in 
a style very uncommon among princes, with breach of faith in recalhng 
Arran to court, and with imprudence in proceeding so rigorously against 
his best and most faithful subjectq. James, with a becoming d~gnity, 
replied, that promises extorted by violence, and conditions yielded out of 
fear, were no longer binding when these were removed ; that it belonged to 
him alone to choose what ministers he would employ in his service ; and 
that though he resolved to treat the conspirators at Ruthven with the 
utmost clemency, it was necessary, for the support of his authority, that 
such an insult on hisperson should not pass altogether uncensured.4 

Elizabettl's letter was quickly followed [Sept. l], by Walsingharn her 
secretary, whom she appointed her ambassador to James, and who 
appeared at the Scottish court with a splendour and magnificence well 
calculated to please and dazzle a young prince. Walsingham was admit- 
ted to several conferences with James himself, in which he insisted on the 
same topics contained in the letter, and the king repeated his former 
answers. 

After suffering several indignities from the arrogance of Arran and his 
creatures, he returned to England without concluding any new treaty with 
the king. Walsingham was, next to Burleigh, the minister on whom the 
chief' weight of the English administration rested ; and when a person of 
his rank steppedso far out of the ordinary road of business as to undertake 
a long 'ourney in his old age, and under a declining state of health, some 
affair o/ consequence was supposed to be the cause, or some important 
event was expected to he the effect of this measure. But as nothing con- 
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s lcuous either occasioned or followed this embassy, it is probable that 
dizabeth had no other intention in employing this sagacious minister than 
to discover with exactness the capacity and disposition of the Scottish 
king, who was now arrived at a time of life when, with some degree ol" 
certainty, conjectures might be formed concerning his character and future 
conduct. As James possessed talents of that kind which make a better 
figure in conversation than in action, he gained a great deal b this inter- 
view with the English secretary, who, notwithstanding the cord reception 
which he met with, gave such an advantageous representation of his abili- 
ties, as determined Elizabeth to treat him, henceforward, with greater 
decency and respect." 

Elizabeth's eagerness to protect the conspirators rendered James more 
v~olent in his proceedings against them. As they had all refused to accept 
of pardon upon the terms which he had offered, they were required, by a 
new proclamation, to surrender themselves prisoners. The earl of Angus 
alone complied; the rest either fled into England, or obtained the king's 
license to retire into forei n parts. A convention of estates was held 
[Dec. 17J, the members of which, deceived by an unworthy artifice of 
Arran's, eclared those concerned in the Raid of Ruthven to have been 
guilty of high treason ; appointed the act passed last year approving of 
their conduct to be expunged out of the records ; and engaged to support 
the king in prosecuting the fugitives with the utmost rigour of law. 

The conspirators, though far from having done any thing that was 
uncommon in that age, among mutinous nobles, and under an unsettled 
state of government, must be acknowledged to have been guilty of an act 
of treason against their sovereign ; and James, who considered their con- 
duct in this light, had good reason to boast of his clemenc when he 
offered to pardon them upon their confessing their crime. gut, on the 
other hand, it must be allowed that, after the king's voluntary promise of 
a general oblivion, they had some reason to complain of breach of faith, 
and without the most unpardonable imprudence, could not have put their 
lives in Arran's power. 
1584.1 The interest of the church was considerably affected by these 

contrary revolutions. While the conspirators kept possession of power, 
the clergy not only recovered, but extended their privileges. As they had 
formerly declared the hierarchy to be unlawful, they took some bold mea- 
sures towards exterminating the episcopal order out of the church ; and it 
was owing more to Adamson's dexterity in perplexing and lengthening out 
the process for that purpose, than to their own want of zeal, that they did 
not deprive, and perhaps excommunicate, all the bishops in Scotland. 
When the king recovered his liberty, things put on a very different aspect. 
The favour bestowed upon Arran, the enemy of every thing decent and 
sacred, and the rigorous prosecution of those nobles who had been the 
most zealous defenders of the protestant cause, were considered as sure 
presages of the approaching ruin of the church. The clergy could not 
conceal their apprehensions, nor view this impending danger in silence. 
Duly, who had been restored to his office as one of the ministers of Edin- 
burgh, openly applauded the Raid of Ruthven in the pulpit ; at which the 
king was so enraged that, notwithstanding some symptoms of his submis- 
siun, he commanded him to resign his charge in the city. Mr. Andrew 
Melvil, being summoned before the privy council to answer for the doc- 
trine which he had uttered in a sermon at St. Andrew's, and accused ot 
comparing the present grievances of the nation with those under James III., 
and of intimating obliquely that they ought to be redressed in the same 
manner, thought it incumbent on him to behave with great firmness. He 
declined the jurisdiction of a civil court in a cause which he maintained te 
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be purely ecclesiastical ; the presbytely,of which he was amember, had, 
as he contended, the sole right to call him to account, for words spoken in 
the pulpit; and neither the king nor council could judge, in the first 
instance, of the doctrine delivered by preachers, without violating the 
immunities of the church. This exemption from civil jurisdiction was a 
privilege wh~ch the popish ecclesiastics, admirable judges of whatever 
contributed to increase the lustre or power of their body, had long struggled 
for, and had at last obtained. If the same plea had now been admitted, 
the protestant clergy would have become independent on the civil magis- 
trate ; and an order of men extremely useful to society, while they incul- 
cate those duties which tend to promote its happiness and tranquillity, 
might have become no less pernicious, by teaching without fear or control 
the most dangerous principles, or by exciting their hearers to the most des- 
perate and lawless actions. The king, jealous to excess of his prerogative, 
was alarmed at this daring encroachment on i t ;  and as Xelvil, by his 
learning and zeal, had acquired the reputation and authority of head of the 
party, he resolved to punish him with the rigour which that pre-eminence 
rendered necessary, and to discourage, by a timely severity, the revival of 
such a dangerous claim. Melvil, however, avoided his rage by fl ing into 
England ; and the pulpits resounded with complaints that the %ing had 
extinguished the light of learning in the kingdom, and deprived the church 
of the ablest and most faithful guardian of its liberties and discipline.* 

These violent declamations of the clergy against the measures of the 
court were extremely acceptable to the people. The corrspirators, though 
driven out of the kingdom, still possessed great influence there ; and as 
they had ever thing to fear from the resentment of' a young prince, irri- 
tated by the Zrious counsels of Arran, they never ceased soliciting their 
adherents to take arms in their defence. bowrie, the only person among 
them who had submitted to the king, and accepted of a pardon, soon 
repented of a ste which lost him the esteem of one party, without gaining 

many mortifications from the confidence o!the other ; and, after sufierin, 
the king's ne lect and the haughtiness of Arran, he was at last commanded 
to leave ~ c o h n d ,  and to reside in France. While he waited at Dundee 
for an opportunity to embark, he was informed that the earls of Angus, 
Mar, and the tutor of Glamis, had concerted a scheme for surprising the 
castle of Stirling. In his situation, little persuasion was necessary to draw 
him to engage in it. Under various pretexts he put off his voyage, and lay 
ready to take arms on the day fixed by the conspirators for the execution 
of their enterprise. His lingering so long at Dundee, without any apparent 
reason, awakened the suspicion of the court, proved fatal to himself, and 
disappointed the success of the conspiracy. Colonel William Stewart sur- 
rounded the house where he lodged with a body of soldiers, and in spite 
of his resistance, took him prisoner. Two days after, Angus, Mar, and 
Glamis seized the castle of Stirling, and erecting their standard there, pub- 
lished a manifesto, declaring that they took arnis for no other reascn but to 
remove from the king's presence a minion who had acquired power by 
the most unworthy actions, and whoexercised it with the most intolerable 
insolence. The account of Gowrie's imprisonment struck a damp upon 
their spirits. They imputed it to treachery on his part, and suspected, 
that as he had formerly deserted, he had now betrayed them. At the 
same time Elizabeth having neglected to supply them in good time with a 
sum of money, which she had promised to them, and their friends and vas- 
sals coming In slowly, they appeared irresolute and disheartened: and as 
the king, who acted with great vigour, advanced towards them at the head 
of twenty thousand men, they fled precipitately towards England, and with 
difficulty made their escape.? This rash and feeble attempt produced 
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such effects as usually follow disappointed conspiracies. It not only hurt 
the cause for which it was undertaken, but added strength and reputation 
to the king ; confirmed Arran's power ; and enabled them to pursue their 
measures with more boldness and greater success. Gowrie was the first 
victim of their resentment. After a very informal trial, a jury of peers 
f o y q  him guilty of treason, and he was publicly beheaded at Stirling. 

J?o humble the church was the king's next step. But as it became ne- 
cessary, for this purpose, to call in the aid of the legislative authority, a 
rarliament was hastily summoned [May 221 : and while so many of the 
nobles were banished out of the kingdom, or forbidden to appear in the 
king's presence : while Arran's haughtiness kept some at a distance, and 
intimidated others ; the meeting consisted only of such as were absolutely 
at the devotion of the court. In order to conceal the laws which were 
framing from the lcnowledge of the clergy, the lords of the articles were 
sworn to secrecy; and when some of the ministers, who either suspected 
or were informed of the danger, Eeputed one of their number to declare 
their apprehensions to the kmg, he was seized at the palace gate, and 
carried to a distant prison. Others, attempting to enter the parliament 
house, were refused admittance ;* and such laws were passed as totally 
overturned the constitrltion and discipline of the church. The refusing 
to acknowledge the jurisdiction of the privy council ; the pretending an 
exemption frorn the authority of the civil courts ; the attempting to diminish 
the rights and privileges of any of the three estates in parliament, were 
declared to be high treason. The holding assemblies, whether civil or 
ecclesiastical, without the Icing's permission or appointment ; the uttering, 
either privately or publicly, In sern~ons or in declamations, any false and 
scandalous reports against the liing, his ancestors,or ministers, were pro- 
nounced capital crimes.t 

When these laws were published at the cross of Edinburgh, according 
to the ancient custom, Mr. Robert Pont, minister of St. Cuthbert's and one 
of the lords of session, solemnly protested against them, in the name of his 
brethren, because they had been passed without the knowledge or consent 
of the church. Ever since the reformation, the pulpits and ecclesiastical 
udicatories had both been esteemed sacred. In the former, the clergy 

L d  been accustomed to censure and admonish with unbounded liberty. 
In the latter, they exercised an uncontrolled and independent jurisdiction. 
The blow was now aimed at both these privileges. These new statutes 
were calculated to render churchmen as inconsiderable as the were mdi- 
gent and as the avarice of the nobies had stripped them o?the wealth, 
the lting's ambition was about to deprive them of the power which once 
belonged to their order. No wonder the alarm was universal, and the 
complaints loud. All the ministers of' Edinburgh forzoolc their charge, and 
fled into England. The most eminent clergymen throughout the kingdom 
imitated t h e ~ r  example. Desolation and astomshment appeared in every 
part of the Scottish church ; the people bewailed the loss of pastors whom 
they esteemed ; and, full of consternation at an event so unexpected, qpenl 
expressed their rage against Arran, and began to suspect the king 111mse f 
to be an enemy to the reformed religion.1 

r 
* l:ald. iii 365. t Parl. 8. Jac. VI. # Spotsw. 333. 
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1584.1 WH~LE Scotland was torn by intestine factions, Elizaheth was 

alarmed with the rumour of a project in agitation for setting Mary at libert . 
Francis Throlimorton, a Cheshire gentleman, was suspected of being deep& 
concerned in the design, and on that suspicion he was taken into custody. 
Among his papers were found two lists, one of the principal harbours in 
the kingdom, with an account of their situation, and of the depth of water 
in each ; the other, of all the eminent Roman Catholics in England. This 
circumstance confirmed the suspicion against him, and some dark and des- 
perate conspiracy was supposed just ready to break out. At first he boldly 
avowed his innocence, and declared that the twc papers were forged by 
the queen's ministers, in order to intimidate or ensnare hixi ; and he even 
endured the rack with the utmost fortitude. But being brought a second 
time to the place of torture, his resolution failed him, and he not only ac- 
knowledged that he had held a secret correspondence with the queen of 
Scots, but discovered a design that was formed to invade England. T h e  
duke of Guise, he said, undertook to furnish troops, and to conduct the en- 
terprise. T h e  pope and king of Spain were to supply the money neces- 
sary for carrying it on ; all the English exiles were ready to take arms ; 
many of the catholics at home would be ready to join them at their landing ; 
Mendoza, the Spanish ambassador, who was the life of the conspiracy, 
spared no pains in fomenting the spirit of disaffection among the English, 
or in hastening the preparations on the continent ; and by his command he 
made the two lists, the copies whereof had been found in his possession. 
This confession he retracted at  his trial ; returned to it again after sentence 
was passed on him ; and retracted it once more at  the place of execution." 

T o  us in the present age, who are assisted in forming our opinion of this 
matter by the light which time and history have thrown upon the designs 
and characters of the princes of Guise, many circumstances of Throkmor- 
ton's confession appear to be extremely remote from truth, or even from 
probability. T h e  duke of Guise was, at that juncture, far from being in a 
situation to undertake foreign conquests. Without either power or office 
at  court ; hated by the king, and persecuted by the favourites ; he had no 
leisure for any thoughts of disturbing the quiet of neighbouring states ; his 
vast and ambitious mind was wholiy occupied in laying the foundation of 
that famous league which shook the throne of France. But at  the time 
when Elizabeth detected this conspiracy, the close union between the house 
of Guise and Philip was remarkable to all Europe ; and as their great en- 
terprise against Henry 111. was not yet disclosed, as they endeavoured to 
conceal that under their threatenings to invade En land, Throlimorton's 
discovery appeared to be extremely probable ; and Elizabeth, who knew 
how ardently all [he parties mentioned by him wished her downfall, thought 
that she could not guard her kingdomwith too much care. The  indiscreet 
zeal of the English exiles increased her fears. Not satisfied with incessant 
outcries against her seventy towards the Scottish queen, and her cruel per- 
secution of her catholic subjects, not thinking it enough that one pope had 
threatened her with the sentence of excommunication, and another had ac- 
tually prol~ouuced it, they now began to disperse books and writings, in 
which they endeavoured to persuade their disciples, that it would be a 
meritorious action to take away her life ; they openly exhorted the maids 
of honour to treat her as Judith did Holofernes, and, by such an illustrious 
deed, to render their own names k~onourable and sacred in the church 
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throughout all flture ages.* For all these reasons, Elizabeth not on1 in- 
flicted the punishment of a traitor on Thmkmorton, but commandedthe 
Spanish ambassador instantly to leave En land ; and that she might be in 
no d ~ n g e r  of being attacked within the ijand, she determined to use her 
utmost efforts in order to recover that influence over the Scottish councils, 
which she had for some time entirely lost. 

There were three different methods by which Elizabeth might hope to 
accomp!ish this ; either by furnishing such effectual aid to the banished no- 
b l e ~  as would enable them to resume the chief direction of affairs ; or by 
entering into such a treaty with Mary, as might intimidate her son, who, 
being now accustomed to govern, would not be averse from agreeing to any 
terms rather than resign the sceptre, or admit an associate in the throne, 
or by ,  aining the earl of Arran, to secure the direction of the king his mas- 
ter. f h e  last was not only the easiest and speediest, hut most likely to be 
successful. This Elizabeth resolved to pursue ; but without laying the 
other two altogether aslde. With this view she sent Davison, one of her 
principal secretaries, a man of ahilit~es and address, into Scotland. A 
minister so venal as Arran, hated by his own countrymen, and holding his 
power by the most precarious of all tenures, the favour of a young prince, 
accepted Elizabeth's offers without hesitation, and deemed the acquisition 
of her protection to be the most solid foundation of his own greatness [Aug. 
131. Soon after he consented to an interview with lord I-Iunsdort, the go- 
vernor of Berwick, and being honoured with the pompous title of lieutenant 
general for the king, he appeared at the place appointed with a splendid 
train. In Hunsdon's presence he renewed his promises of an inviolable and 
faithful attachment to the English interest, and assured him that James 
should enter into no negotiation which might tend to interrupt the peace 
between tbe two kingdoms : and as Elizabeth began to entertain the same 
fears and jealousies concerning the king's marriage, which had formerly 
disquieted her with regard to his mother's, he undertook to prevent James 
from listening to any overture of that kind, until he had previously obtained 
the queen o f  England's consent.7 

The banished lords and their adherents soon felt the effects of Arran's 
friendship with England. As Elizabeth had permitted them to take refuge 
in her dominions, and several of her ministers were of opinion that she 
ought to employ her arms in defence of their cause, the fear of this was the 
onlv thinp. which restrained Jarnes and his favourite from proceeding. to such 
extrernitsues against them as might have excited the piti  or indig&tion of 
the English, and have prornpted them to exert themselves with vigour in 
their behalf. But every apprehension of this kind being now removed 
[Aug. 221, they ventured to call a parliament, in which an act was passed, 
attainting Angus, Mar, Glamis, and a great number of their followers. 
Their estates devolved to the crown ; and, according to the practice of the 
Scottish monarchs, who were obliged to reward the faction which adhered 
to them, by dividing with it the spoils of the vanquished, James dealt out 
the greater part of these to Arran and his associates.$ 

Nor was the treatment of the clergy less rigorous. All ntinisters, readers, 
and professors in colleges were enjoined to subscribe, within forty days, a 
paper, testjfying their approbation of the laws concerning the church 
enacted in the last parliament. Many, overawed or corrupted by the 
court, yielded obedience ; others stood out. The stiperlds of the latter 
were sequestered, some of the more active committed to prison, and num- 
bers compelled to fly the kingdom. Such as complied fell under the sus- 
picion of acting frorn mercenary or ambitious motives. Such as adhered 
to their principles, and suffered in consequence of it, acquired a high re- 
putation, by giving this convincing evidence of their firmness and sincerity. 

* Camd. 497. t Cnld. iii. 491 Melv 315. See Append. No. XLILI. t Cald. iii. 527 
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The judicatories of the church were almost entirely suppressed. In some 
places scarce as many ministers remained as to perform the duties of reli- 
gious worship; they soon sunk in reputation among the people ; and being 
prohibited not only from discoursing of public afiairs, but obliged'by the 
jealousy of the administration to frame every sentiment and expression in 
such a manner as to give the court no offence, their sennorls were deemed 
languid, insipid, and contemptible ; and it becaine the general opinion, that 
togetherwith the most virtuousof the nobles and themost faithful of .he dergy, 
the power and vigour of religion were now banished out of the k~ngdom." 

Meanwhile, Elizabeth was carrying on one of those fi.uitless negotiations 
with the queen of Scots, which it had become almost matter of' form to 
renew every year. They served not only to amuse that unhappy princess 
with some prospect of liberty, but furnished an apology for eluding the 
solicitations of foreign powers on her behalf; and were of use to overawe 
James, by showing him that she could at any time set free a dangerous 
rival to dispute his authority. These treaties she suffered to proceed to 
what length she pleased, and never wanted a pretence for breaking them 
off when they became no longer necessary. The treaty now on foot was 
]lot, perhaps, more sincere than many which preceded i t ;  the reasons, 
however, which rendered it ineffectual were far frorn being frivolous. 

As Crichton, a Jesuit, was sailing from Flanders towards Scotland, the 
ship on board of which he was a passenger happened to be chased by 
pirates, who, in that age, often infested the narrow seas. Crichton, in great 
confusion, tore in pieces some papers in his custody, and threw them awa ; 
but, by a very extraordinary accident, the wind blew them back into t t e  
ship, and they were immediately taken up by some of the passengers, 
who carried them to Wade, the clerk of the privy council. He, with great 
industry and patience, joined them together, and the were found to con- 
tain the account of a plot, said to have been formed iy the king of Spain 
and the duke of Guise, for invading England. The people were not yet 
recovered from the fear and anxiety occasioned by the conspiracy in which 
Throkmortm had been engaged ; and as his discoveries appeared now to 
be confirmed by additional evidence, not only all their former apprehensions 
recurred, but the consternation became general and excesslve. As all the 
dangers, with which England had been threatened for some years, flowed 
either immediately fron~ Mary herself, or from such as made use of her 
name to justify their inaurrections and conspiracies, this gradually diminished 
the compassion due to her situation, and the English, instead of pitying, 
began to fear and to hate her. Elizabeth, under whose wise and pacific 
reign the English enjoyed tranquillity, and had opened sources of wealth 
unknown to their ancestors, was extreme1 beloved by all her people ; and 
regard to her safety, not lers than to tleir own interest, animated them 
against the Scottish queen. In order to discourage her adherents, it was 
thought necessary to convince thern, by some public deed, of the attach- 
ment of the English to their own sovereiwn, and that any attempt against 
her life would prove fatal to her rival. \with this view an association was 
framed [Oct. 191, the subscribers of which bound themselves by the most 
solemn oaths, " to defend the queen against all her enemies, forefgn and 
domestic ; and if violence sh~uld be offered to her life, in order to favour 
the title of any pretender to the crown, they not only engaged never to 
allow or acknowledge the person or persons by whotn, or for whom, such 
a detestable act should be committed, but vowed, in the presence of the 
eternal God, to prosecute such person or persons to the death, and to 
pursue them, with their utmost vengeance, to their utter overthrow and 
extirpation."t Persons of all ranks subscribed this combination with the 
greatest eagerness and unanimity.1' 

* Cald. iii. 589. t State Trinls, i. 17,G t Carnd. 499. 
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Mary considered this association, not only as an avowed design to exclude 
her from all right of succession, but as the certain and immediate forerunner 
of her destruction. In order to avert this, she made such feeble efforts as 
were still in her power, and sent Wad ,  her secretary, to court, with offers 
of more entire resignation to the will of Elizabeth, in every point which 
had been the occasion of their long enmity, than all her sufferings bitherto 
had been able to extort.* But whether Mary adhered inflexibly to her 
privileges as an independent sovereign, or, yielding to the necessity of her 
s~tuation, endeavoured by concessions to sooth her rival, she was equally 
unsuccessful. Her  firn~ness was imputed to obstinacy, or to the secret 
hope of foreign assistance ; her concessions were either believed to be 
insincere, or to flow from the fear of some imminent danger. Her present 
willingness, however, to comply with any terms lvxs so great that Wal- 
singham warmly urged his mistress to come to a final agreement with her.? 
But Elizabeth was persuaded, that it was the spirit raised by the associa- 
tion which had rendered her so passive and compliant. She always ima- 
gined that there was something mysterious and deceitful in all Mary's 
actions, and suspected her of carrying on a dangerous correspondence with 
the Eno.Iish Catholics, both within and without the kingdom. Nor were 
her suGicions altogether void of foundation. nlary had, about this time, 
written a letter to Sir Francis Inglefield,urging him to hasten the execution 
of what she calls the Great Plot o r  Desig~~ment, without hesitating on 
account of any danger in which it might involve her life, which she would 
most willingly part with, if by that sacrifice she could rocure relief for 
so great a number of the oppressed children of the c \ u r ~ h . ~  Instead, 
therefore, of hearkening to the overtures which the Scottish queen made, 
or granting any mitigation of the hardships of which she complained, 
Elizabeth resolved to take her out of the hands of the earl of Shrewsbury, 
and to appoint sir Amias Paulet and sir Drue Drury to be her keepers. 
Shrewsbury had discharged his trust with great fidelity, during fifteen 
years, but at the same time, had treated Mary with gentleness and respect, 
and had always sweetened harsh cornmands by the humanity with which 
he put t he~n  in execution. T h e  same politeness was not to be expected 
from men of an inferior rank, whose severe vigilance perhaps was their 
chief recommendation to that employment, and the only merit by which 
they could pretend to gain favour or preferment.$ 

As J a ~ n e s  was no less eager than ever to deprive the banished nobles of 
Elizabeth's protection, he appointed the master of Gray his ambassador to 
the court of England, and intrusted h~rn with the conduct of a negotiation 
for that purpose. For this honour he was indebted to the envy and jea- 
lousy of the earl of Arran. Gray possessed all the talents of a courtier; 
a graceful person, an insinuating address, boundless ambition, and a restless 
and intriguing spirit. During his residence in France, he had been ad- 
mitted into the most intimate familiarity with the duke of Guise, and in 
order to gain his favour, had renounced the protestant religion, and pm- 
fessed the utmost zeal for the captive queen, who carried on a secret cor- 
respondence with him, from which she expected great advantages. On 
his return into Scotland, he paid court to James with extraordinary assi- 
duity, and his accomplishments did not fail to make their usual impression 
on the Icing's heart. Arran, who had introduced him, began quickly to 
dread his growing favour; and, flattering himself that absence would 
efface any sentiments of tenderness which were forming in the mind of a 
young prince, pointed hitn out by his malicious praises as the most proper 
person in the lr~ngdom for an embassy of such importance ; and contributed 
to raise him to that high dignity, in order to hasten his fall. Elizabeth, 
who had an admirable dexterity in discovering the proper instruments for 

Cnmd. 499. t See App. No. XLIV. $ Strype, iii. 246. $ Carod. 500 
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carryin on her designs, endeavoured, by caresses and by presents, to 
secure &ray to her interest . The former flattered his vanity, which was 
great ; the latter supplied his profuseness, which was still greater. He 
abandoned himself without reserve to Elizabeth's direction, and not only 
undertook to retain the king under the influcnce of England, but acted as 
a spy upon the Scottish queen, and betrayed to her rival every secret thai 
he could draw froin her by his high pretensions of zeal in her service." 

Gray's credit with the English court was extremely galling to the ban- 
ished nobles Elizabeth no longer thought of employing her power to re- 
store them ; she found it easier to govern Scotland by corrupting the king's 
favourites ; and, in compliance with Gray's solicitations [Dec. 311, she 
commanded the exiles to leave the north of England, and to remove into the 
heart of the kingdom. This rendered it difficult for them to hold any cor 
respondence with their partisans in Scotland, and almost impossible to 
return thither without her permission. Gray, by aining a point which 
James had so much at heart, riveted himself more %rmly than ever in his 
favour ; and, by acquiring greater reputation, became capable of serving 
Elizabeth with greater success.t 

1585.1 Arran had now possessed for some time all the power, the riches, 
and the honours, that his immoderate ambition could desire, or the fond- 
ness of a prince, who set no limits to his liberality towards his favourites, 
could bestow. The office of lord chancellor, the highest and most import- 
ant in the kingdom, was conferred upon him, even during the life of' the 
earl of Argyll, who succeeded Athol in that dignity ;l and the public be- 
held with astonishment and indignation, a man educated as a soldier of for- 
tune, ignorant of law, and a contemner of justice, appointed to preside in 
parliament, in the privy couccil, in the court of session, and intrusted with 
the supreme disposal of the property of his fellow sub'ects. He was, at 
the same time, governor of the castles of Stirling and ddinburgh, the two 
principal forts 111 Scotland ;. provost of the city of Edinburgh ; and, as if 
by all these accumulated dl nities, his merits were not sufficiently recom- 
ensed, he had been creates lieutenant-general over the whole kingdom. 

h a  person ran  admitted into the king's presence without his permission ; 
no favour could be obtained but by his mediation. James, occupied with 
youthful amusements, devolved upon him the whole regal authority. Such 
unmerited elevation increased his natural arrogance, and rendered it intole- 
rable. He was no longer content with the condition of a subject, but pre- 
tended to derive his pedigree from Murdo duke of Albar~y ; and boasted 
openly, that his title to the crown was preferable to that of the king himself. 
But, together with these thoughts of royalty, he retained the meanness suit- 
able to his primitive indigence. His venality as a judge was scandalous, and 
was exceeded only by that of his wife, who, in defiance of decency, made 
herself a party in almost every suit which came to be decided, employed 
her influence to corrupt or overawe the judges, and almost openly dictated 
their decisions.$ His rapaciousness as a minister was insatiable. Not 
satisfied with the revenues of so many ofices ; with the estate and honours 
which belonged to the famil of Hamilton; or with the greater part of 
Gowrie's lands, which had &len to his share ; he grasped at the posies- 
sions of several of the nobles. He requ~red lord Maxwell to exchange 
part of his estate for the forfeited lands of Icinneil ; and because he was 
unwilling to quit an ancient inheritance for a possession so recarious, he 
stirred up against him his hereditary rival, the laird of ~ognson, and in- 
volved that corner of the kiiigdom in a civil war. He committed to prison 
the earl of Athol, lord Home, and the master of Cassils; the first, because 
he would not divorce his wife, the daughter of the earl of Gowrie, and 

* Strype, iii. 302. Melv. 316. t Cald. iii. 64.7. 
Cald. iii 331. Scotstarvet's Stnggering S t a t ~  S. 
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entall h ~ s  estate on him; the second, because he was unwilling to part 
with some lands adjacent to one of rlrran's estates ; and the third, fbr refu- 
sing to lend him money. His spies and informers elled the whole country, 
and intruded themselves into every company. r h e  nearest neighbours 
distrusted and feared each other. All famiiiar society was at an end. 
Even the common intercourses of humanity were interrupted, no man 
knowing in whom to confide or where to utter his complaints. There is 
not perhaps in history an example of a minister so universally detestable 
to a nation, or who more justly deserved its detestation." 

Arran, notwithstanding, regardless of the sentiments and despising the 
murmurs of the people, gave a loose to his natural temper, and proceeded 
to acts still more violent. David Home of Argaty, and Patrick his hrother, 
having received letters from one of the banished lords about private busi- 
ness, were condemned and put to death, for holding correspondence with 
rebels. Cunninghame of Drumwhasel, arld Douglas of Mains, two gentle- 
men of honour and reputation, were accused of having conspired with the 
exiled nobles to seize the king's person : a single witness only appeared ; 
the evidence they produced of their innocencc was unanswerable ; their 
accuser himself not long after acknowledged that he had been suborned 
by Arran ; and all men believed the charge against them to be groundless: 
the were found guilty, notwithstanding, and suffered the death of traitors.t 

Jboilt the same time that these gentlemen were punished for apretended 
conspiracy, Elizabeth's life was endangered by a real one. Parry, a doc- 
tor of laws, and a member of the house of commons, a n~an vain and fan- 
tastic, but of a resolute spirit, had lately been reconciled to the church of 
Rome ; and fraught with the zeal of a new convert, he offered to demon- 
strate the sincerity of his attachment to the religion which he had em- 
braced, by killing Elizabeth. Cardinal Allan had published a book, to 
prove the murder of ai; excornillur~icated prince to be not only lawful, but 
a meritorious action. I'he pope's nuncio at Venice, the Jesuits both there 
and at Paris, the Engltsh exiles, all approved of the design. The pope 
himself exhorted him lo persevere ; and granted hirrl for his encourage- 
ment a plenary indulgcnce, and remission of his sins. Cardinal di Como 
wrote to hirn a letter to the same purpose ; but though he often got access 
to the queen, fear, or some remaining sense of duty, restrained him from 

erpetrating the crime. Happily his intention was at last discovered by 
Kevil, tile only person in Englaud to whom he had communicated it ; and 
having himself voluntarily confessed his guilt, he suffered the punishment 
which it deserved.$ 

These repeated conspiracies against their sovereign awakened the indig- 
nation of the English parliament, and produced a very extraordinary sta- 
tute, which, in the end, proved fatal to the queen of Scots. By this law 
(he association in defence of Elizabeth's life was ratified ; and it was fur- 
ther enacted, " That if any rebellion shall be excited in the kingdom, or 
any thing attempted to the hurt of her majesty's person, by orfor any 

erson pretending a title to the crown, the queen shall empower twenty- 
$or persons, by a commission under the great seal, to examine into, and 
pass sentence upon such offences ; and after judgment given, a proclama- 
tion shall be issued, declaring the persons whom they find guilty excluded 
from any right to the crown ; and her majesty's subjects may lawfully pur- 
sue every one of them to the death, with all their aiders and abettors; 
and if any design against the life of the queen take effect, the persons by 
oribr whom such 3 detestable act is executed, that their issues, being in 
any wise assenting or privy to the same, shall be disabled for ever from 

retending to the crown, and be pursued to death in the like manner."$ 
$his act was plainly levelled at the queen of Scots; and, whether we con- 

* Spotsw. 337,338. t Ibid. 3.18. Cald iii. '194. l: State Trials, i. 103. $ mid. 193 
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sider it as a voluntary expression of the zeal and concern of the nation for 
Elizabeth's safety, or whether w e  impute it to the influence which that 
artful princess preserved over her parliaments, it is no easy matter to 
reconcile it with the general principles of justice or humanity. Mary was 
thereby rendered accountable not only for her own actions, but for those 
of others ; in consequence of which she might forfeit her right of succes- 
sion, and even her life itself. 

Mary justly considered this act as a warning to prepare for the worst 
extremities. E!izabeth's ministers, it is probable, had resolved by this 
time to take away her life ; and suffered books to be published, in order 
to persuade the nation that this cruel and unprecedented measure was not 
only necessary but just.* Even that short period of her days whic!~ re- 
mained they rendered uncomfortable, by every hardship and indignity 
which it was in their power to inflict. Almost all her servants were dis- 
missed, she was treated no longer with the respect due to a queen ; and, 
though the rigour of seventeen years' irnprisonment had broken her con- 
stitution, she was confined to two ruinous chambers, scarcely habitable, even 
in the ~niddle of summer, by reason of cold. Notwithstanding the scanti- 
ness of her revenue, she had been accustomed to distribute regularly some 
alms among the poor in the village adjoining to the castle. Paulet now 
refused her liberty to perform this pious and humane office, which had 
afforded her great consolation amidst her own sufferings. The  castle in 
which she resided was converted into a common prison ; and a young 
man, suspected of popery, was confined there, and treated under her eye 
with such rigour that he died of the ill usage. She often complained to 
Elizabeth of these multiplied injuries, and expostulated as became a woman 
and a queen ; but as no political reason now obliged that princess to amuse 
her any longer with fallacious hopes, far from granting her any redress, she 
did not even deign to give her any answer. T h e  king of France, closely 
allied to Elizabeth, on whom he depended for assistance against his rebel- 
lious subjects, was afraid of espousing Mary's cause with any warmth ; 
and all his solicitations in her behalf mere fkeble, formal, and inefficacious. 
But Castelnau, the French ambassador, whose compassion and zeal for the 
unhappy queen supplied the defects in his instructions, remonstrated with 
such vigour against the indignities to which she was exposed, that, by  his 
importunity, he prevailed at length to have her removed to Tuthbury ; 
though she was conlined the greater part of another winter in her present 
wretched habitati0n.t 

Neither the insults of her enemies nor the neglect of her friends made 
~ u c h  an impression on Mary as the ingratitude of her son. Jarnes had 
hitherto treated his mother with filial respect, and had even entered into 
negotiations with her, which gave umbrage to Elizabeth. But as it was 
not the interest of the English queen that his good correspondence should 
continue, Gray, who, on his return to Scotland, found his favour with the 
king greatly increased by the success of his embassy, persuaded him to 
write a harsh and undutiful letter to his mother, in which he expressly 
refused to acknowledge her to be queen of Scotland, or to consider his 
aff;lirs as connected, in any wise, with hers. This cruel requital of her 
maternal tenderness overwhelmed Mary with sorrow and despair. " Was 
11 lor this," said she, in a letter to the French arnbassndor [March 241, 
"that I have endured so much, in order to preserve for him the inherit- 
ance to which I have just right ? I am far from envying his authority In 
Scotlantl. I desire no power there ; nor wish to set my foot in that king- 
dom, if it were not for the pleasure of once ernbracing a son, whom I hade 
hitherto loved with too tender affection. Whatever he either enjoys or 
expects, he derived it from trie. From him I never received assistance, 

+ Strype, iii. 299. t Jebb, vol. li. 576-598. 
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supply, or benefit of any kind. Let not my allies treat him any longer as 
a king : he holds that dignity by my consent ; and if a speedy repentance 
do not appea.se my just resentment, I will load him with a parent's curse, 
and surrender my crown, with all my pretensions, to one who will receive 
them with gratitude, and defend them with vi our."* The love which 
James bore to his mother, whom he had never inown, and whom he had 
been early taught to consider as one of the most abandoned persons of her 
sex, cannot be supposed ever to have been ardent ; and he did not now take 
any pains to regain her favour. But whether her indignation at his undu- 
tiful behaviour, added to her bigoted attachment to popery, prompted 
Mary at any time to think seriously of disinheriting her son ; or whether 
these threatenings were uttered in a sudden sally of disappointed affection, 
it is now no easy. matter to determine. Sorne papers which are still extant 
seem to render the former not improbab1e.t 

Cares of another kind, and no less disquieting, occupied Elizabeth's 
thoughts. The calm which she had long enjoyed seemed now to be at an 
end ; and such storms mere gathering in every quarter as filled her with 
just alarm. All the neighbouring nations had undergone revolutions 
extreme1 to her disadvantage. The great qualities which Henry 111. 
had dispLyed in his youth, and which raised the expectations of his sub- 
jects so high, vanished on his ascending the throne; and his acquiring 
supreme power seems not only to have corrupted his hcart, but to have 
impaired his understanding. He soon lost the esteem and affection of the 
nation ; and a life divided between the austerities of a superstitious devotion, 
and the extravagancies of the most dissolute debauchery, rendered him as 
contemptible as he was odious on account of his rapaciousness, his profusion, 
and the fondness with which he doted on many unworthy minions. On 
the death of his only brother, those sentirner~ts of the people burst out 
with violence. Henry had no children, and though but thirty-two years 
of age, the succession of the crown was already considered as open. The 
king of Navarre, a distant descendant of the royal fjmily, but the undoubted 
heir to the crown, was a zealous protestant. The prospect of an event so 
fatal to their religion, as his ascending the throne of France, alarmed all 
the catholics in Europe ; and induced the duke of Guise, countenanced 
by the pope and aided by the king of Spain, to appear as the defender of 
the Romish faith, and the asserter of the cardinal of Bourbon's right to 
the crown. In order to unite the party, a bond of confederacy was formed, 
distinguished by the name of the Holy League. AI1 ranks of men joined 
in it with emulation. The spirit spread w ~ t h  the irresistible rapidity 
which was natural to religious passions in that age. The destruction of 
the reformation, not only in France, but all over Europe, seemed to be the 
object and wish of the whole party; and the duke of Guise, the head of 
this mighty and zealous body, acquired authority in the kingdom far supe- 
rior to that which the king himself possessed. Philip 11. by the conquest 
of Portugal, had greatly increased the naval power of Spain, and had at 
last reduced under his dominion all that portion of the continent which 
lies beyond the Pyrenean mountains, and which nature seems to have des- 
tined to form one great monarchy. William prince of Orange, who first 
encouraged the inhabitants of the Netherlands to assert their liberties, and 
whose wisdom and valour formed and protected the rising commonwealth, 
had fallen by the hands of an assassin. The superior genius of the prince 
of Parrna had given an entire turn to the fate of war in the Low-Countries ; 
all his enterprises, concerted with consummate skill, and executed with 
equal bravery, had been attended with success; and the Dutch, reduced 
to the last extreniity, were on the point of falling under the dominion of 
their ancient master. 

* Nurdin, 56G. Jebb, ii. 571. See Append. No. XLV. t See Append. No. XLVI. 
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None of those circumstances to which Elizabeth had hitherto owed her 
security existed any longer. She could derive no advantage from the 
jealousy which hnd subsisted between France and Spain; Philip, by means 
of his confederacy with the duke of Guise, had an equal sway in the coun- 
cils of both Iringdoms. The  Hugonots were unable to contend with the 
power of the league; and little could be expected from any diversion 
which they might create. Nor was it probable that Ihe Netherlands could 
long employ the arms or divide the strength of Spain. In this situation of 
the affairs of Europe, it became necessary for Elizabeth to form a new plan 
)f conduct; and her wisdom in forlr~ing it was not greater than the vigour 
aith which she carried it on. The  measures most suitable to her natural 
emper, and which she had hitherto pur.~ued, were cautious and safe ; those 
which she now adopted were enterprising and hazardous. She preferred 
,eace, but was not afraid of war;  and was capable, when compelled by 
lecessity, not only of defending herself with spirit, but of attacking her 
:nemies with a boldness which averted danger from her own dominions. 
She i~nmediately furnished the Hugonots w ~ t h  a considerable supply In 
money. She carried on a private negotiation with Henry III., who, 
though compelled to join the league, hated the leaders of it, and wished 
for their destruction. Slie openly undertoolr the protection of the Dutch 
commonwealth, and sent a powerful army to its assistance. She endea- 
voured to form a general confederacy of the protestant princes, in oppo- 
sition to the popish league. She determined to proceed with the utmost 
rigour against the queen of Scots, whose sufferings and rights afforded her 
enemies a specious pretence for invading her dominions. She resolved to 
redouble her endeavours, in order to effect a closer union with Scotland, 
and to extend and perpetuate her influence over the councils of that nation. 

She found it no difficult matter to induce most of the Scottish courtiers to 
promote all her designs. Gray, sir John Maitland, who had been advanced 
to the office of secretav, which his brother formerly held, sir Lewis 
Bellenden, the justice clerk, who had sncceeded Gray as the kin 'S resident 
at  London, were the persons in whom she chiefly confided. ?n order to 
direct and quicken their motions, she despatched [May 291 sir Edward 
Wotton, along with Bellenden, into Scotland. This man was gay, well 
bred, and entertaining; he excelled in all the exercises for which James 
had a passion, and amused the young kir~g by relating the adventures which 
he had met with, and the observations he had made durin a long resi- 
dence in S~reign countries ; but, under the veil of these super&ial qualities, 
he concealed a dangerous and intriguing spirit. He soon grew into high 
favour with Jarnes; and while he was seemingly attentive only to pleasure 
and diversions, he acquired influence over the public councils to a degree 
which was indecent for a stranger to possess.* 

Nothing, however, could be more acceptable to the nation, than the 
proposal which he made o f a  strict alliance between the two kingdoms, in 
defence of the reformed religion. The rapid and alarming progress of the 
popish league seemed to call on all protestant princes to unite for the 
preservation of their common faith. J a ~ n e s  embraced the overture with 
warmth [July 891, and a convention of estates empowered him to conclude 
such a treaty, and engaged to ratify it in parliament.7 The  alacrity with 
which Jan~es  concurred in this measure must not be wholly ascribed either 
to his own zeal, or to Wotton's address; it was owing in part to Eliza- 
beth's liberality. As a mark of her motherly affection for the young king, 
she settled on him an annual pension of five thousand pounds; the same 
sum which her father had allotted her before she ascended the throne. 
This circumstance, which she took care to mention, rendered a sum, which 
m that age was far from being inconsiderable, a very acceptable present 

* Melv. 317. t Spotsw. 339. 
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to the king, whose revenues, during a long minority, had been almost 
totally dissipated.? 

but the chief object of TVotton's intrigues was to ruin Arran. While a 
minion so odious to the nation continued to govern the king, his assistance 
could be of little advantage to Elizabeth. And though Arran, ever slnce 
his interview with Hunsdon, had appeared extremely for her interest, she 
could place no great confidence in a man whose conduct was so capricious 
and irregular, and who, notwithstanding his protestations to the contrary, 
still continued a secret correspondence both with Mary and with the duke 
of Guise. The banished lords were attached to England from affection as 
well as principle, and were the only persons among the Scots, whom, in 
any dangerous exigency, she could thoroughly trust. Before Bellenden left 
London, the had been summoned thither, under colour of vindicating 
themselves l o m  his accusations, but, in reality, to concert with him the 
most proper measures for restoring them to their country. Wotton pursued 
this plan, and endeavoured to ripen it for execution; and it was greatly 
facilitated by an event neither uncommon nor considerable. Sir John 
Forster, and Ker of Ferniherst, the English and Scottish wardens of the 
middle marches, having met, according to the custom of the borders, 
about midsurnmer, a fray arose, and lord Russel, the earl of Bedford's 
eldest son, happened to be killed. This scuffie was purely accidental; but 
Elizabeth chose toconsider it as a design formed by Icer, at the instigation 
of Arran, to involve the two kingdoms in war. She insisted that both 
should be delivered up to her; and, though J a m s  eluded that demand, he 
was obliged to confine Arran in St. Andrew's, and I<er in Aberdeen. 
During his absence from court, Wotton and his associates carried on their 
intrigues without interruption. By their advice [Oct. 161, the banished 
nobles endeavoured to accommodate their differences with lord John arid 
lord Claud, the duke of Chatelherault's two sons, whom Morto~l's violence 
had driven out of the lzingdom. Their cornmon suffering and common, 
interest induced both parties to bury in oblivion the ancient discord which 
had subsisted between the houses of Hamilton and Douglas. By Eliza- 
beth's permission, they returned in a body to the borders of Scotland. 
Arran, who had again recovered favour, insisted on putting the kingdorn in 
a posture of defence ; but Gray, Bellenden, and Maitland, secret1 thwarted 
all his measures. Some necessary orders they prevented &m being 
issued; others they rendered ineffectual by the manner of execution; and: 
all of thern were obeyed slowly, and with reluctance.? 

\Vottori's fertile brain was, at the same time, big with another and more 
dangerous lot. He had contrived to seize the Irlng, aild to carry him by 
force into &gland. But the design was happily discovered ; and, in order 
to avoid the punishment which his treachery merited, he departed without 
taking leave.? 

Meanwhile the banished lords hastened the execution of their enterprise ; 
and, as their friends and vassals were now ready to join them, they entered 
Scotland. Wherever thev came, thev were welcomed as the deliverers ot 
their country, and the mdst f:r?ent crayers were addressed to heaven for 
the success of their arms. l hey advanced, without losing a moment, 
towards Stirling, at the head of ten thousand men. The king, though he 
had assembled an army superior in number, could not venture to meet thern 
in the field with troops whose loyalty was extremely dubious, and who a t  
best were far from being hearty in the cause ; nor was either the town or 
castle provided for a siege. The gates, however, of both mere shut, and 
the nobles encamped at St. Ninian's [Nov. 21. That same night they sur- 
prised the town, or, more probabl , it was betrayed into their hands ; and 
Arran, who had undertaken to deznd it, was obliged to save himself by a 

* Cald. iii. 505. t Spotsw. 340. : Melv. 335. 
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precipitate flight. Next morning they invested the castle, in which there 
were not provisions for twenty-four hours; and Jameli was necessitated 
nmediately to hearken to terms of accommodation. They were not so 
elated with success as to urge extravagant demands, nor was the king 
unwilling to make every reasonable concession. They obtained a pardon, 
in the most ample form, of all !he offences which they had committed ; the 
principal forts in the kingdom were, by way of security, put into their 
hands ; Crawford, Montrose, and colonel Stewart TTere removed from the 
king's presence ; and a parliament was called in order to establish tranquil- 
lity in the nation." 

Dec. 10.1 Though a great majority in this parliament cons~sted of the 
confederate nohles and their adherents, they were far fro111 discovering a 
vindictive spirit Satisfied with procuring an act, restoring them to their 
ancient honc~urs and estates, and ratifying the pardon granted by the king, 
they seemed willing to forget all past errors in the administration, and 
spared Ja~nes the mortification of seeing his ministers branded with any 
public note of infamy. Arran alone, deprived of all his honours, stripped 
of his borrowed spoils, and declared an enemy to his country by public pro- 
clamation, sunk back into obscurity, and must henceforth be mentioned'by 
his primitive title of captain James Stewart. As he had been, during his 
unmerited prosperity, the object of the hatred and indignation of his coun- 
trymen, they beheld his fall without pity, nor did all his sufferings mitigate 
their resentment in the least degree. 

The clergy were the only body of men who obtained no redress of their 
grievances by this revolution. The confederate nobles had all along 
affected to be considered as guardians of the privileges and discipline of 
the church. In all their maniikstoes they had declared their resolution to 
restore these, and by that popular pretence had gained many friends. It 
was now natural to expect so1ne fruit of these promises, and Porne returns of 
gratitude towards many of the most eminent preachers who had suffered in 
fheir cause, and who demanded the repeal of the laws passed the preced- 
Ing year. The king, however, was resolute to maintain these laws in full 
authority; and as the nobles were extremely solicitous not to disgust him 
by insisting on any disagreeable request, the claims of the church in this as 
well as in many other instances, were sacrificed to the interest of the laity. 
The ministers gave vent to their indignation in the pulpit, and their impa- 
tience nnder the disappointment broke out in some expressions extremely 
disre~pectful even towards the king himself.? 

1586.1 The archbishop of St. Andrew's, too, felt the effects of their 
anger. The provincial s nod of Fife summoned hini to appear, and to 
answer for his contempt d t h e  decrees of former assemblies, in presuming 
to exercise the functions of a bishop. Though he refused to acknowledge 
the jurisdiction of the court, and appealed from it to the kin,, G- a sentence 
of excommunication, equally indecent and irregular, was pronounced against 
him. Adamsoo, with no less indecency, thundered his archiepiscopal 
excommunication against Melvil, and some other of his opponents. 

Soon after [April 131, a general assembly was hebd, in which the king, 
with some difficultv, obtained an act, permitting the name and office of 
bishop still to contcnue in the church. The power of the order, however, 
was considerably retrenched. The exercise of discipline, and the inspec- 
tion of the life and doctrine of the clergy, were committed to presbyterieo, 
In which blshops should be allowed no other pre-eminence but that of pre- 
siding as perpetual moderators. They themselves were declared to be 
subject, in the same manner as other pastors, to the jurisdiction of the gene- 
ral assembly. As the discussion of the archbishop's appeal might have 
kindled unusual heats in the assembly, that affair was terminated by a 
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compromise. He renounced any claim of supremacy over the church, and 
promised to demean himself suitably to the character of a bishop, as 
described by St. Paul. The assembly, without examining the foundations 
of the sentence of excornmunication, declared tha.t it should be held of no 
effect, and restored him to all the privileges which he enjoyed befbre it 
was pronounced. Notwjthstanding the extraordinary tenderness shown 
for the honour of the synod, and the delicacy and respect with which its 
jurisdiction was treated, several members were so zealous as to protest 
against this d e c ~ s ~ o n . ~  

The court of Scotland was now filled with persons so warmly attached 
to Elizabeth, that the league between the two kingdoms, which had been 
proposed last year, met with no interruption, but from D'Esneval, the French 
envoy. James himself first offered to renew the negotiations. Elizabeth 
did not suffer such a favourable opportunity to slip, and instantly despatched 
Randolph [July 51, to conclude a treaty, which she so much desired. The 
danger to which the protestant religion was exposed, by the late combina- 
tion of the popish powers for its destruction, and the necessity of a strict 
confederacy among those who had embraced the reformation, in order to 
obstruct their pernicious designs, were mentioned as the foundation of the 
league. The chief articles in it were, that both parties should bind them- 
selves to defend the evangelical religion ; that the league should be offensive 
and defensive against all who shall endeavour to disturb the exercise of 
religion in either kingdom ; that if one of the two parties be invaded, the 
other, notwithstanding any former alliance, should not, directly or indi- 
rectly, assist the invader; that if England be invaded in any part remote 
from Scotland, Jarnes should assist the queen with two thousand horse and 
five thousand foot : that if the enemy landed or approached within sixty miles 
of Scotland, the king should take the field with his whole ibrces, in the 
same mariner as he would do in defence of his own kingdom. Elizabeth, 
in return, undertook to act in defence of Scotland, if it should be invaded. 
At the same time she assured the Icing that no step should be taken, which 
might derogate in any degree from h ~ s  pretensions to the English crown.7 
Elizabeth expressed great satisfaction with a treaty, which rendered Scot- 
land an useful ally, instead of a dangerous neighbour, and afforded her a 
degree of security on that side, which all her ancestors had aimed at, but 
none of them had been able to obtain. Zeal for religion, together with the 
blessings of peace which both kingdoms had enjoyed during a considerable 
period, had so far abated the violence of national antipathy, that the king's 
conduct was universally acceptable to his own people.$ 

The acquittal of ArchiFald Douglas, at this time, exposed James to much 
and deserved censure. rhis man was deeply engaged in the conspiracy 
against the life of the king his father. Both Morton and Blinny, one of hls 
own servants, who suffered for that crime, had accused him of being present 
at the murder.$ He had escaped punishment by flying into England, and 
James had often required Elizabeth to deliver U a person so unworthy of 
her protection. He now obtained a license, Prom the king himself, to 
return into Scotland ; and, after undergoing a mock trial, calculated to con. 
ceal rather than to detect his guilt, he was not only taken into favour by 
the king, but sent back to the court of England with the honourable cha- 
racter of his ambassador. James was now of such an age that his youth 
and inexperience cannot be pleaded in excuse for this indecent transaction. 
It must be imputed to the excessive facilit of his temper, which often led 
hin to gratify his courtiers at the expense o k s  own dignity andreputation.11 

Not lon after, the inconsiderate affection of the English catholics towards 
Mary, a n b  !heir implacable resentment against Elizabeth, gave rise to a 
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conspiracy tvhicb proved fatal to the one queen, left an indelible stain on 
the reputation of the other, and presented a spectacle to Europe, of which 
there had been hitherto no example in the history of mankind. 

Doctor Gifford, Gilbert Gifford, and Hodgson, priests educated in the 
seminary at Rheims, had adopted an extravagant and enthusiastic notion, 
that the bull of Pius V. against Elizabeth was dictated immediately by the 
Holy Ghost. This wild opinion they instilled into Savage, an officer in the 
Spanish army, noted for his furious zeal and daring courage ; and per- 
suaded him that no service could be so acceptable to heaven, as to take 
away the life of an excommunicated heretic. Savage, eager to obtain the 
crown of martyrdom, bound himself by a solemn vow to kill Elizabeth. 
Ballard, a pragmatical riest of that seminary, had at that time come over 
to Paris [April 261, anxso~icited Mendoza, the Spanish ambassador there, 
to procure an invasion of England, while the affairs of the league were so 
prosperous, and the kingdom left naked by sending so many of the queen's 
best troops into the Netherlands. Paget and the English exiles demon- 
strated the fruitlessness of such an attempt, unless Elizabeth were first cut 
06 or the invaders secured of a owerful concurrence on their landing. If 
it could be hoped that either o/ these events would happen, effectual aid 
was promised ; and in the mean time Ballard was sent back to renew his 
intrigues. 

May 15.1 He communicated his designs to Anthony Babington, a young 
gentleman in Derbyshire, of a large fortune and many amiable qualities, 
who having contracted, during his residence in France, a familiarity with 
the archbishop of Glasgow, had been recommended by him to the queen of 
Scots. He concurred with Paget in considering the death of Elizabeth as 
a necessary preliminary to any invasion. Ballard gave him hopes that an 
end would soon be put to her days, and imparted to him Savage's vow, 
who was now in London waiting for an opportunity to strike the blow. 
But Babington thought the attempt of too much importance to rely on a 
single hand for the execution of it, and proposed that five resolute gentlemen 
should be joined with Savage in an enterprise, the success of which was 
the foundation of all their hopes. I-Ie offered to find out persons willing to 
undertake the service, whose honour, secrecy, and courage, the might 
safely trust. He accordingly opened the matter to Edward gindsor, 
Thomas Salisbury, Charles Tinley, Chidioc Ticbbourne, Robert Gage, 
John Travers, Robert Barnwell, John Charnoclr, Henry Dun, John Jones, 
and Robert Polly ; all of them, except Polly, whose bustling forward zeal 
introduced h i~n  into their society,.gentlemen of good families, united 
together in the bonds of private fr~endship, strengthened by the more 
powerful tie of religious zeal. Many consultations were held; their plan 
of operations was at last settled ; and their different parts assigned [June]. 
Babington himself was appointed to rescue the queen of Scots ; Salisbury, 
with some others, undertook to excite several counties to take arms ; the 
murder of the queen, the most dangerous and important service of all, fell 
to Tichbourne and Savage, with four associates. So totally had their 
bigotted prejudices extinguished the principles of honour, and the senti- 
ments of humanity suitable to their rank, that, without scruple or compunc- 
tion, they undertook an action which is viewed with horror, even when 
committed by the meanest and most profligate of mankind. This attempt, 
on the contrary, appeared to them no less honourable than it was desperate ; 
and in order to perpetuate the memory of it, they had a picture drawn, con- 
taining the portraits of the six assassins, wlth that of Babington in the mid- 
dle, and a motto intimating that they were jointly embarked in some hazard- - - 
ous design. 

The conspirators, as appears by this wanton and imprudent instance of 
vanity, seem to have thought a d~scovery hardly possible, and neither dis- 
trusted the fidelity of their companions nor doubted the success of their 
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undertakiag. But while they believed that their machinations were carried 
on with the most profound and impenetrable secrecy, every step they took 
was fully known to Walsingham. Polly was one of his spies, and had 
entered into the conspiracy with no other desi 11 than to betray his associates. 
Gilhert Gifford too, having been sent over to fingland to quicken the motions 
of the conspirators, had been gained by Walsingham, and gave him sure 
intelli cnce of all their projects. That vigilant minister immediately im- 
partecf the discoveries which he had made to Elizabeth; and. without 
comnnunicating the matter to any other of the counsellors, they agreed, nn 
order to understand the plot more perfectly, to wait until it was ripened 
into some form, and brought near the point of execution. 

At last, Elizabeth thought it dan .erous and criminal to expose her own 
life, and to tempt Providence any further. Ballard, the prime mover in 
the whole conspiracy, was arrested [Aug. 41. His associates, disconcerted 
and struck with astonishment, endeavoured to save themselves by flight. 
But within a few days, all of them, except Windsor, were seized in dif- 
fermt places of the kingdom, and committed to the tower. Though they 
had yndertaken the part, they wanted the firm and determined spirit of 
assassins; and, influenced by fear or by hope, at once confessed all that 
they knew. The indignation of the people, and their impatience to revenge 
such an execrable combination against the life of their sovereign, hastened 
their trial, and all of them suffered the death of traitors." 

Thus far Elizabeth's conduct may be pronounced both prudent and 
laudable, nor can she be accused of violating any law of humanity or of 
laliing any precautions beyond what were necessary for her own safety. 
But a tragical scene followed, with regard to which posterity will pass a 
ver different jud ment. 

%e frantic z e f  of a few rash young men accounts sufficiently for all 
the wild and wicked designs which they had formed. But this was not 
the light in which Elizabeth and her ministers chose to place the con- 
spiracy. They wished to persuade the nation, that Babington and his 
associates should be considered merely as instruments employed by the y of Scots, the real though secret author of so many attempts against 
t e life of Elizabeth, and the peace of her kingdoms. They produced 
letters, which they ascribed to her, in support of this charge. rhese, as 
they gave out, had come into their hands by the following singular and 
mysterious method of conveyance. Gifford, on his return into England, 
had been trusted by some of the exiles with letters to Ma ; but, in order 
to make a trial of his fidelity and address, they were onF blank papers 
made up in that form. These being safely delivered by him, he was 
afterwards employed without further scruple. Walsingham having found 
means to gain this man, he, by the permission of that minister, and the 
connivance of Paulet, bribed a tradesman in the neighbourhood of Chartley, 
whither Mar had been conveyed, who deposited the letters in a hole in 
fbe wail of tKe castle, covered with a loose stone. Thence they were 
taken by the queen, and in the same manner her answers returned. All 
these were carried to Walsingham, opened by him, deciphered, sealed 
again so dexterously that the fraud could not be perceived, and then trans- 
mitted to the persons to whom they were directed. Two letters to Ba- 
bington, with several to Mendoza, Paget, Englefield, and the English 
fugitives, were procured by this artifice. It was given out, that in t h e s ~  
letters Mary approved of the conspiracy, and even of the assassination; 
that she directed them to proceed with the utmost circumspeclion, and 
not to take arms until foreign auxiliaries were ready to join them ; that 
she recommended the earl of Arundel, his brothers, and the young earl of 
Northumberland, as proper persons to conduct and to add reputation to 
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their enterprise ; that she advised them, if possible, to excite at the same 
time some cornmotion in Ireland ; and, above all, besought them to con 
cert with care the means of her own escape, suggesting to them several 
expedients for that purpose. 

All these circumstances were opened at the trial of the conspirators; 
and while the nation was under the influence of those terrors which the 
association had raised, and the late danger had augmented, they were 
believed without hesitation or inquiry, and spread a general alarm. Mary's 
zeal for her religion was well known ; and in that age, examples of the 
violent and sanguinary spirit which it ins ired were numerous. All the 
cabals against the peace of the kingdom 8 r  many years had been carried 
on in her name ; and it now appears evidently, said the English, that the 
safety of the one queen is ir~coinpatible with that of the other. Why then, 
added they, should the tranquillity of England be sacrificed for the sake 
of a stran er ? Why is a life so dear to the nation exposed to the repeated 
assaults of  an exasperated rival ? The case supposed in the association 
has now happened, the sacred person of our sovereign has been threatened, 
and why should not an injured people execute that just vengeance which - - 
they h d  vowed ? 

- 

No sentiments could be more agreeable than these to Elizabeth and her 
ministers. They themselves had at first propagated them among the 
people, and they now served both as an apology and a motive for their 
proceeding to such extremities against the Scottish queen as they had Ion 
meditated. The more nnun~erous the injuries were which Elizabeth ha% 
heaped on Mary, the more she feared and hated that unhappy queen, and 
came z!: last to be persuaded that there could be no other security for her 
own life, but the death of lier rival. Burleigh and Walsinghanl had ro- 
moted so zealously all Elizabeth's measures with regard to Scottish azirs,  
and had acted with so little reserve in opposition to Mary, that they had 
reason to dread the most violent effects of her resentment if ever she should 
mount the throne of England. From this additional consideration they 
endeavoured, with the utmost earnestness, to hinder an event so fatal to 
themselves, by confirming their mistress's fear and hatred of the Scotthn 
queen. 

Meanwhile, Mary was guarded with unusual vigilance, and great care 
was taken to keep her ignorant of the discovery of the conspirac Sir 
Thornas Gorges was at last sent from court to acquaint her both .?it, and 
of the imputation with which she was loaded as accessary to that crime, 
and he surprised her with the acco~~nt just as she had got on horseback to 
ride out along with her keepers. She was struck with astonishment, and 
would have retnrned to her apartment, but she was not permitted; and, in 
her absence, her private closet was broken open, her cabinet and papers 
were seized, sealed, and sent up to court. Her principal domestics too 
were arrested, and committed to different keepers. Naue' and Curle her 
two secretaries, the one a native of France, the other of Scotland, were 
carried prisoners to London. All the money in her custody, amounting to 
little more than two thousand pounds, was secured.* And after leading 
her about for some days, from one gentleman's house to another, she was 
conveyed to Fotheringay, a strong castle in Northamptonshire.t 

No further evidence could now be expected against Mary, and nothing 
remained but to decide what should be her fate. With regard to this, 
Elizabeth and those ministers in whom she chiefly confided seein to have 
taken their resolution; but there was still great variety of sentiments 
among her other counsellors. Some thought it sufficient to dismiss all 
Mary's attendants, and to keep her under such close restraint, as would 
cut off all possibility of corresponding with the enemies of the kingdom 

C See Appendix, No. XLVIIJ. t Camd. 517. 
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and as her conshtution, broken Gy long confinement, and her spirit, dejected 
with so many sorrows, could not long support such an additional load, the 
queen and nation ~ ~ o u l d  soon be delivered from all their fears. But though 
it might be easy to secure Mary's own person, it was impossible to diminish 
the reverence which the Roman Catholics had for her name, or to extin- 
guish the compassion with which they vletved her snfferinps; while such 
sentiments continued, insurrections and invasions would never be wanting 
for her relief, and the ouly effect of any new rigour would be to render 
these attempts more frequent and more dangerous. For this reason the 
expedient was rejected. 

A public and legal trial, thoumh the most unexampled, was judged ths 
most unexceptionable method o r  proceeding ; and it had at the same time 
a semblance of justice, accompanied with an air of dignity. It was 
in vain to search the ancient records for any statute or precedent to 
justify such an uncommon step as the trial of a foreign prince, who had 
not entered the kingdom in arms, but had fled thither for refuge. The 
proceedivgs against her were founded on the act of last parliament, and 
by apply~ng it in this manner, the intention of those who had framed that 
severe statute became more apparent.* 

Elizabeth resolved that no circumstance of pomp or solemnity should 
be wanting, which could render this transaction such as became the dignity 
of the person to be tried. She appointed, by a commission under the 
great seal, forty persons, the most illustrious in the lrirlgdom by their birth 
or offices, together with five of the judges, to hear and decide this great 
cause. Many difficulties were started by the lawyers about the name and 
title by which Mary should be arraigned; and while the essentials of 
iustice were so grossly violated, the empty forms of it were the objects of 
their care. They at length agreed that she should be styled "Mary, 
daughter and heir of James V. late king of Scots, co~nmonly called queen 
of Scots, and dowager of France."t 

After the many indignities which she had lately suffered, Mary could no 
longer doubt but that her destruction was determined. She expected 
every moment to end her days by poison, or by some of those secrct 
means usually employed against captive princes. Lest the malice of her 
enemies, at the same time that it deprived her of life, should endeavour 
likewise to blast her reputation, she wrote to the duke of Guise, and vin- 
dicated herself; in the strongest terms, from the imputation of encouraging 
or of being accessary to the conspiracy for assassinating Elizabet11.f In 
the solitude of her prison, the strange resolution of bringing her to a public 
trial had not reached her ears, nor did the idea of any thing so unpre- 
cedented, and so repu nant to regal majesty, once t n t x  into her thoughts. 

On the eleventh of bctober, the comnlissioneri appointed by Elizabeth 
arrived at Fotherin.gay. Next morning they dellvered a letter from their 
sovereign to Mary, In which, after the bitterest reproach& and accusations, 
she informed her, that regard for the happiness of the nation had at last 
rendered it necessary to make a public inquiry jot0 her conduct, and there- 
fore required her, as she had lived so long ~ n d e r  the protection of the 
laws of England, to submit now to the trial which they ordained to be 
taken of her crimes. Mary, though surprised at this message, was neither 
appalled at the danger, nor unmindful of hcr own dignity. She protested, 
in the most solemn manner, that she was innocent of the crime laid to her 
charge, and had never countenanced any attempt agalnst the life of the 
queen of Endand ; but, a t .  the same time, refused to acknowledge the 
jurisdiation 07 her commlssloners. "I came into the klrigdom," said she, 
" an independent sovereign, to implore the queen's assistance, not to subject 
myself to her aulhority. Nor is my spirit so broken by its past misfortunes, 

* Camd. 519. Johnst. Hist. 113. t Strupe, iii 362. t Jebb, ii. 283. 
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or so intimidated by present dangers, as tc stoop to any thing unbecoming 
the majesty of a crowned head, or that will disgrace the ancestors from 
whom I am descended, and the son to whom I shall leave my throne. If 
I must be tried, princes alone can be my peers. The queen of England's 
subjects, hcwever noble their birth may be, zre of a rank inferior to mine. 
Ever since my arrival in this kingdom I have been confined as a prisoner. 
Its laws never afforded me any protection. Let them not now be per- 
verted in order to take away my life." , . .I lle con~n~i?sionel;s, etnployed ;~lgun:cnts and ent~c:~ties to overcome 
Marr's rc~sol~~t~on. 1 hey entn t l~rc ; i te~~cd to 1)rocecvl accortlirig to tlle 
forms of law, and to pa& sentence against hrrAon account of h 6  contu- 
macy in refusing to plead : she persisted, however, for two days, to 
decline their jurisdiction. An argument, used by Hatton, the vice- 
chamberlain, at last prevailed. He told her that, by avoiding a trial, she 
injured her own reputation, and deprived herself of the only opportunity of 
setting her innocence in a clear light ; and that nothing would be more 
agreeable to them, or more acceptable to the queen their mistress, than to 
be convinced, by undoubted evidence, that she had been unjustly loaded 
with foul aspersions. 

No  wonder pretexts so plausible should impose on the unwary queen, 
or that she, unassisted at  that time by any friend or counsellor, should not 
be able to detect and elude all the artifices of Elizabeth's ablest ministers. 
In a situation equally melancholy, and under circumstances nearly similar, 
her grandson Charles I. refused with the utmost firmness to acknowledge 
the usurped jurisdiction of the high court of justice ; and posterity has 
approved his conduct, as suitable to the dignity of a king. If Mary was 
less constant in her resolution, it must be imputed solely to her anxious 
desire of vindicating her own honour. 

At her appearance before the judges [Oct. 141, who were seated in the 
great hall of the castle, where they received her with much ceremony, she 
took care to protest, that by condescending to hear and to give an answer 
to the accusations which should be brought against her, she neither acl~now- 
ledgpd the jurisdiction of the court, nor admitted the validity and justice 
of those acts by which they pretended to try her. 

T h e  chancellor, by a counter protestation, endeavoured to vindicate the 
authority of the court. 

Then Elizabeth's attorney and solicitor opened the charge against her, 
with all the circumstances of the late conspiracy. Copies of Mary's letters 
to Mendoza, Babington, Englefield, and Paget, were produced. Babing- 
ton's confession, those of Ballard, Savage, and the other conspirators, toge- 
ther with the declarations of Nau6 and Curle. her secretaries, were read, 
and the whole ranged in the most specious .order which the art of the 
lawyers could devlse, and heightened by every colour their eloquence 
couid add. 

Mary listened to their harangues attentively, and without emotion. Eut 
at  the mentionof the earl of Arondel's name, who was then confined in the 
Tower, she broke out into this tender and generous exclamation : '"As, 
how much has the noble house of Howard suffered for my sake !" 

W hen the queen's counsel had finished, Mary stood up, and with great 
magnanimity, and equal presence of mind, began her defence. She 
bewailed the unhappiness of her own situation, that after a captivity of 
nineteen years, during which she had suftered treatment no less cruel than 
vnmerited, she was at last loaded with an accusation, which tended not 
only to rob her or" her right of succession, and to deprive her .of life 
itself, but to transmit her name with infamy to future ages : that, without 
regarding the sacred rights of sovereignty, she was now subjected to laws 
framed against private persons : though an anointed queen, commanded to 
appear before the tribunal of subjects ; and, like a common criminal, h a  
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wonour exposed to the petulant tongues of lawyers, capable of wrest~ng her 
words, and of misrepresenting her actions : that even in this dishonourable 
situation, she was denied the privileges usually granted to criminals, and 
obliged to undertake her own defence, without the presence of any friend 
with whom to advise, without the aid of counsel, and without the use of 
her own papers. 

She then proceeded to the particular articles in the accusation. She 
 absolute!^ denied any correspondence with Babington or Ballard ; copies 
only of her pretended letters to them were produced ; though nothing less 
than her handwriting or subscription was sufficient to convict her of such 
an odious crime : no proof could be brought that their letters were deli- 
vered into her hands, or that any answer was returned by her direction ; 
the confessions of wretches condemned and executect for such a detestable 
action were of little weight; fear or hope might extort from them many 
things inconsistent with truth, nor ought the honour of a queen to be 
stained by such vile testimony. The declaration of her secretaries was 
not more conclusive : promises arld threats might easily overcome the 
resolution of two strangers; in order to screen themselves, they might 
throw the blame on her : but they could discover nothing to lier prejudice 
without violating, in the first place, the oath of fidelity which they had 
sworn to her ; and their perjury in one instance rendered them unworthy 
of credit in another: the letters to the Spanish ambassador were either 
nothing more than copies, or contained only what was perfectly innocent : 
"I have often," continued she, " madc such efforts for the recovery of my 
liberty as are natural to a human creature. Convinced, by the sad expe- 
rience of so many years, that it was in vain to expect it from the justice or 
generosity of the queen of England, I have frequently solicited foreivn 
princes, and called upon all my friends to employ their whole interest k r  
my relief. I have lilrewise endeavoured to procure for the English catho- 
l i c ~  some mitigation of the rigour with which they are now treated ; and 
if I could hope, by my death, to deliver them frorn oppression, am willing 
to die for their sake. I wish, however, to imitate the example of Esther, 
not of Judith, and would rather make intercession for my people than shed 
the blood of the meanest creature in order to save them. I have often 
checked the intemperate zeal of my adherents, when either the severity 
of their own persecutions, or indignation at the unheard-of injuries which 
I have endured, were apt to precipitate them into violent counsels ; I have 
even warned the queen of dangers to which these harsh proceedings 
exposed herself. And worn out, as I now am, with cares and sufferings, 
the prospect of a crown is not so inviting that I should ruin my soul in order 
to obtain it. I am nostranger to the feelings of hu~nanity, nor unacquainted 
with the duties of religion, and abhor the detestable crime of assassination, 
as equally repugnant to both. And, if ever I have given consent by my 
words, or even by my thoughts, to any attempt a ainst the life of the 
queen of England, far from declining the judgment ofmen, I shall not even 
pray for the-mercy of God."* 

Two different days did Mary appear before the judges, and in every 
part of her behaviour maintained the magnanimity of a queen, tempered 
with the gentleness and modesty ofa  woman. 

The commissioners, by Elizabeth's express command, adjourned, with- 
out pronouncing any sentence, to the Star-chamber in Westminster 
[Oct. 251. When assenibleti in that place, Naud and Curle were brought 
into court, and coilfirmed their former declaration upon oath ; and after 
reviewing all their proceedings, the commissioners unanimously declared 
Mary '' to be accessary to Babington's conspiracy, and to have ima ined 
divers matters tending to the hurt, death, and destruction of ~ l i z a t e t h  
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contrary to the express words of the statute made for the security of the 
queen's life."* 

It is no easy matter to determine whether the injustice in appointing this 
trial, or the irregularity in conducting it, were greatest and most flagrant. 
B what right did Elizabeth claim authority over an independent queen ? 
d a s  Mary bound to comply with the laws of a foreign kingdom ? How 
could the subjects of another prince become her judges? or, if such an 
insult on royalty were allowed, ought not the common forms of justice to 
have been observed ? If the testitnony of Babington and his associates 
were so explicit, why did not Elizabeth spare them for a few weeks, and, 
by confronting them withMary, overwhelm her with the f~111 conviction of 
her crimes? Naud and Curle were both alive, wherefore did not they 
appear at Fotheringay ? and for what reason were they produced in the 
Star-chamber, where Mary was not present to hear what they deposed ? 
Was this suspicious evidence enough to condemn a queen? Ought the 
meanest criminal to have been found guilty upon such feeble and incon- 
clusive proofs ? 

It was not, however, on the evidence produced at her trial, that the 
sentence against Mary was founded. That served as a pretence to justify, 
but was not the cause of the violent steps taken by Elizabeth and her 
ministers towards her destruction ; and was employed to Ive some 
appearance of justice to what was the offspring of jealousy and kar. The 
nation, blinded with resentment against Nary, and solicitous to secure the 
life of its own sovereign from every danger, observed no irregularities in 
the proceedings, and attended to no defects in the proof, but grasped at 
the suspicions and probabilities, as if they had been irrefragable demon- 
strations. 

The parliament met a few days after sentence was pronouncea against 
Mary. In that illustrious assembly more temper and discernment than are 
to be found among the people might have been expected. Both lords and 
commons, however, were equally under the dominion of popular prejudices 
and passions, and the same excess of zeal, or of fear, which prevailed in 
the nation, is apparent in all their proceedings. They entered with impa- 
tience upon an inquiry into the conspiracy, and the danger which threat- 
ened the queen's life as well as the peace of the kingdom. All the papers 
which had been produced at Fotheringay were laid before them; and, 
after many violent invectives against the queen of Scots, both houses unani- 
mously ratified the proceedings of the commissioners by whom she had 
been tried, and declared the sentence against her to be just and well found- 
ed. Not satisfied with this, the presented a joint address to the queen, 
beseeching her, as she regarded her own safety, the preservation of the 
protestant religion, the welfare and wishes of her people, to publish the 
sentence ; and without further delay to inflict on a rival, no less irreclaim- 
ab!e than dangerous, the punishment which she had merited by so many 
crimes. This request, dictated by fears unwort)y of that great assembly, 
was enforced by reasons still more unworthy. rhey  were drawn not from 
justice, but from conveniency. The most rigorous confinement, it was pre- 
tended, could not curb Mary's intriguing spirit ; her address was found, b 
long experience, to be an overmatch for the vigilance and jealousy of a 8  
her keepers ; the several penal laws could not restrain her adherents, who, 
while they believed her person to be sacred, would despise any danger to 
which themselves alone were exposed ; several foreign princes were read 
to second their attempts, and waited only a proper opportunity for invaB 
ing the kingdom, and asserting the Scottish queen's title to the crown. Her 
life, they contended, was, for these reasons, incompatible with Elizabeth's 
safety ; and if she were spared out of a Llse clemency, the queen's person, 
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!lie religion and liberties of the kingdom, could not be one moment secure 
Necessity required that she should be sacrificed in order to preserve these ; 
and to prove this sacrifice to be no less just than necessary, several exam- 
ples in history were produced, and many texts of scripture quoted; but 
both !he one and the other were misapplied, and distorted from their true 
meanlng. 

Nothing, however, could be more acceptable to Elizabeth than an ad- 
dress in this strain. It extricated her out of a situation extremely embar- 
rassing ; and, without depriving her of the power of sparing, it enabled 
her to punish her rival w ~ t h  less appearance of blame. If she chose the 
former, tile whole honour would redound to her own clemency. If she 
determined on the latter, whatever was rigoroiis might now seem to be 
extorted by the solicitations of her people rathcr than to flow from her 
3wn inclination. Her answer, however, was in a style which she often 
used, ambiguous and evasive, under the appearance of openness and can- 
dour ; full of such professions of regard for her people as served to heighten 
their loyalty ; of such cornplaints of Mary's ingratitude as were calculated 
to excite their indignation ; and of such insinuation that her own life was 
in danger as could not fail to keep alive their fears. In the end, she 
besought them to save her the infamy and the pain of delivering up a 
queen, her nearest kinswoman, to punishment ; and to consider whether it 
might not still be possible to provide for the public security, without 
forcing her to imbrue her hands in royal blood. 

The true meaning of this reply was easily understood. The lords and 
commons renewed their former request with additional importunity, which 
was far from being either unexpected or offensive. Elizabeth did not 
return any answer more explicit ; and having obtained such a public sanc- 
tion of her proceedings, there was no longer any reason for protracting this 
scene of dissimulation ; there was even sorne danger that her feigned diffi- 
culties might at last be treated as real ones ; she therefore prorogued the 
parliament, and reserved in her own hands the sole disposal of her rival's 
late." 

913 the princes in Europe observed the proceedings against Mar with 
astonishmPnt and horror ; and even Henry III., notwithstanding his gnown 
aversion to the house of Guise, was obliged to interpose on her behalf, and 
to appear in defence of the common rights of royalt . Aubespine, his 
resident an~bassador, and Bellievre, who was sent wit1 an extraordinary 
commission to the same purpose, interceded for Mary with great appear- 
ance of warmth. They employed all the arguments which the cause 
naturally suggested ; they pleaded from justice, from generosity, and huma- 
nity : they intermingled reproaches and threats ; but to all these Eilzabefh 
continued deaf and inexorable: and having received some intimation of 
I-Ienry's real unconcern about the fate of the Scottish queen, and knowing 
his antipathy to all the race of Guise, she trusted that these loud remou- 
strances would be followed by no violent resentment.? 

She paid no greater regard to the solicitations of the Scottish king, which, 
as they >\,ere urged with greater sincerity, merited more attention. Though 
her com~nissioners had been extremely careful to sooth James, by publish- 
ing a declaration that their sentence against Mary did, in no degree, dero- 
gate from his honour, or invalidate any title which he formerly possessed. 
he beheld the indignities to which his mother had been exposed with filiai 
concern, and with the sentiments which became a king. The pride of tlie 
Scottish nation was roused by the insult offered to the blood of their 
monarchs, and called upon him to employ the most vigorous efforts, in 
order to prevent or to revenge the queen's death. 

At first, he could hardly believe that Elizabeth would venture upon an 
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action so unprecedented, which tended so visibly to render the persons of' 
princes less sacred in the eyes of the people, and which degraded the real 
digaity, of which, at other times, she was so remarkably jealous. But as 
soon as the extraordinary steps which she took discovered her intention, he 
despatched sir William ICeith to London ; who, together with Douglas, his 
ambassador in ordinary, remonstrated, in the strongest terms, against the 
injury done to an independent queen, in subjecting her to be tried like a 
private person, and b laws to which she owed no obedience ; and besought 
Elizabeth not to a d d t o  this injury by suffering a sentence unjust in itself, 
as well as dishonourable to the king of Scots, to be put into execution." 

Elizabeth returning no answer to these remonstrances of his an~b.xssador, 
James wrote to her with his own hand, complaining in the bitterest terms 
of her conduct, not without threats that both his duty and his honour would 
oblige him to renounce her friendship, and to act as became a son when 
called to revenge his mother's wr0ngs.t At the same tirne he assembled 
the nobles, who promised to stand by him in so good a cause. H e  appoint- 
ed  arnbassadors to Frarice, Spain, and Denmark, in order to implore the 
aid of these courts ; and tooli other steps towards executing his threats with 
vigour. The  high strain of his letter enraged Elizabeth to such a degree, 
that she was ready to dismiss his ambassadors without any reply. But 
his preparations alarmed and embarrassed her ministers, and at t h e i ~  
entreaty she returned a soft and evasive answer, promising to listen to any 
overture from the king, that tended to his mother's safety ; and to suspend 
the execution of the sentence until the arrival of new ambassadors from 
Scotland.': 

bTeanwhile, she commanded the sentence against Mary to be published 
[Dec. 61, and forgot not to inform the people that this was extorted from 
her by the re.peated entreaty of both houses of parliament. At the same 
time she despatched lords Buckhurst and Beale to acquaint Mary with the 
sentence, and how importunately the nation demanded the execution of i t ;  
and though she had not hitherto yielded to these solicitations, she advised 
her to prepare for an event which might become necessary for securiug the 
protestant religion, as well as quieting the minds of the people. Mary 
received the message not only without symptoms of fear, but with ex- 
pressions of triumph. "No wonder," said she, " the English should now 
thirst for the blood of a foreign prince ; they have often offered violence 
to their own monarchs. But after so many sufferings, death comes to me 
as a welcome deliverer. I am proud to think that my life is deemed of 
importance to the catholic religion, and as a martyr for it I arn now will- 
ing to die."$ 

After the publication of the sentence, Mary was stripped of every re- 
maining mark of royalty. The  canopy of state in her apartment was 
pulled down; Paulet entered her chamber, and approached her person 
without any ceremony; and even appeared covered in her presence [Dec. 
191. Shocked with these indignities, and offended at this gross familiarity, 
to which she had never been accustomed, nlary once more complained to 
Elizabeth; and at  the same time, as her last request, entreated that she 
would permit her servants to carry her dead body into France, to be laid 
among her ancestors in hallowed ground ; that some of her domestics might 
be present at  her death, to bear witness of her innocence, and firm adher- 
ence to the catholic faith ; that all her servants might be suffered to leave 
the kingdom, and to enjoy those small legacies which she should bestow 
t n  them, as testimonies of her affection ; and that, in the meantime, her 
almoner, or some other catholic priest, might be allowed to attend her, and 
to assist her in preparing for an eternal world. She besought her, in the 

* See Append. No. XLIX. Murdin 573 &c. Birch. Mern. i. 52. I Birch. Mem. i. 51 
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name of Jesus, by, the soul and memory of Henry VII., their commar 
progenitor, by them near consanguinity, and the royal dignity with which 
they were both invested, to gratify her in these particulars, and to indulge 
her so far as to signify her compliance by a letter under her own hand. 
Whether Mary's letter was ever delivered to Elizabeth is uncertain. No 
answer was returned, and no regard paid to her requests. She was offered 
a protestant bishop or dean to attend her. Them she rejected, and, with- 
out any clergyman to direct her devotions, she prepared, in great tranquil- 
lity, for the approach of death, which she now believed to be at no great 
distance.* 

1587.1 Jarnes, without losing a moment, sent new ambassadors to Lon- 
don [Jan. l]. These were the Master of Gray, and sir Robert Melvil. 
In order to remove Elizabeth's fears, they offered that their master would 
become bound that no conspiracy should he undertaken against her person 
or the peace of the kingdom, with Mary's consent: and, for the faithful 
performance of this, would deliver some of the most considerable of the 
Scottish nobles as hostages. If this were not thought sufficient, they pro- 

osed that Mary should resign all her rights and pretensions to her son, 
gorn whom notbing injurious to the protestant religion, or inconsistent with 
Elizabeth's safety, could be feared. The former proposal Elizabeth reject- 
ed as insecure; the latter, as dangerous. The ambassadors were then 
instructed to talk in a higher tone ; and Melvil executed the commission 
with fidelity, and with zeal. But Gray, with his usual perfidy, deceived 
his master, who trusted him with a negotiation of so much importance, and 
betrayed the queen whom he was employed to save. He encouraged and 
urged Elizabeth to execute the sentence against her rival. He often re- 
peated the old proverbial sentence, " The dead cannot bite." And what- 
ever should happen, he undertooli. to pacify the Iring's rage, or at least to 
prevent any violent effects of his resentment.? 

Elizabeth, meanwhile, discovered all the symptoms of the most violent 
agitation and disquietude of mind. She shunned society, she was often 
found in a lnelancholy and musir~g posture, and repeatinv with much em- 
phasis these sentences, which s'nc borrowed from some ofhthe devices then 
in vogue ; Aut fer autferi: ne feriare, feri. Much, no doubt, of this 
apparent uneasiness must be imputed to dissi~nulation ; it was impossible, 
however, that a princess, naturally so cautious as Elizabeth, should ven- 
ture on an action, which might expose her memory to infamy, and her life 
and lringdorn to danger, without reflecting deeply, and hesitating long. 
The people waited her determination in suspense and anxiety; and, lest 
their fear or their zeal should subside, rumours of danger were artfully 
invented and propagated with the utmost industry. Anbespine, the French 
ambassador, was accused of having suborned an assassin to murder the 

. The Spanish fleet was said by sotne to be already arrived at Mil- 
r z i a v e n .  Others affirmed that the duke of Guise had landed with a 
strong army in Sussex. Now it w;s reported that the northern counties 
were up in arms ; next day, that the Scots had entered England with all 
their forces ; and a conspiracy, it was whispered, was on foot for seizing 
the queen and burning the city. The panic grew every day more violent ; 
and the people, aston~shed and enraged, called for the execution of the 
sentence against BIary, as the only thing which could restore tranquillity to 
the Iringdom.f 

While these sentiments prevailed among her subjects, Elizabeth thought 
she might safely venture to strike the blow which she had so long medi- 
tated. She commanded Davison, one of the secretaries of state, to bring 
to her the fatal warrant [Feb. l] ; and her behaviour on that occasion 
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plainlv showed, that it is not to humanity that we rnust ascrlbe her forbear- 
ance hitherto At the very moment she was signing the writ which gave 
up a woman, a queen, and her own nearest relation, into the hands of the 
executioner, she was capable of jesting. "Go," says she to Davison, 
"and tell Walsingham what I have now done, though I am afraid he will 
die for grief when he hears it." Her chief anxiety was how to secure the 
ad~antages which would arise from NIary's death, without appearing to 
have given her consent to a deed so odious. She often hinted to Paulet 
and Drury, as well as to some other courtiers, that now was the time to 
discover the sincerity of their concern for her safety, and that she expected 
their zeal would extricate her out of her present perplexit . But they 
were wise enough to seen] not to understand her meaning. Even after the 
warrant was signed, she commanded a letter to be written to Paulet in less 
ambiguous terms, complaining of his remissness in sparing so long the life 
of her capital enemy, and begging him to remember at last what was 
incumbent on him as an afectionate subject, as well as what he was bound 
to do by the oath of association, and to deliver his sovereign from continual 
fear and danger, by shortening the days of his prisoner. Paulet, thou h 
rigorous and harsh, and oiten brutal in the discharge of what he thoug%t 
his duty, as Mary's Beeper, was nevertheless a Inan of honour and integrtty 
H e  rejected the proposal with disdain ; and lan~enting that he should ever 
have been deemed capable of acting the part of an assassin, he declared 
that the queen might dispose of his life at  her pleasure, but that he would 
never stain his own honour, nor lease an everlasting marlr of infamy on his 
posterit , by lending his hand to perpetrate so foul a crime. On the re- 
ceipt oTthis anwer ,  Elizabeth became extremely peevish ; and calling 
h i n ~  a dainty and precise fellow, who would promise much but perform 
nothing, she proposed to employ one Wingfield, who had both courage and 
inclination to strike the blow." But Davlson remonstrating against this as 
i deed dishonourable in itself, and of dangerous example, she again de- 
clared her intention that the sentence pronounced by the commissioners 
should be executed accordinr to law; and as she had already signed the 
warrant, shc bcgwed that no Turther application might be made to her on 
that head. By &is, the privy counsellors thought themselves suficiently 
authorized to proceed ; and prompted, as they pretended, by zeal for the 
queen's safety, or instigated, as is more probable, by the apprehension of 
the danger to which they would thelnselves be exposed, if the life of the 
queen of Scots were spared, they assembled in the council chamber; and 
by a letter under all their hands, empowered the earls of Shrewsbury and 
Kent, together with the high sheriff of the county, to see the sentence put 
in execution.? 

On Tuesday the seventh of February, the two earls arrived at Fotherin 
gay, and demanded access to the queen, read in her presence the warrant 
tor execition, and required her to prepare to die next morning. Mary 
heard them to the end without emotion, and clossing herself in the name of 
the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, "That soul," said she, 
"is not worthy the joys of Heaven, which repines because the body must 
endure the strolte o/ the executioner ; and though I did not expect that the 
queen of England would set the first example of violating the sacred per- 
ion of a sovereign prince, I willingly submit to that which Providence has 
decreed to be my lot ;" and laying her hand on a bible, which happened 
to Fe near her, she solemnly protested that she was innocent of that con- 
spiracy which Babington had carried on against Elizabeth's life.$ She then 
mentioned the requests contained in her letter to Elizabeth, but obtained 
no satisfactory answer. She entreated with particular earnestness, that 
now m her last moments her almoner might be suffered to attend her, and 

'Biog. Britan. article Davison. t Camd. 834. Strype, iii. 361. 364. $ Jebb, ii. 301. 
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that she might enjoy the consolation of those pious institutions prescribed 
by her religion. Even this favour, which is usually granted to the vilest 
criminal, was absolutely denied. 

Her attendants, during this conversation, were bathed in tears, and, 
though overawed by the presence of the two earls, with difficulty sup- 
pressed their anguish ; but no sooner did Kent and Shrewsbury withdraw, 
than they ran to their mistress, and burst out into the most passionate ex- 
pressions of tenderness and sorrow. Mary, however, not only retained per- 
fect composure of mind herself, but endeavoured to moderate their exces- 
sive grief; and falling on her knees wirh all her domestics round her, she 
thanked heaven that her sufferings were now so near an end, and prayed 
that she might be enabled to endure what still remained with decency and 
with fortitude. The greater part of the evening she employed in settling 
her wordly affairs. She wrote her testament with her own hand. Her 
money, her jewels, and her clothes, she distributed among her servants, 
according to their rank, or merit. She wrote a short letter to the king of 
France, and another to the duke of Guise, full of tender but magnanimous 
sentiments, and recommended her soul to their prayers, and her aftlicted 
servants to their protection. At supper she ate temperately, as usual, and 
conversed not only with ease, but with cheerfulness; she drank to every 
one of her servants, and asked their forgiveness, if ever she had failed in 
any part of her duty towards them. At her wonted time she went to bed, 
and slept calmly a few hours. Early in the morning she retired into her 
closet, and employed a considerable time in devotion. At eight o'clock 
the high sheriff and his officers entered her chamber, and found her still 
kneeling at the altar. She immediately started up, and with a majestic 
mien, and a countenance undismayed and even cheerful, advanced towards 
the place of execution, leaning on two of Paulet's attendants. She was 
dressed in a mourning habit, but with an elegance and splendour which 
she had long laid aslde, except on a few festival days. An &gnus Dez 
hung by a pomander chain at her neck ; her beads at her girdle ; and in 
her hand she carried a crucifix of ivory. At the bottom of the stairs, the 
two earls, attended by several gentlemen from the neighbouring counties, 
received her ; and thcre Sir Andrew Melvil, the master of her household, 
who had been secluded for some weeks fiom her presence, was permitted 
to take his last farewell. At the sight of a mistress whom he tenderly 
loved, in such a situation, he melted into tears ; and as he was bewailing 
her condition, and complaining of his own hard fate, in being appointed to 
carr the account of such a mourniul event into Scotland, Xary replied, 
" d e p  not, good Melvil, there is at present great cause for rejoicing. 
Thou shalt this day see Mary Stewart delivered from all her cares, and 
such an end put to her tedious suffering! as she has long expected. Bear 
witness that I die constant in my religlon ; firm in my fidelity towards 
Scotland; and unchanged in my affection to France. Commend me to 
my son. Tell him I have done nothing injurious to his kingdom, to his 
honour, or to his rights ; and God forgive all those who have th~rsted, 
without cause, for my blood!" 

With much difficulty, and after many entreaties, she prevailed on the 
two earls to allow Melvil, together with three of her men servants, and 
two of her maids, to attend her to the scaffold. It was erected in the 
same hall where she had been tried, raised a little above the floor, and 
covered, as well as a chair, the cushion, and bloclc, with blaclr cloth. 
Mary mounted the steps with alacrity, beheld all this apparatus of death 
with an unaltered countenance, and signing herself with the cross, she sat 
down in the chair. Beale read the warrant for execution with a loud voice, 
to which she listened with a careless air, and like one occupied with other 
thoughts. Then the dean of Peterborough began a devout discourse, 
suitable to her nresent condition, and offered up prayers to heaven in her 
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behalf; but she declared that she could not in conscience hearken to the 
one, nor join with the other ; and kneeling down, repeated a Latin prayer. 
When the dean had finished his devotions, she, with an audible voice, and 
in the English tongue, recommended unto God the afflicted state c£ the 
church, and prayed for prosperity to her son, and for a long life and 
peaceable reiwn to Elizabeth. She declared that she hoped for merc 
only through &e death of Christ, at the foot of whose image she now wilf 
ingly shed her blood; and liftin up and lrissing the crucifix, she thus 
addressed i t :  'As thy arms, 0 fesus, were extended on the cmss; so 
with the outstretched arms of thy mercy receive me, and forgive my sins." 

She then prepared for the bloclr, by taking off her veil and upper gar 
ments ; and one of the executiorlers rudely endeavouring to assist, she 
gently checked him, and said with a smile, that she had not been accus 
tomed to undress before so many spectators, nor to be served by such 
valets. Witb calm but ur~dauuted fortitude she laid her neck on the 
block ; and while one executioner held her hands, the other, at  the second 
strolre cut off her head, which falling out of its attire, discovered her hair 
already grown quite gray with cares and sorrows. T h e  executioner held 
it up still streaming with blood, and the dean crying out," So perish all 
queen Elizabeth's enemies!" the earl of Kent alone answered Amen. 
T h e  rest of the spectators continued silent, and drowned in tears ; being 
incapable, at that moment, of any other sentiments but those of pity or - 
adm<ration." 

Such was the tragical death of Mary, queen of Scots, after a life of forty- 
four years and two months, almost nineteen years of which she passed in 
captivity. ' rhe  political parties which were formed in the ltingdorn during 
her reign have subsisted under various denominations ever since that time. 
The  rancour with which they were at first animated hat11 descended to 
succeeding ages, and their ~re judicrs ,  as well as their rage, have been 
perpetuated, and even augmented. Among historians, who were under 
the dominion of all these passions, and who have either ascribed to her 
every virtuous and amiable quality, or hare imputed tq her all the vices 
of which the human heart is susceptible, we search in vain for Rlaly's real 
character. She neither merited the exaggerated praises of the one, nor 
the undistingi~ished censure of the other. 
, T o  all the charms of beauty, and the utmost elegance1 of external form, 
she added those accomplish~nents which render their lnlpression irre- 
sistible. Polite, affable, insinuatirlg, sprightly, and capable of speaking and 
of writing with equal ease and dignity. Sudden, however, and violent in 
all her attachments ; because her heart was warm and unsuspicious. Im- 
patient of contradiction ; because she had been accustomed from her 
infancy to be treated as a queen. No stranger, on some occasions, to 
dissi~nulation ; which, in that perfidious court where she received her 
education, was reclioned among the necessary arts of government. Not 
~nsensible of flattery, or unconscious of that pleasure with which almost 
every woman beholds the influence of her own beauty. Formed with 
the qualities which we love, not with the talents that we admire, she 
was an agreeable woman rather than an illustrious queen. T h e  vivacity 
of her spirit, not sufficiently tempered with sound judgment, and the 
warmth of her heart, which was not at all times under the restraint of 
discretion, betra ed her both into errors and into crimes. T o  say that she 
was always unkrtunate will not account for that long and almost uninter- 
rupted successiorl of calamities which befell her ; we must likewise add, 
that she was often imprudent. Her passion for Darnl was rash, youthful, 
and excessive ; and though the sudden transition to tKe opposite extreme 
was the natural effect of her ill requited love, and of his ingratitude 
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insolence, and brutality ; yet neither these, nor Bothwell's artful address 
and important services, can justify her attachment to that nobleman. Even 
the manners of the age, licentious as they were, are no apology for this 
unhappy passion ; nor can they induce us to look on that tragical and 
infamous scene which followed upon it, with less abhorrence. Humanity 
rvill draw a veil over this part of her character which it cannot approve, 
and may, perhaps, prompt some to impute some of her actions to her 
situation, more than to her dispositions ; and to lament the unhappiness of 
the former, rather than excuse the perverseness of the latter. Mary's srlf- 
ferings exceed, both in degree and in duration, those tragical distresses 
which fancy has feigned to excite sorrow and commiserat~on ; and while 
we survey them, we are apt altogether to forget her frailties, we think of 
her faults with less indignation, and approve of our tears as if they were 
shed for a person who had attained much nearer to pure virtue. 

With regard to the queen's person, a circumstance not to be omitted in 
writing the history of a female reign, all coniemporary authors agree in 
ascribing to Mary the utmost beauty of countenance, and elegance of shape, 
of which the human form is capable. Her hair was black, though, accord- 
ing to the fashion of that age, she frequently wore borrowed loclrs, and 
of different colours. Her  eyes were a dark gray; her complexion was 
exquisitely fine; and her hands and arms remarkably delicate, both as to 
shape and colour. Her stature was of a height that rose to the majestic, 
She danced, she wallred, and rode with equal grace. Her taste for music 
was just, and she both sung and played upon the lute with uncommon sLiP. 
Towards the end of her life, long confinement, and the coldness of the 
houses in which she had been imprisoned, brought on a rheumatism, which 
often deprived her of the use of her limbs. No man, says Brantome, ever 
beheld her person without admiration and love, or will read her history 
without sorrow. 

None of her women were suffered to come near her dead body, which 
was carried into a room adjoining to the place of execution, where it lay 
for some days, covered with a coarse cloth torn from a billiard table. The 
bloclr, the scaffold, the aprons of the executioners, and every thing stained 
with her blood, were reduced to ashes. Not long after, Elizabeth appointed 
her body to be buried in the cathedral of Peterborough with royal mag- 
nificence. But this vulgar artifice was employed in vain; the pageant 
of a pompous funeral did not efface the memory of those injuries wljif7; 
laid Mary in her grave. James, soon after his accession to the English 
throne, ordered her body to be removed to Westminster Abbey, and to be 
de osited among the monarchs of England. 

Elizabeth affected to receive the accounts of Mary's dea;tJ wlth the most 
violent emotions of surprise and concern. Sighs, tears, lamentations, and 
mourning, were all emplo ed to display the reality and greatness of her 
sorrow. Evident marks o?dissimulation and artifice may be traced through 
every period of Elizabeth's proceedin s against the life of the Scottish 
queen. The commission for bringing &fary to a public trial was seemingly 
extortal from her by the entreaties of her privy counsellors. She delayed 

ublishing the sentence a ainst her till she was twice solicited by both 
gouses of parliament. k r  did she sign the warrant for execution without 
the utmost apparent reluctance. One scene more of the boldest and most 
solemn deceit remained to be exhibited. She undertool< to make the 
world believe that Mar had been put to death without her knowledge, 
and against her will. hadison, who neither suspected her intention nor 
his own danger, was her instrunient in carrying on this artifice, and fell a 
victim to it. 

It  was his duty, as secretary of state, to I2y before her the warrant for 
execution, in order to be signed ; and by her command he carried it to the 
great seal. She pretended, however, that she had charged him not to 
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communicate what she had done to any person, nor to suffer the warrant 
to go out of his hands without her exprcss pernlission ; that, in contempt 
of this order, he had not only revealed the matter to several of her minis 
ters, but had, in concert with them, assembled her privy counsel:ors, by 
whom, without her consent or knowledge, the warrant was issued, and 
the ea~ls  of Shrewsbury and Kent empowered to put it in execution 
Though Davison denied all this, and with circun~stances which bear the 
strongest marks of truth and credibility; though it can scarcely be con- 
ceived that her privy council, composed of the persons in whom she most 
confided, of her ministers and favourites, would assemble within the walls 
of her palace, and venture to transact a matter of so much importance 
without her privity, and contrary to her inclination ; yet so far did she 
carry her dissimulation that, with all the signs of displeasure and of rage, 
she banished most of her counsellers out of her presence ; and treated 
Burleigh, in particular, so harshly, and with such marks of disgust, that he 
gave himself up for lost, and in the deepest affliction wrote to the queen, 
&gging leave to resign all his places, that he might retire to his own 
estate. Davison she instantly deprived of his office, and committed him a 
close prisoner to the tower [March]. He was soon after brought to a 
.solemn trial in the star chamber, condemned to pay a fine of ten thousand 
pounds, and to be imprisoned during the queen's pleasure. He lanwuished 
several years in confinement, and never recovered any degree oP favour 
or of power. As her jealousy and fear had bereaved the queen of Scots 
of life, in order to palliate this part of her conduct, Elizabeth made no 
scruple of sacrificing the reputation and happiness of one of the most vir- 
~tuous and able men in her kingdom." 

This solemn farce, for it deserves no better name, furnished Elizabeth, 
'however, with an apology to the king of Scots. As the prospect of his 
m~ther's danger had excited the king's filial care and concern, the account 
#of her death filled him with grief and resentment. His subjects felt the 
dishonour done to him and to the nation. In order to sooth" both, Eliza- 
beth instantly despatched Robert Cary, one of lord Hunsdon's sons, with a 
letter expressing her extreme affliction on account of that miserable accident, 
which, as she pretended, had happened far contrary to her appointment or 
intention. James would not permit her messenger to enter Scotland, and 
with some difficulty received a memorial which he sent from Berwick. It 
contained the tale concerning Davison, dressed up with all the circum- 
stances which tended to exculpate Elizabeth, and to throw the whole 
blame on his rashness or treachery. Such a defence gave little satisfaction. 
and was considered as mockery added to insult ; and many of the nobles, 
as well as the king, breathed nothing but revenge. Elizabeth was ex- 
tremely solicitous to pacify them, and she wanted neither able instruments 
nor plausible reasons, in order to accomplish this. Leicester wrote to the 
king, and Walsingham to secretary Maitland. They represented the cer- 
tain destruction to which James would expose hitnself, if, with the forces 
of Scotland alone, he should venture to attack a kingdom so far superior 
i? power i that the history of past ages, as well as his mother's sad expe- 
rience, m~ght convince him, that nothing could be more dangerous or de- 
ceitful than dependence on foreign aid ; that the king of France would 
never wish to see the British kingdotns united under one monarch, nor 
contribute to invest a prince so nearly allied to the house of Guise with 
such formidable power ; that Philip might be a more active ally, but would 
certainly prove a mare dangerous one ; and under pretence of assisting 
him would assert his own right to the English crown, which he already 
began openly to claim; that the same statute, on which the sentence of 
death against his mother had been founded, would justify the excluding 
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hlrn from the succession to the crown ; that the English, naturally averse 
from the dominion of strangers, would not fail, if exasperated by his hos- 
tilities, to apply it in that manner; that Elizabeth was disposed to repair 
the wrongs which the mother had suffered, by her tenderness and affection 
towards the son ; and that by engaging in a fruitless war, he would de- 
prive himself of a noble inheritance, which, by cultivating her friendship, 
he must infallibly obtain. These representations, added to the conscious- 
ness of his own weakness, to the smallness of his revenues, to the n~uti- 
nous spirit of some of the nobles, to the dubious fidelity of others, and to 
the influence of that faction which was entirely at Ehzabeth's devotion, 
convinced James that a war with England, however just, would in the 

resentjuncture be altogether impolitical. All these considerations induced 
k m  to stifle his resentment ; to appear satisfied with the punishment in- 
flicted on Davison ; and to preserve all the semblances of friendship witb 
the English court.* In this manner did the cloud which threatened such 
a storm pass away. Mary's death, like that of a common criminal, re- 
mained unavenged by any prince ; and, whatever infamy Elizabeth [night 
incur, she was exposed to no new danger on that account. 

Mary's death, however, proved fatal to the master of Gray, and lost 
him the king's favour, which he had for some time possessed. He was 
become as odious to the nation as favourites who,acquire power without 
merit, and exercise it without discretion, usually are. The treacherous 

art which he had acted during his late embassy was no secret, and filled 
farnrs, who at length canre to the hnowledpe of it, with astonishment. 
The courtiers observed the symptoms of disgust arising in the king's mind, 
his enemies seized the op ortunity, and sir William Stewart, in revenge oi 
the perfidy with which &ray bad betrayed his brother captain James 
[May 101, publicly accused him before a convention of nobles, not only of 
having contributed, by his advice and suggestions, to take away the life of 
the ueen, but of holding correspondence witb popish princes, in order 
to suBvert the religion established in the kingdom. Gray,unrupported by 
the Iting, deserted by all, and conscious of his own guilt, made a feeble 
defence. He was condemned to perpetual banishment, a punishment very 
unequal to his crimes. But the ltir~g was unwilling to abandon one whom 
he had once favoured so highly to the rigour of justice ; and lord Hamil- 
ton, his near relation, and the other nobles who had lately returned from 
exile, in gratitude for the zeal with which he had served them, interceded 
warmly in his behalf. 

Having thus accomplished the destruction of one of his enemies, captain 
Ja~nes Stewart thought the juncture favourable for prosecuting his revenge 
on them all. He singled out secretary Maitland, the most eminent both 
for abilities and enmity to him ; and offered to prove that he was no less 
eccessary than Gray to the queen's death, and had even formed a design 
of delivering up the king himself into the hands of the English. But time 
and absence had, in a great measure, extinguished the Icing's affection for 
a minion who so little deserved it. All the courtiers combined against him 
as a common enemy ; and, instead of gaining his point, he had the morti- 
fication to see the office of chancellor conferred upon Maitland, who, to- 
gether with that dignity, enjoyed all the power and influence of a prime . - 
minister. 

In the assembly of the church, which met this year, the same hatred to 
the order of bishops, and the same jealousy and fear of their encroach- 
ments, appeared. But as the king was now of full age, and a parliament 
was summoned on that occasion, the clergy remained satisfied with ap- 
pointing some of their number to represent their grievances to that court, 
from which great things were expected. 

* Spotsw. 362. Cald. iv. 13, 14. Strype, 377. 
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Previous to this meetin of parliament, James attempted a work worthy 

of a king. The deadly kuds which subsisted between many of the great 
families, and wilich were transmitted from one generation to another, 
weakened the strength of the kingdom ; contributed, more than any other 
circumstance, to preserve a fierce and barbarous spirit among the noblcs ; 
and proved the occasion of many disasters to then~selves and to their 
country. After many preparatory negotiations, he invited the contending 
parties to a royal entertainment in the palace of Holyroodhouse; and, 
partly by his authority, partly by his entreaties, obtained their promise to 
bury their dissensiorls in perpetual oblivion. From thence he conducted 
them, in solelnn procession, through the streets of Edinburgh, marching by 
pairs, each hand in hand with his enemy. A collation of wine and sweet 
meats was prepared at the public cross, and there they drank to each other, 
with all the signs of reciprocal forgiveness, and of future friendsh~p. The 
people, who were present at a spectacle so unusual, conceived the most 
sanguine hopes of seeing.concord anrl tranquillity established in every part 
of the kingdom, and test~fied their satisfaction by repeated acclamat~ons." 
Unhappily, the effects of this reconciliation were not correspondent either 
to the pious endeavours of the king, or to the fond wishes 01 the people. 

The first care of the parliament was the securit of the protestant reli- 
gion. All the laws passed in its favour, since the rezrnlation, were ratified ; 
and z new and severe one was enacted against seminary priests and jesuits, 
whose restless industry in making proselytes, brouvht many of them into 
Scotland about this time. Two acts of this pai?iament deserve more 
particular notice, on account of the consequences with which they mere 
follon,ed. 

The one respected the lands of the church. As the public revenues 
were not sufficient for defraying the Icing's ordinary charges ; as the 
administration of the government became more complicated and more 
expensive ; as James was naturally profuse, and a strahger to economy, it 
was necessary on all these accounts to provide some fund proportioned to 
his exigencies. But no considerable sum could be levied on the commons, 
who did not enjoy the benefit of an ,extensive commerce. The nobles 
were unaccustomed to bear the burden of heavy taxes. The revenues of 
the church were the only source whence a proper supply could be drawn. 
Notwithstanding all the depredations of the laity since the reformailon, 
and the various devices which they had employed to seize the church 
lands, some considerable portion of them remained still unalienated, 
and were held either by the bishops who possessed the benefices, or 
were granted to laymen during pleasure. All ,these lands were in this 
parliament annexed, by one general? law to the crown, and the king was 
empowered to apply the rents of them to his own use. The tithes alone 
were reserved for the maintenance of the persons who served the cure, 
and the principal mansion-house, with a few acres of land by way of glebe, 
allotted for their residence. By this great accession of property, it is 
natural to conclude that the king must have acquired a vast increase of 
power, and the influence of the nobles have suffered a proportional diminu- 
tion. The  very reverse of this seems, however, to have been the case. 
Almost all grants of church-lands, prior to this act, were thereb confirmed, 
and titles, which were formerly reckoned precarious, derived thence the 
sanction of parliamentary authority. James was likewise authorized, 
during a limited time, to make new alienations ; and such was the facility 
of his temper, ever ready to yield to the solicitations of his servants, and 
to gratify their most extravagant demands, that not only during the time 
limited, but throughout his whole reign, he was continually employed in 
bestowing, and his parliament in ratifying, grants of this kind to his nobles: 

* Spotsw. 164. Cald. iv. 13. t Parl. 11. Jac. VI. c. 20 
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hetlce little advantage accrued to the crown from that which might have 
been so valuable an addition to its revenues. The bishops, however, were 
great sufferers by the law. But at this juncture neither the king nor his 
ministers were solicitous about the interests of an order of men, odious 
to the people, and persecuted by the clergy. Their enemies promoted 
the law with the utmost zeal. The prospect of' sharing in their spoils 
induced all parties to consent to it ; and after a step so fatal to the wealth 
and power of the dignified cler y, it was no difficult matter to introduce 
that change in the government OF the church which soon after toolr place.' 

The change which the other statute produced in the civil constitutiora 
was no less remarkable. Under the feudal system, every freeholder, or 
immediate vassal of the crown, had a right to be present in parliament. 
These freeholders were originally few in number, but possessed of great and 
extensive property. By degrees these vast possessions were divided by 
the proprietors themselves, or parcelled out by the prince, or split by other 
accidents. The number of freeholders became greater, and their condition 
more unequal ; besides the ancient barons, who preserved their estates 
and their power unimpaired, there arose another order whose rights were 
the same, though their wealth and influence were far inferior. But, in 
rude ages, when the art of government was extremely imperfect, when 
parliaments were seldom assembled, and deliberated on matters little 
interesting to a martial people, few of the lesser barons took their seats, and 
the whole parliamentary jurisdiction was exercised by the greater barons, 
in conjunction with the ecclesiastical order. James I., fond of imitating 
the forms of the English constitution, to which he had been long accus- 
tomed, and desirous of providing a counterpoise to the power of the great 
nobles, procured an act in the year one thousand four hundred and twenty- 
seven, disperlsing with the personal attendance of the lesser barons, and em- 
powering those in each county to choose two commissioners to represent them 
in parliament. This law,lilre many other regulationsof that wise prince, pro- 
duced little effect. All the king's vassals continued, as former1 ossessed of 
a right to be present in parliament; but, unless in some e x t r a o r & ~ ~ r ~  conjunc- 
tures, the greater barons alone attended. But by means of the reforrnatior~ 
the constitution had undergone a great change. The aristocratical power 
of the nobles had been much increased, and the influence of the ecclesias- 
tical order, which the crown usually employed to check their usurpation 
and to balance their authority, had diminished in proportion. Many of 
the abbeys and priories had been erected into temporal peerages ; and 
the protestant bishops, an indigent race of men and odious to the nation, 
were far from possessing the weight and credit which their predecessors 
derived from their own exorbitant wealth and the superstitious reverence 
of the people. In this situation the king had recourse to the expedient 
employed by James I., and obtained a law reviving the statute of one 
thousand four hundred and twenty-seven ; and from that time the commons 
of Scotland have sent their representatives to parliament. An act which 
tended so visibly to abridge their authority did not pass without opposition 
from many of the nobles. But as the-king had a right to summon the 
lesser barons to attend 111 person, others were apprehensive of seeing the 
house filled with a multitude of his dependents, and consented the niore 
~villingly to a law which laid them under the restriction of appearing only 
by thelr representatives. 

The year one thousand five hundred and eighty-eight began with a 
universal expectation throughout all Europe that it was to be distinguished 
by wonderful events and revolutions. Several astrologers, according to 
the accounts of contemporary historians, had predicted this ; and the 
situation of affairs in the two principal kingdoms of Europe was such that 
a sagacious observer; without any supernatural intelligence, might have 
Lazarded the prediction and have foreseen the approach of some grand 

* Bpotsw. 365 
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crisis. In France it was evident from the astonishing progress of the 
league conducted by a leader whose ambition was restrained by no scruples, 
and whose genius had hitherto surmounted all difficulties ; as well as from 
the timid, variable, and impolitic councils of Henry III., that either that 
monarch must submit to abandon the throne of which he was unworthy, 
or by some sudden and daring blow cut off his formidable rival, Accora- 
ingly in the beginning of the year, the duke of Guise drove his master 
out of his capital city, and folced him to conclude a peace which left him 
only the shadow of royalty; and before the year expired he himself fell 
a victim to the resentment and fear of Henry and to his own securlty In 
Spain the operations were such as promised something still more unconlmon. 
During three years Phili had employed ali the power of his European 
dominions, and exhaustex the treasures of the Indies, in vast preparations 
for war. A fleet, the greatest that had ever appeared in the ocean, was 
ready to sail from Lisbon, and a numerous land army was assembled to 
embark on board of it. Its destination was still unknown, though many 
circumstances made it probable that the blow was aimed, in the first place, 
against England. Elizabeth had long given secret aid to the revolted pro- 
vinces in the Low-Countries, and now openly afforded them her protection. 
A numerous body of her troops was in their service ; the earl of Leicester 
commanded their arrnies ; she had great swa in the civil government of 
the republic ; and some of its most considera&e towns were in her pos- 
session. Her fleets had insulted the coasts of S ain, intercepted the P galleons from the West Indies, and threatened the co onies there. Roused 
by so many injuries, allured by views of ambition, and animated by a 
su erstitious zeal for propagating the Romish religion, Phili resolved not 
onyy to invade but to conquer England, to which his descent gom the house 
of Lancaster and the donation of pope Sixtus V. gave him in his own 
opinion a double title. 

Elizabeth saw the danger approach, and prepared to encounter it. The 
rneasures for the defence of her kingdom were concerted and carried on 
with the wisdom and vigour which distinguished her reign. Her chief 
care was to secure the friendship of the king of Scots. She had treated 
the queen his mother with a rigour ~lnknown among princes ; she had often 
used himself harshly, and w ~ t h  contempt ; an! though he had hitherto 
prudently suppressed his resentment of these injuries, she did not believe 
it to be altogether extinguished, and was afraid that in her present situation 
it might burst out with fatal violence. Philip, sensible how much an 
alliance with Scotland would facilitate his enterprise, courted James with 
the utmost assiduity. He excited him to revenge his mother's wrong : he 
flattered him with the hopes of sharing his conquests ; and offered him in 
marriage his daughter the infanta Isabella. At the same time, Scotland 
swarmed with priests, his emissaries, who seduced some of the nobles to 
popery, and corrupted others with bribes and promises. Huntly, Errol, 
Crawford, were the heads of a faction which openly espoused the interest 
of Spain. Lord Maxwell arriving from that court, began to assemble his 
followers, and to take arms that he rnight be ready to join the Spaniards. 
In order to counterbalance all these, Elizabeth made the wa~mest profes- 
sions of friendship to the king ; and Ashhy, her ambassador, entertained 
him with magnificent hopes and promises. He assured him that his right 
of succession to the crown should be public1 acknowledged in England 
that he should be created a duke in that &g-dom ; and he should be 
admitted to some share in the government; and receive a considerable 
~ n b i o n  annually. Jarnes, it is probable, wa? too well acquainted with 
Jizaheth's arts to rely entirely on these promises. But he understood his 

own interest in the present juncture, and pursued it with much steadiness. 
He rejected an alliance with Spain as dangerous. He refused to admit 
into his presence an ambassador from the Dope. He seized colonel Semple, 
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an agent of the prince of Parma. He drove Inany of the seminary priests 
out of the kingdom. He marched suddenly to Dumfries, dispersed Max- 
well's followers, and took him prisoner. In a convention of the nobles he 
declared his resolution to adhere inviolabl to the league with England ; 
and, without listening to the su gestions o?revenge, determined to act in 
concert with Elizabeth against t%e common enemy of the protestant faith. 
He ut the kingdom in a posture of defence, and levied troops to obstruct 
the fanding of the Spaniards. He offered to send an army to Elizabeth's 
assistance, and told her ambassador that he expected no other favour from 
the king of Span but that which Polyphemus had promised to Ulysses, 
that when he had devoured all his companions, he would make him his 
last morsel.* 

The zeal of the people on this occasion was not inferior to that of the 
king; and the extraordinary danger with which they were threatened 
suggested to them an extraordinar expedient for their security. A bond 
was framed for the maintenance oftrue religion, as well as the defence of 
the king's person and government, in opposition to all enemies foreign and 
domestic. This contained a confession of the protestant faith, a particular 
renunciation of the errors of popery, and the most solemn promises, in the 
name and through the strength of God, of adhering to each other in sup- 
porting the former and contending against the latter to the utmost of their 
power.7 The king, the nobles, the clergy, and the people subscribed 
with equal alacrity. Strange or uncommon as such a combination may 
now appear, many circumstances contributed a t  that time to recommend 
it, and to render the idea familiar to the Scots. When roused by any 
extraordinary event, or alarmed by any public danger, the people of Israel 
were accustomed to bind tbernselves by a solemn covenant to adhere to 
that religion which the Almighty had established among them; this the 
Scots considered as a sacred precedent which it became them to imitate. 
In that age no considerable enterprise was undertaken in Scotland without 
a bond of mutual defence, which all concerned reckoned necessary for 
their security. The form of this religious confederacy is plainly borrowed 
from those political ones of which so many instances have occurred; the 
articles, stipulations, and peculiar modes of expression are exactly the 
same in both. Almost all the considerable popish princes were then 
joined in a league for extirpating the reformed religion, and nothing could 
be more natural, or seerned more efficacious, than to enter Into a counter 
association in order to oppose the progress of that forniidable conspiracy. 
Tp these causes did the covenant, which is so famous in history, owe its 
origin. It was renewed at different times during the reign of Ja1nes.T It 
was revived with great solemnity, though with considerable alterations, in 
the ear one thousand six hundred and thirty-eight. It was adopted by 
the English in the ear one thousand six hundred and forty-thrce, and 
enforced by the civi7and ecclesiastical authority of both kingdoms. The 
political purposes to which it was then made subservient, and the violent 
and unconstit~ltional measures which it was then employed to promote, it 
is not our province to explain. But at the juncture in which it was first 
introduced, we may pronounce it to have beer] a rudent and laudable 
device for the defence of the religion and liberties orthe nation; nor were 
the terms in which it was conceived other than might have been expected 
from men alarmed with the impending danger of popery, and threatened 
with an invasion by the most bigoted and most powerful prince in Europe. 

Philip's eagerness to conquer England did not inspire him either with 
the vigour or despatch necessary to insure the success of so mighty an 
enterprise. His fleet, which ought to have sailed in April, did not enter 

* Camd. 541. Johnst. l30 Spots 369. 
f;Cald. iv. 129. 

t Dunlop's Collect. of Confess. vol. ii. 168. 
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the English channel till the middle of July. I t  hovered many days on th6 
coast in expectation of being joined by the prince of Parma, who was 
blocked up in the ports of Flanders by a Dutch squadron. Continual dis- 
asters pursued the Spaniards during that time; successive storros arid 
~at t les ,  which were well known, conspired with their own ill conduct to 
disappoint their enterprise. And by the blessing cf Providence, which 
watched with remarkable care over the protestant religion and the liberties 
of Britain, the English valour scattered and destroyed tile Armada on 
which Philip had arrowantly bestowed the name of Invincible. After 
being driven out of the knglish seas, their shattered sltips were forced to 
steer their course toward Spain round Scotland and Ireland. Many of 
them suffered shipwrecli on ttiese dangerous and unlrrio.il n coasts. Though 
James kept his subjects under arms to watch the motions of the Spaniards, 
and to prevent their landing in an hostile manner, he received with great 
humai~iry seven hundred who were forced ashore by a tempest, arid after 
supplying them with necessaries, permitted them to return into their own 
country. 

On the retreat of the Spaniards Elizabeth sent an ambassador to con- 
gratulate with James, and to compliment him on the firmness andgenerosity 
he had tliscorered during a conjuncture so dangerous. But none of Ashby's 
prornlses were any longer remembered ; that minister w a s  even accused 
of havins exceeded his powers b his too liberal offers; and conscious of 
his own ialrehooii, or ashamed orbeing disowned by his court, he with 
drew secretly out of Scotland." 

1589.1 Philip, convinced by fatal experience of his oivn rashness in 
attempting the conquest of England by a naval armament, equipped at so 
great a distnnce, and subjected in all its operations to the t-lciays and 
dangers and uncertainties arising from seris and wind, rrso!vcd to make 
his attack in another ibrm, ancl to adopt the plan which the princes of 
Lorrain had long meditated, of inv:~dirlg Englrrncl thrc:ugh Scot1:inil. A 
body of his troops he imagined niight he e;~sily wafted over fron~ the Low- 
Countries to that kingdom ; ant1 it' they coul~l orice ol~tairi fooling or procure 
assistance there, the frontier of England iv:ls olren and tlet'enceles.s, and the 
northern counties full of lioliian c:ltholics, who ;voril~l. receive tl~em with 
open arms. Mearlwliile a descellt ~ n i ~ h t  he threatened on llle si~nthern 
coast, which would divide the Ei~glisll ai,my, iii.trnct their cout~ciis, and 
throw the who!e lringdoni into terril~ie convulsic;~;~. In ortler to prepare 
the way for tile execution of this design, he re~:~i t teJ  a considerahie sum 
of money to Bruce, a seminary priest in Scotlaiitl, ancl ecnlployed Iliin, 
together with Hay, Creigbton, and Tyrir ,  Scotti~h jcsnits, tu gain over as 
many persons of distitiction as possible to his interest. Zeal for poperg-, 
and the artfcl insinuations of these cmi:saries, induced severnl rtoblenien to 
f a ~ ~ o u r  a measure which tended so ~riani!estly to the tlcstliiction of' their 
coulltry. Hii!ltly, though the l i i n ~  ti.irl Iatelp given llilrr irl rn;~rri:ig~ ihe 
danghler of itis favourite the d ~ ~ l i c  of Idennox, continireil wal.lnly ati:icl~ed 
to the Itoniish chur,~). Cran ford and Em! were ai1irn:itetl wilh tlle zeal 
of new converts. 1 hey ail engaged in a correspondence wit11 t l~e  pritice 
of Par~na,  and, in their letters to him, ofikred their services to tile king of 
Spain, and unclertook, wit11 the aid of six thotrsand men, 10 render him 
master of Scotland, and to bring so many of: their vassals into the fiel?, 
that he should be able to enter England with a numerous army. F r a r ~ c ~ s  
Stewart, grandson of Jaines V.,t whom the king had created car1 of Both- 
well, though influenced by no il~otive of religion, for he still adhered to the 

rotesiant faith, was prompted merely by caprice, and the restlessness of 
pis nature, to join in this treasonable currespondence. 

* Jcthnst. 1% Camd. 549. hfurdiil, 635. 783. 
t He w a  the non of JOIIII Prior of Coldingl~aa~, oneof James's na?wd children 
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A11 these letters were intercepted in England [Feb. 171. Elizabeth, 
alarmed at the danger which threatened her own kingdom, sent them 
immediately to the king, and, reproaching him with his former lenity 
towards the popish party, called upon him to check this formidable con- 
spiracy by a proper severity. But James, though firmly attached to the 
protestant religion; though profoundly versed in the theological contro- 
versies between the reformers and the church of Rome, though he had 
employed himself, at that early period of life, io writing a commentary on 
the Revelations, in which he laboured to prove the pope to be Antichrist, 
had nevertheless adopted already those maxims concerning the treatment 
pf the Roman catholics, to which he adhered through the rest of his life. 
r h e  Rornan catholics were at that time a powertul and active party in 
England; they were far from being an inconsiderable faction in his own 
kingdom. The pope and the king of Spain were ready to take part in all 
their machinations, and to second every effort of them bigotry. The 
opposition of such a body to his succession to the crown of England, 
added to the averseness of the English from the government of strangers, 
might create him many difficulties. In order to avoid these, he thought it 
necessary to sooth rather than to irritate the Roman catholics, and to 
reconcile them to his succession, by the hopes of gentler treatment, and 
some n~itigation of the rigour of those laws which were now in force 
against them. This attempt to gain one party by promises of indulgence 
and acts of clemency, while he adhered with all the obstinacy of a dis- 
putant to the doctrines and tenets of the other, has given an air of mystery, 
and even of contradiction, to this part of the king's character. The papists, 
with the credulity of a sect struggling to obtain power, believed his heart 
to be wholly theirs; and the protestants, with the jealousy inseparable from 
those who are already in possession of power, viewed every act of lenity 
as a mark of indifference, or a symptom of apostacp. In order to please 
both, James often aimed at an excessive refinement, mingled with dissimu- 
lation, in which he imagined the perrection of government and of kingcraft 
to consist. 

His behaviour on this occasion was agreeable to these general maxims. 
Notwithstanding the solicitations of the queen of England, enforced by the 
zealous remonstrances of his own clergy, a short imprisonment was the 
only punishment he inflicted upon Huntly and his associates. But he soon 
had reason to repent an act of clemency so inconsistent with the dignity ot 
government. The first use which the conspirators made of their libert 
was, to assemble their followers : and, under pretence of removing chancef 
for Maitland, an able minister, but warmly devoted to the Engliah interest, 
from the king's couricil and presence, they attempted to seize Jarnes him- 
self. This attempt being defeated, partly by Maitland's vigilance and 
partly by their own ill conduct, they were forced to retire to the North, 
where they openly erected the standard of rebellion. But as the king's 
governrnent was not generally unpopular, or his ministers odious, their own 
vassals joined them slowly, and discovered no zeal in the cause. The 
king, in person, advancing against them with such forces as he could sud- 
denly levy, they durst not rely so much 011 the fidelity of the troops, which, 
though superior in number, followed them with reluctance, as to hazard a 
battle ; but suffering them to dis erse, the surrendered to the king, and 
threw themselves on his mercy, %Iuntly, &ml, Crawford, and Bothwell, 
were all brought to a public trial. Repeated acts of treason were easily 

roved against them. The king, however, did not permit any sentence to 
%e pronounced; and after keepin them a few months in confinement, h$ 
took occasion, amidst the public f%stivity and rejoicings at the approach of 
his marriage, to set them at liberty.* 

* Spotsw. 373. Cald. iv. 103--130. 
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As James was the only descendant of the ancient monarchs of Scotland 

in the direct line ; as all hopes of uniting the crowns of the two kingdoms 
would have expired with him ; as the earl of Arran, the presumptive heir 
to the throne, was lunatic ; the lring's marriage was, on all these accounts, 
an event which the nation wished for with the utmost ardour. He himself 
was no less desirous of accomplishing it ; and had made overturcs for that 
grpose to the eldest daughter of Frederick II., king of Dcnmark. But 

lizabeth, jealous of every thing that would render t h ~  accession of the 
house of Stewart more acceptable to the English, endeavoured to perplex 
James in the same manner she had done Mary, and employed as many 
artifices to defeat or to retard his marriage. His ministers, gained by bribes 
and promises, seconded her intention ; and though several diferent ambas- 
sadors were sent from Scotland to Denmark, they produced powers so 
limited, or insisted on conditions so extravagant, that Frederick could not 
believe the king to be in earnest ; and, suspecting that there was some 
design to deceive or amuse him, gave his daughter in marriage to the duke 
of Brunswick. Not discouraged by this disappointment, which he imputed 
entirely to the conduct of his own ministers, James made addresses to the 
princess Anne, Frederick's second daughter. Though Elizabeth endea- 
voured to divert him from this by recommending Catharine, the king 01 
Navarre's sister, as a more advantageous inatch ; though she prevailed on 
the privy council of Scotland todeclare against the alliance with Denmark, 
he persisted in his choice ; and despairing of overcoming the obstinacy or 
11is own ministers in any other manner, he secretly encouraged the citizens 
of Edinburgh to take arms. They threatened to tear in pieces the chan- 
cellor, whom they accused as the person whose artifices had hitherto dis- 
appointed the wishes of the king and the expectations of his people. In 
consequence of this, the earl Marischal was sent into Denmark at the head 
of a splendid embassy. He received ample powers and instructions, drawn 
with the king's own hand. The marriage articles were quickly agreed 
upon, and the young queen set sail towards Scotland. James made great pre- 
parations for her reception, and waited her landing with all the impatience 
of a lover ; when the unwelcome account arrived, that a violent tempest had 
arisen, which drove back her fleet to Norway, in a condition so shattered 
that there was little hope of its putting again to sea before the spring. 
This unexpected disappointment he felt with the utmost sensibility. He 
instantly fitted out some ships, and without com~nunicating his intention to 
any of his council, sailed in person, attended by the chancellor, several 
noblemen, and a train of three hundred persons, in quest of his bride 
[Oct. 221. He arrived safely in a small harbour near Upslo, where the 
queen then resided. There the marriage was solemnized [Nov. 241 ; and 
as it would have been rash to trust those boisterous seas in the winter sea- 
son, Jatnes accepted the invitation of the court of Denmark, and, repairing 
to Copenhagen, passed several months there, amidst continual feasting and 
amusements, in which both the queen and himself had great delight." 

No event in the king's life appears to be a wider deviation from his 
general character than this sudden sally. His son Charles I. was capable 
of that excessive admiration of tlle other sex, which arises from great sen- 
sibility of heart, hrightened by elegance of taste ; and the romantic air of 
his journey to Spain suited such a disposition. But Jarnes was not sus- 
ceptible of any refined gallantry, and always expressed that contempt for 
the female cl~aracter which a pedantic erudition, unacquainted with polite- 
ness, is apt to inspire. H e  was exasperated, however, and rendered impa- 
tient by the many obstacles which had been laid in his way. He was 
anxious to secure the political advantages which he expected from mar 
riage ; and fearing that a delay might afford Elizabeth and his own ministen 

* Meivil. 359. Spots. 337, Murdiin, 6na 
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an opportunity of thwarting him by new intrigues, he suddenly took the 
resolution of preventing them, by a voyage from which he expected to 
return in a few weeks. The nation seemed to applaud his conduct, and to 
be pleased with this appearance of amorous ardour in a young prince. 
Notwithstanding his absence so long beyond the time he expected, the 
nobles, the clergy, and the people, vied with one another in loyalty and 
obedience ; and no period of the king's reign was more remarkable for 
tranquillity, or more free from any eruption of those factions which so often 
disturbed the kingdom. 

BOOK YIPHe 
1590.1 ON the first of May the king and queen arrived at Leith, and 

were received by their subjects with every possible expression of joy. 
The solemnity of the queen's coronation was conducted with great mag- 
nificence : but so low had the order of bishops fallen in the opinion of the 
gbl ic ,  that none of then1 were present on that occasion ; and Mr. Robert 

ruce, a Presbyterian minister of great reputation, set the crown on her 
head, administered the sacred unctlon, and perforn~ed the other customary 
ceremonies. 

The zeal and success with which many of the clergy had contributed 
towards preserving peace and order in the kingdom, during his absence, 
reconciled James, in a great degree, to their persons, and even to the pres- 
byterian form of government. In presence of an assembly which met this 
year [Aug. 41, he made high encomiums on the discipline as well as 
the doctrine of the church, promised to adhere inviolably to both, and per- 
mitted the assembly to frame such acts as gradually abolished all the 
remains of episcopal jurisdiction, and paved the way for a full and legal 
establishment of the presbyterian model." 

1591.1 An event happened soon after, which afforded the clergy no 
small triumph. Archbishop Adamson, their ancient opponent, having fallen 
under the king's displeasure, having been deprived of the revenues of his 
see in consequence of the act of annexation, and being oppressed with age, 
with poverty, and diseases, made the meanest sl~brnission to the clergy, 
and delivered to the assembly a formal recantation of all his opinions con- 
cerning church government, which had been matter of offence to the pres- 
byterians. Such a confession, from the most learned person of the epis- 
copal order, was considered as a testimony which the force of truth had 
extorted from an adversary .i 

Meanwhile, the king's excessive clemency towards offenders multiplied 
crimes of all kinds, and encouraged such acts of violence as brought hls 
government under contempt, and proved fatal to many of his subjects. 
The history of several years, about this time, is filled with accounts of the 
deadly quarrels between the great families, and of murders and assassina- 
tions perpetrated in the most audacious manner, and with circumstances of 
the utmost barbarity. All the defects in the feudal aristocracy were now 
felt more sensibly, perhaps, than at any other period in the history of Scot- 
land, and universal license and anarchy prevailed to a degree scarce con- 
sistent w ~ t h  the preservation of society; while the king, too gentle to punish, 
or too feeble to act with vigour, suffered all these enormities to pass with - 
irn unity. 

gut though James connived at real crimes, witchcraft, which is com- 

* Cald, iv. 204, t Spolsw. 36. Cald. iv 214. 
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lnonly an imaginary one, engrossed his attention, and those suspected of it 
felt the whole weight of his authority. Man persons, neither extremely 
old nor wretchedly poor, which were usually geld to be certain indications 
of this crime, but masters of families, and matrons of a decent rank, and in 
the middle age of life, were seized and tortured. Though their conlessions 
contained the most absurd and incredible circumstances, the king's preju- 
dices, those of the clergy and of the people, conspired, in believing their 
extravagances without hesitation, and in punishing their persons without 
mercy. Some of these unhappy sufferers accused Bothwell of having con- 
sulted them, in order to know the time of the Icing's death, and of having 
enlployed their arts to raise the storms which had endangered the queen's 
life, and had detained Jarnes so long in Denmark. Upon this evidence that 
nobleman was committed to prison. His turbulent and haughty spirit 
could neither suburlit to the restraint, nor brook such an indignity. Having 
gained his keepers, he made h ~ s  escape ; and imputing the accusation to 
the artifices of his enemy the chancellor, he assembled his followers, under 
pretence of driving him from the king's councils. Being favoured by some 
of the king's attendants, he was admitted b a secret passage, under cloud 
of night, into the court of the palace of Holyroodhouse. He advanced 
directly towards the royal apartment ; but happily, before he entered, the 
alarm was taken, 2nd the doors shut. While he attempted to burst open 
some of them [Dec. 271, and set fire to others, the citizens of Edinburgh 
had time to run to their arms, and he escaped with the utmost difficulty; 
owing his safety to the darlrness of the night, and the precipitancy with 
which he fled." 

1592.1 He retired towards the north ; and the king having unadvisedly 
given a cornnlission to the earl of Huntly to pursue him and his followers 
with fire and sword, he, under colour of executing that commission, gratified 
his private revenge, and surrounded the house of the earl of Murray, burned 
it to the ground, and slew blurray himself [Feb. 81. The murder of a 

oung nobleinan of such promising virtues, and the heir of the r e ~ e n t  
%furray, the darling of the people, excited universal indignation. The 
citizens of Edinburgh rose in a tumultuous manner ; and, though they were 
restrained, by the care of the magistrates, from any act of violence, they 
threw aside all respect for the king and his ministers, and openly insulted 
and threatened both. While this mutinous spirit continued, James thought 
~t prudent to withdraw from the city, and fix his residence for some time 
at Glasgow. There Huntly surrendered himself to justice ; and, notwith- 
standing the atrociousness of his crime, and the clamours of the people, 
the power of the chancellor, with whom he was now closely confederated, 
and the Icing's regard for the memory of the duke of Lennox, wl-iose 
daughter he had married, not only protected him from the sentence wnich 
such an odious action merited, but exempted him even from the formality 
of a public trial.? 

A step of much jmportance was taken soon after with regard to the 
government of the church. The clergy had long complained o i  the 
encroachments made upon their privileges and jurisdiction by the acts of 
the parliament one tllousand five hundred and eighty-four; and though 
these laws had now lost much of theirforce, they resolved to petition the 
parliament, which was approaching, to repeal them in form. This junc- 
t u ~ e  for pushing such a measure was well chosen. The king had lost 
much of the public favour by his lenity towards the popish faction, and still 
more by his remissness in pursuing the murderers of the earl of bfurray. 
The chancellor had not only a powerful party of the couriiers combined 
against him, but was become odious to the people, who imputed to him 
every false step in the king's conduct. Bothwell still lurked in the king- 

* Erlelv. 3Ed. Bpoia. 380. 1 Ibid. 387. 
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dom; and, being secretly supported by all the enemies of Maitland's 
ad~nioistration, was ready every moment to renew his audacious enter- 
prises. James, for all these reasons, was extremely willing to indulge the 
clergy in their request, and not only consented to a law, whereby the acts 
of one thousand five hundred and eighty-four were rescinded or explained, 
but he carried his complaisance still further, and permitted the parliamqnt 
to establish the presbyterian government, in its general assemblies, provln- 
cial synods,.presbyteries, and kirk sessions, with all the different branches 
of their discipline and jurisdiction, in the most ample manner. All the zeal 
and authority of the clergy, even under the administration of regents,from 
whom they m' ht have expected the most partial favour, could not obtain 
the sanction ofyaw, in confirmation of their mode of ecclesiastical govern- 
ment. No prince was ever less disposed than James to approve a system, 
the republican genius of which inspired a passion for liberty extremely 
repugnant to his exalted notions of royal prerogative. Nor could any 
averslon be more inveterate than his to the austere and uncomplying cha- 
racter of the presbyterian clergy in that age ; who, more eminent for zeal 
than for policy, often contradicted his opinions, and censured his conduct, 
with a freedom equal1 offensive to his dogmatism as a theologian, and to 
his pride as a king. ds situation, however, ohlived him frequently to con- 
ceal or to dissemble his sentiments ; and, as he o8en disgusted his subjects 
by indulging the popish faction more than they approved, he endeavoured 
to atone for this by concessions to the presbyterian clergy, more liberal 
than he himself would otherwise have chosen to grant." 

In this parliament, Bothwell and all his adherents were attainted. But 
he soon made a new attempt to seize the king at Falkland ; and James, 
betrayed by some of his courtiers, and feebly defended by others, who 
wished well to Bothwell as the chancellor's avowed enemy, owed his 
safety to the fidelity and vigilance of sir Robert Melvil, and to the irreso- 
lution of Bothwell's associates.t 

Scarcely was this danger over, when the nation was alarmed with the 
discovery of a new and more formidable conspiracy. George Ker, the 
lord Newbattle's brother, being seized as he was ready to set sail for 
Spain, many suspicious papers were found in his custody, and amonw these 
several blanks signed by the earls of Angus, Huntly, and Errol. By this 
extraordinary precaution they hoped to escape any danger of discovery. 
But Icer's resolution shrinking when torture was threatened, he confessed 
that he rvae employed by these noblemen to carry on a negotiation with 
the Icing of Spain ; that the blanks subscribed with their names were to be 
filled up by Crichton and Tyrie ; that they were instructed to offer the 
faithful servi:e of the three earls to that monarch ; and to solicit him to 
land a body of his troops, either in Galloway or at the mouth of Clyde, 
with which they undertook, in the first place, to establish the Roman 
catholic religion in Scotland, and then to invade England with the whole 
forces of the kingdom. David Graham of Fintry, and Barclay of Lady- 
land, whom he accused of being privy to the conspiracy, were taken into 

.custody, and confirmed all the circumstances of his confessions.$ 
1593.1 The nation having been kept for some time in continual terror 

and agitat~on by so many successive conspiracies, the discovery of this new 
danger completed the panic. A11 ranhs of men, as if the enemy had 
already been at their gates, t@ght themselves called upon to stand forth 
in defence of their country. I'he ministers of Edinburgh, without waiting 
for any warrant from the king, who happened at that time to be absent 
from tile capital, and without having received any legal commission, 
assembled a considerable number of peers and barons, in order to provide 
an instant security against the impending danger. They seized the earl 
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of Angus, and committed hirn to the castle ; they examined ICer ; and pre- 
pared a remonstrance to be laid before the Icing, concerning the state of the 
nation, and the necessity of prosecuting the conspirators with becoming 
vlgour. James, though jealous of every encroachment on his prerogative, 
and offended with his subjects, who, instead of petitioning, seemed to pre- 
scribe to him, found it necessary, during the violence of the ferment, not 
only to adopt their plan, but even to declare that no consideration should 
ever induce him to pardon such as had been guilty of so odious a treason. 
He summoned the earls of Huntly and Errol to surrender themselves to 
justice. Graham of Fintry, whom his peers pronounced to be guilty of 
treason, he comrr~anded to be publicly beheaded [Jan. 31 ; and marching 
into the north at the headof an army, the two earls, together with Angus, 
who had escaped out of prison, retired to the mountains. H e  placed gar- 
risons in the castles which belonged to them ; compelled their vassals, and 
the barons in the adjacent counties, to subscribe a bond containing profes- 
sions of their loyalty towards him, and of their firm adherence to the pro- 
testant faith; and the better to secure the tranquillity of that part of the 
kingdom, constituted the earls of Athol and Marischal his lieutenants 
there." 

Having finished this expedition, James returned to Edinburgh [March 181, 
where he found lord Borrough, an extraordinary ambassador from the court 
of England. Elizabeth, alarmed at  the discovery of a conspiracy which 
she considered as no less formidable to her own kingdom than to Scotland, 
reproached James with his former remissness, and urged hirn, as he 
regarded the preservation of the protestant religion, or the dignity of his 
own crown, to punish this repeated treason with rigour; and if he could 
not apprehend the persons, at least to confiscate the estates of such auda- 
cious rebels. She weakened, however, the force of these requests, by 
interceding at the same time in behalf of Bothwell, whcm, according to 
her usual policy, in nourishing a factious spirit among the Scottish nobles, 
she had taken under her protection. James absolutely refused to listen to 
any intercession in favour of one who had so often, and with so much 
outrage, insulted both his government and his person. With regard f o  the 
popish conspirators, he declared his resolution to prosecute them with 
vigour; but that he might be the better able to do so, he demanded a 
small sum of money from Elizabeth, which she, distrustfully perhaps of 
the manner in which he might apply it, showed no inclination to grant. 
The zeal, however, and importunity of his own subjects obliged him to 
call a arliament, in order to pass an act of attainder against the three 
earls. %ut before it met, Ker made his escape out of prison, and, on pre- 
tence that legal evidence of their guilt could not be produced, nothing was 
concluded against them. The  king himself was universally suspected of 
having contrived this artifice, on purpose to elude the requests of the 
queen of England, and to disappoint the wishes of his own people ; and 
therefore, in order to sooth the clergy, who exclaimed loudly against his 
conduct, he gave way to the passing of an act, which ordained such as 
obstinately contemned the censures ofthe church to be declared out1aws.t 

While the terror excited by the popish conspiracy possessed the nation, 
the court had been divided by two rival factions, which contended for the 
chief direction of affairs. At the head of one was the chancellor, in whom 
the king reposed entire confidence. For that very reason, perhaps, he had 
fallen early under the queen's displeasure. The  duke of Lennox, the earl 
of Athol, lord Ochiltree, and all the name of Stewart, espoused her quar- 
rel, and widened the breach. James, fond no less of domestic tranquillity 
than of public peace, advised his favourite to retire, for some time, in 
hopes that the queen's resentment would subside. But as he stood in 
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need, in the present juncture, of the assistance of an able minister, he had 
recalled h ~ m  to court. In order to prevent him from recovering his former 
power, the Stewarts had recourse to an expedient no less illegal than des 
perate. Having combined with Bothwell, who was of the same name, 
they brought him back secretly into Scotland [July 241 ; and, seizing the 
gates of the palace, introduced him into the royal apartment with a 
numerous train of armed followers. James, though deserted by all his 
courtiers, and incapable of resistance, discovered more indignation than 
fear, and, reproaching them for their treachery, called on the earl to finish 
his treasons by piercing his sovereign to the heart. But Bothwell fell on 
his knees, and implored pardon. The king was not in a condition to 
refuse his demands. A few days after he signed a capitulation with this 
successful traitor, to whorn he was really a prisoner, whereby he bound 
himself to grant him a remission for all past offences, and to procure the 
ratification of it in parliament ; and in the mean time to dismiss the chan- 
cellor, the master of Glamis, lord Home, and sir George Home, from his 
councils and presence. Bothwell, on his part, consented to remove from 
court, though he left there as many of his associates as he thought sufficient 
to prevent the return of the adverse faction. 

But it was now no easy [natter to keep the king under the same kind 
of bondage to which he had been often subject during his minority. He 
discovered so much impatience to shake off his fetters that those who had 
imposed durst not continue the restraint. They permitted him to call a 
convention of the nobles at Stirling, and to repair thither himself [Sept. 7 7 All Bothwell's enemies, and all who were desirous of gaining the king s 
favour b~ appearing to be so, obeyed the summons. They pronounced the 
insult offered to the kinp's person and authority to be high treason, and 
declared him absolved f?om any oblig?tion to observe conditions extorted 
by force, and which violated so essentially his royal prerogative. James, 
however, still proffered him a pydon, provided he would sue for it as an 
act of mercy, and promise to ret~re out of the kingdom. These conditions 
Bothwell rejected with disdain, and, betaking himself once more to arms, 
attempted to surprise the king ; but finding him on his guard, fled to the 
borders." 

The king's ardour against Bothwell, compared with his slow and evasive 
proceedings against the popish lords, occasioned a general disgust among 
his subjects: and was imputed either to an excessive attachment to the 
persons of those conspirators, or to a secret partiality towards their opinions 
both which gave rise to no unreasonable fears [Sept. 251. The clergy, as 
the immediate guardians of the protestant religion, thought themselves 
bound, in such a juncture, to take extraordinary steps for its preservation. 
The provincial synod of Fife happening to meet at that time, a motion was 
made to excommunica'te all concerned In the late conspiracy, as obstinate 
and irreclaimable papists ; and though none of the conspirators resided 
within the bounds of the synod, or were subject to its jurisdiction, such 
was the zeal of the members, that, overlooliing this irregularity, they pro- 
nounced against them the sentence of excommunication, to which the act 
of last parliament added new terrors. Lest this should be imputed to a 
few men, and accounted the act of a small part of the church, deputies 
were appointed to attend the adjacent synods, and to desire their appro- 
bation and concurrence. 

An event happened a few weeks after, which increased the people's 
suspicions of the king. As he was marching on an expedition against the 
borderers [Oct. 171, the thrce popish earls, coming sudden1 into his pre- 
sence, offered to submit theniselves to a legal 11.ial; and Lmes, wrrhout 
committing them to custody, appointed a day for that purpose They 
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repared to appear with a formidable train of their friends and vassals. 

b u t  in the meantime the clergy, together with many peers and barons, 
assembled at Edinburgh, remonstrated against the king's extreme indulgence 
with great boldness, and demanded of him, according to the regular course 
of justice, to commit to sure custody persons charged with the highest 
acts of treason, who could not be brought to a legal trial until they were 
absolved from the censures of the church ; and to call a convention of 
estates, to deliberate concerning the inethod of proceeding against them. 
At the same time they offered to accompany him in arms to the place of 
trial, lest such audacious and powerful criminals should overawe justice, 
and dictate to the judges, to whom they pretended to submit, James, 
though extremely offended, both with the irregularity of their proceedings, 
and the presumption of their demands, found it expedient to put off the 
day of trial, and to call a convention of estates, in order to quiet the fears 
and jealousies of the people. By  being humoured in this point, their sus- 
picions began gradually to abate, and the chancellor managed the conven- 
tion so artfully that he himself, together with a few other inembers, were 
ernpovcrered to pronounce a final sentence upon the conspirators [Nov. 261. 
After much deliberation they ordained, that the three earls and their asso- 
ciates should be exempted horn all further inquiry or prosecution, on 
account of their correspondence with Spair~ ; that, before the first day of 
February, they should either submit to the church, and publicly renounce 
the errors of popery, or remove out of the Iringdom ; that, before tlie first 
of January, they should declare which of these alternatives they would 
embrace ; that they should find surety for their peaceable demeanour for 
the future ; and that if they failed to signify their choice in due time, the 
should lose the benefit of this act of abolition, and remail1 exposed to a$ 
the pains or law.* 

1594.1 By this lenity towards the conspirators, James ~ncurred much 
reproach, and gained no advantage. Devoted to the pcpish superstition, 
submissive to ail the dictates of their priests, and buoyed up with hopes 
and promises of foreign aid, t l ~ e  three earls refused to accept of the con- 
ditions, and continued their treasonable correspondence with the court of 
Spain. A convention of estates [Jan. 183 pronounced them to have for- 
feited the benefit of the articles which were ofrered; and the king re- 
quired them, by proclamation, to surrender themselves to justice. T h e  
presence of the English ambassador contribnted, yerhaps, to the vigour of 
these proceedings. Elizabeth, ever attentive to ames's motions, a r~d  im- 
puting his reluctance to punish the popish lords to a secret approbation of 
their designs, had sent lord Zouche to represent, once more, the danger to 
which he exposed himself by this false moderation ; and to require him to 
exercise that rigour which their cri~nes, as we!l as the posture of affairs, 
rendered necessary. Though the steps now taken by the king silenced 
all complaints on that head,. yet Zouche, forgetful of his character as an 
ambassador. entered into prlvate negotiations with such of the Scottish 
riobles as disapproved of the king's measures, arid held almost an open 
correspondence with Bothwell, who, accordin to the usual artifice of 
malecontenfr, pretended much solicitude for rekrrning the disorders of the 
commonwealth ; and covered his own ambition with the specious veil of 
zeal against those counsellors who restrained the king from pursuing the 
avowed enemies of the protestant faith. Zouche encouraged him, in the 
name of his mistress, to take arms against his sovereign. 

Meanwhile, the king and the clergy were filled with mutual distrust of 
each ct'ner. They were jealous, perhaps, to excess, that James's affections 
leaned too much towards the pop~sh faction. He suspected them, without 
good reason, of prompting Bothwell to rebellion, and even of supplying 
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hlm wlth money for that purpose, Little instigation, indeed, was wanting 
to rouse such a turbulent spirit as Bothwell's to any daring enterprise. 
He appeared suddenly within a mile of Edinburgh, at the head of four 
hundred horse. The pretences by which he endeavoured to justify this 
msurrection, were extremely popular ; zeal for religion, enmity to popery, 
concern for the king's honour, and for the liberties of the nation. James 
was totally unprovided for his own defence ; he had no infantry, and was 
acco~npanied only with a few horsemen of lord Home's train. In this ex- 
tremity, he implored the aid of the citizens of Edinburgh ; and in order 
to encourage them to act with zeal, he promised to proceed against the 
popish lords with the utmost rigour and law. Animated by their ministers. 
the citizens ran cheerfully to their arms, and advanced, with the king at 
their head, against Bothwell : but he, notwithstanding his success in putting 
to flight lord Home, who had rashly charged him w ~ t h  a far inferior nnrn- 
ber of cavalry, retired to Dallreith without daring to attack the Icing. His 
followers abandoned him soon after, and, discouraged by so many suc 
cessive disappointments, could never afterwards he brought to venture 
into the field. He betook himself to his usual lurking places in the north 
of England ; but Elizabeth, in compliance with the king's remonstrances, 
ahli ed him to quit his retreat." 

N% sooner was the king delivered from one danger, than he was called 
to attend to another. The popish lords, in consequence of their negotia- 
tions with Spain [April 31 received, in the spring. a supply of money from 
Philip. What bold designs this might inspire it was no easy matter to 
conjecture. From men under the dominion of bigotry, and whom in- 
dulgence could not reclaim, the most desperate actions were to be dreaded. 
The assembly of the church immediately took the alarm ; remonstrated 
against them with Inore bitterness than ever; and unanimous1 ratified the 
sentence of excommunication pronounced by the synod of %ife. Jamen 
himself, provolced by their obstinacy and ingratitude, and afraid that his 
long forbearance would not only be generally displeasing to his own sub- 
jects, but give rise to unfavourable suspicions amon6 the En lish, exerted 
himself with unusual vigour. He called a parliament [fine 81; l a d  
before it all the circumstances and aggravations of the cons iracy ; and 
though there were but few members present, and several o r  these con- 
nected with the conspirators by blood or friendship, he prevailed on them, 
by his influence and importunjty to prono~lnce the most rigorous sentence 
whlch the law can inflict. i'hey were declared to be guilty of high 
treason, and their estates and honours forfeited. At the same time, statutes 
more severe than ever were enacted against the professors of the popish 
religion. 

How to put this sentence in execution was a matter of great difficulty 
Three powerful barons, cantoned in a part of the country of difficult access, 
surrounded with numerous vassals, and supported by aid from a fore~gn 
prince, were more than an overmatch for a Scottish monarch. Noentreaty 
could prevail on Elizabeth to advance the money necessary for defraying 
the expenses of an expedition against them. T o  attack them in person, 
with his own forces alone, might have exposed James both to disgrace and 
to danger. He had recourse to the on1 expedient which remained i l l  such 
a situation, for aiding the i~npotence o?s&ereign authority; he dele ated 
his authorrty to the earl of Argyll and lord Forbes, the leaders of twc 
clans at enmity with the conspirators; and gave them a commission to 
invade their lands, and to seize the castles which belonged to them. 
Bothwell, notwithstanding all his hi h pretensions of zeal for the protestant 
religion, having now entered into a 6 s e  confederacy with them, the danger 
became every day more urgent. Argyll, solicited by the king, and roused 
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by the clergy, took the field at the head of seven thousand men. Huntly 
and Errol met him at Glenlivat, with an army far inferior in number, but 
composed chiefly of gentlemen of the low countries, mounted on horse- 
back, and who brought along with them a train of fieldpieces. They en- 
countered each other [Oct. 31 with all the fury which hereditary enmity 
and ancient rivalship add to undisciplined coura e. [1595.] But the 
Highlanders, disconcerted by the first discharge of the cannon, to which 
they were little accustomed, and unable to reqist the impression of cavalry, 
were soon put to flight ; and Argyll, a gallant young man of eighteen, was 
carried by his friends out of the field, weeping with indignation at their 
disgrace, and calling on them to stand, and to vindicate the honour of their 
name.* . 

On the first intelligence of this defeat, James, though obliged to pawn 
his jewels in order to raise money,? assembled a small body of troops, and 
marched towards the north. He was joined by the Irvines, Keiths, Leslys, 
Forbeses, and other clans at enmity with I-Iuntly and Errol, who having 
lost several of their principal followers at Glenlivat, and others refusing to 
bear arms against the kinv in person, were obliged to retire to the moun- 
tains. Ja~nes wasted th$r lands ; put garrisons in some of their castles ; 
burned others ; and left the duke of Ler~nox as his lieutenant in that part 
)of the kingdom, with a body of men sufficient to restrain them from gather- 
-ing to any head there, or from infesting the low country. Reduced at last 
;to extreme distress by the rigour of the season, and the desertion of their 
'followers, they obtained the king's permission to go beyond seas, and gave 
,security that they should neither return without his license, nor engage in 
any new intrigues against the protestant religion, or the peace of the 
kingdom.$ 

By their exile, tranquillity was re-established in the north of Scotland ; 
.and the firmness and vigour which Ja~nes had displayed, in his last pro- 
ceedings against them, regalned him, in a great degree, the confidence of 
his protestant subjects. But he sunk in the same pro ortion, and for the 
same reason, in the esteem of the Roman uiholics. &hey had asserted 
this mother's right to the crown of' England with so much warmth, that they 
could not, with any decency, reject his ; and the indulgence with which he 
affected to treat the professors of the popish religion, inspired them with 
.such hopes, that they viewed his accession to the throne as no undesirable 
event. But the rigour with which the king had lately pursued the conspi- 
rators, and the severe statutes against popery to which he had given his 
consent, convinced them now that these hopes were visionary ; and they 
began to loolr about in quest of some new successor, whose rights they 
might oppose to his. The papists who resided in England turned their 
eyes towards the earl of Essex, whose generous mind, though firmly esta 
blished in the protestant faith, abhorred the severities inflicted in that age 
on account of religious opinions. Those of the same sect who were in 
exile, formed a bolder scheme, and one more suitable to their situation. 
They advanced the claim of the infanta of Spain ; and Parsons the jesuit 
published a book, in which, by false quotations from history, by fabulous 
genealogies, and absurd arguments, intermingled with bitter invectives 
a ainst the king of Scots, he endeavoured to prove the infanta's title to the 
k g l i s h  cmwn to be preferable to his. Philip, though involved already in 
a war both with France and England, and scarce able to defend the 
remains of the Bugundian provinces against the Dutch commonwealth, 
eagerly grasped at this airy project. The dread of a Spanish pretende~ 
to the crown, and the opposition which the papists began to form against 
the king's succession, contributed not a little to remove the prejudices of 
the protestants, and to prepare the way for that event. 
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Bothwell, whose name has been so often mentioned as the disturber of 
the king's tranquillity, and of the peace of the k~ngdom, was now in a 
wretched condition. Abandoned by the queen of England on account of 
his confederacy with the popish lords ; excommurlicated by the church for 
the salrle reason ; and deserted, in his distress, by his own followers ; he 
was obli ed to fly for safety to France, and thence to Spain and Italy, 
where, aker renouncing the protestant faith, he led many years an obscure 
and indigent life, remarkable only for a low and infamous debauchery. 
The king, though extremely ready to sacrifice the strongest resentment to 
the slightest acknowledgments, could never be softened by his submission, 
nor be induced to listen to any intercession in his behalf.% 

This year the king lost chancellor Maitland, an able minister, on whom 
he had long devolved the whole weight of public affairs. As James loved 
him while alive, he wrote, in honour of his memory, a copy of verses, 
which, when compared with the compositions of that age, are far from 
being inelegant.1 

Soon after his death a considerable change was made in the administra- 
tion. At that time, the annual charges of government far exceeded the 
king's revenues. The queen was fond of expensive amusements. James 
himself was a stranger to economy. It became necessary, for all these 
reasons, to levy the public revenues with greater order and rigour, and to 
husband them with more care. This important trust was committed to 
eight gentlemen of the law,f who, from their number, were called Octa- 
uzcms. The powers vested in them were ample, and almost unlimited. 
The king bound himself neither to add to their number, nor to supply any 
vacancy that might happen without their consent : and, knowing the facility 
of his own temper, agreed that no alienation of his revenue, no grant of a 

ension, or order on the treasury, should be held valid, unless it was ratified py the subscription of five of the commissioners : all their acts and deci- 
sions were declared to be of equal force with the sentence of judges In 
civil courts ; and in consequence of them, and without any othqr warrant, 
any person might be arrested, or their goods seized. Such extensive juris- 
diction, together with the absolute disposal of the public money, drew the 
whole executive part of government into their hands. United among them- 
selves, they gradually undermined the rest of the king's ministers, and 
seized on every lucrative or honourable office. The ancient servants of 
the crown repined at being obliged to quit their stations to new men. [1596.] 
The favourites and young courtiers murmured at seeing the king's libe- 
rality stinted by their prescriptions. And the clergy exclaimed against 
some of them as known apostates to popery, and suspected others of 
secretly favouring it. They retained their power, however, notwith- 
standing this general combination against them ; and they owed it entirely 
to the order and economy which they introduced into the administration of 
the finances, by which the necessary expenses of government were more 
easil defrayed than in any other period of the king's reign.$ T K ~  rumour of vast preparations which Philip was said to be carrying on 
at this time, filled both England and Scotland with the dread of a new inva- 
sion. James took proper measures for the defence of his kingdom. But 
these did not satisfy the zeal of the c l e w ,  whose suspicions of the king's 
sincerity began to revive ; and as he had permitted the wives of the banish- 
ed peers to levy the rents of their estates, and to live in their houses, they 
charged him with rendering the act of forfeiture ineffectual, by supporting 
the avowed enemies of the protestant faith. The assembly of the church 
[March 241 took under consideration the state of the kingdom, and having 
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3ppomted a day of public fasting, they solemnly renewed the covenant by 
hvhich the nation was bound to adhere to the protestant faith, and to defend 
it against all avgressors. A committee, consisting of the most eminent cler- 
symen, and o? many barons and gentlemen of distinction, waited on the 
King, and laid before him a plan for the security of the kingdom, and the 
preservation of religion. They  urged him to appropriate the estates of the 
banished lords as a fund for the maintenance of soldiers ; to talte the strict- 
est precautions for preventing the return of such turbulent subjects into the 
country; and to pursue all who were suspected of being their adherents 
with the utmost r~gour. 

Nothirlg could be more repugnant to the king's schemes, or more disa- 
greeable to his inclination, than these propositions. Averse, through his 
whole life, to any course m-here he expected opposition or danger ; and fond 
of attaining his ends with the character of moderation, and by the arts of 
policy, he observed with concern the prejudices against hiin whlch wkre 
y w i n g  among the Roman Catholics, and resolved to make sonre atonement 
or that part of his conduct which had drawn upon him their indignation. 

Elizabeth was now well advanced in years; her life had lately been in 
danger ; irany popish competitor should arise to dispute his right of succes- 
sion, a faction so powerful as that of the banished lords might be extremely 
formidable ; and any division among his own subjects might prove fatal at  
a juncture which would require their united and rnost vigorous eforts. 
Instead, therefore, of the additional severities which the assembly proposed, 
James had thoughts of mitigating the pu~~ishrnent which they already suf- 
fered. And as they were surrounded during their residence in foreign 
parts, by Philip's emissaries ; as resentment might dispose them to listen 
more favourably than ever to their suggestions ; as despair might drive them 
to still more atrocious actions ; he resolved to recall them, under certain 
conditions, into their native country. Encouraged by these sentiments of 
the king in their favour,of which they did not want intelligence, and wea j e d  
already of the dependent and anxious life of exiles, they ventured to return 
secretly into Scotland. Soon after, they presented a petition to the king, 
begging his permission to reside at  their own houses, and offering to give 
security for their peaceable and dutiful behaviour. Ja~nes  called a con- 
vention of estates to deliberate on a matter of such importance, and by their 
advice he granted the petition. 

T h e  members of a committee appointed by the last general assembly, as 
soon as they were informed of this, met at  Edinburgh, and with all the 
precipitanc of fear and of zeal, took such resolutions as they thought 
necessary 21- the safety of the kingdom. They  wrote circular letters to 
all the presbyteries in Scotland; they warned them of the approaching 
danger ; they exhorted them to stir up their people to the defence of their 
just rights; they commanded them to publish in all thew pulpits the act 
exconlmr~nicating the and enjoined them to lay all those 
who were suspected o ~ ? ~ ; " , " , r k ~ ~ ~ ~ e r ~  under the same censure by a 
summary sentence, and without observing the usual formalities of trial. 
As the danger seemed too pressing to wait for the stated n~eetirigs of the 
judicatories of the church, they made choice of the most eminent clergy- 
men in different corners of the kingdom, appointed them to reside con- 
stantly at Edinburgh, and to meet every day with the ministers cf that city, 
~ i n ~ l e r  the name of the Standing Council of the Church, and vested in this 
lmdy the supreme authority, by enjoining it, in imitation of the ancient 
l to~nnn form, to take care that the church should receire no detriment. 

These proceedings, no less unconstitutipnal than unprecedented, were 
man~fest encroachments on the royal prerogative, and bold steps towards 
open rebellion. T h e  Icing's conduct, however, justified in some degree 
such excesses. His lenity towards the papists, so repugnant to the princi- 
pies of that age ; his pardoning the conspirators, notwithstanding repeated 
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promises to the contrary; the respect he paid to lady Huntly, who was 
attached to the Romish religion no less than her husband ; his committing 
the care of his daughter, the princess Elizabeth, to lady Liv~ngston, who 
was infected with the same superstition ; the contempt with which he 
talked on all occasions, both of the character of ministers, and of their 
function, were circumstances which might have filled m~nds, not prone by 
nature to jealous with some suspicions; and mi ht have precipitated 
~ n t o  rash counsec those who were far removed t o m  intemperate zeal. 
But, however powerful the motives might be which influenced the clergy, 
or however laudable the end they had in view, they conducted their mea- 
sures with no address, and even with little prudence. James discovered 
a strong inclination to avoid a rupture with the church, and, jealous as he 
was of his prerogative, would w~llingly have made many concessions for 
the sake of peace. By his command, some of the privy counsellors had 
an interview with the more moderate among the clergy, and inquired whe. 
ther Huntly and his associates might not, upon making proper acknowledg- 
ments, be again received into the bosom of the church, and be exempted 
from an further punishments on account of their past apostacy and trea- 
sons. $hey replied, that though the gate of mercy stood always open for 
those who repented and returned, yet as these noblemen had been guilty of 
idolatry, a crime deserving death both by the law of God and of man, the 
civil magistrate could not legally grant them a pardon ; and even though 
the church should absolve them, it was his duty to inflict punishment upon 
them. This inflexibility in those who were reckoned the most compliant 
of the order filled the king with indignation, which the imprudence and 
obstinacy of a private clergyman heightened into rage. 

Mr. David Black, minister of St. Andrew's, discoursing in one of his 
sermons, according to custom, concerning the state of the nation, affirmed 
that the king had permitted the popish lords to return into Scotland, and 
by that action had discovered the treachery of his own heart ; that all 
~ i n g s  were the devil's children ; that Satan had now the guidance of the 
court ; that the queen of England was an atheist ; that the judges were 
miscreants and bribers ; the nobility godless and degenerate ; the privy 
counsellors cormorants and men of no religion ; and in his prayer for the 
queen he used these words, We must pray for her for fashion sake, but we 
have no cause, she will never do us good. James commanded him to be 
summo!ed before the privy council [Nov. 101, to answer for such seditious 
erpresslons ; and the clergy, instead of abandoning him to the punishment 
which such a petulant and criminal attack upon his superiors deserved, 
were so imprudent as to espouse his cause, as if it had been the common 
one of the whole order. The controversy concerning the immunities of 
the pulpit, and the rights of the clergy to testify against vices of every 
kind, which had been agitated in one thousand five hundred and eighty- 
four, was now revived. It  was pretended that, with regard to their sacred 
function, ministers were subject to the church alone ; that it belonged only 
to their ecclesiastical superiors to judge of the truth or falsehood of doc- 
trines delivered in the pulpit; that it, upon any pretence whatever, the 
king usurped this jurisdiction, the church would, from that moment, sink 
under servitude to the civil magistrate ; that, instead of reproving vice 
with that honest boldness which had often been of advantage to individuals, 
and salutary to the kingdom, the clergy would learn to flatter the passions 
of the prince, and to connive at the vices of others ; that the king's eagtr- 
ness to punish the indiscretion of a protestant minister, while he was so 
ready to pardon the crimes of popish conspirators, called on them to stand 
upon their guard, and that now was the time to contend for their privilege:, 
and to prevent any encroachment on those rights, of which the church had 
been in possession ever since the reformation. influenced by these consi- 
derations, the council of the church enjoined Black to decline the jurisdic- 
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tion of the privy council. Proud of such an opportunity to display h11i 
zeal, he presented a paper to that purpose, and with the utmost firmness 
refused to plead, or to answer the questions which were put to him. In 
order to add greater weight to these proceedings, the council of the church 
transmitted the declinature to all the presbyteries throughout the kingdom, 
and enjoined ever minister to subscribe it in testimony of his approbation. 

James defende8his rights with no less vigour than they were attacked, 
Sensible of the contempt under which his authority must fall, if the clergy 
should be permitted publicly, and with impunity, to calumniate his minis- 
ters, and even to censure himself; and knowing, by former examples, what 
unequal reparation for such offences, he might expect from the judicatories 
of the church, he urged on the inquiry into Black's conduct, and issued a 
p a r n a t i o n ,  commanding the members of the council of the church to 
eave Edinburgh, and to return to their own parishes. Blaclc, instead of 

submitting, renewed his declinatwe; and the members of the council, in 
defiance of the proclamation, declared that as they met by the autliority 
of the church, obedience to it was a duty still more sacred than that which 
they owed to the king himself. The privy council, notwithstanding Black's 
refusing to plead, proceeded in the trial ; and, after a solemn inquiry, pro- 
nounced him guilty of the crimes of which he had been accused ; but 
referred it to the king to appoint what punishment he should suffer. 

Meanwhile, many endeavours were used to bring matters to accommo- 
dation. Almost every day produced some new scheme of reconcilement ; 
but, through the king's fickleness, the obstinacy of the clergy, or the intrigues 
of the courtiers, they all proved ineffectual. Both parties appealed to the 
people, and by reciprocal and exaggerated accusations endeavoured to 
render each other odious. Insolence, sedition, treason, were the crimes 
with which James charged the clergy; while the made the pulpits 
resound with complaints of his excessive lenity towarA papists, and of the 
no less excessive rigour with which he oppressed the established church. 
Exasperated by their bold invectives, he, at last, sentenced Black to retire 
beyond the river Spey, and to reside there during his pleasure ; and once 
more commanding the members of the standing council to depart frorn 
Edinbur h, he required all the ministers in the kingdom to subscribe a 
bond, ob?iging themselves to submit, in the same manner as other subjects, 
to the jurisdiction of the civil courts in matters of a civil nature. 

This decisive measure excited all the violent passions which ossess 
disappointed factions; and deeds no less violent immediately folfowed. 
These must be imputed in part to the artifices of some courtiers who 
expected to reap advantage from the calamities of their country, or who 
hoped to lessen the authority of the Oclavians, by engaging them in hos- 
tilities with the church. On one hand, they informed the king that the 
citizens of Edinburgh were under arms every night, and had planted a 
strong guard round the houses of their ministers. James, in order to put 
a stop to this imaginary insult on his government, issued a proclamation, 
commanding twenty-four of the principal citizens to leave the town within 
six hours. On the other hand, they wrote to the ministers, advising them 
to look to their own safety, as Huntly had been secretly admitted to an 
interview with the king, and had been the author of the severe proclama- 
tion against the citizens of Edinburgh.+ They doubted no more of the 
truth of this intelligence, than the king had done of that which he received, 
and fell as blindly into the snare. The letter came to their hands just as 
one o i  their number was going to mount the pulpit. They resolved that 

* Thtjueh matters were industrin~lslv aperavated bv nnrsons who wished hnth narties to nnr.rw 
~ ----- 

violent ni&sures, neither of these i&o'rtsC~~s iitiieG~LFdestititk~Of foindatioiI = A s  their minis- 
ters were supposed to be in danger some of the more zealous citizens hod determined to defend 
them by force of arms. Birch. &l&. ii. 250. Huntly had been privately in Edinburgh, where he 
lrnd an interview if not with tile king, at least with some of his ministers. Birch. Ibid. 230. 
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be should acquaint the people of their danger [Dec. 171 . and he painted 
it with all the strong colours which men naturally employ in describing 
any dreadful and instant calamity. When the sermon was over, he desired 
the nobles and gentlemen to assemble in the Little Church. The whole 
multitude, terrified at what the had heard, crowded thither; they promised 
and vowed to stand by the c l r g y ;  they drew up o petition to the king, 
craving the redress of those grievances of which the church complained, 
and beseeching him to deliver them from all future apprehensions of dan- 
ger, by removing such of his counsellors as were known to be enemies of 
the protestant religion. Two peers, two gentlemen, two burgesses, and 
two ministers, were appointed to present it. The king happened to be 
in the great hall of the Toibooth, where the court of session was sitting. 
The manner in which the petition was delivered, as well as its contents, 
offended him. IJe gave a haughty reply; the petitioners insisted with 
warmth; and a promiscuous multitude pressing into the roorn, James 
retired abruptly into another apartment, and commanded the gates to be 
shut behind him. The deputies returned to the multitude, who were still 
assembled, and to whom a minister had been reading, in their absence, the 
story of I-laman. When they reported that the king had refused to listen 
to their petitions, the church was filled in a moment with noise, threaten- 
ings, execrations, and all the outrage and confusion of a popular tumult. 
Some called for their arms, soye to bring out the wicked Haman ; others 
cried the The sword of the Lord and of Gideon ;' and rushing out with 
the most furious impetuosity, surrounded the Tolbooth, threatening the king 
himself, and demanding some of his counsellors whom they named, that 
they might tear them in pieces. The magistrates of the city, partly by 
authority, partly by force, endeavoured to quell the tumult; the king 
attempted to sooth the malecontents, by promising to receive their peti- 
tions, when presented in a regular manner ; the ministers, sensible of their 
own rashness in kindling such a flame, seconded both ; and the rage of the 
populace subsiding as suddenly as it had arisen, they all dispersed, and 
the king returned to the palace ; happy in having escaped from an insurrec- 
tion, which, through the instantaneous and unconcerted effect of popular fury 
had exposed his life to imminent danger, and was considered by him as an 
unpardonable affront to his authority." 

As soon as he retired, the leaders of the malecontents assembled, in order 
to prepare their petition. The punishment of the popish lords; the 
removal of those counsellors who were suspected of favouring their persons 
or opinions ; the repeal of all the late acts of council, subversive of the 
authority of the church; together with an act approving the proceedings 
of the standing council, were the chief of their demands. But the king's 
indignation was still so high, that the deputies, chosen for this purpose, 
durst not venture that night to present requests which could not fail of 
kindling his rage anew. Before next rnorninq, James, with all his attend- 
ants, withdrew to Linlithgow : the session, an8 other courts of justice, were 
re uired to leave a city where it was no longer consistenteither with their 
sa?ety or their dignity to remain; and the noblemen and bamns w e n  
commanded to return to their own houses, and not to reassemble without 
the king's permission. The vigour with which the king acted struck a 
damp upon the spirits of his adversaries. The citizens, sensible how much 
they would suffer b his absence, and the removal of the courts of justice, 
repented already oAheir conduct. The ministers alone resolved to main- 
tain the contest. They endeavoured to prevent the nobles from dispersing ; 
they inflamed the people by violent invectives a.gainst the king ; they 
laboured to procure subscriptions to an association for their mutual defence, 
and, conscious what lustre and power the junction of some of the greater 

* Byo18w. 417, &c CalJ v. 643 &C. IIirc11. Mem, ii. 'A35 
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noMes would add to their cause, the ministers of Edinburgh wrote to lord 
Hamilton, that the people, moved by the word of God, and provoked by 
the in'uries offered to the church, had taken arms ; that many of the nobles 
had determined to protect the protestant religion, which owed its establish- 
ment to the piety and valour of their ancestors ; that they wanted only a 
leader to unite them, and to inspire them with vigour ; that his zeal for the 
good cause, no less than his noble birth, entitled him to that honour : they 
conjured him, therefore, not to disappoint their hopes and wishes, nor to 
refuse the suffering church that aid which she so much needed. Lord 
Hamilton, insteadof complying with their desire, carried the letter directly 
to the liinz-. whom this new insult irritated to such a degree. that he com- 

order to rcgaiu the king's favour, were preparing to obey; and the minis- 
ters, who saw no other hope of safety, fled towards Ensland." 

This unsuccessful insurrection, instead of overturning, established the 
Iring's authority. Those concerned in it were confounded and disperst:d 
[Jan. 31. The rest of James's subjects, in order to avoid suspicion, or to 
gain his favour, contended who should he most forward to execute his 
vengeance. A convention of estates being called, p.ronounced the late 
insurrection to be high treason ; ordained every minister to subscribe a 
declaration of his submission to the king'sjurisdiction, in all [natters civil and 
criminal ; impowered magistrates to comniit instantly to prison any 
minister, who in his sermons should utter any indecent reflections on the 
Icing's conduct ; prohibited any ecclesiastical judicatory to meet without 
the k i d s  license ; commanded that no person should be elected a magis 
trate 07 Edinburgh, for the future, without the king's approbation ; and 
that, in the mean time, the present magistrates should either discover and 
inflict condign punishment on the authors of the late tumult, or the city 
itself should be subjected to all the penalties of that treasonable acti0n.t 

Armed with the authority of these decrees, James resolved to crush 
entirely the mutinous spirit of his subjects. As the clergy had hitheito 
derived their chief credit and strength from the favour and zeal of the 
citizens of Edinburgh, his first care was to humble them. Though the 
magistrates submitted to him in the most abject terms ; though they vindi- 
cated themselves and their fellow citizens from the most distant intention 
of violating his royal person or authority; though, after the strictest scru- 
tiny, no circumstances that could fix on them the suspicion of premeditated 
rebellion had been discovered ; though many c~f the nobles, and such of 
the clergy as still retained any degree of favour, ir~tercedcd in their behalf; 
neither acknowledgments nor intercessions were of the least avai1.T The 
lring continued inexorable [Feb. 281; the city was declared to have for- 
feited its p;rivileg as a corporation, ant1 to be liable to all the penalties of 
treason. r h e  capital of the liingdom, deprived of magistrates, deserted by 
its ministers, abandoned by the courts of justice, and proscribed by the 
king, remained in desolation and despair. The courtiers even threatened 
to rase the city to the foundation, and to erect a pillar where it stood, as an 
everlasting monument of the king's vengeance, and of the guilt of its inha- 
bitants. At last, in compliance with Elizabeth, who interposed in their 
favour, and moved b the continual so!icitations of the nobles, James 
absolved the citizens Yom the penalties of law, butat the same time ha 
stripped them of their most important privileges [March 211 ; they were 
neither allowed to elect their own magistrates nor their own ministers. 
many new burdens were imposed on them ; and a considerable sum o! 
money was exacted by way of peace-offering.§ 

James was, meanwhile, equally assiduous, and no less successful in cir- 

* Bpotsw. 451. Cald. v. 126. t Cald. v. 147. Ibid. v. 149. Spotslv. 4%. 444. 
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cumscribnng the jurisdiction of the church. Experience had discovered, 
that to attempt this by acts of parliament, and sentences of privy council, 
was both ineffectual and odious. He had recourse now to an expedient 
more artful, and better calculated for obtaining his end. The ecclesias- 
tical judicatories were composed of many members; the majority of the 
clergy were extremely indigent, and unprovided of legal stiperlds ; the 
ministers in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh, notwithstanding the parity 
established by the presbyterian government, had assumed a leading in the 
church which filled their brethren with envy ; every numerous body of 
men is susceptible of sudden and strong impressions, and liable to Le influ- 
enced, corrupted, or overawed. Induced by these considerations, James 
thought it possible to gain the clergy, whom he had in vain attempted to 
subdue. Proper agents were set to wozk all over the kingdom ; promises, 
flattery, and threats were ernployed : the usurpations of the brethren near 
the capital were aggravated ; the jealousy of their power, which was 
growing in the distant provinces, was augmented: and two different general 
assemblies were held, in both which, notwithstanding the zcal and boldness 
wherewith a few leadin clergymen defended the privileges of the church, 
a majority declared in kvour of those measures which were agreeable to 
the king. Many practices, which had continued since the reformation, 
were condemned; many points of discipline, which had hitherto been 
reckoned sacred and uncoutroverted, were given up ; the license with 
which ministers discoursed of political matters was restrained ; the free- 
dom with which they inveighed against particular persons was censured ; 
sentences of summary excotnmunication were declared unlawful ; the con- 
voking a general assembly, without the king's permission, was prohibited ; 
and the right of nominating ministers to the principal towus was vested in 
the crown. Thus, the clergy thenlselves surrendered privileges which it 
would have been dangerous to invade, and voluntarily submitted to a yoke 
more intolerable that] any James would have ventured to in~pose by force ; 
while such as continued to oppose his measures, instead of their forrner 
popular topic of the king's violent encroachments on a jurisdiction which 
did not belong to him, were obliged to turn their outcries against the cor- 
ruptions of their own order." 

By the authority of these general assemblies, the popish earls were 
allowed to make a public recantation of their errors ; were absolved from 
the sentence of excom~nunication; and received into the bosom of the 
church. But, not many years after, they relapsed into their former errors, 
were again reconciled to the church of Rome, and by their apostacy justi- 
fied, in some degree, the fears and scruples of the clergy with regard to 
their absolution. 

The ministers of Edinburgh owed to the intercession of these assemblies 
the liberty of returning to their charges in the city. But this liberty was 
clogged in such a manner as greatly abridged their power. The city was 
divided into distinct parishes ; the number of ministers doubled ; persons 
on whose fidelity the king could rely were fixed in the new parishes ; and 
these circumstances, added to the authority of the late decrees of the church, 
contributed to confirm that absolute dominion in ecclesiastical affairs, which 
James possessed during the remainder of his reign. 

The king was so Intent on new modelling the church, that the other trans- 
actions of this period scarce deserve to be remembered. The Octavians, 
envied by the other courtiers, and splitting into factions among thetnselv6s, 
resigned their commission ; and the administration of the revenue return- 
ing Into its former channel, both the king and the nation wete deprived of 
the benefit of their regular and frugal economy. 

Dec. 19.1 Towards the end of the year a parliament was held in order 

* Bpotsw. 433. Cald. v. 189. 1233. 
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to restore Huntly and his associates to their estates and hor~ours, by repeal. 
ing the act of forfeiture passed against them. The authority of this supreme 
court was likewise employed to introduce a further innovation into the 
church ; but, conformable to the system which the king had now adopted, 
the motion for this purpose took its rise from the clergy themselves. As 
the act of general annexation, and that establishing the presbyterian govern- 
ment, had reduced the few bishops, who still survived, to poverty and 
contempt; as those who possessed the abbeys and priories were mere 
layinerl, and many of them temporal peers, few or none of the ecclesiasti- 
cal order remained to vote in parliament ; and by means of that, the influ- 
ence of the crown was considerably diminished there, and a proper balance 
to the power and number of the nobles was wanting. But the prejudices 
which the nation had conceived against the name and character of bishops 
were so violent, that James was obliged, with the utmost care, to avoid 
the appearance of a design to revive that order. [1598.] He prevailed, 
therefore, on the commission appointed by the last general assembly to 
complain to the parliament, that the church was the only body in the king- 
dorn destitute of its representatives in that supreme court, where it so 
nearly concerned every order to have some, who were bound to defend its 
rights; and to crave that a competent number of the clergy should be 
admitted, according to ancient custom, to a seat there. In compliance 
with this request an act waspassed, by which those ministers, on whom the 
king should confer the vacant bishoprics and abbeys, were entitled to a 
vote in parliament ; and, that the clergy might conceive no jealous of any 
encroachment upon their privileges, it was remitted to the generarassem- 
bl , to  determine what spiritual jurisdiction or authority in the government 
o?tthe church these persons sliould possess." 

The king, however, found it no easy matter to obtain the concurrence 
of the ecclesiastical judicatories, in which the act of parliament met with 
a fierce opposition. Though the clergy perceived horn much lustre this 
new privilege would reflect upon their order ; though they were not insen- 
sible of the great accession of personal power and dignity, which many 
of them would acquire, by being adrnitted into the supreme council of the 
nation, their abhorrence of cp~scopacy was extreme; and to that they 
sacrificed every consideration of interest or ambition. All the king's pro- 
fessions of regard for the present constitution of the church did not convince 
them of his sincerity : all the devices that could be invented for restraining 
and circulnscribing the jurisdiction of such as were to be raised to this new 
honour, did not diminish their jealousy and fear. Their own experience 
had taught them with what insinuating progress the hierarch advances, 
and though admitted at first with moderate authority, and un&r specious 
pretences, how rapidly it extends its dominion. "Varnish over this scheme," 
said one of the leading clergymen, "with what colours you please ; deck 
the intruder with the utmost art ; under all this disguise I see the horns of 
his mitre." The same sentiments prevailed among many of his brethren, 
and induced them to reject power and. honours, with as much zeal as ever 
those of their order courted them. Many, however, were allured b the 
hopes of preferment ; the king himself and his ministers employeg the 
same arts which they had tried so successfully last year; and after long 
debates, and much opposition, the general assembly declared that it was 
lawful for ministers to accept of a seat in parliament [March 71 ; that it 
would be highly beneficial to the church to have its representatives in that 
supreme court; and that fifty-one persons, a number nearly equal to that 
of the ecclesiastics who were anciently called to parliament, should be 
chosen from among the clergy for that purpose. The manner of their 

* Spotsw. 450. Pad. 15th Jac. VI. c. 235, 
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election, together with the powers to be vested in them, were left unde. 
cided for the present, and furnished matter of future deliberation." 

1599. As the prospect of succeeding to the crown of England drew 
nearer, ! ames multiplied precautions in order to render it certain. As he 
was allied to many of the princes of Germany by his marriage, he sent 
ambassadors extraordinary to their several courts, in order to explain the 
justness of his title to the Engljsh throne, and to desire their assistance, ~f 
any competitor should arise to dispute his undoubted rights. These prlnces 
readily acknowledged the equity of his claim ; but the aid which they 
could afford him was distant and feeble. At the sarne time, Edvrard 
Bruce, abbot of ILinloss, his ambassador at the English court, solicited 
Elizabeth, with the utmost warmth, to recognise his t~ t le  by some public 
deed, and to deliver her own subjects from the calamities rvhich are 
occasioned by an uncertain or disputed succession. But age had strength- 
ened all the passions which had hitherto induced Elizabeth to keep this 
great question obscure and undecided ; and a general and evasive answer 
was all that James could obtain. As no impression could be made on the 
queen, the ambassador was commanded to sound the disposition of her 
subjects; and to try what progress he could make in gaining them. 
Bruce possessed all the talents of secrec ,judgment, and address, requisite 
for conducting a negotiation no less descate than important. A minister 
of this character was entitled to the confidence of the English. Many 
of the highest rank unbosomed themselves to him without reserve, and 
gave him repeated assurances of their resolution to assert his master's right 
in opposition to every pretender.t As several pamphlets were dispersed 
at  this time in England, containing objections to his title, Jarnes employed 
some learned men in his kingdom to answer these cavillers, and to explain 
the advantages which would result to both kingdoms by the union of the 
crowns. These boolcs were eagerly read, and contributed not a little to 
reconcile the English to that event. A book published this year by the 
king himself produced an effect still more favourable. It was entitled 
Basilicon Doron, and contained precepts concerning the art of government, 
addressed to prince Henry his son. Notrvithstanding the great alterations 
and refinements in national taste since that time, we must allow this to be 
no contemptible performance, and not to be inferior to the works of most 
contemporary writers, either in purity of style or justness of composition. 
Even the valn parade of erudition with which it abounds, and which now 
disgusts us, raised the admiration of that age ; and as it was filled with 
those general rules which speculative authors deliver for rendering a nation 
happy, and of which .Tames could discourse with great plausibility, though 
often inca able of putting them in practice, the English conceived a high 
opinion o rh i s  abilities, and expected an increise of national honour and 
prosperity under a prince so profoundly sliilled in politics, and who gave 
such a specimen both of his wisdom and of his love to his people.1 

T h e  queen of England's sentiments concerning James were very differ- 
ent from those of her subjects. His excessive indulgence towards the 
popish lords ; the facility with which he pardoned their repeated treasons ; 
his restoring Beatoun, the popish archbishop of Glasgow, who had fled 
out of Scotland at the time of the reformation, to the possession of the tem- 
poralities of that benefice ; the appointing him his ambassador at the court 
of France ; the applause he bestowed, in the Basilicon Doron, on those who 
adhered to the queen his mother ; Elizabeth considered as so rnany indica- 
tions of a mind alienated from the protestant religion ; and suspected that he 
would soon revolt from the profession of it. These suspicions seemed to 
be fully confirmed by a discovery which came from the master of Gray, 
wlio resided at  that time in Italy, and who, rather than suffer his intr~guing 
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s irit to be  idle, demeaned himself so far as to act as a spy for the 
8nglish court. He conve ed to Elizabeth the copy of a letter, written by 
James to pope Clement ~ I I I . ,  in which the king, after many exprerions 
of regard for that pontiff, and of gratitude for his favours, declared his 
firn~ resolution to treat the Rouian catholics with indulgence : and, in order 
to render the intercourse between the court of Rome and Scotland more 
frequent and familiar, he solicited the pope to promote Drummond, bishop 
of Vaison, a Scotsman, to the dignity of a cardinal.* Elizabeth, who had 
received by another channel7 some itnperfect intelligence of this corres- 
pondence, was filled with just surprise, and immediately despatched Bowes 
into Scotland, to inquire more fully into the truth of the matter, and to 
reproach James for an action so unbecoming a protestant prince. H e  was 
astonished at  the accusation, and with a confidence which nothing but the 
consciousness of innocence could i.nspire, affirmed the whole to be a mere 
calumny, and the letter itself to be forged by his enemies, on purpose to 
bring his sincerity in religion to be suspected. Elphingston, the secretary 
of state, denied the matter with equal solemnity. It came, however, to 
be known b a very singular accident, which happened some years after, 
that the ingrmation which Elizabeth had received was well founded, 
though at the same time the king's declarations of his own innocence were 
perfectly consistent with truth. Cardinal Bellarmine, in a reply which he 
published to a controversial treatise, of which the king was the author, 
accused him of having abandoned the favourable sentiments which he had 
once entertained of the Roman catholic religion, and as a proof of this, quoted 
his letter to Clement VIII. It was impossible any longer to believe this 
to be a fiction ; and it was a matter too delicate to be passed over without 
strict inquiry. James itnmediately examined Elphingston, and his con- 
fession unravelled the whole mystery. H e  acknowledged that he had 
shuffled in this letter among other papers, which he laid before the king 
to be signed, who, suspecting no such deceit, subscribed it together with 
the rest, and without knowing what it contained ; that he had no other 
motive, however, to this action, but zeal for his majesty's service ; and 
by flattering the Roman catholics with hopes ?f indulgence under the 
king's government, he imagined that he was pavlng the way for his more 
easy accession to the English throne. The  privy council of England 
entertained very different sentiments of the secretary's conduct. In their 
opinion not only the Icing's reputation had been exposed to reproach, but 
his life to danger, by this rash imposture ; they even impuied the gun- 
powder treason to the rage and disappoint~rlent of the papists, upon finding 
.that the hopes which this letter inspired were frustrated. T h e  secretary 
was sent a prisoner into Scotland to be tried for high treason. His peers 
foucd him guilty, but by the queen% intercession, he obtained a pardon.:: 

According to the account of other h~storians, James himself was no 
stranger to this correspondence with the pope; and, if we believe them, 
Elphingston being intimidated by the threats of the English council, and 
deceived by the artifices of the earl of Dunbar, concealed some circum- 
stances in h ~ s  narrative of this transaction, and falsified others; and, at the 
expense of his own fame, anrl with the danger of his life, endeavoured to 
draw a veil over this part of his master's conduct.$ 

But whether we impute the writing of this letter to the secretary's 
officious zeal, or to the king's command, it is certain that about this time 
Janles was at the utmost pains to gain the friendship of the Roman catholic 
rinces, a6 a necessary precaution towards facilitating his accession to the 

English throne. Lord Home, who was hiniself a papist, was intrusted 
wit11 a secret commission to the pope ;l\ the archbishop of Glasgow was an 

* Cald. 333. 7 Winw. Mem. vol. i. 37. 52. : State Trials, vol. i. 429. SpotsW. 4%. 
507 Johnst. 448. Q Cald.vol. v. 322. vi. 147. Ij Winw. Mem. vol. ii. 57. 
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active instru~nent with those of his own religion.* The pope expressed 
such favourable sentiments both of the liin and of his rights to the crown 
of England, that James tlrought himselP bound, some years after, to 
acknowledge the obligation in a public man11er.t Sir James Lindsay made 
great pro ress ingaining the English papists to acknowledge His Majesty's 
t~tle. o f a l l  these intrigues Elizabeth received obscure hints from different 
quarters. The more imperfectly she Irnew, the more violently she sus- 
pected the king's designs * and the natural jealousy of her temper 
increasing with age. she o\,served his conduct with greater solicitude 
than ever. 

1600.1 The questions with regard to the election and power of the 
representatives of the church, were finally decided this year by the General 
Assembly, which met at Montrose [March 281. That place was chosen 
as most convenient for the ministers of the north, among whom the king's 
influence chiefly lay. Although great numbers resorted from the northern 
provinces, and the king employed his whole interest, and the authority of 
his own presence, to a majority, the following regulations were with 
difficulty agreed on. l h a t  the general assembly shall recommend six 
persons to every vacant benefice which gave a title to a seat in parliament, 
out of whom the king shall nominate one; that the person so elected, after 
obtaining his seat in parliament, shall neither propose nor consent to any 
thing there that may affect the interest of the church, without special 
instructions to that purpose ; that he shall be answerable for his conduct 
to every general assembly; and submit to its censure, without appeal, 
upon pain of infamy and excommunication; that he shall discharge the 
duties of a pastor in a particular congregation ; that he shall not usurp any 
ecclesiastical jurisdiction superior to that of his other brethren ; that if the 
church inflict on him the censure of deprivation, he shall thereby ibrfeit 
his seat in parliament: that he shall annually resign his comtnission to the 
General ilssembly, which may be restored to him, or not, as the assembly, 
with the king's approbation, shall judge most expedient for the good of 
the church.1 Yothing could be more repugnant to the idea of episcopal 
government, than these regulations. It was not in consequence of rights 
derived from their eflice, but of powers conferred by a commission, that 
the ecclesiastical persons mere to be admitted to a seat in parliament ; they 
were the representatives, not the superiors of the clergy. Destitute of 
all spiritual authority, even their civil jurisdiction was temporary. James, 
however, flattered himself that they would soon be able to shake off these 
fetters, and radually acquire all the privileges which helonwed to the 
episcopal orckr. The clergy dreaded the san~e thing; and oPcourse he 
contended for the nomination of these commissioners, and they opposed 
it, not so much on account of the powers then vested in them, as of those 
to which it was believed they would soon attain.$ 

During this summer the kingdom enjoyed an unusual tranquillity. The 
clergy after many struggles were brought under great subjection; the 
popish earls were restored to their estates and honours by the authorit of 
parliament, and with the consent of the church; the rest of the nocles 
were at peace amon themselves, and obedient to the royal authorit 
when, in the midst of this security, the l r ~ q ' s  lice was exposed to t g; e 
utmost danger by a cons iracy altogether unexpected and almost inex- 

. The authors o t i t  were John Ruthven, earl of Gowrie, and his 
~!~",i".Alerander, the sons of that earl who was beheaded in the ear 
one thousand five hundred and eigbty-four. Nature had adorned goth 
these young men, especially the elder brother, with many accomplish- 
ments, to which education had added ~ t s  most elegant improvements. 

* Cald. vol. vi. 147. t Ibid. vol. v. 604. $ Spotsw. 453 457. Cald. vol. v. 338 
U Snots. 454. 
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More learned than is usual among persons of their rank; more religious 
than is common at their age of life ; generorrs, brave, popular; their coun 
trymen, far from thinking them capable of any atrocious crime, conceived 
the most sanguine hopes of their early virtues. Notwithstanding all these 
noble qualities, some unknown motive engaged them in a conspiracy, 
which, if we adhere to the account commonly received, must be transmitted 
to posterity as one of the most wicked, as well as one of the worst con- 
certed of which history makes any mention. 

On the fifth of August, as the king, who resided durir~g the hunting 
season in his palace of Falkland, was going out to his sport early in the 
morning, he was accosted by Mr. Alexander Ruthven, who, with an air of 
great importance, told the king that the evening before he had met an 
unlmo~vn man of a sus icious aspect walking alone in a by-path near his 
brother's house at  ~ e r t i ;  and,on searching him, had found under his cloak 
a pot flled with a great quantity of foreign gold; that lie had immediately 
seized both him and his treasure, and, without communicating the niatter 
to any person, had kept him confined and bound in a solitary house; and 
that he thought it his duty to irnpart such a singular event first of all to 
his Rlajesty. James immediately suspected this unknown person to be a 
seminary priest supplied with foreign coin in order to excite new commo- 
tions in the kingdom; and resolved to empower the magistrates of Perth 
to call the person before them, and inquire into all the circumstances of 
the story. Ruthven violently opposed this resolution, and with many 
arguments urged the king to ride directly to Perth and examine the matter 
in person. Meanwhile the chase began; and James, notwithstanding his 
passion for that amusement, could not help ruminating upon the strangeness 
of the tale, and on ltrithven's importunity. At last he called him, and 
promised when the sport was over to set out for Perth. T h e  chase, 
however, continued long; and Ruthven, who all the while kept close b 
the king, was still urging him to make haste. At the death or the bucz 
fie would not allow James to stay till a fresh horse was brought him ; and 
observing the duke of Lennox and the earl of Mar preparing to accompany 
the king, he entreated him to countermand them. This James refused; 
and though Ruthven's impatience and anxiety, as well as the apparent 
perturbation in his whole behaviour, raised some suspicions in his mind; 
yet his own curiosity and Ruthven's solicitations prevailed on him to set 
out for Perth. When within a mile of the town, Ruthven rode forward to 
inform his brother of the king's arrival, though he had already despatched 
two messengers for that purpose. At a little distance from the town, the 
earl, attended by several of the citizens, met the lring, who had only 
twenty persons in his train. No preparations were made for the king S 

entertainment: the earl appeared pensive and embarrassed, and was at no 
pains to atone, by his courtesy or hospitality, for the bad fare with which 
he treated his guests. When the king's repast was over, his attendants 
were led to dine in another room, and he being left almost alone, Ruthven 
whispered him that now was the time to go to the chamber where the 
unlino~vn person was kept. James commarlded him to bring sir Thomas 
Erslrine along with them; but, instead of that, Ruthven ordered him not to 
follo-\v : and conducting the Iting up a staircase, and then through several 
apartments, the doors of which he locked behind him, led him at last into 
a small study in which there stood a man clad in armour, with a sword 
and dagger by his side. T h e  lring, who expected to have found one dis- 
armed and bound, started at the sight, and inquired if this was the person; 
but Ruthven, snatching the dagger from the girdle of the man in armour, 
and holding it to the king's breast, "Iternember," said he, "how unjustly 
my father suffered by your command ; you are now my prisoner; submit 
to my disposal without resistance or outcry; or this dagger shall itistantly 
avenge his blood " James expostulated with Ruthven, entreated. and 
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ffatiered him. The man w h ~ m  he found in the study stood all the while 
trembling and dismayed, without courage either to a.id the king or to 
second his ag ressor. Ruthven protested that if the king raised no outcq 
his life siioulf be safe ; and moved by some unknown reason, retired in 
order to call his brother, leaving to the man in armour the care of tlie king, 
whom he bound by oath not to make any noise during his absence. 

While the king was in this dangerous situation, his attendants growing 
impatient to know whither he had retired, one of Gowrie's domestlcs en- 
tered the room hastil and told them that the king had just rode away 
towards Falkland. A$ of them rushed out into the street ; and the earl, 
in the utmost hurry, called for their horses. But by this time his brother 
had returned to the king, andswearing that now there was no remedy, he 
must die, offered to bind his hands. Unarmed as James was, he scorned 
to submit to that indignity ; and closing with the assassin, a fierce struggle 
ensued. The man in armour stood, as formerly, amazed and motionless ; 
and the king, dragging Ruthven towards a window which during his ab- 
sence, he had persuaded the person with whcm he was left to o en, cried 
with a wild and aflirghted voice, " Treason ! Treason! I3ek ! l am 
murdered!" His attendants heard and knew the voice, and saw at the 
window a hand wh~ch grasped the king's neck with violence. They flew 
with precipitation to his assistance. Lennox and Mar, with the greater 
number, ran up the principal staircase, where they found all the doors 
shut, which they battered with the utmost fury, endeavouring to burst 
them open. But sir John Ramsey, entering by a back-stair which led 
to the apartment where the king was, found the door open, and rushing 
upon Kuthven, who was still struggling with the king, struck him twice 
with his dagger, and thrust him towards the staircase, where sir Thomas 
Erslrine and sir Hugli Herries met and lrilled him ; he c~ying with his last 
breath, "Alas ! I am not to blame for this action." Dur~ng this scuffle the 
man who had been concealed in the study escaped unobserved. Together 
with Ramsey, Erskine, and Herries, one Wilson, a footman, entered the 
room where the king was, and before they had time to shut tlie door, 
Gowrie rushed in with a drawn sword in each hand, followed b seven 
of his attendants well-armed, and with a loud voice threatened tlem all 
with instant death. They immediately thrust the king into the little study, 
and, shutting the door upon him, encountered the earl. Notwithstanding 
the inequality of numbers, Sir John Ramsey pierced Gowrie through the 
heart, and he fell down dead without uttering a word ; his followers, 
having received several wounds, immediately fled. Three of the king's 
defenders were. likewise hurt in the conflict. A dreadful noise continued 
still at the opposite door, where many persons laboured in vain to force a 
passage ; and the king being assured that they were Lennox, Mar, and his 
other friends, it was opened on the inside. They ran to the Icing, whom 
they unexpectedly found safe, with transports of congratulation ; and he, 
falling on his knees, with all his attendants around him, offered solemn 
thanks to God for such a wonderful deliverance. The danger however 
was not yet over. The inhabitants of the town, whose provost Gowrie 
was, and by whom he was extremely beloved, hearing the fate of the two 
brothers, ran to their arms, and surrounded the house, threatening revenge, 
with many insolent and opprobrious speeches against the king. Jamev 
endeavoured to pacify the enraged multitude by spealring to them from the 
window ; he admitted their magistrates into the house ; related to them 
all the circumstances of the fact ; and their fury subsiding, by degrees 
they dispersed. On searching the earl's pockets for papers that  night 
discover his designs and accomplices, nothing was found but a srnall parch- 
ment bag, full of magical characters and words of enchantment; and if 
we may believe the account of the conspiracy published by the king, 
'while these were about hi:n the wound of which he died bled not ; but 
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as soon as they were taken away the blood gushed out In great abundance." 
After all the dar~gerous adventures of this busy day the king returned in 
the evening to k alkland, having conlmitted the dead bodies of the two 
brothers to the custody of the magistrates of Perth. 

Notwithstanding the minute detail which the king gave of all the cir 
cumstances of this conspiracy against his life, the motives which induced 
the two brothers to attempt an action so detestable, the end they had in 
view, and the accomplices on whose aid they depended, were altogether 
rlnknown. T h e  words of Kuthven to the Icing gave some ground* to think 
that the desire of revenging their father's death had instigated tbe~n  to this 
attempt. But whatever iltjuries their father had suffered, it is scarcely pro- 
bable that they could impute the111 to the king, whose youth, as well as his 
subjection at  that time to the violence of a faction, exempted hirn from 
being the object of resentment, on account of actions which were not done 
by his command. Jan~es  had even endeavoured to repair the wrongs 
which the father had suffered by benefits to his children ; and Gowrie 
himself, sensible of his favour, had aclino~vledged it with the warmest ex- 
pressions of gratitude. Three of the earl's attendank, being con,-icted of 
assisting him-in this assault on the Icing's servants, were executed a1 Perth ; 
but they could give no light into the motives which had prompted fheir 
master to an action so repugnant to these aclinowledgments. Diligent 
search was made for the person concealed in the study, and from him 
great discoveries were expected. But Andrew Henderson, the earl's 
steward, who upon a pron~isc of pardon confessed himself to be the man, 
was as much a stranger to his master's design as the rest; and though 
placed in the study by Gowrie's command, he did not even know for 
what end that station had been assigned him. The  whole tratlsaction 
remained as impenetrably dark as ever ; and the two brothers, it was con- 
cluded, had concerted their scheme without either citnfidant or accomplice, 
with unexarnpled secrecy as well as wiclieduess. 

An accident no less strange than the other circua~stances of the story, 
and which happened nine years after, discovered that this opinion, how- 
ever plausible, was 111-founded ; and that the two brothers had not carried 
on their machinations all alone. One Sprot, a notary, having whispered 
amon.- several persclns that he knew some secrets relating to Gowrie's 
cons1:racy, the privy council thought the matter worthy of their attention, 
and ordered him to be seized. His confession was partly voluntal-y and 
partly forced from him by torture. According to his account, Logan of 
Itestalrig, a gentleman of an opulent fortune, but of dissolute morals, was 
privy to all Gowrie's intentions; and an accornplice in his crimes. Mr. 
Ruthvcn, he said, had frequent interviews with Logan in order to concert 
the plan of their operations ; the earl had corresponrled with him to the 
same purpose ; and one Bour, Logan's confidant, was trusted with the 
secret, and carried the letters between them. Both Logan and Bour were 
now dead. But Sprot a6rmed that he had read letters written both by 
Gowrie and Logan on that occasion ; and in couiirmation of his .testimony 
several of Logan's letters, which a curiosity fatal to himself had prompted 
Sprot to steal from among Bour's papers, were produced." These were 
compared by the privy council with papers of Logalt's handwriting, and 

* T,ogan's letters were five in number : one to Bour, another to Gowric, and three of t1le111 ~vithouc 
any dirrrtion; nor could Sprot discovcr the rlnnle of the pclsnn to whorl tlwy were written. Logan 
gives him the appellation of Ki@t  Hunos?.alrlc. It appears Aom this, however, and from other 
words in the letter, C~om. 'J5, that there were sevelal peisons plisy to the consl~ilaey. The date of 
the first letter is July 18~11. M:. Xuthv~n had cnnirnl~nicatrd the matter to Logan only five days 
before. Ibid. It appears from the original szmi.mo?~s of forf~~?iZt~we against Logan's heirs, that 
Bour, though he had letters addressed to him with regn~d to a conspiracy equally dangerous und 
important was so illitcrate that he could not rend. " .Tacobns Bow, literarum plorsos ignarus. 
dicti ~eoT~iiopera,  in le~cndisomnibns scriptis ad eum missie,vsl pertinentibus uteltatur." This is 
altogether strartge ; and nothing but the cilpricious character of Logan can account for his chomixlg 
such aconfidant. 
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the resemblance was manifest. Persons of undoubted credit, and ,well 
qualified to judge of the matter, examined them, and swore to their authen- 
ticity. Death itself did not exempt Logan from prosecution ; his bones 
were dug U$ and tried for high treason, and by a sentence equally odious 
and illegal, his lands were forfeited, and his posterity declared infamous 
Sprot was condemned to be hanged for misprision of treason. He adhered 
to his confession to the last, and having promised on the scaffold to give 
the spectators a sign in confirmation of the truth of what he had deposed, 
he thrice clapped his hands after he was thrown off the ladder by the exe 
cutioner.7 

But though it be thus unexpectedly discovered that Gowrie did, not act 
without associates, little additional light is thrown by this discovery on the 
motives and intention of his conduct. It appears almost incredible that two 
young men of such distinguished virtue should revolt all at once from their 
duty, and attempt a crime so atrocious as the murder of their sovereign, 
It appears still more improbable that they should have concerted their 
undertaking with so little foresight and prudence. If they intended that 
the deed should have remained concealed, they could not have chosen a 
more improper scene for executing it than their own 11o11se. If they 
intended that Henderson should have struck the blow, they could not have 
pitched on a man more destitute of the courage that must direct the hand 
of an assassin ; nor could they expect that he, unsolicited and unac uainted 
with their purpose, would venture on such a desperate action IS kuthven 
meant to stab the king with his own hand, why did he withdraw the 
dagger after it was pointed at his breast ? How could he leave the king 

* By the Roman law, persons guilty of the crime of high treason might be tried even after death. 
This practice was adopted by the Scots w~thou t  ally limitation, Parl. 1540, c. 69. But the unlimited 
exercise of this power was soon conceived to he dangerous; and the crowrl was laid u~rder proper 
restrictions by an  act A. D. Y42, which hasnever been plinted. The  wordsof it are, "And because 
the said lords (i. e. the lords of articles) think the said act (viz.in 1540) too general, and prejudicial 
to the harons in the realm, therefore statutes and ordains, that the shid act shall have no place la 
time coming but against the heirs of them that rlotoriously commit or shall commit lese majesty 
against the &g's person anainst the realm for averting the same, and against them that shalt happen 
to betray the king's arm; a?lenarly, and being notoriously known in their time: and the heirs of 
these persons to be called and judged within five years after the decease of the said persons com- 
mitters of the said crimes: and the said time being hy-past, the said helm never to he pursued for 
the same." T h e  sentence against Logan violated this statute in two particulars. He was not 
notoriously known duriug his liW to be an accomplice in the crime fur which he was tried; and his 
heir was called in question more than five years after his death. It is remarkable that this statute 
seems not to have been attended to in the parliament which forfeited Logan. Another singular 
circumstance deserves notice. As i t  is a maxim of justice that no person can be t ~ i e d  in absence; 
and as  lawyers ale always tenacious of their forms, and often absurd in their devices for preserving 
them, they contrived that, in any process against a dead person, his corpse or houes shall he pre- 
sented a t  the bar. Examples of this occur frequently in the Scottish history. After the battle of 
Corrichie, the dead body of the earl of Huntly was presented in parliament, before sentence of for- 
faulture was pronounced against him. For the same rcason the hodies of Gowrie and his blother 
were preserved, in order that they might be produced in parliament. Logan's bones, in compliance 
with the same rule, were dug up. Mackenz. Grim. L a w  llook i. Tit. 6. B. 

t I t  appears that archbishop Spotswood was present a,t the execution of Sprot, Cvom. 115, and 
yet he seems to have given no credit to his discoveries. The manner in which he speaks of him i s  
remarkable: LiWhetl~er  or not I should mention the arraignment and execution of George Sprot, 
who suffered at  Edinburgh, I am doubtful. Hisconfession, though voluntary and conitant,carrying 
small probability. The man deposed, &c. It seemed to he a very fiction, and a mere intrention of 
the man's own brain for neither did heshow the letter, nor could any wise man think that Gowrie 
who went about the heason so secretlv. would have communicated the matter to such a man ab 
1,nran was known to be." n. 208. ~d6tswood could not be innorant of the folemuitv n.ith which 
1:oGan I,nd Iwcn ~ ~ i r d ,  n~;,l h' rllv Itroupl11 01' tllu a ~ ~ t l ~ c ~ ; i ~ r i l y  11t' IXs 11 tirrs. 11;. l ! i~~~sulfwas 
prol,nbl.v l , r ca ,~~ t  ill ~,.~:li:~rl~*.nt ;it 1111, 1ri:tl. Thc  e;~rl I~I' Dul~ttar, of \vIloln 11u al%vnyy il,t-:~ks tvitl~ 
UII~ 111ghcrt r6,sl1l.ct, was ~ I I P  prrsonwllo dill.f't+:~l 1111. procrsd il*:lill~t LOCBII. Sllcll 3p(.r( l!ll,tc?ry do 
claratiorl agni~,sr the tr~llh of Sprot's ~ v i ~ l ~ * n c e ,  n o t t v i ~ l ~ s t : ~ i ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ e  all tllcs~: C ~ ~ ( . I I I I . S I ~ I I I . ~ ~ ,  IS mr .  
pnsill" Sir T1101n:ls ~ l a ~ ~ ~ i l l o ~ i ,  tile k i ~ ~ f s  : I ~ Y I I L O I I .  nr tllitt linl?, a111l nnrrwnr~lriarl of I l :~ddir~gto~~,  
rrprrsvnta t l ~ r  prw~t' p n ~ ~ l ~ ~ c c i l  at 1.ocnn's Iri81l :Is eatrcln~.l!. c i ,~~si l~eing;  and in origic.;~l Iettrr of 
his 10111~ kill& the 2lst of June 1009, (in Ilibl. Fitcult. Ju~id.)  aitcr n ~ c ~ ~ t i o ~ t i ~ ~ g  tllc I I I ~ ! I I I C C  ill \ v l~ ic l~  
the trial hadbeen conducted, he thus goes on: 

When the probatio~~ of the summons was referred to the lords of articles' votes, they found uni- 
formly, all in one voice, the said sulnmons to heso clearly proved, that they seemed to contend who  
should be able most zealously to express the satisfaction of his heart not only by the most pithy 
words, hut by tears of joy: diverse of the hest rank confessing, that, wjlereof they doubted at  their 
entry into the housewas now somanifestthat they behooved to esteem them traitors who should any 
loneer refuse to declare their assured resolution of the truth of that treason. 
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after such a plain declaration of his intention ? Was it not preposterous to 
commit him to the keeping of such a timid associate as Henderson? For 
what purpose did he waste time in binding the arms of an unarmed man, 
whom he might easily have despatched with his sword ? Had Providence 
permitted them to imbrue their hands in the blood of their sovereign, what 
advantage could have accrued to thern by his death ? And what claims or 
pretensions could they have opposed to the rights oflhis children 1" Inevi- 
table and instant vengeance, together with perpetual infamy, were the only 
consequences they could expect to follow such a crime. 

On the other hand, it is impossible to believe that the Icing had formed 
any des~gn against the life of the two brothers. They had not incurred 
his indignation by any crime ; and were in no degree the objects of his 
jealousy or hatredit nor was he of a spirit so sanguinary, or so noted for 
rash and desperate valour, as to have attempted to murder them in their 
own house, where they were surrounded with many dornestics, he only 
with a slender and unarmed train ; where they could call to their assistance 
h e  inhabitants of a city at the devotion of their family, while he was at a 
distance from all aid : and least of all would he have chosen for his asso- 
ciates in such an enterprise the earl of Mar and the duke of Lennox, the 
.former connected in close friendship with the house of Gowrie, and the 
.latter married to one of the earl's sisters. 

Whichsoever of these opposite systems we ernbrace, whether we impute 
the intention of murder to Gowrie or to the king, insuperable difficulties 
arise, and we are involved in darkness, mystery, and contradictions. 
Perhaps the source of the whole conspiracy ought to be searched for deeper, 
:and by deriving it from a more remote cause we may discover it to be less 
aiminal. 

T o  keep the king of Scots in continual dependence was one great object 
of Elizabeth's policy. In order to this she sometimes soothed him, and 
sometimes bribed his ministers and favourites; and when she failed of 
.attaining her end by these means, she encouraged the clergy to render 
any administration which she distrusted unpopular, by decrying it, or stir- 
red up some faction of the nobles to oppose and to overturn it. In that 
,fierce age, men little acquainted with the arts of undermining a ministry by 
intrigue, had recourse to the ruder practice of rendering themselves mas- 
ters of the king's person, that they might thereby obtain the direction of his 
councils. Those nobles who seized the king at the Raid gRuthven were 
instigated and supported by Elizabeth. Bothwell, in all his wildattempts, 

* It has been asserted that, in consequence of the Iring's death, the earl of Gowrie might have 
nv~t~nrlrr l  tn the crown of Ensland. as the son of Dorothea Stewart. dauehter of lord Methven b~ 
% a ; G x o f  England &G a E e r  her divorce from the earl of Ang& to& that noblernan for her 
third hnsband. ~urAet ,  ~!st.of his own Times. But this assertion is'ill founded. It appears from 
undoubted evidence, that lord Mettiven had only onc child by queen Margaret, which died in its 
infancy, and Dorothea lady Ruthven was not the daughter of queen Margaret, but of Janet Stewart, 
lord Methven's second wife, a daughter of John earl of Athol. Crawf. Peer.320. And though 
Gowrie had really been descended from the blood royal of England, the king at that time had a son 
and daughter; and, besides ttlem, lady Arabella Stewart, daughter of Charles earl of Lennox, had . - 

a preferable title tothe crown of England. 
t Sir Henry Neville in a letter to sir Ralph Winwood imputes the death of the two brothers to 

a cause not mentioned bv anv of our historians. 'l Out bf Scotland we hear that there is no good 
agreement, but rather anopen difference, between the king and his wife, and many are of opinion 
that the discovery of some affection between her and the earl of Gowrie's brother (who was killed 
with him) was the truest cause and motive of that tragedy." Winm. Mem. vol. i. 274. Whether 
the follorvinm passages in Nicholson's letter be any co~ifirmation of Wat suspicion, is sul~mitted to 
the reader. his letter, Sept. 22 1602, he mentions the return of Gowrie's two younger brothers 

,into Scotland, and adds L L T h e  c o h n g  in of tbese two, and the queen of Scots dealing with them 
and sending away andlfurnishing MIS. Beatrix [their sister] with such information as sir ~ h o m a i  
Erskine has given, hath bred great suspicion in the king of Scots that they come not in but in some 
dangerous plot." In  another letter, January l, 1603, <lThe day of writing my last, Mrs. Bentris 
Rnthven was brought by the lady Paisley and Mrs of Angus, as one of their gentlewomen, into the 
courl in the evening, and stowed in a chamber prepared for her by the queen's direction, where the 
queen had much time and conference with her. Of this the king got notice and showed his dislike 
thereof to the queen, gently reproving her for it, and examining quietly of 'the queen's servants of 
the same, and of other matters thereunto belonging, with such discretion and secrecy as requires 
ouch a matter." 
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enjoyed her protection, and when they miscarried, he was secwe of a 
retreat in her dominions. The connexions which James had been forming 
of late with the Roman catholic princes, his secret negotiations in England 
with her subjects, and the maxims by which he governed his own kingdom, 
all contributed to excite her jealousy. She dreaded some great revolution 
in Scotland to be approaching, and it was her interest to prevent it. The 
earl of Gowrie was one of the most powerful of the Scottish nobles, and 
descended from ancestors warmly attached to the English interest. He 
had adopted the same system, and believed the well-are of his country to 
be inseparably connected with the subsistence of the alliance between the 
two kingdoms. During his residence at Paris he had contracted an inti 
mate friendship with sir Henry Neville, the queen's ambassador there, and 
was recommended by him to his court as a person of whom great use 
might be made." Elizabeth received him as he passed through E?gland 
with distinguished marks of respect and favour. From all these clrcrlm- 
stances a suspicion may arise that the plan of the conspiracy against the 
king was formed at that time in concert with her. Such a suspicion pre 
vailed in that age, and from the letters of Nicholson, Elizabeth's ao-ent in 
Scotland, it appears not to be destitute of foundation. An En lish sh"jp was 
observed hovering for some time in the mouth of the Frith oF~orth.  The 
earl's two younger brothers fled into England after the ill success of the con- 
spiracy, and were protected by Elizabeth. James himself, though he 
prudent1 concealed it, toolr great unibrage at her behaviour. None, how 
ever, of Elizabeth's intri ues in Scotland tended to hurt the king's person, 
but only to circumscribe {is authority and to thwart his schemes. His life 
was the surest safeguard of,her own, and restrained the popish pretenders 
to her crown, and their abettors, from desperate attempts, to which their 
impatience and bigotry might otherwise have urged them on. T o  have 
encouraged Gowrie to murder his sovereign would, on her part, have been 
an act of the utmost imprudence. Nor does this seem to have been the 
intention of the two brothers. Mr. Ruthven, first of all, endeavoured to 
decoy the king to Perth without any attendants. When these proved 
more numerous than was expected, the earl employed a stratagem in order 
to separate them from the king, by pretending that he had rode away 
towards Falkland, and by calling hastily for their horses that they might 
follorv him. By their shutting James up meanwhile in a distant corner of 
the house, and by attempting to bind his hands, their design seems to have 
been rather to seize than to assassinate him. Though Gowrie had not 
collected his followers in such numbers as to have been able to detain him 
long a prisoner in that part of the kingdom by open force, he might soon 
have been conveyed aboard the English ship, which waited perhaps to 
receive him; and he might have been landed at Fastcastle, a house of 
Logan's, in which, according to many obscure hints in his letters, some 
rendezvous of the conspirators was to be held. Amidst the surprise and 
terror into which the king must have been thrown by the vio!ence oifered to 
him, it was extreme1 natural for him to conclude that his life was sought. 
It was the interest oLl l  his followers to confirm him in this belief, and to 
magnify his dan er, in order to add to the importance and merit of their 
own services. ghus  his fear and their vanity, aided by the credulity and 
wonder which the contemplation of any great and tragical event, when not 
fully understood, is apt to inspire, augmented the whole transaction. On 
the other hand, the extravagance and improbability of the circutnstances 
which were added, detracted from the credit of those which really hap- 
pened ; andeven furnished pretences for calling in question the truth of the 
whole conspiracy. 

The account of what 'had happened at Perth reached Edinburgh 
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next morning. The p r l v y  council commanded the ministers of that city 
instantly to assemble their people ; and after relating to them the circum- 
stances of the conspiracy formed against the king's life, to return public 
thanks to God for the protection which he had so visibly afforded him. 
But as the first accounts transmitted to Edinburgh, written in a huny, and 
while the circumstances of the conspiracy were but imperfectly known, 
and the passions which it excited strongly felt, were indistinct, exa - 
gerated, and contradictory, the ministers laid hold of this ; and thou& 
they offered to give public thanks to God for the kin 'S safety, they 
refused to enter into any detail of particulars, or to utter k m  the chair of 
truth what appeared to be still dubious and uncertain. 

A few days after the king returned to Edinburgh ; and though Galloway, 
the minister of his own chapel, made an harangue to the people at the pub- 
lic cross, in which he recited all the circu~nstances of the conspiracy; 
though James himself, in their hearing, confirmed his account; though he 
commanded a narrative of the whole transaction to be published; the 
ministers of that city, as well as many of their brethren, still continued in- 
credulous and unconvinced. Their high esteem of Gowrie, their jealousy 
of every part of the king's conduct, added to some false and many impro- 
?able circumstances in the narrative, not only led them to suspect the 
whole, but gave their suspicions an air of credibility. But at length the 
king, art1 by ar uments, partly by threats, prevailed on all of them, ex- 
cept &r. iobert bruce, to own that they were convinced of the truth of 
the conspiracy. He could be brought no farther than to declare that he 
reverenced the king's account of the transaction, but could not say that he 
himself was persuaded of the truth of it. The scruples or obstinacy d a 
single man would have been little regarded; but as the same spirit of 
incredulity began to spread among the people, the example of one in so 
high reputation ior integrity and abilities was extremely dadgerous. The 
king was at the utmost pains to convince and to gain Bruce ; but finding it 
impossible to rernove his doubts, he deprived him of his benefice, and after 
repeated delays, and many attempts towards a reconcilement, banished 
him the kingdom.* 

.The proceedings of parliament were not retarded by any scruples of 
thls sort. The dead bodies of the two brothers were r)roduced there ac- 
cording to law ; an indictment for high treason was prefirred against them ; 
witnesses were examined ; and by a unanimous sentence, their estates and 
hor~ours were forfeited ; the punishment due to traitors was inflicted on 
their dead bodies ; and, as if the punishment hitherto in use did not express 
suiticient detestation of their crimes, the parliament enacted that the sur- 
name of Ruthven should be abolished; and in order to preserve the 
memory of the king's miraculous escape, and to declare the sense which 
the nation hadof the divinegoodness, to all future ages, appointed the fifth 
of August to be observed annually as a day of public thank5giving.t 

* Spotsw 461 &c. Cald. v. 389 &c. 
t A few Geeis  after the death o? the two brothers, the king published a Discou,.se of the& wit8 

and unratural conspiracy against his life. In the year 1713, George earl of Cromartie published 
an  L L H i ~ t ~ r i ~ a l  account of the conspiracy by the earl of Gowrie and Robert Logan of Restalrig 
against king James VI." IIe seems not to have seen tht account which the king himself had give; 
of that matter, and borrows the whole historical part from Spotswood arid other authors; but h e  
has extracted from the public recordsthedepositionsof the witnesses produced by the king'scouncil 
in order to make good the charge against the two brothers, and Logan their associate. ~ r o m t h e s l  
two treatises our knowledge of all the material circumstances of the conspiracy is derived. T h e  
evidence which they contain one would expect to be authentic anddecisive. An account of a fact 
still recent, published by royal authority, and thc original depositions of persons examined in presence 
of the highest caurt in lhe nation, ought to convey a degreeofevidence seldom attained in historicaI 
relations, and to exclude all remaininn doubt and uncertainty. But as every thing with regard to 
this transaction is dark and problemat'lcat, the king's account and the depositions of thewitnessee 
not only vary, but coiitradict each other in so many circumstanc~s that much room is ptill left for 
hesitation and historical skepticism. The testimony of Renderson is Lhe filllest and most important, 
but in several particulars the king's account and his are contradictory. I. According to the king's 
account, while Mr. Ruthven wa8 holding the dagger at  his breast, " the fellow in the study stood 
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1601.] Thou h Gowrie's conspiracy occasioned a sudden and a great 
alarm, it was fofowed by no consequence of importance ; and having been 
concerted by the two brothers either without any associates or with suck 
as were unknown, the danger was over as soon as discovered. But not 
long- after a conspiracy broke out in England against Elizabeth, which, 
though the first danger was instantly dispelled, produced tragical effects, 
that rendered the close of that queen's reign dismal and unhappy. As 
Janies was deep1 interested in that event, it merits our particular notice. 

The court of Jfngland was at this time divided between two powerful 
factions, which contended for the supreme direction of affairs. The leader 
of the one was Robert D'Evreux, earl of Essex ; sir Robert Cecil, the 
son of lord treasurer Burleigh, was at the head of the other. The former 
was the most accomplished and the most popular of all the English nobles ; 
brave, generous, affable ; thou h impetuous, yet willing to listen to the 
counsels of those whom he lovef ; an avowed but not an implacable enemy ; 
a friend no less constant than warm ; incapable of disguising his own sen- 
timents, or of misre resenting those of others; better fitted for a camp 
than for a court ; o?a genius that qualified him for the first place in the 
administration, with a spirit that scorned the second as below his merit. 
He was soon distinguished by the queen, who, with a profusion uncornrnon 
to her, conferred on him, even in his earliest youth, the highest honours. 
Nor did this diminish the esteem and affection of his countrymen; but by 
a rare felicity he was at once the favourite of his sovereign and the darling 

quaking and trembling." Disc. 17. But Hendersonsays that he himself wrested the dagger out  of 
Mr. Rothven's hands. Disc. 53 Crom. 50. Henderson likewise boasted to his wife that he had 
that day twice saved the king rrom being stabbed. Disc. 54. Crom. 53. 11. The  ki ig asserts that 
~ e n d e r s &  opened the window during Mr. Kuthven's absence. Disc. 23. Ilenderson deposes that  
he was only attempting to open itwhen Mr. Ruthven returned, and that during the struggle between 
the lring and him, he opened it. Disc. 53, 54. Crom. 51, 52. 111. If we  nlay believe the king, the 
fellow m the study stood, during the struggle, behind the king's back, inactive and trembling all the 
time. Disc. 27. But Henderson affirms, that he snatched away the gartcr with which Mr. Ruthven 
attempted to bind the  kin^. that he pulled back Mr. Ruthven's hand, while he was endeavouring 
to stop the king's mouth,ynd that he opened the window. Disc. 54. Cron~. 52. 1V. By the king's 
account Mr. Kuthven left him in the study, and ucn t  away in order to meet with his brother, and 
the earl'came up the stairs for the same purpose. Disc. 23. Henderson deposes that when Mr. 
Ruthven left the king he believes that he did not pass from the door." Crom. 51.' I t  is apparent 
both from the situatdn of the house, and from other circumstances, that there could not possibl; 
have been any interview between the brothers at  this time. Disc. 23. 

Henderson was twice examined, first a t  Falkland before the privy council in August, and next a t  
Edinburgh before the parliament in November. Not to mention some lesser variations betwaen 
these dcpos~tions, we  shall point out two which are remarkable. I n  llis first deposition, Mr. Hen 
derson relates the most material circumstances of the whole in these words: "Mr. Ruthven pulled 
out the deponent's dagger, and held the same to his Majesty's breast, saying. Remember you of m y  
fatl~er's murder; you shall now die for i t :  and pointing to his Highness'* heart with thedaggcr, the 
deponent threw the same out of Mr. Ruthven's hands, and swore that as  God shoul(l judge his soul, 
that if Mr. Ruthven had retained the dagger in his hand the space a man may go sir steps, he would 
have stricken the king to tlle hilts with it." Disc. 52. But at  his second examination he varied 
from this in two material circumstances. First, the words he at  that time put in Mr. Ruthven's 
mouth while he held the dagger at  the king's breast are, LISir ,  yoz  must be myprisose?,: vemembev on 
my father's death." Secondly, when he threatened him with death, it was only to deter him from 
making any noise, Ifold your tongue, or by Christ you s l~al l  die." 2. In his first deposition, the 
words of Mr. Ruthven, when Ile returned to the chamber where he had left the kinw are, '' There 
is no remedy 61 God you must die." Rut in his second deposition '&By God tllerea<s no remedy, 
and oEen~d to dind his Majesty's hands.'' C~oln.  51. Thematerixl&ords you must die are omitted. 
The  first deposition seems plainly to intimate that it was Ruthven's intention to murder the king: 
The  second would lead us to conclude that he had no other design than to detain him as a prisoner. 

There are likewise some remarkable contradictions in the testimonies of the other witnesses. 1, 
In the discourse published by authority, it is insinuated that the tumult of the inhabitants was 
raised aoainst the king, and that it required some art to pacify them. Disc. 32. The  duke of Lerr- 
nox conxrms this in his dp.position. Crom. 44. An act of privy council summonmg the magistrates 
of Perth to answer for that riol in still extant. And yet Andrew Roy, oneof the bailies of the town 
deposes, that he himself raised the people, and that they took arms in order to assist the king: 
Crom. 66. 2. Henderson deposes, Ulat he gave an evasive answer to Mr. John Moncrief, who id- 
quired where he had been that morning, because the earl had commanded him not to let any man 
know that he had been at  Falkland. Disc. 54. Moncrief deposes to the same purpose. Crom. 64 
And yet Georxe Hay, afterwards lord Kinnou1,attd the chmcellor of Scotland, and Peter Hay, de 
nose. that the earl. in their nresence. asked Henderson. "Whom he found with the kior at  Falh 
inn.l?" ~ r n ~ n .  70, 71. \ ~ l ~ i c l ~  q~~csti"n sevnls to prow ihu; Ilc did m,l ail11 ;I; keepin!: :hit jonrney 
a gccrct. 111 rhr: coll~ction ufCrimina1 T~ials ,  p~~b l l s l~ rd  by Jlr. Arnot in 1785, the evidence againdl 
Ulr :WO brotlrcrs llas heell condillered willl great attclltlon. P. 20, ,%c. 
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of the peo le. Cecil, on the other hand, educated in a court, and trained 
under a fa%r.r deeply skilled in all its arts, was crafty, insinuating, indus- 
trious ; and though possessed of talents which fitted him for the highest 
offices, he did not rely upon his merit alone for attaining them, but availed 
himself of every advantage which his own address or the mistakes of 
ot!~ers afforded him. Two such men were formed to be rivals and ene- 
mles. Essex despised the arts of Cecil as low and base. T o  Cecil, the 
eail's magnanimity appeared to be presumption and folly. All the military 
men except Raleigh favoured Essex. Most of the courtiers adhered to 
Cecil, whose manners more nearly resembled their own. 

As Elizabeth advanced in years, the struggle between these factions 
became more violent. Essex, in order to strengthen himself, had early 
courted the friendship of the king of Scots, for whose right of successiou 
he was a zealous advocate, and held a close correspondence both with hini 
and with his principal ministers. Cecil, devoted to the queen alone, rose 
daily to new honours by the assiduity of his services and the patience 
with which he expected the reward of them ; while the earl's high spirit 
and impetuosity sometimes exposed him to checks from a mistress, who, 
though partial in her affection towards him, crruld not easily bear contra- 
diction, and who conferred favours often unwillingly, and always slow1 . 
His own solicitations, however, seconded maliciously by his enemies, wKo 
wished to remove him at a distance from court, advanced him to the com- 
mand of the army employed in Ireland against Tyrone, and to the office 
of lord lieutenant of that kin dom, with a com~nission almost unlinlited. 
His success in that expedition !id not equal either his own promises or the 
expectations of Elizabeth. The queen, peevish from her disappointment, 
and exasperated against Essex by the artifices of his enemies, wrote him a 
harsh letter, full of accusations and reproaches. These his impatient spirit 
could not bear, and in the first transports of his resentment he proposed to 
carry over a part of his army into England, and by driving his enemies 
from the queen's presence, to reinstate himself in favour and in power. 
But upon more mature thoughts he abandoned this rash design, and setting 
sail with a few officers devoted to his person, landed in England and posted 
directly to court. Elizabeth received him without any symptom either of 
affection or of displeasure. By proper compliances and acknowled ments 
he might have regained his former ascendancy over the queen. But he 
thought himself too deeply injured to submit to these. Elizabeth, on the 
other hand, determined to subdue his haughty temper; and though her 
severity drew from him the most humble letters, she confined him to the 
lord keeper's house, and appointed cornmissi~ners to try him, both for his 
conduct during h ~ s  government of Ireland, and for leaving that kingdom 
without her permission. By their sentence he was suspended from all his 
offices except that of master of the horse, and continued a prisoner during 
the queen's pleasure. Satisfied with having mortified his pride thus far, 
Elizabeth did not suffer the sentence to be recorded, and soon after allowed 
him to retire to his own house. During these transactions, which occupied 
severa! months, Essex fluctuated between the allegiance he owed to his 
sovereign and the desire of reven e ; and sometimes leaned to the one and 
sometimes to the other. In one of the intervals when the latter prevailed, 
he sent a messenger into Scotland to encourage the king to assert his own 
right to the succession by force of arms, and to promise that, besides the 
assistance of the earl and all his friends in England, lord Mountjoy, now 
lord lieutenant of Ireland, would join him with five thousand men from that 
kingdom. But James did not choose to hazard the losing of a kingdom, 
of which he was just about to obtain possession, by a premature attempt 
to seize it. Mountjoy, too, declined the enterprise, and Essex adopted 
more dutiful schemes; all thoughts of ambition appearing to be totally 
effaced out of his mind. 
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This moderation, which was merely the effect of disgust and disappoint- 

ment, was not of long continuance ; and the queen, having not only refused 
to renew a lucrative grant which she had former1 bestowed, but even to 
admit him into her presence, that new injury J o v e  a temper naturally 
impatient, and now much fretted, to absolute despair. His friends, instead 
of soothing his rage or restraining his impet~osity,, added to both b their 
imprudent and interested zeal. After many anxlous consultations i e  de- 
termined to attempt to redress his wrongs by violence. But being con- 
scious how unpopular such an enterprise would be if it appeared to pro- 
ceed from motives of private revenge alone, he endeavoured to give it the 
semblance of puhlic utility by mingling the king of Scotland S in.terest 
with his own. He wrote to James, that the factlon which now predomi- 
nated in the English court had resolved to support the pretensions of the 
Infanta of Spain to the crown ; that the places of the reatest importance 
in the kingdom were put into the hands of his avorvefenemies ; and that 
unless he sent ambassadors without delay to insist on the immediate decla- 
ration of his right of succession, their measures were so well concerted that 
all his hopes would be desperate. James, who knew how disagreeable 
such a proposal would be to the queen of' England, was not willing rashly 
to expose himself to her displeasure. Essex, nevertheless, blinded by 
resentment and impatient for revenge, abandoned himself to these passions, 
and acted like a man guided by frenzy or despair. With two or three 
hundred followers incompletely armed, he attempted to assault a throne 
the best established in Europe. Sallyilig at their head out of his own 
house, he called on the citizens of London, if they either valued his life or 
wished to preserve the Itingdom from the dominion of the Spaniards, to 
take arms and to follow his standard. He advanced towards the palace 
with an intention to drive Cecil and his faction out of the queen's presence, 
and to obtain a declaration of the Scottish king's right of succession.* But 
though almost adored by the citizens, not a man mould join him in this wild 
enterprise. Dispirited by their indifference, deserted by some of his own 
attendants, and almost surrounded by the troops which marched against 
him under different leaders into the city, he retreated to his own house; 
and without any bold effort suitable to his present condition, or worthy of 
his former reputation for couraqe, he surrendered to his enemies. 

As soon as James heard of kssex's ill success, he appointed the earl of 
Mar, and Bruce, abbot of Kinloss, to repair as his ambassadors to the court 
of England. The former of these was the person by whose means Essex 
had carried on his correspondence with the king. He was a passionate 
admirer of the earl's character, and disposed to attempt every thing that 
could contribute to his safety. Bruce, united in a close friendship with 
Mar, was ready to second him with equal zeal. Nor was the purpose of 
the embassy less friendly to Essex than the choice of his ambassadors: 
they were commanded to solicit in the warmest manner for the earl's life ; 
and if they found that the Icing, by avowing his friends, could either ro- 
mote their designs or contribute to their safety, the were ernponere$ to 
lay aside all disguise, and to promise that he wou6 put himself at their 
head, and claim what was due to h in~  by force of arrns.7 But before the 
ambassadors could reach London, Essex had suffered the punishment which 
he merited by his treason. Perhaps the fear of their interposing in order 
to obtain his pardon hastened his death. Elizabeth continued for some 
time irresolute concerning his fate, and could not bring herself to consign 
into the hands of the executioner, a man who had once possessed her favour 
so entirely, without a painful strug le between her resentment against his 
!ate misconduct and her ancient akction towards him. The distres to 
which she was now reduced tended naturally to soften the former, while it 

* Birch. Mem. ii. 477. t Johnst. 289. Birch. Mern ii. 51Q 
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revivccl the latter with new tenderness ; and the intercession of one faithful 
titend who had interest with the queen might perhaps have saved his life, 
and have procured him a remission which, of herself, she was ashamed to 
grant. But this generous nobleman had at that time no such friend. Eli- 
zabeth, solicited incessantly by her ministers, and offended with the haugh 
tiness of Essex, who, as she imagined, scorned to sue for pardon, at last 
commanded the sentence to be put in execution. No sooner was the blow 
struck than she repented of her own rashness, and bewailed his death with 
the deepest sorrow. James always considered him as one who had fallen 
a martyr to his service, and after his accession to the English throne, 
restored his son to his honours, as well as all his associates in the conspi- 
rac and distinguished them with his favour." 

%e Scottish ambassadors, finding that they had arrived too late to exe- 
cute the chief business conimitted to their charge, not only concealed that 
part of their instructionswith the utmost care,but congratulated the queen, in 
their master's name, on her happy escape from such an audacious conspiracy. 
Elizabeth, though no stranger to the king's correspondence with Essex, or 
to that n bleman's intentions of asserting Janies's right to the crown, was 
not willing that these should be lrnown to the people, and for that reason 
received the congratulations of the Scottish ambassadors with al.1 possible 
marks of credit and good will ; and in order to sooth James, and to presefve 
the appearances of ut~ion between the two courts, increased the subsldy 
which she paid him annually. The ambassadors resided for some time in 
England, and were employed with great success in renewing and extend- 
ing the intrigues which Bruce had formerly entered into with the English 
nobles. As Elizabeth advanced in years the English turned their eyes 
more and more towards Scotland, and were eager to prevent'each other in 
courting the favour of their future monarch. Assurances of attachment, 
professions of regard, and promises of support were offered to James from 
every corner of the kingdom. Cecil hiinself, perceiving what hopes Essex 
had founded on the friendship of the Scottish king, and what advantages he 
might have derived from it, thought it prudent to stand no longer at a dis- 
tance from a prince who might so soon become his master. But being 
sensible at the same time how dangerous such an intercourse might prove 
under a mistress naturally jealous. and whose jealousy grew stronger with 
old age ; though he entered into a correspondence with him, he carried it 
on with all the secrecy and caution necessary in his situation, and peculiar 
to his character.1 James, having gained the man whose opposition and 
influence he had hitherto chiefly dreaded, waited, in perfect security, till 
that event should happen which would open his way to the throne of 
England.1 It was with some difficulty that he restrained within proper 
bounds his adherents in that Iringdoin, who, labouring to distinguish them- 
selves by that officious zeal with which a prince who has a near prospect 
of mounting the throne is alwa s served, urged him to allow a motion to 
be made in parliament for decCring his right of succession to the crown. 
James prudently discouraged that design ; but it was with no small satis- 
faction that he observed the ascendant he was acquiring in a court, the dic- 
tates of which he had been so long obliged to obey; and which had either 
prescribed ar thwarted every step he had taken during the whole course 
of his reign.§ 

* Camd. Spotmv. 4H. 7 See Append. No. LIII. 
f Dr. Bircl~, in his Life of Prince Ilenry, p. 132, has given some account of the mysterious mode 

in ~vhich this corrcq~onilence was carriedon and how the letters were conveyed from London to 
Dnhlin, and ftolr) tlrence to Scotland. ~otwitllstanding the solicitude which Cecil repeatedly dis- 
covers that Iris letters sllould bc destroyed ns soon as the king Ila? read them, a considerablengmber 
of them llns haen pteserved, and published by sir David Dal~ymple in the year 1760. They were 
written bv lord Henrv Howard. under the insnectiou of Cecil. in a stvle affectedly obscu% The 
nrhole co&eepondence ic more cirrious than insiructive. 

Q Spotsw. 467. 471. Birch. Dlem. ii. 514, 
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1602.1 Notwithstanding the violent struggles of the political factions 
which divided the court, and the frequent revolutions which had happened 
there, since the king first toolr the reigns of government into his own hands, 
Scotland had enjoyed unusual tranquillity, being undisturbed by any forejgn 
enemy, and free from any intestine commotion of long continuance. Dunng 
this peliod James endeavoured to civilize the Highlands and the Isles, a 
part of his dominions too much neglected by former monarchs, though the 
reformation of it was an object highly worthy of their care. The long 
peace with England had afforded an opportunity of subduing the licentious 
spirit of the borderers, and of restraining their depredations, often no less 
ruinous to their countrymen than to their enemies. The inhabitants of the 
low country began, gradually, to forget the use of arms, and to become 
attentive to the arts of peace. Rut the Highlanders, retaining their rratural 
fierceness, averse from labour, and inured to rapine, infested their more 
industrious neighbours by their continual incursions. James, being soli- 
citous not only to repress their inroads, but to render them useful subjects," 
had at different times enacted many wise laws extremely conducive to 
these ends. All landlords, or chiefs of clans, were enjoined to permit no 
persons to reside in their estates who could not find sufficient surety for 
their good behaviour ; they were required to make a list of all suspicious 
persons under their jurisdiction, to bind themselves to deliver them to jus- 
tice, and to indemnify those who should suffer by their robberies ; and, in 
order to ascertain the faithfill performance of these articles, the chiefs them- 
selves were obliged to give hostages to the king, or to put pledges in his 
hands. Three towns, which might serve as a retreat for the industrious, 
and a nursery for arts and commerce, were appointed to be built in differ- 
ent parts of the Highlands ; one in Cantire, another in Lochaber, and a third 
iri the Isle of Lewis ; and, in order to draw inhabitants thither, all the pri- 
vileges of rqyal boroughs were to be conferred upon them. Finding it, 
however, to be no easy matter to inspire the natives of those countries 
with the love of industry, a resolution was talren to plant among them colo- 
nies of people from the more industrious counties. The first experiment 
was made on the Isle of Lewis ; and as it was advantageously situated for 
the fishing trade, a source from which Scotland ought naturally to derive 
great wealth, the colony transported thither was drawn out of Fife, the 
inhabitants of which were well skilled in that branch of commerce. But, 
before they had remained there long enough to manifest the good effects 
of this institution, the islanders, enraged at seeing their country occupied 
by those intruders, toolr arms, and surprising them in the night-time, mur- 
dered some of them, and compelled the rest to abandon the settlement. 
The king's attention being soon after turned to other subjects, we hear no 
more of this salutary project. Though Janles did not pursue the design 
with that steady application and perseverance, without which it is impos- 
sible to change the manners of a whole people, he had the lory, however, 
not only of having first conceived the thought, but of having grst pointed out 
the propermethodofintroducingthe civilartsollifeinto that part ofthe island.? 

1603.1 After having long enjoyed a good state of health, the effect of a 
sound constitution, and the reward of uncommon regularity and temperance, 
Elizabeth began this winter to feel her vigour decrease, and to be sensible 
of the infirmities of old age. Having removed on a very stormy day from 
Westminster to Richmond Jan. 311, whither she was impatient to retire, 
her conlplaints increased. L he had no formed fever : her pulse was good ; 
but she ate little, and could not sleep. Her distemper seemed to proceed 
from a deep melancholy, which appeared both in her countenance and 
behaviour. She delighted in solitude ; she sat constantly in the dark : and 
was often drowned in tears. 

* Basil. Dcr. 139. $ Parl. 1587.1594.1597. Spots. 46, 
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No sooner was the queen's indisposition known, than persons of all 

ranks, and of all different sects and parties, redoubled their applications to 
the king of Scots, and vied with each other in professions of attachment to his p, and in promises of submission to his government. Even some o. 

lizabeth's own servants, weary of the length of her reign, fond of novelty, 
impatient to get rid of the burden of gratitude for past benefits, and expecting 
to share in the liberality of a new prince, began to desert her : and crowds 
of people hurried towards Scotland, eager to preoccupy the favour of the 
successor, or afraid of being too late in paying homage to him. 

Meanwhile, the queen's disease increased, and her melancholy appeared 
to be  settled and incurable. Various conjectures were formed concerning 
the causes of a disorder from which she seemed to be exempted by the 
natural cheerfulness of her temper. Some imputed it to her being forced, 
contrary to her inclination, to pardon the earl of Tyrone, whose rebellion 
had for many years created her much trouble. Others imagined that it 
arose from observin the ingratitude of her courtiers, and the levity of her 
people, who behelfher  health declining with most indecent indifference, 
and looked forward to the accession of the Scottish king with an impatience 
which they could not conceal. The  most common opinion at that time, 
and perhaps the most probable was, that it flowed from grief for the earl 
of Essex. She retained an extraordinary regard for the memor of that 
unfortunate nobleman ; and though she often complained of his ogstinacy, 
seldom mentioned his name without tears." An accident happened soon 
after her retiring to Richmond, which revived her affections with new ten- 
derness, and embittered her sorrows. The  countess of Nottingham, being 
on her deathbed, desired to see the queen in order to reveal something to 
her, without discovering which she could not die in peace. When the 
queen came into her chamber, she told her, that while Essex lay under 
sentence of death, he was desirous of imploring pardon in the manner which 
the queen nerself had prescribed, by returning a ring which durin the 
height of his favour she had given him, with a promise that if, in any $lure 
distress, he sent that back to her as a token, it should entitle him to her 
protection ; that lady Scrope was the person he intended to employ in order 
to present it ; that, by a mistake, it was put into her hands instead of lad 
Scrope's ; and that she, having communicated the matter to her husbanl  
one of Essex's most implacable enemies, he had forbid her either to carry 
the ring to the queen, or to return it to the earl. The  countess, having thus 
disclosed her secret, begged the queen's forgiveness ; hut Elizabeth, who 
now saw both the malice of the earl's enemies, and how unjustly she had 
suspected him of inflexible obstinacy, replied, " God ma forgive you, but 
I never can ;" and left the room in great emoti0n.f &m that moment 
her spirit sunk entirely; she could scarce taste food ; she refused all the 
medicines prescribed by her physicians ; declaring that she wished to die, 
and would live no longer. No entreaty could prevail on her to go to bed ; 
she sat on cushions during ten days and nights, pensive and silent, holding 

* Birch. Mem. ii. 505. 
t This  anecdote concerning Elizabeth was first published by Oshorne, hIem. of Eliz. p. 23 ; is 

confirmed by the testimony of De Maurier, Mem. 260, and b" the traditional evidence of lady 
Elizabeth Spelman, published by Dr. Birch, Negoc. 106, camden mentions the queen's grief for 
Essex's death as one of the causes of her melancholy. Some original papers remain, which prove 
that this was commonly believed at  the time. Bilch. Meni. ~ i .  506. Essex, however, had been he- 
headed two years before her death, and there seems to have been no other reason, but that which 
we  have assigned, why her sorrows should revive with so much violence at  so great a distance of 
time. As the death of the countess of Nottinnham happened about a fortnight before the queen's 
death, the coincidence of these events, togeth; with the olher evidence mentioned, adds so much 
probability to thestoryrelatedby Osborne, as will elltitle it to a placein history. The only objection 
to the account we  have given of Elizabeth's attachment to Essex, arises fiom her great age. At 
the age of 68, the amorous passions are commonly ahur~dantly cool, and the violence of all the pas- 
aions, except one, is much abated. But the force of this objection is entirely removed by an  author 
who has illustrated many passages in the English history, and adorned more Catalogue of Royal 
a i d  Noble Authors, Artiolo Essex. 
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her finger almost eontinuall in her mouth, with her eyes open, and fixed 
on +he ground. The only tking to which she seemed to give any attention, 
was the acts of devotion performed in her apartment by the arch bishop oi 
Canterbury; and in these she joined with reat appearance of fervour. 
Wasted, at lad, as well by anwish of minf as by long abstinence, she 
expired without a strug le on $hursday, the twenty-fourth day of March, 
in the seventieth year ofhhr a e, and in the forty-fifth of her retgn.' 

Foreigners often accuse the 8ngli.h of indifference and disns ect towards 
their princes ; but without reason. No people are more grateful than the 
to those monarchs who merit their gliatitude. The names of Edward IIT 
and Henry V. are mentioned by the English of this age with the same 
warmth as they were by those who shared in the blessings and s lendour 
of their reigns. The nleinory of Elizabeth is siil! adored in England 
The historians of that kingdom, after celebrating her love of her people, 
her sagacity in discerning their true interest ; her steadiness in pursuing it ; 
her wisdom in the choice of her ministers; the glory she acquired by 
arms ; the tranquillity she secured to her subjects ; and the increase nf fame, 
of riches, and of commerce, which were the fruits of all these ; ~ust ly rank 
her among the most illustrious princes. Even the defects in her character, 
they observe, were not of a kind pernicious to her people. Her excessive 
frugality was not accompanied with the love of hoarding ; and though it 
prevented some great undertakings, and rendered the success of others 
incomplete, it introduced economy into her administration, and exempted 
the nation from many burdens, which a monarch more profuse or more 
enterprising must have imposed. Her slowness in rewarding her servants 
sonietimes discouraged useful merit ; but it prevented the undeservingfrom 
acquiring ower and wealth to which they had no title. I-Ier extreme 
jeatousy oPthwe princes who pretended to dispute her right to the crown 
led her to talte such precautions as tended no less to the public safety than 
to her own ; and to court the affections of her people as the firmest support 
of her throne. Such is the picture which the English draw of this great 
queen. 

Whoever ondertalres to write the history of Scotland, finds himself 
obliged, frequently, to view her in a very different and in a less amiable 
light. Her authority in that kingdom, during the greater part of her reign, 
was little inferior to that which she possessed in her own. But this autho- 
rity, acquired at first by a service of great importance to the nation, she 
exercised in a manner extremely pernicious to its happiness. By her indus- 
try in foxentinw the rage of the two contending factions ; by supplying the 
one with aid ; by feeding the other with false hopes ; by balancing 
their power so artfully that each of them was able to distress, and neither 
of them to subdue the other ; she rendered Scotland long the seat of dis- 
cord, confusion, and bloodshed ; and her craft and intrigues, effecting what 
the valour of her ancestors could not accomplish, reduced that kingdom to 
a state of dependence on England. The maxims of policy, often little con- 
sonant to those of morality, may, perhaps, justif this conduct. But no 
apology can be offered for her behaviour to queen dary  ; a scene of dissimu- 
lation without necessity, and of severity beyond example. In almost all 
her other actions Elizabeth is the object of our highest admiration ; in this 
we must allow fbat she not only laid aside the magnanimity which became 
a queen, but the feelings natural to a wornan. 

Though Elizabeth would never permit the question concerning the rght  
of succession to the crown to be determined in parliament ; nor declare her 
own sentiments concerning a point which she wished to remain an impene- 
trable mystery; she had, however, formed no design of excluding the Scot- 
tish king from an inheritance to which his title was undoubted. A short 

* Camd. Birch. Mem. ii. 506 Biroli. Negoc. 266. Strypc, iv. 373. 
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tlme before her death she broke the silence which she had so long pre- 
served on that subject, and told Cecil and the lord admiral, "That her 
throne was the throne of klngs ; that she would have no mean person to 
ascend it, and that her cousin the lring of Scots should be her successor." 
This she confirmed on her deathbed. As soon as she breathed her last, 
the lords of the privy council proclaimed James king of England. All the 
intrigues carried on by foreigners in favour of the infanta, all the cabals 
formed within the kingdom to support the titles of lady Arabella and the 
earl of Hartford, disappeared in a moment ; the nobles and people, forget 
ting their ancient hostilities with Scotland and their aversion for the 
dominion of strangers, testified their satisfaction with louder acclamations 
than were usual at the accession of their native princes. Amidst this 
tumult ofjoy, a motion made by a few patriots, who proposed to prescribe 
some conditions to the successor, and to exact from him the redress of some 

rievances, before they called him to the throne, was scarcely heard ; and 
Eecil, by stifling it, added to his stock of merit with his new master. Sir 
Charles Percy, brother of the earl of Northumberland, and Thomas Somer- 
set, the earl of Worcester's son, were despatched to Scotland with a letter 
to the king, signed by all the peers and privy counsellors then in London ; 
informing hirn of the queen's death, of his accession to the throne, of their 
care to recognise his title, and of the universal applause with which the 
public proclamation of it had been attended. They made the utmost haste 
to deliver this welcome message ; but were prevented by the zeal of sir 
Robert Carey, lord Hunsdon's youn est son, who, setting out a few hours 
after Elizabeth's death, arrived at l!!dinburgh on Saturday night, just as 
the king had gone to bed. He was immediately admitted into the royal 
apartment, and kneeling by the king's bed, acquainted him with the 
death of Elizabeth, saluted him king of England, Scotland, France, and 
Ireland; and as a token of the truth of the intelligence which he brought, 
presented him a ring, which his sister lady Scrope had taken from the 
queen's finger after her death. James heard him with a decent composure. 
But as Carey was only a private messenger, the information which he 
brought was not made public, and the king kept his apartment till the 
arrival of Percy and Somerset. Then his titles were solemnly proclaimed ; 
and his own subjects expressed no less joy than the English, at this increase 
of his dignity. As his presence was absolutely necessary in England, 
where the people were extremely impatient to see their new sovereign, he 
prepared to set out for that kingdom ~vithc~ut delay. He appointed his 
queen to follow him within a few weeks. He committed the government 
of Scotland to his priv council. He intrusted the care of his children to 
different noblemen. Bn the Sunday before his departure he repaired to 
the church of St. Giles, and aftdr hearing a sermon, in which the preacher 
displayed the greatness of the divine goodness In raising him to the throne 
of such a powerful kingdom without opposition or bloodshed, and exhorted 
him to express his gratitude, by promoting to the utmost the happiness and 
prosperity of his subjects ; the king rose up, and addressing himself to the 
people, made many professions of unalterable affection towards them; 
promised to visit Scotland frequently; assured them that his Scottish suh- 
jects, notwithstanding his absence, should feel that he was their native 
pl'ince, no less than when he resided among them ; and might still trust that 
his ears should be always open to their petitions, which he would answer 
with the alacrity and love of a parent. His words were often interrupted 
oy the tears of the whole audience ; who, though they exulted at the king's 
prosperity, were melted into sorrow by these tender declarations.* 

On the fifth of April he began his journey, with a splendid but not a 
numer8,us train; and next day he entered Berwick. Wherever he came 
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immense multitudes were assembled to welcome him; and the principal 
persons in the different counties through which he passed displayed all 
their wealth and magnificence in entertainments prepared for him at their 
houses. Elizabeth had reigned so long in England that most of her sub- 
jects remembered no other court but hers, and their notions of the manners 
and decorurns suitable to a prince were formed upon what they had 
observed there. It  was natural to apply this standard to the behaviour 
and actions of their new monarch, and to compare him, at first sight, with 
the queen on whose throne he was to be placed. James, whose manners 
were extrernely different from hers, suffered by the comparison. He had 
not that flowing affability by which Elizabeth captivated the hearts of her 
people ; and though easy among a few whom he loved, his indolence could 
not bear the fatigue of rendering himself agreeable to a mixed multitude 
He was no less a stranger to that dignity with which Elizabeth tempered 
Ler fzmiliarity. And, instead of that well judged frugality with which she 
co.iferred titles of honour, he bestowed them with an undistinguishing pro- 
fusion, that rendered them no longer marks of distinction or rewards or 
merit. But these were the reflections of the few alone ; the multitude con- 
tinued their acclarnations ; and amidst these James entered London on the 
seventh of May, and took peaceable possession of the throne of England. 

Thus were united two kingdoms, divided from the earliest accounts of 
time, but destined by their situation to form one great monarchy. By this 
junction of its whole native force, Great Britain hath risen to an eminence 
and authority in Europe which England and Scotland, while separate, 
could never have attained. 

The Scots had so long considered their monarchs as next heirs to the 
English throne, that they had fill1 leisnre to reflect on all the consequences 
of their being a;dvanced to that dignity. But dazzled with the glory of 
giving a sovereign to their powerful enemy, relying on the partiality of 
their native prince, and in fnll expectation of sharing liberally in the wealth 
and honours which he would now he able to bestow, they attended little 
to the most obvious consequences of that great event, and rejoiced at his 
accession to the throne of England, as if it had been no less beneficial to 
the kingdom than honourable to the Icing. They soon had reason, how- 
ever, to adopt very different sentin~ents; and from that period we may date 
a total alteration in the political constitution of Scotland. 

The feudal aristocracy, which had been subverted in most nations of 
Europe by the policy of their princes, or had been undermined by the 
progress of commerce, still subsisted with full force in Scotland. Many 
causes had contributed gradually to aug~nent the power of the Scottisti 
nobles; and even the reformation which, In every other country where it 
prevailed, added to the authority of the monarch, had increased their 
wealth and influence. A king possessed of a srnall revenue, with a pre- 
rogative extremely limited, and unsupported by a standing army, could 
not exercise much authority over such potent subjects. He was obliged 
to govern by expedients; and the laws derived their force not from his 
E w e r  to execute them, but from the voluntary sub~nission of the oohles. 

ut though this produced a species of government extremely feeble and 
irregular; though Scotland, under the name, and with all the outward 
ensigns of a monarchy, was really subject to an aristocracy, the people 
were not altogether unhappy; and even in this wild form of a,cortstitution, 
there were principles which tended to their security and advantage. The 
king, checked and overawed by the nobles, durst venture upon no act of 
arbitrary power. The nobles, jealous of the king, whose claims and pre- 
tensions were many, though his power was small, were afraid of irritating 
their dependants by unreasonable exactions, and tempered the rigour of 
aristocratical tyranny with a mildness and equalit to which it is naturally 
a stranger. As long as the military genius o r fhe  feudal government 
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remained In vigour, the vassals both of the crown and of the barons were 
generally not only free from cppression, but were courted by their supe- 
riors, whose power and importance were founded on their attachment 
and love. 

But by his accession to the throne of England, James acquired such an 
immense accession of wealth, of power, and of splendour, that the nobles, 
astonished and intimidated, thought it vain to struggle for privileges which 
they were now unable to defend. Nor was it from fear alone that tht:y 
submitted to the yoke : Jamee, partial to his countrymen, and willing that 
they should partake in his good fortune, loaded them with riches and 
honours ; and the hope of his favour concurred with the dread of his power, 
in taming their fierce and independent spirits. T h e  will of the prince 
became the sriprelne law in Scotland; and the nobles strove, with emula- 
tion, who should most implicitly obey commands wliich they had formerly 
been accustomed to contemn. Satisfied with having subjected t h ~  nobles 
to the crown, the king left thern in fill1 possession of their ancient~urisdic 
tion over their own vassals. The  extensive rights vested in a feudal chief 
became in their hands dreadful instruments of oppression ; and the military 
ideas, on which these rights were founded, being gradually lost or dis- 
regarded, nothing remained to correct or to mitigate the rigour with which 
the were exercised. T h e  nobles, exhausting their fortunes by the expense 
of iequent attendance upon the English court, and by attempts to imitate 
the manners and luxl~ry of their rriore wealthy neighbo~~rs, m~lltiplied 
exactions upon the people, who durst hardly utter complaints wliich they 
knew would never reach the ear of the sovereign, nor more him to grant 
them any redress. From the unionof the crowns to the revolution in 1688, 
Scotland was placed in a political situation of all others the most singular 
and the most unhappy ; subjected at once to the absolute will of a monarch, 
and to the oppressive jurisdiction of an aristocracy, it suffered all  he 
miseries peculiar to both these forms of government. Its lrings were des- 
potic; its nobles were slaves and tyrants ; and the people groaned under 
the rigorous domination of both. 

During this period, the nobles, it is true, made one eirort to shake off the 
yolte, and to regain their ancient independency. After the death of James 
the Scottish nation was no longer viewed by our monarchs with any partial 
affection. Charles I., educated among the English, cliscovered no peculiar 
attachment to the kingdom of which he was a native. The  nobles, per- 
ceiving the sceptre, to be now in hands less friendly, and swayed b a 

rince with whom they had little connexion, and over whose councils tzey 
Kad little influence, no longer submitted with the same implicit obedience. 
Provoked by some encroachments of the king on their order, and aypre- 
hensive of others, the remains of their ancient spirit began to appear. They 
complained and remonstrated. The  people, being, at the same time, 
violently dispusted at  the innovatio~~s in religion, the nobles secretly 
heightened thgls disgust; and their artifices, together with the ill conduct of 
the court, raised such a spirit, that the whole nation took arms against their 
sovereign with a union and animosity of which there had formerly been no 
example. Charles brought against them the forces of England, and not- 
withstanding their own union, and the zeal of the people, the nobles must 
have sunlt in the struggle. But the disaffectionwhich was growinganron 
his English subjects prevented the king from acting with vigour. A civs 
war broke out in both Itingdoms; and aftcr many battles and revolutions, 
which are well known, the Scottish nobles, who first began the war, were 
involved in the same ruin with the throne. At the restoration, Charles 11. 
regained full possession of the royal prerogative in Scotland; and the 
nobles, whose estates were wasted, or their spirit broken by t l ~ e  calamities 
to which they had been exposed, were less able and less willing than ever 
to resist the power of the crown. During his reign, and that of J a n ~ e s  
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VIL, the dictates of the monarch were recelved In Scotland with most 
abject submission. The  poverty to which many of the nobles were 
reduced rendered them meaner slaves and more intolerable tyrants than 
ever. T h e  people, always neglected, were now odious, and loaded with 
every injury on account of their attachment to religious and political prin- 
c~p les  extremely repugnant to those adopted by their princes. 

T h e  revolution introduced other maxims into the government of Scot- 
land. T o  increase the authority of the prince, or to secure the privileges 
of the nobles, had hitherto been alqost the sole object of our laws. T h e  
rights of the people were hardly ever mentioned, were disregarded, or 
unknown. Attention began, henceforward, to be paid to the welfare of 
the people. By  the clmm of right, their liberties were secured; and the 
number of their representatives being increased, they gradually acquired 
new weight and consideration in parliament. As they came to enjoy 
more security and greater power, their minds began to open, and to form 
moreextensive plans of commerce, of industry, and of police. But the 
aristocratical spirit, which still predominated, together with rnal~y other 
accidents, retarded the improvement and happiness of the nation. 

Another great event completed what the revolution had begun. T h e  
political power of the nobles, already broken by the union of the two 
crowns, was almost annihilated by the union of the two kingdoms. Instead 
of making a part, as formerly, of the supreme assembly of the nation; 
ipstead of bearing the most considerable sway there, the peers of Scot- 
land are admitted into the Britishparliatnent h their representatives only, 
and form but an inconsiderable part of" one o7tha.e bodies in which the 
legislative authority is vested. They themselves are excluded absolutely 
from the House of Conlmons, and even their eldest sons are not permitted 
to represent their countrymen in that august assembly. Nor have their 
feudal privileges remained to compcnsate for this extinction of their poli- 
tical authority. As commerce advanced in its progress, and government 
attained nearer to perfection, these were inyensibly circumscribed, and at  
last, by laws no less salutary to the public than fatal to the nobles, they 
have been almost totally abolished. As the nobles were deprived of power, 
the people acquired liberty. Exempted from burdens to which they were 
fornierly subject, screened from oppression to which they had been long 
exposed, and adopted into a constitution whose genius and laws were more 
liberal than their own, they have extended their commerce, refined their 
manners, made improvements in the elegancies of life, and cultivated the 
arts and sciences. 

This survey of the political state of Scotland, in which events and their 
causes have been mentioned rather than developed, enables us to poipt out 
three eras, from each of which we may date some great alteration in  one 
or other of the three different members of which the supreme legislative 
as.;ernbly in our constitution is composed. At their accession to the throne 
of England, the kings of Scotland, once the most limited, became in an 
instant the most absolute princes in Europe, and exercised a despotic 
authority, which their parliaments were unable to control, or their nobles 
to resist. At the union of the two l<ingdorns, the feudal aristocracy, which 
had subsisted so many ages, and with power so exorbitant, was overturned, 
and the Scottish nobles, having surrendered rights and pre-eminences pecu- 
liar to their order, reduced themselves to a condition which is no longer 
the terror and envy of olher subjects. Since the union, the commons, 
anciently negIected by their kings, and seldom courted by the nobles, 
have emerged into dignity; and, being admitted to a participation of all 
the privileges which the English had purchased at the expense of so much 
blood, must now be deemed a body not less considerable in the one king- 
dom than they have long been in the other. 

The  church felt the effects of the absolute power which the kinp 
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acquired by  his accession ; and its revolutions, too, are worthy of notice. 
James, during the latter years of his administration in Scotland, had revived 
the name and office of bishops. But they possessed no ecclesiastical juris- 
diction, or pre-eminence; their revenues were inconsiderable, and they 
were scarcely distinguished by any thing but by their seat in parliament, 
and b being the object of the clergy's jealousy and the people's hatred. 
The  ling, delighted with the splendour and authority which the English 
bishops enjoyed, and eager to effect a union in the ecclesiastical policy, 
which he bad in vain attempted in the civil government of the two king- 
doms, resolved to bring both churches to an exact conformity with each 
other. Three Scotsmen were consecrated bishops at London. From them 
their brethren were commanded to receive orders. Ceremonies unknown 
in Scotland mere imposed ; and though the clergy, less obsequious than the 
nobles, boldly opposed these innovations, James, long practised and well 
skilled in the arts of managing them, obtained at  length their compliance. 
But Charles I., a superstitious prince, unacquainted with the genius of the 
Scots, imprudent and precipitant in all the measures he pursued in that 
kinqdom, pressing too eagerly the reception of the English liturgy, and 
indiscreetly attempting a resulnption of church lands, kindled the flames 
of civil war ;  and the people being left at liberty to indulge their own 
wishes, the episcopal church was overturned, and the presbyterian govern- 
ment and discipline were re-established with new vigour. Together with 
monarchy, episcopacy was restored in Scotland. A form of government so 
odious to the people required force to uphold i t ;  and though not only the 
whole rigour of authority, but all the barbarity of persecution, were em- 
ployed in its support, the aversion of the nation was insurmountable, and 
it sribsisted with difficulty. At the revolution, the inclinations of the people 
were thought worthy the attention of the legislature, the presbyterian 
~overnn~ent  was acaln established, and beine ratified by the union, is  still 
Laintained in the kingdom. 

U 

Nor did the influence of the accession extend to the civil and ecclesias- 
tical constitutions alone ; the genius of the nation, its taste and spirit, things 
of a nature still more delicate, were sensibly affected by that event. When 
learning revived in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, all the modern 
languages were in a state extremely barbarous, devoid of ele ance, of 
vigour, and even of perspicuity. No author thought of writing ~i%nguage 
so ill adapted to express and embellish his sentiments, or of erecting a 
work for immortality with such rude and perishable materials. As the 
spirit which prevailed at that time did not owe its rise to any original 
effort of the human mind, but was excited chiefly by admirat~on of the 
ancients, which began then to be studied with attention in every part of 
Euro'pe, their cornpositions were deemed not only the standards of taste 
and of sentiment, but of style ; and even the languages in which they 
wrote were thought to be peculiar, and almost consecrated to learning and 
the muses. Not only the manner of the ancients was imitated, but their 
language was adopted: and extravagant as the attempt may appear to 
write in a dead tongue, in which men were not accustomed to think, and 
which they could not speak or even pronounce, the siccess of it was 
astonishing. As they formed their style upon the purest models ; as they 

ere uninfected with those barbarisms which the inaccuracy of familiar 
conversation, the affectation of courts, intercourse with strangers, and a 
thousand other causes, introduce into living languages ; many moderns 
have attained to a degree of elegance in their Latin compositions which 
the Romans themselves scarce possessed beyond the limits of the Augustan 
age. While this was almost the only species of composition, and all 
authors, by using one common language, could be brought to a nearer 
comparison, the Scottish writers were not inferior to those of any other 
nation. The  happy genius of Bucbanan, equa!!y formed to excel in prose 
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aznd in verse, more various, rnore original, and more elegant than that of 
almost any other modern who writes in Latin, reflects, w ~ t h  regard to this 
particular, the greatest lustre on his country. 

But the labour attending the study of a dead tongue was irlrsome ; the 
unequal return for their industry which authors met with, who could be 
read and admired only within the narrow circle ot'the leaned, was mor- 
tifying ; and men, instead of wasting half their lives in learning the lan- 
guagc of the Romans, began to refine and to polish their own. The 
modern tongues were found to be susceptible of beauties and graces, 
which, if not equal to those of the ancient ones, were at least more attain- 
able. The Italians having first set the example, Latin was no longer used 
in works of taste ; it was confined to books of science ; and the politer 
nations have banished it even from these. The Scots, we may presume, 
would have had no cause to regret this change in the public taste, and 
would atill have been able to maintain some equality with other nations, in 
their pursuit of literary honour. The English and Scottish languages, 
derived from the same sources, were at the end of the sixteenth century in 
a state nearly similar, differing from one another somewhat in orthography, 
though not only the words but the idioms were much the same. The 
letters of several Scottish statesmen of that age are not inferior in elegance 
or in purity to those of the English ministers with whom they corresponded, 
Jan~es himself was master of a style far from contemptible; and by his 
example and encouragement the Scottish language might have kept pace 
with the English in refinement. Scotland might have had a series of 
authors in its own, as well as in the Latin language to boast of; and the 
improvements in taste, in the arts, and in the sciences, which spread over 
the other polished nations of Europe, would not have been unknown there. 

But, at the very time when other nations were beginning to drop the use 
of Latin in works of taste, and to make trial of the strengtb and co~npas% 
of their own languages, Scotland ceased to be a Lingdom. Fhe transports 
of joy, which the accession at first occasioned, were soon over : and the 
Scots, being at once deprived of all the objects that refine or animate a 
people ; of the presence of their prince, of the concourse of nobles, of the 
splendour and elegance of a court, a universal dejection of spirit seems to 
have seized the nation. The  court beirlg withdrawn, no domestic standard 
of propriety and correctnecls of speech remained ; the few cornpositions 
that Scotland produced were tried by the English standard, and every word 
or phrase that varied in the least from that was condemned as barbarous ; 
whereas, if the two nations had continued distinct, each might have retain- 
ed idioms and forms of speech peculiar to itself; and these rendered 
fashionable by the example of a court, and supported by the authority of 
writers of reputation, might have been viewed in the same light with the 
varieties occasioned by the different dialects in the Greek tongue ; they 
even might have been considered as beauties ; and in many cases rr~ight 
have been used promiscuously by the authors of both nations. But, by tl?e 
accession, the English naturally became the sole judges and lawgivers In 
language, and rejected as solecisms every fbrtn of speech to which their 
ear was not accustomed. Nor did the Scots, while the intercourse between 
the two nations was inconsiderable," and ancient prejudices were still so 
violent as to prevent imitation, possess the means of refining their own 

* A remarkable proof of the little intercourse between the English and Scots before the union of 
the crowns, is CO be found iil two cur~ous papers, onc publistled by Ilnynes, the other by Strype. In 
the year 1567 Elizabetlr commanded the bishop of Londpn to take a survey of all the strangers 
vvitni~~ the cit{esof London and Westminster. By this report, whichis very minute, it appeals that 
the whole number of Scols at that tirne was 58. IIaynes, 455. A survey of the same kind w a s  
made 11g sir Thomas Row, lord LIayor, A.  D. 1568. The nurnber of Scots find thenincreascd to 88. 
Stiype, IV. Supplement. No. 1.  On the accession of James, a considerable nunrher of Scots, espe- 
cially of the higher rank, resorted to Englaud; but it was not till the union that the intercourse 
between the two kingdoms became gleat. 
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tongue according to the purity of the English standard. On the contrary, 
new corruptions flowed into it from every different source. The clergy of 
Scotland, in that age, were more eminent for piety than for learning ; and 
though there did not arise many authors among them, yet being in posses- 
sion of the privilege of discoursin publicly to the people, and their sermons 
being too long, and perhaps too 8equent, such 11asty productions could not 
be elegant, and many slovenly and incorrect modes of expression may be  
traced back to the original. The pleadings of lawyers were equally loose 
and inaccurate ; and that profession havlng furnished more authors, and 
the matters of which they treat mingling daily in conimon discourse and 
business, many of those vlcious forms of speech, which they denominated 
Scotticisrns, have been introduced by them into the language. Nor did 
either the language or public taste receive any improvement in parliament, 
where a more liberal and more correct eloquence might have been expect- 
ed. All business was transacted there by the lords of articles ; and they 
were so servilely devoted to the court, that few debates arose, and, prior 
to the revolution, none were conducted with the spirit and vigour natural to 
a popular assembly. 

Thus, during the whole seventeenth century, the English were gradual1 
refining their language and their taste ; in Scotland the former was m u d  
'debased. and the latter almost entirelv lost. In the becinnincz of that weri- 
cod, both'nations were emerging out ofbarbaSity ; but thYe distince bet&een 
&hem, which was then inconsiderable, became before the end of it immense. 
Even after science had once dawned upon them, the Scots seemed to be 
,sinking back into ignorance and obscurity ; and active and intelligent as 
'they naturally are, they continued, while other nations were ea er in the 
pursuit of fame and knowledge, in a state of languor. ~his,\owerer, 
must be imputed to the unhapp~ness of their political situation, not to any 
defect of' genius ; for no sooner was the one removed in any degree than 
the other began to display itself. The act abolishing the power of the 
lords of articles,'and other salutary laws passed at the revolution, having 
introduced freedom of debate into the Scottish parliament, eloquence, with 
all the arts that acconlpany or perfect it, became immediate objects ~f 
attention; and the example of Fletcher of Salton alone is sufficient to 
show that the Scots were still capable of generous sentiments, and, notwith- 
at and in^ some peculiar idioms, were able to express themselves with energy 
and with elegince. 

At length the union having incorporated the two nations, and rendered 
them one people, the distinctions which had subsisted for many ages gradu- 
ally wear away ; peculiarities disappear; the sarne manners prevail in 
both parts of the ~sland; the same authors are read and admired; the 
same entertainments are frequented by the elegant and polite ; and the 
same standard of taste and of purity in language is established. The 
Scots, after being placed, during a whole century, in a situation no less fatal 
to the libert than to the taste and genius of the nation, were at once put in 

ves more valuable than those which their ancestors had yssession oTprivi~e, 
ormerly enjoyed ; and every obstruction that had retarded their ursuit, 

or prevented their acquisition of literary fame, was totally remove i' 



CONCERNING 

%"HE MURDER OF KING HENRY, AND THE GENUINFBESS 8b' 
THE QUEEN'S LETTERS TO BOTHWELL. 

IT 1s n ~ t  my intention to engage in all the controversies to which the 
murder of king Ilenry, or the letters from queen Mary to Bothwell, have 
fiven rise ; far less to appear as an adversary to any particular author who 

ath treated of them. T o  repeat and to expose all the ill founded asser- 
tions, with regard to these points, which have flowed from inattention, from 

rejudice, from partiality, from malevolence, and from dishonest 
%e no less irksome to myself than unacceptable to most of my reaBiZOU:: 
I propose is, to assist others in forming some judgment concerning the facts 
in dispute, by stating the proofs produced on each side, with as much 
brevity as the case will admit, and with the same attention and impartiality 
which I have endeavoured to exercise in examining other controverted 
points in the Scottish history. 

In order to account for the Icing's murder, two different systems have 
been formed. The one supposes Bothwell to have cor~trived and executed 
this crime : the other imputes it to the earls of Murray, Morton, and their 

v .  

P ~ Y .  
r h e  decision of many controverted facts in history is a matter rather of 

curiosity than of use. They stand detached; and whateverwe determine 
with regard to them, the fabric of the story remains untouched. But the 
fact under dispute in this place is a fundamental and essential one, and 
according to the opinion which an historian adopts with regard to it, he 
must vary and dispose the whole of his subsequent narration. An histori- 
cal system may be tried in two different wa S ;  whether it be consistent 
with probability, and whether it be supportezby evidence. 

Those who charge the king's murder upon Bothwell argue in the follow- 
ing manner ; and though their reasonings have been mentioned already in 
different parts of the narrative, it is necessary to re eat them here. Mary's 
love for Darnly, say they, was a sudden and outhFul passion. The beauty 
of his person, set off by some external friroiur accomplishments, was h ~ s  
chief mer~t, and gained her affec,tions. His capricious temper soon raised 
in the queen a disgust, which broke out on different occasions. His engaging 
in the conspiracy against Rizio converted this disgust into an antipathy, 
which she was at no pains to conceal. This breach was, perhaps, in its 
own nature irreparable ; the king certainly wanted that art and condescen- 
sion which alone could have repaired it. It widened every day, and a 
deep and settled hatred effaced all remains of affection. Bothwell observed 
this, and was prompted by ambition, and perhaps by love, to found upon 
~t a scheme which roved fatal both to the queen and to himself. He harl 
served Mary at di i rent  times with fidelity and success. l i e  insinuated 
himself into her favour, by address and by flattery. By degrees he gained 
her heart. In order to gratify his love, or at least his ambition, it was 
necessar to get rid of the king. Mary had rejected the proposal whicn, 
it is said: had been made to her for obtaining a divorce. The king was 
equally hated by the partisans of the house of Hamilton, a considerable 
party in the kingdom ; by Murray, one of the most powerful and popular 
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persons in his country ; b Morton and hie associates, whom he had deceived, 
and whom Bothwell haBbound to his interest by a recent favour. Among 
the people Darnly was fallen under extreme contempt. Bothwell might 
expect, for all these reasons, that the murder of the king would pass with- 
out any inquiry, and might trust to Mary's love, and to his own address 
and good fortune, for the acconiplishment of the rest of his wishes. What 
BothweH expected really came to pass. Mary, if not privy herself to the 
design, connived at an action which rid her of a man whom she had such 
good reason to detest. A few months after the murder of her husband, 
she married the Derson who was both sus~ec ted  and accused of having 
perpetrated that idious crime. 

Those who charge the guilt upon Murray and his party reason in this 
manner: Murray, they say, was a man of boundless ambition. Notwith- 
standing the illegitimac of his birth, he had early formed a design of 
usurping the crown. Bn the queen's return into Scotland, he insinuated 
himself into her favour, and en~rossed the whole power into his own hands. 
H e  set himself against every @oposal of marriaie Ghich was made to her, 
lest his own chance of succeeding to the crown should he destroyed. H e  
hated D a d y ,  and was no less hated by him. In order to be revenged on 
him, he entered into a sudden friendship with Bothwell, his ancient an? 
mortal enemy. H e  encouraged him to assassinate Henry, by giving him 
hopes of marrying the queen. All this was done with a design to throw 
upon the queen herself the imputation of being accessary to the murder, 
and, under that pretext, to destroy Bothwell, to depose and imprison her, 
and to seize the sceptre which he had wrested out of her hands. 

T h e  former of these systenls has an air of probability, is consistent 
with itself, and solves appearances. In the latter, some assertions are false, 
some linlrs are wanting in the chain, and effects appear of which no suffi- 
cient cause is produced. Murray, on the queen's return into Scotland, 
served her with great fidelity, and by his prudent administration rendered 
her so popular, and so powerful, as enabled her with ease to quash a formi- 
dable insurrection raised by the party of which he was the leader in the 
year 1565. What ~notive cor~ld induce Murray to murder a prince with. 
out capacity, without followers, without influence over the nobles, whom 
the queen, by her neglect, had reduced to the lowest state of contempt, 
and who, after a long disgrace, had regained according to the most favour- ! able supposition) the precarious possession o her favour only a few days 
~ e f o r e  his death ? I t  is difficult to conceive what Murray had to fear from 
the king's life. It is still a more difficult matter to guess what he could 
gain by his death. If w e  suppose that the queen had no previous attach- 
ment to Bothwell, nothing can appear Inore chimerical than a scheme to 
persuade her to marry a man whose wife was still alive, and who was not 
only suspected, hut accused of murdering her former husband. But that 
such a scheme should reall succeed is still more extraordinary. If Mur- 
ray had instigated ~ o t h w e i  to commit the crime, or had himself been ac- 
cessary to the commission of it, what ho es were there that Rothwell 
would silently bear from a fellowsrimina~all  the prosecutions which he 
suffered, without ever retorting upon him the accusation, or revealing the 
whole scene of iniquity ? An ancient and dead1 feud had subsisted between 
Murray and Bothwell; the queen with dii&ulty had brought them to 
some terms of agreement. Rut is it probable that Murray would choose 
an enemy, to whom he had been so lately reconciled, for his confidant in 
the commission of such an atrocious crime ? Or, on the other hand, would 
it ever cnter into the imagination of a wise man, first to raise his rival to 
supreme power, in hopes that afterwards he might render him odious, by 
accusiug him of' crimes which he had not comm~tted, and, in consequence 
of this unjust chage,  should be enabled -to deprive hi111 of that power 1 
The most advent~~rous politician never hazanled such a dangerous exve. 
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ilrnent :-the mast credulous folly never trusted such an uncertain 
chance. 

How strong soever these general reasonings may appear to be, it is not 
upon them alone that we must decide, but according to the particular evi- 
dence that is produced. This we now proceed to examine. 

That Bothwell was uilty of the Icing's murder, appears, 1. From the 
concurring testimony o f  all the contemporary historians. 2. From the con- 
fession of those persons who suffered for assisting at the commission of 
the crime, and who entered into a minute detail of all its circumstances. 
Anders. ii. 165. 3. From the acknowledgment of Mary's own commis- 
sioners, who allow Bothwell to have been one of those who were guilt of 
this crime. Good. ii. 213. 4, From the express testimon of Lesly, bisto 
of Ross, to the same effect with the former. Def. of Q,. &try's Hon. ~ n c f  
I. 7 6 .  Id. iii. p. 31. 5. Morton, at his death, declared that Bothwell had 
solicited him at different times, to concur in the conspiracy formed against 
the life of the king ; and that he was informed by Archibald Douglas, one 
of the conspirators, that Bothwell was present at the murder. Crawf. 
Mern. App. 4. The letter from Dou las to the queen, which I have pub- 
lished in the Appendix, No. XLVI~., confirms Morton's testimony. 6 .  
Lord Herries promises, in his own name, and in the name of the nobles 
who adhered to the queen, that they would concur in punishing Bothwell 
as the murderer of the king Append. No. XXIV. 

The most direct charge ever brought against Murray IS m these words 
of bishop Lesly : Is it unknown," addressing himself to the earl of Mur- 
ray, " what the lord Herries said to your, face open1 , even at 
table, a few days afier the murder wan committed ? hid he not c E ~ ~ ~ $ ~  
with the foreknowled e of the same murder ? Did he not, n ~ ~ l l a  circuitzone 
wur, flatly and plainfy burden you, that riding in Fife, and coming with 
one of your most assured and trusty servants the same day whereon you 
departed frorri Edinburgh, you said to him, amon other talk, " This night, 
ere morning, Lord Darnly shall lose his life ?" Befence of Q. Mar An- 
ders. ii. 7 5 .  But the assertion of a man so heated with faction as tesly, 
unless it were su ported by proper evidence, is of little weight. The ser- 
vant, to whom $urray is said to have spoken these words, is not named ; 
nor the manner in which this secret conversation was brought to light men- 
tioned. Lord Herries was one of the most zealous advocates for Mary, 
and it is remarkable that, in all his negotiation at the court of England, he 
never once repeated this accusation of Murray. In answering the challenge 

iven him by lord Lindsay, Herries had a fair opportunity of mentioning 
kurray3s knowledge of the murder ; but, though he openly accuses of that 
crime some of those,who adhered to Murray, he industriously avoids any 
insinuation against Murray himself. Iceith, Pref. ii. Mar herself, in con- 
versation with sir Francis ICoolles, accused Morton and Iditland of being 
privy to the murder, but does not mention Nurra . And. iv. 55. When 
the bishop of Ross and lord Herries appeared b e i r e  the English council, 
January 11, 1569, they declared .themselves ready, in obedience to the 
queen's command, to accuse Murray and his associates of being accessary 
to the murder ; but "they being also required, whether they, or an of 
them, as of themselves, would accuse the said earl in special, or any orhis  
adherents, or thought them uilty thereof," they answered, "that they took 
God to witness that none of them did ever know any thing of the conspi*. 
racy of that murder, or were in council and foreknowledge thereof; nei- 
ther who were devisors, inventors, and executors, of the same, till it was 
publicly discovered long thereafter, by some of the assassins, who suffered 
death on that account." Good. ii. 308. These words are taken out of a 
register kept by Ross and Herries themselves, and seem to be a direct con- 
futation of the bishop's assertion. 

The earls of Huntly and Argyll, in their Protestation touching the mus- 
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der of the  king of Scots, after mentioning the conference at Craigmillar 
concerning a divorce, add, "So after these premises, the murder of the 
king fbllowing, we judge in our consciences, and hold for certain and truth, 
that the earl of Murray and secretary Lethington were authors, inventors, 
counsellors, and causers of the same murder, in what manner, or by what- 
soever persons the same was executed." And. iv. 188. But, 1. This is 
nothing more than the private opinion or personal affirmation of these two 
noblemen. 2. The conclusion which they make has no cor~nexion with the 
premises on which they found it. Because Murray proposed to obtain for 
the queen a divorce from her husband with her own consent, it does not 
follow that therefore he committed the murder without her knowledge. 
3. Huntly and Argyll were at that time the leaders of that party opposite 
to Murray, and ammated with all the rage of faction. 4. Both of them 
were Murray's personal enemies. Hunt1 , on account of the treatment 
which his family and clan had received Zom that nobleman. Argyll was 
desirous of belng divorced from his wife, with whom he lived on no good 
terms, Knox, 328, and by whom he had no children. Crawf. Peer. 19. 
She was Murra 'S sister, and by his interest Arg 11's design was obstructed. 
Keith, 551. d e s e  circumstances would go g r  towards invalidating a 
positive testimony ; they more than counterbalance an indeterminate sus 
picion. 5. It is altogether uncertain whether Huntly and Argyll ever sub- 
scribed this protestation. A copy of such a protestation as the queen 
thought would be of advanta e to her cause was transmitted to them by 
her. Anders. iv. b. ii. 186. s h e  protestation itself, published by Ander- 
son, is taken from an unsubscribed copy with blanks for the date and place 
of subscribing. On the back of this copy, there is pasted, indeed, a paper, 
which Cecil has marked, "Answer of the earl of Murray to a writing of 
the earls of E-Iuntly and Argyll." Anders. 194, 195. But it can hardly be 
deemed a reply to the abovementioned protestation. Murray's answer 
bears date at London, Jan. 19,1568. The queen's letter, in which she 
enclosed the copy of thB protestation, bears date at Bowton, Jan. 5, 1568. 
NOW it is scarce to be supposed that the copy could be sent into Scotland, 
be subscribed by the two earls, and be seen and answered by Murray 
within so short a time. Murray's reply seems intended only to prevent the 
impression which the vague and uncertain accusations of hisenemies might 
make in his absence. Cecil had got the ori. inal of the queen's letter into 
his custody. Anders. iv. 185. This natura$ leads us to conjecture that 
the letter itself, together with the enclosed protestation, were intercepted 
before they came to the hands of Huntly and Argyll. Nor is this mere 
con'ecture alone. The letter to Huntly, in which the protestation was 
endosed, is to be found, Cott. Lib. Cal. C. 1. fol. 280, and is an original 
subscribed by Mary, though not written by her own hand, because she 
seldom chose to write in the English language. The protestation is in the 
same volume, fol. 282, and is manifestly written by the same person who 
wrote the queen's letter. This seems to render it highly probable that 
both were intercepted. So that much has been founded on a paper not 
subscribed by the two earls, and probably never seen by them. Besides, 
this method which the queen took of sending a copy to the two earls, ?f 
what was proper for them to declare with regard to a conference held In 
their own presence, appears somewhat suspicious. It would have been 
more natural, and not so liable to any misinterpretation, to have desired 
them to write the most exact account, which they could recollect, of wha: 
had passed at the conversation at Craigmillar. 6. But even if all this rea- 
soning should be set aside, and the authenticity of theprotestation should 
be admitted in its fullest extent, it may still be a question, what degree of 
credit should be given to the assertion of the two earls, who were not only 
present at the first parliament held by Murray as regent, in December, 
1567, in which the one carried the sceptre, and the other the sword of state 
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S otsvr. 241, but were both members of the committee of lords of arti- 
.&S, and in that capacity assisted in framing all the acts by which the 
queen was deprived of the crown, and her son seated on the throne ; and 
in articular concurred in the act by which it was declared, that whatever 
ha$ befallen the queen "was in her awin default, in sa far as, be divers 
hir privie letters written halelie with hir awin hand, and send b hir to 
James someiyrne earle of Bothwell, cheif executour of the said {orribill 
murtbour, as weill befoir the committing thairof as thairaftir : And be hir 
ungodlie an3 dishonourabill proceeding to ane pretendit marriage with him, 
suddainlie and unprovifitlie thaireftir, it is maist certane that sche was pre- 
vie, airt and pairt, of the actual devise and deid of the foirnamit murthour 
of the king her lauchful husband, and thairfoir justlie desirvis quhatsum 
ever hes bene done to hir in ony tyme bygaine, or that sal be usit towards 
hir? for the said cause." Anders. ii. 221. 

r h e  queen's commissioners at the conferences in En land accused Mur- 
ray and his associates of having murdered the icing. kood. ii. 281. But 
this charge is to be considered as a recrimination extorted by the accusation 
preferred against the queen, and contains nothing more than loose and 
general affirmations, without descending to such particular circumstances as 
either ascertain their truth, or discover their falsehood. The same accu- 
sation is repeated by the nobles assembled at Dumbarton, Sept. 1568. 
Good. ii. 359. And the same observation may be made concerninw it. 

All the queen's advocates have endeavoured to account for $urraS9s 
murdering of the Icing, by supposing that it was done on purpose that he 
might have the pretence of disturbing the queen's administration, and 
thereby rendering ineffectual her general revocation of crown lands, which 
would have deprived him and his associates of the best part of their 
estates. Lesly, Def. of Mary's Hon. p. 73. Anders. iv. part ii. 130. 
But whoever considers the limited powers of a Scottish monarch, will 
see that such a revocation could not be very formidab!e to the nobles. 
Every king of Scotland began his reign with such a revocation ; and as 
often as it was renewed, the power of the nobles rendered it ineffectual. 
The best vindication of Murray and his party from this accusation is that 
which they presented to the queen of England, and which hath never 
hitherto been published. 

Anmers to the objections and alled once of the queen, ~l ledgin~ the earl of 
Murray, lord re eni, the earl $%lortoa, f l a r r ,  Glencairn, &me, Ruth- 
urn, &. to have ken moved to arrnour,for that they abhorred and might 
not abide her revocation of the alienation made 04' her property. 

It is answered, that is, alledged but [i. e. without all appearance, that 
it ap ears God has bereft the alledgance of all wit an good remembrance, 
for tfir reasons following : 

a 
Imprimis, as to my lord regent, he never had occasion to grudge thereat, 

in respect the queen made him privy to the same, and took resolution 
with him for the execution thereof; letting his lordship know she would 
assuredly in the samine except all things she had given to him, and ratefy 
them in the next parliament as she did indeed ; and for that cause wished 
my lord to leave behind hirn master John Wood, to attend upon the same, 
to whom she declared, that als well in that as in all other her grants it 
should be provided, yea of free will did promise and offer before ever he 
demanded, as it came to pass without any let or impediment ; for all was 
ratified by her command, and hand write, at the parliament, but [i.e. 
without] any difficulty. 

Item as to my lord of Morton, he couId not grudge thereat, quha never 
had of her property worth twenty dollars, that ever I knew of. 

Item the same, may I sag of my lord Glencairn. 
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Item the same, I may say of my lord Hume 
item the same, I may say of my lord Ruthven. 
Item the same, I [nay say of my lord Lindsay. 
Only my lord of Marr, had ane little thing of the property quill< alsua 

was gladly and liberally confirmed to him, in the said parliament preceding 
a year ; was never ane had any cause of miscontent of that revocation, far 
ess to have put then lives and heritage to so open and manifest ane danger 
as the did for sic ane frivole cause.  rever er any did make evil1 countenance, and show any miscontentment 
of the said revocation, it was my lord of Argyll in special, quha spak 
largely in the time of arlianlent thairanents to the queen herself, and did 
complain of the nlaniest corruption of ane act of parliament past upon 
her majesty's return, and sa did lett any revocation at that time ; but the 
armour for revenge of the king's deid was not till twa months after, at 
quhat time there was no occasion given thereof, nor ever a man had mind 
thereof. 

Having thus examined the evidence which has been produced against 
the earls of Muray and Bothwell ; we shall next proceed to inquire 
whether the queen herself was accessary to the murder of her husband. 

No sooner was the violent death of Darnly known, than strong suspicion 
arose, among some of her subjects, that Mary had given her consent to 
the commission of that crime. Anders. ii. 156. We are informed by 
her own arnbassador in France, the archbishop of Glasgow, that the sen- 
timents of foreigners, on this head, were no less unfjvourable to her. 
Keith, Pref. ix. Many of her nobles loudly accused her of that crime, 
and a great part of the nation, by supporting them, seem to have allowed 
the accusation to be well founded. 

Some crimes, however, are of such a nature that they hardly admit of 
a positive or direct proof. Deeds of darkness can seldom be brought per- 
fectly to light. Where persons are accused not of being principals, but 
only of being accessaries in the commission of a crime ; not of having 

erpetrated it themselves, but only of giving consent to the commission of it 
others ; the proof becomes still more difficult : and unless when some 

accomplice betrays the secret, a proof by circumstances, or presumptive 
evidence is all that can be attained. Even in judicial trials, such evidence 
is sometimes held to be sufficient for condemning criminals. The degree 
of conviction which such evidence carries along with it is often not inferior 
to that which arises froin positive testimony ; and a concurring series of 
circumstances satisfies the understanding no less than the express declara- 
tion of witnesses. 

Evidence of both these kinds has been produced against Mary. We 
shall first consider that which is founded upon circumstances alone. 

Some of these suspicious circumstances preceded the king's death; 
others were subsequent to it. With regard to the former we may observe 
that the queen's violent love of Darnly was soon converted into an avemon 
to him no less violent ; and that his own ill conduct and excesses of every 
kind were such that, if they did not justify, at least they account for thls 
sudden change of her disposition towards him. The rise and progress of 
this domestic rup:ure I have traced with great care In the History, and to 
the proofs of it which may be found in apers published by other authors, 
I have added those contained in App. 30. XVI. and XVII. Le Croc, the 
French ambassador, who was an eyewitness of what he describes, not only 
represents he: aversion to Darnly to be extreme, but declares that there 
could be no hopes of a reconcilement between them [Dec. 12,15661. '' The 
queen is in the hands of physicians, and I do assure you is not at ail well : 
and do believe the principal part of her disease to consist in deep grief and 
sorrow ; nor does it seem possible to make her forget the same. Still she 
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repeats these words, I could mish to be dead. You lrnow very well that 
the injury she has received is exceeding great, and her majesty will never 
forget it. T o  speak my mind freely to you, I do not expect, upon several 
accounts, any good understanding between them [i.e. the king and queen], 
unless God effectually put to his hand. [Dec. 23.1 His bad deportment 
is incurable ; nor can there ever be any y d  expected from him, for 
several reasons, which I might tell you was present with you. I cannot 
pretend to foretell how all ma turn ; but I will say, that matters cannot 
subsist long as they are, without being accompanied with sundry bad 
consequences." Iceith. Pref. vii. Had Henry died a natural death at this 
juncture, it must have been considered as a very fortunate event to the 
queen, and as a seasonable deliverance from a husband who had become 
altogether odious to her. Now as Henry was murdered a few weeks 
afterwards, and as nothin,q had happened to render the queen's aversion 
to him less violent, the oplnion of those who consider Mary as the author 
'of an event which was manifestly so agreeable to her, will appear perhaps 
to some of our readers to be neither unnatural nor over refined. If wr: add 
to this, what has been observed in the History, that in proportion to the 
increase of Mar 's hatred of her husband, Bothwell seems to have made 
progress in her Avour, and that he became the object not only of her con- 
fidence but her attachment, that opinion acquires new strength. It is easy 
to observe many advantages which might redound to Mary as well as to 
Bothwell from the king's death ; but excepting them, no person, and no 
r t y  in the kingdom, could derive tbe least benefit from that event. 

othwell, accordingly, murdered the king, and it was in that age thought 
no unwarranted imputation on Mary's character, to suppose that she had 
corsented to the deed. 

Fhe steps which the queen took after her husband's death add strength 
to that supposition. 1. iMelvi1, who was in Edinburgh at the time of the 
king's death, asserts that " every body suspected the earl of Bothwell ; and 
those who durst speak freely to others, sald plainly that it was he." p. 155. 
2. Mary having issued a proclamation, on the 12th of February, offering a 
reward to any person who should discover those who had murdered her 
husband ; And. i. 36 ; a paper in consequence of this was affixed to the 
gates of the tolbooth, February 16, in which Bothwell was named as the 
chief person guilty of that crime, and the queen herself was accused of 
having given her consent to it. And. ii. 156. 3. Soon after, February 20, 
the earl of Lennox, the king's father, wrote to Mary, conjuring her, h 
every motive, to prosecute the murderers with the utmost rigour. d 
plainly declared his own suspicions of Bothwell, and pointed out a method 
of proceeding against him, and for discovering the authors of that crime, 
no less obvious than equitable. He advised her to seize, and to commit 
to sure custody, Bothwell himself, and such as were already named as 
Lis accomplices ; to call an assembly of the nobles ; to issue a procla- 
mation, inviting Bothwell's accusers to appear ; and if, on that encourage- 
ment, no person appeared to accuse them, to hold them as innocent, and 
to dis~niss them without further trial. And. i. 40. 4. Archbishop Beatoun, 
her ambassador in France, in a letter to Mary, March gth, employs argu- 
ments of the utmost weight to persuade her to prosecute the murderers 
with the greatest severity. " I can conclude nathing (says he) by quhat zour 
majesty writes to me zourself, that sen it has plesit God to conkervt zow 
to make a rigorous vengeance thereof, that rather than it be not act lall 
taine, it appears to me better in this warld that ze had lost life anti a d  
I ask your majestie pardon, that I writ sa far, for I can heir nathing to 
zour prejudise, but I man must] constraindly writ the samin, that all 111ay 
come to zour knawlc e : / or the better remede may he put therto. Heir 
it is needfull that ze k r t ~ l  shaw n o r  rather than ever of before, the greite 
vertue, magnanimitie, and constance that God has grantit zow, be quhais 
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grace, I hope ze sal1 overcome this most hcavy envie a d  rlisplesir of the 
committing therof, and conserve that reputation in all godliness, ze have 
conquist of lang, quhich can appear na wayis mair clearie, than that zou 
do szck [such] justlce that the ha,zll [whole] world may declare zour inno- 
cence, and give testimony for ever of tha~r  treason that has committed 
(bui [without] fear of God or man) so cruel and ungodlie a murther, 
qnhalrof there is sa meikle [much] 111 spolren, that I am constrainit to ask 
zow mercy, that neither can I or will I make the rehearsal thereof, which 
is o v r  [too] odious. But alas! madame, all over Europe thls day, there 
is na purpose in head sa frequent as of zour majestic, and of the present 
state of zour realm, quhilk is in the most part interpretit sinisterly." 
Ke~th. P r ~ f .  ix. 6.  El~zabeth, as appears from Appendix, No. XIX. urged 
the same thlng in strong terms. 6. The circumstances of the case ~tself, 
no less than these solic~tations and remonstrances, called for the utmost 
vigour iu her proceed~ngs. Her husband had been murdered in a cruel 
manner, almost in her own presence. Her sub'ects were filled with the 
utmo~t horror at the crime. Bothwell, one ofl her principal favourites, 
had been publlcly accused as the author of it. Reflections, extremely 
dishonourable to herself, had been thrown out. If indignation, and the 
love of justice, d ~ d  not prompt her to pursue the murderers with ardour ; 
decency, at least, and concern for vindlcat~ng her own character, should 
have induced her to avo~d any appearance of remissness or want of zeal. 

But lnstead of this, Mary continued to d~scover in all her actlons the 
utmost partiality towards Bothwell. On the 15th of February, five days 
after the murder, she bestowed on him the relersion of the superio~ity of 
the town of Leith, which in the year 1565 she had mortgaged to the citizens 
of Ed~nburgh. This grant was of much importance, as it gave him not 
only the command of the principal port In the k~ngdom, but a great ascend- 
ant over the clt~zens of Ed~nburgh, who wished much to keep possession 
of it." 2. Bothwell being extremely desirous to obtain the command of 
the castle of Edmburgh, the queen, In order to prevall on the earl of Mar 
to surrender the government of it, offered to commit the young prince to 
his custody. Mar consented; and she ~nstantly appomted Both~vell governor 
of the castle. And. i. Pref. 64. Ke~th, 379. note (d). 3. The inquiry 
into the murder, previous to Bothwell's tr1a1, seems to hale been conducted 
wlth the utniost remissness. Buchanan exclaims loudly against th~s, And. 

* Copy f ?om the ovtg~nal  zn the Cl~a? ter home of the Czty of ErlznB7~7gIh of an  .8sszgnatzon io 
the Reverston of the Supelzo7zty of Lez t l~  by Queen .Wavy, to the Eav l  of Bothwell 

Marla Del g r a m  Regina Scotorum, omnihus probis hom~nibus suls ad quow prssentes l ~ t e r s  per- 
venerlnt salutem Sclatls, quod nos ad menlorlam reducentes niultlplex bonum verum et  fidele 
Bervltlurn non tantum quondam nostrs ehaiiasnns mat11 Ma~lie  Reglns regm nostri pro tempore 
m nostra hinorltate factum et lmpensum, verumetlam noblsmet lpsis tarn intra parres Gallm qunm 
mtra hoc nostium reonum ad ex~entlonem nostri honoris et auctorit~tls in punltlone furum, male- 
facto~um et  transglksoi;m infra ~ d e m ,  per rostrum confisum consangulneum et conslharlum 
~acobum'comltem Bothulle, dominum Hails, Cleighton, et Llddisdale, maguum admitallurn regnt 
nostrl commissionem et onelatlonem ad hunc ~Kectum hahentern, per qaas ipse suum colpus et 
vitam'in magno per~culo posult , ac  etiam, in performatione et extentlone nostri die11 servitn, suem 
hereditatem supra summam vlglntl mlillum mercarum Ilu~us nostrl regul alienavlt ac lsslt E t  
nos cogitan~es q ~ o d ,  ex nos~ra priricipah honore et devorla dlctum nostrum cdnfisum consangulneum 
et cons~harlum cum quodam accidente et gratuudlne recompensaie r t  gratificaie lncun~b~t  quie nos 
cornmod6 s i b ~  conecdere poterlmus, unde lpse maps habills ornn~bus aflutur~s tempor~buse-sepoterlt 
et ad hujusmod~ performanduin in omnlbus causls seu e ~ e n t l b ~ b  In recompensatlonem quorurd 
prlpmlssorum ac p10 dlversls ahls nostns lat~onabll~bus causis et conslderat~onibus nos moventibus 
Feclmus &cldlctum Jacobum co~nltcm Bothmle, &c ae suos hsrrdes mdsculos quoscunlqur nod 
tros legidmos &c asslgnalos in et ad litetas reverslonls factas, &c per Symonem Preston de eodeln 
mllitrm, praebosltum, balivos, eonsules, et communlta+enl hujus nostri buigl de Edinburgh, pro 
seipsis acsuis successor~bus, &c nobis nostllsque hered~bus, successor~bus et asslonatis pro redemp 
tlone, &c superlorltatls totlus vlllie de Leith, &c irnplgnorats per nos'dictis ~ ~ s ~ o s ~ t o ,  &c sub 
reverslone allenatw continentis summam decem nlrlllum mercarum monetre prsscilpta? nume1 an- 
dum et calculaudom m parochlali ecclesla dc Edinburgh, sllpel premonltlone quaclragmla dlerum 
nt  morls est velutl in dlctls reverslonls Iltells, &r de data 8vo Oetob 1565, &c (The rest 1s fern; 
and contains a clause of absolnte warrandlee ) In C I L ~ G S  T ~ Z  Te~tzmonzum prssent~bus mwud 
s~glllurn nostrum apponl fec~mus Apud Ed lnbur~I~ ,  d rc~mo qlilnto dlc mcnsls Fehruan~,  allno 
Domini milles~mo qurngeutesimo sexageslmo scxto, et recnl nostrl viceslmo quinto 

The  great seal entire 
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ii. 24. Kor was it without reason that he did so, as it is evident from a 
circun~stance in the affidavit of Tho~nas  Nelson, one of the king's servants, 
who was in the house when his marter was murdered, and was dug up 
alive out of the rubbish. Being examined on the Monday after the liing's 
death, "This  deponar schew that Bonlile had the liey of the sellare, and 
the queenis servandis the keyis of her shalmir. Quhilk the laird of TilIi- 
bardin hearing, said Hald thair, here ia ane ground. Efter quhilk words 
spokin, thai left of, and procedit na farther in the inquisitior~." And. iv. 
part ii. 167. Had there been any intention to search into the bottom of 
fhe matter, a circumstance of so much in portance merited the most careful 
Inquiry. 4. Notwithstanding Lennox's repeated solicitations, notwithstand- 
ing the reasonableness of his demands, and the necessity of complying 
with them, in order to encouraffe any accuser to appear against Bothwell, 
she not only refused to commit him to custody, or even to remove him from 
her presence and councils : And. i. 42. 48; but by the grants which w e  
have mentioned, and by other circumstances, discovered an increase of 
attachment to him. 5. She could not avoid bringing Bothwell to a public 
trial ; but she permitted him to sit as a member in that meeting of the privy 
council which directed his own trial ; and the trial itself was carried on 
with such unnecessary precipitancy, and with so many other suspicious cir- 
cumstances, as to render his acquittal rather an argument of his guilt than 
a proof of his innocence. These circu~nstances have all been mentioned 
at  length in Book IT., and therefore are not repeated in this place. 
6. T w o  days after the trial, Mary gave a public proof of her regard for 
Bothrvell, by appointing him to carry the sceptre before her at the meeting 
of parliament. Keitb, 378. 7. In that parliament, she granted him a rati- 
fication of all the great possessions and honours which she had conferred 
upon him, in which was contained an ample enumeration of all the services 
he had performed, And. i. 117. 8. Though Melvil, who foresaw that her 
attachment to Bothrvell would at length induce her to marry him, warned 
her of the infamy and danger which would attend that action, she not only 
disregarded this salutary admonition, but discovered what had passed 
between them to Bothwell, which exposed Melvil to his resentment. 
Melv. 156. 9. Bothwell seized Mary as she returned from Stirling, 
April 24. If he had done this without her Itnowledge and consent, such 
an insult could not have failed to have filled her with the most violent 
indignation. But, according to the account of an old MS. " T h e  friendly 
love was so highly contracted between this great princess and her enor- 
mous subject that there was no end thereof (for it was constantly 
esteemed by all men, that either of them loved other carnally), so that she 
suffered patiently to be led where the lover list, and all the way neither 
made obstacle, impediment, clamour, or resistance, as in such accidents 
used to be, or that she might have done by her princely authority, being 
accompanied with the noble earl of Huntly and secretary Maitland of 
Lethingtou." Keifh, 338. Melvil, who was present, confirms this account, 
and tells us that the oficer by whom he was seized informed hirn that nothing 
was done without the queen's consent, Melv. 158. 10. On the 12th of 
May, a few days before her marriage, Mary declared that she was then at 
full liberty, and that tho~lghBothwell had offended her by seizing her per- 
son, she was SO much satisfied with his dutiful behaviour since that time, 

,and so indebted to him for past services, that she not only forgave that 
offence, but resolved to promote him to higher honours. And. I. 07. 
11. Even after the confederate nobles had driven Bothwell from the queen's 
~ c e ,  and though she saw that he was considered as the muiderer of 

e r  former husband by so great a part of her subjects, her affection did not 
in the least abate, and she continued to express the most nnalterable 
attachment to him. " I  can perceive (says sir N. Throkmorton) that the 
rigour with which the queen is k e ~ t  ~roceedeth  by order from these men, 



because that the queen will not by any means be induced to lend her 
authority to prosecute the murderer ; nor will not consent by any persua- 
sion to abandon the lord Bothwell for her husband, but avoweth constantly 
that she will live and die with him ; and saith, that if it were put to her 
choice to relinquish her crown and kingdom, or the lord Bothwell, she 
would leave her kingdom and di nity to go a simple damsel with him, and 
she will never consent that he sfall fare worse, or have more harm than 
herself." Appendix, No. XXII. In all their negotiation with Thml t  
morton, the confederates mention this unalterable attachment of the 
queen to Bothwell as a sufficient reason for rejecting his proposals of an 
accommodation with their sovereign. Keith, 419. 449. This assertion 
they renewed in the conferences at York. Anders. iv. part ii. p. 66. 
Murray, in his interview with Mary in Lochlevin, charged her with per- 
sisting in her inordinate affection to Bothwell. ICeith, 446. All these, 
however, may be considered merely as accusations brought by the con- 
federates, in order to vindicate their rigour towards the queen. But 
Throkmorton, who, by his residence in Edinburgh, and by his intercourse 
with the queen's partisans, as well as with her enemies, had many oppor- 
tunities of discovering whether or not Mary had expressed herself in such 
terms, and who was disposed to view her actions in the most favourable 
light, ap ears, by the passage which I have quoted from his letter of the 
14th of Xb, to be persuaded that the confederates had not misrepresented 
her sentiments. He had soon an opportunity of being confirmed with 
greater certainty in this opinion. Although the confederates had refused 
him access to the captive queen, he found means of holding a secret cor- 
respondence with her, and endeavoured to persuade her to give her consent 
to have her marriage with Bothwell dissolved by a sentence of divorce, as 
the most probable means of regaining her liberty. "She hath sent me 
word that she will in no wise consent unto that, but rather die.'' Appen- 
dix, No. XXII. There is evidence of the continuance of Mary's attach- 
ment still, more explicit. Lord Herries, in the parliament held the 
15th of December, 1567, acknowledged the queen's inordinate affection to 
that wicked man, and that she could not be induced by persuasion to leave 
him ; and that in sequestering her within Lochlevin, the confederates had 
done the duty of noblemen. Appendix, No. XXIV. In the year 1571, 
a conference was held by some deputies from a convention of clergy, 
with the duke of Chatelherault, secretary Maitland, sir James Balfour, and 
Kirlraldy ; and an account of it written by Mr. Craig, one of the ministers 
of Edinburgh, is extant in Calderwood MSS. Hist. ii. 244. In presence 
of all these persons, most of whom were in Edinburgh when the queen was 
taken at Carberry, Maitland, who was now an avowed partisan of Mary, 
declares, that on the sarrle night she was brought to Edinburgh, he himself 
had offered, that if she would abandon Bothwell, she should have as thank- 
ful obedience as ever she had since she came to Scotland. But In no 
wise would she consent to leave Eothwell. According to sir James Melvil, 
the queen found means of writing a letter to Bothwell, or1 tne evening of 
that day, when she was conducted as a prisoner to Edinbnrgh, in wh~ch 
she declared her affection to him in the most tender expressions, and her 
resolution never to abandon him. This letter, he says, was intercepted by 
the confederates, and determined them to confine Mary in the castle of 
Lochlevin. But as neither Buchanan nor Knox, both abundantly disposed 
to avail themselves of every fact and report that could be employed in 
order to represent Mary's conduct as improper and criminal, mentions this 
letter ; and as the confederates themselves in their negotiation with 'Yhrok- 
morton, as well as in their accusations of the queen, before the English con]- 
missioners at York and nTestminster, maintain the same silence with regard 
to it, I am satisfied that Melvil, who wrote his memoirs for the information 
of his son in his old age, an1 long after the events which he records hap- 
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gelled, has been mistaken with regard to this particular. From this long 
enumeration of circumstances, we may, without violence, draw the follow- 
ing conclusion : had Mary really been accessary to the murder of her hus- 
band ; had Bothwell perpetrated the crime with her consent, or at her 
command ; &nd had she intended to stifle the evidence against him, and to 
prevent the discovery of his guilt, she could scarcely have taken any other 
steps than those which she took, nor could her conduct have been more 
repugnant to all the maxims of prudence and of decency. 

The positive evidence produced against Mary may be classed under 
two heads. 

1. The depositions of some persons who were employed in committing 
the murder, particularly of Nicholas Hubert, who in the writings of that 
age is called French Paris. This person, who was Bothwell's servant, 
and much trusted b him, was twice examined, and the ori inal of one of 
his depositions, a n z a  copy of the other, are still extant. fi is pretended 
that both these are notorious forgeries. But they are remarkable for a 
simplicity and naivete which it is almost impossible to imitate ; they abound 
with a number of minute facts and particularities, which the most dexterous 
forger could not have easily assembled and connected together with any 
appearance of probabilit ; and they are filled with circumstances which 
can scarcely be supposeBto have entered the imagination of any man but 
one of Paris's rank and character. But, at the same time, it must be 
acknowledged that his depositions contain solue improbable circumstances. 
He seems to have been a foolish talkative fellow ; the fear of death, the 
violence of torture, and the desire of pleasing those in whose power he 
was, temyted him, perhaps, to feign some circumstances and to exaggerate 
others. l'o say that some circumstances in an affidavit are improbable or 
false, is very different from saying that the whole is forged. I suspect the 
forrner to be the case here ; but I see no appearance of' the latter. Be that 
as it will, some of the most rnaterial facts in Paris's affidavits rest upon his 
single testimony; and for that reason I have not in the history, nor shall I 
in  this place, lay any stress upon them. 

2.  The letters said to be written by Mary to Bothwell. These 
have been frequently published. The accident by wh~ch the queen's 
enemies got them into their possession is related in Book V. When the 
authenticity of any ancient paper is dubious or contested, it may ke ascer- 
tained either by external or internal evidence. Both these have been pro- 
duced in the present case. 

I. External proofs of the genuineness of Marv's letters. 1. Murray and 
the nobles who adhered to him affirm. uDon th& word and honour, that the 
letters were written with the queen's bwn hand, with which they were 
well acquainted. Good. ii. 64. 92. 2. The letters were publicly pro- 
duced in the parlian~ent of Scotlagd, December 1567 ; and were so far con- 
sidered as genuine that they are mentioned in the act against Mary, as one 
chief argument of her uilt. Good. ii. 66, 67. 3. They were shown pri- 
vately to the duke of %orfolk, the earl of Sussex, and sir Ralph Sadler, 
Elizabeth's commiss~oners at York. In the account which they gave of 
this matter to their mistress, they seem to consider the letters as genuine, 
and express no suspicion of any forgery; they particularly observe, " that 
the matter contained in them is such, that it could hardly be inve~~ted 
and devised by any other than herself; for that they discourse of some 
things which were unknown to any other than to herself and Bothwell ; 
and as it is hard to counterfeit so many, so the matter of them, and the 
manner how these men came by them, is such, as it seemeth that God, 
in \vhose sight murder and bloodshed of the innocent is abornir~able, 
yould not permit the same to be hid or concealed." Good. ii. 142. 
rhey  seem to have made such an impression on the duke of Norfolk that, 
UI a subsequent letter to Pembroke, Leicester, and Cecil, he has these 
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worcls : " If the matter shall be thought as detestable and manifest to ou 
as, for aught we can perceive, it seemeth here to us." Good. ii. 154. &or 
did Norfolk declare these to be his sentiments only in public official letters ; 
he expressed himself in the same manner to his most confidential friends. 
In a secret conference with the bishop of' Ross at  York, the Duke inrorm 
ed  him that he had seen the letters, BC. which the regent had to produce 
against the queen, whereby there would be such matter proved against 
her as would dishonour her for ever. State Trials, edition of Hargrave, i. 
91. Murdin, 52. The  bishop of Koss, if he had known the letters to be  a 
notorious forgery, must have been naturally led, in consequence of this 
declaration, to undeceive the duke, and to expose the imposture. But 
instead of this, the dulie, and he, and Lethington, after consulting together, 
agreed, that the bishop should write to Mary, then at Bolton, and instruct 
her to make such a proposal to Elizabeth as might prevent the public pro- 
ductionof the letters and other evidence. State Trials, i. 94. Murdin, 45. 
Indeed, the whole of this secret conference seems to imply that 1,ething- 
ton, Ros?, and Norfolk, were conscious of some defect in Nary's cause, and 
therefore exerted all their ingenuity in order to avoid a public accusation. 
Murdin, 52, 53. T o  Banister, whorn the duke seems to have trusted more 
entirely than any other of his servants, he expressed himself in similar 
terms with respect to the queen of Scots. State Trials, i. 93. The  words 
of Banister's evidence are remarkable : " I  confess that I, waiting of my 
lord and master, when the earl of Snssex, and PIr. Chancellor of the duchy 
that now is, were in commiesion at  Yorlr, did hear his grace say, that upon 
examination of the matter of the murder, it did appear that the queen of 
Scots was guilty and privy to the murder of lord Darnly, whereby I verily 
thought that his grace would never join in marriage with her." Murdin, 
134. Elizabeth, In her instructinns to the earl of Shrewsbury and Beale, 
in 1583, asserts, that both the duke and earl of Arundel did declare to 
herself, that the prooi; by the view of her letters, d ~ d  fall out suficient 
against the queen of Scots ; however they were after drawn to cover her 
faults and ronounce her innocency. PIS. Advoc. Library. A. iii. 28. p 
314. from 8ot. Lib. Calig. 9. 4. A similar irnpression was made upon 
other contemporaries of Mary by the production of the letters, which 
implies a full belief of their being genuine. Cecil, in his correspond'ence 
with Sir Henry Norris, the English ambassador in France, relates this trans- 
action in terms which leave no room to doubt with respect to his own 
private opinion. In his letter, December 14th, 1568, the very day on 
which the letters, &c. were laid before the meeting of privy counsellors 
and peers, he informs him, " That the regent was driven, from his defence, 
to disclose a full fardel of the naughty matter, tending to convince the 
queen as adviser of the murther, and the earl of Bothwell as her execu- 
tour ; and now the queen's party, so gretlt, refuse to make any answer, and 
press that their mistress may come in person to answer the matter herself 
before the queen's majesty; which is thought not fit to be granted until 
the great blot of the marriage with her husband's murtherer, and the 
evident charges, by ietters o f  her own, to he deviser of the murther, he 
somewhat razed out or recovered; for that, as the matters are exhibited 
against her, it is far unseemly for any prince, or for chaste ears, to be 
annoyed with the filthy noise thereof; and yet, as being a commissioner, 
I must and will forbear to pronounce any thing herein certainly, though as 
a private person I car~not but with horrour and trembling think thereof." 
Cabala, 156. 5. From the correspondence of Bowes, the English resident 
in Scotland, with Walsingham, in the year 1582, published towards the 
close of this dissertation, it is manifest that both in England and Scotland, 
both by Elizabeth and James, both by the duke of Lennox and earl of 
Gowrie, the letters were deemed to be genuine. The eagerness on one 
side to obtain, and on the other to keep possession of the casket and letters 
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~rnplies that thlv was the belief of both. These sentiments of contempo- 
raries, who were in a situation to be thoroughly informed, and who had 
abilities to judge with discernment, will, in the opinion cf many of my 
readers, far outweigh theories, suppositions, and conjectures, formed at the 
distance of two centuries. 6. The letters were subjected to a solemn aud 
judicial examination with respect to their authenticity, as far as that could 
be  ascertained by resemblance of character and fashion of writing ; fbr, 
after the conferences at Yorlr and Westminster were finished, Elizabeth, 
as I have related, assembled her privy co~~nsellors, and joining to thein 
several of the most eminent noblemen m her kingdom, laid before them all 
the proceedings against the Scottish queen, and particularly ordered, that 
"the letters and writing exhibited by the regent, as the queen of Scots' 
letters and writings, should also be shewed, and conference [i. e. compa- 
rison] thereof made in their sight, with the letters of the said queen's, being 
extant, and heretofore written with her own hand, and sent to the queen's 
majesty; whereby inay be searched and examined what difference is 
h twix t  them." Good. ii. 252. They assembled, accordingly, at Hampton 
Court, December 14  and 15, 1568; and, "The originals of the letters 
supposed to be written with the queen of Scots' own hand were then also 
presently produced and perused ; and, being read, were duly conferred 
and compared, for the manner of writing, and fashion of orthography, with 
sundry other letters long since heretofore written, and sent by the said 
queen of Scots to the queen's majesty. In collation whereof no difference 
was found." Good. ii. 256. 7. Maly havin written an apologetical letter f for her conduct to the countess of Lennox, uly 10, 1570," she transmitted 
it to her husband then in Scotland ; and he returned to the countess the 
followlll answer : "Seeing you have remittit to me, to answer the queen 5 the lrings mother's letters sent to you, what can I say but that 1 do not 
marvel1 to see hir writ the best can for hirself, to seame to purge her of 
that, quhairof many besyde me are certainly persuadit of the contrary, and 
I not only assurit by my awin knawledge, but by her handwrit, the confes- 
sionis of men gone to the death, and uther iilfallibil experience. It wull 
be lang tyme that is hable to put a mattir so notorious in oblivioun, to mak 
black quhyte, or innocency to appear quhair the contrary is sa weill 
knawin. The maist indirerent, I trust, doubtis not of the equitie of zoure 
and my cause, and of the just occasioun of our mislyliing. Hir richt dewtie 
to zow and me, being the parteis interest, were hir trew confessioun and 
unfeyned re entance of that lamentable fact, odious for hir to be reportit, 
and sorrow811 for us to think of. God is just, and will not in the end be 
abused; but as he has manifested the trewth, so will he puneise the iniqui- 
ty." Lennox's Orig. Regist. $Letters. In their public papers, the queen's 

* Mary's letter has never been published, and ought to have a place here where evidencc nu all 
sides is fairly produced. "Madam,if the wrang and false leportis of rebelli6,enemeis we111 knawin 
for traitouds to zow and alaee to muche trusted of me by zoure advice had not so far sturled you 
ananismy innocenci (and I must say aganis all kyndness that zow ha& not onelie as it were con- 
dzmpnit me \vrangfullie, bot so hated me, as some wordis and opell deideis hes testifeit to nll the 
warlde a manyfest mislyking in zow aganis zowr awn blude) 1 wold not have omittit thus Iang my 
dewtie'in wryting to zow excusing me of those untrew repdrties made of me. But hoping with 
Godis grace and tyme to have my innocency knawin to zow, as I trust it is already to the maist psirt 
of all indifferent personis, I thocllt it best not to trouble zow for a tyme till that soc11 a matter is 
moved that tuichis s s  hayth, quhilk is the transporting zoure littil son, and my onelie child in this 
contrey. T o  the quhilk albeit I be never sa willing, I wald be glaid to have zoure advysc theloin 
as in all uther thlngis tuiehing him. I have born him, and God knawis with quhat daunger to h i d  
and me boith; and of zow he is descendit. So I meane not to forzet my dewtie to zow, in schewin 
herein any unkyndness to zow, how onlryndlie that ever ze have deltwithme, botwill love zow as 
my awnt and respect zow as my moder in law. And gif ye ples to knaw farther of my mynde in 
that and 911 utherthingis betwixt us, my ambassador the bishop of Ross sal1 be ready to confer with 
m w .  And so after my hairtlie commendationis, remitting me to my saide ambassador, and zour 
bctter consideralioun,I commit zow to the protectioun of Almyghty God, quhom 1 pray to preserve 
zow and my brother Charles, and Caus zow to knaw my uairt better nor ze do. From Chatisworth 
this X of July 1570. 

T o  my ladle Cennox Your natural gude nice 
my moder In law. and lovynge dochter." 
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enemies may be suspected of advancing what would be most subservient 
to their cause, not what was ag~eeable to truth, or what flowed from their 
own inward conviction. But In a private letter to his own wife, Lennox 
had no occasion to dissemble ; and it is plain, that he not on1 thought the 

ueen guilty, but believed the authenticity of her letters to iothwell. 8. 
?n opposition to all these reasons for believing the letters, BC. to be authen- 
tic, the conduct of the nobles confederated against Mary, in not producing 
them directly as evidence against her, has been represented as an irrefra- 
gable proof of their being forged. Accordin to the account of the 
confederates tI,emselves, the caslcet containing 81, letters was seized by 
them on the twentieth of June, one thousand five hundred and sixty-seven ; 
but the first time that they were judicially stated as evidence against tne 
queen was in a meeting of the regent's privy council, December fourth, 
and they afterwards served as the foundation of the acts made against her 
in the parliament held on the fifteenth of the same month. If the letters 
had been gecuine, it is contended, that the obtaining possession of them 
must have afforded such matter of triumph to the confederates that they 
would instantly have proclaimed it to the whole world ; and in their nego- 
tiations with the English and French ministe~s, or with such of their fellow 
subjects as condemned their proceedings, they would have silenced at once 
every advocate for the queen, by exhibiting this convincing proof of her 
guilt. But in this reasoning sufficient attention is riot paid to the delicate 
and perilous situation of the confederates at that juncture. They had taken 
arms against their sovereign, had seized her person at Carberry Hill, and 
had cor~fined her a prisoner at  Lochlevin. A considerable number, how- 
ever, of their fellow subjects, headed by some of the most powerful noble- 
men in the liingdom, was combined against them. This combination, they 
soon perceived, they could not hope to break or to vanquish without aid 
either from France or England. In the former kingdom, M3 
the duke of Guise and cardinal of Lorrain, w e n  at that period a~;o:~:%~i 
and the king himself was devotedly attached to her. If the confederates 
confined their views to the dissolution of the marriage of the queen with 
Bothwell, and to the exclusion of him for ever from her presence, they 
might hope, perhaps, to be countenar~ced by Charles IX. and his ministers, 
who had sent an envoy into Scotland of purpose to dissuade Mary from 
that ill-fated match ; Append. No. XXII ; whereas the loading her pub- 
licly with the imputation of being accessary to the murder of her husband 
would be deemed such an inexpiab!e crime by the court of France, as 
m~ist  cut off every hope of countenance or aid from that quarter. From 
England, with which the principal confederates had been long and ir~ti- 
mately connected, they had many reasons to expect more effectuai support ; 
but, to their astonishment, Elizabeth conden~ned their proceedings with 
asperity, warmly espoused the cause of the captive queen, and was extreme- 
ly solicitous to obtain her release and restoration. Nor was this merely 
the only one of the artifices which Elizabeth often employed in her trans- 
actions with Scotland. Though her most sagacious ministers considered 
it as the wisest policy to support the confederate lords rather than the 
queen of Scots, Elizabeth disregarded their counsel." Her high notions 
of royal authority, and of the submission due by subjects, induced her, on 
this occasion, to exert herself in behalf of Mary, not only with sincerity 

* This was the opinion of Throlrmorton as appears from an extract of his letter of July Ilth, 
published in the Appcnrl. No. XXII. The bamc were lee sentiments of Cecil, in his letter of Aug. 
Nth, 1565, to sir Henry Norris, Elizabetll's nrnbaas:idor to France: "You shall perceive " says he, 
&&by the queen's letter to you, at this present, how earnestly she is Lent in favour of tk;e quecn of 
Scots, and truly since the beginning she hat11 been p~r.atly offended with the lords; and, holvsoever 
her Majesty might make hrr profit by bcarine with Lhe lords in this action, yet no counsel can stay 
her Majesty from lr~anifesting her niisliking of them." Cabala 140. And in his letter of Sept. 3d 
"The queen's blajesty, our sovereign, remaineth still offended with the lords for the queen; '11; 
example 1liov~t11 IICI." lb .  141. Digges Comp. Amb. 14. 
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but wlth zeal; she negotiated, she solicited, she threatened. Finding the 
confederates inflexible, she endeavoured to procure Mary's release by means 
of that party in Scotland which continued faithful to her, and instructed 
Throkmorton to correspond with the leaders of it, and to make overtures 
to that effect. Iceith, 451. App. WO. XXIII. She even went so far as to 
direct her ambassador at Paris to concert measures with the French king 
how they, by their joint efforts, might persuade or compel the Scots to 
"acknowledge the queen her good sister to be their sovereign lad and 
queen, and renounce their obedience to her son." Iceith, 462, 3,4. gram 
all these circumstances, the confederates had every reason to apprehend 
that Mary would soon obtain liberty, and by some accommodation be 
restored to the whole, or at least to a considerable ortion of her authority 
as sovereign. In that event they foresaw, that i?they should venture to 
accuse her publicly of a crime so atrocious as the murder of her husband, 
they must not only be excluded for ever from power and favour, hut from 
any hope of personal safety. On this account they long confined themselves 
to that which was originally declared to be the reason of their taking arms ; 
the avenging the king's death, the dissolving the marriage with Bothwell, 
the inflicting on him condign punishment, or banishing him for ever from 
the queen's presence. It appears from the letters of Throkmorton, pub 
lished by bishop ICeith, and in my Appendix, that his sa acity early 
discovered that this would be the tenor of their conduct. Bn his letter 
from Edinburgh, dated July 14th, he observes, that " They do not forget 
their own peril conjoined with the danger of the prince, but, as far as I 
perceive, they intend not to touch the queen, either in surety or in honour ; 
for they speak of her with respect and reverence, and do affirm, as I do 
learn, that, the condition aforesaid accomplished [i. e. the separation from 
Bothwell , the will both put her to liberty, and restore her to her estate." 
Append. k o .  ~ X I I .  His letter of August 22d contains a declaration made 
to him by Lethington, in name and in presence of his associates, " That 
they never meant harm neither to the queen's person nor to her honour- 
that they have been contented hitherto to be condemned, as it were, of all 
princes, strangers, and, namely, of the queen of Engjand, being charged of 
grievous and infarnous titles, as to be noted rebels, tra~tors, seditious, ingrate, 
and cruel, all which they suffer and Gear upon their backs, because they 
will not justify themselves, nor proceed in any thing that may touch their 
sovereign's honour. But in case they be with these defamations continually 
oppressed, or with the force, aid, and practices of other princes, and namely 
of the queen ot' England, put in danger, or to an extremity, they shall be 
compelled to deal otherwise with the queen than they intend, or than they 
desire ; for, added he, you may be sure we will not lose our lives, have our 
lands forfeited, and be reputed rebels through the world, seeing we have 
the means to justify ourselves." Keith, 440. From this view of the slip- 
pery ground on which they stood at that time, their conduct, in not pro- 
duc~ng the letters for several months, appears not only to have been prudent, 
but essential to their own safety. 

But, at a subsequent period, when the confederates found it necessary 
to have the form of government which they had established confirmed by 
authority of parliament, a different mode of proceeding became requisite. 
Ail that had hitherto been done with respect to the queen's disrnission, the 
sealing the young king upon the throne, and the appointment of a regent, 
was in reality nothing more than the deed of private men. It  required 
~ h e  exhibition of some legal evidence to procure a constitutional act giving 
he sanctiori of its approbation to such violent measures, and to obtain " a  

i~ec,;;zct law and security for all them that either by deed,counsel, or sub- 
sc!  iurion, had entered into that cause since the beginfiing." Haynes, 453. 
'?'h;; prevailed with the regent and his secret council, after long delibe- 
ratic~ii, to agree to produce all the evidence of which they were possessed; 
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and upon that production parliament passed the acts which were required 
Such a change had happened in the state of the kingdom as induced the 
confederates to venture upon this change in their conduct. In June, a 
~ w e r f u l  combination was forming against them, under the leading of the 

amiltons. In December that combination was broken; most of the 
members of it had acknowledged the king as their lawful sovereign, and 
nad submitted to the regent's government. Huntly, Argyll, Herries, the 
most powerful noblemen of that party, were present in the parliament, and 
concurred in all its acts. Edinburgh, Dunbar, Dunbarton, and all the chief 
strong holds in the kingdom were now in the hands of the regent; the 
arms of France had full occupation in its civil war with the Hugonots. 
The ardour of Elizabeth's zeal in behalf of the captive queen seems to 
have abated. A step that would have been followed with ruin to the con- 
federates in June was attended with little danger in December. From 
this long deduction it appears, that no proof of the letters being forged can 
be drawn from the circumstance of their not having been produced imme- 
diately after the twentieth of June ; but though no public accusation was 
brought instantly against the queen, in consequence of seizing the casket, 
hints were given by the confederates, that they possessed evidence suffi- 
cient to convict her. This is plainly implied in a letter of Throkmorton, 
July 21st, Keith, Pref. p. xii. and inore clearl in the passage which I 
have quoted from his letter of August 2% 6 his letter of July 26 the 

apers contained in the casket are still more plainly pointed out "They 
I. e. the confederates], say, that they have as apparent proof against her P 

as may he, as well by the testin~ony of her own handwriting, which they 
have recovered, as also by sufficient witnesses." Keith, 426. 

11. With regard to the internal proofs of the genuineness ol̂  the queen's 
letters to Bothwell, we may observe, 1. That whenever a paper is forged 
with a particular intention, the eagerness of the former to establish the 
point in view, his solicitude to cut off all doubts and cavils, and to avoid 
any appearance of uncertainty, seldom fail of p ro~~pt ing  hi111 to use expres- 
ions the most explicit and full to his purpose. l he passages foisted into 
ancient authors by heretics in different ages ; the legendary miracles of the 
Romish saints; the supposititious deeds in their own favour produced by 
monasteries; the false charters of homage mentioned p. 210, are so 
many proofs of this assertion. No maxim seems to be more certain than 
this, That a forger is often apt to prpve to? much, but seldom falls into the 
error of proving too little. The point wh~ch the queen's enemies had to 
establish was, '(that as the earl of Rothwell was chief executor of the 
norrible and unworthy murder perpetrated, &c. so was she of the fore- 
 nowl ledge, counsel, devise, persuader, and commander of the said murder 
to be done." Good. ii. 207. Rut of this there are only imperfect hints, 
obscure intimations, and dark expressions in the letters, which, however 
convincing evidence they might furnish if found in real letters, bear no 
resemblance to that glare and superfluity of evidence which forgeries com- 
monly contain. All the advocates for Mary's innocence in her own a e, 
contend that there is nothing in the letters which can serve as a proofof 
ner guilt. Lesly, Blackwood, Turner, &c. abound with passages to this 
purpose; nor are the sentiments of those In the present age different. 
6'Yet still it might have been expected (says one of her ablest defenders) 
that some one or other of the oints or articles of the accusation should be 
made out clearl by the proog But nothing of that is to be seen in the 
present case. $here is nothing in the letters that could plainly show the 
writer to have been in the foreknowledge, counsel, or device of any murder, 
far less to have bersuaded or commanded it ; and as little is there about 
maintaining or justifying any murders." Good. I. 76. How ill advised 
were Mary's adversaries, to contract so much guilt,and topractise so many 
artifices, in order to forge letters, which are so ill-contrived for establishing 
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the conclusion they had in view ! Had they been so base as to have recourse 
to forgery, is it not natural to think that they would have produced some 
thing more explicit and decisive? 2. It is almost impossible to invent a 
long narration of fictitious evenls, consisting of various minute partlculam 
and to connect these in such a manner with real facts that no mark of fraud 
shall appear. For this reason, skilful forgers avoid any low detail of c i r  
cumstances, especially of foreign and superfluous ones, welfknowing tha: 
the more these are multiplied, the more are the chances of detection 
mcreased. Now Mary's letters, especially the first, are filled with a mu& 
tiplicity of circumstances, extremely natural in a real correspondence, but 
altogether foreign to the purpose of the queen's enemies, and which it 
would have been extreme folly to have inserted, if they had been alto- 
gether imaginary, and without foundation. 3. The truth and reality ot 
several circumstances in the letters, and these too of novery oblic nature, 
are confirmed by undoubted collateral evidence. Lett. i. zood. ii. p. 1. 
The queen is said to have met one of Lennox's entlemen, and to have had 
some conversation with him. Thomas ~ r a w k r d ,  who was the person, 
appeared before Elizabeth's commissioners, and confirmed upon oath, the 
truth of this circumstance. He likewise declared, that during the queen's 
stay at Glasgow, the king repeated to him, every night, whatever had 
passed through the day between her Majesty and him ; and that the account 
given of these conversations in the first letter, is nearly the same with what 
the king communicated to him. Good. ii. 245. According to the same 
letter there was much discourse between the king and queen concerning 
Mynto, Hiegait, and Walcar. Good. ii. 8. 10, 11. What this mi ht be, 
was altogether unknown, until a letter of Mary's preserved in the lcottish 
college at Paris, .and published, ICeith, Pref. vii. discovered it to be an 
affair of so much importance as merited all the attention she paid to it at 
that time. It appears by a letter from the French ambassador, that Mary 
was subject to a violent pain in her side. ICeith, Ibid. This circumstance 
is mentioned, Lett. i. p. 30. in a manner so natural as can scarcely belong 
to any but a genuine production. 4. If we shall still think it probable to 
suppose that so many real circumstances were artfully introduced into the 
letters by the forgers, in order to give an air of authenticity to their pro- 
doction ; it will hardly be possible to hold the same opinion concerning the 
following particular. Eefore the queen began her first letter to Bothwell, 
she, as usual among those who write long letters containing a variet of 
subjects, made notes or rnernomndums of the particulars which she wisied 
to remember; but as she sat up writing during a great part of the night, 
and after her attendants fell asleep, her paper failed her, and she con- 
tinued her letter upcjn the same sheet on which she had formerly made 
her memorandums. rhis  she herself takes notice of, and makes an apology 
for it: " I t  is late; I desire never to cease from writing unto you, yet 
now, after the kissing of your hands, I will end my letter. Excuse my 
evil writing, and read it twice over. Excuse that thing that is scriblit, for 
I had na paper zesterday, quhen I wraite that of the memorial." Good. ii. 
28. These memorandums still appear in the middle of the letter; and 
what we have said seems naturally to account for the manner how they 
might find their way into a real letter. It is scarce to be supposed, how 
ever, that any forger would think of placing memorandums in the middle 
of a letter, where, at first si ht, they make so absurd and so unnatural an 
appearance. But if any shafl still carry their refinement to such a length, 
as to suppose that the forgers were so artful as to throw in this circum- 
stance, in order to preserve the appearance of genuineness, they must a 
least allow that the queen's enemies, who employed these forgers, could 
not be ignorant of the design and meaning of these short notes and memo- 
randums; hut we find them mistaking them so far as to imagine that they 
were the credit of the bearer, i. e. points concerning which the queen had 
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iven him verbal instructions. Good. ii. 152. This they cannot possibly 

%e ; for the queen herself writes with so much exactness concerning the 
different points in the memorandums that there was no need of giving any 
credit or instructions to the bearer concerning them. The me~norandurns 
are Indeed the contents of the letter. 5. Mary mentioning her conversation 
with the king, about the affair of Mynto, Hiegait, &c. sa 5, "The morne, 
[i. e. to-morrow,] I will S eik to him upon that point ;'and then adds, 
"As to the rest of Willie kiegait's, be confessit it; but it was the rnon~e 
[i. e. the morning] after my coming or he did it." Good. ii. 9. T h ~ s  
addition, which could not ha+e been made till after the conversation hap- 
pened, seems either to have been inserted by the queen into the body of 
the letter, or, perhaps, she having written it on the mar in, it was taken 
thence into the text. If we suppose the letierto be a reafone, and written 
at different times, as it plainly bears, this circumstance appears to be very 
natural : but no reason could have induced a rorger to have ventured upon 
such an anachronism, for which there was no necessity. An addition 
perfectly similar to this, made to a genuine paper, may be found, Good. 
ii. 282. 

But, on the other hand, Mary herself and the advocates of her innocence 
have contended, that these letters were forged by her enemies, on purpose 
toblast her reputation, and to justify their own rebellion. It is not neces- 
sary to take notice of the arguments which were roduced, in her owi~  
age, in support of this opinion; the observations wtich we have already 
made, contain a full reply to them. An author, who has inquired into the 
affairs of that period wi.th reat ~ndustry, and who has acquired much 
knowledge of them. has pubyished (as he affirms) a demonstration of the 
forgery of Mary's letters. This demonstration he founds upon evidence 
both internal and external. With regard to the former, he observes that 
the French copy of the queen's letters is plainly a translation of Buchanan's 
Latin copy; which Latin copy is only a translation of the Scottish copy; 
and, by consequence, the assertion of the queen's enemies, that she wrote 
them originally in French, is altogether groundless, and the whole letters 
are gross forgeries. He accounts for this strange succession of transla- 
tions, by supposing that when the forgery was projected, no person could 
be found capable of writing originally in the French langua e letters 
which would pass for the queen's ; for that reason they were frst com- 
posed in Scottish ; but unluckily the Freuch interpreter, as he conjectures, 
did not understand that language : and therefore Buchanan tranilated them 
into Latin, and from his Latin they were rendered into French. Good. i. 
79, 80 

It is hardly necessary to observe, that no roofwhatever is produced ot 
any of these suppositions. The manner ofPthe Scots in that age, when 
almost every man of rank spent a part of his youth in France, and the 
intercourse between the two nations was great, renders it altogether im- 
probable that so many com licated operations should be necessary in order 
to procure a few letters t o t e  written in the French language. 

But without insisting further on this, we may observe, that all this 
author's premises may be granted, and yet his conclusion will not follow, 
unless he likewise prove that the French letters, as we now have them, are 
a true cop of those which were produced by Murray and his party in the 
Scottish drarliament, and at York and Westminster. But this he has not 
attempted ; and if we attend to the histo ofthe letters, such ar! attempt, 
it is obvious, must have been unsucressiu?: The letters were first pub- 
lished at the end of Buchanan's Detection. The first edition of this trea- 
tise was in Latin, in which language three of the queen's letters were 
subj lined to it ; this Latin edition was printed A. D. 1571. Soon after, a 
Scottish translation of it was published, and at the end of it were printed, 
likemhe in Scottish, the three letters which had formerly appeared in 
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Latin, and five other letters in Scottish, which were not in the Latin edi- 
tion. Next appeared a French translation of the Detection, and of seven 
of the letters; this bears to have been printed at Edinburgh by Thomas 
Waltem, 1572. The name of the place, as well as the printer, IS allowed 
by all parties to be a manifest imposture. Our author, from observing 
the day of the month from which the printing is said to have been finished, 
has asserted that this edition was printed at London ; but no stress can be 
lard upon a date found in a book, where every other circumstance with 
regard to the printing is allowed to he false. Blacl~wood, who (next to 
Lesly) was the best informed of all Mary's advocates in that age, affirms, 
that the French edition of the' Detection was published in France ; " I1 
[Buchanan] a depuis ad'oust6 a ceste declamation un petit libelle du pre- 
tendu mariage du Duc de Norfolk, et de la f a p n  de son procys, et la tout 
envoy6 aux freres a la Rochelle, lesquels voyants qu'il pouvolt servir a la 
cause, l'on traduit en Fran ois, et iceluy fut imprimbe a Edinbourg, c'est a 
d i n  a la Rochelle, par $hornas Waltem, nom a OSY et fait a plaisir." 
Martyre de Marie. Jebb, ii. 256. The author ofthe Innocence de Marie 
goes further, and names the French translator of the Detection. '' Et icelui 
prernierenient composb (comme il semble) par George Buchanan Escos- 
soys, et depuis traduit en langue Franpoise par uo Hugonot, Poitevin (advo- 
cat de vocation) Can~uz, soy disant gentilhomme, et sn  de plus renlarquez 
sediteuz de France." Jebb, i. 425.443. The concurring testimony of 
two contemporary authors, whose residence in France afforded them suffi- 
cient means of information, must outweigh a slight conjecture. The 
French translator does not pretend to publish the original French letters as 
written by the queen herself; he ex ressly declares that he translated 
them from the Latin. Good. i. 103. h a d  our author attended to all these 
circumstances, he might have saved himself the labour of so many criti- 
cisms to prove that the present French copy of the letters is a translation 
from the Latin. The French editor himself acknowledges it, and, so far 
as I know, no person ever denied it. 

We may observe that the French translator was so ignorant as to afirm 
that Mary had written these letters, partly in French, partly in Scottish. 
Good. i. 103. Had this translation been published at London by Cecil, or 
had it been made by his direction, so gross an error would not have been 
admitted into it. This error, however, was owing to an odd circumstance. 
In the Scattish translation of the Detection, two or three sentences of the 
original French were prefixed to each letter, which breaking off with an 
&c. the Scottish translationof the whole letter followed. This method of 
printing translations was not uncommon in that age. The French editor, 
observing this, foolishly concluded that the letters had been written partly 
in French, partly in Scottish. 

If we carefull consider those few French sentences of each letter, which 
still remain, ang apply to them that species of criticism by which our 
author has examined the whole. a clear proof will arise, that there was a 
French copy not translated froni the Latin, but qhich was itself the origi- 
nal from which both the Latin and Scottish have been translated. This 
minute criticism must necessarily be disagreeable to many readers ; but 
luckily a few sentences only are to be examined, which will render it 
extremely short. 

In the first letter, the French sentence prefixed to it ends with these 
words, y faisoit bon. I t  is plain this expression, ueu ce que peut un C07pS 
sans cceur, is by no means a translation of cum planeperinde essem atque 
COTUS sine corde. The whole sentence has a spirit and elegance in the 
French, which neither the Latin nor Scottish has retained. Jusques a 
la din6e is not a translation of toto prandii tern ore; the Scottish transla- 
tion, quhie denner time, expresses the sense of ife French more properly; 
f c ~  anciently quhhile signified until as well as during. Je  n'ay pas tens 
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grandpropos is not justly rendered neque contulerim sermonem cum quo- 
quam; the phrase used in the French copy is one peculiar to that language, 
and gives a more probable account of her behaviour than the other. 
Jugeant bien qu'il n faisoit bon is not a translation of ut quijudicarent id 
non esae ex m. '?he French sentence prefixed to lett. I. ends with 
npprendre. It  is evident that both the Latin and Scottish translations 
have omitted altogether these words, et toutefois je ne puis ap~rendre. 
The French sentence prefixed to lett. 3. ends with presenter. J a y  veilU 
plus tard 1a haut is plainly no translation of diutius illic morata sum; the 
sense of the French is better expressed by the Scottish, I have walkit later 
there v. Agaio, Pour excuser vostre nxaire is very different from ad excusan- 
dum nostra negotia. The five remaining letters never appeared in Latin; 
nor is there any proof of their being ever translated into that language. 
Four of them, however, are published in French. This entirely overturns 
our author's hypothesis concerning the necessity of a translation into Latin. 

In the Scottish emtion of the Detection, the whole sonnet is printed in 
French as well as in Scottish. It is not possible to believe that this Scot- 
tish copy could be the original from which the French was translated. 
The French consists of verses which have both measure and rhyme, and 
which, in many places, are far from being melegant. The Scottish con- 
sists of an equal number of lines, but without measure or rh me. Now no 
man could ever think of a thing so absurd and impracticabie as to require 
one to translate a certain given number of lines in prose, into an equal 
number of verses where both measure and rhyme were to be observed 
The Scottish, on the contrary, appears manifestly to be a translation of the 
French ; the phrases, the idioms, and many of the words are French, and 
not Scottish. Besides, the Scottish translator has, in several instances, 
mistaken the sense of the French, and in many more expresses the sense 
imperfectly. Had the sonnet been forged, this could not have happened. 
The directors of the fraud would have understood their own work. I 
shall satisry myself with one example, in which there is a proof of both 
my assertions. Stanza viii. ver. 9. 

Pour luy j'attendz toute bonne fortune, 
Pour luy je veux garder santd et vie, 
Pour luy tout vertu de suivre j'ay envie. 

For him I attend all good fortune, 
For him I will conserve helthe and lyfe, 
For him I desire to ensue courage. 

Attend in the first line is not a Scottish, but a French phrase ; the two 
Other lines do not express the sense of the French, and the last is absolute 
nonsense. 

The eighth letter was never translated into French. It contains much 
refined mysticism about devices, a folly of that age, of which Mary was 
very fond, as appears from several other circumstances, particular1 from 
a letter concerning impresas, by Drummond of Hawthornden. If kary,s 
adversaries forged her ,etters, they were certainly employed very idly 
when they produced this. 

From these observations it seems to be evident that there was a French 
copy of Mary's letters, of which the Latin and Scottish were only transla- 
tions. Nothing now remains of this copy but those few sentences, which 
are prefixed to the Scottish translation. The French editor laid hold of 
these sentences, and tacked his own translation to them, which so far as ~t 
is his worlr, is a servile and a very wretched translation of Buchanan's 
Latin; whereas, in those introductory sentences, we have discovered 
strong rnarlrs of their being originals, and certain proofs t h t  they are not 
translated from the Latin. 
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It  IS apparent, too, from comparing the Latin and Scottish translations 
with these sentences, that the Scottish translator has more perfectly attained 
the sense and spirit of the French than the Latin. And as it appears that 
the letters were very early translated into Scottish, Good. ii. 76, it is pro- 
bable that Buchanan made his translation, not from the French but from 
the Scottish copy. Were it necessary, several critical proofs of this might 
be produced. One that has been already mentioned seems decisive. 
Diuzius illic morata sum bears not the least resemblance toj'a veille'plus 
lard la ha?&$; but if, instead of Imulkit [i. e. watched] biter &re up, we 
suppose that Buchanan read I muitit, &c. this mistake, into which he might 
so easily have fallen, accounts for the error in his translation. 

These criticisms, however minute, appear to be well founded. But 
whatever opinion may be formed concerning them, the other arguments, 
with regard to the internal evidence, remain in full force. 

The external proofs of the forgery of the queen's letters, which our 
author has produced, appear at first sight to be specious, but are not more 
solid than that which we have already examined. These proofs inay be 
classed under two heads. 1. The erroneous and contradictory accounts 
which are said to be given of the letters, upon the first judicial production 
of them. In the secret council held L)ecern. 4,1567, they are described as 
"her privie letters written and subscrivit with her awin hand." Haynes, 
454. Good. ii. 64. In the act of parliament, passed on the 15th of the 
same month, they are described as "her privie letters written halelie with 
her awin hand." Good. ib. 67. This diversity of description has been 
considered as a strong presumption of forgery. The manner in which Mr 
Hume accounts for this is natural and plausible, vol. v. p. 498. And seve 
ral ingenious remarks, tending to confirm his observations, are made in a 
pamphlet lately published, entitled, Miscellaneous Remarks on the Inquiry 
znto the Evidence against Mary queen of Scots. T o  what they have ob- 
served it may be added, that the original act of secret council does not 
now exist ; we have only a copy of it found among Cecil's papers, and the 
transcriber has been manifestly so ignorant, or so careless, that an argument 
founded entirely upon the supposition of his accuracy is of little force. 
Several errors into which he has fallen, we are enabled to point out, by 
comparing his copy of the act of secret council with the act of parliament 
passed in consequence of it. The former contains a petition to parlia- 
ment; in the latter the real petition is resumed verbatim, and converted 
into a law. In the copy, the queen's marriage with Bothwell is called " a  
priveit marriage," which it certainly was not ; for it was celebrated, after 
proclamation of banns, in St. Giles's church, three several days, and with 
public solemnity ; but in the act it is denominated " ane pretendit tnar- 
riage," which is the proper description of it, according to the ideas of the 
party. In the copy, the queen is said to be "so thrall and bludy affec- 
tionat to the privat appetite of that tyran," which is nonsense, but in the 
act it is '' blindly affectionat." In the copy it is said, " all nobill and vir- 
tuous men abhorrine their traine and company." In the act, " their tyran- 
nie and company,"%hich is evidently the true reading, as the other has 
either no meaning, or is a mere tautology. 2. The other proof of the 
forgery of the letters is founded upon the impossibility of reconciling the 
account, given of the time when, and the places from which, the lettels 
are supposed to have been written, with what is certainly known concern- 
ing the queen's motions. According to the paper published, Anders. 5. 
269, which has been called Murray's Diary, and which is formed U on the 
authority of the letters, Mary set out from Edinburgh to Glasgow, j)anuary 
21, 1567 ; she arrived there on the 23d ; left that place on the 27th ; she, 
together with the king, reached Linlithgow on the 28th, staid in that town 
only one night, and returned to Edinburgh before the end of the month. 
But, according to Mr. Goodall, the queen did not leave Edinburgh until 
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Friday, Jan. 24th, as she staid a night at Callendar, she could not reach 
Glasgow sooner than the evening of Saturday the 25th ; and she returned 
to Linlithgow on Tuesday the 28th. By consequence, the first letter. 
which supposes the queen to have been at least foul days in Glasgow, as 
well as the second letter, which bears date at Glasgow,Sntvrrday morning, 
whereas she did not arrive there until the evening, must be forgeries. 
That the queen did not set out from Edinburgh sooner than the 24th of 
January, is evident (as he contends) fro111 the public records, which contain 
a Precept of a corlfirmation of a life-rent by James Boyd to Margaret 
Chalmers, granted by the queen, on the 24th of January, at Edinburgh ; 
and lilrexvlse a letter of the queen's dated at  Edinburgh on the salne day, 
appointing James Inglis tailor to the prince her son. That the king and 
queen had returned toLinlithgow on the 28th appears from a deed, in which 
they appoint Andrew Ferrier keeper of their palace there, dated at Lin 
lithgow, January 28. Good. i. 118. 

This has been represented to be not only a convincing, but a legal proof 
of the forgery of the letters said to be written by lVlary ; but how far it 
falls short of this will appear from the following considerations. 

1. It is evident, from a declaration or confession made by the bishop of 
Ross, that before the conferences at York, which were opened in the begin- 
ning of October, 1568, Mary had, by an artifice of Maitland's, got into her 
hands a copy of those letters which her subjects accused her of having 
written to Bothwell. Brown's 'I'rial of the duke of Norfolk, 31. 36. I t  is 
highly probable that the bishop of Ross had seen the letters before he 
wrote the defence of queen Mary's honour in the year 1570. They were 

ublished to all the world, together with Buchanan's Detection, A. D. 1571. 
k o w ,  if they had contained an error so g m ,  and at that time so obvious 
to discovery, as the supposing the queen to have passed several da s at 
Glasgow, while she was really at Edinburgh; had tliey contained a Ltter 
dated at Glasgow, Saturday morning, though she did not arrive there till 
the evening ; is it possible that she herself, who Iinew her own motions, or 
the able and zealous advocates who appeared for her in that age, should 
not have published and exl?osed this contradiction, and, by so doing, have 
blasted at once the credit of such an imposture ? In disquisitions which are 
naturally abstruse and intricate, the ingenuity of the latest author may dis- 
cover many things which have escaped the attention, or baffled the saga- 
city, of those who have formerly considered the same subject. But when 
a matter of fact lay so obvious to view, this circumstance of its being un- 
observed by the queen herself, or by any of her adherents, is almost a 
demonstration that there is some mistake or fallac in our author's argu- 
ments. So far are any, either of our historians, or o z ~ a r y ' s  deienders, from 
calling in question the colnmon account concerning the time of the queen's 
setting out to Glasgow, and her returning fro111 it, that there is not the ieast 
appearance of any difference among them with regard to this point. But 
farther, 

2. Those papers in the public records, 011 which our author rests the 
proof of his assertion concerning the queen's motions, arz not the originals 
subscribed by the queen, but copies only, or translaticns of copies of those 
originals. It is not necessary, nor would it be very easy, to render this 
intelligible to persons unacquainted with the forms of law in Scotland; but 
every Scotstnan conversant in business will understand me when I say that 
the prece t of confirmation of the life-rent to Boyd is only a Latin copy 
or note o?a precept, which was sealed with the privy seal, on a warrant 
from the signet office, proceeding on a signature which bore date at  Edin- 
burgh the 24th of January ; and that the deed in favour of James Inglis is 
the copy of a letter, sealed with the privy seal, proceeding on a signature 
which bore date at Edinburgh January 24. From all this w e  may argue 
with some degree of reason, that a proof founded on papers which are 
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many removes dlstant from the originals, cannot but be very lame and 
ante-rtaln. 

3. At that time all public papers were issued in the name both of the 
king and queen ; by law, the king's subscription was 110 less requisite to 
any paper than the queen's ; and therefore, unless the original signatures 
be produced, in order to ascertain the particular day when each of them 
signed, or to prove that it was signed only by one ot them, the legal proof 
arising from these papers would be, that both the king and queen signed 
them at Edinburgh on the 24th of January. 

4. The dates of the warrants or precepts issued by the sovereign in that 
age seem to have been in a great measulz arbitrary, and fixed at the plea- 
sure of the writer; and of consequence, these dates were seldom accu- 
rate, are often false, and can never be relied upon. This abuse became so 
frequent, and was found to be so pernicious, that an act of parliament, A. 
D. 1592, declared the fixing a false date to a signature to be high treason. 

5. There still remain, in the public records, a great number of papers, 
which prove the necessity of this law, as well as the fallacy of our author's 
arguments. And though it be no easy matter, at the distance of two cen- 
turies, to prove any particular date to be false, yet surpris~ng jnstances of 
this Bind shall be produced. Noth~ng is more certain from hlstory, than 
that the king was at Glasgow 24th January, 1567 ; and yet the record oi 
signatures from 1565 to 1582, fol. 16th, contains the copy of a signature to 1 

Archibald Edmonston, said to have been subscribed by our sovereigns, j. 
e. the king and queen, at Edinburgh, Jan. 24, 1567 ; so that if we wers 
to rely iniplicitly upon the dates in the records of that age, or to hold our 
author's argument to be good, it would prove that not only the queen, but 
the king too was at Edinburgh on the 24th of January. 

It appears, from an original letter of the bishop of Koss, that on the 25th 
of October, 1566, Mary lay at the point of death ; Keith, App. 134 ; and 
yet a deed is to be Cound in the public records, which bears that it was 
signed by the queen that day. Privy seal, lib. 35. fol. 89. Oucl~terlony." 

Bothwell seized the queen as she returned from Stirling, April 24, 1567, 
and (according to her own account) conducted her to Dunbar with 21 diii- 
gence. And. i. 95. But our author, relying on the dates of some papers 
which he found in the records, supposes that Bothwell allowed her to stop 
at Edinburgh, and to transact business there. Nothing can be more im- 
probable than this supposition. We may therefore rank the date of the 
deed to Pi7right, Privy seal, lib. 36. fol. 43, and which is mentioned by our 
auttior, vol. i. 124, among the instances of the false dates of papers which 
were issued in the ordinary course of business in that age. Our author has 
mistalien the date of the other paper to Forbes, ibid. ; it is signed April 14th, 
not April 24th. 

If there be any point agreed upon in Mary's history, it IS, that she re- 
maltled at Dunbar from the time that Bothwell carried her thither, till she 
returned to Edinburgh along with hiln in the beginning of May. Our 
author himself allows that she resided twelve days there, vol. i. 367. Now 
though there are deeds in the records which bear that they were signed by 
the queen at Dunbar during that tirne, yet there are others whicl~ bear that 
they were signed at Edinburgh ; e. g. there is one at Edinburgh, April 271h, 
Privy seal, lib. 36. fol. 97. There are others said to be signed at Dunbar 
on that day. Lib. 31. Chart. No. 524.526. Ib. lib. 32. No. 154. 157. 
There are some signed at Dunbar, -4pril28th. Others at Edinbur h, April 
30tb, lib. 32. Chart. No. 492. Others at Dunbar, May 1st. ?d. ibid. 

N. B. In some of the early editions of thidDissertation another instance of the same nature 
with those wllieh go before and follow was mentioned. but that as has since bean discovered waa 
founded on a mistake of the person employed to searcl; the reco;ds, and 1s therehre omdted i; this 
ed~tion. The reasoning i~owever, in the dissertation, stands still In fotce, notwithstanding thidi 
omission. 
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No. 158. Tnese different charters suppose the queen to have matle so 
many unknown, improbable, and inconsistent journeys, that they afford the 
clearest demonstration that the dates in these records ought not to he 
depended on. 

This becomes more evident from the date of the charter said to be slgned 
April 27th, which happened that year to be a Sunday, which was not, at 
that time, a day of business in Scotland, a* appears from the boolrs of 
sederunt, then kept by the lords of session. 

From this short review of our author's proof of the forgery of the letters 
to Bothwell, it is evident, that his arguments are far from amounting to 
demonstration." 

Another argument against the genuineness of these letters is founded on 
the style and composition, which are said to be altgether unworthy of the 
queen, and unlike her real productions. It is plain, both from the great 
accuracy of composition in most of Mary's letters, and even from her 
solicitude to write them in a fair hand, that she valued herself on those 
accomplishments, and was desirous of being esteemed an elegant writer. 
But when she wrote at any time in a hurry, then nlany marks of inaccuracy 
appear:. A re~narkable instance of this may be four~d in a aper published, 
Good. 11.301. Mary's letters to Bothwell were written in tRe utmost hurry ; 
and yet under all the disadvant:ges of a translation, they are not destitute 
either of spirit or of energy. r h e  manner in which she expresses her 
love to Bothwell has been pronounced indecent and even shocking. But 
Mary's temper led her to warrn expressions of her regard ; those refjne- 
ments of delicacy, which now appear in all the commerce between the 
sexes, were in that age but little known, even among persons of the highest 
rank. Among the earl of Hardwicke's papers, there IS a series of letters, 
from Mary to the duke of Norfollr, copied from the Harleian library, p. 
37. b. 9. fol. 88, in which Mary declares her love to that nobleman in a 
language which would now be reckoned extremely indelicate ; Hard. State 
Papers, i. 189, &c. 

Some ,of May's letters to Bothwell were written before the murder of 
her hushpd ; some of them after that event, and before her marriage to 
Bothwea,,, Those which are prior to the death of her husband abound 
with th&pqdest expressions of her love to Bothwell, and excite something 
more t&~pjtjsuspicion that their fanliliarity had been extremely criminal. 
We fincJiiflj them, too, some dark expressions, which her enemies em loyed 
to p r q ~ ~ & 8 ~ k ,  she was no stranger to the schemes which were Brmed 
a g a i l ~ t  eh,;husband's life. Oi this kind are the following passages : 
" A l ~ ~ l \ , J . ~ ~ v e r  dissavit ony body; but I remit me altogidder to zour 
will.[ i$e&!me advertisement quhat I salt do, and quhatsaever thing come 
thereof, 'l sal1 obey zow. Advise to with zourself, gif ze can find out 
ony qaij-, secret inventioun by medicine, for he suld tak medicine, and the 
bathiq4 Craigmillar." Good. ii. 22. "See not hir quhais fenzeit teiris 
suld ;lot be sa meikle praisit and estemit, as the trew and faithful1 travellis . . 

* The uncertainty of any conclusion formed merely on the date of public papers in that age, 
especially with respect to the king, is confirmed and illustrated hy a discovery which wasmade 
lately. Mr. Davidson (to whom I was indebted for much information when I composed this d i p  
sertation tlrirty-three years ago) has, in the course of his intelligent researches into the antiquities 
of his country found an original paperwhich must appear curious to Scottish antiquaries. Bucha- 
nan asserts, tdat on account of the king's frequent absence, occasioned by his dis5ipation and love 
of field sports, a cachelte, or stamp cut in metal, was made, with which his name was affixed to 
public deeds, as if he had been present. Hist. lib. xvii. p. 343. Edit. Ruddim. ICnox relates the 
same thing, Hist. p. 393. How much thismay have divested the king of the consequence whichhe 
derived from having his nameconjoined with that of the queen in all public deeds, as the affixing 
of his name was therehy put enti~ely in the power of the person who had the custody of the 
eacl~ettc,  is manifest. The keeping of it, as both Buchanan and Knox affirm, was committed to 
Rizio. A late defender of queen Mary calls in question what they relate, and seems to consider it 
as  one of the aspersions. Goodall vol. i. p. 238. Thc truth of their assertion, however, is now 
fully established by the original dedd which I have mentioned. This I have seen and examined 
with attention. It is now lodged by Mr. Davidson in tlie signet office. In it, the subscriptionof 
&eking a name has evidently been made by a cachette with winters' ink 
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quhilk I sustene for to merit hir place. For obtaining of the quhilk, 
againis my natural, I betrayis thame that may impesche me. God forgive 
me," &c. Ibid. 27. "I  have walkit laiter thairup, than I wald have done, 
gif it had not been to draw something out of him, quhilli this bearer will 
shaw zow, quhilk is the fairest commodity that can be offerit to excuse 
zour affairs." Ibid. 32. From the letters posterior to the death of her 
husband, it is evident that the scheme of Bothwell's seizing Mary b 

herself, and with her approbation.* 
i force, and carrying her along with him, was contrived in concert wit 

* That  letters of so much importance as those of Mary to Bothwell should have been entirely 
lost, appearstomany altogether unaccountable. After being prodllcedin England before Elizabeth's 
commissioners, they were delivered back by them t@ the earl 01 Alurray. Good. U. 235. Heseems 
to have kept them In his possession during life. After his death t lay fell into the handsof Lennox 
his successor who restored them to the earl of Morton. Good. ii. 91. Though it be not necessarily 
connected with any of the questions which gave occasion to tllis dissertation, 11 may perhaps satisfy 
the curiosity of some of my readers to inform them that after a very diligent search, which has 
lately been made, no copy of Mary'sletters to ~ o t h 4 e l l  c& be found in any of the public libraries 
in Great Britain. The only certain intelligence concerning them, since the time of thou being de 
livered to &Iorton, was communicated by the accurate Dr. Bilch. 

Extract of the letters of Rohelt Bowes Esq. ambassador from qucen Elizabeth to the king of 
Scotland, written to sir ~ r a n c i s  ~ a l s i n ~ h a m ,  senetary of state, from the original register bookof 
Mr. Bowes's letters, from 15thof August, 1582, to 28th September, 1583, in the possessionof Chris 
topher Hunter, M. D. of Durham. 

1582, 8th November, from Edinburgh 
AIheit I have been borne in hand That the coffer wherein were the originals of letters between 

the Scottish queen and the earl of Bbthwell, had been delivered to sundry hands, and thereby was 
a t  present wanting and unknown where i t  rested, get I have learned certainly by the prior of Plus- 
cardyne's means ;hat both the coffer and also the writings are come, and now remain with 'he earl 
of Gowrie,  who,'^ perceive, will be haidly intreated to make delivery to her BIajesty, accor$ing to 
her Majesty's desire. 

This time past I have expended in searching where the coffer and writing were whersin without 
the help of the prior, I should have found great difficulty; now I will essay ~ b w r i e .  a& of my 
success you shall be sliortly adverlised. 

12th of November, 1582, from Edinburgh. 
Because I had both learned, that the casket and letters mentioned in my Inst, before these were 

come to the possession of the earl of Gowrie, and also found that no mean might prevail to win the 
same out of his  hands without his own consent and privity; in which behalf I hademployed fit in- 
struments that nevertheless profiting nothing; the~efore I attempted to essay himself, letting him 
know thai the said casket and letlers should have been brought: > her bfajesty by the offer and 
goodmeans of good friends, promising to havedelivered them to her Rlajesty before they cameinto 
his hands and custody and knowing that he did bear tlie like affection, and was ready to pleasure 
her Majesty in all thinbs and chiefly in this that had been thus far tendered to her Majesty, and 
which thereby should Dhi well accepted and with prillcely thanks and gratuity be requited to his 
Zomfort and conterltment; I moved him that they might be a present to be sent to her Majesty from 
him, and that I might cause tlie same to be conveyed to her Majesty, adding herennto such words 
and arguments as might both stir up a hope of liberality, and also best effect the purpose. At  the 
first he was loth to agree that they were in his possession; but I let him plainly know that I was 
certainly informed that they were deliverrd to him by Sanders Jardin ; whereupon he pressed to 
know who did so inform me, inquiring whether the sons of the earl of Morton had done it, or no. 
I did not otherwise in plain terms deny or answer thereunto, but that he might think that he had 
told me as the prior is ready to avouch, and well pleased that I shall give him to be the author 
thereof; which he had said [thou:h] all these letters wele in his keeping (which he would neither 
grant nor deny), yet he might not deliver them to any person without the consents and privities, as 
well of the king, that had interest therein, as also of the rest of the noblemen enterprisers of the 
action against the king's mother, and that would have them kept as an evidence to warrant and 
make kood that action. And albeitireplied that their action in that part touching the assignation 
of the crown to the king by his mother had rkeivcd such establishment, confirmation and strength 
by acts of parliaments and other public authority and instruments, as neither should that case bd 
suffered to come in debate or question, nor such scrolls and papers ought to be showed for the 
strengthening there~)f, so a3 these might well be left and be rendered to the hands of her Majesty, tc  
whom they weredestined before they fell into his keeping; yet he would not be removed or satisfie d.  
concluding, after much reasonings, that the earl of Morton, nor any other that had the charge and 
keeping thereof, durst at any time makedelivery: and because it was the first time that I had moved 
him therein, and that be would gladly both answer her Majcsty's good expectalion in him, and also 
perform his duty due to his sovereign, and associates in the action aforesaid; therefore he would 
seekout the said casket and letters, at his return to his house, which he thought should be wit11ln a 
short time. and upon finding of the same, and better advice and coilsideration had of the cause he 
would givd farther answer. This resolution I have received as to the thing; and for the presedt I 
could not better, leaving him to give her Majestysuch testimony of his good will towards her,by his 
frank dealing herein, as she may have cause to confirm her Highness's good opinion conceived 
already of him, and be thereby drawn to greater goodness towards him. I shall still lahaur Em 
both by myself and also by all other means; but I creatlu distrust the desired success hereie 
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With respect to the sonnets, sir David Dalrymple has y ; d  clearly, 

that they must have been written after the murder of the ing and prior 
to Mary's marriage with Bothwell. But as hardly any part of my narra- 
tive is founded upon what is contained in the sonnets, and as in this Dis- 
sertation I have been constrained to dwell longer upon minute and verbal 
criticisms than m2y be interesting and agreeable to many of my readers, 
I shall rest satisfied with referring, for information concerning every parti- 
cular relstive to the sonnets, to Remarks on the History of Scotland, 
Chap. .XI. 

Having thus stated the proof on both sides ; having examined at so great 
a len th the different systems with regard to the facts in controversy ; it 
may %e expected that I should now pronounce sentence. In my opmion, 
there are only two conclus~ons, which can be drawn from the facts which 
have been enumerated. 

One, that Bothwell, prompted by his ambition or love, encouraged by 
the queen's known aversion to her husband, and presuming on her attach- 
ment to himself, struclr the blow wlthout having concerted with her the 
rnanner or circumstances of perpetrat~ng that crime. That Mary, instead 
of testif ing much indignation at the deed, or discovering any resentment 
against Sothwell, who was accused of having committed it, continued to 
load him with marks of her regard, conducted his trial in such a manner 

24th of November, 1582, from Edmburgh. 
For the recovely of the letters In the coffer, come to the bands of the earl of Gowne, I have lately 

moved hltn earnestly lheieln lettlng hlm know the purpose of the Scottlsh queen, both givlng out 
that  the letters ale countcrfe:ted by her rebels, and also seekmg thebeon to have them dellvr.led to 
her or defaced and that the means wlrlch sl~ewlll make III this behalf shall be so sreat and effectual 
as  these wlltl&s cannot be safely kept In that realm without dangerous offence of lllm that hat& 
the custody the?eof, ne~ther  shall be that 1s once known to have them be buff~red to hold them In 
h ~ s  bands Hrrew~th I have at  Iargc opened the perlls l~kely to fall to that actlon, and the paltlrs 
there~n and particular to h~msclf that ]snow openly known to have the possession of these wutings 
and I dave lettm hlm see what surety ~t shall blmg to the s a ~ d  cause and all the partles theroln, and 
to Itimself, that thcse wlltlngs Inay be ~1111 secrecy and good o l d e ~  comm~tted to the keeping of ht r 
Majesty, that will have them leady whensoever any use shall be for them, and by hp] Highness's 
countenance defend them and the partles fiom such wrongful objections as shall be laid agalns 
them offcr~ng at  length to hlm that ~f hc be not fully satisfied hereln or doubt that the rest of thc 
asso&ates shall not llke of the bellvery of them to l l e ~  Majesty In thls'good manner and f b ~  the III 
terest rehearsed that I shall ~eadlly, upon meetlng andconference w ~ t h  them, proca<e their ii-se~lt m 
t h s  p ~ r t  [a matier more easy to offel than to pe~form) , and laslly, movl~rg hlnl that (for thc s e c l ~ r y  
and benefit of the cause, and thnt her Majesty', good oplnlon towards h~mself may be firmly settled 
and confirmed by h ~ s  acceptable forwardnczs heleln) he would, w~thou t  needless scruple, frankly 
commlt t h ~ s e  wntmws to her iHajesty's good cuctody for the good uses recelved After long debate 
he resolved, and sal;, that he would unfeignedly shew and do to her RIajesty all the pleasme thdt 
he mlght without offence to the klng Ills bovetelgn, and plejudlce to the asso~lates In the aLtlon 
and thprefore he would f i~st  make search and vlew the s a d  let te~s and herem take advlce what h; 
mlgllt do, and how far he m~ght  satlsfy and content her Majesty: pronuslng thereon to glve mole 
resolute answcr, and he concluded flatly that after he had found and seen the wlltlng., that he 
might not make dellvely of them wlthout the prlv~ty of the klng Albelt I stood a l o n g ~ ~ ~ t h  hlm 
agalnst h ~ s  resolutlun ~n thls polnt, to acqualnt the k ~ n g  wlth thls matter before the letters were In 
the hands of her Majesty, lettlng hlm see that h ~ e d o ~ n g s  there should admlt great danger to the 
cause, yet I could not remove htm from lt It may be that lle meanet11 to putover the matter fiom 
h l ~ n s ~ l f  to tile kmg, upon s~gh t  wheleof I shall tlavel effectually to obtaln the k111n S Lollsent, that 
the lettc~s Inay be comnl~tted to her Alajesty's keeplog, thmk~ngit  mole easy to p~eeai l  licrcln with 
the k~ng,  In the present love and affect~on that he bearcth to her Hlghnrss, than to wlil any ttln~g at 
the hands of the assoclntes m the actlon, whereof some plmclpal of them now come .tnd ielnoln 
at  the devotion of the 1~1ng's mother In thls I shall still call on Gowlle to search out the coffer ac- 
col dlng to 111s pn)rnl.e, and as I shalifind hlm ln~nded to do t h e ~ e ~ n ,  so ~l lal l  1 do my bcst alrd whole 
el~deavuur to effect the success to  her Majesty's best contentment 

2d December, 1592, from Edmnburgh. 
Because I saw good opportullity offered to renew the matter to the earl of Gowrle for recovely of 

the letters In the coffer In 111s bands, therefore I pat h ~ m  m mlnd thereof wh~reupon he told me 
that the dulie of Lennox had sought ealnestly to ha \e  had those letters, and that the kmgdid know 
where they were, so as they could not be dellvered to her Majesty w~tllout the klng's prlvlty and 
consent, and he pretended to be still wllllng to pleasorr her Majeety In the same, so far a s  he niay 
wlth his datp to the k ~ n g  and to the rest of the assoclatcs m that act lon but I g~eat ly dlstrust to  
effect this to her llajesty's pleasure, wheleln, nevelthelese, I shall do my utmost endeavours. 

Whether James V1 who put the earl of Gowrle to death A D. 1584 and selzed all hls effccta 
took care to destroy h; mother's letters, for whose honour h i  was at .halt tlme extremely pealoos! 
whether they have penshed by some unknown accldrnt, or wnether rhev may not s t~l l  remaln un' 
-~bseived alllong the archlves of some of our g l r d  flmdies, it n ~mposerble to determine. 
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as rendered it imposs~ble to discover his guilt, and soon after, in opposition 
to all the maxims of decency or uf prudence, voluntarily agreed to a rnar- 
riage with him, which every consideration should have induced her to 
detest. By this verdict, Mary is not pronounced guilty of having contrived 
the murder of her husband, or even of having previously given her con- 
sent to his death ; but she is not acquitted of having discovered her 
approbation of the deed, by her behaviour towards him who was the 
author of it. 

The other conclusion is that which hlurray and his adherents laboured 
to establish : "That Jarnes, sometym~ne earl of Bothwile, was the chiefe 
executor of the horribill and unworthy murder, perpetrat in the erson of 
umqubile king Henr of gude inemmy, fader to our roveraiue rord, and 
the queenis lauchfull {usband ; sa was she of the k,nhnosledge, counsall, 
devise, perswadar, and command of the said murder to be done." Good. 
ii. 207. 

Which of these conclusions is most agreeable to the evidence that has 
been produced, I leave my readers to determine 



APPENDIX. 

No. I. (p. 88.9 

A Xmco~id of certain Points meet fop the restoring the Ilealtr~ of SCOTLAND 
to the antient Weale. 

[5th August, 1559. Cotton, Lib. Cai. B. x. fol 17. From a copy in Secretary Cecil's hand.] 

I~IPRIMIS, it is to be noted that the best worldly felicity that Scotland can 
nave is either to continue in a perpetual peace with the kingdom of England, or 
to be made one monarchy with England, as  they both make hut one island, 
divided from the rest of the world. 

If the first is sought, that is, to be in perpetual peace with England, then 
must it necessarily be provided that Scotland be not so subject to the appoint- 
ments of France as is presently, which, being an ancient enemy to England, 
seeketh always to make Scotland an instrument to exercise thereby their malice 
upon England, and to make a footstool thereof to look over England as 
they may. 

Therefore, when Scotland shall have come into the hands of a mere Scottish 
man in blood, then may there be hope of such accord ; but as long as it is at  the 
commandment of the French, there is no hope to have accord long betwixt these 
two realms. 

Therefore, seeing it is at  the French king's commandment, by reason of his 
wife, it is to be considered for the meale of Scotland, that until she have chil- 
dren, and during her absence out of the realm, the next heirs to the crown, 
bcing the house of the Hamiltons, should have regard hereto, and to see that 
neither the crown be imposed nor wasted ; and, on the other side, the nobility 
and commonalty oucht to force that the laws and the old customs of the realm 
be not altered, neither that the country be not impoverished by taxes, imprest, 
or new imposts, after the manner of France ; for provision wherein, both by the 
law of God and man, the French king and his wife may be moved to reform 
their misgovernance of the land. 

And for this purpose, i t  were good that the nobility and commons joined with 
the next heir of the crown, do seek due reformation of such great abuses as tend 
to the ruin of their country, which must be done before the French grow too 
strong and insolent. 

First, That it may be provided by the consent of the three estates of the land, 
that the land may be free from all idolatry lilrc as England is ; for justification 
whereof, if any free general council may be had, where the Pope of Rome have 
not the seat of judgment, they nlay offer to show their cause to be most agreea- 
ble to Christ's religion. 

Next, T o  provide that Scotland might be governed,in all r ~ l e s  and offices, by 
the antient blood of the realm, without either captains, lieutenants, and soldiers, 
as all other princes govern their countries, and especially that the forts might 
be in the hands of mere Scottish men. 

Thirdly, That they might never be occasioned to enter into wars against 
England, except England should give the first cause to Scotland. 

Fourthly,-That no nobleman cf Scotland should receive pension of France, 
except i t  were whilst he did serve in France, for otherwise thereby the French 
would shortly corrupt many to betray their own country. 

Fifthly, That  no office, abbe , r commodity, be given to any but mere 
Scottish men, by the assent o ? ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ e s t a t e s  of the realm. 

Sixthly, That there be a council in Scotland, appointed in the queen's absence, 
to govern the whole realm, and in those cases not to be directed by the French, 
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Seventhly, That it be by the said three estates appointed how the queen's 
revenue of the realm shall be expended, how much the queen shall have for her 
portion and estate during her absence, how much shall be limited to the govern- 
ance and defence of the realm, how much yearly appointed to be kept in 
treasure. 

In  these and such like points, if the French king and the queen e found 
unwilling, and will withstand these provisions for the weale of the land, then 
hath the three estates of the realm authority, forthwith, to intimate to the said 
king and queen their humble requests; and if the same be not effectually 
granted, then humbly they may commit the governance thereof to the next heir 
of the crown, binding the same also to observe the laws and ancient rights of 
the realm. 

Finally, if the queen shall be unwilling to this, as it is likely she will, in respect 
of the greedy and tyrannous affection of France, then it is apparent that  
Almighty God is pleased to transfer from her the rule of the kingdom for the 
weal of it, and this time must be used with great circumspection to avoid the 
decepts and tromperies of the French. 

And then may the realm of Scotland consider, being once made free, what 
means may be devised by God's goodness to accord the two realms to endure, 
for time to come, at the pleasure of Almighty God, in whose hands the hearts of 
all princes be. 

No. 11. (p. 92.) 

.5 Letter of Haitland of Lethington's, thus directed : 

T o  my loving friend James. Be this delivered a t  London. 

120th January,1559-60. Cott. Lib. Cal. B. ix. From the original in his own hand.] 

I UNI)IRSTAND by the last letter I received from yow, that discoursing with 
zour countrymen upon the matter of Scotland, and comoditeys may ensew to 
that realm hereafter, giff ze presently assist ws with zour forces, zc find a nom- 
bre of the contrary advise, douting that we sal1 not at  length be found trusty 
fiends, nor mean to contynew in constant ametye, albeit we promise, but only 
for avoyding the present danger make zow to serve our turne, and after being 
delivered, becum enemies as of before. For profe quhareof, they alledge things 
that have past betwixt ws heretofore, and a few presumptiones tending to the 
sam end, all grounded upon mistrust; quhilks, at  the first sicht, have some 
shewe of apparence, gif men wcy not the circun~stances of the matter; but gif 
they will confer the tyme past with the present, consider the nature of this cans, 
and estate of our contrey, I doubt not but jugement sal be able to banish mis- 
trust. And first, I wad wish ze should examyne the causes off the old inmitye 
betwixt the realms of England and Scotland, and quhat moved our aneestours 
to enter into ligue with the Frenclle ; quhilks by our storeys and registres of 
antiquitcys Bppcar to be these. The princes of England, some tyme, alledging 
a certain kynde of soveraintye over this realm ; some tynle upon hye courage, 
or incited by incursions off our bordourares, and semblable occasions, mony 
tymes enterprised the conquest of ws, and sa far furth preist it by force 0% 

arms, that we wer dryven to great extramiteys, by loss of our princes, our 
noblemen, and a good part of our cuntrey, sa that experience taught ws that our 
owne strength was scarse sufficient to withstand the force of England. The 
Frenche zour auncient enemyes, considering well how natiIre had s s  placed ws 
in a iland with zow, that na nation was able sa to annoye England as we being 
enemycs, soucht to joine ws to theym in ligus, tending by that meane to 
detourne zour armyes from the invasion of France, and occupy zow in the 
defence off zour country a t  hame, offering for that effect to bestowe some 
charges upon ws, and for compassing off theyr purpos, choysed a tyme to pro- 
pone the matter, quhen the fresche memory off injuris lately reeeaved a t  zour 
hands, was sa depely prented on our hartes, that all our myndes were occupied 
how to be revenged, and arme ourselfes with the powar off a f ~ r a y n e  prince 
against zour enterprises thereafter 
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This wes the beginning of our confcdcracy with France. At  quhilk tlme, 

our cronicle~ make mention, that some off the wyscst foresaw the perril, and 
small frute should redound to ws thereof a t  lenth : zit had affection sa blinded 
iugement, that the advise of the maist part overcame the best. The maist part 
bf all quarells betwixt ws since that tynle, a t  least quhen the provocation calne 
on  our syde, hes ever fallen out hy theyrprocrrrernent,rather than any one caus off 
our selfes : and quhensaever we brack the peace, i t  come partly by theyr intyse- 
ments, partly to escl~cw the conquest intended by that realm. But now hes 
God's providence sa altered the case, zea changed i t  to the plat contrary, that 
now hcs the Fronche taken zour place, and we, off very jugemcnt, becum 
desyrous to have zow in theyr rowme. Our eyes are opened, we espy how 
nncareful they havc been of our weile a t  all tymes, how they made ws ever to 
serve theyr turne, drew us in maist dangerous weys for theyr commodite, and 
neverthelcss wad not styck, oft tymes, against the natour of the ligue, to con- 
trak peace, leaving ws in weyr. W e  see that their support, off late zcres, was 
not grantit for any affection they bare to ws, for pytie they had off our estate, 
for recompense off t l ~ o  lyke friendship schawin to them in tymc off theyr aflic- 
tiones, but for ambition, and iusaciablc cupiditc to reygne, and to malr Scotland 
ane accessory to the crown of France. This was n a  friendly office, but mer- 
cenary, craving hyre farrc exceeding the proportion of theyr deserving ; a hale 
realm for the defence of a part. We see theym manifestly a.ttempt the thing 
we suspected off zow; we feared ze nlent the conquest off Scotland, and thcy 
are planely fallen to that work; we hatcd zow for doubt we had ze nlent evil1 
towards ws, and sall we love theym, quhilks bearing the name off frcnds, go 
about to bring ws in maist vilc servitude? Gif by zour frendly support a t  thls 
tyme, ze sall declare that nob only seek ze not the ruyne off our country, but 
will preserve the libertie thereof from conquest by strangeares, sall not the 
occasion off all inimitie with zow, and liguo with theym, be taken away? The  
causes being rc~noved, how sall the effcctes remane? The fear of conquest 
made ws to hate zow and love theym, the cais changed, quhe~l  we see theym 
planely attempt conquest, and zow schaw ws frcnddhip, sall we not hate them, 
and favour zow? Gif we havc schawne s s  great constance, continuing sa 
nlony zeares in amity with theym, off quhome we had sa small commodite, 
quhat sall move us to brealre wlth zow, that off all nationes may do ws greatest 
plesour ? 

But ze will say, this mater may be reroncyled, and the11 frends as off before. 
I think weill peace is the end of all weyr, but off this ze may be assured, we 
will never sa  far trust that reconciliation, that we wil be content to forgo the 
ametye of England, nor do any thing may bring ws in suspicion with zow. Giff 
we mold a t  any tyme to please theyrn, break with zow, should we not, bcsydes 
the losse off estimation and discrcditing of ourselfes, perpetually expone our 
conlmon weill to a maist manifest danger, and becum a pray to theyr tyranny? 
Quhais aid could we implore, being destitute of zour friendship, giff they off 
new wald attempt thcyr fornlar enterprise ? Quhat  nation myght help ws giff 
they wald, or wald giff thcy might? and it is lyke eneuch, they wi!l not sticli 
hereafter to  talc theyr time off ws, quhen displesour and grudge hes taken depe 
rute on bait11 sydes, ~ e e i n g  ambition has s s  impyrit ower theyr reason, that 
before we had ever done any thing myght offcnd theym, but by the contrary 
pleased theynl by right and wrang, they did not sticli to attempt-. the subver- 
sion of our hale state. I m d d  ze sholuld not esteeme ws sa barayne of juge- 
ment, that we cannot foresee our awne perril ; or s s  foolische, that we will not 
study by all godc means to entertayne that thing may be our safetye; quhilk 
consistes all in the relaying of zour friendships. I pray zow consider in lyke 
case, when, in the days of zour princes off maist noble mcmory king Henry the 
VIJI. and king Edward the VI., meanes wer opened off amytye betwixt baith 
realms ; was not a t  all tymes the difference of religion the onley stay they wer 
not embraced? Did not the craft of our clergy and power of thcyr adherents 
subvert the devises of the better sort ? But now has God off his mercy removed 
that  block furth of the way;  now is not theyr practise lyke to tak place any 
mare, when me ar comme to a conformity off doctrine, and profes the same 
religion with zow, qnhilk I take to be the straytest knot off anlitye can be 
devised. Giff it may be nlledgcd that some off our countrymen, at ony tyme 
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violated theyr promis ? giff ze liff to  way the circumstances, ze sall fynd the 
aromis is rather brought on by necessite, after a great owerthraw off our men, 
?hen comme off fre w~ll ,  and tending ever to our great incommodite and decay 
zff our hail1 state, a t  leist sa taken. But in this case, sal1 the preservation off 
our libertle be inseperably joined with the keping off prornesse, and the viola 
tion off our Fdyth cast ws in maist miserable servitude. S a  that giff neyther 
the feare off God, reverence of man, religion, othe, promise, norwarldlyhonestye 
wes sufficient to bynd ws, yet sall the zeale off our native countrey, the mainte- 
nanco of  our owne state, the safety of our wyffes and childrene from slavery, 
compel1 ws to kepe promisse. I am assured, ~t is trewly and sincerely ment on 
our part to contlnew in perpetual ametye with zow, it sal1 be uttered by our 
proceedings. Giff ze be as desirous of it as we ar, assurances may be devysed, 
quharby all partyes will be out of doubte. There be gode meanes to do ~ t ,  fit 
instruments for the purpos, tyme serves weill, the inhabitants of baith realms 
wish it, God hes wrought in the people's hartes on bayth parties a certaine still 
agreement upon it, never did, a t  any tyme, so mony things concurre a t  ones to 
knyt i t  up, the disposition off a few, quhais harts are in Godis hands, may mak 
up the hale. I hope he quhs hes begun this work, and mainteyned i t  quhile 
now, by the expectation of man, sale perfyte it. 

I pray ZOW, let not zour men dryve time in consultation, quhether ze sall 
support ws or no. Seying the ~na te r  speaketh for itself, that ze mon take upon 
zow the dofsnce off our caus, giff ze have any respect for zour awrle weill- 
Their preparatives in France, and levying of men in Germany, (qnheyroff I am 
lately advertised,) ar not allogyder ordeyned for us, ze ar the marli they shote 
a t ;  they sekc our realme, but for ane entrey to zours. Giff they should 
directly schaw hostilite to zow, they lrnaw zo wald mak redy for thcyme, there- 
for they do, by indirect meanes, to  blind zow, the thing they dare not as zit 
planely attempte. They seme to invade us to th7 end, that having assembled 
theyr hale forces sa nere zour bordours, they may unlok it to attack zow ; I t  is 
ane of their ald fetchcs, making a schew to one place, to lyght on ane other. 
Remember how covertly zour places about Boulougne were asssizeit, and car- 
ryed away, ze being in peace as now. How the enterprise of Calais was fynely 
dissembled, I thinli ze have not s s  sone forgotten. Beware of the third, prevent 
theyr policy by prudence. Giff ze se not the lylrc disposition presently in 
theym, ze se nathing. I t  is a grosse ignorance to misknaw, what all nations 
planely spelrs off. Talc heed ze say not hereafter, Had I wist ;" ane uncomely 
sentence to procede off a wyse man's mouth. Tha t  is onwares chanced on to 
zow, quhilli zow commonly wissed, that this countrey might be divorsed from 
the Frensche, and is s s  comme to pass as  was maist expedient for zom. For giff 
by your intysemeutwe had talrcn the mater in hand, ze n~yght  have suspected 
we mould have been oiltrusty frends, had na  langer continned steadfaste, then 
perril had appeared. But now, quhen off our self, we have conceyved the hatred, 
provoked by pdvatc injuries, and that theyr evil dealing with ws hes deserved 
our inimitye, let no man donbte but they sal1 fynd ws ennemyes in ernest, that  
sa  ungently hes demeyned our countrey, and a t  quhais hands we look for 
nathing but all extremitye, giff ever they may get the upper hand. Let  not 
this occasion, so happely offered, escape zow ; giff ze do, neglecting the present 
opportuuite, and hoping to have ever gode luk, comme sleeping upon zow, i t  is 
to be feared zour enemye waxe so great, and sa strang, that afterwards quhen 
ze wald, ze sal1 not be able to put him down ; and then, to zour smart, after 
the tyme ze will acknowledge zour error. Z e  have felt, by experience, quhat 
harme con~eth off oversight, and trusting to zour enemyes promesse. We offer 
zow the occasion, quheyrby zour former losses may be repayred. Quhilk gif 
zelet  over slyde, suffering ws to be owerrun, quha then, I pray zow, sall stay 
the Frensche, that they sall not invade zow in zour own boundes, sic is theit 
lust to  reygne, that they can neyther be content with theyr fortune present, nor  
rest and be satisfied when they have gode luclr, but ~v i l l  still follow on having 
in theyr awne brayne conceavcd the image of sa great a conquest, quhat think 
ye sal be the end?  Is ther any of sa small jugement, that he dot11 not foresec 
already, that theyr hail force sal1 then be bent against zow ? 

I t  sal not be amis, to consider in quhat case the Frensche be presently. Theyr 
estate is not always sa c d m e  a t  hame as every man thinketh. And trewly 
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tors, by all meanes, maist earnestly snted: our amity, and yet it was not theya 
hap to come by it. The matter hes allnaist carryed me beyond the boundes 
off a lettre, quharfor I will leave to trouble zow after I have geven you this 
note. I wald wiss that ze, and they that ar leaned,  sould redo the twa former 
orations of Demosthepes, called Olynthiacac, and considere quhat counsoll that 
wyse oratour gave to the Athenians, his countrymen, in a lyke case ; quhillz 
hes so great aiiinite with this cause of ours, that every word thereoff mygllt be 
applyed to our purpos. There may ze learne of him quhat advise is to be fol- 
lowed, when your nyghbours hous is on fyre. Thus I bid zow hartely fareweill. 
From Sant Andrews, the 20th of January, 1559. 

No. 111. (p. 95.) 

P a ~ t  of a Letter from Tho. Randolph to Sir William Ceci2,fron~ the Camp before 
Leith, 29th of April, 1560. 

[An o~iginal in the Paper Office.] 

I WILL only for this time, discharge myself of my promise to the Earl of 
Huntly, who so desyreth to be recommended to you, as one who, with all 
his heart, favoureth this cause, to the uttermost of his power. Half the words 
that  come out of his mouth were able to persuade an unexperienced man to 
speak farther in his behalf, than I dare be bold to write. I leave it to Your 
Honour to judge of him, as of a man not unknown to you, and will myseli' 
always measure my thoughts as he shall deserve to be spoken of. With much 
difficulty, and grsat persuesion, he hath subscribed with the rest of the lords to 
join with them in this action ; whatsomever he can invent to the furtherance 
of this cause, he hath promised to do with solemn psotestation and many 
words ; he trusteth to adjoin many to this cause ; and saith, surely that no man 
shall lie where he talceth part. H e  ]lath this day subscribed a bond between 
England and this nation ; he saith, that there was never thing that liked him 
better. 

No. IV. (p. 100.) 

Randolph to Ceeil, 101h August, 1560. From E&inburgh. 

[Ano~iginal in the I'aper Office.] 

s I N c e  the 29th of July, a t  what time I wrote last to 'Your Honour, I havo 
heard of nothing worth the reporting. At this present it may please you to  
know, that thc most part of the nobles are here arrived, as Your Hononr shall 
receive their names in writing. The Earl of Hnntly excuseth himself by an 
lnfirntlty in his leg. His lieutenant for this time is the Lord of Lidington, 
chosen speaker of the parliament, or harangue-maker as these men term it. 
The first day of their sittingin parliament will be t n  Thursday next. Hitherto 
a s  many as havc been present of the lords have communed and devised of cer- 
tain hebds then to be propounded, as, who shall be sent into France, who into 
England. It is much easier to find them than the other. I t  seemet11 almost 
to  be resolved upon that for England the Master of Maxwell and Laird or 
1,idington. For France, Pittarow and the justice clerk. Also they have con 
sulted whom they thinlr meetest to name for the XXIV.; of the which the XII. 
counsellors mnst'be chosen, They intend very shortly to send away Dingwali 
the herald into France. with the names of those they shall chuse ; and also to 
require the King and Queen's consent unto this parliament. They have de- 
vised how to have the contract with England confirmed by authority of parlia- 
ment; how also to have the articles of the agreement between them and their 
King and Queen ratified. These things get have only been had in communica- 
tion. For the confirn~ation of the contract with England I have no doubt ; 
for that I hear many men vary well like the same, as the Earl of Aihol, the 
Earl of Suthvrland, the L. Glamis, who dined yesterday with the 1;. James. 
' h e  Lord Janxes requested me this present day to bring the contract unto him 
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I intend, also, this day, to speak unto the L. Gray, in our L. Gray's name, for 
that he promised in my liearing to subscribe, and then presently would have 
done it, if the contract could have been had. For the more assurance against 
all inconvenients, I would, besides that, that I trust i t  shall be ratified in par- 
liamcnt, that every nobleman in Scotland had put his hand and set his seal, 
which may always remain as a notable monument, tho' the act of parlia~nent 
be hcreafter disannulled. If i t  might, theretbre, stand with your advice, that  
the Lords might be written unto, now that they are here present, to that effect, 
or that I might receive from Your Honr. some earnest charge to travel herein, I 
doubt not but i t  would serve to  good purpose. If i t  might be d s o  known with 
what substantial and effectious words or charge you desire to have it confirmed, 
I think no great difficulty would be made. The Earl Marshal has often been 
moved to subscribe, he useth mo delays than men judged he would. His son 
told me yesterday, that he would speak with me at  leisure, so did also Drum- 
lanrick ; I know not to what purpose : I have caused L. James to be the ear. 
nester with the L. Marshal, for his authority's sake, when of late it was in 
consultation by what mcans i t  might be wrought, that the amity between these 
two realms might be perpetual; and among diverse men's opinion, one said 
that h- knew of no other, but by making them both one, and that in hope of 
that  mo things were done than would otherwise have ever been granted : the 
Earl of Argyll advised him earnestly to stick nllto that, that he had promised 
that  i t  should pass his power and all the crafty knaves of his counsel (I am 
bold to use unto Your H. his own words) to break so godly a purpose. This 
talk liked well the assisters, howsomever i t  plcased him to whom i t  was spoken 
unto. The barons, who in time past have been of the parliament, had yester- 
day a convention among themselves in the church, in very honest and quiet 
sort ;  they thought it good to require to be restored unto their ancient liberty, 
to have voice in parliament. They presented that day a bill unto the lords to 
that effect, a copy whereof shall be sellt as  soon as it can bc had. I t  was 
answered unto gently, and taken in good part. I t  was referred unto the Lords 
of the Articles, when they are chosen, to resolve thereupon.-Here follows a 
long paragraph eonee~ning the fortz$eations of Dunbar, &.-This present 
mornmg, viz. the Sth, I understood that the lords intended to be at  the Parlia- 
ment, which caused me somewhat to stay my letter, to see what I could hear 
or learn worth the reporting unto Your Honr. The lords, at  ten of the clock, 
assembled themselves at  the palace, where the Duke lieth ; from whence they 
departed towards the Tolbooth, as they were in dignity. Each one being set 
in his seat, in such order as Your H. shall receive them in this scroll. The 
crown, the mace, the sword, were laid in the queen's seat. Silence being com- 
manded, the L ,  of Lidington began his oration. H e  excused fiis insufficiency 
to occupy that place. H e  made a brief discourse of things past, and of what 
necessity men were forced unto for the defence of their country, what remedy 
and support i t  pleased God to send them in the time of their necessity, how 
much they were bound heartily to acltnowledge it, and to require it. He took 
away the persuasion that was in many men's minds that lay back, that mis- 
deemed othcr things to be meant than was attempted. He advised all estates 
to lay all particulars apart, and to bend themselves wholly to the true service 
of God and of their country. He willed them to remember in what state i t  
liad been of long time for laclr of government and exercise of justice. In  the 
end, he exhorted them to mutual amity and hearty friendship, and to live with 
one another as members all of one body.-He prayed God long to maintain 
this peace and amity with all princes, especially betwixt the realms of England 
and Scotland, in the fear of God, and so ended. The clerk of register im- 
medlately stood up, and asked them to what matter they would proceed; it 
was thought necessary that the articles of the peace should be confirmed with 
the common consent, for that  i t  was thought necessary to fiend thrm away 
wit11 speed into France, and to receive the ratification of them as soon as 
might be. The articles being read, were immediately agreed unto : a day was 
appointed to have certain of the nobles subscribe unto the~n,  and to but to 
their seals, to be sent away by a herald, who shall also bring the ratificaiion 
again with him. The barons, of wllom I have above written, reqnired an 
or.svrer to their request ; somewhat wcs said unto the contrary. The barr,n 
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alleged for them custom and authority. I t  was in the end resolved, that these 
should be chosen six to join with the Lords of the Articles, and that if they, 
after good advisement, should find it right and necessary for the commonwealth, 
i t  should be ratified at  this parliament for a perpetual lau,. The lords pro- 
ceeded immediately hereupon to the ehusing of the Lords of the Articles 
The order is, that the lords spiritual chuse the temporal, and the temporal the 
spiritual, and the burgesses their own. There were chosen as in this other 
paper I have written. This being done, the lords departed and acconlpanied 
the Duke, all as far as the Bow (which is the gate going out of the high street), 
and many down into the palace where he lieth. The town all in armour, the 
trumpets sounding, and other music such as they have. Thus much I report 
unto Your Honour of that I did both hear and see. Other solemnities have not 
been used, saving in times long past the lords have had parliament robes, which 
are now with them wholly out of use. 

Thenamesof as many Earls and Lords spiritual and temporal as areassembled 
a t  this parliament : 

Eark. 
Arran. 
Argyll. 
Athole. 
Crawford. 
Cassils. 
Marshall. 
Morton. 
Glencairn. 
Sutherland. 
Caithness. 
Rothes. 
Monteith. 

S p i d d  
Athens. 
Isles. 
Lord Jxmes. 
Arbroath. 
Newbottle. 
Lindoris. 
Cowpar. 
Kinross. 
Lilwinning. 

The Duke of Chatelherault. 

Lords. Lords Spzntual. 
Erskine. St. Andrews. 
Ruthven. Dunkell. 
Lindsey. Athens. 
Somerville. The Bishop of the Isles. 
Cathcsrt. Abbots and Priors, I know not 
Hume. how many. 
Livingston. 
Innermeth. 
Boyd. 
Ogilvy. 
Fleming. 
Glamis. 
Gray. 
Oehiltree. 
Gordon. 

The Lords of the Articles. 

Temporal. Barons elected to be of the Articles. 
The Duke. &laxwell. 
Argyll. Tillibardine. 
Marshall. Cunninghamhead. 
Athole. Lochenvar. 
Morton. Pittarow. 
Glencairn. Lundy. 
Ruthven. Ten Provosts of the chief towns, 
Erskine. which also are of the Articles. 
Bpyd. 
Lindsay. 

So that, with the Subprior of St. Ar.drewYs, the whole is 36. 
I t  were too long for me to rehearse particularly the disposition, and chiefly 

tlie affections of these men, that are at this time chosen Lords of the Articles. 
May it satisfy Your Honr. for this time to know that, by the common opinion of 
men, there was not a substantialler or more sufficient number of all sorts of 
men chosen in Scotland these many years, nor of whom men had greater hope 
of good to ensue. This present morning, viz. the loth, tlie L. of Lidington 
made me privy unto your letter ; he inlendeth, as much as may be, to follow 
your advice. Some hard points there are. He himself is determined not to go 
Into France. He allegeth many reasons, but speaketh least of that that moveth 
fim most. which is the example of the last, that went on a more grateful mes- 
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rage than he rhall carry, and stood on other terms with their Prince than ha 
doth, and yet Your Honour knoweth what the whole world judgeth. 

Petition OJ the Lesser B u ~ o n s  to the Parliament held August, 1560. 

[Inclosed in Randolpli's letter to Cecil, 15th Augusl, 1560.1 

MY Lords,untoYour Lordships, humbly means and shows,we the Barons and 
Freeholders of thia realm, your brethren in Christ, Tha t  whereas the causes of 
true religion and common well of this realm, are, in tfiis present parliament to 
be treated, ordered, and established to the glory of God, and maintenance of 
the conimonwealth; and we being the greatest number in proportion where 
the said causes concern, and has been, and yet are ready to bear the greatest 
part of the charge thereuntil, as  well in peace as in war, both with our bodies 
and with our goods: and seeing there is no place where we may do better 
service now than in general councils and parliaments, in giving our best advice 
and reason, vote and councell for the furtherance thereof, for the maintenance 
of virtue and punishment of vice, as use and custom had been of old by ancient 
acts of parliament observed in this realm; and whereby we understand that  
we ought to be heard to reason and vote in all causes concerning the common- 
wealth, as well in councils as in parliament ; otherwise we think that what- 
somever ordinances and statutes be made concerning us and our estate, we not 
being required and suffered to reason and vote a t  the making thereof, that the 
same should not oblige us to stand thereto. Therefore it will please Your 
Lordships to take consideration thereof, and of the charge born and to be born 
by us, since we are willing to serve truly to the common well of this realm, 
after our estate, that ye will, in this present parliament, and all counsells where 
the common well of the realm is to be treated, take our advice, counsel1 and 
vote, so that, without the same, Your Lordships would suffer nothing to be 
passed and concluded in parliament or councils aforesaid ; and that all acts of 
parliament, made in times past, concerning us, for our place and estate, and in 
our favour, be at this prescnt parliament confirmed, approved, and ratified, and 
act of parliament madc thereupon. And Your Lordships' answer humbly 
beseeches. 

Of the success of this petition, the following account is  given by Randolph; 
Lett. to Cecil, 19 Aug. 1560. The matters concluded and past by common con- 
sent on Saturday last, in such solemn sort as the first day that they assembled, 
are these : First, that the barons, according to an old act of parliament, made 
in tlte time of James I., in the year of God, 1427, shall have free voice in  parlia- 
ment ; this act passed without any contradiction. 

No. V. (p. 104.) 

fl Letter of Thomas Randolph, the English Resident, to the Right TVorshipfulSer 
William Cecil, Knt., PrincQal Secretary to the Queen's Xajesty. 

19 Aug. 1561. Cott. Lib. B. 10. fo. 32.1 

I HAVE received Your Honour's letters of the first of this month, writtea at 
Osyes in Essex : and also a letter unto the Lord James, from his kinsman St. 
Come out of France : in  this they agree hoth that the Queen of Scotland is  
nothing changed of her purpose in home coming. I assure Your Honour that 
will be a stout adventure for a sick crased woman, that may be doubted as well 
what may happen unto her upon the seas, as also how heartily she may be 
received when she cometh to land of a great number, who are utterly persuaded 
that  she intendeth their utter ruin, come when she will ; the preparance is very 
smallwhensoeverthat she arrive,scarcely any mancan be persuaded that she hath 
any such thought in her head. I have shown Your Honour's letter unto the Lord 
James, Lord Morton, Lord Lidington ; they wish as Your Honour doth, that she 
might be stayed yet for a space, and if it were not for thcir obedience sake, some 
of them care not tho' they never saw her face. They travel what they csn to 
prevent the wicked divices of these mischievous purposes of her ministers, but 
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fear that thst will always be found thatjifili kujus scculi, they do what they can 
to stand with the religion, and to maintain amity with their neighbours ; they 
have also need totlook unto themselves, for their hazard is great, and that they 
see there is no remedy nor safety for themsclves, but to repose thcmeelvcs upon 
the Queen's Majesty our sovereign's favour and support. Friends abroad they 
have none, nor many in whom they may trust at  home. There are in mind 
shortly to try what they may be assured at  of the Queen's Majesty, and what 
they rnay assuredly perform of that they intend to offer for their parties. This 
the Queen of Scotland above all other things doubteth ; this she seelceth by all 
means to prevent ; and hath caused St. Come, in her name, earnestly to write to 
charge him that no such things be attempted before her coming home ; for that 
it is said that they too already arrived here out of England for the purpose, what 
s,emblance somever the noblemen do make that they are grieved with their 
Queen's refiusal, that cometh far from their hearts. They intend to expostulate 
with me hereupon. I have my answer ready enough for them. I f  she thrust 
Englishmen all out of this country, I doubt not but there will be some of her 
own that will bear us some kindness. Of me she shall be quit, so soon as it 
pleaseth the Queen's Majesty, my mistress, no longer to use my service in this 
place. By such talk as I have of late had with the Lord Jarnes and Lord of 
Lidington, I perceive that they axe of mind that immediately of the next con- 
vention, I shall repair towards you with their determinstions and resolutions, in 
all purposes, wherein Your Honour's advise is earnestly required, and shortly 
looked for. Whatsoinever I desire myself, I know my will ought to be subject 
unto the Queen my sovereign's pleasure, but to content myself, would God I 
were so happy as to serve Her Majesty in as mean a state as ever poor gentle- 
man did to be quit of this place ; not that I do in my heart wax weary of Her 
Majesty's service, but because my time and years require some place of more 
repose and quietness than I find in this country. 1 doubt also my insuffcience 
whcn other troubles in this country arise, or ought shall be required of me to 
the advancement of Her Majesty's service, that either my will is not able to 
compass, or my credit sufficient to work to that effect, as perchanceshall be loolced 
for at  my hands. As Your Honour hath been a means of my continuance in 
this room, so I trust that I shall find that continual favour at your hands, that 
so soon as it shall stand with the Queen's Majesty's pleasure, I may give this 
place unto some far worthier than I am myself, and in the mean season have 
my course directed by your good advice how I may by my contrivance do some 
such service as may be agreeable to Her Majesty's will and pleasure. 

These few words I am bold to write unto Your IIouour of myself. For the 
rest, where that is wished that the lords will stoutly continue yet for one month, 

assure Your Honour that there is yet nothing omitted of their old and accus- 
tomed lnanuer of doing, and seeing that they have brought that unto this point, 
and should now prevail, they were unworthy of their lives. 

I find not that they are purposed so to leave the matter. I doubt more her 
moncy than I do her fair words ; and yet can I not conceive what great things 
can be wrought with forty thousand crowns, and treasure ofhcr own here I know 
there is no sure or ready means to get it. The Lord of Lidington leaveth 
nothing at  this time unwritten, that he thinketh may be able to salisfye your 
desire, in knowledge of the present state of things hcre. Whatsomever comet11 
of that, he findeth it ever best that she come not;  but if she do come to let her 
know, at the first, what she shall find, which is due obedience and willing ser 
vice, if she embrace Christ, and desire to live in peace with her neighbours. By 
such letters as  you have last received, Your I-Iononr somewhat understandeth 
of Mr. Knox himself, and also of others, what is determined, he himself to abide 
the uttermost, and other never to leave him until God have talren his life, and 
thus together with what comfort somever it will please you to give him by your 
letters, that  the Queen's Majesty doth not utterly condemn him, or at  the least 
in that point, that he is so sore charged with by his own Queen, that Her 
Majesty will not allow her doing. I doubt not but it will be a great comfort 
m t o  him, and will content many others ; his dally prayer is for the maintenance 
of unity with England, and that God will nevcr suffer men to be so ungrats, as 
by any persuasion to run headlong unto the destruction of them that have saved 
their lives and restored their country to liberty. I leave farther, a t  this time, 
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to trouble Your Honour, desiring God to send such an amity between these two 
realms, that God may be glorified to them of this world.-At Edenbourgh! the 
9th of August, 1561. 

No. VI. (p. 108.) 

A Lelter oJ Queen Elizabeth to Queen Hay? 

[16th of Aug. 1501. Paper Office, from a copy.] 

TO the right excellent, right high, and mighty Princesse, our right dear 
and well-beloved sister and cousin the Queen of Scotland. 

RIGHT excellent, right high, and mighty ~rincesse, our right dear and right 
well-beloved sister and cousin, we greet you well. Tlie Lord of St. Cosme 
brought to us your letters, dated the 8th of this present at  Abbeville, whereby ye 
signify that although by the answer broiiglit to you by Monsieur Doyzell, ye 
might have had occasion to have entered into some doubt of our amity, yet 
after certain purposes, passed betwixt you and our ambassador, you would 
assure us of your good meaning to live with us in amity, and for your purpose 
therein ye require us to give credit to the said St. Cosme. We have thereunto 
thought good to answer as followeth: The same St. Cosme hat11 made like 
declaration unto us on your part, for your excuse in not ratifying the treaty, as  
yourself made to our ambassador, and we hsvc briefly answered to every the 
same points, as he can show you : and if he shall not so do, yet least in the 
mean season you might be induced to think that your reasons had satisfied us, 
somerally we assure you, that to our requests your answer cannot be reputed for 
a satisfaction. For we require no benefit of you, but that you will perform your 
promise, whereunto you me bound by your seal and your hand, for the refusal 
whereof we see no reason alledged can serve. Neither covet we any thing, but 
that which is in your own power as Queen of Scotland, that which yourself in 
words and speech doth confess, that which your late husband's our good 
brother's ambassadors and you concluded, that which your own nobility and 
people were made privy unto, that which indeed made peace and quietness 
bctu~ixt us, yea, that without which no perfect amity can continue betwixt us, 
as, if i t  be indifferently weighed, we doubt not but ye will perceive, allow, and 
acconiplish. Nevertheless, perceiving, by the report of the bringer, that you 
mean furthwith upon your coming home, to follow herein the advice of your 
council in Scotland, we are content to suspend our conceipt of all unkindness, 
and do assure you that we be fi~lly resolved, upon this being performed, to unite 
a sure band of amity, and to live in neighbourhood with you as quietly, friendly, 
yea as a~suredly in the knot of friendship, as we be in the knot of nature and 
blood. And herein we be so earnestly determined, that the world should see 
if the contrary should follow (which God forbid) the very occasion to be in 
you and not in us ; as the story witnesseth the like of the King your father, 
our uncle, with whom our father sought to have lrnitt a perpetual bond by 
inviting to come in this realm to York, of which matter we Imorv there remain 
with us, and we think with you, sundry witnesses of our father's earnest good 
meaning, and of the error whereunto divers evil councillors induced your father; 
or,finally, where it seemeth that report hath been made unto you, that we had 
sent our admiral to the seas with our navy to empeache your passaze, both 
your servants do well understand how false that is, knowing for a truth that 
we have not any more than two or three small barks upon the seas, to appre- 
hend certain pirates, being thereto entreated, and almost compelled by the 
earcest complaint of the ambassador of our good brother the King of Spain, 
made of certaine Bcottishmen haunt,ing our seas as pirates, under pretence of 
letters of marque, of which matter a190 we earnestly require you, at  your com- 
ing to your realme, to have some good consideration, and the rather for respect 
that ought to be betwixt your realme and the countries of us, of France, of 

* This is Ii1rron1plt.1~ pnpcrnf whir11 tint indl~st~iotrs R I I ~  i~ i~part ta l  cnllectnr, Bivhop Keitll, hna 
yubllslhed n t'rn:.nielit, fro~~i\rhat hc~:ulls his z113tlerc~ MS. 151, 11olu (a) Idl. 
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Spain, and ~f the house of Burgundy. -4nd so, right excellent, right high, and 
mighty Princess, we recommend us to you with most earnest request, not to 
neglect these our friendly and sisterly offers of friendship, which, before God, 
we mean and intend to accomplish. Given under our signet a t  Henyngham. 
the 16th of August, in the third year of our reign. 

No. VII. (p. 121.) 

.4 Letter of Randolph to the Right Honourable Sir  William Cecil, Knight. 
Principal Secretary to the Queen's Xq'esty. 

[15th of May, 1563. Paper Office, from the original.] 

OF late, until the arrival of Monsieur L e  Croch, I had nothing worth the 
writing unto Your Honour. Before his coming we had so little to hint upon 
that we did nothing but pass our time in feasts, banquetting, masking, and run- 
ning at  the ring, and such like. He brought with him such a number of letters, 
and such abundance of news, that, for the space of three days, we gave our- 
selves to nothing else but to reading of writings and hearings of tales, many so 
truly reported, that they might be compared to any that ever Luciane did write 
de veris narrationibus. Among all his tidings, for the most assured, I send this 
unto Your Honour as an undoubted truth, which is, that the Cardinal of Lor- 
raine, a t  his being with the Emperor, moved a marriage between his youngest 
son, the Duke of Astruche, and this Queen ; wherein he hath so far travailed 
that  i t  hath already come unto this point, that if she find it good, the said Duke 
will out of hand send hither his ambassador, and farther proceed to the con- 
summation hereof, with as convenient speed as may be ; and to the intent her 
mind may be the better known, Le Croch is sent unto her with this message 
from the Cardinal, who hath promised unto the Emperor to have word again 
before the end of May; and for this cause Le Croch is ready for his departure, 
and his letters writing both day and night. This Queen being before adver- 
tised of his towardness, by means hath sought far off to know My Lord of 
Murray's mind herein, but would never so plainly deal with him that he could 
learn what her meaning is or how she is bent. She useth no man's council but 
only this man's that last arrived, and assuredly until the L. of Lidington's 
return, she will do what she can to keep that secret ; and because resolution in 
his absence cannot be taken, she will, for this time, return L e  Croch with request 
to have longer time to devise ; and after, with the most speed she can, she fully 
purposeth to advertise him, I mean her uncle the Cardinal, of her mind. O f  
this matter the L .  of Lidington is made privy. I know not whether by some 
intelligence that he had before his departure, or since his arrival in France, 
divers letters have passed between Her Grace and him, whereof as much as it 
imported not greatly the knowledge of was communicated to some, as much as 
was written in cypher is kept unto themselves. Whether also the L. of Lid- 
ington hath had conference with the Spanish ambassador in England of this 
matter or any like, I leave i t  unto Your Honour's good rneans to get true lcnow- 
ledge thereof. Guesses or surmises in so grave matters I would be loth to 
write for verities. This also Your Honour may tske for truth, that the Emperor 
hath offered with his son, for this Queen's dower, the county of Tyroll, which 
is said to be worth 30,000 franks by year. Of this matter also the rhingrave 
wrote a letter unto this Queen. out of France not long since. This is all that 
presently I can write unto Your Honour hereof; as I can come by farther 
knowledge Your Honour shall be informed. 

I have received Your Honour's writings by the Scottish man that last canle 
into these parts ; he brought also letters unto t h i ~  Queen from the L. of Liding- 
ton ; their date was old, and contained only the news of France. I perceive 
divers ways, that Newhaven is sorre closed, but I am not so ignorant of their 
nature but that I know they will say as much as they dare do, I will not say as 
the proverb dotli, ' canis timidus fortius latrat.' From hence I dare assure them, 
what means somever they make; or how pitiful somever their nlone be, they are 
Ldce to receive but small comfort for all their long allie. We etand daily in 
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doubt what friendship we shall need ourself, except we put better order into 
our misruled Papists than yet we do, or know how to bring to pass that  we 
may be void of their comber. 

To-morrow, the 15th of this instant, the Queen departeth of this town 
towards Edcnborough. I f  my hap be good, you shall thoroughly hear some 
merry tidings of the Bp. of St. Andrews ; upon Wednesday next he shall be 
arreigned, and five other priests, for their massing at  Easter last. Thus mos4 
humbly I take my leave; a t  St. Andrews, the 15th of May, 1563. 

No. VIII. (p. 125.) 

Letter of Randolph to the Right Honourable Sir IVilliam Cecil, Knight, Prinezpa. 
Secretary to the Queen's .Majesty. 

[lOthof April, 1563. Paper Office, from tlie original in his own hand.] 

MAY i t  please Your Honour, the 7th of this instant, Rowlct, this Queen's 
secretary, arrived here ; he reported very honestly of his good usage, he brought 
with him many letters unto the Queen that came out of France, full of lamen- 
tation and sorrow. She received from the Queen-mother two letters ; the one 
contained only the rehearsal of her griefs, the other signify the state of France 
as then it was, as in what sort things were accorded, and what farther was In- 
tended for the appeasing of the discords there, not mistrusting but that if 
reason could not be had at the Queen of England's hands, but that the realm 
of France should find her ready and willing to support and defend the right 
thereof, as  by friendship and old alliance between the two realins she is bound. 

How well these words do agree with her doings Your Honour can well con- 
sider, and by her writings in this sort unto this Queen (which I assure Your 
Honour is true), you may assuredly know that nothing shall be left undone of 
her part, that may move debate or controversy between this Queen and our 
sovereign. 

It was much mused by the Queen herself, how this new kindness came about, 
but a t  this time she received two long letters written all with her own hand, 
saying, all the time since her return she never received half so many lines as 
were in one of the letters, which I can myself testify by the Queen's own 
saying, and other good assurance, where hitherto I have not been deceived. I 
can also farther assure Your Honour that this Queen hath sayed that she 
knoweth now, that the friendship of the Queen's Majesty my sovereign may 
stand her more in stead than that of her good mother in France, and as she is 
desirous of them both, so will she not lose the one for the other. I may also 
farther assure Your I-Ionour that whatsomever the occasion is, this Queen hath 
somewhat in her heart that will burst out in time, which will manifest that 
some unkindness hath passed between them that  will not be easy forgotten. 
111 talk soinetimee with myself, she saith that the Queen-mother might have 
used the matter otherwise than she hath done, and doth much doubt what shall 
be the success of her great desire to govern alone, in all things to have her 
will. Seeing then that presently they stand in such terms one with the other, 
I tho't i t  bettcr to confirm her in that mind (this Queen I mean), than to spealc 
any word that might cause her to conceive better of the other. And yet I am 
assured she shall receive as friendly letters, and as many good words from this 
Queen as the other did write unto her. Whether the Queen-mother will speak 
any thing unto the L. of Iidington of that purpose she did write unto this 
Qiieen of, I know not ;  but if she do, I thinlr it hard if Your Honour can get 
no favour thereof, at  his return, or I perchance by some means here. I t  may 
perchance be written only by that Queen, to try what answer this Queen wil! 
give, or understand what mind she beareth unto the Queen's Majesty our sove- 
reign. The Queen knoweth now that the Earl Bothwell is scnt for to London. 
Sne caused a gentleman of hers to inquire tlie cause; I answered that I knew 
none other, but that his taliers were in controversy who tool< him, and that it 
should be judged there. I know that she thinlreth much that he is not uont 
into Scotland. I t  is yet greatly doubted that if he were here, he would be 
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reserved for an evil instrument. If the Lord of Lidington have not been plain 
with Your Honour hsrein, he is in the wrong to those who are his friends here, 
but most of all to himself. There comes a vulture in this realm, if ever that 
man como again into credit. 

No. IX. (p. 128.) 

The Oration made by William Haitland of Lethington, younger Secretary for t f ~ e  
Time. i n  the Parliament holden by ou7- Sovereign the King's Hother, Queen oJ 
this Realm for the Time, the Time of the Restitution of Umquile Hatthew Earl 
of Lenox. 

MY Lords and others here convened. Albeit, be that it has pleased Her Ma 
jesty most graciously to utter unto you, by her own mouth, ye may have suiii 
clently conceived the cause of this your present assembly ; yet having Her 
Majesty's command~nent to supply My Lord Chancellor's place, being presently 
as ye see deceased, I am willed to express the same somewhat more at  large. 

Notour it is, how, in Her Highness's minority, a process of forfaltour was 
decreed against My Lord of Lennox, for certain offences alledged committed by 
him ; specified in the dome and censement of parliament given thereupon; by 
reason whereof he has this long time been exiled, and absent forth of his native 
country; how grievous the same has been unto hini, it  has well appeared by 
divers his suites, sundry ways brought unto Her Majesty's knowledge,not only 
containing most humble and due subn~ission, but always bearing witness of his 
good devotion to Her Majesty, his natural Princess, and earnest affection he 
had to Her Highness most humble service, if it  should please I-Ier Majesty of 
her clemency to make him able to enjoy the benefit of a subject ; many respects 
might have moved Her Highness favourably to incline to his request, as  the 
anciency of his house and the sirname he bears, thc honour he has to appertain 
to Her Majesty by affinity, by reason of My Lady Margaret Her Highness's 
aunt, and divers other his good considerations, as also the affectuous request 
of her good sister the Qaeen's Majesty of England, whose earnest commenda- 
tion was not of least moment, besides that of her own natural, Her Majesty 
has a certain inclination to pity the dccay of noble houses, and as we heard, 
by her own report, has a great deal more pleasure to be the instrument of the 
uphold, maintenance,and advancement of the ancient blood than to have matter 
ministered of the decay or overthrow of any good race. Upon this occasion 
Her  Majesty the more tenderly looked upon his request, and her good sister the 
Queen of England's favourable letter, written for recommendation of his cause, 
in consideration whereof not only has she granted unto him her letter of resti- 
tution, by way of grace, but also licensed him to pursue, by way of reduction, 
the remedies provided by the law for such as thinlr themselves grieved by any 
judgment unorderly led, and to have the process reversed ; for examination 
whereof, it has pleased Her Majesty presently to assemble you the three estates 
of this her realme, by whose advice, deliberation, and decision at  Hcr Majesty's 
mmd, to proceed forward upon his complaints, as the merits of the cause, laws 
of the realm, and practice observed in such cases will bear out. The sum or  ̂
all your proceedings at  this time, being by that WC have heard, thus as it were 
pointed out, I might here end, if the matter we have in hand gave me not 
occasion to say a few more words, not far different fiom the same subject, 
wherein I would extend the circuinstances more largely, if 1 feared not to offend 
Her Highness, whose presence and modest nature abhors long speaking and 
adulation, and so will compel me to speak such things as may seem to tend to 
any good and perfect point ; and lest it sl~onld be compted to me, as that I were 
oblivious, if I should omit to put you in remembrance, in what part we may 
accept this, and the like demonstrations of her gentill nature ; whose gracious 
behaviour towards all her subjects in general may serve for a good proof of 
that  felicity we may look for under her happy government so long as it shall 
please God to grant her unto us ; for a good harmony to be had in the common 
weill, the offices between the Prince and the subjects must be rcciproque, as by 
Her  Majesty's pradcnce we enjoy this present peace with all foreign nations, 
and quietness among yourselves,in suchsort that I thinlr justly it maybe affirmed 
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Scotland, in no man's age, that presently lives, was in greater tranquillity; so 
is  it the duty of all us her loving subjects to acknowledge the same as a most 
high benefit, proceeding from the good government of Her Majesty, declaring 
ourselves thankful for the same, and rendering to Her Majesty such due obe- 
dience, as a just Prince may look for at  the hands of faithful and obedient sub- 
jects. I mean no forced nor unwilling obedience, which I know her nature does 
detest, but such as proceeds from the contemplation of her modest kind of 
regiment, will for love and duty sake produce the fruits thereof. A good proof 
have we all in general had of Her Majesty's benignity these three years, that 
she has lived in the government over you, and many of you have largely tasted 
of her large liberality and frank dealing : on the other part Her Highness has 
hadlarge appearance of your dutiful obedience, so it becomes you to continue, 
as  we have begun, in consideration of the many notable examples of her 
clemency above others hcr good qualities, and to abhor and detest all false 
bruites and rumours, which are the most pestilent evils that can be, in any 
common weill and the sowers and inventors thereof. Then may we be well 
assured to have of her a most gracious Princesse, and she most faithful and 
loving subjects ; and so both the head and the members, being encouraged to 
maintain the harmony and accord of the politic bodies, whereof I made mention 
before, as the glory thereof shall partly appertain to Her Majesty, so shall no 
small praise and unspeakable commodity redound therethrough to you all uni- 
versally her subjects. 

No. X. (p. 132.) 

T h e  Perils and Troubles that may presently ensue, and i n  Time to come follow, to 
the Queen's .Majesty of England and State of this Realm, upon the jllarriage of 
the  Queen of Scots to the Lord Darley. 

FIRST, the minds of such as be affected to the Queen of Scots, either for her- 
self, or for the opinion of her pretence to this crown, or for the desire to have 
change of the forme of religion in this realm, or for the discontentation they 
have of the Queen's Majesty, or her succcssion, or of the succession of any other 
beside the Queen of Scotts, shall be, by this marriage erected, comforted, and 
~nduced to devise and labour how to bring their desires to pass : and to make 
some estimate what persons those are, to the intent the quantity of the danger 
may be weighed ; the same may be compassed in those sorts either within the 
redrn or wghout. 

The first are such as are specially devoted to the Queen of Scotts, or to the 
Lord Darley, by bond of blood and alliance : as first, all the house of Lorrain 
and Guise for her part, and the Earl of Lennox and his wife, all such in Scot- 
land as be of their blood, and have received displeasures by the Dulre of Cha- 
telherault and the Hamiltons. The second are-all manner of persons, both in 
this realm and other countries, that are devoted to the authority of Rome, and 
mislilce of the religion now received ; and in these two sorts are the substance 
of them comprehended, that shall take comfort in this marriage. 

Next therefore to be considered, what perils and troubles these kind of men 
shall intend to this realm. 

First, the general scope and mark of all their desires is, and always shall be, 
to bring the Queen of Scotts to have the royal crown of this realm ; and there- 
fore, though the devisees may vary among themselves for the compassing 
hereof, according to the accidents of the times, and according to the impedi- 
ments which they shall find by means of the Queen's Majesty's actions and 
governments, yet all their purposes, drifts, devises, and practices, shall ~vholly 
and 0ii.y tend to make the Queen of Scotts Queen of this realm, and to 
deprive our sovereign lady thcreof; and in their proceedings, there are two 
manners to be considered, whereof the one is far worse than the other ; the one 
is intended by them, that either from malicious blindness in religion, or for 
natural affection to the Queen of Scotts, or the Lord Darley, to persuade them- 
sr:lvas that the said Queen of Scotts hath presently more right to the crown 
than our sovereign lady the Queen, of which sort be all their kindred on both 
sides, and all such as are d e ~ o t e d  to Popery, either in England, Scotlsnd, Ireland, 
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or elsewhere; the other s meant by them, which, with less malice, are per- 
suaded that the Queen of Scotts hath only right to be the next heir to succeed 
the Queen's Majesty and her issue, of which sort few are without the realm, 
but here within, and yet of them, not so many as are of the contrary, and from 
these two sorts shall the peril, devises, and practices proceed. From the first, 
whidn imagine the Queen of Scotts to have perpetually right, are to be looked 
for these perils. First, it  is to be doubted the devil will infect some of them to 
imagine the hurt of the life of our dear sovereign lady, by such means as the 
devil shall suggest to them, although it is to be assuredly hoped, that Almighty 
God will, as  he has hitherto, graciously protect and preserve her from such 
dangers? Secondly, there will be attempted, by persuasions, by bruites, by 
rumours, and such like, to alienate the nl'lnds of good subjects from the Queen's 
Majesty, and to conciliate them to the Queen of Scotts, and on this behalf the 
frontiers and the North will be much solicited and laboured. Thirdly, there 
will be attempted causes of some tumults and rebellions, especially in the North 
toward Scotland, so as thereupon may follow some open enterprise set by vio- 
lence. Fourthly, there will be, by the said Queen's council and friends, a new 
league made with France or Spain, that shall be offensive to this realm, and a 
furtherance to their title. And as it is also very likely, that they will set afoot 
as  many practices as they can, both upon the frontiers and in Ireland, to occa 
sion the Queen's Majesty to increase and continue her charge thereby, to retain 
her from being mighty or potent, and for the attempting of all these things, 
many devises will be imagined from time to time, and no negligence will - - - 
therein appear. 

From the second sort, which mean no other favour to the Queen of Scotts, 
but that she should succeed in title to the Queen's Majesty, is not much to be 
feared, but that they will content themselves to see not only the Queen's 
Mrqiesty, not to marry, and so to impeach it, but to hope, that the Queen of 
Scotts shall have issue, which they will think to be more peaceable to all men, 
because thereby the crowns of England and Scotland shall be united in one, and 
thereby the occasion of war shall cease ; with which persuasi~n Inany people 
may be seduced, and abused to incline themselves to the part of the Queen of 
Scotts. 

The remedies against these perils. 

A DUPLICAT. 

[4th of June, 1565. Cott. Lib. Cal. B 10. Col. 890 ' 
A Summary of the Consultation and Advice given by the Lords and others of tha 

Privy Council. Collected out oj' the sundry and several Speecf~es of the saia 
Counsellors. 

Lord Keeper, Mr. Comptroller, 
Lord Treasurer, Mr. Vice Chamberlain, 

l Derby, Mr. Secretary, 
Earls of Bedford, Cave. 

Leicester, Peter, 
Lord Admiral, Mason. 
Lord Chamberlain, 

Questions propounded were these two. 

1. FIRST, what perils might ensue to the Q,ueen3s Majesty, or thia realm, f 
Uie marriage betwixt the Queen of Scotts and the Lord Darnley 

2. What were meet to be done, to avoid or remedy the same. 

To the First. 

The perils being sundry, and very many, were reduced by some counsellors 
~ n t o  ouly one. 

1. First, Tha t  by this marriage, the Queen of Scotts, (being not married,) tr 
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great number in this realm not of the worst subjects might be alienated in their 
minds from their natural duties to Her Majesty, to depend upon tlie success of 
this marriage of Scotland, as a mean to establish the auccession of both the 
crowns in the issue of the same marriage, and so favour all devises and prac- 
tices, that should tend to the advancement of the Queen of Scotts. 

2. Secondly, That considering the chief foundation of them, which furthered 
the marriage of Lord Darnley, was laid upon the trust of such as were Papists, 
as  the only means left to restore the religion of Rome, it was plainly to be seen, 
that both in this realm and Scotland, the Papists would most favour, maintain, 
and fortify this marriage of the Lord Darnley, and would, for furtherance of 
faction in religion, devise all means and Sractices that could be within this 
realm, to disturb the estate of the Queen's Majesty, and the peace of the realm, 
and consequently to achieve their purposes by force rather than fail. By some 
other, these perils, having indeed many branches, were reduced, though some- 
what otherwise, into two sorts, and these werc in nature such as they could not 
be easily severed the one from the other, but were knit and linked together, 
~ a t n r a l l y  for maintaining the one with the other. The first of these sort of 
perils was, that, by this marriage with the Lord Darnley, there was a plain 
intention to further the pretended title of the Queen of Scotts not only to sue- 
ceed the Queen's Majesty, as in her best amity she had professed, but that to 
occupy the Queen's estate, as when she was in power, she did manifestly declare. 

The second was, that hereby the Romish religion should be erected, and 
increased daily in this realm, and these two were thus knit together, that the 
furtherance and maintcnance of the title staid, in furthering of the religion of 
Roine within this realm ; and in like manner the furtherance of the same reli- 
gion stood by the title, for otherwise the title ilad no foundation. 

Proves of the first.) And to prove that the intention to advance the title to 
disturb the Queen's Majesty, must needs ensue, was considered that always the 
intention and will of any person is most manifest, when their powcr is greatest, 
and contrary when power is small, then the intention and will of every person is 
covered and less seen. So  as when the Queen of Scotts power was greatest, by 
her marriage with the Dauphin of Prance, being afterwards French King, it  
manifestly appeared of what mind she and all her friends were, using ther, 
manifestly all the means that could be devised to impeach and dispossess the 
Queen's Majesty, first by writing and publishing herself in all countries Queen 
of England ; by granting charters, patents, and commissions, with that style, 
and with the arms of England, both the French and Scotts, which charters 
remain still undefaced ; and to prosecute it with effect, it  is known what pre 
parations of war were made, and sent into Scotland; and what other forces 
were assembled in foreign countries ; yea, in what manner a shameiul peace 
was made by the French with King Philip to employ all tlie forces of France to 
pursue all the matters by force, which by God's providence and the Queen's 
Majesty contrary power, were repelled; and afterwards, by her husband% 
death, her fortune and power being changed, the intention began to hide itself; 
and although by the Scottish Queen's commissaries an accord was made a t  
Edinburgh, to reform all those titles, and claims, and pretences, yet to this day, 
by delays and cavillations, the ratification of that treaty has been deferred. 
And so now, as soon as she shall feel her power, she will set the same again 
abroad, and by considering of such errors as were committed in the first, her 
friends and allies will amend the same, and proceed substantially to her pur- 
pose. By some it was thought plainly, that the peril was greater of this mar- 
riage with the Lord Darnley, being a subject of this realm, than with the 
mightiest Prince abroad, for by this, he being of this realm, and having for the 
cause of religion, and other respects, made a party here, should increase by 
force with diminution of the power of the realm ; in that whatsoever power he 
could make by the faction of the Papist, a l ~ d  other discontented persons here, 
should be it were deducted out of the power of this realm ; and by the mar- 
riage of a stranger, she could not be assured of any part here ; so as by this 
marriage she should have a portion of her own power to serve her turn, and a 
small portion of adversaries at  home in our own bowels, always seem more dan- 
gerous than treble the like abroad, whereof the examples are in our own stories 
many, that foreign powers never prevailed in this realm, b ~ t  with tho help of 
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some at home. I t  was also remembered, that seeing how before thia attempt of 
marriage, it is found, and manifestly seen, that in every corner of the realm, 
the faction that most favoureth the Scottish title, is grown stout and bold, yea 
seen manifestly in  this court, both in hall and chamber, it could not be but 
(except good heed were speedily given to it) by this marriage, and by the prac- 
tice of the fautors thereof, the same faction would shortly increase, and grow so 
great and dangerous, as the redress thereof would be almost desperate. And 
to this purpose it was remembered, how of late in pcrusing of the substance of 
the justices of the peace, in all the countrics of the realm, scantly a third was 
found fully assured to be trusted in the niatter of religion, upon which only 
string the Queen of Scotts' tltle doth hang, and some doubt might be, that the 
friends of the Earl of Lennox, and his, had more knowledge hereof than was 
thought, and thereby made avant now in Scotland, and their party was so great 
in England as the Queen's Majesty durst not attempt to contrary his marriage. 
And in this sort, was the sum of the perils declared, belng notwithstanding 
more largely and pla~nly set out, and made so apparent by many sure argu- 
ments, as  no one of the council could deny them to be but many and very 
dangerous. 

Secpnd Question. 

The question of this consultation was what were meet to be done to avold 
these perils, or else to  divert the force thereof from hurting the realm ; wherein 
there were a great number of particular devises propounded, and yet the more 
part of them was reduced by some irito three heads. 

1. The first thought necessar? by all persons, as the only thing of the most 
moment and efficacy, to remedy all these perils, and many others, and such as 
without i t  no other remedy could be found suificient, and that was to obtain 
that the Queen's Majesty would marry, and make therein no long delay. 

2. The second was, to advance, establish, and fortify indeed the profession of 
religion, both in Scotland and in England, and to diminish, weaken, and feeble 
the contrary. 

3. The third was, to proceed in sundry things, either to disapppoint and 
break this intended marriage, or, at  the least, thereby to procure the same not 
to be so hurtful to this realin as otherwise it will be. 

Thc  first of these three hath no particular rights in it, but an earnest and 
unfeigned desire and suite, with all humbleness, by prarer to Almighty God, 
and advice and council to the Queen's Majesty, that she would defer no more 
time from marriage, whereby the good subjects of the realm might stay their 
hearts, to depend upon Her Majesty, and the issue of her body, without which 
no surety can be devised to ascertain any person of continuance of their fdmi- 
lies or postcrities, to enjoy that which otherwise should come to them. 

Second, concerning the matters of rcligion, wherein both truth and policy 
were joined together, had these particulars. 

First, whereas of late the adversaries of rcligion, in the realm, have taken 
occasion to comfort and increase their hction, both in England, Scotland, and 
abroad, with a rumour and expectation that the religion shall be shortly changed 
in this realm, by means that the'bishops, by the Queen's Majesty's command 
ment, have of late dealt streightly with some persons of good religion, because 
they had forborn to wear certain apparel, and such like things ; being more of 
Form and accidents, than of any substance, for that it is well lmown that Her 
Majesty had no meaning to comfort the adversaries, but only to maintain an 
uniformity as wcll in things external as in the substance, nor yet hat11 any 
intention to malre any change of the religion, as it is established by laws. I t  
was thought by all men very necessary for the suppressing of the pride an i 
arrogancy of the adversaries, indirectly hereby to notify, by her special letters to 
the two archbishops, that her former commandment was only to retain an uni- 
formity, and not ro give any occasion to anv person to misjudge of Her Majesty, 
in the change of any part of religion, but that she did determine firmly to main- 
tain the form of her religion, as it was established, and to punish such as did 
therein violate her laws. And in these points, some also wished that it might 
please her archbishops, that  if they should see that the adversaries continued in 
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lalring occasion to fortify their faction, that in that case they should use a 
moderation therein, until the next parliament, at  which time, some good, uni- 
form, and decent order might be devised, and established, for such ceremonies, 
so as both uniformity and gravity might be retained amongst the clergy. 

The second means was, that the quondam bishops, and others, which had 
refused to aclinowledge the Queen's Majesty's power over them, according to 
the law, and were of late dispersed in the plague time to sundry places abroad, 
where it is known thcy cease not to advance their faction, might be returned to 
the Tower, or some other prison, wherc they might not have such liberty to 
seduce and inveigle the Queen's Majesty's subjects, as they daily do. 

The third means was, that where the bishops do complain that they dare not 
execute the ecclesiastical laws, to the furtherance of religion, for fear of the pre- 
munire wherewith the judges and lawyers of the rcalm, being not best affected 
in religion, do threaten them, and in many cases lett not to pinch and deface 
theni, that upon such cases opened, some convenient authority might be given 
them, from the Queen's Majesty, to continue during her pleasure. 

The fourth was, that there were daily lewd, injudicious, and unlawful books 
in English brought from beyond seas, and are boldly received, read, and kept, 
and especially in the North, seducing of great numbers of good subjects, the 
like boldness whereofwas never suffered in any other Princess's time, that some 
streight order might be given to avoid the same, and that it might be considered 
by the judges what manner of crime the same is, to maintain sucll boolis, made 
directly against Her Majesty's authority, and maintaining a foreign power, con- 
trary to the laws of the realm. 

Tlle fifth was, that where a great number of monks, fryars, and such lewd 
parsons, are fled out of Scotland, and do serve in England, especially in the 
North, as curates of churches, and all such of them as are not found honest and 
conformablc, may be banished out of the realm, for that it appeareth they do 
sowsedition in the realm, in many places, and now will increase their doings. 

The sixth, where sundry having ecclesiastical livings, are on the other side 
the sea, and from thence maintain sedition in the realm ; that livings may be 
better bcstowcd to the commodity of the realm, upon ~ o o d  subjects. 

The seventh is, that the judges of the realm, having no small authority in 
this realm, in governance of all property of the realm, might be sworn to the 
Queen's Majesty, according to the laws of the rcalm, and so thereby they should 
for conscience' salre maintain the Queen's Majesty's authority. 

The particulars of the third intention to break and avoid this marriage, or 
divert the perils. 

- 

First, to break this marriagc, considoring nothing can likely do i t  but force, or 
fear of force, it is thought by some that these means following might occasion - - 
the breach of the marriige. - 

1. That the Earl of Bedford repair to his charge. 
2. That the works of Berwick be more advanced. 
3. That the garrison be thcre increased. 
4. That  all the wardens put their frontiers in order with speed, to be ready 

a t  an hour's warning. 
5 .  That some noble person, as the Dulre of Norfolk, or the Earl of Salop, or 

such other, be sent into Yorltshire, to be Lieutenant-general in the North. 
6.  That preparations be made of a power to be in readiness to serve, either 

a t  Berwick, or to invade Scotland. 
7. That presently Lady Lennox be committed to some place where she may 

be kept from giving or receiving of intelligence. 
U .  That the Earl of Lennox and his son may be sent for, and required to be 

sent home by the Queen of Scotts, according to the treaty; and if thcy shall 
not :ome, then to denounce to the Queen of Scotts the breach of the treaty, 
and thereupon to enter with hostility; by which proceeding, hope is conceived 
(so the same be done in deeds and not in shervs) that themarriage will be avoided 
or at  the least that it may be qualified from many perils ; and whatsoever is to 
be done herein is to be executcd with specd, whilst she has a party in Scotland 
that favoureth not the marriage, and before any league made by the Queen 01 
Scotts with France or Spain. 
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9. Some other allows well of all these procecd~ngs, saving of pr xeeding to 

hostility, but all do agree in the rest, and also to these particularities following. 
10. That the Earl's lands upon his refusal, or his son's refusing, should be 

seked, and bestowed in gift or custody, as  shall please Her Majesty, upon good 
subjects. 

11. That all manifest favourers of the Earl, in ths North, or elsewhere, be 
inquired for, and that they be, by sundry means, well looked to. 

12. That  inquiry be made in the North, who have the stewardship of the 
Queen'sMajesty7s lands there,and that no person,deserving mistrust,be suffered 
to have governance or rule of any of her subjects or lands in the North, but 
only to retain their fees, and more trusty persons have rule of the same pecple's 
lands. 

13. That  all frequent passages into this realm, to and from Scotland, be 
restrained to all Scottish men, saving auch as have safe conduct, or be especially 
recommended from Mr. Randolph, as favourers of the realm. 

14. That some intelligence be used with such in  Scotland as favour not the 
marriage, and they comforted from time to time. 

15. That the Queen's Majesty's household, chamber, and pensioners, ba 
better seen unto, to avoid broad and uncomely speech used by sundry against - - - - 
the state of the realm. 

16. That  the younger son of the Earl of Lennox, Mr. Charles, be removed 
to some place where he may be forthcoming. 

17. That considering the faction and title of the Queen of Scotts hath now of 
long time received great favour, and continued, by the Queen's Majesty's favour 
herein to the Queen of Scotts and her ministers, and the Lady Catharine, whom 
the said Queen of Scotts accompted as a competitor unto her in pretence of 
title, i t  nlay please the Queen's Majesty, by some exterior act, to show some 
remission of her displeasure to the Lady, and to the Earl of Hartford, that 
the Queen of Scotts thereby may find some change, and her friends put in 
doubt of further proceeding therein. 

18. That  whosoever shall be Lieutcnant in the North, Sir Ralph Sadlermay 
accompany him. 

19. That  with speed the realm of Ireland may be committed to a new 
governor. 

20. Finally, that these advices being considered by Her Majesty, i t  may 
please her to choose which of them she lilreth, and to put them in execution in 
deeds, and not to pass them over in consultations and speeches. 

For i t  is to be assured that her adversaries will use all medns to put their 
intention in execution. Some by practice, some by force, when time shall serve, 
and no time can serve so well the Queen's majesty to interrupt the perils aa 
now a t  the first, before the Queen of Scotts purposes be fully settled. 

Xo. XI. (p. 136.) 

Rado@h to the Earl of Leicester, from Edinburgh, the 31st of July, 1565. 

[Cott. Lib. Gal. B. ix. fol. 216. An original.] 

MAY it  pleage your Lordship, I have rcceived Your Lordship's letter by my 
servant, sumcient testimony of your Lordship's favour towards me, whereof B 
think myself always so assured, that, what other mishap soerer befall me, B 
have cnough to comfort myself with ; though I have not at  this time received 
neither according to the need I stand, nor the necessity of thc service that I 
am employed in, I will rather pass it, as I may with patience, than troukle Your 
Lordship to be further suiter for me, when there is so little hope that ally good 
will be done for me. I doubt not but Your Lordship hath heard by such infor- 
mation a s  I have given from hence, what the present state of this country is, 
how this Queen is now become a married wife, and her husband, the self-same 
day of his marriage, made a King. In their desires, hitherto, they have fount% 
so much to their contentment that if the rest succeed and prosper accordingly 
they may think themselves much happier than there is appeardnce that they 
shall be, so many discontented minds, so much misliking of the subjects to 
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have these matters thus ordered, and in this sort to be brought to pass, I never 
heard of any marriage; so little hope, so little comfort as men do talk was 
never seen, a t  any time, when men should most have showed themselves to 
rejoice, if that consideration of her own honour and well of her country had 
been had as appertained in so weighty a case. This is now their fear, the over- 
throw of religion, the breach of amitie with the Queen's Majesty, and the de- 
struction of as  many of the nobility as she hath misliking of, or that he liketh 
to pitch a quarrel unto. T o  see all these inconveniencys approaching, there 
are a good number that may sooner lament with themselves and complain to 
their neighbours than be able to find remedie to help them ; some attempt with 
all the force they have, but are too weak to do any good; what is required 
otherways, or what means there is made, Your Lordship knoweth ; what ~vill be 
answered, or what will be done therein, we are in great doubt ; and though your 
intent be never so good unto us, yet do we so much fear your delay that our 
ruin shall prevent your support. When council is once taken, nothing so needful 
as  speedy execution. Upon the Queen's Majesty we wholly depend; in Her 
Majesty's hands i t  standeth to save our lives, or to suffer us to perish ; greater 
honour Her Majesty cannot have, than in that which lieth in Her Majesty's 
power to do for us, the sums are not great, the numbers of men are not many 
that we desire ; many will dayly be found, tho' this will be some charge; men 
grow dayly, though at  this time, I think Her Majesty shall lose but few ; her 
friends here being once taken away, where will Her Majesty find the lilie? I 
speak least of that which I think is most earnestly intended by this Queen and 
her husband, when by him it u7as lately said that he cared more for the Papists 
in England than he did for the Protestants in Scotland: if therefore his hopes 
be so great in the Papists of England, what may Your Lorships believe that he 
thinlreth of the Protestants there ? for his birth, for his nurritour, for the honour 
he hath to be of kine to the Queen my mistress, if in preferring those that are 
the Queen's Majesty's worst subjects to those that are herbest,he declareth U-hat 
mind lie beareth to the Queen's Majesty's self; any man may say it is slenderly 
rewarded, and his duty evil forgotten ; he would now seem to be indifferent to 
both the religions, she to use her mass, and he to come sometimes to the preach 
ang: they were married with all the solemnities of the Popish time,saving that he 
heard not the mass : his speech and tallr argue111 his mind, and yet would he 
fain seem to the world that he mere of some religion : his words to all men, 
against whom he conceived any displeasure how urljust soever it be, so proud 
and spiteful that rather he seemeth a monarch of the world than he that, not 
long since, we have seen and lrnown the Lord Darnley : he loolieth now for 
reverence of many that have little will to give it him ; and some there are that 
do give it that think him little worth of it. All honour that may be attributed 
unto any man by a mife, he hath i t  wholly and fully; all praises that may be 
spoken of him he lacketh not from herself: all dignities that she can endue 
him with, which are already given and granted: no man pleaseth her that 
contenteth not him : and what may I say more, she hath given over to him hcr 
whole will, to be ruled and guided as himself bcst lilreth; sbc can as much pre- 
vail with him in any thing that is against his wilI as Your Lordship may with 
me to persuade that I should hang myself; this last dignity out of hand to have 
been proclaimed King, she would have i t  deferred until1 it were agreed by parlia 
ment, or he had been himself 21 years of age, that things done in hls name 
might have the better authority. He would, in no case, have it deferred one 
day, and either then or never ; whereupon this doubt has arisen amongst our 
men of law, whether she being clad with a husband, and her husband not 
.wenty-one years, any thing without parliament can be of strength that is done 
between them ; upon Saturday at  afternoon these matters were long debating. 
And before they were well resolved upon, at  nine hours at  night,by three heralds, 
at  sound of the trumpet he was proclaimed King. This was the night before the 
marriage; this day, Monday at twelve of the clock, the lords, all that were in 
the toun, were present a t  the proclaiming of him again, where no man said so 
much as Amen, saving his father, that cried out aloud God save his Queen ! 
The manner of the marriage was in this sort : upon Sunday in the morning 
between five and six, she was conveyed by divers of her nobles to the chapell ; 
she had upon her back the great mourning gown of black, with the great wide 
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mournmghood,not unlike unto that which she wore thedou'lfnll day of the burial 
of her husband ; she was led into the chapell by the Earl of Lennox and Athol, 
and there was she left until1 her husband came, who also was conveyed by the 
same lords; the minister priest#, two, do there rcceive them, the bands are 
asked the third time, and an instrument talren by a notour that no man said 
against them, or alledged any cause why the marriage might not proceed. Tho 
words were spoken, the rings which were three, the middle a rich diamond, 
were put upon her finger ; they kneel together, and many prayers said over 
them, she tarrieth out the mass, and he talieth a kiss, and leaveth her there, 
and went to her chamber, whither within a space she followeth; and being 
required, according to the solemnity, to cast off her cares and leave aside thosa 
sorrowful garments, and give herself to a more pleasant lifk, after some pretty 
refusall, Inore I believe from manner salie than grief of heart, she suffered them 
that stood by, every man that  could approach, to take out a pin, and so being 
committcd to her ladies, changed her garments but went not to bed, to signify to 
the world that it was not lust that moved lhem to marry, but only the necessity 
of her country, not, if God will, long to leave it destitute of an heir. Suspicious 
men, of such as are given of all things to malre the worst, would that it should 
be believed that they knew each other before that they came tliere ; I would 
not Your Lordship should so believe it, the likelihoods are so great to the con- 
trary that if it  were possible to see such an act done I would not believe it. 
After the marriage followeth commonly great cheer and dancing: to their 
dinner they were conveyed by thewhole nobility; the trumpets sound ; a largess 
cried; money thrown about the house in great abundance, to such as were 
happy to get any part; they dine both at  one table, she upon the upper hand ; 
there serve her these Earls, Athole sewer, Morton carver, Craufoord cup-bearer; 
these serve him in like offices, Earls Eglington, Cassels, and Glencairn ; after 
dinner they danced awhile, and then retired themselves till the hour of supper ; 
and as they dined so do they sap, some dancing there was, and so they go to 
bed ; of all this I have written to Your Lordship I am not oculatus testis to this, 
but of the verity Your Lordship shall not necd to doubt, howsoever I came by 
i t ;  I was sent for to have been a t  the supper, but like a currisl~ or uncourtly carle 
I refused to be there; and yet that which Your Lordship may think might 
move me much, to have had the sight of my mistress, of whom these eighteen 
days by just account I got not a sight. I am, my Lord, talren by all that sort 
es a very evil person, which in my heart I do well allow, and like of myself the 
better, for yet can I not find either honest or good that liketh their doings. I 
leave a t  this time further to trouble Your Lordship, craving pardon for my 
long silence. I have more ado than I am able to discharge, I wallr now more 
abroad by night than by day, and the day too little to discharge myself of that 
which I conceive or receive in the night. As Your Lordship, I am sure, is par- 
taker of such letters as  I write to Mr. Secretary, so that I trust that he ehall 
Je to this, to save me of a little labour to write the same again, most humbly I 
ake my leave at  Edinburgh, the last day of July, 1565. 

No. XII. (p. 138.) 

Letter of the Earl  of Bedford to the Honourable Sir William Cecil, Knt., Hw 
Hajesty's Principal Seeretarj, and one of HET Highness'8 Privy Council. 

[W of Sept. 1565. Paper Office, from the original.] 

AFTER my hearty commendations, this day at  noon Captain Brickwell came 
hither, who brought with him the Queen's Majesty's letters, containing her full 
resolution and pleasure for all things he had in charge to give information of, 
saving that for the aid of the Lords of the Congregation there is nothing deter- 
mined, or a t  the least expressed in the same letters, and for that purpose 
feceived I this morning a letter, subscribed by the Duke, the Earl of Murray, 
Glencarne, and others, craving to be holpen with 300 harquebusyers out of this 
garrison for their better defence. And albeit, I know right well the goodness 
of their cause, and the Queen's Majesty our sovereign's good will, and care 
towards thsm ; and do also understand that it were very requisite to have lhem 
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holpen, for that now their cause is to be in this manner decided, aud that II 
now starldeth upon their utter overthrow and undoing, since the Queen's party 
is a t  the least 5000, and they not much above 1000 ; besides that the Queen hath 
harquebusyers, and they have none, and do yet want the power tliat the Earl 
of Arguyle should bring to them, who is not yet joined with theirs; I have 
thereupon thought good to pray you to be a means to learn Her Majesty's 
pleasure in this behalf, what and how I shall answer them, or otherwise deal in 
this matter, now a t  this their extreme necessity. For, on the one side, lyeth 
thereupon their utter ruin and overthrow, and the miserable subversion of reli- 
gion there ; and, on the other side, to adventure so great and weighty a matter 
as  this is (albeit i t  be but of a few soldiers for a small time), without good 
warraunte, and thereby to bring, peradventure, upon our heads some wilful 
warrs, and in the mean time to leave the place unfurnished (liavingin the whole 
but 800), without any grant of new supply for the same; and, by that means 
also, to leave the marches here the more subject to invasion, while in the mean 
season new helps are preparing ; to this know not I what to say or how to do. 
And so much more I marvel thereof, as  that having so many times written 
touching this mattcr, no resolute determination cometh. And so between the 
writing and looking for answer, the occasion cannot pass but must needs pro- 
ceed and have success. God turn it to his glory; but surely all men's reason 
hath qreat cause to fear it. Such a push it is now come unto, as this little supply 
would do much good to advance God's honour, to continue Her Majesty's great 
and careful memory of them, and to preserve a great many noblemen and gen 
tlemen. If it be not now helpen it is gone for ever. Your good will and affec- 
tion that way I do nothing mistrust, and herein shall take such good advice as 
by any means I can. I received from these lords two papers enclosed, the effect 
whereof shall appear unto you. For those matters that Captain Brickwell 
brought, I shall answer you by my next, and herewith send you two letters 
from Mr. Randolph, both received this day. By him you shall hear that the 
Protestants are retired from Edenborough, further off. So I hope your resolu- 
tion for their aid shall come in time, if it come with speed, for that they will 
not now so presently need them ; and so with my hearty thanks commit you to 
God. From Berwick, this 2d of Sept. 1565. 

No. XTII. (p. 138.) 

The Queen to the Earl  of Bedford. 

[12th Sept. 1566. Paper Office.] 

UPON the advertizements lately received from you, with such other things as 
came also from the Lord Scrope and Thomas IZandolph, and upon the whole 
matter well considered, we have thus determined. We will, with all the speed 
that we can, send to you 30001. to be thus used. If you shall certainly under- 
stand that the Earl of Murray hath such want of money, as  the impresting to 
him of 10001. might stand him in stead for the help to defend himself, you shall 
presently let him sccretly to understand that you will, as of yourself, let him 
have so much, and so we will that you let him have, in the most secret sort that 
you can, when the said sum shall come to you, or if you can, by any good 
means, advance him some part thereof beforehand. 

The other 20001. you shall cause to be kept whole, unspent, if it  be not that 
you shall see necessary cause to imprest some part thereof to the now numbers 
of the 600 footmen and 100 horsemen ; or to the casting out of wages of such 
workmen as by sickness or othertvise ought to be discharged. And where we 
perceive, by your sundry letters, the earnest request of the said Earl of Mulray 
and his associates, that they might have, at  the least, 300 of our Soldiers to aid 
them. And that you also write, that though we would not command you to 
give them aid, yet if we would but wink at your doing herein, and seem to 
blame you for attempting such things, as you with the help of others should 
bring about, you doubt not but things would do well ; you shall understand for 
a truth tliat we have no intention, for many respects, to maintain any other 
Prince's subjects to take arms against their sovereign ; neither would we will- 
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mgly do any thing to give occasion to make wars betwixt us and that Prince, 
which has caused us to forbear hitherto to give you any power to let them be 
aided with any men. But now, considering we take it, that they are pursued, 
notwithstanding their humble submission and offer to be ordered and tried by 
law and justice, which being refused to them, they are retired to Dumfrese, a 
place near our west marches, as i t  seerneth there to defend themselves, and 
adding thereunto the good intention, that presently the French King pre- 
tendeth, by sending one of his to join with some one of ours, and jointly to 
treat with that Queen, and to induce her to forbear this manner of violent and 
rigorous proceeding against her subjects, for which purpose the French ambas- 
sador here with us has lately witten to that Queen, whereof answer is daily 
looked for; to the intent, in the mean time, the said lords should not be 
oppressed and ruined for lack of some hclp to defend them, we are content and 
do authorize, if you shall see it necessary for their defence, to let them (as of 
your own adventure, and without notifying that you have any direction therein 
from us) to have the number of 300 soldiers, to be taken, either in whole bands 
or to be drawn out of all your bands, as you shall see cause ; and to cover the 
matter the better, you shall send these numbers to Carlisle, as to be laid there 
in garrison, to defend that march, now in this time that such powers are on tlie 
other part drawing to those frontiers, and so from thence as you shall see cause 
to direct of, the same numbers, or any of them, may most covertly repair to the 
said lords, when you shall expressly advertize, that you send them that aid only 
for their defence, and not therewith to make war against the Queen, or to do 
any thing that may offend her person ; wherein you shall so precisely deal with 
them, that they ]nay perceive your care to be such, as if i t  should otherwise 
appear, your danger should be so great as all the friends you have could not be 
able to save you, towards us. And so we assure you our conscience moveth us 
to charge you so to proceed with them ; for otherwise than to preserve thern 
from ruin, we do not yield to give them aid of money or men : and yet we 
would not that either of these were known to be our act, but rather to be 
rovered with your own desire and attempt. 

No. XIV. (p. 141.) 

Randolph to Cecil, from Edinburgh, 7th Feb. 1565-6. 

[An original.] 

MY humble duty considered ; what to write of the present state of the coun- 
try I am so uncertain, by reason of the daily alterations of men's minds, that it 
maketh me much slower than otherwise I would. Within these few days thsre 
was some good hope that this Queen would have shewed some favour towards 
the lords, and that Robert Melvin should have returned unto them with com- 
fort upon some conditions. Since that time there are come out of France, 
Clernau by land, and Thorneton by sea ; the ono from the Cardinal, the othcr 
from the Bishop of Glasgow. Since whose arrival, neither can there be good 
word gottcn, nor appearance of any good intended them, except that they bc 
able to perswade the Queen's Majesty, our sovereign, to make her heir apparent 
to the croun of England. I write of this nothing less than I know that she 
hath spolren. And by all means that she thinketh the best doth travaile to bl-ing 
i t  to pass. There is a band lately devised, in which the late Pope, the Emperor, 
the Icing of Spain, the Duke of Savoy, with divers Princcs of Italy, and the 
Queen-mother, suspected to be of the same confederacy, to maintain Papistry 
throughout Christiandom ; this band was sent out of France by Thorneton, and 
is subscribed by this Queen, the copy thereof remaining with her, and tlie prin 
cipal to be returned very shortlie, as I hear, by Mr. Stephen Willson,a fit nlinisler 
for such a devilish devise; if the coppie hereof may be gotten, that shall be 
sent s s  I conveniently may. Monsieur Rambollet came to this toun up011 Mon- 
day, he spoke that night to the Queen and her husband, but not long ; the next 
day he held long conferences with them both, but nothing came to the know- 
ledge of any whereof they intreated. I cannot spealr with any that hath any 
hope that there will be any good done for the lordn by him, though it is said that 
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he hath very good will to do so to the uttermost of his power. H e  is lodged 
near to the court, and liveth upon the Queen's charges. Upon Sunday the 
order is given, whereat means made to many to be present that day a t  the mass. 
Upon Candlemas-day there carried their candles, with the Queen, her husband, 
the Earle of Lennos, and Earle Athol; divers other lords have been called 
together and required to be a t  the mass that day, some have promised, as  Cas- 
sels, Montgomerie, Seton, Cathness. Others have refused, as Fleming, Leving- 
ston, Lindsay, Huntly, and Bothel ; and of then1 all Bothel is the stoutest, but 
worst thought of; it was moved in council that mass should have been in Saint 
Giles' church, which I believe was rather to tempt men's minds than intcnded 
indeed : She was of late minded again to send Robert Melvin to negociate with 
such as she trusteth in amongst the Queen's Majesty's subjects, of whose good 
willis this way I trust that the bruit is greater than thc truth, but in these mat- 
ters Her Majesty is too wise not in time to be ware, and provide for the worst ; 
some in that country are thought to be privie unto the bands and confederacie of 
which I have written, whereof I am sure there is some things, tho' perchance of 
all I have not heard the truth ; in this court divers quarles, contentions, and 
dcbates, nothing so much sought as to maintain mischief and disorder. David 
yet retaineth still his place, not without heart-grief to many that see their 
sovereign guided chiefly by such a fellow: the Queen hath utterly refused to do 
any good to My Lord of Argyll, and i t  is said that shall he the first voyage that 
she will make after she is delivered of being with child ; the bruit is common 
that she is, but hardly believed of many, and of this I can assure you, that there 
have of late appeared some tokens to the contrary. 

No. XV. (p. 145.) 

Part of a Letterfrom the Earl of Bedford and N r .  Thomas Randolph to the Lords 
of the Council of England from Berwick, 27th of Narch, 1566. An Original in 
the Cotton Library, Caligula, b. 10. fol. 372. 

MAY IT PLEASE YOUR HONOURS, 

HERING of SO maynie matters as  we do, and fyndinge such varietie in the 
reports, we have myche ado to decerne the veritie ; which rnaketh us thc slower 
and loother to put any thing in wrytinge to the entente we wold not that Your 
Honours, and by you the Queen's Majcstie, our sovereigne, should not be 
advertised but of the verie trothe as we can possible. T o  this end we thought 
good to send up Captain Carewe, who was in Edinbourge at  the tyme of the 
last attemptate, who spoke there with diverse, and after that with the Queen's 
self and her husband, conforme to that which we have learned by others and 
know by this reporte, we send the same, confirmed by the parties self, that were 
there prcsent and assysters unto these that were executors of the acte. 

This we fynde for certain, that the Queen's husband being entered into a 
vehement suspicion of David, that by hym some thynge was committed, which 
was most agaynste the Queen's honour, and not to be borne of his perte, fyrste 
communicated his mynde to George Duglas, who, fynding his sorrowes so great, 
sought all the means he coulde to put some remedie to his gricff; and commu- 
nicating the same unto My Lord Ruthen by the Icing's commandment, no other 
waye col~lde be found tnen that David should be taken out of the waye. 
Wherein he was so earnest and daylye pressed the same, that no reste could be 
had uutyll i t  was put in execution. To  this that  was found good, that the 
Lord Morton and Lord Lindsaye should be made privie to th' intente that theie 
might have their friends a t  hande, yf neade required ; which caused them to 
assemble so mayny, as theie thought sufficient against the tyme, that this deter- 
mination of theirs should be put in  axecutione ; which was determined the ixth 
of this instante, 3 daies afore the parliament should begyne, a t  which time the 
sayde lordes were assured that the Erles Argyle, Morraye, Rothes and their 
complyces sholde have been forfeited, yf the King could not be persuaded 
through this means to be their friends ; who for the desyre he had6 that this 
intent should take effect, th' one waye was contente to yielde, without all dim- 
caltie, to t'other, with this condition, that theic should give their consents, that 
he might have the crowne rc~atrimonial. He was so impatient to see theso 
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things he saw, and were daylye brought to his eares, that he dayly pressed the 
said Lord Ruthen, that  there might be no longer delaye ; and to the intent that 
myght be manifeste unto the world that he approved the acte, was content to be 
a t  the doing of that himself. 

Upon Saturdaye a t  night neire unto vrrI of the clock the King conveyeth him- 
self, the Lord Ruthen, George Duglass, and two others, throwe his pwnechamber 
by the privy stayers up to the Queen's chamber, going to which there is a cabi- 
net about XII foot square ; in the same a little low reposing bed and a table, a t  
the which theyr were sitting at  the supper, the ~ u e e n e ,  t%e Lady Argile, and 
David with his capp upon his head. Into the cabinet there cometh in the King 
and Lord Ruthen, who willed David to come forth, saying, that was no place 
for him. The Queen said, that i t  was her will. Her howsband answerede, 
that yt was against her honour. The Lord Ruthen said, that he should lerne 
better his dutie, and offering to have taken him by the arm, David took the 
Queen by the blychtes of her gown and put himself behind the Queen who 
wolde gladlee have saved him : But the King having loosed his hand, and 
holding her in his arms, David was thrust out of the cabinet throw the bed 
chamber into the chamber of presens, whar were the Lord Morton, Lord Lind- 
sey, who intending that night to have reserved him, and the next day to hang 
him, so many being about him that bore him evil will ; one thrust him into the 
boddie with a dagger, and after him a great many others, so that he had in his 
bodie above wonds. I t  is told for certayne, that the ICinges own dagger was 
left sticking in him. Wheather he stuck him or not we cannot here for cer- 
tayn. He was not slayne in the Queen's presens, as was said, but going down 
the stayres out of the chamber of prcsens. 

There remained a long tyme with the Queen her howsband and the Lord 
Ruthen. She made, as we here, great intercession that he shold have no harm. 
She blamed greatlee her howsband that was the actor of so foul a deed. I t  is 
said that he did answer, that David had more companie of her boddie than he 
for the space of two months ; and, therefore, for her honour and his own con 
tentment he gave his consent that he should be taken away. I t  is not" (saythe 
she) the woman's part to seek the husband, and therefore in that the fault 
was his own." He said that when he came, she either wold not, or made herself 
sick. Well," saythe she, YOU have taken your last of me and your fare 
well.'' Then were pity, myth the Lord Ruthen, he is Your Majesty's husband, 
and must yield dutie to each other. "Why may I not," saythe she, leave 
him as well as  your wife did her husband?" Other have done the like. The 
Lord Ruthen said, that she was lawfully divorced from her husband, and for no  
such cause as the King found himself greve. Besydcs, this man was mean, 
basse, enernie to the nobility, shame to her, and destruction to herself and coun- 
try. (6 Well," saith she, " that shall be dear blude to some of you, yf his be 
spylt." God forbid, sayth the Lord Ruthen ; for the more Your Grace showo 
yourself offended, the world will judge the worse. 

Her husband this tyme speaketh litle, herself continually weepeth. The Lord 
Ruthen being ill a t  ease and weak, calleth for a drink, and saythe, 6' This I 
must do with Your Majesties pardon," and persuadeth her in the best sort 
he could, that she would pacify herself. Nothing that  could be said could 
please her. 

In  this mean time there rose a nombre in the court ; to pacify which there 
went down the Lord Ruthen, who went strayt to the Erles Huntly, Bothwell, 
and Atholl, to quiet them, and to assure them for the King that nothing was 
intend against them. These notwithstanding taking fear when theie heard that 
My Lord of Murray would be there the next day, and Argile meet them, Huntly 
and Bothwell both get out of a window and so depart. Atholl had leave of the 
&g, with Flysh and Glandores (who v a s  lately called Deysley the person of 
Owne) to go where they wold, and bringconcorde out of the court by the Lord 
of Lidington. Theie went that night to such places where they thought them- 
selves in most sauftie. 

Before the King leaft talk with the Queen, in the hering of the Lord Ruthen, 
she was contents that he shold lie with her that night. We know not how he 
* * himself, bat came not a t  her, and excused hymself to his friends, that he 
was so sleepia that he coald not wake in due season. 
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There were in this companie two that came in with the King; the one 

Andrewe Car of Fawdenside, whom the Queen sayth would have stroken her 
with a dagga ,and one Patrick Balentine, brother to the justice clerk, who also, 
IIer Grace sayth, offered a dag against her belly with the coelr down. We 
havc bcen earnestly in hand with the Lord Ruthen to know the varitie ; but 11e 
assoureth us of the contrarie. There were in the Queen's chamber the Lord 
Robert, Arthur Arskin, one or two others. They at  the first offering to make a 
defence, the Lord Ruthen drawd his dagger, and 4 mo weapons then, that were 
not drawn nor seen in her presens, as we are by this Lord assured. 

[The letter afterwards gives an account of the flight to Dunbar Castle, 
whither resorted unto the Lords Huntly and Bothwell. That  the Earl of Mor- 
ton and Lord Ruthen find themselves left by tlie King for d l  his fair promises, 
bonds, and subscriptions. That  he had protested before the council that he 
was never consenting to the death of David, and that it is sore against his will : 
'6 That of the great substance David hod there is much spoken, some say in 
gold to the value of 11111S. His apparel was very good, as it is said, 28 pair of 
velvet hose. His chamber well furnished, armour, dagger, pystoletts, harqne- 
buses, 22 swords. Of all this nothing spoyld or lacked saving 2 or 3 dagger. 
He had the custody of all the Queen's letters, which all were delivered unlooked 
upon. We hear of a juill that he had hanging about his neck of some price 
that cannot be heard of. He had upon his back when he was slayn, a night 
gown of damask furred, with a satten dublet, a hose of russet velvet."] 

No. XVI. (p. 148:) 

P a r t  of a Letter from Randolph to Ceci2, Jan .  16, 1565-6. 

-- I CANNOT tell what misliking of late there hat11 been between Her 
Grace and her husband, he presseth earnestly for the matrimonial crown, 
which she is loth hastily to grant, but willing to keep somewhat in store, until 
she know how well he is worth to enjoy such a sovereignty; and thereforc it is 
thought that the Parliament for a time shall be deferred, but hereof I can write 
no certainty. 

From Hr .  Randolph's Letter to Secretary CeciE. 

[4 April, 1566. Paper Office, from the original.] 

THE justice-clerk in hard terms, more for his brother's cause than any desert, 
and as far as I can hear the King of all other in worst, for neither hath the 
Queen good opinion of him for attempting of any thing that was against her 
will, nor the people that he hath denied so manifest a matter, being proved to 
be done by his commandment, and now himself to be the accuser and pursuer of 
tllenl that did as he willed them. This Scott, that was executed, and Murray 
that was yesterday arreigned, were both accused by him. I t  is written to me, 
for certain, by onc that upon Monday last spoli with the Queen, that she is  
determined that the house O F  Lennox shall be as poor in Scotland as ever i t  
was. The Earl continueth sick, sore troubled in mind : he staith in the abby, 
his son has been once with him, and he once with the Queen, since she came 
to the castle. The Queen hath now seen all the covenants and bands that 
passed between the King and the lords, and now findeth that his declaration, 
before her and council, of his innocency of the death of David, was false ; and 
grievously offended that, by their means, he should seek to come to the orown 
matrimonial. 

P a r t  of a LetterPom Randolph to Cecil, from Bemick, 25th April, 1566. 

-THERE is continually very much speech of the discord between the 
Queen and her husband, so far that, that is commonly said and believed of him- 
self, that Mr. James Thornton is gone to Rome to sue for a divorce between 
them. I t  is very certain that  Rlalevasier had not spolren with him within these 
rhrae days. H e  is neither accompany'd nor looked upon of any nobleman: 
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attended upon by certain of his own servants, and six or seven of the guard ; 
a t  liberty to do, and go where and what he will, they have no hope yet among 
themselves of quietness. - David's brother, named Joseph, who came this way with Malevasier, 
unknown to any man here, is become secretary in his brother's place. 

No. XVII. (p. 150.) 

The Earl of Bedford to Cecil, 3d August, 1566. 

THE Queen and her husband agree after the old manner, or rather worse. 
She eatetli but very seldom with him, lieth not nor keepeth company with him, 
nor loveth any such as love him. He is so far out of her books, as at  her going 
out of the castle of Edinburgh, to remove abroad, he knew nothing thereof. 
It cannot for modesty, nor with the honour of a Queen, be reported what she 
said of him. One Hickman, an English merchant there, having a water spaniel, 
which was very good, gave him to Mr. James Melvil, who afterwards, for the 
pleasure which he saw the King have in such kind of dogs, gave him to the 
icing. The Queen thereupon fell ~narvellously out with Melvil, and called him 
dissembler and flatterer, and said she could not trust one, who would give any 
thing to such a oue as she loved not. 

The Earl of Bedford to Cecil, August 8. 

THE disagreement between the Queen and her husband continueth, or rather 
mcreaseth. Robert Melvill drawing homewards, within twelve miles of Edin- 
burgh, could not tell where to find the Queen ; sith which time she is come to 
Edinburgh, and had not twelve horses attending on her. There was not then, 
nor that I can hear of since, any lord, baron, or other nobleman in her company. 
The King her husband is gone to Dumfermling, and passeth his time as well 
as he may ; having a t  his farewell such countenance as would malre a husband 
heavy a t  the heart. 

Sir John Forster to Cecil, 8 Sept. from Berwick. 

THE Queen hath her husband in small estimation, and the Earl of Lennos 
came not in the Queen's sight since the death of Davy. 

Sir John Forster to Cecil, 11th December. 

THE Earl of Bothwell is appointed to receive the ambassadors, and all things 
for the christening arc at  His Lordship's appointment, and the same is scarcely 
well liked of the nobility, as is said. The King and Queen is presently at  
Craigmillar, but in little greater familiarity than he was all the while past. 

Aduerttisements out of Scotland from the Earl of Bedford. 

[August 1566. Paper Office. From the original.] 

THAT the Icing and Queen agreed well together two days after her coming 
from --, and after My Lord of Murray's coming to Edinburgh, some new 
discord has happened. The Queen hat11 declared to My Lord of Murray that 
the Icing bears him evil will, and has said to her that he is determined to lrill 
him, finding fault that she doth bear him so much company ; and in like manner 
hath willed My Lord of Murray to spiere it a t  the King, which he did a few 
nights since in the Queen's presence, and in the hearing of divers. The King 
confessed, that reports were made to him, that My Lord of Murray was not 
his friend, which made him speak that thing he repented; and the Queen 
affirmed, that the King had spolren such words unto her, and confessed before 
the whole house, that she could not be content that either he or any other 
should be unfricnd to  My Lord of Murray. My Lord of Murray enquired the 
same sroutly, and used his speech very modestly, in the nieark time the King 
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departed very grieved; he cannot bear that the Queen should use familiarity 
either with man or woman, and especially the ladies of Arguile, Murray, and 
Marre, who keep most company with her. My Lord of Murray and Bothwell 
have been at  evil words for the L. of Ledington, before the Queen, for he and 
Sir James Balfour had new come from Ledington, with his answer upon such 
heads or articles as Bothwell and he should agree upon, which being reported 
te the said Earl in the Queen's presence, made answer, that ere he parted with 
such lands as was desired, he should part with his life. My Lord of Murray 
said stoutly to hirn, that twenty as honest men as he should lose their lives ere 
he reafte Ledington. The Queen spake nothing, but heard both; in these 
terms they parted, and since, that 1 hear of, have not met. The Queen after 
her hunting came to Edinburgh, and carrieth the Prince thence to Stirling with 
her. This last Saturday was executed a servant of the Lord Ruthven's, who 
confessed that he was in the cabinet, but not of council of the fact. The Queen 
hath also opened to My Lord of Murra.y, that money was sent from the Pope, 
how much i t  was, and by whom, and for what purpose it was brought. 

No. XVIII. (p. 156.) 

Par t  of a Letter from Elizabeth to Nary, Feb. 20, 1569. A copy interlined by 
Cecil. It contains an answer to a complaining letter of Nary's upon the im- 
prisoning of the Bishop of Ross. 

- AFTER this [i. e. Mary's landing in Scotland] how patiently did I bear 
with many vain delays in not ratifying the treaty accorded $y your own com- 
missioners, whereby I received no small unkindness, besides the manifold causes 
of suspicion that I might not hereafter trust to any writings. Then followed 
a hard manner of dealing with me, to intice my subject and near kinsman, the 
Lord Darnly, under colour of private suits for land, to come into the realm, to 
proceed in treaty of marriage with him without my knowledge, yea to conclude 
the same without my assent or liking. And how many unkind parts accom- 
pany'd that fact, by receiving of my subjccts that were base runnagates and 
offenders at home, and enhansing them to places of credit against my will, with 
many such like, I will leave, for that the remembrance of the same cannot but 
be noysome to you. And yet all these did I as it were suppress and overcome 
with my natural inclination of love towards you : and did afterwards gladly, as 
you know, christen your son, the child of my said kinsman, that had before so 
unloyally offended me, both in marriage of you, and in other undutiful usages 
towards me his sovereign. How friendly also dealt I by messages to reconcile 
him, being your husband, to you, when others nourished discord betwixt you, 
who as it seemed had more power to work their purposes, being evil to you both, 
than I had to do you good, in respect of the evil I had received. Well I will 
overpass your hard accidents that followed for lack of following my council. 
And then in your most extremity, when you was a prisoner indeed, and in 
danger of your life from your notorious evil willers, how far from my mind 
was the remembrance of any former unlsi~ldness you had shewed me. Nay, 
how void was I of respect to the designs which the world had seen attempted 
by you to my crown, and the security that might have ensued to my state by 
your death, when I finding your calaniity to be great, that you were a t  the 
pit's brink to have miserably lost your life, did not only intreat for your life, 
but so threatened some as were irritated against you, that I only may say it, 
even I was the principal cause to save your life. 

No. XIX. (p. 163.) 

I:etter of Q. Elizabeth to Q. of Scots. Thus Narked on the back with Cecil's 
hand.-Copia Literarum Rkgioe Majestatis ad Reginam Scotorum VIIIO. 
Aprilis. 

[Paper Office.] 

MADAME, vous ayant trop molest6 par M. de Crocq, je n'eusse eu si peu de 
consid6ralion de vous fascher de cette lettre, si les liens de charit6 vers les ruinez, 
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e t  les priBres des rnis6rables ne m'y contraignassent. Je  entens que un edit a 
6t6 divulgue de par vous, madame, que ung chascun, que veult justifier que ons 
est6 les meurtriers de votre feu mari, et mon feu cousin, vieunent B le faire le 
xrrme de ce mois. L a  quelle chose, comme c'est plus honorable e t  nkcessaire, 
qui en  tel cas se pourra faire, ne y estant caclik quelque mistBre ou finesse, ainsi 
le pBre et amis du mort gentelhomme m'ont humblement requis,,que je vous 
priasse de prolongue le jour, pource qu'ilz cognoissent que les inlques se sont 
combinks par force de faire ce que par droict ils ne pourront pas faire ; partant, 
je ne puis mais sinon pour l'amour de vous meme, B qui il tourhe le plus, et 
pour l a  consolation des innocens, de vous exhorter le leur conceder cette re- 
queste, Iaquelle, si elle les seroit ni6, vous tourneroit grandement en souPGon, 
de plus que j'esp8re ne pensez, et que ne voudriez volontiers ouyr. Pour 
l'amour de Dieu, madame, usez de tellc sinckrit8 et prndence en ce cas qui vous 
touche de si prss, que tout le monde aye raison, de vous livrer comme innocente 
d'ung crime si Bnorme, chose que si ne fistes, seriez dignement esbolye hors de 
rancz de Princesses, et non sans cause faite opprobre de vulgaire, et plutBt que 
cela vous avienne, je vous souhaiterois une sipulture honorable, qu'une vie 
macul15e ; vous voiez, madame, que je vous traite comme ma fille, et vous 
promets, que si j'en eusse, ne luy souhaiterois mieulx, que je vous desire comme 1 le Seigneur Dieu me porte tesmoignage, B que je prie de bon cceur de vous 
inspirer B faire ce qui vous sera plus B honneur, et B vos amis plus de consola- 
tion, avec mes tr6s cordialles recommendations colnme a icelle i qui se souhaite 
le plus de bien, qui vous pourra en ce monde avenir. Do West. ce 8 jour de 
Janvier* en haste. 

No. XX, (p. 168.) 

Account of the Sentence of Divorce between the Earl  of Bothwell and Lad3 Jean 
Gordon, his Wi f e .  From a .Manuscript belonging to .Mr. David fileoner, 
Advocate. Pol. 455. 

UPOUN the 29 of Apryle, 1567, before the Richt Hon. Mr. Robert Maitland, 
Dean of Aberdene, Mr. Edward Henryson, doctor in the laws, two of the sena- 
tors of the college of justice, Mr. Clement Little, and Mr. Alexander Syme, 
advocatiis, commissers of Edinr.; compeered Mr. Henry Icinrosse, procurator 
for Jean Gourdouue, Countess of Bothwell. constitute be her for pursewing of 
ane proces of divorcement intendit by her contra Jarnes Erle Bothwel, her hus- 
band, for adultry committed be him with Bessie Crawfurde, the pursuer's ser- 
vant for the time ; and sicklyke, for the said Erle, compcared Mr. Edmond Hay, 
vho ,  efter he had pursued and craved the pursuer's procurator's oath de calum- 
nia, if he had just caus to pursew thc said action, and obtained it, denyed the 
libell, and the said Mr. Harrie tool< the morne, the last day of Apryle, to prove 
the same pro prima. The  quhilk day, having produced some witnesses, he took 
the next day, being the 1 of May, to do farther diligence, upon the quhillc 1 of 
May, he produced some moe witnesses, and renounced farther probatiouno. 
After quhills, he desired a term to be assigned to pronounce sentence. T o  whom 
the said commissars assigned Satterday next, the 3 of May, to pronounce sen- 
tence therein, secundunl alegata et probata, quhilk accordingly was given that 
day in favour of the pursewar. 

At  the same time there was another proces intendit be the Er1 3f Bothwell 
'contr his lady, for to have their marriage declared nul, as being contracted 
against the canons, without a dispensation, and he and his lady being within 
degrees defendand, viz. ferdis a kin, and that wyse for expeding of this proces, 
there was a commissioune grantit to the Archbishop of St. Androis to cognosce 
and determine it, and Rot. Bishop of Dunlteld, William, Bishop of Dunblane, 
Rlr. Andro Craufurd, chanon in Glasgow and parson of Egelshame, Mr. Ales- 
ander Criecl~toun, and Mr. George Coolre, Chancellor of Dunlteld, and to Mr. 
Johne Mandcrstoune, chanon in Ounbar and prebendar of Beltouiie, or any ane 
of them. This commissione is datit 27th Aprile, 1567, was presented to two of 
the saids commissioners, viz. Mr. Andr. Crawfurd and Mr. John Manderstoune 

A mistake in the date correcred with Cecil's hand VIIIO Aprilis, 
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on Satterday, 3 May, by Mr. Thomas Hepburne, parson of Auldhamstocks, pro 
curator for the Erle of Bothwell, who accepted the delegatioune, and gave out 
their citation by precept, directed Decano Christianitatis de Hadingtoune, nec 
non vicario seu curato eccle. parochis de Creichtoune, seu cuicunq; alteri 
capellano debiti requisitis, fer summoning, a t  the said Erle's instance, both of 
tlie lady personally if she could be had, or otherways at  the parosche lrerk of 
Creichtoune the time of service, or at her dwelling place before witnesses, 
primo, secundo, tertio et peremptorie, unico tamen contextu protuplice edicto. 
And likeways to be witnesses in the said matter, &ex. Bishop of Galloway, 
who did marry the said Erle and his lady in Halerud-hous ltirk, in Feb. 1565, 
Sir John Bannstyne of Auchnole, justice clerk, Mr. Robert Creichtoun of Elliolr, 
the Queen's advocatc, Mr. David Chalmers, provost of Creichtoun and chan- 
cellor of Ross, Michael-Abbot of Melross, and to compear before the said 
judges or any one of them in St. Geil's kirk in Edl: on Monday, the 5 of May, 
be thamselves, or their procurators. Upon the said 5 day, Mr. John Mander- 
stoun, one of the judge's delegat only being present, compeared the same pro- 
curators for both the parties that were in the former proces, Mr. Edmund Hay 
( articulatlie *) and some of the witnesses summoned produced, 
and received for proving the same. The said procurator renounced farder pro- 
hationne, and the judge assigned the morne, the 6th of May, ad publicandum 
products, nempe depositiones ipsorum testium. The quhilk day, post publi- 
catas, depositiones prsdictas, Mr. Hen. Kinrosse, procurator for the lady, 
instanter objecit objectiones juris generaliter, contra producta, insuper renun- 
ciavit ulteriori defensioni ; proinde conclusa de consensu procuratorum hinc 
inde causa judex prredictus statuit crsstinum diem pro termina, ad pronuncian- 
dum suam sententiam definitivam, ex deductis coram eo, in praesenti causa e t  
processu. Conform hereunto, on Wednesday, the 7th of May, the said judge 
gave out his sentence in favour of the Erle, declaring the marriage to be, and 
to have been null from the beginning, in respect of their contingence in blood, 
which hindered their lawful marriage without a dispensation obtained of befoir. 

No. XXI. (p. 170.) 

A Letter from England concerning the Nurder of King Hen y Darnley. 

[E. of Morton's Archieves. Bundle B. No. 25.1 

HAVING the commodity of this bearer Mr. Clark, I tho't good to write a few 
words unto you. 1 have recd somc writs from you, and some I have seen lately 
sent to others from you, as namely to the Earl of Bedford of the 16th of May. 
1 have participat the contents thereof to such as I thought meet, this mekle I 
can assure you ; the intelligence given hithere by the French was ontrne, for 
there u7as not one Papist nor Protestant which did not consent that justice 
shonld be done, be the Queen my sovns aid and support, against such as had 
committed that abominable ill murder in your country; but to say truth, the 
lack and coldness did not rise from such as werc called to council, but from such 
as slzould give life and execution thereunto. And further, I assure you, I never 
knew no matter of estate proponed which had so many favourers of all sorts of 
nations as this had : yea, I can say unto you, no man promoted the rnatter with 
greater affection, than the Spanish ambassador. And sure I am that no man 
dare openly be of any other mind, but to affirm that whosoever is guilty of this 
murder, hand fasted with advoutre, is unworthy to live. I shall not need to tell 
you, which be our letts, and stayes from all good things here. You are 
acquainted with them as well as I. Neds I must confess, that howsoever we 
omit occasions of benefit, honour, and surety; i t  behoveth your whole nobility, 
and namely such as before and after the murder were deemed to allow of Bod- 
well, to prosecute with sword and justice the punishment of those abominable 
acts, though we lend you but a cold aid, and albeit you, and divers others, both 
honourable and honest, be well known to me, and sundry others here, to be jus. 
tifiable in all their actions and doings; yet think not the contrary but your 

* Two words in the parenthesis illegible. 
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whole nation is blemished and infamit by these doings which lately passed 
among you. What we shall do I know not, neither do I write unto you 
assuredly, for v e  be subject unto many mutations, and yet I think we shall 
either aid you, or continue in the defence and safeguard of your Prince, so as i t  
appear to us that you mean his safeguard indeed, and not to run the fortune of 
France, which will be your own destruction if you be unadvised. I know not 
one, no not one of any quality or estate in this country, which does allow of the 
Queen your sovereign, but would gladly the world were rid of her, so as the 
same were done without farther slander, that is to say by ordinary justice. 
This I send the 23d of May. 

No. XXII. (p. 173.) 

Part of a Letter from Sir Nicolas Throkmorton to Cecil, l l t h  of July, 1567. 
from Berwick. 

[An Origmal. Paner Office.] 

- SIR, your letter of the 6th of July, I received the 10th a t  Berwick. 1 
am sorry to see that the Queen's Majesty's disposition altereth not towards the 
lords, for when all is done, it is they which must stand her more in stead, than 
the Queen her cousin, and will be better instruments to work. some benefite and 
quietness to Her Majesty and her realm, than the Queen of Scotland which is 
void of good fame. 

A Letter from Sir Mcolns Throkmorton to Cecil, from Fastcastle, 
12th of July, 1565. 

[Paper Office.] 

SIR, as yow might perceive by my letter of the l l t h  July, I lodged a t  Fast- 
castle that night accompanyed with the Lord Hume, the Lord of Ledington, 
and James Melvin, where I was entreated very well accord~ng to the state of 
the place, which is fitter to lodge prisoners than folks at  liberty, as it is very 
little, so it is very strong. By the conference I have had with the Lord of 
Ledington I find the lords his associates and he hath left nothing unthought of, 
which may be either to thir danger or work then1 suerty, wherein they do not 
forget what good and harme Frsnce may do them, and likewise they consider 
the same of England ; but as farr as I can perceive, to be plaln with yow, they 
find more perril to grow unto them through the Queen's Majestys dealing than 
either they do by the French, or by any contrary faction amongest themselves, 
for they assure themselves the Queen will leave them in the bryers if they run 
her fortoun, and though they do acknowledge great benefit as well to them, as to 
the realm of England by her Majestys doings at  Leith, whereof they say mutu- 
ally Her Majesty and both the realms have received great fruit : yet upon other 
accidents which have chanced since, they have observed such things in Her 
Majestys doings, as have ended to the danger of such as she hath dealt withal, 
to the overthrow of your own designments, and little to the suerty of any party: 
and upon these considerations and discourses at length, methinketh I find a 
disposition in them, that either they mind to make their bargain with France. 
or else to deal neither with Frsnce nor yow, but to do what they shall think 
meet for their state and suerty, and to use there remedys as occation shall movo 
then: ; meaning neither to irritate France nor Englaud, until1 such time as they 
have made their bargain assuredly with one of yow; for they think it conve.. 
nient to proceed with yow both for a while pari passu, for that was My Lord of 
Ledington's terms. I do perceave they take the matter very unkindly, that  no 
better answer is made to the letter, which the lords did send to Her Majesty, 
and likewise that they hear nothing from yow to their satisfaction. I have 
ariswcred as well as I can, and have alleged their own proceedings so obscurly 
with the Queen and their uncertainty hatil occationed this that is yet happened, 
and therefore Her Majesty hat11 sent x e  to the end I may inform her throughly 
of the s!stc of the matters, and upon the declaration of their minds andintents 
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to  such purposes as shall be by me proposed on Her Majestys behalf unto them, 
they shall be reasonably and resolutely answered.-At these things the Lord of 
Ledington smiled and shook his head, and said i t  were better for us yow would 
let us alone than neither to do us nor yourselves good, as I fear me in the end 
tha t  will prove : Sr if thcir be any truth in Ledington, L e  Crocq is gone to pro- 
cure Ramboilet his coming hither or a man of like quality, and to deliver them 
of their Queen for ever, who shall lead her life in  France in an abbay reclused, 
the Prince a t  the French devotion, the realm governed by a council of their 
election of the Scottish nation, the forts committed to tho custody of such as 
shall be chosen am'ongst themselves, as yet 1 find no great likelihood that 1 
shall have access to the Qoeen, i t  is objected they may not so displcase the 
French King, unless they were sure to find the Queen of England a good 
friend; and when they once by niy access to the Queen have off'ended the 
French, then they say yow mill make your profit thereof to their undoing ; and 
as t~ the Queen's liberty, which was the first head that I proposed, they said 
that thereby they did perceive that the Queen wants their undoing, for as for 
the rest of the matters i t  was butTolly to tallt of them, the liberty going beforc : 
but said they, if you will do us no good, do us no harm, and we w ~ l l  provide for 
ourselves. In tile end they said, we should refuse our own commodity before 
they concluded with any other, which I should hear of a t  my coming to Edinr 
by my nest  I hope to send yow the band concluded by Hsmiltons, +gyll, 
Huntly, and that faction, not so much to the prejudice of the Lords of Edlnr, as 
that which was sent into France ; thus having 110 more leisure, but compell'd to 
leap on horsebaclr with the lords to go to Edinr, I humbly take my leave of 
from Fastcastle, the 12th of July, 1567. 

To S i r  Nicolas Throkmorton being in Scotland. By the Queen, the 
14th of July, 1567. 

[Paper Office.] 

TRUSTY and well beloved, we greet you well, though we think that the causes 
will often change upon variety of accidents, yet we think for sundry respects, 
not amiss, that as yow shall dcal with the Lords having charge of the young 
Prince for the committing of him into onr realm, so shall yow also do well, in 
treaty with the Queen, to offer her that where her realm appeareth to he sub- 
ject to sundry troubles from time to time, and thereby (as i t  is manifest) her 
son cannot be free, if she s l~al l  be contented that her son may enjoy surety and 
quietness within this our realm, being so near as she knows it is ; we shall not 
fail1 to yield her as good suerty therein for her child, as can be devised for any 
that might be our child born of our own body, and shall be glad to show to her  
therein the trew effect of nature ; and herein she inay be by yow remembred 
how much good may ensue'to her son to be nourished and acquainted with our 
country: and therefore, all things considered, this occation for her child, were 
rather to be sought by her and the friends of him than offered by us ; and to 
this end we mean that yow shall so deal with her, both to stay her indeed from 
inclining to the French practice, which is to us notorious, to convey her and the 
Prince into France, and also to avoid any just offence, that she might hereafter 
~onceive,  if she should hear that we should deal with the Lords for the Prince. 

Sir  Nicolas Throkmorton to Queen Elizabeth, 14th July, 1567. From Edinburgh. 

[Arr Original. Paper Office.] 

IT may please Your Majesty to be advertised, I did signifie unto Mr. Secre 
tary by my letters OF the 11th and 12th of July, the day of mine entry into Scot- 
land, the causes of my stay, my lodging a t  Fastcastle, a place of the Lord 
Hume's, where I was met by the said Lord and by the Lord Lidington, and 
what had passed in conference betwixt us, whilest I was at  the said Fastcastle. 
Since which time, accompanyed with the lords aforesaid, and with 400 horses 
by their appointment for my better conduct, I came to Edinr the 12th of thia 
present. The 13th being Sunday, appointed for a solemne comnlunion in this 
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town, and also a solemne fast being published, I could not have conference with 
the Lords which be assembled within this town, as  I desired, that is to  say, 
the Earls of Athole and Morton, the Lord Huine, the Lord of Lidington, Sir 
James Balfour, captain of the castle, Mr. James M4Gi11, and tile president of 
the session. 

Neverthe11:ss I made rneans by the Lord of Lidington that they would use 
no protracte of time in mine audience, so did I likewise to the Earle of Morton, 
whom I met by chance ; I was answered by them both, that  albeit the day were 
destined to sacred exercises, such as were there of the council would consult 
upon any moyen touching my access unto them and my conference with them, 
and said also, that in the afternoon either they mould come to me, or I sllould 
hcar from them. About 4 of the clock in the afternoon, the said 13th day, the 
Lord of Lidington came to my lodgings, and declared unto me on the behalf of 
the Lords and others, that  they required me to have patience, thongh they had 
defferred nly conference with them, which was grounded principally upon the 
absence of the Earles of Mar and Glencairn, the Lords Bomple, Crighton, 
and others of the council, saying also that they did consider the matters which 
I was on your behalf to treate with them of, were of grcat importance, a s  
they could not satisfy nor conveniently treate with me, nor give me answer 
without the advice of the lords, and others their associates; the Lord of 
Lidington also soid unto me, that where he perceived, by his private conference 
with me in my journey hitherwards, that I pressed greatly to have speedy 
access to the Queen their sovereign, he perceived by the lords and others which 
were here, that in that matter there was great difficulty for many respects, but 
specially because they had refused t o  the French ambassador the like access, 
which being granted unto me might greatly offend the French, a matter which 
they desired and intended to eschew; for they did not find by Your Majesty's 
dealings with them hitherto, that i t  behoved them to irritate the French Icing, 
and to lose his favour and good intelligence with them : I answered, that as to 
their refusal made unto the French ambassador, Monsicur de Ville Koye was 
dispatched forth of France before these accidents here happened, and his special 
errand was to iillpeach the Queen's marriage with the Earle of Bothel (for so 
indeed since my coming hither I lcarned his commission tended to that end, and 
to make offer to the Queen of another marriage), and as to Monsieur de Crocq, 
he could have no order forth of France concerning these matters since they 
happened; and therefore they might very well hold them suspected to have 
conference with the Queen, least they might treate of matters in this time 
without instructions, and so rather do harm than good ; but Your Majesty being 
advertized of all things which had chanced, had sent me hither to treat with 
them, for the well of the realm, for the conservation of tlieir honours and 
credit, and for their surety ; and I might boldly say unto him, that Your Majesty 
had better deserved than the French had. H e  said for his own part, he was 
much bound unto Your Majesty, and had always found great favour and 
courtesy in England ; but to  be plain with you, Sir, sayed he, there is not many 
of this assembly thdt have found so great obligation at  the Queen your sove- 
reign's hands, as a t  the French King's, for the Earles of Morton and Glencairn 
be the only persons which took benefit by the Queen's Majesty's aid at  Leith, 
the rest of the noblemen were not in the action ; and we thinli, said he, the 
Queen's Majesty your sovereign, by the opinion of her own council and all the 
world, tooli as great benefit by that charge as the realm of Scotland, or any 
particular person ; and not to talk with yow as an ambassador, but with Sir 
Nicholas Throkmorton, My Lord Morton, and such as were in  pain for the 
death of Davie, found but cold favour a t  the Queen's Majesty's hands, when 
they were banish'd forth of their own country; but 1 would all our whole 
conipany were as well willing to accomplis6 the Queen your sovereign intcnts 
and desires as I am ; for mine own part I am but one, and that of the meanest 
sort, and they be many noblemen and such as have great interest in the matter, 
mary yow shall be assured I will imploy myself to imploy my credit. and all 
that I may do, to  satisfie the Queen your mistress, as much as lyeth in me, 
and for your own part you have a great many friends in this assembly, with 
many other good words. But  for conclusion 1 must take this for a n  answer to 
stay until1 the other lords were come, and thereupon I thought meet to advertire 
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Your Majesty what hath passed, and how far forth I have proceeded; your 0% 
pectation being great to hear from hence. 

And now to advertize Your Majesty of the state of all things, as I have 
learned since my coming hither, i t  may please Your Majesty to understand as 
followeth : 

T h e  Quecn of Scotland remaineth in good health in the castle of Lochlevin, 
guarded by the Lord Linsay and Lochleven the owner of the 1,ouse; for the 
Lord Ruthven is imployed in another commission, because he began to show 
great favour to the Queen, and to give her intelligence. She is waited on  with 
5 or B ladys, 4 or 5 gentlewomen, and 2 charnberers, whereof one is a French 
woman. The Earle of Buchan, the Earle of Murray's brother, hath also liberty 
to come to her a t  his pleasure ; the lords aforesaid, which have hcr in guard, 
doe keep her very straitly, and as far as I can perceive, their rigour proceedeth 
by their order from these men, because that the Queen will not by any means 
be induced to lend her authority to prosecute the murder, nor will not consent 
by any perswasion to abandon the Lord Bothell for her husband, but avoweth 
constantly that she will live and die with him ; and saith that if i t  were pu t  to 
her choice to relinquish her crown and Isingdom, or the Lord Bothell, she would 
leave her kingdom and dignity, to go as a simple damsell with him, and that  
she will never consent that  he shall fare worse or have more harm than herself. 

And as far as I can perceive, the principal cause of her detention is, for that 
these lords do see the Queen being of so fervent affection towards the Earle 
Bothell as she is, and being put  at, s s  they should be compelled to be in continual1 
arms, and to have occasion of many battles, he being with manifest evidence 
notoriously detected to be the principal1 murderer, and the lords meaning 
prosecution of justice against him according to his merits. 

T h e  lords mean also a divorce betwixt the Queene and him, as a marriage not 
to be suffered for many respects, which separation cannot take place if the 
Queen be a t  liberty, and have power in her hands. 

They do not also forget their own peri1,conjoin'd with the dangerof the Prince, 
but a s  far as I can perceave, they intend not either to  touch the Queen in 
suerty or in honor, for they do spealc of her with respect and reverence, and do 
affirn~, as I do learn, that the conditions aforesaid accomplished, they will both 
put her to liberty, and restore her to her estate. 

These lords have for the guard of their town 450 harqubnshers which oe in 
very good order, for the entertainment of which companys, until1 all matters 
be compounded, they did sue unto Your Majesty to aid them with such sum or 
n ~ o n y  as hath been nlentioned to Mr. Secretary by the Lord of Iidington's 
writting, amounting as I perceive to ten or twelve thousand crouns of the 

They were latly advertized that the French King doth mind to send hither 
Monsieur de la  Chapel1 dez Ursinc, a knight of the French order, and always 
well affectionate to  the house of Guyse, and howsoever L a  Forest, Villaroy, 
and Du Crocq have used language in the Queen's favour and to these lords 
disadvantage there, to Your Majcsty ; L a  Crocq doth carry with him such 
matter as shall be little to thc Queen's advantage ; so as i t  is thought the French 
King, upon his coming to his presence, will rather satisfie the lords than pleasure 
the Queen ; for they have their party so wcll made, as the French wilt rather 
make their profit by them than any otlier way. 

Herewith I send Your Majesty the last bond agreed on, and signed by the 
Hamiltons, the Earl of Argyll, Huntly, and sundry others a t  Dumbarton. 

Nevertheless, since my coming to this town the Hamiltons have sent unto me 
a gentleman of their surname, named Rohert Hamilton, with a letter from the 
Bishop of St. Andrew's and the Abbot of Arhroth, the copy whereof I send 
Your Rlajesty and mine answer nnto them,rcferring to the bearerthe declaratiou 
cf  some things as these did by him nnto me. 

The  Earle of Argyll hath, in like manner, sent another unto me wit11 a letter 
and credit, I have use,d him as I did the others, the coppy of both which letters I 
send Your Majesty also. T h e  Lord EIarrys hath also sent unto me but not 
written, and I have returned unto him in like sort. 

Against the 20th day of this month there is a general1 assembly of all the 
churches, shires, end boroughs towns of this realm, namely, of such as be con- 
bnted to repair to these lords to this town, where i t  is thought the whole state 
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of this matter will be handeled, and I fear me much to the Queen's disadvan- 
tage and danger : unless the Lord of Lidington and some others which be best 
affected unto her do provide some remedy; for I perceave the great number, 
and in manner all, but chiefly the common people, which have assisted in these 
doings, do greatly dishonour the Queen, and mind seriously either her depriva- 
tion or her destruction ; I used the best means I can (considering the furic of 
the world here), to prorogue this assembly, for that appeareth to me to be the 
best remedy: I may not speak of dissolution of it,, for that may not be ahiden, 
and I should thereby bring my self into great hatred and penl. The chiefest 
of the lords which be here present a t  this time dare not show so much lenity to  a 

the Queen as I think they could be contented, for fear of the rage of the people. 
The women be most furious and impudent against the Queen, and yet the men 
be mad enough; so as a stranger over busie may soon bc made a sacrifice 
amongest them. 

There was a great bruit that the Ilamiltons with their adherents would put 
their force into the fields against the 24th of this month, but I do not find that 
intent so true as the common bruit goeth. 

T h e  Earle of Argyll is in  the Highlands, where there is trouble among his 
own countrymen. 

T h e  Earle of Lennox is by these lords much desired here, and I do believe 
Your Majesty may so use him, and direct him, as he shall be able to promote 
your purpose with these men. 

T h e  Earle of Argyll, the Hamiltons and he be incompatible.-I do find 
amongst the ~ a m i l i o n s ,  Argyll, and the company two -strange and sundry 
humours. 

Hamiltons do make show of the liberty of the Queen, and prosecute that with 
great earnestness, because they would have these lords destroy her, rather than 
she should be recovered from them by violence ; another time they seem t o  
desire her liberty and Bothwell's destruction, because they would compass a 
marriage betwixt the Queen and the Lord of Arbroth. 

T h e  Earle of Argyll doth affect her liberty and Bothwell's destruction, 
because he would marry the Queen to liis brother. 

And yet  neither of them, notwithstanding their opcn concurance (as appeareth 
by their bond), doth discover their minds to each other, nor mind one end ;  
Knox is not here, but in the wcst parts, he and the rest of the ministers will bc 
here a t  the great assembly, whos austerity against the Queen I fear as much as 
any man's. 

By some conference which I had with some of this councill, me thinketh that 
they have intelligence that there is a disposition in the Queen of Scotland t o  
leave this realm and to retire herself either into England or into France, but 
most willingly into England, for such -and misliltings as she knoweth hath 
been, and is meant unto her in France, leaving the regiment either to a number 
of persons deleagued and authorized by her, or to some one or more. 

And i t  may please Your Majesty, I think i t  not amiss to put yow in remem- 
brance, that in case the said Queen come into England by your allowance, 
without the French King's consent, she shall loose her dowery in France, and 
have little or nothing irom hence to entertain her ; and in case she do go into 
France with the King's contentment, she may be an instrument (if she can 
recover favour, as time will help to cancel1 her disgrace) either by matching 
with some husband of good quality, or by some other devise, to work new 
unquietness to her own country, and so consequently to Your Majesty's. 

Therefore it may please Your Majesty to consider of this matter, and to let 
me know your pleasure with convenient speed, how I shall answer the same, if 
i t  be propounded unto me, either by the Queen or by the conncill, as a piece of 
the end and composition. For  I am sure, of late, she hath seemed very desirous 
to have the matter brought to pass that she might go into England, retaining 
her estate and jurisdiction in herself, though she do not exercise it ; and liltewisc 
I understand that some of this council which be least affected to her safety da 
think there is no other way to save her. Thus  Almighty God preserve Youa 
Majesty in health, honour, and all felicity; a t  Edinr, the 14th July, 1567. 
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,%r Nichokm 2'!h~okmorton to Queen Eliaabeth, the 18th of July, 1564, from 
Edinburgh. 

[An Original. Paper Office.] 

may please Your Majesty, yow might perceave by my letters of the 16th, 
how far I had proceded with these lords, and what was their answer ; since 
which time I have spoken particularly with the Earle Morton, the Lord of 
Lidington, and Sir James Balfour, captain of this castle ; at whose hands I can- 
not perceave that as yet access to the Qneen to Lochleven will be granted me, 
staying themselves still by the absence of the lords and others their associates, 
which (they say) they look for within two days ; and for that I find, by likeli- 
hood and apparent presumptions, that mine access to the Queen will hardly be 
granted, I have thought good not to defer this dispatch until1 I have a resolute 
answer in that matter. - 

May i t  therefore please Your Majesty, to understand Robert Melvin returned 
from the Queen in Lochlevcn to this town, the 6th of July, and brought a letter 
from her written of her own hand to these lords, which doth contain, as I under- 
stand, matter as followeth-A request unto them to have consideration of her 
health, and if they will not put her to liberty, to change the place of restraint to 
the castle of Stirling. to the end she might have the c u a ~ f ~ r t  and company of 
her son, and if they will not change her from Lochleven, sMrbquired to have 
some other gentle-women about her, naming none. f i  . 

T o  have her apothecary, to have some modest minister.-To have an 
imbroiderer to draw forth such work as she would be occupie&$lm&t, and to 
have a varlet of the chamber.-Touching the government of t h ~ m a h ~ b e  
maketh two offers, which are but generally touched in her letter, tlfq pat icu- 
laritys be not specified, but referred to Robert Melvin's credit, the one is t p ~ o m -  
mit i t  only and wholly to tlie Earle of Murray, the other is to the lordg,whose 
names ensue, assisted with such others as they shall call unto them, tbgt is to 
.say, the Duke of Chattelrsult, the Earls of Morton, Murrily, Marr, and 
Glencairn. 

She hath written unto them that I might have access unto her.-She 
requireth further, that if thcy will not treat her and regard her as their Qneen, 
yet to use her as the King lheir sovereign's daughter (whom many of then: 
knew), and as their Prince's mothcr. She will by no means yield to abandon 
Bothell for her husband, nor relinquish him; which matter will do her most 
harm of all, and hardeneth these lords to great severity against her. 

She yieldeth in words to the prosecution of the murder. 
I have the means to let her know that Your Majesty hath sent me hither for 

her relief. 
I have also persuaded her to conform hersclf to renounce Bothell for her 

husband, and to be contented to suzer a divorce to pass bctwixt them ; she 
hath sent Inc word that she will in no ways consent unto that, but rather die ; 
grounding herself upon this reason, taking herself to be seven weeks gone with 
child, by renouncing Bothell, she should acknowledge herself to be with child 
of a bastard, and to have forfeited her honour, which she will not do to die for 
i t  ; I have perswadcd her to save her own life and her child, to choose the least 
hard condition. 

Mr. I h o x  arrived here in this town the 6th of this month, with whom I hava 
had some conference, and with Mr. Craig also, the other minister of this town. 

I have perswaded with them to preach and perswad lenity. I find them both 
very austere m this conference, what they shall do hereaftcr I know not, they 
are furllished with many arguments, some forth of the Scripture, some forth of 
histories, some grounded (as they say) upon the laws of this realm, some upon 
practices used in this realm, and some upon the conditions and 0th m ~ d e  by 
their Princc at her coronation. 

The Bishop of Galloway, uncle to the Earle of FIuntley, hhnth sent :lither to 
these lord*, that his nephew the Earle and some others of that side may, at  
Llnlithgow or at  Stirling, have some communication with some appointd on 
this side, assuring them that there is a good disposition in thc lords of the other 
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party to concurre with these, assuring further that they will riot dissent for 
trifflcs or unnecessary things, and (as I am given to u~derstand) they can be 
pleased the Queen's restraint be continu'd until1 the murder be pursued in all 
persons, whereby the separation of the Queen and Bothell is implyed, thc pre- 
servation of the Prince, the security for all men, and a good order taken for the 
goveranance of the realm in tranquillity. 

Captain Clerk, which hath so long served in Denmark and served at  New- 
haven, did, the 16th of this month (accompanyed with one of his soldiers, or 
rather the soldier as the greater fame goeth) kill one Wilson a seaman, and 
~ u c h  a one as had great estimation with these lords, both for his skill, his hardy- 
ness, honesty, and willingness in this action ; whereupon Clerh hnth retired him- 
self; their quarrel was about the ship which took Blacketer, which ship was 
appointed by these lotds to go to the north of Scotland to impeach the passage 
of the Earle Bothell, in case he went either to the isles, or to any other place * 
by the death of this man this enterprise was dashed. 

T-he Bishop of Galloway is come to Linlithgow, and doth desire to speals with 
v .  

the Lord of Lidington. 
The Abbot of Killwinning hath sent for Sir James Balfour, captain of the . 

castle, to have conference wyth him. 
As I wrote unto Your Majesty in my last, the Hamiltons now find no matter 

to disever these lords and them asunder, but would concurr in all t h i n ~ s  (yea, in 
any extremity against the Queen) so as that they might be assured the Prince 
of Scotland were crouned King, and should die without issue, that the Earle of 
Lenox's son living should not inherit the croun of this realm, as next heir to 
his nephew. 

And although the lords and councelors speak reverently, mildly, and charita- 
bly of their Queen, so as I cannot gather by their speech any intention to  
cruelty or violence, yet I do find by intelligence, that the Queen is in very 
great peril of her life, by reason that the people assembled at  this convention do 
mind vehemently the destruction of her. 

I t  is a public speech among all the people, and amongst all estates (saving 
of the counselors) that their Queen hath no more liberty nor privilege to com- 
mit murder nor adultery than any other private person, neither by God's laws, 
nor by the laws of the realm. 

The Earl of Bothell, and all his adherents and associates, be put to the horn 
by the ordinary justice of this town, named the lords of the session ; and corn- 
mandment given to all shirriffs, and all other officers, to apprehend him, and all 
other his followers and receiptors. The Earl of Bothell's porter, and one of 
his other servitors of his Chamber being apprehended, have confessed such 
sundry circumstances, as i t  appeareth evidently that he the said Earl was one 
of the principal executors of the murder, in his one person acconipanyed with 
sundry others, of which number I cannot yet certainly learn the names but of 
three of them, that is to say, two of the Ormistons of Tivatdall, and one Hay- 
born of Bolton ; the lords would he glad that ncjne of the murderers should have 
any favour or receipt in England, and hereof their desire is, that the oficere 
upon the border may be warned ; Bothell doth still remain in the north parts ; 
but the Lord Seaton and Fleming, which have been there, have utterly aban- 
doned him, and do repair hitherwards.-The intelligence doth grow daily be- 
twixt these lords, and those which held of;  and notwithstanding these lords 
have sent an hundred and fifty harqubushers to Stirling, to keep the town and 
passage from surprise ; and so have they done in  like manner to St. Johnston, 
which be the two passages from the north and west to this town, I do understand 
the captain of Dunbar is much busied in fortifying that place, I do mcrvile the 
carriages be not impeached otherwise than they be. 

Of late this Queen hath written a letter to the captain of the said castle, 
which hath been surprized ; and thereby matter is discovered which maketh 
littlc to the Queen's advantage. 

Thus, having none other matter worthy Your Majesty's Imowledqe, I beseech 
God to prosper Your Majesty with long life, perfect health, and prosperous 
felicity. At Edinburgh, the 18th of July, 1567. 
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Letter of Sir Nicholas Throlcmorton to the Right Honourable the Earl of Leicester, 
Iinight of the Order, and one of the Lords of Her Xq'esty's Xost Honourable 
Privy Council. 

[24lh of July, 1567. Paper Office. From the orighlal.1 

BY my former dispatches sent to Iler Majesty and Mr. Secretary, since the 
12th of July, Your Lordships might ha~re perceived the state of this c o u n l ~ j ,  
and to  what end these matters be lilie to come: so as not to trouble Your 
Lordship with many words ; this Queen is like very shortly to be deprivcd of 
her royal cstate, her son to be crowned King, and she detained in prison witl~in 
this realm, and the same to be governed in the young King's name by a councel, 
consisting of certain of the nobility, and other wise men of this realm ; so as 
it is easy to be seen that the power and ability to do any thing to the commodir~ 
o i  the Queen's Majesty, and the realm of England, will chiefly, and in manner 
wholly, rest in the hands of these lords and others thcir associates assembled ar 
Edinburgh. Now if the Qucen's Majesty will still persist in  her former opinion 
towards the Queen of Scotland (unto whom she shall be able to do no good), 
then I do plainly see that these lords and a11 their accomplices will become as  
good French as the French Icing can wish to  all intents and purposes. And 
as for the Hamiltons, the Earls of Arguile, Huntlye, arid that faction, thcy be 
already so far inchantcd that way, as there needeth little devise to draw them 
to  the French devotion. Then this is the state of' things so come to pass of 
this country, that France has Scotland now as much conjoined unto them, to  
all purposes, a s  ever i t  was;  and what an instrument the young Prince will 
prove to unquiet England, I report n:e to Your Lordship's xvisdoms ; and tliere- 
fore, considering the weight of the matter and all the circumstances, I trust 
your Lordships will well bctllinlr you in time (for 'tis high time) how to advise 
Her Majesty to leave nothing undone that may bring the Prince of Scotland 
to be in  her possession, or, a t  the least, to be a t  her dzvotion. And, amongst 
other things that I can imagine for the first degree, nothing is morc meet to 
bring this to effcct tilall to allure this company here assembled to bear Her 
Majesty their favour. Some tallr hat11 passed between the Lord of Liddington 
and me in certain conferences about this matter. E y  him I find that, when Her 
Majesty shall have won these men to her devotion, the principal point that will 
make them conformable to deliver their Prince into England will rest upon the 
Queen, a,nd the realms enabling him to the succession of the crown of England 
for fault of issue of the Queen's Majesty's body; some other tllings will also 
be required, as the charge of the said Prince and his train to be a t  the charge 
of England. I do well perceive that these men will never be brought to deliver 
their Prince into England witllout the former condition, for the successio~l of 
England ; for (saith Liddington') that taking place, the Prince shall be as dear 
to  the people of England as to the people of Scotland ; and the one will be as 
careful of his preservation as the other. Otherwise, he saith, all things con- 
sidered, i t  will be reported tha t  the Scottishmen have put  their Prince to be 
kept in safety, as those which commit the sheep to be kcpt by the wolves. S o  
as for conclusion, Your Lordships may perceive here will be the scope of this 
matter. As unto the delivering of him upon hostages, he sayeth, let no man 
think that  the condition of the succession not being accomplished, the nobility 
and the gentry will never consent to leave themselves destitute of their sove- 
reign upon any hostages, neither upon any promises, nor lilrelihood of good to 
issue in time to come. I t  were not good for yourselves (saith he) that the 
rnatter were so handled ; for then you should adventure all your goods in onc 
ship, which might have a dangerous effect, considering the unwillingness of 
the Queen your sovereign to consent to establishing any successor to the crown. 
And then how unmete were i t  that Her Majesty have in her possession already 
all such persons as do pretend to it, or be inheritable to the crown, to have our 
Prince also in her custody. For  so there might follo\v, without good capitula- 
tions, a strange and dangerous issue, tho' the Queen your mistress do think that 
such imaginations could not proceed but from busy heads, ss you have uttercd 
unto us on her behalf. What  is come to pass since my last dispatch, and how 
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assured me of his honour that, instead of Martigues coming against them, he 
will come with as good a force to succour them: and if that be sent under 
meaner conduct, Robert Stuart shall come with as many to fortify them. But 
the constable hath assured these lords, that the King meaneth no way to offend 
them. Sir, I pray you find my revocation convenient, and speed you to further 
it, for I am here now to no purpose, unless i t  be to kindle these lords more 
against us. Thus I do humbly take my leave of you, from Edinburgh, the 
12th of August, 1567. 

Yours to use and command. 

The Queen to Nicholas Throkmorton. 

~ R U S T P  and well-beloved, we greet you well. W e  have, within these t w o  
days, received three sundry letters of yours, of the 20th, ?2d, and 23d of this 
month, having not before those received any seven days before ; and do find, by 
these your letters, that you have very diligently and largely advertised us of all 
the hasty and peremptory proceedings there ; which as we nothing like, so we 
trust in time to see them wax colder, and to receive some reformation. For we 
cannot perceive that they with whom you have dealt can answer the doubts 
moved by the Hamiltons, who howsoever they may be carried for their private 
respects, yet those things which they move will be allowed by all reasonable 
persons. For if they may not, being noblemen of the realm, be suffered to hear 
the Queen their sovereign declare her mind concerning the reports which are 
made of her, by such as keep her in captivity, how should they'believe the 
reports, or obey them, which do report i t ?  and therefore our meaning is, you 
$hall let the Hamiltons plainly understand that we do well allow of their pro- 
ceedings (as far forth as the same doth concern the Queen their sovereign for 
her relief), and in such things as shall appear reasonable for us therein to do for 
the Queen our sister, we will be ready to perform the same. And where i t  is 
so required, that upon your coming thence, the Lord Scroope should deal with 
the Lord Herris to impart their meanings to us, and ours to them; we are 
well pleased therewith, and we require you to advertize the Lord Scroope 
hereof by your letters, and to will him to show himself favourable to them in 
their actions, that may appear plainly to tend to the relief of the Queen, and 
maintenance of her authority. And as we willed our secretary to write unto 
you, that upon your message done to the Earl of Murray, you might return, so 
our meaning is you shall. And if these our letters shall meet you on the way, 
yet we will1 have you advertise both the Lord Scroope and the Hamiltons of 
our meanmg. 

Indorsed. 29 Aug. 1567. 

No. XXIII. (p. 175.) 

Sir Xicholas Throkmorlon to the Archbishop of St. Andrczus and the Abbot 
of Arbrothe. 

113th Aug. 156% Paper Office. From a copy which Sir Nicholas sent to the Queen.] 

AFTER my good commendations to Your good Lordships, this shall be to 
advertize you that the Queen's Majesty my sovereign having sent me hither her 
ambassador to the Queen her sister your sovereign, to communicate unto her 
such matter as  she thought meet, considering the good amity and intelligence 
betwixt them, who being detained in captivity (as your Lordships know) con- 
trary to the duty of all good subjeets,for the enlargement of whose person, and 
the restitution of her to her dignity, Her Majesty gave me in charge to treat 
with these lords, assembled a t  Edenburgh, offering them all reasonable condi- 
tions and means as might be, for the safegut& -;f the young Prince, the punish- 
ment qf the late horrible murder, the dissolution of the marriage betwixt the 
Queen and the Earl of Bodwell, and lastly for their own sureties. In  the nego. 
tiation of which matters I have (as Your Lordships well know) ;pent a long 
time to no purpose, not being able to prevail in any thing with those lords to 
the Queen my sovereign's satisfitction. Of which strange proceedings towards 
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Her Majesty, and undu-.iful behaviour towards their sovereign, I have adver- 
tised the Queen's Maje~ty,  she not being minded to bear this indignity) hath 
given me in charge to declare her further pleasure unto them, in such sort as  
they may well perceive Her Majesty doth disallow of their proceedings, ana 
thereupon hath revoked me. And further hath given me in charge to commu- 
nicate the same unto Your Lordships, requiring you to let me Imow, before my 
departure hence (which shall be, God willing, as  soon as I have received 
answer fiom you) what you and your confederates will assuredly do, to set the 
Queen your sovereign a t  liberty, and to restore her to her former dignity by 
force or otherwise ; seeing these lords have refused all other mediation, to the 
end the Queen's Majesty my sovereign Inay concur with your Lordships in 
this honourable enterprize. 

And in case, through the dispersion of your associates, Your Lordships can 
neither communicate this matter amongst you, nor receive resolution of them all 
by that time, it may please you to send me the opinion of so many of you as 
may confer together within two or three days, so as I may have your answer here 
in this town by Monday or Tuesday next at  the farthest, being the 19th of this 
August ; for I intend (God willing) to depart towards England upon Wcdnesday 
following. Thus I most humbly take my leave of Your Lordships a t  Eden 
burgh, the 13th of Aug. 1567. 

Indorsed the 13th of Aug. 1567. 

Sir Nicholas Tiwokmorton to the Lord Herrys. 

124th Aug. 1567. Paper Oliice. From a copy which Sir Nicholas sent to Secretary Cecil.] 

YOUR good Lordship's letter of the 13th of August I have received the 19th of 
the same. For answer whereunto it may like Your Lordship to understand, that 
I will signify unto you plainly, how far forth I am already thoroughly instructed 
of the Queen's Majesty my sovereign's pleasure concerning the detention of the 
Queen your sovereign, and concerning her relief. 

T o  the first Her Majesty hath given in charge, to use all kinds of persuasion 
in her name, towove these lords assembled a t  Edenburgh to desist from this 
violent and undutiful behaviour, which they use towards their sovereign. And 
in this part, besides the shew of many reasons and suitdry persnasions of ami- 
cable treaty with thcm, Her Majesty hath willed me to use some plain and 
severe speech unto them, tending so far forth as if they would not be better 
advised, and reform these their outrageous proceedings exercised against their 
sovereign, that then they might be assured Her Majesty neither would nor 
could endure such an indignity to be done to the Queen, her good cousin and 
neighbour. 

And notwithstanding these my proceedings with them, they have made proof 
to be little moved thereby; for as yet neither will they consent to the enlarge- 
ment, neither suffer me to speak with her. So as it seemeth to me, it is super- 
fluous to treat any more with them after this manner. whereupon I have 
advertised the Queen's Majesty my sovereign, expecting daily her Majesty's 
further order ; and as I shall be advertised thereof, so will not fail to signify the 
same to Your good Lordship ; and in the mean time will advertise Her Majesty 
also what Your Lordship hat11 written unto me. Thus with my due commen- 
dations to Your good Lordship, I commit the same to Almighty God, resting 
always to do you the pleasure and service that I can lawfully. At Edenburgh. 

Indorsed 24th of August, 1567. 

No. XXIV. (p. 190.) 

Account of Lord Herreis's Behaviour in the Parliament held December 15, 1567. 

[Paper Office.] 

THE Lord Herrys made a notable harangue in the name of the Duke and 
himself, their fi.iends and adherents, (the Dulre himself, the Earl of Cassilles, and 
tlie Abbot of Rilwinning being also present) to persuade tho union of tha wholo 
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realm in one mind. Wherein he did not spare to set forth solemnly the great 
praise that part of this nobility did deserve, which in the beginning took meanes 
for punishment of the Earl Bothwell, as also seeing the Queen'a inordinat 
affectxon to that wicked man, and that she could not be induced by their per- 
suasion to leave him, that in sequestring her person within Lochleven, they 
did the duty of noblemen. That their honourable doings, which had not 
spared to hazard their lives and lands, to avenge their native country from the 
slanderous reports that were spoken of it among other nations,had well deserved 
that all their brethren should join with them in so good a cause. That he and 
they, in whose names he did speak, ~vould willingly, and without any compul- 
sion, enter themselves in the same yoke, and put their lives and lands in the 
like hazard for maintenance of our cause. And if the Queen herself were in 
Scotland, accompanied with 20,000 men, they will be of the swne mind, and 
fight in our quarrel. He hoped the remainder noblemen of their party, IIuntly, 
Arguile, and others, which had not as yet acknowlcdged the King, would come 
to the same conformity, whereunto he mould also earnestly move them. And 
if they will remain obstinate, and refuse to qualify themselves, then will the 
Duke, he and their friends, join with us to correct them that otherwise will not 
reform themselves. So plausible an oration, and more advantageous for our 
party, none of ourselves could have made. He did not forget to term My Lord 
Regent by the name of Regent (there was no mention at  all of the Earl of 
Murray), and to call him Grace at  every word, when his speeches were directeu 
to him, accompanying all his words with low courtapies after hi: manner. 

No. XXV. (p. 188.) 

Queen Hary to Queen E2,ixabeth. 

LCott. Lib. Cal. i. A copy, and probably a translation.] 

MADAM, 
ALTHOUGH the necessity of my cause (which maketh me to be importune to 

you) do make you to judge that I am out of the way ; yet such as have not 
my passion, nor the respects whereof you are persuaded, will think that I do 
as my cause doth require. Madam, I have not accused you, neither in words 
nor in thought, to have used yourself evil towards me. And I believe that you 
have no want of good understanding to keep you from perswasion against your 
natural good inclination. But in the mean time I can't chuse (having my 
senses) but perceive very evil furtherance in my matters since my coming 
hither. I thought that I had sufficiently discollrsed unto you the discommodi- 
ties which this delay bringcth unto me. And especially that they think in this 
next month of August to hold a parliament against me and all my servants. 
And in tho mean time, I am stayed here, and yet wi)l you, that I should put 
myself forther into your country (vrithout seeing you), and remove me further 
fhm mine ; and there do me this dishonour a t  the request of my rebels, as to 
send commissioners to l ~ e a r  them against me, as you wold do to a mere subject, 
and not hear me by mouth. Now, madam, I have promised you to come to 
you, and having there made my moan and complaint of these rebels, and they 
corning thither, not as possessors, but as subjects to answer. I would have 
besought you to hear my justification of that which they have falsely set forth 
against me, and if I could not purge myself thereof, you might then discharge 
ycur hands of my causes, and let me go for such as I am. But to do as you 
say, if I were culpable I would be better advised ; but being not so, I can't ac- 
cept this dishonour a t  their hands, that being in possession they will come and 
accuse me before your commissioners, whereof I can't lilce : and seeing you 
think i t  to he against your honour and consignage to do otherwise, I beseech 
you that you will not be mine enemy until you may see how I can discharge 
myself every way, and to suffer me to go into France, where I have a dowry to 
maintain me ; or at least to go into Scotland, with assurance that if there come 
any strangers thither, I will bind myself for their return without any prejudice 
to you, or if it  pleis you not to do thus, I protest that I will not impute it to 
falnehood if I receive strangers in my country without making you any otha. 
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discharge for it. Do with my body as you will, the honour or blame shall be 
yours. For I had rather die here, and that my faithful servants may be suc 
coured (tho9 you would not so) by strangers, than to suffer them to be utterly 
undone, upon hope to receive in time to come, pa~ticular commodity. There 
be many things to move me to fear that I shall have to do in this country with 
others than with you. But forasmuch as nothing hath followed up my last 
moan, I hold my peace, happen what may hap. I have as leef to {:z&l my 
fortnne as to seek it, and not find it. Further, it  pleased you t,o give license to 
my subjects to go and come. This has been refused by My Lord Scroop and 
Mr. Knolls (as they say) by your commandment, because I would not depart 
hence to your charge, until1 I had answer of this letter, tho' I shewed them, that  
you required my answer upon the two points contained in your letter. 

The one is to let you briefly understand I am come to you to make my moan 
to you, the which being heard, I would declare unto you mine innocency, and 
then require your aid, and for lack thereof, 1 can't but make my moan and com- 
plaint to God that I am not heard in my just quarrel, and to appeal to other 
Princes to have respect thereunto as my case requireth ; znd to you, madam, 
first of all when you shall have examined your conscience before him, and have 
him for witness.-And the other, which is to come further into your country, 
and not to come to your presence, I will esteem that as no favour, but will take 
i t  for the contrary, obeying i t  as a thing forced. In mean timc, I beseech you 
to return to me my Lord Herries, for I can't be without him, having none of 
my counsal here, and also to suffer me, if it please you, without further delay, 
to depart hence whithersoever it be out of this country. I am sure you will not 
deny me this simple request for your honour's sake, seeing it doth not please 
you to use your natural goodness towards me otherwise, and seeing that of 
mine own accord I am come hither, let me depart again with yours. And if 
God permit my causes to succeed well, 1 shall be bound to you for it ; and hap- 
pening otherwise, yet I can't blame you. As for My Lord Fleeming, seeing 
that  upon my credit you have suffered him to go home to his house, I warrant 
you he shall pa-s no further, but shall return when it shall please you. In  that 
you trust me I will not (to die for it) deceive you. But from [perhaps for] 
Dumbarton 1 answer not, when my L. Fleeming shall be in the Tower. For 
they which are within i t  will not forbear to receive succour if I don't assure 
them of yours ; no, tho' you would charge mc withal, for I have left them in 
charge ; to have more respect to my servants and to my estate than to my life. 
Good sister, be of another mind, win the heart, and all shall be yours, and a t  
your commandment. 1 thought to satisfy you wholly, if I might have seen 
you. Alas ! do not as the serpent, that stoppeth his hearing, for I am no 
enchantsr, but your sister, and natural cousin. If Caesar had not disdained 
to hear or read the complaint of an advertiser, he had not so died ; why should 
Princes' ears be stopped, seeing that they are painted so long? meaning that 
they should hear all and be well advised before they answer. I am not of the 
nature of the basilisk, and less of the charnelion, to turn you to my likeness, 
and tho' I should be so dangerous and curs'd as men say, you are sufficiently 
armed with constancy and with justice, which I require of God, who give 
you grace to use it well with long and happy lifo. From Carlislo, the 5th of 
July, 1568. 

No. XXVI. (p. 189.) 

Part of a Letter from Sir Francis Knollys to Cecil, 8th dug. 1568, from Bolton. 

[An Original. Paper 0ffice.j 

-BUT surely this Queen doth seem, outwardly, not only to favour the form, 
but also the chief article of the religion of the gospel, namely, justification by 
faith only: and she heareth the faults of papestry revealed by preaching or 
otherwise with contented ears, and with gentle and weak replys, and she do& 
not seem to like the worse of religion throw me. 
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Part of a Letter from Sir Francis Knollys to Cecil, 21 Sep. 1568, from Bolton 

-IT came to this Queen's ears of late that she was bruited to be lately turned 
to the religion of the gospell, to the great dislilring of the Papists hereabouts, 
which thing she herself confessed unto me, and yesterday, openly in the great 
chamber, when the assembly was full, and some Papists present, she took occa 
nion to speak of religion, and then openly she professed herself to be of the 
Papist religion, and took upon her to patronize the same more earnestly than 
she had done a great while afore, altho' her defenccs and arguments were so 
weak that the effect of her speech was only to show her zeal ; and afterwards 
to me alone, when I misliked to see her become so confidently backward in 
religion, Why, said she, would you have me to lose France and Spain, and all 
my friends in other places, by seeming to change my religion, and yet I am not 
assured the Queen my good sister will be my assured friend, to the satisfaction 
of my honour and espectation? 

No. XXVII. (p. 189.) 

A Letter from a y  Lord Hem'es to .My Lord Scroop and Sir F. Mmllys, 
Sept. 3d, 1568. 

[Cott. Lib. Cal. C. An original in his own hand.] 

MY Lords, plcasit Your Honourable Lordships, I am informed by famea 
Borthwick, lately come from the Queen's Majesty your soverane, that his 
schawin to Her Highness I shuld have ridden in Crafurdmure, sen my last 
cuming into this realm, upon the Earl of Murray's dependants. And that I 
suld have causit, or been of counsall to Scottismen to have riddcnin Ingland, to 
slay or spulzie Her Majesty's subjects. 

,My Lords, I thought it right needful because Your Lordships is, by your sover- 
ane, commanded to attend upon the Queen's Majesty my mistress,so having daily 
access in thir matters, to declare upon the truth ; humbly dcsiring that Your 
Lordships will, for God's cause, certificate the Queen your sovcrane the same. 

As God lives, I have neither consented, nor anywise had knowledge of any 
Scottisman's riding in England, to do the subjects thereof hurt in bodies or 
goods, sene the siege of Leith ; and as I understand i t  shall be fund true, that 
gif ony sic open hurt be done, it is by the Queen my sovereign's disobedients, 
and that I have not ridden nor hurt no Scottishmaa, nor commanded no hurt 
to be done to them, sen my coming from the Queen's Majesty of England, it is 
well kend, for that never ane will complain of me. 

I have done more good to Crawfurdmure nor ever the Earl of Murray has 
done, and will be loather to do them any harm than he will. Except the Queen's 
Majesty your sovereign, command sic Fdlse reports to be tryit, quhereof this is 
altogidder an inventit leasing, Her Grace sall be trublit, and tyne the hearts of 
true men here, qnhom of sic report sall be made, that  baieth would serve hir, 
and may, better than they unworthy liars. 

My Lords, I understand the Qneen's Majesty your sovereign is not contented 
of this bruite, that there should ony Frenchman come in this realm, with the 
Duke of Chettelheranlt. Truth it is, I am nc manner of way the couusall of 
thew cuming, nor has no sic certainty thereof, as I hear by Borthwick's report, 
from the Queen's Majesty your sovereign. And gif I might as well say it, as  i t  
is true indeed, Her Grace's self is all the wyitt, and the counsall that will never 
let her talte order with my maistress' cause. For that our Sovereign havand 
Her Majesty's promise, be writing, of lug, friendship, and assistance gif need 
had so requirit, enterit that realm, upon the 16 day of May, sen that tlme the 
Queen's Majesty has comlnanded me diverse times to declare she would accept 
her cause, and do for her, and to put her in peaceable possession of this realme, 
and when I required of Her Majesty, in my maistress' name, that Her Highness 
would either do for her, (as her special trust was she wold,) according to her 
former promises, or otherwise give her counsal, wold not consent (as I show 
Her Grace I fand diverse repugnant3 then that she would permit her to pass 
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In France, or to some other Prince to seek support, or failing hereof, (quhilk 
was agains all reason,) that she would permit her to return in her awin countrie. 
in sic sempil manner as she came out of it, and said to Her Majesty ane of thir, 
for her honour would not be refusit, seeand that she was conled in her realm 
upon her writings and promises of friendship. And siclike, I said to Her High- 
ness, gif my maistress had the like promise of her nobility and estates, as she 
had of herself, I should have reprovit them highly, gif they had not condescendit 
to one of thir three, and so I say, and so I write, that in the warld it shall be 
maist reprehendable, gif this promise tsketh not other good effect, nor yet it 
does. Notwithstanding, I get gud answer of thir promises of friendship made 
to my sovereign, and to put her Grace in this her awin countrie peaceably, we 
have fund the contrary working by Mr. Middlemore directit from Her Highness 
to stay the army that cuist down our houses. And alsua, in the proceeding of 
this late pretendit Parliament, promised twenty days before the time to myself 
to have caused it been dischasglt. And yet contrary to this promise, have they 
made their pretendit manner of forfiulture of 31 men of guid reputation, 
bishops, abbottis, and baronis, obedient subjects to our sovereign, only for 
her cause. 

They have also disponit, sen our sovereign's cause was taken upon hand be 
the Queen's majesty of that sealm, an hundred thousand pound Scots worth of 
her awin true subjects geir, under the color of the law, groundit upon their false, 
treasonable, stowin, authority. 

The murders, the oppressions, the burnings, the ravishing of women, the 
destruction of policy, both ecclesiastical and temporal, in this ruean time, an in 
my former writings I said it was lamentable to ony Christian man to hear of, 
exccpt God gif grace, the profession of the evangile of Jesus Christ professit 
be your Prince, counsall and realme, be mair myndit, nor the auld inamity that 
has stand betwixt the realms, many of my countrymen will doubt in this article, 
and thcir proceedings puttis myself in Sanct Thomas belief. 

Now, My Lords,,gif the Queen's Majesty of that realm, upon quhais promis 
and honour my malstress came there, as I have said, will have all the French 
writings, and French phrases of writings, quhilks amongis them is over meikle 
on baith the sides unfit, and plainly, according to the auld true custom of Ing- 
land and Scotland, qullerein be a word promist truth was observ'd, promise, in 
the name of the eternal God, and upon the high honour of that nobill and 
princely blude of the Kings of Ingland, quhereof she is descendit, and presently 
wears the diadem, that she will put my maistress in her awin country, and 
cause her as Queen thereof in her authority and strength to be oheyit, and to 
do the same will appoint an certain day within two months at the farthest, as 
we understand this to be our weil, sua will we, or the maist part of us all, follow 
upon it, leaving the Frenchmen, and their evil French phrases togidder. And 
therefore, and for the true perpetual friendship of that realm, will condition, 
and for our part, with the grace of Almighty God, keep sic heads and conditions 
of agreement, as noble and wise men can condescend upon, for the weill of this 
hail island. As I have been partlings declaring to the Queen your sovereign, 
quhilk I show to Your Lordships selfis both in religion, in the punishment of 
the Earl Bothwile, for the Queen's last husband's slaughter, and for a mutual 
band of amity perpetually to remain amangis us. 

Doubtless, My Lords, without that,we may find sic time and friendly working, 
as  may give us occasion baith to forgette Middlemore and his late pretendit 
Parliament, we will turn the leaf, leaving our sovereign agains our will to rest 
where she is, under the promise of friendship, as I have baith said, and will ever 
affirm, made by your sovereign, quhillc was only cause of Her Grace's coming 
in that realme, and seelr the help and moyen of French, or Spanish, till expulse 
this treasonable and false pretendit authority, quhillc means to reign above us. 

My Lords, I desire Your Lordships consider, that it is he, that maist desires 
the amity betwixt Ingland and Scotland to continue, and of a poor man best 
cause has, that writ this. 

My brother, the Laird of Slrirling, schaws me, that in Your Lordships eom- 
muning with him, it appearit to him, your mind was we shold suffer the Earl 
nf Murray to work, altho' it were agalns reason to us, and complain thereof 
to the Queen's Majesty, and Her Highness wald sec it reformit. My Lords, 
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Her Majesty will be over meikle troublit to reform the wranges we have sus- 
tainit already. For I am sure, gif reason and justice may have place, our 
maistress, and we her subjects, have received express wrang, far above two 
hundred thousand pounds sterling, in the time of this unhappy government, 
seeing the reformation of sa great causes, comes, now a days, so slowlie, and 
the ungodly law of oblivion in sic matters so meikle practis'd, I think, nowther 
for the Queen's honour, nor our weil, Your Lordships would sua mean, nor 
that it is good to us to follow it. And that ye will give your Sovereign sic 
advertisement thereof, as your good wisdoms shall find in this cause meet. It 
will be true and frindful working for us, indeed, and nowther French phrases 
nor boasting, and finding little other effect, that will cause us to hold away the 
Frenchmen. This is plainly written, and I desire Your Lordships plain answer, 
for in truth and plainness langest continues gud friendship, quhilk in this matter 
I pray God may lang continue, and have Your Lordships in his keeping. Off 
Dumfreis, the 3d day of September, 1568. 

Your Lordships at  my power to command leifully, 
HERRIS. 

Queen Nary to Queen Elizabeth. 

[1568. Cott. Lib. Cal. 1. An ori~inal.] 

MADAME ma bonne soeur. J'ay resceu de vos lettres, d'une mesme dete; 
I'une, ou vous faites mention de l'excuse de Monsr. de Murra pour tenir son 
pretcndu parlemcnt, qui me semble bien froid, pour obtenir plus de tollkrance 
que je m'estois persuadke n'avoir par vostre promesse, quant i n'osser donner 
commission de venir sans un parlement pour leur peu de nombre dc noblesse 
alors, je vous respons, qu'ils n'ont que trois ou quatre d'avantage, qui eussent 
aussi bien dit leur opinion hors de parlcment, qui n'a estk tenu tant pour cette 
effect, mais pour friire ce qu'expressement nous avior~s requis estrc empeschBs, 
qqi est la forfalture de mes subjects pour m'avoir est6s fidelles, ce que je m'as- 
surois, jusques B heir, avoir eu en promesse de vous, par la lettre &rite i Mi 
Lord Scrup e Maistre Knoleis vous induire B ire contre eulx, voire, B les ensayre 
resentir ; toutefois je vois que je l'ay mal pris, j'ou suis plus marrie, pour cc 
que sur votre lettre qu'il me montrerent, e t  leur parole, je l'ay si divulguement 
assuray que pour vengeance que j'en dBsirasse, si non mettre difference entre 
leur faux dkportemens, et les miens sincdres. Daus vostre lettre aussi dstBe 
du lOme d'Aoust, vous metties ces mots : I think your adverse party, upon 
my sundry former advices, will hold no Parliament at  all ; and if they do, it 
shall be only in form of an assembly to accord whom to send into this realm, 
and in what sort ; for otherwise, if they shall proceed in manner of a Parlia- 
ment, with any act of judgment against any person, I shall not, in any wise, 
allow thereof; and if they shall be so overseen, then you may think the same 
to be of no other moment, than the former procedures ; and by such their rash 
manner of proceeding, they shall most prejudice themselves ; and be assured 
to find mc ready to condemn them, in their doings." Sur quoy, j'ay contre- 
mandi. mes serviteurs, les faissant retirer, souffrant selon vostre commandcment 
d'Btre faussement nommBs trattres, par ceulx qui le sont de vray: et encore 
d'Btre provoqu6s par escarnlons dies, et par prinses de mes gens et lettres, et au 
contraire vous 6tes informbe que mes subjects ont Bvahis les vostres, Madame, 
qui a fait ce rapport n'est pas homme de bien, car Laird de Sesford et son fils 
sont e t  ont estes mes rebelles depuis le commencen~ent; enquires vous, s'ils 
n'estoient B Donfris aveques eulx, j'avois offri respondre de la  frontihre, ce qui 
me fut refus6, cc qui m'en devroit asses deschhrger, neanmoins, pour vous faire 
preuve de ma fidklitb, et de leur falsitb, s'il vous fayte donner ins le nom des 
coulpables, et me fortifier, je commanderay mcs subjects les pour suivre, ou si 
vous voules que se soit les vostres, les miens leur ayderont ; je vous prie nl'en 
mander vostre volontk, au reste mes subjects fidelles seront responsables B tout 
ce que leur sera mis su les contre vous, ni les vostres, ni les rebelles, despuis que 
me conseillates les faire retirer. Quant aux Fran~ois,  j'escrivis que l'on m'en 
fit nulle poursuite, car j'espgrois tant en vous, que je n'en aurois besoign,-je ne 
sqcu si le dict anra en mes lottres, mais je vous jure dcvant Dieu ouc je no scay 
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cllose du monde de leur venoe, que ce que m'en aves manday, ni n'en ai oui 
de France mot du monde, et ne le puis croire pour cest occasion, et si ils si 
sont, c'est sans mon sceu ni consentement. Pourquoy je vous supplie ne me 
condamner sans m'ouire, car je suis prest de tenir tout ce que j'ay offert a 
Mester Knoleis, et vous assure que vostre amit6, qu'il vous plest m'offrir, sera 
rescue avant toutes les choses du mondc, quant France servit la pour presser 
leur retour h ceste condition, que prenies mcs affaires en rnein, en soeur, e t  
bonne ami, comme ma Franc6 est en vous; mais une chose seule me rends 
confuse, j'ay tant d'enemis qu'ont votrs oreille, la quelle ne pouvant avoir par 
parolle, toutes mes actions vous sont desguis6es, et falsement raport6es, par 
quoi il m'est impossible de m'assurer de vous, pour les manterics qu'on vous a 
fait! pour destruire vostre bonne volont6 de moy ; par quoy je d6sircrois bien 
avolr ce bien vous faire entendre ma sincere et bonne affection, laquelle je ne 
puis si bien descrire, que mes enemis a tort ne I s  d6color6. Ma bonne socur, 
gagnes moy ; envoy6s moy qnerir, n7entr6s en jalousie pour Fmlx raports de 
celle que ne desire que votre bonne grace ; je me rcmettray sur Mester Knoleis 
A qui je me suis libremcnt descouverte, e t  apr6s vous avoir bais6e les mains, je  
prierai Dieu vous donner en sant6, longue et heureuse vie. De Boton, ou je 
vous promets, je ne n'esp8re pertir, qu'aveques vostre bonne grace, quoyque les 
menteurs mentent. Ce 26 d'Aoust. 

No. XXVIII. (p. 189.) 

Queen Elizabeth to the E a r l  of Numay. 

[Paper Office. From a copy corrected by Secretary Cecil.1 

RIGHT trusty and right well beloved cousin, we greet you well. Where we 
hear say, that certain reports are made in sundry parts of Scotland, that what- 
sover should fall out now upon the hearing of the Queen of Scotts cause, in any 
proof to convince or to acquit the said Queen concerning the horrible murder of 
her late husband our cousin, we have determined to restore her to her kingdom 
and government, we do so much mislike hereof, as  we cannot endure the same 
to receive any credit : and therefore we have thought good to assure you, that 
the same is untruly devised by the authors to our dishonour. For as  we have 
been always certified from our said sister, both by her letters and messages. 
that she is by no means guilty or participant of that murder, which we wish ta 
be true, so surely if she should,be found justly to be guilty thercof as hath been 
reported of her, rvhereof we would be very sorry, then, indeed, it  should behoovo 
us to consider otherwise of her cause than to satisfy hcr desire in restitution ol 
her to the government of that kingdom. And so we would have you and 
all others think, that should be disposed to conceive honourably of us and 
our actions. 

Indorsed, 20 Sept. 1560. 

No. XXJX. (p. 192.) 

Sir Francis Knollys to Cecil, the 9th of October, 1568,from Ywk. 

[An Original. Paper Office.] 

MY Lord's Grace of Norfolk sending for me to Bolton, to attend upon hihrm 
here Thursday last, I made my repair hither accordingly, meaning to stay lioaa 
until Munday next ; as touching the matters of the commission, that H ~ E  Gracrr 
and the rest have from Her Highness, His Grace hath imparted unto me of all 
things thereunto appertaining, and what hath hitherto passed, and altho' the 
matters be too weighty for my weak capacity, to  presume to utter any opinion 
of mine own thereof, yet I see that My Lord Herris for his parte laboureth a 
reconciliation, to be had without the extremity of odious accusations ; My Lord 
of Ledington also saith to me, that he could wish these matters to be ended ir 
dulce maner, so that it  might be done with safety; of the rest you can conceive, 
by the advertisements and writings sent by our cowmissi,)r.+rs. 
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dl Lctter from the Bishop of Ross to the Queen of Scab, from York, October, 1568. 

[Cott. Lib Calig. C. i. A copy.] 

PLEIS Your Majesty I conferred at length with A. ane great part of a night, 
who assurit me that he had reasoned with B. this Saturday C. on the field, who 
determinate to him that it was the D. determinate purpose not to end your 
cause at  this time, but to hold the same in suspence, and did that was in her 
power, to make the E. pursue extremity, to the effect F. and his adherents 
might utter all they could to your dishonour, to the effect to cause you come in 
disdain with the hail subjects of this realm, that ye may be the mair unable to 
attempt any thing to her disadvantage. And to this effect is all hcr intention, 
and when they have produced all they can against you, D. w ~ l l  not appoint the 
matter instantly, but transport you up in the country, and rek in  you there 
till she thinlr time to show you favour, which is not likely to be hastily, because 
of your uncles in France, and the fear she has of yourself to be her uufriend. 
And therefore their counsel is, that ye write an writing to the D. meaning that 
ye are informit that your subjects which has off'endit you.-This in effect that 
Your Majesty hearing the estate of your affairs as they proceed in York, was 
informed that Her Majesty was informed of you, that you could not gudcly 
remit your subjects in such sort as they might credit you hereafter, which was a 
great cause of the stay of this controversy to be ended. And therefore porsuad- 
ing her D. effectually not to trust any who had made such narration. But like 
as ye had rendered you in her hands, as most tender to you of any living, so 
prayit her to take na opinion of you, but that ye wald use her counsel1 in all 
your affairs, and wald prefer her friendship to all others, as well uncles as others, 
and assure her to keep that thing ye wald promise to your subjects by her 
advice. And if D. discredit you, yc wald be glad to satisfy her in that point be 
removing within her realm in secret and quiet manner, where her G. pleased, 
until the time her G. were fully satisfied, and all occasion of discredit removed 
from her. So that in the mean time your realm were holden in quietness, and 
your true subjects restored and maintained in their own estate, and sic other 
things tending to this effect. And affirms that they believe that this may be 
occasion to csuse hcr credit you that ye offer so fitr ; and it may come that 
within two or three months she may become better-minded to Your Grace, for 
now she is not well-minded, and will not show you any pleasure for the causes 
aforesaid. 

N. B. The title of this paper is in Cecil's hand ; the following key is added 
in another hand. 

A. The Laird of Lethington. 
B. The Duke of Norfolk. 
C. Was the day he rodc to Cawood. 
D. The Queen of England. 
E. The Queen of Scots' commissionere. 
F. The Earl of Murray. 

No. XSX. (p. 196.) 

Deliberatidn of Secretary Cecil's concerning Scotland, Dec. 21,1568 

[Paper Office.] 

THE best way for Enyland, but not the easiest; that the Queen of Scots 
might remain deprived of her crown, and the state continue as it is. 

The second way for England profitable, and not so hard.-That the Queen 
of Scots might be induced, by some perswaeions, to agree that her son might 
continue King, because he is crowned, and herself to remain also Queen ; and 
that the government of the realm might be committed to such persons as the 
Queen of England should name, so as for the nominat~on of them it might bs 
ordered, that a convenient number of pcrsona of Scotland should be first named 
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to the Queen of England, indifferently for the Queen of Scots, and for her son, 
that is to say, the one half by the Queen of Scots, and the other by the Earle 
of Lennox, and Lady Lennox, parents to the child; and out of those, the 
Queen's Majesty of England to malre choice for all the officers of the realm, 
that are, by the laws of Scotland, disposable by thc Icing or Queen of the land. 

That  untill this may be done by the Queen's Majesty, the govcrnment remain 
in the hands ef the Earle of Murray as it is, providing he shall not dispose of 
any offices or perpetuals to continue any longer but to these offered of the - - - 
premises. 

Tha t  a Parliament be summoned in Scotland by several commandments, both 
of the Queen of Scots and of the young King. 

-That hostages be delivered unto England on the young King's behalf, to 
the number of twelve persons of the Earle of Murray's part, as the Queen of 
Scots shall name ; and likewise on the Queen's behalf, to the lilie number as the 
Earle of Murray shall name ; the same not to be any that have by inheritance 
or office cause to be in this Parliament, to remain from the beginning of the 
summons of that ParIiament, untill three months after that Parliament ; which 
hostages shall be pledges, that the friends of either part shall lieep the peace in 
all cases, till by this Parliament it be concludcd, that the ordinance which the 
Queen of England shall devise for the government of the realm (being not tc 
the hurt of the crown of Scotland, nor contrary to the laws of Scotland for any 
man's inheritance, as the same was before the Parliament at  Edinr. the 
Decemr. 1567) shall be established to be kept and obeyed, under pain of high 
treason for the breakers thereof. 

-That by the same Parliament also be established all executions and judg- 
ments given against any person for the death of the late Icing. 

-That by the same Parliament, a remission be made universally from the 
Queen of Scots to any her contrarys, and also from every one subject to another, 
saving that restitution be made of lands and houses, and all other things herit- 
able, that have been by either side taken from them which were the owners 
thereof at  the committing of the Queen of Scots to Lochlcvin. 

Tha t  by the same Parliament it be declared who shall be successors to the 
crown next after the Q. of Scots and her issue ; or else, that such right as the 
D. of Chatelhcrault had, at  the marriage of the Queen of Scots with the Lord 
Darnley, may be conserved and not prejudized. 

Tha t  the Q. of Scots may have leave of the Queen's Majesty of England, 
twelve months after the said Parliament, and that she shall not depart out of 
England without special licence of the Queen's Majesty. 

That  the young King shall be nourished and brought up in England, till ha - 
be years"of a$. 

- 
I t  is to bs considered, that in this cause the composition between the Queen 

and her subjects may be made with certain articles,'outwardly to be seen to the 
world for her honour, as though all the parts should come of her, and yet for 
the surety of contrarys, that certain betwixt her and the Queen's Majesty ale 
to be concluded. 

No. XXXI. (p. 197.) 

The Quetm to Sir Framis hfno21eys, 22 Januarg, 1568-9, 

[Paper Office.] 

WE greet you well, we mean not, at  this point, by any writing, to renew that 
which it hath pleased God to make grievous to us and sorryful to yow; but for- 
bearing the same as unmeet a t  this point, having occasion to command yow in 
our service, and yow also whilest you are to serve us. We require yow to con- 
sider of this that followeth with lilie consideration and diligence, as hitherto 
yow have accustumate in our service ; at the time of our last letters written to 
yow the fourteenth of this month for removing of the Queen of Scots, we had 
understanding out of Scotland of certain writtings sent by her from thence into 
Scotland, amongst the which one is found to contain great and manifest untruths 
toscliing us and others also, as shall and may plainly appear onto yow by the 
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copy of the same, which likewise we send you, and because a t  the same tima 
we were advertized, that it should be shortly proclaimed in Scotland, t h o u 8  
then i t  was not, we thought good first to remove the Queen, bcfore we woul?. 
disclose the same, and then expect the issue thereof; and now, this day, by let 
ters from our cousin of FIunsdon we are ascertained, that since that time tho 
same matters contained in the writing, are published in diverse parts of Scot- 
land, whereupon we have thought i t  very meet, for the discharge of our honor, 
and to confound the falsehood contained in that writting, not only to havo the 
same reproved by open proclamation upon our frontiers, the coppy whereof we 
do herewith send yow, but also in convenient sort to charge that Queen there- 
with, so as she may be moved to declare the authors thereof, and persuaders of 
her to write in such slanderous sort such untruth8 of us ; and in the mean sea- 
son, we have here stayed our commissioners, lrnowing no other whom we may 
more probably presume to be parlies hereunto, than they, untill the Queen shall 
name seine other, and acquit them;  who being generally charged, without 
expressing to them any particularity, do use all manner of speeches to discharge 
themselves ; wherefore our pleasure is, that ye shall, after ye have well perused 
the coppy of this mritting sent to yow, speedily declare unto her, t,llat we have 
good understanding given us of diverse letters and Tvrittings, sent by her into 
Scotland, signed by her own hand, amongst which one such writting is sent 
with her commandment, cxpressly as now it is alrcndy published, as we are 
much troubled in mind that a Princess as she is having a cause in our hands so 
implicated with difficultys and ealamitys, should either conceave in her own 
mind, or allow of them that should devise such false, untrue, and irnprobable 
matters against us, and our honor, and specially to have the aventure to have 
the same being known so untrue to be published ; and you shall also say, because 
we will not think so ill o r  her, as that i t  should proceed of her self, but rather 
she hath been counsclled thereunto, or by abuse made to think some part thereof 
to be true, we require her, even as she may look for any Fdvour a t  our hands, 
that she will disburden herself as much as truly she nlay herein, and name thern 
which have been ths authors and perswaders thereof, and so she shall make as 
great amends to us as the case may require ; after you have thus far proceeded, 
and had some answer of her, whether she shall deny the writing absolutely, or 
name any that have been the advisers thereof, you shall say unto her that we have 
stayed her comn~issioners here, untill we may have sorne answer hereof, because 
we cannot but. impute to them some part of this evil dealing, until1 by her 
answer the authors may be lrnorun ; and as soon as you can have direct answers 
from her, we pray you to return us the same ; for as the case standeth, we can- 
not but be much disquieted with it, having our l~onour so deeply touched con- 
trary to any intention in us, and for any thing we know in our judgment the 
Earl  of Murray and others named in the same writting, void of thought for the 
matters, to them therein imputed; you may impart to the Queen of Scots 
either the contents of the slanderous letter, or show her the copy to read it, and 
you may also impart this matter to the 1,ord Scroop, to join with you there as 
you shall thinlr meet. 

Sir Francis Knolleys to Queen Elzaa,beth, from U.'etherby, the 28th of January, l5fi8 

[An original. P a p ~ r  Office.] 

I WILL supress my own griciTs, and pass them over with silence, for the 
~ r e s e n t  learning of Your Majesty-and for this Queen's answer to the eoppie 
of her supposed letter sent unto Scotland, I must add this unto my brother's 
letter, sent unto Mr. Secretary yesternight late ; in process of time she did not 
deny but that the first lines contained in the same cepie, was agreeable to a letter 
that  she had sent unto Scotland, which touched My Lord of Murray's promise 
to deliver her son into Your Majesty's hands, and to avoid that the same should 
not be done without her conse:it, made her, she saith, to write in that behalf; 
she saith also that she mrote that they should cause a proclamation to be made 
to stir her people to defend My Lord of Murray's intent and purpose, for 
delivering of her said son, and impunge his rebellious government, as she termed 
it, but she utterly denyet11 to have written any of the other slanderous parts of 
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tlie said letter touching Your Majesty; she said also, that she suspected that a 
Frenchman, now in Scotland, might be the author of some Scotch letters 
devised in her name, but she would not allow me to write this for any part of 
her answer. 

No. XXXII. (p. 201.) 

SW Nicholar Throkmorton to the Right Honourable the Lord of Liddingion. 

[20th of July, 1569. From the original.] 

YOUR letterof the 3d of July, I have received the 15thof the same. For answer 
whereunto you shall understand that friends here to my Lord Regcnt and you 
do wish such a concurrence in all doings, as in matter and circuinstances there 
arise no dissension, or a t  the least, no more nor othcr than the diffcrencc of 
countries doth rlecessarily require. We here do think convenient that as  few 
delays be used as may be, for the consummation of the matter in hand, which 
principally to advance your allowance, prosecution and speedy promotion in 
Scotland, is most requisite, for you are so wise, and well acquaintcd with the 
state of the world, and with all our humours, as you know that some do allow 
and disallow for reason, some for respect of multitude, some for respect of per- 
sons, and so the cause is to  go forward as men do like to set it forward. You 
are not to seek that some will use cautions, some neutrality, some dclays, and 
some will plainly impunge it. And yet all and every of these sorts will alter 
their doings, when they shall see the Regent and his favourers accord with the 
best and greatest part there, and agree with the wisest and strongest party here. 
Tho' the matter has talten its beginning here, upon deep and weighty considera- 
tions, for the weil of both the Princes and their realms, as well presently as in 
time to comc, yet it  is thought most expedient that the Regent, and realm of 
Scotland, by you, should propose the niatter to the Queen our sovereign, if you 
like to use convenience, good order, or be disposed to leave but a scar, and n o  
wound of the hurts past. I would be glad that this my letter should come to 
your hands before the convention, whereat it  seems your Queen's restoration 
and marriage to the Duke of Norfollr shall be propounded, either to wynne in 
them both allou~ancc or rejection. T o  which proceedings, because you pray me 
to write fi.ankly, I say and reason thus, me thinketh you use a preposterous 
order to demand the consent of such persons, in such matters, as their minds 
to a good end hath rather been felt or prepared, and thcreforc there must needs 
follow either a universal refusal, or factious division a.mongst you, whereby a 
bloustering intelligence must needs comc to Quecn dizabcth of tlie intended 
marriage from thence, which ought to havc been secrctely and advisedly pro- 
pounded unto Her Highness ; hereby you sec then thc meaning is, by this deal- 
ing, Her Majesty shall be made inexorable, and so bring the matter to such 
passe, as this which should have wrought surety, quietness, and a stay to both 
Queens and their realms, shall augment your calamity, and throw us your best 
friends into divorse with you, and into unhappy division amongst ourselves ; for 
you may not conjecture that the matter is now in deliberation, but expccteth 
good occasion for executing; sure I am you do not judge so slenderly of the 
managing of this matter, as to think we havc not cast the worst, or to enter 
therein so far without the assistance of the nobility, the ablest, the wisest, and 
the mightiest of this realm, except Queen Elizabeth : from whom it hath been 
concealed until you, as  the fittest minister, might propound it to  her, on the 
behalf of the Regent and the nobility of Scotland. How far Master Woddes 
defamations do carry them of Queen Elizabeth's affections, and Master Secre- 
tary's to assist the Regent and t,o suppress the Queen of Scots, I lrnow not, nor 
it is not material ; but I do assuredly think that Her Majesty will prefer her 
surety, the tranquillity of her reign and the conservation of her people, before 
any device, which may proceed from vain discourse, or imperfections of pas- 
sions and inconsiderate affections. And as for Mr. Secretary, you are not to 
learn that as he lilreth not to go too fast afore, so he  coveteth not to tarry too 
far behind, and specially when the rcliques be of no great value or power. If 
Icould as well assure you of his magnanimity, and constancy, as of his present 
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conformity, I would say confidently, you may repose as well of him in thla 
matter, as of the Duke of Norfolk, the Earls of Arundel, Pembroke, Leicester, 
Bedford, Shrewsbury, and the rest of the nobility; all which do embrace and 
proteste the accompli~hment of this case. I have, according to your advice, 
written presently to My Lord Regent, with the same zeal and care of his well 
doing that I owe to him, whom I love and honour. Mr. Secretary hath assured 
unto him the Queen of Scotland's favour and good opinion, wherewith he 
seemeth to be well satisfy'd. If your credit be as I trust, hasten your coming 
hither, for it is very necessary that you were here presently. Q. Elizabeth both 
doth write to My Lord Regent in such sort, as he may perceive Mr. Wood's 
discourses of Her Majesty's affection to be vain, and Mr. Secretary otherwise 
bent than he conjectureth of him, the effect of which Her Majesty's letter you 
shall understand, by My Lord Leicester's letter unto you a t  this dispatch. A t  
the Court, 20th July, 1569. 

No. XXXIII. (p. 201.) 

Part of a Letter from the Earl of Numay to L. B. probably Lord Burleigh. 

11509. Harl. Lib. 37. B. 9. fo. 43.1 

- BECAUSE I see that great advantage is taken on small occasions, and 
that  the mention of the marriage betwixt the Queen my sovereign's mother, 
and the D. of Norfolk hath this while past been very frequent in both the 
realms, and then I myself to be spoken of as a motioner, which I perceive is 
a t  the last come to Her Majesty's ears ; 1 will, for satisfaction of Her Highness, 
and the discharge of my duty towards Her Majesty, manifest unto you my 
interest, and medling in that matter, from the very beginning, knowing what- 
soever is prejudicial to Her Highness, cannot but be hurtful to the King my 
sovereign, this his realm, and me. What conferrences was betwixt the Duke 
of Norfolk, and any of them that were with me within the realm of England, 
1 am not able to declare ; but I am no wisc forgetful of any thing that passed 
betwixt him and me, either at  that time, or since. And to the end Her Majesty 
may understand how I have been dealt with in this n~atter, I am compelled to 
touch some circumstances, before there was any mention of her marriage. In 
York, a t  the meeting of all the conimissioncrs, I found very - and neutral 
dealing with the Duke, and others Her Highness's commissioners, in the be- 
ginning of the cause, as in the making of the others to procecd sincerely, and 
so  furth. During whic11 time, I entered into general speech, sticking a t  our 
just defence in the matters that were objected against us, by the said Queen's 
commissioners, looking certainly for no other thing, but summary cognition in 
the cause of controversy, with a final declaration to have followed. Upon a 
certain day the Lord Lithington secretary rode with the Dulre to I-loward, what 
purpose they had I cannbt say, but that night Lithington returning, and entring 
into conferrence with me upon the state of our action, I was advised by him to 
pass to the Dulre, and require familiar conferrence, by the which I might have 
some feeling to what issue our matters would tend. According to which advice, 
having gotten time and place convenient in the gallery of the house where the 
Duke was lodged, after renewing of our first acquaintance made at  Berwick, 
the time before the assize of Leith, and some speeches passed betwixt us ; he 
began to say to me, how he in England had favour and credit, and I in Scotland 
had will and friendship of many, i t  was to be tho't there could be none more 
6t instruments, to travel for the continuance of the amity betwixt the realms, 
than we two. And so that discourse upon the present state of both, and how 
I was entered in that action tending so far to the Queen's dishonour, I was 
willed by him to consider how matters stood in this, what honour I had received 
of  the Queen, and what inconveniences her defamation in the matters laid to 
her charge might breed to her posterity. Her respect was not little to the 
crown of England, there was but one heir. The Hamiltons my unfriends, had 
the next respect, and that I should esteem the issue of her body would be the 
more affectionate to ine and mine, than any other that could attain to that 
crown. And so i t  should be meetest, that she affirmed her dismi~sion made in 
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Lochlevin, and we to abstract the letters of her hand write, that she should not 
be defamed in England. My reply to that ~ v a s ~ h o w  the matter had passed in 
Parliament, and the letters seen of many, so that the abstracting of the same 
could not then secure her to any purpose, and yet should we, in that doing, 
bring the ignominy upon us. Atiirming i t  would not be fair for us that way to 
proceed, seeing the Queen's Majesty of England was not made privy to the 
matter as she ought to be, in respect we were purposely come in England for 
that  end, and for the - of the grants of our cause. The Duke's answer was, 
he ~ivould take in hand to handle matters well enough at  tile court. After this, 
on tlte occasion of certain articles, that were required to be resolved on before 
we entered on the declaration of the very ground of our action, we came up 
to the court; where some new commissioners were adjoined to the formor, and 
the hearing of the matter ordained to be in the Parliament-house at  Westmin- 
ster, in presence of which commissioners of the said Queen, and - through 
the -- rebuking of the Queen of England's own commissioners, we uttered 
the whole of the action, and produced such evidences, letters, and probations, 
as we had, which might move the Queen's Majesty to thinli well of our cause. 
Whereupon expecting her Highncss' declaration, and seeingno great likelihood 
of the same to be suddenly given, but daily motions then made to come to an 
accord with the said Queen,our mattcrs in hand in Scotland,in the mean season, 
standing in hazard and danger, we were put to the uttermost point off our wit, 
to imagine whereunto the matters would tend, tho' albeit we had left nothing 
undone for justification of our causes, yet appeared no end, but continual mo- 
tions made to come to some accord with the Queen, and restore her to whole or 
half reign. I had no other answer to give them, but that I should neither do 
against conscience or honour in that matter. Sotwithstanding seeing this 111y 
plain answer wrought no end, nor dispatch to us, and that I was informed that 
the Duke began to mislike of me, and to speak of me, as that I had reported 
of the said Queen irreverently, calling her - [probably adulterer] and mnr- 
derer, I was advised to pass to him, and give him good words, and to purge 
myself of the things objected to me, that I should not open the sudden entry 
of his evil grace, nor have him to our enemy - considering his greatness, 
I t  being therewithal whispered and showed to me, that if I departed, he standing 
discontented and not satisfied, I might peradventure find such trouble in nly 
way, as my throat might be cut before I came to Berrick. And therefore, since 
it might well enough appear to her marriage, I should not put him in utter de- 
spair, that my good will could not be had therein. So few days before my de- 
parting I came to the park in Hampton Court, where the Duke and I met 
together, and there I declared unto him that it was come to my ears, how some 
misreport should be made of me to him, as that I should speak irreverently and 
rashly of the said Queen my sovereign's mother, such words as before expressed, 
that he might - [probably suspect] thereby my affection to be so alienate 
from her, as that I coi~ld not love her, nor be content of her preferment, howbeit 
he might perswade himself of the contrary, for as she once was the person in 
the world that I loved best, having that honour to be so near unto her, and 
having received such advancement and honour by her, I was not so ungrate or 
so unnatural ever to wish her body harm, or to speak of her as was untruly 
reported of me (howsoever the truth was in the self), and as to the preservation 
of her son, now my sovereign, had moved me to enter into this cause, and that 
hcr own pressing was the occasion of that was uttered to her - [probably 
dishonour] whensoever God should move her heart to repent of her by past 
behaviour and life, and after her known repentance, that she should be separate 
from that ungodly and unlawful marriage that she was entred in, and then 
after were joined with such a godly and honourable a personage, as were affec- 
tioned to the true religion, and whom we might trust, I could find in my heart 
to love her, and to shew her as great pleasure, favour, and good will, as ever I 
did in my life ; and in case he should be that personage, there was none whom 
I could better like of, the Queen - in - of England being made privy to 
the matter, and she allowing thereof, which being done, I should labour in all 
things that I could, to her honour and pleasure, that were not prejudicial to the 
King my sovereign's estate, and prayed him not to think otherwise or me. for 
my affection was rather buried and hidden within me, awaiting until God should 
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direct her to know herself, than utterly alienated and abstracted f r o ~ n  h a ,  
which he seemed to accept in very good part, saying, Earl of Murray, thou 
thinks of me that thing, whereunto I will make none in England or Scotland 
privy, and thou hast Norfolli's life in thy hands. So departing, I came to my 
lodging, and by the way and a11 night, I was in continual thought and agita 
tion of mind, how to behave myself in that weighty matter, first imagining 
whereunto this should tend, if it  were attempted witllout the Queen's Majesty 
3f England's knowledge and good will, this realm and I myself in particular 
having received such favour and comfort at  Her Highness's hands, and this 
whole isle such peace and quietness, since God possessed Her Majesty with her 
crown. And on the other part, seeing the Dulie had disclosed him to me, pro- 
testing none other were or should be privy to our speech, I tho't I could not 
find in my heart to utter any thing that might endanger him; moved to the 
uttermost with these cogitations, and all desire of sleep then removed, I prayed 
God to send mc some good relief and outgate, to my discharge and satisfaction 
of my troubled mind, which I found indeed; for upon the morn, or within a 
day or two thereafter, I entered in conversation with my Lord of Leicester, in 
his chamber at  the court, where he began to find strange with me, that in the 
matter I made so difficult to him, standmg so precisely on conference, and how 
when I had in my communication mith the Duke, come so far - and there 
he made some discourse with me, about thst which was talke betwixt us, I 
perceiving thst  the Duke had - [probably disclosed] the matter to my Lord 
of Leicester, and thinking me thereby discharged at  the Duke's hands, there- 
fore I repeated the same communication in every point to my Lord of Leicester, 
who desired me to show the same to the Queen's Majesty, which I refused to 
do, willing him if he tho't it  might import Her Highness any thing, that he as 
one - by Her Majesty, and for many benefits received a t  Her Highness's 
hands is obliged to wish her well, should make declaration of the same to Her 
Majesty, as I understand by some specch of Her Highness to me, he did. This 
my declaration to the Dulre was the only cause that staid the violence and 
trouble prepared for me unexecuted, as I have divers ways understood. The 
same declaration I was obliged to renew since in writings of - sent to my 
servant John Wood. The sum whereof, I trust, he showed the Dulre, and 
something also I wrote to himself for it was tho't this should redeem some time, 
that the Duke should not suddenly declare him our enemy, for his greatness 
\\>as oft laid before me, and what friendship he had of the chief of the nobility 
in England, so that i t  might appear to the Queen's Majesty of England-so 
cold towards us, and doing nothing publickly that might seem favourable for us, 
we had some cause to suspect that Her Highness should not be contrarious to 
the marriage when i t  should be proposed to her. The sharp message sent by 
Her Majesty mith the Lord Boyd, who had the like commission from the Duke 
tending so far to the said Queen's preferment, as it were proposing one manner 
of conditions from both, gave us to think that Her Highness had been foreseen 
in the Duke's design, and that she might be induced to allow thereof. But how- 
beit i t  was devised in England, that the Lord of Lethington should come as 
fi.om me, and break the matter to Her Highpess, as Her Majesty in a letter 
declared that she looked for his coming, yet that devise proceeded never of me, 
nor the noblemen at  the convention could no wise accord to his sending, nor 
allow of the matter motioned, but altogether misliked it, as bringing with the 
same great inconveniences to the surety and quietness of this whole isle : for 
our proceedings have declared our misliking and disallowance of the purpose 
from the beginning,, and if we had pleased he was ready for the journey. And 
in lilre~vise i t  was devised to give consent that the - [probably dizorce] 
between the said Queen and Botb\vell should be suffered to proceed in this 
realm, as it was desired by the said Lord Royd, by reason we could not under- 
stand what was the Queen's Majesty's pleasure, and allowance in that behalf - And whereas ye mean, that Her Highness was not made privy of sny 
such intention, the fault was not in me. The first motion being declared, as I 
have written, to my Lord of Leicester, and by him imparted to Her Majesty, 
so far as I could perceive by some speech of Her Highness's to me, before my 
departing. Thus I have plainly declared how I have been dealt withal for 
lhis marriage, and how just necessity moved me not to require directly, that 
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which the Duke appeared so - unto. And for my threatenings, to ailvent 
to the same, I have expressed the manner; the persons that laid the matter 
before me were of my own company. But the Duke since hath spoken, that i t  
was his writing which saved my life a t  that time. In  conclusion I pray you 
persuade Her Majesty, that she let no speeches nor any othcr thing passed and 
objected to my prejudice, move Her Majesty to alter her favour-towards me, 
or any ways to doubt of my assured constancy towards Her Highness ; for in 
any thing which may tend to her honour and surety, I will, while I live, bestow 
myself, and all that will do for me, notwithstanding my hazard or danger, as 
proof shall declare, when Her Majesty finds time to employ me, 

No. XXXIV. (p. 205.) 

William Xaitland of Ledington, to m y  Lord of Leicester, Xarch 20th, 1750, 
from Ledington. 

[An original. 1 

THE great desolation threatened to this whole realm, be the divisions thereof 
in dangerous factions, doth press me to frame my letters to Your Lordship, in 
other sort, than were behovefull for me, if I had no other respect, but only to 
maintain my private credit; therefore I am driven to furnish them with matter, 
which I know not to be plausible, whereupon by misconstruing my meaning, 
some there may take occasion of offence, thinking that I rather utter my own 
passions, than go about to inform Your Lordship truly of the state ; but I trust 
my plain dealing Shall bear record to the sincerity of my meaning; to make 
the same sensible, I will lay before your Lordship's eyes the plat of this coun- 
try;  which first is divided into two factions, the one pretending the maintenance 
of the King's reign, the other alledging the Queen to have been cruelly dealt 
withall, and unjustly deprived of her state ; the former is composed of a good 
number of nobility, gentlemen, and principal burroughs of the realme, who 
shall have, as Mr. Randolph beareth us in hand, the Queen's Majesty your 
sovereign's allowance and protection ; the other hath in it some most principal1 
of the nobility, and therewithall, good numbers of the inferior sort, throughout 
the whole realm, which also look assuredly that all kings do allow their quarrel 
and will aid them accordingly. What consequence this division will draw aftcr 
it, I leave it to Your Lordship's consideration ; there is fallen out another divi- 
sion, accedentally, by my Lord Regent's death, which is like to change the state 
of the other two factions, to increase the one, and diminish the other, which is 
grounded spon the regiment of the realm. Some number of noblemen aspire 
to the government, pretending right thereto by reason of the Queen's demission 
of the croun, and her commission granted at  that time for the regiment during 
the King's minority; another faction doth altogether repine against that divi- 
sion, thinking it neither fit nor tolerable, that three or four of the meanest sor: 
amongst the Earls shall presume to challenge to themselves a rule over tha 
whole realme, the next of the blood, the first of ranlr, the greatest alway both 
for the antientry of their houses, degree, and forces, being negleckted; this 
order they think preposterous, that the meaner sort shall be placed in public, 
function to command, and the greater shall continue as private men to obey, 
besides that, they think if the commission had in the beginning been valewable 
(which the most part will not grant), yet can it not be extended to the presert, 
for that the conditions thereunto annexed are ceased, and so the effect of P I ~  
whole void ; the latter part of this division hath many pretences, for besides 'he 
Queen's faction, which is wholly on that side, a great number of these that bave 
heretofore professed the King's obedience, do favour the same, and willnot yield 
to the government of the other, whose preferment for respects they m~slike, 
when the Queen's faction shall be increased, with a part of the King's, and 
these not of least substance, and yovv may judge what is like to ensue ; another 
incident is like to move men to enter in further discourses, it is given out here 
in Scotland that the Queen's Majesty is setting forth some forces towards the 
border, which shall enter this realm, to countenance these that aspire to the 
regiment, and suppress the contrary faction, and bruits are spread, that the 
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same shall be here out of hand ; these that think themselves of equal force with 
their contrary faction at  home, or rather an overmatch to them, yet not able to 
encounter with the forces of another Prince rather than yield to their inferiors, 
will, I fear, take advice of necessity, and evil1 councillors, and seek also the 
maintenance of some foreign Prince, whereby Her Majesty (altho' no further 
inconvenient were to be feared) must be driven to excessive charges, and it 
would appear there were a conspiracy of all the elements at one time to set us 
together by the ears, for now, when the rumour of your forces coming towards 
the border is spread abroad, even a t  the same time is arrived at Dumbarton, a 
galzeon with a messenger sent expressly from the King of France, to that part 
of the nobility that favours the Queen, to learn the state of the country, and 
what support they lack or desire, either for furtherance of her affairs, or for 
their own safety; assuredly this message will be well received, and suffered 
accordingly, this is the present state of Scotland. MOW, if Your Lordship 
would also know my opinion, how to choice the best, as the case standeth ; I 
will in that also satisfie Your Lordship I am required from them to deal plainly, 
and Your Lordship shall judge wither I do so or not ; for I think it plain deal- 
ing, when I simply utter my judgment, and go not about to disguise my intents. 
I trust the Queen's Majesty hath a desire to retain at  her devotion the realme 
of Scotland, which she hath gone about to purchase, with bestowing great 
charges, and the loss of some of her people ; this desire is honourable for Her 
Highness, profitable for both the countrcys, and of none to be disallowed; 
especially if it be (as I take it) to have the amity of the whole realm, for i t  is 
not a portion of Scotland can serve her turn, nor will i t  prove commodious for 
her to suit the friendship of a faction of Scotland, for in so doing, in gaining the 
best, she may lose the more, and the same would bring all her actions with us in 
suspicion, if she should go about to nourish factions amongst us, which meaning 
I am sure never entered into Her Majesty's heart; then if i t  be the friendship 
of the whole she doth demand,let her not, for pleasure of one part, go about to 
overthrow the remnznt, which will not be so faisablc, as some may give her to 
understand ; but rather by way of treaty, let her go about to pacify the whole 
state, bring the parties to an accord, reduce us all by good means to an uniform- 
ity, so shall she give us all occasion to think well of her doings, that she tendcth 
our wealth, and provoks us universally to wish unto Her Majesty, a most pros- 
perous continuance ; by the contrary, if, for the pleasure of a few, she will send 
forces to suppress these whom they mislikc, and so consequently offend many; 
men be not so faint hearted, but they have courage to provide for their own 
safty, and not only will embrace the means partly offered, but will also procure 
further at  the hand of other Princes. This for mine own part, I do abhorr, and 
protest I desire never to see forces of strangers to set foot within this land, yet I 
know not what point necessity may drive men into, as if men in the middle of 
the sea were in a ship, which suddenly should be set on fire, the fear of burning 
would make them leap into the sea, and soon after the fear of the watter would 
drive them to cleive again to the fired ship, so for avoiding present evil, men 
will many times be inforced to have recourse to another no less dangerous. 
Trust me, forces will not bring forth any good fruit to Her Majesty's behove, 
i t  must be some way of treaty shall serve the turn, wherein bp my former let- 
ters Your Lordship doth know already what is my judgement; you see how 
plainly I do write, without consideration in what part my letters may be taken, 
yet my. hope is that such as will favourably interpret them, shall think that  I 
mean as well to Her Majesty and that realme, as  these that will utter other 
language. 1 wish the continuance of the amity betwixt the two contrys, without 
other respect, and will not conceal from Her Majesty any thing, to my know- 
ledge, tending to the prejudice thereof; if I shall perceave Her Majesty taking 
frank dealings in evil part, I shall from thenceforth forbear ; in the mean season, 
1 will not cea9e to trowble Your Lordship, as  I shall have occasion to write, and 
80 1 take my leave of Hour Lordship. 
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No. XXXV. (p. 208.) 

&&er Queen Elisaheth to the Earle of Susseks, Julg W, 1670. 

[Calderw. MS. History, vol. 2. p. 189.1 

RIGHT trusty and well beloved cousin, we greet you well ; this day we have 
received your letters of 28 the last month, with all other letters, sent from 
Scotland, and mentioned in your letters, whereunto answer is desired to be 
given before the tenth of this month ; which is a very short time, the weighti- 
ness of the matters, and the distance of the places considered ; nevertheless we 
have, as  the shortness could suffer it, resolved to give this answer following, 
which we will that yow, by warrand hereof, shall cause to be given in our name 
to  the Earl of Lennox and the rest of the noblemen conveend with him. 
Where it is by them, in their letters, and writings alleg'd, that for laclc of our 
resolute answer, concerning the establishing of the regiment of the realm, under 
their young Icing, great inconveniences have happened, and therefore they have 
deferred now at  tlieir last convcntion to determine of the samine, who shall 
have the place of governour, until the 21st this month, before which time they 
require to have our advise, in what person or persons the government of that 
realm shall be established, we accept very thankful1 the goodwill and reputation 
they have of us, in yielding so frankly to require and follow our advise in a 
matter that toucheth the state of their King, theirselves, and realm so near, 
wherein as we pcrccive that by our former forboaring to intermeddle thcrein, 
they have talien sorne discomfort, as though that we would not have regard to 
their state and suerty, so on the other part, they of theirwisdoms ought to 
thinls that it might be by the whole world evil interpreted in us to appoint them 
a form of government, or a governour by name, for that howsoever we should 
mean well if we should do so, yet it could not be without some jealousy in the 
heads of the estate, nobility, and community of that realm, that the govern- 
ment thereof should be by me specially named, and ordain'd ; so as finding dif- 
ficulty on both parts, and yet misliking most that they should take any discom- 
fort by our forbearing to show our mind therein, we have thought in this sort 
for to proceed, considering with ourselves how now that realm had been a good 
space of tirne ruled in the name of their King, and by reason of this base age, 
governed heretofore by a very careful and honourable person, the Earle 
of Murray, until1 that by a mischievous person (an evil example) he was 
murdered, whereby great disorder and confusion of neccssity had, and will 
more follow, if determination be not made of some other speciall person, or 
persons, to take the charge of governour, or superior ruler speciall for adminis- 
tration of law and justice, we cannot but very well allow the desire of these 
Lords to have some speciall governour to be chosen ; and therefore being well 
assured that their own understanding of all others is best to consider the 
state of that realm, and to discern the abilities and qualities of every person 
meet and capable for such a charge, we shall better satisfie ourselves, whom 
they by their cominon consent shall first choose, and appoint to that purpose, 
than of any to be by us aforehand uncertainly named, and that because they 
shall perceave that me have care of the person of their King, who by nearness 
of blood, and in respect to his so young years, ought to be very tender and dear 
to us, we shall not hide our opinion from them, but if they shall all accord to 
name his grandfather, our cousin, the Earl of Lennox, to be governor alone, or 
jointly with otl~ers, (whom we hear to be in the mean time by their common 
consent appointed Lieuten nt-general) reason moveth us to think that none can 
be chosen in that whole realm that shall more desire the preservation of the 
King, and be more meet to have the government for his safety, being next to 
him in blood of any nobleman of that realm, or elsewhere ; and yet hereby we 
do not mean to prescribe to them this choice, except they shall of tliemselves 
fully and freely allow thereof; furthermore we would have them well assured 
that whatsoever reports of devises are, or shall be spread or invented, that we 
have already yielded our mind to alter the state of the King or government of 
that realm, the same are without just causc or ground by us given, for as we 
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have already advertized them, that although we have yielded to hear, which La 
honour we could not refuse, what the Qucen of Scots on her part shall say and 
oser, not only for her own assurance, but for the wealth of that realm, yet not 
knowing what the same will be that shall be offered, we mean not to break the 
order of law and justico by advancing her cause, or prejudging her contrary, 
before we  hall deliberately and assuredly see, upon the hearing of the whole, 
some place necessary, and just cause to do ; and therefore finding that realm 
ruled by a King, and the same affirmed by laws of that realm, and thereof 
invested by coronation and other solemnitios used and requisite, and generally 
so received by the whole estates, we mean not by yielding to hear the com- 
plaints, or informations of the Queen against her son, to do any act whereby to 
make conclusion of governments, but as we have found it, so to suffer the same 
to continue, yea not to suffer it to be altered by any means that m7e may impeshe, 
as to our honour it dot11 belong, as by your late actions hath ma.nifest1y appeared, 
nntill by some justice and clear cause, we shall be directly induced otherwise t o  
declare our opinion ; and this we would have them to know to be our determina- 
tion and course that we mean to hold, wherean we trust they for their King may 
see how plainly and honourably we mean to proceed, and how little cause they 
have to doubt of us, whatsoever to the contrary they have or shall hear ; and 
on the other part, we pray them of their wisdoms t~ think how unhonourable and 
contrary to all human order i t  were for us, when the Queen of Scotland doth so 
many ways require to hear her cause, and doth offer to be ordered be us in the 
same as well for matters betwixt ourselves and he., as  betwixt herself and her 
son and his party and that realm, against which offers no reason could move us 
to refuse to give ear, that we should aforehand openly and directly, before the 
causes be heard and considered, as i t  were, give a judgment or sentence either 
for ourselves or for them whom she malreth to be her contraries. Finally ye 
shall admonish them, that they do not, by misconceiving our good meaning 
toward them, or by indirect assertions of their adversary, grounded on untruths, 
hinder or weaken their own cause, in such sort, that our good meaning towards 
them shall not take such effect towa,rds them as they shall desire, or theniselves 
hav'e need of. All this our answer ye shall cause be given them, and let them 
know that for the shortness of time, this being the end of the second of this 
month, we neither could make any longer declaration of our mind, nor yet write 
any several letters, as if time might have served we would have done. 2d July, 
1670. 

No. XXXVI. (p. 200.) 

The Bishop 04 Ross to Seeretay Lidington from Chattzsworth. 

[15th June, 1570.1 

I HAVE received your letters dated the 26th of May, here a t  Chattisworth, the 
10th of January, but on the receipt thereof I had written to you at length, like 
as the Queen did with my Lord Livingston, hy which you will be resolved of 
many points contained in your said letter. I writ to you that I received 
vour letter and credit from Thos Cowy at London, and sent to Leicester to 
know the Queen of England's mind, whether if you shou?d come here or not 
We sent me word that she will no ways have you come as m e  of the commis 
sioners, because she is yet offended with you ; and therefore it appears good thar 
ye come not hither, but remain where you are, to use your wisdom and diligence: 
as may best advance the Quecn's affairs, for I perceive your weill and safetp 
depends thereon, in respect to the groat feid and ennimity born against you bl 
vour Scots people and the great beirship taken of your father's landis; botE 
were sure demonstrations of their malice. Yet I am enco~lraged by your stoua 
and deliberate mind. Assure yourself no diligence shall be omitted to procur& 
supports forth off all parts where it may be had. W e  will not refuse the aid 
neither of Papist, Jew, nor Gentil, after my advice ; and to this end, during this 
treaty, let all things be well prepared. And seeing my Lord Seaton is desirous 
to go into Flanders, the Queen thinks i t  very necessary that he so do, for the 
Duke D'Alva has gotten express command of the King of Spain to give sup- 
port, a r d  I am sure that there he shall have aid both of Flanders and the Pope, 
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Por it abidee only on the coming of soms men of countenance, to procure and 
receive the same. He must needs tarry there, on the preparations thereof, 
during the treaty, which will be a great furtherance to the same here. The 
Queen has already written to the Duke D'Alva for this effect, advertizing of 
his coming; there is certain sums of money coming for support of the English- 
men, as I wrote to you before, from the Pope. Whereupon I would he had a 
general commission to deal for them, and receive such sums as shall be given. 
The means shall be found to cause you be ansuerit of the sums you writ for, to 
be dispoisit upon the furnishing of the castle of Edinburgh, so being some 
honest and true man were sent to Flanders to receive it, as said is, which I 
would you prepared and sent. Orders shall be taken for the metals as  you 
writ of, We have proponit your avyce in entring to treat with the Queen of 
England, for retiring of her forces puntyally for lack of aid. Your answers to  
the Englishmen are tho't very good, but above all keep you weill out of their 
hands, in that case, estote prudentes sicut aerpentes. You may take experience 
with the hard dealing with me, how ye would be used if ye were here, and yet 
I am not forth of danger, being in medio nationis pravse ; alway no fear, with 
God's grace, shall make me shrink from Her Majesty's service. Since the 
Queen of England has refused that you come here. it appears to me quod non- 
dum est sedata malitia amorreorum, BC. and therefore if Athol or Cathenes 
might by any means be procured to come, they were the most fit for the purpose. 
Rotlies were also meet, if he and I were not both of ono sirname : so the treaty 
would get the less credit either in Scotland or here. Therefore avys, and send 
the best may serve the turn, and fail not Robert Melvil come with them, who- 
ever comes, for so is the Queen's pleasure ; in my last pacliet, with James Fogo, 
to you, in the beginning of May, I sent a letter of the Queen's own handwriting 
to  him, which I trust ye received. I am sorry ye come not, for the great relief 
I hoped to have had by your presence, for you could well have handled the 
Queen of England, after her humour, as you were wont to do. The rest I refer 
to your good wisdom, praying God to send you health. From Chattisworth, 
the 15th of January. 

No. XXXVII. (p. 216.) 

The Declaration of John Cais to the Lords of Grange and Lethington zoungare 
upon the 8th day of Oct. 1571. 

W H E R E A ~  your desire to know the Queen's Majesty's pleasure, what she 
will do for appeasing of these controversies, and thcrewith has offered yourselves 
to be at  her commandment, touching the common tranquility of the whole isle 
and the amity of both realms ; her pleasure in this behalf, that ye should leave 
off the maintenance of this civil discord, and give your obedience to the King, 
whom she will maintain to the uttermost of her power. 

And in this doing, she will deal with the Regent and the Icing's party to rc- 
ceive you into favour, upon reasonable conditioils for security of life and livings. 

Also, she says that the Quecn of Scotts, for that she has practised with the 
Pope and other Princes, and also with her own subjects in England, great and 
dangerous treasons against the state of her own country, and also to the de- 
struction of her own person, that she shall never bear authority, nor have liberty 
while she lives. 

If ye refuse these gentle offers, now offered unto you, she will presently aid 
the King's party, with men, ammunition, and all necessary things to be had, 
against you. 

Whereupon Her Majesty requires your answer with speed, without any delay. 

No. XXXVIII. (p. 221.) 

Articles sent by Knox lo the General Assembly, dugust 5th, 1572. 
[Calderw. MS. History, 2. 356.1 

FIEST, desiring a new act to be made ratifying all things concerning the King 
and his obedience that were enacted of before without any change, and that 
the ministers who hare contraveend the former acts be corrected as accordcth. 
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Tha t  sute be made to the Regent's grace and nobility maintaining the Kirig's 

cause, that whatsoever proceedeth in this treaty of peace they he mindful the 
kirk be not prejug'd thereby, in any sort, and they especially of the ministers 
that have been robbed of their possessions within the kirk during the time of 
the troubles, or otherwise dung and injured, may be restored. 

T o  sute a t  the Regent, that no gift of any bishoprick or other benefice be 
given to any person, contrary to the tenor of the acts made in the time of the 
first Regent of good memory, and they that are given contrar the said acts, or 
to any unqualified person, may be revoked and made null be an act of secret 
counci1,and that all bishopricks sovacand may be presented, and qualifiedpersona 
no~ninat  thereunto, within a year after the vaking thereof, according to the order 
taken in Leith be the commissioners of the nobility and of the kirk in the month 
of January last, and in special to complain upon the giving of bishoprick of 
Ross to the Lord Methven. 

Tha t  no pentions or benefices, groat or small, be given be simple donation of 
any Lord Regent without consent of the possessor of the saids benefices having 
tittle thereto, and the admission of the superintendent or commissioners of the 
province where this benefice lyeth, or of the bishops lawfully elected according 
to the said order taken a t  Leith ; and desire an act of council to be made there- 
upon until the next Parliament, wherein the samiue may be specially inacted, 
with inhibition to the lords of session to give any letters or decreets, upon such 
simple gifts of benefices or pentions not being given in manner above rehearsed, 
and that the kirk presently assembled declare all such gifts null so far as lyeth 
in their power. 

Tha t  the first form of presentation to benefices, which were in the first and 
second Regents' time, be not chang'd as now it is commonly; but that this 
clause be contained in the presentation, that if the persons presented make not 
residence, or be slandrous, or found unworthy either in life or doctrine be the 
judgment of the kirk (to which alwise he shall be subject) or meet to be trans- 
ported to another room at the sight of the kirk, the said presentation and all 
that shall fall thereupon shall be null and of no force nor effect ; and this to 
have place also in the nomination of the bishops. 

Tha t  an act be made in this assembly that all things done in prejudice of the 
kirk's assnn~ption of the third, either by Papists or others, by giving of fews, 
liferents, or taks, or any otherwise disponing the said assumed thirds, be de- 
clared null with a solemn protestation the whole lrirlr disasenteth thereto. 

Tha t  an act be made decerniug and ordaining all bishops, admitted to the 
order of the kirk now received, to give account of their whole rents, and intro- 
missions therewith once in the year, as the kirk shall appoint, for s u c h ~ a u s e s  
as the kirk may easily consider the same to be most expedient and necessar. 

Anent the jurisdiction of the kirk, that the same be determined in this as- 
sembly, because this article hath long been postpond to inalie sute to the Regent 
and coilncil for remedy against messengers and excommunicate persons. 

Last, That  orders be taken anent the procurers of the kirk, who procure 
zgainst ministers and ministry, and for sutting of justice of the kirk's actions 
in the session. 

No. XXXIX. (p. 223.) 

Declaration of Henry Killigrewe, Esq. upon the Peace concluded the 23d. 
February, 1572. 

BE i t  known to all men, by these presents, that I. Henry Killigrerve, Esq. 
ambassador for the Queen's Majesty of England, Forasmuch as, at the earnest 
motion and solicitation being made tb me, on her Highness's behalf, there is 
accord and pacificati~il of the public troubles and civil war within this realm 
of Scotland agreed and concluded, and the sanie favourably extended towards 
the Right Honourable George Earl of Huntly, Lord Gordon and Baidzenoch, 
and the Lord John Hamilton, son to the Duke's Grace of Chastellarault, and 
commendatour of the abby of Abirbrothock, for the surety of the lives, livings, 
honours, and goods of them, their hinfollis, friends, servants, and partalrers, 
now prs,perly depending, on them; in treating of the which said pacification. 
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the murders of the late Earl of Murray, uncle, and the Zarl of Levenax, 
grandfather, late Regent to the King's bRlajesty of Scotland, his realm and 
lieges,as also an article touching the discharge for the fructis or moveable goods, 
which the said persons have taken fra personis professing the King's obedience, 
before the damages done or committed by them, since the 15th day of Junij, 
1567, and before the penult day of July last by passed, by reason of the common 
cause or any thing depending thereupon, being thought by the King's commisa- 
sies matteris of such wecht and importance, as the King's present Kegent could 
not conveniently, of'himself, remit or discharge the same. Yet in respect of 
the necessity of the present pacification, and for the weil of the Icing, and 
common quietness of this realm and lieges, it  is accorded, that the matters of 
remission of the said murderers, and of the discharge of the said fructis, move- 
able goods, and other damages, be moved by the persons desiring the said re- 
missions and discharge to the Queen's Majesty my Sovereign, as to the Princess 
nearest both in blood and habitation to the King of Scots. And whatsoever 
Her Majesty shall advise and councel touching the said remission and discharge, 
the said Lord Regent, for the weil of the King and universal quietness of the 
realm of Scotland, shall perform, observe,and fullfil the same. And in likewise, 
the said Earl Huntly, and commendatour of Ablrbrothock, being urged to have 
delivered pledges and hostagcs for observation of the conditions of the said 
accord and pacification, hath required me in place thereof, in Her Majesty's 
name, by virtue of my conlmission, to promise for them, that they shall truly 
and faithfully observe and keep the said pacification, and all irticles and con- 
ditions thereof, for their parts, and that it would p l e a ~ e  Her Majesty to inter- 
pose herself, as surety and cautioner for them to that effect, to the King's 
Majesty of Scotland their sovereign and his said Regent, which I have done 
and promise to do, by virtue of Her Majesty's commission, as by the honoura- 
ble and plain dealing of the said Earl and Lord, their intention to peace well 
appears, the same being most agreeable to the mind of the Queen's Majesty 
my sovereign, which so long by her ministers hath travelled for the said pacifica- 
tion, and in the end, at her motion and solicitation the same is accorded,lmow- 
ing her Majesty's godly desire that the same may continue nnviolate; and 
that the noblemen and others now returning the King's obedience shall have 
sufficient surety for their lives, livings, honours, and goods. Therefore, in Her 
Majesty's name and by virtue of my cornmission, I promise to the aforesaid 
Earl  I-Iuntley and comnlendatour of Abirbrothoclr, that by Hcr Majesty's good 
means, tile said remission and discharge shall be purchased and obtained to 
them, their kinfolks, friends, servants, and partakers, now properly depend- 
ing upon them (the persons specified in the first abstinance always excepted), 
as  also that the said pacification shall be truly observed to them, and that Her 
Majesty shall interpose herself as conservatrix thereof, and endeavour herself to 
cause the same to be truly and sincerely kept in all points and articles thereof 
accordingly. In witness whereof I have to this present subscribed with my 
hand, and sealed the same wit11 mine own seal, the 13th day of Feb. Anno 
Domini 1572. And this to be performed by me, betwixt the date hereof and 
the Parliament which will be appointed for their restitution, or a t  the furthest 
before the end of the said Parliament. Sic subscribitur. 

The BisRoy of Glasgow's ~Yote  concerning the Queen of Scotland's Dozjry. 

[l576 Cott.lib. Calig. B. 4.1 

THE Queen of Scotland, Dowager of France, had for her dowry, besides 
other possessions, the Dukedom of Turene, which was solemnly contracted an11 
given to her by the King and Estates of Parliament; which dukedom she 
possessed peacefully till 1576, and then, upon the pacification betwixt the King 
and Mons. his brother, to  augment whose appenage this dutchy was given, to 
which the Queen of Scotland yielded upon account of Princes who were her 
near relations, provided the equivalent which was promised her should be faith- 
frilly performed. So that year, after a great many solicitations in lieu of that 
dntchy, she had granted her the county of Vermandaise, with the lands and 
bailiwicks of Seuley and Vetrv;  tho' tis lrnown that county and the otht;r 
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lands ware not of equal value with Turene, but was promised to have an ad 
dition of lands in the neighbourhood to an equal value. Upon t h i ~  letters patent 
were granted, which were confirmed in the courts of Parliament, chamber of 
accomptu, court cf aids, chamber of the treasury, and others necessary : upon 
which she entered into possession of that county, &c. Afterwards, by a valua- 
tion of the commissioners of the chamber of accompts, it was found that the 
ruvenue of that country, &c, did not amount to those of Turene, by 3000 livres. 
But instead of making up this deficiency according to justice, some of the privy 
council, viz. M. dc Cheverny, the pres~dents of Bellievre, Nicocholay, and St. 
Bonet, in the name of the King, notwithstanding of her aforesaid losses, did 
sell and alienate the lands of Senlis and the dutchy of Estaimpes, to Madam 
de Montpensier, from whom the King received money ; of which sale the coun- 
sellors aforesaid obliged themselves to be guarantees, which hath hindered the 
aforesaid Queen to have justice done her. So  that Madam de Montpensier 
hath been put in possession of these lauds of Senlis, contrary to all the decla- 
ration, protestation, and assurances of the King of France to Queen Mary's 
ambassadors. So that the Queen of Scotland is dispossessed of her dowry, 
contrary to all equity, without any regard to her quality. 

No. XL. (p. 225.) 

d Letter from the Lord of Loehlevin to the Regent Nortoun. 

[3d March, 1577. E. of Mortoun'a Archives. Bund. B. No. 19.1 

IT will please Your Grace, I recelved Your Grace's letter, and has considered 
the same. The parson of Camsey was here a t  me before the receit thereof, 
directed fra my Lord of Mar, and the master anent my last written, which was 
the answer of the writing that the master sent to me, which I sent to Your 
Grace, desiring me to come to Stirling to confer with them. I had given my 
answer before the receit of Your Grace's letter, that I behuifht to be besyd Sanct 
Androis, a t  ane friend's tryst, which I might not omit ; I understand by my said 
cousin, that the King's Majesty is to write to divers of the nobility to come 
there, anent Your Lordship's trial, and that he had written before his departing 
to my Lord Monthrois, I understand likewise, he will write to Your Grace 
to come there for the same effect, which I tho't good to make Your Grace 
foreseen of the same, praying Your Grace, for the love of God Almighty, to 
look upon the best, and not to sleep in security, bnt to turn you with unfeigned 
heart to God, and to consider with yourself, that when the King's Majesty was 
very young, God made him the instrument to divest his mother from her 
authority, who was natural Princess, for offending of his Divine Majesty, and 
that there ran no vice in her, but that the same is as largely in you, except that 
Your Grace condescended not to the destruction of your wife. For as to har- 
lotry and ambition, I think Your Grace has as far offended God, and far more 
in avaritiousness, which vycis God never left unplagued, except speedy repent- 
ance, which I pray God grant to Your Grace, for otherwise Your Grace can 
never have the love of God nor man. I pray Your Grace flatter not yourself; 
for if Your Grace believes that ye have the good-will of them that are the 
King's good-willers, ye deceive yourself: for surely I see perfectly that your 
own particulars are not contentcd, lat be the rest and that most principally for 
your hard dealing. I pray Your Grace, beir with rne that I am thus hamlie, for 
certainly i t  proceeds from no grudge, but from the very affection of my heart 
towards Your Grace, which nas continued since we were acquainted. And 
now I see, because the matter stands in Your Grace's handling with the King's 
Majesty, for certainly if Your Grace fall forth with him now, I see not how ye 
shall meet hereafter; pray I Your Grace to call to God, and look on the best, and 
cast from Your Grace both your vices, to wit, ambition and avaritiousness. I 
am riding this day to Sanct Androis, and trust to return on Wednesday a t  the 
farthest, If Your Grace will command me in any offices that are honest, that I 
may do Your Grace pleasure in at  Sterling, advertise of Your Grace's mind, 
and shall do to my power and knowledge, and this with my heartlie, &c. &c. 
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T o  our trust9 Cousin the Lord Lochleuen. 

[From the original. E. of Morton's Archives. Band. B. No. 31.1 

TRUSTY Cousin, after our most hearty commendations, we received your letter 
of  the 3d of March, and as we take your plainness therein in good part, as pro- 
ceeding from a friend and lrinsman, in whose good affection towards us we 
never doubted, so ye may not think i t  strange that we purge ourselves so far of 
your accusation, as in conscience we find ourselves to have offended in. As 
touching our offence to God, we intend not to excuse it, but to submit us to his 
mercy; for ambition surely we think none can justly accuse us ; for in our pri- 
vate estate we could, and can live as well contented, a.s any of our degree in 
Scotland, without further aspiring. The bearing too tho charge of the govern- 
ment of the realm, indeed, mon lead us, or any other that shall occupy that 
place, not simply to respect ourself, but His Majesty's rowme, which we supply, 
and therein not transcending the bounds of measurc, as WC trust, i t  shall not be 
found we have done, i t  ought not to be attributed to any ambition in us. For  
as  soon as ever His Majesty shall thinlt himself ready and able for his own 
government, none shall rnore willingly gree and advancc the sarne nor I, since 
I think never to set my face against him, whose honour, safcty, and preservation 
has been so dear unto me, nor I will never believe to find otherwise a t  his hand 
than favour, although all the unfriends I have in the earth were about him, 
to  persuade him to  the contrary. As we write unto you, our friendly dealing 
and confidence in the house of Mar is not thanlrfully acquit; as we trust your- 
self considers; but because the ambassadors of England, my Lord of Angus, 
the chancellor, treascrer, and some noblemen rides west this day to see the 
King, we pray you heartily address yourself to be there as soon as ye can, and 
as  ye shall find the lilrelihood of all things, lot us be advertised thereof with 
your own advice, by Alexr. Nay, whom we have thought good to send west, 
seeing my Lord of Angus from Sterling rides to Douglas. And so we com- 
mit you in the protection of God. At  Holyrood house, the 4th of March, 1.577. 

For the avaritiousness laid to our charge, indeed i t  lies not in us so liberally 
to  deal the King's geare, as to  satisfy all cravers, nor never shall any sovereign 
and native born Prince, let be any officer, eschew the disdains of such, as thinks 
then1 judges to their own reward ; in rnany causes I doubt not to find the assist- 
ance of my friends, but where my actions shall appear unhonest, l will not crave 
their assistance, but let me bear my own burthen. 

No. XLI. (p. 236.) 

Letter of Wals ingT~am to Randolph, February 3, 1580-1. 

[Cott. Lib. Calip. C. 6.1 

SIR, 
I navE received from my Lord Lieutenant the copy of your letter of the 25th 

of the last directed unto Iiis Lordship, containing a report of your negotiation 
with the Icing and his council, in your second audience, wherewith having made 
Her Majesty acquainted, she seemed somewhat to mislike that you shouldso 
long defer to deal for the enlarqement of Empedocles. But 1 made answer in your 
behalf, that I thought you were directed by the advice of the said Empedocles' 
frieads, in the soliciting of that cause, who lrnew what time was fittest for you 
to take to  deal therein, with most effect, and best success, wit11 which answer 
Her Majesty did in  the end rest very well satisfied, touching that point. 

Your putting of us in hope that D'Aubigny might easily be won a t  Her 
Majesty's devotion, was a t  first interpreted to have been ironie spoke by you. 
But slnce it seemeth you insist upon it, I could wish you were otherwise per- 
suaded of the man, or a t  lesst kept that opinion to yourself, for considering the 
end and purpose of his coming into Scotland, as may be many ways soliiciently 
proved, was only to advance the Queen's liberty, and reception into that govern- 
ment, to overthrow religion, and to procure a foreign match with Villenarius, 
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wherein the inclosed copy, which you may use to good purpose there, shall 
partly give you some light; there is no man here can be persuaded that he 
will change his purpose for so small advantage as he is likely to find by it, and 
therefore you shall do well to forbear to harp any more upon that string, as I 
have already written to you. The Prlnce of Orange sending, I fear, will not 
be in tims that i t  may do any good ; for besides that these people are in them- 
selves slow in their resolutions, their own affairs are, a t  present, so great, their 
state so confused, and the Prince's authority so small, that he cannot so soon 
talce order in i t ;  and yet for mine own part, I have not been negligent or csre- 
less in &he matter, having more than three weeks past sent one about it, from 
whom nevertheless I do yet hear nothing. The letters you desire should be 
written thither by the French ministers, 1 have given order to Mr. Killingrew to 
procure, who, I doubt not, will carefully perform it, so that, I hope, I shall have 
them to send you by the next. And so I commit you to God. A t  Whitehall, 
the 3d of February, 1580. 

Your very loving cousin and servant, 
FRA. WALSINGHAM. 

This  letter is an original, and i n  some parts of i t  wrote in ciphers and explained by 
another hand. By  Ernpedocles is understood 9lorton. By Villenarius, the King 
of Scots. D'Aubigny is marked tlhw oL 

3. Feb. 1580. 

Sundry Notes gathered upon good Diligence given, and in Time to be better manz- 
fested, being now thought meet to be in convenient sort used and laid against 
D'dubigny, to prove him abusing the King,  the Xobilzty, and that State. 

[Cott. Lib. Calig. C .  G. An original.] 

FIRST, it hath been informed by credible means, that D'Aubigny was privy 
and acquainted with L a  Nave the King's mother's secretary, coming into Scot- 
land, and of his errand there, tending chiefly to persuade the Icing, to think and 
esteem it an evil president for Princes that subjects might have power to deprive 
their lawful sovereigns, as they did his mother, who was not minded by any 
mean, to defeat him, either of the present government of that realm, or yet of 
the possession of the crown and inheritance thereof, but rather to assure the 
same to him: and that for the accomplisllment of that assurance, the King 
should have been advised and drawn to have governed, for some short time, as 
Prince, calling D'Aubigny to rule as governor of the Prince, by commission from 
the Queen his mother, until the King's enemies were suppressed ; after which 
time D'Aubigny should have power given to establish and resign that kingdom 
to the King, by his mother's voluntary consent, whereby all such, as had before 
been in action against the Queen or her authority, might be brought to stand in 
the King's mercy. And for that the King might live in more surety, D'Au- 
bigny should be declared both second person in succession of that crown, and 
also Lieutenant General of Scotland, and that D'Aubigny before his departure 
out of Fral~ce received commission from the King's mother to the effects remem- 
bered, or near the same. That  in this behalf he had conference with the Bishops 
of Glasgow, and Ross, and with Sir James 13aford, with which persons, and with 
the Duke of Guise, he had and hath frequent intelligence, and by Sir James 
Baford he was advised to confer with the Lord John Hamilton before his repair 
3to Scotland, whereunto he agreed, and yet afterwards he sent one John 

Hamilton to the said Lord John to excuse him in this part, alledging, that he 
did forbear to come to him, lest thereby he should marr or hinder greater esectd 
to be executed by him in Scotland. 

Tha t  before his coming into that realm, the nobility and country wore well 
quleted and united in good concord, ~ ~ i t l i  great love betwixt the King and nohil- 
ity, and amongst the noblesse, but he hath both drawn the King against sundry 
of the chiefest of his nobility, that have been most ready, and have expended 
their blood and possessions to preserve religion, and defend the King's person, 
his government and estate, and d s o  hath given occasions of great suspicions 
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ra~doffence to beengendered betwixt the King and hisnobility,andespecially w ~ t h  
sueh as have been in action against the Icing's mother, and her authority, who 
by force and means of the said commission and practice should have been 
brought into most dangerous condition ; and who also may find themselves in 
no  small peril1 while he possesses the King's ear, abuseth his presence, and 
holdeth such of the principal keys and ports of his realm, as he presently 
enjoyeth. 

That  he hath drawn the King not only to forget the great benefits done to him 
and his realme, by the Queen's Majesty of England, but also to requite the 
same with sundry signs of great untliankfulness and wounding therewith the 
honour of Her Majesty, and thereby hath adventured to shake the happy amity 
long time continued betwixt those Princes. 

And whereas these griefs were to be repaired by gentle letters and good 
offers, to have passed and been done betwixt them ; in which respect the King 
and council having resolved to write to Her Majesty, for Her Highness better 
satisfaction in the late negotiation of Mr. Alexander Hume of Northberwiclr, 
had given order to the King's secretary to frame that letter: He minding to 
break the bond of amity in sunder, willed the secretary to be sure that nothing 
should be inserted in that letter whercby the King should crave any thing at  
hcr hands, seeking thereby to cut off all loving courtesies betwixt them, as by 
the declaration of the said secretary mav be better learned, and thereupon fur- " " 
ther approved. 

That  under the hope and encouragcrnent of D'Aubigny's protection, Alex- 
ander King oresumed with that boldness to make his lewd harangue, and by his 
means hatohahitherto cscapcd chsstisement and correction, due fo; his offeke. 

That  Sir Jarnes Baford, condemned of the slaughter of the King's father, 
hath been called into the realm by Lennox, without the privity of the King. 
And whereas the said Sir James found in a green velvet desk, late the Earl  of 
Bothwell's, and saw and had in his hands the principal band of the conspirators 
in that murder, and can best declare and witness who were authors and execu- 
tors of the same ; he is drawn by Lennox to suppress the truth, and to accuse 
such as he himself knoweth to be innocent ; and as by order of law will be so 
found, if they may have due trial, which, contrary to all justice, is by Lennox 
means denied. 

This is the charge against D'Aubigny, mentioned in  the foregoing letter by 
Walsingham: but by Baford they mean Sir James Balfour. 

No. XLII. (p. 243.) 

The Copy of the King of France, his Directions sent to Scotland with Seineur de b 
Xotte Fenelon. Translated out oJ the French. 

[Calderw. MS. History, vol. iii. p.208.3 

FIRST, on Their Majestys most Christian part, he shall make the most honour- 
able salutation andvisiting to the Most Serene King of Scotland, their good 
brother and little son, that in him is possible. 

T o  give him their letters that are closed, such and such like as they have 
written to him with their hands, and to show expressly the perfect friendship 
and singular affection, that Their Majestys bear to him, and to bring back the 
answer. 

T o  take heed to the things which touch near the most Serene King, to the 
effect that his person may be in no danger, but that i t  may be most surely pre- 
served. 

And that he be not hindred in the honest liberty that he ought to have, and 
that  no greater or straiter guards be about him than he had before. 

And such like, that he be not impeached in the authority, that God hath given 
to him of King and Prince sovereign above his subjects, to the effect he may ae 
freely ordain and command in his affairs, and in the affairs of his country, with 
his ordinary council, as he was used to do of before. 

That his nobility, barons, and commonalty ofhis country may have their free 
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Liberty to resort to His Serene Majesty without suspicion of greater guards or 
more armed men about his person than the use was, that  they be not affraid and 
hindered to  resort ; and further that the Segnienr de l a  Motte Fenelon sal1 
liberally and freely speak to  the said Serene King and council, requiring the 
reestablishing ofthat  that may or hath been changed or altered. 

And that h e  may know if the principalls of the nobility and other men of 
good behaviour of the towns and cornmonality of the contry conveens, and are 
content with the form of government presently with the said Serene King, to 
the end that  if their be any miscontent he may travaile to agree them together, 
and that  he return not without the certainty of the samine. 

And if he may understand that there be any who have not used them so 
reverently towards the said Serene I<ing their sovereign Lord, as the duty of 
their obedience required, that he may pray on this behalf of His Majesty Most 
Christian the said Serene Icing his good brother, giving him council1 wholly to 
forget the fiame, and exhorting them to do their duty towards his Majesty, in 
time coming, in all respects with the obedience and true subjection they 
ought him. 

And if the said Segnieur de la Motte perceves the said Serene King to be in  
any manner constrained of his person, authority, liberty, and disposition of his 
affairs, than he used to be, and not convenient for his royal dignity, or as the 
sovereignty of a Prince doth require, that he use all lnoyen lawful and honest to 
place hiin in the sarnine, and that he employ as much as the credit of IIis Most 
Christian Majesty may do toward the nobility and subjects of that contry, 
and as  much as may his name, with the name of his crown towards the Scottish 
nation, the which he loves and confides in as much as they were proper 
Frenchmen. 

And that he wittness to the said Serene King, and his estates, of his consent, 
and to all the nobility and principal1 personages of the contry, that I-Iis Most 
Christian Majestic will continue on his part in the most ancient alliance and 
confederacy, which he hath had with the said Seren- King his good brother, 
praying his nobility and contry, with his principall subjects, to persevere in 
the samine, in  all good understanding and friendship with him ; the which, on 
his part, he shall do, observing the samine most inviolable. 

Further His Most Christian Majesty understanding that the Serene King his 
good brother was contented with the Duke of Lenox, and his servise, the said 
Signieur de L a  Motte had charge to pray His Serene Majesty that he might 
remaine beside him to his contentment, believing that he should more willing 
intertain the points of love and confederace, betwixt Their Majestys and their 
contrys, because he was a good subject to them both; and if he might not 
remain, without some alteration of the tranquility of his estate, that he might 
retire him to his own house in the said contry, in surenes, or if he pleased to 
return to France that he might surely - and if i t  pleases His Serene Majesty, 
to cause cease and stay the impeachments, that are made of new upon the 
frontiers, to the effect that the natural Frenchmen may enter as freely into the 
contry, a s  they were wont to do of before. 

And that there may be no purpose of diffarnation, nor no speech but honour- 
able of the Most Christian King, in that contry, but such like as is spoken most 
honourably of the Serene King of Scotland in Francc. 

H e  had another head to propone, which he concealed till a little before his 
departure, to wit, that the Queen, the King's mother, was content to receive 
her son in association of the kingdom. 

No. XLIII. (p. 149.) 

Lord Hunsdane to Sir Francis Walsingham, the 14th of d u p t ,  1584 from 
Berwick. 

[Calderw. MS. History, vol.iii. p, 374.1 
Sm, 

ACCORDING to my former letters, touching my meeting with the Earl  of Arran 
upon Wednesday last, there came hither to me from the Earle, the justice clerk, 
and Sir William Stuart. Captain of Dumbarton, both of the King's privie 
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council, to  treat wrth me about the orcier of )ur meeting, referring wholly to 
me to appoint the hour, and the number we should meet withal ; so as we con- 
cluded the place to  be Foulden, the hour to be ten o'clock, and the number with 
ourselves to be 13 of a side ; and the rest of our troops to  stand each of them 
a mile from the town ; the-one on the one side, the other on thc other side, so 
as our troops were two miles asunder ; I was not many horsemen, but I supplied 
it with footmen, where 1 had 100 shot on horse, but they were very near 500 
horse well appointed : According to which appointment, we met yesterday, and 
after some congratulations, the Earle fell in the like protestations of his gooZ 
will and readiness to serve the Queen's Majesty, before any prince in the world, 
next his sovereign, as he had done heretofore by his letters, and rather more ; 
with such earnest vows, as unless he be worse than a devil, Iler Majesty niny 
dispose of him a t  her pleasure ; this being ended, I entered with him touching 
the cause I had to deal with him, and so near as I could,left nothing unrehearsed 
that I had to charge the King or him with any unkind dealing towards Her 
Majesty, according to my instructions, which without any delay he answered 
presently, a s  ye shall perceive by the said answer sent herewith ; but I replying 
unto him, he amplified them with many moe circumstances, but to this etiect: 
Then I dealt with him touching the point of Her Majesty's satisfaction, for the 
uttering such practices as has been lately set on foot for the disquieting of 
Her Majesty and her estate, who thereof made sundry discourses, what mar- 
riages have been offered to His Majestie by sundrie Princes, and by what means 
the Earle has sought to divert them, and for what causes : the one, for that be 
marriage with Spain or France, he must also alter his religion, which as he is 
sure the King will never doe, so will he never suffer him to  hearken unto it, 
so long as he hath any credit with him ; he denys not but the King has been 
dealt withal be practices to deal against Her Majesty, which he has so far 
denied and refused to enter into, as they have left dealing therein, but what- 
soever the king or he knoweth therein, there shall be nothing hidden from Her 
Majesty, as I-Ier Majesty shall know very shortly; surely i t  seems by his 
speeches, that if the King would have yielded thereunto, there had been no 
small company of French in Scotland ere now to  disquiet Her Majesty.- 
This being ended, I dealt with him earnestly for the stay of this Parliament, 
which now approacheth ; or at  the least that there may be nothing done therein, 
to the prejudice of these noblemen and others now in England,for the forfaulting 
of their livings and goods : hereupon he made a long discourse to me, first of 
the Earl of Angus dealing about the Earl of Morton, then of his going out, 
notwithstanding of sundrie gracious offers the King had made him, then of the 
road of Ruthven, how that presently after they had the King's Majesty in their 
hands, they imprisoned himself, dealt with the King for putting of the Duke 
out of the realrne, the King refused so to do, they told him plainly that if h e  
would not he should have the Earl of Arran's head in' a dish ; the King asked 
what offence the Earle had made ? and they answered i t  must be so, and should 
be so ; hereupon for the safeguard of Arran's life, the King was content to  send 
away the Duke, and yet Arran afterwards sundrie times in danger of his life ; 
I alledgcd unto him the king's letter to the Queen's Majesty, and his acts in 
council, that  they had done nothing but for his servise, and with his good 
liking and contentment, who answered me, he durst do nu otherwise, nor could 
not do any thing but that which pleased them, with such a number of other 
their dealings with the King whilest he was in their hands as are too long to bo 
written, and too bad if they were t rue ;  I said the King might have let the 
Queen's Majesty's ambassador have known his mind secretly, and Her Majesty 
would have relieved him ; he answered, that tlie King was not ignorant that  
the apprehensions in that manner proceeded from Mr. Bow's practice, and 
thereby durst not impart so much to him, and yet the King was content, and 
did give remission to as many as would aclrnowledge their faults, and ask re- 
mission, and such as would not, he thought fit to banish, to try their further 
loyalty, in which time they conspired the King's second apprehension, and the 
killing of the Earle, and others, and seduced the ministers to their faction, and 
yet not satisfied with the conspiracies and treasonable dealings (as he terms 
them), are entered into a third, being in England under Her Majesty's protec- 
tion to dishonour Her Majesty as far s s  in them Iieth, or a t  least to csilse the 
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King conceive some unkindness in Hcr Rlajesty, for harbouring of them; r 
wrote to  yow what the consptracy was, the taking of t l ~ e  King, the killing of 
the Ehrle of Arran, and some others, the taking of the castle of Edinr, and 
bringing home the Earlca to take the charge of the Icing ; all which (says he) 
is by Dsummond confessed, and by the provost of Glencudden not greatly 
denied, and the Constable of the Castle thereupon fled; the Earl brought 
Drummond with him as far as Langton, where he lay, to have confessed the 
conspiracy before me, but having a t  his lighting received a blow on his leg with 
a horse, so as he could bring him no further, I replied that I thought verily 
they would not work any such practices in respect of the Qucen's Majesty, 
abiding within her realme, and if there be any such practices they have pro- 
ceeded from otl~ers, and they not privie unto them; and that if i t  be not ap- 
parently proved against them, that it will be thought to be some practice to 
ngsravate the fault, and to make them the more odious to the Icing. H e  
answercd me, that i t  should bc proved so sufficiently, that they should not 
be able with truth to deny it, for their own hands is to be showed to part of 
it, and therefore concluded, that if Her Majesty should so press the King for 
them a t  this time that would rather hinder this matter of the amity, nor fur- 
ther it, and that since they seek chiefly his life, he could not, in any reason, 
seek to do them any good; and besides he assured me, that if he would, he 
dared not, this last matter being fallen out, as it is ; and surely if this matter 
h a d  not fallen out, 1 would not have doubted the restoring of the Earl  of 
-Mar very shortly, if Her Majesty would have employcd me therein, but for the 
E a r l  of Angus, I perceive the King is persuaded that both he, and the rest of 
the Douglasses, have conceived so mortal1 an hatred against him and the Earl 
o f  Arran, about the death of thc Earl of Morton, as if they were a t  home, to- 
morrow nest, they would not leave to practise and conspire the death of them 
both, and therefore a hard matter to do any thing for him : finally, he concluded 
and required me to assure Her Majesty from the King, that there shall nothing 
be hid from her, nor any thing left undone that may satisfie Her Majesty with 
Teason, and that the King shall never do any thing, nor consent to have any 
thing done in her prejudice, so long as he had any credit with him, or aulhority 
u~ lder  him. Having this far proceeded, he desired to show me his commission, 
which is under the great seal, to himself only, which is as large as may be, and 
ye t  sundrie of the privie councel there with him, but not one in commission, 
nor present, nor near us all this time, having spent almost five hours in tllese 
matters; he presented to me the Master of Gray, who delivered to me a letter 
from the King in his eommendalion, whom I perceive the King means to send 
t o  Her  Majesty, and therefore requires a safe-conddct for his passage, which I 
pray yow procure, and to send it so soon asyou may. I let him understand of the 
Lord Seaton's negociation with the French King. H e  swore to me, that Beaton 
was but a knave, and that i t  was partly against his will, that he should be sent 
thither. But his commission and instruction being of no great importancc, he 
yielded the sooner; and if Seaton was gone beyond his instructions, which 
Arrandrew himself, he will malte Seaton smart for it. Touching William New- 
gate and Mark Golgan, he protested he never heard of any such ; he says there 
was a little poor soul, with a black beard, come thither a-begging, who said he 
was an enemy to Desmond, to whom he gave a croun, but never heard of him 
since, and for any Scots man going into Ireland, he says there is no such matter; 
if there be, there may be some few rasltals that he linows not of ;  and touching 
the conling of any Jesuits into Scotland, he says i t  is but the slanderous devise 
of the King's enemys, and such as would have the world believe the Icing were 
ready to revolt in religion, who the world shall well see will continue as con- 
stant therein, as what Prince soever professed it most : and the Earle himself 
dos protest to me, that to his lmowledge, he never saw a Jesuit in his life, and 
did assure me if there was any in Scotland, they should not do so much harm 
in Scotland, as their ministers would do, if they preach such doctrine as  they 
did in Scotland ; and touching one Ballanden, of whem I wrote to yow, l heard 
from Mr. Colvil, the Earle avows constantly that he knows not, nor hat11 not 
heard of any such man, but he would inquire a t  the Justice clerlr, and would 
inform me what he could learn of that : thus I have made yow as short a dis- 
course as I can of so many matters, so long discoursed upon, but these are the 
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principal points of a11 our talk, so near as I can remember it, and for thin time I 
commit yow to the Almighty. At Berwick the 14th of August, 1584 

The King is very desirous to have 
my son Robert C.arrie to come to him. 
1 pray yowknow h e r  Majesty's pleasure. 

drran's Answers to the Grieffs or Articles proponed to the Lord Hunsdane, set 
down in another Form. 

As to the strait and severe persecution of all such, as have been noted to hava 
been well affected to the Queen's Majesty, it cannot appear they were either for 
that cause punished, or hardly dealt with, since Hig Majesty of late has been so 
careful and diligent to choice out good instruments to deal betwixt Her Majesty 
and him, as His Majcsty has done in electing of Your Lordship and Inc : besides 
that in all their accusations, their good will and affection born to Hcr Majesty 
was, at  no time, laid to their charge, but capital actions of treason many way 
tried now be the whole three estates, and more than manifest to the world. 

As for His Majesty inhibiting, by pnblic proclamation, such as were banished, 
not to repair in England ; the bruits and whisperings that came to His Majesty's 
ears of their conspiracies and treasons, which sincc syn they accomplished, so 
far as in them lay, moved His Majesty to inhibit them to repair to any place, so 
near His Majesty's realm, lest they sliould have attempted these things, which 
shortly . . they did attempt, being fixrther off, and more distant both by sea and 
land. 

As for reception of Jesuirs, and others, Her Majesty's fugitives, and not 
delivering them according to his promise, as Your Lordship propones, His 
Majesty would be most glad, that so it might fall out by Your Lordship's tra- 
viles, that no fugitive of either realme should be received of either, and wlten 
so shall be, i t  shall not fail on His Majesty's part, albeit in very deed this time 
bygone His Majesty has been constrained to receipt Her Majesty's mean rebells 
and fugitives, contrar his good naturall, since Her Majesty hath receipt, in 
effect, the whole and greatest rebells and traitors His Majesty in his own blood 
ever had ; as for the agreement with His Majesty's mother anent their associa- 
tion, His Majesty has commanded me, in presence of your Lordship's servant, 
to assure Her Majesty and Your Lordship, in His Majesty's name, that it is 
altogether fdlse, and an untruth, nor any such like matter done yet. 

His Majesty has also commanded me to assure Your Lordship, that it is also 
false and untiue, that His Majesty has, by any means direct or indirect, sent any 
message to the Pope, or received any from him ; or that His Majesty has dealt 
with Spain or any foreigners, to harm Her Majesty or her realm, which His 
Majesty could have no honour to do, this good intelligence taking place, as  I 
hope in God i t  shall. 

As concerning the contemptuous usage of Her Majesty's ministers sent unto 
His Majesty, I-Iis Majesty used none of them so, and if.His Majesty had, soffi- 
cient cause was given by them, as some of their own writs do yet testify; as 1 
more particularly showed Your Lordship at Foulden a t  our late meeting. 

No. XLIV. (p. 251.) 

l%e Scottish Queen's Offers upon the Effect of Her Liberty propounded by he7 
Secretary Naw, Xouember, 1584. 

[Cott. Lib. Calig. c. viii. A Copy.] 

THE Queen my mistress being once well assured of Your Majesty's amity, 
1. Will declare openly that she will (as it is sincerely her meaning) straitly to 

join unto Your Majesty, and to the same to yield and bear the chief honour and 
respect, before all other Kings and Princes in Christendom. 

2. She will swear, and protest solemnly, a sincere forgetfullness of all wronga 
which she may pretend to have been done unto her in this realm, and will never 
in any sort or manner whatsoever, show offence for the same. 

3. She will avow and acknowledge, as  well in her own particular name,= 
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also for her heirs and others descending of her for ever, Your Majesty, for jud,  
true, and lawful Queen of England. 

4. And consequently, will renounce, as well for herself a s  for her said heirs, 
all rights and pretences which she may claim to the crown of England, during 
Your Majesty's life, and other prejudice. 

5. She will revoke all acts and shews, by her heretofore madc, of pretence to 
this said crown to  the prejudice of Your Majesty, as may be the taking of the 
arms and stile of Queen of England, by the commandment of King Francis her 
late lord and husband. 

6. Shc will renounce the Pope's bull for so much as may be expounded to 
turn in her favour, or for her behoof, touching the deprivation of Your Majcsty, 
and will declare that she will never help and serve herself with it. 

7. She will not prosecute, during Your Majesty's life, by open force or other- 
ways, any public declaration of her right in the succession of this rcalm, so as 
secrct assurance be given unto her, or a t  the least public promise, that no 
deciding thereof shall be made in the prejudice of her, or of the King hcr son, 
during Your Majesty's life, nor after your decease, untill such time as they have 
been heard thereupon, in publick, free, and general assembly of thc Parliament 
of the said realm. 

8. She will not practise, directly or indirectly, with any of Your Majesty's sub- 
jects, neither within nor out of your rcalm, any thing tending to  war, civil or 
foreign, against Your Majesty and your estate, be i t  under pretext of religion, 
or for civil and politick government. 

9. She will not maintain or support any of your subjects declared rebels, and 
convicted of treason against you. 

10. She will enter into the association, which was s h o ~ ~ ~ e d  her a t  Wingfield 
for the surety of Ybur Majdsty's life, so as there be mended or right explicated 
some clauses which I will show to Your Majesty, when I shall have the copy 
thereof, as I have before time required. 

11 She will not treat with foreign Kings and Princes, for any war or trouble 
against this state, and will renounce from this time, all enterprises made or to be 
made in her favour for that respect. 

12. Furthermore, this realm being assailed by any civil or foreign war, she 
will take part with Your Majesty, and will assist you in your defence with all 
hcr forces and means, depending of herself with all her friends of Christendom. 

13. And to  that  effect, for the mutual defence and maintcnnnce of Your 
Majesty, and the two realms of this isle, she will enter with Your Majesty in a 
league defensive as shall be more particularly advised, and will perswade as 
much as in her, the King her son to do thc like. The  leagues with all parts 
abroad remaining firm, and especially the antient league betmcen France and 
Scotland, in that which shall not be against this present. 

14. She will enter into a league offensive, having good assurance or secrct 
declaration and aclsnowledgment of her riwht in thc succession of this crown, and 
promise that happening any breach betw?xt France and this realm, (which she 
prayeth God never to happen,) the just value of her dowry shall be placed for 
her in lands of the revenue of the crown. 

15. For assurances of her promises and covenants, she doth offer to  abide 
hcrsclf in this realm for a certain time, (better hostage can slie not give than 
her own person,) which, so as she be kept in the liberty here before propounded, 
is not in case to escapc secretly out of this country, in the sickly state she is in, 
and with the good order which Your Majesty can take therein. 

16. And in casc Your Majesty do agree to  her full and whole deliverance, tr 
retire herself a t  her will out of this realm, the said Queen of Scots shc will give 
sufficicnt hostane for such time as will be advised. 

17. I f  she ab?de in this realm, she will promise not to depart out of i t  withour 
your licence, so as i t  be promised unto hcr that her state, in s ~ c h  liberty as  shall 
be accorded unto her shall not be in any sort altered, untill after tryall to have 
attempted against your life, or other trouble of your estate. 

18. If  she go into Scotland, she will promise to alter nothing tlicre in the 
religion which is now used there, slie being suffered to have the exercise of 
hers, for her and her household, as it was at  her return out of France; and 
further, to pull out every root of new division between the subjects, that none 
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of the subjects of Scotland shall be sifted for his conscience, nor conatrrined to 
go to the service of the contrary religion. 

10. She will grant a general abolitic,n of all offences, done against her in 
Scotland, and things shall remain thero as they are at  this present, for that 
respect, saving that which hath been done agzinst her honour, which she 
meaneth to have revoked and annulled. 

20. She will travel to settle a sure and general reconciliation helween the 
nobility of the country, and to cause to be appointed about the King her son, 
and in his council, such as shall be fit for tlie entertainment of the peace and 
quiet of the country, and the amity of the realm. 

21. She will do her best to content Your Majesty, in favour of the Scots lords 
banished and refused hither, upon their due submission to their Princes, and 
Your Majesty's promise to assist the said Queen and King of Scotland against 
them, if they happen to fall into their former faults. 

22. She will proceed to thc marriage of the King hcr son, with the advice 
and good council of Your Majesty. 

23. As she will pass nothing without tlie Ring her son, so doth she desire 
that he intervene conjointly with her in this treaty, for the greater and perfecter 
assurance thereof; for otherwise any thing can hardly be established to be sound 
and continue. 
24. The said Scotch Queen trusteth, that the French King, her good brother, 

according to the good affection which he hath always showed her, and hath 
been afresh testified unto me by Monsr. de Mannissiere for this said treaty, will 
very willingly intervene, and will assist her for the surety of her promises. 

25. And so will the Princes of the House of Lorrain, following the will of 
the said King, will bind themselves thereunto. 

26. For other Kings and Princes of Christendom, she will essay to obtain the 
like of them, if for greater solemnity and approbation of the treaty it be found 
to be necessary. 

27. She doth desire a speedy answer, and final conclusion of the premisses, 
to the end to meet in time with all inconveniences. 

28. And in the mean time, the more to strengthen the said treaty, as  made 
by her of a pure and frank will, she desireth that demonstration be made of 
some releasement of her captivity. 

Objections against the Scottish Queen, under Secretary Walsingharne's Hand,  
November, 1584. 

THE Queen of Scots is ambitious, and standeth ill affected to Her Majesty, 
and therefore i t  cannot be but that her liberty should bring peril unto Her 
Majesty. 

That  her enlargement will give comfort to Papists, and other ill affected sub- 
jects, and greatly advance the opinion had of lier title as successor. 

Tha t  as long as she shall be continued in Her Majesty's possession, she may 
serve as it were a gage of Her Majesty's surety, for that her friends, for fear of 
the danger she may be thrown into, in case any thing should be done in her 
favour, dare not attempt any thingin the offence of Her Majesty. 

W h a t  Course werep t  to be taken wi th  the Queen of Scots, either 
N0vember9 to be enlarged or not. 

[Cott. Lib. Cal. 8.1 

THE course to be taken with the said Queen may be considered of in three 
degrees ; either, 

1. T o  continuc lier under custody in that state she now is. 
2. T o  restrain her of the present liberty she now hath. 
3. Or to set her at  liberty upon caution. 
1. Touching the first, to continue her under custody in that state she now is ; 

it is to be considered, that the Princes that favour that Queen, upon the com- 
plaint she malieth of hard usage, are greatly moved with commiseration towards 
her, and promise to do their endeavour for her liberty, for which purpose her 
rinisters solicit them daily. 
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And to move them the more to pity her case, she acquainteth them with her 

offers made to Her Majesty, which appeared to be no less profitable than rea- 
sonable for Her Majesty, so as the refusal and rejecting giveth her friends and 
favourers cause to think her hardly dealt withal, and therefore may, with the 
better ground and reason, attempt somewhat for the setting of her at liberty. 

I t  is also likely that the said Queen, upon this refhsal, finding her case des- 
perate, will continue her practice under hand, both at home and abroad, not 
only for her delivery, but to obtain to the present possession of this crown upon 
her pretended title, as she hath hitherto done, as appeareth, and is most mani- 
fest by letters and plots intercepted, and chiefly by that late alteration of Scot- 
land, which hath proceeded altogether by her direction, whereby a gap is laid 
open for the malice of all Her Majesty's enemies, so as i t  appeareth that this 
manner of keeping her, with such number of persons as she now hath, and with 
liberty to write and receive letters (being duly considered), is offensive to the 
Princes, the said Queen's friends; rather chargeable than profitable to  Her 
Majesty: and subject to all such practices as may peril I ler  Majesty's person or 
estate, without any provision for Her Majesty's safety, and therefore no way to 
be liked of. 

2. Touching the second, to restrain her in a more straighter degree of the 
liberty she hath hitherto enjoyed. 

It may at  first sight be thought a remedy very apt to stop the course of the 
dangerous practices fostered heretofore by her : for, true i t  is, that this remedy 
might prove very profitable, if the realin of Scotland stood in that sort devoted 
10 Her Majesty, as few years past i t  did ; and if the King of that realm were 
not likely, as  well for the release of his mother, as for the advancement of both 
their pretended titles, to attempt somewhat against this realm and Her Majesty, 
wherein he should neither lack foreign assistance, nor a party here within this 
realm : But the King and that realm standing affected as they do, this restraint, 
instead of remedying, is likely to breed these inconveniences following : 

First, It will increase the offence both in him, and in the rest of the Princes 
her friends, that misliked of her restraint. 

Secondly, it will give them just cause to take some way of redress. 
Lastly, I t  is to be doubted, that it may provoke some desperate ill-disposed 

person, all hope of her liberty removed, to attempt somewhat against Her 
Majesty's own person (a matter above all others to be weighed), which incon- 
veniency being duly considered, it will appear manifestly that the restraint, in 
a straighter degree, is likely to prove a remedy subject to very hard events. 

The latter degree, whether it were fit to set the said Queen at  liberty, minis- 
treth some cause of doubt, touching the manner of the liberty, in what sort the 
same is to be performed, whether to be continued here within the realm, or to 
be restored into her own country. 

But first, this proposition, before the particularities be weighed, is to be consi- 
dered in generality. 

For i t  is very hard for a well-affected subject, that tendreth Her Majesty's 
surety, and weigheth either the nature of the Scottish Queen, being inclined to 
ambition and revenqe, or her former actions, what practices she hath set on fool 
most dangerous for Her Majesty and this realm, to allow of her liberty, being 
not made acquainted with such causes, as time hath wrought, to make it less 
perilous than it hath been, nor with such cautions as may, in some sort, be 
devised to prevent both her ambition and malice ; and therefore, to make this 
apparent, 

I t  is to be considered, that the danger that was in the mother, is now grown 
to be in the son. He pretendeth the same title she doth : Such as do affect her, 
both a t  home and abroad, do affect him (and he is the more dangerous for !hat 
he is unmarried, which may greatly advance his fortune ; and that he is a man, 
whereby he may enter into action in his own person) ; where she is restrained, 
he is at  liberty; his own realm is now altogether at  his devotion, and the party 
affected to this crown abased ; so as the matter duly considered, neither liberty 
nor restraint doth greatly alter the case for perils towards Her Majesty, unless 
by such promises as may be niade by way of treaty with her, the danger likely 
to grow from the King her son be provided for. 

But in this behalf it mtiy be objected, that so long as the mother remains in 
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Be: Majesty's hands, the King will attempt nothing for fear of his mother's 
peril 

T o  this objection it may be answered, first, That  they hope that Her Majesty, 
oeing a prince of justice, and inclined to mercy, will not punish the mother for 
the son's offence, unless she shall be found by good proof, culpable. Seconda- 
rily, That men will not be over hasty, considering in what predicament the King 
standeth touching his expectation of th'is crown, to advise any thing that in 
time future may be dangerous to the giver of such counsel as may reach to his 
r15other's peril. 

And lastly,The taking away of his mother,he being strong in the field through 
both foreign assistance, and a party here within the realm, will appear so weak 
a remedy (which may rather exasperate both hiin and her party, to proceed 
with more courage and heat to revenge, if any such hard measure should he 
offered unto her), as they will suppose, for the reason above specified, that no 
such extremity will be used. 

I t  may also be objected, that the settingof her at  liberty will greatly encourage 
the Papists both at  home and abroad; but herein, if the provision be duly con- 
sidered, that may be made by Parliament both here and there, they shall rather 
find cause of discomfort than otherwise. 

These two doubts being resolved, and the perils that was in the mother 
appearing most manifestly to be seen in the son accompanied with more danger, 
with due consideration had also of such remedies as may be provided for the 
preventing of the dangers, that her liberty may minister just cause to doubt of;  
there will be good cause of hope found, that the same will rather breed benefit 
than perils. 

Now it resteth, in what sort the said liberty shall be performed ; if it  shall be 
thought meet she shall be continued within the reairn with some limitation, 
especially in that place where she now resideth, the country round about being 
so infected in religion as it is, it  is greatly to be doubted that will very much 
increase the corruption, and falling away in that behalf. Besides, she should 
have commodity, with much more ease and speed, to entertain practices within 
this realm, than by being in her own country. 

I f  abroad freely without limitation either in Scotland or France, then shall 
Her Majesty lose the gages of her safety, then shall she be at  hand to give 
advice in furtherance of such practices, as have been laid for to stir trouble in 
this realm, wherein she hath been a principal party. 

For the first, it  is answered before, that the respect of any perils that may 
befal unto her, will in no sort restrain her son. For the other, if it  be consi- 
dered what harm her advice will work unto hersclf in respect of the violation 
of the treaty, and the provision that may be made in Parliament hcre, i t  is to 
be thought, that she will then be well advised, before she attempt any such mat- 
ter, which now she may do without perill. Besides such Princcs, as  have inter- 
posed their faith and promise for her, cannot with honour assist her, wherein 
the French King will not be found very forward, who, in most friendly sort, 
hath lately rejected all such requests, propounded either by her, or her son's 
ministers, that might any way offend Her Majesty. And so to conclude, seeing 
the cause of her gricf shall be taken away; the French King gratified, who is 
z mediator for her, and will mislike, that, by any Spanish practice, she should 
be drawn to violate her faith, that the rest of the Princes shall have no just cause 
of offence, but rather to think honourably of Her Majesty considering the Scot- 
tish Queen's carriage towards her, which hat11 deservedno way any such favour; 
the noblemen of Scotland shall be restored, who will be a good stay of such 
counsells as may tend to the troubling of this realm, especially having so good 
a ground of warrant as the Parliament to stand unto ; the charges and perills 
which her practices might have bred to this realm shdll be avoided ; and lastly, 
the hope of the Papists shall be taken away, by such good provisions, as in both 
the realms may be made, whereby the perills that might fall into Her Majesty'a 
own person (a matter of all others to be weighed) shall be avoided, when by the 
change that may grow by any such wicked and ungodly practice, they sllall see 
their casc: no way relieved in point of religion. 
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Reasons to induce Her Majesty to proceed in the Treaty under Secretary 
Wulsingham's Hand. 

[Cott. Lib. Cal. c. 8.1 

THAT such plots as have of late years been devised (tending to the raising of 
trouble within this realm) have grown from the Scots Queen's ministers and 
favourera, not without her allowance and seeking : Or, 

T h a t  the means used by the said ministers, to induce Princes to give ear to 
the said plots, is principally grounded upon some commiseration had of her 
restraint. 

Tha t  the stay, why the said plots have not been put in execution, hath pro- 
ceeded, for that the said Princes have. for the most part, been entertained with 
home and domestic troubles. 

Tha t  i t  is greatly to be doubted, that  now their realms begin to be quiet, that 
somewhat will be attempted in her favours by the said Princes. 

Tha t  i t  is also to be doubted, that somewhat may be attcmpted by some of her 
fautors in an extraordinary sort, to the peril1 of Her Majesty. 

Tha t  for the preservation thereof, i t  shall be convenient for Her Majesty to  
proceed to the finishing of the treaty, not long sithence begun between her and 
the said Queen. 

No. XLV. (p. 255.) 

Letter of Q. Xary to Q .  Elisubeth. 

LCott. Lib. Coll. B. VIII. fol. 147. An original.] 

MADAME BIA BOXNC SEUR, 
M'ASSUERANT que vous avez eu communication d'une lettre de Gray que 

vostre homme Semer me livra hier soubz le nom de mon filz y recognoissant 
quasi de mot a la  mot mesmes raisons que Ic dit Gray m'escrivit en chifre estant 
dernierement pres de vous desmontrant la  suffisance k bonne intention du yer- 
sonage je vous prieray seulement snivant ce que si devant je vous ay tant instan- 
tement importune que vous me permettiez desclaircir librement et ouvertement 
ce point de I'association d'cntrc moy et  mon filz e t  me dcssier les mains pour 
proceder avec lui comme je jugeray estre requis pour son bien 62 le mien. E t  
j'entreprendz quoy que I'on vous die 62 puisse en rapporter de faire mentir ce 
petit brouillon qui persuade par aucuns de vox ministres a entrepris cette separa- 
tion entre moy & mon enfant, k pour y commencer je vous supplie m'octroyer 
qui je puisse parler a ce justice clerk qui vous a este nouvellement envoy6 pour 
mander par luy a mon filz mon intention sur ccla, ce qtii je me promis que ne 
me refuserez, qaant ce ne seroit que pour demontrer en effcct 1s boune intention 
que vous m'avez asseuree avoir a l'accord k entretien de nature1 devoir entre l a  
mere k l'enfant qui dit en bonnes termes estre empesche pour vous me tenant 
captive en un desert ce que vous nc pourrez mieux desmeutir k faire paroitre 
vostre bon desir a notre union que me donnant les moyens d'y proceder, k non 
m'en retenir e t  empescher comme aucune des vos ministres preteudent a fin dc 
laisser toujours lieu a leur mauvais 62 sinistres practiques entre nous. L a  lettre 
porte que l'association n'est pas passee, aussi ne luy ai je jamais dit, bienque 
mon filz avoit accepte ; 9r que nous en avions convenu ensemble, comme l'acte 
sign6 de sa main, k ces lettres tant a moy, que en France en font foy, ayant 
don& ce rneme temoinage de sa  bouche propre a plusieurs ambassadeurs et  per- 
sonues de credit, s'excusant de ne l'oser faire publier par craint de vous soule- 
ment, demaudant forces pour vous resistcr d'avaut de ce declarer si ouver! -merit 
estant journellemeut persuade au contraire par vos ministers qui luy promc- 
toyent avecque une entreire a Yorck le faire declairer votre heretier. Au sur- 
plus Madame quand mon enfant seroit si malheureux que de s'opinlastrer en 
cette extreme impietk 62 ingratitude vers moy, je ne puis penser que vous non 
plus qu'aucun aultre Prince de 1s Chretientk, le voulissiez eu cela applaudir ou 
mointenir pour loy fayre acq~icrir ma  malediction ains que plutos inlroviendrea 
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prise a rnon tres grand regret en l'heresie de Calvin entre mes rebefles? je le laisso 
seul e t  unique heretier de ]non royaume d'Escosse, de droict que je pretende 
justement en la couronne d'Angleterre et pays qui en dependent, et generalle- 
ment de tous et chacun mes nleublcs et immeubles qui rcsteront apres ma mort, 
e t  execution de ce present testament. 

Si non, et que mon dit filz continue a vivre en la dite heresie, J e  cede, trans- 
porte, e t  faicte don de touts e t  chacuns mes droicts, que je pretende & puis 
" pretendrealacouronne d'Angleterre,et aultres droicts,seigneuries,ouroyaullnes 

en dependantz, au roy catholique, ou aultre dc siens qu'il luy plaira, avesques 
advis, consentement de sa saintet6; tant pour le voyr aujourdhuy le seul 
seurs appui de la religion catholique, que pour reconnoissance de gratuites 

'' faveurs que moy, et les miens recommandez par moy, ont avons recjeu de luy 
" en ma plus grand necessit6 ; e t  resguard aussi au droict que luy mesme peut 
L' pretendre a ccs ditz royaulmes et pays, je le supplie qu'un recompence il preign 
'L alliance, de la  maison de Lorraine, et si il ce pleut de celle de Guisd, pour 
" memoire de la race de laquelle je suis sortie au coste de Mere, n'a ayant de 
" celuy de rnon pere, que rnon seul enfant, lequel estant Catholique j'ay tous- 

jours VOUB pour une de ses filles, si il luy plaisoit de l'accepter, ou faillant une 
' 6  de ses nicpces mari6e comme sa fillc. 

Je laysse rnon filz a la protection du Roy, de Prince, e t  Ducs de Lorrnyne et 
de Guise, et du Mayne, aux quelz je recommende et son estat en Escosse, et 

" rnon droict en Angleterre, si il est cathclique,et quclle le parlie de ceste royne." 
Je faitz don au " Compt6 de Lenox" de Cornpte dc Lenox tenu par feu son 

pere, et commande rnon filtz, comme mou heretier e t  successeur, d'obgyr en cest 
en droit a rnon volont6. 

Je vetrlx et ordonne toutes les sommes et deniers, qui so troveront par moys 
deues, tien mis cause de droict estre faits 'l a Lohliven" etre promptement pay6e 
et acquittks, et tout tort et griefs reparks par les dits exbcuteurs desquelz J'en 
charge la conscience. Oultre, Sic. [Follow two or three pa~agraphs concerning 
particular legacies, and then i s  added] Faict au manior de Sheffeld en Angleterre 
le jour de - Mil cincq cens soixaut & dix sept. 

After a large blank page follozus in the Queen's hand : 
" Si rnon filz meurt, au Comtc de Lennox, au Claude I-Iamilton lequel se 

G'montrcra le plus fidelle vers moy, et plus constant en religion, au jugement 
6' de - Ducs de Lorraine e t  de Guyse, ou je le rapport sur ce de ceulx a que 

j'auray donnay 1s charge de trayter avesque eux de par moy e t  ceulx, a eon- 
'6 dition de ce marrier ou allier cn 1s dite msyson ou par leur advis." 

Follow near two pages of particular legacies. 
L' E t  le remits ma tante dc Lenox au droict quelle peut pretendre a la  Cont6 

"d'Angous avant I'acort fait par rnon commandement entre ma dite tante de 
'L Lenox e t  le Comte de Morton, veu quil a estd h i t  & par le feu Roy rnon 

mary et moy, sur la  promesse de s s  fidelle assistance, si lny e t  moy encourions 
CL dangier e t  besoing d'ayde, ce qu'il rompit, s'entendant secretement au les nos 

ennemis rebelles, qu'attemtprient contre sa vie e t  pour cest effect pris les 
'6 armes, et ont port6 les banieres desploiees, contre nous, je revoque aussi toute 
'6 autre don que je luy ay fait de Contb. de Morton sur promesses de ses bons 

services a advenir, e t  entends que 1s dite Contb. soit rcunie a 1s couronne, si 
ell se trouve ypartenir, comme ses trahisons tant en la mort de rnon feu mary, 

'6 qlle en rnon banissement, e t  poursuit de Is mien ne I'ont merite. E t  defends 
" a  mon filz de ce jamays servire de lny pour de luy pour la hayne qu'il aye a 
6' ses parents, 1s quelle je crains ne s'estende jusques a luy, le connoisant du 
''tout affection116 aux ennemis de rnon droite en oe royaume, du quel il est 
'6 penconnaire. 

.L Je recommende rnon nepveu Francois Stuart a rnon filz, et luy commande 
de tenir pres de luy e t  x'enservit, et je luy laisse le bien du Conte de Boduel 
son oncle, en respect qu'il est de mon sang, rnon filleul, et ma este laiss6 cn 

'6 lutelle par son pere. 
" Je declare que rnon frere bastard Robert AbbQ de St. Croix n'a en que par 

" circonvention Orlrenay, et que le ne fut jamays rnon intention, comme il apret 
&'par la  revocation que j'ay fayte depnys, et 6t6 aussi faite d'avant la asge de 
' ~ X X Y  ans, ce que j'aimois deliberer si il no m'eussent prenner par prison de se 
6' de defayre aulx estats je veulx done que Orlsenay soit reune a la  couronne 
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comme une de plus necessaires pour mon 612, & sans mayson ne pourra etre 

U bien tenue. 
'' Les filles de Morra ne parvient accessi heriter, ains revient l a  Cont6 a la 

'' Couronne, si il luy plest luy donner s a  ou fille en marriasge, e t  il nome I'en 
sienne ligne." 

No. XLVII. (p. 269.) 

A Lefter from Nr. Archibald Douglas to the Queen fl Scotts. 

[Ap~il-. Harl. Lib. 37. B. 9. fo. 126.1 

PLEASE Your Majesty, P received your letter of the date of the 12th of Nuvr, 
and in lilre mariner has seen some part of the contents of one other of the same 
date, directed to  Monsr. de Movisir, ambassador for his Majesty the most 
Christian King, both which are agreeable to your princely dignity, as by the 
one Your Highness desires to know the true cause of my banishment, and offers 
unto me all favour if T shall be innocent of the heinous facts committed in the 
person of your husband of good memory, so by the other the said ambassador 
is willet to declare unto me, if your husband's murder could be laid justly 
against me, that you could not sollicit in my cause, neither yet for any person 
that was participant of that execrable fact, but would seek the revenge thereof 
when you should have any means to do it ; Your Majesty's offer, if I be innocent 
of that crime, is most favourable, and your desire to linow the truth of the 
same is most equitable ; and therefore that I should, with all my simplicity, sin- 
cerity, and truth, answer thcreunto is most reasonable, to the end that your 
princely dignity may be my help if my innocence shall sufficiently appear ; and 
procure my condemnation if I be culpable in any matter, except in the lmow- 
ledge of the evil disposed mindsof the most partof your nobility against your said 
husband, and not revealing of it ; which I am assured was sufficiently known to  
himself, and to all that had judgment never so little in that realm : which also 
I was constrained to understand, as he that was specially empioyed betwixt the 
Earl Morton and a good number of your nobility, that they might with all hu- 
mility intercede a t  Your Majesty's hand for his relief in such matters as are more 
specially contained in the declaration following, I am constrained for my 
own justification by this letterto call to Your Majesty's remembrance. Notwith- 
standing that 1 am assured, to my grief, the reading thereof will not smally offend 
your princelymind. I t  may please YourMajesty to remember that,in the year of 
God, 1566, the said Earl  of Morton, with divers other nobility and gent. were 
declared rebels to Your Majesty, and banished your realm for insolent murder 
committed in Your Majesty's own chamber, which they alleged was don by 
command of your husband, who, notwithstanding, affirmed that he was com- 
pelled by them to subscribe the warrant given for that effect; howsoever the 
truth of that matter remains amongst them, i t  appertains not to me a t  this 
time to be curious: true it is that I was one of that number that heavily 
offended against Your Majesty, and passed in France the time of our banish- 
ment ; at  the desire of the rest, to hurnbly pray your brother the most Christian 
King to intercede that our offences might be pardoned, and Your Majesty's 
clemency extended towards us ; albeit divers of no small reputation, in that 
realm, was of the opinion that the said fact merited neither to be requisite for 
nor yet pardoned. Always such was the careful mind of his Majesty towards 
the quietness of that realm, that the dealing in that cause was committed to 
Monsr. de Movisir, who was directed a t  that time t6 go into Scotland to con- 
gratulate the happy birth of your son, whom Almighty G-od of his goodness 
may long preserve in happy estate, and perpetual felicity ; the careful trarail 
of the said de Movisir was so effectual, and Your Majesty's mind so inclinet 
t o  mercy, that within short space thereafter I was permitted to repair into Scot- 
land, to deal with Earls Murray, Athol, Bodwel, Arguile, and Secretary Leding- 
ton, in the name and behalf of the said Earl  Morton, Lords Rpven, Lindsay, 
and rcmanent complesis, that they might malie offer in the names of the said 
Earl of any matter that might satisfy Your Majesty's wrath, and procure your 
clemency to be extended in their favours ; at  my coming to them, after I had 
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opened the effect of my message, they declared that the marriage betwixt you 
and your husband had been the occasion already of great evil m that realm ; 
and if your husband should be stiffered to follow thc appetite and mind of such 
as  was about him, that kind of dealing might produce with time worse effects ; 
for helping of such inconvenience that might fall out  by that kind of dealing, 
they had thought i t  convenient to join themselves in league and band with some 
other noblemen, resolved to obey Your Majesty as  their natural sovereign, and 
have nothing to do with your husband's command whatsoever, if the said Earl  
would for himsclf enter into that band and confederacy with them, they could 
be content to humbly request and travel by all means with Your Majesty for 
his pardon, but, before they could any farther proceed, they desired to know the 
said Earl's mind herein ; when I had answered, that he nor his friends a t  my 
departure could not ltnow that any such like matter would be proponit, and 
therefore was not Instructed what to answer therein, they desired that I should 
return sufficiently instructed in this matter to Stirling beforc thc baptism of 
your son, whom God might preserve ; this message was faithfully delivered to 
me a t  Newcastle in England, where the said Earl then remained, in presence of 
his friendfi and company, where they all condescended to have no farther deal- 
ing with your husband, and to enter into the said baud. With this deliberation 
I returned to Sterling, where, a t  the request of the most Christian King and the 
Queen's Majesty of England, by their ambassadors present,Your Majesty's gra- 
cious pardon was granted unto them al1,under condition always that they should 
remain banished forth of the realm the space of two years, and farther during 
Your Majesty's pleasure, which limitation was after mitigated at  the humble 
request of your own nobility, so that immediately after the said Earl of Morton 
repaired into Scotland to Quhittingaime, where the Earl of Bodvell and Secre- 
tary Lediugton come to him ; what speech passed there amongst them, as God 
shall be my judge, I knew nothing a t  that time, but a t  their departure I was re- 
quested by the said Earl Morton to accompany the Earl  Bodvell and Secretary 
to Edinburgh, and to return with such answer as they should obtain of Your 
Majesty, which being given to me by the said persons, as God shall be my judge, 
was no other than these words, Schaw to the Earl Morton that the Queen 
will hear no speech of that mattcr appointed unto him :" when I crafit tha t  
the answer might be made more sensible, Secretary Ledington said, that the 
Earl would au[ficiently understand it, albeit few or none at  that time understand 
what passed amongst them. I t  is known to all men, als veil1 be railling letters 
passed betwixt the said Earl and Lcdington when they become in divers factions, 
as also ane buck sett furth by the ministers, wherein they affirm that the Earl  
of Norton has confessed to them, before his death, that  the Earl Bodvell came 
to  Quhittingaime to prepon the calling away off the King your husband, to 
the which proposition the said Earl of illorton affirms that he could give n c  
answer unto such time he might know Your iMajesty's mind therein, which he 
never received. As to the abominable murder, i t  is known too by the deposi- 
tions of many persons that were executed to the death for the committing 
thereof, that the same was executed by them, and a t  the command of such of 
the nobility as had subscrivit band for that effect ; by this unpleasant declara- 
tion, the most part thereof known to yourself, and the remainder may be under- 
stood by the aforesaid witnesses that was examincd in torture, and that  are 
extant in the custody of the ordinary judges in Scotland, my innocency, so far 
as may concern any fact, does appear sufficiently to Your Majesty. And as  
for my dealing aforesaid, I can be no otherwise charged therein, but as what 
would accuse the vessel that preserves the wine from harm for the intemperancy 
of such as  immoderate!^ use the same. As for the special cause of my banish- 
ment, I think the same has proceeded upon ane opinion conceived, that I was 
able to  accuse the Earl of Morton of so much matter as they alledged himself 
to have confessed before he died, and would not be induced, for loss of reputa- 
tion, to perform any part thereof. If this be the occasion of my trouble, as I 
suppose i t  is, what punishment I should deserve I remit me to Your Majesty's 
better judgment, who well knows how careful ever illc gentleman should be of 
his fame, reputation and honour, and how far ever ilk man should abhor the 
name of a pultrouu, and how indecent i t  would have been to me to accuse the 
Earl of Morton, being so near of his lcin,notwithstanding all the injurios I was 
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constrained to receive at his hand all the time of his government, and for no 
other cause but for shewing of particular friendship to particular friends in the 
time of the last cruel troubles in Scotland. Sorry I be now to accuse him in 
any matter being dead, and more sorry that being on lyff, bc such kind of dealing 
obtained that name of ingrate. Always for my own part I have been banished 
my native country those three years and four months, living in anxiety of mind, 
my holl guds in Scotland, .xhich wore not small, intermitt~t and disponit upon, 
and has continually since the time I was relieved out of my last troubles a t  the 
desire of Monsr. de Movisir, attended to know Your Majesty's pleasure, and to 
wait npon what service i t  should please your Majesty for to command. Upon 
the 8th of April inst. yonr good friend Secretary Walsinghame has declared 
unto me, that Her Highness tho't i t  expedient that I sliould retire myself where 
I pleased, I declared unto him I had no means whereby I might perform that 
desire until such time as I should receive i t  from Your Majesty. Neither knew 
I where i t  would please Your Highness to direct ine untll such tirhe as I should 
have received further information from you. Upon this occasion, and partly by 
permission, I have taken the hardress to  write this present letter, whereby Your 
Majesty may understand any part of my troubles past, and straight present. 
As to my intention future, I will never deny that  I am fully resolved to spend 
the rcst of my days in Your Majesty's service, and the King yonr son's, where- 
soever I shall be directed by Your Majesty, and for the better performing thereof, 
if so shall be Her Majesty's pleasure, to recommend the trial of my innocency, 
and examination of the verity of the preceding narration, to the King your son, 
with request that  I may be pardoned for such offences as concerned Your 
Majesty's service, and var common to all men the time of his les aige and per- 
donit to all, except to me, I should be the bearer thereof myself, and be directed 
in whatsoever service i t  should please Your Majesty For to command. Most 
humble I beseech Your Majesty to consider hereof, and to be so gracious as to 
give order that I may have means to serve Your Majesty according to the sin- 
cerity of my meaning, and so expecting Your Majesty's answer, after the kissing 
vour hand wit11 all humility, I take leave from London. 

No. XLVIII. (p. 262.) 

A Letter from Sir Amias Pawlett. 

[Oiiginal. Cal. C. 9.1 
SIR, 

1 nrD forbear, according to your direction signified in your letters of the fourth 
of this present, to proceed to the execution of the contents of Mr. Waade's let- 
ters unto vou for the dispersing of this lady's unnecessary servants, and for the 
ceasing of her money, wherein I was bold to write unto you my simple opinion 
(although in vain as i t  now falleth out), by my letters of the 7th of this instant, 
which, I doubt not, are with you before this time ; but npon the receipt of your 
letters of the 5th, which came not unto my hands until the 8th in tlle evening, 
by reason, as did appear by indorsement, that  they had been mistaken, and were 
sent back to  Windsor, after they were entered into the way towards me, I consi- 
dered, that being accompanied only with my own servants, i t  might be thought 
that  they would be intreated to say as I would command them ; and therefore I 
thought good, for my better discharge in these money matters, to crave the 
assistance of Mr. Richard Bagott, who repairing unto me the next morning, we 
had access to this Queen, whom we fonnd in her bed, troubled after the old man- 
ner with a defluxion, which was fallen down into the side of her neck, and had 
bereft her of the use of one of her hands, unto whom 1 declared, that upon 
occasion of her former practices, doubtinglest she would persist therein hy cor- 
rupting underhand some bad members of this state, I was expressly commanded 
to  take her money into my hands, and to rest ans~vcrable for i t  when it shall be 
required ; advising her to deliver the said money unto me with quietness. After 
many denials, many exclamations, and many bitter words against you (I say 
nothing of her railing against myself), with flat affirmation that Her Majesty 
might have her body, but her heart she should nevcr havc, refusing to delive~ 
the key of the cabinet, I called my servants, and sent for barrs to break opex 
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thc door, whereupon she yielded, and causing the door to be opened, I found 
there in  the coffers, mentioned in Mr. Waade's remembrance, five rolls of Lan- 
vass, containing five thousand French crowns, and two leather bags, whereof the 
one had in gold one hundred and four pounds two shillings, and the other had 
three pounds in silver, which bag of silver was left with her, affirming that she 
had no more money in this house, and that she was indebted to her servants for 

C:urle tell you the their wages. Mr. Waade's note maketh mention of 3 

truth of this rolls left in Curle's chamber, wherein, no doubt, he was 
misreckoned, which is evident as well by the testimonies 

and oaths of diverse persons, as also by probable conjectures : so as in truth we 
found only two rolls, every of which containeth one thousand crowns, which 
was this Queen's guifte to Curle's wife a t  her marriage. There is fouiln in 
NRW'S chamber in a cabinet, a chain worth by estimation one hundred pounds, 
and in money, in one bag, nine hundred pounds, in a second bag two hundred 
fourscore and six pounds eighteen shillings. All the aforesaid parcels of motley 
are bestowed in bags, and sealed by Mr. Richard Uagot, saving five hundred 
pounds of Naw's money, which I reservc in my hands for the use of this house- 
hold, and may be repaycd a t  London, where Her Majesty shall appoint, out of 
the money received lstely by one of my servants out of the exchequer. I feared 
lest the people might have dispersed this money in all this time, or have hidden 
the same in some secret corners; for doubt whereof I had caused all this 
Queen's family, from the highest to the lowest, to be guarded in the several 
places where I found them, so s s  yff I had not found the money with quietness 
I had been forced to have searched first all their lodgings, and then their own 
persons. I thanlt God with all my heart, as for a singular blessing, that that  
falleth out so well, fearing lest a contrary success might have moved some hard 
eonceits in her Majesty. 

Touching the dispersing of this Queen's servants, I trust I have done so 
much as may sutlice to satisfy Her Majesty for the time, wherein I could not 
take any absolute course until I heard again from you, partly because Her 
Majesty, by Mr. Waade's letter doth refer to your consideration to return such 
as  shall be discharged to their several dwellings and countries, wherein, as i t  
seemeth, you have forgotten to deliver your opinion ; partly, for that as yet I 
have rece:ved no answer from you of your resolution upon the view of the 
Scottish family sent unto you, what persons you will appoint to be dismist ; 
only this I have done, 1 have bcstoxved all such as are mentioned in this bill, 
inclosed in three or four several rooms, as the same may suffice to contain them, 
and that  their meat and driulr shall be brought unto them by my servants. It 
may please you to advertise me, by your ncxt letters, in what sort and for what 
course I shall malre their passports; as also, if they shall say that they are  - A 

This lady bath good unpaid of thcir wages, what i shall do therein. kt is 
said that  they have been accustomed to be paid of their 

storeofmoneyatpresent wages at  Christmas,for the whole ycar. Her Majesty's 
in - . .  the French . eharrre will be somewhat diminished bv the departure of 
dor's hands. this geoole. arid mv charge bv this occasion will be the 

. . S  n d  

more easy. But the persons, all save Bastian, are such silly and simple souls, 
a s  there was no great cause to fear their practices, and upon this ground I was 
of opinion, in my former letters, that all this dismissed train should have fol- 
lowed their mistress until the next remove, and there to have been discharged 
upon the sudden, for doubt that the said remove might be delayed, yf she did 
fear or  expect any hard incasure. 

Others shall excuse their foolish pity as they may;  btit, for my part, I renunce 
my part of the joys of heaven, if in any thing that I have said, written, or done, 
I have had any other respect than the furtherance of Her Majesty's service ; 
and so I shall most earnestly pray you to affirm for me, as likewise for the not 
seasing of the nioney by Mr. Manners, the other commissioners, and myself. I 
trust Mr. Waade hath answered, in all humble duties, for the whole company, 
that no one of us did so much as think that, our commission reaching only to 
the papers, we might be bold to touch the money, so as there was no speech of 
that all to my knowledge, and as you know I was no commissioner in this search, 
but had my hands full a t  Tyxall, discreet swvants are not hastily to deal in great 
matters without warrant, and especially where the cause is such as the dc lay of 
it carrieth no danger. 
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Your advertisement of that happy remove hath been greatly comfortable unto 
me. P will not say, in respect of myself, because my private interest hath no 
measure of comparison with Her Majesty's safety, and with the quiet of this 
realm. God grant a happy and speedy yssue to these good and godly coun- 
sels ; and so I commit you to his merciful protection. From Chartley, the 10th 
of September, 1586. 

No. XLIX. (p. 268.) 

LetterJronz the King of Scots to Xr. Archibald Douglas, his dmbassador in 
England, October, 1586. 

1Cott.Lib. Calig. C. 9. Anori~inal in tile king's hand.) 

RESERVE up yourself n a  langer in the earnest dealing for my mother, for ye 
have done it too long ; and think not that any your travellis can do goode if 
hir lyfe be talrin, for then adeu with my dealing with thaime that are the special 
instrumentis thairof; and theirfore, gif ye looke for the contincuance of my 
favour towartis you, spair na pains nor plainnes in this cace, but reade my letter 
wrettin to Williame Keith, and conform yourself quliollie to the contentis 
thairof, and in this requeist let me reap the fruictis of your great credit there, 
ather now or never. Fairwell. October, 1506. 

Letter to Sir Williana Iceith, Ambassador i n  England, probably from Secretav 
Xaitland, Nou. 27, 1586. 

[A copy in the Collect. of Sir A. Dick. Vol. A. fol. 219.1 

BY your letters sent by this bearer (albeit concerning no pleasant subject), 
His Majesty conceives well of your earnestness and fidelity in your negotia- 
tions, as also of Mr. Archibald's activity and diligence, whom you so greatly 
praise and re ommend, I wish the issue corresporid to His Majesty's opinion, 
your care a n j  travell, and his great d~ligence as you write. His Majesty talres 
this rigorous proceeding against his mother deeply in heart, as a instter greatly 
concerning him both in honour and othertvise. His Highnesses actions and 
behaviour utter plainly not only how far nature prevails, but also how he appre- 
hends of the sequel of'that process, and of what moment lie esteems it. There 
is an ambassade shortly to be directed, wherein will be employed an Earl and 
two counsellors, on whose answer will depend the continuance or dissolution of 
the amity and good intelligence belween the Princes of this isle. In  the mean 
season, if farther extremity be used, and I-lis Majesty's suit and request dis- 
dained, His Highness will think himself dishonoured and contemned far besides 
liis expectation and deserts. Ye may perceive His Majesty's disposition by his 
letter to you, which you shall impart to Mr. Archibald, and both deal according 
thereto. I need not to recommend to you care, concerning your master's ser- 
vice both in weill and in honour. As you and your colleague shall behave your- 
self in this behalf, so for my own part will I interpret your affection to your 
master. I am glad of that I hear of yourself, and I do fully credit that you 
write of Mr. Archibald, whose friends here make great account of his professed 
devotion to the Queen, besides the duty he owes to the Icing's Majesty her son. 
Farther I am constrained to remit to next occasion, having scarce time to scrib- 
ble these few lines (which of themselves may bear witness of my haste). 
Wishing you a prosperous issue of your negociation, I commit you, &c. Haly- 
rudhouse, Novr. 27th, 1586. 

The people, and all estates here are so far moved by the rigorous proceedings 
against the Queen, that His Majcsty, and all that have credit are importuned, 
snd may not go abroad for exclamations against them, and imprecations against 
the Queen of England. 
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No. L. (p. ,269.) 

To the King's Hajesty, from Xr. A~chibald Douglm. 

116 Oct. 1586. Fromthe original in the Collect. of Sir A. Dick. Vol. B. foi. 324.1 

PLEASE Your Majesty, I received your letter of the date the 28th of Septem- 
ber, the 5th of October, which was the same day that I directed Wm. Murray 
towards Your Highness; by such letters as he carried, and others of several 
dates, Your Majesty may perceive that I had omitted nothing so far as my 
travel might reach unto, aneut the performing of ths  two chief points contained 
in the said letter befor the receipt thereof, which by these presents I must repeat 
for answering of the saidis. As to the first, so far as may concern the interceding 
for the Queen Your Majesty's mother her life, I have divers times, and in every 
audience, travelled wit11 this Queen in that matter, specially to know what her 
full determination must' be in that point, and could never bring her to any fur- 
ther answer, but that this proceeding against her by order of justice was no less 
against her mind, than against their will that  loved her best : as towards lier 
life she could give no answer thereunto, until1 such time as the law hath declared 
whether she was innocent or guilty. Herewithal i t  was her pleasure thus far 
to inform me, that i t  was a number of the associants that earnestly pressed her 
that the law might proceed against her, giving reasons that so long as she was 
suffered to deal in matters, so long would never this realm be in quiet, neither 
her life, neither this state in assurance, and in the end they used this protesta- 
tion, tha,t if she would not in this matter follow their advice, that they should 
remain ~vitbout all blame whatsoever should fall o u t ;  whereupon she had 
granted them liberty to proceed, lest such as had made the request might here- 
after have charged herself with inconvenience if any should happen. 

And by myself I know this her speech to be true, because both Papist and 
Protestant has behaved them, as i t  hath been her pleasure to declare, but upon 
divers respects, the one to avoid suspicion that otherwise was conceived against 
them, the other upon zeal, and care that they will be known to have for preser 
vation of their sovereign's life and state in this perilous time, upon consideration 
whereof, I have been constrained to enter into some dealing with both, where- 
with I made Her Majesty acquainted; the ~ro t i s t an t s ,  and such as  in other 
matters will be known to bear no snlall favour unto Your Majesty's service, hath 
prayed that they Inay be excused from any dealing in the contrary of that, 
which by their oath they have avowed, and by their speech to their sovereign 
requested for, and tllat before my coming in this country; if they should now 
otherwise do, i t  would produce no better effect but to make them subject to the 
accusation of their sovereign, when i t  should please her to do it, of their incon- 
stancy, in giving councell whereby they might incur the danger of ill councel- 
lors, a n d ,  be consequent worthy of punishinent. Such of the Papists a s  I did 
deal with, went immediately, and told Her Majesty what I had spoken to them, 
who albeit she understood the matter of before, sent for me, and declared to 
me my own speech that I had uttered to them, willing me for the weil of my 
maister's service to abstain from dealing with such, as mere not yet sufIiciently 
moved to think of my master as she did. l craved leave of Her Majesty, that 1 
might inform them of Your Majesty's late behaviour towards her, and the state 
of this realm, whereunto with some difficulty she gave her consent. A t  my late 
departure from court, which was upon the 5th of this instant, and the day after 
that the lords of this grand jury had taken their leaves of Her Majesty to go 
northward to Fothringharn, it was her pleasure to promise to have further 
speech in this matter a t  the returning of the said lords, and to give full answer 
according to Your Majesty's contentment to tho remainder matters, that I had 
proponit in name of Your Majesty. As to the 2d part concerning tbe associa- 
tion, and desire that the promise made to the Master of Gray concerning Your 
Majesty's title may be fulfilled ; i t  appears by the ssid letter, that the very point 
whereupon the question that may bring Your Majes"tY7s title in doubt, hath not 
been rightly a t  the writing of the said letter considered, which I take to have 
oroceeded for lack of rea.ding of the act of parliament, wherein is fulfilled all the 
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pronnse made by the Queen to the said Master, and nothing may now cause 
any doubt to arise againt your said title, except that  an opinion should be con- 
ceived by these lords of this Parliament that are so vehement a t  this time against 
the Queen Your Majesty's mother, that Your Majesty is, or may be proved 
hereafter assenting to her proceedings, and some that love Your Majesty's ser- 
vice were of that opinion that too earnest request might move a ground where- 
upon suspicions might grow in men so ill affected in that matter, which I tho't 
might be helped by obtaining of a declaration in parliament of Your Majesty's 
innocence a t  this time, and by reason that good nature and public honesty would 
constrain you to intercede for the Queen your mother, which would carry with 
itself, without any further, some suspicion that might move ill affected men to 
doubt. In  my former letters I humbly craved of Your Majesty that some learned 
men in the laws might be moved to advise with the words of the association, 
and the mitigation contained in the act of parliament, and withall to advise 
what suspicious effects Your Majesty's request might worlr in these choleric 
men a t  this time, and how their minds might be best moved to receive reason; 
and upon all these considerations they might have formed the words of a decla- 
rator of Your Majesty's innocence to be obtained in this parliament, and failing 
thereof, the very words of a protestation for the qarue effect tnat might best 
serve for Your Majesty's service, and for my better information. Albeit this was 
my simple opinion, I shall be contented to  follow any dircction it shall please 
Your Majesty to give ; I have already opened the substance hereof to the Queen 
of this realm, who seems not to be offended herewith, and hath granted liberty 
to deal therein with such of the parliament as may remain in any doubt of 
mind. This being the sum of my proceedings in this malter, besides the 
remainder, contained in other letters of several dates, I am constrained to lay the 
whole open before Your Majesty, and to humbly pray that full information may 
be sent unto nie what further to do herein ; in this middle time, while I shall 
receive more ample direction I shall proceed and be doing according to such 
direction aa I have already received. And so most gracious sovsreign, wishing 
unto Your Majesty all happy success in your affairs, I humbly take my leave 
from London, this 16th of October, 1586. Your Majesty's most humble subject 
and obedt servant. 

A Memom'al for His Majesty by the Haster of Gray. 

r12th Jan. 1586. An original in his own hand in the Collect. of Sir A. Dick. Vol. A. fol. 222.1 

IT will please Your Majesty I have tho't mceter to set down all things as they 
occur, and all adverttsements as they came to my ears, then jointly in a lettre. 

I came to Vare the 24th of Decr. and sent to Wm. Keith and Mr. Archibald 
Douglas to advertise the Queen of it, like as they did at their audience. She 
promised the Queen Your Mzjesty's mother's life should be spared till we were 
heard. The 27th they came to Vare to me, the which day Sir Robt. came to 
Vare, where they showed us how far they had already gone in their negotiation, 
but for that the discourse of it is set down in our general letter, I remit me to it, 
only this far I will testify unto Your Majesty that Wm. Keith hath used himself 
right honestly and wisely till our coming, respecting all circumstances, and 
chiefly hi3 colleague his dealing, which indeed is not better than Your Majesty 
knows already. 

The 29th day of Decr. we came to London, where we were no ways friendly 
received, nor after the honest sort it had pleased Your Majesty use her ambassa- 
dors ; never man sent to welcome or convey us. The same day we understood 
of Mr. de Bellievre his leave taking, and for that the custom permitted not we 
sent our excudes by Mr. George Young. 

The 1st day of Janry. Wm. Iceith and his colleague according to the custom 
sent to crave our audience. We received the answer contained in the general 
letter, and could not have answer till the 6th day, what was done that day Youp 
Majesty has i t  in the general, yet we was not out of esperance at  that time. 
albeit we received hard answers. 

The 8th day me speak with the Earl of Leicester, where our conferrence was, 
as is set down in the general. I remarked this, that he that day said plainly 
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the detaining of the Queen of Scotland prisoner was for thaf, she pretended a 
succession to this crown. Judge then by this what is tho't of Your Majesty, as 
ye shall hear a little after. 

The 9th day we speak witli the French ambassador, whom we find very plain 
in making to us a wise discourse of all his proceedings, and Mr. de Bellievre we 
thanked him in Your hfa~esty's name, and opened such things as we had to treat 
with this Queen, save the last point, as more largely set down by our general. 

It is tho't here, and some friends of Your Majesty's advised me, that Bellievre 
his negociation was not effectual, and that the resident was not privy to it, as 
indeed I think is true, for since Bellievre his perting, there is a talk of this Chas- 
teanneuf his servants taken with his whole papers and pacquets, which he was 
sending in France, for that they charge him with a conspiracy of late against 
the Queen here her life. I t  is alledged his servant has confessed the matter, 
but whom I shall trust I know not, but till I see proof I shall account him an 
,honest man, for indeed so he appears, and one (without doubt) who hath been 
very instant in this matter. I show him that the Queen and Earl of Leicester 
bad  desired to speak with me in private, and craved his opinion ; he gave it freely 
dhat he tho't it meetest, I shew him the reason why I communicate that to him, 
for that I had been suspected by some of Her Majesty's friends in France to have 
done evil offices in her service, that he should be my witness that my earnest 
dealing in this shouid be a sufficient testimony that all was lies, and that this 
.knave Nau6 who now had betrayed her, had in that done evil offices : ye desired 
me, seeing she saw only with other folks eyes, that 1 should no ways impute it 
,to her, for t l ~ e  like she had done to himself by Nau6 his persuasion. I answered 
,he should be my witness in that. 

The 9th day we sent to court to crave audience, which we got  the 10th day; 
at  the first, sh; said a thing long loolred for should be welcome when it comes, I 
would now see your mastcr's offers. 1 answered, no man makes offerp but for 
,some cause ; we would, and like Your Majesty, first know tJle cause to be ex- 
tan t  for which we offer, and lilrewise that it be extant till Your Majesty has 
!heard us. I think i t  be extant yet, but I will not promise for an hour, but you 
think to shift in that sort. T answered, we mind not to shift, but to offer from 
.our sovereign all things that with reason may be ; and in special, we offered as 
is set down in our general, all was refused and tho't nothing. She called on the 
three thst vere in the house, the Earl of Leicester, nly Lord Admiral, and Cham 
berlzin, and very despitefuliy repeated all our offers in presence of then1 all. 1 
opeiled the last part, and said, Madam, for what respect is i t  that men deal 
against your person or estate for her cause ? She answered, because they 
think she shall succeed to me, and for that she is a Papist ; appearingly said I 
both the causes may be removed, she said she wodld be glad to understand it. 
If, Madam, said I, all that she has of right of succession were in the Icing our 
sovereign's person, were not all hope of Papists removed? She answered, 1 
hope so. Then, Madam, I think the Queen his mother shdl  m"dingly demit all 
her rights in his person. She answered, she hath no right, for she is declared 
unhabil. Then 1 said, if she have no right, appearingly the hope ceases already, 
so that it is not to be feared that any man attempt for her. The Queen answered, 
but the Papists allow not our declaration ; then let i t  fall, says I, in the King's 
person by her assignation. The Earl of Leicester answered, she is a prisoner, 
how can she demit ? I answered, the demission is to her son, by the advice of 
all the friends she has in Europe, and in case, as God forbid, that any attempt 
outtis the Queen here away, who shall party with her to prove the demission or 
assignation to be ineffectual, her @on being opposite party, and having all the 
Princes her friends for him, having bonded for the efficacy of it with His Majesty 
of before ? The Queen made as she could not comprehend my meaning, and 
Sir Robt. opened the matter again, she yet made as tho' she understood not. 
S o  the Earl of Leicester answered that our meaning was, that the King should 
be put in his mother's place. Is it so, the Queen answered, then I put myself in 
a worse case than of before : by God's passion, that were to cut my own throat, 
and for a dutchy or an earldom to yourself you or such as you would cause somo 
of your desperate knaves kill me. No, by God, he shall never be in that place. 
I answered, he craves nothing of Your Majesty but only of his mother. Tho 
Earl of Leicester anawcred, that  were to make him party to the Queen my mis- 
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tress. I said, he will be far more party, if he be in her place through her ileath, 
She would stay no longer, but said she would not have a worse in his mother's 
place. And said, tell your King what good I have done for him in holding the 
crown on his head since he was born, and that I mind to keep the league that 
now stands between us, and if he brealr it shall be a double fault, and with this 
minded to have bidden us a farewell; but we achevit [i.e. finished arguing 
upon this point]. And I spake craving of her that her life may be spared For 15 
days ; she ref~~sed.  Sir Kobt. craved for only eight days ; she said. not for an 
hour ; and so geid her away. Your Majesty sees we have delivered all we had 
for offers, but all is for nothing, for she and her councel has laid a determination 
that they mind to follow forth, and I see i t  comes rather of her council than her- 
self, whieh I like the worse ; for without doubt, Sir, it  shall cut off all friendship 
ye had here. Altho' i t  were that once they had meaned well to Your Illajesty, 
yet  remembring themselves, that they have medled with your mother's blood, 
good faith they cannot hope great good of yourself, a thing in truth I am sorry 
for ; further Your Majesty may perceive by this last discourse of that I pro- 
ponit, if they had meaned well to Your Majesty they had used it otherwise than 
they have done, for reason has bound them. But I dare not write all. I mind 
something to speak in this matter, because we look shurly our letters shall be 
trussit by the way. 

For that I see private credit nor no means can alter their determination, altho' 
the Queen again and the Earl of Leicester has desired to speak with me in 
particular ; I mind not to speak, nor shall not ; but assuredly shall let all men 
see that I in particular was no ways tyed to England, but for the respect of Your 
Majesty's service. So  albeit, a t  this time I could not effectuate that I desired, 
yet my upright dealing in i t  shall be manifested to the world. We are, God 
willing, then to crave audience, where we mind to use sharply our instructions, 
which hitherto we have used very calmly ; for we can, for your honour's cause, 
say no less for Your Majesty,than the French ambassador has said for his master. 

So I pray Your Majesty consider my upright dealing in your service, and not 
the effect ; for had it been doable [i. e. possible to be done] by any I might have 
here had credit ; but being I rune  only for that cause, I will not my credit shall 
serve hcre to any further purpose. I pray God preserve Your Maje~ty. and send 
you a true and sincere friendship. From London this 12th of Jan. 1586 

I understand the Queen is to send one of her own to Your Majesty. 

T o  the Right Hon. my Lord rice-ChaneeZlor and Secretary to His fiIajcsty, frotta 
the .Master of Gray. 

[Bth Jan. 1586. An original in the Collect. of Sir A. Dick. Vol. A. fol. 179.1 

MY Lord, I send you these lines with this inclosed to His Majesty, whereby 
Your Lordship shall understand how matters goes here. And before all things I 
pray Your Lordship move His Majesty to respect my diligence, and not the 
effect in this negotiation, for I swear if i t  had been for the crown of England to 
myself I could do no more, and let not unfriends have advantage of me, for the 
world shall see that I loved England for His Majesty's service only. I loolr 
shortly to  find Your Lordship friend as ye made promise, and by God I shall bo 
to you if I can. Wm. Keith and I devyset, if matters had gone well, to havo 
run a course that Your Lordship might have here been in credit and others dis- 
appointed, but now I will do for you as for myself; which is to care for no credit 
here, for in conscience they mean not honestly to the King our sovereign, and if 
they may, he will go the get his mother is gone, or shortly to go, therefore My 
Lord, without all kind of scruple I pray you to advise him the best is not this 
way. They say here, that it has been said by one who heard it from you, that ye 
desired not thc King and England to agree, because it would rack the noblemen, 
and gave an example of i t  by King James the Fourt. I answered in your 
name that I was assured you never had spo1;en it. Nr. ~irchibald is the sptjalier 
of it, who I assure Your Lordship has been a poison in this matter, for they lean 
very mickle to his opinion. He cares not, he says, for at  length the King wiil 
be fain to deal this way, either by fair means or necessity, so that when he deals 
ihis course he is assured to be welcome ; to set down all that is past of the like 
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purpxes, it would consume more paper than I have here,so I defer ~t to meeting, 
There is a new conspiracy alledged against the Queen to have been intended, 
for the French ambassador resident three of his men taken, but I think in tho 
end it shall prove nothing. Mr. Stafford, who is ambassador for this Queen in 
France, is touched with it, his brother is taken here, always it has done this harm 
in our negotiation, that all this council would not move this queen to medle 
with the Queen of Scotland's blood, till this invention was found forth. I 
rcmit all other things to the inclosed. We minded to have sent to His Majesty 
a discourse, which we have set down of all our proceedings since our hither 
coming, but we are surely advertized that the bearer is to be trussed by the way 
for our pacquets, so that we defer i t  till our own coming ; this I have put in a 
privy part beside the pacqnet. We shall, I think, take leave on Fryday the 
13th day, where we mind exactly to follcw the rigour of our instructions, for it 
cannot stand with the King's honour that we say less than the French ambas- 
sador, which was, Le roy mon maistre ne peult moins faire que se resentir. So 
that about the 24th I think we shall, God willing, be a t  home, except that some 
stag come which we look not for. The Queen and the Earl of Leicester has 
dcsired to speak with me. I rcfused save in  presence of my colleagues, by 
reason I see a determination which particular credit cannot help, and I crave no 
credit but for that cause. I t  will please Your Lordship retire the inclosed from 
His Majesty and keep it. So after my service commended to yourself acd 
bedfellow, I commit you to God. From London the 12th of Jan. 1586. 

To the King's Hajesty, from Sir Roberf Xeluil. 

[20th Jan. 1586. An original in his own hand, i n  the collect. of Sir A. Dick. Vol. A. fol. 181.1 

IT may please Your Majesty, since the direction of our former letters, we 
had audience, and her Majesty appeared to take our overtures in good part in 
presence of her council ; albeit no offers could take place with them, having 
taken resolution to proceed with extremity, not the less it pleased Her Majesty 
to desire us to stay for two days on talting our leave, until she had advised 
upon our propositions ; since which time, Her Majesty is become more hard by 
some letters (as we are informed) has come from Scotland, making some hope 
to believe that Your Majesty takes not this matter to heart, as we know the con- 
trary in effect, and had of before removed the like opinion out of Her Majesty's 
mind, which by sinister information was credited, their reports has hindered our 
commission, and abused this Queen, fearing in lilre manner we shall bs stayed 
until answer come from Scotland by such persons as they have intelligence of. 
And albeit that it will be well enough known to all men how heavily Your 
Majesty takes this proceeding to heart, the truth is, that they have by this oc- 
caslon so persuaded the Queen, that i t  is like to hinder our negotiation. As 
also Alchinder (i. e. Alexander) Steward is to be directed in their party, by our 
knowledge, who has awantyt more of his credit, than I believe he may perform, 
and we willcd him to desist from this dealing, saying it does harm, and he is 
not meet for that purpose, remitting to Your Majesty's good discretion to talte 
order herein as we shall be answerable to Your Majesty not to omit any 
point WC have in charge, as the truth is, the Master of Grhaye has behaved 
himself very uprightly and discreetly in this charge, and evil tayne with be 
divers in these parts who were of before his friends. We have been behalding 
to the menstrals who has born ns best company, but has not been troubled with 
olhers. TVylzeme Kethe hath left nothing undone that he had in charge. As 
for master Archibald he has promised at all times to do his dewoyx, wherein he 
shall find true report made to Your Majesty, craving pardon of Your Majesty 
that I have been so tedious, after I have kissed Your Majesty's hand I hu~nbl- 
take my leave. Praying God to grant Your Majesty many good days ar.d 
happy, in whose protection I commit Your Majesty at London, the 20th oi 
Jan. 1686. 

SIR, 
ALBEIT Master George has not been in comn~ission, he is not inferior in hie 

mrvice to any of us, as well by his good advice and diligent care he taltes for 
the advancement of your service, wherein we have not been a iittle furthered. 
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To the Ktng's JKajesiy, frwa the Naster of Gray and Sir Robert .MelviE. 

[2lst Jan. 1586. An original in the collect. of Sir A. Dick VoI A. fol. 180.1 

PLEASE i t  Your  Majesty in the last audience we  had, since our last advertlse- 
ment b y  W m .  Murray, we find Her Majesty at the resuming our offers some- 
thing mitigated, and inclined to  consider more deeply o f  them, before we  got 
our leave, at our reasoning, certain o f  the council, namely, m y  Lord o f  Leicester, 
Sir Christopher Haton, m y  Lord Hunsdon, and m y  Lord Hawart being present 
i n  the chamber, gave little show o f  any great contentment to  have her from her 
former resolution, now cassln in  perplex~tie what she should do always we left 
her i n  that state, and since have daily pressed confcrence with the whole courl 
cil, which to  this hour we have not yet obtained. Th i s  day we have sent down 
to  crave our leave. T h e  greatest hinder which our negotiation has found 
hitherto is a persuasion they have here that either Your  Majesty deals superfi- 
cially i n  this matter, or that with time ye may be moved to digest it, which 
when  with grcat difficulty we  had expugnit, we  find anew that certain letters 
written to them o f  late from Scotland has found some place o f  credit wi th 
them in  our contrare. S o  that resolving now to clear them cf that doubt b y  a 
special message, they have made choice o f  Sir Alexander Stewart t o  try Your  
Highness's meaning i n  it ,  and to  persuade Your Majesty tc~ like o f  their pro- 
ceedings, wherefrom no terror we can say out unto h im is able to  divert him,  h e  
has given out that he has credit with Your Majesty, and that he doubts not t o  
help this matter at Your  Highness's hand. If h e  come there that errand, we  
think Your Majesty will not oversee the great disgrace this his attempts shall 
give ns here, i f  he be not tane order with before that he be further heard, and i f  
so be that any other be directed (as our intelligence gives us there shall) our 
humble suit is to  Your  Majesty, that i t  may please Your  Highness to  hear o f  u s  
what  we find here, and at what point we lcave this matter with Her Majesty. 
before that they find accidence, the causes whereof remitting to  our private let- 
ters. W e  cornmit Your Majesty for the present t o  God's eternal protection 
From London, this 21st o f  Jan. 1586. 

No. LI .  (p. 272.) 

copy of a Letter from the Earls of Shrewsbury and Kent, &c. touching their Pro 
ceedings with regard to the Death of the Scottish Queen, to Her JMajesty'8 
Council 

IT may  please Your  Honble good Lordships to  be advertised, that, on Satur- 
day, the 4th o f  thlb present, I ,  Robert Bcale, came to  the house o f  me  the Earl 
o f  Kent, i n  the county o f  -, to  whom Your Lordship's letter and message 
was delivered, and Her Majesty's commission shown ; whereupon I the Earl 
forthwith sent precepts for the staying o f  such hues and cries as had troubled 
the country, requiring the officers to  make stay o f  all such persons, as should 
bring any such warrants without names, as before had been done, and t o  bring 
them to  the next justice o f  peace. to  the intent that upon their examination, the 
occasion and causes o f  such seditious bruites might be bolted out and Irnown. 
It was also resolved that I the said Earl o f  Kent should, on the Monday follow- 
m g ,  come to Lylford to  Mr. Elmes, to  be the nearer and readier to  confer with 
m y  Lord o f  Shrewsbury. Sonday at night, I Robert Beale came to  Fotherin- 
gay, where after the communicating the commission, &c. unto us Sir Amice 
Pawlet and Sir Drue Drury, b y  reason that Sir A. Pawlet was but late recov-, 
ered, and not able to  repair to  the Earl o f  Shrewsbury, being then at Orton, six 
miles o f f ;  i t  was thought good that we Sir Drue Drury and Robert Beale should 
go unto him, which we  did on - morning ; and together with the delivery 
o f  Her Majesty's commission, and Your  Lordship's letter imparted unto h im 
what both the Earl o f  Kent and we thought meet t o  be done in  the cause, pray- 
ing His Lordship hither the day following, to  confer with me the said Earl, 
concerning the same ; which His Lordship promised. And for the better colour 
ing o f  the matter, I the said Earl o f  Shrewsbury sent t o  Mr. Beale, a justice o f  
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peace of the county of Huntingdon next adjoining, to whom I communicated 
that warrant, which Robert Beale had undcr Your Lordship's hands, for the 
staying of the hues and cries, requiring him to give notice thereof to the town 
of Peterborough, and especially unto the justices of peace of Huntingdonshire, 
and to cause the pursuers and bringers of such warrants to be stayed, and 
brought to the next justice of peace ; and to bring us word to Fotheringay Cas- 
tle on Wednesday morning what he had done, and what he should in the mean 
time understand of the authors of such bruites. Which like order, I also Sil 
Amias Pawlct had taken on Monday morning in this town, and other places 
adjoining. The same night the sheriff of the county of Northampton, upon the 
receipt of Your Lordship's letter came to Arundel, and letters were sent to me 
the Earl of Kent of the Earl of Shrewsbury's intention and meeting here on 
Tuesday by noon ; and other letters were also sent with Their Lordships assent 
to Sir Edward Montagu, Sir Richard Knightly, Mr. Tho. Brudenell, BC. to be 
herd on Wednesday by eight of the clock in the morning, a t  which time it was 
thought meet that the execution should be. So upon Tuesday, we the Earls 
came hither, where the sheriff met us ; and upon conference between us i t  was 
resolved, that the care for the scnding for the surgeons, and other necessary pro- 
vision should be committed unto him against the time. And we forthwith 
repaired unto her, and first in the presence of herself and her folks, to the intent 
that they might see and report hereafter that she was not otherwise proceeded 
w i ~ h  than according to law, and the form of the statute made in the 27th year 
of Her BIajesty's reign, i t  was thought convenient that Her Majesty's commis- 
sion should be read unto her, and afterwards she was by sundry speeches willed 
to prepare herself against the next morning. She was also put in remembrance 
of 11el fault, the honourable manner of proceeding with her, and the necessity 
that was imposed upon Her Majesty to proceed to execution, for that otherwise 
i t  was found that they could not both stand together; and however, sitheuce 
the Lord Buckhurst's his being here new conspiracies were attempted, and so 
would be still ; wherefore since she had now a good while since warning, by the 
said Lord and Robert Beale, to thinlr upon and prepare herself to die, we doubted 
not but that she was, before this, settled, and therefore would accept this mes 
sage in good part. And to the effect that no Christian duty might be said to be 
omitted, that might be for her comfort, and tend to the salvation both of her 
body and soul in the world to come, we offered unto her that if it  would please 
her to confer with the Bishop and Dean of Peterborough, she might; which 
Dean, we had, for that purpose, appointed to be lodged within one mile of that  
place. Hereto she replied, crossing hersclf in the name of the Father, the Son, 
and the Holy Ghost, saying that she was ready to die in the Catholic Roman 
faith, which her ancestors had professed, from which she would not be removed. 
And albeit we used many persuasions to the contrary, yet we prevailed nothing ; 
and therefore, when she demanded the admittance of her priest, we utterly 
denied that unto her. Hereupon, she demanded to understand what answer 
we had touching her former petition to Her Majesty, concerning her papers of 
accounts, and the bestowing of her body. T o  the first we had none other 
snswer to make, but that we thought if tliey were not sent before, the same 
might be in Mr. Waade's custody, who was now in France, and seeing her papers 
could not, a1.y wise pleasure Her Majesty, we doubted not but that  the same 
would be delivered unto such as she should appoint. For, for our own parts, we 
undoubtedly thought that Her Majesty would not make any profit of her things, 
end therefore (in our opinions) shenlight set downwhat she wonld have done,and 
the same should be imparted unto Her Najesty, of whom both she and others 
might expect all courtesy. Touching her body, we knew not her Majesty's 
pleasure, and therefore could neither say that her petition should be denied, or 
grtnted. For the practice of Babington, she utterly denied it, and would have 
in~erred it that her death was for her religion : whereunto it was eftsoons by us 
replied, that for many years she was not touched for religion, nor should have 
DCell now, but that this proceeding against her was for treason, in that she was 
culpable of that horrible conspiracy for destroying Her Majesty's person ; which 
she again denied, adding further that albeit she for herself forgave them that 
were the procurers of her death, yet she doubted not but that God would take 
vengeance thereof, And being charged with the depositions of Nau6 and Curls 
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to prove it against her, she ~eplied, that she accused none, but that hereafter 
when she shall be dead, Lnd they remain alive, it shall be seen how indifferently 
she had been dealt with, and what measure had been used unto her ; and aslred 
whether it had been heard before this, that servants had been practised to accuse 
their mistress, and hereupon also required what was become of them, and where 
they remained. 

Upon our departure from her, for that it seemed by the commiss~on, that the 
charge of her was in the disposition of us the Earls, we required S. Arnias Paw- 
let and S. Drue Drurie to receive for that night the charge which they had 
before, and to cause the whole number of soldiers to watch that night, and that 
her folks should be put up, and take order that only four of them should be a t  
the execution, remaining aloof of and guarded with certain persons so as they 
should not come near unto her, which were Melvil her steward, the physician, 
surgeon, and apothecary. 

Wednesday morning, after that we the Earls were repaired unto the castle, 
and the Sheriff had prepared all things in the hall for the execution, he was 
comrnandcd to go into her chamber, and to bring her down to the place where 
were present we which have signed this letter, Mr. Henry Talbot, Esq., Sir 
Edward Montague, Knt., his son and heir apparent, and Williarn Montague, 
his brother, Sir Ilichard Knichtly, Knt., Mr. Thomas Brudenell, Mr. Beuill, Mr. 
Robert and John Wingefield, Mr. Forrest, and Rayner, Benjamin Piggot, Mr. 
Dean of Peterborough, and others. 

At the stairfold, she paused to speak to Melvil in our hearing, which was to 
this effect : Melvil, as  thou hast bcen an honest servant to me, so I pray thee 
continue to my son, and commend me unto him. I have not impugn'd his 
religion, nor the religion of others, but wish him well. And as I forgive all 
that have offended me in Scotland, so I would that he should also ; and beseech 
God, that he would send him his Holy Spirit, and illuminate him." Melvil's 
answer was, that he would so do, and at  that instant he would beseech God to 
assist him with his Spirit. Then she demanded to speak with her priest, which 
was denied unto her, the rather for that she came with a superstitious pair of 
beads and a crucifix. She then desired to have her women to help her, and 
upon her earnest request, and saying that when other gentlewomen were exe- 
cuted, she had read in chronicles that they had women allowed unto them, i t  
was permitted that she should have two named by herself, which wcre Mrs.Curle 
and Kennedy. After she came to the scaffold, first in presence of them all, Her 
Majesty's con~mission was openly read; and afterwards Mr. Dean of Peter- 
borough, according to a direction which he had received, the night before, from 
us the Earls, wou'd have made a godly admonition to her, to repent and die 
well in the fear of God and charity to the world. But at  the first entry, she 
utterly refused it, saying that she was a Catholique, and that i t  wcre a folly to 
move her being so resolutely minded, and that our prayers would little avail 
her. Whereupon, to the intent it might appear that we, and the whole assem- 
bly, had a Christian desire to have her die well, a godly prayer, conceived by 
Mr. Dean, was read and pronounced by us all. " That  i t  would please Almighty 
God to send her His Spirit and grace, and also, if i t  were his will, to pardon all 
her offences, and of his mercy to receive her into his heavenly and everlasting 
kingdom, and finally to bless Her Majesty, and confound all her enemies;" 
whereof Mr. Dean, minding to repair up shortly, can show your Lordships a 
COPY. 

This done, she pronounced a prayer upon her knees to this effect, " to beseech 
God to send her his Holy Spirit, and that she trusted to receive her salvation 
in his blood, and of his grace to be received into his kingdom, besought God to 
forgive her enemies, as she forgave them; and to turn his wrath from this 
land, to bless the Queen's Majestic, that she might serve him. Likewise to be 
merciful to her son, to have compassion of his church, and altho' she was not 
worthy to be heard, yet she had a confidence in his mercy, and prayed all the 
saints to pray unto her Saviour to receive her." After this (turning towards 
her servants) she desired them to pray for her, that her Saviour would receive 
her. Then, upon petition made by the executioners, she pardoned them ; and 
said, that she was glad that the end of all her sorrows was so near. Then she 
disliked the whinning and weeping of her women, saving that thev rather ought 
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to thank God for her resolution, and kissing them, willed them to depart from 
the scaffold, and farewell. And so resolutely kneeled down, and having a ker- 
thief banded about her eyes,laid down her neck,whereupon the executioner pro- 
reeded. Iser servants were incontinently removed, and order taken that none 
should approach unto her corpse, but that it should be embalmed hy the surgeon 
appointed. And further her crosse, apparel, and other things are retained here, 
and not yielded unto the executioner for inconveniences that might follow, but 
he is remltted to be rewarded by such as sent him hither. 

This hat11 been the manner of our dealings in this service, whereof we have 
thought good to advertise Your Lordships, as particularly as we could, for the 
time, and further have thought good to signify unto Your Lordships besides, 
that for the avoiding of all sinister and slanderous reports that may be raised 
to the contrary, we have caused a note thcreof to be conceived to the bame effect 
in writing, which we the said Lords have subscribed, with the hands of such 
other there the knights and gentlemen above named that were present a t  the 
action. And so beseeching Almighty God long to bless Her Majesty with a 
most prosperous reign, and to confound all his and her enemies, we take our 
leaves. From Fotheringay Castle, the 8th of February, 1586, in hast. 

Your Lordships at  commandment. 

N. B. This, as well as several other papers in this Appendix, is taken from a col 
lection made by Mr. Crawfurd of Drumsoy, historiographer to Queen Bnnc. 
now in the library of the Faculty of Advocates. Mr. Crawfurd's transcriber 
has omitted to mention the book in the Cott. Lib. where it is to be found. 

No. LII. (p. 274.) 

The Objections against J fr .  Dauison, i n  the Cause of the late Scottish Queen, must 
concern Things done either, l .  Btfore her Trial at fitheringay. 2 .  During 
that Session. 3. After the same. 

[Cott. Lib. Cal. C .  l.] 

1. BEFORE her trial, he neither is, nor can be charged to have had any hand 
at  all in the cause of the said Queen, or done any thing whatsoever concerning 
the same directly or indirectly. 

2. During that session, he remained at court, where the only interest he had 
therein, was as I-Ier Majesty's secretary, to receive the lctters from the commis- 
sioners, impart them to Her Highness, and return them her answers. 
3. After the return thence, of the said commissioners, it is well known to all 

her council, 
1. That  he never was a t  any deliberation or meeting whatsoever, in parlia- 

ment, or council, concerning the cause of the said Queen, till the sending down 
of Her Majesty's warrant unto the commissioners, by tlie Lords and others of 
her council. 

2. That  he was no party in signing the sentence passed against her. 
3. That he never penned either the proclamation publishing the same, the 

warrant after her death, nor any other letter, or thing whatsoever concerning 
the same. And, 

That  the only thing which can be specially and truly imputed to him, is the 
carrying up the said warrant unto Her Majesty to be signed. She sending a 
great counsellor unto him, with her pleasure to that  end, and carrying i t  t9 tho 
p e a t  seal of England, by her own speciai direction and commandment. 

For the better clearing cf which truth, i t  is evident, 
1. That  the letter, being penned by the Lord Treasurer, was delivered by 

him unto Mr. Davison, with Her Majesty's own privity, to be ready for to sign, 
when she should be pleased to call for it. 

2. That being in his hands, he retained it at  the least five or six weeks un- 
presented, nor once offering to carry it up, till she sent a great counsellor unto 
him for the same, and was sharply reproved therefor by a great peer, in  Her 
Maje~ty's own presence. 

3 That having signed it, she gave him an express commandment to carry it 
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to  the seal, and being sealed to send i t  irnnlediately away unto the commission- 
ers, according to the direction. Herself appointing the hall of Fotheringay 
for the place of execution, misliking the court-yard, in divers respects, and in 
conclusion absolutely forbad him to trouble her any further, or let her hear 
any more hereof, till it  was done. She, for her part, having (as she said) per- 
formed all that, in law or reason, could be required of her. 

4. Which directions notwithstanding, he liept the warrant sealed all that 
aight, and the greatest part of the next day in his hands, brought i t  back with 
him to the court, acquainted Her Majesty withal, and finding Her Majesty 
resolved to proceed therein, according to her former directions, and yet de- 
sirous to carry the matter so, as she might throw the burthen from herself, he 
absolutely resolved to quit his hands thereof. 

5. And hereupon went over unto the Lord Treasurer's chamber, together with 
Mr. Vice-chamberlain Hatton, and in his presence restored the same into the 
hands of the said Lord Treasurer, of whom he had before received it, who 
from thenceforth kept it, till himself and the rest of the council sent it away. 

Which, in substance and truth, is all the part and interest the said Davison 
had in this cause, whatsoever is, or may be pretended to the contrary. 

Touching the sending down thereof unto the commissiohers, that it was the 
general act of Her Majesty's council (as is before mentioned) and not any pri- 
vate act of his, may appear by, 

1. Their own confession. 2. Their own letters sent down therewith to the 
commissioners. 3. The testimonies of the Lords and others to whom they were 
directed. As also, 4, of Mr. Beale, by whom they were sent. 5. The tenor of 
Her Majesty's first commission for their calling to the star-chamber for the same, 
and private appearance and submission afterwards instead thereof before the 
Lord Chancellor Bromley. 6. The confession of Mr. Attorney-General in open 
court confirmed. 7. By the sentence itself upon Record. 8. Besides a common 
act of council, containing an answer to be verbally delivered to the Scottish 
ambassador then remaining here, avowing and justifying the same. 

Now where some suppose him to have given some extraordinary furtherance 
thereunto, the contrary may evidently appear by, 

1. His formcr absolute refusa! to sign the band of association, being earnestly 
pressed thereunto by Her Majesty's self. 

2. His excusing of himself from being used as a commissioner, in the exami- 
nation of Babington and his accomplices, and avoiding the same by a journey 
to the Bath. 

3. His being a mean to stay the commissioners from pronouncing of the sen- 
tence at  Fotheringay, and deferring it till they should return to Her Majesty's 
presence. 

4. His keeping the warrant in his hands six weeks unpresented, without once 
offering to carry i t  up, till Her Majesty sent expressly for the same to sign. 

5. His deferring to send it away after it was sealed unto the commissioners, 
as  he was specially commanded, staying it all that night, and the greatest part - - 
of the next-day, in his hands. 

6. And, finally, his restoring thereof into the hands of the Lord Treasurer, 
of whom hc had before received the same. 

Which are clear and evident proofs, that the said Davison did nothing in this 
cause whatsoever, contrary to the duty of the place he then held in Her Ma 
iesty's service. 

This seems to be an original. On the back is this title : 
T h e  innocency of Mr. Davison in the cause of the late Scottish Queerr 
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No. LIII. (p. 312.) 

Letter from c3 to His Najesty King James." 

[Fromthe original. Bibl. Fac. Jur. Edin, A. 1.34. No. d.] 

MOST worthy Prince, the depending dangers upon your affectionates, Iiave 
been such, as hath enforced silence in him, who is faithfully devoted to your 
person, and in due time of trial, will undergo all hazards of fortune for the 
maintenanco of the just regal rights, that, by the laws divine, of nature and 
of nations, is invested in your royal person. Fall not then, most noble and 
renowned Prince, from him whose providence hath in many dangers preserved 
you, no doubt to be an instrument of his glory, and the good of his people. 
Some secrets, I find, have been revealed to your prejudice, which muat proceed 
from some ambitious violent spirited person near Your Majesty in council and 
favour ; no man in particular will I accuse, but I am sure it hath no foundation 
from any, with whom, for your service, 1 have held correspondence, otherwise, 
I had, long since, been disabled from performance of those duties, that the 
thoughts of my heart endeavoureth; being only known to this worthy noble- 
man bearer hereof, one noted in all parts of Christendom for his fidelity to 
your person and state, and to Mr. David Fowlis your most loyal servant, my 
first and faithful correspondent ; and unto James Hudsone, whom I have found 
in all things that concern you most secret and assured. I t  may, therefore, 
please Your Majesty, a t  the the humble motion of O, which jargon I desire to 
be the indorsement of your commands unto me, that, by some token of your 
favour, he may understand in what terms you regard his fidelity, secrecy, and 
service. My passionate affection to your person (not as you are a Icing, but 
as you are a good King, and have just title, after my sovereign, to  be a great 
King) doth transport me to presumption. Condemn not, most noble Prin'ce, 
the motives of care and love, altho' mixed with defects in judgment. 

1. I, therefore, first beseech Your Majesty, that for the good of those whom 
God, by Divine Providence, hath destined to your charge, that you will be 
pleased to have an extraordinary care of all practicers, or practices, against 
your person; for i t  is not to be doubted, but that in both kingdoms, either out 
of ambition, faction, or fear, therc are many that desire to have their sovereign 
in minority, whereby the sovereignty and state might be swayed by partiality 
of subalternate persons, rather than by true rule of power and justice. Pre- 
serve your person, and fear not the practices of man upon the point of your 
right, which will be preserved and maintained against all assaults of competition 
whatever. Thus I leave the protection of your person and royal posterity to 
the Almighty God of Heaven, who bless and preserve you and all yours, in all 
regal happiness, to his glory. 

2. Next to the preservation of your person, is the conservation and secret 
keeping of your eouncells, which, as I have said, are often betrayed and dis- 
covered, either out of pretended zeal in religion, turbulent faction, or base con- 
ception, the which Your Majesty is to regard with all circumspection, as a 
matter most dangerous to your person and state, and the only means to ruin 
and destroy all those that stand faithfully devoted to Your Majesty's service. 
Some particulars, and persons of this nature, I make no doubt have been dis- 
covered by the endeavours of this nobleman, the bearer hereof, of whom Your 
Majesty may be further informed. 

3. The third point considerable is that Your Majesty by all means possible, 
secure yonrself of the good affection of the French Icing and states, by the 
negotiation of some faithful secret confident ; the French naturally distasting 
the union of the British Islands under one monarch. In Germany, I doubt not, 
but you have many allies and frisnds, but by reason of their remote state  the^ 

In the former editions I printed this as a letter from Sir Robert Cecil, but am I.DW satisfied that 
I was mistaken in forming this opinion. See Sir D. Dalrymple's Rem. on the Hist. of Scot. p. 233. 
As the letter is curious I republish it, though I rannot pretend to say to which of the King'a aunlo 
reus corres~ondcnt.? in England it  shoilld be ascribed 
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do not so much importe this affair, which must be guided by a quick and 
sudden motion. 

4. When God, by whose providence the period of all persons and times is 
determined, shall call to his kingdom of glory Her Majesty (altl~ough I do 
assuredly hope that there will not be any question in competition? yet for that I 
hold i t  not fitting to give any minute entrance into a cause of so h ~ g h  a nature), 
I do humbly beseech Your Maiesty to design a secret, faithful and experienced 
confidant skrvant of yours, b2ng"of an aiproved fidelity and judgment, con- 
tinually to be here resident, whose negotiation, it were convenient Your Majesty 
should fortifie, with such secret trust and powers, as there may not need 14 days 
respite to post for authority, in a cause that cannot endure ten hours respite, 
without varieties of danger. In the which it is to be considered, that all such 
as pretend least good to your establishment, will not 111 public oppugn your title, 
but out of their cunning ambition will seek to qain time by alledging their pre- 
tence of common good to the state, in propoun'ding of good conditions for dis- 
burthening the common weale, of divers hard laws, heavy in~positions, corrup- 
tions, oppressions, $c. which is a main point to lead the popular, who are much 
disgusted with many particulars of this nature. I t  were therefore convenient? 
that these motives, out of Your Majesty's providence should be prevented, by 
your free offer in these points following, viz. 

1. That Your Majesty would be pleased to abolish purveyors and purveyance, 
being a matter infinitely offensive to the common people, and the whole king- 
dom, and not profitable to the Prince. 

2. That  Your Majesty would be pleased to dissolve the court of wards, being 
the ruin of all the noble and ancient families of this realm, by base matches, 
and evil education of their children, by which no revenue of the crown will he 
defrayed. 

3. The abrogating the multiplicity of penal laws, generally repined against 
by the subject, in rcgard of their uncertainty, by being many times altered 
from their true meaning, by variety of interpretation. 

4. That Your Majesty will he pleased to admit free outport of the native 
commodities of this kingdom, now often restrained b y  subalternate persons for 
private profit, being most prejudicial to the commerce of all merchants, and a 
plain destruction to the true industry and manufacture of all Iringdoms, and 
against the profit of the crown. 

These, being by Your Majesty's confidents in the point of time propounded, 
will assuredly confirm unto Your Majestie the hearts and affections of the whole 
ltingdom, and absolutely prevent all insinuations and devices of designing 
patriots, that out of pretext of common good would seek to patronize them- 
selves in popular opinion and power, and thereby to derogate from Your Ma- 
jesty's bounty and free favour by princely merit of your moderation, judgment, 
and justice. 

Your Majesty's favour, thus granted to the s~bjec t ,  will no way impeach the 
profits of the crown, but advance them. The disproportionable gain of some 
chequer officers, with the base and mercenary profits of the idle unnecessary 
clerks and attendants, will only suffer some detriment ; but infinitc will be the 
good unto the kingdom, which will confirm unto Your Majesty the universal 
love and affection of the people, and establish your renown in the highest 

- - 

esteem to all posterity. 
The Lord preserve Your Maiestie, and make you triumphant over all your 

enemies. 
My care over his person, whose letters pass in this pacquet, and will die before 

he leave to be yours, shall be no less than of mine own life, and in lilte esteem 
will I hold all your faithful confidents, notwithstanding I will hold myself re- 
served from being lrnown unto any of them, in my particular devoted affections 
unto your Majesty, only this extraordinary worthy man, wl~ose associate I am 
m his misfortune, doth know my heart, and we both will pray for you, and if 
we live you shall find us together. 

I beseech Your Majesty burn this letter, and the others ; for altho' it be in 
an unusual hand, yet it may be discovered. 

Yonr Majesty's most devoted, and humble servant, 
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but IS folced to fly to France, ~b Made Regcnt 
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~ f t e r ~ s e v e l z l  unsuccessful struggles Alth the 
nob~l~ ty ,  he 1s fo~ced to ietlle to rlance, 31 

d l e n ~ o n ,  Dulw of, Q Ellzalrelh Ions arnu&s the 
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M&, 215 217 222 I$ recallcd from hl- 
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motives of 111s oppos~t~on to tile Q Regent, ;U 
111s Srcat ~nRoencs on the ben~ l l  of B~sl~aps,  
and \ve1gi1t In Parl~ament, lb Gove~ned the 
c h u ~ c h  w ~ t h  g ~ e a t  n~oderatlon 71 Pelseclltes 
theRefo~mpis, ~b I s  i n ~ p ~ ~ s o n e d  for releb~at  
In* mass 123 Rulna Q Mary s aflairs by 111s 
~rnprudent  ond duct, 182 Is taken prlsoner m 
Dur~~barton castle and hanged, 211 
-- , St the castle of, de~nollshed by the 
French, 22 
-- , St , tile prlol of, promotes a tleaty be 
tween bhe (3 Rezent and the Refo ln~e~s  7G 
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dollng tlle nllnollty of l< Jimes V ,  21 31 1s 
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the m1nntlt1~s,2bB O f ~ r s  to submit to a t~ ia l ,  
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He refobes to subm~t ~b 

B , ~ ~ o a ,  Duke of, a mdlllage p~oposed between 
h1111 and Q Cll~abeth 2 ~ 4  

Annc, a Pllrlress of ~ k n n l l r k  mallled to I< 
Ja~nesVI  ,282 He1 a111val ;n bcotl~rid and 
colollatlon, L83 Heads a patty that opposes 
tllc Cllancellor, 136 

B r c A b ~ d o p s ,  B~shops ,  Deans, and C l ~ a p t e ~ s  l e  
v~ved 111 Scotland d u ~ ~ n -  the lilrlg s rn~nor~ ty  
220, 221 This glvcs gl&t oflellce to lrlany oi: 
the clelgy, 221 An act of asse~nbly agalnst 
thesc offices 238 Bishops mad1 subject to 
presbyterles ' arrd assernbl~es, 2-58 A gitat 
stloiie given to tl11.11 allttlollty 2rb 277 hone  
of them present a t  theQneer~ s'coldrlatlon 983 

Argyl l ,  hal l  of, 1% appo~nted to catly tlle clown 
1natnmonlal to the Danphln of Fiance 71 
Uses Ills lntelest wlth the Reforrne~s to rl~akc a 
treaty wlth the Q Kegent, 76 Leaves hrr  
Court l11 In4entment of her treachely, 77 RC 
fllseu to accede to a treaty wlth M I I I I ~ ~  the 
Regent, 198 Is soon aftel forced to subrott ~b 
Acts as Lleutenant to the Queen after tlle Re 
gent s murder 207 Is p eva~led on to JOIII the 
King s pally, 213 Q~larrels wlth ,Atllol 227 
Confkde~ats~ n ~ t h  lllm against 3101 to; the 
Regent for the11 ml~tn?l defence ~b l'l~ey re 

I monstiate agalnqt 111111 to the 1T111: 2'30 'i hey 
the c h ~ f  p oniotels of the Refo~rnatlon, 83 1 lalse folces against h11n ~b hegotlate a tleaty 
Some account and clla~acter of him ~b Alt  
fui cndeavou~. used to u n d e l n ~ ~ r ~ e  11nn lb 
P~esnmpt~on of Ins mnocence ot the des~gns 
cha~ged on hiin 84 Is sent by the Convention 
to mvlte the Ollern to Scotland 104 1. re 
celved by he1 bv~tti confidence and affe~tlon 
105 Reatlams the tutbnlcnt splrlt of the pro' 

wltll Ilim bv the rnedlat~on of Q hhzabetl~ 11) 
Ib prolnoteh to tlle ofice of Cl~arrcellal 231 
The  hlng s a u t h o ~ ~ t y  delegated to I I I I I ~  and 
Loid 1-oibes adalnst the poplsh Lolds 281) 
HIS folccs ale defeated In an engagelnellt w ~ t h  
them, 2 $0 

Brzstoc? acp predom~nant In Scotland, l09 
ple aqlrist Pope~y 110 Ia sent to restratn the I d r m a d n  Span~sh, prepalatlons for 11, 2-3 It 
l~centlous plactices of the bolde~ers 113 Fx 1 1s defcated 280 
ecutes 111s coinmlsslon w ~ t h  vlnou; and pru I Brran,  ~aLl, 'rs appointed Regent durlng the m1 
dence, rb A conspilacy asalnst hnndlscover nollty of Q hlary 49 Hls clialarter 44 
ed, 116, 117 I> created Far1 of Ma; 117 Be 
cornes obnoxious to the Eall of Huntly, 117, 
l la  See &far and Murr ay 

d n g z ~ s  Gilbe~t de IJmf~evtlle, Earl of, was the 
only man who asserted the Independence of 111s 

Consonts to the schimesof ~ n g l a n d  vvllict~ dls 
gusts the publ~c, 45 Becon~es s u , p ~ c ~ o t ~ s  of 
tlle Eh11 of Lrnuox, 46 Is fo~ced to I P ~ O U I I C ~  

the filrndsiup w ~ t h  Endand and declale f ~ r  
r l a n c ~  ~h and to perseGte tho Reformers 47 

coon t~y  11 I Pabllc!~ abjules the dort~lnesof the I l e f o ~ ~ n e ~ s  -, ~ A u ~ l a s  Ca11 of, assrlmes the Regency ~b Is contemned by one half, and llttlc t ubted 
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vents ~t bj  leaving the kingdom, lb Asentence 
of outlawry agalnst hnn pleventcd by the 
Queen lb Is perm~tted to ietunl, 137 Ea 
cape. llh llcr attel tile muider of R~zro, 145 
Sorne account of hls former behaviour, 149 
Cornlnencea a firvourite wlth the Qucen, ~b 
Sherecoacileshu~ntoseveralLorlls,w~tl~who~n 
he was at  variance, 150 He lilcleases m fa 
vour n1t11 her, lb LircumstdnLes concurring 
In t h ~ s  L1 Iie rs wounded m attenlptrng to 
s e w  dne of thc borderels, l52 The  Queen s 
eutrao~dm-rly r epa~d  for film on thls occasion, 
ib l o  sccutr adherent., he obtarns a pardon 
for &Iolton and hls associates, 157 Pioposes 
the l e s t o ~ a t ~ o ~ ~  of the Poplsh eccles~astical jurls 
dlctlon ~b 151s views ln thls, l58 Is sus 
pected the author of Dalnly's murder, l60 Is 
cllalged wlth ~t by Lcnnox, 161 But still fa 
vouled by the Queen, 161, 162 Appo~nted 
govt rriol oi Edinburgh Castle, 162 HIS trlal 
IS hu111cd on tb I le~narl~ahle partlallty in hrs 
favour ~b iennox ac'uses lllnl openly, 163 
~ o m e i t o  Ins tllal with a great retmue, ~b Is 
acqurtted by ajury,  ~b l h e  tllal ulilversally 
censured ~b Chnllmges any that would ac , 
cose hlm 164 Several acts of pa~hament  
pas~ed  In hls favom ilr He plocures an act ln  
f a v o u ~  ot the Refo;rnatlon, 165 Prevalls on 
seve~al  of the nobles to recommend hlm as a 
husband to the Qucen, 166 Seizes the Queen 
on a J Burney fioln Stillmg, and Latrles lie1 to 
Dunbar, l67 H n  vlew In thrs, l68 Obtams 
a paldon unde~  the great seal ib Plocures a 
d~voice fiom 111s wrte lb ~ A r n e s  the Queen 
to the Castle of ~dlnb;lg-h, ~b Iscreated Duke 
of O~kney,  l69 and ~ n a t r ~ e d  to the Queen, ~b 
Is not allowed the t~tleof Ibng, lb He watches 
the Queen vely closely, ib Endeavours to 
get the Prince Into h18 custody,ib Is alarmed 
wlth an  ?ssoclatloii of the nobles agalnqt the 
Q u e ~ n  and bun 170 Carlies the Queen to 
the castle of ~ d r t h w ~ c k ,  171 Kalses forces 
agalnst the confedelate lords, ~b He ma~ches 
agamst them ~b P roposea a slngle combat, 
l72 rh l s  lldw prevented, ~b Takes hla last 
farewell of thc Queen and 1s folced to Ay, lb 
Sends for a casket of ietrers from Q Maly to 
him 174 They arc Intercepted by the Earl of 
 ori ion ~b 111s ~nlsclable fate 179 Rrflec 
tlons o; h ~ s  conduct, ~b Copy A f  hls dlvoice 
from Lady Jane Goldon, Appendix, 379 

Uothwell Francls Stewall created Eall of Both 
we11,2d0 Is ~m~i l sonedfor  consult~ng w~tches, 
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the lilng, 289 Is ~epulsed, and obl~ged to fly 
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1s n e h  aficr ieconcrled to the I<lng ib - Adam, l31shop of O ~ k n r y ,  pe~forrns the 
cercm;ny of marrlage of Q Mary to the Carl 
of Borhwell, 169 

Botiwcllhaugh See Hanltlton 
B ~ L I  o g l ~ ~ ,  wrested by the French ootofthe hands 

of the Engl~sh, 55 Tlrry consent to restole lt 
and it.; dependcncles to the French 56 

Bxr,es Envoy from Q Elrzaheth accuses Len- 
nox bf d~stulblng the pracc,234 ' Is lefused an 
a u d ~ ~ n c e  ih Is sent to encourage the con 
splrators at Ruthven, 9 1 ,  to rnqulre &bout 
I<~ng Ja~nes s correspondence w t h  the 
Pope, 300 

Boyd Lord, h13 ambitious vlews tn the tlme of 
h James I11 frustrated 20 -, 1s prevailed on to J ; ~ ~ ~  the Kmg's party 
agwnst Q Mary, 213 Jolns the Kuthven con 
splratora, 240 

Blzenne, Count de, comes an  ambassador to 
France to wltness the bdptlsnl of l< Jamee 
V1 ,  155 

Bpucc, Robert his C L I ~ I  to the crown of Scot 
land, 10 H;B grandson asselts 111s r~gh t ,  and 
vmdl~ates  the honour of 111s country, 11 He 
attempts to reduce the power of the nubles,24 

-, a pnest elnployed by the lilng of Spain to 
seduce the S c o t ~ h  nobles, 280 
- Mr Robert a presbyterlan mmlster, per 

fobs the Ler:rnony of thc coronatlvn of I< 
.Tames's Queen 2a3 

-, Edward, ~ d b o t  of ICmloss, acqolts hlmsell 
wlth addless and reputatlurl as  ambassador at  
the court of England, 299 
- Mr Robert a mtnmste~, Ins resolut~on m re- 

fd lng  to publish the IClng s account of Gow 
n e  sconspllacy 308 I s  deprlved and ban~shea 
on that accouni, ~b 

Buchanan, Geo~ge, h ~ s  hlstory of Scotland, some 
account of 8 Remarks on h ~ s  dlalogue De 
Jurc R, 178 N o t e  Alone accuses Q 
Maly of a c;lmlnal correspondence wlth Rrzro. 
144 Xote  Approved of asqassmatlon 148 
Attends the Regent nito England when dalled 
on to accuse Q Mary 190 W a s  one of the 
preceptors of K .Tamcslvl ,227. Colnmended 
for 111s great gentus, 320,321 

Bu~ le zgh  Bee Cectl 
Bo?ofrrrl~e when first represented ~n Pa lha  

me;, 2+7 

Cats John a decla~at~on of h ~ s  m name of Q 
~ l i z a h e t i  to the Lolds of Grange, a t  Lethmg 
ton, Appendlx, 409 

Cazthncss, Call of hrs p~otest a t  the trialof Both 
well fur themuider of Damly 164 

Calvzn, the patron and restolei'of plesbyterlan 
cllu~clr government 103 

Carnden, some mlstjkes of hls, 156 Note  
l67 N o t e  

Canongate, near Edinburgh, a Parhament held 
there, 212 

Ca? daa, some accorlnt of him 60 H~s,rema~ka- 
ble erne of the i31~hop of ~l and re^ S ~b 

Cnrey, SAI Georgc, sent ambaswdor from Q 
El~zabeth to encourage the consplrdto~s at  
Ruthven, 241 ----, Robert sent by Q Elizabeth to qoothe IC 
James after ;he death of Ins mother, 274 Is 
not permitted to enter Scotland, ih W a s  thc 
first that brou<ht K James mtelllgence of & 
death of Q Elrz?bcth, 316 

Casket of letters fiom Q Mary to Bothwell 
selzed by the Earl of Mo~ton, 174 Her e n k  
rnles avail themselw. much of them, ~b 

Casszlr, Carl of oms the Klag's party, 213 
Castelnau, the g e n c h  ambassado] IS employed 

to procure the consent of hrs coult to Quetn 
n'laly's marllage wrth Darnlv, 130 I le  en 
deal on16 to make up the d~fferences betweeu 
the Queen and h l n ~  150 HIS lntelce-slon on 
behalf of Q Mary $54 

Catherzne of Medicts, assumes the government 
after the death of F~anc l s  I1 her *on 102 
Her harsh treatment of Q Mary, rb  er ; r~ws  
In behavlng more frlendly to hcr 125 Bends 
her whole endeavours to destroy Ihe Pro 
testants, 214 Iser artful conduct n lth tha 
vlew, ~b 

&czl, h ~ s  great capaclty as a mnnster, 96 106 
Is e~nployerl to negotiate a peace wlth France 
106 O v e r ~ e a c h c ~  the French arnnasqador ~n 
the treaty of Cd~nburgli, ~b A lettel of h ~ s  
clted to show that Q Ehz~be th  had no lnten 
lion to intercept Q Mary m her return to Scot 
land, 109 Note Is appornted a conimiss~onel 
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to t h ~  conference at Westmtnster.194 Is sent I 245 RV favoullne them they ~ l o v o k e  the 
bj Q El~z;lhcthwnh p~oposals to h. &latv,209 
Has an lntplvlew wlth her, w l t ~ c l ~  excites Q 
Ellrabeth s lealousy, 225 Is t~eatcd llatsllly 
by Q Cllzabetl~ for consenttng to Q hlnty s 
death 274 

C e d ,  s i r  Robe~t, son to the folmcr, heads the 
party agatrlst Essex, 309 HI- cliaractei,310 

lilng 2i6 severe4laws Inad; Galnst ttlem, 
217 'They of Edlnbutgh fly Into England, ih 
As do scvetal othels tliat wele loo% ernutent, 
ib Morev~gorous alea.ulesagallrst t h ~ m ,  W9 
250 They ohta~n no redt~4s on the testotatton 
of tile evtled lolds,'L58 Rrp~esent ~IILII SLILY- 
ances to Pnrltament, 275 A lnalntenance 

corrispond~nce W-lilt l< James, 332 
- 

n"Llzbaey of the po1~1sh clelgy, a c h e f  englne of 
~ I I L I I  policy, F3 

Chaflcs  V Ctnperor h ~ s  great power 40 and 
unll~ti~ted atn~ntloh, 41 Is checked by hran 
cls I ,  ~b 

-, I< of France, makes a league with Q 
Elizabeth, 217 

Ci~uteli~e?~ault Duke of tliat tltle confelled on 
tlic Eall ol. h i a n ,  Relent of Scotland,55 HI> 
rtglit of succession to the crown of Scutlalld 
matntalned 68 Entels a plotestatlon to save 
h ~ s  iight, i d  Jotus the Refo~mels 111 endea 
vow tng to expel tlie r tench army, S1 Joins lit 
as5oclatlon n i t h  them, 89 Is looked on as the 
head of tlie Congregation, F3 Ills pt~sillarli~~l 
~ t y ,  88 He,nmcs obnoxious to Q Maly, 113 
Depr1vedofl1l~Fretlchpenslon,l25 Ia alailrled 
at  thc Cnrlof Lennax S leturn to Scotland, 1% 
An accolninodatlon bloltght ahor~t h) tlle 
Qrreen's ~l~fluence, th Adheres to Rlu~lay in 
nppostng the Qoecn's manlage, 135 Is par 
donrd or1 lira llumble appllcatton, bdt folrcd to 
restdc m Piance, 138 HI- palttsnns g~utr~ble 
at  &11itti1~'~be1t~~advanccd to theRecency 160 
Retlltlis f1or11 Fl.lnce, and lieads the ~ukerl,.; 
n~llictents, 197 Is made her Lleutcuant get1 
elnl,lS8 111s resnlutlon n avei ins, the Regrill 
cotnnilts hrm puboner to tlir castle of Edllt 
ou~gh,  l88 Is set at llberty by li~tkaldy, and 
JOIIIS tljc Queen's palty, 206 I s  p~oclurl~cd 
traitoi by Lenliox tlic new Regcnt 208 10 I C  
concllcd to ~ o t t o A  the Regent 223' A~tleles of 
a tteaty bctween them, lh 1iis deatl1,2.2b 

'hu, C B  of Scotland, revolutions 111 11 a f t ~ i  the 
uillon ot the cto\vns, 310,320 Sec Bssen~bly, 
C l e ~ s y  

C l ~ a ~ c k  J n n d s  annexed to the clown by P a ~ l t a  
11tenl,27G 

Cl in?, the lnstltutton and nature of, 17 
Clcvgy, Pop~sh, thelr great rlcbes ancl powel, 39 

62 W e ~ e  tirade use of by I< J a ~ n c s  V to sup 
prc-s therioblea,32 i\ladeaconslde~able body 
In Pa~ltament, 6% Theli gleat inf l~~ence over 
tllr lalty, lb Thcy engtossed learning, G3 and 
held niluy of tllecllref ernploynlents tb Thetr 
power lnctrased by eel~bscy, 111 Thcy sctlc,f 
the estate8 of tlic intr,tate, ~b artit t~ led  111 
rnatllinonial &rid lestamentarvrause. ib Ile 
come obrroulous to the lalty 64 T l l r ~ r  glclt 
c o ~ ~ o p t ~ o n s ,  whence, th rhoae of Scotland 
partrculallydis-olute ~h T ~ L I I  weak de f~  ncc 
of the11 teucts 111 T t y  In valn to lmpoae false 
n~llaclcs, G 5  Ti~e l r  ~mpoll t~c conducl to the 
R e f o ~ r n ~ l a  72 - Refo:tnerl t ~ y  In vain to rccovcr the re 
vendrs of the chutch, 104,105 Plncat e a dc 
ntol~tlon of all lellc.; of pop~ty ,  I05 A new 
r e ~ ~ ~ l a t l o ~ i  co~ice~ntriq tlictr ieven~ies, 114, 115 
Tlrcy ale no galners by ~ t ,  ~b Thcu ~ttpends, 
what  In thox  d ~ y s ,  ib Are offend4 i t  the 
moderatton of  thrir Iraders, 104 Occastw a 
turr~~rlt amon: tlie progle,ib Mote t,otnplant. 
ol thclr povaltv, l57 Ale jealous of Queen 
Muy ,  ~b 'rile s i n ~ l l  allo~vances appotnted to 
sirpport them all 111 T l i r ~ r  appllcat~an for 
graglnent of the11 stipctid~, of ltttle (atlect, 1E0 
Fre,h corr~pla~nts of the deficlrnryof the fltnds 
foi their nisurtrnanre 207 41e put off with 
fairwotdsand ptorntw?, tb A~c l ih l sho]~~  &C 
~ n t ~ o d ~ t c ~ r l  wrong the111 Iiy ?'orton 220 221 
'I'hwr mViel wlrei: rlridr! ill- arlm~ntdl atson 2'26 
'l he, approvf of the Ruthve~icon~ptt ato1.,%43 

Hts great assldmty, tb Entels into a pilvate p~ovlded fol them by Patl~amcnt,PiG T h ~ y  
plevall to get piesbyiellan goveilinrent rst.~h 
ltsl~ed by law, 285 Thelr zeal abainst tlie 
popish lolds,280 2J2 The11 lash ptoceedrrlgs, 
292 They elect a sta~ldlng cou~~cll  of the 
church, ~b Vhidmate one of thc.1 ~ r u t r ~ b e ~  who 
decl~ned the CIVII j u r~sd~c t~on ,  292,294 Their 
standtng c o u ~ r ~ l l  otdered to leave Edmburgli, 
284 r l i~soccas~o~isa  vlolent tu~n~l l t  thele,.LDii 
They use then utmost eflorts to sprr~t tlie peo 
ple,205,296 AI? deserted, and fly to England, 
2Lh r l i c ~ i  power gleatiy reduced, ~b Ale 
plevalled on to glve up many of their plivl 
IPges, 297 Are lcstoled to a seal in Pulls 
ment, 298 Thls v~oleutly opposed by many of 
thein, lb But ~ a ~ r l ~ d  111 thew genetal assL1n 
bly, tb Those eiltitlcd to tl113 piimlege ale  l a d  
u~idci nrany legulatiorls and ~csti~cttoiis 301 
They ale btolrght under gleat suhjectlon, ~b 
Tho revolrltlons among illem since thc urrlan 
ofthecrowns,l20 

Clinton Lold appomted a cotnmlssloncr at the 
conference kt Westnlmster, 194 

G t i ~ j i b u ~ ~ ~ ,  of OLI~ISLOII, icce~\~es a supply (PI 
noney f i o ~ n  the ICngIish to the clmgtegation, 
80 Is ~nteleeptrd, and lobbed of tt, ~h 

Ctivn In Scotland, Tolrie account of, 87 225 
Con~n~zssa?zcs agpointcd to t ~ y  causes 111 plilcc of 

the splrltual ~ o u l t .  100 'lliev ate dep~lved of 
all anthorlty, 197 

C07,fcsszunof faith bythe Refoltners consented to 
by Pal l~ainei~t ,  98 

Co?zgvegetzon, tlie P~otestarlts dist~liguishcd 11) 
thi t  name 74 '1 qelt ledrlels Pntel into an as 
soclatlon, tb Alr  Involved ~n dificult!rs, P9 
Apply to Q Elr~abeth f o ~  a-vstancr ~h hlonev 
sent tlleln b) htl inleiccptcd 89 IIIalte -I ~ ~ s h  
and despe~ate attempt on I , e~ t l~  and are te  
pulsed,lb Ale no lessonfo~tuna;e ~n asecond 
sklrznah, ~b Are qolte dlsplrlted and tetrtat 
to Sttlllllg, lb Are joined hy the hod, of t l r ~  
nobles, ib TIICII aimy dwindles nwnv 90 
Ale antlnsted by linnx lb Tliey apply ;L un 
to Q Eltzabeth, ib Thelr paltres ltalass the 
Flench,92 A-s~stcd bv a fleet fintn E~~gl . l~rd,  
93 Conclude a tre=tv %t Bcm tf.k wttli the D 
of No~folk tb rlie de41gn and substdnce of 
this tlcaly 1b Ncgotldte a peace u l t t ~  F r a u ~ e ,  
97 A t t l ~ l r s  of the ttratp, tb T l ~ e y  leap ad 
7 antsges front ~ t ,  q8 Sec Rcforfnation 

Coueaant, tiatlonal flanled In defenceof the Icing 
and mvetnrnent,279 The nature and ,?a-oti 
ableness of ~ t ,  ib The  p~o",~e-s of tt stnce, lb 

Colirtrsy of Scotland, n Ilat,G!l 
C,r<zzg, a trlinlster, boldly teqtdles aeninst Q1lec11 

BIa~y's niautapr u i th  Fotliurell 169 
Craufo~r2, Capt of Joldan IJlll sorprtses Dum 

bal ton Castle 210,211 The d~fficultles of t l~a t  
Cnf'rptIse, 211 
- , Fall  of, onr of the l~eads of lie 5p-in1,lt 

factloll 278 280 Offcts 111s sr I 1 ~ c r  to the l< tn: 
of Spato, 280 Tolns m iebrllior~ naalnit ~ I IP  
11lnir 231 Is fenced to c~~hlnl t  to hlm, lb ,and 
ltrlpl~soned a s l io~t  tlnle, ~b 

C7zehtoa Rrrent dniing the Inlnnrtty ofI< ldlnt. 
11, hts bsthl~ol ls  pohc) Ifi, 27 
-- a Jc-ult, a plot arllllst U f . l ~ d l ~ ~ l l t  

discoveled by 111s nil ans, 250 
C9rrnrnols a iemllkable ~n-tanceof the dlffi~lllty 

of bilnpnrg them to jusi~ce, 14 
C ~ O C ,  On, the French nrnha=sador, rektstd to 

cntintciancc C2 Mary's rnltilage n ~ t l ~  Rnttt 
r- ell 169 4fletnpts m o ~ l n  a ~ccorlc~h~tlon 
bpineen the Quten and the corifederate ,aids 
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171. 172 Mcd~ates a truce between the 1Qnz 

po~uted to rarly ~ t ,  but are prevunted, 71 Is 
demanded by n a ~ n l y ,  142 

Cannz)~gWam Kobe~t  appears a t  the trlal of 
Botliw~ll 1i1 name df the %all of Ltnnox, 163. 
1)emanda a delay, which 1s refused, ~b 

' 

c aide, one of Q Maly s secretalles la s~ lzed ,  
and carllcd pllsonel tb London, 2d2 1s p10 
d u ~ e d  an ev~dence dgalnst her, 265 

'In? nly, HellryLo~d, thoaght of a- a husband to 
B Maly 126 His rlght of successlull coc~sl 
dcred, ~d Is peun~tted to vlslt the c o u ~ t  of 
Scotland, 12) Arrlves t h ~  le, and qulckly 
~ C I I I I S  the Queen's heart, 125, 130 HIS clla 
iactei ~b D ~ s g u ~ t s  s e v ~ l a l  of the nohles, pal 
t lcula: ly~tnlay,  1.41 Cultivates a famlllallty 
wlth Davld l t l~ lo ,  lb I* despised OIL that ac 
rount, ~b Glows 1ntolera6ly Insolent and 
haughty, 134 Schemes to assassinate Mullay, 
135 A plot to sprze and send lnln to Cnz l~nd  
prevented by the Uueen, lb Evldcnci~s of r1ilb, 
135 E115 marllage w ~ l h  the Queen celeblatecl, 
136 Is honoured wlth the tltlle ot l< of 
Scotland lh l a  l~nplacable wlth lespect to 
the exlleh noble., l40 Loaes the Quer n's af 
fectlon by 111s untoward behavloul, 142 De 
mands the clown mat~lmomdl, lb Becornea 
susplclous of Rlzlo s 111 ol11~es wlth the Q u ~ e n ,  
143 IIls ~esolut lol~ to be avenged of 111111 er1 
cow aged by the nobles, lb AI tlcles agreed on 
between them for that purpose., 144 Heads 
the consp~rato~s who perpetldte the m u ~ d ~ r ,  
145 Confiu~s the Queen after 11 IS committed, 
~b Plo't~blts the lneetlng ot the P a ~ h a ~ n e n t ,  
~b lllalres llla esc-ipe w ~ t h  the Qutcll, ~b 
IIcr hatled to h ~ m  ~l~cleases, 148, 149 Is neg 
lected by her end treated wlth Ilttle respect by 
tlle nobles, I50 Resolves to Ic?ve Sco land, 
1.51 HIS w a y w a ~ d  and c ~ p ~ l c l o u s  behavloin 
~h He write. tile leasons of h ~ s  condlrct to thd 
Quce I ~b HIS stlan behdvlour at the bap 
tisln oflthe Pr~ncc,  13jU A tklse reason allcged 
f o ~  thls confuted, l56 Retnes to h ~ s  fathel a t  
Glasgow, l57 Falls slck tlrer=, 159 Corljec 
turc, concernm. Ins distemper, ~b Is neglected 
by the Queen, ~b She afterwalds visits and 
explcsaes alfect~oll Ear hlm, 150 He 1s pre 
va~led on by lie1 to corrle to Edmbulgh, 1bO 
Is lodged in a separate house, ~b He 1s IIIUI- 

dered thc~e ,  lb Hls cha~acter, lb A p ~ o  
clamation I S S I I P ~  fo1 disc I V L I I I I ~  t l l e~n t~rde re~s ,  
160 161 A rennb. lnqully made into ~ t ,  l61 Gait Ulaclradde~ and t h ~ e e  otliels exe~uted on 
that account, 174 The confcaalon of Morton, 
thr Reqent, at h ~ .  death, cotlcellllrlg the mu1 
der 237 A d~sseltatlon rorlcrlrllng hls mul- 
del1 323 Papel of objections of the coult of 
~nAland  a ~ w n s t  111s malllage wlth Q Ala~y, 
Append~u, 364 

Dauzd I I f ~ n e  of Scotland, 111s profus~on to the 
rhiirch 62 - 

- -, It troubles ~ \ I I I I I <  hls minority, 19 
Dnvzson, sent n ~ t o  Scotland by Q Elrrabeth, as 

a ~ p y  on the 1 -~e  rch ambassador, 242 Is sent 
to naln Arran's lotrrest to Q Ellzabeth.249 
T& he soon arcomphshes, ~b R I I ~ : ~ '  the 
warrant for Q DIaiy's death at  Q. Ehzabeth a 
deslre, 263 Is charged by het with d~sobeylng 
her orders, 271, 274 Is lmpllsoned, t~red,  and 
fined, and loses all favour, 274 Obje~ t~uns  
agalnst hlln In the cause of the late Scott~sll 
Queen, App 440 

D e s s ~ ,  Mons 1s sent mlth a supply of forces to 
asilst the Flench axalnst the Cngllsh In Scot- 
land. 55 HIS srlLcess there. lb 

~ z s e z ~ l c n e  In the chnrch the'first hoolr of, com- 
posed, 1U4 Wily obJ;cted Against in a con 

ventlonof the states, ib Another attempt 111 
tavour of cl"1rc11 disc~pllne frust~atcd, 99 

Do,~glus,  tllo #ewer and ploperty of thdt falnl- 
20 They aspxre to ~ndcpendency, lb WII- tkn, Eall 01, murdered by K J a ~ n e s  11, 20, 

27. His son endeavours to resent it, 27. Is 
foxed to fl Into England lb. -- d l l l a i n ,  Q ~ a ; y  colnmltted a pn 
soner hls castle at  Lochleven, 173 
-- Georgc, blothe1 to the above, asslsts the 

Queel:111 rnalrln-  PI escape, 181 
P- , ~ l c h l b a l %  one of Uatnly a murdc~ers, 

259 Underzoes k moclr trial tor that clllllc 
and 1s acqu~tted ~b Is sellt alnbassadol td 
Endland, ~b ~ i t t e r  fiolll lnln to tlle Q of 
Scots Appendix 427 To  the IClng, 432 

D ~ U ~ ? / , ' S I I  ~ l l l l & n ,  ctltels S~otland w ~ t h  an  
allny to support the lilng's palty, 207 They 
join Inm, and drlve off the Quten's, ~b He 
plocules a t~ uce betweell the Iilng nlld Qoeen'a 
paltles, 217 Co111es wit11 f o r c ~ s  lo asslst Blo~ 
ton In besw-m* the castle of Edmbu~gli, 224 
Which la toFcez to sulrendct, ~b -- . Sir U~ue .  1s anuolnted one of Q hldlv's , .a 

keiai~jlls, 231 
Dz~dle?y, L o ~ d  Robelt, recommended by Q E l ~ z a  

beth as a husbanri to Q l l la~y,  125 W h v  d 
faroullle of Q Ehmabetli's, rb Is highly pro 
rnotcd by her, ~b His slluatloll extlenlely dch 
cate. 126 Becomes s u s ~ ~ c l o u s  of Ce~ l l .  lb 

~unlb'alton Castle sulprkcd and taken'in the 
lClng s name, by the Ilegent, 210,211 

Du,y,  a mlnlstrl of Edlnhnrgh, ban~shed from 
Ins chalce bv I< J a ~ n e s  for 111s flee I I IVCC~IVLS 
agalnst t?le o u l t ~ e ~ s  239 After belng restoled, 
be is dr~ven fioln ~t k second t~me ,  for applov 
wg the Raid of Ilutliven, 245 

Edznb~~vgI~,  IS takcn and burnt by the Enghsl~ 
48 A great flay thele between the FlenLl; 
and Scots, 57 Is seued hy the Refor~ne~s,  79 
Its l i ihab~ta~lts  are tenlbly nlauncd by t l ~ e  
Flcnch 89 A treaty t h e ~ e  wlth the French 
and C ~ ~ g l ~ s h ,  97 A loan demanded of ~t by Q 
M a ~ y ,  1J9 Wlnch la glanted for the supe- 
1ro11'y of Leith, lb The tleaty of, lnslstcd on 
by Qnecn l"ih~;rheth 156 Is pos.;esserl by the 
Queen's oaltv. 206,'and fort~fied bs thcm. 212 
The  c l ~ v  irrd &tle hold out asamit the s 

Iluntly, 989 A vlolent tumult there 011 ae 
count of the clergy, 205 They are 9er erely 
pun~slird for ~t by the I<~ng, 296 The11 rninls- 
t ~ l s  retutn to then char~es.207 Divlded Into 
pwlsbes, and numhel t f  knnsters lncleased 
lb rhev  decl~nr n~lbllshlnP the account oi. 

a, ~b 
Edward I of England, dcstroyrd the puhhr 

alclnves of Scotland, 8 Is made umplrr be- 
tween Bluce and Ball01 10 EIas art to ac- 
quue  the superlorlty of) S~otland 11 111s 
wars w ~ t l i  the Seotsunder Robert Bruce, 11 F14 

E~r2znton. Earl of. IS o~evailed on to IOIII the 
?<lrrg7s p a ~ t y  213 

w o n  to tlle I rown Fl?zabeM, her beaceable a c c e ~  
of Englaod, 71 Snppolts the Congrcjatlon In 
Scotlnr~d, B8 Is spallng In her supphes 68, 
89 Rcsolves to suppo~t  them on a second ap 
pllcatlon 90 91 IIur good conduct 111 mattcls 
of ~mpo:tank! 91 Mot~ves that detcrmmed 
her to asslst tiern, 91, 92 Her dellberate and 
resolule conduct '33 Sends a strong fleet to 
therr asslstarice ~b Concludes a treaty with 
them ~h Her ilght to the clown of Engla .d 
asaelted by Francls and Mary m France 97 



ebtarns advantageous terms for the Scots. 97 
PS sol~crted by the Parllarnent of Scotland to I 
marry the Ead of Arlan 101 thls she dechnes, 
lb. r h e  seedsof her dllcontknt wlth Q Mary 
105.106. Her ~ealousv of the sl~c~esslon. 106: I 
He; excesslve ;anlty,-and jealousy of M'alYrs 
beauty, 108. He1 d~ssnnulatlon to her, lb. 
Refuses her a safe-conduct lb. Evidences that 
she had no intemtlon to ino1e.t Mary m her 
psaape to Scotland, 109. Sends 10 congratu- 
late her air~val  In Scotland, 111. Refuses a 
ooncpsslon made by Q. Mary, 112. Her jea- 
lousy of her ngot betrayed her Into mean ac- 
~IQIIS lb. Her reseniblance to Henly VII , lb. 
A pa;sonal lntervlew w ~ t h  Q Marv propoaed 
1IU. She altfully decllnes ~ t ,  lb. Her v~ew; 
in regard to Q. RIaiy's marriage, l22 Assumes 
a drsagreeable authority lb. Names one for a 
husband to Q Mary, 12; The different quall- 
ficatlons for her mlnlsters and favoumes, 12.5. 
Dlesembles wlth Q. Mary about he1 marrlQe, 
1% and hkewlse wltli reqard to L. Darnly 
1271 Affronts Q Mary by her msmuatlon con! 
cernlng Lannox, lb. Is perplexed about the 
maruage of the Scottish Queen 129. Perm~ta 
Dalnly to vlslt the Court of ~ c d t ~ a n d ,  lb. AE 
fects to declare against Q.Mary's mdnlage to 
hun, 132. Her reasons for tlns conduct, rb 
Her great d~sslmulatron in that affair, 134. 
IIer harsh and deceitful brhav~our to Yurray 
and hls assoc~ates who had flcd to her, 138 
Is  struck at hearing of the b~rth of Janlev VI., 

!M. Consents to stand godmother to hlm lb. 
J!hc Palllament address her to settle the &c- 
cesslon, 153. T11ls greatly eniba~~asses her, 
lb. She sooths and galnq her Pa~llament, 154. 
Endeavoulv to accornlnadate her differences 
with Rlary 158. Wrltes to her to delay tile 
trial of ~ a r h l ~ ' s  murdelr~s, 163 Inteipose~ ~n 
her behalf when o prlsoncr 174 175. Her am- 
bassador 1s refused acrels to' Q. Mary, 175. 
She offc~s assistance to the other nobles lb. 
Her delibe~atlons concernln: the dlspusil of 
Q.RIary on her arrlval m England, 181,185 
Resolves to detain her there 185. Her motives 
for thls conduct lb. ~mds 'her  letters of con- 
dolence and gives ordcls to watch her con- 
duct ~ b !  She gladly accepts the office of um- 
pire 'between her and het subjects 186. Re- 
eelves a very plesslngletter from Q.'nlary, 187. 
Her precautions agalnst her 188. Appolnts 
comrnl.;sloner.; to lledr Q.M;ry and her ac- 
cusels 130 Her Ilnportant sduatlon on that 
occastbn lb. Her mews In thls affalr, lb. Re- 
celves tAe Regent's demands, 192. Removes 
the conference to Westminster, l93 Her mean 
artihces to get the evldence of Q. Mary's guilt 
froin the Regent 196. Treats her wlth great 
ngour, lb. writes a harsh letter to Q. Mary, 
lb. She dlainmsses thc Regent without approv- 
mg or 6onaemmn.r hlm 197. But secretly s u p  l 
ports hls party, I< Mdres proposals to the Re- ' 
gent ln blary's favour, 198 Norfolk s project ! 
concealed from her 200. Discovers and de- I 
feats a rebellion In d. Rfary's favcsur 202 203. 
Resolves to deliver her up to the ~ehent, '  203. 
Her great conceln at h ~ s  death 205. Continues 

Her polrtlcal conduct wrth regald to Lennox, 

I 
to encourage factlons 111 ~ebtland,  205, 206 ( 
a07 208. Is excomlnunlcated and deptlred of 
he;klngdom, &c. by the Pope, 208. Supports 
the Kmg's party In Scotland, and names Len 
non to be Xerent 208 Proposes a treaty of 
accommodatiln bitween Q. Mary an8 hrrsub- 
jects, 203 209. Proco~es a cessation of hostlh- 
tles 208.' Sends ploposals to Q Mary 209 
He: altlfices m tlle conduct of thls affdr, lb. 
Appolnts comm~ss~oire~s to flame a lleaty lb. 
Flnds a pretence to render thelr meetlng f&t- 
less 210 A marrlaze proposed between her 
andthe Dulre of Airjou, 214. Declares openly 
against the Queen's party, 216. Concludes a 

treaty with France, 217. Iier nlotlvLs for ne- 
gotiatlng a peace between the two paltles Ir 
Scotland 222. Is jealous of Cecll's Intelvlew 
with Q.hary 225. Negotiates a tleaty be- 
tween Rlorto; and hls adve~sar~es, 2.30 Her 
answer to K. James's demand 01 a possessloll 
of an estate m England 231. A nratllage  be^ 
tween her and the D of klenpon ployosed, WY 
Interposes ln behalf of Morton, 835 Her ~ n e a  
sures m older to save him, 235, 23b. Counte 
nances the conspirators at Kuthven, 241. Is 
alarmed at a consplracy agalrlst hel, 848 The 
deslgus of Q. hlaly's adheients a.alost hel, lb. 
Endeavours torecover her mterest In Scotland 
and galns Arran to her Interest 249 Alnuse; 
Q. I\Iary with a f~ultless negohatlon, 250. A 
new consplracy agalnst her, lb. An assocld- 
tlonformed fol her defence, lb. Her susp~c~ons 
of Q. hlary, 251. Her 11fe endangeled by a 
consplracy, 253. Thls how discovered aud 
prevented lb. Occas~ons an extlaoldlnary 
statute fo; her preservation, lb. Is m a dan 
gerous situation from the progress of the Holy 
League, 256. Endeavours to follu aconfiderd- 
cy of the Protestant Prlnoes ~b , and to pro- 
ceed wlth rlgotlr agalnst d. RIary, lb 4% 
vances her in te~  est m S~otland and ploposes a 
league with lt ~b Settles U p)snslon upon I<. 
Jarnes, ~ h .  bor;cludes a tleaty with Scol 
land, 259. Account of Bablngton's consplracy 
agalnst her, 260, 261 Her dlssnnulatlon after 
Q Ma~y's convlctlon, 267. Her answer to I<. 
James's illtercesslon for her, 269. Her further 
dlssllnulatlon and anxletv. lb. Slens the wai- 

deavours to sooth I<. James, 274. Provoca- 
tlons elven by her to S ~ a t n ,  278. Prepares to 
meet ~ t s  reseniment lb.- Endeavours tb secure 
Scotland lb. Tries to prevent IC. Jam,>s1s 
marrlag4 282. Sohclts hnn to treat eonsplra 
tors acalnst hlm wlth rigour, 256 Evades the 
dectslon of K James's rlght of successlon to 
the clown of England, 5239. Is  d~qus ted  ar 
seve~al  of h ~ s  proceedings lb. Dtscovers hls 
correspondence wdh the 'pope, 300. Flesli 
nrounds of her susplclon 307. Her conduct 
fvlth regard to the Earl bf Essex, 310. IIer 
lrresolutlon concernlng Ins death, 311, and 
great concern after ~t 312 Recelves amba* 
sadois from K. ~ a m e d  w ~ t h  rega~d, and m -  
creases h ~ e  subsldy, lb. Her last tllness 313. 
Conjectures concernlng the causes of he: me- 
tanclroly 314 Her death 3315 and character 
lb. ~ e c i a r e d  the Kmg of)~cols her successor: 
316. Some of her letters, Appendtx, 360. 372. 
378. 382 339 390 397.390.407. 

ElpI~l~znston, sicletary to I< James V1 , deccives 
hlm Into a corleapondence from the Pope, 300. 
Is  tried, and found gullty of high treason, ~b 
and pardoned on the Queen's mterceswon, lb: 

England, the Engl~sh seue and detaln l<. Janlea 
I. of Scotland lonw a pllsoner M. The nobles 
there humbled 2q. Had eady two houses of 
Parl~ament, 37: They ~nvade Srotland, 48 
Thelr depredations there ~b A peace between 
England France, and &cotland, 50 Invade 
scotlandanaln $3 Galn a great v~ctoly, ]h 
It prove3 oillttie advantage to them, 54 They 
force the Scots lntoacloser un lon~v~th  France 
lb. Conclude a peace 56. An Cnghsh flee; 
arnves rn Scotland to isslst the Congregation 
93. A peace concluded between the111 ib: 
They enter Scotland and beslege the Frenib ln 
Lelth 94. Are several tllncs repulsed lb. 
causks of their bad success, 95. ~ltIcles'of a 
t l t u y  of peace,96,97 They qult Scotland 98. 
Reflect~ons on the llgllt of successlon to tielr 
clown 106 107. The Parlian~ent favours Q 
~ a r y ' d  r l ~ d t  of SnrrwsIon, 153. A league be 
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tween England and Prance, 217 Between 
England and Scotland, 259 r h e  natloilal 
covenant adopted In England, 279 

Entails witli what view lntrodnc~d 15 
~ ~ z s c o i a l  govelnment In the cllurih, some ac 

count of ~t 10% 103 AB atteirrpt to revlve 
i r  3.20 It is ab;~~ahed by the assembly 238 
Jurtsdlctlon abolished, 585 bee A? c i~b?s j~o~s  

Errol Earl o f , o n ~  of the heads of the Spanlsli 
faction, 278 HIS offers of service to the K of 
Spar11 280 Appcar. ln rebelhoo, 231 Isfclced 
to submit to the Icing, ib Imp~~soned for a 

Fothcfzngay Caslle Q Maryvs Impdsonmend, 
tlial, and death tliere, 262 272 

F? unce, tbeconsequences of the subverslonof tBu 
feudal governroent there 39 40 A body of 
French arrive m  cotl land to shpport the Catlio 
hcs, 52 They reduce the castle of St  An 
drew s ~b Another party of them alrlve there, 
55 ~ h e l r  tlansactlons theie, ~b Conclude 
a peace w ~ t h  England 56 l l ielr  pollte con 
duct lb They leave Bcot~and, rb rhelr altl 
fices)ln a tleaty of mair1a:c between the Dau 
phin m d  the Q u ~ e n  of Scots, Gd The Pro 

short tlme ~b Joins in another consplracy, 
233 Is sdlnmoned by the IClng to solrendei 
286 Offen to sullmit to a tiial, 287 ~entencd 
prov-~nced agalnst him, 268 

Ti'rshz~~e of Dun, is employed by the Quern Re 
gent to dcce~ve the Ptotestants, 73 IIis resent 
ment of thls usage, ib -- Loid, goveinor of Edinburgh Castle 
acta ;neutral palt betwecn the Wucrn Ilegci8i 
and the Congregatlon 00 Rece~r r s  the Queen 
Regcnt into the castle, 94 Is  created Eml of 
Mar, l19 See blur 

Alexander has the chef dlrect~on of the 
=tion of IC iamcs V1 ,227 Adrnrls some 

of the nobles tonlaliecomplalntsto hnnagalnst 
Mortnn the Rcgent, 22d Is turned out of 
Stlrhng ('astle by h13 nephew the Carl of 
Mar, 229 

Esneval, the French envoy, endpavours to ob 
strnct a trLaty between England and Scot 
and 259 

c ~ s s e z , ' ~ a r l  of, set up by the E~lglrsh Paplsts as  
a candldateafor the crown 200 Iieads a party 
in England, 309 HIS character, ~b Is greatly 
d~stlngn~shed by the Queen, lb Favours the 
Iimg of Scots 310 Obta1n.t the officcs of L o ~ d  
Lieutenant arrd Commander m Cli~ef In 11e 
land ~b Is unsuccessful ln that exped~tron ~b 
Recelves a h a ~ s h  letter fiorn the ~ueen:lb 
Returns to Ensland, and 1s confined ib Is 
tiled and censuled, xb Endeavour- io splr~t  
up K James, ib His rash and frnntrc conduct, 
311 Is agun  taken Into custody, ~b HIS 
death, lb His son and assoctates are restored 
to their honours after the accession of Kmg 
Jqmes 312 

ope,'the stale of, at the bcglnnlng of the slx 
teenth century 39 

~zconLnzantcatton, a terrlble engine of the Poprsh 
cle~gy, 63 

Felton an Envl~shman fixes the Pope's excom 
munlcatlon:f Q ~ l l l abe t l l  on the gates of the 
Blsliop of London s palace, 208 

Feneloa, M de 1s Yotte, sent by the Frencli klng 
to ratetpose for I< James, when confined hj. 
the Rothven cons pi^ ators, 246 Is forced to 
return w i t ~ ~ o u t  success 213 

Feudal govelnlnent ~ t s  brigm and a-lstoc~at~cal 
genlus 12,13 Cailseswhlctr lirnlted the power 
of feudal monarchs, l 3  Feudal vassals llable I 
to few taxes ~b A remarkable mstance of the 
feehlenecs of feudal government, 14 The 
nlost perrect idea of the feudal system how at 
tainwl 23 State of ~t in England, 42 ,  and in 
~cotla'hd 36 41 

f i fe ,  a popbous and powerful county, much de 
voted to tia Con~tenalron 92 Is destroyed 
and plundeied by r h c ~ l e & h ,  ~b The synod 
of, exconnnunlcates tlie Alchb~shop of St 
Andrew s for cooturnacj %8 'They excom 
lnunleate the Popish tords!, B7 

@Zozodma the battle of 10 
F O T ~ P S ,  io rd  w ~ t h  the Ean of 4royll 1s sent 

agalnst thePoplsh Iords,289 ~ lehed-a ted  by 
them 200 

Fords;, John de his h~story of Scotland, when 
wrote 8 

~oibnestb Slr John warden of the Cngllsh 
border,kscufflc betAeen lllln and the Seots,226 

te-tants endeavonr to expel the Flench army 1 out of Scotland 81 Alrothel p a ~ t y  of them 
arrlve there add fortlfy Leith, 84 Tliey ex 
asperate th; people by then ~ n s o l e ~ ~ c ~ ,  ,h 
They are sent agalnst the Congr~g ition, 92 
'They destroy and plunder Frfe, and ale much 
harassed by partles of the Coogregatlon, ~b 
Ale greatly ala~mcd by the arrival of'the Eng 
llah fleet, Y3 Tliey return to Lerth gicatly 
harassed and euliausted, lb Ale bes~eged tllere 
by the English and the CoogregaDon, 94 They 
galn sevelal advantages lb Tkrell lnotlves 
for concluding a peace 46 Negollatlons fol 
that purpose ~b ~rtzLles of the trcaty, 97 
They leavc icotland 98 Thc French advlse 
Q M ~ r y  to modela2e measures, 105 Tllexr 
proposals by an an~bassador lejectcd, ~b They 
agree to W hlary'smarrlage wlth LotdDarnly, 
130 l he I~ce~it~ousness of then molals, 159 

-, Irlog of, a copy of h s  directions sent to 
Scotland, Appcndlx, 415 

Pranc~s I awes a check to rlie a n ~ h ~ t ~ o u s  projects 
of e hall& V , 41 His fidelity to the Scots, 50 
HIS death, 52 - I1 comes to the crown of France 82 HIS 
chsracter, lb He treats the ~rotestdnts wlth 
great ligour 96 Is  guided by the Duke of 
Guise and ba ld ina~  of Lonarn, 82 IIm 
death, 101 

Ctffo~d,  Doctor and Giibert thelr notion con 
ccinlng the ljwfulneos of kllllng heretrcal ex- 
commun~cated pimces, 260 They join In a 
cmrsp~racy to krll Q Elizabeth, rb G~lbert 
b e l n ~ ~  galned b> Wala~ngliam,betrays his asso- 
clatt?s, l61 Is  employcd to carry on a f o r e ~ ~ n  
correspondence wlth Q Mai y, 261 

Cflamzs, Lady, 1s condemned to be burnt fot 
wit'hcraft, 13 - Lord Chancellor int~mates the I<mv s 
ord& to Mortoo to sul:endet the Icgency, 2% 
Is  Ic~lled III arencounler s t  Stlrling 223 - tke tutor of, ~ o m s  tlie consp~~atols of 
Rutliven 240 111s bold speech to I< James 
~b He &th the other consp~rators seide th; 
castleofStll1:ng and erect tlrelr standard 246 
He 1s attarnted And 111s estate fo~felted A9 

~ ~ u s g o m ,  ~ l s h o ~ ~ o f ,  a note of his colicerdlng the 
Qtleen of Scotland S dowry, Appendix, 411 

Glencat~n, Earl of, jolns the Ruthven cunsplra 
tors 240 

Glonl~vat, the battle of, 290 
Go? don, Sir John a scuCRe ln the stleets of Cdln 

burgh bet\% ern 11 m a7d Lord Og~lvy, 118 
R e l n ~  confined for rt he makes 111s exape, ~b 
When oldered by thd Queen tosurlender lnm 
self he takes up sllns aqalnst her ib Ia de 
fcaied, and, together wllh 11:s blother, made 
pllsooer, 120 He 1s beheaded, a u d h ~ s  brother 
paidoned ~b 

-,Lord set at liberty 137 
, S I ~  ~ b a l n  exerts h~~rlself for the Queen S 

lnterest ln the North, 216 HIS chalacter and 
good conduct as a soldler 217 

Qouwte, Carl of olns m A consprracy to serze 
the I<lng at R~thven,  240 I* visrted and pal 
dolled by the Iiing after hrs escape 244 Re 
comes suspected and IS ordeled for Trance 
246 Delays hls;oyaae andrs taken Into cus' 
tody, lb He 1s Lned jnd executed, 247 



hotone, John and Alexander sons of the above, 
the11 character m d  conspllhcy, 301 The sur 
prlilng clrcumstancesof that lenia~kable t ram 
actton,302, 303 Several diffelentconjectu~es 
concernlug it 304-307 l heir dead bodies 
brought into Palllament and condemned, 308 
l helr estates and honouis f o l f ~ ~ ~ e d  and name 
abolished for eve1 ~b Different accounts of 
thls affa~r pub~ishdd, but not satlsfactoly, 308, 
309 See Kt~thuen 

G" allam Slr Dav~d or Emtray accused of acon 
spiroc; with the Poplsh lolds m favour of 
Spa~n ,  9 5  Is convl~ted and beheaded 286 

G ,  ay \Iaater of some account of hlin 251 He 
beconles a fa;ourlte of l< .lame. V1 , ~b Is 
gained to Q Ehzabah S interest,252 Betr&ys 
Q M a ~ y  lb Pelsuad~s I< Jam- to wtlte a 
hllsh anb undut~ful lctter to her 254 J o ~ n s  
wltli otllcrs In plomotlng Q El tLbeth S inter 
rst ln S~otland 256 HIS t le~chcry when sent 
to ~ n t e ~ ~ e d e  f& Q BIaiy 269 HIS basenes. 
d~scovered, he is dlswracdd 275 HIS v a n  at 
tempt a.amst Secreti?ry &~&tlcnd ~b Acts in 
Italy n c a  spy from the c o u ~ t  of England 299, 
300 A m c l ~ ~ o r ~ a l  of h ~ s  for HIS Majesty 
Appendix, 433-435 T o  the Secretary o? 
State 43.3 

Gzrzse, Duke of hls vlolenr counsels wlth regard 
to the Scota '81 Is m~rdered at the slege of 
O~leans 122 - h d  lntriguesagamst Q EI1~abeth,248 Is 
pllnclpal plornotet ol tile Holy League 255 
278 DnvPs the French 1C1n.g out of hv'capl 
tdl, 273 

HacL.Zz.rgtsun,se,z~d and fortified bythe Enghsh, 
-.t Is le,o\e~ed by the French, 55 

/+a ntz'aon tl e r:se of that famlly, 20 Arhltrary 
p~oceed~ngs of Morton the Regent against ~ t ,  
L31 See ClrateMcrault -- of Botllwelhaugh taken pllsoner 
at the baitle of Langs~de 188 ' I s  tuedand con 
dclnned for rebelhon ib Obtains a piudon 
from blurray, the ~ e i e n t ,  hy the ~nt~tcessIon 
of Bnov ~b An account of his murderlug 
IIulray, '20i Makes h ~ s  escape lb I s  re 
celved m t~lnmph at ~aml l ton ,20 i  -- Mr Patnck, tlie first who suffered 
m Scotliud for the P~otestant rehglon, 71 

FIatton, v1i.e charnbella~n of England the argu 
nlent by w l ~ ~ c h  he preva~led on Q. lllary to 
plrad ?t her tilal, 264 

Ifcnry I1 of France, senda forces to asslst the 
Scots 52 A mairiase proposed betnecn hls 
son the Dauphm and the young Q of Scots,55 
Evc~tes t l ~ e  Scots to invade England, 66 His 
Infamous imposition o n Q  Mary ln the treaty 
of marrr-tve S8 Per>uades h ~ s s o n  and Queen 
Mar) to &&me the titles of I< and Q of Eiig 
land 73 HI* death 51 

111 degpnerates greatly on hls accession to 
x c r o l v n  of France, 9-55 Enters ~ n t o  a pi1 

vate nenotlatlon wlth Q Ehzabeth 256 In 
terpose:feehly in behalf of Q ~ a i y ' 2 6 7  

-PI11 of England by hissystem ofieforma 
tlon becomes forln~dable both to Papists and 
Protpstants 33 Proposes an Interview w ~ t h  
K J m e s  V ~b Is d~sappolntcd by him, and 
decla~es wa;agalnst Scotland 24 Invades 11 
but 1s forced to retreat, ~b HIS Importance TA 
to the balance of power m Europe, 41 If15 In 
f inen~c  in Scotland how obtalned 42 HIS 
sche~nes w ~ t h  regard to don  the death of James 
V 44 Wele 111 cond~lcted by hmlself, and 
od~ous to the Scots ~h HIS treacherous selzure 
of S ~ r ~ t s '  sh~ps  that took sheltcl in h ~ s  ports 45 
Attempts to gacn the Regency by q e a t  ire 
mlses 46 Inrades Scotland, 48 T h ~ s  hemg 
111 comlucted turns to no account ib Recelves 
and rewards the E a ~ l  of Lennox, 49 E n  
courases the murdcre~s of Cardinal Beatom, 
51 HIS death and character, 52 HIS in 

consatent coneuct, 73 Excluded tlie Scotch 
11ne by 111s testament, I!, 

Hcl? L ~ J  Lord, jollis Chatelherault l11 opposing 
the Regent 198 Comes to a treaty mltfl hun 
ib Ile m& flm Duke ale corn~n~tted pllsoneri 
to thr castls of Edinbu~gh, ~b Inrll~lales tile 
K ~ n g  s older to Mo~ton to resign the Red~ncy 
228 Account of hls beh?vlour ln parhamen; 
4ppendrx, 391 A letter from lum to Lord 
Scroop and Skr F I<nollya %l4 

Hertfo7 d, Eall of Invades SLotland with an Eng 
hsh army, 48 Instructions of the pllvy ccnn 
c11 to 48 Burns Cdl~iburgh and Leith 48 1s 
1nade)~uke of ~omelset ,  and Plotectol of Enp 
land 53 See So?ncrset 

Hackford, secretaly to the Duke of Norrolk be 
trays hnn by discovering 111s intllgues wtth Q 
Mary, 215 

Hhghlands and Isles an attempt to clvlllze them 
by K James V1 , '313 Regulat~ons to1 t h x  
purpose, ~b Three towns endued wltlr the p11 
vlleges of royal boroughs orde~ed to be bullt 
there ~b 

~ o d ~ s i w ,  a pliest of Rheims, malnt?lnrd the 
lawfulnee. of killing lieret~cal eucommuu~ 
cated Pnnces 260 

Home Alexander Lord thwarts the measures o 
the Duke of Albany Regent, 20 

-,Lord, sent by 12 J?mes V1 with a sectet 
embassy to the Pope, 300 

Howard See florfolk 
Hunsdon Lord, governor of Berwick, h ~ s  iuter 

view with Arran 249 
HuntZy, Earl thouih a Cathol~e, jorns the Re 

forme-s m opposlng the Fiench aimy,81 As 
sists them only wlch fan promises, 89 HIS 
fuither concurrence with them, 95 So~ne  ac 
count of that famlly, 117 Ills ennllty agalrlst 
the young Queen S mlnlsters, ib HIS lesent 
ment infllmed by an acc~dent 118 Ills plot 
agamst her mmlsters dlsappoidted lb B r e ~ h s  
out Into open rebelhon, ib Is ttodden to deatir 
In a battle 120 His famlly p~osecuted w ~ t l l  
the utmost rigour, ib Sevelal anecdotes and 
conjectures concerning h ~ s  plot, ib h at 
tarnted hy Parliament, 123 The attainder 
repealed, and the family restored to estate ancl 
honours, 164 - his attachment to Bothwell, 162 166 
~ e f u s i s  tosubmlt to the Regent,l98 Is forced 
to do ~t 10 Acts as hentenant to the Queen 
aftel tde R~gen t  S murder, 2077 Is procla~lned 
a traitor b) Lennou, the new Regent, 208 Re 
celves some money and promlrcs of assistance 
fiom Spa111 lb Aglees to a treaty wlth hlor 
ton the ~ & n t  9 3  I s  one of the heads of the 
Spanish faction 278 Engages to the Prince 
of Parrnd to serbe the Icmg of Spain, 280 1s 
nnprlsolied for a short tlme, 281 C r e ~ t s  a 
stdnd?rd of rebelhon ib Rut forced to snb 
mil to the King ~b 'Is agdn  ~mpilsoned ~b 
Is soon set a t  lldetty ~b Receive.; -1 com&us 
sron fro111 the K ~ n g  b84 HIS barbarous mur 
der of the Earl of Murray ~b Is summoned 
to surrender to justlce 256 ' Flles to the mo In 
tarns, lb Offers to submit to trial 287 Sun- 
tence pronounced agamsthim %S' Refuses tc 
subm~t ~b Makes another dlspetatc attempt, 
but IS forced to fly, 289,290 

Inverness Castle refuses to surrender to Q Mary 
119 Itisfolced and the governol pumshed,li 

Italy, the llberty of, how preserved, 40 

James I was deta~ned long. a prlsoner In Cng 
land, 20 Troubles In Scotland daring that 
tlme, ~b W a s  much ~~nproved by an Engltsh 
education, 25 131s pollcy on h ~ s  retnrn to 
Scotland ~b HIS character, 26 Suppressrs 
the power of the nobles 25 They belng ex 
asperated,consplie asaidstand murclpl 111tn 2G 
- 11 troubles ln Scotland d u ~ ~ n g  h ~ s  m~norr 
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ty, 20. His attempts agRinat the nobles, 26,27. 
Murders the Earl of Douglas, 27. Plocures 
several good laws to be passed, ib. Reduces 
the power of the nobles, ih. Ilis death, 28. 

,arnes 111. the state of Scotland during 11is mi- 
nority, 20. His impolitic conduct, 28. ICilis 
one of his brothers, and is invaded by another, 
28, 29. Is greatly insulted by his nobles, 29. 
His desplcabie rn~nions, ih. W a s  the filst that 
appointed a standing guard to his person, ib. 
T h e  nobles are provoked to take arms against 
llirir 30. Is killed in a battle against them, ib. 
His kharactcr ib. 
- IV.  his cilaracter, 30. Is killed in a battle 
against the English at Flowden, ib. - V. his minority long and turbulent, 20. 
Tra~lsactions during that tirnc, 30, 31. As. 
sulnes tile government while very young, 31. 
His character, ih. His scllelne for ilumhiing 
tlie nobles 32 33. Is diverted from it by the 
clergy, 34.' Tgkes arms for the defence of his 
Iringdorn, ib. His noblesrefusing to follow him 
throws him into a deep melancholy, 34, 35: 
Which is increased by a surprising defeat oi 
his forces 35. His death, ib. Reflections 011 
his conddct, 35, 36. He refused an alliance 
with Charles V., Emperor, 42. -- V[. his birth, 350. His baptism, 156. The 
cnre of him committed to the Earl of Mar 162. 
B7.  Is by him preserved from falling inlfo the 
hands of Rothwcll, 170. B crowoed,177. The 
nobles, oppressed by Morton, the Regent, turn 
their eyes to liiln for redress, 227. His educa- 
tion and disposition,ib. He becomes suspicious 
of the Regent's power, 227, 228. Discovers 
early a grmt attachment to favourites, 232. 
Adopts two of different dispositions, 232, Y33. 
Enters Ebinburgh with great solemnity, 233. 
Is by his hvonrites engased in unpopular mea- 
sures 2'39. Is seized by a partv of noi~les at 
Rnth:en,240, and forced to receive cornplaints 
against 11is favourites, ib. Dissen~bles with 
tliern and banishes Lennox, 241. Is brought to 
Stirling a ~ ~ d  Holyrood-house, ib. His concern 
t'or Le~mor's death, and regard for Ilia memory 
o h ,  Receives the French ambassador wit; 
"reat respect ih. Mnkes his escape from the 
~onspir:itors,'243. Resolves to treat them 
with  noder ration, ib. Visits Gowrie, and 
grauts hirn a pardon, 011. Renews his fond- 
ness for Arran, ib. Is by him persuaded to 
violent measures against tlie conspirators, ib. 
His answer to a haughty letter fro111 Q. Eliza- 
beth on their behalf, ih. Is by her interposition 
rcndeled more violent against them. 245. Is 
provoked hy the clergy 245 U6. His steps to 
humhle them, 247.  is brofAsion to Arran, 240. 
Sends a new f'svourite to England against the 
banisl~ad lords, 251. Devolves the whole regal 
authority on Arran 252. Writes an uudutiful 
letter to his mo~h&, 251. Is threatened to be 
disinherited by her, 255. Receives a pension 
from Q. Elizabcth, 256. I s  reconciled to the 
exiled lords, 258. Becomes popular by con- 
cluding s treaty with England,259. I-Iis scnn- 
daloils behaviour with regard to Archibald 
Douglas ib. His elideavours to save his 
mother'; life after long condemnatb~n,267,268. 
Is greatly incensed at her death, 271. Argu- 
ments used hp the English minister to pacify 
him,ib. Is forced to stifle liis resentment, 275. 
Attempts to unite the nohles, 276. Is courted 
both by Spaio and Enzland, 278. Resolves 
vig(~roos1y to adhere to the latter, 279. Takes 
several steps with that view, ib. His skill in 
tllo Popish cnntroversy, 281. Wrote a corn- 
mentary on the Revelations, ib. His maxims 
with reqard to popery, ib. Hisexcessive lei~ity 
to conspirators asainst him, ib. Resolves to 
marry tile Princess of Denmark, 282. Arts 
used to prevent it, ib. The ~narria:c is con- 
rummatcd in Norway, 282. P a s s ~ s  several 

months in Denmark. ib. Xeflections on his 
cor~duct there, ib. Hi$ arrival in Scotland with 
his Queen 203. Indulges the Presbyterians, 
ib. The  iifconsequences of his lenity, ib. His 
zeal against witchcraft 28'3 284. Is solicited 
by Q. Elizabeth totreatlhe ebnspirators against 
him with rigour, 286. Is suspected of condiv- 
ing with them, ib. L surprised and scizod by 
Eothwell, 287, and forced to colnyly will1 11is 
terms, ib. His lenity to Bothwell abused, 268. 
Is suspected of Pdvonring the Popis11 lords, 487 
288. rs  ill new danger from them, 289. Uele. 
gates his authority to Argyll and Forbes against 
them ib. Goes in person against then], 2BO. 
w a s &  their lands, and garrisorrs their castles, 
ib. His right of the succession of the crown uf 
England opposed by the Papists, ib. llis icl~i- 
ty to them incenses the clergy and people, 292, 
203. Is much provoked by the obstir~acy of 
the clergy, 204. Givcs orders against them, ib. 
Is much insulted, and in great danger a t  Edin- 
burgh, 294 295. Leaves Edinburgh, and pro. 
ceeds wit]: severity a, mainst tlie citizens 295 
296. Acquires absolute dominion in ecclksias! 
tical affairs 297. Strengthe~is liis interest il, 
Parliament ly restoring the seats of thc eccle- 
siastics, 298. Endeavours with success to ~ a i n  
a party in England, 299. Increases his reputa 
tion by publishing his Basilicon Iloron, ib. Is 
accused by Q.ElizabetIl of corresponding with 
the Pope, 300. This he denies, and how ac- 
counted for ih. Other reports concerning this, 
ib. Is a t  or& pains to gain tlie Roman Catho- 
lics, ib. %is regulations with regard to the 
church 301. T h e  nlysterious atiair of Gow 
rie's cdnspiracy 301-300. His cautious be 
haviour in regird to the Earl of Essex, 310. 
Sends ambassadors to save him 311. T11ey 
arrive too late, ib. Ile restores hi; son and,as- 
sociates to their honours after his acceesloa 
312. Continues his intrigues in England, ib.) 
His interest greatly strengthened there, ib. E:I- 
deavours to civilize tlie Ilichlaiids and Isles 
313. Is proclaimed Icing ill England after t i ~ i  
death of Q. Elizabetlr 316. Is proclairned 
likewise in Scotland \b Prepares for his 
journey to England ib. ~ n t e r s  London and 
taker possession of \he throne, 317. His ciia- 
racter how different from that of Q.Elizabeth, 
ib. A letter from him m Bfr.Arc11ibald Done  
las, Appendix 431. Cur io~~s  letter to him from 
an  unknown hnglish correspondent, 442. 

Keith, Sir William, sent to intercede for Q. Dlary 
when under sentence, 263. Letter from iiirn to 
Secretary hfaiiland, Appendix, 431. 

Kent. Earl of, appointed to see the sentence 
against Q. Mary executed. 270. 

Iceer of Ferniherst ravanes England, on the Inur- 
dir  of Murray ;he &gent, 205. His design, 
206. Has a scutlie with the English, 257. - , George, brother to 1,. Newbattle, is dis- 
covered when ready to sail to promote a plo- 
in Spain, 285. His scheme opened, it.. Es 
capes out of prison, 286. 

Killiprezo. Henry, his declaration on the peacr, . . 
Apbendix 410.' 

K i n p ,  f e u t l ,  themost limitedof nllPrinces, 12. 
General causes of this. 13. Their revenues 
were but small ib.  ad no standing armies, 
ib. arid jurisr~idtion limited, 14. DIeans used 
to bxtend the royal aothority, 21, 22. Their 
jurisdiction enlarged, 22. T h e  extraordil~ary 
influence of the Srntrish Tiings in Parliament 
36. The reason of this, ib. 

Kildnldy of Granre, one of the murderers of 
Bratoun is recalled by the Q. Dowager 67. 
Iris atthnder reversed in Parliament, '123. 
Otiers to  fight Roth!vell in single combat. 172. 
His ioterview with Q. Mary, in the name of 
the confederate I?rrls, ib. Rescues Braitland 
from confirlement L!'?. Laboi~rs to support the 
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Kmg's authority, and restore harmony after 
the murder of the Regent, 206. Accedes to the 
Quee,n's party, ib. Provides for a siege by in- 
creasing 111s gdrrlson and fort~fyin* Edinburgh 
211. Prociairl~s Leu~lox's autho;ity unlawlhi 
and usurped, lb. Attempts in vain to prevent 
a meeting of the parliament, 212. Forms a 
scheme for surprising the Icing's party, 213. Is 
at tirst successlnl, but afterwards deteaced, ib. 
Comes flea1 to a!) agreement with Mar the Ite 
gent, '219. A treaty with Rlorton breaks it off, 
223. Fires upon Edinburghfrora the castle, ib. 
Is  besieged by tlie Repent, assisted by the Enn- 
lish forces 224. Isforced by mutiny of tlie g;- 
rison to &itulate, ib. surrenders to Drury 
the Erglish general ib. Is, by order of Q,. 
Elizabcth, deilvercd :p to the Regent,%%. He 
and his brother are executed, ib. 

Knollys, Sir Francis sent by Q. Elizabetl~ with 
letters of corldo~enhe to Q. Mary on her arrival 
in England, 185. Some of his letters, Appen- 
dix, 393, 394. 397.400. 

Knoz John a famous Reformer, his character, 
57. '~fter'being some time abroad,he is recall- 
ed by the persecuted Protestants,75. Inflames 
the multitude at Perth with rage against tlie 
Panists. 75. 76. His notion coneernlnrr the 
goGernmeni ot women, whence, 78. ~ i g r e s i l  
dence fixed in Edinburgh, 80. Complains of 
the lukewarmness of the Reformers, 85. His 
opinion to the convention of Reformers, that it 
is lawful to resist and deprive tyrannical urin- i 
ces 86. Animates and rivives the despolidiug 
cohgregation 90. Complains of the neglect of 
the ~eti,nne;s in providing maintenance tbr 
their preachers, 100. Recornmends the Geneva 
model of church government 103. Proposes 
superintendents in the church '104. Composes 
the first book of discipline, lib. Renonnces 
friendship with the Earl of Murray for his no-  
deration. 124. Is tried for encournrina a mu- 
tiny arn bp the people, and acquittgd,rb. Po- 
pish ju&es concur in this decision, ib. Is pnb- 
licly accnsed by hfaitlandof preaching seditions 
doctrine concerning resistance, 129. Character 
of the two disputants ib. Approved of several 
instancesof assassination, 148. Agrees to some 
regulations concerning the election of Bishops, 
221. His death and chalacter ib. Ifis eulo- 
eium by Morton the ~egent, '222. Articles 
sent by h i ~ n  to the General Assembly, Appen- 
dix, 409. l 

Lanzs ide ,  the battle of, 182,183. 
Laurea Cardinal is sent as a nuncio from the 

P o p e h t h  a &esent to Q. Mary of Scotland, 
154. Is  stopped at Paris, 155. 

Leacue holy a confederacy of Roman Catholics 
sodealied, 255. Was  universally a, "reed to by 
them all over Europe, ib. 

Learnins  the revival of, promotes the Reforma- 
tion, 61.' 

i e i c e s t a ,  Earl of, appointed a commissioner to 
the confereuce a t  Westminster 194. 

Leith burnt by the English, 48. 'Fortified by the 
French 84. Besieged by the English, 94. G. 
Rlary ljnds there from France, 109. Tkle su- 
periority of it granted by her to Edinburgh, 
139. Is seized and fortified by Morton the R e  
gent, 212. 

Lennox Earlof arrives in Scodand from France 
46. is much'conrted bv Cardinal Beatoun. ih: 

~ ,~ 
l1 is prvlen.;ii~ns ln r l~cs~~cr~ ;e ion ,  Ilow t ' o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i e d ,  
47. I~esrnts Ii~.ntonn'* ~ I ~ ~ c e i t f . ~ l ~ ~ e s s  10 him, 
43. Ifamls tho Refi~riners the advot:atcs 
f11r tltc l~.nzll~l~ a l l i a n ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  ib. S1ir1~risc.q t l ~ e  Re- 
gent and Cardinal, ib. Is outwitted by the 
Cardinal ib. Continues alone in the interest 
of ~ n g l a i d ,  49. Is foieed to fly to that court 
where he is rewarded, ib. Ts married to a niec; 
of I<. Henry's, by which he became father to a 
race of Kings, ib His claim to the succession, 

116. 127. Is imprisoned for a secrect corres 
pondence wit11 Q. Mary, 127. Is invited s e  
cretly by her to return to Scotland, ib. Arrives 
in Scotland, and is received with great fa- 
miliarity by her, 128. His forfeiture is repealed 
and he 1s restored to hls estate and hoilours b i  
the Parliarnent,ib. His lady sent p~isuner to 
ttle Tower ot' London 132 and trezted with 
rigour, 134. He insist; on 'the prosecution of 
his son Darnly's murderers 181. Charges 
Bothwell with it, ib. The prosecut~on 1s hur- 
ried, 162. He craves a delay which is refnsed, 
ib. I le  is left alone in it, id. sohcits Q. E l r  
zabeth's interest to obtain adelay, 163. Insist8 
on it by a proxy a t  the trial, but is overruled, 
ib. Being apprehensive of danger he flies to- 
wards England, 164. His Countcsd accuses Q. 
Mary of the murder to Q. Elizabeth, 186. He 
appears at the conference at Westminster, and 
accuses Q. Mary of the murder upon oath, 195. 
Returns to Scotland protected by an English 
army, 207. Is elected Regent, 208. His pro- 
gress against the Queen's party, ib. Appoints 
cornn~issioners to frame a treaty with those of 
the Queen 210. Surprises Dumbarton castle 
210 211 joins the Earl of Rlorton at ~e i t t r :  
212: ~ h d s  n parliament in the Camtongate, 
ib. Another a t  Stirling, 213. He is surprised 
and killed there, ib. 

Lennox Lord Aubigny, his character, 232,233. 
J o i n s h t h  the I<iog9s other new favourites to 
undermine Morton, 233. Renounces Popery, 
ib. Q. Elizabeth demands him to be removed 
from the privy council, 234. Is accnsed by her 
ambassador, 235. Arran tries in vain to sup 
plant him, 2:ld. Is  commanded by K James, 
at the request of the noblea, to leave the king 
dom, 241. Puts off his departure on various 
pretences, ib. Returns unwillingly to Franc!, 
where he soon dies 212. His memory vindr- 
cated, and mucl1 regarded by the King, ib 
Died a Protestant, ib. - Earl of, loft as the King's lieutenant in 
the Aorth, after dispersing the Popish lords,290 

Lesly .  Norrnan murders Cardinal Beatoun, 50. 
He and his ~ssociatea keep possession of the 
castle of St. Andrews 51. Makes a truce with 
the Regent, ib. ~ i e  encouraged by Henry 
7**7* .. 
VIII., ]a. 

Bishop of Koss, is sent by tlie Catholics 
X B d o t l a n d  to engage Q. Mary in their interest 

101. His progosals to her rejected, 105. Hi; 
negotiations in Enflland in favour of Q. Mary 
216. Is confined l&g in the Tower, and after! 
wards is bani.Led from England. ib. 

~ n .  

l , i~tdsny, Lold,carrit.ri the proposal fru111 ti~c! cork 
federated to Q .\lary, t11it she sla,~lld resign 
t l ~ e  covcrnrr.vnt, l id .  Joins the l t n t l l v ~ ' ~ ~  CUII- 
spirators, 240. 

Lochleuin Castle Q.liary committed a prisoner 
there, 173. H&- escape from thence, 181. -- . Lord, letters to and from him. A ~ v e n -  
dix, 418, 413.' 

, S .  

L o r a n ,  of Restalrig, an  alleged accon~plice in 
Gowrie's conspiracy, 304. Is tried, 305, and 
his estate forfeited long after his death, ib. 

Lords ,  confederates, associates against Bothwell 
and Q. Mary 170. Raise forces against them 
171. ~ u b l i s i  the motives of their conduct, ib: 
Prevailon the Queen to surrender to them, 172. 
Assume the title of Lords of the secret council, 
and the royal authority, 173. 

Popish, conspire against I<. James, 280. 
~ t ? e  treated by him with great lenity, 281 
Form a new conspiracy, 285. The Icing prcr 
ceeds against them, 9-56. More of his lenity to 
them,ib. Fresh dangers from them, 280. They 
receive money from Spain, ib. Zeal of the 
clergy against them, ib. Are declared guilty of 
treason, and their estates forfeited,ib. Defeat 
of the King's army, 290. Are dispersed on the 
King's approach, ib. Go abroad, and g ~ v e  



secuuty to Irepv the peace lb Return to Scot I 
land, and petltlon for 1ea:e to reside In their 
own liou~es 292 Tins granted by a conven 
tion of estaies, ib Recant tllelr ellols, and 
are uhsolved fionl excommunlcatloil 287 Ke 
lapse and are again leconclled to t l ~ ~ c l i u r c l ~ o f  
~ o m ; ,  ib Are restored to thetr estates and 
honours, 298 

Lo??uzn, Caidmal, gets some of the best benp 
fices in S~otland, 70 

Pllnces of thew ambltlous vlews 72 75 
I n s t l i a r e  tlie ~ a ; ~ t l l n  and Q Maly to tAkelthe 

tltles of Klng and Queen of England, 73 Re 
solve to invade England ~b and to check tlie 
Refor~nation In ~co t lanh  1b1 The Caldlnal's 
great influence over tlle ydune 1<1ng,83 D m e s  
the Queen Regent of Scotland to vlolent lnea 
sures, 84 Tllelr vlolcnces occaalon a conspl 
racy agalnst them 96 Ale forced tnwthdraw 
thelr t~oopsfiom &cotland,ib They Insult tlie 
Scortlsh ambassado], 101 Have great p o ~  er 
over the )omig Icing and Queen, 102 Are 
f ~ r c e d  to contlact tllelr vlews on the death of 
the King, ib 

Luthe? a bold and pllncipal promoter of the Re 
formktlon, 61. The rapid progress of 111s doc 
trine, ~b 

.VIup?, John, hls IIlstory of Scolland, some ac 
count of, 8 

.Wattland of Lethlngton, secretary to Mary, Q 
Regent leaves her service and jolns the Con- 
gtegatlbn 90 HIS character ~b Is sent by 
them ambassador to Q Ehzjbeth, ~b Sends 
the Scotch assurances of ller plotection, 92 Is 
sent by Q Mary to the court of England 111 
Makes a concession to Q Elrzabeth, l12 ' Ac 
colnpanles Q Nary m a prosress to the North 
118 He IS employed by Q hlary to deslre 
personal lute-vlew wlth Q Ellmabeth, 120 
Publlcly accu~es I<iiox of preaching sed~tious 
doctliue concelnlng resistance 129 Intllrlates 
to Q Elizabeth tlie Inleotlons of Q M u y  to 
marry Dainly, 131 Pludently conceals lier 
rese.ltmelit from Q Eh~abeth,  133 Ploposes 
modelate measures with regard to Q Maly, 
xvlien lmpllsoned 176 Attends t l i ~  Regent 
xlien called on tiaccuse her in England, 190 

e disapproves of thls measure, lb HIS In 
trlgue with Ule Duke of Norfolk, 191 199 Is 
lmpr~solled by the Regent 202 Is  rel~eved by 
K~rkaldy, and secured m'the castle, lb Pro 
poses a coal~tlon of the two partles after the 
murder of the Regent 206 Accedes to the 
Queen's party ~b Is deprived of hls office of 
secretary, and'procla~med traltor, 208 Is a t  
talnted ~n a Parliament of the Klng's party, 
212 Agrees with afar 219 HIS views in i e  
fusing a recnncthatro; wlth Morton the Re 
gent, 222 Reject. overtu~es of a treaty wlth 
hlm 222 223 Is bes~eged by hlin in thecastle 
of $dmdiirgh 224 Is forced to caplt~ilate and 
surrender to the English general, ib To  avoid 
the Regent's resentment he despatches h ~ ~ n  
self 225 Several of his letters, Appendix, 
405' 431 -- Sir John, IS made secretary for Scot 
land, &6 Cnnculs with othels m proinotlng 
Q Eltzabeth S interest there, ib Attempts 
analnst hlm by Capta~n James Stewart, late 
&an 275 They prove abortlve, and he is 
advanced to be chancellor, 111 An attempt to 
remove h ~ m  from that office frustrated 281 
HIS death, 291 A eqpy of verses in ~lbnour 
of him wlote by the IClng ~b 

Mu?, Eall of, that etle coliEerred on the Prlor of 
St  Andrews 111 Arc~nnpanles the Queen ln 
a plngless tGthe North, 118 He and hls asso 
mates na~rowly escape assassmatlon, 118,119 
Is  created Earl of Mutray, 119 See Murray - the title is conferred on Lord Elsklne, l10 
 he person of t!le young Prlnce put Into hls 

hands, 162 111s rpsolutlon In prcserlrtlg hzm 
fiom Bothwell, 169, l70 Ia clrosen R~gent,  
214 Labou~s to blmg about a general pedce, 
210 Is  tllwa~ted by Morton and 111s assocrates, 
~b Dles of melanclioly, 218, 220 HIS cha 
lacter, 220 HIS lnerlt arid integilty were ac  
knowledged by both palties lb 

Mar, the loung Call, belirg imposed on by &for- 
ton, turns out 111s ul i~le from the ca-tle of Stir 
llng 229 Joms the Rothverl conspilatols, 240 
He h t h  tlie othets selzcs Stliltng Castle, and 
elects theii standa~d, 246 Is attalntcd, and 
hls eatate fnifelted, 249 1s paldoiied, and re- 
stoled to eitate ancl honour-, 258 

N a r ~ l ~ ,  Countcss of, lier lnfainous marriage with 
the Eall of Arian, 237 

Mury of Gulse Q Dowager of Scotland, t'lkes n 
cons~deral~lc'sliare In tlie government, 54 Is  
much addlcted to the French Inlelest, lb Plo 
y c t r  a marnage of her daughtet to the Dau 
pllin of France, 55 Becomes lnstlumental In 
promotmg the Refolmation 58 Asp~res to tlle 
office of Renent 59 PlomLtes dlsaffectlon to 
the present Ene,&nd favtmrs the Refor~ne~s,  lb 
Vlslts the court of France, ~b Retulns to 
Scotland to talir possessron of the Regency, ~b 
Aftel some opposltlon she obtanls it, GO Con- 
ters sevelal offices of tiust upon stlangers, 65. 
Ploposes to lay a tax upon land, 66 Is  forced 
to drop it, ~b T r ~ c s  m vain to exclte a war 
wlth England G6 67 The nohles vigolously 
oppose llcr mehsu;cs, 67 Treats the Refolmers 
w ~ t h  great respect ib Obtalrls a concession 
from the ~ a l h a m e d t  In favour of the Dauphin, 
70 He1 artfirl mananement of the Refo~mers, 
lb Bestows t h e v a c ~ l t  beneficesonforeigne~s 
~b She a l t ~ l s  he1 conduct to the ~efolmers:  
72 Remonstrances against the violent mea- 

I sures of the Prli~ces of Lorra~n, 74 Is  per 
suoded by them to pelsecute the Reformels, lb. 
Her rash answer to tlielr lemonstldnce, 74 
Summo~is their prea~heis to appear before her, 
75 Bleats a promise she had made tliem, lb 
M a ~ c h e s u l t l ~  an aimy aoalnst them,76 Con 
eludes a tleaty wlth tliem" ~b This she again 
breaks, ib Her seveiity kt Peith, 7G,77 Her 
sclienle dls~ove~ed,  77 She gncs to attack 
tPem, ~b Has a:am recourse to negotlatlon, 
11) She IS startled at their demands, and gets 
tlme to answer them, 78 Vlolates another 
treaty ib Loces Perth and foiced to abandon 
~ t i r l l& and ~ d m b u l g i ,  die Ietlrea wlth pre- 
cipltat~on to Dunbar 79 Mar~hes to attack 
the Reformers at Ed;nborgh,80 Gains time 
by her artince ~b filalres another treaty w ~ t h  

' tllem ~b He; artifices to undermine the Prlor 
of ~i Andiews 83 The absurd~ty of the 
scheme 81 G&S a lelnforceinent of French 
tioops, L h o  foitlfy L a t h  ~b She dtsregards 
a remonstrance of the ~kfolmers,  84 Is  In- 
fluenced by Flench cou~isellors, and pelsuaded 
to vlolent measules 84 85 Retlres to Lelth 
on the approach oflthd Refoimers' army, 85 
Her prudent and artful conduct there, ~b lIel 
llaaghty answer to a flesh ~emonstrance fiom 
them, 86 Is by a convention of them depr~ved 
of her office of Regent S7 The fouddatlon of 
t h ~ s  sentence, lb FoAents differences among 
them 88 Is  deserted by her prlnclpal recreta 
ry, &faitland of Lethm-ton, 90 bends French 
tioops aga~nst the ~efGmels ,  92 Retlres Into 
the castle of Edlnhorgli on the approach of the 
English,94 Her death and chalacter, 95 Re- 
pented of her vlolent measules,96 Llstened 
to the instructions of a leforn~ed preacher, ID 

-, Queen of En$land, he1 persecuting r e p ,  
GO, 61 Her death, 71. -, Queen of Scots born 43 A propo-a1 to 
mwry her to Edwald V1 , k4 She IS demaqded 
by Henry VIII ~b He1 marllage to tne Dan- 
phln of I'lancc broposed 55 A tleatv for that 
purpose concluded, ~b hhe 1s sent to be edu 



oated In France, 90 The  fatal consequence of 
thls ~b 1. lmposed on by the al t lh~es of the 
~ r e h c h  m the tleaty of mantage,G8 Iler mar 
name celebrated with vreat pomp, ~b They 
tace the tltle of Illng .%d Queen of England, 
73 She makes concesulora to ttre Congrega 
tlon, 96, 97 Declares Q hllrabetlr's r~gh t  to  
the crown of England, 97 She acqulres an  
entue ascendant nver her husband 102 She 
IS overwhelmed w ~ t h  great affllctton on his 
death and retlres to Rhelms, ~b She 1s in 
vlted by the collventron to r e t u ~ n  to Scotland 
104 An ernlssary froin the Catholics m scat' 
land proposed vlolent measures to her, 104 
105 She 1s delernllrred to moderation by th i  
Frpnch and the Prlor of S t  Andrews, 105 Is 
prevatled on to prepare for her return to Scot 
land, lb The  olzgln of the dlscord between 
he1 and Q Ellzabeth 108 Htr  pretpnslons to 
the crown of ~ n g l a a d ,  ~b Is envled on ac 
count of her b e m y ,  108 Demands safe con 
duct from Q Ellzabeth, wlilch IS refused, lb 
Leaves F ~ l n c e  with gleat reluctance 109 
Lands a t  Lelth, ~b L much affected 6y the 
change of her sltuatlon, ~b Several d.sadvan 
tazes attendme her accession. 109.110 Sorne 

free exerase of-hcr rellglon, 111 Issues a 

Employs them solely In the adm~nlstratlon ~b 
Altelnpts to galn Q Ellzabetl~ s flvour; lb 
Makes a concession to her, 112 W h ~ c h  1s re 
lected ~b She nlakes her pubhc entry Into 
~d inb ; rgh , lb  An rnsult ortered to he1 religlon 
on tliat occaslon tb D~scoulanes the attempts 
of the Paplsts io galn her faiour, 113 Be] 
aversloll to the fam ly of Ila~nllton ~b blalces 
a progless Into the North, l18 ~ k r  mlnlsters 
narrowly escape assaaslnatton, 118, L19 Is re 
fused access to the castle of Inverness, when 
rehevrd by the Nunroes and other clans l19 
Her forceadefeat Huntley's rebellion, 119: 180 
She deslres an lntervlew wlth Q Ellzabeth 
120 Negottations conLernlog her nlarrldgel 
121 Is sollctteil by d~fferent Prlnces ~b 11e; 
dehberat~ons concermng ~t 122 Is 'forced to 
bear the aothorltatlve beliakour of Q Ehza 
beth, l22 123 To please her subjects deter 
mines a&nrt a folelqn alllance 123 Deter 
nnnes not to l a t ~ f y  the treaty of hd~nborgh, lb 
Further neootlatlons fol her marrlaoe 125 
Discovers ti%vlews of cathermeof ~eodikls ~h 
Lord Robprt Dudley recommended to her :S a 
a husband by Q Ellzabeth ~b She IS hrg'lly 
offended at  thls, lb ~issedbles'lvlth Q Ehza 
beth 125 126 Enterlams thoughts of marry 
Ing i o l d  b a l n ~ y ,  120 She recalls Lennox, l27 
Is affronted at a letter of Q Chzabeth's, ~b 
Her prejud~ce against the Reformed, and zeal 
f o ~  the Cathol~c rellqlon 1% I s  taken wlth 
Daruly at first sight, 129 ' Is greatly moved at  
Q Ellzabeth s lnsultlng craftmess 110 Nego 
tlates wlth the col11 taf Rome for a d~sperisatlon 
to marry Darnly, ~b , and the conaent of the 
court of France ~b Ilnposes 011 Randolph 
but applles to (31 Ellzabeth for consent to hc; 
marrlaflc 131 Which she affects to refuae 
132 1: ;esentment she proposes to -end a; 
angry messwe to El~zabeth w h ~ c h  Rlaltland 
prer ents,112:133 J u s t ~ f i e ~  ];er conduct to the 
Engll-h ambassldor, 133 Endeavours to get 
Murray'a coospnt, kb Courts the Pace's pro 
tectton, and recelr es a subsidy from hlm 13'3, 
134 Her great addresq In galnlng the conscnt 
oi her suhjects 131 Prevents a plot agalnst 
Darnly 133 Summons he1 vasqals to take 
Irms alalnsl Rlorray, 136, and hlrn to appear 
heforr hrr, lb Her marrlaqe 1~1 th  Da~rrly cele 
h~a ted  ~b She ronfcts the tltle of I<ln: of 
Scots bpon hm1, ~b l'hls step censured, ~b 

1 I ~ r  res?ntinrnt a;'nll,d the I I I ~ I I F C U I I ~ C I ~ ~ ~ ~  1301 
1.3; dllc ~ I I J I C  . L ~ ~ I I I I S !  t l ~ r . . ~ ~ ,  IJ7 Ilejrct9 
rhc I I I ~ C ~ C L ' S J I V I I O ~  (L I~II/.:~II(.LI~ 111 fhvlr 1) ~nalf, 
lb Lontrnues her march agdlust the ~ebels,lb. 
Her conduct and coura re on that occaslon 137 
138 Drives them ourof Scotland, l38 'He: 
further resentment agalnst them, l38,l39 Has 
recourse to several devlces to r a se  money, 139 
Her pro>penty promotes he1 rellglou, lb Her 
dellhrlatlons concerning tlre extled lords, 140 
Determmes to treat them wlth lrnlty ib Is 
d~verted from t h ~ s  by her rellglon and l~rench  
Influence 141 l'hls the sourLe of her after 
m~sfortudes, 141, 142 Her lntentlon to re-tole 
Popery, 142 Is disgusted with Darnly S Inso- 
leut behaviour, lb Her famllrarlty wlth Rvzlo 
offends the IClog, 143 Vlnd~catrd from any 
crlmlnal corrlap mdence w ~ t h  Rlzlo 144 Uaes 
her utmost ende ~voubs to prevent i t s  mulder, 
145 ¶he IS conhoed by the consplrators rb 
She gains the ICmg and escapes from them' lb 
Is reconclled to t i e  ex~led nobles 146 iIcr 
hatred to Darnly mcreases, 148,149,'and favour 
for Bothwell coinmencea, 149 Extmgulslies 
solne dolnestlc feuds among the nobles, 150 Is 
del~vered of her sou James V1 In the castle of 
Ed~nburgh, ~b Inv~tes  sexeral'forelgn Pnnces 
to hls baptlsm, 11). Continues to treat Darnly 
with neglect, ~b Her attachment to Bothwell 
lncreaaes ~b Prcvents Darnly's lntendedfllght 
151, 152 ' ~ l s l t s  the borders, 152 An mstanci 
of her regaid for Bothwell on that occaslon lb 
How she rlvalled Q Ehzabeth, ib Her right 
of sucecssron favomed by the Engllsh P a ~ l l a  
ment, l53 She endeavour- to avall helself 
of that opportunity, 153,154 She takes an  ex 
tlaord~nary step 111 favour of Popery, 154 Re 
celves a present from the Pope, but stops h1.l 
nunclo at  Palls, 154,155 Endeavours to  pro 
cure a bettel subsistence for the reformed 
clergy, 155 Het averslon to the l img exces 
sive, becolnes tnelancholy,~b Goes to Stirbng 
to celebrate her son s haptlsm, lb Is greatly 
offended at the K~nl ' s  behdvluur on that occa 
sion, 155, 156 Restores the Poptsh ecclesias 
t~ca l  jurlsdl~tlon, 157 Her neglect of the limg 
durmg h19 smkness, 155 The breach betweerr 
them bccon~es Irreparable lb She vlslts hlm 
at  Glasgow, 159 The  mot!lves of her dlsslma 
lation on th?t occaslon, ~b Provalls on hinl 
to come to Edinburgh, 160 Her susplc~ous be 
havlour to hlm t l le~e tb 1s-ues a plnclall~a 
tlon for d~scovermg ths mmdelers, 160,161 Is 
supposed to have been accessaly to 1t,161 Is 
charged w ~ t h  ~t abroad as  well as at  horne, ~b 
Goes to vrslt her son at  Stlrllng 167 Is met 
on her return by Bothwell, who d u e s  and cat 
rlas her to Dunbar, tb Thls supposed wltb 
her consent, l68 Is conducted to Edlobu~gh 
~b , and mauled to Bothwell, 169 Spnds a,: 
apoloqy to the courts of Franre and Englaud 
~b Her conduct causes a general mdlgnattoi 
againsl her abroad, 170 Is alarmed at  a con1 
brilation of the nobles agalnst her ~b Shc 
publ~shes a man~festo tovlnd~cate 112r conduct, 
171 Is conducted to the castle of Boitllwlck 
~b illarches wlth Bothwell's forces agalnsl 
the cnnfed~rate lolds ~b An attempt at an 
accomlnodatlon vam, 171,172 Is forced 
to surrender to the confederates 172 Iu In- 
sulted by .he sold~eks and mob, 16 Is callled 
to Fdmburgh, where many abuses are ofleled 
her, 172, 173 Is sent a prlsoner to Lochlevln 
mstle, 173 Q Ell~abetlr Interposes on her be- 
h d f ,  174 T h e  E n ~ l ~ s h  ambassador 1s refused 
access to her, 175 Varlous proposals amon* 
the confederates couccrnlng her, 175, 17g 
They obl~ge her to reslgn the government, 176, 
177 Dlffelent rsasonlnqs on thls measure 177 
Is much moved with the freedom of tlre  all 
of Murlay, L78 Her pally amon.! the nobles 
becomes d~splrlted 179 Her reslgr ttion of the 







I N D E X  
jnri./trctron cir~uniscnbed ib Ale greatly 
rnoltihed by I< Jan~es  V ,L%, 33 Ale di-ap 
poin ed in a scheme to show tlini resentmelit, 
34 Refuse to attend the l i i r~g  Into Lngl'ind, 
34,?5 l'hey se1i.e tile revenues of the church, 
100 Ilefuse to palt with thein to the l e  
foimed cleljy, ih Dissen-ions arnorig tlicrn, 
l lb ,  117 A convcritlon of thein approle tlrc 
Quoen's niaillnge to Darnly, l % 4  beveral of 
then1 ieco~nn~end Bothwell aa a husband to 
her, 166 A strange coinb~nation of them oil 
thls occasion, III A body of them assoclate 
agdlnit llci and Bothnell, J i U  Tlieir diffclent 
views In tlll., ib A palty of tllem favouls tile 
Queen, 174 Tliey ate much dispirited by the 
goud conduct of Mur~ay,  l79 'l tiey ale much 
pfovohrd by hlorton the Regent, 226, 227 
Ihlnk of r~dress  fioin the ICing, 227 Iniuse 
susplclonof the Regent's powei into him,227, 
228 A meeting of tllcrn by hlm,2% A pally of 
tlienlconsp~ic againat thelii1ig'~favou1it~~,240 
They seize ins person and dtlve them off, ib 
Their neglect of and lngratitude to t l ~ c  clelgy, 
25d 'l'lie King attenipts to reconcile then 
f ~ u d s  and unite them, 2i6 See L o ~ d s  

No7 folk, Duhe of, appolnted a colnlnlsslonei to 
hear tile cause belwscn Q Mary arrd her ac 
clasers 100 Forms a schcnie of tnountlng the 
tixoiid of Srotland, 191 Intirgues wlth the 
Regent and i\.laitland wlth.that view, 191,192 
He  iepreserlts the demands of the Srots to U 
Elizabeth 192 His further negotiations with 
respect t d  Q hfary 199 Endeavoiils to coil 
eeal hls desinn fiodi Q Elrzab~tti, ib Is iin 
posed on by tee a~tifice of the Regent, ib Gets 
the consent of inariy of the Liiglisl~ nobles, I O U  
HIS project appioved at forelgn courts, ib 1s 
d~scove~cd and defeated by Q Eh~abet l i  201 
F l ~ e s  to R'o~folk ~b Ile surrei~deiaon a se'cond 
suinlnons and is sent pusoner to the Tower, 
ib Is setkt hberty, and continues his intiigues 
wit11 Q filaly, 215 Is betrayed by his scere 
taiy th I s  se~zed n ith his d~peiidants, and 
arcdsed by thern, ib Is executed lb 

Nbrt/~u?alierland, Far1 of, attempts iebellionin 
favour of a hlalj 202 HIS scheme defeated 
202 203 He 1s sdzed by the Regent, I03 I H  
deliveled up to the goveinor of Be~wlck, and 
put to death at  York, 220 

A-oltzn,rrha?z, Countess of some account of the 
trailsactlons concern in^ tile Carl of Essex's 
ring, 314 

Octnuzans, t l~e~~ ~nst~tut~onandextens~vepowe~s,  
291 They unde~mlne the I<lng's mmisters, lb 
Btcomp odious and a comnbinat~on 1s foiined 
agalrist them,]; Belng spht into factions, anti 
envled hy the cou~tieis, they leslgn their Loin 
tnlss~oii, 237 

Ogtl?iz~, L o I ~ ,  has a SCUA~C with Slr John Gordoil 
111 the streets of Idlnburgh, l18 

Olzplnnt, Master of, joins the Ruthven consplia 
tots 210 

0nm&e, Pllnee of, sends an agent lnto Scotland, 
230 His in%ruclions, ib Is assasslndted, 255 

D Oysel, colnniander of the Flench troops In 
Scotland, endeavours to promote a war wit11 
Enqland, G7 JJis des~gn fiustrated, ib The 
nlrn~bei of tioops under h ~ s  comn~and 77 In 
stizates the Quceu Regent to violel~t Leasuies 
agaiuet the Rcfouneis ib I a  sent by Q Mary 
to demand a safe eol~diict ftom Q El~zabeth, 
du~ ing  hei voyage to Scotland, 108 

r'ardcg Abbot of, arlir es in Scotland, 46 Cr- 
aces a subpiclon of the Carl of Lei~nox 111 UIL 
Far1 ~f Airan,Rrgent,ib Is m*tde aiel~b~sh(lp 
of St  Anfl~ews, 52 

Ports,  the ma-sacle of, 218 Rejo~clngs of the 
Popish paitv on acconnt of ~ t ,  ~b The  con 
stelnatlon and holior 01 thc Pii~testants, ~h 

tron, JG 39 Particularly that of Scotland, 3 
-39 A Palllament held on an  extraoidmary 
o~~a.ion,t)8 A d~fliculty stalled and answrrcd 
90 'llleli procecdmgs with iegard to ]ell Ion' 
9Y-101 Londeirin the popish and ap$ovl 
the refolrned doetime', 09, 1 U U  Seveial other 
regulations of the saine t~ndency, 100 'I h e ~ r  
vdhdit) called in quc-tion 10 Exceed thew 
powers, 101 Thelr ploce~dings lald before 
the h ~ n g  and Queen, ib A Paillan~ent in fa 
vour oi Eoth~%ell, l64 Pass an act in fd\our 
of tlie Refoimatioi1,165 Lonhim tile procepd 
ings ot tlie coiifederatcs, 180 Parl~anlentp 
held b ~ t h  by the l i m e s  arid Queen's yarllcs 
212 Another of the Quetn's adl~eicnts, i E  
Attaint upwards of 200 of their opponents, 213 
A Palllalne~it a t  Stiiiing by the lring's palty 
~b Surprised by the Queen's adherents, ~b 
Anotliei a t  Stnllng,230 One at  Edinbo~gh, 
933, and on the l i~ng's  bclny of age 275 
beveial new laws mnde the~e,  2iG The  le-ser 
Barons adnntted into Paihament, 277 

Parry,  l)octor, undc~takes to n~mdcr  Q E l ~ z a  
beth, 253 Is encouiat.ed hy and gets absolu 
t~ori from the Pope ib His deugn how pre- 
~ e n l e d ,  ib Is exdutcd, ib 

Parsons, a Jesuit, publishes a book m favour of 
the Infanta of Spain's ilght of succes6ion to the 
clown of England, 2':O 

Pasqu~7~ndes and P ~ ~ t u r c s ,  accusmg Bothwell of 
Daiiily's mulder, 10.3 A law made against 
them, 184 

Patten, Willlam, hls account of the Scottish an- 
clent i~~il l tary drsclphrie, 54 note 

Paalet, 811 Ainias, 1s appolnted one of Q & l a i ~ ' s  
kerpets 251 Flis 11g1d stverity to her, 254 
~ ~ s c o v e ' r s  her fole~gn col e*pondcnce,20l  is 
~ u d e  treatment of her, 268 Befuses to be con 
ceined In pilvatcly assassmatlilg  he^, 2i0 A 
letter fiom him, Appendlr, 4% 

P~llevd, Bisllop of Amiens, 1s appo~nted to sup- 
poitthe Popisli lnteiest~riScotlarid, P5 Dilvcs 
the Queen Begent to violent measures against 
the Protestants, lb. 

Per th an ~nsoircctlon of the Refo~meis tricre 
aS~inst  the Papists 75 76 Its iiihab~tants are 
severely treated b; thh Queen Regent, 76, 77 
A r ~ e n c h  garri-on placed theie, 77 I s  be 
s~eged and taken by the piotestants, 79 A 
gre tt tuniult there on acconnt of Gowrie s con 
spuacy, 30J 

Phzlq I1 of S p a ~ n ,  rnarrlcd to Rlaiy, Qucen of 
Eilnlaird GO Reinfoices his almy wrth her 
tlozps, 131s gieat power, 255 Joins in 
the holy league, ib Reuolves to Invade and 
conquer Englnnd,278 HIS prepaations for 11 
d~latoi y, 279,1110 HIS design frust~nted, 280 
Med~tates an  inva-ion of England through 
Scotland, ib I n t ~ ~ g u e s  n i t h  somne Scotti~h 
loids wlth that vlew, ~b Relnlts money to 
tLeni, ib 

Pznkey, the battle of 53 54 
~ z a s ~  Pope, exco~$n&icates Q Elizabeth, de 

prlves her of he1 Irlngdom, and absolves hcr 
~ l l b j r c t ~ ,  208 

Pollg, one of Rab~n lon'sconsplrators aqamst Q. 
Ellz~beth,  2G0 %iscovers the plot, 261 

Poltrot, a fiantic zealot, nsr:issinates the Duke 
of Guise at  the siege of Oileans, 112 

Pont, nlr Robeit, a rnlnistei andoneof tlie Lord8 
of Scss~on, piotests agalnst laxvs opplesslve to 
tile church 1-17 

Popc~ y, a heie rnobt flourishmg, G1 What  lrlnd 
pre\a~led In Scotland 62 W a s  partlj giafted 
on I i~vhenlsm, 79 i s  much hurt by the Con 
grcgatlon 09 Thelr doct~lrles condemned by 
~ a i ~ l a m e h t ,  ~b The jurisdiction of thwrcourts 
abolishtd, 100 l h e l r  worsh~p proliiblted, ]h 
Attempts in v a n  tognln Q Mary's favour, l l3 
Thc great inflr~ence of pol~ery, 141 

P o f o e ~ ,  the l~alance of, the great consequence(of 
Parlzan~ent, the nntuie of their o~iginal consntn I preserving it. 40. 



Q ~ ~ 8 b  te1 tan church government established In 
sc&and, 102 I s   onf firmed by Hlng Jalnes 
V1 285 

Protestants, IU France, v~olently persecuted, 82 
83 Are moderate on Q Yary's alrlval frold 
France, 111 Are employod by her 10 the ad 
nlmlstratron, ib A sclleme for suppresslug 
them all over Europe, 141 A league filmed 
for that purpose, 255 S ~ L  Heformatton 

Ramsey, a favourite of I< James 111, narrowly 
escapes bang hanged wlth 111s assoclate-, 29 
Is appomted Capta~o of the Blng 8 guard, dnd 
cleated Earl of Bothwell ~b See BotAzoell 

Randan, Sieur de, rmplo;ed by the French to 
negot~ate a peace w ~ t h  England and Scotland, 
96 Terms agreed on by h ~ m ,  97 

Randolph, sent to encourage the Congregation, 
83 Congratulates Q Maly s alrlval In Scot 
lind, 111 Urges the latlticatlon of the tleaty 
uf EdirlDurgh ~b Is Imposed on by Q Mary 10 
the affalr of 'her marllage with Darnly, 134 
Sent Into Scotldnd on the murder of Yurray, 
206 Iote~poscs for Morton 235 Files from 
Scotland m the nlght 236 Is sent agaln there 
and concludes a tliaty wlth England, 259 
Several of hls letters, App 355 358 361,362 
369 373,374 376 

Ratcl8ffe See Sussex 1 

Refo?.matzor 11s plogress m Scotland 57 Ac 
count of ~ t k  first preachers, ~b Is duch  lnflu 
enced by England 58 'I woremarlrablemst~u 
mentsofpromotlr&lt,lb Makes greatprogless, 
61 Causes contr~butlng to promote ~ t ,  lb Its 
advantages over popery rb Is favoured by 
the Q Regent, G7 An ldstaoce of l ega~d  for ~t 
In Scotland 68 The whole party not charge 
able w a h  ~ h l d l n a ~  Beatoun'smurder 71 note 
A p~lest  burned for e m b ~ a ~ l n g  ~t ~b ' T h e  Re 
formersvloler~tly persecutcd by the A~chh~shop 
of S t  Andrews ~b ale protected by the Q 
Regent ~b , apply I; valn to the Pop~sh clerzy, 
72 ~ ' ~ e r s c c u t l o n  agalnst them pushed on by 
the French lnterest 73 The pleachers sun1 
rnoned before the ke-ent, 75 They are de 
celved, and declared ~ u t l a w s  by her, ~b A 
rrotous Insurlectionof them at Perth aga~nst the 
Paplsts 75 Prepare to dcfend themLeloes 
agalnstlthe Queen 76 Conclude a treaty wlth 
her w h ~ c h  she prekeotly bieaks ~b They take 
aids agalnst the Queen, 77 1dslst on redle-s 
lng clvll as well as rellglons gtlevances, 77 78 
Tile nlflaenceof the Reformatlonon lrbert;,7fl 
They bes~e,oe and take Pe~th ,  79 They selze 
St~rlm- and Edlnburgh,lb Commlt g r c a t ~ l o  
l ences~n  chulches and monasteries ~b Thew 
c o n d ~ c t  how accounted for, lb An Instance 
ofthelr modelatlon ~b FIX thelr leb~d-nce at 
Edlnbmgh 80 ~ d e  Qucen prepales to attack 
them ~b Make another troaty wlth her, 111 
Are forced to abandon Edinbu~gh, &c but a1 
lowed the exelclsr of thelr rellglon 80 81 De 
lnand the expulq~on of the French army, 81 
41e awale of thelr danger flom France, 62 
T h e n  patty strengttlcncd, ~b Remonstrate 
aga~nst  the Plench fort~fylng Lelth 84 Take 
atms IP them own defeqce, @5 Renlonstrate 
agam to the Rewent 86 Are h~ghly ~ncenscd 
at her IrnperloG answer ~b By advlce of a 
Convention deprlve the Queen Dowager of the 
office of Regent 86 87 The fo~indat~ons of 
thls conduct 87 Examlnatlnll of the d~fferent 
prlnclples or; w111ch rt was conducted In dlffer 
ent countlles 102 103 The growtll of ~t en 
couraged by '~arhamcnt,  180 See Conrye- 
Ratzon 

~ e g a h t z e s  the ample jur~sd~ctron of, 15 
Repled$rug, the lmvllege of, to whom belong 

~ n v .  1.5 
R&;&; encouraged both by custom and law, 22 
Re, enu s of the cburch proocrd~ngs of Palha 

m a t  eoncernlng them, 100 

i~dollphz, an agent fol the pope of London, n e  
gotlates for ($ klary 214 215 H n  argmente 
with tile D o f h o l t d ~ k  h 5  

izizo, Dalld, some accodnt of hlm and hls rlse 
1J1 Darnly s conoexlon wlth hlrn ~b HI: 
good ofii~es courted by Xurldy 140 h l s  @eat 
lnterest a r~d  f-tllill~a~~ty wllh tile Queen 143 
Incuis the hatred of Darnlv, ~b , and df the 
frlcnds of the exlled Lords, ~b Several con- 
currlng causes of thls ~b A combinat~on 
formed to murder hlnl 1b He 1s nluldered lr 
the Queens palace, 164, 145 

Zon~ans Invade Btltaln 7 Give the earllest ac 
counts of the Scots, I& 

2oss, Blshop of, zealoilrly promotes Queen 
Afary's Interest at London 214 216 Ia con 
fined to the Towel, and thieatened with cap1 
tal pumshment, 216 Is set at hbetty, and 
ban~shc-d from tlle kmgdom, lb bolne lettels 
of hls, App 398 408 

lubay, a foreigner, made keeper of thegreat seal 
of bcotland. 65 

2uthue?b ?%h the murder of Rlzlo proposed to 
him b; ~ a l h l ~ ,  143 Heads the conspllators 
agalnst hlm,144 Hlr part In that tlansactton, 
lb Is adrnltted Into the Qucen s presence, 
wllo promlses h ~ m  a paldon, 145 Dld not re 
pent of ~t at IIID death 148 -- created E a ~ l  of k o w ~ ~ e , h e  and h ~ s  asso 
clatedselze the Klng and lenlonstrate agalnst 
h ~ s  favountes,240 &ve them fiom h1m,240 
241 Their conduct approved m an assembl; 
of the states 241 'Ihe lilng escapes fiom 
them, 243 U; ~ i r a n ' s  lnfluenee, vlolent mea- 
sures are deternllncd agalnat tl~cm 244 Q. 
Elizabeth lntercedcs m then behalf, ~b Are 
declared guilty of hlgil tiea,on, 245 'I ake re 
fuge In fole~gll coontnes, lb Are har';tlly 
treated by Q Ehzabeth, 252 A leconclilat~on 
mlth her brought about 257 Return to Scot 
land. and are reconclled to the I<lnc. 257.253 
~ l l e i r  modelatton on oelng ,restol<d to 'tlrelr 
estates and honour- 258 rhelr  neglect 01 

tlielr frrends the cler;y, ~b -- , thdt name abolished by Parlrament, 308 
See G o w ~ z e  

2uihven razd, what, 240 

iadler, Slr Ralph, hls representatlons of the re- 
sentmcnt of the Scots for the selzure of then 
shlys by Henry V111 ,45  Appointed a rom 
mlssloner to hear the cause between Q Mary 
and her accusers, 190 

~autlzlands of Lalder Lord St John, sent to lay 
the prociedmgs of 'the Con, nregatlon Parlia 
ment befole the I<lnn and Queen of France 
101 1a coldly recelva and d~smlssed wlthoul 
a latlticat~oo by them, ;b 

iavagc, a Spanish officer, hls desperate resolu 
txon to klll Q Ellzabcth 950 

icotland ~ t s  anclent hlsto~y fabulous 7 The 
orlgin bf the Scots, 8 Then  hlstor;, why l e  
markably obscure rb Some account of the 
U rltels of ~ t ,  lb Is dlx ldcd Into foul periods, 
~b A revlelv of the tlnrd era. 9 Sonre ac 
count of the controversy cooc&nlng ~ t s  Inde 
pendency 9-11 T h ~ s  the cause of great a01 
mosltles ind muell bloodshed. 12 The state 
of Scotland when Bruce beg& h ~ s  lelgo, rb 
I t  beglns to have an Influence on the fate of 
dlstant natlons, 41 Influence as to the ba 
lance of power, 42 State of Scotland at the 
blrth of Q Mary 43 Is lnvadea by the Er g 
hsh, and sevetql ;laces burnt and plunde~+d 
48 i?f.lnch alienated fiom the Cngl~sh 4R, 49' 
A peace conclddsd betlrre~n England, France 
and Scotland 50 Cornputstlon of damage: 
done by the E~~gllsh 10 Scotland 49 50 A new 
bteacll w ~ t l l  England 52 ls'lnvaded by a 
great English aloly, 53 The Scots are de- 
feated w ~ t h  errat slaughter 51, 54 The11 
manner of fightlng at that tlme 54 A mat 



I N D E X .  
riage agreed of their young Queen and the 
Dauphin of France,55. They soon reperit this 
step, 56. A fray at  Edinburgh occasions their 
utteraversion to the French,57. This  ~nflamed 
by another incident, 66. They decline a war 
with England, ib. Send representatives to wit- 
ness Q. Mary's marriage, n8. Their care as to 
the marriage articles, ib. They refuse consent 
t~ the demands of the French. 69. Fodr of 

venconsplrators, 243. Seizes the Earlof Gow 
rie, 246. 

Stewavt Francis created Earl of Bothwell, 180 
Jo i~ l s  in  a treadonable correspondcnce with thc 
popish Lords ib. See Bothwell. - all of t i a t  name cornbi~ie in  opposing the - .  
Chai~cellor 286. 

Stirling, seizbd by the Reformers, 79. A parlia- 
ment there bv the liine's Dartv, 213. Is sur- 

their deputies suspected to be poisoned, ib. 
IVlrich much increases the nversion, lb. Grant 
the crown matrimonial to the Dauphin, 70. 
They apply to the English for assistance against 
the French, 88. 90. An En-lish fleet arrives 
for that purpose 93. Concrndr. a peace with 
En~land ,  and reEeive an  English army,93,94. 
All parties agree in dctesting the French,95. 
A treaty between England, France, and Scot- 
land, 96,97. Both E~lglisli and French armies 
leave Scotland, 98. They rejoice much at  the 
death of the young Iiing of France, 102. Send 
to invite the Queen to Scotland, 104. Reject 
proposals of an  a~nbassador from France, 105. 
State of Scotland on Queen Rfary's return from 
France 109 110. Great zeal of the nation 
against) 110. The Scots bronmht into 
contempt by Queen Mary's conduct, ?70. In 
a miserablecondition afler the murder of Mur- 
ray the Regent, 212. State of factions at  that 
time in it, ib. A league concluded betweell 
Scotland and England,230. A view of the re- 
volutions of Scotland since the accession of 
James VI. 317-322. Of the policy of the 
state, 3172319, and of the church, 319.320. Of 
the genius and taste as  to learmng,320-322. 

Scott of Bnccleuqh cnters and ravages Enflland 
nfter the murde: of blurray the ~egen{205. 
The  design of this, 206. 

Scrope, Lord,sent to condole with and watch Q. 
Mary on her arrival in England, 185. She Is 
committed to his cr~stody at  Bolton Castle, 188. 
W h y  his fidelity is distrusted, and the Queen 
removed 193. 

Session, ~ A r d s  and court of by whom first ap- 
pointed 23. The  presidint and one half of 
their nimber of the c l e ~ g ,  62. 

Seton, Lold, assists the QueenRegent in  defend- 
ing Leith, 89. 

Shvezosbw~y Earl of the charge of Q.Mary's per- 
son eonllAitted tb hirn, 103. , W h y  ~emoved 
from that office, 251. I s  appointed to see the 
sentence against. her execoted, 270. Letter 
from him and the Earl of Kent concerning her 
death, Appendix, 437. 

Sinclair, Bishop of Ross a zealous papi-t con- 
curs, as  President of tAe Session, in acq:ittin: 
Iinox of a char-l? of treason, 124. 

Some?.sct, Duke of: enters Scotland with a power- 
fularmy,53. Is reduced toavery critlcalsitua- 
tion, ih. Defeats the Scots with great slaughter, 
53,51. This victory ~v l iy  of Iittie advantage 
54. Cabals against him at  the court of Ertn! 
land force hirn to return, ib. Is ruined by 1;s 
enemies, 5G. 

Spein,great warlike preparations there,278. See 
Armada. Tile infanta of, set up as candidate 
for the crown of England, 290. 

Spnnish ambassadors ordered to leave England 
for intriguing in favour of Q. Mary, 210. %Q. 

Sprot, hrs discove~ics concerning Gowde's con- 
spiracy, 301, 305. 1s exec~~ted,  305. 

Stezoa~t, James, Prior of St. Andrews, is ap- 
pointed tocarry the crown matrlmoniai to  the 
Daup l i i~~  of France. 71. See ;St. AnrErems. 

-, Esme, Lord Auhigne, his arrival in Scot- 
land, 212. Spe Jiahirrne. - Capt. James hi%character,233. Eecomes 
a fz:ol~rite of Jernes, ih. Accuses Mor- 
ton of the murder of the late Icing, 234. Is 
created Earl of Arran. SPC flrrnn. 

--, Col. William, commander of the ICinr's 
gl~ard contributes to his escape from the Xuth- 

prised by the "Queen's &hirerits, and a great 
fray ensues, ib. 

Strozzi Leon commands a body of French sent 
into &cot1add,52. Reduces and demolishes the 
Castle of St. Andrews, ib. See Prance. 

Snccession, a remarkable statuteconcerningit, 52. 
Supe~b~tendents proposed in the church of Scot- 

land 104. Their business, ib. 
Susso;, Earl of, one of the commissioners to hear 

the cause between Q. Mary and her accusers 
190. Assembles a powerful army on th i  
borders, 206. He and Scrope enter and ravage 
Scotland, 207. 

Tax npon land first proposed in Scotland, 66. 
Throkmorton, Sir Nicholas, sent ambassador ex- 

traordinary from Q.Elizabeth to oppose Q. 
Tviary's marriage with Darnly 132. His in- 
tercession for the exiled ~ o r d s  is much re- 
garded, 140. IIia enmity to Cecil, ib. Is sent 
to negotiate Q. Wiry's liberation, 174. I s  re- 
fuscd access to her by the confederates, 175. 
Some letters of his, Appendix, 381, 8 2 .  386. 
388,390,391. --, Francis, i s  charged with a conspi- 
racy against a. Elizabeth 248. At  first denies 
but afterwards confesses it, ib. Beflections or: 
his confession ib. Is executed, 243. 

Titckboa~ne, d&igns to assassinate Q. Eiiza- 
beth, 260. 

Treason, persons guilty of it, tried after their 
death by the law of Scotland, 305. 

Vzlmort, a foreigner, made comptroller of Scot 
land, 65. 

Union of Scotland and England, the advantages 
of, 319. 

PiraZlace, Sir Wiliiam, bravely asserted theliberty 
of llis counlry, 11. 

Wnlsingham, secretary to Q.. Ehzabeth, sent 
ainitassador to Iiing J a m s  VI., 244. Ilelurns 
without success, ib. Makes a favourable re 
port to her concerning Jamcs, 245. Interposes 
In favour of Q. Mary, 251. Discovers Babing- 
ton's conspiracy, 261. Why a determined and 
inveterate enemv to Q. Alary, 262. A letter 
frorn him, Appendix, 414. 

2Varw7ck, Earl of, succeeds Somerset in the 
government of England, 56. 

West?r~inster, the conferences concerning Queen 
l\lary therc, 193, 

Westmoreland,Eari of, attempts a rebellion in fa -  
vonr of Q. Mary 202. IJis schemes discovered 
and defeated 2b0, 203. He escapes to the 
Netherlands, b03. (Y 

IVilloz, a minister' declares for resistsnce and 
deprivation of t$rannical nllers, 86. , I s  called 
to attend the Q. Dowager on her deathbed 96 

lfishnrt, Geo. his illegal execution revenged: 50. 
Witch~rnft, vieoronsly prosecuted by I<. J a n ~ e s  

VI. in Scotland 28'7 284. 
Wi t lo~n ,  the ~ r i &  ot,\lnprisolled for celebrating 

mass, 123. 
IYotton, Dean of Canterbury, employed to nego- 

tiate a peace with France, 96. 
- Sir Edward, sent by Q. Elizabeth into 

~cot iand,  256. His character, ib. Gets in IC. 
James's favour ib. Procures a league between 
the two kingdhms, ib. IJndermines Arran's 
power, 257. Forms a plot on K. James, and 
forced to withdraw witho~lt taking leave, ih. 

Yovli, conf~rencrs at,concerninq Q. Mary, 189. 
Zouch~, Lord, sent nmbasr;ador by Q. Eliaahelh 

to rcrrloiutlatc against K. James's lenity to tile 
popish Lords, 2R8; his treachery, ib. 
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P R E F A C E .  

THE perusal of Major Rennell's Memoir for illustrating his map of In 
lostan, one of the most valuable geographical treatikes that has appeared 
111 any age or counlry,,gave rise to the followir~g worlr. It suggested to 
me the idea of examining more fully than I had done in the Introductory 
Book to my History of America, into the knowledge which the ancients 
had of India, and of considering what is certain, what is obscure, andwhat 
is fabulous, in the accounts of that country which they have handed down 
to us. In undertaking this inquiry, I had originally no other object than 
my own amusement and instruction : but in carrying it on, and consulting 
with diligence the authors of antiquity, some facts, hitherto unobserved, 
and many which had not been examined with proper attention, occurred ; 
new views opened ; iny ideas  gradual!^ extended and became more inte- 
resting ; untll at length, I imagined that the result of my researches n!ight 
prove amusing and instructive to others, by exhibiting such a vlew of the 
various modes in which intercourse with India had been carried on from 
the earliest times, as might show how much that great branch of commerce 
has contributed, in every age, to increase the wealth and power of the 
nations which possessed it. 

Thus the Historical Disquisition which I now lay before the reader was 
begun and completed. What degree of merit it possesses, the public must 
determine. My grateful recollcct~on of the fdvourable manner in which my 
other works have been received, naturally increases the solicitude with 
which I wait for its decision concerning this which I now publish. 

When I first turned my thou hts to this subject, I was so fully.awarc: of 
the disadvantage under which f laboured in undertaking to descnbe couu- 
tries of which I bad not any local knowledge, that I have been at the ut- 
most ains to guard against any errors whichthis rni ht occasion. 1 have 
consuEed, with persevering industry, the works of a\ the authors I could 
procure, who have given any account of India ; I have never formed any 
decided opinion, which was not supported by respectable authority; and 
as I have the good fortune to reckon among the number of my friends some 
gentlemen who have filled important stations, civil and military, in India, 
and who have visited many different parts of it, I had recourse frequently 
to them, and from their conversation learned things which 1 could not have 
found in books. Were it proper to mention their names, the public would 
allow that by their discernment and abilities they are fully entltled to the 
confidence which I have placed in them. 

In the progress of the work, I became sensible of my own deficiency 
with respect to another point. In order to give an accurate idea of the 
imperfection both of the theory and practice of navigation among the 
ancients, and to explain, with scientific precision, the manner in which 
they ascertained the position of places, and calculated their longitude and 
latitude, a greater portion of mathematical knowledge was requisite, than 
a y  attention to other studies had permitted me to acquire. What I wanted, 
the friendship of my ingenious and respectable colleague, Mr. Playfair, 
professor of mathematics, has supplied ; and I have been enabled by him 
to elucidate all the points I have mentioned, in a manner which 1 am con- 
fident will afford my readers complete satisfaction. T o  him, likewise, I 
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am indebted for the construction of two maps necessary for illustrating this 
Disquisition, which without his assistance I could not have undertaken. I 
have adhered, in this work, to an arrangement I followed in my former 
compositions, and to which the public has been long accustomed. I have 
kept historical narrative as much separate as possible from scientific and 
critical discussions, by reserving the latter for Notes and Illustrations. I 
flatter myself that I may claim without presumption, the merit of having 
examined with diligence what I submit to public inspection, and of having 
referred, with scrupulous accuracy, to the authors from whom I have de- 
rived information. 

COLLEGE OF EDINBURGH, 
May 10, 1791. 



H I S T O R I C A L  D I S Q U I S I T I O N  
CONCERNING 

A N C I E N T  I N D I A .  

SECTION I. 

INTERCOURSE WITH IKDIA FROM THE EARLIEST TIMES UNTIL THE CON- 
QUEST O F  EGYPT BY THE ROMANS. 

WHOEVER attempts to trace the operations of men in remote times, and 
to mark the various steps of their progress in any line of exertion, will 
soon have the mortification to find that the period of authentic history is 
extremely limited. It is little more than three thousand years since the 
books of &Ioses, the most ancient and only genuine record of what passed 
in the early ages of the world, were composed. Herodotus, the most an- 
cient heathen historian whose works have reached us, flourished a thousand 
years later. If we push our inquiries concerning any point be ond the era 
where written history commences, we enter upon the region o r  conjecture, 
of fable, and of uncertainty. Upon that ground I will neither venture my- 
self, nor endeavour to conduct my readers. In my researches concerning 
the intercourse between the eastern and western regions of the earth, and 
concerning the progress of that great branch of trade, which, in every age, 
has contr~buted so conspicuously towards raising the people who carried 
it on to wealth and ower, I shall confine myself within the precincts I 
have marked out. &herever the inspired writers, intent upon higher ob- 
jects, mention occasionally an circumstance that tends to illustrate the 
subject of my inquiries, I shaB attend to it with reverence. Whatever 
other writers relate, I shall examine with freedom, and endeavour to ascer- 
tain the degree of credit to which they are entitled. 

The original station allotted to man by his Creator, was in the mild and 
fertile regions of the east. There the human race began its career of im- 
provement ; and fr m the remains of sciences which were anciently .culti- 
vated, as well as o! arts which were anciently exercised in India, we may 
conclude it to be one of the first countries in which men made any consl- 
derable progress in that career. The  wisdom of the east was early cele- 
brated,* and ~ t s  productions were early in request among distant nations.? 
The intercourse, however, between different countries was carried on first 
entirely by land. As the people of the east appear soon to have acquired 
corn lete dominion over the useful animals,l they could earl undertake 
the i n g  and toilsome journeys which it was necessary to maze, in order 
to maintain this intercourse ; and by the provident bounty of Heaven, they 
were furnished with a beast of burden, without whose aid it would have 
been impossible to accomplish them. The camel, by its persevering 
strength, by its moderation in the use of food, and the singularity of its 

* 1 Kings, iv. 30. f Gen. xxxvii. 25. t bid.  xii. 16. xxiv. 10,l l .  
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internal structure, which enables it to lay in a stock of water sufficien.t for 
several days, put it in their power to conve bulky commodities through 
those deserts, which must be traversed by al l  who travel from any of the 
countries west of the Eu hrates towards India. Trade was carried on in 
this manner, particularly iy the nations near to the Arabian gulf, from the 
earliest period to which historical information reaches. Distant journeys, 
however, would be undertaken at first only occasionally, and by a few ad- 
venturers. But by degrees, from attention to their mutual safety and com- 
fort, numerous bodies of merchants assembled at stated times, and, forming 
a temporary association (known afterwards by the name of a caravan), 
governed by officers of their own choice, and subject to regulations of 
which experience had taught them the utility, they performed journeys of 
such extent and duration, as appear astonishing to nations not accustomed 
to this mode of carrying on commerce. 

But, notwithstanding every improvement that could be made in the 
manner of conveying the productions of one country to another by land, 
the inconveniences which attended it were obvious and unavoidable. It 
was often dangerous; always expensive, and tedious, and fatiguing. A 
method of cotrlmunication more easy and expeditious was sought, and the 
ingenuity of man gradually disccvered, that the rivers, the arms of the sea, 
and even the ocean itself, were destined to open and facilitate intercourse 
with the various regions of the earth, between which they appear, at first 
view, to be placed as insuperable barriers. Navigation, ho.\vever, and ship 
building (as I have observed in another worlP), are arts so nice and com 
plicated, that they require the talents as well as experience of many suc- 
cessive ages, to bring them to any degree of perfection. From the raft or 
canoe, which first served to carry a savage over the river that obstructed 
him in the chase, to the construction of a vessel capable of conveying a 
numerous crew or a considerable cargo of goods to a distant coast, the pro- 
gress of improvement is in~mense. Many efforts would be made, many 
experiments would be tried, and much labour as well as ingenuity would 
be employed, before this arduous and impartant undertaking could be 
accomplished. 

Even after some improvement was made in ship building, the intercourse 
of nations with each other by sea was far from being extensive. From 
the accounts of the earliest historians, we learn, that navigation made its 
first efforts in the Mediterranean and the Arabian gulf, and in them the first 
active operations of commerce were carried on. From an attentive inspec- 
tion of the position and form of these two great inland seas, these accounts 
appear to be highly probable. These seas lay open the continents of 
Europe, Asia, and Africa, and spreading to a great extent along the coasts 
of the most fertile and most early civilized countries in each, seem to have 
been destined by nature to facilitate their communication with one ano- 
ther. We find, accordingly, that the first voyages of the Egyptians and 
Phanicians, the most ancient navi ators mentioned in history, were made 
in the Mediterrascen. Their trafe, however, was not long confined to the 
countries bordering upon it. By acquiring early possession of ports on the 
Arabian gulf, they extended the sphere of their commerce, and are repre- 
sented as the first people or" the west who opened a communication by sea 
with India. 

In that account of the progress of navigation and discovery which I pre- 
fixed to the Ilistor of America, I considered with attention the maritlme 
operations of the &yptians and Phsnicians ; a brief review of them here, 
as far as they relate to their connexion with India, is all that is requisite 
for illustrating the subject of my present inquiries. Wlth respect to the 
former of these people, the information which history affords is slender, and 

* Hist. of America, p. 17. 
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of doubtful authority. The fertile soil and mild climate of E m p t  pro- 
duced the necessaries and comforts of life in such profusion as to render its 
inhabitants so independent of other countries, that it became early an estab- 
lished maxim in their policy to renounce all intercourse with foreigners. 
In consequence of this, the held all seafaring persons in detestation, as 
impious and profane and $rtifying their harbours, they denied strangers 
admission into them.$ 

The enterprising ambition of Sesostris, disdaining the restraints imposed 
upon it by these contracted ideas of his subjects, prompted flim to render 
the Egyptians a commercial people; and in the course of h ~ s  re~gn he SO 
completely accomplished this, that, if we may give credit to some histo- 
rians, he was able to fit out a fleet of four hundred ships in the Arabian 
gulf, which conquered all the countries stretching along the Erythrean sea 
to India. At the same time, his 'army, led by himself, marched through 
Asia, and subjected to his dominion every part of it as fa1 as to the banks 
of the Ganges ; and crossing that river, advanced to the Eastern 0cean.t 
But these efforts produced no permanent effect, and appear to have been SO 
contray to the genius and habits of the Egyptians, that on the death of 
Sesostr~s, they resumed their ancient maxims, and many ages elapsed be- 
fore the commercial connexion of Egypt with India came to be of such 
importance as to merit any notice in this disquisition [l]. 

The history of the early maritime operations of Phoenicia is not involved 
in the same obscurity with those of Egypt. Every circdmstance in the 
character and situation of the Phanicians was favourable to the commer 
cial spirit. The territory which they possessed was neither large nor fer- 
tile. It was from commerce only that they could derive either opulence 
or power. Accordingly, the trade carried on by the Phcenicians of Sidon 
and Tyre was extensive and adventurous ; and both in their manners and 
policy, they resemble the great commercial states of modern times, more 
than any people in the ancient world. Among the various branches of 
their commerce, that with lndia may be regarded as one of the most con- 
siderable and most lucrative. Bs by their situation on the Mediterranean, 
and the Imperfect state of navigation, they could not attempt to open a 
direct communication with lndia by sea ; the enterprising spirit of com- 
merce prompted them to wrest from the Idumzeans some commodious har- 
bours towards the bottom of the Arabian gulf. From these they held a 
regular intercourse with India on the one hand, and with the eastern and 
southern coasts of Africa on the other. The distance, however, from the- 
Arabian gulf to Tyre was considerable, and rendered the conveyance of 
goods to it by land carriage so tedious and expensive, that it became neces- 
sary for them to take possession of Rhinocolura, the nearest port in the 
Mediterranean to the Arabian gulf. Thither all the commodities brought 
from India were conveyed over land by a route much shorter, and more 
practicable, than that b which the productions of the east were carried 
at a subsequent period gom the opposite shore of the Arabian gulf to the 
Ni1e.f At Rhinocolura they were reshipped, and transported by an easy 
navigation to T re, and distributed through the world. This, as it is the 
earliest route o?communication with India, of which we have any authen- 
tic description, had so many advantages over any ever known before the 
modern discovery of a new course of navigation to the east, that the Phoe 
nicians could supply other nations with the productions of India in ,greater 
abundance, and at a cheaper rate, than any people of antiquity. r o  this 
circumstance, which for a considerable time secured to them a monopoly 
of that trade, was owing, not only the extraordinary wealth of individuals, 
which rendered the "merchants of Tyre princes, and her traffickers the 

* Diodor. Sicul. lib. i. p. 78. edit. Weeselingi. Amst. 1746. Strab. Geog. lib. xvii. p. 1142. A 
edit. Casaub. Amst. 1707 t Diod. Sic. lib. i. p. 64. Ibid. p. 70. Strab. lib. xvi. p. 1W. A 
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honourable of the earth ;"* but the extensive power of the state itself, 
which first taught mankind to conceive what vast resources a commercia 
people ossess, and what great exertions they are capable of making [2]. 

The Ews ,  by their vicinity to Tyre, had such an opportunity of obser 
ving the wealth which flowed into that city from the lucrative commerce 
carried on by the Phcenicians from their settlements on the Arabian gulf, as 
incited them to aim at obtainin some share of it. This they effected under 
the prosperous reigns of ~ a v i s a n d  Solomon, partly by the conquests which 
they made of a small district in the land of Edom, that gave them posses- 
sion of the harbours of Elath and Eziongeber on the Red Sea, and partly 
by the fiiendship of Hiram, king of T r  ; :rho enabled Solomon to fit out 
fleets which, under the direction of hcenlcian pilots, sailed to Tarshish 
and Ophir.7 In what region of the earth we should search for these famous 
ports which furnished the navy of Solomon with the various commodities 
enumerated by the sacred historians, is an inquiry that has long exercised 
the industry of learned men. They were early supposed to be situated in 
some part of India, and the Jews were held to be one of the nations which 
traded with that country. But the opinion more generally adopted is, that 
Solomon's fleets, after passing the straits of Babelmandeb, held their course 
along the south-east coast of Africa, as far as the kingdom of Sofala, a 
country celebrated for its rich mines of gold and silver, from which it has 
been denominated the golden Sofala, by oriental writers; and abounding 
in ail the other articles which composed the car oes of the Jewish ships. 
This opinion, which the accurate researches o f  M. D'Anville rendered 
highly probable,$ seems now to be established with the utmost certainty 
by a late learned traveller ; who, by his knowledge of the rnonsoons in the 
Arabian gulf, and his attention to the ancient mode of navigation, both in 
that sea and along the African coast, has not only accounted for the extra- 
ordinary length of time which the fleets of Solomon took in going and 
returning, but haq shown, from circurnstances mentioned concerning the 
voyage, that it was not made to any place in India.]\ The Jews then, we 
may conclude, have no title to be reckoned among the nations which car- 
ried on intercourse with India by sea ; and if, from deference to the senti- 
ments of some respectable authors, their claim were to be admitted, we 
know with certainty, that the commercial effort which they made in the 
reign of Solomon was merely a transient one, and that they quickly returned 
to their former state of unsocial seclusion from the rest of mankind. 

From collecting the scanty inforn~ation which history affords concerning 
the most early attempts to open a commercial intercourse with India, I now 
proceed with more certainty and greater confidence, to trace the progress 
of communication with that country,.under the guidance of authors who 
recorded events nearer to their own t~mes, and with respect to which they 
had received more full and accurate intelligence. 

The first establishment of any foreign power in India, which can be 
ascertained by evidence meriting any degree of credit, is that of the Per- 
sians ; and eyen of this we have only a very general and doubtful account. 
Darius, the son of Ilystaspis, though raised to the throne of Persia by 
chance or by artifice, possessed such active and enterprising talents as 
rendered him worthy of that high station. H e  examined the different 
provinces of his kingdom more diligently than any of his predecessors, and 
explored regions of Asia formerly little known.8 Having subjected to his 
dominion many of the countries which stretched south-east from the Ca+ 
pian sea towards the river Oxus, his curiosity was excited to acquire a 
more extensive and accurate knowledge of India, on which they bordered. 
With this view he appointed Scylax of Caryandra to take the command 

* Isaiah xxiii. 8. t 1 Kings, ix. 26. X. 22. + Notices des 11189. du Roi, tom. ii. p. 40. 
Q Dissert. Aur le Pays d' Ophir, MBm. deLltterat. tom. X&. p. 83, &c. 11 Bruce's Travels, book 
ii chap. 4. cl Herodot. lib. iv. c. 44. 
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d a squadron fitted out at ~ G ~ a t ~ r u s ,  in the country of Pactya, the modern 
Behkely, tosards the upper part of the navigable course ofthe river Indus, 
and to fall down its stream until it should reach the ocean. This Scylax 
performed, though it should seem with much difficulty, and notwithstand- 
ing many obstacles ; for he spent no less than two years and six months in 
conducting his squadron from the place where he embarked to the Arabian 
gulf." The account which he gave of the populousness, fertility, and high 
cultivation of that region of India through which his course lay, rendered 
Darius impatient to become master of a country so valuable. This he 
soon accoinplished ; and though his conquests in India seem not to have 
extended beyond the district watered by the Indus, we are led to form a 
high idea of its opulence, as well as cf the number of its inhabitants, in ancient 
times, when we learn that the tribute which he levied from it was near a 
third part of the whole revenue of the Persian monarchy? p3]. But neither 
this voyage of Scylax, nor the conquests of Darius, to which it gave rise, 
diffused any general knowledge of India. The Greeks, who were the 
only enlightened race of men at that time ir, Europe, paid but little atten- 
tion to the transactions of the people whom they considered as barbarians, 
especially in countries far remote from their own ; and Scylax had embel- 
lished the narrative of his voyage with so many circunistances manifest1 
 fabulous,^ that he seems to have met with the just punishment to whici 
persons who have a notorious propensity to what is marvellous are often 
subjected, of being listened to with distrust, even when they relate what is 
exactly true. 

About a hundred and sixty years after the rei n of Darius Hystaspis, 
Alexander the Great undertoolc his emedition into fndia. The wild sallies - - - - -- - - - 
of passion, the indecent excesses of intemperance, and the ostentatious 
displays of vanity, too frequent in the conduct of this extraordinary man, 
have so degraded his character, that the pre-eminence of his merit, either 
as a conqueror, a politician, or a legislator, has seldom been justly esti- 
mated. The subject of my present inquiry leads me to consider his 
operations only in one light, but it will enable me to exhibit a striking 
view of the grandeur and extent of his plans. He seems, soon after his 
first successes in Asia, to have formed the idea of establishing a universaf 
monarchy, and aspired to the dominion of the sea as well as of the land. 
From the wonderful efforts of the Tyrians in their own defence, when left 
without any ally or protector, he conceived a high opinion of the resources 
of maritime power, and of the wealth to be derived from commerce, 
especially that with Iudia, which he found engrossed by the citizens of 
Tyre. With a view to secure this commerce, and to establish a station 
for it preferable in many respects to that of Tyre, as soon as he com- 
pleted the conquest of Egypt, he founded a city near one of the mouths of 
the Nile, which he hgnoured with his own name ; and with such adrni- 
rable discernment was the situation of it chosen, that Alexandria soon 
became thc greatest trading city in the ancient world ; and, notwitbstaiid- 
ing many successive revolutions in empire, continued during eighteen cen- 
turies to be the chief seat of commerce with 1ndia.Q Amidst the military 
operations to which Alexander was soon obliged to turn his attention, the 
desire of acquiring the lucrative conlmerce which the Tyrians had carried 
on with India, was not relinquished. Events soon occurred, that not only 
confirmed and added strength to this desire, but opened to him a prospect 
of obtaining the sovereignty of those regions which supplied the rest of man- 
kind with so many precious corninodities. 

After his final victory over the Persians, he was led, in pursuit of the last 
Darius, and of Bessus, the murderer of that unfortunate monarch, to 

* Herodot lib. iv. c. 42. 44. ib/+ 118. lii c. 93-96. f Philostr. Vita Apoll. lib. iii. o. 
47. and Note 3d of Olcarius Tzetzet. Chdlad. vli. verrc fi30. Q H~st.  of Ameica, p 21 ' 
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traverse that art of Asia which stretches from the Cas ian sea beyond the 

if river Oxus. H e  advanced towards the east as far as laracanda," then a 
city of some note, and destined in a future period, under the modem name 
of Samarcand, to be  the capital of an empire not inferior to his own, either 
in extent or in power. In a progress of several months through provinces 
hitherto unknown to the Greeks, in a line of march often approaching near 
to India, and among people accustomed to much intercourse with it, he 
learned many things concerning the state of a countryt that had been long 
the object of his thoughts and wishes;, which increased his desire ot 
invading it. Decisive and prompt in all his resolntions, he set out from 
Bactria, and crossed that ridge of mountains which, under various denomi 
nations, fo rm the Stony Girdle, (if I may use an expression of the oriental 
geographers) which encircles Asla, and constitutes the northern barrier of 
Ind~a.  

T h e  most practicable avenue to every country, it is obvious, must be 
formed by circumstances in its natural situation, such as the defiles which 
lead through mountains, the course of rivers, and the places where they 
may be passed witil the greatest ease and safety. In no place of the earth 
is this line of approach marked and defined more conspicuously than on 
the northern frontier of India; insomuch that the three great invaders of 
$his country, Alexander, Tamerlane, and Nadir Shah, in three distant 
ages, and with views and talents extremely different, advanced by the 
same route, with very little deviation. Alexander had the merit of having 
first discovered the way. After passing the mountains, he encamped 
at  Alexandria Paropomisana, not far from the mountains denominated the 
Indian Caucasus by his historians, now known by the name of Hindoo Kho ;P 
and having subdued or conciliated the nations seated on the north-west 
bank of the Indus, he crossed the river at Taxila, now Attocli, where its 
stream is so tranquil that a bridge can be thrown over it with greater ease 
than at any other placell [4]. 

After passing the Indus, Alexander marched forward in the road which 
leads directly to the Ganges, and the opulent provinces to the south-east, 
now comprehended under the general name of Indoitan. But, on the 
banks of the Hydaspes, known in modern times by  the name of the Betah 
or  Chelum, he was opposed by Porus, a powerful monarch of the country, 
at the head of a numerous army. T h e  warwilh Porus, and the hostilities 
in which he was successively engaged with other Indian princes, led him 
to  deviate from his original route, and to turn more towards the south- 
west. In carrying on these operations, Alexander marched throu h one 
of the richest and best peopled countries of India, now called the a n j a b ,  
from the five g r e d  rivers hy which it is watered ; and as we know that 
this march was p~rformed in the rainy season. when even Indian armies 
cannot keep the field, it gix es a high idea both of Alexander's persevering 
spirit, and of the extraordinary vigour and hardiness of constitution which 
soldiers, in ancient times, derived from the united effects of gymnastic 
exercise and military discipline. In every step of his progress, objects no 
less striking than new presented themselves to Alexander. T h e  magni- 
tude of the Indus, even after he had seen the Nile, the Euphrates, and the 
Tigris, must have filled him wi!h surprise.7 No country he had hitherto 
visited was so populous and well cultivated, or aboulded in so man 
valuable productions of nature and of art, as that part of India througg 
which he had led his army. But when he was informed in every place, 
and probably with exaggerated description, how much the Indus was 
inferior to the Ganges, and how far all that he had hitherto ~ e h e l d  was 

* Arrian, iil. c. 30. t Strabo, xv p. 1021 A. : Arrian, iv. c. 15 
6 In the sccond ed~tion of his RIemolr, Major Rennell gives Ihe modern nainesof the Hydaspes, 

wiZh some va'lntlon in then orthn~~raphy Bchut and Ihylam. 
11 Rennell. Mern. p. 9". '~trabd, lib. xv p. 1U.27. C. &note 5. Casaub. 
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surpassed in the happy regions throush which that great river flows, it is 
not wonderful that his eagerness to vlew alld to take possession of them 
should have prompted him to assemble his soldiers, and to propose that 
they shoul& resume their march towards that quarter, where wealth, 
dominion, and fatne awaited them. But they had already done so much, 
and had suffered so greatly, especially from ~ncessant rams and extei~ive 
~nundations, that thew pat~ence as well as strength was exhausted [S], and 
with one voice they refused to advance further. In this resolution they 
persisted with such sullen obstinacy, that Alexander, though possessed in 
the highest degree of every quality that gains an ascendant over the minds 
of military men, was obliged to yield, and to issue orders for marching 
back to Persia." 

The scene of this memorable transaction was on the banks of the 
Hyphasis, the modern Beyah, which was the utmost limit of Alexander's 
progress in India. From this it is manifest that he did not traverse,the 
whole extent of the Panjab. Its south-west boundaryis formed by a rlver 
anciently known by the name of Hysudrus, and now by that of the Setlege, 
to which Alexander never approached nearer than the southern bank: of 
the Hyphasis, where he erected twelve stupendous altars, which he in- 
tended as a monument of his exploits, and which (if we Inay believe the 
biographer of Apollonius T y a n ~ u s )  were still remaining, with legible 
inscriptions, when that fantastic sophist visited India, three hundred and 
seventy-three years after Alexander's expedition.1 The breadth of the 
Panjab, from Ludhana on the Setlege to Attock on the Indus, is computed 
to be two hundred and fifty-nine geograph~cal miles, in a straight line. 
and Alexander's march, computed in the same manner, did not extend 
above two hundred miles. But, both as he advanced and returned, his 
troops were so spread over the country, and often acted in so many sepa- 
rate divisions, and all his movements were so exactly measured and deli- 
neated by men of science, whom he kept in pay for the purpose, that he 
acquired a very extensive and accurate knowledge of thst part of India.+ 

When, u on his return, he reached the banks of the Hydaspes, he feud 
that the ogcers to whom he had given it in charge to build and collect as 
many vessels as possible, had executed his orders with such activity and 
success, that they had assembled a numerous fleet. As amidst the hurry of 
war. and the rage of conquest, he never lost sight of his pacific and corn 
mercial schemes, the destination of his fleet was to sail down the Indus to 
the ocean, and from its mouth to proceed to the Persian Gulf, that a corn 
munication by sea rnixht be opened with India, and the centre of his 
dominions. - 

The conduct of this expedition was committed to Nearchus, an office1 
equal to that important trust. But as Alexander was ambitious to acquire 
fame of every kind, and fond of engaging in new and splendid undertakings, 
he himself accompanied Nearchus in his navigation down the river. The 
armament was indeed so great and magnificent, as deserved to be com- 
manded by the conqueror of Asia. It was composed of an army of a 
htlndred and twenty thousand men, and two hundred elephants, and of a 
fleet of near two thousand vessels, various in burden and iorm [G] ; on 
board of which one third of the troops embarked, while the remainder, 
rnarcbing in two divisions, one on the right and the other on the left of the 
river, accompanied them in their progress. As they advanced, the nations 
on each side were either compelled or persuaded to submit. Retarded by 
the various operations in which this engaged him, as well as by the slow 
navigation of such a fleet as he conducted Alexander was above nine 
months before he reached the ocean.$ 

* Artian v. c. 24 25. 
t Plin. N ~ L  Hist. lit;. vi. c. 17. 
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Alexander's progress in India, in this line of direction, was far more con 
siderable than that which he made by the route me former1 traced ; and 
when we attend to the various movements of his troops, t i e  number of 
cities which they took, and the different states which the subdued, he 
may be s a ~ d  not only to have viewed, but to have explored the countries 
through whlch he passed. This part of India has been so little frequented 
by Europeans in later times, that neither the position of places, nor their 
distances, can be ascertained with the same accuracy as in the intejor 
provinces, or even in the Panjab. But from the researches of major Ren- 
nell, carr~ed on with no less discernment than industry, the distance of that 
place on the Hydaspes, where Alexander fitted out his fleet, from the ocean, 
cannot be less than a thousand British miles. Of this extensive region, a 
considerable portion, particularly the Upper Delta, stretching from the 
capital of the ancient Malli, now Moulton, to Patala, the modern Tatta, is 
distinguished for its fertility and population 

Soon after he reached the ocean, Alexander, satisfied with having accom 
dished this arduous undertaking, led his army by land back to Persia. 
k h e  command of the fleet, with a considerable body of troops on board of 
it, he left to Nearchus, who, after a coasting voyage of seven months, con 
ducted it safely up the Persian Gulf into the Euphrates.t[7]. 

In this manner did -4lexander first open the knowledge of India to the 
people of Europe, and an extensive district of it was surveyed with greate~ 
accuracy than could have been expected from the short time he remained 
in that country. Fortunately an exact account, not only of his military 
operations, but of every thing worth of notice in the countries where they 
were carried on, was recorded in L memoirs 01. journals of three of his 

rincipal officers, Ptolemy, the son of Lagus, Aristobulus, and Nearchus. 
%he two former have not, indeed, reached our times ; but it is probable 
that the most important facts which they contained are preserved, as Arrian 
professes to have foliowed them as his guides, in his history of the expedi- 
tion of Alexander ;l a worb which, though composed long after Greece 
had lost its liberty, and in an age when genius and taste were on the 
decline, is not unworthy the purest times of Attic literature. 

With respect to the general state of India, we learn from these writers, 
that, in the age of Alexander, though there was not established in it any 
powerful empire, resembling that which in modern times stretched its 
dominion from the Indus almost to Cape Cornorin, it was even then formed 
into monarchies of considerable extent. The king of the Prasij was pre- 
pared, on the banks of the Ganges, to oppose the Macedonians, with an 
army of twenty thousand cavalry, two hundred thousand infantry, two thou- 
sand armed chariots, and a great number of elephants.§ The territory of 
which Alexander constituted Porus the sovereign, is said to have contained 
seven distinct nations, and no fewer than two thousand towns.11 Even in 
the most restricted sense that can be given to the vague indefinite appella- 
tions of nations and tomns, an idea is conveyed of a very great degree of 
population. As the fleet sailed down the river, the country on each side 
was found to be in no respect inferior to that of which the government was 
committed to Porus. 

It was likewise from the memoirs of the same officers, that Europe 
derived its first authentic information concerning the climate, the soil, the 
productions, and the inhabitants of India ; and in a country where the 
manners, the customs, and even the dress of the peo le, are almost as per- 
manent and invariable as the face of nature itsellit is wonderful how 
exactly the descriptions given by Alexander's officers delineate what we 
now behold in India, at the distance of two thousand years. The stated 

* Rennell Mem. BB &c. f Plin. Nat. Hist. lib. vi c. 23. $ Arrian, lib. i. in pr&mio. 
Q Diod. ~ic;l. lib. xvd. p. 232. 11 Arrian, lib. vi. c. 2. 
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change of seasons, now known by the name of rnonsoom; the periodica~ 
rains ; the swelling of the rivers; the inundations which these occasion , the 
appearance of the count8 during their continuance, are particularly men- 
tioned and described. o less accurate are the accounts which the have 
given of the inhabitants, their delicate and slender form, their darc com- 
plexion, their black uncurled hair, their garments of cotton, their living 
entirely upon vegetable food, their division into separate tribes or casts, the 
members of which never intermarry, the custom of wives burning them 
selves with their deceased husbands, and many other articulars In all 
which they perfectly resenrble the modern Hindoos. $0 enter into any 
deta~l with respect to these in this place, would be premature ; but as the 
subject, thou h curious and interesting, will lead unavoidably into discus- 
sions, not w e i  suited to the nature of an historical work, I shall reserve my 
ideas concerning it for an appendix, to be annexed to this disquisition ; and 
hope they may contribute to throw some additional light upon the origin 
and nature of the commerce with India. 

Much as the western world was indebted for its knowledge of India to 
the expedition of Alexander, it was only a small pcrtion of that vast conti- 
nent which he explored. His operations did not extend beyond the modern 

rovince of Lahore, and the countries on the banks of the Indus, from 
koultan to the sea. These, however, were surveyed with that degree of 
accuracy which I have already described; and it is a circumstance not 
unworthy of notice, that this district of India, which Europeans first entered, 
and with which they were best acquainted in ancient times, is now less 
known than almost any part of that continent ;* neither commerce nor war, 
to which, in every age, eography is chiefly indebted for its improvement, 
having led any nation o f ~ u r o ~ e  to frequent or explore it. 

If an untimely death had not put a period to the reign of the Macedonian 
hero, India, we have reason to think, would have been more fully ex lored 
by the ancients, and the Eumpean dominion would have been estabyished 
there two thousand years sooner. When Alexander invaded India, he had 
something more in view than a transient incursion. It was his object to 
annex that extensive and opulent country to his empire ; and though the 
refractory spirit of his army obliged him, at that time, to suspend the pro- 
secution of his plan, he was far from relinquishing it. T o  exhibit a 
general view of the measures which he adopted for this purpose, and to 
point out their propriety and probable success, is not foreign from the sub- 
ject of this disquisition, and will convey a more just idea than is usual1 
entertained, of the original genius and extent of political wisdom, whicg 
distinguished this illustrious man. 

When Alexander became master of the Persian empire, he early per 
ceived, that with all the power of his hereditary dominions, reinforced by 
the troops which the ascendant he had acquired over the various states of 
Greece might enable him to raise there, he could not hope to retain in 
subjection territories so extensive and populous ; that to render his autho- 
rity secure and permanent, it must be established in the affection of the 
nations which he had subdued, and maintained h their arms ; and that, in 
order to acquire this advantage, all distinctions Zetween the victors and 
vanquished must be abolished, and his European and Asiatic subjects must 
be incorporated and become one people, by obeying the same laws, and 
by adopting the same manners, institutions, and discipline. 

Liberal as this plan of polic was, and well adapted to accomplish what 
he had in view, nothing couldlbe more repugnant to the ideas and preju- 
dices of his count men. The Greeks had such a high opinion of the pre- 
eminence to w h i g  they were raised by civilization and science, that they 
seem hardly to have acknowledged the rest of mankind to be of the same 

* Rcnnell, Mem. 114. 
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species with themselves. T o  every other people they gave the degradmg 
appellation of Barbarians; and, in consequence of their own boasted supe- 
riority, they asserted a right of dominion over them, in the same manner 
(to use their own ex ression) as the soul has over the bodx, and men have 
over irrational animars. Extravagant as this pretension may now appear, 
it found admission, to the disgrace of ancient philoso hy, into all the 
schools. Aristotle, full of this opinion, in support of wRich he employs 
arguments more subtle than solid," advised Alexander to govern the Greeks 
like subjects, and the fiarbarians as slaves ; to consider the former as com- 
panions, the latter as creatures of an inferior nature.7 But the sentiments 
of the pupil were more enlarged than those of his master, and his experi- 
ence in governing men taught the monarch what the speculative science of 
the philosopher did not discover. Soon after the victory at Arbela, Alex- 
ander himself, and, by his persuasion, many of his officers, assumed the 
Persian dress, and conformed to several of their customs. At the same 
time he encouraged the Persian nobles to imitate the manners of the Mace- 
donians, to learn the Greek language, and to acquire a relish for the beau- 
ties of the elegant writers in that: tongue, which were then universally 
studied and admired. In order to render the union more complete, he 
resolved to marry one of the daughters of Darius, and chose wives for a 
hundred of his principal officers, in the most illustrious Persian families. 
Their nuptials were celebrated with great pomp and festivity, and with 
high exultation of the conquered people. In imitation of them, above 
ten thousand Macedonians, of inferior rank, married Persian women, to 
each of whom Alexander gave nuptial presents, as a testimony of his 
approbation of their conduct [g] 

But assiduously as Alexan d er laboured to unite his European and Asiatic 
subjects by the most indissoluble ties, he did not trust entirely to the success 
of that measure for the security of his new conquests. In every province 
which he subdued, he made choice of proper stations, where he built and 
fortified cities, in which he placed garrisons, composed partly of such of the 
natives as conformed to the Grecian manners and discipline, and artly of 
such of his European subjects as were worn out with the fatigues ofservice, 
and wished for repose and a permanent establishnient. These cities were 
numerous, and served not only as a chain of osts to keep open the com- 
munication between the diRerent provinces o?his dominions, hut as places 
af strength, to overawe and curb the conquered people. Thirty thousand 
of his new subjects, who had been disci lined in these cities, and armed 
after the European fashion, appeared beEre Alexander in Susa, and were 
formed by him into that compact and solid body of infantry, known by the 
name of the Phalanx, which constituted the strength of a Macedonian army. 
But in order to secure entire authority over this new corps, as well as to 
render it more effective, he appointed that every officer in it intrusted with 
command, either superior or subaltern, should be European. As the inge 
nuity of mankind naturally has recourse in similar situations to the same 
expedients, the European powers, who now in their Indian territories 
employ numerous bodies of the natives in their service, have, in forming 
the establishment of these troops, adopted the same maxims ; and probably 
without knowing it, have modelled their battalions of Seapoys upon the 
sarne principles as Alexander did his phalanx of Persians. 

The  further Alexander pushed his conquests from the banks of the 
Euphrates, which may be considered as the centre of his dominions, he 
found it necessary to build and to fortif a greater number of cities. Several 
of these to the east and south of the 6aspian sea are mentioned by ancient 
authors; and in India itself he founded two cities on the banks of the 

* Arktot. Polit. i. c. 3-7. 
Strabo, Ilb. i. p 116. A. 

t Plut de Fortuna Alex. Orat. i. p. 302. vol. vii. edit. Reiske 
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Hydaspes, and a third on the Acesrne~, both navi able rivers, which, after 
uniting their streams, fall into the Indus [g]. h o m  the choice of such 
situations, it is obvious that he intended, by means of these cities, to keep 
open a communication with India not only by land but by sea. It  was 
chiefly with a view to the latter of these objects (as I have already observed) 
that he exa.mined the navigation of the Indus wlth so much attention. 
With the same view, on his return to Susa, he in person surveyed the 
course of the Euphrates and Tigris, and gave directions to remove the 
cataracts, or dams, with which the ancient monarchs of Persia, induced by 
a peculiar precept of their religion, which enjoined then1 to guard with the 
utmost care against defiling any of the elements, had constructed near the 
mouths of these rivers, in order to shut out their subjects from access to 
the ocean" [lol. By opening the navigation in this manner, he proposed 
that the valuabie commodities of India should be conveyed from the Per- 
sian gulf into the interior parts of his Asiatic dominions, while by the Arabian 
gulf they should be carried to Alexandria, and distributed to the rest of the 
world. 

Grand and extensive as these schemes were, the precautions employed, 
and the arrangements made for carrying them into execution, were SO 
various and so proper, that Alexander had good reason to entertain sanguine 
hopes of their proving successful. At the time when the mutinous spirit 
of his soldiers obliged him to relinquish his operations in India, he was not 
thirty years of age complete. At this enterprising period of life, a prince 
of a spirit so active, persevering, and indefatimable, must have soon found 
means to resume a favourite measure on whicg he had been long intent. 
If he had invaded India a second time, he would not, as formerly, have 
been obliged to force his way through hostile and unexplored regions, 
opposed at every step by nations and tribes of barbarians whose names 
had never reached Greece. All Asia, from the shores of the Ionian sea to 
the banks olr the Hyphasis, would then have been subject to his dominion ; 
and through that immense stretch of countr he had established such a 
chain of cities, or fortified stations [H], tha t  &S armies might have conti- 
nued their march with safety, and have found a regular succession of 
magazines provided for their subsistence. Nor would it have been difficult 
for him to bring into the field forces sufficient to have achieved the conquest 
of a country so populous and extensive as India. Having armed and dis- 
ciplined his subjects in the East like Europeans, they would have been 
anlbitious to imitate and to equal their instructers ; and Alexander might 
have drawn recruits, not from his scanty domains in Macedonia and Greece 
but from the vast regions of Asia, which in every age has covered the 
earth, and astonished mankind with its numerous armies. When at the 
head of such a formidable power he had reached the confines of India, he 
might have entered it under circumstances very different from those in his: 
first expedition. He had secured a firm footing there, partly by means of 
the garrisons that he left in the three cities which he had built and fortified, 
and partly by his alliance with Taxiles and Porus. These two Indian 
princes, won by Alexander's humanity and beneficence, which, as they 
were virtues seldom displayed in the ancient mode of carrying on war, 
excited of course a higher degree of admiration and gratitude, had continued 
steady in their attachment to the Macedonians. Reinforced by their troops, 
and guided by their information as well as by the experience which he had 
acquired in his former campaigns, Alexander must have made rapid pro- 
gress in a country where every invader, from his time to the present age, 
has proved successful. 

But this and all his other splendid schemes were terminated at once by 
his untimely death. In consequence of that, however, events took place 

Mm D. ai. c. 7. Strabo, lib. xvi. p. 1074, &c. 
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which illustrate and confirm the justness of the preceding speculations and 
conjectures by evidence the most strikinw and satisfactory. When that 
great empire, which the supcrior genius of~lexander  had kept united and 
in subjection, no longer felt his superintending c:ontrol, it broke into pieces, 
and its various provinces were seized by his principal officers, and parcelled 
out among them. From ambition, emulation, and personal animosity, they 
soon turned their arms against one another; and as several of the leaders 
were equally eminent for political abilities and for military skill, the contest 
was maintained long, and carried on with frequent vicissitudes of fortune. 
Amidst the various convulsions and revolutions which these occasioned, it 
was found that the measures of Alexander for the preservation of his con- 
quests had been concerted with such sagacity, that, upon the final restoration 
of tranquillit , the Macedonian dominion continued to be established in 
every part o r  Asia, and not one province had shaken off the yoke. Even 
India, the most remote of Alexander's conquests, quietly submitted to Pytho, 
the son of Agenor, and afterwards to Seleucus, who successively obtained 
dominion over that part of Asia. Porrls and Taxiles, notwithstanding the 
death of their benefactor, neither declined submision to the authority of the 
Macedonians, nor made any attempt to recover independence. 

During the contests for power and superiority aniong the successors of 
Alexander, Sele~lcus, who in every effort of enterprising ambitio~~ vvns infe- 
rior to none of them, having rendered himself master of all the provinces 
of the Persian empire comprehended under the name of Upper Asia, 
considered those countries of India which had been subdued by Alexander 
as i~elonging to that portion of the Macedonian empire of which he was 
now the sovereign. Seleucus, like all the officers formed under Alexander, 
entertained such high ideas of the advantages which might be derived from 
a commercial intercourse with India, as induced him to march into that 
country, partly with a view of establishing his own authority there, and 
partly in order to curb Sandracottus, who having lately acquired the sove- 
reignty of the Prasij, a powerful nation on the banks of the Ganges, threat- 
ened to attack the Macedonians, whose Indian territories bordered on his 
dominions. Unfortunately, no account of this expedition, which seems to 
have been splendid and successful, has reached our times. All we know 
of it is, that he advanced considerably beyond the utmost boundary of 
Alexander's progress in India [lz], and would probably have proceeded 
much further, if he had not been constrained to stop short in his career, in 
order to op ose Antigonus, who was preparing to invade his dominions, at 
the head o?a formidable army. Before he began his march towards the 
Euphrates, he concluded a treaty with Sandracottus ; in consequence of 
which, that monarch quietly retained the kingdom he had acquired. But 
the powers and possessions of the Macedonians seem to have remained 
unimpaired during the reign of Seleucns, which terminated forty-two years 
after the death of Alexander. 

With a view of cultivating a friendly intercourse with Sandracottus, 
Seleucus made choice of Megasthenes, an officer, who, from his having 
accompanied Alexander in his expedition into India, had some know- 
ledge of the state of the country, and the manners of its inhabitants, 
and sent him as h ~ s  ambassador to Palibothra." In this famous capital 
of the Prasij, situated on the banks of the Ganges, Megasthenes resided 
several years, and was probably the first European who ever beheld 
that mi ht - river, far superior to any of the ancient continent in mag- 
nitude f131, and no less distinguished b the fertility of the countries 
through which it flows. This journey of Hegasthenes to Palibothra made 
Europeans acquainted with a lar e extent of country of which they had 
not hitherto any knowledge ; for ~ k x a n d e r  did not advance further Lovrards 

* Strabo, lib. ii. p. 121, &c Arrian. Hit. 1nd.passim. 
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the soutlleast than that part of the river H draotes or Rauvee, where the 
modern city of Lahore is situated : ar~d ~aEbothra,  the site of which, as it 
is a capital position in the geography of ancient India, I have investigated 
with the utmost attention, appears to me the same with that of the modem 
city of Allahabad, at the confluence of the two great rivers, Jumna and 
Ganges [14]. As the road from Lahore to Allahabad runs through some 
of the most cultivated and opulent provinces of India, the more the country 
was explored, the idea of its value rose higher. Accordingly, what Me- 
gasthenes observed during his progress to Palibothra, dnd his residence 
there, made such an impression upon his own mind, as induced him to 
publish an ample account of India, in order to make his countrymen mow 
thoroughly acquainted with its importance. From his writings the ancients 
seem to have derived almost all their lrnowled e of the interirr state of 
India ; and from comparing the three most ampye accounts of it, by Dio- 
dorus Siculus, Strabo, and Arrian. they appear manifestly, from their near 
resemblance, to be a transcript of his words. But, unfortunately, Megas- 
thenes was so fond of the marvellous, that he mingled with the truths which 
he related man extravagant fictions ; and to him may be traced up tne 
fabulous tales o r m e n  with ears so large that they could wrap themselves 
up in them, of others with a single eye, without mouths, without noses, 
with long feet, and toes turned backwards; of people only three spans in 
height, of wild men with heads in the shape of a wedge, of ants as large 
as foxes that dug up gold, and Inany other things no less wonderful.* The  
extracts from his narrative which have been transmitted to us by Strabo, 
Arrian, and other writers, seem not to be entitled to credit, unless wheo 
they are supported by internal evidence, and confirmed by the testimony 
of other ancient authors, or when they coincide with the experience or' 
modern times. Iiis account, however, of the dimensions and geography 
of India is curious and accurate. His description of the power and opn- 
lence of the Prasij perfectly resembles that which nlight have been given' 
of some of the greater states in the modern Indostan, befbre the establish- 
ment of the Mahornedan or European power in India, and is consonant to' 
the accounts which Alexander had received concerning that people. IHe 
was informed, as has been already mentioned, that they were prepared t o  
oppose hirn on the hanks of the Ganges, with an army consisting of twenty 
thousand cavalr two hundred thousand infantry, and two thousand armed 
chariots ;+ and %e asthenes relates, that he had an audience of Sandra- 
cottur in a place wxere he was encamped with an army of four hundred 
thousand men.1 The  enormous dimensions which he assigns to Palibothra, 
of no less than ten miles in length, and two in breadth, and surrounded by 
walls in which there were five hundred and seventy towers, and sixty-four 
gates, would probably have been ranlred by Europeans among the wonders, 
which he delighted to relate, if they were not now well acquainted with 
the rambling manner in which the cities of India were built, and did not 
know with certainty that, both in former and in the present times, it nlight 
boast of cities still more extensive.§ 

This embassy of Megasthenes to Stndracottus, and another of Daima- 
chus to his son and successor Allitrocl~idas, are the last transactions of the 
Syrian monarchs with India, of which we have any account [IS]. Nor 
can we eitherfix with accuracy the time, or describe the manner in which, 
their possessions in India were wrested from them. It is probable that 
they were--obliged to abandon that country soon after the death of 
Seleucus.ll 

But though the great monarchs of Syria lost, about this period, those 
pa)vinces in India which had been subject to their dominions, the Greeks irs 

* Strabo. lib. xx. 1038. A 1037. C .  t Diod. Sicul. lib. xvii. p. 232. (S. a r t .  Ii5. ix.c. 2 
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a smaller kingdom, composed of some fragments of Alexander's empire, 
still maintained an intercourse with India,, and even made some consider- 
able acquisition of territory there. This was the kingdom of Bactria, 
originally subject to Seleucus, but wrested from his son or grandson, and 
rendered an independent state, about sixty-nine years after the death of 
Alexander. Concerning the transactions of this kingdom, we must rest 
satisfied with gleaning a few imperfect hints in ancient authors. From 
then1 w e  learn that its commerce with India was great ; that the conquests 
of the Bactrian kings in that country were more extensive than those of 
Alexander himself; and particularly that they recovered possession of the 
district near the mouth of the Indus, which he had subdued." Each of 
the six princes who reigned in Bactria, carried on military operations in 
India with such success, that they penetrated far into the interior part of 
the country; and proud of the conquests which they had made, as well 
as of the extensive dominions over which they reigned, some of' them 
assumed the lofty title of Great King, which distinguished the Persian 
monarchs in the days of their highest splendour. But we should not have 
known how long this kingdom of Bactria subsisted, or in what manner it 
terminated, if M. de Guignes had not called in  the historians of China to 
supply the defects of the Greek and Roman writers. By them w e  are 
informed, that about one hundred and twenty-~ix years before the Christian 
,era, a powerful horde of Tartars, pushed from their native seats on the 
confines of China, and obllged to move towards the west by the ressure 
o f  a more numerous body that rolled on behind them, passed the Qaxartes, 
and, pouring in upon Bactria like an irresistible torrent, overwhelmed that 
kingdom, and put an end to the dominion of the Greeltst there, after it had 
:been established near one hundred and thirty years [16]. 

From this time until the close of the fifteenth century, when the Portu- 
guese, by doubling the Cape of Good Hope, opened a new communication 
with the East, and carried their victorious arms into every art of India, no 
European power acquired territory or established its &minion there. 
During this Ion ~ e r i o d ,  of more than sixteen hundred years, all schemes 
of conquest in tndia seem to have been totally relinquished, and nothing 
more was aimed at by any nation, than to secure an intercourse of trade 
with that opulent country. 

I t  was in Egypt that the sent of this intercourse was established ; and it 
is not without surprise that we observe how soon and how re ularly the 
commerce with the East came to be carried on by that channef in which 
the sagacity of Alexander destined it to flow. Ptolemy, the son of Lagus, 
as soon as he took possession of Egypt, established the seat of government 
in Alexandria. By some exertions of authorit andmany acts of liberality, 
but chiefly by the fame of his mild and eqna~~dministration, he drew such 
a number of inhabitants to this favotlrite residence, that it soon became a 
populous and wealthy city. As Ptolemy deserved and had possessed the 
confidence of Alexander more perfectly than any of his officers, he knew 
well that his chief object in founding Alexandria was to secure the advan- 
tages arising from the trade with India. A long and prosperous reign was 
favourable to the prosecntion of that object ; and though ancient authors 
have not enabled us to trace the steps which the first Ptolemy took for 
this purpose, we have a striking evidence of his extraordinary attention 
to naval affairs, in his erecting a lighthouse on the island of Pharos, at 
the mouth of the harbour of AlexandriaJ a work of such magnificence as 
t o  be reckoned one of the seven wonders of the world. With respect to 
the commercial arrangements of his son Ptolemy Philadelphus, we have 
more perfect information. In order to bring the trade with India (which 

* Strabo, lib. xi. 785. D. lib. xv. 1006. B. Juslin, lib. xli. c. 4. Bayer, mist. Regni Grecor 
Bactriani, passim. t hrkrn. de I.itt41at. tom. xxv. p. 17, &c. : Strabo, lib. xvii. p. 1140 C 
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began to revive at Tyre, its ancient station),* to centre in Alexandria, he 
set about forming a canal, a hundred cubits in breadth, and thirty cubits 
in depth, between Arsinoe on the Ited Sea, not far from the situation of 
the modern Suez, and the Pelensica or eastern branch of the Nile, by 
means of which the productions of India might have been conveyed to that 
capital wholly by water. But either on account of some danger appre- 
hended from completing it, that work was never finished; or frorn the 
slow and danverous navi ation towards the northern extremity of the Red 
Sea, this can3 was founcfto be of so little use, that in order to facilitate 
the communication with India, he built a city on the west coast of that se?, 
almost under the tropic, to which he gave the rialne of Berenice.1 Thls 
new city soon became the staple of the trade with India [17]. From 
Berenice the goods were transported by land to Coptos, a city three miles 
distant from the Nile, but which had a communication with that river by a 
navigable canal, of which there are still some remains,$ and thence carried 
down the stream to Blexandria. The distance between Berenice and 
Coptos was, according to Pliny, two hundred and fifty-eight Roman miles, 
and the road lay through the desert of Thebais, almost entirely destitute 
of water. But the attention of a powerful monarch made provision for 
supplying this want, by searching for springs; and wherever tbese were 
found he built inns, or more probably, in the eastern style, caravanseras, 
for the accommodation of merchants.$ In this channel the intercourse 
between the East and West continued to be carried on during two hun- 
dred and fifty ears. as low as Egypt remained an independent kingdom. 

The ships dYestined for fndia took their departure from Berenice, and 
sailing, according to the ancient mode of navigation, along the Arabian 
shore, to the promontory Syagrus (now Cape Rasalgate), held their course 
along the coast of Persia, either directly to Pattala (now Tatta) at the head 
of the lower Delta of the Indus, or to some other ernporiunr on the west 
coast of India. T o  this part of India, which Alexander had visited and 
subdued, the commerce under the protection of the Egyptian monarchs 
seems to have been confined for a considerable time. Afterwards a more 
convenient course was followed, and from Cape Rasalgate vessels sailed in 
a direct course to Zizerus. This, according to M. de Montesquieu,ll was 
the kingdom of Sigertis, on the sea-coast adjacent to the niouth of the 
Indus, conquered by the Greek monarchs of Bactria : according to Major 
Rennell,Y it was a port on the northern part of the Malabar coast. Ancient 
authors have not conveyed such information as will enable us to pronounce 
with certainty which of these two opposite opinions is best founded. Nor 
can we point out with accuracy what were the other ports in India which 
the merchants from Berenice frequented, when that trade was first opened. 
As they sailed in vessels of small burden, which crept timidly along the 
coast, it is probable that their voyages were circumscr~bed within very nar- 
row limits. and that under the Ptolemies no considerable prorress was ,. 
made in thk discovery of India LIB]. 

From this monopoly of the comn~erce by sea between the East and West, 
which Egypt long enjoyed, it derived that extraordinary degree of opu- 
lence and power for which it was conspicuous. In modern times, 
acquainted with the vigilant and enterprising activity of commercial rival- 
shlp, there is hardly any circumstance in ancient story which appears 
more surprising, than that the sovereigns of Egypt should have been per- 
mitted to engross this lucrative trade without competition, of any attempt 
to wrest it out of their hands: especially as the powerful monarchs of 
Syria might, from the Persian 'gu$ have carried on an intercourse with 
the same parts of India by a shorter and safer course of navigation. Dif- 

* Strabo. lib. xvi. p. 1089. A. t Ibid. lib. xvii. p. 1156. D. Plin. Nat. Hist. lib. vi. c. 29 
# DIAnville Mkm. dc l'Egypte,p. 21. Q Strabo, lib. xvii. p. 1157. D. 1163. 11 L'E~pril 
dzs Loix, lib. xxi. c. 7. 1T Introduct. p. xxxvii. 
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ferent conGderations seem to have induced them so tamely to relinqu~sh 
all the obvious advantages of. this commerce. The kings of Egypt, by 
their attention to maritime affairs, had formed a powerful fleet, which gave 
them such decided coinmand of the sea, that they could have crushed with 
ease any rival in trade. No commercial intercourse seems ever to have 
been carried on by sea between Persia and India. The Persians had 
such an insuperable aversion to that element, or were so much afraid of 
foreign invasion, that their monarchs (as I have already observed) ob- 
structed the navigation of the great rivers, which gave access to the Inte- 
rior parts of the country, by artificial works. As their subjects, however, 
were nu less desirous than the people around them to possess the valuable 
productions and elegant manufactures of India, these were conveyed to 
all the parts of their extensive dominions by land carriage. T h e  cornmo- 
dities destined for the supply of the northern provinces, were transported 
on camels from the banks of the Indus to those of the Oxus, down the 
stream of which they were carried to the Caspian Sea, and distributed, 
fartly by land carriage, and partly by navigable rivers, through the dif- 
erent countries, bounded on one hand by the Caspian, and on the other by  

the Euxine Sea." T h e  commodities of India intended for the southern 
and interior provinces, proceeded by land from the Caspian gates to some 
of the great rivers, by which they were circulated through every part of 
the country. This was the ancient mode of intercourse with India, while 
the Persian empire was governed by its native princes; and i t  has been 
observed in every age, that when any branch of commerce has got into a 
certain channel, although it may be neither the most proper nor the most 
commodious one, it requires long time, and considerable efforts, to give it a 
different direction [lg]. 

T o  all these reasons for suffering the monarchs of Egypt to continue In 
the undisturbed possession of the trade with India by sea, another may be 
added. Many of the ancients, by an error in geography extremely unac 
countable, and in which they persisted notwithstanding repeated oppor- 
tunities of obtaining more accurate information, believed the Caspian sea 
to be a branch of the great northern ocean, and the kings of Syria 111ight 
hope by that means to open a communication with Europe, and to circulate 
through it the valuable productions of the East, without intruding into 
those seas, the navigation of which the Egyptian monarchs seemed to 
consider as their exclusive right. This idea had been early formed by  
the Greeks, when they became masters of Asia. Seleus Nicator, the 
first and rnost sagacious of the Syrian kings, at  the time when he rvas 
assassinated, entertained thoughts of forming a junction between the Cas- 
pian and Euxine seas by a canal ;t and if this could have been effected, 
his subjects, besides the extension of their trade in Europe, might have 
supplied all the countries it] the north of Asia, on the coast of th&%uxine 
sea, as well as many of those which stretch eastward from the Caspian, 
with the productions of India. As those countries, though now thinly 
inhabited by a miserable race of men, destitute of industry and of wealth, 
were in ancient times extremely populous, and filled with great and opulent 
cities, this must have been considered as a branch of commerce of such 
magnitude and value as to render the securing of it an object worthy the 
attention of the most powerful monarch. 

But while the monarchs of Egypt and Syria laboured with emulation 
and ardour to secure to their subjects all the advantages of the Indian 
trade, a power arose in the West which proved fatal to both. T h e  Romans, 
by the vigour af their military institutions, and the wisdom of their politi- 
cal conduct, having rendered themselves masters of all Italy and Sicily, soon 
overturned the rival republic of Carthage [A. C. 551, subjected Macedonia 

* Ptrabo, lib. xii. 776. D. Plin. Nst. Bist. hb. VI. c. 17. t Plin. Nat. His:. lib. vi. c 11. 
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and Greece, extended their dominion over Syria, and at last turned their 
victortous arms against Egypt, the only kingdom remaining of those esta- 
blished by the successors of Alexander the Great. After a seriei of events 
which belong not to the subject of this Disquisition, Egypt was annexed 
to the Roman empire, and reduced into the form of a Roman province by 
Augustus [A. C, 301. Aware of its great importance, he, with that pro- 
vident sagacity which distinguishes his character, not only reserved it as 
one of the provinces subject immediately to imperial authority, but by 
various precautions, well known to every scholar, provided for its security. 
This extraordinary solicitude seems to have proceeded not only from con 
sidering Egypt as one of the chief granaries on which the capital depended 
for subsistence, but as the seat of that lucrative commerce which had 
enabled its ancient monarchs to amass such enormous wealth, as excited 
thn admiration and envy of other princes, and produced, when brou ht 
into the treasury of the empire, a considerable alteration both in the vayue 
of property and the state of manners in Rome itself. 

SECTION 11. 

rntercourse with India, front the establishment of the Roman dominion, en 
Egypt, to the conqu.est of that kingdom by the JlIahomedans. 

UPON the conquest of Egypt by the Romans, and the reduction of that 
kingdom to a province of their empire, the trade with India continued 
to be carried on in the same mode under their powerful protection : Rome, 
enriched with the spoils and the tribute of almost all the known world, 
had acquired a taste for luxuries of every kind. Anlong people of this 
description, the productions of India have always been held in the highest 
estimation. The capital of the greatest empire ever established in Europe, 
filled with citizens, who had now no occupation but to enjoy and dissipate 
the wealth accumulated by their ancestors, demanded every thing elegant, 
rare, or costly, which that remote region could furnish, in order to support 
its pomp, or heighten its pleasures. T o  supply this demand, new and 
extraordinary efforts became requisite, and the commerce with India 
increased to a degree, which (as I have observed in another place)* will 
appear astonishing even to the present age, in which that branch of trade 
has been extended far beyond the practice or conception of any former 
period. 

Besides the Indian commodities imported into the capital of the empire 
from Eqypt, the Romans received an additional supply of them by another 
niodeo?conveyance. From the earliest times there seems to base been some 
comrnunication between Mesopotamia, and other provinces on the banks 
of the Euphrates, and those parts of Syria and Palestine which lay near 
the Mediterranean. The migration of Abram from Ur of the Chaldees to 
Sichem in the land of Canaan, is an instance of this.? The journey through 
the desert, which separated these countries, was much facilitated by ~ t s  
affording one station abounding with water, and capable of cultivation. 
As the intercourse increased, the possession of this station became an 
object of so much importance, that Solomon, when he turned his attention 
towards the extension of commerce among his subjects, built a fenced city 
there.1 Its Syrian name of Tadmor in the wilderness, and its Greek one 

* Bbt.of America, p. 25. t Genesis, xi. 32. $ 1 Kings, ix. 18. 2 Chron. v l i  
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of Palrnyra, are both descriptive of its situation in a spot adorned wlth 
almtrees. This is not only plentifully supplied with water, but surrounded gy a portion of fertile land, which (though of no great extant) renders it 

a delightful habitation in the midst of barren sands, and an inhospitable 
desert. Its happy position, at the distance of eighty-five miles from the 
river Euphrates, and about one hundred and seventeen miles from the 
nearest coast of the Mediterranean," induced its inhabitants to enter with 
ardour into the trade of conveying commodities from one of these to the 
other. As the most valuable productions of India, brought up the Euphrates 
from the Persian gulf, are of such small bulk as to bear the expense of a 
long land carriage, this trade soon became so considerable, that the opu- 
lence and power of Palnlyra increased rap~dly. Its government was of 
the form which is best suited to the genius of a commercial city, republi- 
can : and from the aeculiar advantapes of its situation. as well as the sairit 
oi' it's inllnhitants, it iong maintnined iis indeprndenre, tbougli sllrroulldch by 
r)owc~ ful and anlbitious neighllours. Under the Svrinn mon:rrchs clesccnded 
hom Seleucus, it attained-to its highest degreeVof splendour and wealth, 
une great source of which seems to have been the supplying their 
subjects with Indian commodities. When Syria submitted to the irre- 
sistible arms of Rome, Palmyra continued upwards of two centuries 
a free state, and its friendship was courted with emulation and solici- 
tude by the Romans, and their rivals for empire, the Parthians. That 
it traded with both, and particularly that from it Rome as well as other 
parts of the empire received tile productions of India, we learn from 
Appian, an author of good credit.! But in tracing the progress of the 
cornmerce of the ancients with th'e East, I should not have ventured, upon 
his single testimony, to mention this among the channels of note in which 
it was carried on, if a singular discovery, for which we are indebted to 
the liberal curiosity and enterprising spirit of our own countrymen, did not 
confirm and illustrate what he relates. Towards the close of the last 
century, some gentlemen of the English factory at Aleppo, incited by what 
they heard in the East concerning the wonderful ruins of Palmyra, ven- 
tured, notwithstanding the fatigue and danger of a journey through the 
desert, to visit them. T o  their astonishment they beheld a fertile spot 
of same miles in extent arisin like an island out of a vast plain of sand, F covered with the remains o temples, porticoes, aqueducts, and other 
public works, which, in magnificence and splendour, and some of them in 
elegance, were not unworthy of Athens or of Rome in their most prosper- 
ous state. Allured by their description of them, about sixty years there- 
after, a party of more enlightened travellers, having reviewed the ruins of 
Palmyra with greater attention and more scientific skill, declared that what 
they beheld there exceeded the most exalted ideas which they had formed 
co&erning it.1 

From both these accounts, as well as from recollecting the extraordinary 
degree of power to which Palmyra had attained, when Egypt, Syria, 
M~sopotamia, and a considerable part of Asia Minor were conquered by 
its arms; when Odenatus, its chief magistrate, was decorated with the 
mperial purple, and Zenobia contended for the dominion of the East with A ome under one of its most warlike emperors: it is evident that a state 

which could derive little importance from its original territory, must have 
owed its aggrandizement to the opulence acquired by extensive commerce. 
Of this the Indian trade was undoubtedly the most considerable and most 

* In s former edition, I slated the distance of Palmyra from the Euphrates at sixty miles, and 
tom the Mediterranean at two hundred and three m~lcs. Into these crrors I was led hy &I. d'Anv~lle, 
who, in his hI(.moire sur I'Euphrate et le Tqlis ,  a work published in old age, did not retain his 
wonted accuracy. From information communicated by Major Rennell, l hnve substituted the true 
ibtances. 

f Appiai~ de Bello Civil. lib. v. p. 1076, edit. Tollii. 5 Wood'a Ruins of Pdtlmyra, p. 37 
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lucrative branch. But it is a cruel mortification, in searching tbr what IS 
instructive in the history of past tirnes, to find that the exploits of con 
querors who have desolated the earth, and the freaks of tyrants who have 
rendered nations unhappy, are recorded with minute and often disgusting 
accuracy, while the discovery of useful arts, and the progress of the most 
beneficial branches of commerce, are passed over in silence, and suffered 
to sink into oblivion. 

After the conquest of Palmyra by Aurelian, trade never revived there. 
At present, a few miserable huts of beggzrly Arabs are scattered in the 
courts of its stately temples, or deform its elegant porticoes; andexhibit a 
hun~iliating contrast to its ancient magnificence. 

But while the merchants of Egypt and S ria exerted their activity in 
order to supply the increasing demands of l o m e  for Indian commodities, 
and vied with each other in their efforts, the eagerness of gain (as Pliny 
observes brought India itself nearer to the rest of the world. In the 
course o l their voyages to that country, the Greek and Egyptian pilots 
could not fail to observe the regular shifting of the periodical wlnds or 
monsoons, and how steadily they continued to blow during one part of 
the year from the east, and during the other from the west. Encouraged 
by attending to this circumstance, Hippalus, the commander of a ship 
engaged in the Indian trade, ventured, about fourscore years after Egypt 
was annexed to the Roman empire, to relinquish the slow and circuitous 
course which I have described, and, stretching boldly from the mouth of 
the Arabian gulf across the ocean, was carried by the western monsoon to 
Mnsiris, a harbour in that part of India now known by the name of the 
Malabar coast. 

This route to India was held to be a discovery of such importance, that 
in order to perpetuate the memory of the inventor, the name of Hippalus was 
given to the wind which enabled him to perform the voyage." As this 
was one of the greatest efforts of navigation in the ancient world, and 
opened the hest communication by sea between the East and JJTest that 
was known for fourteen hundred years, it merits a particular description. 
Fortunately, Pliny has enabled us to give it with a degree of accuracy 
which can seldorn be obtained in tracino. the naval or commercial opera- 
tions of the ancients. From ~lexandriaqhe observes to Julio olis is two d W miles; there the cargo destined for India is enibarke on the ile, and is 
carried to Coptos, which is distant three hundred and three miles, and the 
voyage is usually accomplished in twelve days. From Coptos, goods are 
conveyed by land carriage to Berenice on the Arabian gulf, halting at 
digerent stations regulated according to the conveniency of waterir~g. The 
distance between these cities is two hundred and fifty-eight miles. On 
account of the heat, the caravan travels only during the night, and the 
journey is finished on the twelfth day. Frorn Berenice, ships take their 
departure about midsummer, and in thirt days reach Ocelis, (Gella) at the 
mouth of the Arabian gulf, or Cane (8ape Fartaque) on the coast of 
Arabia Felix. Thepce they sail, in forty days, to fi'usiris, the first empo- 
rium in India. They begin their voyage homewardsearly in the Egyptian 
month Thibi, which answers to our December; they sail with a northeast 
wind, and, when they enter the Arabian gulf, meet with a south or south- 
west wind, and thus complete the voyage in less than a ear? [20]. 

The account which Pliny gives of Muqiris, and or la iace ,  another 
harbour not far distant, which was likewise frequented by the ships from 
Berenice, as being both so inconltnodious for tratle on account of the shal- 
lowness of the ports, that it became necessary to discharge and take in the 
cargoes in small boats, does not enable us to fix their position with perfecl 
accuracy This description applies to many ports on the Malabar coast; 

Perip. Mar. Xrythr. p. 32 t Dlin. Xat. Hist. lib, vi, c. '3% 
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but, from two circumstances mentioned by him ; one, that they are nc! 
far distant from Cottonara, the country rvhich produces pepper in g ~ e a i  
abundance; and the other, that, in sailing towards them, the course lay 
near Nitrias, the station of the pirates; 1 adopt the opinion of Major 
Rennell, that they were situatedsomewhere between Goa and Tellichelry, 
and that probably the modern fifeerzaw or Merjee is the Musiris of tlie 
ancients, and Barcelore their Barace." 

As in these two ports was the principal staple of the trade between 
Egypt and India, when in its most flourishing state, this seems to 1le the 
proper place for inquiring into the nature of the commerce which the 
ancients, particularly the Romans, carried on with that country, and for 
enumerat~ng the commodities most in request, which they imported from 
it. But as the operations of commerce, and the mode of regulating it, were 
little attended to in those states of antiquity of whose transactions we have 
any accurate Itnowledge, their historians hardly enter into any detail con- 
cerning a subject of such subordinate importance in their political system ; 
and it is rnostly from brief hints, detached facts, and incidentalobservations 
that we can gather information concerning it [zl]. 

In every age it has been a. comrnerce of luxury rather than of necessity 
which has been carried on between Europe and India. Its elegant manu- 
factures, spices, and precious stones are neither objects of desire to nations 
of simple manners, nor are such nations possessed of wealth sufficient to 

urchase them. But at  the time that the Romans became masters of the 
fndian trade, they were not only (as has already been observed) in that 
stage of society when men are eager to obtain every thing that can render 
the enjoyment of life more exquisite, or add to its splendour, but they had 
acquired :I! the fantastic tastes formed by the caprice and extravagance of 
wealth. I hey were, of consequence, highly delighted with those new 
objects of gratification with which India supplied them in such abundance. 
The  productions of that country, natural as well as artificial, seem to have 
been much the same in that age as in the present. But the taste of the 
Romans in luxury differed, in many respects, from that of modern times ; 
and, of course, their demands upon India differed considerably from ours. 

In order to convey an idea of their demands as complete as possible, 1 
shall in the tirst place make some observations on the three great articles 
of general importation froin India. 1. Spices and arornatics. 2. Precious 
stones and pearls. 3. Silk. And then I shall give some account (as far 
as I can venture to do it from authentic information) of the assortment of 
cargoes, both outward and homeward bound, for the vessels fitted out at  
Berenice to different ports of India. 

I. Spices and aromatics. From the mode of religious worship in the 
heathen world, from the incredible nuniber of their deities, and of the 
temples ccnsecrated to them, the consumption of franltincense and other 
arornatics, which were used in every sacred function, must have been very 

. But the vanity of rnen occasioned a greater consumptioi~ of these 
ragrant substances, than tlieir piety. It was the custom of the Romans vat 

to burn the bodies of their dead ; and they deemrd it a display of mag- 
nificence, to cover not only the body, but the funeral pile on which it was 
laid, with the most costly spices. At the funeral of Sylla, two hundred 
and ten burdens of spices were strewed upon the pile. Nero is reported 
to have burnt a quantity of cmnamon and cassia at the funeral of Foppea, 
greater than the countries from which it was imported produced in one 
year. W e  consume in heaps these precious substances with the carcasses 
of the dead (says Pliny): we offer them to the gods only in grains.? It 
was not from India, 1 am aware, hu! from Arabia, that aromatics were first 
imported into Europe ; and some of them, particularly frankincense, were 

* Jntrod. p. m v i i .  t Nst. Hist. lib. xii. c. 10. 
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pmductions of that country. But the Arabians were accustomed, together 
with spices of native growth, to furnish foreign merchants with others of 
higher value, which they brou ht from India, and the regions beyond it. 
T h e  commercial intercourse ofthe Arabians with the eastern parts of Asia 
was not only early but considerable. By  means of their trading caravans, 
they conveyed into their own country all the valuable productions of the 
East, among which spices held a ch~ef  place. In eve ancient account 
of Indian commodities, spices and aromatics of various%inds form a prin- 
cipal article.* Some authors assert that the greater part of those purchased 
in Arabia were not the growth of that country, but brought froin 1ndia.t 
That this assertion was well founded appears from what has been observed 
in modern times. T h e  frankincense of Arabia, though reckoned the pecu- 
liar and most precious production of the country, is much inferior in quality 
to that imported into it from the East ; and it is chiefly with the latter that 
the Arabians at  present supply the extensive demands of various provinces 
of Asia for this commodity.$ It is upon good authority, then, that I have 
mentioned the importation of spices as one of the most considerable 
branches of ancient commerce with India. In the Augustan age, an entire 
street in Rome seems to have been occupied by those who sold frankin- 
cense epper, and other aromatics.§ 

11. '&ecious stones, together with which pearls may be classed, seem to 
be the article next in value imported by the Romans from the East. As 
these have no pretension to be of any real use, their value arises entirely 
from their beauty and their rarity, and even when estimated most mode- 
rately is always high. But among nations far advanced in luxury, wheu 
they are deemed not on1 ornaments but marks of distinction, the vain and 
the opulent vie so eager6  with one another for the possession of them, 
that they rise in price to an exorbitant and almost incredible height. 
Diamonds, though the art of cutting them was imperfectly known to the 
ancients, held a high place in estin~ation among them, as well as among us. 
The  comparative value of other precious stones varied according to the 
diversity of tastes and the caprice of fashion. T h e  immense number of 
them mentioned by Plin and the laborious care with which he describes 
and arranges them,ll wilratonish, I should suppose, the most skilful lapi- 
dary or jeweller of modern times, and shows the high request in which 
they were held by the Romans. 

But among all the articles of luxury, the Romans seem to have given the 
preference to pearls [22]. Persons of every rank purchased them with 
eagerness; they were worn on every part of dress; and there is such a 
difference, both in size and value, among pearls, that while such as were 
large and of superior lustre adorned the wealthy and the great, smaller 
ones of inferior quality gratified the vanity of persons in more humble sta- 
tions of life. Julius Cesar presented Servilia, the mother of Brutus, with 
a pearl for which he paid forty-eight thousand four hundred and fifty-seven 
pounds. The  famous pearl ear-rings of' Cleopatra were ill value one hun- 
dred and sixty-one thousand four hundred and fift eight poundsu[23]. 
Precious stones, it is true, as well as pearls, weir f%nd not only in India, 
but in many different countries, and all were ransacked in order to gratify 
the pride of Rome. India, however, fnrnished the chief part, and its pro- 
ductions were allowed to be most abundant, diversified, and valuable. 

111. Another production of India, in great demand at Rome, was si.lk ; 
and when we recollect the variety of elegant fabrics into which it may be 
formed, and how much these have added to the splendour of dress and fur- 
niture, we cannot wonder at  its being held in such estimation by luxurious 

* Peripl Mar. Eryth. p. W. 28. Strabo, lib. ii. p. 15G. A. lib. xv. p. 1018. A. t Strnbo, lib. 
xvii. p. 1129. C. + Ncibrthr Deseript. de I'Arab~e, iom. i. p. 126. Q Hor.1ib ii. epist. 1 
U Nat. Hist. lib. xxx2i. lT Plin. NRL filet. lib. ix. c. 35. 
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peopIe. T h e  price it bore was exorbitant ; but it was deemed a dress too 
expensive and too delicate for men," and was appropriated wholly to 
women of eminent rank and opulence. This, however, did not render the 
demand for it less eager, especially after the example of the dissolute 
Elagabalus introduced the use of it among the other sex, and accustomed 
men to the disgrace (as the severity of ancient ideas accounted it of wear- B; ing this effeminate garb. T w o  circumstances concerning the tra c of silk 
among the Komans merit observation. Contrary to what usually takes 
place in the operations of trade, the more general use of that commodity 
seems not to have increased the quantity imported, in such proportion as 
to answer the growing demand for it, and the price of silk was not reduced 
during the course of two hundred and fifty years from the time of its being 
first known in Rome. In the reign of Aurelian, it still continued to be valued 
at its weight in gold. This, it is probable, was owing to the mode in 
which that commodity was procured by the merchants of Alexandria. 
They had no direct intercourse with China, the only country in which the 
silkworm was then reared, and its Ia'Jour rendered an article of commerce. 
All the silk which they purchased in the different ports of India that they 
frequented, was brought thither in ships of the country; and either from 
some defect of skill in managing the silkworm, the produce of its ingenious 
industry among the Chinese was scanty, or the intermediate dealers found 
greater advantage in furnishing the market of Alexandria with a small 
yuantity at a high price, than to lower its value by increasing the quantity. 
r h e  other circumsta~lce which I had in view is more extraordinary, and 
affords a striking proof of the imperfect conlmunication of the ancie~~ts with 
remote nations, and of the slender knowledge which they had of their natu- 
ral productions or arts. Much as the nianufactures of silk were admired, 
and often as silk is mentioned by the Greek and Roman authors, they had 
not, for several centuries after the use of it became common, any certain 
knowledge either of the countries to which they were indebted for this 
favourite article of elegance, or of the manner in which it was produced. 
By some, silk was supposecl to be a fine down adhering to the leaves of 
certain trees or flowcrs ; ott~crs imagined it to be adelicate species of wool 
or cotton ; and even those who had learned that it was the work of an 
insect, show, by their descriptions, tbat they had no distinct idea of the 
manner in which it was formed [24]. It was in consequence of an event 
that happened in the sixth century of the Christian era, of which I shall 
hereafter take notice, that the real nature of sillr became known in Europe. 

The  other commodities usually imported from India will be mentioned 
in the account, which I now proceed to ive, of the cargoes sent out and 
brought home in the ships employed in t i e  trade with tbat country. For 
this we are indebted to the Circumnavigation of the E r y t h r ~ a n  Sea, 
ascribed to Irrian, a curious though short treatise, less known than it 
deserves to be, and which enters into some details concerning commerce, 
to which there is nothing similar in any ancient writer. The first place in 
India, in which the ships from Egypt, while they followed the ancient 
cou~se  of navigation, were accustomed to trade, was Patala in the river 
Indus. They imported into it woollen cloth of a slight fabric, linen in 
chequer work, some precious stones, and some aromatics unlrnown in India, 
coral, storax, glass vessels of different kinds, some wrought silver, money, 
and wine. In return for these, they received spices of various kinds, sap- 
phires, and other gems, sillr stuffs, silk thread, cotton cloths [%], and black 

. But a far more considerable emporium on the same coast was 
E:F;:za ; and on thar account, the author, whom I fol!ow here, describes 
its situation, and the mode of approaching it, with great minuteness zrld 
accuracy. Its situation corresponds entirely with that of Barnoch, on the 

C Tacit. Annal. lib. ii, c. 33. 
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r t  river E'erbuddah ; down the stream of which, or by land carriage, 
rom the great city of Tagara, across high mountains [26] ,  all the produc- 

tions of the interior country were conveyed to it. T h e  articles of impor- 
tation and exportation in this great mart were extensive and various. 
Besides these already mentioned, our author enumerates among the 
former, Italian, Greek, and Arabian mines, brass, tin, lead, girdles or 
sashes of curious texture, melilot, white glass, red arsenic, black lead, 
gold and silver coin. Among the exports he mentions the onyx, and 
other gems, ivory, myrrh, various fabrics of cotton, both plain arid orna- 
mented with flowers, and long pepper." At Musiris, the next emporium 
of note on that coast, the art~cles Imported were much the same as at 
Barygaza ; but as it lay nearer to the eastern parts of India, and seems to 
have had much con~n~unication with them, the cominodities exported from 
it were more numerous and more valuable. H e  specifies particularly 
pearls, in great abundance and of extraordinary beauty, a variety of silk 
stuffs, rich perfumes, tortoiseshell, different kinds of transparent g-ems, 
especially diamonds, and pepper in large quantities, and of the best quaAity.7 

The  justness of the account given by this author of the articles imported 
from India, is confirmed b a Roman law, in which the Indian commodities 
s ~ b ~ j e c t  to the payment o f  duties are enumerated.: By comparing these 
two accounts, w e  may form an idea tolerably exact of the nature and 
extent of the trade with India in ancient times. 

As the state of' society and manners among the natives of India, in the 
earliest period in which they are known, nearly resembled what we observe 
among their descendants in the present age, their wants and demands were, 
of comse, rni~ch the same. T h e  ingenuity of their own artists was so 
able to supply these, that they stood little in need of foreign manufactures 
or productions, except some of the useful metals which their own country 
did not ftlrnish in sufficient quantit ; and then, as now, it was mostly with 
gold and silver that i r e  luxuries of the  East were purchased. In two par- 
ticulars, however, our importations from India differ greatly from those of 
the ancients. T h e  dress, both of the Greeks and Romans, was almost 
entirely woollen, which, by their frequent use of the warm bath, was ren- 
dered abundantly comfortable. Their consunlption of linen and cotton 
cloths was much inferior to that of modern times, when these are worn 
by  persons in every rank of life. Accordmqly, a great branch of modern 
importation from that part of India with which the ancients were acquainted, 
is in piece goods ; comprehending, under that mercantile term, the immense 
variety of fabrics which Indian ingenuity has formed of cotton. But as far 
as 1 have observed, we have no authority that will justify us in stating the 
ancient importation of these to be in any degree considerable. 

In modern times, though it continues still to be chiefly a commerce of 
luxury that is carried on with India, yet, together with the articles that 
minister to it, w e  import, to a considerable extent, various commodities 
which are to be considered merely as the materials of our do~nestic manu- 
factures. Such are the cotton-wool of Indostan, the silk of China, and the 
saltpetre of Bengal. But in the accountsof ancient importations from India, 
raw silk and s ~ l k  thread excepted, I find nothing fnentioned that could 
serve as the materials of any home nlanufacture. r h e  navigation of the 
ancients never having extended to China, the quantity of unwrought silk 
with which they were supplied, by means of the Indian traders, appears 
to have been so scanty, that the manufacture of it could not make an addi- 
tion of any moment to their domestic industry. 

After this succinct account of the commerce carried on b the ancients 
in India, I proceed to inquire what knowledge they had o h e  countries 

* Peripl. Mar. Frythr. p 28. t Ibid. 31,32. : Digest. lib. xsxix. tit. iv. 'J 16. De pub 
ticnnis et vcctigallbus. 
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beyond the ports of Musiris and Barace, the utmost boul~daq towards the 
east to which I have hitherto traced their progress. The author of the 
Circumnavigation of the Erythraan Sea, whose accuracy of description 
justifies the confidence with which I have followed him for some time, 
seems to have been little acquainted with that part of the coast which 
stretches from Barace towards the south. He mentions, indeed, cursorily, 
two or three different ports, but ives no intimation that an of them were 
staples of the commerce with bfypt. He ,hastens to &mar, or Cape 
Comorin, the southernmost point o the Indian peninsula; and his descrlp- 
tion of it is so accurate, and so conformable to its real state, as shows his 
information concernin.- it to have been perfectly authentic." Near to this 
he places the pearl &hery of Colchos, the modern ILilkare, undoubtedly 
the same with that now carried on by the Dutch in the strait which sepa- 
rates the island of Ceylon from the continent; as adjacent to this he men- 
tions three different ports, which appear to have been situated on the east 
side of the peninsula, now known by the name of the Coromandel coast. 
H e  describes these as emporia, or stations of trade ;t but from an attentive 
consideration of some circumstances in his account of them, I think it pro- 
bable that the.ships fiom Berenice did not sail to any of these ports, though 
they were supplied, as he informs us, with the commodities brought frqm 
Egypt, as well as with the productions of the opposite coast of the penln- 
sula ; but these seem to have been imported in counfry ships.# It was 
likewise in vessels of their own, varying in form and burden, and distin- 
guished b different names, some of which he mentions, that they traded 
with the &olden Chersonesus, or kingdom of Malacca, and the countries 
near the Ganges. Not far from the mouth of that river he places an island, 
which he describes as situated under the risiug sun, and as the last region 
in the East that was inhabited.$ Of all these parts of India the author of 
the Circumnavigation appears to have had very slender knowledge, as is 
manifest, not only f'om what he mentions concerning this imaginary island, 
and from his not attempting to describe them, hut from his relating, with 
the credulity and love of the marvellous which always accompany and 
characterize ignorance, that these remote regions were peopled with can- 
nibals, and men of uncouth and monstrous forms.ll 

I have been induced to bestow this attention in tracing the course deli- 
neated in the Circumnavigation of the Erythr~anSea, because the author of 
it is the first ancient writer to whom we are indebted for any knowledge 
of the eastern coast of the great peninsula of India, or of the countries 
which lie beyond it. To Strabo, who composed his great work on Ge- 
ography in the reign of Augustus, India,, particularly the most eastern 
parts of it, was little known. He begins h ~ s  description of it with request- 
ing the indulgence of his readers, on account of the scanty information he 
could obtain with respect to a countrp so remote, which Europeans had 
seldom visited, and many of them transiently only, in the functions of mili- 
tary service. He observes that, even commerce had contributed little 
towards an accurate investigation of the country, as few of the merchants 
from Egypt, and the Arabian ulf, had ever sailed as far as the Ganges ; 
and from men so illiterate, inf.&igence that merited a full degree of confi- 
dence could scarcely be expected. His descriptions of India, particularly 
its interior provinces, are borrowed almc~st entirely from the men~oirs of 
Alexander's officers, with some slender additionsfrom more recent accounts; 
and these so few in number, and sometimes so inaccurate, as to furnish 
a striking proof of the small progress which the ancients had made, from 
the time of Alexander, in exploring that count When an author pos- 
sessed of such discernment and industry as s t r z i ,  who visited in person 

Pedpl. p. 33. D7Anv.ille Ant. de iaInde, 118, &c. t Peripl.'p. 34. $ To~rxa  SAO?~.  
Q Peripl. p. 36. 11 Ibid. p. 35. 
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several d~stant regions, that he might he able to describe them with greater 
accuracy, relates, that the Ganges enters the ocean by one mouth," we are 
warranted in concluding that in his time there was either no direct navi 
gation carried on to that grezt nver, by the traders from the Arabian ulf, 
or that this voya e was undertaken so seldom that science had not k e n  
derived much ingrmation from it. 

The  next author, in order of time, from whom we receive any account 
of India, is the elder Pliny, who flourished about fifty ears later than 
Strabo. As in the short description of India, given in hisgatural History, 
he follows the same guides with Strabo, and seems to have had no know- 
ledge of the interior country but what he derived from the memoirs of 
the officers who served under Alexander and his immediate successors, 
~t is unnecessary to examine his description minutely. H e  has added, 
however, two valuable articles, for which he was indebted to more recent 
discoveries. The  one is the account of the new course of navigation from 
the Arabian gulf to the coast of Malahar, the nature and importance 01 
which I have already explained ; the other is a description of the island 
of Taprobana, which I shallconsider particularly, after inquiring into what 
Ptolemy has contributed towards our knowledge of the ancient state of 
the Indian continent. 

Though Ptolemy, who published his worlrs about fourscore years after 
Pliny, seems to have been distinguished for his persevering industry, and 
talent for arrangement, rather than for an inventive genius ; geography has 
been more indebted to him for its improvement, than to any other pbilo. 
sopher. Fortunately for that science, in forming his general system of 
geography, he adopted the ideas and imitated the practice of Hipparchus, 
who lived near four hundred years before his time. That great philo- 
sopher was the first who attempted to make a catalogue of the stars. In 
order to ascertain their position in the heavens with accuracy, he measured 
their distance fiom certain circles of the sphere, computing it by degrees, 
either from east to west, or from north to south. T h e  former was deno- 
rninated the longitude of the star, the latter its latitude. This mdde he 
found to be  of such utility in his astronon~ical researches, that he applied 
it with no less happy effect togeography ; and it is a circumstance worthy 
of notice, that it was by observing and describing the heavens, men were 
first taught to measure and delineate the earth with exactness. This 
method of fixing the position of places, invented by IJipparchus, though 
known to the geographers between his time and that of Ptolemy, and 
mentioned both by Strabot and by Pliny,l was not employed by eny 01 
them. Of this neglect the most probable account seems to be, that as 
none of them were astronomers, they did not fu!ly comprehend all the 
advantages geography might derive from this invention [27]. These 
Ptolerny, who had devoted a long life to the improvelnent of astronomy, 
theoretical as well as practical, perfectly discerned ; and, as in both Hip- 
parchus was his guide, he, in his famous treatise on geography, described 
the different parts of the earth according to their longitude and latitude. 
Geography was thus established upon its proper princ~ples, and intimately 
connected with astronomical observations and,mathematicalscience. This 
work of Ptolemy soon rose high in estimation among the ancients [28]. 
During the middle ages, both in Arabia and in Europe, the decisions of 
Ptolemy, in every thing relating to geograph were submitted to with an 
assent as implicit as was yielded to those o?~ristotle in all other depart- 
ments of science. On the revival of a more liberal spirit of inquiry in the 
sixteenth century, the merit of Ptolemy's improvements in geography was 
examined and recognised ; that scientific langua e which he first rendered 
general. continues to be used, and the position ofplaces is still ascertained 

* Strabo, l~b. xv. 1011. C .  t Ihid. lib ii. : Nat. H~st .  lib. ii c. 12. 26. 76. 
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fn the same distinct and compendious manner, by specifying their long1 
tude and latitude. 

Not satisfied with adopting the general principles of Hipparchus, Ptolemy 
emulated him in the ap~lication of them : and, as that philosopher had 
arranged all the consteliaiions, he ventured upon what wasno lessarduous, 
to survey all the regions of the earth which were then known, and with 
minute and bold decision he fixed the longitude and latitude of the ~nost 
remarltable places in each of them. All his determinations, however, are 
not to be considered as the result of actual observation, nor did Ptolemy 
publish them as such. Astronomical science was confined at that time to 
a few countries. A considerable part of the lobe was little visited, and 
imperfectly described. The position of a sma% number of places only had 
been fixed with any degree of accuracy. Ptolemy was therefore obliged 
to consult the itineraries and surveys of the Roman empire, which the 
political wisdo~n of that great state had completed with immense labour 
and expense [29]. Beyond the precincts of the empire he had nothing on 
which he could rely, but thejournals and reports of travellers. Upon these 
all his conclusions were Sounded; and as he resided in Alexandria at a time 
when the trade fro~n that city to India was carried on to its utmost extent, 
this situation might have been expected to afford him the means of pro- 
curing ample information concerning it. But either from the imperfect 
manner in which that country was explored in his time, or from his placing 
too much confidence in the reports of persons who had visited it with little 
attention or discernment," his general delineation of the form of the Indian 
continent is the most erroneous that has been transmitted to us from anti- 
quity. By an astonishing mistake, he has made the peninsula of India 
stretch from the Sinus Barygazenus, or gulf of Cambay, from west to east, 
instead of extending,according to its real direction, from north to south [30]. 
This error will appear the more unaccountable, when we recollect that 
Megasthenes had published a measurem nt of the Indian peninsula, which 
approaches near to its true dimensions ; and that this had been adopted, 
with 'some variations, by Eratosthenes, Strabo, Diodorus Siculus, and 
Pliny, who wrote prior to the age of Ptolemyt [31]. 

Although Ptolemy was led to form such an erroneous opinion concerning 
the general dirrkensions of the Indian continent, his information with respect 
to the country in detail, and the situation of particular places, was more 
accurate ; and he is the first author possessed of such knowledge as ena- 
bled him to trace the seacoast, to mention the most noted places situated 
upon it, and to specify the longitude an,d latitude of each, from cape Co- 
norin eastward, to the utmost bounda~y of ancient navigation. With 
regard to some districts, particularly along the east side of the peninsula as 
far as the mouth of the Ganges, the accounts which he had received seem 
to have been so far exact, as to correspond more near1 perhaps with the 
actual state of the country, than the descriptions ahicK he gives OS any 
other part of India. M. d'Anville, with his usual industry and discern- 
ment, has considered the principal stations as they are fixed by him, and 
finds that they correspond to Icilkare, Negapatam, the mouth of the river 
Cauveri, Masulipatam, Point Gordeware, &c. It is foreign to the object of 
this disquisition to enter into such a minute detail ; but in several instances 
we may observe, that not only the conformity of position, but the similarity 
of ancient and modern names, is very striking. The great river Cauveri 
is by Ptolemy named Chaberis; Arcot, in the interior country, is Arcati 
Regla ; and pmbably the whole coast has received its present name of 
Coromandel rom Sor JMar~dqclam, or the kingdom of Sorae, which is situated 
upon it.f 

* Geopr. lib i. c. 17. t Btrabo, h*. m. 1010. B. Arr. Hist. Indie, c. 3,4. Diod. Sic. lib. ii. 
148. Plin. Nat. EIlet. Ilb. vl. G. 2L 8 Ytolem. Geogr. lib. vli. c. 1. D'AnviUe, Rntiq. de 
i'Inde, 127, &G 
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In the course of one hundred and thirty-six years, which elapsed from 
the death of Strabo to that of Ptolemy, the commeccial intercourse with 
India was greatly extended ; the latter geographer had acquired such an 
accession of new information concerning the Ganges, that he mentions the 
names of six different mouths of that river, and describes their positions. 
His delineation, however, of that part of India which lies beyond the 
Ganges, is not less erroneous in its general form, than that whicli he gave 
of the peninsula, and bears as little resemblance to the actual position of 
those countries. He ventures, nevertheless, upon a survey of them, similar 
to that which he had made of the other great division of India, which 1 
have already examined. He mentions the places of note along the coast, 
sorne of which he distinguishes as emporia; but whether that name was 
given to them on account of their being staples of trade to the natives, in 
their traffic carried on from one district of India to another ; or whether 
they were ports, to which vessels from the Arabian gulf resorted directly, is 
not specified. The latter I should think to be the idea which Ptolemy means 
to convey ; but those regions of India were so remote, and from the timid 
and slow course of ancient navigation were probably so little frequented, 
that his information concerning them is extremely defective, and his de- 
scriptions more obscure, more inaccurate, and less conformable to the real 
state of the couniry, than in any part of his geography. That peninsula 
to which he gives the name of the Golden Chersonesus, he delineates as if 
~t stretched directly from north to south, and fixes the latitude of Sabana 
Emporium, its southern extremity, three degrees beyond the line. T o  the 
east of this peninsula he places what he calls the Great Bay, and in the 
most remote part of it the station of Catigara, the utmost boundary of 
navigation in ancient times, to which he assiwns no less than eight degrees 
and a half of southern latitude. Beyond thys he declares the earth to be 
altogether unknown, and asserts that the land turns thence to the west- 
ward, and stretches in that direction until it joins the promontory of Pras- 
sum in Ethiopia, which, according to his idea, terminated the continent of 
Africa to the south." In consequence of this error, no less unaccountable 
than enormous, he must have believed the Erythraean sea, in its whole 
extent from the coast of Africa to that of Cambodia, to be a vast basin, 
without an communication with the ocean [32]. 

Out of t ze  confusion of those wild ideas, in which the accounts of igno- 
rant or fabulous travellers have involved the geography of Ptolemy, M. 
d'Anville has attempted to bring order; and with much ingenuity he has 
formed opinions with res ect to some capita1 positions, which have the 
appearance of being well zunded. The peninsula of Malacca is, according 
to him, the Golden Chersonesus of Ptolemy ; but, instead of the direction 
which he has given it, we know that it bends some degrees towards the 
east, and that Cape de Romania, its southern extremity, is more than a 
degree to the north of the line. The gulf of Siam he considers as the Great 
Bay of Ptolemy ; but the position on the east side of that bay, correspond- 
ing to Catigara, is actually as man degrees to the north of the equator as 
he supposed it to be south of it. Keyond this he mentions an inland city, 
to which he gives the name of Thins or Sinae Metropolis. The longitude 
which he assigns to it is one hundred and eighty degrees from his first 
meridian to the Fortunate Island, and is the utmost point towards the east 
to which the ancients had advanced by sea. Its latitude he calculates to 
be three degrees south of the line. If, with M. d'Anville, we conclude the 
situation of Sin-hoa, in the western part of the kingdom of Cochin China, 
to be the same with Sins Metropolis, Ptolemy has erred in fixing its position 
no less than fifty degreesof longitude and twenty degrees of latitude7 [ss]. 

* Ptolem. Geogr. lih. vii. c. 3. 5. D'Anville Ant. de l ' I n d ~  187. t Ptolem. Geogr. lib. vil 
c. 3. ~'Anvil le ,  Limites du 'Monde connu dks Anciens aulhelil du Gange. IvIhm. de Litterat 
xxrii. 604, &c. Ant. de I'Inde, SuppIem i. 161, &c 
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These errors of Ptolemy concerning the remote parts of Asia have been 

rendered more cor?spicuous by a mistaken opinion of modern times 
engrafted upon them. Sin=, the most distant station mentioned in his 
geography, has such a near resemblance in sound to China, the name by 
which the greatest and most civilized empire in the East is known to Euro- 
peans, that, upon their first acquaintance with it, they hastily covcluded 
them to be the same ; and of consequence it was supposed that Chlna'was 
known to the ancients, though no point seems to be more ascertained, than 
that they never advanced by sea beyond that boundary which I bave allot- 
ted to their navigation 

Having thus traced the discoveries of India which the ancients made by 
sea, I shall next examine what additional knowledge of that country they 
acquired from their progress by land. It appears as I have formerly 
related) that there was a trade carried on early wit L India, through the 
provinces that stretch along its northern ikontier. Its various productions 
and manufactures were transported by land-carriage into the interior parts 
of the Persian dominions, or were conveyed, by means of the navigable 
rivers which flow through the Upper Asia, to the Caspian Sea, and from 
that to the Euxine. While the successors of Seleucus retained the domi- 
nion of the East, this continued to be the mode of supplying their subjects 
with the commodities of India. When the Romans had extended their 
conquests so far that the Euphrates was the eastern limit of their emplre, 
they found this trade still established ; and as it opened to them a new 
communication with the East, by means of which they received an addi- 
tional supply of luxuries for which they had acquired the highest reBsh, it 
became an object oftheir policy to protect and encourage it. As the pro- 
gress of the caravans or companies of merchants, which travelled towards 
the countries whence they received the most valuable manufactures, par- 
ticularly those of silk, was often interrupted, and rendered dangerous by 
the Parthians, who had acquired possession or all the provinces which 
extended from the Caspian Sea to that part of Scythia or Tartary which 
borders on China, the Romans endeavoured to render this intercourse 
more secure by a negotiation with one of the monarchs of that great em- 
pire. Of this singular transaction there is, indeed, no vestige in the Greek 
or Roman writers ; our knowledge of it is derived entirely from the Chi- 
nese historians, by whom we are informed that Antoun the emperor Mar- i cus Antoninus) the king of the people of the Western cean, sent an em- 
bassy with this view to Oun-ti, who reigned over China in the hundred 
and sirty-sixth year of the Christian era.* What was the success of this 
attempt is not known, nor can we say whether it facilitated such an inter- 
course between these two remote nations as contributed towards the supply 
of their mutual wants. The design certainly was not unworthy of the 
enlightened emperor of Rome to whom it is ascribed. 

It is evident, however, that in prosecuting this trade with China, a con- 
siderable part of the extensive countries to the east of the Caspian Sea 
must have been traversed ; and though the chief inducement to undertake 
those distant journeys was gain ; yet in the course of a es, there must have 
mingled among the adventurerspersons of curiosity an2 abilities,rvho could 
turn their attention from commercial objects to those of more general con- 
cern. From them such information was procured, and subjected to scien- 
tific discussion, as enabled Ptolemy to give a description of those inland 
ar~d remote regions of Asia,? fully as accurate as that of several countries, 
of which, from their vicinity, he may have been supposed to have received 
more distinct accounts. The furthest point towards the east, to which his 
knowledge of this part of Asia extended, is Sera Metropolis, which from 

* MPmoire sur les Liaisons et le Commerce des 
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various circu~l~stances appears to have been in the ~:rme situati~11 with 
Marlt-cheou, a city of some note in Chen-si, the most westerly province of 
the Chinese emplre. This he places it1 the longitude of one liunclred and 
seventy-seven degrees fifteen minutes, near three degrees to tlle west of 
Sin= Metropolis, which he had described as the utmost limit of Asia dis- 
covered by sea. Nor was Ir'toleiny's linowledge of this district of Asla 
confined only to that part of it through which the caravans inay be sup- 
posed to have proceeded directly in their route eastwaid; I I ~  lnad 
received lilcewise some general information concerning various nations 
towards the north, which, according to the position that h c  gives them, 
occupied parts of the great plain of Tartary, extgnding co'n3itlesclbly beyond 
Lassa, the capital of Thibat, and the residence of the Dalai Lama. 

The latitudes of several places in this part of Asia are fixcd by Piolemy 
with such uncommon precision, that we can hardly doubt of their havinr 
been ascertained by actual observation. Out of rnany insiancer of this,? 
shall select three: of places situated in very different parts of the cour~tly 
under review. The latitude of Nagara, on the river Cophenes (the rnodern 
Attock), is, according, to Ptolelny, thirty-two degrees and thirty minrites; 
which coincides precisely with the observation of an eastern geographer 
quoted by M. d'4nville.* The latitude of Maracanila, or Sa~narcand, as 
fixed by him, is thirty-nine degrees fifteen minutes. According to the 
astronotnical tables of Uleg Beg, the gr.andson of Ti~nur, whose royal 
residence was in that city, it is thirty-nlne degrees thirty-seven 1rli11utes.t 
The latitude of Sera BIetropolis: in l'tolemy, is thirty-eigl!t degrees fiuteen 
minutes ; that of Kant-cheou, as (letermined by the Jeault 1nii4onaries. is 
thirty-nine degrees. I have e~~rlmerated these striking examples of the 
coincidence ~f his calculatiot~s with those established by modern ob- 
servations, for two reasons: one, because they clearly prove that these 
remote parts of Asia had bee11 examined with some considerable degree of 
attention ; the other, because I feel great satisfaction, after having been 
obliged to mention several errors and defects in l'tole~ny's geography, in, 
rendering justice to a philosopher who has contributed so mmlch towards 
the jlnprovernent of that science. T l ~ e  facts which I have produced afford 
the strongest evidence of the extent of his information, as well as the just- 
ness of hls conclusions concerning countries with which, from their remote 
situnt~on, we might have supposed hi~n to be least acquainted. 

Hitherto I have confined Iny researches concerning the knowledge which 
the ancients hat1 of India, to the continer~t ; I return now to consider the 
discoveries which they had made of the islands situated in various parts of 
the ocean with which it is su~.rounded, and begin, as I proposed, with 
Taprobane, the greatest ancl most valuable of thetn. This island lay so 
directly in the course of navigators who ventured beyond cape Colnorin, 
especi:~lly when, accorditig to the ancient mode of sailing, they seldorn 
ventured far from the coast, that its position, one should have thought, 
must have been deter~nined with the utmost precision. 'I'here is, howevel., 
llardly any point in the geography of the ancients more undecided atid 
uncertain. Prior to the age of Alexander the Great the name of Tapro- 
bane was uulrnowrl in Europe. In  consequence of the active curiosify 
wit11 which he explored every coi~ntry that he subdued or visited, some 
information concerning it secins to have been obtained. From his time 
almost every writer or! geography has mentioned it ; but their accounts of 
it  are so various, arid often so contradictory, that we can scarcely believp 
tLi:m to be describing the same island. Strabo, the earliest writer now 
extant from whom we have any particular account of it, affirms that it was 
as large as Eritain, and situated at the distance of sever: days according to 
so:ne ~Seporis, arld according to others of twenty days, sailing from the 

* IScinitci:nsrrnF~lts, Cc. E~lplish?raiisl. y. 10, t Tab. Geozr. au. IIudmt~, Geogr. hlinores,iiL 145 
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southern extremity of the Indian peninsula ; from which, contraly to W ~ J &  
is known to be its real position, he describes it as stretching towards the 
~ e s t  above five hundred stadia." Pomponius Mela, the author next in 
order of time, is uncertain whether he should consider Taprobane as an 
island, or as the beginning of another world ; but as no person, he says, had 
ever sailed roimd it, he seems to incline towards the latter opinion.) Pliny 
gives a more am le description of Taprobane, which, instead of bringing P any accession 01 light, involves every thing relating to it in additional 
obscurity. After enumerating the various and discordant opinions of the 
Greek. writers, he informs us, that ambassadors were sent by a king of that 
island to the emperor Claudius, from whont the Romans learned several 
things concerning it which were formerly unknown, particularly that there 
were five hondred towns in the island, and that in the centre of it there 
was a lake three hundred and seventy-live miles in circumference. These 
ambassadors were astonished at the sight of the Great Bear and the 
Pleiades, being constellations which did not appear in their sky ; and were 
still more amazed when they beheld their shadows point towards the 
north, and the sun rise on their left hand, and set on their right. The 
affirmed, too, that in their country the moon was never seen until the eight{ 
day after the change, and continued to be visible only to the sixteenth.: 
It is surprising to find an author so intelligent as Pliny relating all these 
 circumstances without animadversion, and particularly that he does not 
take notice, that what the atr~bassadors reported cot~cernir~g the appear- 
ance of the moon could not take place in any region of the earth. 

Pto!etny, though so near to the age of Pliny, seems to have been alto- 
gether unacquaitlted with his description of raprobane, or with the em 
bassy to the emperor Claudius. He places that island opposite to cape 
Cornorin, at no great distance from the continent, and delineates it as 
stretching from north to south no less than fifteen degrees, two ofwhich he 
supposes to he south of the equator ; and, i f  his representation of its dinien- 
.sion:i had been just, it was well entitled, from its magnitude, to be corn- 
pared with Britain.$ Agathernerus, who wrote after Ptolemy, and was 
well acquainted with his geography, considers Taprobane as the largest 
of all islands, and assigns to Britain only the second place.// 

From this diversity of the descriptions given by ancient writers, it is not 
surprising that the moderns should have entertained very different sen- 
timents with respect to the island in the Indian ocean, which was to be 
considered as the same with the Taprobane of the Greeks and Romans. 
As both Pljny and Ptolerny describe it as lying in part to the south of the 
equator, sonle learned men maintain Sumatra to Le the island which cor- 
responds to this description. But the great distance of Sumatra from the 
peninsula of India does not accord with any account which the Greek 
or Roman writers have given of the si~uation of Taprobane, and we have 
no evidence that the navigation of the ancients erer extended so far as 
Surnatra. The opinion more generally received is, that the Taprobane of 
the ancients is the island of Ceylon; and not only its vicinity to the con- 
tinent of India, but thegeneral form of the island, as delineated by Ptolemy, 
as well as the position of several places in it, mentioned by him, establish 
this opinion (notwithstanding some extraordina mistalres, of which I shall 
afterwards take notice) with a great degree o?certainty. 

The other islands, to the east of Taprobane, mentioned by Ptolemy, 
might be shown (if such a detail were necessary) to be the Andarnan and 
Nicobar islsnds in the gulf of Bengal. 

After this long, and I am afraid tedious, investigation of the progress 

* Strabo, lib ii. 124. B. 180. B. 192. A. lib. xv. i012.B. 1 De SituOrbis, lib. il, c 7. f Nat. 
flat. lib. vi. c.22 Q Ftol. lib. vii. c. 4. DIAnvUe,Ant. de 1'Inde: D. 142. I Lib. ii. c.8. 
apud Hudson, Geoa. Minor. vol. il. 
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made by the anclents in exploring the different parts of India, and after 
tracin them as far as they advanced towards the east either by sea or 
land, f shall offer some general remarks concerning ihe mode in which 
their discoveries were conducted, and the degree of confidence with which 
we may rely on the accounts of them, which could not have been offered 
with the same advantage until this investigation was finished. 

The art of delineating maps, exhibiting either the figure of the whole 
earth, as far as it had been explored, or that of particular countries, was 
known to the ancients ; and without the use of them to assist the imagina- 
tion, it was impossible to have formed a distinct idea either of the one or 
of the other. Some of these maps are mentioned by Herodotus and other 
ear!y Greek writers. But no maps rior to those which were formed in 
order to illustrate the geography of Ftolemy, have reached our times, in 
consequence of which it is very difficult to conceive what was the relative 
situation of the different places mentioned by the ancient geographers, 
unless when it is precisely ascertained by measurement [34J. As soon, 
l~owever, as the mode of marking the situation of each place, by specify- 
ing its longitude and latitude was introduced, and came to be general1 
adopted, every position could be described in compendious and scieriti& 
terms. But still the accuracy of this new method, and the improvement 
which geography derived from it, depend upon the mode in which the 
ancients estimated the latitude and longitude of places. 

Though the ancients proceeded in deternlining the latitude and longitude 
of places upon the same principles with the moderns, yet it was by means 
of instruments very inferior in their construction to those now used, and 
without the same minute attention to every circumstance that may affect 
the accuracy of an observation, an attention of which long experience only 
can demonstrate the necessity. In order to ascertain the latitude of any 
place, the ancients observed the meridian altitude of the sun, either by 
means of the shadow of a perpendicular gnomon, or by means of an 
astrolabe, from which it was easy to compute how many degrees and 
minutes the place of observation was distant from the equator. When 
neither of these methods could be employed, they inferred the latitude of 
any place from the best accounts which they could procure of the length 
ofUiti longest day. 

With respect to determining the longitude of any place, they were much 
more at a loss, as there was only one set of celestial phenomena to which 
they could have recourse. These were the eclipses of the moon (for those 
of ihe sun were not then so well understood a< to be subservient to the 
purposes of geography): the difference between the time at which an 
eclipse was observed to begin or to end at two different places, gave 
immediately the difference between the m~ridians of those places. Bqt 
the difficulty of making those observations with accuracy, and the impossl- 
bility of repeating them often, rendered them of so little use in geography, 
that the ancients in determinirig longitudes were obliged, for the most part, 
to have recourse to actual surveys, or to the vague information which was 
to be obtained from the reckoning of sailors, or the itineraries of travellers. 

But though the ancients, by rneans of the operations which I have men- 
tioned, could determine the position of places with a considerable degree 
of accuracy at land, it is very uncertain whether or not they had any proper 
mode of determining this at sea. The navigators of antiquity seem rarely 
to have had recourse to astronomical observation. They had no instruments 
suited to a moveable and unsteady observatol-g; and though, by their 
practice of landing frequently, they might in sorne measure have supplied 
that defect, yet no ancient author, as far as I lmow, has given an account 
of any astronomical observations made by them during the conrse of their 
voyages. It seems to be evident from Ptolemy, who employs some 
chapters in stnwing how geography may be improved, and its errors niay 
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be rectified, from the reports of navigators,% that all their calculatioms were 
focnded solely upon reckoning, and were not the result of observation. 
Even after all the improvements which the n~oderns have made in the 
science of navigation, this mode of computing by recltoning is known to be 
so loose and uncertain, that from it alone no conclusion can be deduced with 
any great degree of precision. Among the ancients, this inaccuracy must 
have been greatly augmented, as they were accustomed in their voyages, 
instead of steering a direct course, which might have been more easily 
measured, to a circuitous navigation along the coast ; and were unac- 
quainted with the compass or any other instrument by which its bearings 
:night have been ascertained. We  find, accordingly, the position of Inany 
places which we may suppose to have been determined at sea, fixed with 
little exactness. When, in consequence of an active trade, the ports of 
any country were mucli freqcented, the reclionings of different navigators 
inay have served, in some measure, to correct each other, and nlay have 
enabled geographers to form their conclusions with a nearer approximation 
to truth. But in remote countries, which have neither been the seat of 
~nilitary operations, nor explored by caravans travelling frequently through 
them, every thing is Inore vague and undefined, and the resemblance 
between the ancient descriptions of thern, and their actual figure, is often 
so Faint that it can hardly be traced. The  latitude of places, too, as might 
be expected, was in general much more accurately known by the ancients 
than their longitude. T h e  observations by which the former was deter- 
mined are simple, made with ease, and are not liable to mu cl^ error. T h e  
other cannot be ascertained precisely, without more conlplex operations, 
and the use of instruments much more perfect than any that the ancients 
seem to have possessed Among the vast number of places, the 
position of which is fixed by tolerny, 1 ltnow not if he approaches as near 
to truth in the longitude of any one, as he has done in fixing the latitude 
0: the three cities which I formerly mentioned as a striliir~g, though not 
s:ngular instance of his exactness. 

These observztions induce me to adhere to an opinion which I proposed 
rn another place,t that the Greeks and Romans, in their commercial inter- 
course with India, were seldorn led, either by curiosity or the love of gain, 
to visit the more eastern parts of it. A variety of particulars occur to 
confirm this opinion. Though Ptolerny bestows the appellation of Emporia 
on several places situated on the coast which stretclies from the eastern 
mouth of the Ganges to the extremity of the Golden Chersonesus, it is 
uncertain whettier, from his having given them this name, we are to con- 
sider them as harbours frequented b ships from Egypt, or merely by 
vessels of the country. Beyond the Cfolden Chersonesus, it is remarl~ible 
that he ~nentions one Emporiuin only,$ which plainly indicates the inter- 
course with this region of India to hare been ver inconsiderable. Had  
royages from the Arabian gulf to those countries o j lndia  been as frequent 
as to have entitled Ptolemy to specify so minutely the longitude and lati- 
tude of the great number of places which he mentions, he must, in conse- 
quence of this, have acquired such information as would have prevented 
several great errors into which he has fallen. Had it been usual to 
double cape Comorin, and to sail up the bay of Bengal to the n~outh of 
the Ganges, some of the ancient geographers would not have been so 
uncertain, and others so widely mistalien, with respect to the situation and 
magnitude of the island.of Ceylon. If the merchants of Alexandria had 
often visited the ports of the Golden Chersonesus, and of the Great Bay, 
Ptolcmy's descriptions of then1 must have been rendered more correspond- 
ent to their real form, nor could he have believed several places to lie 
beyond the line, which are in truth some degrees on this side of it. 

* Lib. i. c. 7-14. t Hist. of America. I Lib. vii. c. 2. 
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But though the navigation of the ancients may net have extended to the 
Further India, we are certain that various commodities of that country 
were imported into Egyp4, and thence were conveyed to Rome, and to 
other parts of the emplre Frnm circumstances which I have already 
eczmerated, we are warrauted in concluding, that these were brought in 
vessels of the country to Musiris, and to the other parts on the Malabar 
coast, which were at that period the staples of trade with Egypt. In R 
country of such extent as India, where the natural productions are vanous, 
and greatly diversified by art and industry, an active domestic commerce, 
both.by sea and by land, must have early taken place among its different 
provinces. Of this we have some hints in ancient authors ; and where the 
sources of information ale so few and so scanty, we must rest satisfied 
with hints. Among the different classes or casts, into which the people 
of India were divided, merchants are mentioned as one," froin which we 
may conclude trade to have been one of the established occupations of 
men in that country. From the author of the Circumnavigation of the 
Erythracan Sea, we learn that the inhabitants of the Corornandel coast 
traded in vessels of their own with those of Malabar; that the interior 
trade of Barygaza was considerable ; and that there was at all seasons a 
number of country ships to be found in the harbour of Musiris.t By 
Strabo we are informed, that the most valuable productions of Tapro- 
bane wera carried to different Emporia of 1ndia.f In this way, the 
traders from Egypt might be supplied with them, and thus could finish 
tSeir voyages within the year, which must have been protracted much 
longer if they had extended as far towards the east as is generally 
supposed. 

From all this it appears to be probable, that Ptolemy derived the infor- 
ma':,,i concerning the eastern parts of India, upon which he founds his 
calculations, not so much from any direct and re ular intercourse between 
Egypt and these countries, as from the reports o?a feu adventurers, whom 
an enterprisin spirit, or the love of gain, prompted to proceed beyond the 
usual limits of; navigation. 

Though, from the age of Ptolemy, :he trade with India continued to be 
carried on in its former channel, and both Rome, the ancient capital of the 
empire, and Constantinople, the new seat of government, were supplied 
with the precious conlrrc.dities of tight coun4rv by. the merchants of Alex- 
andria ; yet, until the reign of the emperor .. nstinian, w e  have no new in- 
formation concerning the intercourse with the E a ~ t  by sea, or the progress 
which was made in the chscovery of its remote reglons. Under Justinian, 
Cosmas, an Egyptian mercha~t, in the Lourse of k.is traffic, made some 
voyages to India, whence he acquired the surname of Indicopleustes ; but 
afterwards, by a transition not uncommon in that superstitious age, hc 
renounced all the concerns of this life, and assumed the monastic charac- 
ter. In the solitude and leisure of a cell, he composed several works, onc 
of which, dignified by him with the name of Christian Topography, has 
reached us. The main design of it is to combat the opinion of those phi- 
lo~ophers, who assert the earth to be of a spherical figure, and to prove that 
it is an oblong plane, of twelve thousand miles in length from east to west, 
ancl of six thousand miles in breadth from north to south, surrounded by 
high walls, covered b the firmament as with a canopy or vault ; that the 
vicissitude of day m8night was uccasioned by a mountain of prodigious 
height, situated in the extremities of the north, round which the sun 
rnol ed ; that when it appeared on one side of this mountain, the earth was 
illuminated, when concealed on the other side, the earth was left involved 
in darl<ness.$ But arnidst those wild reveries, more suited to the credulity 

P i i ~  NIT. {(I : I h. VI c.22. t Perip Mar. Erythr. 34. 30. $ Lib. ii. 124. B. 
Q Cosrnas a:, X1 IL..!.~ i:u ~Colleet. Patrum, ii 113, &c. 1%. 
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of his new profession, than to the sound sense characteristic of that in 
which he was formerly engaged, Cosmas seems to relate what he himself 
had observed in his travels, or what he had learned from others, with great 
sim licity and regard for truth. 

&e appears to have been well acquainted with the west coast of the 
Indian peninsula, and names seberal places situated upon it ; he describes 
it as the chief seat of the pepper trade, and mentions Nlale in particular, 
as one of the most frequented ports on that account.* From Male, it is 

robable that this side of the continent has derived its modern name of 
halabar ; and the cluster of islands contiguous to it that of the Maldives. 
From him too we learn, that the island of T a  robane, which he supposes 
to lie at an equal distance fmm the Persian g u t  on the west, and the coun- 
try of the Sin= on the east, had become, in consequence of this commo- 
dious situation, a great staple of trade ; that into it were imported the silk 
of the Sin=, and the precious spices of the eastern countries, which were 
conveyed thence to all parts of India, to Persia, and to the Arabian gulf. 
T o  this island he gives the name of Sie!ediba,f near1 the same with that 
of Selendib, or Serendib, by which it is still known a< over the East. 

T o  Cosrnas we are also indebted for the first information of a new rival 
to the Romans in trade having appeared in the Indian seas, The Persians, 
after haviog overturned the empire of the Parthians and re-established the 
line of their ancient monarchs, seem to have surmounted entirely the aver- 
sion of their ancestors to nlaritinle exertion, and made early and vigorous 
efforts in order to acquire a share in the lucrative commerce with India. 
All its considerable ports were frequented by traders from Persia, who, in 
return for some productions of their own country in request among the In- 
dians, received the precious commodities, which they conveyed up the 
Persian gulf, and, by means of the great rivers Euphrates and Tigris, dis- 
tributed them through every province of their empire. As the voyage Srorn 
Persia to India was much shorter than that from Egypt, and attended with 
less expense and danger, the intercourse between the two countries in- 
creased ra idly. A circumstance is mentioned by Cosmas which is a stri- 
king pmo?of this. In most of the cities of any note in India be found 
Chr~stian churches established, in which the functions of religion were per- 
formed by priests ordained by the archbishop of Seleucia, the capital of 
the Persian empire, and who continued subject to his jurisdiction.:: India 
appears to have been more thoroughly explored at this period than it was 
in the age of Ptolemy, and a greater number of strangers seem to have 
been settled there. It is remarkable, however, that, according to the ac- 
count of Cosmas, none of these strangers were accustomed to visit the 
eastern regions of Asia, but rested satisfied with receiving their silk, their 
spices, and other valuable productions, as the were imported into Ceylon, 
and conveyed thence to the various marts of &dia.$ 

The frequency of open hostilities between the emperors of Constanti- 
nople and the monarchs of Persia, together with the increasing rivalship of 
their subjects in the trade with India, gave rise to an event which produced 
a considerable change in the nature of that commerce. As the use of silk, 
both in dress and furniture, became gratiually more general in the court of 
the Greek emperors, who imitated and surpassed the sovereigns of Asia in 
splendour and magnificence ; and as China, in which, according to the 
concurring testimony of oriental writers, the culture of silk was originally 
known,ll still continued to be the only country which produced fhat valu- 
able commodity ; the Persians, improving the advantages which their situ- 
ation gave them over the merchants from the Arabian ulf, supplanted them 
m all the marts of India to which silk wan brought $sea from the East 

* Cosm. lib. ii. p. 138. lib. xi. 337. t Lib. xi, 338. L i b  i i  l Q Lib. xi. 337 
11 I-Ierbelot, Bihlioth. Orient art. Harir 
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Having it likewise in their power to molest or to cut off the caravans, 
which, in order to procure a supply for the Greek empire, travelled by 
land to China, through the northern provinces of their kingdom, they en- 
tirely engrossed that branch of commerce. Constantinople was obliged 
to depend on the rival power for an article which luxury viewed and de- 
sired as essential to elegance. The Persians, with the usual rapacity of 
monopolists, raised the price of silk tosuch an exorbitant height,% that Jus- 
tinian, eager not only to obtain a fall and certain supply of a commodity 
which was become of indispensable use, but solicitous to deliver the com- 
merce of his subjects from the exactions of his enemies, endeavoured, by 
means of his ally, the Christian monarch of Abyssinia, to wrest some por- 
tion of the silk trade from the Persians. In this attempt he failed ; but 
when he least expected it, he, by an unforeseen event, attained, in some 
measure [A. D. 551, the object which he had in view. Two Persian 
monks having been employed as missionaries in some of the Christian 
churches, wh~ch were established (as we are informed by Cosmas) in dif- 
ferent parts of India, had penetrated into the country of the Seres or China. 
There they observed the labours of the silkworm, and became acquainted 
with all the arts of lllan in working up its productions into such a variet 
of elegant fabrics. T h e  prospect of gain, or perhaps an indignant zeat  
excited by seeing this lucrative branch of commerce engrossed by unbe- 
lieving nations, prompted them to repair to Constantinople. There they 
explained to the emperor the origin of silk, as well as the various modes of 
preparing and manufacturing it, mysteries hitherto unknown, or very lm- 
perfectly understood, in Europe ; and encouraged by his liberal promises, 
they undertook to bring to the capital a sufficient number of those won- 
derful insects, to whose labours man is so much indebted. This they ac- 
complished by conveying the eggs of the silkworm in a hollow cane. They 
were hatched by the heat of a dunghill, fed with the leaves of a wild 
mulberry tree, and they multiplied and worked in the same manner as in 
those climates where they first became objects of human attention and 
care.1 Vast numbers of these insects were soon reared in different parts 
of Greece, particularly in the Peloponnesus. Sicily afterwards undertook 
to breed silkworms with equal success, and was imitated from time to 
time in several towns of Italy. In all these places extensive manufactures 
were estahlished and carried on with silk of domestic production. The 
demand for silk from the East diminished of course, the subjects of the 
Greek emperors were no longer obliged to have recourse to the Persians 
for a supply of it, and a considerable change took place in the nature of 
the commercial intercourse between Europe and India [36]. 

SECTION 111. 

Intercourse with India from the Conquest of Eg pt b the Mahomeduns to 
the Discovery of  the Passage by the Cape of Zood &ope, ancl the Estnb- 
lishment of the Portuguese Dominion in the East. 

ABOUT fourscore years after the death of Justinian, an event happened 
which occasioned a revolution still more considerable in the intercourse ot 
Elirope with the East. Maho~net, by publishing a new religion, seerns to 
have animated his countrymen with a new spirit, and to have called forth 
latent passions and talents into exertion. The greatest part of the Ara- 

" Procoy. IIist. Arcnn. o. 25. " '@xa. a Rallo GoUlie. lib. iv. o. 17. 
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bians, satisfied from the earliest tiines with national independence and per- 
sonal liberty, tended their camels, or reared their palm trees, within the 
precincts of their own peninsula, and had little intercou;se with the rest 
of mankind, unless when they sallied out to plunder a caravan, or to rob a 
traveller. In some districts, however, they had begun to add the labours 
of agriculture, and the business of comnierce, to the occupations of pas- 
:oral life." These different orders of men, when prompted by the er~thu 
siastic ardour with which the exhortations and example of Mahomet 
inspired them, displayed at once all the zeal of missionaries and the ambi- 
tion of conquerors. They  spread the doctrine of their prophet, and ex- 
tended the dominion of his successors, from the shores of the Atlantic to 
the frontier of China, with a rapidity of success to which there is nothing 
similar in the history of mankind [A. C. 16401. Egypt was one of their 
earliest conquests; and as they settled in that inviting country, and kept 
possession of it, the Greeks were excluded from a!] intercourse with Alex- 
andria, to which they had long resorted as the chief mart of Indian goods. 
Nor was this the only effect which the progress of the Mahomedan arms 
had upon the commerce of Europe with India. Prior to their invasion of 
Egypt, the Arabiansl~ad subdued the great kingdom of Persia, and added 
it to the empire of their caliphs. They found their new subjects engaged 
in prosecr~ting that extensive trade with India, and the country to the east 
of it, the commencement and progress of which in Persia I have already 
mentioned; and they were so sensible of the great advantages derived 
from it, that they became desirous to partake of them. As the active 
powers of the human mind, when roused to vigorous exertions in one line, 
are most capable of operating with force in other directions ; the Arabians, 
from impetuous warriors, soon becnnie enterprising merchants. They  con- 
tinued to carry on tlie trade with India in its former channel from the Per- 
sian gulf, but it was with that ardour which cl~aracterizes all the early 
efforis of Mahomet's followers. In a short time they advanced far beyond 
the boundaries of ancient navigation, and blought many of the most pre- 
cious commodities of the East directly from tlie countries which produced 
them. In order to engross all the profit arising from the sale of them, the 
caliph Omar,t a few years after the conquest of Persia, founded the city 
of Bassora, on the western banks of the great stream formed by the junc- 
tion of the Euphrates and Tigris: with a view of securing the comnland of 
these two rivers, by which goods imported from India were conveyed into 
all parts of Asia. With such discernment was the situation chosen, that 
Bassora soon hecame a place of trade hardly inferior to Alexandria. 

This general information with respect to the trade of the Arabians with 
India, which is all that can be derived from the historians of that period, is 
confirmed and illustrated by the Relation of a Voyage from the Persian 
gulf towards the east, written hy an Arabian merchant in the year of the 
Christian era eight hundred and fifty-one, about two centuries after Persia 
was subjected to the caliphs, and explained by tht- Tommentar of another 
Arabian, who had likewise visited the eastern parts of Asia f37]. This 
curious relation, which enables us to fill up a chasm in the history of mer- 
cantile communication with India, furnishes materials for describing more 
in detail the extent of the Arabian discoveries in the East, and the manner 
in which they made them. 

Though some have imagined !hat the wonderful property of the magnet, 
by  which it communicatc-S such virtue to a needle or slender rod of iron, 
as to make it point towards the poles of the earth, was mown in the East 
long before it was observed in Europe, it is manifest both from the rela- 
tion of the hfahomedan merchant, and, from rnuch concurring evidence, 

*Sale's Koran, Prelim, Dis. p. 32, 33. t Herbel. Biblioth. Orient. article Basrah Abul 
Pkaras Hist. Dynast. p. 113. 
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that not only the Arabians, but the Chinese, were destitute of this fi~itllful 
guide, and that their mode of navi ation was not inore adventurous than 
that of the Greeks and Romans.* $hey steered servilely along the coast, 
seldom stretching out to sea so far as to lose si,ght of land ; and as they 
shaped their course in this timid manner, the~r  mode of reckoning was 
defective. and liable to the same errors which I observed in that of the 
Greeks and Romans.1 

Notwithstanding these disadvantages, the pmgress of the Arabians to- 
wards the east extended far beyond the gulf of Siam, the boundary of 
European navi ation. They bec"ame acquainted with somatra, and-the 
other islands of the great Indian Archipelago, and advanced as far as the 
city of Canton in China. Nor are these discoveries to be considered as 
the effect of the enterprising curiosity of individuals; they were owing to 
a regular commerce carried on from the Persian gulf with China, and all 
the intermediate countries. Many Mahomedans, imitating the exa,nlple ot 
the Persians described by Cosmas Indicopleustes, settled in India and the 
countries beyond it. They were so nunlerous in the city of Canton, that 
the emperor (as the Arabian authors relate) perniitted them to have a cadi 
or judge of their own sect, who decided controversies among his counlr 
men by their own laws, and presided in all the functions of re1igion.f fi 
other places proselytes were gained to the Mahomedari [aitth, and the.Ara- 
bian language was understood and spoken in alrnost every seaport of any 
note. Ships from China and different places of India traded in the Per- 
sian gulf [38] ,  and by the frequency of mutual intercourse, all the nations 
of the east became better acquainted with each other.§ 

A striking proof of this is the new information concerning China and 
India we receive from the two authors I have mentioned. They point out 
the situation of Canton, now so well known to Europeans, with 3 consider- 
able degree of exactness. They take notice of the general use of silk 
among the Chinese. They are the first who mention their celebrated 
manufacture of porcelain, which, on account of its delicacy and transpa- 
rency, they compare to glass [39]. They describe the tea-tree, and the 
mode of using its leaves ; and from the great revenue which was levied (as 
they inform us) froin the consumption of it, tea seems to have been as 
universally the favourite beverage of the Chinese, in the ninth century, as 
it is at present.11 

Even with respect to those parts of India, which the Greeks and Romans 
were accustomed to visit, the Arabians had acquired more perfect informa- 
tion. They mention a great empire established on the Malahar coast, 
governed by monarchs whose authority was paramount to that of every 
power in India. These monarchs were distinguished by the appellation 
of Balehara, a name yet known in India,ll and it is probable that the 
Samorin, or emperor of Calict~t, so frequently mentioned in the accounts ot 
the first voyages of the Portuguese to India, possessed some portions ot 
their dominions. They celehrate the extraordinary progress which the 
Indians had made in astronomical knowledge, a circumstance which seems 
to have been little known to the Greeks and Romans, and assert that in 
this branch of science they were far superior to the most enlightened 
nations of the east, on which account their sovereign was denominated the 
kinr of wisdom.** Other peculiarities in the political institutions, the mode 
of jhudicial proceedings,. the pastimes and the superstitions of the Indians, 
particularly the excruc~ating mortifications and penances of the faquirs, 
might be produced as proofs of the superior knowledge which the Arabians 
had acquired of the manners of that people. 

*Relation, p. 2.8, &c. t Renaudot, Inquiry intothe time when the Mahomedans first entered 
China, p. 143. $ Rola*.ion, 7. Remarks, p. 19. Inquiry, p. 171, &c. Q Relation, p.8. 
11 Ibid. p. 21. 25. V H?rbelot, artic. Hendand Belhal: *' Relation, p. 37. 58 
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The same commercial spirit, o; religious zeal, which prompted the 

Maliomedans of Persia to visit the remotest regions of the East, animated 
the Christians of that Itingdom. The Nestorian churches planted In Persla 
under the protection first of its native sovereigns, and afterwards of its con- 
querors the caliphs, were numerous, and governed b respectable eccle- 
siastics. They had early sent missionaries into 1nd;a, and established 
churches in different parts of it, particularly, as I l y e  formerly related, 
in the island of Ceylon. When the Arabians extended their navieation as 
far as China, a more ample field, both for their commerce and th<ir zeal, 
opened to their view. If we may rely on the concurring evidence of 
Christian authors, in the East as well as in the West, confirmed by the testi- 
mony of the two Mahomedan travellers, their pious labours were attended 
with such success, that in the ninth and tenth centuries, the number of 
Christians in India and China was very considerable [40]. As the churches 
in both these countries received all their ecclesiastics from Persia, where 
they were ordained by the Catholicos, or Nestorian primate, who~e  supre- 
macy they acl<nowledged, this became a re ular channel of intercourse and 
intelligence ; and to the combined effect ofall these circurnsiances, we are 
indebted for the information we receive from the two Arabian writers," 
concerning those regions of Asia, which the Greeks and Romans never 
visited. 

But while both the Mahomedan and Christian subjects of the Caliphs 
continued to extend their knowledge of the East, the people of Europe 
found themselves excluded almost entirely from any intercourse with it. 
T o  them the great port of Alexandria was now shut, and the new lords of 
the Persian gulf, satisfied with supplying the demand for Indian commo- 
dities in their own extensive dominions, neglected to convey then], by any 
of the usual channels, to the trading towns on the Mediterranean. The 
opulent inhabitants of Constantinople, and other great cities of Europe, bore 
this deprivation of luxuries, to which they had been long accustomed, with 
such impatience, that all the activity of comrnelce was exerted, in order 
to find a remedy for an evil which they deemed intolerable. The difficul- 
ties which were to be surmounted, in order to acco~nplish this, afford the 
most striking proofof the high estimation in which the commodities of the 
East were held at that time. The sillr of China was purchased in Chensi, 
the westernniost province of that empire, and conveyed thence by a cara- 
van, in a march of eighty or a hundred days, to the banks of the Oxus, 
where it was embarked, and carried down the stream of that river to the 
Caspian. After a dangerous voyage across that sea, and ascending the 
river C rus as far as it is navigable, it was conducted by a short land car- 
riage offive days to the river Phasis,t which falls into the Euxine or Black 
Sea. Thence, b,y an easy and well known course, it was transported to 
Constantinople. The conveyance of commodities from that region of the 
East, now known by the name of Indostan, was somewhat less tedious and 
operose. They were carried from the banks of the Indus, by a route 
early frequented, and which I have already described, either to the river 
Oxus, or directly to the Caspian, from which they held the same course to 
Constantinople.- 

It is obvious, that only commodities of small bulk, and of considerable 
value, could bear the expense of such a mode of conveyance ; and in regu- 
lating the price of those commodities, not only the expense, but the risk 
and danger of conveyin them were to be taken into account. In their 
journey acmis the vast pfaio, extending from Samarcande to the frontier of 
China, caravans were exposed to the assaults and depredations of the Tar- 
tars, the Iluns, the Turlrs, and other roving tribes which infest the north- 
east of Asia, and which have always considered the merchant and traveller 
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as tne~r lawful pre ; r~or  were they exernpt from insult and pillage in their 
journey from the Fjrus to the Plrasis, through the kingdom of Colchii, 
count noted, both In ancient and in modern times, for the thievish disposl- 
tion o z t s  inhabitants. Even under all these d~sadvantages, the trade with 
the East was carried on with ardour. Constantinople became a consider- 
able mart of Indian and Chinese commodities, and the wealth which fiowed 
into it in consequence of this, not only added to the splendour of that great 
city, but seems to have retarded for some time the decline of the empire, 
of which it was the capital. 

As far as we may venture to conjecture, from the imperfect information 
of contemporary historians, it was chiefly by the mode of conveyance which 
I have described, perilor~s and operose as it was, that Europe was supplied 
with the commodities of the East during more than two centuries. 
Througl~out that period the Christians and Mahornedans were engaged, in 
almost uninterrupted hostilities ; prosecuted with all the animosity w h ~ c h  
rivalsl~ip for power, heightened by religious zeal, naturally excites. Under 
circumstances which occasioned such alienation? commercial intercourse 
could hardly subsist, and the merchants oS Christendom, either did not 
resort at all to Alexandria and the ports of Syria, the ancient staples for the 
con~modities of the East, after they were in possession of the Mahomedans ; 
or, if the love of gain, surmounting their abhorrenceof the Infidels, prorr~pted 
them to visit the marts which they had long frequented, it was w ~ t h  much 
caution and distrust. 

While the difficulties of procuring the productions of the East were thus 
augmented, the people of Europe became more desirous of' obtaininw them. 
About this time some cities of Italy, psrticulsrly Amalphi and Venice, 
having acquired a greater degree of security or independence than they 
forrnerly possessed, began to cultivate the arts of domestic industry, with 
an ardour and ingenuity uncommon io the middle ages. The  effect of these 
exertions was such an increase of wealth, as created new wants and desires, 
and formed a taste for elegance and I~~xury ,  which induced them to visit 
foreign countries in order to gratify it. Among men in this stage of their 
advancement, the productions of India have always been held in high esti- 
mation, and frorn this period they were i~nported into Italy in larger quan- 
tities, and came into more general use. Several circumstances which indi- 
cate this revival of a comniercial spirit, are collected by the industrious 
Muratori ; and from the close of the seventh centu~y, an attentive observer 
ma discern faint traces of its progress." 

$$Ten in enlightened ages, when the transactions of nations are observed 
and recorded with the greatest care, and the store of historical materials 
seems to be ahur~dantly ample, so little attention has been paid to the opera- 
tions of commerce, that every attempt towards a regular deduction of them 
has been found an undertaking of the utmost difficulty. The  era, however, 
to which I have conducted this disquisition, is one of the periods in the 
annals of mankind, concerning which, history furnishes most scanty informa- 
tion. As it was chiefly in the Greelr empire, and in some cities of Italy, 
that any efforts mere made to procure the cotnmodities of India, and the 
other regions of the east, it is only from the historians of those countries me 
can expect to find any account of that trade. But from the age of 
Mahomet, until the time when the Co~nneni ascended the throne of Con- 
stantinople, a period of more than four centuries and a half, the Byzantine 
history is contained in meagre chronicles, the compilers of which scldom 
extended their views beyond the intrigues in the palace, the factions in the 
theatre, or the disputes of theolovians. To them the monliish annalists of 
the different states and cities of ?taly, during the same period, are (if pos- 

* Antiquit. Ital. nledii B v i ,  ii. 400.403 410.881. 885. 895. Rer Xtal. Script. ii. 487. Iristoire du 
Commerce rle 13 Bussie, par AL. Scherer, toill, i. p. 11, &c. 
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sible) far inferior in merit ; and in the early accounts of those cities which 
have been most celebrated for their commercial spirit, we search with little 
success for the origin or nature of that trade by which they first rose to 
eminence [41]. It is manifest, however, from the slightest atteotion to the 
events which happened in the seventh and eighth centuries, tha' the Italian 
states, while their coasts were cootinually infested by the Mahomedans, 
who had made some settlements there, and had subjected Sicily almost 
entirely to their dominion, could not trade with rnuch confidence and secu- 
rity in Egypt and Syria. With what implacable hatred Christians viewed 
Mahomedans, as the disciples of an impostor, is well known ; and as all the 
nations which professed the Christian faith, both in the east and west, had 
mingled the worship of angels and saints with that of the Supreme Being, 
and had adorned their churches with pictures and statues ; the true Mos- 
lems considered themselves as the only assertors of the unity of God, and 
beheld Christians of every denomination with abhorrence, as idolators. 
Much time was requisite to soften this inutllal aniniosity, so far as to render 
intercourse in any degree cordial. 

Meanwhile a taste for the luxriries of the East continued not only to 
spread in Italy, but, from inlitation of the Italians, or from some improve- 
ment in their own situation, the people of Marseilles and other tovins of 
France on the Mediterranean became equally fond of them. But the profits 
exacted by the merchants of Amalphi or Venice, from whom they re- 
ceived those precious commodities, were so exorbitant as prompted them 
to make some effort to supply their own demands. With this view they 
not only opened a trade with Constantinople, but ventured at times to visit 
the ports of Egypt and Syria.* This eagerness of the Europeans, on the 
one hand, to obtain the productions of India, and, on the other hand, con- 
siderable advantages which both the caliphs and their subjects derived 
from the sale of them, induced both so far to conceal their reciprocal an- 
tipathy as to carry on a traffic manifestly for their comrrlon benefit. How 
far this traffic extended, and in what mode it was conducted by these new 
adventurers, the scanty information which can be gathered from contern- 
porary writers does not enable nle to trace with accuracy. It is probable, 
however, that this communication would have produced insensibly i:s 
usual effect, of familiarizing and reconciling men of hostile principles and 
discordant manners to one another, and a regular comrnerce might have 
been established gradually between Christians and Mahomedans, upon 
such equal terms, that the nations of Europe might have received all the 
luxuries of the East by the same channels in which the were formerly 
conveyed to then,, first h the T rians, the? by the ~ r e o B  of ~lexmdria ,  
next by the Romans, anYat last the subjects of the Conr?antinopolitan 
empire. 

But whatever might have been the influence of this v w i n g  corres- 
pondence, it was prevented from operating with full effect y the crusades, 
or expeditions for the recovery of the Holy Land, which during two cen- 
turies occupied the professors of the two rival religions, and contributed to 
ahenate them more than ever from each other. I have, in another v70rk,t 
contemplated mankind while under the dominion of this frenzy, the most 
singular perhaps, and the longest continued, of any that occurs in the his- 
tory of our species ; and I pointed out such effects of it upon government, 
upon propert upon manners and taste, as were suited to what were then 
the objects o l b y  inquiry. At present my attention is confined to observe 
the commercial consequences of the crusades, and how far they contributed 
to retard or to promote the conveyance of Indian commodities into Europe. 

T o  fix an idea of peculiar sanctity to that country, which the author of 
our religion selected as the place of his residence while on earth, and in 

* Mbm. de. Litthrat. ton. xxxvii. p. 467, &c. 483. t Hisl, of Charles V p I0 
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which he accomplished the redemption of mankind, is a sentiment so 
natural to the human mind, that, from the Srst establishment of Christianity, 
the visiting of the holy places in Judea was considered as an exercise oi 
piety, tending powerfully to awaken and to cherish a spirit of devotion. 
Through succeeding ages the practice continued and increased in every part 
of Christendom. When Jerusalem was subjected to the Mahomedan em- 
pire, and danger was added to the fatigue and expense of a distant pil- 
grimage, the undertaking was viewed as still more meritorious. It was 
sometimes enjoined as a penance to be performed by heinous transgressors 
It was more frequently a duty undertaken with voluntary zeal, and in both 
cases it was deemed an expiation for all past offences. From vanous 
causes, which I have elsewhere enumerated,% these pious visits to the Holy 
Land multiplied amazingly during the tenth and eleventh centuries. Not 
only individuals in the lower and middle ranks of life, but persons of su- 
oerior condition, attended by large retinues, and numerous caravans of 
opulent pilgrims, resorted to Jerusalem. 

In all their operations, however, men have a wonderful dexterity In min- 
gling some attention to interest with those functions which seem to be most 
purely spiritual. The Mahomedan caravans, which, in obedience to the 
injunctions of their reli ion, visit the holy temple of Mecca, are not com- 
posed, as I shall herea#er explain more fully, of devout pilgrims only, but 
of merchants, who, both in going and returning, are provided with such an 
assortment of goods that they carry on a considerable traffic.1 Even the 
faquirs of India, whose wild enthusiasm seem to elevate them above all 
solicitude about the concerns of this world, have rendered their frequent 
pilgrimages subservient to their interest, by trading in every country 
through which they travel [42]. In like manner, it was not by devotion 
alone that such numerous bands of Christian pilgrims were induced to visit 
Jerusalem. T o  many of them commerce was the chief motive of under- 
taking that distant voyage ; and, by exchanging the productions of Europe 
for the more valuable commodities of Asia, particular1 those of India, 
which at that time were diffused through every part o r  the caliph's do- 
minions, they enriched themselves, and furnished their countrymen with 
such an additional supply of eastern luxuries as augmented their relish for 
them.5 

But how faint soever the lines rnay be, which, prior to the crusades, 
mark the influence of the frequent pilgrimages to the East upon commerce, 
they became so conspicuous, after the commencement of these expeditions, 
as to meet the eye of every observer. Various circunistances concurred 
towards this, from an enumeration of which it will appear, that, by attending 
to the progress and effects of' the crusades, considerable light is thrown 
U on the subject of my inquiries. Great armies, conducted by the most 
ilfustrious princes and nobles of Europe, and composed of men of the most 
enterprising spirit in all the kingdoms of it, marched towards Palestine, 
through countries far advanced beyond those which they left, in every 
species of improvement. They beheld the dawn of prosperity in the 
republics of Italy, which had begun to vie with each other in the arts of 
industry, and in their efforts to engross the lucrative commerce with the 
East. They next admired the more advanced state of opulence and splen- 
dour in Constantinople, raised to a pre-eminence above all the cities then 
known, by its extensive trade, particularly that which it carried on with 
India and the countries beyond it. They afterwards served in those pro- 
vinces of Asia through which the commodities of the east were usually 
conveyed, and became masters of several cities which had heen staples ot 
that trade. They established! the kingdom of Jerusalem, whit h subsisted 

* History of Charles V. t Viagi di Ramusio, vol. i. p. 151, 159. J Gul Tyr. lib 
xvii. c. 4. p. 933. ap. Geeta Dei per Froncos. 
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near two hundred years. They took possession of the throne of the Greek 
empire, and governed it above half a century. Amidst such a variety of 
events and operations, the ideas or' the fierce warriors of Euro e gradually 
o ened and improved ; they became acquainted with the po?icy and arts 
of the people whom they subdued; they observed the sources of their 
wealth, and availed themselves of al! this knowledge. Antioch antl Tyre, 
when conquered by the crusaders, were flourishin cities inhahited by 
3pulent merchants, who supplied all the nations tra8ing in the Mediterra- 
nean with the productions of the East ;" and, as far as can be gathered from 
incidental occurrences mentioned by the historians of the holy war (who, 
being mostly priests and monlis, had their attention directed to objects very 
different from those relating to comn~erce), there is reason to believe that, 
both in Constantinople while subject to the Franks, and in the ports of 
Syria acquired by the Christians, the long established trade with the East 
continued to be pr~tected and encouraged. 

But though commerce may have been only a secondary object with the 
martial leaders of the crusades, engaged in perpetual hostilities with tlie 
Turks on one hand, and with the Soldans of Egypt on the otber, it was 
the primary object with the associates, in conjunction with whom they 
carried on their operations. Numerous as the armies were which assumed 
the cross, and enterprising as the fanatical zeal was with which they were 
animated, they could not have accomplished their purpose, or even have 
reached the seat of their warfare, without securing the assistance of the 
Italian states. None of the cther European powers could either furnish a 
sufficient number of transports to convey the armies of the crusaders to the 
coast of Dalmatia, whence they marched to Constantinople, the place of 
general rendt:zvous; or were able to supply them with military stores and 

rovisions in such abundance as to enable them to invade a distant country. 
fn all the successive expeditions the fleets of the Genoese, of the Pisans, 
or of the Venetians, kept on the coast as the armies advanced by land, and, 
supplying them from time to time with whatever was wanting, engrossed 
all the profits of a branch of commerce which in every age has been ex- 
tremely lucrative. It was with all the interested attention of merchants 
that the Italians afforded their aid. On the reduction of any place in 
which they found it for their interest to settle, they obtained from the cru- 
saders valuable imlnunities of different kinds ; freedom of trade ; an abate- 
ment of the usual duties paid for what was imported and exported, or a 
total exemption from them ; the property of entire suburbs in some cities, 
and of extensive streets in others ; and a privilege granted to every person 
who resided within their precincts, or who traded under their protection, 
of being tried by their own laws, and by judges of their own appoint- 
ment.1 In consequence of s l  many advanta es, we can trace, during the 
progress of the crusades, a rapid increase of wealth and of power in all 
the commercial states of Italy. Every port open to trade was frequented 
by their merchants, who, having new engrossed entirely the commerce of 
the East, strove with such active emulation to find new markets for the 
commodities which it furnished, that they extended a taste for them to 
many parts of Europe in which they had hitherto been little known. 

Two events ha pened, prior to the termination of the Hol War, which 
by acquiring to t ie  Venetians and Genoese the possession otseveral pm- 
vinces in the Greek empire, enabled thein to supply Europe more abun- 
dantly with all the productions of the East. The first was the conquest 
of Constantinople in the year one thousand two hundred and four, by the 
Venetians and the lezders of the fourth crusade. An account of the political 
interests and intrigues which formed this alliance, and turned the hallowed 

Gul. Tyr. 1ib.xiii. c. 5. Alb. Aqaens. Hist. Hieros. ap. Gesta Dei, vol. i, p.247. t His .  
of Charles V. 
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The other event which I  had in vlew, was the subversion of the domi 

nion of the Latins in Constantinople, and the re-establishment of the imperia. 
family on the throne. This was effected after a period of fifty-seven years, 
partly by a transient effort of vigour, with which indi nation at a foreign 
yoke animated the Greeks, and parly by the powerkl assistance which 
they received from the republic of Genoa. The Genoese were so sensible 
of the advantages which the Venetians, their rivals in trade, derived from 
their union with the Latin emperors of Constantinople, that, in order to 
deprive them of these, they sur~nounted the most deep-rooted prejudices 
of their age, and combined with the schismatic Greeks to dethrone a 
monarch protected by the papal power, setting at defiance the thunders of 
the Vatican, which at that time made the greatest princes tremble. This: 
undertaking, bold and impious as it was then deemed, proved successful. 
In recompense for their signal services, the grctitude or weakness of the 
Greek empeior, among other donations, bestowed upon the Genoeee Pera, 
the chief suburb of Constantino le, to be held as a fief of the empire, 
together with such exemption i o m  the accustomed duties on goods im- 
ported and exported, as gave them a decided superiority over every com- 
petitor in trade. With the vigilant attention of merchants, the Genoese 
availed themselves of this favourable situation. They surrounded their 
new settlement in Pera with fortifications. They rendered their factories 
on the adjacent coast places of strength.* They were masters of the 
harbour of Constantinople mole than the Greeks themselves. The whole 
trade of the Black sea came into their hands ; and not satisfied with this, 
they took possession of part of the Chersonesus Taurica, the modern 
Crimea, and rendered Caffa, its principal town, the chief seat of their 
trade with the East, and the port in which all its productions, conveyed 
to the Black sea by the different routes I have formerly described, were 
landedt [43]. 

In conse uence of this revolution, Genoa became the greatest commercial 
power in &rope ; and if the enterprising industry and intrepid courage ot 
its citizens had been under the direction of wise domestic policy, it might 
have long held that rank. But never was there a contrast more striking, 
than between the internal administration of the two rival republics of 
Venice and Genoa. In the former, government was conducted with steady 
S dtematic prudence ; in the latter, it was consistent with nothing but a 
Zndness for novelty, and a propensity to change. The one enjoyed a 

erpetual calm, the other was agitated with all the storms and vicissitudes of 
faction. The increase of wealth, which flowed into Genoa from the exer- 
tions of its merchants, did not counterbalance the defects ill its political 
constitution; and even in its most prosperous state we ma discern the 
appearance of symptoms which foreboded a diminution o?iis opulence 
and power. 

As Ions, however, as the Genoese retained the ascendant which they 
had acqulred in the Greek empire, the Venetians felt their commercial 
transactions with it to he carried on upon such unequal terms, that their 
merchants visited Constantinople seldom, and with reluctance ; and in 
order to procure the cominodities of the East in such quantities as were 
demanded in the various parts of Europe which they were accustomed 
to supply, they were obliged to resort to the ancient staples of that trade. 
Of these Alexandria was the chief, and the most abundantly supplied, as 
the conveyance of Indian goods by land through Asia, to any of the ports 
of the Mediterranean, was often rendered impracticable by the incursions 
of Turks, Tartars, and other hordes, which successively desolated that 
fertile country, or contended for the dominion of it. But under the n~ilitary 

* Niceph. Gregor. 11b. xi. c. 1. 6 6. lib. xvli. c.1. $ 2 .  t Folieta Hist. Genuens. ap. Graev. 
Tbes. Antiq. Ital. i. 387. De hlarinia de Genuens. Dignit. ib. 1486. Niceph. Greg. lib. xiii. c. 12. 
Mu~at. Annal. d'ltal. lib. vii. c. 351. 
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and vigorous government of the soldans of the Mamelulres, securlty and 
order were steadily maintairled in Egypt, and trade, though loaded with 
heavy duties, was open to all. In proportion to the progress of the 
Genoese in engrossing the commerce of Constantinople and the Black 
sea [44], the Venetians found it more and [nore necessary to enlarge their 
traiisactions with Alexandria. 

But such an avowed intercourse with infidels being considered, in that 
age, as unbecoming the character of Christians, the senate of Venice, in 
order to silence its own scruples, or those of its subjects, had recourse to 
the infallible authority of the pope, who was supposed to be possessed of 
power to dispense with the rigorous observation of the most sacred laws, 
and obtained permission from him to fit out annually a specified number of 
ships from the ports of Egypt and of Syria [45]. Under this sanction the 
republic concluded a treaty of commerce with the soldans of Egypt, on 
equitable terms ; in consequence of which the senate appointed one consul 
to reside in Alexandria, and another in Damascus, in a public character, 
and to exercise a mercantile jurisdiction, authorized by the soldans. Under 
their protection, Venetian merchants and artisans settled in each of these 
cities. Ancient prejudices and antipathies were forgotten, and their mutual 
interests established. for the first time. a fair and oaen trade between 
Christians and ~ahornedans." 

While the Venetians and Genoese were alternately making those extra 
ordinary efforts, in order to engross all the advantages of suppiying Europe 
with the prodrlctians of the Easi, the republic of Florence, originally a 
commercial democracy, applied with such perseverin vigour to trade, 
and the genius of the people, as well as the nature of  their institutions, 
were so favourable to its progress, that the state advanced rapidly in 
power snd the people in opulence. But as the Florentines did not possess 
any con~modious seaport, their active exertions were directed chiefly towards 
the improvement of their manufactures, and domestic industr . About 
the beginning of the fourteenth century, the Florentine inanuictures or  
various kinds, particularly those of silk and woollen cloth, appear, from 
the enumeration of a well-informed historian, to have been very considera- 
ble.1 T h e  connexion which they formed in different parts of Europe, by 
furnishing them with the productions of their own industry, led them to 
engage in another branch of trade, that of banking. In this they soon 
becarne so eminent, that the money transactions of almost every kingdom 
in Europe passed through their hands, and in many oC them they were 
intrusted with the collection and administration of the public revenues. 
In consequence of the activity and success with which they conducted 
their inanufactures and money transactions, the former always attended 
with certain though moderate profit, the latter lucrative in a high degree, 
at  a period when neither the interest of money, nor the premium on bills of 
exchange, was settled with accuracy, Florence became one of the first 
cities in Christendom, and many of its citizens extremely opulent. Cosmo 
di Mcdici, the head of a farnily which rose from obscurity by its success in 
trade, was recltoned the most wealthy merchant ever liriown in Europe ;S 
and in acts of public munificence, as well as of private generosity, in the 
patronage of learning, and in the encouragement of useful and elegant arts, 
no monarch of the age could vie with him. Whether the Medici, in their 
first mercantile transactions, carried on any commerce with the East, I 
have not been able to discover [46]. It is more probable, I should think, 
that their trade was confined to the same articles with that of their coun- 
trymen. But as soon as the comnlonwealth, by the conquest of Pisa 

* Sandi Storia Civile Veneziana, lib. v. c. 15. p. 248, &c. t,Giov.Villani Hist. Fiorent. ap. 
Murat. Script. Rer. Ital. vo!. xiii. p. 823. Drll' Islorie Fiorentine, d~ Scip Ammirslto, 1 lb . i~ .  p. 151, 
lib. viii p. 299. f Fr. Mich. L31utua Hiut. Flor. p 37. 62. Chron. Eugubinurn ap. Murat. Script 
Rer Ital. ro l  d v .  p. 1007. Denina Revol. d'Itnlie, tom vi ,  p. 263, &c. 
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-4. C. 14051, had acquired a communication with the ocean, Cosmo dl h edici, who had the chief direction of its affairs, endeavoured 10 procure 

for his country a share in that lucrative commerce which had raised Venice 
and Genoa so far above all the other Italian states. With this view am 
bassadors were sent to Alexandria [A. C. 14251, in order to prevail with 
the soldan to open that and the other ports of his dominions to the subjects 
of the republic, and to admit them to a participation in all the com~nerci?l 
privileges which were enjoyed by the Venetians. T h e  negotiation term]- 
nated with such success, that the Florentines seem to have obtained some 
share in the Indian trade L471 ; and soon after this period, we find spices 
enumerated among the commodities imported by the Florentines into 
En land." k some parts of this Disquisition, concerning the nature and course of 
trade with the East, I have been obliged to grope my way, and often 
under the guidance of very feeble lights. But as we are now approach- 
ing to the period when the modern ideas, with respect to the importance 
of commerce, began to unfold, and attention to its progress and effects be- 
came a more considerable object of policy, w e  may hope to carry on what 
researches yet remain to he made, with greater certainty and precision. 
T o  this growing attention we are indebted for the account which Marino 
Sanudo, a Venetian nobleman, gives of the Indian trade, as carried on by 
his countrymen about the begmninp of the fourteenth century. They  
were  supplied, as he informs us, with the productions of the East in two 
different ways. Those of small bulk and high value, such as cloves, nut- 
rnegs, mace, gems, pearls, &c. were conve ed from the Persian gulf, up the 
Tigris to Bassora, and thence to Bagdat, gom which they were carried to 
some port on the Mediterranean. All more bulky goods, such as pepper, 
glnger, cinnamon, &c. together with some portion of the more valuable 
art~cles, were conveyed by the ancient route to the lled sea, and thence 
across the Desert, and down the Nile to Alexandlia. The  goods received 
by the former route were, as Sanudo observes, of superior quality; but, 
from the tediousness and expense of a distant land carriage, the supply was 
often scanty, nor can he conceal (though contrary to a favour~te prqject 
which he had in view when he wrote the treatise to which I refer) that, 
horn the state of the countries through which the caravans passed, this 
mode of conveyance was frequently precarious and attended with danger.1 

It was in Alexandria only that the Venetians found always a certain and 
full supply of Indian goods ; and as these were conveyed thither chiefly 
b water carriage, they might have purchased them at a moderate price, 
i l t h e  soldans had not imposed upon Ihem duties which amounted to a 
third part of their full value. Under this and every other disadvantage, 
however, it was necessary to prac:lre them, as frorri many concurring cir- 
cumstances, particularly a more extenslve intercourse established among 
the diff-erent nations of Europe, the denland for them continued to increase 
greatly during the fourtee~lth centur . By the irruptions of the various 
hostile tribes of barbarians, who too{ possession of the greater part of 
Europe, that powerful bond by which the Romans had uuited together all 
the people of their vast empire was entirely dissolved, and such discour- 
agement was given to the communication of one nation with another, as 
would appear altogether ~ncredible,if the evidence of it rested who11 
upon the testimony of historians, and were not conlrnied hy what is stie 
more authentic, the express enactment of laws. Several statutes of this 
kind, which disgrace the jurisprudence of almost every European nation, 1 
have enumerated and explained in another work.$ But when the wantr 
and dcsires of men multiplied, and they found that other countries couls 

* Hakluyt,voL i. p. 193. t liar. Sanuti Secreta Fidelium Crucis, p. P, &c. ap. Bongarsium 
3 Hist. of Charlps V. 
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furnidi the means of supplying and gratifying them, the hostile sentiments 
which kept nations at  a distance from each other abated, and mutual cor- 
respondence gradually took place. From the time of the crusades, which 
first brought people hardly known to one another to associate, and to act in 
concert during two centuries in pursuit of one common end, several cir- 
cumstances had co-operated towards accelerating this general intercourse. 
T h e  people around the Baltic, hitherto dreaded and abhorred by the rest 
of Europe as pirates and invaders, assumed more pacific manners, and 
began now to visit their neighbours as merchants. Occnrrences foreign 
from the subject of the present inquiry united them together in the power- 
ful commercial confederacy so famous in the middle ages, under the name 
of the Hanseatic league, and led them to establish the staple of their trade 
with the southern parts of Europe in Bruges. Thither the merchants of 
Italy, particularly those of Venice, resorted : and in return for the produc- 
tions of the East, and the manufactures of their own country, they received 
not only the naval stores and other commodities of the North, but a consi 
derable supply of gold and silver from the mines in various provinces of 
Germany, the most valriable and productive of any lmown at that time in 
Europe." Bruges continued to be the great mart or storehouse of Euro- 
pean trade durlng the period to which my inquiries extend. A regular 
cornmunication, formerly unknown, was kept up there among all the king- 
doms into which our continent is divided, and we are enabled to account for 
the rapid progress of the Italian states in wealth and power, by observing 
how much their trade, the source from which both were derived, must have 
augmented upon the vast increase in the consumption of Asiatic goods, 
when all the extensive countries towards the north-east of Europe were 
opened for their reception. 

During this prosperous and improving state of Indian commerce, Venice 
received from one of its citizens such new information concerning the 
countries which produced the precious commodities that formed the most 
valuable article of its trade, as gave an idea of their opulence, their popu- 
lation, and their extent, which rose far above all the former conceptions of 
Europeans. From the time that the lMahonicdans became masters of 
Egypt, as no Christian was permitted to pass through their dominions to 
the East,? the direct intercourse of Europeans with India ceased entirely. 
T h e  account of India by Cosmas Indicopleustes in the sixth century, is, 
as far as I h o w ,  the last which the nations of the West received froin any 
person who had visited that country. But about the middle of the thir- 
teenth century, the spirit of commerce, now hecome more enterprising, and 
more ea er to discover new routes which led to wealth, induced Marco 
Polo, a f ~ n e t i a n  of a noble family, after tradilng for some time in many of 
the opulent cities of the Lesser Asia, to penetrate into the more eastern 
parts of that continent, as far as to the court of the Great Khan on the fron- 
tier of China. During the course of twenty-six years,. partly employed 
in mercantile transactions, and partly in conducting negotiations with which 
the Great Khan intrusted him, he explored many regions of !he east which 
no European had ever visited. 

H e  describes the great kingdom of Cathay, the name by which China 
is still known 111 many parts of the East,$ and travelled through it from 
Chamhalu, or Pelting, on its northern frontiers, to some of its most south- 
ern pr, rlnces. H e  visited different parts of Indostan, and is the first who 
mentions Bengal and Guzzerat, by their present names, as great and opu- 
lent kingdoms. Besides what he discovered on his journeys by land, he 
made tllore than one voyage in the Indian ocean, and acquired some infor 
mation concerning an island which he calls Zipangri or Cipango, probably 

* Zimmerman's Polit. Survey of Europr, p. 102. 7 Banuto, p. 23. lierbelot, Bib. Orient. 
article Ifl~nthni. Stewart, Account of Thibet, Pbil. Trans. Ixvii. 474. Voyage of A. Jinkinwn, 
Iinkloyt, I. 333. 
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Japan. He visited in person Java, Sumatra, and several islands cont~g~ous 
to them, the island of Cey!on, and the coast of Malabar, as far as the gulf 
of Catnbay, to all which he gives the names that they now bear. This 
was the most extensive survey hitherto made of the East, and the most 
complete description of it ever given by any European ; and, in an age 
which had hardly any knowledge of those re ions but what was derived 
from the geographyof Ptolemy, not only the fenetians, but all the people 
of Europe, were astonished at the discovery of immense countries open to 
tl~.eir view beyond what had hitl~erto been reputed the utmost boundary 
of the earth in that quarter [481. 

But while men of leisure and speculation occupied themselves with exa- 
mining the discoveries of Marco Polo, which gave rise to conjectures and 
theories productive of most important consequences ; an event happened 
that drew the attention of all Europe, and had a most conspicuous effect 
upon the course of that trade, the progress of which I am endeavouring to 
trace. 

The event to which I allude, is the final conquest of the Greek empire 
by Mahomet 11. [A. D. 14531, and the establishing the seat of the Turkish 
governrnent in Constantinople. The immediare effect of thisgreat revolu- 
tion was, that the Genoese residing in Pera, involved in the general cala- 
mity, were obliged not only to abandon that settlement, but all those which 
they had rnade on the adjacent sea coast, after they had been in their pos- 
session near two centuries. Not long after [A. D. 14741, the victorious 
arrns of the sultan expelled them from Caffa, and every other place which 
they held in the Crimea." Constantinople was no longer a mart open to 
the nations of the West for Indian commodities, and no supply of them 
could now be obtained but in Egypt and the ports of Syria, subject to the 
soldans of the Marnelukes. The Venetians, in comequence of the protec- 
tion and privileges which they had secured by their corllmercial treaty 
with those powerful princes, carried on trade in every part of their 
dominions with such advantage, as gave them a superiority over ever 
competitor. Genoa, which had long been their m n t  fosmidab!e rival 
hum bled by the loss of its possessions in the East, and weakened by domes- 
tic dissensions, declined so fast that it was obliged to court foreign protec- 
tion, and submitted alternately to the dominion of the dukes of Milan and 
the kings of France. In consequence of this diminution of their political 

ower, the commercial exertions of the Genoese became less vigorous. A 
Feeble attempt which they made to recover that share of the Indian tmde 
which the had formerly enjoyed, by offering to enter into treaty with the 
ioldanr o h g Y p t  upon terms similar to those which had been granted to 
the Venetians, proved un~uccessful; and during the remainder of !he fif 
teenth century, Venice supplied the greater part of Europe with the pro- 
ductions of the East, and carried on trade to an extent far beyond what had 
been known in those times. 

The state of the other European nations was extremely favourable to the 
commercial progress of the Venetians. England, desolated by the civil 
wars which the unhappy contest between the houses of Yorlc and Lancas- 
ter exclted, had hardly begun to turn its attention towards those objects 
and pursuits to which it is indebted for its present opulence and power. 
In France, the fatal effects of the English arrns and conquests were still 
felt, and the king had neither acquired power, nor the people inclination, 
to direct the national genius and activity to the arts of peace. The nnim 
of the different ltingdoms of Spain was not yet completed; some of its 
most fertile provinces were still under the dominion of the Moors, with 
whom the Spanish monarchs waged perpetual war;  and, except by the 
(;a!alans, little attention was paid to foreign trade. Portugal, though it 

* FolietaHist. Genu. 60.2. 626. Murat. Annali d'Ital. ix. 451. 
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had already entered upon that career of discovery which terminated with 
most splendid success, had not yet made such progress in it as to be 
entitled to any high rank among the commercial states of Europe. Thus 
the Venetians, alniost without rival or competitor, except from some of 
the inferior Italian states, were left at  l ibe~ty  to concert and to execute 
their mercantile plans; and their trade with the cities of the Hanseatic 
league, which united the north and south of Europe, and which hitherto 
had been common to all the Italians, was now engrossed, in a great mea- - 
sure, by them alone. 

While the ~ncreasing demand for the productions of Asia induced a.11 the 
people of Europe to court intercourse with the 1-enetians so eagerly, as to 
allure them, by various irnmunities, to frequent their sea ports, w e  may 
observe a aeculiaritv in their mode of carrvine: on trade with the East, 
which disttlguishes;t from what has taken GlaLe in other countries in any 
period of histor-. In the ancient world, the Tyriarts, the Greeks, who 
were masters o, Egypt, and the Romans, sailed to India in quest of those 
commodities with which they supplied the people of the West. In 
modern times, the same has been the practice of the Portuguese, the 
Dutch, the English, and, after their example, of other European nations. 
In both periods loud complaints have been made, that in carrying on this 
trade every state must be drained of the precious metals, which in the 
course of it flow incessantly from the West to the East: never to return. 
From whatever loss might have been occasioned by this gradual but 
unavoidable diminution of their gold and silver (whether a real or only 
imagir~ary loss, it is not incumbent upon me in this place to inquire or to 
determine), the Venetians were, in a great measure, exempted. They had 
no direct intercourse with India. They found in Egypt, or in Syria, 
warehouses filled with all the cornmodit~es of the East, imported by the 
Mahornedans; and from the best accounts we have, with respect to the 
nature of their trade, they purchased them more frequently by barter, than 
with ready money. Egypt, the chief mart for Indian goods, though amost 
fertile country, is destitute of many things requisite in an improved state 
of society, either for accommodation or for ornament. Too limited in 
extent, and too highly cultivated to afford space for forests; too level to 
have mines of the useful metals; it must be supplied with timber for 
building, with iron, lead, tin, and brass, by in~portation from other coun- 
tries. T h e  Egyptians, while under the dominion of the Mamelukes, seem 
not themselves to have traded in the ports of any Christian state, and it 
was principally from the Venetians that they received all the articles 
which I have enumerated. Besides these, the ingenuity of the Venetian 
artists furnished a variety of manufactures of woollen cloths, silk stuffs of 
various fabric, camblets, mirrors, arms, ornaments of gold and silver, glass, 
and many other articles, for all which they found a ready market in Lgypt 
and Syria. In return, they received from the merchants of Alexandria 
splces of every kind, drugs, gems, pearls, ivoly, cotton and silk, unwrought, 
as well as manufactured in many different forms, and other productions of 
the East, together with several valuable articles of Egyptian growth or 
fabric. In Aleppo, Baruth, and other cities, besides the proper commodi- 
ties of India brought thither by land, they added to their cargoes the car- 
pets of Persia, the rich wrought sillrs of Damascus, still lrnown by the name 
taken from that city, and various productions of art and nature peculiar to 
Syria, Palestine, and Arabia. If, at any time, their demand for the pro- 
ductions of the East went beyond what they could procure in exchange 
for their own mannfactures, that trade with the cities of the Hanseatic 
league, which I have mentioned, furnished them, from the rnines of Ger 
many, with a regular supply of old and silver, which they could carry 
with advantage to the markets of and Syria. 

From a propensity, remarkable in all commercial states, to subject the 
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o erations of trade to political regulation and restraint, the authority of the 
Anctian government seems to have been interposed, both in directing the 
importation of Asiatic goods, and in the mode of circulating thein among 
the different nations of Europe. T o  every considerable staple in the 
Mediterranean a certain number of large vessels, known by the name of 
Galleons, or Caracks, was fitted out on the public account, and returned 
loaded with the richest merchandise," the profit arising from the sale of 
which must have been no slender addition to the revenue of the republic. 
Citizens, however, of every class, particularly persons of noble families, 
were encouraged to engage in foreign trade, and whoever employed a 
vessel of a certain burden for this purpose received a considerable bounty 
from the state.7 It  was in the same manner, partly in ships be!onging to 
the public, and partly in those of private traders, that the Venetians circu- 
lated through Europe the goods imported from the East, as well as the 
produce of their own dominions and manufactures. 

There are two different ways by which we may come at some know 
ledge of the magnitude of those branches of commerce carried on by the 
Venetians. The one, by attending to the great variety and hi h value of 
the commodities which they imported into Bruges, the storekus; fmm 
which the more northern nations of Europe were supplied. A full enu- 
meration of these is given by a well informed author, in which is contained 
almost every article deemed in that age essential to accommodation or to 
elegance.1 The other, by considering the effects of the Venetian trade 
upon the cities admitted to a participation of its advantages. Never did 
wealth appear more conspicuously in the train of commerce. The citi- 
zens of Bruees, enriched by it, displayed in their dress, their build;qgs, 
and mode of living, such magnificence as even to mortify the pride and 
excite the envy of royalty [49]. Antwerp, when the staple was remaved 
thither, soon rivalled Bruges in opulence and splendour. In some cities of 
Germany, particularly in Augsburg, the great mart for Indian conlmodities 
in the interior parts of that extensive country, we meet with early examples 
of such large fortunes accumulated by mercantile industry, as raised the 
proprietors of them to high rank and consideration in the empire. 

From observing this remarkable increase of opulence in all the places 
where the Venetians had an established trade, we are led to conclude that 
the profit accruing to themselves from the different branches of it, espe- 
cially that with the East, must have been still more considerable. It is 
impossible, however, without information much more minute than that to 
which we have access, to form an estimate of this with accuracy; but 
various circurnstances may be produced to establish, in general, the just- 
ness of this conclusion. From the first revival of a commercial spint in 
Europe, thevenetians possessed a large share of the trade with the East. 
It continued gradually to increase, and during a great part of the fifteenth 
century, they had near1 a monopoly of it. This was productive of con- 
sequences attending alfmonopolies. Wherever there is no competition, 
2nd the merchant has it in his power to regulate the marlret, and to fix the 
price of the commodities which he vends, his gains will be exorbitant. 
Some idea of their magnitude, during several centuries, may be forrned by 
attending to the rate of the premium or interest then paid for the use of 
money. This is undoubtedly the most exact standard by which to n-iea- 
sure the profit arising from the capital stock employed in commerce ; for, 
according as the interest of money is high or low, the gain acquired by the 
use of it must vary, and become excessive or moderate. From tbe close 
of the eleventh century to the commencement of the sixteenth, the period 
dur~ng which the Italians made their chief commercial exertions, the rate 

* Saliellicns, Hist. Rer. Venet. Dpc. iv. lib. iii. p. 668. Denina Revol. d31talie, tom. vi 
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of interest was extremely high. It was usually twenty per cent.; some- 
times above that ; and so late as the year one thousand five hundred, it had 
not sunk below ten or twelve per cent. in any part of Europe." If the 

rofits of a trade so extensive as that of the Venetians corresponded to this 
figh value of money, it could not fail of pmvinn a source of great wealth 
both,public and private [SO]. The condition of Qenice, accordingly, during 
the period under review, is described by writers of that age in terms 
which are not applicable to that of any other country in Europe. The 
revenues of the republic, as well as the wealth amassed by individuals, 
exceeded whatever was elsewhere known. In the magnificence of their 
houses, in richness of furniture, in profusion of plate, and in every thing 
which contribwted either towards elegance or parade in their mode ot 
living, the nobles of Venice surpassed the state of the greatest monarchs 
beyond the Alps. Nor was all this display the effect of an ostentatious 
and inconsiderate dissipation, it was the natural consequence ot successful 
industry, which, hqingaccurnulated wealth with ease, is entitled to enjoy 
it in splendour L511. 

Never did the Venetians believe the power of their country to be more 
firmly established, or rely with greater confidence on the continuance and 
increase of its o~ulence, than towards the close of the fifteenth century, 
when two event: (which they could neither foresee nor prevent) happened, 
(hat proved fatal to both. The one was the discovery of America. The 
other was the opening a direct course of navigation to the East Indies by 
the Cape of Good Hope. Of all occurrences in the history of the human 
race, these are undoubtedly among the most interesti~g ; and as they occa- 
sioned a remarkable change of intercourse among the different quarters of 
the globe, and finally established those commercial ideas and arrangements 
which constitute the chief distinction between the manners and policy of 
ancient and of modern times, an account of them is intimately connected 
with the subjects of this Disquisition, and will bring it to that period which 
I have fixed upon for its boundary. But as I have related the rise and 
progress of these discoveries at great length in another worlc,f a rapid view 
of thern is all that is requisite in this place. 

The admiration or envy with which the other nations of Europe beheld 
the power and wealth of Venice, led them naturally to inquire into the 
causes of this pre-eminence ; and among these, its lucrative comrrlerce with 
the East a peared to be b far the most considerable. Mortified with being 
excluded &m a source o?opulence, which to the Trenetians had proved so 
abundant, different countries had attempted to acquire a share of the Indian 
trade. Some of the Italian states endeavoured to obtain admission into 
the ports of Egypt and Syria upon the same terms with the Venetians; 
but either by the superior interest of the Venetians in the court of the sol- 
dans, their negotiations for that purpose were rendered unsuccessful, or 
from the manifold advantages which mercbdnts, long in possession of any 
branch of trade, have in a corn etition with new adventurers, all their exer- 
tions did not produce effects o?any consequence [52] .  In other countriel, 
various schemes were formed with the same view. As early as the year 
one thousand four hundred and eighty, the inventive and enterprising genius 
of Colurnbus conceived the idea of opening a shorter and more certain 
co~nmunication with India, by holding a direct westerly course towards 
those regions which, according to Marco Polo and other travellers, extended 
eastward far beyond the utmost limits of Asia known to the Greeks ox 
Romans. This scheme, supported by arguments deduced from a scientific 
acquaintance with cosmography, from h ~ s  own practical knowledge of 
navigation, from the reports of skilful pilots, and from the theories and 
conjectures of the ancients, he proposed first to the Genoese, his countm- 
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men, and next to the king of Portugal, into whose service he had entered. 
It was rejected by the former from ignorance, and by the latter with cir- 
cumstances most humiliat~ng to a generous mind. By perseverance, how- 
ever, and address, he at  length induced the most wary and least adventurous 
court in Europe to undertake the execution of his plan ; and Spain, as the 
reward of this deviation from its usual cautious maxima, had the g103 of 
discovering a I;ew world, hardly inferior in ma nitude to a third part of the 
habitable globe. Astonishing as the success of 6olumbus was, it did not fully 
accomplish his own wishes, or conduct him to those regions of the East, the 
expectation of reaching which was the original object of his voyage. T h e  
effects, however, of his discoveries were great ar~d extensive. By giving 
Spain the possession of immense territories, abounding in rich mines and 
many valuable productions of nature, several of which had hitherto been 
deen~ed  peculiar to India, wealth began to flow so copiously into that 
kingdom, and thence was so diffused over Europe, as gradually awakened 
a general spirit of industry, and called forth exertions which alone must 
have soon turned the course of commerce into new channels. 

But this was accomplished more speedily, as well as more completely, 
by the other great event which I mentioned, the discovery of a new route 
of navigation to the east by the Cape of Good Hope. When the Portu 
guese, to whom mankind are indebted for opening this communication 
between the most remote parts of the habitable globe, undertook their 
first voyage of discovery, it is probable that the had nothing further in 
view than to explore those parts of the coast o i  Kfrica which lay nearest 
to their own country. But a spirit of enterprise, when roused and put in 
motion, is always progressive; and that of the Portuguese, though slow 
and timid in its first operations, gradually acquired vigour, and prompted 
them to advance along the western shore of the Afrlcan continent, far 
beyond the utmost boundary of ancient navigation in that direction. En- 
couraged by success, this spirit became more adventurous, despised dangers 
which formerly appalled it, and surmounted difficulties which it once 
deemed insuperable. When the Portuguese found in the torrid zone, 
which the ancients had pronounced to be uninhabitable, fertile countries 
occupied by numerous nations, and pe~ceived that the continent of Africa, 
instead of extending in breadth towards the west, according to the opinion 
of Ptolemy, appeared to contract itself, and to bend eastward, more extensive 
prospects opened to their view, and inspired them with hopes of reaching 
India, by continuing to hold the same course which they had so long pursued. 

After several unsuccessful attempts to accomplish what they had in view, 
a small squadron sailed from the Tagus, under the command of Vasco de 
Gama, an oficer of rank, whose abilities and courage fitted him to conduct 
the most difhcult and arduous enterprises. From unacquaintance, however, 
with the proper season and route of navigation in that vast ocean through 
which he had to steer his course, his voyage was long and dangerous. At 
leqgth he doubled that promontory, which for sevel.al years had been the 
object of terror and of hope to his countrymen. From that, after a pros- 

erous navigation along the sontheast of Africa, he arrived at the city of 
helinda, and had the satisfaction of discovering there, as well as at  other 
places whcre he touched, people of a race very different from the rude 
inhabitants of the western shore of that continent, which alone the Portu- 
uese had hitherto visited. These he found to be so far advanced in civi- 

fization, and acquaintance with the various arts of life, that they carried on 
an active commerce, not only with the nations on their own coast, but with 
remote countries of Asia. Conducted by their pilots (who held a course 
with which experience had rendered them well acquainted) he sailed across 
the Indian ocean, and landed at Calecut, on the coast of Malabar, on the 
twenty-second of May, one thousand four hundred and ninety-eight, ten 
months and two days after his departure from the port of Lisbon 
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The  Samo~m, or mcmarch of the country, astonished at this unexpected 
visit of an unlcnown people, whose aspect and arms and manners bore no 
resemblance to any of the nations accustomed to frequent his harbours, and 
who arrived in his dominions b a route hitherto deemed impracticable, 
received them at first with that &nd admiration which is often excited by 
novelty. But in a short time, as if he had been inspired with foresight of 
all the calamities now approaching India by this fatal comrnunication opened 
with the inhabitants of Europe, he formed various schemes to cut off Garna 
and his followers. But from every danger to which he was exposed, either 
by the open attacks or secret machinations of the Indians, the Portuguese 
admiral extricated himself with singular prudence and intrepidity, and at  
last sailed from Calecut with his ships loaded not only wit11 the commodi- 
ties peculiar to that coast, but with many of the rich productions of the 
eastern parts of India. 

On his return to Lisbon he was received with the admiration and grati- 
tude due to a man who, by his superior abilities and resolution, had conducted 
to such a happy issue an undertaking of the greatest importance, which 
had long occupied the thoughts of his sovereign, and excited the hopes of 
his fellow subjects." Nor did this event interest the Portuguese alone. 
No nation in Europe beheld it with unconcern. For although the discovery 
of a new world, whether we view it as a display of genius in the person 
who first conceived an idea of that undertaking which led mankind to the 
knowledge of it, whether we contemplate its influence upon science by  
giving a more co~nplete lrnowledge of the globe which we inhabit, or 
whether we consider its effects upon the commercial intercourse of man- 
kind, be an event far more splendid than the voyage of Gtma, yet the 
latter seems originally to have excited more general attention. r h e  former, 
indeed, filled the minds of men with astonishment; it was some time, 
however, before they attained such a sufficient lrnowledge of that portion 
of the earth now laid open to their view, as to form an just idea, or even 
probable conjecture, with respect to what might be t% consequences of 
communication with it. Rut the immense value of the Indian trade, which 
both in ancient and in modern times had enriched every nation by which 
it was carried on, was a subject famiiliar to the thoughts of all intelligent 
men, and they at  once perceived that the discovery of this new route of 
navigation to the East, must occasion great revolutions, not only in the 
course of commerce, but in the political state of Europe. 

What these revolutions were most lilrely to be, and how they would 
operate, were gointr examined with particular attention in the cities of 
Lisbon and of enice, but with feelicgs very different. T h e  Portuquese, 
founding upon the rights which, in that a e, priority of discovery, confirmed B by a papal grant, was supposed to con er, deemed themselves entitled to 
an exclusive comlnerce with the countries which they had first visited, 
began to enjoy, by anticipation, all the benefits of it, and to fancy that their 
capital would soon he what Venice then was, the great storehouse ofeastern 
commodities to all Europe, and the seat of opulence and power. On the 
first intelligence of Gama's successful voyage, the Venetians, with the quick 
sighted discernment of merchants, foresaw the immediate consequences of 
it to be the ruin of that lucrative branch of contmerce which had contri- 
buted so greatly to enrich and aggrandize their country ; and they observed 
this with more poignant concern, as they were apprehensive that they 
did not possess any effectual means of preventing, or even retarding its 
operation. 

T h e  hopes and fears of both were well founded. T h e  Portuguese 
entered upon the new career opened to them with activity and ardour, and 

* Asia de Joa6 de Barros, dec. i. lib. iv. c. 11. Castagneda, Hist. de 1'Inde trad. en Fraqoia 
llv. i. c. 2-28. 
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made exertions, both cmmercial  and military, far be ond what could have 
been expected from a kingdom of such inconsidera%le extent. All these 
were directed by an intelligent monarch, capable of forming plans of the 
greatest magnitude with calm systematic wisdom, and of prosecuting them 
with unremitting perseverance. The prudence and vigour of his measure$ 
however, would have availed little without proper instruments to carry 
them into execution. Happily for Portugal, the discerning eye of Emanuel 
selected a succession of officers to take the supreme command in India, 
who, by their enterprising valour, military sltill, and political sagacity, 
accompanied with disinterested integrity, public spirit, and love of their 
country, have a title to be ranlied with the persons most eminent for virtue 
and abilities in any age or nation. Greater things perhaps were achieved by 
them than were ever accon~plished in so short a ti~ne. Before the close of 
Emanuel's reign, twenty-four years only after the voyage of Ganla, the 
Portuguese had rendered themselves masters of the city of Malacca, in 
which the great staple of trade carried on among the inhabitants of all those 
regions in Asia, which Europeans have distinguished by the general name 
of the East Indies, was then established. T o  this port, situated nearly at  
an equal distance from the eastern and western extremities of these coun- 
tries, and possessing the command of that strait by which they keep com- 
rnurtication with each other, the merchants of China, of Japan, of every 
kingdom on the continent, of the Moluccas, and all the islands in the 
Archipelago, resorted from the East ; and those of Malabar, of Ceylon, of 
Coromandel, and of Bengal, from the West.* This conquest secured to 
the Portuguese great influence over the interior comrnerce of India, while 
at  the same time, by their settlements at  Goa and Diu, they were enabled 
to engross the trade of the IVIalabar coast, and to obstruct greatly the long 
established intercourse of Egypt with India by the Red sea. *heir ships 
frequented every port in the East where valuable commodities were to be 
found, from the Cape of Good Hope to the river of Canton ; and along this 
immense stretch of coast, extending upwards of four thousand leagues,t 
they had established, for the conveniency or protection of trade, n chain of 
forts or factories. They  had likewise taken possession of stations most 
favourable to commerce along the southern coast ofAfrica, and in many of 
the islands which lie between Madagascar and the Moluccas. In every 
part of the East they were received with respect, in many they had 
acquired the absolute command. They carried on trade there without 
rival or control ; they prescribed to the natives the terms of their mutual 
intercourse; they often set what price they pleased on goods which they 
purchased ; and were thus enabled to import from Indostan and the regions 

eyond it, whatever is useful, rare, or agreeable, in greater abundance, 
and of more various kinds, than had been linown formerly in Europe. 

Not satisfied with this ascendant which they had acquired in India, the 
Portuguese early formed a scheme, no less bold than interested, of exclud- 
ing all other nations from participating of the advantages of conllrlerce with 
the East. In order to effect this, it was necessary to obtain possession of 
such stations in the Arabian and Persian gulfs as might render them mas 
ters of the navigation of these two inland seas, and enable them both t e  
obstruct the ancient comnlercial intercourse brtween Egypt and India. and 
to command the entrance of the great rivers, which'facilitaled the convey- 
ance of Indian goods, not only through the interior provinces of Asia, but 
as far as Constantinople. T h e  conduct of the measures for this purpose 
was committed to Alphonso Albuqnerque, the most eminent of all the Portu- 
guese generals who distinguished themselves in India. After the utmost 
efforts of genius and valour, he was able to accomplish one half only of 

* Decad, de Caros, dec. i. liv. viii. c. 1. Osor. de Reh. Eman. lib. vii. 213, &c. 
Gbnbr. des V~yages, tom. i. p. 140. 
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what the ambition of his countrymen had planned. By wresting the ~s land 
of Ormuz, which commanded the mouth of the Persian gulf, from the 
petty princes who, as tributaries to the monarchs of Persia, had established 
their dominion there, he secured to Portugal that extensive trade with the 
East which the Persians had carried on for several centuries. In the hands 
of the Portuguese, Orlnuz soon becarne the great mart from which the Per- 
sian empire and all the provinces of Asia to the west of it were supplied 
with the productions of India; and a city which they huilt on that barren 
island, destitute of water, was rendered one of the chief seats of opulence, 
splendour, and luxury in the eastern world.* 

The  operations of Albuquerque in the Red sea were far from being 
attended with equal success. Partly by the viyorous resistance of the 
Arabian princes, whose ports he attacked, and pdrt!y by the damage his 
fleet sustained in a sea of which the r~avigation is remarkably difficult and 
dangerous, he was constrained to retire, without effecting any settlement of 
importance.7 The ancient channel of intercourse with India by the Red 
sea still continued open to the Egyptians ; but their cornn~ercial transac- 
tions in that countr were greatly circumscribed and obstructed by the 
influence which the 6ortuguese had acquired in every port to which they 
were accustomed to resort. 

In conse uence of this, the Venetians soon began to feel that decrease of 
their own Fndian trade which they had foreseen and dreaded. In order to 

revent the further progress of this evil, they persuaded the soldan of the 
kamelulces, equal1 alarmed with themselves at the rapid success of the J Portuguese in the ast, and no less interested to hinder them from engross- 
ing that commerce which had so long been the chief source of opulence 
both to the nlonarchs and to the people of Egypt, to enter into a negotia- 
tion with the pope and the king of' Portugal. The tone which the soldan 
assumed in this negotiation was such as becarne the fierce chief of a mili- 
tary government. After stating his exclusive right to the trade with India, 
he forewarned Julius 11. and Emanuel, that if the Portuguese did not relin- 
quish that new course of navigation, by which they had penetrated into the 
Indian ocean, and cease from encroaching on that commerce, which from 
tiine imme~norial had been carried on between the east of Asia and his 
dominions, he would put to death all the Christians in Egypt, Syria, and 
Palestine, burn their churches, and demolish the holy sepulchre itse1f.l 
This formidable threat, which during several centuries would have made 
all Christendom tremble, seems to have made so little impression, that the 
Venetians, as the last expedient, had recourse to a measule, which in that 
age was deemed not only reprehe~~sibie but impious. They incited the 
soldan to fit out a fleet in the Red sea, and to attack those unexpected 
invaders of a gainful monopoly, of which he and his predecessors had long 
enjoyed undisturbed possession. As ? o p t  did not produce timber proper 
for building ships of force, the Venet~ans permitted the soldan to cut it in 
their forests of Dalmatia, whence it was conveyed to Alexandria, and then 
carried partly by water and partly by land to Suez. There twelve ships 
of war were built, on boardof which a body of Mamelulres was ordered to 
serve, under the command of an oficer of merit. These new enemies, far 
more formidable than the natives of India, with whom the Portuguese had 
hitherto contended, they encou1:tered with undaunted courage, and after 
sorne conflicts they entirely ruined the squadron, and remained masters of 
the Indian ocean.$ 

Soon after this disaster, the doniinion of the lKamelu1t.e~ was overturned, 
and Egypt, Syria, and Palestine were subjected to the Turlrish empire 1.y 

* Osorius de &b. gestis Eman. lih. X. p. 274, &c. Tavernier's Travels book v. c. 2% Kempfev 
Amenit. Exot. p. 756 &G. t Osorius. lib. iu. p. 248, &c. : osbrius de Rcbus Emon. lib. 
iv. p. 110, edlt. 1580. ' ~ s i a  deRanos, decad. i lih. vlli c .  P. Q Asia de Darrou, deo. ii. lib. i6. 
c. 6. Lafitau. Hist. de UBcouvottes des Portugais, i. 289 EEC c)ac~r. lib i v .  p. l?0 
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the victorious arms of Selitn I. Their mutual interest quickly induced the 
Turks and Venetians to forget ancient animosities, and to co-operate 
towards the ruin of the Portuguese trade in India. With this view, Selim 
confirmed to the Venetians the extensive commercial privileges which they 
had enjoyed under the government of the Mamelukes, and published arr 
edict, permittin the free entry of all the productionsof the Rast, imported 
directly iron] ~Texandria, into every part of his dominions, and imposing 
heavy duties upon such as were brought from Lisbon." 

But all these were unavailing efforts against the superior advantages 
which the Portuguese possessed in supplying Europe with the commodities 
of the East, 111 consequence of having opened a new mode of communica- 
tion with it. At the same time, the Venetians, brought to the brink of 
ruin, by the fatal league of Carnbray, which broke the power and humbled 
the prlde of the republic, were incapable of such efforts for the preserva- 
tion of their commerce, as they might have made in the more vigorous age 
of their government, and were reduced to the feeble expedients of a declin- 
ing state. Of this there is a remarkable instance in an offer made by them 
to the king of Portugai, in the year one thousand five hundred and twenty 
one, to purchase at a stipulated price all the spices imported into Lisbon, 
over and above what might be requisite for the consumption of his own 
subjects. If Ernanuel had been so inconsiderate as to close with this pro- 
posal, Venice would have recoveredall the benefit of the gainful monopoly 
which she had lost. But the offer met with the reception that it merited, 
and was rejected without hesitation.1 

The Portuguese, almost without obstruction, continued their progress in 
the East, until they established there a commercial empire; to which, 
whether we consider its extent, its opulence, the slender power by rvhich 
it was formed, or the splendour with which the government of it was con- 
ducted, there had hitherto been nothing comparable in the history of 
nations. Emanuel, who laid the foundation of this stupendous fabric, had 
the satisfaction to see it almost completed. Every part of Europe was 
supplied by the Portuguese with the productions of the East ; and if we 
except some inconsiderable quantity of them, which the Venetians still 
continued to receive by the ancient channels of conveyance, our quarter of 
the globe had no longer any commercial intercourse with India, and the 
regions of Asia beyond it, but by the Cape of Good Hope. 

Though from this period the people of Europe have continued to carry 
on their trade with India by sea, yet a considerable portion of the valuable 

reductions of the East is still conveyed to other rewions of the earth by rind carriage. In tracing the progress of trade withtndia, this branch of 
it is an object of considerable magnitude, which has not been examined 
with suificient attention. That the ancients should have had recourse fre- 
quently to the tedious and expensive mode of transporting goods by land, 
will not appear surprising, when we recollect the imperfect state of navi- 
gation among them. The reason of this mode of conveyance being not 
on1 continued, but increased, in modern times, demands some explanation. 8 we inspect a map of Asia, we cannot fail to observe, that the commu- 
~~ication throughout all the countries of that great continent to the west of 
Indostan and China, though opened in some degree towards the south by 
the navigable rivers Euphrates and Tigris, and towards the north by two 
inland seas, the Euxine and Caspian, must be carried on in many extensive 
provinces wholly by land. This, as I have observed, was the fifst mode 
of intercourse between different countries, and during the infancy of navi- 
gation it was the only one. Evet~ after that art had attained some degree 
of improvement, the conveyance of goods by the two rivers formerly 
mentioned, extended so little way into the interior country, and the trade 

* Saudi Slor. Civ. Venez, y ~ r t  ii. 901, part iii. 432. Osor. de Reb. Eman. lib, xii. 9C5. 
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of the Eusine and Caspian seas, were so often obstructed by the barbarous 
nations scattered along their shores, that partly on that account, and partly 
from the adherence of mankind to ancient habits, the comrnerce of the 
various provinces of Asia, particularly that with India and the regions 
beyond it, continued to be conducted by land. 

The same circumstances which induced the inhabitants of Asia to c a m  
on such a considerable part of their commerce with each other in this 
manner, operated with still more powerful effect in Africa. That vast con- 
tinent, which little resembles the other divisions of the earth, is not pene- 
trated with inland seas, like Europe and Asia, or by a chain of lakes like 
North Imerica, or opened by rivers (the Nile alone excepted) of extended 
navigation. It forms one uniform, continuous snrface, between the various 

arts of which there could be no intercourse from the earliest times, but 
%y land . Rude as all the people of Africa are, and slender as the progress 
is which they have made in the arts of life, such a communication appears 
to have been early opened and always kept up. How far it extended in 
the more early periods, to which niy researches have been directed, and 
by what different routes it was carried on, I have not sufficient information 
to determine with accuracy. It  is highly probable that, from time imme- 
morial, the gold, the ivory, the perfumes, both of the southern parts of 
Africa, and of its more northern districts, were conveyed either to the Ara- 
bian gulf or to Egypt, and exchanged for the spices and other productions 
of the East. 

The Jfahomedan religion, which spread with amazing rapidity over all 
Asia, and a considerable part of Africa, contributed reatly towards the 
increase of commercial intercourse by land in both tRse quarters of the 
globe, and has given it additional vigour, by mingling with it a new prin- 
ciple of activity, and by directing it to a common centre. Mahomet 
enjoined all his followers to visit once in their lifetime the Caaha, or square 
building in the temple of Mecca, the immemorial object of veneration 
among his countrymen, not only on account.of its having been chosen 
(according to their tradition) to be the residence of man at his creation,* 
but because it was the first spot on this earth which was consecrated to the 
worship of God :t in order to preserve continually upon their minds a sense 
of obligation to perform this duty, Ile directed that in all the niultiplied 
acts of devotion, which his religion prescribes, true believers should always 
turn their faces towards that holy p1ace.T In obedience to a precept 
solemnly enjoined and sedulously inculcated, large caravans of pilgrims 
assemble annually in every countr where the Mahomedan faith is estab- 
lished. From the shores of the itlantic on one hand, and from the most 
remote regions of the East on the other, the votaries of the prophet advance 
to Mecca. G'ornmercial ideas and objects mingle with those of devotion ; 
the nunlerous camels [53] of each caravan are loaded with those commo- 
dities of every country which are of the easiest carriage, and most ready 
sale. The l~oly city is crowded, not only with zealous devotees, but with 
apulent merchants. During the few days they remain there, the fair of 
Mecca is the greatest,perhaps, on the face of the earth. Mercantile trans- 
actions are carried on In it to an immense value, of which the despatch, the 
silence, the mutual confidence and good faith in conducting them, are the 
most unequivocal proof. T h e  productions and manufactures of India form 
a capital article in this great traffic, and the caravans on their return dis- 
seminate them through every part of Asia and Africa. Some of these are 
deemed necessary, not only to the comfort but to the preservation of life, 
and others contribute to its elegance and pleasure. They are SO varicus 
as to suit the taste of mankind in every climate, and in different stages of 

* Abnl-Chazi BayadurIihan, Hist. General des Tartars, p. 15. Ohsson Tableau GBn61al 
de ['Empire Othoman, tom. iii. p. 150, &c.Q89. edit. 8vo. : Herbelot, Biblioth. Orient. artlc. 
Caaba 8 Keblah. 



Improvement ; and are in high request among the rude natives of Ainca, a 
well as the more luxurious inhabitants of Asia. In order to supply their 
several demands, the caravans return loaded with the muslins and chintzes 
of Bengal and the Deccan, the shawls of Cachemire, the pepper of Mala- 
bar, the diamonds of Golconda, the pearls of Kilkare, the cinnanlon ot 
Ceylon, the nutmeg, cloves, and mace of the Moluccas, and an im~nense 
number of other Indian commodities. 

Besides these great caravans, formed partly by respect for a religious 
precept, and partly with a view to extend a lucrative branch of commerce, 
there are othe~ caravans, and these not inconsiderable, composed entirely 
of merchants, who have no object but trade. These, at stated seasons, set 
out from different parts of the Turkish and Persian dominions, and proceed- 
ing to Indostan, and even to China, by routes which were anciently known, 
they convey by land carriage the most valuable commodities of these coun- 
tries to the remote provinces of both empires. It is only by considering 
the distance to which large quantities of these commodities are carried, and 
frequently across extensive deserts, which, without the aid of camels, would 
have been impassable, that we can form any idea of the magnitude of the 
trade with India by land, and are led to perceive that, in a disquisition 
concerning the various modes of conducting this commerce, it is well 
entitled to the attention which I have bestowed in endeavouring to trace 
it 1541. 

SECTION IV. 

General Observations. 

THUS 1 have endeavoured to describe the progress of trade with Ind~a, 
both by sea and by land, from the earliest times in which history affords 
any authentic information concerning it, until an entire revolution was made 
in its nature, and the mode of carrying it on, by that great discovery which 
I originally fixed as the utmost boundary of my inquiries. Here, then 
this disquisition might have been terminated. But as I have conductea 
my readers to that period when a new order of ideas and new arrange 
ments of olicy began to be introduced into Europe, in consequence of the 
value an$ importance of commerce being so thoroughly understood, that 
in almost every country, the encouragemefit of it became a chief object of 
public attention ; as we have now reached that point, whence a line may 
be drawn which marks the chief distinction between the manners and poh- 
tical institutions of ancient and modern times, it will render the work more 
instructive and useful, to conclude it with some general observations, which 
naturally arise from a survey of both, and a comparison of the one with the 
other. These obsenations, I trust, will be found not only to have an inti- 
mate connexion with the subject of my researches, and to throw additional 
light upon it ; but will serve to illustrate many particulars in the general 
history of commerce, and to point out effects or consequences of various 
events, which have not been generally observed, or considered with that 
attention which they merited. 

I. After viewing the great and extensive effects of finding a new conrse 
of navigation to India by the Cape of Good Hope, it may appear surprising 
to a modern observer, that a discovery of such importance was not made, 
or even attempted, by any of the commercial states of the ancient world. 
But in judging with respect to the conduct of nations in remote times, we 
never err Inore widely than when we decide with regard to it, not accord- 
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Ing to the ideas and views of their age. but of our own. This is not, per- 
haps, more conspicuous in any instance, than in that under consideration. It 
was by the Tyrians, and by the Greeks, who were masters of Egypt, that 
the different people of Europe were first supplied with the productions of 
the East. From the account that has been given of the manner in which 
they procured these, it is manifest that they had neither the same induce- 
ments with modern nations to wish for any new communication with India, 
nor the same means of accomplishing it. AI1 the conimercial fransactions 
of the ancients with the East, were confined to the ports on the Malabar 
coast, or extended, at furthest, to the island of Ceylon. T o  these staples 
the natives of all the different regions in the eastern parts of Asia brought 
the commodities which were the growth of their several countries, or the 
$duct of their ingenuity, in their own vessels, and with them the ships from 
p r e  and from Egypt, completed their investments. While the operations 

3 their Indian trade were carrled on within a sphere so circumscribed, the 
conveyance of a cargo by the Arabian gulf, notwithstanding the expense of 
land carriage, either from Elath to Rhinocolura, or across the desert to the 
Nile, was so safe and commodious, that the merchants of Tyre and Alexan- 
dria had little reason to be solicitous for the discovery of any other. The 
situatior~ of both these cities, as well as that of the other considerable com- 
mercial states of antiquity, was very different from that of the countries to 
which, in later times, mankind have been indebted for keeping up inter- 
course with the remote parts of the globe. Portugal, Spain, England, Hol- 
land, which have been most active and successful in this line of enterprise, 
all lie on the Atlantic ocean (in which every European voyage of discovery 
must commence), or have immediate access to it. But Tyre was situated 
at the eastern extremity of the Mediterranean, Alexandria not far from it ; 
Rhodes, Athens, Corinth, which came afterwards to be ranlred among the 
most active trading cities of antiquity, lay considerably advanced towards 
the same quarter in that sea. The commerce of all these states was long 
confined within the precincts of the Mediterranean, and in some of them 
never extended beyond it. The pillars of Hercules, or the straits of 
Gibraltar, were long considered as the utrnosl boundary of navigation. T o  
reach this was deemed a signal proof of naval skill; and before any of 
these states could give a beginning to an attempt towards exploring the vast 
unknown ocean which lay beyond it, they had to accomplish a voyage 
(according to their ideas) of great extent and much danger. This was 
sufficient to deter them from engaging in an arduous undertaking, from 
which, even if attended with success, their situation prevented their enter- 
taining hopes of deriving great advantage [%]. 

But could we sup ose the discovery of a new passage to India to have 
become an object o?desire or pursuit to an of these states, their science 
as well as practice of navigation was so delctive, that it would have been 
hardly possible for them to attain it. The vessels whicl.1 the ancients em- 
ployed in trade were so small as not to afford stowage for provisions suffi- 
cient to subsist a crew during a long voyage. Their construction was such 
that they could seldom venture to depart far from land, and their mode of 
steering along the coast (which I have been obliged to mention often) so 
circuitous and slow, that from these, as well as from other circumstances 
which I might have specified," we may pronounce a voyage from the Me- 
diterranean to India, by the Cape of Good Hope, to have been an under- 
taking beyond their power to accomplish, in such a manner as to render it 
in any degree subservient to commerce. T o  this decision, the account 
preserved by Nerodotus, of a voyage performed by some Phcenician ships, 
employed b a king of Egypt, which, taking their departure from the 
Arabian doubled the southern promontory of Africa, and arrived at 

* Coguet Orig. des Loix, des Arts &c. ii. 303.529. 
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the end of three years, by the straits of Gades, or Gibraltar, at the mouth 
of the Nile,* can hardly be considered as repugnant ; for several writers 
of the greatest eminence among the ancients, and most distinguished for 
their proficiency in the knowledge of geography, regarded this account 
rather as an amusing tale, than the history ot a real transaction ; and elther 
entertained doubts concerninv the possibility of sailing round Afric~, or 
absolutely denied it7 561. but if what Herodotus relates concerning the 
course held by these h hcenician ships had ever been received by the an- 
c~ents with general assent, we can hardly suppose that any states could 
have been so wildly adventurous as to imagine that a voyage, which it 
required three years to complete, could be undertalien with a prospect of 
commercial benefit. 

11. The rapid progress of the moderns in exploring India, as well as the 
extensive aower and valuable settlements which they early acquired there. 
mark sucGa distinction between their mode of c&duc6ng iaval opera: 
tions, and that of the ancients, as merits to be considered and explained 
with attention. From the re) n of the first Ptolemy to the conquest of 
Egypt by the illahomedans, fiurope had been supplied with the produc- 
tions of the East b the Greeks of Alexandria, by the Romans while they 
were masters of E$ypt, and by the subjects of the emperors of Constapti- 
nople when that kingdom became a province of their dominions. Durlng 
this long period, extending almost to a thousand years, none of those peo- 

le, the most enlightened undoubtedly in the ancient world, ever advanced 
f y  sea further to. ~ards the east than the gulf of Siam, and had no regular 
established trade but with the ports on the coast of Malabar, or those in the 
island of Ceylon. They attempted no conquests in any part of India, they 
made no settlements, they erected no forts. Satisfied with an intercourse 
merely commercial, they did not aitn at acquiring any degree of power or 
dominion in the countries where they traded, though it seems to be proba- 
ble that they might have established it without much opposition from the 
natives, a gentle, effeminate people, with whom, at that time, no foreign 
and more warlike race was mingled. But the enterprising activity of the 
Portuguese was not long confirled within the same limits ; a few years 
after their arrival at Calecut, they advanced towards the East, into regions 
unknown to the ancients. The kingdoms of Cambodia, Cochin China, 
Tonquin, the vast empire of China, and all the fertile islands in the great 
Indian Archipelago, from Sumatra to the Philippines, were discovered ; 
and the Portuguese, though opposed in every quarter by the Mahomedans 
of Tartar or Arabian origin settled in many parts of India, enemies much 
more formidable than the natives, established there that extensive influence 
and dominion which I have formerly described. 

Of this remarkable difference between the progress and operations of 
the ancients and moderns in India, the imperfect knowledge of the former, 
with respect both to the theory and practice of navigation, seems to have 
been the principal cause. Froni the coast of Malabar to the Philippines, 
was a voyage of an extent far beyond any that the ancients were accus- 
tomed to undertake, and, according to their manner of sailing, must have 
required a great length of time to perform ~ t .  The nature of their trade 
with India was such that they had not (as has been formerly observed) the 
same inducements with the moderns, to prosecute discovery with ardour ; 
and, according to the description given of the vessels in which the mer- 
chants of Alexandria carried on their trade from the Arabian gulf, they a - 
pear to have been very unf~hl for that purpose. On all these accounts, tRe 
ancients remained satisfied with a slender lrnowledge of India ; and influ- 
enced by reasons proceeding from the same cause, they attempted neither 

*Lib. iv. c. 42. t Polyb. lib. iii. p. 193, edit. Casaub. Plin. Nat. Hist. llb. ii. c. 6. Ptoi 
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conquest no1 settlement there. In order to accomplish either of these, 
they must have transported a considerable number of men into India. 
But from the defective structure of their ships, as well as frotn the imper- 
fection of their art in navigating them, the ancients seldom ventured to 
convey a body of troops to any distance by sea. From Berenice to Musi- 
ris was to them, even after Hippalus had discovered the method of steer- 
Ing a direct course, and when their naval skill had attained to its highest 
state of improvement, a voyage of no less than seventy days. By the an- 
cient route a!ong the coast of Persia, a voyage from the Arabian gulf to 
any part of India must have been of greater length, and accomplished more 
s!owly. As no hostile attack was ever made upon India by sea, either by 
the Greek monarchs of Egypt, though the two first of them were able and 
ambitious princes, or by the most enterprising of the Roman emperors, it 
is evident that they must have deemed it an attempt beyond their power 
to execute. Alexander the Great, and, in imitation of him, his successors 
the monarchs of Syria, were the only persons in the ancient world who 
formed an idea of establishing their dominion in any part of India ; but ~t 
was with armies led thither by  land that they hoped to achieve this. 

111. T h e  sudden eEect of opening a direct co~n~nunication with the 
East, in lowering the price of Indian commodities, is a circumstance that 
merits observation. How compendious soever the ancient intercourse with, 
India Inay appear to have been, it was attended with considerable expense. 
T h e  productions of the remote parts of Asia, brought to Ceylon, or to the 
ports on the Malabar coast, by the natives, were put on board the ships 
which arrived frorn the Arabian gulf. At Berenice they were landed, and 
carried by caniels two hundred and fifty-eight miles to the banks of the 
Nile. There they were again embarked, and conveyed down the river 
to Alexandria, whence they were despatched to different marliets. T h e  
addition to the price of goods by such a multiplicity of operations must 
have been considerable, especially when the rate chargeable on each ope- 
ration was fixed by monopolists, subject to no control. But after the pas- 
sage to India by the Cape of Good Hope was discovered, its various com 
~nodities were purchased at first hand in the countries of which they were  
the growth or manufacture. In a11 these, particularly in Indostan and 
in China, the subsistence of' man is more abundant than in any other part 
of the earth. T h e  people live chiefly upon rice, the most prolific of all 
grains ; population, of consequence, is so great, and labour so extremely 
cheap, that every production of nature or of art is sold at a very low price. 
When these were shipped in different parts of India, they were conveyed 
directly to Lisbon, by a navigation, long indeed, but uninterrupted and 
safe, and thence circulated through Europe. The  carriage of mercantile 
goods by water is so much less expensive than by any other mode of con- 
veyance, that as soon as the Portuguese could import the productions of 
India in suficient quantities to supply the demands of Europe, they were 
able to afford t l ~ e ~ n  at such a rednc,ed price, that the cornpetition of the 
Venetians ceased almost entirc:!~, arid the full stream of commerce flowed 
In its natural direction towar,is the cheapest market. In what proportion' 
the Portuguese lowered the price of Indian commodities, I cannot ascer- 
tain with precision, as I have not ii~und in contemporary writers sufficient 
~nformation with respect to that point. Some idea, however, of thi~,.ap- 
proachinq perhaps near to accuracy, nlay be formed frorn the computat~ons 
of Mr. @ilunn, an intelligent English merchant. He has published a table 
of the prices paid for various articles of goods in India, compared with 
the prices for which they were sold in Aleppo, from which the difierer~ce 
appears to be nearly as three to one ; and he, calculates that, after a reason- 
able allowance for the expense of the voyage from India, the sarr~e goods 
may be sold in Ertgland at half tbe price which they bear in Aleppo. 
The  exper~se of conveying the productions of India up the Persian gulf 
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to Bassora, and thence either through the Great or Little Desert to Aleppo, 
could not, I should imagine, differ considerzibly from that by  the Red sea 
to Alexandria. W e  may therefore suppose, that the Venetians might pur- 
chase thein from the merchants of that city, at  nearly the same rate for 
which they were sold in Aleppo; and when we add to this what they 
n~ust  have charged as their own profit in all the markets which they fre- 
quenfed, it is evident that the Portuguese might afford to reduce the com- 
modities of the East at a price below that which has been mentioned, and 
might supply ever part of Europe with them more than one half clieaper 
than formerly. q h e  enterprising schemes of the Portuguese monarchs 
were accomplisl~ed sooner, as well as Inore completely, than in the hour 
of most sanguine hope they could have presumed to expect ; arid early in 
the sixteenth century their snbjects became possessed of a monopoly of 
the trade with India, founded upon the only equitable title, that of furnish- 
ing its roductions in greater abundance, and at a inore moderate price. 

IV. b e  may observe, that in consequence of a more plel~~iful supply of 
Indian goods, and at a cheaper rate, the demand for them increased rapidly 
in every part of Europe. T o  trace the progress of this in detail would 
lead me far beyond the period which I have fixed as the limit of this Dis- 
,quisition ; bnt some geoeral remarks concerning it will be found intimately 
connected with the subject of my inquiries. The  chief articles of impor- 
tation from India, while the Romans had the direction of the trade with 
that country, have been formerly specified. But upon the subversion of 
their empire, and the settlement of the fierce warriors of Scythia and 
Germany in the various countries of Europe, the state of society, as well 
as the condition of individuals, became so extreme1 different, that the 
wants and desires of men were no longer the rame. Barbarians, many of 
ihern not far advanced in their progress beyond the rudest state of social 
life, had little relish for those accommodations and that elegance, which 
are so alluring to polished nations. T h e  curious manufactures of sillr, the 
precious stories and pearls of the East, which had been the ornament and 
pride of the wealthy and luxurious citizens of Rome, were not objects of 
desire to men who, for a considerable time after they took possession of 
their new conquests, retained the original simplicity of' their pastoral man- 
ners. They advanced, however, froni rudeness to refinement, in the usual 
course of progression which nations are destined to hold ; and an increase 
,of wants and desires requiring new objects to gratify them, they began to 
acquire a relish for some of the luxuries of India. Among these, they had 
a singular predilection for the spiceries and aromatics which that country 
yields in such variety and abundance. Whence their peculiar fondness for 
these amse, it isnot of importance to inquire. Whoever consults the writer3 
of the middle ages, will find many particulars which confirm this observa 
tion. In every enumeration of Indian commodities which they give, spices 
are always mentioned as the most considerable and precious article." In 
their cookery all dishes were highly seasoned with them. In every enter- 
tainment of parade, a profiision of them was deemed essential to magnifi- 
cence. In every medical prescription they were principal ingredients.7 
But considerable as the demand for spices had become, the mode in which 
the nations of Europe had hitherto been supplied with them was extremely 
disadvantageous. r h e  ships employed by the merchants of Alexandria 
never ventured to visit those remote regions which produce the most valu- 
able spices, and before they could be circulated through Europe, they were 
loaded with the accumulated profits received by four or five diff'erent hands 
through which they had passed. But tlie Portuguese, with a bolder spirit 
of navigation, having penetrated into every part of Asia, took in their cargo 

Jac. de Vitriac. FIiet. Hicros. ap. Bongars. i. p. 1W. With. Tyr. lib. xi;. c. 23. 
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of spices in the places where they grew, and could afford to dispose of 
them at such a price that, from being an expensive luxury, they became 
an article of such general use as greatly augmented the demand for them. 
An effect similar to this may be observed with respect to the demand for 
other commodities imported from India, upon the reduction of their p~ ice  
by the Portuguese. From that period a growing taste for Asiatic luxuries 
may be traced in every country of Europe, and the rlclmber of ships fitted 
out for that trade at Lisbon continued to increase every year [57]. 

V. Lucrative as the trade with India was, and had long been deemed, 
it IS remarkable that the Portuguese were suffered to remain in the undis- 
turbed and exclusive possession of it duri,g the course of almost a century. 
In t'ne ancient world, though Alexandria, from the peculiar felicity of ~ts 
situation, could carry on an intercourse with the East by sea, and circulate 
its productions through Europe with such advantage as gave it a decided 
superiority over every rival ; et various attempts (which have been 
described in their proper placesi were made from time to time to obtpin 
some share in a commerce so apparently beneficial. From the growing 
activity of the commercial spirit in the sixteenth century, as well as frorn 
the example of the eager solicitude with which the Venetians and Genoese 
exerted thenlselves alternately to shut out each other from any share in the 
Indian trade, it might have been expected that some competitor would have 
arisen to call in question the claim of the Porttiguese to an exclusive right 
of trafic with the East, and to wrest frorn therri some portion of it. There 
were, however, at that time, some peculiar circumstances in the political 
state of all those nations in Europe, whose intrusion as rivals the Portuguese 
had any reason to dread, which secured to them the quiet enjoyment of 
their monopoly of Indian commerce during such a long period. From 
the accession of Charles V. to the throne, Spain was either so much occu- 
pied in a multiplicity of operations in which it was engaged by the ambition 
of that monarch, and of 11is son Philip II., or so intent on prosecuting its 
own discoveries and conquests in the New World [A. D. 15211, that 
although, by the successful enterprise of Magellan, its fleets were unex- 
pectedly conducted by a new course to that remote region of Asia whicl~ 
w3s the seat of the most gainful and alluring branch of trade carried on by 
the Portuguese, it could make no considerable effort to avail itself of the 
commercial advantages which it might have derived from that event. By 
the acquisition of the crown of Portugal, in the ear one thousand five 
hundred and eighty, the kings of Spain, instead oPtlle rivals, became the 
protectors of the Portuguese trade, and the guardians of all its exclusive 
rights. Throughout the sixteenth century, the strength and resources of 
France were so much wasted by the fruitless expeditions of their monarchs 
into Italy, by their unequal contest with the power and policy of Charles 
V., and by the calamities of the civil mars which desolated the kingdorn 
upwards of forty years, that it could neither bestow much attention upon 
objects of commerce, nor engage in any scheme of distant enterprise. The 
Venetians, how sensibly soever they mlght feel the mortifying reverse of 
being excludedalmost entirely from the Indian trade, of which their capital 
had been formerly the chief seat, were so debilitated and humbled by the 
league of Cambray, that the were no longer capable of engaging in any 
undertaking of maguitude. &gland, wealceoed as was fo~meriy observed) 
by the long contest between the houses of Yor k and Lancaster, and just 
beginning to recover its proper vigour, was restrained from active exertion, 
during one part of the sixteenth century, by the cautious inaxirns of 1ien1-y 
VII., and wasted its strength, during another part of it, by engaging incon- 
siderately in the wars between the princes on the continent. The nation, 
though destined to acquire territories in India more extensive and valuable 
than were ever possessed by any European power, had no such presenti- 
ment of its future eminence there. as to take an early part in the comrnerce 
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or transactions of that country, and a great part of the century elapsed 
before it began to turn its attention towards the East. 

While the most considerable nations in Europe found it necessary, from 
the circumstances which I have mentioned, to remain inactive spectators 
of what passed in the East, the seven united p~ovinces of the Low-Conn- 
trles, recently formed into a small state, still struggling for political exist 
ence, and yet in the infancy of its power, ventured to appear in the Ir~dian 
ocean as the rivals of the Portuguese ; and, despising their pretensions tc\ 
an exclusive right of commerce with the extensive counlries to the eas twad 
of the Cape of Good Hope, invaded that monopoly which they had hitherto 
guarded with such jealous attention. T h e  English soon followed the exam- 
ple of the Dutch, and both nations, at first by the entierprising industry of 
private adventurers, and afterwards by the more powerful efforts of trading 
companies, under the protectio~l of public authority, advanced with asto- 
nlshing ardour and success in this new career opened to them. T h e  vast 
fabric of power which the Portuguese had erected in the East (a super- 
structure much too large for the basis on which it had to rest) was almost 
entirely overturned, in as short time, and with as much facility, as it had 
been raised. England and Holland, by driving them from their most valu 
able settlements, and seizing the most lucrative branches of their trade, 
have attained to that pre-eminence in naval power and commercial opulence 
by which they are distinguished anlong the nations of Europe. 

VI. T h e  coincidence, in point of time, of the discoveries made by 
Columbus in the West, and those of Galrla in the East, is a singular cir- 
cumstance, which merits observation, on account of the remarkable iufluence 
of those events in forming or strengthening the commercial connexion of 
the different quarters of the globe with each other. In all ages, gold and 
silver, particularly the latter, have been the commodities exported with the 
greatest profit to India. In no part of the earth do the natives depend so 
little llnon fore i~n countries. either for the necessaries or luxuries of life. - ~- 

- L  - - -  - - - -  m 

T h e  blessings of a favourab!e climate and fertile soil, augmented by  their 
own ingenuity. afford them whatever they desire. In consesuence of this, 
trade Gith tt;e;n has always been carriea on in one uniform^ manner, and 
the precious metals have been given in exchange for t l~eir  peculiar produc- 
tions, whether of nature or art. But when the comn~~tnication with India 
was rendered so much more easy, that the tiernand for its commodities 
began to increase far beyond what had been formerly Irnown ; if Europe 
had not been supplied wit11 the gold and silver which it was necessary to 
carry to the markets of the East from sources richer and more abundant 
than her own barren and impoverished mines, she must either have aban- 
doned the trade with India altogether, or havr continued it with manifest 
disadvantage. By such a continual drain of gold and silver, as well as by 
the unavoidable waste of both in circulation a l ~ d  in manufactures, the quan- 
tity of those metals must have gone on diminishing, and their value would 
have 1)een so much enhanced, that they could not have continued long to 
be of the same utility in the commercial transactions between the two 
ror~ntries. But before the effects of this din~ir~ution could be ve sensib1.y 
Celt, America opened her mines, and poured in treasures upon%umpe m 
the most copious stream to which mankind ever had access. This treasure, 
in spite of ir~nulnerable anxious precautions to prevent it, flowed to the 
markets where the commodities necessary for supplying the wants, or gra- 
t~fying the luxury of the Spaniards were to f e found; and from that time 
o the present the English and Dutch have t urchased the productions of 

China and Indostan with silver brought from t t ~ e  mines of Mexico and I'eru. 
T h e  immense exportation of silver to the East, during the course of  two 
centuries, has not only been replaced by  the continual i n h x  from America, 
hut the quantity of it has been considerably augmented, and at  the same 
time the proportional rate of its value in Europe and in India has varied 
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so I~ttle, that it is chiefly with silver that many of the capital articles irn- 
ported from the East are still purchased. 

While America contributed in this manner to facilitate and extend the 
intercourse of Europe with Asia, it gave rise to a traffic with Africa, which, 
from slender beginnings, has become so considerable as to form the chief 
bond of co~nmercial connexion with that continent. Soon after the Portu- 
guese had extended their discoveries on the coast of Africa beyond the 
river Senegal, they endeavoured to derive some benefit from their new 
settlements there, by the sale of slaves. Various circumstances combined 
in favouring the revival of this odious traffic. In every part ofAmerica of 
which the Spaniards took possession, they found that the natives, from the 
feebleness of their frame, from their indolence, or from the injudicious 
manner of treating them, were incapable of the exertions requisite either 
for worlcing mines or for cultivating the earth. Eager to find hands more 
industrious and efficient, the Spaniards had recourse to their neighbours the 
Portuguese, and purchased froin them Negro slaves. Experience so011 
discovered that they were men of a more hard race, and so much better 
fitted for enduring fatigue, that t h e  labour ofYoue negm was computed 
to be equal to that of four Americans;* and from that time the number 
employed in the New World has gone on increasinw with rapid progress. 
In this ractice, no less repugnant to the feelings 07 humanity than to the 
principlks of religion, the Spaniards have unhappily been imitated by all 
the nations of Europe, who have acquired territories in the warrner cli- 
mates of the New World. At present the number of negro slaves in the 
settlements of Great Britain and France in the West Indies, exceeds a 
mill'lon; and as the establishment of servitude has been found, both in 
ancient and in modern times, extremely unfavourable to population, it 
requires an annual importation from Africa of' at least fifty-eight thousand 
to keep up the st0ck.t If it were possible to ascertain, with equal exact- 
ness, the number of slaves in the Spanish dominions, and in North Ame- 
rica, the total number of negro slaves might be well reckoned at as many 
more. 

Thus the commercial genius of Europe, which has given it a visible 
ascendant over the three other divisions of the earth, by discerning their 
respective wants and resources, and by rendering them reciprocally sub- 
servient to one another, has established a union among them, from which 
i t  -has derived an immense increase of opulence, of power, and of 
enjo ments. vh. Though the discovery of a New World in the West, and the open- 
ing of a more easy and direct communication with the remote regions of 
th; East, CO-operated towards extending the commerce, and addini to the 
enjoyments of Europe, a remarkable difference may be observed with 
respect both to the time and the manner in which they produced these 
effects. When the Portuguese first visited the different countries of Asia, 
stretching from the coast of Malabar to Ctiina, they found then] possessed 
by nations highly civilized, which had made considerable progress in ele- 
gant as well as nseful arts, which were accustonled to intercourse with 
strangers, and well acquainted with all the advanta es of commerce. But 
when the Spaniards began to explore the New &odd which they dis- 
covered, the aspect which it presented to them was very different. The 
islands were inhabited by naked savages, so unacquainted with the sim- 
plest and most necessary arts of life, that they subsisted chiefly on ths 
spontaneous producti'ons of a fertile soil and genial climate. The conli- 
nent appeared to be a forest of immense extent, along the coast of which 
were scattered some feeble tribes, not greatly superior to the islanders in 
industry or improvement. Even its two large monarchies, which have 

* History of America. t Report of Lords of the Privy Council, A. D. 1788. 
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been dignified with the appellation of civilized states, had not advanced so 
fkr beyond their countrymen as to be entitled to that na.me. The inhabit- 
ants, both of Mexico and Peru, unacquainted with the useful metals, and 
destitute of the address requisite for acquiring such command of the infe- 
rior animals as to derive any considerable aid from their labour, had made 
so little progress in agriculture, the first of 311 arts, that one of the greatest 
difficulties with which the small number of Spaniards, who overturned 
those highly extolled empires, had to struggle, was how to procure in them 
what was su6cient for their subsistence. 

It was, of consequence, with a very different spirit that the intercourse 
with two countries resembling each other so little in their degree of 
improvement was begun and carried on. The Portuguese, certain of find- 
ing in the East not only the productions with which the bountiful hand of 
Nature has enriched that part of the globe, but various manufactures which 
had long been known and admired in Europe, engaged in this alluring 
trade with the greatest eagerness. The encouragement of it their 
monarchs considered as a chief object of government, towards which they 
directed all the power of the Iringdom, and roused their subjects to such 
vigorous exertions in the prosecution of it, as occasioned that astonishin 
rapidity of progress which I have descrrbed. The sanguine hopes witf 
which the Spaniards ectered upon their career of discovery, met not with 
the same speedy gratification. From the industry of the rude inhabitants 
of the New World, they did not receive a single article of commerce. 
Even the natural productions of the soil and climate, when not cherished 
and multiplied by the fostering and active hand of man, were of little 
account. Hope rather than success incited them to persist in extending 
their researches and conquests; and as government derived little imme- 
diate benefit from these, it left the prosecution of them chiefly to private 
adventurers, by whose enterprising activity, more than by any effort of the 
state, the most valuable possessions of Spain in America were acquired. 
Instead of the instantaneous and great advantages which the Portuguese 
derived from their discoveries, above half a century elapsed before the 
Spaniards reaped any benefit of consequence from their conquests, except 
the small quantities of gold which the islanders were compelled to collect, 
and the plunder of the gold and silver employed by the Mexicans and 
Peruvians as ornaments of their persons and temples, or as utensils of 
sacred or domestic use. It was not until the discovery of the nlines of 
Potosi in Peru, in the year one thousand five hundred and forty-five, and 
of those of Sacotecas rn Mexico soon after, that the Spanish territories in 
the New World brought a permanent and valuable addition of wealth and 
reverlue to the mother country. 

Nor did the trade with India differ more from that with America, in 
respect of the particular circumstances which 1 have explained, than in 
respect to the manner of carrying it on after it grew to be a considerable 
object of political attention. Trade with the East was a simple mercan- 
tile transaction, confined to the purchase either of the natural productions 
of the country, such as spices, precious stones, pearls, &c. or of the manu- 
factures which abounded arnong an industrious race of men, such as silk 
and cotton stuffs, porcela~n, &C. Nothing more was requisite, in conduct- 
inq this trade, than to settle a few skilful agents in proper places, to pre- 
pare a proper assortment of goods for completing the cargoes of ships as 
soon as they arrived from Europe, or at the utmost to acquire the corn- 
mand of a few fortified stations, which might secure them admission into 
ports where they might careen in safety, and find protection from the 
insults of any hostile power. There was no necessity of making any 
attempt to establish colonies, either for the cultivation of the soil, or the 
conduct of manufactures. Both these remained, as formerly, in the hands 
of the natives. 
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But as soon as that wild spirit of enterprise which animated the 
Spaniards who first explored and subdued the New World, began to sub- 
side, and when, instead of roving as adventurers from province to province 
in quest of gold and silver, they seriously turned their thoughts towards 
rendering their conquests beneficial by cultivation and indust-y, they 
found it necessary to establish colonies in every country whlch they 
wished to improve. Other nations imitated their example in the settle- 
ments which they afterwards made in some of the islands, and on the 
continent of North America. Europe, after havin desolated the New 
World, began to repeople it, and under a system ofcolonization (the spi- 
rit and regulations of which it is not the object of this Disquisition to 
explain) the European race has multiplied there amazingly. Every arti- 
cle of commerce imported from the New World, if we except the fun 
and slrins purchased from the independent tribes of hunters in North A~ne- 
rica, and from a few tribes in a similar state on the southern continent, is the 
produce of the industry of Europeans settled there. T o  their exertions, 
or to those of hands which they have taught or compelled to labour, we 
are indebted for sugar, rum, cotton, tobacco, indigo, rice, and even the 

old and silver extracted from the bowels of the earth. Intent on those 
fucrative branches of industry, the inhabitants of the New World pay little 
attention to those kinds of labour which occupy a considerable part of the 
members of other societies, and depend in some measure for their subsist- 
ence, and entirely for every article of elegance and luxury, upon the 
ancient continent. Thus the Europeans have become manufacturers for 
America, and their industry has been greatly augmented by the vast 
demands for supplying the wants of extensive cour~tries, the population of 
which is continually increasing. Nor is the influence of this demand con- 
fined solely to the nations which have a more immediate connexion with 
the American colonies ; it is felt in every part of Europe that furnishes any 
article exported to them, and gives activity and vi our to the hand of the 
artisan in the irPand provinces of Germany, as wefi as to those in Great 
Britain and other countries which carry on a direct trade with the New 
World. 

But while the discovery and conquest of America is allowed to be one 
principal cause of that rapid increase of industry and wealth, which is 
conspicuous in Europe duling the two last centuries, some tirnid theorists 
have maintained, that throughout the same period Europe has been 
gradually impoverished, by being drained of its treasure in order to carry 
on its trade with India. But this apprehension has arisen from inattention 
to the nature and use of the precious metals. The are to be considered 
in two difirent lights ; either as the signs which alfcivilized nations have 
agreed to employ, in order to estimate 01. represent the value both of labour 
and of all commodities, and thus to facilitate the purchase of the former 
and the conveyance of the latter from one proprietor to another; or gold 
and silver may be viewed as being themselves commodities, or articles of 
commerce, for which some equivalent must be given by such as wish to 
acquire them. Jn this light the exportation of the precious metals to the 
East should be regarded; for, as the nation by which they are exported 
must purchase them with the produce of its own labour and ingenuity, 
this trade must contribute, though not in the same obvious and direct 
manner as that with America, towards augmenting the general industry 
and opulence of Europe. If England, as the price of Mexican and Peru 
,,an dollars, which are necessary for carrying on its trade with India, must 
gije a certain quant;ly of its woollen or cotton cloth or hardware, then 
the hands of an additional number of manuhcturers are rendered active, 
and work to a certain amount must be executed: for which, without this 
trade, there could not have been any demand. r h e  nation reaps all the 
benefit arising from a new creation of industry. With the gold and silver 
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which her manufactures have purchased in the Wect, she is enabled to 
trade in the rnarlrets of the East, arid the exportation of treasure to India, 
which has beer] so tnuch dreaded, instead of impoverisliitg, enriches the 
ki wdom. 

%II. It is to the discovery of the passage to India by the Cape of Good 
Hope, and to the vigour and success with which the Portuguese prosecuted 
their conquests, and established their dominion there, that Europe has been 
indebted for its preservation from the most illiberal and humiliating servi- 
tude that ever oppressed polished nations. For this observation I am 
indebted to an author, whose ingenuity has illustrated, and whose eloquence 
has adorned the History of the Settlements and Commerce of Modern 
Nations in the East and West Indies ;* and it a pears to me so well 
founded as to merit more ample investigation. A LW years after the fiat 
appearance of the Portuguese in India, the dominion of the iMamelukes 
was overturned by the irresistible power of the Turkish arms, and 
Egypt and Syria were annexed as provinces to the Otto~nan empire. If 
after this event the commercial intercourse with Iudia had continued to be 
carried on in its ancient channels, the Turkish sultans, by being masters of 
Egypt arid Syria, must have possessed the absolute command of it, whether 
the productions of the East were conveyed by the l ted  sea to Alexandria, 
or were transported by land carriage from the Persian gulf to Constanti- 
nople, and the ports of the Mediterranean. The  monarchs who were then 
at the head of this great empire were neither destitute of abilities to per- 
ceive the pre-eminence to which this would have elevated them, nor of 
ambition to aspire to it. Selim, the conqueror of the Mamelulies, by con- 
firming the ancient privileges of the yenetians in Egypt and Syria, and 
by his regulatioris concerning the duttes on Indian goods, which 1 have 
already mentioned, early discovered his solicitude to secure all the advan- 
tages of commerce with the East to his own dominions. The  attention 
of Solyman the Magnificent, his successor, seems to hav,e been equally 
directed towards the same object. More enlightened than any monarch 
of the Ottoman race, he attended to all the transactions of the European 
states, and had observed the power as well as opulence to which the 
republic of Venice had attained by engrossing the commerce with the 
East. H e  now beheld Portugal rising towards the szme elevation by the 
same means. Eager to imitate and to supplant them, he formed a scheme 
suitable to his character for political wisdom and the appellation of Insti- 
tzllor of Rules, by which the Turliish historians have distinguished him, 
and established, early in his reign, a system of commercial laws in his 
dominions, by which he hoped to render Constantinople the great staple 
of Indian trade, as it had been in the prosperous ages cf the Greek empire..t 
For accoinplishing this scheme, however, he did not rely on the operations 
of laws alo~le ; he fitted out about the same titne a formidable fleet in the 
Iced sea [A. D. 15381, under the conduct of a confidential oficcr, with such 
a body ot'jarlizaries on board of it, as he deemed sutficient not only to 
drive the Portuguese out of all their new settlements in India, but to take 
possession of some commodious station in that country, and to erect his 
standard there. The  Portuguese, by efforts of valour and constancy, entitled 
to the splendid success with which they were crowned, ~.epulsed this 
powerful armament in every enterprise it undertook, a11d compelled the 
shattered remains of the Turkish fleet and army to return with ignominy 
to the harbours from which they had taken their departure with the most 
sanguine hopes of terminating the expedition in a very different manner.$ 
So!yrrlan, though he never relinquished the design of expelliilg the Portu- 
guese from India, and of acquiring some establishment there, was so occu- 

* M. !'Ahbk Raynal. f Paruta FIist. Venel. l ~ b .  vii. p. 539. Sandi Sror. Civil. Venee 
part ii. p. 901. $ Asia de Barros dec. iv. 11b. X, c. 1, &c. 
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pied, during the remainder of his reign, by the multipl~city of ardl~(~il5 
operations in which an insatiable ambillon involved him, that he never had 
leisure to resurne the prosecution of it with viguur. 

If either the measures of Selim had produced the effect which he 
expected, or it' the more adventurous and extensive plan of Solyman had 
bee11 carried into executioc, the cornrnand of the wealth of India, together 
with such a rnarine as the rnonopoly of trade with that country has, in 
every age, enabled the power which possessed it to create and maintain, 
must have brought an accession of force to an empire already formidable 
to mankind, that would have rendered it altogether irresistible. Europe 
at that period was not in a condition to have defended itself against the 
combined exertions of such naval and military power, supported by conl- 
mercial wealth, and under the direction of a monarch whose comprehen- 
sive gcnius was able to derive from cacb its peculiar advantages, and to 
e~nploy all with the greatest effect. Happily for the human race, the 
despotic system of Turkish government, founded on such illiberal fanaticism 
as has extinguished science in Egypt, in Assyria, ancl in Greece, its three 
favourite n~ansions in ancient times, was prevented from extending its 
doillinion over Europe, and fronl suppressing liberty, learning, and taste 
when beginning to make such successful efforts to revive there, and agai : 
to bless, to enlighten, and to polish mankind. 



APPENDIX. 

1 SHALL now endeavour to  fulfil an engagcment which I came under? EQ 
make some observations upon the genius, the manners, and institutions of the 
people of India, as far as they can be traced from the earliest ages to which our 
knowledge of them extends. Were I to enter upon this wide field with an inten- 
tion of surveying its wllole extent ; were I to view each object which i t  presents 
to a philosophical inquirer, under all its direrent aspects, it would lead me into 
researches and speculations not only of immense length, but altogether foreign 
from the subject of this Disquisition. My inquiries and reflections shall there- 
fore be confined to what is intimately connected with the design of this work. 
I shall collect the facts which the ancients have transmitted to us concerning 
the institutions peculiar to the natives of India, and, by comparing them with 
what we now know of that country, endcavour to deduce such conclusions as 
tend to point out the circumstances which have induced the rest of mankind in 
every age, to carry on commercial intercourse to so great an extent with that  
country. 

Of this intercourse there are conspicuous proofs in the earliest periods con 
cerning which history affords information. Not only the people contiguous to  
India, but remote nations, seem to have been acquainted, from time immemorial, 
with its commodities, and to  have valued them so highly, that in order to pro- 
cure them they undertoolt fatiguing, expensive, and dangerous journeys. When- 
ever men give a decided preference to  the commodities of any particular coun- 
try, this must be owing either to its possessing some valuable natural produc- 
tions peculiar to its soil and climate, or to some superior progress which its 
inhabitants have made in industry, art, and elegance. I t  is not to any peculiar 
excellence in the natural productions of India that we must ascribe entirely the 
predilection of ancient nations for its commodities ; for, pepper excepted, an arti- 
cle, i t  must be allowed, of great importance, they are l ~ t t l e  different from those 
of other tropical countries ; and Ethiopia or Arabia might have fully supplied 
the Phenicians, and other trading people of antiquity with the spices, the per- 
fumes, the precious stones, the gold and silver, which formed the principal arti- 
cles of their commerce. 

Whoever then wishes to trace the commerce with India to its source, must 
search for it, not so much in any peculiarity of the natural productions of that 
country, as in the superior improvement of its inhabitants. Many facts have 
becn transmitted to us, which, if they are cxarnined with proper attention, clcarly 
demonstrate, that the natives of India were not only more early civilized, but 
had made greater progress in civilization than any other people. These I shall 
endeavonr to cnumcrate, and to place them in such a point of view as may serve 
both to throw lig.ht upon the institutions, manners, and arts of the Indians, and 
to accoiint for thc eagerness of all nations to obtain the productions of their 
ingenio~ls industry. 

By the anclent Heathen writers, the Indians were reckoned among t l~ose races 
of men which they denominated Autochthones or Aborigines,  whom they consi- 
dered as natives of the soil, whose origin could not be traced.? By the inspired 
writers, the wisdom of the East  (an expression which is to be understood as a 
description of their extraordinary progress in science and arts) was early cele- 
brated.$ I n  order to illustrate and confirm these explicit testimonies concerning 
the ancient and high civilization of the inhabitants of India, I shall take a view 
of their rank and condition as individuals ; of their civil policy; of their laws and 

* %eu page 13. t Diod. Sic, lib. if. p. 151. f 1 Bin@ iv. 31. 
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jud~clal proceedings ; of their useful and elegant arts ; of h e i r  sclenees ; and of 
their religious inst~tutions ; as  far as infollnatlon can be gatheled from the 
accounts of thc Greek and Roman wrlters, compdicd wlth what still remalns of 
their anclent, acquirements and lnst~tutlons 

1. From the most anc~ent  accounls of lndla WC lcarn, that the distlnctlon of 
ranks and separat~on of profess~ons were completely estabhshed there. Thls 1s 
one of the most undoubted proofs of a soclety considerably advanced in ~ t s  pro- 
gress. Arts ln the early stages of soclal life are bo few, and so s~mple. that e a ~ h  
mail is suiliclently master of them all, to gratlfy every demand of his own 
lun~ted  deslres. A savage can form hls bow, pornt 111s arrons, rear h ~ s  hut, and 
hollow h ~ s  canoe, wlthout calllng in the ald of any hand mole slr~lful than hlu 
own.* But when t ~ m e  has augi~iented the u ants of men, tile productions of art 
become so complleated m th-r structure, or so cullous In thelr fabilc, that a pai- 
ticulal course of ed~ca t lon  is requis~te towalds f o l ~ n n l ~  thc aitlst to ingeilu~ty 
in contrivance and expeltness In evecution In propoi t ~ o n  as r~finement spleads, 
the dlstimtion of professlons Increases, and they blanch out lnto mole numerous 
and minute subdiv~sions Prior to the records of authent~c hlstory, and even 
before the most remote era to u l l ~ c h  then own trad~tlons pretend to reach, this 
separation of professlons had not only taken place among the natlves of I n d ~ a .  
but the pcipetulty of i t  was secured by an ~nstitution whlch must be conq~dered 
as the fundamental article in the system of their pollcy The whole body of 
the people was div~ded Into four o l d e ~ s  or casts. The  members of the filst, 
deemed the most sacred, had ~t for t$e11 provlnbe to study the plinc~plos of rell- 
g1on ; t o  perform its functions : and to cultivate the sciences. They ncre  the 
priests. the ~nstructels, and phlloso?hers of the natlon. The  members of the 
second older were mtrusted nltll  the govclnment and defence of tlie state. In 
peace they were its rulers and magistrates ; in mar they were the generals who 
cominanded ~ t s  armles and the sold~eis  who fought ~ t s  battles The third was 
composed of husbandmcn and merchants, and the foulth of altlsnns, labourers, 
and servants None of these can eve1 quit h ~ s  own ca-t, or be admitled into 
ano the~  i- The stat~on of every ~ndlvldual 1s unalterably fixed, his destlny 1s 
~rrevocable, and the walk of hfe is marlred out, from w h ~ c h  he must never 
deviate Thls line of separat~on 1s not only established by civll authority, but 
confirmed and sanct~oned by rellglon, and each order 01 cast is s a d  to have pro- 
ceeded from the D~vmi ty  In such a dlfferent manner, that to mlngle and confound 
them would be deemed an act of most darmg lmp~ety [ss]. Nor is ~t between 
the four d~fferent tribes alone that such msuperdble balr~ers  ale fixcd , the 
members of each cast a d h e ~ e  mvariably to the professions of t h e ~ r  folefathcrs. 
From generat~on to genelatlon, the bame famllies have followed, and will alu ays 
contmae to follow, one unlform lme of life 

Such arbitrary arrangements of the varlous members w h ~ c h  compose a com- 
munlty, seem, a t  first vlew, to  be adverse to ~mprovement either In sclerlce 
or in arts ; and by formlng around the dlfferent orders of men artlficlal balilers, 
which ~t would be lmplons to pass, tend to clrcumscnbe the operat~ons of the 
human mind w~thin a narrower sphere than nature has allotted to them When 
every man is at full liberty to d~rect  h ~ s  efforts towards those objects and that 
end whlch the ~mpulse of hls own mlnd prompts him to piefel, he may be 
expected to a t t a ~ n  that high degree of emmence to lvhlch the uncontrolled exer- 
tlons of genius and industry naturally conduct. The  reguldtitloxis of Ind~an  
pollcy, 1~1 th  respect to the dlfferent orders of men, must necessarily, a t  some 
tlmcs, checlc genlus in its career, and confine to the functions of an lnferlor cast 
talents fitted to shine In a higher spheie But the arrangements of c lv~l  govern- 
ment are made, not for what is extraordmary, but for what 1s comlnon ; not for 
the few, but for the many. T h e  object of the first Indian legislators was to 
employ the most effectual means of plov~dlng for the subsistence, the security, 
and happiness of all the members of the commumty over whlch they ples~dcd. 
Wit11 thi.; view they set apart certam laces of men for each of the various pro 
fess~ons and arts necessary in a well ordered soclety, and appomtrd the exercise 
of them to be transmitted iiom fathei to son In s71ccession T h ~ s  qystem, though 
extremely repugnant to the ~ d e a s  whlch we. by belng placed In a very dlfferent 

* H~story of Arnellca t Ayeen Akhery, 111 81, &c Sketches rolatrng to the Illstory, &c 
of the H~ndoos, p 107, &Q 
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state of society, have formed, will be found, upon attentive inspection, better 
+dapted to attain the end in view, than a careless observer a t  first sight is apt to 
imagine. Tlte human mind bends to the law of necessity, and is accustomed 
not only to accommodate itself to the restraints which the condition of its nature 
c r  the inst~tutions of its country impose, but to acquiesce in them. From his 
entrance into Ilfe an Indian Itnows the station allotted to him, and the functions 
to which he is destined by his birth. The objects which relate to these are the 
first that present themselves to his view. They occupy his thoughts, or employ 
his hands ; and from his earliest years, he is trained to the habit of doing with 
ease and pleasure that which he must continue through life to do. T o  thls may 
be ascribed that high degree of perfection conspicuous in many of the Indian 
manufactures; and though veneration for the practices of their ancestors may 
check the spirit of invention, yet, by adhering to these, they acquire such an 
expertness and delicacy of hand, that Europeans, with all the advantages of 
superior science, and the aid of more complete instruments, have never been able 
to equal the equisite execution of their worlrmanship. While this high improve- 
ment of their more curious manufactures excited the admiration and attracted 
the conlmerce of other nations, the separation of professions in India, and the 
early distribution of the people into classes, attached to particular kinds of 
labour, secured such abundance of the more cornmon and useful commodities, 
as not only supplied their own wants, but ministered to those of the countries 
around them. 

T o  this early division of the people into casts we must lilrewise ascribe a strik- 
ing peculiarity in the state pf India ; the permanence of its institntionu, and the 
immutability in the manners of its inhabitants. What  now is in India always 
was there, and is likely still to continue : neither the ferocious violence and illi- 
oeral fanaticism of its Mahomedan conquerors, nor the powcr of its European 
masters, have effected any co~~siderable alteration [59]. The  same distinctions 
of condition talre place, the same arrangements in civil and domestic society 
remain, the same maxims of religion are held in veneration, and the same 
sicences and arts are cultivated. Hence in all ages the trade with India has heen 
the same ; gold and silver have uniformly been carried thither in  order to pnr- 
chase the same commodities with which i t  now supplies all nations ; and from 
Ihe age of Pliny to the present times i t  has been always considered and execrated 
as a gulf which swallows up the wealth of every other country that flows inces- 
santly towards it, and from which i t  never returns [60]. According to the 
accounts which I have given of the cargoes anciently imported from India, 
they appear to have consisted of nearly the same articles with those of the 
investments in our own times ; and whatever difference we may observe in them 
seems to have arisen, not so much from any diversity in the nature of the com- 
modities which the Indians prepared for sale, as from a variety in the tastes or 
in the wants of the nations which demanded them. 

11. Another Goof of the early and high civilization of the people of India 
may be deduced from considering their political constitution and form of govern- 
ment. The Indians trace back the history of their own country through an 
immense succession of ages, and assert that all Asia, from the mouth of the 
[ndus on the west to the confines of China on the east, and from the mountains 
of Thibet on the north to Cape Comorin on the south, formed a vast empire 
subject to one mighty sovereign, under whom ruled several hereditary princes 
and rajahs. But their chronology, which measures the life of man in ancient 
times by thousands of years, apd computes the length of the several periods, 
during which i t  supposes the world to have existed, by millions, is so wildly 
extravagant as not to merit any serious discussion. W e  must rest satisfied, 
then, until some more certain information is obtained with respect to the ancient 
history of India, with taking the first accounts of that country, which can be 
deemed authentic, from the Greeks who served under Alexander the Great. 
They found kingdoms of considerable magnitude established in that  country. 
Tlie territories of Porus and of Taxiles comprehended a great part of the Panjab, 
one of the most fertile and best cultivated countries in India. The  kingdom of 
the Prasij, or Gandaride, stretched to a great extent on both sides of the Ganges. 
Ail the three, as appears from the ancient Greek writers, were powerful and 
populous. 
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This description of the partition of India into states of such magnitude, is 
alone a convincing proof of its having advanced far in  civilization. In what- 
ever region of the earth there has been an opportunity of observing the progress 
of men in social life, they appear a t  first in small independent tribes or com- 
munities. Their common wants prompt them to  unite ; and their mutual 
jealousies, as well as the necessity of securing subsistence, compel them to drive 
to a distance every rival who might encroach on thooe domains which they con- 
sider as their own. Many ages elapse before they coalesce, or acquire sufficient 
foresight to provide for the wants, or sufficient wisdom to conduct the apdirs, of 
a numerous society. Even under the genial climate and in the rich soil of India, 
more favourable perhaps to the union and increase of the human species than 
any other part of the globe; the formation of such extensive states as were 
established in that country when first visited by Europeans, must have been a 
work of long time ; and the members of them must have been long accustoined 
to exertions of useful industry. 

Though monarchical goverilment was established in all the countries of India 
to which the knowledge of the ancients extended, the sovereigns were far from 
possessing uncontrolled or despotic power. No trace, indeed, is discovered there 
of any assenlbly or public body, the members of which, either in their own right 
or as thc representatives of their fellow citizens, could interpose in enacting laws, 
or in  superintcnding the execution of them. Institutions destined to assert and 
guard the rights belonging to men in social state, how familiar soever the idea 
may be to the people of Europe, never formed a part of the political constitution 
in any great Asiatic kingdom. I t  was to different principles that the natives of 
India were indebted for restrictions which limited the exercise of regal power. 
T h e  rank of individuals was unalterably fixed, and the privileges of the differ- 
ent casts were deemed inviolable. The  monarchs of India, who were all taken 
from the second of the four classes formerly described, which is intrnsted with 
the functions of government and exercise of war, behold among their subjects a n  
order of men far superior to themselves in dignity, and so conscious of their own 
preeminence, both in rank and in sanctity, that they would deem i t  degradation 
and pollution if they were to eat  of the same food with their sovereign." Their 
persons are sacred, and even for the most heinous crimes they cannot be capi- 
tally punished ; their blood must never be s h e d . 0 0  inen in this exalted sta- 
tion monarchs must loolc up with respect, and reverence them as the ministers 
of religion and the teachers of wisdom. On important occasions it is the duty 
of sovereigns to consult them, and to be directed by their advice. Their admo- 
nitions, and even their censures must be received with submissive respec'. 
This right of the Brahmins to offer their opinion with respect to thc administra- 
tion of public affairs mas not unlrnown to the ancients ;S and in some accounts 
preserved in India of the events which happened in their own country, princes 
are mentioned, who, having violated the privileges of the casts, and disregarded 
the remonstrances of the Brahmins, were deposed by their authority, and put 
to death.8 

While the fiacred rights of the Brahmins opposed a barrier against the cn- 
croacllments of regal power on the one hand, i t  was circumscribed on thc other , 

by t l ~ e  ideas which those who occupied the highest stations in society enter- 
tained of their own dignity and privileges. As none but the members of the 
cast nevt in rank to that which rcligion has rendered sacred, could be ernployed 
in any function of the state, the sovereigns of the extensive kingdorns anciently 
established in India found i t  necessary to intrust them with the superintendcnce 
of the cities and provinces too remote to be under their own immediate in~pec-  
tion. In  these stations they often acquired such wealth and influence, that  
offices conferred during pleasure continued hereditarily in their families, an2 
they came gradually to form a n  intermediate order between the sovereign ana  
his subjects; and, 11y thc vigilant jealousy with which they maintained their 
own dignity and privileges, they constrained their rulers to respect them, and 
to govern with morlr!ration and equity 

Nor were the benefits of these restraints upon the power of the soveleign 

* Orme's Disuer!. vol 1. 11. 4. Sketches, &c. p. 113. Code of Gentoo Laws, ch. xxi. Q 10. 
p. 275. 283, &c. 1 Straho, lib. xv. p. 1029. C. Q Account of the qrlalities requisite in a 
magistrate, prefixed by the Pundits to the Code of Gentoo Laws, p. cii. and cxvi 
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confined wholly to the two superior orders in the state ; they extended in some 
degree to the third class employed in agriculture. The  labours of that nume- 
rous and useful body of men are so essential to the preservation and happiness 
of society, that the greatest attention was paid to render their condition secure 
and corntortable. According to the ideas which prevailed among the natives 
of India (as we are informed by the first Europeans who visited their country), 
the sovereign is considered as the sole universal proprietor of,all the land in his 
dominions, and from him is derived every species of tenure by which his subjects 
can hold it. These lands were le t  out to the farmers who cultivated them, a t  a 
stipulated rent, amounting usually to a fourth part of their annual produce paid 
in kind.* In  a country where the price of work is extremely low, and, where 
the labour of cultivation is very inconsiderable, the earth yielding its produc- 
tions al~nost spontaneously, where subsistence is amazingly cheap, where few 
clothes are needed, and houses are built and furnished a t  little expense, this rate 
cannot be deemed exorbitant or oppressive. As long as the husbandman con- 
tinued to pay the established rent, he retained possession of the farm, which 
descended, like property, from father to son. 

These accounts given by ancient authors of the condition and tenure of the 
reuters of land in India, agree so perfectly with what now takes place, that i t  
may be considered almost as a description of the present state of its cultivation. 
In  every part of India where the native Hindoo Princes retain dominion, the 
Ryots, the modern name by which the renters of land are distinguished, hold 
their possessions by a lease, which may be considered as perpetual, and a t  a rate 
fixed by ancient surveys and valuations. This arrangement has been so long 
established, and accords so well with the ideas of the natives, concerning the 
distinctions of casts, and the functions allotted to each, that i t  has been invio- 
lably maintained in all the provinces subject either to  Mahomedans or Euro 
peans ; and to both i t  serves as the basis on which their whole system of finance 
is founded 1611. In  a more remote period, before the original institutions of 
India were subverted by foreign invaders, the industry of the husbandman, 
on which every member of the community depended for subsistence, was as 
secure as the tenure by which he held his lands was equitable. Even war did 
not interrupt his labours or endanger his property. I t  was not uncommon, we 
are informed, that while two hostile armies were fighting a battle in one field, 
the peasants were ploughing or reaping in the next field in perfect tranquil1ity.t 
These maxims and regulations of the ancient legislators of India have a near 
resemblance to the system of those ingenious speculators on political economy 
in modern times, who represent the produce of land as the sole source of wealth 
in every country ; and who consider the discovery of this principle, according 
to  which they contend that the government of nations should be conducted, a s  
one of the greatest efforts of human wisdom. Under a form of government 
which paid such attention to all the different orders of which the society is com- 
posed, particularly the cultivators of the earth, i t  is not wonderful that the 
ancients should describe the Indians as a most happy race of men;  and that 
the most intelligent modern observers should celebrate the equity, the humanity, 
and mildness of Indian policy. A Hindoo Rajah, as I have been informed by 
persons well acquainted with the state of India, resembles mote a father pre- 
siding in a numerous family of his own children, than a sovereign ruling over 
inferiors subject to his dominion. H e  endeavours to secure their happiness with 
vigilant solicitude ; they are attached to him with the most tender affection and 
inviolable fidelity. W e  can hardly conceive men to be placed in any state nlore 
favourable to their acquiring all the advantages derived from social union. I t  
is only when the mind is perfectly a t  ease, and neither feels nor dreads oppres- 
sion, that i t  employs its active powers in forming numerous arrangements of 
police, for securing its enjoyments and increasing them. Many arrangements 
of this nature the Greeks, though accustomed to  their own institutions, the 
most perfect a t  that time in Europe, observed, and admired among the Indians, 
and mcntion them as instances of high civilization and improvement. There 
were established among the Indians three distinct classes of officers, one of 
which had i t  in charge to inspect agriculture, and every kind of country work. 

* Shabo. Ub. xv n. 'bflW. A. Diod. Sic. lib. ii. p. 53. f Strabo, lib. m. p 1030. A. 
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They measured the portions of land allotted to each renter. They had the 
custody of the Tanks, or ~ u b l i c  reservoirs of water, without a regular distribu- 
tion of which, the fields in a torrid climate cannot be rendered fertile. They 
marked out the course of the highways, along which, at  certain distances, they 
erected stones to measure the road and direct travellers [62]. To officers of a 
second class was committed the inspection of the police in cities ; their functions, 
of course, were many and various ; some of which only I shall specify. They 
appropriated houses for the reception of strangers ; they protected them from 
injury, provided for their subsistence, and, when seized with any disease, they 
appointed physicians to attend them ; and, on the event of their death, they not 
only buried them with decency, but took chargeof theireffects,and restored them 
to their relations. They kept exact registers of births and of deaths. They 
visited the public markets, and examined weights and measures. The third 
class of officers superintended the military department; but, as the objects to 
which their attention was directed are foreign from the subject of my inquiries, 
i t  is unnecessary to enter into any detail with respect to them.* 

As manners and customs in India descend almost without variation from age 
to age, many of the peculiar institutions which I have enu~nerated still subsist 
there. There is still the same attention to the construction and preservation of 
tanks, and the distribution of their waters. The direction of roads, and placing 
stones along them, is still an object of police. Choullries, or houses built for 
the accommodation of travellers, are frequent in every part of the country, and 
are useful as well as noble monuments of Indian munificence and humanity. 
I t  is only among men in the most improved state of society, and under the hest 
forms of government, that we discover institutions similar to those which I have 
described ; and many nations have advanced far in their progress, without 
establishing arrangements of police equally perfect. 

111. In  estimating the progress which any nation has made in civilization, the 
object that merits the greatest degree of attention, next to its political constitu- 
tion, is the spirit of the laws and nature of the forms by which its judicial pro- 
ceedings are regulated. In the early and rude ages of society, the few disputes 
with respect to property which arise are terminated by the interposition of the 
old men, or by the authority of the chiefs in every small tribe or community ; 
their decisions are dictated by their own discretion, or founded on plain and 
obvious maxims of equity. But as the controversies n~ultiply, cases similar to 
such as have been formerly determined must recur, and the awards upon these 
grow gradually into precedents, which serve to regulate future judgments. 
Thus, long before the nature of property is defined by positive statutes or any 
rules prescribed concerning the mode of acquiring or conveying it, there is 
gradually formed, in every state, a body of customary or common law, by which 
judicial proceedings are directed, and every decision conformable to it is sub- 
mitted to with reverence, as  the result of the accumulated wisdom and ex 
perience of ages. 

In  this state the administration of justice seems to have been in India when 
first visited by Europeans, Though the Indians, according to their account, had 
no written laws, but determined every controverted point by recollecting what 
had been formerly decided ;t they assert that justice was dispensed among 
them with great accuracy, and that crimes were most severely punished.$ Bnt 
in this general observation is contained all the intelligence which the ancients 
furnish concerning the nature and forms of judicial proceedings in India. From 
the time of Megasthenes, no Greelc or Roman of any note appears to have 
resided long enough in the country, or to have been so much acquainted with 
the customs of the natives, as to be capable of entering into any detail with 
respect to a point of so great importance in their policy. Fortunateiy, the 
defects of their information have been amply supplied by the more accurate and 
extensive researches of the moderns. During the course of almost three cen- 
turies, the number of persons who have resorted from Europe to India has bean 
great. Many of them who have remained long in the country, and were per- 
sons of liberal education and enlarged minds, have lived in such familiar inter. 

* Straho, lib, xv. p.1034. A, &c. Diod. Sicul. lib. ii. p. 154. t Strabo, lib. xv. 1035. D. 
f Diod. Sicul. lib. ii. p 154. 
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course with the natives, and acquired so competent a knowledge of the12 
languages, as enabled them to observe their institutions with attention, and to 
describe them with fidelity. Kespectable as their authority may be, I shall not, 
in what I offer for illustrating the judicial proceedings of the Hindoos, rest upon 
it alone, but shall derive my information from sources higher and more pure. 

Towards the middle of the sixteenth century, Alrber, the sixth in descent from 
Tamerlane, mounted the throne of Indostan. He is one of the few sovereigns 
entitled to the appellation both of Great and Good, and the only one of Maho- 
medan race, whose mind appears to have arisen so far above all the illiberal pre- 
judices of that fanatical religion in which he was educated, as to be capable of 
forming a plan worthy of a monarch who loved his people, and was solicitous to 
render them happy. As, in every province of his extensive dominions, the Hin- 
doos formed the great body of his subjects, he laboured to acquire a perfect 
knowledge of their religion, their sciences, their laws, and institutions ; in order 
that he might conduct every part of his government, particularly the adminis- 
tration of justice, in a manner as much accommodated as possible to their own 
ideas [63]. In  this generous undertalring he was seconded with zeal by his vizier 
Abul Fszel, a minister whose understanding was not less enlightened than that 
of his mastcr. By their assiduous researches, and consultation of learned men,* 
such information was obtained as enabled Abul Faze1 to publish a brief com- 
pendium of Hindoo jurisprudence in the Ayeen Aberlry,t which may be consi- 
dered as the first genuine con~munication of its principles to persons of a differ- 
ent religion. About two centuries afterwards [A. D. 17731, the illustrious 
example of Akber was imitated and surpassed by Mr. Hastings, the Governor 
General of the British settlements in India. By his authority, and under his 
inspection, the most eminent Pundits, or Brahmins learned in the laws of the 
provinces over which he presided, were assembled at  Calcutta ; and in the course 
of two years, compiled, from their most ancient and improved authors, sentence 
by sentence, without addition or diminution, a full code of Hindoo laws ;$which 
1s undoubtedly the most valuable and authentic elucidation of Indian policy 
and manners that has been hitherto communicated to Europe. 

According to the Pundits, some of the writers, upon whose authority they 
found the decrees which they have inserted in the Code, lived several millions 
ofyears before their time ;$ and they boast of having a succession of expounders 
of their laws from that period to the present. Without entering into any exami- 
nation of what is so extravagant, we may conclude, that the Hindoos have in 
their possession treatises concerning the laws and jurisprudence of their coun- 
try, of more remote antiquity than arc to be found in any other nation. The 
truth of this depends not upon their own testimony alone, but it is put beyond 
doubt by one circumstance, that all these treatises are written in the Sanslrreet 
language, which has not been spoken for many ages in any part of Indostan, 
and is now understood by none but the most learned Brahmins. That  the Hin- 
doos were a people highly civilized at the time when their laws were composed, 
is most clearly established by internal evidence contained in the Code itself. 
Among nations beginning to emerge from barbarism, the regulations of law are 
extremely simple, and applicable only to a few obvious cases of daily occur- 
rence. Men rnust have been long united in a social state, their transactions 
must have been numerous and complex, and judges must have determined an 
immense variety of controversies to which these give rise, before the system of 
law becomes so voluminous and comprehensive as to direct the judicial procced- 
ings of a nation far advanced in improvement. In  that early age of the Roman 
republic, when the laws of the Twelve Tables were promulgated, nothing more 
was required than the laconic injunctions which they contain for regulating the 
decisions of courts of justice ; but in a later period the body of civil law, ample 
as its contents are, was found hardly sufficient for that purpose. T o  the jejune 
brevity of the Twelve Tables, the Hindoo Code has no resemblance ; but with 
respect to the number and variety of points it considers, i t  will bear a compari- 
son with the celebrated Digest of Justinian, or with the systems of jurisprudence 
in nations most highly civilized. Tha articles of which the IIindoo Code is com- 

* Ayeen Akbery, A. vol. iii. p. 95. t Ibid. p. 197, &c. : Preface to the Code. f Ibid 
p xxrviii. 
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posed are arranged in natural and luminous order. They are numerous and 
comprehensive, and investigated with that minute attention and discornnient 
which are natural to a people distinguished for acuteness and subtilty of under. 
standing, who have been long accustomed to the accuracy of judicial proceed 
iiigs, and acquainted with all the refinements of legal practice. Tlie decisions 
concerning every point (with a few exceptions occasioned by local prejudices 
and peculiar customs) are founded upon the great and immutable principles of 
justice which the human mind aclcnowledges and respects, in every age, and in 
all parts of the earth. Whoever examines the whole work cannot entertain a 
doubt of its containing the jurisprudence of an enlightened and commercial peo.. 
ple. Whoever loolcs into any particular title will be surprised wit11 a minute- 
ness of detail and nicety of distinction, which, in many instances, seem to go 
beyond the attention of European legislation ; and i t  is remarliablc that some 
of +,he regulations which indicate the greatest degree of refinement were estab- 
lished in periods of the most remote antiquity. In the first of the sacred law 
tracts (as is observed by a person to whom Oriental literature, in all its branches, 
has been greatly indebted), which the Hindoos suppose to  have been revealed 
by Menu, some millions of years ago, there is a curious passage on the legal 
interest of money, and the limited rate of it in different cases, with an exception 
in regard to adventures a t  sea;  a n  exception which the sensc of mankind 
approves, and which commerce absolutely requires, though i t  was not bafore 
the reign of Charles I. that our English jurisprudence fully adrniltcd it in 
respect of maritime contracts."* It is lilcewise worthy of notice, that though 
the natives of India have been distinguished in every age for the humanity and 
mildness of their disposition,, yet such is the solicitude of their lawgivers to pre- 
serve the order and tranquillity of society, that the punishments which they 
inflict on criminals are (agreeably to an observation of the ancients already 
mentioned) extremely rigorous. 'L Punishment (according to a strilring personi- 
fication in the Hindoo Code) is the magistrate ; punishment is the inspirer of 
terror ; punishment is the nourisher of the subjects ; punishment is the defender 
from calamity; punishment is the guardian of those that sleep; punishment, 
with a blaclr aspect and a red eye, terrifies the guilty."+ 

IV. As the condition of the ancient inhabitants of India, whether we consider 
them as individuals or as members of society, appears from the precedinginves- 
tigation to have been extremely fLtvourable to the cultivation of useful and ele- 
gant ar ts ;  we are naturally led to inquire whether the progress which they 
actually made in them was sucll as might have been expected from a people in 
that situation. In attempting to trace this progress, we have not the benefit of 
guidance equal to that which conducted our researches conccrning the former 
articles of inquiry. The ancients, from their slender acquaintance with the 
interior state of India, have been able to communicate little information with 
respect to the arts cultivated there ; and though the moderns, during their 
nontinued intercourse with India for three centuries, have had access to observe 
them with great attention, it is of late only, that by studying the languages now 
and formerly spolren in India, and by con~ult ing and translating their most 
eminent authors, they have begun to enter into that  path of inquiry which leads 
with certainty to  a thorough lrnowledge of the state of arts cultivated in that  
country. 

One of the first arts which human ingenuity aimed a t  improving, beyond what 
mere necessity requires, was that of building. In the brief remarks which the 
subject of my inquiries leads me to make on the progress of this art in India, 1 
shall confine my attention wholly to those of highest antiquity. The  most 
durable monuments of human industry are public buildings. Tlie productions 
of art, formed for the common purposes of life, waste and perish in using them; 
but worlrs destined for the beirefit of posterity subsist through ages, and i t  i s  
according to  the manner in whirh these are executed, that rve form a judgment 
with respect to the degree of power, skill, and improvement to which the people 
by whom they were erected had attained. In  every part of India monuments of 
high antiquity are found. These are of two kinds : such as were cor~secrated t~ 
the offices of religion, or fortressss built for the security of the country. In the  

* Sir Wm. Jones's Third Discourse, Asiat. Research, p. 42.3. t Code, ch. xxi. 8 
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former of these, to which Europeans, whatever their structure may be, give the 
general name of Pagodas, we may observe a diversity of style, which both marks 
?he gradual progress of architecture, and throws light on the general state of 
arts and manners in different periods. The most early Pagodas appear to have 
been nothing more than excavations in mountainous parts of the country, formed 
probably in imitation of the natural caverns to which the first inhabitants of the 
earth retired for safety during the night, and whore they found shelter from t b  
inclerncncy of the seasons. The  most celebrated, and, as there is reason to  
believe, the most ancient of ail these, is the Pagoda in the island Elephanta, 
a t  no great distance from Bombay. R has been hewn by the hands of man out 
of a solid roclr, about half way up a high mountain, and fornied into a spacious 
area nearly one hundred and twenty feet square. I n  order to support the roof 
and the weight of the mountain that lies above it, a number of massy pillars, and 
of a form not inelegant, have been cut out of the same roclr, a t  such regular 
distances, as on tlle first entrance presents to thc eye of thc spcctator an appear- 
ance both of beauty and of strength. Great part of the inside is covered with 
hnman figures in high rclief, of gigantic size as well as singular forms, and dis- 
tinguished by a vsriety of symbols representing, it is probable, the attributes of 
the deities whom they worshipped, or the actions of the heroes whom they admired. 
In  the isle of Salsette, still nearer to Bombay, are excavations in a similar style, 
hardly inferior in magnificence, and destined for the same religious purposes. 

These stupendous works are of such high antiquity, that as the natives cannot, 
either from history or tradition, give any information concerning the time in 
which they were executed, they univeraally ascribe the formation of them to 
tlie power of supcrior beings. From the extent and grandeur of these subter- 
saneous mansions, which intelligent travellers compare to the most celebrated 
monuments of human power and ar t  in any part of the earth, i t  is manifest that 
they could not have been formed in that stage of social life where men continue 
divided into small tribes, unaccustomed to the efforts of persevering industry. 
It is only in states of collsiderablc extent, and among people long habituated to 
subordination, and to act with concert, that the idea of such magnificent works 
is conceivcd, or tlie power of accomplishing them can be found. 

T h a t  solne such powerful state was established in India a t  the time when the 
excavations in the islands of Eleplisnta and Salsette were formed, is not the 
only conclusion to be drawn from a survey of them ; and the style in which the 
rjculpturcs with which they are adorned is executed, indicates a considcrable 
improvement in art a t  that early period. Scrrlpture is the imitative ar t  in 
which man seems to have made the first trial of his own talents. But even in 
those countries where i t  has  attained to the highest degree of perfection, its 
progress has been extremely slow. Whoever has attended to tho history of thia 
ar t  in Greece, lrnows how far removed the first rude essay to represent tho 
human form was from any complete delineation of it.* But the different groups 
of figures which still remain entire in the Pagoda of Elephanta, however low 
they must rank, if they be compared with the more elegant worlrs of Grecian 
or even Etruscan artists, are finished in a style considerably superior to the 
hard inexpressive manner of the Egyptians, or to  the figure in the celehratcd 
palace of Pcrsepolis. In  this light they have appeared to persons abundantly 
qualified to appreciate their merit;  and froin different drawings, particularly 
those of Nicbuhr, a traveller equally accurate in observing and Faithful in 
describing, we must form a favourable opinion of the statc of arts in  India at  
that period. 

I t  is worthy of notice, that  although several of the figures in the caverns a t  
Elephaiita be so different from those now exhibited in the Pagodas as objects of 
veneration, that some learned Europeans have imagined they represent the rites 
of  a religion more ancient than that now established in Indostan, yet by the 
Mindoos themselves, the caverns are considered as hallowed places of their own 
worship, and they still resort thither to perform their devotions, and honour the 
figures there in the same manner with those in their own Pagodas. In  confir- 
mation of this, I have been informed by an intelligent observer, who visited this 
oubterraneous sanctuary in the gear 1782, that he was accompanied by a s a g a  

* Winkelman's Ilist. de ]'Art chez lea Anciens, tom. i. p. 31, &c. 
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eious Brahmin, a native of Benares, who, though he had never been in i t  before 
that time, recognised a t  once all the figures; was well acquainted with the 
parentage, education, and life of every dcity or human personage there repre 
uented, and explained with fluency the meaning of tile various symbols by which 
the images were distinguished. This may be considered as a clear proof that 
the system of mythology now prevalent in Bensres, is not different from tha* 
delineated in the caverns of Elephanta. Mr. Hunter, who visited Elephanta i r ~  
the year 1784, seems to consider the figures there as representing deities, who 
are still objects of worship among the Hindoos.* On3 circumstance serves to  
confirm the justness of this opinion. Several of the most conspicuous peison- 
ages in the groups a t  Elephanta are decorated with the Zennur, the sacred string 
or cord peculiar to the order of Brahmins, an authentic evidence of the distinc- 
tion of casts having been established in India at  the time when these works 
were finished. 

2. Instead of caverns, the original places of worship, which could be formed 
only in particular situations, the devotion of the people soon began to raise 
temples in honour of their deities in other parts of India. The  structure of these 
was a t  first extremely simple. They were pyramids of large dimension, and 
\ad no light within but what came frorn a small door. After having been long 
accustomed to perform all the rites of religion in the gloom of caverns, the 
Indians were naturally led to consider the solernn darkness of such a mansion 
as sacred. Some Pagodas in this first style of building still remain in Indostan. 
Drawings of two of these a t  Deogur, and of a third near Tanjore in the Car- 
natic, all fabrics of great antiquity, have been published by Mr. Hodges ;t and 
thougll they are rude structures, they are of such magnitude as must have 
required the power of some considerable state to rear them. 

3. In  proportion to the progress of the different countries of India in opulence 
and refinement, the structure of their temples gradually improved. From plain 
buildings they became highly ornamented fabrics, and, both by their extent and 
magnificence, are monuments of the power and taste of the people by whom 
they were erected. I n  this l~igllly finished style there are Pagodas of great 
antiquity in different parts of Indostan, particularly in tile southern provinces, 
which were not exposed to Lhe destructive violence of Mahomedan zeal [64]. 
In  order to assist my readers in forming such s n  idea of these buildings as may 
enable them to judge with respect to the early state of arts in India, I shall 
briefly describe two, of which we have the most accurate accounts. The  entry 
to the Pagoda of Chillambrum, near Porto Novo, on the Coromandel coast, held 
in high veneration on account of its antiquity, is by a stately gate under a pyra- 
mid a hundred and twenty-two feet in height, built with large stones above 
forty feet long and more than five feet xquarc, and all covered with plates of 
copper, adorned with an immense variety of figures neatly executed. T h e  
whole structure extends one thousand three hundred and thirty-two feet in one 
direction, and nine hundred and thirty-six in another. Some of the ornamental 
parts are finished with an elegance entitled to the admiration of the most inge- 
nious artists.$ The Pagoda of Seringham, superior in  sanctity to that of C h i l ~  
lambrum: surpasses i t  as much in grandeur ; and fortunately I can convey a 
more perfect idea of i t  by adopting the words of an elegant and accnrate histo- 
rian. This Pagoda is situated about a mile from the western extremity of the 
island of Seringham, formed by the division of the great river Caveri into twc 
channels. 'L I t  is composed of seven sqnare enclosures, one within the other, tlie 
walls of which are twenty-five feet high, and four thick. These enclosures are  
three hundred and fifty feet distant from one another, and each has four large 
gates, with a high tower ; which are placed one in the middle of each side of the 
enclosure, and opposite to the four cardinal points. The outward wall is near 
four miles in  circumference, and its gateway to the soutll is ornamented with 
pillars, several of which are single stones thirty-three feet long, and'nearly five in 
diameter ; and those which form the roof are still larger ; in the inmost enclo- 
sures are the chapels. About half a mile to the east of Seringham, and nearer 
to the Caveri than the Coleroon, is another large Pagoda called Jembikismo ; 

Archsologia, vol. vii. p. 286, &c. t No. VT. $ MBm. de Litterat. tom. xxxii. p. 44 
&c. Voy. do M. Sonnerat, tom. i p. 117. 
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but this has only one enclosure. The  extreme veneration in which Seringham 
is held, arises from a belief that it contains that identical image of the god Wist- 
chnu, whlch is used to be worshipped by the god Brahma. Pilgrims from all 
parts of the peninsula come here to obtain absolution, and none come without 
an offering of money; and a large part of the revenue of the island is allotted for 
the maintenance of the Brahmins who inhabit the Pagoda ; and these with their 
tamilies formerly composed a multitude of not less than forty thousand souls, 
~nsintained without labour, by the liberality of superstition. Here, as in  all the 
other great Pagodas of India, the Brahmins live in a subordination which knows 
no resistance, and slumber in a voluptuousness which knows no wants.* 

'I'he other species of public buildings which I mentioned, were those erected 
for the dofence of the country. From the immense plains of Indostan, there 
arise, in (1iEerer.t parts, eminences and rocks formed by nature to be places of 
strength. Of these the natives early took possession, and, fortifying them with 
works of various kinds, rendered thcln almost impregnable stations. There 
seems to have been, in some distant age, a period of general turbulence and 
danger in India, when such retreats were deemed essentially necessary to public 
~ a f e t y ;  for among the duties of magistrates prescribed by the Pundits, one is, 

that he shall erect a strong fort in the place where he chooses to reside ; and 
shall build a wall on all the four sides of it, mith towers and battlements, and 
shall make a full ditch around it.? Of these fortresses several remain, which, 
both from the appearance of the buildings, and fiom the tradition of the natives, 
must have been constructed in very remote times. Mr. Hodges has published 
views of three of these, one of Chunar Gur, situated upon the river Ganges, 
about sixteen miles above the city of Benares ;$ the second, of Gwallior, about 
eighty miles to the south of Agra ;$ the third of Bidjegur, in the territory of 
Bcnares.l( They are all, particularly Gwallior, worlis of considerable magni- 
tude and strength. The fortresses in Bengal, however, are not to be compared 
mith several in the Deccan. Asseergur, Burhampour, aud Dowlatabad, are 
cmemed by the natives to be impregnable ;T and I am assured by a good judge, 
that Asseergur is indeed a most stupendous work, and so advantageously situ- 
I L ~ C ~ ,  that it would be extremely difficult to rcducc it by force. Adoni, of which 
Tippo Sultaun lately rendered himself master, is not inferior to any of them, 
either in strength or importance."" 

Nur is it only from surveying their public worlcs that we are justified in assert 
ing the early proficiency of thc Indians in elegant and useful arts ; we are led to 
form the same conclusion by a view of those productions of their ingenuity 
which wcrc the chief arl.cles of their trade with foreign nations. Of these the 
lsbours of the Indian loom and needle have, in every age, been the most cele- 
brated ; and fine linen is conjectured, ~rrith some probability, to have been called 
by the ancients Sindon, from the name of the river Indus or Sindus, near which 
it was wrought in the highest perfection.tt The cotton manufactures of India 
seem anciently to  have been as much admired as they are at  present, not only 
for their delicate texture, but for the elegance with which some of them are 
embroidered, and the beautiful colour of the flowers with which others are 
adorned. From the earliest period of European intercourse with India, that 
country has been distinguished for the number and excellence of the substances 
for dyeing various colours, with whiclr i t  abounded.$$ The dye of the deep 
bluu colour in highest estimation among the Romans, bore the name of Indi- 
cum.81 From India, too, the substance used in dyeing a bright red colour seems 
to have been imported ; I ( 1 (  [65 ]  and it is well known that both in the cotton and 
rillc stuffs which we now receive from India, the blue and red are the colours of 
most conspicuous lustre and beauty. But however much the ancients may have 
admired these productions of Indian art, some circumstances, xvhich I have 
already mentioned, rendered their demand for the cotton manufactures of India 
far mferior to that of modern times ; and this has occasioned the information 
wn:erning them which we receive from the Greek and Roman writers to be 

* OV.ne'sHist. of Milit. Transact. of Indostan, p. 178. t Introd. to Code ofGentooLaws, 
p cxi. t No. I. 6 No. 11. 11 No. 111. 1T Renncll, Mem. p. 133. 139. ** Ilis- 
toncal m d  Political View of the Deccan, p. 13. tt  Sir William Jones'sThird Discourse, p 428. 
f: SlraL lib. xv. p. 1018. A. 1U24. B. $$ Plin. Nat. H~st .  lib. xxxv. c. 6. 6 27. ill( Sallna 
6iuaEselcit. I'linianre in Solin. 16,&c.810. Bsltnesiosde Ilomio~iyrnis Hyles Jatrica, c. lu7 
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very ~mparfect. We may conclude, however, from the wonderful resemLlance 
of the ancient state of India to the modern, that in every period the productiozis 
of their looms were as valious as beautiful. The  ingenuity of the Indians in 
other lrinds of workmanship, particularly in  metals and in ivory, 1s mentioned 
with praise by ancient authors, but without any particular description of their 
nature." Of these early productions of Indian artists there are now some speci- 
mens in Europe,from~vhich i t  appears that they were acquainted with the method 
of ee graving upon the hardest stones and gems ; and, both in  the elegance or  
their designs and in neatness of execution, had arrived a t  a considerable degree 
of excellence. An  inge~ious  writer maintains that  the ar t  of engraving on gema 
w ~3 probably an Indian invention, and certainly was early improved there, and 
he supports this opinion by several plausible arguments.+ The  Indian engraved 
gems, of which he has published descriptions, appear to be the workmansh~p of a 
veryremote period, a s  the legends on them are in the Sansltreet language.$ 

But  i t  is not alone from the improved state of mechanic arts in India? that v-e 
r.onclude its inhabitants to have been highly civilized ; a proof of this, still more 
convincing, may be deduced from the early and extraordinary productions ot' 
their genius in the fine arts. This evidence is rendered more interesting, by 
being derived from a source of knowledge, which the laudable curiosity of' our 
countrymen has opened to the people of Europe within these few years. Tha t  
all the science and literature possessed by the Brahmins, were contained in books 
wrltten in a language understood by a few only of the most learned among 
them, is a fact which has long been known ; and all the Europeans settled in 
India during three centuries have complained that the Brahmins obstinately 
refused to instruct any person in this language. But a t  length, by address, mild 
treatment, and a persuasion that the earnestness with which instruction was 
solicited, proceeded not from any intention of turning their religion into deri- 
sion, but from a desire of acquiring a perfect knowledge of their sciences and 
literature, the scruples of the Brahmins have been ovcrcome. Several British 
gentlemen are now completely masters of the Sanslrreet language. The  mys- 
terious veil, formerly deemed impenetrable, is removed ; and in the course of 
five years the cnriosity of tlie public has been gratified by two publications as 
singular as they were unexpected. The  one is a translation by Mr. Williins, of 
an Episode from theJMahabarat, an epic poem in high estimation among the 
'FIindoos, composed according to their account by Kreeshna Dwypayen Veias, 
the most eminent of all their Brahmins, above three thousand years beforo the 
Christian era. The  other is Saeontala, a dramatic poem, written about a cen- 
tury before the birth of Christ, translated by Sir W. Jones. I shall endeavour 
to give my readers such a view of the subject and composition of each of these, 
2s may enable them to estimate, in some measure, the degree of merit which 
:hey possess. 

The Mahabarat is a voluminous poem, consisting of upwards of four hun- 
dred thousand lines. Mr. Wilkins has translated more than a third of i t  ; but 
3nly a short episode, entitled Baghvat-Geeta, is hitherto published, and from 
this specimen we must form a n  opinion with respect to the whole. The sub- 
ject of the poem is a famous civil war between two branches of the royal house 
of Bhaurat. When the forces on each side were formed in the field, and ready 
to decide the contest by the sword, Arjoon, the favourite and pupil of tlie god 
Kreeshna, who accompanied him in this hour of danger, requested of him to  
cause his chariot to advance between the two hostile armies. H e  loolted a t  
both armies, and beheld on either side none but grandsires, uncles, cousins, 
tutors,sons, and brothers, near relations or bosom friends ; and when he had 
gazed fur a while,andsaw these prepared for the f ght,he was seized with extreme 
pity and compunction, and uttered his sorrow in the following word~: -~~Having  
beheld, 0 Kreeshna! my kindred thus waiting anxious for the fight, my rncmberrc 
fail nie, my countenance withereth, the hair standeth an end upon my body, 
and all my frame trembleth with horror ; even Gandeev, my bow, escapeth from 
my hand, and my skin is parched and dried up.-When I have destroyed 
my kindred, fihall I longer loolr for happiness? I wish not for victory. 

* Strabo, lib. xv, p. 1044.B. Dionys. Perieges. vets. 1010. 
Descript. Catal. of Engraved Gents, &c. p. xti.Bc S Ibid. 
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K~ecslma; I want not dominion; I want not pleasure; for what is domin- 
ion, and the enjoyments of life, or even life itself, when those for whom 
dominion, pleasure, and enjoyment were to be coveted, have abandoned life 
a ~ d  fortune, and stand here in the field ready for the battle ? Tutors, sons, and 
fathers, grandsires, and grandsons, uncles, nephews, cousins, kindred, and 
friends ! Although they would kill me, I wish not to fight them ; no, not even 
for the dominion of tho three regions of the universe, much less for this little 
earth."' In  order to remove his scruples, Kreeshna informs him what was the 
duty of a prince of the Chehteree or military caat, when called to act in such 
a situslion, and incites him to perform it by a variety of moral and philosophical 
arguments, the nature of which I shall have occasion to consider particularly 
in another part of this dissertation. In this dialogue between Kreeshna and 
his pupil, there are several passages which give a high idea of the genius of 
th? poet. The speech of Arjoon I have quoted, in which he expresses the 
anguish of his soul, must have struck every reader as beautiful and pathetic ; 
and I shall afterwards produce a description of the Supreme Being, and of the 
reverence wherewith he should be worshipped, which is sublime. But while 
these excite our admiration, and confirm us in the belief of a high degree of 
civilization in that country where such a work was produced, we are surprised 
at  the defect of taste and of art in the manner of introducing this Episode. 
Two powerful armies are drawn up in battle-array, cager for the fight ; a young 
hero and his instructor are described as standing in a chariot of war between 
them ; that surely was not the moment for teaching him the principles of phi- 
losophy, and delivering eighteen lectures of metaphysics and theology. 

With regard, however, both to the dramatic and epic poetry of the Hindoos, 
we labour under the disadvantage of being obliged to form an opinion from a 
single specimen of each, and that of the latter too (as it is only a part of a large 
worlt), an imperfect one. Eut  if, from such scanty materials, we may venture 
upon any decision, it must be, that of the two, the drama seems to have been 
conducted with the most correct taste. This will appear from the observations 
which I now proceed to make upon Sacontala. 

I t  is only to nations considerably advanced in refinement, that the drama is 
a favourite entertainment. The Greelts had been for a good time a polid-ed 
people : Alcieus and Sappho had composed their odes, and Thdes and Anari- 
tnander had opened their schools, before tragedy made its first rude essay in 
the cart of Thespis; and a good time elapsed before it attained to any con- 
siderable degree of excellence. From the drama of Sacontala, then, we must 
form an advantageous idea of the state of improvement in that society to whose 
taste it was suited. In estimating its merit, however, we must not apply to i t  
rules of criticism drawn from the literature and taste of nations with which its 
author was altogether unacquainted ; we must not expect the unities of the 
Greelr theatre; we must not measure it by our own standard of propriety. 
Allowance must be made for local customs and singular manners, arising from 
a state of domestic society, an order of civil policy, and a system of rcligious 
opinions, very different from those established in Europe. Sacontala is not a 
regular drama, but like some of the plays early exhibited on the Spanish and 
English theatres, is a history and dialogue, unfolding events which happened 
in ditierent places, and during a series of years. When viewed in this light, 
the fable is in general well arranged, many of the incidents are happily chosen, 
and the vicissitudes in the situati'on of the principal personages are sudden and 
bnexpected. The unravelling of the piece, howevcr, though some of the cir- 
enmstances preparatory to it be introduced with slrill, is at last brought about 
by the intervention of superior beings, which has always a bad effect, and dis- 
covers some want of art. But as Sacontala was descended of a celestial nymph, 
and under the protection of a iloly hermit, this heavenly interposition may 
appear less marvellous, and is extremely agreeable to the Oriental taste. In 
many places of this drania it is sirnplo and tender, in some pathetic ; in others 
there is a mixture of con~ic with what is more serious. Of each examples 
m;ght be given. I shall select a few of the first, both because simplicity and 
tenderness are the characteristic beauties of the piece, and because they so 
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httle resemble the extravagant imagery, and turgid style, conspicuous in almost 
all the specimens of Oriental poetry which have hitherto been published. 

Sacontala, the heroine of the drama, a princess of high birth, had been edu- 
cated by a holy hermit in a hallowed grove, and had passed the carly part of her 
life in  rural occupations and pastoral innocence. When she was about to quit 
this beloved retreat, and repair to the court of a great monarch, to whom she 
had been married, Cana, her foster-father, and her youthful companions, thus 
bewailed their own loss, and expressed their wishes for her happiness, in a strain 
of sentiment and language perfectly suited to their pastoral character. 

Hear, Q ye trees of this hallowed forest, hear and proclaim that Sacontala 
is going to the palace of her wedded Lord ; she who drank not, though thirsty, 
before you were watered ; she who cropped not, through affection for you, one 
of your fresh leaves, though she would have been pleased with such an orna- 
ment for her locks; she ~vhose chief delight was in the season when your 
branches are spangled with flowers I" 

Chorus of Wood .iVynq~f~s.--'LMay her way be attended with prosperity ! 
May propitious breezes sprinkle, for her delight, the odoriferous dust of rich 
blossoms ! May pools of clear water, green with the leaves of the lotos, refresh 
her as  she walks ; and may shady branches be her defence from the scorching 
sunbeams !" 

Sacontala, just as she was departing from the grove, turns to Cana, Suffer 
me, venerable father, to address this Madhavi-creeper, whose red blossoms 
inflame the grove."-C'ana. My child, I know thy affection for it."- 
Sacont. O most radiant of shining plants, receive my embraces, and return 
them with thy flexible arms! From this day,though removed at  a fatal distance, 
I shall for ever be thine.-0 beloved father, consider this creepcr as myself !" 
As she advances, she again addresses Cana : 'L Father ! when you female ante- 
lope, who now moves slowly from the weight of the young ones with which 
she is pregnant, shall be delivered of them, send me, I beg, a kind message with 
tidings of her safety.-Do not forget."-Cma. My beloved ! I will not 
forget it."-Sacontala [stopping]. " Ah ! what is i t  that clings to the skirts 
of nly robe and detains me !"-Cana. I t  is thy adopted child, the little 
fawn, whose mouth, when the sharp points of Cuss  grass had wounded it, has 
been so often smeared by thec with the healing oil of Ingudi ; who has been 
so often fed by thee with a handful of Synmalra grains, and now will not leave 
the footsteps of his protectress."-Sacont. " Why dost thou wcep, tender 
fawn, for me who must leave our common dwelling-place?-As thou wast 
reared by me when thou hadst lost thy mother, who died soon after thy birth, 
so will my foster-father attend thec, when we are separated, with anxious care. 
-Return, poor thing, return-we must part." [She burst into tears].- 

Cana. Thy  tears: my child, ill suit the occasion ; we shall all meet again ; 
be firm ; see the direct road before thee, and follow it. When the big tear lurks 
beneath thy beautiful eyelashes, let thy resolution check its first efforts to dis 
engage itself. In  thy passage over this earth, where the paths are now high, 
now low, and the true path seldom distinguished, the traces of thy feet must 
needs be unequal ; but virtue will press thee right onward."* 

From this specimen of the Indian drama, evcry reader of good taste, I should 
imagine, will bc satisfied, that  i t  is only among a people of polished manners 
and delicate seritiments that a composition so simple and correct could be pro- 
duced or relished. I observe one instance in this drama of that wild extrava- 
gance so frequent in  Oriental poetry. The monarch, in replacing a bracelet 
which had dropped from the arm of Sacontala, thus addresses her .  Look, 
my darling, this is the new moon which left the firmament in honour of superior 
beauty, and having descended on your enchanting wrist, hath joined both its 
horns round in the shape of a bracelet."? But this is the spnech of an enrap- 
tured young man to his mistress, and in every age and nation exaggerated praise 
is expcctcd from the month of lovers. Dramatic exhibitions seem to  have 
been a favourite amusement of the Hindoos as well a s  of other civilized nations 
6' T h e  tragedies, comedies, farces, and musical pieces of the Indian theatre, 
woulc, fill as many volumes as that of any nation in ancient or modem Europe 

* Act iv, p. 47, &c. * Act iii. p. 36. 
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drclnn the observation of facts t o  the establishment of principles, or from the 
kliowledge of principles to form arrangements of science. The  philosophers of 
ancient Greece were highly celebrated for their proficiency in these abstruse 
speculations ;' and, in  their discussions and arrangements, discovered such depth 
of thought and acuteness of discernment, that tkeir systems of logic, particularly 
that of the Peripatetic School, have been deemed most distinguished efforts 3f 
human reason. 

But since we became acquainted, in some degree, with the literature and 
science of the Hindoos, we find that as soon as men arrive at  that stage in social 
life, when they can turn their attention to speculative inquiries, the human mind 
will, in every region of the earth, display nearly the sarne powers, and proceed 
in its investigations and discoveries by nearly similar steps. From Abul Faiiel's 
compendium of the philosophy* of the Hindoos, the knowledge of which he 
acquired, as he informs us, by associating intimately with the most learned men 
of the nation ; from the specimen of their logical discussions contained in that 
portion of the Shastra, published by Colonel Dow,i. and from many passages in 
the Baghvat-Geeta, i t  appears that the same speculations which occupied the 
philosopliers of Greece had engaged the attention of the Indian Brahmins ; and 
the theories of the former, either concerning the qualities of external objects, or 
the nature of our own ideas, mere not more ingenious than those of the latter. 
T o  define with accuracy, to distinguish with acuteness, and to reason with sub- 
tlety, are characteristics of both ; and in both the same excess of refinement, in 
attempting to analyze those operations of mind which the faculties of man were 
not formed to comprehend, led sometimes to the most false and dangerous con- 
clusions. That sceptical philosophy, which denies the existence of the material 
world, and asserts nothing to be real but our own ideas, seems to have been 
known in India as well as in Europe ;$ and the sages of the East, as they were 
indebted to philosophy for the knowledge of many important truths, were not 
more exempt than tllose of the West from its delusions and errors. 

2d. Ethics. This science, which has for its object to ascertain what distin- 
guishes virtue from vice, to investigate what motives should prompt men to act 
and to prescribe rules for the conduct of life, as i t  is of all others the most inter- 
esting, seems to have deeply engaged the attention of the Brahmins. Their 
sentiments with respect to these points were various, and, lilre the philosophers 
of Greece, the Brahmins were divided into sects, distinguished by maxims and 
tenets often diametrically opposite. Tha t  sect with whose opinions we are, for- 
tunately, best acquainted, had established a system ofmorals, founded on princi- 
ples the most generous and dignified, which unassisted reason is capable of dis- 
covering. Man, they taught, was formed not for speculation or indolence, but 
for action. H e  is born, not for himself alone, but for his fellow men. The  hap- 
piness of the society of which he is a member, the good of mankind, are his 
ultimate and highest objects. In  choosing what to prefer or to reject, the just- 
ness and propriety of his own choice are the only considcratioi~s to which he 
should attend. The events mhicll may follow his actions are not in his own 
power ; and whether they be prosperous or adverse, as long as he is satisfied 
with the purity of the motives which induced him to  act, he can enjoy that 
approbation of his own mind, which constitntes genuine happiness, indepcndent 
of the power of fortune or the opinions of other men. Man (says the author 
of the Mahabarat) eiijoycth not freedom from action. Evcry inan is involun- 
tarily urged to act by those principles which are inherent in his nature. Ile 
who restraineth his active faculties, and sitteth down with his mind attentive to 
the objects of his senses, may be called one of an astrayed soul. The  man is 
praised, who, having subdued all his passions, performeth with hie active facul 
ties all the functions of life, unconcerned about the event.$ Let  the motive be 
in  the deed, and not in the event. Be not one whose motive for action is the 
hope of reward. Le t  not thy life be spent in inaction. Depend upon applica- 
tion, perform thy duty, abandon all thought of the consequence, and make the 
event equal, whether i t  terminate in good or in  evil; for such an equality is 
called Yog [i. e. attention to what is spirituaJ]. Seek an asylum then in wis.. 

* Ayeen Akbery, vol. iii. p. 9.5, &c. t Dissertation, p. xxxix. Cc. Daw's Disserta 
tion, p. ivii. Ayeen Akbeiy, vol. iii. p. 128. $ Baghvat-Geela, p. 44 
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dom alone ; for the miserable and unhappy are so on account of the er:nt oe 
things. Men who are endued with true w~sdom are unmindful of good or evil 
in this world. Study then to obtain this application of thy understanding, for 
such application in business is a precious art. Wise men who have abandoned 
all thought of the fruit which is produced from their actions, are freed from the 
chains of birth, and go to  the regions of eternal happiness."" 

From these and other passages which I might have quoted, we learn that  the 
distinguishing doctrines of the Stoical school were taught in India many ages 
before the birth of Zeno, arid inculcated with a persuasive earnestness nearly 
resembling that of Epictetus ; and i t  is not without astonishment that we find 
tlie tenets of this manly active philosophy, which seem to be formed only for 
men of the most vigorous splrit, prescribed as the rule of conduct to a race of 
people more eminent (as is generally supposed) for the gentleness of their dis- 
position than for the elevation of their minds. 

3d. Physics. I n  all the sciences which contribute towards extending o h  
knowledge of nature in mathematics, mechanics, and astronomy, Arithmetic is 
of elementary use. In  whatever country then we find that such attention has 
been paid to the improvement of arithmetic, as to render its operations most 
easy and correct, we may presume that the sciences depending upon i t  have 
attained a superior degree of perfection. Such improvement of this science w3 
find in India. While, among the Greeks and Romans, the only method used fo 
the notation of numbers was by the letters of the alphabet, which necessarily 
rendered arithmetical calculation extreniely tedious and operose, the Indians 
had, from time immemorial, employed for the same purpose the ten ciphers or 
figures, now universally Itnown, and by means of them perrormed every opera- 
tion in arithmetic with the greatest facility and expedition. By the happy 
invention of giving a ditierent value to each figure according to its change of 
place, no more than ten figures are needed in calculations the most complex, 
and of any given extent ; and arithmetic is the most perfect of all the sciences. 
T h e  Arabians, not long after their settlement in Spain, Introduced this mode of 
notation into Europe, and were candid enough to acknowledge that they had 
derived the knowledge of it from the Indians. Though the advantages of this 
mode of notation are obvious and great, yet so slowly do mankind adopt new 
inventions, that the use of i t  was for some time confined to science ; by degrees, 
however, men of business relinquished the former cumbersome method of com- 
putation by letters, and the lndian arithmetic came into general us* throughout 
Eur0pe.t I t  is now so familiar and simple, that  the ingenuity of the people to 
whom we are indebted for the invention is less observed and less celebrated 
than i t  merits. 

The  astronomy of the Indians is a proof still more conspicuous of their extra- 
ordinary progress in science. The  attention and success with which they stu- 
died the motions of the heavenly bodies were so little ltnown to the Greeks and 
Romans, that it is hardly mentioned by them but in the most cursory manner.$ 
But as soon as the Mahomedans established an intercourse with the natives of 
India, they observed and celebrated the superiority of their astronomical know- 
ledge. d f  the Europeans who visited Jndia after the communication with it by 
the Cape of Good Hope was discovered, M. Bernier, an inquisitive and philoso- 
phical traveller, was one of the first who learned that the Indians had long 
applied to the study of astronomy, and had made considerable progress in that  
science.$ His information, however, seems to have been very general and 
imperfect. W e  are indebted for the first scientific proof of the great ~roficiency 
of the Indians in astronomical Itnowledge, to M, de 1s Loubere, who, on his 
return from his embassy to  Siam [A. D. 16871, brought with him an extract 
from a Siarnese manuscript, which contained tables and rules for calculating 
the places of the sun and moon. The manner in which these tables were con- 
structed rendered the principles on which they were founded extremely obscure, 
and i t  required a commentator as conversant in astronomical calculation as the 
celebrated Cassini, to explain the meaning of this curious fragment. The epoch 
of the Siamese tables corresponds to the 21at of March, A. D. 638. Anothe- 

* Bagbvat-Geeta, p. 40. t nlontuclaHist. des Mathemat. tom. i. p. 360, &c. & Strabo 
lib, xv. p. 1047. A. Dion. Periee. v. 1173 6 Voyages tom ii. p. 145, &c. 
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aet of tables was transmitted from Chrisnabouram, in  the Carnatic, the epoch of 
which answers to the 10th of March, A. D. 1491. A third set of tables came 
from Narsapour, and the epoch of them goes no further back than A. D. 1569, 
T h e  fourth and most curious set of tables was pnblished by M. le Gentil, to  
whom they were communicated by a learned Brahmin of Tirvalore, a small 
town on the Coromandel coast, about twelve miles west of Negapatam. The  
epoch of these tables is of high antiquity, and coincides with the beginning or' 
the celebrated era of the Calyougham or Collee Jogue, which commenced, 
according to the Indian account, three thousand one hundred and two years 
before the birth of Christ [67] .  

These four sets of tables have been examined and compared by M. Bailly, 
who with singular felicity of genius has conjoined an uncommon degree of elo- 
quence with thc patient researches of an astronomer, and the profound investi- 
gations of a geometrician. His calculations have bee11 verified, and his reason- 
ings have been illustrated and extended by Mr. Playfair, in a very masterly Dis- 
sertation published in the Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh.* 

Instead of attempting to follow them in reasonings and calculations, which 
from their nature are often abstruse and intricate, 1 shall satisfy myself with 
giving such a general view of them as is suited to a popular worli. This, I 
hope, niay convey a proper idea of what has been published concerning the 
astronomy of India, a subject too curious and important to be omitted in any 
account of the state of science in that country; and, without interposing any 
judgment of my own, I shall leave each of my readers to form his own opinion. 

I t  may be considered as the general result of all the inquiries, reasonings, and 
calculations, with respect to Indian astronomy, wllich have hitherto been rnade 
public, Tha t  the motion of the heavenly bodies, and more particularly their 
situation at  the commencement of the different epochs to which the four sets of 
tables refer, are ascertained with great accuracy; and that many of the elements 
of their calculations, especially for very remote ages, are verified by an astonish- 
ing coincidence with the tables of the modern astronomy of Europe, when 
improved by tlie latest and most nice deductions f?om the theory of gravitation." 
These conclusions are rendered peculiarly interesting, by the evidence which 
they afford of an advancement in science, unesampled in the history of rude 
nations. The Indian Brahmins, who annually circulate a kind of almanac, con- 
taining astrono~nical predictions of some of the more renlarlrable phenomena in 
the heavens, such as the new and fnll moons, the eclipses of the sun and moon, 
are in posscssiou of certain methods of calculation, which, upon examination, 
are found to involve in them a very extensive systern of astronomical linow- 
ledge. M. le Gentil, a French astronomer, had an opportunity while in India 
of observing two eclipses of the moon which had been calculated by a Brahmin, 
and he found the error in either to be very inconsiderable. 

The accuracy of these results is less surprising than the justness and scientific 
nature of the principles on which the tables by which they calculate are con- 
structed. For the method of predicting eclipses, which is followed by the 
Bralimins, is of a kind altogether different from any that has been found in the 
possession of rude nations in the infancy of astronomy. In  Chaldsa, and even 
in Greece, in the early ages, the method of calculating eclipses was founded on 
the observation of a certain period or cycle, after which the eclipses of the sun 
and moon return nearly in the same order ; but there was no attempt to analyze 
the different circumstances on which the eclipse depends, or to deduce its phe- 
a,mena from a precise knowledge of the motions of the sun and moon. l'hia 
last was reserved for a more advanced period, when geometry as well as arith- 
metic were called in to the assistance of astronotny, and, if it was attempted a t  
all, seema not to have been attempted with success before the age of Hippar- 
chos. It is a method of this superior Irind, founded on principles and on an 
analysis of the motions of the sun and moon, which guides the calculations of 
the Brahmins, and they never employ any of the grosser estimations, which 
were the pride of the first astronomers in Egypt and Chaldrea. 

The  Brahmins of tlie present times are guided in their calculations by these 
principles, though they do not now understand them ; they know only the   us^ 
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of the tables which are in their possession, but are unacquaintad with the 
method of their constraction. The Brahmin who visited M. le Gsntil at  Pon- 
dicherry, and instructed him in the use of the Indian tables, had no knowledge 
of the principles of his art, and discovered no curiosity concerning the nature 
of M. le Gentil's observations, or about the instruments which he employed. 
H e  was equally ignorant with respect to the authors of these tables ; and what- 
ever is to be learned concerning the time or place of their construction, must 
be deduced from the tables themselves. One set of those tables (as was for- 
rnerly observed) profess to be as old as the beginning of the Calyougham, or 
to go back to the year 3102 before the Christian era ; but as nothing (it may 
be supposed) is easier than for an astronomer to give to his tables what date he 
pleases, and by calculating backwards, to establish an epoch of any assigned 
antiquity, the pretensions of the Indian astronomy to so remote an origin are 
not to be admitted without examination. 

That  examination has accordingly been instituted by M. Bailly, and the result 
of his inquiries is asserted to be, that the astronomy of India is founded on 
observations which cannot be of a much later date than the period above men 
tioned. For the Indian tables represent the state of the heavens at  that period 
with astonishing exactness ; and there is between them and thc calculations of 
our modern astronomy such a conformity with respect to those ages, as could 
result from nothing but from the authors of the former having accurately copied 
from nature, and having delineated truly the face of the heavens in the age 
wherein they lived. In  order to give some ides of the high degree of accuracy 
in the Indian tables, I shall select a few instances of it, out of many that might 
be produced. The place of the sun for the astronomical epoch at  the beginning 
of the Calyougham, as stated in the tables of Tirvalore, is only forty-seven 
minutes greater than by the tables of M. de la Caille, when corrected by the 
calcnlations of M. de la Grange. The place of the moon, in the same tables, 
for the same epoch, is only thirty-seven minutes different from the tables of 
Mayer. The tables of Ptolemy, for that epoch, are erroneous no less than ten 
degrees with rcspect to the place of the sun, and eleven degrees with respect to 
that of the moon. The acceleration of the moon's motion. reckoning from the 
beginning of the Calyongham to the present time, agrces, in the Indlan tables, 
with those of Mayer to a single minute. The inequality of the sun's motion, 
and the obliquity of the ecliptic, which were both greater in former ages 
than they are now, as represented in the tables of Tirvalore, are almost of the 
precise quantity that the theory of gravitation assigns to them three thousand 
years before the Christian era. I t  is accordingly for thosc very remote ages 
(about five thousand years distant from the present) that their astronon~y is most 
accurate, and the nearer we come down to our own times, the conformity of its 
results with ours diminishes. I t  seems reasonable to suppose that the time 
when its rules are most accurate is the time when the observations were made 
on which these rules are founded. 

In  aupport of thin conclusion, M. Bailly maintains that none of all the astro- 
nomical systcms of Greece or Persia, or of Tartary, from some of which it 
might be suspected that the Indian tables were copied, can be made to agree 
with theni, especially when we calculate for very remote ages. The superior 
perfectionof the Indian tables becomes always more conspicuous aswe go farther 
back into antiquity. This shows, likewise, how difficult it is to construct any 
astronomical table which will agree with the state of the heavens for a period 
so remote from the time when the tables were constructed, as four or five thou- 
sand years. I t  is only from astronomy in its most advanced state, such as it 
has attained in modern Europe, that such accuracy is to be expected. 

When an estimate is endeavoured t% be made of the geonletrical skill neces- 
sary for the construction of the Indian tables and rules, it is found to be very 
considerable ; and, beside the knowledge of elementary geography, it must have 
required plain and spherical trigono~netry, or something equiva1er.t to them, 
together with certain methods of approximating to  the values of ge~metrical 
magnitudes, which seem to rise very far above the elements of any of those 
ticiences. Some of these last mark also very clearly (although this has not been 
observed by M. Bailly) that the places to which these tables are adapted, must 
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be situated between the tropics, because they are altogether inapplicable at a 
greater distance from the equator. 

From this long induction, the conclusion which seems obviously to result is, 
that the Indian astronomy is founded upon observations which were made a t  a 
very early period ; and when we consider the exact agreement of the p:accs 
which they assign to the sun and moon, and other heavenly bodies, a t  that epoch, 
with those deduced from the tables of DC la Caille and Mayer, it strongly con- 
firms the truth of the position which I have been endeavouring to establish con- 
cerning the early and high state of civilization in India. 

Before I quit this subject, there is one circun~stance which merits particular 
attention. All the lrnowledge which we have hitherto acquired of the princi- 
ples and conclusions of Indian astronomy is derived from the southern part of 
the Carnatic, and the tables are adapted to places situated between the meridian 
of Cape Comoriu and that which passes through the eastern part of Ceylon." 
The  Brahmins in  the Carnatic aclmowledge that their science of astronomy 
was derived from the north, and that their method of calculation is denominated 
Fakiam, or New, to distinguish i t  from the Siddantam, or ancient method esta- 
bl i~hed a t  Benares, which they allow to be much more perfect; and we learn 
from Abul Fazel, that all the astronomzrs of Indostan rely entirely upon the 
precepts contained in a book called Suorcj Sudhant, composed in a very remote 
peri0d.t I t  is manifestly from this book that the method to which the Brah- 
mins of the south gave the name of Siddantam is talicn. Benares has been 
from time immemorial the Athens of India, the residence of the most learned 
Brahmins, and the seat both of science and literature. There, i t  is highly 
probable, whatever remains of tile ancient astronomical knowledge and disco- 
veries of the Brahmins is still preserved.$ In  an enlightened ago and nation, 
and during a reign distinguished by a succession of the most splendid and suc- 
cessful undertakings to extend the knowledge of nature, i t  is an object worthy of 
public attention, to take measures for obtaining possession of all that time has 
spared of the philosophy and inventions of the most early and most higl~ly 
civilized people of the East. I t  is with peculiar advantages Great Britain Inay 
engage in this laudable undertaking. Benares is subject to its dominion ; the 
confidence of the Brahmins has besn so far gained as to render them communi- 
cative ; some of our countrymen are acquainted with that sacred language in 
which the mysteries both of religion and of science are recorded; movement 
and activity have been given to a spirit of inquiry throughout all tile British 
establishments in India;  persons who visited that  country with other views, 
though engaged in occupations of a very different kind, are now carrying on 
scientific and literary researches with ardour and success. Xothing seerns now 
to bc wanting, but that those intrusted with the administration of the British 
Empire in India should enable some persons capable, by his talents and liberality 
of sentiment, of investigating and explaining the rnore abstruse parts of Indian 
philosophy, to  devote his whole time to that important object. Thus Great 
Britain may have the glory of exploring fully that extensive field of unknown 
science, which the academicians of France had the merit of first opening to the 
people of Europe.[G8] 

VI. T h e  last evidence which I shall mention of the early and high civilization 
of the ancient Indians, is deduced from the consideration of their religious tenets 
and practices. The institutions of religion, publicly established in all the exten- 
sive countries stretching from the banks of the Indus to  Cape.Comorin, present 
to view an aspect nearly similar. They form a reguldr and con~plctc system of 
superstition, strengthened and upheld by every thing which can excite the rever- 
ence and secure the attachment of the people. The  temples consecrated to their 
deities are magnificent, and adorned not only with rich offerings, but with the 
most exquisite works in painting and sculpture, which thc artists highcst in esti: 
n~at ion among them were capable of executing. Thc  rites and ceremonies of 
their worship are pompons and splendid, and the performance of them not only 
mingles in all the more momentous transactions of common life, but constitutes 
an essentid part of them. T h e  Brahmins, who as ministers of religion, preside 

Bailly, Dis. Prelim. p. xvii. t Ayeen Akbery, iii. p. 8. M. Brrnier, ~n IM 
year 1668, ss W a large hall in Benares filled with the works of the Indian  philosopher^, physicians. 
and poets. Voy, ii. p. 148. 
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in all i ts  filcctions, are elevated above every other order of men, by an origin 
deemed not only more noble, but acknowledged to be sacred. They have 
established among themselves a regular hierarchy and gradation of ranlrs, 
which, by securing subordinatior in their own ordcr, adds wsight to their autho- 
rity, and gives them a more absolute dominion over the minds of the people. 
This  dominion they suppcrt by the command of the immense revenues with 
which the liberality of princes, and the zeal of pilgrims and devotees, have 
enriched their Pagodas;" 

I t  ir, far from my intention to enter into any minute detail with respect to  this 
vast and complicated system of superstition. An attempt to enumerate the mul- 
titude of deities which are the ohjects of adoration in India; to describe the 
splendour of worship in their Pagodas, and the immense variety of their rites 
and ceren~onies; to recount the various attributes and functions which the 
craft of priests, or the credulity of the people, have ascribed to their divinities ; 
especially if I were to accompany all this with the review of the numerous and 
often fanciful speculations and theories of learned men on this subjcct, would 
require a work of great magnitude. I shall therefore, on this, as on some of 
the former heads, confine myself to the precise point which I have kept uni- 
formly in view; and by considering the state of religion in India, I shall endea- 
vour not only to throw additional light on the state of civilization in that coun- 
try, but I flatter myself that, a t  the same time, I shall be able to give what may 
be considered as a slretch and outline of the history and progress of superstition 
and false religion in every region of the earth. 

I. We may obscrve, that, in every country, the received mythology, or system 
of superstitious belief, with all the rites and ceren~onies which i t  prescribes, is 
formed in the infancy of society, in rude and barbarous times. True religion 
is a s  differcnt from superstition in its origin as in its nature. The  former is the 
offspring of reason cherished by science, and attains to its highest perfection in 
ages of light and improvement. Ignorance and fear give birth to the latter, and 
i t  is always in thc darkest periods that it acquires the greatcst vigour. Tha t  
numerous part of the human species, whose lot is labour, whose principal and 
almost sole occupation is to secure subsistence, has neither leisure nor capacity 
for entering into that path of intricate and refined speculation, which conducts 
to the knowledge of the principles of rational religion. When the intellectual 
powers are just beginning to unfold, and their first feeble exertions are directed 
towards a few objects of primary necessity and use ; when the faculties of the 
mind are so limited as not to have formed general and abstract ideas; when 
language is so barren as to be destitute of names to distinguish any thing not 
perceivable by some of the scnscs ; it is preposterous to  expect that men should 
be capable of tracing thc relation between effects and their causes ; or to sup- 
pose that they should rise from the contemplation of the former to the discovery 
of the latter, and form just conceptions of 0110 Supreme Being, as the Creator 
and Governor of the universe. The  idea of creation is so familiar, wherever the 
mind is enlarged by science, and illurninatad by revelation, that we seldom 
reflect how profound and abstruse the idea is, or consider what progress man 
must have made in observation and research, before he could arrive a t  any dis- 
tinct knowledge of this elementary principle in religion. But even in i ts  rude 
state, the human mind, formed for religion, opens to the reception of ideas, 
which arc destined, when corrected and refined, to bc the great source of conso- 
lation amidst the calamities of life. These apprehensions, however, are origin- 
ally indistinct and perplexed, and seem to be suggested rather by the dread of 
impending evils, than to flow from gratitude for blessings received. While 
nature holds on her course with uniform and undisturbed regularity, men enjoy 
the benefits resulting from it, without much inquiry concerning its cause. But 
every deviation from this regular course rouses and astonishes them. When 
they behold events to which they are not accustomed, they search for the causes 
of them with eager curiosity. Their understanding is often unable to  discover 
these ; but imagination, a more forward and zrdent faculty of the mind, decides 
without hesitation. It asc~ibes the extraordinary occurrences in nature to the 
influence of invisible beings, and supposes the thunder, the hurricane, and the 

* Eoger Porle Ouverte, p. 39.209, &c. 
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earthauake, to  be the immediate effect of their agency. Alarmed by these 
natural evils, and exposed, a t  the same time, to many dangers and disasters, 
which are unavoidable in the early and uncivilized state of society, men have 
recourse for protection to  power superior to what is human ; and the first rites 
or practices, which bear any resemblance to acts of religion, havc it for their 
object to avert evils which they suffer or dread.* 

11. As superstition and false rel~gion take their rise in  every country from 
nearly the same sentiments and apprehensions, the invisible beings, who are the 
first objects of veneration, have every where a near resemblance. T o  conceive 
a n  idea of one superintending mind, capable of arranging and directing all the 
various operations of nature, seems to be an attainment far beyond the powers 
of man in the more early stages of his progress. I-Iis theories, more suited to 
the limited sphere of his own observation, are not so refined. He supposes 
that there is a distinct cause of every remarkable effect, and ascribes to a sepa- 
rate power every event which attracts his attention, or excites his terror. H e  
fancies that i t  is the province of one deity to point the lightning, and, with a n  
awful sound, to hurl the irresistible thunderbolt a t  the head of the guilty; thst  
another rides in the whirlwind, and, a t  his pleasure, arises or stills the tempest ; 
that  a third rules over the ocean ; that a, fourth is the god of battles; ths t  
while malevolent powers scatter the seeds of animosity and discord, and kindle 
in the breast those angry passions which give rise to war, and terminate in  
destructicn, others of a nature more benign, by inspiring the hearts of men 
with kindness and love, strengthen the bond of social union, augment the liap- 
pinem and increase the number of the human race. 

Without descending further into detail, or attempting to enumerate that infi 
nite multitude of deities to which the fancy or the fears of men have allotted 
the direction of the several departments in nature, we may recognise a striking 
uniformity of features in the systems of superstition established throughout 
every part of the earth. The  less men have advanced beyond the state of 
savage life, and the more slender their acquaintance with the operations of 
nature, the fewer were their deities in number, and the more compendious was 
their theological creed; but as their mind gradually opened, and their Itnowledge 
continued to extend, the objects of their veneration multiplied, and the articles 
of their faith became more numerous. This tools place remarkably among the 
Greeks in  Europe, and the Indians in Asia, the two people in those great divi- 
sions of the earth who were most early civilized, and to whom, for that reason, 
I shall confine all my observations. They believed, that  over every movement 
in the natural world, and over every function in civil or domestic life, even the 
most common and trivial, a particular deity presided. The  manner in which 
they arranged the stations of these superintending powers, and the offices which 
they allottei to each, were in  many respects the same. What  is supposed to 
be performed by the power of Jupiter, of Neptune, of Xolus, of Mars, of Venus, 
according to the mythology of the West, is ascribed in the East to the agency 
of AgnBe, the god of fire; Varoon, the god of oceans; Vayoo, the god of 
wind ;l- Cama, the god of lovo ; and a variety of other divinities. 

The  ignorance and credulity of men having thus peopled the heavens with 
imaginary beings, they ascribed to them such qualities and actions as they 
deemed suitable to their character and functions. I t  is one of the benefits de- 
rived from true religion, that by setting before men a standard of perfect excel- 
lence, which they should have always in their eye, and endeavour to resemble, 
i t  may be said to bring down virtue from heaven to earth, and to form the human 
mind after a divine model. I n  fabricating systems of false religion, tho pro- 
cedure is directly the reverse. Men ascribe to the beings whom they have 
deified, such actions as they themselves admire and celebrate. The qualities 
of the gods who are the objects of adoration, are copied from those of the 
worshippers who bow down before them ; and thus many of the imperfections 
peculiar to men have found admittance into heaven. By  Itnowing the adven- 
tures and attributes of any false deity, we can pronounce, with some degree of 

In the History of America, p.179,Igave nearly a similar account of the origin of falso religion. 
Instead of labouring to convey the same ideas in different language,I have insertcd here rome para- 
graphs in the samcmortls I then used. 
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certainty, what must have been the state of society and manners when he watr 
elevated to that dignity. T h e  mythology of Greece plainly indicates the cha- 
racter of the age in which i t  was formed. I t  must have been in times of the 
greatest liccntiousness, anarchy, and violence, that divinities of the highest rank 
could be supposed capable of perpetrating actions, or of being influenced by 
passions, whlch in more enlightened periods would be deemed a disgrace to 
human nature;  it must have been when the earth was still infested with de- 
structive monsters, and mankmd, under forms of government too feeble to afford 
them protection, were exposed to the depredations of lawless robbers, or the 
cruelty of savage oppressors, that the well-known labours of Hercules, by which 
11e was raised from earth to  heaven, could have been necessary, or would have 
been deemed so highly meritorious. The  same observation is applicable to the 
ancient mythology of India. Many of the adventures and exploits of the Indian 
dcities are suited to the rudest ages of turbulence and rapine. I t  was to check 
disorder, to redress wrongs, and to clear the earth of powerful oppressors, that  
Vishnou, a divinity of the highest order, is said to have become successively 
incarnate, and to have appeared on earth in  various forms." 

111. The  character and functions of those deities which superstition crested to 
itself as objects of its veneration, having every where a near resemblance, the 
rites of their worship were every where extremely similar. Accordingly as  
deities were distinguished either by ferocity of character or licent~ousness of 
conduct, i t  is obviour what services must have been deemed most acceptable to 
them. I n  order to  conciliate the favour, or to appease the wrath, of the former, 
fasts, mortifications, and penances, all rigid, and many of them excruciating to  
a n  extreme degree, were the means employed. Their altars were always bathed 
in blood ; the most costly victims were offered ; whole ilecatombs were slaugh- 
tered ; even human sacrifices were not unlrnown, and were held to be the most 
powerful expiations. I n  order to gain the good will of the deities of the latter 
description, recourse was had to institutions of a very different kind, to splendid 
ceremonies, gay festivals, heightened by all the pleasures of poetry, music, and 
dancing, but often terminating in scenes of indulgence too indecent to be de- 
scribed. Of both these, instances occur in the rites of Greek and Roman 
worship, which I need not mention to my learned readers.? In  the East  the 
ceremonial of superstition is ncarly the same. The  manners of the Indians, 
though distinguished from the time when they became known to the people 
of the West, fbr mildness, seem, in a more remote period, to have been in a 
greater degree similar to those of other nations. Several of their dcitics wero 
fierce and awful in their nature, and were represented in their temples under 
the most terrific forms. If we did not know the don~inion of superstition over 
the human mind, we should hardly believe that a ritual of worship suited to 
the character of such deities coi~ld have been established among a gentle people. 
Every act of religion, performed in honour of some of their gods, seems to  have 
been prescribed by fear. Mortifications and penances so rigorous, so painful, 
and so long continued, that we read the accounts of them with astonishliient 
and horror, were multiplied. Repugnant as it is to the feelings of an Hindoo 
to shed the blood of any creature that has life, many different animals, even 
the most useful, the horse and the cow, were offered up as victims upon the 
altars of some of their gods ;S and, what is still more strange, the Pagodas of 
the East were polluted with human sacrifices as  well as the templcs of the 
West.fi But religious institutions and ceremonies of a less severe kind wero 
more adapted to the genius of a people formed, by the extreme sensibility both 
of their mental and corporeal frame, to an immoderate love of pleasure. I n  
no part of the earth was a connection betwecn the gratification of sensual desiro 
and the rites of public religion, displayed with morc avowed indecency than in 
India. In  every Pagoda there was a band of women set apart for the service 
of the idol honoured there, and devoted from their early years to a life of 
pleasure ; for which the Brahmins prepared thsm by an education which added 
so many elegant accomplishrrients to their natural charms, that  what they 
gained by their protiigacy often brought no inconsiderable accession to the reve- 

* Voyage de Sonnerat, tom. i. p. 158, &c. t Strabn, lib. viii, p. 581. A. Lib. xii. p. 837. C, 
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nnue of the templp. I n  every function psrformed in the Pagodas as we11 as  i~ 
every public procession, i t  is the office of these women to dance before the idol, 
and to sing hymns in his praise ; and i t  is difficult to say, whether they trespiss 
most against decency by the gestures they exhibit, or by the verses which they 
recite. The  malls of the Pagoda are covered with paintings in a style no less 
indelicate ;* and in the innermost recess of the temple, for i t  would be profane 
to  call i t  the sanctuary, is placed the Lingam, an emblem of productive power 
too gross to be exp1ained.t 

IV. How absurd soever the articles of faith may be which superstition hay 
adopted, or how unhallowed the rites which i t  prescribes, the former are received 
in every age and country with unhesitating assent by the great body of the 
people, and the latter observed with scrupulous exactness. In  our reasoni~lgs 
concerning religious opinions and practices, which differ widely froin our own, 
we are extremely apt to err. Having been instructed ourselves in the princi- 
ples of a religion worthy in every respect of that divine wisdom by rvhich they 
were dictated, we frequently express wonder a t  the credulity of nations in embra- 
cing systems of belief which appear to us so directly repugnant to right reason, 
and sometimes suspect that tenets so wild and extravagant do not really gain 
credit with them. But experience may satisfy us, that neither our wonder nor 
suspicions are well founded. No article of the public religion was called in 
question by those people of ancient Europe with whose history we are best 
acquainted, and no practice which i t  enjoined appeared improper to them. On 
the other hand, every opinion that tended to diminish the reverence of rnen 
for the gods of their country, or to alienate them from their worship, excited 
among the Gr;.cks and Romans that indignant zcal which is natural to every 
people attached to their religion by a firm persuasion of its truth. The  attach- 
ment of the Indians, both in ancient and modern timcs, to the tenets and rites 
of their ancestors, has been, if possible, still greater. In no country, of which 
we have any account, were precautions talren with so much solicitude to place 
the grcat body of the people beyond the reach of any temptation to doubt or dis- 
belief. They not only were prevented (as I have already observed the great 
bulk of mankind must always be in every country) from entering upon any spe- 
culative inquiry, by the various occupations of active and laborious life, but any 
attempt to extend the sphere of their knowledge was expressly prohibited. I. 
one of the Sooder cast, by far the most numerous of the four into which the 
whole nation was divided, presumed to read any portion of the sacred books, in 
which all the science lmorvn in India is contained, he was severely punished ; 
if he ventured to get it by heart, he was put to  death.$ T o  aspire after any 
higher dcgree of lrnowledge than the Brahmins have been pleased to teach, 
would be deemed r.ot only presumption but impiety. Even the higher casts 
depended entirely for iilstruction on the Brahmins, and could acqaire no portion 
of science but what they deigned to communicate. By means of this, a devout 
reverence was universally maintained for thosc institutions which were consi- 
dered as sacred ; anc! though the faith of the Hindoos has been often tried by 
severe persecutions, excited by the bigotry of their Mahomedan conquerors, 
no people ever adhered with greater fidelity to the tenets and rites of their 
ancestors.) 

V. W e  may observe, that when science and philosophy are diffused through 
any country, the system of superstition is subjected to a scrutiny from which i t  
was formerly exempt, and opinions spread which imperceptibly diminish its 
influence over the tn~nds of men. A free and full examination is always favour- 
able to truth, but fatal to error. What is received with implicit faith in ages of 
darkness will excite contempt or indignation in an enligt~tened period. T h e  
history of religion in Greece and Italy, the only countries of Europe which in 
ancient times were distinguished for their attainments in science, confirms the 
truth of this observation. As soon as science made such progress in Greece as 
rendered men capable of discerning the wisdom, the, foresight, and the goodness 
displayed in creating, preserving, and governing the world, they must have per 

* Voyage dc Gentil, vol. i. p. 244.260. Preface to Code of Gentoo Laws, p. Ivii. 
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oeived that the characters of the divinities which were proposed as  the objects 
of  adoration in their temples, could not entitle them to be considered as the pre- 
s ~ d i n g  powers in nature. A poet might address Jupiter as the father of gods 
and men, who governed both by etcrnal laws ; but to a philosopher, the son of 
Saturn, the story of whose life is a series of violcnt and licentious deeds, which 
would render any man odious or despicable, must have appeared altogether 
unworthy of that station. The  nature of the religious service celebrated in theii 
temples must have been no less offensive to a n  enlightened mind, than the 
character of the deities in honour of whom i t  was pcrformed. Instead of insti- 
tutions tending to reclaim rnen from vice, to form or to strengthen habits of vir- 
tue, or to elevate the mind to a sense of its proper dignity, superstition either 
occupied its votaries in frivolous unmeaning ceremonies, or prescribed rites, 
which operated, with fatal influence, in inflaming the passions snd corrupting 
the heart. 

I t  is with timidity, however, and caution, that men venture to attaclr the 
established religion of their country, or to impugn opinions which have been 
long held sacred. At  first, some philosophers endcavoured, by allegorical inter- 
pretations and refined comments, to explain the popular mythology, as if i t  had 
been a description of the powers of nature, and of the various events and revo- 
lutions whicl~ take place in the systo~n of the material world, and endeavoured 
by this expedient to palliate many of its absurdities. By degrees, bolder thcories 
concerning religion were admitted into the schools of science. Philosophers of 
enlarged vicws, sensible of the impiety of thc popular superstition, formed ideas 
,concerning the perfections of one Supreme Being, the Creator and Ruler of the 
universe, as just and rational as have ever been attained by the unassisted 
powers of the human mind. 

I f  from Europe we now turn to Asia, we shall find, that the observation which 
I have made upon the history of false religion, holds equally true there. In  
,India as well as in Greece, i t  was by cultivating science that men were first led 
to  examine and to  entertain doubts with respect to the established systems of 
superstition; and when we consider the great difference between the cccle- 
siastical constitution (if I ]nay use that expression) of tlle two countrics, we ase 
ap t  to imagine that the established system lay more open to examination in the 
latter than in the former. In  Greece there was not any distinct race or order 
of men set apart for performing the functions of religion, or to serve as  here- 
ditary and interested guardians of its tenets and institutions. But in India the 
Bralin~ins were born the ministers of religion, and they had an exrlusive right 
of presiding in all the numerous rights of worship, which superstition prescribed 
as  necessary to avert tlie wrath of Heaven, or to render i t  propitious. These 
distinctions and privileges secured to them a wonderful ascendant over thcir 
countrymen ; and every consideration that can influence tlie human mind, the 
honour, the interest, the power of their order, called upon them to support tlio 
tenets, and to maintain the institutions and rites, with which the preservation of 
this ascendant was so intimately connected. 

But as the most eminent persons of the Cast devoted their lives to the culti- 
pation of science, the progress which they made in all the branches of i t  (of 
which I have given some account) was great, and enabled them to form such a 
just idea of the system of nature, and of the powcr, wisdom, and goodness dis- 
played in the formation and government of it, as elevated thcir minds above 
the popular superstition, and led them to aclrnowlcdge and reverence one 
Supreme Being, the Creator of all things (to use their own expressions), and 
from whom all things proceed.":# 

This is the idea which Abul Fazcl, who examined the opinions of the Brah- 
mins with the greatest attention and candour, gives of their theology. " They 
all," says he, believe in  the unity of the Godhead ; and although they hold 
Images in high veneration, i t  is only because they represent celestial feings, and 
prevent tlie thoughts of those who m~orship them from \vandcring."t T h e  sen- 
timents of the most intelligent Europeans who have visited India coincide per- 
fcetly with his in respect to this point. The  accounts which Mr. Bernier received 
from the Pundits of Benares, both of their externalworship, and of one Sovereign: 
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Lord being the sole object of their devotion,is precisely the same with that 
given by Abul Fazel." Mr. Wilkins, better qualified perhaps than any Euro- 
pean ever was to judge with respect to this subject, represents the learncd 
Brahmins of the present timcs as 'l'heists, believers in the unity of God.? Of the 
same opinion is M. Sonnerat, who resided in India seven years in  ordcr to  
inquire into the manners, sciences, and religion of the I-1indoos.S The  Punditu, 
who translated the Code of Gentoo Laws, declare, "-that i t  was the Supreme 
Being? who, by his power, formed all creatures of the animal, vegetable, and 
mater~al  world, from the four clcments of fire, water, air: and earth, to be an 
ornament to the magazine of creation ; and whose comprehcrtsire benevolence 
selected man, the centre of knowledge, to have dominion and authority over the 
rest ; and, having bestowed upon this favourite object, judgment and undcr 
standing, gave him supremacy over the corners of the world.$ 

Nor are these to  be regarded as refined sentiments of later times. The Brah 
~ n i n s  being considered by the Mahomcdan conquerors of India as the guardians 
of thc national religion, have been so studiously depressed by their fanatical 
zeal, that the modern members of that order are as far inferior to their ancestors 
in  science as in  power. It is from the writings of their ancient Pundits that  
they derive the most liberal sentiments which they entertain a t  prcscnt, and the 
wisdom for which they are now celebrated has been transmitted to them from 
ages very remote. 

Tha t  this assertion is well founded we are enabled to pronounce with cer 
tainty, as the most profound mysteries of Hindoo tl~eology, concealed with the 
greatest care frorn the body of the people, have been unveiled by the translstiuns 
from the Sanslrrcet language lately published. T h e  principal design of the 
Baghvat-Geeta, an episode in the Mahabarat, s poem of the highest antiquity, 
and of the greatest authority in India, secms to have been to establish the doc- 
trine of the unity of the Godhead, and from a just view of the divine nature to 
deduce an idea of what worship will be most acceptable to a perfect Being. In 
it, amidst much obscure metaphysical discussan, some ornaments of fancy 
unsuited to our taste, and some thoughts elevated to a tract of sublimity into 
which, from our habits of rcasoriing and judging, we shall find it difficult to fol 
low them,ll we find descriptions of the Supreme Being entitled to equal praise 
with those of the Greek philosophers which I have celebrated. Of those I shall 
now produce one to which I formerly alluded, and refer my readers for others 
to  the work itself: 0 mighty Being," says Arjoon, who art the prime Creator, 
eternal God of Gods, the World's hlansion ! Thou ar t  the incorruptible Being, 
ci~stinct from all things transient. Thou ar t  before all Gods, the ancient 
Pooroosh [i. e. vital soul],and the Supreme Supporter of the universe. Thou 
knowest all things, and art worthy to be known ; thou art the Supreme Man- 
sion, and by thec, O infinite Form, the universc was spread abroad ! revcrence 
be unto thee before and behind : reverence be unto thee on all sides ; 0 thou 
who art all in all ! Infinite is thy power and thy glory.-Thou ar t  the Father of 
all things animate and inanimate. Thou art the wise instructor of the whole, 
worthy to be adored. There is none like unto thee ; whore, then, in  the three 
worlds, is there onc above thee ? Wherefore I bow down ; and, with my body 
prostrate upon the ground, crave thy mercy, Lord ! worthy to be adored ; for 
thou shouldest bear with me, even as a father with his son, a friend with h& 
friend, a lover with his beIoved."T A description of the Supreme Being is given 
in one of the sacrcd books of the Hindnos, from which i t  is evident what were 
the general sentiments of the learned Brahmins concerning the divine naturo 
and perfections : L' AY God is immaterial, he is above all conception ; as  he is 
invisible, he can have no form ; but  from what we behold of his works, we may 
conclude that  he is eternal, omnipotent, knowing all things, and present every 
where."** 

T o  men capable of forming such ideas of the Deity, the public service in the 
Pagodas must have appeared to be an idolatrous worship of images, by a super- 
stitious multiplication of frivolous or immoral rites ; and they must have seon 
that i t  was only by sanctity of heart, and purity of manners, men could hope 
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to gain the approbation of a Being perfect in goodness. This truth Veiae 
labours to inculcate in the Rlahabarat, but with the prudent reserve and artful 
precautions natural to a Brahmin studious neither to offend his countrymen, 
nor to diminish the influence of his own order. His ideas concerning the mode 
of worsl~ipping the Deity, are explained in many strilring passages of the poem : 
but. unwilling to multiply quotations, I satisfy myself with referring to them.* 

When we recollect how sloxvly the mind of man opens to abstract ideas, and 
how difficult (according to an observation in the Mahabarat) an invisible path 
is to corporeal beings, i t  is evident that the Flindoos must have attained a high 
degree of improvement bcfore their sentiments rose so far superior to the popu- 
lar superstition of their country. The  difl'erent states of Greece had subsisted 
long, and had made considerable progress in rcfinemcnt, before the errors of 
false relieion began to be detected. I t  was not until the age of Socrates, and 
in the schools of philosophy established by his disciples, that principles adverse 
to the tenets of the popular superstition were much propagated. 

A longer ~ e r i o d  of time elapsed before the Romans, a nation of warriors and 
statesmen, were enlightened by science, or ventured upon any free disquisition 
concerning the objects or the rites of worship, authorized by their ancestors. 
But in India the happy effects of progress in science were much more early con- 
spicuous. Without adopting the wild computations of Indian chronology, ac- 
cording to which the Mahabarat lvas composed above four thousand years ago, 
we must allow that i t  is a work of very grcat antiquity, and the autllor of' i t  
discovers an acquaintance with the principles of theology, of morals, and of 
metaphysics, more just and rational than seems to have been attained, a t  that 
period, by any nstion whose history is known. 

But so unable are the limited powers of the human mind to form a n  adequate 
idea of the perfections and operations of the Supreme Being, that in all the 
theories concerning them, of the most eminent philosophers in the most en- 
lightened nations, we find a lamentable mixture of ignorance and error. From 
these the Brahmins wcre not more exempt than the sages of other countries. 
As they held that the system of nature was not only originally arranged by 
the power and wisdom of God, but that every event which happened was 
brought about by his immediate interposition ; and as they could not compre- 
hend how a being could act in any place unless where it was present ; they sup- 
posed the Dcity to be a vivifying principle diffuscd through the whole creation, 
a universal soul that animated each part of it.t Every intelligent nature, par- 
ticularly the souls of men, they conceived to be portions separated from this 
great spirit,$ to which, after fulfilling their destiny on earth, and attaining a 
proper degree of purity, they would be again reunited. In  order to efface the 
stains with which a soul, during its residence on earth, has been defiled, bp the 
indulgence of sensual and corrupt appetites, they taught that it must pass, in 
a long succession of transmigrations, through the bodies of different animals, 
until, by what it suffers and what i t  learns in the various forms of its esistence, 
it shall be so thoroughly refined 6 0 m  all pollution as to  be rendered meet for 
being absorbed into the divine essence, and returns lilre a drop into that un- 
bounded ocean fi.om which it originally issued.$ These doctrines of the Brah- 
mins,concerning the Deity,as the soul which pervades all nature, giving activity 
and vigour to every part of it, as well as the final reunion of all intelligent 
creatures to their primeval source, coincide perfectly with the tenets of the 
Stoical school. I t  is remarkable, that after having observed a near resemblance 
in the most sublime sentiments of their moral doctrine, we should likewise 
discover such a similarity in the errors of their theological speculations.ll 

T h e  human mind, however, when destitute of superior guidance, is apt  to 
fall into a practical error with respect to religion, of a tendency still more dan- 
gerous. When philosophers, by their attainments in science, began to acquire 
such just ideas of the nature and perfections of the Supreme Being, as con- 
vinced them that the popular system of superstition was not oniy absurd but 
impious, they were fully aware of all the danger which might arise from com- 

* neehv:lt-C~*t.tn. p. 5.;. 67. 75. $17. 119. t Il:~:.Iivnt-Geeta. p. 65. 7s .  83. Ikrnirr, turn ii. 
p. 103. : l)8?\v'< l ~ i s s e ~ t .  p. sli~i. 6 i'ny. I ~ ~ : ? O I I I I C I ~ I ,  vol. i. 11. l??.2!10. IJacl~! at- 

Grern, p. :l'). 115. llo\v's 111zst.rt. 11. a'i:i 11 I.i l~fij  I'hy~iol. Xtoicor. lib. i. diswrt. viii. XI: 
Reneca, Antoninus, Epictetus, passim. 
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municating what they had discovered to the people, incapable of comprehend- 
ing the force of those reasons which had swayed with them, and so zealously 
attached to establishacc opinions, as to  revolt against any attempt to detect them 
fakehood. Insteaa, therefore, of allowing any ray of that knowledge which 
illumir~ated them own minds to reach them, they formed a. theory to justif-/ 
their own conduct, and to prevent the darkness of that  cloud which hung over 
the minds of their fellow-men from being ever dispelled. The  vulgar and un- 
learned, they contend, had no right to truth. Doomed by their condition ta  
remain in ignutance, they were to be kept in order by delusion, and allured to 
do what is rght, or deterred from venturing upon what is wrong, by the hope 
of thosr, .~uaginary rewards which superstit~on promises, and the dread of those 
punishments which it threatens. I n  confirmation of this, I might quote thc 
doctrine of most of the philosophic sects, and produce the words of almost 
every eminent Greek and Roman writer. I t  will be sufficient, however, to lay 
before my readers a remarkable passage in Strabo, to whom I have been so often 
indebted in the course of my researches, and who was no less qualified to judge 
with respect to the political opinions of his contemporaries, than to describs 
the countries which theyinhsbited. L' What is marvellous in fable is en~ployed," 
says he, L( sometimes to please, and sometimes to inspire tcrror, and both thes:: 
are of use, not only with children, but with persons of mature age. T o  chil- 
dren we propose delightful fictions, in order to encourage them to act well, and 
such as  are terrible, in order to restrain them from evil. Thus  when men are 
united in society, they are incited to what is laudable by hearing the poets cele- 
brate the splendid actions of fabulous story, such as the labours of Hercules 
and Theseus, in reward for which they are now honoured as divinities, or by 
beholding their illustrious deeds exhibited to public view in painting and sculp- 
ture. On  the other hand, they are deterred from vice, when the punishments 
inflicted by the gods upon evil docrs are related, and threats are denounced 
against them in awful words, or represented by frightful figures, and when men 
believe that these threats have been really executed upon the guilty. For i t  is 
impossible to conduct women and the gross multitude, and to render t h e p  
holy, pious, and upright, by the prccepts of reason and philosophy ; supersti- 
tion, or the fear of the gods, must be called in aid, the influence of which is 
founded on fictions and prodigies. For  the thunder of Jupiter, the segis of Mi- 
nerva, the trident of Neptune, the torches and snakes of the furies, the spears 
of the gods, adorned with ivy, and the whole ancient theology, are all fables, 
which the legislators who formed the political constitution of states employ as 
bugbears to overawe the credulous and simple."-" 

These ideas of the philosophers of Europe were precisely the same which the 
Brahrnins had adopted in India, and according to  which they regulated their 
conduct with respect to the great body of the people. As their order had a n  
exclusive right to read the sacred books, to cultivate and to teach science, they 
could more effectually prevent all who were not members of it from acquiring 
any portion of information beyond what they were pleased to impart. When 
the free circulation of kno~vledge is not circumscribed by such restrictions, the 
whole comrnunit~ derives benelil from avery new acquisition in science, the 
influence of which, both upon sentiment and conduct, extends insensibly from 
the few to the many, from the learned to the ignorant. But wherever the 
dominion of false religion is completely established, the body of the people gain 
nothing by the greatest improvements in  knowledge. Their philosophers con- 
ceal from them, with the utmost solicitude, the truths which they have dis- 
covered, and labour to support that fabric of superstition which i t  was their 
duty to have overturned. They not oniy cnjoin others to respect the religious 
'rites prescribed by the laws of their country, but conform to thcm in their own 
practice, and with every external appearance of reverence and devotion, bow 
down before the altars of deities, who must inwardly be the objects of their con 
tempt. Instead of resembling the teachers of true religion in the benevolent 
ardour with which they have always communicated to their fellow men the 
knowledge of those important truths with which their own minds weie enlight- 
ened and rendered happy, the sages of Greece, and the Brahmins of India, car 

* Straho, lib. i. p. 36. B. 
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ried on, w ~ t h  studied artifice, a scheme of deceit, and, according to a n  emphatic 
expression of an inspired writer, they detained the truth in unrightcousness.* 
They  knew and approved what was true, but among the rest of mankind they 
laboured to support and to perpetuate what is false. 

Thus  I have gone through all the particulars which I originally proposed to 
examine, and have endeavoured to discover the state of the inhabitants of India 
with respect to each of them. If  1 had aimed a t  nothing else than to describe 
the civil policy, the arts, the sciences, the religious institutions of one of the 
most ancient and most numerous race of men, that alone would have led me 
into inquiries and discussions both curious and instructive. I own, however, 
that I have all along kept in view an object more interesting, as well as of greater 
importance, and entertain hopes, that ~f the account which I have given of the 
early and high civilization of India, and of the wonderful progress of its inhabit- 
ants ir. elegant arts and useful science, shall be received as just and well estab- 
lished, i t  may have some influence upon the behaviour of Europeans towards 
that people. Unfortunately for the human species, in whatever quarter of the 
globe the people of Europe have acquired dominion, they have found the inhabit- 
ants not only in a state of society and improvemcnt far inferior to, their own, 
but different in their co:nplexion, and in all their habits of life. Men in every 
state of their career are so satisfied with the progress made by the community 
of which they are members, that i t  becomes to them a standard of perfection, 
and they are apt to regard people whose condition is not similar, with con- 
tempt and even aversion. I n  Africa and America, the dissimilitude is so con- 
spicuous that, in the pride of their superiority, Europeans thought themselvea 
entitled to  reduce the natives of the former to slavery, and to exterminate those 
of the latter. Even in India, though far advanced beyond the two other qnar- 
ters of the globe in improvement, the colour of the inhabitants, their effeminate 
appearance, their unwarlilie spirit, the wild extravagance of their religious tenets 
and ceremonies, and many other circumstances, confirmed Europeans in suc11 
a n  opinion of their own pre-eminence, that they have dways  viewed and treated 
them as an inferior race of men. Happy would i t  be if any of the four Euro- 
pean nations, who have successively acquired extensive territories and power in 
India, could altogether vindicate itself from having acted in this manner. 
Nothing, however, can have a more direct and powerful tendency to inspire 
Europeans, proud of their own superior attainments in policy, science, and arts, 
with proper sentiments concerning the people of India, and to teach them a due 
regard for their natural rights as men, than their being accustomed, not only to 
consider the Hindoos of the present times as an ingenious race of men,. but to 
view them as descended from ancestors who had attained to a very high degree 
of improvement, many ages before the least step towards civilization had been 
taken in any part of Europe. I t  was by an impartial and candid i ~ q u i r y  into 
their manners, that the Emperor Akber was led to consider the Hindoos as no 
less entitled to protection and favour than his other subjects, and to govern them 
with such equity and mildness, as to merit from a grateful people the honourable 
appellation of CL T h e  Guardian of Manlrind." It was from a thorough know- 
ledge of their character and acquirements, that his Vizier Abul Fazer, with a 
liberality of mind unexampled among Mahomedans, pronounces a high enco- 
m i u m  on the virtues of the FIindoos, both as individuals and as merr~bers of 
society, and celebrates their attainments in arts and sciences of every kind.? If  
1 might presume to hope that  the description which I have given of the manners 
and institutions of the people of India could contribute in the smallest degree, 
and with the remotest influence, to render their character more respectable, and 

more happy, I shall close my literary labonrs with the satisfac- 
on oi: thinking that I have not lived or written in vain. 

Q Born. l. 18. t Ayeen Akbery, val. iii. p Q 81 95 



NOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS. 

NOTE [l]. SECT. I. p. 7. 
CREDULITY and bcepticism are two opposite extremes into which men arc apt 

to run, in examining the events which are said to have happened in the early 
ages of antiquity. Without incurring any suspicion of a propensity to the 
latter of these, I may be allowed to entertain doubts concerning the expeditiorl 
of Sesostris into India, and his conquest of that country.-l. Few facts in 
ancient history seem to be better established than that of the early aversion of 
the Egyptians to a seafaring life. Even the power of despotism cannot a t  once 
change the ideas and manners of a nation, especially when they have been con- 
firmed by long habit, and rendered sacred by the sanction of religion. Tha t  
Sesostris, in the course of a few years, should have so entirely overcome the 
prejudices of a superstitious people, as to be able to fit out four hundred ships 
of force, in the Arabian gulf, besides another fleet which he had in the Meditcr- 
ranean, appears to be extremely improbable. Armaments of such magnitude 
would require the utmost efforts of a great and long established maritime power. 
-2. I t  is remarkable that Herodotus, who inquired with the most persevering 
diligence into the ancient history of Egypt, and who received all the informa- 
tion concerning it which the priests of Memphis, Heliopolis, and Thebes could 
communicate, Herodot. edit. Tliesselingii, lib. ii. c. 3, although he relates the 
history of Sesostris a t  some length, does not mention his conquest of India, 
lib. ii. c. 102, &c. Tha t  tale. i t  is probable, was invented in the period between 
the age of Herodotus and that of Diodorus Siculus, from whom we receive a 
particular detailof the Indian expedition of Sesostris. His account rests entirely 
upon the authority of the Egyptian priests; and Diodorus himself not only 
gives i t  as his general opinion, that many things which they related, flowed 
rather from a desire to promote the honour of their country, than from atten- 
tion to truth," lib. i. p. 34. edit. Wesselingii. Amst. 1746 : but takes particular 
notice that the Egyptian priests, as well as the Greeli writers, dlffer widely 
from one another in the accounts which they give of the actions of Sesostris, 
lib. i. p. 62.-3. Though Diodorus asserts that  in relating the history of S e  
sostris he had studied to  select what appeared to him most probable, and most 
agreeable to the monuments of that monarch still remaining in Egypt, he has 
admitted into his narrative many marvellous circumstances, which render the 
whole extremely suspicious. The  father of Sesostris, as he relates, collected all 
the male children who were born in Egypt on the same day with his son, in 
order that they might be educated together with him conformable to a mode 
which he prescribed with a view of preparing them as proper instruments to 
carry into execution the groat undertakings for which he destined Sesostris. 
Accordingly, when Sesostris set out upon his Indian expedition, which from 
circurnstauces mentioned by Diodorus, must have been about the fortieth year 
of his age, one thousand seven hundred of his youthful associates are said to 
have been still alive, and were intrusted with high command in his army. But  
if wo apply to the examination of this story the certain principles of political 
arithmetic, i t  is evident, that if one thousand seven hundred of the male children 
born on the same day with Sesostris were alive when his great expedition com- 
menced, the number of children born in Egypt on each day of the same year 
must have been a t  least ten thousand, and the population of the kingdom lnilst 
have exceeded sixty millions : Goguet I'Origine des Loix, des Arts, $c. tom. ii. 
p. 12, &c. a number far beyond the bounds of credibility, in  a kingdom which, 
from the accurate calculations of M. D'Anville, M6moire sur l'Egypt, Anc. e t  
Modarse, p, 23, $C., does not contain more than two thousand one hundred 
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square leagues of habitable country. Decline and Fall of the Rom. E n ~ p .  v01 
v. p. 348. Another marvellous particular is the description of a ship of cedar, 
four hhndred and ninety feet in length, covered on the outside with gold, and 
on the inside with silver, which Sesostris consecrated to the Deity who was the 
chief ohject of worship a t  Thebes. Lib. i. p. 67. Such too is the account he 
gives of' the Egyptian army, in which, beside six hundred thousand infantry and 
twenty-four thousand cavalry, there were twenty-seven thousand arnmed cha- 
riots. Ibid. p. 64.-4. These and other particulars appeared so f:dr to exceed 
the bounds of probability,that the sound understanding of Strabo the geographer 
rejected, without hesitation, the accounts of the Indian expedition of Sesostris ; 
and he not only asserts in the most explicit terms, that this monarch never 
entered India, lib. xv. p. 1007. C. edit. Casaub. Amst. 1707 ; but he ranks what 
has been related concerning his operations in  that country with the fabulous 
exploits of Bacchus and Hercules, p. 1007. D. 1009. B. The  philosophical his- 
torian of Alexander the Great seems to have entertained the same sentiments 
with respect to the exploits of Sesostris in India. Hist. Ind. c. 5. Arrian 
Exped. Alex. edit. Gronov. L.  Bat. 1704.-What slender information concern- 
ing India or its inhabitants, Herodotus had received, seems to have been derived, 
not from the Egyptians, but from the Persians, lib. iii. c. 105 ; which renders 
it probable, that in his time there was little intercourse between Egypt and India. 
I f  Reland be well founded in his opinion, that many of the words mentioned by 
ancient autliors as Indian are  really Persian, we may conclude that there was an 
early intercourse between Persia and India, of which hardly any trace remains 
in hktory. Itcland. Dissert. de Veteri Lingua Indic. ap. Diasert. Miscel. vol. i. 
p. 209. 

NOTE [2] .  SECT. I. p. 8. 

WHEN we consider the extents and effect of the P h ~ n i c i a n  commerce, the 
scanty information concerning i t  which we receive from ancient writers must 
on a first view appear surprising. But when we recollect that all the Greek 
historians (Herodotus excepted), who give any account of the Phaenicians, 
published their works long after the destruction of Tyre by Alexander the 
Great, we will cease to wonder a t  their not having entered into minute details 
with respect to a trade which was then removed t o  new seats, and carried on 
in other channels. But the power and opulencc of Tyre, in the prospercus 
age of its commerce, must have attracted general attention. In the prophecies 
of Ezekiel, who flourished two hundred and sixty years before the fall of Tyre, 
there is the most particular account of the nature and variety of its commercial 
transactions that is to be found in any ancient writer, and which conveys a t  
the same time a magnificent idea of the extensive power of that state. Ch. 
xxvi. xxvii. xxviii. 

NOTE [3]. SECT. I. p. 9. 

THE account given of the revenue of the Persian monarchy by Herodotus is 
curious, and seems to have been copied from some public record, which had 
been communicated to him. According to it the Persian empire was divided 
into twenty satrapys, or governments. The  tribute levied from each is speci- 
fied, amounting in all to 14,560 Eubaean talents, which Dr. Arbuthnot reckons 
to be equal to 2,807,4371. sterling money ; a sum extremely snlall for the revenue 
of the Great King, and which ill accords with many facts, concerning the riches, 
mawnificence, and luxurv of the East, that occur in  ancient authors. 

X NOTE 141. SECT. I. p. 10. 
MAJOR Rennell, in the second edition of his Memoir, has tracea, from very 

imperfect materials, the routes by which Alexander, Tamerlane, and Nadir 
Shah penetrated into India, with a degree of accuracy which does honour to  
his discernmcnt, and displays the superiority of his knowledge, in the ancient 
and modern geography of that country. His researches he has illustrated by 
an additional map. T o  these I must refer my readers. Nor are they to con- 
sider his laborious investigation merely as an object of curiosity ; the geography 
of that fertile and extensive region of India, distinguished by the name of 
Panjab, with which we are a t  present little acquainted, may soon become verv 
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interesting. If, on the one hand, that firm foundation on which the British 
empire in India seems to be established, by the successful termination of the 
late war, remains unshalren ;--if, on the other hand, the Seiks, a confederacy of 
several independent states, shall continue to extend their dominions with the 
same rapidity that they have advanced since the beginning of the currant cen- 
tury;  it is highly probable that the enterprising con~mercial spirit of the one 
people, and the martial ardour of the other, who still retain the activity and 
ardour natural to men in the earliest ages of social union, may give rise to events 
of thc greatest moment. The frontiers of the two states are approaching 
gradually nearer and nearer to each other, the territories of the Seilts having 
reached to the western bank of the river Jumnah, while those of the Nabob of 
Oude stretch along its eastern banlr. This Nabob, the ally or tributary of the 
East India Company, is supported by a brigade of the Bengal army, constantly 
stationed on his western frontier. Ken. Mem. Introd. p, cxvi. In a position so 
contiguous, rivalry for power, interference of interest, and innumerable other 
causes of jealousy and discord, can hardly fail of terminating, sooner or later, 
in  open hostility. The Seiks possess the whole Souhah of Lahore, the principal 
part of Moultan, and the vrestern part of Delhi. The dimensions of this tract 
are about 400 British miles from N. W. to S. E., varying in breadth from 320 to 
150 miles. Their capital city is Lahore. Little is known concerning their 
government and political maxims ; but they are represented as mild. I n  their 
mode of making war, they are unquestionably savage and cruel. Their army 
consists dmost  entirely of horse ; of which they can bring a t  least 100,000 into 
the field. ikkaj, Ren. Mem. 2d edit. Introd. p, cxxi, cxxii. and p. 365. See also 
Mr. Craufurd's Sketches, 2d edit. vol. ii. p. 263, &c. 

NOTE [ S ] .  SECT. I. p. 11. 

IT is surprising that Alexander did not receive, in the provinces contiguous 
to India, such an account of the periodical rains in that country, as to show him 
the impropriety of carrying on military operations there while these continued. 
His expedition into India commenced towards the end of Spring, iirrian, lib. iv. 
c. 22, when the rains were already begun in the mountains, from which all the 
rivers in the Panjab flow, and of course they must have been considerably 
swelled before he arrived on their banks, Rennel, p. 268.-We passed the Hydas- 
pes at Midsummer, about the height of the rainy season. In a country through 
which so niany large rivers run, an arrny on service a t  this time of the year 
must have suffered greatly. An accurate description of the nat lre  of the rains 
and inundations in this part of India, is given by Arrian, lib. v. c. 9 ; and one 
still fuller may be found in Strabo, lib. xv. 1013.-It was of what they suffered 
by these that Alexander's sddiers complained, Strabo,lib. xv. 1021, D.; and not 
without reason, as it had rained incessantly during seventy days, Diod. Sicul. 
xvii. c. 94,-A circumstance which marks the accuracy with which Alexander's 
officers had attended to every thing in that part of India, deserves notice. Aris- 
tobulus, in his journal, which I have mentioned, observes that, though heavy 
rains fell in the mountains, and in the country near to them, in the plains below 
not so rouch as a shower fell. Strabo, lib. xv. 1013. B. 1016. B. IS'Jajor Rennell 
was informed by a person of character, who had resided in this district of India, 
which is now seldom visited by Europeans, that during great part of the S. W. 
monsoon, or at least in the months of July, August, and part of September, 
which is the rainy season in most other parts of India, the atmosphere in the 
Delta of the Indus, is generally clouded, but no rain falls except very near the 
sea. Indeed, very few showers fall during the whole season. Captain Hamil- 
ton relates that, when he visited Tatta,no rain had fallen for three years before. 
Memoirs, p. 288.-Tamerlane, who, by the vicinity of the seat of his govern- 
ment to India, had the means of being well informed concerning the nature of 
the country, avoided the error of Alexander, and made his Indian campaign 
during the dry season. As Nadir Shah, both when he invaded India, A. D. 
1738,and in his return next year, marched through the same countries with 
Alexander, and nearly in the same line of direction, nothing can give a more 
striking idea of the persevering ardour of the Macedonian conqueror, than the 
description of the difiicalties which Nadir Shah had to siirmount, and the hard- 
ships which his army endured. Though possessed of absolute power and 
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immense cr ealth, and distinguished no less by great talents than long experience 
In the conduct of war, he had the n~ortification to lose a great part of his troops 
i n  crossing the rivers of the Panjab, in penetrating through the mountains to 
the north of India, and in conflicts with the fierce natives inhabiting the coun- 
tries which stretch from the banks of the Oxus to the frontiers of Persia. An 
interesting account of his retreat and sufferings is given in the Memoirs of 
Khojeh Abdulkurren, a Cashmerian of distinction, who served in his army. 

NOTE [ 6 ] .  SECT. I. p. 11. 

THAT a fleet so numerous should have been Collected in such a short time is 
apt to appear, a t  first sight, incredible. Arrian, however, assures us, that in 
specifying this number, he followed Ptolerny, the son of Lagus, whose authority 
he considered to be of the greatest weight, lib. vi. c. 3. But as the Panjab coun 
try is full of navigable rivers, on which all the intercourse among the natives 
was carried on, i t  abounded with vessels ready constructed to the conqueror's 
hands, so that he might easily collect that number. If we cduld give credit to 
the account of the invasion of Jndia by Semiramis, no fewer than four thousand 
vessels were assembled in the lndus to oppose her fleet. Diod. Sicul.lib. ii. 
c. 74.-It is remarlrable that when Mahmoud of Gazna invaded India, a fleet 
was collected on the Indus to  oppose him, consisting of the same number of 
vessels. W e  learn from the Ayeen Akbery, that the inhabitants of this part of 
India still continue to carry on all their communication with each other by 
water ; the inhabitants of the Circar of Tat ta  alone, have not less than forty 
thousand vessels of various constructions. Vol. ii. p. 143. 

NOTE [7]. SECT. I. p. 12. 

ALL these particulars are taken from the Indian History of Arrian, a work 
different from that already mentioned, and one of the most curious treatisee 
transmitted to us from antiquity. The  first part of i t  consists of extracts from 
the account given by Nearchus of the climate and soil of India, and the manners 
of the natives. The second contains that oficcr's journal of his voyage from 
the mouth of the Indus to the bottom of the Persian Gulf. The perusal of it 
gives rise to several observations.-I. I t  1s remarkable that neither Nearchus, 
nor Ptolemy, nor Aristobulus, nor even Arrian, once mentions the voyage of 
Scylax. This could not procecd from thcir being unacquaintcd with it, for 
Herodotus was a favourite author in the hands of every Greek who had any pre- 
tensions to 1ite:ature. It was probably occasioned by the reasons which they had 
to distrust the veracity of Scylax, of which I have already taken notice. Accord- 
ingly, in a speech which Arrian puts into the mouth of Alexander, he asserts 
that except Bacchus, he was the first who had passed the Indus ; which implies 
that  he disbelieved what is related concerning Scylax, and was not acquainted 
with what Darius E-Iystaspes is said to have done, in order to subject that part 
of India to the Persian crown. Arrian, vii. c. 10. This opinion is confirmed by 
Megasthenes, who resided a considerable time in India. H e  asserts that, exccpt 
Bacchus and Herculcs (to whose fabulous expeditions Strabo is astonished that 
he should have given any credit, lib. xv. p. 1007. D.) Alexander was the first 
who had invaded India ; Arrian, i-iist. Indic. c. 5. W e  are informed by Arrian, 
that the Assacani, and other people who possessed that country, which is now 
called the kingdom of Candahar, paid tribute, first to the Assyrians, and after- 
wards to the Medes and Persians. Hist. Indic. c. 1. As all the fertile prov~nces 
on the north-west of the Indus were anciently reclroned to be part of India, it is 
probable that what was levied from them is the sum mentioned in the tribute roll, 
from which Herodotus drew his account of the annual revenue of the Persian 
empire, and that none of the provinces to the south of the Indus were ever snb- 
ject to  the Kings of Persia.-2. This voyage of Nearchus affords some strik- 
ing instances of the imperfect ltnowledge which the ancients had of any naviga- 
tion different from that to which they were accustomed in the Mediterranean. 
Though the enterprising genius and enlarged views of Alexander, prompted him 
to  attempt opening a n  intercourse by scn, between India and his Persian 
dominions, yet both he and Nearchus knew so little of the ocean which they 
wished to explore, as to  be apprehensive that i t  might be found impossible to 
navigate it, on account of impervious straits, or othor obstacles. Hist. Indic 
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c. 20. Q. Cwt. lib. ix. c. 9. When the fleet arrived near the mouth of the Indus, 
the astonishment excited by the extraordinary flow and ebb of tide in the Indian 
Ocean, a phenomenon (according to  Arrian) with which Alexander and his 
soldiers were unacquainted, lib. vi. c. 19, is another proof of their ignorance in 
maritime science. Nor is there any reason to be surprised a t  their astonish- 
ment, as the tides are hardly perceptible in the Mediterranean, beyond which 
the knowledge of the Greelis and Macedonians did not extend. For  the same 
reason, when the Romans carried their victorious arms into the countries situ- 
ated on the Atlantic Ocean, or on the seas that coinmunicatc with it, this new 
phenomenon of the tides was an objcct of wonder and terror to them. Cesar 
describes the amazement of his soldiers a t  a spring tide, which greatly damaged 
the fleet with which he invaded Britain, and aclrnowledges that i t  was an 
appearance with which they were unacquainted. Bell. Gallic. lib, iv. c. 29. 
The  tides on the coast near the mouth of the Indus are remarkably high, and. 
the effects of them very great, especially that sudden and abrupt influx of the 
tide into the mouths of rivers or narrow straits, which is known in India by the 
name of me Bore, and is accurately described by Major Rennell, Introd. xxiv. 
Mem. 278. In the Periplus Msris Erythrai, p. 26, these high tides the men- 
tioned, and the description of them nearly resen~bles that of the Bore. A very 
exaggerated account of the tides in thc Indian Ocean is given by Pliny, Nat. 
Hist. lib. xiii. c. 25. Major Rennell seems to think that  Alexander and his fol- 
lowers could not be so entirely unacquainted with the phenomenon of the tides, 
as Herodotus had informed the Greelis, " that in the Red Sea there was a regular 
ebb and flow of the tide every day." Lib. ii. c. 11. T h i ~  is all the explanation of 
that phenomenon given by Herodotus. But among ths ancients there occur in- 
stances of inattention to facts related by respectable authors, w hicl1 appear sur- 
prising in modern times. Though Herodotus, as I have just no\vobserved, gave 
an account of the voyage performed by Scylax a t  considerable length, nelther 
Alexander nor his historians take any notice of that cvent. I shall afterwards 
have occasion to mention a more remarkable instance of the inattention of later 
writers to anaccurate description which Herodotus had given of the Caspian Sea. 
From these, and other similar instances which might have been produced, we 
may conclude, that thc slight mention of the regular flow and ebb of tide in the 
l ied Sea is not a suacient reason for rejectmg, as incredible, Arrian's account 
of the surprise of Alexander's soldiers when they first beheld the extraordinary 
effects of the tide a t  the mouth of the I n d u s . 3 .  Thc course of Xearchus's 
voyage, the promontories, the creeks, the rivers, the cities, the n~ountains, rvhich 
came succcssively in his view, are so clearly described, and the dista;nces of such 
as were most worthy of notice are so distinctly marked, that M. D'Anville, by 
comparing these with the actual position of the country, according to the best 
accounts of it, ancient as well as modern, has been able to point out most of the 
places which Nearchus mentions, with a degree of certainty rvhich does as 
much honour to the veracity of the Grecian navigator, as to  the industry,learn- 
ing, and penetration of the French geographer. XIBm. de LittBrat, tom.xxx, 
p. 132, &c. 

I n  modern times, the Red Sea is a name appropriated to the Arabian Gulf ;  
but the ancients denominated the ocean which stretches from the GulF to India, 
the Erythrean Sea, from King Erythras, of whom nothing more is known than 
the name, which in the Greek language signifies red. From this casual mean- 
ing of the word, it came to be believed that i t  was of s different colour from 
other seas, and consequently of more dangerous navigation. 

NOTE [B]. SECT. I. p. 14. 

ALEXANDER was so intent on rendering this union of his subjects complete, 
that after his death there was found in his tablets or commentaries (among 
other magnificent schemes which he meditated), a resolution to build several 
new cities, sonic in Asia anu some in Europe, and to people those in Asia with 
Europeans, and those in Europe with Asiatics, that (says the historian) by 
intermarriages, and exchange of good offices, the inhabitants of these two greaf 
continents might be gradnally moulded into a similarity of sentiments, and 
become attached to each other with mutual affection." Diod. Sicul. lib. xviii 
e 4. 
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The Oriental historians have mingled the little that they know concerning 

the transactions of European nations, particularly concerning the reign of Alex- 
mder the Great, and his conquest of Persia, with so many fabulous and incredi- 
ble circumstances, that hardly any attention is due to them. Though they mis- 
represented evcry event in his life, they entertained a high idea of his great 
power, distinguishing him by the appellation of Escander Dhklcarnein, i, e. the 
Two-horned, in allusion to the extent of his dominions, which, according to them, 
reached from the western to the eastern extremity of the earth. Herbclot, Bib. 
Orient. article Escander. Anc. Univ. I-Iist. vol. v. 8vo. edit. p. 433. Richar!? 
son's Dissert. prefixed to his Dictionary of the Persian and Arabic,, p. XI]. 

Whether the historians of Indostan have given an accoiint of Alexander s mva- 
sion of India with greater accuracy, cannot be known, until some of their works, 
written in the Sanskreet, are translated. That  some traditional lrnowledge of 
Alexander's invasion of India is still preserved in the northern provinces of the 
Peninsula, is manifest from several circumstances. The Rajahs of Chitore, 
who are esteemed the most ancient establishment of Hindoo Princes, and the 
noblest of the Rajahpout tribes, boast of their descent from Porus, famous as 
well in the East as in the West for his gallant opposition to the Macedonian 
conqueror. Orme's Fmgm. p. 5. Major Kennel1 has informed me, by accounts 
lately received from India, and confirmed by a variety of testimonies, that in 
the country of ICuttore, the eastern extreme of the ancient Bactria, a people 
who claimed to be the descendants of Alexander's followers were existing when 
Tamerlane invaded that province. In Bijore, a country more to the west in the 
same district, the Bazira of Alexander, there is a tribe at this day which traces 
its origin to certain persons left there by the conqueror when he passed through 
that  province. Both Abul Fazel, and Soojah Rae, an eastern historian of good 
reputation, report this tradition without any material variation. The latter, 
indeed, adds, that these Europeans, if we may call theni so, continued to pre- 
serve that ascendancy over their neighbours, which their ancestors may be sup- 
posed to have possessed when they first settled here. Although we should 
reject this pedigree as false, yet the bare claim argues the belief of the natives, 
for which there must have been some foundation, Lhat Alexander not only con- 
quered Bijore, but also transferred that conquest to some of his own coantry- 
men. Rennell Mem. 2d edit. p. 162. The people of Bijore had likewise a high 
idea of Alexander's extensive authority; and they, too, denominated him the 
Two-horned, agreeably to the striking emblem of power in all the eastern lan- 
guages. Ayeen Akbery, xi. 194. Many instances of this emblem being used 
will occur to every person accustomed to read the sacred Scriptures. 

NOTE [g]. SECT. I. p. 15. 

1~ seems to be an opinion generally received, that Alexander built only two 
cities in India, Nicza, and Bucephalia, situated on the Hydaspes, the modern 
Chelum, and that Craterus supcrintended the building of both. But i t  is evi- 
dent, from Arrian, lib. v. c. ult., that he built a third city on the Acesines, now 
the Jenaub, under the direction of Hephzstion : and if it was his object to retain 
the command of the country, a place of strength on some of the rivcrs4to the 
south of the Hydaspes, seems to have been necessary for that purpose, This 
part of India has been so little visited in modern times, that it is impossible to 
point out with precision the situation of these cities. If P. Tiessenthaler were 
well founded in his conjecture, that the river now called Rauvee is the Acesines 
of Arrian (Bernouilli, vol. i. p. 39), it is probable that this city was built some- 
where near Lehore, one of the most important stations in that part of India, 
and reckoned in the Ayeen Akbery to be a city of very high antiquity. But 
Major Rennell, in my opinion, gives good reasons for supposing the Jenaub to 
be the Acesines of the ancients. 

NOTE [10]. SECT. I. p. 25. 
THE religious scruples which prevented the Persians from making any voyage 

by sea, were known to the ancients. Pliny relates of one of the Magi, who waa 
sent on an embassy from Tiridates to the emperor Nero, Navigare noluerat, 
quoniam exspuere in maria aliisque mortalium necessitatibus violare naturam 
eam, fas non putant." Nat. Hist. lib. xrx. c. 2. This aversion to the sea they 
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carried so far that, according to the observation of a well informed historian, 
there was not a city of any note in  their empire built upon the seacoast. Am- 
mian. hlarcel. lib. xxiii. c. 6. W e  learn from Dr. Hyde, how intimately these 
ideas were connected with the doctrines of Zoroaster. Re!. Vet. Pers. cap. vi. 
I n  all the wars of the Persians with Greece, the fleets of the Great King con- 
sisted entirely of ships furnished by the Phcenicians, Syrians, the conquered 
provinces of the Lesser Asia, and the 'slands adjacent. Herodotus and Diodorus 
Siculus mention th6 quota furnished by each country in order to compose the 
fleet of twelve hundred ships with which Xerxes invaded Greece, and anlong 
these there is not one belonging to Persia. A t  the same time i t  is proper to  ob- 
serve, that according to Horodotus, whose authority is unexceptionable with 
regard to this point, Ariabigines, a son of Darius, acted as admiral of the Persian 
fleet, and had several satraps of high rank under his command, and both Persians 
and Medes served as soldiers on board it. Herod. lib. vii. c. 96, 97. By what 
motives, or what authority, they wcre induced to act in this manner, I cannot 
explain. From some religions scruples, similar to  those of the Persisns, many 
of the natives of Indostan, in our own time, refuse to  embark on board a ship, 
and to serve at  sea ; and yet, on some occasions, the sepoys in the service of the 
Europoan powers have got the better of these scruples. 

NOTE [Ill. SECT. I. p. 15. 

M. LE Baron de Sainte-Croix, in his ingenious and learned Critique des His- 
toriens d'Alexandre le Grand, p. 96, seems to entertain some doubt with respect 
to the number of the cities which Alexander is said to have built. Plutarch de 
Fort. Alex. affirms that he founded no fewer than seventy. I t  appears from 
many passages in ancient authors, that the building of cities, or what may be 
considered as the same, the establishment of fortified stations, was the mode of 
maintaining their authority in the conquered nations, adopted not only by Alex- 
ander, but by his successors. Seleucus and Antiochus, to whom the greater 
part of the Persian empire became subject, were no less remarkable for founding 
new cities than Alexander, and thesc cities seemed fully to  have answered the 
purposes of the founders, as they effectually preventcd (as I shall afterwards 
have occasion to observe) the revolt of the conquered provinces. Though the 
Greeks, animated with the love of liberty and of their native country, refused 
to settle in the Persian empire while under the dominion of its native monarchs 
even when allured by the prospect of great advantage, as M. de Saint-Croi~ 
remarks, the case became perfectly different when that empire was subjected tc. 
their own dominion, and they settled there not as subjects but as masters. Both 
Alexander and his successors discovered much discernment in choosing the 
situation of the cities which they built. Seleucia, which Seleucus founded, is 
a striking instance of this, and became hardly inferior to Alexandria in number 
of inhabitants, in wealth, and in i~nportance. Mr. Gibbon, vol. i. p. 250. M. 
D'Anville, MBm. de LittBrat. xxx. 

NOTE [12]. SECT. I. p. 16 

IT is from Justin we receive the slender knowledge we have of the progress 
which Seleucus made in India, lib. xv. c. 4. But me cannot rely on his evidence, 
unless when i t  is confirmed by the testimony of other authors. Plutarcli seems 
to assert that Seleucus had penetrated far into India;  but that respectable 
wrlter is more eminent for his discernment of characters, pnd his happy selec- 
tion of those circumstances which mark and discriminate them, than for the 
accuracy of his historical researches. Pliny, whose authority is of greater 
weight, seems to  consider i t  as certain, that Seleucus !.ad carried his arms into 
districts of Jndia which Alexander never visited. Plin. Nat. Hist. lib. vi. c. 1" 
The passage in which this is mentioned is somewhat obscure ; but i t  seems to 
~ m p l y  that Seleucus had marched from the I-Iyphasis to the Hysudrus, from 
thence to Palibothra, and from that to the mouth of the Ganges. Thc  distances 
of the principal stations in this march are marked, the whole amountiug to 
2244 Roman miles. In  this fiense M. Bayer understands the words of Pliny. 
IIistor. Regni Grcecorum Bactriani, p. 37. But to me i t  appears highly impro- 
bable that the Indian expedition of Seleucus could have continued so long as to 
allow time for operations of such extent. I f  Seleucus had advanced as far into 
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India as the mouth of the Ganges, the ancients must have had a more accurate 
knowledge of that part of the country than they seem ever to have possessed. 

NOTE [13]. SECT. I. p. 16. 

MAJOR Rennell gives a magnificent idea of this, by informing us, that " the 
Ganges, after it has escaped from the mountainous tract in which i t  had wan- 
dered above eight hundred miles," Mem. p. 233, '' receives in its course through 
the plains eleven rivers, some of them as large as the Rhine, and none smaller 
than the Thames, besides as  many more of lesser note." P. 257. 

NOTE [14]. SECT. I. p. 17. 

IN fixing the position of Palibothra, I have ventured to  differ frorn Major 
Rennell, and I ventured to do so with diilidence. According to Strabo, Pali- 
bothra was situated a t  the junction of the Ganges and another river. Lib. xv. 
p. 1028. A. Arrian is still more explicit. H e  places Palibothra at  the confluence 
of the Ganges and Erranaboas, the last of which he describes as less than the 
Ganges or Indus, but greater than any other linown river. Hiat. Ind. c. 10. 
This description of its situation corresponds exactly with that of Allahabad. 
P. Boudier, to whose observations the geography of India is much indebted, says 
that the Jumna, at  its junction with the Ganges, appeared to him not inferior 
in magnitude to that river. D'Anville, Antiq. de l'lnde, p. 53. Allahabad is the 
name which was given to that city by the Emperor Akbar, who erected a strong 
Portress there ; an elegant delineation of which is published by Mr. Hodges, No. 
V. of his select Views in India. Its ancient name, by which i t  is still known 

among the Hindoos, is Praes ,  or Piyag ,  and the people of the district are called 
Praegz, which bears a ncar resemblance to Prasij, the ancient appellation of the 
kingdom of which Palibothra was the capital. P. Tiessenthalcr, Bernouilli, 
tom. i. 223. D'Anville, p. 56. Allahabad is such a noted seat of IIindoo de- 
votion, that i t  is denominated Tl~e King of Worshipped Places. Ayeen Akbery, 
v01 ii. p. 35. L' The territory around it, to the estent of forty miles, is deemed 
holy ground. The  Hindoos believe, that when a man dies in this place, what- 
ever he wishes for he will obtain in his nest  regeneration. Although tllcy tcach 
that suicide in general will be punished with torments hereafter, yet they con- 
sider i t  as meritorious for a man to kill himself at  Allahabsd." Ayeen Alrbery, 
iii. 256. P. Tiessenthaler describes the various objects of veneration a t  Allaha- 
bsd, which arc still visited with great devotion by an immense number of pil- 
grims. Bernouilli, tom. i. p. 224. From all these circumstances we may con- 
clude i t  to be a place of great antiquity, and in the same situation with the 
Palibothra of antiquity. 

Major Rennell has been induced to place Palibothra on the same site with 
Patna, chiefly by two considerations.-l. From having learned that on or 
near the site of Patna stood anciently a very large city nanled Pateboother, or 
Patalipputro, which nearly resembles the ancient name of Palibothra. Although 
there is not now a confluence of two rivers a t  Patna, he was informed that 
the junction of the Soane with the Ganges, now twenty-two miles abovc 
Patna, was formerly under the walls of that city. The  rivers of India some- 
times change their course in  a singular manner, and he produces some remarka- 
ble instances of it. But  even should i t  be allowed that the accounts which the 
natives give of this variation in the course of the Soane were perfectly accurste, 
I question whether Arrian's description of the magnitude of Erranaboas be 
applicable to that river, certainly not so justly as to the Jumna.-2. H e  seems 
to have been influenced, in some degree, by Pliny's Itinerary, or Table of Dis- 
~uuces from Taxila (the modern Attock) to the mouth of the Ganges. Nat. 
Hist. lib. vi. c. 17. But the distances in that Itinerary are marked so inaccu- 
rately, and in some instances are so palpably erroneous, that one cannot found 
ypon them with much security. According to it, Palibothra is situated four 
hundred and twenty-five miles below the confluence of the Jumna and Ganges. 
T h e  actual distance, however, between Allahabad and Patna is not more than 
two hundred British miles. A disagreement so considerable cannot be accounted 
for, without supposing some extraordinary error in the Itinerary, or that  the 
point of conflux of the Jumna with the Ganges has'undergone a change. For 
the former of these suppositions there is no authority (as far as I Imow) from 
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any manuscript, or for the latter from any tradition. Major Rennell has pro- 
duced the reasons which led him to suppose the site of l'alibothra to be the 
same with that of Patna. Memoires, p. 49-54. Some of the objections which 
might be made to this supposition he has foreseen, and endeavoured to obviate ; 
and after all that I have added to them, I shall not be surprised, if, in a geo- 
graphical discussion, my readers are disposed to prefer his decision to mine. 

NOTE [ls]. SECT. I. p. 17. 
I DO not mention a short inroad into India by Antiochus the Great, about one 

hundred and ninety-seven years posterior to the invasion of his ancestor Seleu- 
cus. We know nothing more of this transaction than that the Syrian monarch, 
after finishing the war he carried on against the two revolted provinces of Par- 
thia and Bactria, entered India, and concluding a peace with Sophagasenus, a 
king of the country, received from him a number of elephants, and a sum of 
money. Polyb. lib. X. p. 597, &c. lib. xi. p. 651, edit. Casaub. Justin. lib, xv. 
4 4. Bayer's Hist. Regn. Grrecor. Pactr, p. 69, &c. 

NOTE [16]. SECT. I. p. 18.' 

A FACT cnrsorily related by Strabo, and which has escaped the inquisitive 
industry of M. de Guignes, coincides remarlrably with the narrative of the Chi- 
nese writers, and confirms it. The Greeks, he say% were deprived of Bactria 
by tribes or hordes of Scythian Nomades, who came from the country beyond 
the Jaxartes, and are known by the names of Asij, Parsiani, Tachari, and Saca- 
rauli. Strab. lib, xi. p. 779. A. The Nomades of the ancients were nations 
who, like the Tartars, subsisted entirely, or almost entirely, as shepherds,without 
agriculture 

NOTE [17]. SECT. I. p. 19. 

As the distance of Arsinoe, the modern Suez, from the Nile, is considerably 
less than that between Berenice and Coptos, i t  was by this route that all the com- 
modities imported into the Arabian Gulf might have been conveyed with most 
expedition and least expense into Egypt. But the navigation of the Arabian 
Gulf, which even in the present improved state of nautical science is slow and 
difficult,was in ancient timesconsidered by thenations around it to be soextremely 
perilous, that it led them to give such names to several of its promontories, bays, 
and harbours, as convey a striking idea of the impression which the dread of 
this danger had made upon their imagination. The entry into the Gulf they 
called Babelmandel, the Gate or Port of Affliction. T o  a harhour not far dis- 
tant, they gave the name of .Mete, i. c. Doath. A headland adjacent they called 
Gardefan, the Cape of Burial. Other denoininations of similar import are men- 
tioned by tlle author to whom I am indebted for this information. Bruce's 
Travels, vol. i. p. 442, $c. I t  is not surprising, then, that the staple of Indian 
trade should have been transferred from the northern extremity of the Arabian 
Gulf to Berenice, as  by this change a dangerous navigation was greatly short- 
ened. This seems to havc been the chief reason that induced Ptolemy, to estab- 
lish the port of communication with India at Berenice, as there were other har- 
bours on the Arabian Gulf which were considerably nearer 'than i t  to the Nile. 
At a later period, after the ruin of Coptos by the Emperor Dioclesian, we are 
informed by Abulfeda, Descript. Egypt, edit. Michaelis, p. 77, that Indian com- 
modities were conveyed from the Red Sea to the Nile, by the shortest route, 
viz. from Cosseir, probably the Philoteras Portus of Ptolcmy, to Cous, the Vicus 
Apollinis, a journey of four days. The same account of the distance was given 
by the natives to Dr. Pococlre, Travels, vol. i. p. 87. In consequence of this, 
Cous, from a small village, became the city in Upper Egypt next in magnitude 
to Fostat, or Old Cairo. In  process of time, from causes which I cannot explain 
the trade from the Red Sea by Cosseir removed to Kene, further down the 
river than Cous. 4bulf. p. 13.77. D'Anville, Egypte, p. 196-200. In moaern 
times, all the commodities of India, imported into Egypt, are either brought by 
sea from Gidda to Suez, and thence carried on camels to Cairo, or are conveyed 
bp land carriage by the caravan returning'from the pilgrimege to Mecca. 
Niebuhr Voyage, tom. i. p. 224. Volney, i. 188, BC. This, as far as I have 
been able to trace it, is I. complete account of all the different routes by which 
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the productions of the East have been conveyed to the Nile, from the first. open 
ing of that communication. I t  is singular that P. &card, MBm. des M.asions 
dans le Levant, tom. ii. p. 157, and some other respectable writers, should sup- 
pose Cosseir to be the Berenice founded by Ptolemy, although Ptolemy has laid 
down its latitude at  2 3 O  50', and Strabo has described it as nearly under the 
same parallel with that of Syene, lib. ii. p. 195. D. In consequence of this mis- 
take, Pliny's coniputation of the distance between Berenice and Coptos, a t  two 
hundred and fifty-eight miles, has been deemed erroneous. Pococlte, p. 87. 
But as Pliny not only mentions the total distance, but names the different sta- 
tiona in the journey, and specifies the number of miles between each ; and as 
the Itinerary of Antoninus coincides exactly with his account, D'ilnville, Egypte, 
p. 21, there is no reason to call in question the accuracy of it. 

Norrs [18]. SECT. I. p. 19. 

MAJOR Rennell is of opinion, that under the Ptolemies, the Egyptians 
extended their navigation to the extreme point of the Indian continent, and even 
sailed up the Ganges to Palibothra," on the same site (according to him) with 
the modern Patna. Introd. p. xxxvi. But had it been usual to sail up the 
Ganges as high as Patna, the interior parts of India must have been better 
known to the ancients than they ever were, and they would not have continued 
to derive their information concerning them from Megasthenes alone. Strabo 
hegins his description of India in a very remarkable manner. He requests his 
readers to peruse with indulgence the account which he gives of it, as it was a 
country very remote, and few persons had visited it ; and of these, many having 
seen only a small part of the country, related things either fiorn hearsay, or, at  
the best, what they had hastily renlarlied while they passed throngh i t  in thc 
course of military service, or on a journey. Strabo, lib, xv. p. 1005. B. He 
takes notice that few of the traders from the Arabian Gulf ever reached the 
Ganges. Ibid. 1006. C. H e  asserts, that the Ganges enters the sea by one 
mouth, ibid. 101 1. C ; an error into which he could not have fallen, if the navi- 
gation of that river had been common in his time. He mentions indeed the 
sailing up the Ganges, ibid. 1010, but i t  is cursorily in a single sentence ; 
whereas, if such a considerable inland voyage of above four hundred miles, 
throngh a populous and rich country, had been customary, or even if i t  had 
ever becn performed by the Roman, or Greek, or Egyptian traders, it must have 
merited a particular description, and must have been mentioned by Pliny and 
other writers, as there was nothing similar to it in the practice of navigation 
among the ancients. I t  is observed by Arrian (or whoever is the author of 
the Periplus Maris E r y t h r ~ i ) ,  that previous to the discovery of a new route to 
India,which shall be mentioned sfterwards,the comnlerce with that country was 
carried on in small vessels which sailed round every bay. p. 32. Ap. Huds. 
Geogr. Min. Vessels of such light construction, and wh~c:h followed this mode 
of sailing, were ill fitted for a voyage so distant as  that round Cape Comorin, 
and up the bay of Bengal, to Patna. I t  is not improbable that the merchants, 
whom Strabo mentions as having reached the Ganges, may have travelled 
thither by land, either from the countries towards the mouth of the Indus, or 
from some part of the Malabar coast, and that the navigation up thc Ganges, 
of which he casually takes notice, was performed by the natives in vessels of 
the country. This opinion derives some confirmation from his remarks upon 
the bad structure of the vessels which frequented that part of the Indian Ocean. 
From his description of them, p. 1012. C. it is cvident that they were vessel# of 
the country. 

NOTE [19]. SECT. I. p. 20. 

THE erroneous ideas of many intelligent writers of antiquity with respect 
to the Caspian Sea, though well known to every man of letters, are so remarlta- 
ble, and afford such a strilriny example of tlie imperfection of their geographical 
knowledge, that a more full account of them may not only be acceptable to 
some of my readers, but, in endeavouring to trace the various routes by which 
the commodities of the East were conveyed to the nations of Europe, it becomes 
necessary to enter into some detail concerning their various sentiments with 
respect to this matter. 1. According to Strabo, the Caspian is a bay, that com- 
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wnnicates with the great Northern ocean, from which i t  issues at  first by s 
narrow strait, and then expands into a sea extending in breadth five hundred 
stadia. Lib. xi. p. 773. A. Wit11 him Pomponius Mela aglees, and describes 
the strait by which the Caspian is connected with the Ocean, as of considerable 
length, and so narrow that i t  had the appearance of a river. Lib. iii, c. 5. 
Pliny likewise gives a sinlilar description of it. Nat. Hist. lib. vi. c. 13. In 
the age of Justinian, this opinion, concerning the communication of the Cas- 
pian Sea with the Ocean, was still prevalent. Cosrn. Indicopl. Topog. Christ. 
lib. ii. p. 138. C. 2. Sorne early writers, by a mistake still more singular, have 
supposed the Caspian Sea to be connected with the Euxine. Quintus Curtius, 
whose ignorance of geography is notorious, has adopted this error. Lib. vii. 
c. 7. 3. Arrian, though a much more judicious writer, and who, by residing 
for some time in the Koman province of Cappadocia, of which he was governor, 
might have obtained more accurate information, declares in one place the origin 
of the Caspian Sea to be still unknown ; and i t  is doubtful whether i t  was con- 
nected with the Euxine, or with the great Eastern Ocean which surrounds 
India. Lib.vii. c. 16. In  another place he asserts that there was a communication 
between the Caspian and the Eastern Ocean. Lib. v. c. 26. These errors 
appear more extraordinary, as a just description had been given of the Caspian 
by I-Icrodotns, near five hundred years before the age of Strabo. " The Cas- 
pian (says he) is a sea by itself unconnectcd with any other. Its length is as 
much as  a vessel with oars can sail in fifteen days, its greatest breadth is a s  
much as i t  can sail in eight days." Lib. l. c. 203. Aristotle describes i t  in the 
same manner, and with his usual precision contends that  i t  ought to be called a 
great lake, not a sea. Meteorolog. lib, ii. Diodorus Siculus concurs with then1 
in opinion. Vol. ii. lib. xviii. p. 261. None of those authors determine whcther 
the greatest length of the Caspian was frbm North to South, or from East  to  
West. In the ancient maps which illustrate the geography of Ptolemy, i t  is 
delineated as if its greatest length extended from East  to West. In  modern 
times, the first information concerning the true form of the Caspian, which the 
people of Europe received, was given by Anthony Jenliinson, an English mer- 
chant, who with a caravan from Russia, travelled along a considerable part of 
ils coast in the year 1558. Hakluyt Collect. vol. i. p. 334. The  accuracy of 
Jenkinson's description was confirmed by an actual survey of that sea made by 
order of Peter the Great, A. D. 1718 ; and i t  is now ascertained not only that  
the Caspian is unconnected with any other sea, but that its length fiom North 
to South is considerably more than its greatest breadth from East  to West. 
The length of the Caspian from North to South is about six hundred and eighty 
miles, and in no part more than two hundred and sixty miles in  breadth from 
East to West. C o ~ c ' s  Travels, vol. ii. p. 257. The proportional ditierence of  
its length and breadth accords nearly with that mentioned by Herodotus. From 
this detail, however, we learn how the ill founded ideas concerning it, which 
were generally adopted, gave rise to various wild schemes of conveying Indian 
commodities to Europe by means of its supposed communication with the 
Euxine Sea, or with the Northern Ocean. I t  is an additional proof of the atten- 
tion of Alexander the Great to every thing conducive to the improvement of 
commerce, that a short time before his death he gave directions to fit out a 
squadron in the Caspian, in order to survey that sea, and to discover whether 
i t  was connected either with the Euxine or Indian Ocean. Arrian, lib, vii. c. 16. 

NOTE [20]. SECT. 11. p. 23. 

FROM this curiol~s detail, we learn how imperfect ancient navigation was, even 
in its most improved state. The voyage from Bcrenice to Ocelis could not have 
taken thirty days, if any other course had been held than that of servilely fol- 
lowing the mindings of the coast. The voyage from Ocelis to Musiris would be 
(according to  Major Rennell) fifteen days' run for an European ship in the 
modern style of navigation, being about seventeen hundred and fifty marina 
miles, on a straight course. Introd. p. xxxvii. I t  is remarlrable, that though 
the Periplue Maris Erythrrei was written after the voyage of JIippalus, the chief 
object of the author of it is to describe the ancient course along the coast of 
Arabia and Persia, to the mouth of the Indus, and from thence down the western 
shorc of the continent to Musiris. I can account for this only Ey supposirig t h a t  
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from the  unwillingness of mankind to abandon old habits, the greater part of 
the traders from Berenice still continued to follow that route to which they 
were accustomed. T o  go from Alexandria to Musiris, required (according to 
Pliny) ninety-four days. In  the year 1788, the Roddam, a ship belonging to 
the English East India Conlpany, of a thoosand tons burden, took only fourteen 
days more to complete her voyage from I'ortsmouth to Madras. Such are the 
improvements which have bden made in navigation. 

NOTE [21]. SECT. 11. p. 24. 

IT was the opinion of Plato, that in a we11 regulated commonwealth, tho citl- 
zens shonld not engage in commerce, nor the state aim a t  obtaining maritime 
power. Commerce, he contends, would corrupt the purity of their morals, and 
by entering into the sea service they would be accustomed to find pretexts for 
justifying conduct so inconsistent with what was manly and becoming, as would 
gradually relax the strictness of military discipline. I t  had been better for the 
Athenians, he asserts, to have continued to  send annually the sons of seven of 
th  ir principal citizens to be devoured by the Minotaur, than to have changed 
their ancient manners, and to have become a maritime power. In that perfect 
republic, of which he delineates the form, he ordains that the capital should be 
situated at least ten miles from the sea. De Legibus, lib. iv. ab. initio. These 
~ d e a s  of Plato were adopted by other philosophers. Aristotle enters into a formal 
discussion of the question, Whether a state rightly constituted should be com- 
mercial or not ? and though abundantly disposed to cspouse sentiments opposite 
 to those of Plato, he does not venture to decide explicitly with respect to  it. 
De Repub. lib. vii. c. 6. In  ages when such opinions  reva ail, little information 
concerning commerce can be expected. 

NOTE [22]. SECT. 11. p. 25. 

I'LINY, lib. ix. C. 35. Principium ergoculmenque omnium rernm pretij  Marga- 
ritie tenent. In  lib. xxxvii. c. 4, 11e affirms, Maximum in rebus humanis prretium, 
non solurn inter gammas,habetAdamas. These two passagesstand in such direct 
contradiction to one another, that i t  is impossible to reconcile them, or to deter- 
mine which is the most conformable to truth. I have adhered to the former, 
because we have many instances of the exorbitant price of pearls, but none, as 
far as I know, of diamonds having been purchased at  a rate so high. In  this 
opinion I am confirmed by a passage in Pliny, lib. xix. c. 1 ; having mentioned 
the exorbitant price of Asbestos, he says, (L iequat praetia excellentium Margari- 
tarum ;" which implies that he considered pearls to be of a higher price than 
any  other commodity. 

NOTE [23]. SECT. IT. p. 25. 

PLINY has devoted two entire boolrs of his Natural History, lib. xii. and xili. 
to the enumeration and description of the spices, aromatics, ointments, and per- 
fumes, the use of which luxury had introduced among his countrymen. As 
many of these were the productions of India, or of the countries beyond it, 
and as the trade with the East  was carried on to a great extent in the age 
of Pliny, we may form some idea of the immense demand for them, from the 
high price at  whichthey continue to be sold in Rome. T o  compare the prices of  
the same commodities in ancientnome, with thosenow paid in our own country, 
is not a gratification of curiosity merely, but affords a standard by which we 
may estimate the different degree of success with which the Indian trade llas 
boon conducted in ancient and modern times. Many remarkable passagos in 
ancient authors concerning the extravagant price of precious stones and pearls 
among the Romans, a s  well as the general use of them by persons of all ranks, 
.are collected by Meursius de Lux. Ramanorurn, cap. 5 ;  and by S ta~ i s lans  
Robierzyclrius,in his treatise on the same subject, 1ib.ii. c. l. TheEnglish reader 
will receive sufficient information from Dr. Arbnthnot, in his valuable Tables 
of ancient coins, weights, and measures, p. 172, &c. 

NOTE [24]. SECT. 11. p. 26. 

M. MAHUDEL, i ~ i  a meinoir read in the Academy of inscriptions and belles- 
lettree in the year 1719, has collected the various opinions of the ancients con- 
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cerning the nature and origin of silk, which tend all to prove their ignorance 
with regard to it. Since the publication of M. Mahudel's Mernoir, P ,  du I-Ialde 
has described a species of silli, of which I believe Be communicated the first 
notice to the moderns. 'L This is produced by small insects nearly resembling 
snails. They do not form cocoons either round or oval like the silk\vorm, but 
spln very long threads, which fasten themselves to trees and bushes as they arc 
driven by the wind. These are gathered and wrought into silk stuffs, coarser 
than those produced by domestic silkworms. The insects which produce this 
coarse silk are wild." Description de llEmpire de l a  Chine, tom, ii. folio, p. 
207. This nearly resembles Virgil's description : 

Velleraque ut foliis depectant tenuia Seres.-Georg. ii. 121. 

An attentive reader of Virgil will find, that, besides all the other qualities of a 
great descriptive poet, he possessed an extensive knowledge of natural history. 
The  nature and productions of the wild sillrworms are illustrated a t  greater 
Length in the large collection of MBmoires concernaut I'Histoire, les Sciences, 
les Arts, $c. des Chinois, tom. ii. p. 575, &C.; and by Pere de &Iailla, in his 
voluminous I-Iistory of China, tom. xiii. p. 434. I t  is a singular circumstailce in 
the history of sill<, that on account of its being an excretion of a worm, the Ma- 
homedans eonsidcr i t  as an unclean dress ; and i t  has been decidcd, with the 
unanimous assent of a11 the doctors, that a person wearing a garment made 
entirely of silk cannot lawfully offer up the daily prayers enjoined by the Koran. 
Herbal. Bibl. Orient. artic. Harir. 

NOTE [25]. SECT. 11. p. 26. 

IF the use of the cotton manufactures of India had been common among 
the Romans, the various kinds of them would have been enumersted in the 
Law de Publicanis e t  Vectigalibus, in the same manner as the different kinds of 
spices and precious stones. Such a specification ~vould have been equally neces- 
sary for the direction both of the merchant and of the taxgatherer 

NOTE [26]. SEC: 11. p. 27. , 
THIS part of Arrian's Periplus has been examined with great accuracy and 

learning by Lieutenant Wilford ; and from his investigation it is evident that 
the Plithana of Arrian is the modern Pultanah, on the southern banlrs of the 
river Godavery, two hundred and seventeen British miles south from Baroach ; 
that  the position of Tagars  is the same with that of the modern Dowlatabad, 
and the high grounds across which the goods were conveyed to Barosch, are 
the Ballagaut mountains. T h e  bearings and distances of these different places, 
as specified by Arrian, afford a n  additional proof (were that necessary) of the 
exact information which he had received concerning this district of India. 
Asiatic Researches, vol. i. p. 369, $c. 

NOTE [27]. SECT. 11. p. B. 

STRABO acknowledges his neglect of the improvements in geography which 
Hipparchus had deduced from astronomical observations, and justifies i t  by one 
of those logical subtleties which the ancients were apt to introduce into all their 
writings. A geographer." says he (i, e. a describer of the earth), " is to pay no 
a t t ~ n t i o n  to what is out of the earth ; nor will men, engaged in conducting the 
affairs of that part of the earth which is inhabited, deem the distinction and 
divisions of Hipparchus worthy of notice." Lib. ii. 194. C. 

NOTE [28] .  SECT. 11. p. 29. 

WHAT a high opinion the ancients had of Ptolemy we learn from Agatheme- 
rus, who flourished not long after him. Ptolemy," says he, who reduced 
Geography into a regular system, treats of every thing relating to i t  not care- 
lessly, or merely according to ideas of his own, but attending to what had been 
delivered by more ancient authors, he adopted from them whatever he found 
consonant to truth." Epitome Geogr. lib. i. c. 6. edit. Hudson. From the 
same admiration of his work, Agathodacmon, an artist of Alexandria, prepared 
a series of maps for the illustration of it, in which the position of all the places 
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mentioned by Ptolemy, with their longitude and latitude, is laid down precisely 
rzccordir~g to  his ideas. Fabric. Biblioth. Grsec. iii. 412. 

NOTE [29]. SECT. 11. p. 30. 

As these public Surveys and Itineraries furnished the ancient geographprs 
with the best information concerning the position and distances of many places, 
it may be proper to point out the manner in which they were completed by the 
1Eomans. The idea of a general survey of the whole empire was first formed 
I>y Julius Csesar, and having been begun by him under authority of a decree df 
the senate, was finished by Augustus. As Rome was still far inferior to Greece 
in science, the execution of this great undertaking was committed to three 
Greeks, men of great abilities, and skilled in every part of yhilosopliy. The  
survey of the eastern division of the Empire was finished by Zenodoxns in 
fourteen years five mouths and nine days. Tha t  of the northern division was 
finished by Theodorus in twenty years eight months and ten days. T h e  souta- 
ern division was finished in twenty-five years one month and ten days. B th ic i  
Cosmographia spud Geographos, editos A Hen. Stephano, 1577. p. 107. This 
undertaking was worthy of those illustrious persons who planned it, and suited 
to the magnificence of a great people. Besides this general survey, every new 
war produced a new delineation and measurement of the countries which were 
the seat of it. W e  may conclude from Vegetius, Instit. Rei Militaris, lib. iii. c. 
6, that every governor of a Roman province was furnished with a description 
of i t  ; in which mere specified the distance of places in miles, the nature of the 
roads, the by-roads, the short cuts, the mountains, the rivers, $c. ; all these, says 
he, were not only described in words, but were delineated in a map, that, in 
deliberating concerning his military movements, the cyes of a general might 
aid the decisions of his mind. 

NOTE [30]. SECT. 11. p. 30. 

THE consequence of this mietalre is remarkable. Ptolemy,lib. vii. c. i. com- 
putes the latitude of Barrygaza, or Baroach, to be 17O 20'; and that of Cory, 
or Cape Comorin, to be 13O 20/,%hich is the difference of four degrees precisely; 
whereas the real difference between these two places is nearly fourteen degrees. 

NOTE [31]. SECT. IT. p. 30. 

RANUEIO, the publisher of the most ancient and perhaps the most valuable 
Collection of Voyages, is the first person, as far as I know, who takes notice of 
this strange error of Ptolemy. Viaggi, vol. i. p. 181. He justly observes, that 
the author of the Circumnavigation of the Erytllrasan Sea had been more accu- 
rate, and had described the peninsula of India as extending from north to south. 
Peripl. p. 24.29. 

NOTE [32]. SECT. 11. p. 31. 

THIS error of Ptolemy justly merits the name of e?zomous,which I have given 
to i t  ; and it will appear more surprising when we recollect that he must have 
been acquainted, not only with what Herodotus relates concerning the circum- 
navigation of Africa, by order of one of the Egyptian Kings, lib. iv. c. 4, but 
with the opinion of Eratosthenes, who held that the great cxtent of the Atlantic 
Ocean was the only thing which prevented a communication between Europe 
and India by sea. Strab. Geogr. lib. i. p. 113. A. This error, however, must 
not be imputed wholly to Ptolemy. Hipparchus, whom we may consider as his 
guide, had taucht that the earth is not surrounded by one continuous ocean, but 
that  i t  is separated by different isthmuses, which divide it into several large 
basins. Strab. lib. i. p. 11. B. Ptolemy, having adopted this opinion, was 
induced to maintain that an unl:noxvn country extended from Cattigara to Pras- 
sum, on the sonth-east coast of Africa, Geogr. lib. vii. c. 3. and 5. As Ptolen~y's 
system of geography was universally received, this error spread along with it. 
In conformity to i t  the Arabian geographer Edrissi, who wrote in the twelfth 
century, taught that a continued tract of la ~d stretched eastward from Sofala, 
on the African coast, until i t  united with some part of the Indian continent 
D'Anville, Antiq. p. 107. Annexed to the first volume of Gesta Dei per Fran- 
cos, there is an ancient and very rude map of the habitable globe, delineated 
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according to this idea of Prolemy. M. Gosselin, in his map entitled Ptolenicei 
Systema Geographicum, has exhibited this imaginary tract of land which 
Ptolemy supposes to have connected Africa with Asia. GBographie des Grecr 
analys6e. 

NOTE [33]. SECT. 11. p 31. 

IN this part of the Disquisition, as well as  in the map prepared for illustrat~ng 
it, the geographical ideas of M. D'Anville, to which Major Rennell has give& 
the sanctim of his approbation, Introd. p. xxxix. have been generally adopted. 
But M. Gosselin has lately published " The Geography of the Greeks analyzed ; 
or, the Systems of Eratosthenes, Strabo, and Ptolemy compared with each other, 
and wlth the knowledge which the moderns have acquired ;" a learned and 
ingenious work, in which he differs from his countrymen with respect to many 
of his determinations. According to M. Gosselin, the Magnum Promontorium, 
which M. D'Anville concludes to be Cape Romania, at  the southern extremity 
of the pcninsula of Malacca, is the point of Bragu, at  the mouth of the great 
river Ava;  near to which he places Zaba, supposed by M. D'Anville, and by 
Barros, Decad. ii. lib. vi. c. 1, to be situated on the strait of Sincapura or 
Malacca. The Magnus Sinus of Ptolemy, he holds to be the same with the 
Gulf of Martaban, not the Gulf of Siam, according to M. D'Anville's decision. 
The position of Cattigara, as he endeavours to prove, corresponds to that of 
Alergui, a considerable port on the west coast of the kingdom of Siam, and that 
Thins,  or S i n s  Metropolis, which M. D'Anville removes, as far as Sin-hoa ill 
the kingdom of Cochin China, is situated on the same river with Mergui, and 
now hears the name of  Tana-serim. The Ibadij Insula of Ptolemy, which M. 
D'Anville determines to be Sumatra, he contends is one of that cluster of small 
isles which lie off this part of the coast of Siam; p. 137-148. According to 
M. Gosselin's system, the ancients never sailed through the Straits of Malacca, 
had no knowledge of the island of Sumatrs, and were altogether unacquaintcd 
with the Eastern ocean. If to any of my readers these opinions appear to be 
well founded, the navigation and commerce of the ancients in India must be 
circumscribed within limits still more confined than those which I have allotted 
to them. From the Ayeen Akbery, vol. ii. p. 7, we learn that Cheen was an 
ancient name of the kingdom of Pegu. As that country borders upon Ava, 
where M. Gosselin places the great Promontory, this near resemblance of names 
may appear, perhaps, to confirm his opinion that S ina  Metropolis was situated 
on this coast, and not so far east as M. D'Anville has placed it. 

,As Ftolemy's geography of this eastern division of Asia is more erroneous, 
obscure, and contradictory than any other part of his work, and as all the manu- 
scripts of it, both Greek and Latin, are remarkably incorrect in the two chapters 
which contain the description of the countries beyond the Ganges, M. D'An- 
ville, in his Memoir concerniilg the limits of the world, known to the ancients 
beyond the Ganges, has admitted into i t  a larger portion of conjecture than we 
find in the other researches of that cautious geographer. H e  likewise builds 
more than usual upon the resemblances between the ancient and modern names 
of places, though a t  all times he discovers a propensity, perhaps too great, to 
trace these, and to rest upon them. These resemblances are often, indeed, very 
striking, and have led him to many happy discoveries. But in perusing his 
worlis, it  is impossible, I should think, not to perceive that some whicl~ he men- 
tlons are far fetched and fanciful. Whenever I follow him, I have adopted only 
auch conclusions as seem to be established with his accl~stomed accuracy. 

NOTE [34]. SECT. 11, p. 35. 

THE author of the Circumnavigation of the Erythrsan Sea has marked the 
distances of many of the places which he mentions, with such accuracy as 
renders it a nearer approach, than what is to be found in any writer of antiquity, 
to a complete survey of the coast from Myos-hormus, on the west side of the 
Arabian Gulf', along the shores of Ethiopia, Arabia, Persia, and Caramania, to 
the mouth of the Indus, and thence down the west coast of the Indian Penin- 
sula to Musiris and Barace. This adds to the value of this short treatise, 
which, in every other respect, possesses great merit. It may be considered as 
a remarkable proof of the extent and accuracy of this author's intelligence con 
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cerning India, that he is the only ancient writer who appears in any degree to 
have been acquainted with the great division of the country, which still sub- 
sists, viz. Indostsn Proper, comprehending the northern provinces of the Penin- 
sula, and the Deccan, comprehending the southern provil;ces. 'L From Bary- 
qaza (says he) the continent stretches to the south ; hence that district is called 
Dachinabades, for, in the language of the co~zntry, the south is called Dachanos." 
Peripl. p. 29. As the Grcelrs and Romans, when they adopt any foreign name, 
always give i t  a termination peculiar to their own language, which the gram- 
matical structure of both tongues rendered in some degree necessary, it is evi- 
dent that the Dachanos is the same with Deccan, whicb word has still the same 
signification, and is still the narne of that division of the Peninsula. The  
northern limit of the Deccan a t  present is the river Narbudda, where our author 
likewise fixes it. Peripl. ibid. 

NOTE r3.51. SECT. 11. p. 16. 

Tliouan in deducing the latitudes of places from observations of the sun or 
stars, the ancient astronomers neglected several corrections which ought to have 
been applied, their results were sometirncs exact to a few minutes ; but a t  other 
times they appear to have been erroneous to the extent of two or even three 
degrees, and may perhaps be reckoned, one with another, to have come within 
half a degree of the truth. This part of the ancient geography would therefore 
have been tolerably accurate, if there llsd been a sufficient number of such deter- 
mination~. These, however, were far from being numerous, and appear to have 
been confined to  some of the more remarkable places in the countries which sur- 
rourid the Mediterranean Sea. 

When, from want of more accurate observations, the latitude was inferred 
from the length of the longest or shortest day, no great degree of precision was, 
in any case, to be expected, and least of all in the vicinity of the Equator. An  
error of a quarter of an hour, which, without some mode of measuring time 
more accurate than ancient observers could employ, was not easily avoided,might 
produce, in such situations, a n  error of four degrees in the determination of the 
latitude. 

With respect to places in the torrid zone, there was another resource for de- 
termining the latitude. This was by observing the time of year when the sun 
was vertical to any place, or when bodies that stood perpendicular to the hori- 
zon had no shadow a t  noonday; the sun's distance from the Equator a t  that 
time, which was known from the principles of astronomy, was equal to the 
latitude of the place. W e  have instances of the application of this method 
in the determination of the parallels of S j  ene and Meroe. The accuracy which 
this metl~od would admit of seems to be limited to about half a degree, and 
this only on the supposition that  the observer was stationary; for if he was 
travelling from one place to another, and had not a n  opportunity of correcting 
the observation of one day by that  of the day following, he was likely to deviate 
much more considerably from the truth. 

With respect to the longitude of placcs, as eclipses of the moon are not fre- 
quent, and could seldom be of use for determining it, and only when there were 
astronomers to observe them with accuracy, they may be left out of the account 
altogether, when we are examining the geography of remote countries. T h e  
differences of the meridians of places were therefore anciently ascertained 
entirely by the bearings and distances of one place from another, and of conse- 
quence all the errors of recko~~ings, surveys, and itineraries, fell chiefly upon the 
longitude, in the same manner as happens a t  present in a ship which has no 
method of determining its longitude, but by con~paring the dead reckoning with 
the observations of the latitude ; though with this difference, that the errors to 
which the most skilful of the ancient navigators was liable, were far greater than 
what the most ignorant ship-master of modern times, provided with a compass. 
can well commit. The length of the Mediterranean measured, in degrees of 
longitude, from the Pillars of Hcreules to t!le Bay of Issus, is less than forty 
degrees ; but in Ptolemy's maps it is more than sixty; and in general, its longi- 
t u d e ~ ,  counting from the meridian of Alexandria, especially towards the East, 
are erroneous nearly in the same proportion. I t  appears, indeed, that in remote 
seas, the coasts were often delineated from an imperfect account or" the distances 
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milad, without the least lmowledge of the bearings or direction of the ship's 
course. Ptolemy, i t  is true, used to nlake a n  allowance of about one 
third for the winding of a ship's course. Geogr. lib. i. c. 12; but i t  is plain 
that the application of this general rule could seldom lead to an accurate 
conclusion. Of this there is a striking instance in the form which that 
gcographer has given to the Peninsula of India. From the Barygazeuum 
Promontorium to the place marked Locus unde solvunt in Chrysen navi- 
gantes, that is, from Surat  on the Malabar coast to  about Narsapour on 
the Coromandel coast, the distance measured along the sea shore is nearly 
the same with what i t  is in reality; that is,about five hundred and twenty 
leagues. But the mistake in the direction is astonishing ; for the Malabar and 
Coromandel coast, instead of stretching to the south, and intersecting one 
another a t  Cape Comorin, in a very acute angle, are extended by Ptelemy 
almost in the same straight line from west to east, declining a little to the south. 
Thi: coast is, a t  the same time, marked with several bays and promorrtories, 
&early resembling, in their position, those which actually exist on it. All these 
circumstances compared together, point out very clearly what were the materials 
from which the ancient map of lndia was composcd. The ships which had 
visited the coast of that country, had kept an account of the time which they 
took to sail from one place to another, and had marked, as they stood along 
shore, on what hand the land lay, when they shaped their course across a bay 
or doubled a promontory. This imperfect journal, wit11 an inaccurate account, 
perhaps of the latitude of one or two places, was probably all the information 
concerning the coast of India which Ptolemy was able to procure. Tha t  he 
should have been ablc to procure no better information from merchants who 
sailed with no particular view of exploring the coast, will not appear wonderful, 
if we consider that even the celebrated Periplus of Hanno would not enable a 
geographer to lay down the coast of Africa with more precision than Ptolemy 
has delineated that of India. 

NOTE [36]. SECT. 11. p. 39. 

THE introduction of the silkworm into Europe, and the effects which this pro- 
duced, came under the view of hlr. Gibbon, in writing the History of the 
Emperor Justinian ; and though i t  was an incident of subordinate in~portance 
only, amidst the multiplicity of great transactions, which must have occupied 
his attention, he has examined this event with a n  accuracy, and related i t  with 
a precision, whicli would have done honour to an author who had no higher 
object of research. Vol. iv. p. 71, &c. Nor is i t  here only that I am called 
upon to ascribe to him this mcrit. The  subject of my inquiries has led me 
several times upon ground which he had gone over, and I have uniformly 
received information from the industry and discernment with which he has sur- 
veyed it. 

NOTE [37]. SECT. 111. p. 40. 

THIS voyage, together with the observations of Abu Zeid al Nasan of Siraf, 
was published by M. Renaudot, A. D. 1718, under the title of " Anciennes Rela- 
tions des lndes, e t  de la Chine, de deux Yoyageurs Mahomktans, qui y allerent 
aans le Neuvieme Siecle, traduites de l'Arabe, avec des Remarques sur les prin- 
cipaux Endroits de ces Relations." As M. Renaudot, in his remarks, represents 
the literature and police of the Chinese in colour very different from those of 
the splendid descriptions which a blir~d admiration had prompted the Jesuits to 
publish, two zealous missionaries have called in question the authenticity of 
these relations, and have asserted that the authors of them had never been in 
China ;  P. Premare Lettr. 6difiantes e t  curieuses, tom. xix. p. 420, &c. P. 
Parennin, ibid. tom. xxi. p. 158, &c. Some doubts concerning their nuthen- 
ticity were entertained likewise by several learned men in England, on account 
of M. Renaudot's having given no notice of the manuscript which he translated, 
but that he found it in the library of M. le Comle de Seignelay. As no person 
had seen the manuscript since that time, the doubts increased, and M. Renaudot 
was charged with the crime of imposing upon the public. But the Colbert 
Manuscripts having been deposited in the King's library, as (fortunately for 
literature) most private collections are in France, M. de Guignes, after a long 
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search, discovered tlie identical manuscript to which M. Renaudot refers. It 
appears to have been written in  the 12th century; Journal des Savans, Dec. 
764, p. 315, $c. As I had not the French edition of M. Kenaudot's book, my 

references are made 10 the English translation. The relation of the two Arabian 
trsvcllers is collfirlned in many points by their country~nan Massoudi, who pab- 
lished his treatise on universal history, to which he gives the fantastical title of 

Meadows of Gold, and Mines of Jewels," a hondred and sixty years after their 
time. Fro:n him, lilremise, we receive such an account of I n d ~ a  in the tenth 
century, as rcnders i t  evident that the Arabians had therl acquired an extensive 
lrnowledge of that country. According to his description, tlie Peninsula of India 
was divided into four kingdoms. The first was composed of the provinces situ- 
ated on the Indus, and the rivers which fall into it ; the capital of which was 
Moultan. The capital of the second lringdoin was Canogc, which, from the 
ruins of i t  still remaining, appears to hove been a very large city; Itennell's 
Memoirs, p. 54. In order to give an idea of its populousness, the Indian histo- 
rians assert, that it contained thirty thousand shops, in which betelnut was sold, 
and sixty thousand sets of musicians and singers, \v110 paid a tax to government; 
li'erishta, translated by Dow, vol. i. p. 32. The third lringdom was Cachemire. 
Massoudi, as far as I know, is the first author ~vllo mentions this paradise of 
India, of which he gives a short but just description. The  fourth is the lringdon~ 
of Guzerate, which he represents as the greatest and most powerful : and he 
concurs with the two Arabian travellers in giving the sovereigns of it the appel- 
lation of Belhara. What  Massoudi relates concerning India is more worthy of 
notice, as he hinisclf had visited that country; Notices et Extraits des Manu- 
scrits de la Biblioth6que du Roi, tom. i. p. 9, 10. Massoudi confirms what the 
two Arabian travellers relate, concerning the extraordinary progress of the 
Indians in astronomical science. According to his account, a temple was built 
during the reign of Brahmin, the first monarch of India, with twelve towers, 
representing the twelve signs of the zodiac ; and in which was delineated a view 
of all the stars as they appear in the Heavens. 111 the same reign was composed 
the famous Sind-Hind,which seems to he the standard treatise of Indian astrono- 
my;  Notices, $c. tom. i. p. 7. Another Arabian author, who wrote about the 
middle of the fourteenth century, divides India into three parts. The  northern, 
comprehending all the provinces on thc Indus. The middle, extending from 
Gnzerate to the Ganges. The  southern, which he denominates Comar, from 
Cape Comorin ; Notices, &c. tom. ii. p. 46. 

NOTE [38]. SECT. 111. p. 41. 

THE naval skill of the Chinese seems not to have been superior to that of the 
Greeks, the Romans, or Arabians. The  course which they held from Canton to 
Siraf, near the month of the Persian Gulf, is described by their own authors. 
They kept as near as possible to the shore, until they reached the island of Cey- 
Ion, and then doubling Cape Comorin, they sailed along the west side of the 
Peninsula, as far as the mouth of the Indus, and thence steered along the coast 
to the place of their destination ; XIBrn. de LittBrat. tom. xxxii. p. 367. Somp 
authors have contended, that both the Arabians and Chinese were Li~ell ac- 
quainted with the mariner's compass, and the use of it in navigation : but it is 
remarlrable that in the Arabic, Turkish, and Persian languages, thereisno original 
name for the compass. They commonly call it Bosola, the Italian name, which 
shows that the lrnowledge of this useful instrument was co~nmnnicated to them 
by the Europeans. There is not one single observation, of ancient date, made 
by the Arabians on the variation of the needle, or any instruction deduced from 
it, for the assistance of navigators. Sir John Chardin, one of the most learned 
and best informed travellers who has visited the East, having been consulted 
upon this point, returns for answer, " I boldly assert, that the Asiatics are 
beholden to us for this wonderful instrument, which they ha.d from Europe a 
long time bcfore the Portuguese conquests. For, first, their compasses are 
exactly lilre ours, and they buy them of Europeans as much as they can, scarce 
daring to  meddle with their needles themselves. Secondly, i t  is certain that  
the old navigators only coasted it along, which 1 impute to  their want of this 
instrument to guide and instruct them in the middle of the ocean. We cannot 
pretend to say that they were afraid of venturing: far from home ; for the Ara- 
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bians, the first navigators in the world, in my opinion, a t  least for the eastern 
seas, have, time out of mind, sailed frcm the bottom of tlie Red Sea, all along 
the coast of Africa : and the Chinese have always traded with Java and Suma- 
tra, which is a very considerable voyage. So  many islands uninhabited and 
yet  productive, so many lands unknown to the people I speak of, are a proof 
that the old navigators had not the ar t  of sailing on the main sea. I have 
nothing but argument to offer, touching this matter, having never met with any 
person in Persia or the Indies to inform me when the compass was first known 
anlong them, though I made inquiry of the most learned men in both countries. 
I have sailed from tlie Indies to Persia in Indian ships, when no European has 
been on board but myself. T h e  pilots were all Indian&, and they used the fore- 
stuff and quadrant for their observations. These instruments they have from 
ns, and made by our artists, and they do not in the least vary from ours, except 
that the characters are Arabic. The Arabians are the most slrilful navigators 
of all the Asiatics or Africans ; but neither they nor the Indians malce use of 
charts ; and they do not much want them : some they have, but they are copied 
from ours, for they are altogether ignorant of perspective." Inquiry when the 
Mahomedans first entered China, p. 141, &c. When M. Niebuhr was: a t  Cairo, 
he found a magnetic needle in the possession of a Mahomedan, which served to  
point out the Kaaba, and he gave i t  the name of El Nugnatas, a clear proof of 
its European origin. Voyage en Arabie, tom. ii. p. 169. 

NOTE [39]. SECT. 111. p. 41. 

SOME learned men, Cardan, Scaliger, $c. have imagined that the Vasa Mur 
thina, particularly described by Pliny, Nst. Hist. lib. xxxvii. and occasionally 
mentioned by several ancient authors, both Greek and Roman, were the true 
porcelain of China. M. 1'AbbB L e  Bland and M. Larcher have examined this 
opinion, with full as much industry and erudition as the subject merited, in two 
Dissertations, publ~shed in MBm. de LittBrat. tom. xliii. From them it is evi- 
cient that  the Vasa Wurrhina were formed of a transparent stone, dug out of 
the earth in some of the eastern provinces of .Asia. These were imitated in 
vessels of coloured glass. As both were beautiful and rare, they were sold a t  a 
very high price to the luxurious citizens of Rome. 

NOTE [40]. SECT. 111. p. 42. 

THE progress of Christianity, and of Mahomedanism, both in Chicn an" lncAa, 
is attested by such evidence as leaves no doubt with respect to 1t. '1 hie evi- 
dence is collected by Assemanus, Biblioth. Orient. vol. iv. p. 437, &c "1,  &C.; 
and by M. Renaudot, in two Dissertations annexed to Anciennes R e l a l ~ ~ ) i ~ s  ; and 
by M. de la  Craze, Histoire de Christianisrne des Indes. I n  our own age, how- 
ever, we know that the number of proselytes to either of these religions, is 
extremely small, especially in India. A Gentoo considers all the distinctions 
and privilcges of his cast as belonging to him by an exclusive and incommuni- 
cable right. T o  convert, or to be converted, are ideas equally repugnant to the 
principles most deeply rooted in his mind ; nor can either the Catholic or Pro- 
testant missionaries m India boast of having overcome these prejudices, evccpt 
among a few in the lowest cabts. or of such as have lost their cast altogether. 
This last circumstance is a great obstacle to the progress of Christianity in  
India. As Europeans eat the flesh of that animal which the Hindoos deem 
sacred, and drinlc intoxicating liquors, in which practices they are imitated by 
the convcrts to Christianity, this sinks them to a level with the Pariars, the 
most contemptible and odious race of men. Some Catholic missionaries were 
so sensible of this, that they affected to imitate the dress and manner of living 
of Brahmins, and refused to associate with the Pariars, or to admit them to tile 
participation of the sacraments. But this was condemned by the apostolic 
legate Tournon, as inconsistent with the spirit and precepts of the Christian 
religion ; Voyage aux Indos Orientales, pa r  M. Sonnerat, tom. i. p. 58, note. 
Notwithstanding the labours of missionaries for upwards of two hundred years 
(says a late ingenious writer), and the establishments of different Chrietian 
nations, who support and protect them, out of perhaps, one hundred millions ot 
Hindoos, there are not twelve thousand Christians, and those almost entirely 
Chancalas, or outcasts. Sketches relating to the history, religion, learning, and 
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lnanners of the Hindoos, p. 48. T h e  number of Mahomedans, or Moors, now 
in Indostan, is supposed to be near ten millions ; but they are not the original 
inhabitants of the country, but the descendants of adventurers who have been 
pouring in from Tartary, Persia, and Arabia, ever since the invasion of Mah- 
moud of Gazna, A. D. 1002, the first Mahomedan conqueror of India. Orme 
EIist. of Military Transact. in Indostan, vol. i. p. 24. Herbelot, Biblioth. Orient. 
artic. Gasnavzah. As the manners of the Indians in ancient times seem to have 
been in every respect the same with those of the present age, it is probable that 
the Christians and Mahomedans, said to be so numerous in  India and China, 
were chiefly foreigners allured thither by a lucrativc commerce, or their de- 
scendants. The  number of Mahomcdans in China, has been considerably 
increased by a practice, common among them, of buying children in years of 
famine, whom they cducate in the Mahomedan religion. Hist. GBndr. des Voy- 
ages, tom. vi. p. 357. 

NOTE [4l]. SECT. 111. p. 44. 

FROM the Chronicle of Andrew Dandulo, Doge of Venice, who was elevated 
to that  high station, at a time when his countrymen had established a regular 
tradc with Alexandria, and imported from i t  all the productions of the East, i t  
was natural to expect some information concerning their early trade with that  
country; but, except an idle tale concerning some Venetian ships, which had 
sailed to Alexandria about the year 828, contrary to a decree of the state, and 
which stole thence the body of St .  Mark ; h'Iurat. Script. Rer. Ital, vol. xii. lib. 
8. c. 2. p. 170 ; I find no othcr hint concerning the communication between the 
two countries. On the contrary, circumstances occur which show that the 
resort of Europeans to Egypt had ceased almost entirely for some time. Prior 
to the seventh and eight centuries, the greater part of the public deeds in Italy 
and in othcr countries of Europe, were writteti upon paper fabricated of the 
Egyptian Papyrus; but after that period, as Europeans seldom ventured to 
trade in Alexar,dria, almost all charters and other deeds are written upon parch- 
ment. Murat. Antiq. Ital. Medii Bvi ,  vol. iii. p. 832. I have been induced, 
both in  the text and in this note, to state these particulars concerning the inter- 
-uption of trade between the Christians and Mahomedans so fully, in order to 
rorrect an error into which several modern authors have fallen, by supposing, 
ha t  soon after thc first conquest of the Caliphs, the trade with India returned 
nto its ancient cllannels, and the merchants of Europe resorted with the same 
keedo~n as formerly to the ports of Egypt and Syria. 

NOTE [42]. SECT. 111. p. 45. 

IT .S proper to rcmark (says Mr. Stewart) that the Indians have a n  admirable 
,a*ehod of rendering their religion lucrative, it being usual for the Faquirs to  
dhry with them, in their pilgrimages from the sea coasts to the interior parts, 

1 it&11s, corals, spices, and other precious articles, of small bulk, which they ex- 
'lakige, on their return, for gold dust, musk, and other things of a similar nature, 

concaahag thein easily in their hair, and in the clothes round their middle, car- 
rying ou. in proportion to their numbers, no inconsiderable traffic by these 
means. Account of the kingdom of Thibet, Philos. Transact. vol. lxvii. part ii. 
p. 483. 

NOTE [43]. SECT. 111. p. 48. 

CAFFA 1v the most commodious situation for trade in the Black Sea. While 
in the l~araag of the Genoese, who kept possession of it above two centuries, they 
rendered i t  the scat of an extensive and flourishing commerce. Even under all 
the disadvanta,es of its subjecticn, a t  present, to the Turkish government, i t  
continues to be a place of considerable trade. Sir John Chardin, who visited i t  
A. D. 1672, relates that during his rehidence of forty days there, above four 
hundred ships arrived at  Caffa, or sailed from it. Voyages, i. 48. H e  observed 
there several remains of Genoese magnificence. The  number of its inhabitants, 
according to M. Peysonel, amounts still to e~gli ty  thousand. Commerce de a 
Mar Noire, tom. i. p. 15. H e  describes its trade as very great, 
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NOTE [44]. SECT. 111. p. 49, 

THE rapacity and insolence of the Genoese, settled in Constantinople, are 
painted by Nicephorus Gregoras, an eye-witness of their conduct, in very strik- 
ing colours. '' They," says he, " now, i. e. about the year 1340, dreamed that 
they had acquired the dominion of the sea, and clairtled an exclusive right to  
the trade of the Euxine, prohibiting the Greelrs to sail to the Mzotis, the Cher- 
sonesus, or any part of the coast beyond the mouth of the Danube, without a 
license from them. This exclusion they extended lilrewise to the Venetians, 
and their arrogance proceeded so far as to forrn a scheme of imposing a toll 
upon every vessel passing through the Bosphorus." Lib. xviii. c. 2. i 1. 

NOTE [45]. SECT. 111. p. 49. 

A rEnnfIssIoN from the Pope was deemed so necessary to authorize a com- 
mercial intercourse with infidels, that long after this period, in tllc year 1454, 
Nicholas V. in his famous bull in favour of Prince Henry of Portugal, among 
other privileges, grants him a license to trade with Mahomedans, and refers to 
similar concessions from Pope Martin V. and Eugenius to Kings of Portugal. 
Lcibnitz Codex Jur. Gent. Diplomat. Pars. I. p. 489. 

NOTE [46]. SECT. 111. p. 49. 

NEITHER Jovius, the professed panegyrist of the Medici, nor Jo. M. Brutus, 
their detractor, though both mention the exorbitant wealth of the family, explain 
the nature of the trade, by which i t  was acquired. Even Machiavel, whose 
genius delighted in the investigation of every circumstance which contributed 
to aggrandize or depress nations, seerns not to have viewed the commerce of 
his country as a subject that merited any elucidation. Denina, who has entitled 
the first chapter of his eighteenth book, The  Origin of the Medici and the 
Commencement of their Power and Grandeur," furnishes little information 
with regard to the trade carried on by them. This silence of so many authors 
is a proof that historians had not yet begun to  view commerce as an object of 
such importance in the political state of nations, as to enter into any detail con- 
cerning its nature and effects. From the references of different writers to Scipio 
Ammirato, Istorie Fiorentine ; to Pagnini, Della Decimated altri grsvezze dclla 
Mercatura di Fiorentini ; and to Balducci, Practica della Mercatura, I should 
imagine that something more satisfactory might be learned concerning the trade 
both of the republic and the family of Medici ; but I could not find any of these 
books eithcr in Edinburgh or in London. 

NOTE [47]. SECT. 111. p. 50. 

LEIBNITZ has preserved a curious paper, containing the instructions of the 
republic of Florence to the two ambassadors sent to  the Soldan of Egypt, in 
order to negotiate this treaty with him, together with the report of these ambas- 
sadors on their return. The  great object of the republic was to  obtain liberty 
of trading in a11 parts of the Soldan's dominions, upon the same terms with the 
Venetians. The  chief privilcgcs which they solicited, were ; 1. A perfect frec- 
dom of adrnission into every port belonging to the Soldan, protection while they 
continued in it, and liberty of departure at  what time they chose. 2. Pcrmis- 
sion to  have a consul, with the same rights and jurisdiction as those of the 
Venetians ; and liberty to build a church, a warehouse, and a bath in every place 
where they settled. 3. That  they shonld not pay for goods imported or exported, 
higher duties than were paid by the Venetians. 4. Tha t  the effects of any 
Florentine who died in the dominions of the Soldan, should be consigned to the 
consul. 5. Tha t  the gold and silver coin of Florence should be received in 
payments. All thcse privileges (which shorv on what equal and liberal terms 
Christians and Mahomedans now carried on trade) the Florentines obtained ; 
but from the causes mentioned in the text they scem never to  have acquired 
any considerablc share in the commerce with India. Leibnitz, Mantissa Cod. 
Jur. Gent. Diplom. Pars altera, p. 163. 

NOTE [4G]. SECT. 1x1. p. 52. 

THE Eastern parts of Asia are now sa completely explorcd, that the fi~st 
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imperfect accounts of them, by Marco Polo, attract little of that attention wllich 
was originally excited by the publication of his travels ; and son~e  circumstances 
in his narrative have induced d-ifferent authors to justify this neglect, by calling 
in question the truth of what he relates, and even to assert that he had never 
visited those countries which he pretends to describe. H e  does not, say they, 
ascertain the position of any one place, by specifying its longitude or latitude. 
H e  gives names to provinces and cities, particularly in his description of Cathay, 
which have no resemblance to those which they now bear. We may observe, 
however, that as Marco Polo seems to have been in no degree a man of science, 
i t  was not to be expected that  he should fix the position of places with geo- 
graphical accuracy. As he travelled through China, either in the suite of the 
great Khan, or in execution of his orders, it is probable that the names which 
he gives to different provinces and cities, are those by which they were lrnown to 
the Tartars, in whose service he was, not their original Chinese names. Some 
inaccuracies which have been observed in the relation of his travels, may be 
accounted for, by attending to one circumstance, that i t  was not published from 
a regular journal, which, perhaps, the vicissitudes in his situation, during such 
a long series of adventures, did not permit him to keep or to preserve. It was 
composed after his return to his native country, and chiefly from recollection. 
But notwithstanding this disadvantcge, his account of those regions of the East, 
towards which my inquiries have been directed, contains information with 
respect to several particulars altogether unknown in Europe a t  that time, the 
accuracy of which is now fully confirmed. Mr. Marsden, whose accuracy and 
discernment are well lmown, traces his description of the island which lie calls 
Java Minor, evidently Suinatra : from which i t  is apparent that, as Marco Polo 
had resided a considerable time in that island, he had examined some parts with 
care, and had inquired with diligcnce concerning others. Hist. of Sumat. 
p. 281. I shall mention some other particulars with respect to  India, which, 
though they relate to matters of no groat consequence, afford the best proof of 
his having visited these countries, and of his having observed the manners and 
customs of the people with attention. I-Ie gives a distinct account of the nature 
and preparation of Sago, the principal article of subsistence among all the 
nations of Malayan race, and he brought the first specimen of this singular pro- 
duction to Venice. Ramus. lib. iii. c. 16. H e  takes notice, likewise, of the 
generd custom of chewing Betel, and his description of the mode of preparing 
i t  is the same with that still in use. Rarr~us. Viaggi. i. p. 55. D. 56. B. H e  
even descends into such detail as to mention the peculiar manner of feeding 
horses in India, which still continues. Ramns. p. 53. F. What  is of greater 
importance, we learn from him that the trade with Alexandria continued, when 
he travelled through India, to be carried on in the same manner as I conjectured 
i t  to have been in ancient times. The commodities of the East  were still 
brought to the Malabar coast by vessels of the country, and conveyed thence, 
together with pepper and other productions, peculiar to that part of India, by 
ships which arrived from the Red Sea. Lib. iii. c. 27. This, perhaps, may 
account for the superior quality which Sanudo ascribes to  the goods brought to 
the coast of Syria from the Persian Gulfl above those imported into Egypt by 
the Red Sea. The  former were chosen and purchased in the places where 
they grew, or where they were n~anufactured, by the merchants of Persia, who 
still continued their voyages to every part of the E a s t ;  while the Egyptian 
merchants, in malring up their cargoes, depended upon the assortment of goods 
brought to the Mdabar  coast by the natives. T o  some pcrsons in his own age, 
what Marco Polo related concerning the numerous armies and immense reve- 
nues of the Eastern Princes, appeared so extravagant (though perfectly con- 
sonant to what we now lrnow concerning the population of China, and the 
wealth of Indostan), that they gave him the name of Jnesser JlIarco Nelionz.  
Prefat. de Ramus. p. 4. Rut among persons better informed, the reception he 
wet with was very different. Columbus, as well as the men of science with 
whom he corresponded, placed such confidence in the veracity of his relations, 
that upon them the speculations and theories, which led to  the discovery of the 
New World, were in a great measure founded. Life of Columbus, by his son, 
6. 7. and 8. 
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NOTE [49]. SECT. 111. p. 54. 

IN the year 1301, Joanna of Navarre, the wife of Philip le Bel, King of France, 
having been some days iii Bruges, was so much struclt with the grandeur and 
wealth of that city, and particularly with the splendid appearance of the citi- 
zens' wives, that she was moved (says Guicciardini) by female envy to exclaim 
with indignation, I thonght that I had been the only Queen here, but I find 
there are many hundreds more." Descrit. de Paesi Bassi, p. 408. 

NOTE [SO]. SECT. 111. p. 55. 

IN the history of the reign of Charles V. p. 64, I observe that, d u r ~ n g  
the war excited by the famous League of Cambray, while Charles VIII. of 
France could not procure money at  a less premium than forty-two per cent., 
the Venetians raised what sums they pleased at  five per cent. But this, I ima- 
gine, is not to be considered as the usual commercial rate of interest at  that 
period, but as a voluntary and public spirited effort of the citizens, in order to 
support their country at a dangerous crisis. Of such laudable exertions there 
are several striking instances in the history of the republic. In the year 1379, 
when the Genoese, after obtaining a great naval victory over the Venetians, 
were ready to attaclc their capital, the citizens, by a voluntary contribution, 
enabled the Senate to fit out such a powerful armament as saved their country. 
Sabellicus, Hist. Rer. Venet. dec. ii. lib. vi. p. 3Ri 390. In  the war with Far- 
rara, which began in the year 1472, the senate. .r;iytng upon the attachment of 
he citizcns to their country, required them to orlng all their gold and silver 

plate, and jewels, into the public treasury, upon prorrlise of paying the value of 
them a t  the conclusion of the war, with five per cent. of interest; and this 
roquisition was complied with cheerfully. Petr. Lyrneus de Bello Ferrar. ap. 
Murat. Script. Rer. Ital. vol. xxi. p. 1016. 

NOTE :51]. SECT. 111. p. 55. 

T w o  fkcts may be mentioned as proofs of an extraordinary extension of the 
Venetian trade at  this period.-l. There is, in Rymer's Great Collection, a 
series of grants from the Kings of England, of various privileges and immuni- 
ties to Vcnetian merchants trading in England, as well as several commercial 
treaties with the republic, which plainly indicate a considerable increase of their 
transactions in that country. These are mentioned in their order by Mr. Ander- 
son, to whose patient industry and sound understanding, every person engaged 
in any cor~imercial research, must have felt himself greatly indebted on many 
occasions.---L The establishment of a Bank, by public authority, thc credit 
of which was founded on that of the state. In an age and nation so well ac- 
quainted with the advantages which commerce derives from the institution of 
banlcs, i t  is unnecessary to enumerate them. Mercantile transactions must 
have been numerous and extensive before the utility of such an institution could 
be fully perceived, or the principles of trade could be so fully understood as to 
form the regulations proper for conducting it with success. Venice msy boast 
of having given the first example to Europe, of an establishment altogether 
uulrnown to the ancients, and which is the pride of the modern commercial sys- 
tem. The constitution of the Bsnk of Venice was originally founded 011 such 
just principles, that it has served as a model in the establishment of banks in 
other countries, and the administration of its affairs has been conducted with so 
much integrity, that its credit has never been shaken. I cannot specify the 
precise year in ~vhich the Bank of Venice was established by a law of the State. 
Anderson supposes it to have been A. D. 1157. Chron. Deduct. vol. i. p. 84. 
Sandi Stor. Civil Venes. part 11. vol. ii. p. 768. part 111. vol. ii. p. 892. 

NOTE [X?]. SECT. 111. p. 55. 

AN Italian author of good credit, and a diligent inquirer into the ancient his- 
tory of its different governments, affirms that if the scveral stat,es which traded 
in Lhe Mediterranean had united together, Venice alone rvould have been supe- 
rior to them all in naval power and in extent of commerce. Denina IZeuolu- 
tions d'Italie, traduites par 1'AbbB Jsrdin, lib. xviii. c. 6, tom. vi. p. 339. About 
the year 1420, the Doge Mocenigo gives a view of the naval force of the repub- 
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lic, which confirms th'is decision of Denina. At  that time i t  consisted of three 
thousand trading vessels, of various dimensions, on board which were employed 
seventeen thousand sailors ; of three hundred ships of greater force, manned by 
eight thousand sailors ; and of forty-five large galeasses, or carracks, navigated 
by eleven thousand sailors. In  public and private arsenals sixteen thousand 
carpenters were employed. Mar. Senuto Vite de Buchi di Venezia, ap. Mur. 
Script. Rer. Cal. vol. xxii. p. 959. 

NOTE [53]. SECT. 111. p. 61. 

WHEN we take a view of the form and position of the habitable parts of Asla 
and Africa, we shall see good reasons for considering the camel as  the most 
useful of all the animals over which the inhabitants of these great continents 
have acquired dornmion. In  both, some of the most fertile districts are sepa- 
rated from each other by such extensive tracts of barren sands, the seats of 
desolation and drought, as seem to exclude the possibility of communication 
betwecn them. But as the ocean, which appears a t  first view to  be placed as 
a n  insuperable barrier between different regions of the earth, has been rendered, 
by navigation, subservient to their mutual intercourse; so, by means of the 
camel, which th3 Arabians emphatically call T h e  Ship of the Desert, the most 
dreary wastes are traversed, and the nations which they disjoin are enabled tc 
trade with one another. Those painful journeys, impracticable by any othel 
animal, the camel pcrforms with astonishing despatch. Under heavy burdens 
of six, seven, and eight hundred weight, they can continue their march during a 
long period of time, with little food or rest, and sometimes without tasting water 
for eight or nine days. By the wise economy of Providence, the camel seems 
formed of purpose to be tlle beast of burdcn in those regions where he is placed, 
and where his service is most wanted. In  all the districts of Asia and Africa, 
where descrts are most frequent and extensive, the camel abounds. This is his 
proper station, and beyond this the sphere of his activity does not extend far. 
H e  dreads alike the excesses of heat and of cold, and does not agree even with 
the mild climate of our temperate zone, As the first trade in Indian commodi- 
ties, of which we have any authentic account, was carried on by means of 
camels, Genesis, xxxvii. 25, and as it is by employing them that the convey- 
ance of these commodities has been so widely extended over Asia and Africa, 
the particulars which I have mentioned concerning this singular animal, ap- 
peared to be necessary towards illustrating this part of my subject. I f  any of 
my readers desire more full information, and wish to know how the ingenuity 
and ar t  of man have seconded the intentions of Nature, in training the camel 
from his birth for that life of exertion and hardship to which he is destined, he 
may consult Histoire Naturelle, by M. le Comte de Buffon, artic. Chameuu et 
Dromadaire, one of the most eloquent, and, as far as I can judge, from examin- 
ing the authorities which he has quoted, one of the most accurate descriptions 
given by that  celebrated writer. M. Volney, whose accuracy is well known, 
gives a description of the manner in which the camel performs its journey, 
which may be agreeable to  some of my readers. In  travelling through the 
Desert, camels are chiefly employed because they consume little, and carry a 
great load. His ordinary burdcn is about seven hundred and fifty pounds ; his 
food, whatever is given him, straw, thistles, the stones of dates, beans, barley, 
&c. With a pound of food a day, and as much water, he will travel for weeks. 
I n  the journey from Cairo to Suez, which is forty or forty-six hours, they neither 
eat nor drink ; but these long fasts, if often repeated, wear them out. Their 
usual rate of travelling is very s lo~r ,  hardly above two miles an hour ; i t  is vain 
to push them, they will not quicken their pace, but, if allowed some short rest, 
they will travei fifteen or eighteen hours a day." Voyage, tom. ii, p. 383. 

NOTE [54]. SECT. 111. p. 62. 

IN order to give an adequate idea of the extensive circulation of 1nd:an ccm- 
modities by land carriage, it would be necessary to trace the route, a n l  to esti- 
mate the number of the various caravans by which they are conveyed. Cou.ld 
this be executed with accuracy, it would be a curious subject of geographical 
research, as well as a valuable addition to commercial history. Though it is 
inconsistent with the brevity which I have unifor~nly studied in conducting this 
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Disquisition, to enter into a detail of so great length, i t  may be proper here, 
for illustrating this part of my sobjcct, to take such a view of two caravans 
which visit Mecca, as may enable my readers to estimate more justly the magni- 
tude of their commercial transactions. The first is the caravan which takes its 
departure from Cairo in Egypt, and the other from Damascus in Syria ; and I 
select these, both because they are the most considerable, and because they are 
described by authors of undoubted credit, who had the best opportunities of 
receiving full information concerning them. The former is composed not only 
of pilgrims from every part of Egypt, but of those which arrive froln all the 
small Mahomedan states on the African coast of the Mediterranean, from the 
Empire of Morocco, and evcn from the Negro kingdoms on the Atlantic. When 
assembled, thc caravan consists at  least of fifty thousand persons, and the aum- 
ber of camels employed in carrying water, provisions, and merchandise, is still 
greater. The journey, which, in going from Cairo and returning thither, is not 
completed in less than a hundred days, is performed wholly by land ; and as 
the route lies mostly through sandy deserts, or barren uninhabited wilds, which 
seldom atiord any subsistence, and where often no sources of water can be 
found, the pilgrims always undergo much fatigue, and sometimes must endure 
incredible hardships. An early and good description of this caravan is published 
by Hakluyt, vol. ii. p. 202, &c. Maillet has entered into a minute and curious 
detail with regard to it. Descript. de 12Egypte, part ii. p. 212, &c. Pococlre 
has given a route, together with the length of each day's march, which he 
received from a person who had been fourteen times at  Mecca. Vol. i. p. 188. 
261, &c.-The caravan from Damascus, composed of pilgrims from almost 
every province of the Turkish Empire, is a little inferior to the former in num- 
ber, and the commerce which it carries on is hardly less valuable. Voyage de 
Volney, tom. ii. p. 251, &c. Ohsson, Tabl. Gener. de 1'Empire Othorn. 111. 
p. 275, &c. This pilgrimage was performed in the year 1741, by Iihojeh 
Abdulkurreem, whom I formerly mentioned, Note [ 5 ] ,  p. 106. H e  gives the 
usual route from Damascus to Mecca, computed by hours, the common mode 
of reckoning a journey in the East, through countries little frequented. Accord- 
ing to the most moderate estimate, the distance between the two cities, by his 
account, must be above a thousand miles ; a great part of the journey is through 
s desert, and the pilgrims not only endure much fatigue, but are often exposed 
to great danger from the wild Arabs. Memoirs, p. 114, &c. I t  is a singular proof 
of the predatory spirit of the Arabs, that although all their independent tribes 
are zealous Mahomedans, yet they make no scruple of plundering the caravans 
of pilgrims, while engaged in performing one of the most indispensable duties 
of their religion. A remarkable instance of this occurred in the year 1757. 
Travels through Cyprus, Syria, &c. by Abbe Mariti, vol. ii. p. 117, &c. Eng. 
Translation. Great as these caravans are, we must not suppose that all the 
pilgrims who visit Mecca belong to thcm ; such considerable additions are 
received from the extensive dominions of Persia, from every province of Indo- 
stan, and the countries to the East of it, from Abyssinia, from various states on 
the Southern coast ofAfrica, and from all parts of Arabia, that when the whole 
are assembled, they have been computed to amount to two hundred thousand. 
In some years the number is further increased by small bands of pilgrims from 
several interior provinces of Africa, the names and situations of which are just 
beginning to be known in Europe. For this last fact we are indebted to the 
Association for promoting the Discovery of the Interior Parts of Africa, formed 
by. some British gentlemen, upon principles so liberal, and with views so public 
spirited, as do honour to themselves and to their country. Proceedinps, &c. 

U .  

p-. 174. ' 
In the Report of the Committec of the Privy Council on the Slave Trade, 

other particulars are contained ; and it appears that the commerce carried on 
by caravans in the interior parts of Africa, is not only widely extended, but of 
considerable value. Besides the great caravan which proceeds to Cairo, and is 
joined by Mabomedan pilgrims from every part of Africa, there are caravans 
whlch have no object but commerce, which set out from Fez, Algiers, Tunis, 
Tripoli, and other states on the sea coast, and penetrate far into the interior 
country. Some of thcm take no less than fifty days to reach the placc of their 
destination ; and, as the medium of their rate of travelling may be estimated at 
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mant, every thing relative to this branch of trade, the nature and extent of 
which were little known to Europe. Part 11. chap. ii. iii. iv. Nor is Kiachta 
the only place where Russia receives Chinese and Indian commodities. A con- 
siderable silpply of both is brought by caravans of independent Tartars to Oren- 
burg, on the river Jaik ; Voyage de Pallas, tom. i. p. 355, &C.; to Troitzkaia, 
on the river Oui, and to other places which I might mention. I have entered 
into this long detail cencerning the mode in which the productions in India and 
China are circulated through Russia., as it affords the most striking instance, I 
know, of the great extent to which valuable cammodities may be convcyed by 
land carriage. 

NOTE 1551. SECT. IV. p. 63. 

THE only voyage of discovery in the Atlantic Ocean towards the South, by 
any of the ancient comme~cial states in the Mediterranean, is that of Hannc 
undertaken by order of the republic of Carthage. As the situation of that city, 
so much nearer the Straits than Tyre, Alexandria, and the other seats of ancient 
trade which have been mentioned, gave it more immediate access to the occan ; 
that circumstance, together with the various settlements which the Cartha- 
ginians had made in different provinces of Spain, naturally suggested to them 
this enterprise, and afforded them the prospect of considerable advantages from 
its success. The voyage of Nanno, instead of invalidating, seems to confirm 
the justness wf the reasons which have been given why no similar attempt uraa 
made by the other comniercial states in the Mediterranean. 

NOTE [56] .  SECT. IV. p. 64. 

THOUGH the intelligent authors whom I have quoted, considered this voyage 
of the Phmnicians as Fabulous, Herodotus mentions a circumstance concernitng 
it, which seems to prove that it had really been performed. The Phenicians," 
says he, affirmed that, in sailing round Africa, they had the sun on their right 
hand, which. to me appears not to be credible, though it may be deemed so by 
others." Lib. iv. c. 42. This, i t  is certain, must have happened, if they really 
accomplished such a voyage. The science of astronomy, however, was in that 
early period so imperfect, that it was by experience only that the Phmnicians 
could come a t  the knowledge of this fact ; they durst not, without this, have 
ventured to assert what mould have appeared to be an improbable fiction. 
Even after what they related, Herodotus disbelieved it. 

NOTE [57]. SECT. IV. p. 67. 

NOTWI'I'EISTILNDING this increasing demand for the productions of India, it iu 
remarkable that durlng the sixteenth century, some commodities, which are now 
the chief articles of importation from the East, werc either altogether unlmown, 
or of little account. Tea, the ilnportation of which at  present far exceeds that  
of any other production of the East, has not been in general use in any coun- 
try of Europe a full century; and yet, during that short period, from some 
singular caprice of taste, or power of fashion, the infusion of a leaf brought 
from the furthest extremity of the earth, of which it is, perhaps the highest 
praise to say, that i t  is innoxious, has become a!most a necessary of life, in 
several parts of Europe, and the passion for it descends from tlie moat elevated 
to the lowest orders in society. In 1785, it was computed that the whole quan- 
tity of tea imported into Europe from China was about nineteen millions of 
pounds, of which it is conjectured, that twelve millions mere consumed in Grcat 
Britain and the dominions depending upon it. Dodsley's Annual Register for 
1784 and 1785, p. 156. In  1789, twenty-one millions of pounds were imported. 
The porcelain of China, now as common in many parts of Europe as if i t  were 
of domestic manufacture, was not known to the ancients. Marco Polo is the 
first among the moderns who mentions it. The Portuguese began to import i t  
not long after their iirst voyage to China, A. D. 1517 ; but i t  was a considerable 
time before the use of i t  became extensive. 

NOTE [50]. p. 75. 
ACCORDINQ to all the writers of antiquity, the Indians are s a ~ d  to be divide* 

rnto seven tribes or casts. Strabo, lib. xv. p. 1029. C. &c. Diod. Sicul. lib. I 
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p. 153, &c. Arrian. Indic. c. 10. They were led into this error, it is probable, 
by co~lsidering some of the subdivisions of the casts, a s  if they had been a dis- 
tinct independent order. But  that there were no more than four original casts 
we learn from the concurring testimony of the best informed modern travellers. 
A most distinct account of these we have in " L a  Porte Ouvertc, ou L a  vraye 
Representation de la  Vie, des M ~ u r s ,  de la Religion, e t  du Service des Brah 
mines qui dcmeurent sur les Costes de Choromandel," &c, This was compiled 
before the middle of last century, by Abraham Roger, chaplain of the Dutch 
factory at  Pullicate. By gaining the confidence of an intelligent Brahmin, he 
acquired information concerning the manners and rcligion of the Indians, more 
authentic and extensive than was known to Europeans prior to the late transla- 
tions from the Sanskreet language. I mention this book because i t  seems to be 
less known than it deserves to be. There remains now no doubt with respect 
either to the number or the functions of the casts, as both are ascertained from 
the most ancient and sacred boolis of the Hindoos, and confirmed by the 
accounts of their own institutions, given by Brahmins eminent for their learning. 
According to thcm, the difforent casts proceeded from Brahma, the immediate 
.agent of the creation under the Supreme Power, in the following manner, which 
establishes both the rank which they were to hold, and tlle oflice which they 
were required to perform. 

T h e  Brahmin, from the mouth (wisdcm) : T o  pray, to read, to instruct. 
T h e  Chehetree, from the arms (strength): T o  draw the bow, to fight, to 

govern. 
T h e  Dice, from the belly or thighs (nourishment) : T o  provide tlle necessa- 

ries of life by agriculture and traEc. 
Thc  Sooder,fi.om the feet (subjection) : T o  labour, to serve. 
The  prescribed occupations of all these classes are essential in a well regu- 

Bated state. Subordinate to them is a fifth, or adventitious class, denominated 
Bur run  Sunleur, supposed to be the offspring of a n  unlawful union between per- 
sons of direrent casts. These are mostly dealers in petty articles of retail trade. 
PreFdce to the Code of Geutoo laws. p. xlvi. and xcix. This adventitious class 
i s  not mentioned, as far as I know, by any European author. The distinction 
was too nice to be observed by thcm, and they seem to consider the members 
of this cast as belonging to the Sooder. Besides these acknowledged casts, 
there is a race of unhappy men, denominated, on the Coromandel coast, Parinrs, 
and in other parts of India, Chandalas. These are outcasts from their original 
order, who by their misconduct have forfeited all the privileges of it. Their 
condition is, undoubtedly, the lowest degradation of human nature. No person 
of any cast will have the least communication with them. Sonnerat, tom. i. 
p. 55, 56. I f  a Pariar approach a Nayr, i. e. a warrior of high cast, on the 
Malabar coast, he may put  him to death with impunity. Water or lrlillr are 
considered as defiled even by their shadow passing over them, and cannot be 
used until they are purified. Ayeen Alrbery, vol. iii. p. 243. I t  is almost impos- 
sible for words to express the sensation of vileness that the name of Pariar or 
Chandala, conveys to the mind of a Hindoo. Every Hindoo who violates thc 
rules or institut,ions of his cast, sinks into this degraded situation. This i t  is 
which rendors Hindoos so resolute in adhering to the institutions of their tribe, 
because the loss of cast is to them the loss of all human comfort and respecta- 
bility; and is a punishment beyond comparison more severe than excommunica- 
tion in the most triumphal period of papal power. 

The  four original casts are named, and their functions described, in the Maha- 
barat, the most ancient book of the Hindoos, and of higher authority than any 
with which Europeans are hitherto acquainted. Baghvat-Geeta, p. 130. The 
same distinction of casts was known to the author of Heeto-pades, ano thc~  
v o r k  of considerable antiquity, transiated from the Sanskreet, p. 251. 

The mention of one circumstance respwting the distinction of casts has been 
omitted in the text. Though the line of separation be so drawn as to render 
the ascent from an inferior to a higher cast abgolutely impossible, and i t  would 
be regarded as a most enormous impiety, if one i n  a lower order should presume 
to  perform any function belonging to those of a superior cast ; yet in certain 
bases the Pundits declare i t  to be lawful for persons of a high class to exercise 
some of the occupations allotted to a class Sclow their own, willlout losing their 
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c a t  by doing so. Pref of Pundits to the Code of Gentoo Laws, p. 100. 
Accordingly we find Brahmins employed in the service of their Princes, not 
only as  ministcrs of state, Qrme's Fragments, p. 207, but in subordinate stations. 
Most of the officers of high rank in the army of Seveagi, the founder of the 
Mahratta state, were Brahmins, and some of them Pundits or learned Brah- 
mins. Ibid. p 97. Hurry Punt  and Purseram Bhow, who commanded the 
Mahratta forces, which acted in conjunction with the army of Lord Cornrvallis, 
against Tippoo Saib, were Brahmins. Many Seapoys in the service of the 
East  India Company, particularly in the Bengal presidency, are of the Brah- 
min cast. 

Another fact concerning the cast deserves notice. An  immense number of 
pilgrims, amounting in some years to more than 150,000, visit the Pagoda of 
Jaggernaut in Orissa (one of the most ancient and most revered places of Hin- 
doo worship), a t  the time of the annual festival in honour of the deity to wllom 
the temple is consecrated. The  members of all the four casts are allowed pro- 
miscuously to approach the altar of the idol, and seating themselves without 
distinction, eat indiscriminately of the same food. This seems to indicate somc 
remembrance of a state prior to the institutions of casts, when all men were 
considered as equal. I have not such information as  enables me to account for 
a practice so repugnant to the first ideas and principies of the Hindoos, either 
sacred or civil. Bernier, torn. ii. p. 102. Tavernier, book ii. c. 9. Anquetil. 
Disc. Prelim. p. 81. Sketches, p. 96. 

Some of my readers must have observed that I have not mentioned the 
numeroils orders of Indian devotees, to all of whom European writers gave the 
appellation of Faquirs; a name by which the Mahomedans distinguish fanatical 
moults of their own religion. T h e  light in which I have viewed the religious 
institutions of the Hindoos, did not render i t  necessary that I ~ h o u l d  consider 
the Indian Faquirs particularly. Their number, the rigour of their mortifica- 
tions, the excruciating penances which they voluntarily undergo, and the high 
opinion which the people entertain of their sanctity, have struck all travellers 
who had visited India, and their descriptions of them are well known. The  
powerful influence of enthusiasm, the love of distinction, and the desire of 
obtaining some portion of that reverence and those honours which the Brah- 
mins arc born to enjoy, may account for all the extraordinary things which they 
do and suffer. One particular concerning them merits notice. This order of 
devotees appears to  have been very ancient in India. The description of the 
Germani, which Strabo takes from Megasthenes, applies, almost in every cir- 
cumstance, to  the modern Faquirs. Lib. xv. 1040. B 

 NOTE^[^^]. p. 76. 
WHAT I have asserted in the text is in general well founded. It is the  opi- 

nion, however, of gentlemen who have seen much of India, and who observed 
all they saw with s discerning eye, that the conquests both of the Mahomedans 
and of the Europeans have had some effect upon the manners and customs of 
the natives. They imagine that  the dress which the Hindoos now wear, the 
turban, the jummah, and long drawers is an imitation of that worn by their 
Mahomedan conquerors. T h e  ancient dress of the Indians, as described by 
Arrian, Hist. Indic. c. 16. was a muslin cloth thrown loosely about their 
shoulders, a muslin shirt reaching to the middle of the leg, and their beards 
were dyed various colours ; which is not the same with that used at  present. 
T h e  custom of secluding women, and the strictness with which they are con- 
fined, is likewise supposed to have been introduced by the .Mahomedans. Thia 
supposition is in some measure confirmed by the drama of Sacontala, translated 
from the Sanskreet. In  that play several female characters are introduced, who 
mingle in  society, and converse as freely with men as women are accustomed 
to do in Europe. The author, we may presume, describes the manners, and 
adheres to the customs of his own age. But while I nlcntioa this remark, i t  is 
proper likewise to observe, that, from s passage in Strabo, there is reason to 
think, that in the age of Alexander the Great, women in India were guarded 
with the same jealous attention as at  present. When their Princes (says he, 
copying Megasthenes), set out upon a public hunt, they are accompanied by a 
number of their women, but along the road in which they travel, rope* are  
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ctretched on each side, and if any man approach near to them, he is instantly 
put to death." Lib. xv. p. 1037. A. In some parts of India, where the original 
manners of the people may be supposed to subsist in greatest purity, particu- 
Iaiily in the high country towards the sources of the Indus, women of rank 
reside in  private apartments, secluded from society. Forster's Travels, vol. i. 
p. 228. W o n ~ e n  even of the Brahmin cast appear in  the streets without a veil ; 
and i t  is only, as I am informed, in  the houses of persons of high rank or great 
opulence, that a distinct quarter or haram is allotted to the women. The  influ- 
ence of European manners begins to be apparent among the Hindoos who reslde 
in  the town of Calcutta. Some of them drive about in English chariots, sit 
upon chairs, and furnish their llouses \i,ith mirrors. Many circumstances might 
be mentioned, were this the proper place, which, i t  is probable, will contribute 
to the progress of this spirit of imitation. 

NOTE [GO]. p. 76. 

IT is amusing to  observe how exactly the ideas of an intelligent Asiatic corn- 
cide with those of the Europeans on this subject., " In  reflecting," says he, 
bLupon the poverty of Turan [the coantries beyond the Oxus] and Arabia, I 
was a t  first a t  a loss to  assign a reason why these countries have never been 
able to retain wealth, whilst, on the contrary, i t  is daily increasing in Indostan. 
Timour carried into Turan the riches of Turkey, Persia, and Indostan, bat they 
are all dissipated ; and during the reigns of the first four Caliphs, Turliey, 
Persia, part of Arabia, Ethiopia, Egypt, and Spain, were their tributaries ; but 
still they were not rich. I t  is evident, then, that this dissipation of the riches 
of a state must have happened, either from extraordinary drains, or from some 
defect in the government. Indostan has been frequently plundered by foreign 
invaders, and not one of its Kings ever gained for i t  any acquisition of wealth ; 
neither has the country many mines of gold and silver, and yet Indostan abounds 
in money and every other kind of wealth. The  abundance of specie is 
undoubtedly owing to the large importation of gold and silver, in the ships of 
Europe, and other nations, many of whom bring ready money in exchange for 
the manufactures and natural productions of the country. If this is not ths  
cause of the prosperous statc of Indostan, i t  must be owing to the pecul iz~ 
blessing of God." Memoirs of Kojch Abdulkureem, a Cashmeerian of distinc 
tion, p. 42. 

NOTE [61]. p. 78. 

TIIAT the monarchs of I n d ~ a  were the sole proprietors of land, is asserted k. 
most explicit terms by the ancients. The  people (say they) pay a land tax to 
their kings, because the whole kingdom is regal property. Straho, lib. xv. p. 
1030. A. Diod. Sicul. lib. ii. p. 153. This was not peculiar to India. In  all 
the great monarchies of the East, the sole property of land seems to be vested 
in the sovereign as lord paramount. According to Chardin, this is the state of 
property in Persia, and lands were let by the monarch to the farmers who cul- 
tivated them, on conditions nearly resembling those granted to the Indian 
Ryots. Voyages, tom. iii. p. 339, $c. 4to. M. Volney gives a silnilar account 
of the tenure by which lands are held in one of the great provinces of the 
Turkish Empire. Voy. en Syrie, &c. tom. ii. p. 369, &c. The  precise mode, 
howcver, in which the Ryots of Indostan held their possessions, is a circum- 
stance in its ancient and political constitution, with respect to which, gentle- 
men of superior discernment, who have resided long in the country, and filled 
some of the highest stations in government, have formed very different opinions. 
Some have imagined that grants of land were made by the sovereign to villages 
or small communities, the inhabitants of which, under the direction of their 
own chiefs or headsmen, laboured i t  in common, and divided the produce of it 
a m m g  them in certain proportions. Descript. de 17nd. par M. Bernoui!li, tom. 
ii. p. 223, &c. Others maintain that the property of land has been transferred 
from the crown to hereditary officers of great eminence and power, denominated 
Zemindars, who collect the rents from the Ryots, and parcel out the lande 
among them. Others contend that  the office of the Zemindars, is temporary 
and ministerial, that they are merely collectorn of revenue, removeable a t  plea. 
sure. and the tenure by which the Ryots hold their possessions is dorived imma 
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dlately from the sovereign. This last opinion is supported with great ability 
by Mr. Grant, in an Inquiry into the Nature of Zemindary Tenures, in the 
landed Property of Bengal, &c. This question still continues to be agitated in 
Bengal ; and such plausible arguments have been produced in support of the 
different opinions, that although i t  be a point extremely interesting, as the 
future system of British finance in India appears likely to hinge, in an essential 
degree, upon it, 'persons well acquainted with the state of India, have not beon 
able to form a final and satisfactory opinion on this subject. Oaptain Kirlr- 
patrick's Iutrod. to the Institutes of Ghazan Khan, New Asiatic Miscel. No. 11. 
p. 130. Though the sentiments of the Committee of Revenue, composed of 
persons eminent for their abilities, lean to a conclusion against the hereditarv 
right of the Zemindars in the soil, yet the Supreme Council, in the year 1788, 
declined, for good reasons, to give any decisive judgment on a subject of such 
magnitude.-This note was sent to the press before I had it in my power to 
peruse Mr. Rouse's ingenious and instructive Dissertation concerning the 
landed Property of Bengal. In  it he adopts an opinion contrary to that of 
Mr. Grant, and maintains, with that candour and liberality of sentiment, which 
are always conspicuous where there is no other object in view but the discovery 
of truth, that the Zemindars of Bengal possess their landed property by here 
ditary right. Were I possessed of such knowledge, either of the state of India, 
or of the system of administration established there, as would be requisite for 
comparing these different theories, and determining which of them merits the 
preference, the subject of my researches does not render i t  necessary to enter 
into such a disquisition. I imagine, however, that the state of landed property 
in India, might be greatly illustrated by an accurate comparison of it with the 
nature of feudal tenures ; and I apprehend that there might be traced there a 
succession of changes taking place in much the same order as has been observed 
in Europe, from which it might appear, that the possession of land was granted 
a t  first during pleasure, afterwards for life, and a t  length became perpetual and 
hereditary property. But even under this last form, when land is acquired 
either by purchase or inheritance, the manner in which the right of property is 
confirmed and rendered complete, in Europe, by a Charter in India, by a Sun- 
nud from the sovereign, seems to point out what was its original state. Accord- 
ing to each of the theories which I have mentioned, the tenure and condition of 
the Ryots nearly resembled the description which I have given of them. Their 
state, we learn from the accounts of intelligent observers, is as happy and inde- 
pendent as falls to the lot of any race of men employed in the cultivation of the 
earth. The ancient Greek and Roman writers, whose acquaintance with the 
interior parts of India was very imperfect, represent the fourth part of the 
annual produce of land as the general average of rent paid to the sovereign. 
Upon the authority of a popular author, who flourished in India prior to the 
Christian era, we may conclude that the sixth part of the people's income was 
in his time the usual portion of the sovereign. Sacontala, Act V. p. 53. I t  is 
now known that what the sovereign receives from land varies greatly in dif- 
ferent parts of the country, and is regulated by the fertility or barrenness of the 
soil, the nature of the climate, the abundance or scarcity of water, and many 
other obvious circumstances. By the account given of it, I should imagine 
that, in some districts, it  has been raised beyond its due proportion. One cir- 
cumstance with respect to the administration of revenue in Bengal merits notice, 
as  i t  redounds to the honour of the Emperor Akber, the wisdom of whose 
government I have often had occasion to celebrate. A general and regular 
assessment of revenue in Bengal was formed in his reign. All the lands were 
then valued, and the rent of each inhabitant and of each village ascertained. 
A regular gradation of accounts was established. The rents of the different 
inhabitants who lived in one neighbourhood being collected together, formed 
the account of a village ; the rents of several villages being next collected into 
one view, formed the accounts of a larger portion of land. The aggregate of 
these accounts exhibited the rent of a district, and the sum total of the rents of 
all the districts in Bengal, fhrmed the account of the :%venue of the whole pro- 
vince. From the reign of Akber to the government of Jaffeer Ali Cawn, A.D. 
1757, the annual amount of revenue, and the modes of levying it, continued 
whh little variation. But in order to raise the sum which he had stipulated to 
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pay the English on his elevation, he departed from the wise arrangements of 
Akber ; many new modes of assessment were introduced, and exactions mul- 
tiplied. 

NOTE [62] .  p. 79. 
I SHALL mention only one instance of their attention to this useful regulation 

of police. Lahore, in the Panjab, is distant from Agra, the ancient capital of 
Indostan, five hundred miles. Along each side of the road, between these two 
great cities, there is planted a continued row of shady trees, forming an avenue 
to which (whether we consider its extent, its beauty, or ut~li ty in a hot climate) 
there is nothing similar in any country. Rennell's Memoir, p. 69. 

NOTE [63]. p. 80. 

WE cannot place the equitable and mild government of Akber in a point of 
view more advantageous than by contrasting iL with the conduct of other 
Mahomedan princes. In no country did this contrast ever appear more striking 
than in India. In the thousandth year of the Christian era, Mahmud of Ghazna, 
to whose dominion were subjected the same countries which formed the ancient 
kingdom of Bactria, invaded Indostan. Every step of his progress in it was 
marked with blood and desolation. The most celebrated Pagodas, the ancient 
monuments of Hindoo devotion and magnificence, were destroyed, the ministers 
of religion were massac;ed, and with undistinguishing ferocity the country was 
laid waste, and the cities were plundered and burnt. About four hundred years 
after Mahmud, Timur or Tamerlane, a conqueror of high fame, turned his irre- 
sistible arms againt Indostan; and though born in an age more improved, he 
not only equalled, but often so far surpassed the cruel deeds of Mahmud, as to 
be justly branded with the odious name of the Destroying Prince," which 
was given to him by the Hindoos, the undeserving victims of his rage. A rapid 
but striking description of their devastations may be found in Mr. Orme's Dis- 
sertation on the Establishments made by the Mahomedan conquerors in Indo- 
stan. A more full account of them is given by Mr. Gibbon, vol. v. p. 646 ; 
vol. vi. p. 339, &c. The arrogant contempt with which bigoted Mahomedans 
view all the nations who ha-ie not embraced the religion of the Prophet, will 
account for the unrelenting rigour of Mahmud and Timur towards the Hindoos, 
and greatly enhances thc merit of the tolerant spirit and moderation with which 
Akber governed his subjects. What impression the mild administration of 
Akber made upon the Hindoos, we learn from a beautiful letter of Jesswant 
Sing, Rajah of Joudpore, to Aurengzebe, his fanatical and persecuting suc- 
cessor. Your royal ancestor, Akber, whose throne is now in heaven, con- 
ducted the affairs of this empire in equity and firm security for the space of 
fifty-two years, preserving every tribe of men in ease and happiness ; whether 
they were followers of Jesus or of Moses, of David or of Mahomed ; were they 
Brahmins, were they of the sect of Dharins, which denies the eternity of matter, 
or of that which ascribes the existence of the world to chance, they all equally 
enjoyed his countenance and favour ; insomuch that his people, in gratitude for 
the $discriminate protection which he afforded them, distinguished him by the 
appellation of Juggot Grow, Guardian of Mankind.--If your majesty places 
any faithin those books, by distinction called divine, you will there be instructed 
that God is the God of all mankind, not the God of Mahomedans alone. The 
Pagan and the Mussulman are equally in his presence. Distinctions of colours 
are of his ordination. I t  is he who gives existence. In your temples, to his 
Name, the voice is raised in prayer ; in a house of images, where the bell is 
shaken, still He is the object of adoration. T o  vilify the rcligion and ~ u s t o ~ r s  
of other men, is to set at  nought the pleasure of the Almighty. When we deface 
a picture, we naturally incur the resentment of the painter ; and justly has the 
poet said, Presume not to arraign or to scrutinize the various works of Power 
Divine."' For this valuable comn~unication we are indebted to Mr. Orme. 
Fragments, notes, p. xcvii. I have been assured by a gentleman, who has read 
this letter in the original, that the translation is not only faithful but elegant. 

NOTE [64]. p. 83. 

I HAVE not attempted a description of any subterraneous excavations but 
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Lhose of ,Elephants, because none of them have been so often visited, or so care- 
fully inspected. I n  several parts of India, there are, however, stupendous 
works of a similar nature. The extent and magnificence of the excavations in  
the island of Xalsetta are such, that the artists employed by Governor Boon to 
make drawings of them, asserted that i t  would require the labour of forty thou- 
sand men for forty years to finish them. Archaologia, vol. vii. p. 336. Loose 
as  this mode of estimation may be, i t  conveys an idea of the impression which 
the view of them made upon h.& mind. The  Pagodas of Ellore, eighteen miles 
from Aurungabad, are likewise hewn out of the solid roclr ; and if they do not 
equal those of Elephanta and Salsetta in magnitude, they surpass them far in 
their extent and number. M. Thevenot, who first gave any description of these 
singular mansions, asserts, that  for above two leagues all round the mountain, 
nothing is to be seen but Pagodas. Voy, part lii. chap. 44. They were 
examined a t  a greater leisure and with more attention by M. Anquetil du 
Perron ; but as his long description of them is not accompanied with any plan 
or drawing, I cannot convey a distinct idea of the whole. I t  is evident, how- 
ever, that they are the works of a powerful people, and among the innumerable 
figures in sculpture, with which the walls are covered, all the present objects of 
Hindoo worship, may be distinguished. Zend-avesta, Disc. Prelim. p. 233. 
There are remarkable excavations in a mountain a t  Mavalipuram, near Madras. 
This  mountain is well known on the Coromandel coast by the name of the 
Seuen Pagodas. A good description of the works there, whlch are magnificent 
and of high antiqu~ty, is given in Asiat. Researches, vol. i. p. 145, &c. Many 
other instances of similar works might be produced, i f i t  were necessary. What  
I have asserted, p. 207, concerning the elegance of some of the ornaments in  
Indian buildings, is confirmed by Colonel Call, chief engineer a t  Madras, who 
urges this as a proof of the early and high civilization of the Indians. I t  may 
safely be pronounced, says he, that no part of the world has more marks of anti- 
quity for arts, sciences, and civilization, than the peninsula of India, from the 
Ganges to Cape Cornorin. I think the carvings on some of the Pagodas and 
Choultries, as well as the grandeur of the work, exceed any thing executed 
nowadays, not only for the delicacy of the chisel, but the expense or construc- 
tion, considering, in many instances, to what distances the component parts 
were carried, and to what heights raised. Philosophical Transactions, vol. lxii. 
p. 354. I am happy to find my idea, that the first temples erected by the Hin- 
doos, were formed upon the model of those caverns in which the rights of reli- 
gion were originally celebrated, confirmed and more fully unfolded by Mr. 
Hodges. In  a short dissertation on the primitive standard or prototype of the 
different styles of architecture, viz. the Egyptian, Hindoo, Moorish, Gothic, 
and Chinese, he has examined and illustrated that curious subject with great 
ingenuity. Travels in India, p. 63-77. 

NOTE [65] .  p. 84. 

IXDIA, says Strabo, produces a variety of substances, which aye the most 
admirable colours. That  the Indicum, which produced the beautiful blue colour, 
is the same with the Indigo of the moderns, we may conclude not only from the 
resemblance of  the name, and the similarity of the effects, but from the descrip- 
tion given by Pliny, in the passage which I have quoted in the text. H e  knew 
that i t  was a preparation of a vegetable substance, though he was ill informed 
both concerning the plant itself, and the process by which i t  was fitted for use ; 
which will not appear surprising, when we recollect the account formerly given 
of the strange ignorance of the ancients with respect to the origin and prepara- 
tion of silk. From the colour of Indigo, in the form in which i t  was imported, 
i t  is denominated by some authors, Atramentum Indicum, and Indieum figrum, 
Salmas. Exercit. p. 180, and is mentioned under the last of these names, among 
the articles of importation from India. Peripl. Mar. Erythr. p. 22. The  colour 
of the modern Indigo, when undiluted, resembles that of the ancient Indicum, 
being so intensely coloured as to appear black. Delaval's Experim. Inquiry 
into the Cause of the Changes of Colours, Pref. p. xxiii. Indigo is the prin- 
cipal dye-stuff used by the natives of Sumatra, and is much cultivated in that 
island ; but the mode of preparing i t  differs from that which is common among 
the people of Xndostan. Marsden. Hist of Sumatra, p. 77. There has been 
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lately found in the Circar of Rajamundry, a new species of Indigo, denominated 
the Tree Indigo, which, as i t  grows wild and in great abundance, promises to be 
a discovery of considerable use. Oriental Repertory, No. 1. p. 39, &c. T h e  
Gum Lacetl, used in dyeing a red colour, was likewise known to the ancients, 
and by the same name which i t  now bears. Salmas. Exercit. p. 810. This 
valuable substance, of such extensive utility in  painting, dyeing, japanning, 
varnibhing, and in the manufacture of sealing wax, is the production of a very 
minute insect. These insects fix themselves upon the succulent extremities of 
the branches of certain trees, and are soon glued to the place on which they 
settle, by a thick pellucid liquid which exudes from their bodies, the gradual 
accumulation of which forms a complete cell for each insect, which is the tomb 
of the parent, and the birthplace of its offspring. This glutinous substance, 
with which the branches of trees are entirely covered, is the Gum-Lacca. An 
account of its formation, nature, and use, is gwen in the Philos. Trans. vol. Ixxi. 
part ii. p. 374, in a concise, accurate, and satisfactory manner. Some curious 
observations upon this insect are published by Mr. Itoxburgh, who cultivates the 
study of Natural History in India, wilh great assiduity and success. Asiatic 
Researches, vol. iii. p. 361. I t  is remarkeble that  Ctesias seems to have 
received an account tolerably distinct of the insect by which the Gum Lacca is 
produced, and celebrates the beauty of the colour which i t  dies. Excerpta ex  
Indic. ad. calc. Ilerodot. cdit. Wesseling, p. 830. Ind%an Dyers was the 
ancient name of those who dyed either the fine blue or the fine red, which points 
out the country whence the materials they used were brought. Salmas. ib. p. 
810. From their dyeing cotton stuffs witli different colours, it is evident that 
the ancient Indians must have made some considerable proficiency in chemical 
knowledge. Pliny, lib. xxxv. c. ii. 1 42, gives an account of this art as far as i t  
was known anciently. I t  is precisely the same with that now practised in calico 
printing. 

NOTE [66]. p. 88. 

A s  Sanskreet literature 1s altogether a new acquisit~on to Europe, Baghvat 
Geeta, the first translation from that language, having been published so late 
as A. D. 1785, i t  is intimately connected with the subject of my inquiries, and 
may afford entertainment to some of my readers, after having reviewed in the 
text, witli a greater degree of critical attention, the two Sanslcreet works most 
worthy of notice, to give here a succinct account of other compositions in  
that tongue, with which we have been made acquainted. The extensive use of 
the Sanskreet language, is a circumstance which merits particular attention. 

The  grand source of Indian literature" (says Mr. Halhed, the first Englishman 
who acquired the knowledge of Sanskreet), the parent of almost every dia- 
lect from the Persian Gulf to the China seas, is the Sanslcreet, a language of 
the most venerable and unfathomable antiquity; which, although a t  present shut 
up in the libraries of Brahmins, and appropriated solely to the records of their 
religion, appears to have been current over most of the Oriental world ; and 
traces of its original extent may still be discovered in almost every district of 
Asia. I have been often astonished to find the similitude of Sanslrreet words 
with those of Persian and Arabic, and even of Latin and Greek ; and those not 
in technical and metaphorical terms, which the mutuation of refined arts and 
improved manners might have occasionally introduced, but in the groundwork 
of language, in monosyllables, in the names of numbers, and the appellations 
of such things as would be first discriminated on the immediate dawn of civili- 
zation. The resemblance which may be observed in the characters on the 
medals and signets of various districts of Asia, the light which they reciprocally 
reflect upon each other, and the general analogy which they all bear to  the 
bame grand prototype, afford another ample field for curiosity. The  coins of 
Assum, Napaul, Cashmeere, and many other kingdoms, are all stamped with 
Sanskreet characters, and mostly contain allusions to the old Sanskreet 
mythology. The  same conformity I have observed on the impressions of seals 
from Bootan and Thibet. A collateral inference may likewise be deduced frcm 
the peculiar arrangement of the Sanskreet alphabet, so very different from that  
of any other quarter of the world. This extraordinary mode of combination 
still exists in the greatest part of the East, from the Indus to Pegu, in dialects 
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now apparently unconnected, and in characters completely dissimilar ; and it is 
a forcible argument that they are all derived from the same source. Another 
channel of speculation presents itself in the names of persons and places, of 
titles and dignities, which are open to general notice, and in which, to the 
furthest limits of Asia, may be found manifest traces of thc Sanslrrect." Pre- 
face to the Grammar of the Bengal Language, p. 3. After this curious account 
of the Sanskreet tongue, I proceed to enumerate the works which have been 
translated from it, besides the two mentioned in the text-I. T o  Mr. Wilkins 
we are indebted for Heetoo-pades or Amicable Instruction, in a series of con- 
nected fables, interspersed with moral, prudential, and political maxims. This 
work is in  such high esteem throughout the East, that i t  has been translated into 
every language spoken there. I t  did not escape the notice of the Emperor 
Altber, attentive to every thing that could contribute to  promote useful lmow- 
ledge. He directed his Vizier, Abul Fazel, to' put i t  into a style suited to all 
capacities, and to illustrate the obscure passages in i t ;  which he accordingly 
did, and gave i t  the title of T h e  Criterion of Wisdom. At length, these Fables 
made their way into Europe, and have been circulated there with additions and 
alterations, under the names of Pilpay and Esop. Many of the Sansltreet apo- 
logues are ingenious and beautiful, and have been copied or imitated by the 
filbulisls of other nations. But in  some of them the characters of the animals 
introduced are very ill sustained ; to describe a tiger as extremely devout, and 
practising charity and other religious duties, p. 16, or an old mouse well read 
in the Neetee Sastras, i.e. Systems of Morality and Policy, p: 24 ; a cat readins 
religious books, p. 35, kc .  discovers a want of taste, and mattention to pro- 
priety. Many of the moral sayings, if considered as detached maxims, are 
founded upon a thorough knowledge of life and manners, and convey instruc- 
tion with elegant simplicity. But the attempt of the author to form his worlr 
into a connectcd series of fables, and his mode of interweaving with them such 
a number of moral reflections in prose and in verse, renders the structure of tlie 
whole so artificial, that the perusal of i t  becomes often unpleasant. Akber was 
so sensible of this, that, among other instructions, lle advises his Vizier to abridge 
the long digressions in that u7orli. By these strictures i t  is far from my inten- 
tion to detract in the smallest degree from the merit of Mr. Willsins. His 
country is much indebted to  him for having opened a new source of science 
and taste. The  celebrity of the Heetoo-pades, as well as its intrinsic merit, 
notwithstanding the defects which I have mentioned, justify his choice of it, as 
a worlr worthy of being made known to Europe in its original form. From 
reading this and his other translations, no man will refuse him the praise, to  
which he modestly confine$ his pretensions, of having drawn a picture, which 
we suppose to be a true likeness, although we are unacquainted with the 
original." Pref. p. xiv.--2. In the first number of thc New Asiatic Miscellany, 
we have a translation of a celebrated composition in the East, ltnown by the 
title of the Fiwe Gems. I t  consists of stanzas by five poets, who attended the 
court of Abissura, King of Bengal. Some of these stanzas are simple and ele- 
gant.-3. An ode translated from Wulli ; in which that extravagance of fancy, 
and those far fetched and unnatural conceils, which so often disgust Europei~ns 
with the poetical compositions of the East, abound too much. T h e  editor has 
not informed us to whose knowledge of the Sanskreet we are indebted for these 
two translations.-4. Some original grants of land, of very ancient dates, trans- 
lated by Mr. Wilkins. I t  may seem odd, that a charter or legal conveyance of 
property should be ranked among the literary compositions of any people. 
But so widely do the manners of the Hindoos differ from those of Europe, that 
a s  our lawyers multiply words and clauses, in order to render a grant complete, 
and to guard against every thing that may invalidate it, the Pundi t s  seem to 
despatch the legal part of the deed with brevity, but in a long preantble and 
conclusion, make an extraordinary display of their own learning, eloquence, and 
powers of composition, both in prose and verse. The  preamble to one of these 
deeds is an encomium of the monarch who grants the land, in  a bold strain of 
Eastern exaggeration: "When his innumerable army marched, the heavens 
were so filled with the dust of their fest, that the birds of the air could rest 
upon it."-L'EIis elephants moved lilse walking mounthins, and the earth 
oppressed by their weight mouldered into dust." It concludes with denouncing 
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vengeance against those who should venture to infringe this grant: 'LRiches 
and the life of man are as transient as drops of water upon the leaf of the lotus. 
Learning this truth, 0 man! do not attempt to deprive another of his pro- 
perty." Asiatic Researches, vol. i. p. 123, &c. T h e  other grant, wllicll appears 
to be still more ancient, is not less remarkable. Both were found engraved on 
plates of copper. Ib. p. 357, &C.-5. The  translation of part of the Shaster, 
published by Colonel Dow, in the year 1768, ought perhaps to have been first 
mentioned. But as this translation was not made by him from the Sanskreet, 
but taken from the mouth of a Brahmin, who explained the Shaster in Persian, 
or  in  the vulgar language of Bengal, i t  will fall more properly under notice 
when we come to inquire into the state of science among the Ilindoos, than in 
this place, where we are endeavouring to give some idea of their taste and com- 
position. 

NOTE [67.] p. 91. 

As many of my readers may be unacquainted with the extravagant length of 
the four eras or periods of Indian chronology, i t  may be proper to give an 
account of them from Mr.Halhed's Preface to the Code of Gentoo Laws, 
p. xxxvi. 

1. The Suttee Jogue (or age of purity) is said to have lasted three million 
two hundred thousand years ; and they hold that the life of man was extended 
in that age to one hundred thousand years; and that  his stature was twenty 
one cubits. 

2. The  Tirtah Jogue (in which one third of mankind was corrupted) they 
suppose to have consisted of two million four handred thousand years, and that 
men lived to the age of ten thousand years. 
3. The Dwapaar Jogue (in which half of the human race became depraved) 

endored one million six hundred thousand years ; and the life of man was then 
reduced to a thousand vears. 

4. The Collee Jogue (in which all mankind are corrupted, or rather lessened, 
for that is the truc meaning of Collee) is the present era, which they suppose 
ordained to  subsist four hundred thousand years, of which near five thousand 
are already past ; and the life of man in that period, is limited to one hundred 
years. 

If we suppose the computation of time in the Indian chronology to be made 
by solar or even bylunar ~ears ,nothing can be more extravagant in itself,or more 
repugnant to our mode of calculating the duration of the world, founded on 
sacred and infallible authority. Some attempts have been made by learned 
men,,particularly by M. Bailly, in a very ingenious dissertation on that subject, 
to  b r ~ n g  the chronology of the Hindoos to accord somewhat better with that 
of the Old Testament ; but as I could not explain the principles upon which 
he founds his conclusions, without entering into long and intricate discussions, 
foreign from the subject of this Dissertation, and as I cannot assent to some of 
his opinions, I shall rest satisfied with referring to his Astron. lndienne, Disc. 
Prelim. p. Ixxvii. and leave my readers to judge for themselves. I am happy to 
observe that a memoir on the Chronology of the Hindoos will be published in 
the Socend Volume of the Transactions of the Society of Bengal, and I hope 
that some learned member of that body will be able, from his acquaintance with 
the languages and history of the country, to throw light upon a subject, which 
its connexion with religion and science renders extremely interesting. From 
one circumstrtnce, however, which merits attention, we may conclude, that the 
information which we have hitherto received, concerning the chronology of the 
Hindoos, is very incorrkct. We have, as far as I know, only five original 
accounts of the different Jogucs or eras of the Hindoos. The first is given by 
M. Roger,who received i t  from the Brahmins on the Coromandel coast. Accord- 
Ing to it, the Suttee Jogue is a period of one million seven hundred and twenty- 
eight thousand years ; the Tirtah Jogue is one million two hundred and ninety- 
six thousand years ; thc Dwapaar Joguc is eight hundred and sixty-four thou- 
sand years. The duration of the Collee Jogue, he does not specify. Porte 
Ouverte, p. 179 The  next is that of M. Uernier, who received it from the 
Brahmins of Benares. According to him, the duration of the Suttee Jogue 
was two million five hundred thousand vears; that of Tirta Jogue one mil- 
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l ~ o n  two hundred thousand years ; that of the Dwapaar Jogue is eight hundred 
and sixty-four thousand years. Concerning the period of the Collee Jogue, he 
likewise is silent. Voyages, torn. ii. p. 160. Thc  third is that of Colonel Dow, 
according to which, the Suttee Jogue is a period of fourtecn million of years ; 
the Tirtah Jogue one milliori eighty thousand ; the Dwapaar Jogue seventy-two 
thousand; and the Collee Jogue thirty-six thousand years. Hist. of EIindost. 
vol. i. p. 2. The  fourth account is that of M, le Ge~itil ,  who received i t  from 
the Brahmins of the Coromandel coast ; and as his information was acquircd 
in the same part of India, and derived from the same source \vitli that of M. 
Roger, i t  agrees with his in  every particular. MBin. de I'AcadBn~. des Sciences 
pour 1772, tom. ii. part i. p. 176. The fifth is the account of Mr. Halhed, which 
I have already given. From this discrepancy, not only of the total numbers, 
but of many of the articles in the different accou~~ls ,  it is manifest that  our 
~nformaiion concerning Indian Chronology is hitherto as uncertain as  the 
whole system of i t  is wild and fabulous. T o  me it appears highly probable, 
T h a t  when we understand more thoroughly the principles upon whicl~ the fac- 
titious eras or Jogues of the Hindoos have been formed, we may be morc able 
to  reconcile their chro~ology to the true mode of computing time, foul~dcd on 
the authority of the Old Testament ; and may lilrewisc find reason to conclude, 
that  the account given by their astronomers of the situation of the heavenly 
bodies a t  the beginning of the Colloe Jogue, is not established by actual obser- 
vation, but the result of a retrospective calculation. Whoever undertalies to 
investigate further the chronology of the Hindoos, will derive great assistance 
from a memoir of Mr. Marsden on that subject, in  which he has explained the 
nature of their year aild the several eras in use among them, with much inge- 
nuity and precision. Philos. Transact. vol. Ixsx. part ii. p. 560. 

NOTE 1681. p. 93. 

11 the public buildings of India, WC find proofs and monunlents of the profi- 
ciency of the Brahmins in science, particularly of their attention to astronomical 
observation. Their religion enjoins, that the four sides of a Pagoda should face 
the four Cardinal points. In  order to execute this with accuracy, they talic a 
method described by M. le Gentil, which discovers a considerable degrec of 
science. I-Ze carefully exanlined the position of one of their Pagodas, and found 
i t  to be perfectly exact. Voy. tom. i. p. 133. As sorne of their Pagodas are 
very ancient, they must have early attained such a portion of linowledge as 
was reqnisite for placing them properly. On thc ceilings of Choultries, and 
other ancient edifices, the twelve signs of the zodiac are often delineated ; and 
from their resetublance to those which are now universally used, it is highly 
orobable that the lxno~vledge of these arbitrary symbols was derived from thc 
h o t .  Co!onel Call has published a drawing of the signs of the zodiac, which 
he found on the ceiling of a Choultry at  Vcrdapcttah, in the Madura country. 
Phil. Transact. vo!. Ixii, p. 353. I have a drawing of them in my possession, 
differing from his in some of thc figures, but I csnnot say in what particular 
place i t  was found. Sir Robert Barlicr describes an observatory at  Benares, 
which he visited A. D. 1772. In i t  he foulrd instruments for astronon~ical 
observation, of very large dihensions, and constructed mit!l great slrill and 
ingenuity. Of all these he has published drawings. Phil. Transact. vol. lxvii. 
p. 598. According to traditionary account, this observatory was built by the 
emperor Aliber. Ths view which Sir Robert tooli of it was a hasty one. It 
merits a more attentive inspection, in order to determine whether i t  was con- 
structed by Akber, or erected in sorne more early period. Sir Robert intimatus 
that none but Brahmins who understood the Sanslireet, and could consult the 
astronomical tables writtsn in that language, were capable of calculating 
eclipses. P. Tissenthaler describes, in a very cursory manner, two observatories, 
ffirnished with instrnments of extraordinary magnitude, a t  Jepour and Ougein, 
in the country of Malwa. Bernouilli, torn. i. p. 316.347. But these are modern 
etructurss. 
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SINCE the first edition of the Historical Disquisition was ~ublished, the SOU- 

riak Seddentam, or, according to a more correct orthography, the Sfirya Sid- 
dhjnta, on the principles of which 1 have observed that all the Indian astronomy 
is founded, has bcen discovered at  Benares, by Sir Robert Chambers. HO 
immediately communicated this valuable worlc to Samuel Davis, Esq., who has 
favoured the world with a translation of several considerable extracts from it. 

The SGrya Siddhanta is composed in the Sanskreet language, and professes 
to be a divlne revelation (as Abul Faze1 had related, Ayeen Alrbery, 111. p. 8), 
co:nmunicated to mankind more than two millions of years ago, towards the 
close of the Sutty or Satya Jogue, the first of the four fabulous ages into which 
the Hindoo Mythologists divide the period during which they suppose the world 
to have existed. Rut when this accompaniment of fiction and extravagance is 
removed, there is left behind a very rational and elaborate system of astronomi- 
cal calculation. From this Mr. Davis has selected what relates to the calcula- 
tion of Eclipses, and has illustrated it with great ingenuity. The manner in 
which that subject is treated, has so close an affinity to the methods formerly 
brought from India, and of which 1 have given some account, as to confirm 
strongly the opinion that the Siurya Siddhbnta is the source from which all the 
others are derived. How far the real date of this work may be ascertained from 
the rnles and tables which it contains, will be more clearly established when a 
translation of the whole is published. In the mean time i t  is evident, that what 
is already known with respect to these rules and tables, is extremely favourable 
to the hypothesis which ascribes a very high antiquity to the Astronomy of the 
Brahmins. 

The circumstance, perhaps, most worthy of attention, in the Extracts now 
referred to, is the system of Trigonometry, included in the Astronomical rules 
of the SGrya SiddhBnta. Asiat. Research. ii. p. 245. 249. I t  may be shown 
that this system is founded on certain Geometrical Theorems, which, though 
modern Mathematicians be well acquainted with, were certainly unknown to 
Ptolemy and the Greek Geometricians. 

I t  is with pleasure, too, we observe, that Mr. Davis has in his possession 
several other ancient books of Hindoo astronomy, and that there is reason to 
expect from hirn a translation of the whole Sfirya Siddhlnta. 

I t  must be added, tha't we also learn from the second volurne of the Asiatic 
Researches, that some vestiges of Algebraical calculation have been discovered 
among the Brahmins ; .particularly Rules for the solution of certain Arithmeti- 
cal questions, with which i t  would seem that nothing but Algebra could have 
furnished them. Asiat. Research. ii. p. 468, note, 487. 495. 

My friend, Mr. Professor Playfair, has examined that Extract from the Shrya 
Siddhanta, which gives an account of the ancient Hindoo System of Trigo- 
nometry, and has discovered the principles on which it is founded. I t  is with 
pleasure I announce, that the result of this examination will be communicated 
soon to the Public, and will afford an additional proof of the extraordinary 
progress which the natives of India had early made in tho most abstruse 
sciences. 
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qxdels 46 S ~ ~ b v e ~ s l o n  of the Latln elnplre 
thcn. 49 Is c o n n ~ ~ e ~ r d  bv the Tullrs and 

~ ~ e p 6 ; L ? ~ t a  island,arconnt of the anr~entpagoda 
the~e,  8d 

Ellore, genera: account of the pqodas there, 135 
Fsop s Fables the ongxn of, trsced, l37 
Ethzcs state of India 89 
Ewope levlew of th; state of at the tlme of the 

=ubve~s~on of the Greek empire, 52 Extenswe 
opetat on of t l i ~  commerc~al genlllsof, 69 The 
Eulo~eans  recelve the Droducts of America. 



y e a t o n  of sllver to Jndla how beneficial to 
urope, 71 Importance oP the dlscovely of 

the passage to Xndla round the Cape of Good 
Hope, 12 

Fapuzrs, of Indla, unlte trade w ~ t h  devotion rn 
theirpilgrtmages 45 122 Brief accountof 131 

figures, arlthrnetida~, origrndlly der~ved frok In 
dla, 90 

Fzue Gems, an ancient Sanskreet poem, account 
of, 137 

Florewe, rlse of the state of by rna~ufactures 
and the banking busmess, 29 A commelclal 
L~eatyconcludedwlth Egypt, 50 Summary of 
the instluctions to thelr arnba~~adors to the 
Soldan, 123 

Gama, Vasco de, hs voyage from Llsbon to In 
dla 56 

Genies, account of that rlver by Major Ren 
nell, 110 

Genoa, motkves that stimulated the Genoese to 
asslst In subverting the Latin Empire at Con 
stantluople,48 Thegieat advantages they de 
nved from tills measure, ~b Character of the 
Genoese government, ~b The Genoese ex 
pelled from all thelr Greclan settlements by the 
rurks, 52 Cbaiacter of, by Nlccpholus Gle- 
goras, 123 

Gentzl, M le, 1x1s account of the Indlan chro 
nology, l39 

Lientooa, see Brahmzns and Hzrdoos 
Cz66on, Mr , the Rorltan hlstonan, 111s accura 

cy, 119 
Gosselzn, &I, character of his geography of the 

Greeks 117 
Grecks, ilelr nation71 pride a t  the tlme of Alex 

ander the Great 13 14 How they attained 
the breeding of s;lk&orms under the Empe~or 
Justlnlan 39 Are shut out fiom the polt of 
~lexandi;3,40 The Greek Ernpire conquered 
by Mahomct I1 52 How they were deprived 
of Bactrla, 111 ' Origin of the anclent lnytho 
logy of, 96 

Grm I,acca, natu~alhlstory of, and uses mmanu 
factnre, 1.36 

HaUed, M1 , hls account of the Sanakreet litera 
tnre 136 

~ a n n i ,  colnnianded the only voyage for d l~co  
very undertaken by any of the anclent states In 
tlie Mediteiianew 129 

Hanseatzc league formed, the staple fired at Brn 
@S, 51 

Hastz?zgs, Mr Goveinor General of Bengal Ins 
attentloll to lornnog a code of Hlndoo law; 80 

Heelu padcs, 01 ainicable instruction an anclent 
Sanskieet composltlon, account aLd character 
~ f ,  1 37 

HP? odutus affirms the Cape of Good FIope to 
have been passed by some Phoenlclan vessels 
G3 HIS hlstoly of Sesoatiis examlned 10.3 
HIS unsatisfactory account of the t~dea in the 
Red Sea, 107 His descr~ptlon of the Casplan 
Sea, l l J  

Hznaoos, that people exactly desciibed In the or 
count of the Ikldlanexpedltlon of Alexander the 
Gleat 12 13 Then four orders or castes de 
scrlbed 7~ Remarks on the pollcy and ten 
dency of thls popular airangernent, lb Thelr 
hlgh antlqnlty, and natille oftheir institutions 
80 Character of thelr~ud~cial code ~b slat; 
of sclcnces among them 88 T ~ L ;  relrglous 
tenets and plactrces 93 Their lnflex~ble ad 
heience to their rellplon and castes 121 The 
names, ranks and offices of their s&elalcastes 
described 130 Thelr temples l35 

Hzram, lilng of Tyre, asslsts I<mg Solomon In 
hls naval undertakrziws 8 

Hzppalus captain of a% Egyptlan vessel a\ alls 
himself of the monsoons m salllng from the 
Arabian Gulf to the Malabar coast, 23 

I N D E X ,  143 
Hzzppar&hus, the first who attempted to make a 

c~talogue of the sta1s,29 
Hzstory authentic, the perlod of extlemely 11 

nnted' 5 Is  minute m records)of blood, sllent 
as to Aseful aits, 23 

Hydaspes, rlver, a numeious fleet hsembled 
Uieie by Alexander the Gleat, 11 

Hypkaszs, Ilver, llmlt of Alexandel's progress III 
Iudla, l1 

Ind~a the first naval conimuni~atlon wlth fiom 
the' West 7 The trade of the ~hedlc rans  
wlth, h o d  conducted, ib Naval expedition of 
the Perslans to, 8,9 Conquests of Daklus Hys 
taspes m, 9 Alexandria for many centuiles 
the chref seat of tiade wlth, ~b Lxpedltlorl of 
Alexander the Gieat to 10 Floullslllllg state 
of the country at that'tlme, rb Alexandel a 
voyage down the Indus, 11 Polltlcal slate of 
thecountry attliattime,l2 Alexandei svlews 
m tha  expedttlon 13 Cxpeditlori of Seleucus, 
one of the su'ceisois of Alexander, 16 Enl 
bassy of illegasthenes to ib Conquests of the 
Bact~lan Prlncea In 18' Reina~ns aftciwaid 
undisturbed by EurApeaos, until the Cape of 
Goud Hope was doubled by the Poltuguese ib 
A corninerclal lrlteicouise estabhshed &th 
Egypt, lb How Roine was supplied wlth 
easteln cominod~ties, 21 Advantage taken 
of the monsoons in saillng fiom the Gulf of 
Arabla to the Mllabai coast, 23 Its colnulo 
dit~es, artlcles of luxury, 24 Splces and aro 
matics, ~b Pleclous stones, 25 Silk, ~b 
Genelal view of 11s exports and lmpotts 26 
Coirlpailson between the ancient and modern 
tiade wltir Ilrdla '27 D Anvllle s collections 
of Ptolemy s gedglaphy of, 30 The tkade by 
caiavans protected and encouraged by the Ro 
mans 32 The lnhnbrtants of tlie Coroli~andel 
coast'always great trade18 37 Tlle account 
glven of Indra hy Cosmas Ind~copleusles 38 
The Romans rlvalled in the Indian tlarte by 
the Perslans lb Tlle Italian States enga,ed 
~n theIndlan trade 43 Account of t h ~  lnd~an  
tiade by Mailna hanudo 50 Cornpalalive 
vlew of the Indlan tlade, as carr~cd on by dlf 
fereilt natlons at different tlmes, 52 53 A di 
rect voj age to Indla eff~cted by the Poituguese, 
56 I'he staple of the Portuguese trade estab 
hshed at the ~ i t y  of Malacca, 58 A colnmer 
cial eknplre established In tile East by the Por 
tuguese G0 Dnect navigvlon to Indla reserv 
ed for dodeln tlmes, G2 The conduct of an 
cient and mod~rn  nav~matols to the E a ~ t  corn 
pared, G4 The pilccs0of Indian commodlt~es 
gleatly reduced by the openlrlg a dlrcct corn 
munlcatlon with Indla 65 r h e  Indian liade 
a continual dram of Amellcan sliver from Cu 
rope, G8 Contlast between the state of tile 
natives of Indla and Amerlca when filst dis 
coveled 69 Tile trade of Cbiope w ~ t h  each 
coiuparAd 70 l h e  ~ilvel  exported to Indla 
contnbute)s to cnnch ~ristedd of ~rnpovellshlng 
Eorope, 71 Importance of the discovery of 
the passage to Indla round the Cape of Good 
Hope toEurope,72 Exped~tlon of Sesostrls to 
India, 103 Reniarks on the weather there 
102 Remaiks of the naval expedition of 
Nca~chus 106 Pocullantles In the Indian 
tldes 10f Aversion of tlte natlves of the 
Eastio the sea 108, 109 Major Rennell s ac 
count of ther~ver Ganges, l10 Endeavours to 
a-certain the situation of the anclerlt clty of 
Pallbothia ih How the Indlan trade has becl1 
carrledon throughEgypt at different tnnes 111 
Erroneous descrlpt~ons of the Caspian Sea by 
anclent wrlters 112 11.3 Deccan the ancrent 
Dachanos of Anlan, 118 The usk of the ma 
rlnei S colnpasb learned by the Easterns from 
the Eulopeans 120 I he Gentoos lnflexlble in 
thew religion 121 Computed number of Ma 
homedans m Indla, 122 Extensive circulation 



of eastern goods by the caravans 127 The 
natlvesof India the earllest known'people who 
were clvlllzed 74 Their dlvla~on Into castes 
15 The  peliectlon of Indlan manufactulei 
qccounted for 76 The genelal tenure of land 
there, 78 Chalacter of the Hlndoo code of 
laws, 80,81 General account of the Pagodas, 
82 Fortresses, 84 Rfechanlc arts, ~b L ~ t e ~ a  
ture, 85 rhelr sciences 88 Thelr rellglous 
tenets, 93 Orlgln of s:perstltlon 95 The 
pure theology of the Brahmlns 9 d  Geneial 
reflect~ons formed on the prrced~ng revlew of 
the eastern natlons, 102 The  manners and 
customs of the nltlves lnffuenced by the Ma 
homedan and Eulopean Intruders 131 Ac 
count of the Sansheet  hterature,'l36 The 
IIeeto Pades l37 The Flve Gems, lb Ode 
from Wulll ;b Speclmen of Indlan convey 
anclng, lb 'fhe four eras of Indlan chronology 
expla~ned 138 

Indzcum oflthe ancxents, the same %v1111 modern 
~ndlgd, 135 

Indzgo, the several kmdsof and a s  uses 135 136 
Indus, liver, passed by  exan and er the erei t ,  10 

HIS voyage down that ~ lve r ,  11 
Instztut~ons of Ind~a ,  the permanency of, ac 

counled for 76 
Inte~est  of mbnej, 54 Chronolog~cal mew of, 

54,55 
Italy, rlse of the commerclal qtates of, 43 They 

nnport the product~ons of Indla ~b The pro 
fits they redped from the ~ l u i a d e s ,  46 See 
Fenzce, Qenoa, &c. 

Itzne? arzes of the Roman Empire, how form 
ed, 116 

Java Xenor of Ivlarco Polo asce~twned, 121 
Jenaub, a cliy built on, by d~exnnder the Gleat, 

108 
Jenkznson, Anthony, hls descr~ption of the Cas 

plan Sea 113 
Jesswant &g, hls letter to Auiengzebe, con 

t a l n l n ~  a chalacter of Sultan Akber, 134 
Jewels, tllelr ule and estlmatlon among the an 

clent., 25 
Jews, when they effected a commerclal Inter 

course wlth Tndla 8 Malltime commerce of 
Kmg Solomon, id Tbelr cornmerc~al effort 
termmated in hls reign, ~b 

Joannaof Navarre, her exclamat~on atthe wealth 
of the clty of Bruges, 125 

Julzus Casa? h ~ s  mannlficent present to Serv~lia 
the motherhf ~ ru tgs ,25  HIS lgnolance of thd 
Blltlsh tldes, l07 Surveys the whole Roman 
Emplre, 116 

Justza, obsorvations on h ~ s  account of the pro 
gresa made by Seleucus In I n d ~ a  109 

Justzn~an Emperor, ~ntroduced 'the s~lkworin 
lnto ~ r i e c e ,  39 

Land the general tenules of In Indla, 78 132 
~ ~ i c l m e n  from an ancient &ant of, 137, 138 

Latztudes how aseeltamed by the anclent geo 
grapher& 35 More read~ly determined by them 
than long~tudes 3b l18 

Lawyers, the sty]; of, compared %nth  that of the 
Pundlts 137 

Lezbaztz, ha account ofthr  mstructlons glven to 
the Florentme ambassqdors to the Soldan of 

greatly to extend the commerce of Asia and 
Afiica, 61 

aahomet I1 subdues theGrecian Enlplre, 52 
Jfahudel Ivf his proofs of the ignorance of the 

ancl& ad to the nature of silk 114 115 
>fnlabnr coast, probable denvatid.11 ofl ~ t s  name, 

33 How ment~oned by the Arab~an wrlter4 41 
J I a l a c ~ a  the clty of lendered the staple of the 

trade darrled on in the East by Uie Portu 
guese, 58 

Nuldzve Islands, probable derlvatlon of their 
name, 38 

Jfan, a revlew of h n  progress m soual hfe, 77 
Ji'an?~fa-qfa~tw es, Indlan, the pedeetlon of, ac 

counted for 76 
Jfaps, none &lor to those of Ptolemy's geopa 

plly 35 
filarci Polo, the Venetlan account of hls travels, 

51 Ob~ectlons to h18 ;elatlons, and vmdica- 
tlon of them, 124 

Jln?sesIles opens a trade with Constantlnoplc for 
Indian co~nmodltres, 44 

Jfassoudz tlie Arablan hls account of Indla, 126 
Jvecca, thk temple the;e v~slted as well by com 

meiclal as by devout pllgrlms, 45 The pd 
gilmages to, contrlhuted gieatly to facihtate 
trade, 61 Account of the caravalls whlch 
vlsit the temple there 126,127 

Jfidz~z, Cosmo dl, a ~lbrentlne merchant, nego- 
tlates a commeic~altreaty with Egypt lnfavour 
of his count1 ymen, 50 

JIedzte~~anean Sea, the chief seat of ancient 
coln~nerce 63 

Jfegasthene8 h ~ s  embassy from Seleucus Kin* 
of syila, tol~ndia, l 6   sacco count o f ~ n d l a , ~ ?  

Nocenzgo, Doge of Venlce m the fifteenth cen 
tuiy, h ~ s  account of the naval strength of that 
republlr, 125 

Ji'onkzsh annalists, a cbaractcr of, 43, 44 
jlfonsoons their iitst application m voyages to 

Indla 24 
Noses, tlie books of, the most anclent and gem- 

Ine l e ~ o r d  of the early ages of the world 5 
Nus~rzs  frequented by ancient navlgatord 93 
~ % f y t h o l o ~ ~  of the Greeks, thenaturalorlgln of,96. 

&dzr Shah,general revlew of hls Indlan expedl 
tlon, 105 

Nagai a of Ptolemy, 11s latltude according to 
D Anv~lle, 33 

Nnvzgatzon, ongm of, traced, 6 Where first 
cultivated ~b How lntrodilced among the 
~ g ~ ~ t i a n i  ~b 

Nearcttus commands the naval exped~tion of 
Alexande~ the Great down the Indus, l1 Re- 
marks on 106 

Xzcepho?zs'characteroftlle Gcnoeseat Constan 
ttnople 123 

Nzehbuh:, his evidence~n favour of the European 
or~gln of the manner's compass, 121 

Onzar, Callph, founds the clty of Bassora, 40 
Ormus qelzed by the Portuguese, 55 Descrlptlon 

of, xb 
Oude, Nabob of,105 

Pagodas of Ind~a ,  general account of, 82 135 
Are placed wlth astronomical preclslon, 139 

Palzboth? a, the endeavouls to asertaln kt. s ~ t u n  
Egypt 123 

Lope a h  metaphysics, state of, In India, 88. 
Longetudesof places how determmed by anclent 

geographers, 35 118 

Manellan effects a Dassaee for the East Indles. 

t~on ,  110' 
Palmyra, by whom, and on what occasion, bu~lt  

21,22 Its stupendous rulns, 22 Its preseni 
state, 93 

Panlab,propessofAlexander the Great through, 
10 . 

Gestward 67 
, 

Mahabarat an Indtan eplc poem, 85 Extracts 
from 88 89 99 

~ a h m d n d  bf Gaznab, the vast fleet that opposed 
hls mvas~on of Indla, 106 

Vahomet, rapid spread of hls rehglon, and the 
@pat effects produced by It, 40 Contributed 

- 

Papyrus occaslon of ~ t s  bemg disused forwr~tlng 
on, 122 

Paldment, when first wed for charters and 
deeds ~b 

Parza?s the most contempt~ble race l n  India, 
121 130 

Patna, not the anclent c ~ t y o f  PalJothra, 110. 



Pearls, thew high estlmatlonamong the Romans, 
25 Were d ~ a r e r  than diamonds, l14 

Bma the chlef suburb of Constantinople, granted 
to [he Genoese, 48 The Genoese expelled by 
the Turks, 52 

Peasza, h ~ w  t la  commerce between that country 
and h l d ~ a  was conducted, 20 Vlgorous culti 
lratlon of the Indla trade 38 The silk trade 
engrosqed by the~crslans:38,39 Thelr extol 
tlons lntroduco the sllkworrn to Europe, 39 
Is conquered by the Arabs 40 Nestorran 
churchcs pldnted there, 42 ' Amount of the 
reverme of the Perslan monarchs from Hero 
dotus 104 Instancesofthen anclcnt averston 
tot11e)sea 108 109 

Phalanz, ~acerlonian, how formed by Alexan 
der 14 

~kzlosophy, the cure for supe~stmon, 97 
Phanzc~ans, opeued a con~merclal Intercourse 

wlth Indla 7 Are sald to have passed the 
Cape of ~ o b d  Rope 63 

Pz lpzma~cs  to the HA) Land, undertaken from 
commerclal and p~ous motlves,45 Prlgr~mages 
to Mecca, 127 

P~lpay's fables, the orlgln of, traced, 137 
Plato, h ~ s  objcctlons to commerce In acommon 

wealth 114 
Plzny tbielder, hls slender knowledge of Indla, 

29 HIS account of the ~sland of Taprobane 
31 Observat~ons on h ~ s  account of the pro' 
gress of Seleucns m Ind~a,  109 

p ~ ~ l p o w z ~  Afela Ins account of the ~sland of 
Taprobane, 34,'arldof the Cnsplan Sea 113 

Porcdazn, tlzetilst mentlon of, by ~ r a b l a i t r a v e l  
lers, 41 

PO? tvgd,  clrcnmstances that led the Portuguese 
to the dlscovcry of the Cape of Good Hope, 56 
Vlgorous exertions of the Portuguese to cult1 
vate the eastern t ~ a d e  57 58 They alm at a 
monopoly of the tradi to [he East 58 Cstab 
lid1 a commerclal emplre 1x1 the East, bO 
T h a r  aetlvrtyln exploring the eastern coun 
tnes 64 They dnve the Venetlans out of the 
~ n r d ~ e a n  markets, by reduc~ng the prlces of 
Indla goods 65 How they remalned so long 
m the excln&ve possession of the Indlan trade 
67 Are rlvalled at length ln the Indlan ~ c e a d  
by the Dutch, 68, and by theEnglah, lb Re 
pulse the efforts of Solyrnan the Yagnlficent to 
dnve them from Indla 72 Thelr Intercourse 
with Infidels llcensed dy a Papal bull, 123 

gorus opposes the progress of Alexander the 
~ r e k t  In Indla I0 Rema1n.s steady M the 
Macedoman mtelwt, 16 

appllcatlons of it by the anc enls and the 
moderns, 107 

Relzgzon and snperstltlon dlscnmlnated 94. 
Ilenaudot hf hls translation of the easlern voy- 

age of t h o  ~aliornedans~from the Arab&,vin 
ttlcated, 119 

RcnneEl, MaJol, h1s illustrabonsof the Indian el-  
pedltlon of Qlexander the Great 12 1M 108 
HIS accollnl of the river Gang&, 110 Re- 
marks on tns account of the sltnallon of the 
c2ty of Pallbothla ~b HIS oplnlon of tlre 
Egyptxau navlgat1o:l exammed, 112 

Rhznocolura, the anclerlt port of communlcatlon 
between Phmnlcla and Iudla, 7 

Rage?, M , his account of the Indlan chionolo- 
gy 138 

Romk, rlse of the power of, 20,21 How snpplled 
wlth Iuhan cornn~odltles 21 Its lmporw 11 oln 
thence, art~cles of luxury: 24 Ipnorant of the 
nature of sllk, 26 How the breedlng of sllk- 
worms'ivas tntroduced lilto the eastern empire 
34 Consequences of the Roman elnprre hem; 
dissolved by the Barbauans, 50 ltmerarles of 
the ernplre folmed 116 

Russza a commercial intercourse between, and 
Chlnh, 128 

Ryots of Indostan tenure by w h ~ c h  they hold 
thew possessions: 132 

Sa~ontala, an anclent Indlan dramatlo poem, ac 
count of, 86 

Sacotecas, the mlnes of, Importance of, to 
Spaln, 70 

Saznt Crozz Baron de observations on hls Crl 
tlque des &istorlans h'~lexandre le Grand,lO9. 

Samarcand, by what name known to Alexander 
the Great 10 Ita lat~tude as accerta~ned by 
~ ' ~ n v l l l e :  33 

Sandlacottus anIndlanpr1nce hrsrevoltagalnst 
and treaty k t h  Seleucus, d u g  of Syrla, 16 

Sansk~eet hterature, 136 Mr. Hallled's ac- 
count of, lb 

Saaudo, hlarlno h ~ s  acLonnt of the Venetldn 
trade w ~ t h  ~ n d a ,  In the fourteenth cent" y,50 

Sczeizces wllere Glst cultivated, 5 State of, 1x1 
1ndla,$8 

Scylaz of Caryandra hls na! a1 expeditxon o In- 
dia, 6, 9 Why hld vojnge 1s not men1 nned 
by Arnan, 106 

Seapop modern established on the same prmcl- 
ple with tbe ihalanx of Perslans formed by 
Alexander the Great, 14 

Sezks of Indla, probabtllty of d~spntes between 

l Botosz, the discovery of the sllver mlnes of, the 
them and the Bllt~sh, l05 The11 sltuatlon and 
character, 105 

first permanent source of wealth derlved by Se1eucu.s the successor of Alexander i I ~ s  expeh- 
Spaln flom Amerlea, 70 tzon to21ndra, l6  Observations od, 109 

Ptolemy the geographer estlmate of hls sclentlfic Selzm Sultan the conqueror of tlle Mamelnkeq 
know(edge, 29 ~stabllshed geography upon l 111s httent1o;l to the advantages of the Indlan 
lts proper prmclples, lb HIE accounts of the 
continent of I n d ~ a  examlned 30 HIS geogra 
phy of Indla adjusted by thaiof modern tlmes 
by M D'Anvalle, ~b HIS exactness In some 
positions, 33 Account of Taprobane, 34 1x1s 
charlctel, by Agathemerus, 115 Hls geogra- 
plllcal errors 116 From what materials he 
composed h d  geography of I n d ~ a  11 

Pblerny L a p s  establishes the seat of Egyptran 
government at Alexandria, erects tlre hght- 
house on the Pharos, 18 

PtoZemy Phzladelphus projects acanal tofacllltate 
the Intercourse between Egypt znd Ind~a,  18, 
19 Founds Beren~ce, l 9  

Pdtanah, the anctent Phthanip of Arr~an, 115 

Ramusto detects the geographical errors of 
Ptolemy 116 

Raynal, ~bbe, hls History of the East and West 
Ind~es, 72 

Red Sea, derlvatlonof the name, ano the different 

commerce, 72 
Scmzramzs the vast fleet that opposed ller inva 

slon of l h a  106 
Sel a Jfetropolz's, of Ptolemy, ~ t s  latitude accord- 

mg to D 'An~~l le ,  33 
Sa?ngham,descnvtlon of the pagoda there, 83 
Seso~trzs Klng of Egypt the first who rendered 

the ~g;ptlans a comnl~rcial people 7 Impro- 
bab~llt~es attendmg hls supposed e;pedrt~on to 
and conqa~st  of Indla, 103 

Shasthr some account of 89 138 
szeledtda Cosmas ~ndlco~leustes's account of 38 
Szlk, ~ t s  h ~ g h  estlmatlon among the ~ o m a n s i 2 5  

The trade for engrossed by the Permans 38, 
39 ~llkworm; obtalned and cult~vated bithe 
Greeks, 39 Venetlan and rlolentme trade for 
s ~ l k  49 Ignorance of the anclents as to I@ 
Fhuctlons, 114, 115 Why dlshkid by the 

nrks, 115 
Szleer draned from Europe to carry on tlle East 

1nd;a Trade, 68 Europe onrlehed by 11s ex 
portatton, 71 
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sinre fiet~opolis of Ptolemy endeavours of M. 

D'Anville to ahcertain its skuation, 31. 
Slmue trade,modera, the originof, 69. Is largely 

carried on by the African caravans, 127, 128. 
Solomon, I<ing of Judea, inquiry into his mari- 

time colnmcrce, 8. Builds Tadmor, in the 
Desert 21. 

~ c ~ ~ m a n ' t h e  Magnificent, his efforts to drive the 
Portuguese f io~n  India, 72. 

Soul, description o; from the Blahabarat 88. 
Spain has the honour of discovering ~mejica,56.  

Gold and silver the only profitable articles they 
found in Ame~ica, 70. They colonize it, 71. 

Spiccs and aromatics, why much used by the an- 
cients W. Vast modern consumption oE 
them lib. 

Strabo,bis obscure knowledgeof India, 28. IIis 
account of the island of Taprobane, 33. His 
free exposition of ancient theology, 101. De- 
nies that Sesostris ever entered India, 104. His 
slender knowledge of India 112. His account 
of the Casp ia~~ Sea. 112,112. He justifies his 
neglect of Hipparchus, 115. His account how 
the Indian wonlen were guarded, 131. His ac- 
coi~nt of the a~rcient dyes, 135. 

Sumatra, the island of, visited by the early Ara. 
bians, 41. Was the Java Minor of Marco 
Polo 124. 

Superitition and religion discriminated, 94. Ori- 
gin of superstition, 95. Progress of, 95, 96. 
Picture of oriental superstition, 06. Philoso- 
phy fatal to 07. 

Shrya ~iddl~d;~ta,thescientificalmeritof that an- 
cient Oriental con~position, 140. 

Sylla, spices consumed in his funeral pile, 24, 

Tadmor in the Desert, by whom built and for 
what purpose, 21. Its stupendous &ins, 22. 
Its present state 23. 

Tamerlane, his judicious choice of the season for 
his Indian campaign, 105. 

Taprobane Strabo's account of 33. Pliny's ac- 
count orlit, 34. Ptolemy's Lccount of it, ib. 
Appears to be the is!and of Ceylon, ib. Ac- 
count by Cosn~as lnd~copleustes 38. 

Tatta, great drought there, 105. b a t  numbers 
of vessels for water carriage there, 106. 

Tea, a necessary of life in many parts of Europe, 
129. Annual i~nportation of, ib. 

Tea Tree, first mention of, by Arabian travel- 
lers 41. 

~~ides'of the Indian ocean, peculiarities in, 107. 

Trade how at first conducted between different 
coudtries, 6. Between Egypt and India, 18. 
Exports andimports of India, 24. 

T r a n s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r r a t i o s  of souls, the Eastern doctrine 
of, explained, 100. 

n r k s ,  their scruples concerning tlle wearing of 
silk, 115. 

Tyre, accountof the conimerce of in Ezekiel,lM. 

Ulug Beg, his astronomical tables, 33. 

Vasa Xurrhina, of Pliny,the nature and compo 
sition of 121. 

Venice, fidt rise of, as a commercial state, 43. 
Constantinople taken, in conjui~ction with the 
crusaders 46. The Venetians engane largely 
in the trade and manufacture of silky47. T l ~ e  
Latin empire in the East subverted 48. The 
Venetians supplanted in tho tradeaith Con- 
stantinople by the Genoese ib. They settle a 
trade with Alexandria 4;. Account of the 
Venetian trade wirh ~ d d i a  in the fourteenth 
century 50. Travels of Marco Polo 51. Their 
trade ektended by the Tuiks subduing the 
Greek empire, 52. Remarks on thtir trade for 
Indian goods, 53. Evidences of the great 
weaith they acquire by this trade, 54. Alarm 
taken at the direct voyage to East India by 
Vasco de Gama 57. Measures prosecuted by 
the Venetians t3checlr the progressof the Por- 
tuguese in tlle East, 59. The Portuguese sup- 
plant them in the European markets, by reduc- 
ing the prices of Indian goods, 65. The great 
extent of their trade, 125. The bank of Venice 
the first formed of any in Europe, ih. Amount 
of the Venetian naval strength in the fifteenth 
century, 125,126. 

F7irgil, a good natural historian, and desctiptive 
poet 115. 

Volnc;, M., his account of the camel, l%, and of 
the caravan from Damasclas to Mecc$, 121. 

Wilford Lieutenant hisexttminationofA~ian'~ 
~erip1;s hy modern names and situations,135. 

u7'ilkins, Mr., his translation of the Heeto-pades, 
137. 

Women, the jealous seclusion of,in India, whenes 
derived, 131. 

FVullz, character of an ode translated from, 137. 

Zemhdars, their ofice in the govexment of h, 
dostan, 13% 
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